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1278  Lockdown Face (2020-09-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh, we turned our people into lightbulbs.” (1:11:29)
0:00:36  JCD Zephyr-free due to fog, ACC’s friend’s new venture 24trains.tv, JCD: “chick magnet!”
0:02:48  Nearly 7,000 North Carolinians given false positive for COVID-19 due to “glitch”; CDC notes recovered patients may continue to test positive; 45 PCR “spin cycles” in Madison, JCD laments his failure to steal “the book” of testing procedures from Standard Oil lab, Abbott Labs to crank out 50M tests per month accompanied by smartphone app; Becker’s Hospital CFO Report finds Florida receiving $132,000 in federal funds per COVID-19 case; Harris Co. Texas official explains how million-case reporting backlog polluted August-September statistics and prompted officials to maintain “red alert” status, ACC: “the incentive is to defraud!”
0:26:06  Daniel “mein Führer” Andrews pushing bill mandating jury-less trials and locking up conspiracy theorists, ACC: “this is what happens, man, when they take your guns away”
0:27:33  “Dr. Bill” Gates attacks CDC credibility “because you have people at the White House ahhh who are not epidemiologists”, “weirdly interesting falsehoods” about vaccines on social media; pennsylvania lockdown orders ruled unconstitutional; local package on Utah mask protest with six-year-old bitching about flu deaths and old lady declaring “most child molesters love ‘em!”
0:38:04  Steve Bannon’s buddy “Miles” Guo Wengui setting up $100M Rule of Law Society fund to go after Chinese Communist Party, Take Down the CCP music video, ACC: “Bannon looks like he should be hosting Yacht Rock on Sirius XM”; Black Lives Matter cofounder Alicia Garza’s Black Futures Lab sponsored by CCP-backed Chinese Progressive Association
0:52:56  Clackamas Co. Oregon “Karen” commissioner pushes back against reports of Antifa arsonists; ACC volunteers to listen to Mimi’s planning commission stories, “maybe it’s possible to talk her out”; Mark Esper warns about Chinese and Russian directed energy weapons; Gavin Newsom rants about “arguably the hottest recorded temperature in the history of mankind”
1:06:44  Judd Apatow commits career suicide criticizing Chinese influence on Hollywood; Academy of Country Music Awards with lightbulbs in empty seats; Joe Rogan asks for a do-over with headphones, JCD story: host Bill Goode’s “free air” technique; Proud Boys founder Gavin McInnes: ACC “a fuckin’ retard … and he has an irritating twitch”; gay British sommelier Aidy Smith reflects on his “superpower” to Tourette’s Podcast, JCD: “I’m a Tourette’s ally!”
1:24:47  Producer Segment: ACC “your time, your talent, and your treasure”; Biden: Arctic “on fire”
1:24:47  Biden’s July “if we get reelected” promises; rumors of incontinence as side effect of Alzheimer’s medication; Harris promises “Harris administration”; “lockdown face” plastic surgery spike
2:08:47  Fox News panelists Melissa Francis & Marie “Band Camp Girl” Harf nervously shut down Newt Gingrich at the mention of George Soros; Jim Cramer’s “crazy Nancy” Freudian slip
2:12:43  Biden bounces from farming to CFL bulbs, civilian climate corps, suburban floods and fires, “nine years before the damage is irreversible”, hurricanes destroying Midwest farms; Sunny Hostin registers disapproval of un-woke Joe Rogan running debate, JCD for Curry-Dvorak Consulting Group: “Biden will eat his lunch, here’s your bill”; idiotic claim that wildfires are so fierce that “NASA satellites can see them one million miles away in space”; John Solomon cites Riding the Dragon documentary as evidence of Biden family’s collusion with China
2:41:13  Donation Segment: Biden lies $400,000 “more money than I’ve ever made”; meetup promo
2:55:46  JCD’s lame Biden isos; Amazon fires back in the news; Darren Beattie: color revolution regime change model now being used on Americans; Jimmy Kimmel and Bill de Blasio milieu analysis
3:05:37  Kanye’s Grammy urination; Eddie Scarry: GOP staffers more gay than Democrat counterparts
1277  Insurrectious (2020-09-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’m an old... I’m a TV guy, and I ruh ruh ruh!” (2:32:08)
0:00:39  JCD’s electrostatic precipitator vs “suckin’ in soot”, long-forgotten controlled burn strategy from air pollution districts and Ducks Unlimited, ACC ponders BLM riots and Oregon fires and history of arson, evidence of directed energy weapon; five-day rainstick delay
0:13:49  Victoria police official: protests making him feel like “a dog returning to eat his own vomit”
0:15:41  Media shying away from playing audio of Trump interviews with Bob Woodward; Trump likens his coronavirus response to that of Winston Churchill during the Battle of Britain; Kayleigh McEnany urges journalist to “read the rest of the quote”; CNN’s Jamie Gangel tries to establish false equivalency with Watergate, Trump “it goes through air, Bob!”; New York Assembly Bill A99 providing for arbitrary detention of suspected coronavirus carriers; idiotic correlation with restaurant outings from CDC; all NFL employees wearing Kinexon proximity sensors; lab technician producer notes uselessness of Remdesivir
0:36:48  Build Back Better: Clinton Foundation Haiti exhibit from 2011, upcoming Centre for International Governance Innovation webinar, Andrew Cuomo in aftermath of Hurricane Sandy
0:40:55  Biden spokeshole TJ Ducklo lies to Bret Baier about Trump’s knowledge of early situation in China, “I can send you the fact-checks” on travel ban, dodges yes or no question about Biden’s teleprompter for “unscripted” Q&A, refuses to “allow the Trump campaign to funnel their questions through Fox News”, ACC: “Bret Baier should say, listen, you cocksucker”
0:49:14  ACC analyzes “French piece of crap movie” Cuties as indictment of social media; ACC & JCD wrangle about the merits and faults of The Social Dilemma with “bullshit artist” Shoshana Zuboff produced by millennial global warming advocate Exposure Labs, front page BIPOC “black, indigenous, people of color” solidarity statement, obvious three goals of tech companies, Rohingya genocide thanks to Facebook, flat earther election meddling
1:19:26  London Real host Brian Rose surrounded by Lamborghinis: “have you ever fantasized about being on a podcast?!”; Jim Cramer bullish on Spotify and Joe Rogan
1:21:57  Producer Segment: Utah Goldbacks; ACC predicts the rise of jai alai and roller derby
2:08:00  Dutch rapper Akwasi targeting Zwarte Piet let off by sympathetic judge; Trudeau government’s $221M loan program only for black entrepreneurs; Spirit Airlines passenger’s “I’m a queen! California!” white privilege rant against paralyzed flight attendant; Texas Gov. Greg Abbott pushes “Back the Blue” pledge against police defunding and threatens to take over Austin PD; Jason Whitlock speaks his mind on “business built around racial grievance” exemplified by GWU con artist Jessica Krug, “white liberals, I’m sorry, they’re the actual bigots”
2:24:52  Public school teachers admit pushing off-curriculum SJW agenda to campusreform.org video
2:27:27  JCD’s Newsletter essay on the art of the CBS whipsaw with Weijia Jiang and Nancy Cordes, debunks “move the story along” theory from anonymous Canadian producer
2:35:58  ESPN’s Kirk Herbstreit blubbers about racial injustice on College GameDay panel: “we gotta do better; man, we gotta like lock arm and arm and be together!” (CotD); ACC on European nepotism model for Democrat cities; Jeanine Pirro tests the 14th Amendment waters with a somewhat dispassionate Trump, ACC: Death to America shirts “kinda insurrectious”
2:48:08  Donation Segment
3:01:56  Ted Cruz “you’re screwed!” iso; Greta Thunberg documentary I Am Greta coming to Venice Film Festival, Venice “suffering from floods almost every year” due to climate change; ACC’s “800% MATCH!” and Biden “WANTS TO DESTROY THE SECOND AMENDMENT!”
1276  **Standard Man** (2020-09-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “They, they need to be abused!” (1:29:14)

0:00:31  JCD’s experience of awaking to pitch blackness at 8:00 am due to fine ash; ACC saves his friend from New Jersey with new zero-latency Widex hearing aids; Joe Rogan’s temporary new “Jules Verne set”, missing episodes including ACC’s, JCD: “you were lit!”, peculiar transcoding-induced slowdown; JCD story: Carnegie Mellon cyberneticist who never read internet comments; hysteria among true believers over ACC’s Bitcoin and ADOS comments

0:21:57  Victoria Premier Dan Andrews reports total of 666 coronavirus deaths, five most recent victims ranging in age from 80s to over 100; Sky News’ Paul Murray gripes about Andrews’ absurd reopening requirements, “we should’ve been able to say see you next Tuesday to this virus months ago”; Quebec nurse unable to get a negative test result after eight tries; Prof. Carl Heneghan on PCR test detecting 78-day-old RNA; Anthony Fauci in March on the rarity of asymptomatic spread, JCD: “Typhoid Mary comes to mind”; fresh “outbreak” in UK

0:35:46  University of Texas Austin to require tests in order to attend football games, JCD: “I think these tests are rape”; ACC’s sister-in-law observes victims being spoken of in hushed tones

0:41:10  AstraZeneca vaccine trial halted after enthusiasm from “opposite man” Trump and links to UK transverse myelitis case; four more countries agree to run phase III trials of Chinese vaccines; “grain of salt” Epoch Times journalist wails about Xinjiang lockdown

0:49:27  António Guterres: COVID-19 demonstrates “what we all know” about the evil patriarchy, PPE “is often made to fit a standard man”; racist Wikipedia “standard person”; Tedros Adhanom promotes public health as central to “every country’s commitment to build back better”; World Bank Vice President Ferid Belhaj: “Lebanon needs to build back better”

1:02:29  Producer note on MIT analysis of Huawei backdoors including hardcoded superuser accounts, ACC: “we’re not gonna use it!”; Amb. Sam Brownback on China’s war on religion, Trump administration “going hammer and tong” over human rights; JCD notes “Vote family” playing in NBA, ACC: “United in Black” a perfect opportunity for soccer and cricket

1:15:24  Producer Segment: rainsticks for California and Oregon; ACC’s thigh-tapping tic

1:58:02  “This is cut up, I wanna see it uncut” reaction to Biden’s interview with Cardi B; Biden’s incongruous “made in America, not a joke” and “for real, not a joke”; Trump “let’s face it, Joe’s shot” iso; “my dad used to have an expression” ramble and pointless “honey, it’s gonna be okay” story; Biden’s union stolen valor, ACC fiddles with Audacity speed settings

2:12:35  Kayleigh McEnany gloats over Trump’s Nobel Peace Prize nomination end to “39-year-old streak” of starting wars, hit job on *The Atlantic* author Jeffrey Goldberg as a voice in favor or Iraq War followed by heckling from Jonathan Karl; Goldberg on Trump’s unprecedented attacks on John McCain; Steve Pieczenik’s 2018 comments on McCain and Petraeus; Lara Logan on McChrystal Group working on anti-Trump DNC propaganda; 2017 clip of Kara Swisher, Kamala Harris, and Laurene Powell Jobs discussing purchase of *The New York Times*

2:40:31  Donation Segment

2:57:07  Facebook paying users to disable accounts; Axios election delay propaganda campaign

3:02:17  France 24 notes “80% of structures have been decimated” in Malden Washington
1275 **Hypocrite Oath** (2020-09-06)

0:00:00 JCD: "*The homeless won’t be able to buy anything, the homeless!*
(0:17:25)

0:00:38 Kentucky man faces $750,000 fine for exploiting “Alaska loophole” to enter Canada as a tourist, “hang tangs” issued at border; invitations from Hotep Jesus for ACC and Jason Whitlock

0:05:21 Former New York banker reporting COVID-19 running amok at UT, deadly afraid of liberal cities burning to the ground if Trump is re-elected; insider reports FedNow will not be live until 2023, draconian terms of service from “no-fun payment system” Zelle

0:08:04 Austin stay-at-home order to extend through December 6, ACC’s birthday at “hopping” Péché restaurant, JCD predicts exposé by Karen reporter; Memphis woman receives positive COVID-19 test from late June in spite of being dead since February; UCLA/Stanford study estimates odds of death due to coronavirus at 1 in 19.1 million; India reporting “new record in daily cases”, JCD offended by redundant term “long holiday weekend”; Spanish hospital wheeling patients out onto boardwalk for fresh air; World Bank web page tracks exports of COVID-19 test kits in 2017 and 2018, ACC irked by “riddle me this” subject line on social media posts

0:38:43 Glenn Greenwald appalled at CDC study finding 25% of age 18-24 respondents serious contemplating suicide in the last month; CVC reports older millennials experiencing a grief process

0:41:31 Producer gripes about two more weeks of lockdown in Melbourne from “Dirty Dan” Andrews; partial reopening starting October 26 if there are no more than five cases per day; monotone report from *Family Guy* clone France 24 reporter on “far right” protests in Melbourne, Andrews predicts “third wave” from premature reopening; police badge anomaly noted in video of pregnant woman arrested by Victoria police for “incitement”, arrestee notes to interviewer that police “were quite nice”, “sorry about my bimbo moment”, “it’s fearmongering, that’s how I feel”; *Mad As Hell* conspiracy theory sketch; Victoria MP Matthew Guy calls out “Dan the Man” Andrews as self-absorbed narcissist à la Andrew Cuomo

1:00:25 Russian Direct Investment Fund CEO Kirill Dmitriev to Bloomberg on progress on Russian vaccine; Moderna slowing phase III enrollment to recruit more minorities; NPR overlooks expected behavior of trial subjects; JCD notes Chinese cargo containers on the move

1:07:52 Anthony Fauci discusses the lead-up to his vocal polyp surgery, ACC: “does the flu vaccine not work on Dr. Fauci?”, JCD’s homeopathic salted ginger from Brazil, Fauci’s “hypocrite oath”; NPR smears Fauci’s replacement Dr. Scott Atlas as belonging to “right-wing” Hoover Institution, “a little bit of tape of him *talking* verbal eye-roll from host Mary Louise Kelly, aghast “is he saying some people should just get sick with COVID??”

1:17:43 Producer Segment: neighbors “scattered like roaches” at approach of family mouth-hitter

1:46:51 Amb. Richard Grennell trades barbs with reporters at Serbia-Kosovo press conference; Peace Highway rail link, “mini-Schengen” zone, and ban on 5G from “untrusted vendor” Huawei; Papua New Guinea refuses to pay back Chinese $53M “debt trap diplomacy” loan on the grounds that Huawei data center spies on its citizens for the PLA; *The Epoch Times* on *Xinhua News Agency*’s 30,000-word tantrum over Mike Pompeo’s Nixon Library speech; ACC theory: Germany given an out from Nord Stream 2 by Alexei Navalny poisoning case

2:03:56 C-SPAN callers: drawling “ham who’s on 80 meters at night” blasts MSNBC, Chris Wallace “is a RINO!” (CotD); Biden supporter raves about terrorist Electoral College controlling the food supply; ACC proposes “hit programming” *Call of the Day* podcast; “call a social worker” in response to mayhem meme; California woman spews Trump hate talking points; insane New Jersey woman raves “to get to that herd mentality, *two million people have to die!*” (CotD)
Delusional Joe Biden claims “a black man invented the lightbulb” in reference to Lewis Howard Latimer; white Jewish George Washington University assistant professor Jessica Krug admits to posing as black, GWU offers a shoulder for “hurting” students to cry on; USC professor on leave after citing the Chinese word 个 nèi gè; Prof. Idris Robinson relates impotence and lynching episode from James Baldwin short story Going to Meet the Man, JCD: “it’s bullshit!”

Incoherent PBS report fails to mention Breonna Taylor’s boyfriend firing at police; death of Daniel Prude blamed by sensationalist media on “spit hood” and not intoxication

Donation Segment: libertyschoolfromhome.org

“This is Trump’s America” Biden ad; “Build Back Better” jingle; PBS on The Atlantic story that Trump has called veterans “losers and suckers”, JCD on false parallel being made between cancelled World War II event and Vietnam War, unnecessarily anonymous former White House staff, “this is a rerun of the gold-star family fiasco from 2016”

ACC trolling “Brad from Houston” with intent to write in Kanye West; CNN paints picture of mentally ill man being exploited by evil Republican party, JCD: “he’s something of a genius”

Gig delivery drivers hanging their phones in trees to get coveted Whole Foods runs
1274  Thugs on a plane (2020-09-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “They’ll be scarred for life!” (0:50:28)
0:00:35 JCD “smokin’ the good stuff” with California wildfires; ACC’s two COVID-19 tests prior to appearance in new “futuristic opium den” The Joe Rogan Experience studio, technical issues with a pile of new hardware, high-as-a-kite “ADD nut job” Rogan bouncing from topic to topic; Zephyr count and producer note on evidence of transportation and/or manufacturing boom; hints about Rogan’s Spotify deal, dinner at III Forks Austin with Rogan minions

0:17:20 Federal Reserve Governor Lael Brainard promotes FedNow instant payment system; S.3571 Banking for All Act establishing US Postal Service as the new bank; trader Lynette Zang on arbitrary-precision mathematics as vehicle for devaluation and negative interest rates
0:32:42 NBC Wednesday whole-show teaser with hypocrite Nancy Pelosi appearing unmasked in hair salon; Pelosi apologizes for “falling for a setup”, JCD: “she has to resign from Congress!”
0:37:58 Robert F. Kennedy Jr. calls out Fauci and Gates at press conference: “people in authority lie”; Birx “Gates... or, that the federal government has recommended” flub from April reemerges
0:43:52 CDC: vaccine may be ready on November 1; Georgia news anchor Dawn Baker takes second shot of phase III vaccine, CNN poll finds 40% intend to decline vaccine, JCD recalls two-shot swine flu scam, “they might have to ... experience unpleasant side effects like fever, twice”
0:49:55 Video of pregnant woman arrested by Victoria police for “incitement” of protest on Facebook; spike in deaths because of 33 previously unreported deaths from July, possible 12-month lockdown; Premier Daniel Andrews sets sights on “COVID normal” to restore “that sense of control and stability”; ACC Chinese debt trap theory; unelected “super mayor” bureaucrats under Dutch 1.5 meter law, central bank proposes handing over sovereignty to Brussels

1:03:21 Post Millennial editor Libby Emmons: schools hiding social justice propaganda from parents
1:06:54 Democracy Now whipsaw: “no evidence” that convalescent plasma is effective vs actual “should not be considered standard of care”, India “new epicenter”; bogus “mandatory for all Texas schoolchildren” headlines; JCD working on official No Agenda mission statement
1:14:59 Producer Segment: Dutch vla pudding; Samoan third gender fa’afafine

1:47:11 Biden doubles down on “very fine people” lie in Pittsburgh, incomprehensible “more lives this year than any other year for the past hundred years”, bizarre “straight from the shoulder” quote attributed to Roosevelt, “stoking violence in our cities” gaffe, remote controlled drug injection theory; creepy “anybody under fifteen, you get something special today”; Biden insists to Andrea Mitchell that he will ignore Pelosi’s order not to debate Trump

2:00:08 Trump to Laura Ingraham: “people that are in the dark shadows” are controlling Biden; Amy Goodman describes “thugs on a plane” exchange as “nod” to QAnon, “far-right circles” meme; media ignoring latest LAPD shooting; Ingraham and Trump discuss how to appeal to suburban women; Amy’s “golfers” vs “people who choke” whipsaw avoids mentioning Ingraham

2:20:16 Donation Segment: JCD notes Brazil’s failure to peg BRL to USD
2:43:15 “Punch him in the face” compilation of media and high-profile liberals extolling violence; CAIR head Nihad Awad and activist Khalilah Sabra in 2016 trying to appropriate BLM
2:49:37 Amy Goodman on new book claiming Mike Pence was set to assume presidential duties during 2019 Walter Reed visit, ACC theorizes Trump trolled Biden by tweeting about mini-strokes
2:51:41 ACC OTG: Android vs Mastodon servers, Apple removes Pocket Casts at behest of CCP
2:53:16 Kayleigh McEnany’s “tirade of the week” against M5M and Democrats calling for violence; viral fake video of reporter interviewing a snoozing Joe Biden
1273 False Positive (2020-08-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Quarantine for two weeks! Aughaughaughaugh!” (1:21:46)
0:00:36 New York Times admits COVID-19 test may be producing false positives, CDC data shows COVID-19 as sole cause in only 6% of deaths; lab technician producer perplexed at discrepancy between lab and CDC probe sequences, now also testing for influenza; 300 arrested in Berlin protest, thousands on the street in Zurich and London; Robert F. Kennedy Jr. to Berlin protesters: US media reporting “I came here today to speak to about 5,000 Nazis”, shift to digital currency “the beginning of slavery”; David Icke leads London crowd in “no!” chorus
0:14:26 UN Pacific United concert hosted by “dude with a beard” Aunty Tala and “a new world order behind closed doors” song We Will Rise, JCD on anti-heteronormative BLM agenda
0:23:15 Bill Gates blathers aimlessly trying to “debunk some of the myths” about hydroxychloroquine and “raging conspiracy theories” about him, support for availability of TikTok “informa... innovation”, “worse pandemics in the future” softball climate change question from Bloomberg journalist, “magic” coronavirus vaccine on the horizon; “thank you for your sacrifices” to the population of Wuhan in April CCTV interview; Trump pushing for vaccine approval prior to completion of phase III trial; ACC speculates about goal of DNA-changing vaccine
0:36:48 Republican National Convention production analysis; ex-Democrat C-SPAN caller compilation; Rachel Maddow belittles Trump’s “long long long...” speech; Rudy Giuliani: “this awesome job of restoring safety for our people cannot be done from your basement, Joe!”; Trump channels Obama with “saved or supported more than 50 million American jobs”
0:56:49 Kellyanne Conway explains situation with “skank” daughter Claudia in one gargantuan run-on sentence; Claudia’s “look at what I did” TikTok video; Amy Goodman celebrates “speech filled with lies and falsehoods” and “shoulder-to-shoulder” lie; Weijia Jiang “only he could insure law and order” vs “men and women of law enforcement” whipsaw; Yamiche Alcindor’s lie “deaths like Jacob Blake in Wisconsin”; Jiang propagates Biden’s “superspreader event”
1:12:25 Increasingly squeaky fast-talking CNN fact-checker Daniel Dale rattles off a laundry list of lies to Anderson Pooper; CBS moans about ODNI suspending oral reports to Congress
1:20:54 ACC all-in on JCD’s theory of Trump as COVID-19 survivor; Nancy Pelosi gripes about stalled relief package talks by dismissing Mark Meadows as “whatever his name is”
1:26:25 Producer Segment: dueling family COVID-19 tests
2:06:48 NPR on “two women and a podcast” vs Dutch slavery narrative; “hot new shows” on CBC Podcast Showcase; CBC podcast propagates “do the work”; New York Post on “luxury beliefs”
2:12:18 Dipshit activist Robyn Maynard describes police-free utopia to OPPO podcast, ACC: “she really glosses over domestic disputes”; Rand Paul weighs in on his brush with death at the hands of BLM rioters; LeBron James propagates Obama’s message on Jacob Blake shooting; Blake’s father tells CNN about his call with “President Biden”; Anderson Pooper perplexed at “some say Brussels sprouts taste good”; Harris repeatedly warns “they’re not gonna stop”
2:31:57 Epoch Times on rising opposition to OBOR in Central Asia, DNC walks back One China Policy, Chinese nuclear war preparedness drills; TikTok interim CEO on Walmart bid
2:41:34 Democracy Now’s final smear of Shinzo Abe; racially insensitive NHK segment on US riots
2:44:07 Sharpton “dream come true” and Trump “I don’t talk about my ass” isos
2:46:05 Donation Segment
3:01:08 Ad for Drizly booze delivery app; terrifying ads for Fanapt schizophrenia medication (CotD)
3:08:38 Amy Goodman bitches about DHS considering “heat ray” at US-Mexico border, JCD: “5G!”
ACC: “This is a radio guy, a radio guy playing vice president!” (1:24:44)
Hurricane Laura downgraded to category one: Amy Goodman gleefully reports college campus COVID-19 doom and gloom, CDC “quietly altered” recommendation that asymptomatic people be tested; shrill-voiced outrage from CNN medical correspondent Elizabeth Cohen, “it is clearly pressure from some force in some way”, Cohen lies that CDC website change was “so subtle and wasn’t alerted so we sort of had to discover it on or own”, possible coded message in “Americans aren’t going to get this”; Gavin Newsom declares intention to heed “those that are experts in the field” as opposed to CDC; Austin public health bureaucrat admonishes college students, ACC: “F capitalism, where’s my check?”; Cuomo exempts MTV VMA stars from 14-day quarantine, bear hunters in Maine urged to social distance

Democracy Now happily reports coronavirus case spikes around the world with key phrase “after reopening”; peculiar ASMR report from NPR on near absence of influenza in Southern Hemisphere, “get vaccinated!” bottom line, no discussion of flawed tests or the actual disease detected; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer pushing for 33% increase in vaccination rate

Australian MP Craig Kelly gripes about doctors facing prison for prescribing hydroxychloroquine; Yale epidemiologist Dr. Harvey Risch compares media to 1984 Ministry of Truth; Perth woman sentenced to six months in jail for “sneaking” across border, ACC: “they shave your head and they make you run naked through the streets”; Chinese Twitter bots implicated in targeting Italy with disinformation; Xi Jinping reaching out to “American states, local councils, and businesses”; WNBA bullet hole shirts; DoJ sniffing around nursing home deaths; Prof. Dolores Cahill addresses Irish anti-mask protest; Robotic Assistance Devices CEO enthuses about its robot ROSA at business entrances: “the level of compliance is just skyrocketing!”

Trump-hating The Independent headline advertising “meltdown” by Trump blunders off into a discussion of Theresa May vs Huawei; former New York banker explains Wall Street Journal article on Fed interest rate policy as “MMT is here to stay”; Ripple/XRP cryptocurrency and Quantum banking platform as off-world SWIFT replacement, JCD: “theremin”

Green New Deal buildbackbetteruk.org steering group consisting of the usual suspects, JCD on lost opportunity to blame coronavirus on climate change; Gavin Newson blusters about record 130° temperature in Death Valley, “98 plus, 99%” of scientists, JCD unearth s 134° record from July 1913, “come to the state of California and we will reeducate you”; Jonathan Pie mocks Biden’s campaign slogan

5M5M Republican National Convention “dark picture” compilation; NPR summarizes day two with Melania Trump appropriating Rose Garden and Mike Pompeo campaigning on the taxpayer dime; RNC vs DNC production values; Amy Goodman gripes about Hatch Act and Melania’s speech to unmasked audience; Yamiche Alcindor invents “very fine people who go to Nazi rallies”, JCD: “she’s the worst journalist ever!” (CotD); ACC’s “SEVEN TIMES MATCH!” from Biden, predicts Trump to win popular vote

CNN unwilling to identify “token black” RNC speakers; C-SPAN Democrat caller gripes about Minnesotans being left out in the cold by DNC; Paul Begala to NPR: Democrats should demand Trump deliver a speech “from a morgue” (CotD); NPR plays complete non sequitur of Mike Pence citing Bible verse; Pence’s syndicated Indiana radio show; Democracy Now gripes about RNC “pledging” to support Trump rather than adopting a new platform; ACC notes focus on Minnesota and Maine, reminisces about brief tour of Bemidji
1:33:30 Producer Segment: remembering the stinky Chinese *No Agenda* 33 tote bags
1:56:49 Status report on ACC’s Podcasting 2.0 with focus on incentivizing app developers, gig as first guest at Joe Rogan’s new Austin studio; first of three Joker comic covers released
2:05:29 Don Lemon showcases latest M5M SJW term “Rorschach test” for violence in Kenosha Wisconsin, “Chris, as you know and I know, it’s showing up in the polling”; “um”-studded report from NPR on shooting by civilians defending private property; JCD notes NPR’s bizarre compressor settings; *Democracy Now* points finger at “a white man with a long gun”, blatant lie that Jacob Blake was shot by police “as he was getting into his car” in front of his children
2:20:19 *Democracy Now* “less drama, more mama” iso; lawyer Robert Barnes analyzes Steve Bannon indictment: “you could indict 90 percent of charities in America”; Trump trolls Biden with drug test proposal, JCD theory: Trump had COVID-19
2:30:17 Kellyanne and George Conway stepping down because of their spoiled brat daughter Claudia
2:32:57 Donation Segment: Aric the Shill’s six-state “*No Agenda* listening tour”
2:43:26 ACC OTG: iOS 14 killing IDFA tracking, phones as virus hotels, talking tube subpoenas up
2:46:52 QAnon acolyte Neon Revolt predicts Clinton-Obama ticket; Hillary: “Joe Biden should not concede under any circumstances”; Colorado local news identifies candidate Lauren Boebert as supporter of QAnon “conspiracy theory that President Trump will soon round up and execute his political opponents who are Satanic cannibals that drink baby blood”; Biden “there’s never been anything we’ve been able to accomplish when we’ve done it together” gaffe
2:52:22 USPS salvation plan from Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: “buy stamps!”
1271  3 Screws  (2020-08-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “This is my show, I ask the questions, you have to do what I say!”  (2:02:52)
0:00:37  JCD blames California wildfires on rainstick-induced lightning strikes
0:01:54  Austin residents getting “screwed, screwed, screwed” by public health bureaucrats; Kamala Harris blames COVID-19 deaths on “structural racism”; Moe Factz identifies black schools and churches as assets for vaccination push; “science oriented” Bill Gates: conspiracy theories in general “are completely untrue”, “we were pretty obscure doing our work on infectious disease”, JCD: “bullshit!”, the unfortunate fact that “we believe in freedom”, rich people “who like to be tested on a regular basis”, parallel with “super problematic” climate change
0:19:39  Tedros Adhanom: “we cannot go back to the way things were” because of climate change; Australia deploying AI mask surveillance for businesses; Dutch riots over permanent 1.5 meter rule; producer note on upcoming lockdown in Spain; German agriculture minister introduces dog walking rules; German scientists staging concerts to study disease transmission; Fauci’s March anti-mask statement revisited; medical-affiliated producer notes on vaccination fakery, Dutch vaccine passport stickers, social distancing breastfeeding under medieval COVID-19 childbirth protocols; Francis Collins’ BioLogos recruiting evangelicals to shill for vaccines
0:40:44  Fox News irked at schools trying to prevent parents from “eavesdropping” on online classes; Democracy Now decres plan to designate teachers as essential workers; Amy Goodman fist-pumps dismal CDC numbers, Robert Redfield “far higher” vs “let the data come out” whipsaw
0:47:42  CNN UK celebrates role of coronavirus as Brexit negotiation roadblock; Justin Trudeau and Boris Johnson propagating globalist “build back better” slogan; upbeat “CEO Trump” at Council for National Policy on “super V” recovery and Joe Biden’s “real home ... a place he never leaves any more”, BLM plans for statue of Lincoln who “did sort of a pretty good job”
1:03:57  The New Abnormal podcast lauds Biden’s prerecorded speech at Democratic National Convention; compilation of 2008 vs 2020 repetitions; Fox News’ Laura Fink gushes over Biden’s “powerful acceptance speech” as appealing to conservative women; JCD bleeps Scott Adams’ profanity-laden rant at “lying piece of shit” Biden for propagating “very fine people” hoax
1:18:05  “Fuck fuck fuck!” from Sen. Tom Carper on USPS Zoom call; bleeped Scott Adams iso
1:19:18  Producer Segment: lootsafe.org; Oath Keepers vs Facebook
1:45:32  Biden “may God protect our troops” non sequitur; Elizabeth Warren dodges questions about pro-Biden Wall Street; Prof. Richard Wolff contrasts on Harris and her father
1:54:26  Dismal DNC finale compared to PBS fund drive; extremely nonbinary panelist J Mai calls for abolition of police; Twitter whining from effete Trump-hating Republican; ACC studying “grey Twitter”; racist MSNBC douchebag Craig Melvin tries to shame State Rep. Vernon Jones (D-GA) for supporting Trump: “this is my show, I’ll ask questions”, “are you a paid campaign surrogate?” from control room; lame “Vice President Poonce” from Julia Louis-Dreyfus
2:08:13  Indictment of Steve Bannon and Brian Kolfage for sleazy nonprofit money-shuffling
2:13:17  Donation Segment
2:26:33  Earth Overshoot Day celebrates humanity depleting its allotment of natural resources
2:28:58  Alexander Lukashenko vs “symbol” Svetlana Tikhanovskaya in Belarus, National Endowment for Democracy handing out cash to NGOs; coup in Mali and sporadic violence in Côte d’Ivoire
2:41:04  Bloomberg journalist Margaret Carlson laments the “golden age of journalism”
2:44:35  JCD explains absentee ballots vs complex mail-in infrastructure in places like Washington
2:48:52  Amy Goodman bitches about Trump’s pardon for evil racist Susan B. Anthony
1270  Twindemic (2020-08-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “Flood the zone, JCD!” (1:02:13)
0:00:35  Breaking news: Steve Bannon arrested on wire fraud conspiracy charges; rolling blackout threats in California, LADWP producer note on Warren Buffett making big money on California’s ban on “repowering” to push renewable energy, two more rainstick shakes for Colorado
0:06:42  Texas COVID-19 “spike” due to health department backlog; producer note on JCD’s “nudge nudge, wink wink” fake vaccination scheme; black market German “vaccine passport” stickers; flu-coronavirus “twindemic” compilation: “it’s coined, I think, based on the Latin for where the pandemic comes from”; “Donald Trump is stealing the election!” iso
0:17:12  Compilation of M5M promoting flu shot; JCD’s mission to identify “twindemic” originator; Massachusetts to require flu shots for all public school students; shouting match between Mike Lindell and Anderson Pooper over oleandrin; Australian bureaucrat Nick Coatsworth contemplates using “incentive stick” to extort vaccine compliance; Australian police drone fleet to enforce travel and mask restrictions, “doesn’t really bother me, I’m doing the right things so I have nothing to hide”; millennials turning to internet celebrities for guidance, Cardi B’s Satanic new album, “buy stamps” to counter Trump’s bid to privatize US Postal Service
0:37:07  ACC’s IT friend seeing companies dumping 40% of their real estate, JCD’s 1990s speech about “telework”, productivity up as result of workers knowing they are being scrutinized, Microsoft Teams “flooding the zone”; sports world changing terminology such as “auction”
0:46:39  Millennial Millie Weaver’s sketchy Shadow Gate “insider” Tore Maras-Lindeman linked to charity scams, predicts Laura Loomer “is goin’ to Congress, and I’m goin’ with her”
1:02:06  Kayleigh McEnany’s “where is Nancy Pelosi?” opening salvo, douchebag CNN heckler Brian Karem yells question about “bounties on American soldiers” at her back as possible prelude to Biden speech; Trump heckled with “170,000 dead” after Obama buttslam; “greatest fighter jet in the world” F-35 sales job; Trump responds to setup question from NBC reporter about “QAnon movement” asserting Trump is “secretly saving the world from this Satanic cult of pedophiles and cannibals” with “is that supposed to be a bad thing or a good thing?” (CotD)
1:17:48  Producer Segment: JCD’s new Pofung HT, Mimi’s fiery trip through Fairfield on I-80
1:51:31  Boring pro-Biden speech by former DHS Miles Taylor; DNC Youth Caucus panelist Ashley McCray touts “Green New Dill” as vehicle for the destruction of capitalism; “build back better” from Canadian Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland; C-SPAN caller gripes about “Doctor Jill”, Whoopi’s Surgeon General nomination revisited; Bill Clinton “blame, bully, and belittle”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez seconds Bernie Sanders nomination, Biden’s “rando” security guard
2:12:24  Obama’s eye tic and ill-informed “democracy” references; Chris Wallace reflects on how politics-hating Michelle Obama “flayed” Trump; Biden “Latinos speak Spanish” flub, “lady, lady, lady, lady” short circuit; Matt Taibbi’s Biden drinking game, duplicate Zoom boxes for Harris, JCD predicts prerecorded Biden speech, even Hollywood unable to save convention
2:26:26  Beirut explosion size vs quantity of ammonium nitrate, producer note on Israeli W76 mod 2 warhead; Iran envoy Brian Hook to be replaced by Elliott Abrams
2:31:50  Donation Segment: “don’t ask” for JCD’s microphone noises
2:42:31  JCD’s “Kopcak” pronunciation guides; Carter Page unable to remember the title of his book; Dick Durbin names Kelly instead of Flynn as FISA target; Trump puts Bill Barr on notice

12
1269  pre-bunked (2020-08-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “Attention humans!” (1:23:14)
0:00:36  Media oblivious to weather modification machine turned on for Idaho; JCD’s anomalous mid-summer thunderstorm; CBS whole-show teaser; producer note on rolling blackouts predicted for California due to obsolete PG&E generators; two shakes of the rainstick for Colorado
0:11:24  Hydroxychloroquine being seized at Australian border after being promoted by billionaire Clive Palmer, producer note on coronavirus-free Southern Australia vs pro-Belt and Road Victoria, ACC looking for Chinese takeover of New York City, no more mention of ventilators; Science article suggests that T cells from previous common cold infections may confer COVID-19 resistance; Tedros Adhanom promotes ACT Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator as “major multiplier effect on our economies”, “together, together, together with solidarity”, $38bn required to fight new ebola outbreak in remote Équateur Province of DRC
0:28:20  Two cases of “triple E” Eastern Equine Encephalitis in Massachusetts, virus detected in three Delaware counties by “sentinel chickens”; Mike Wallace’s 1979 60 Minutes report on the 1976 swine flu vaccine fiasco revisited; Massachusetts trying to contact trace teen hockey player; 600,000 confirmed cases in California lead Fauci to solemnly admonish against urge to “quickly get back to normal”, JCD: “quickly? it’s been six months!”, possibility of doctors falsifying their own vaccination records; CBS on virus spreading “way too quickly” in Georgia, Arizona science teachers resigning over reopening, “33 students” alarm bells
0:42:51  MSNBC devotes 30 minutes to Kamala Harris’ post-nomination interview with fawning reporter Errin Haynes from The 19th News, “did he approached you” grammar, the19thnews.org “free-to-republish journalism”, million-plus donor Kathryn Murdoch/Quadrivium, spinoff Sci-Line “offering free resources to journalists to support their coverage of the current pandemic” through AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Science chaired by Steven Chu, JCD on laziness of new generation of tech journalists, Adam Osborne’s open line for journalists
0:56:55  Council on Foreign Relations webinar “Disinformation and Election 2020” with vocal fryer Bret Schafer: “I am less a fan of debunking than I am of pre-bunking the information space”, Russian bots and white nationalists exploiting “data voids”, “Google knows, y’know, as a local reporter you’re credible”, ACC: “you have a checkmark!”, New York Times editor Carla Robbins: “you shame your local officials” by tweeting; Facebook removing all blackface images
1:11:34  Producer Segment: remembering Vivek Kundra’s holodeck and “skip logic”
1:31:36  New Urban Dictionary entry for “shut up slave”; Alex Jones crowd up in arms over arrest of “Millennial Millie” Weaver on eve of releasing Shadowgate documentary covering John Brennan’s revolving-door career, contractor The Analysis Corporation building profiles for personalized online harassment under Smith-Mundt Modernization Act, Obama phones and Ferguson riots; indictment cites domestic incident with Weaver’s mother Felicia McCarron
1:55:58  CBS “sets the record straight” on “false and racist” Kamala Harris birther narrative supposedly advanced by Trump campaign, “years of settled law say otherwise” lie in reference to the 14th Amendment, “the audacity to choose a black woman” Obama reference, ACC’s new term “blindian”; Trump “Slow Joe and Phony Kamala” ad, Kamala Chameleon song; clip of pre-bloodshot eye “Corn Pop Joe” from January; anomaly of DNC nominating Harris first
2:10:09  ACC notes Trump’s unusually sedate press briefings, Israel-UAE peace deal ignored by M5M; former FBI lawyer Kevin Clinesmith pleads guilty to falsifying Carter Page document
2:13:15  CBS on Trump’s “assault” on US Postal Service over mail-in ballots, Obama characterizes sit-
uation as Trump trying to “kneecap” the organization, loaded phrase “falsely insist”; WBUR recommends getting ballots in early; HEROES Act negotiations amid massive slowdown in mail delivery, Trump exploiting situation to screw Amazon and fool Democrats; idiotic Huffington Post reporter S.V. Đát asks “do you regret at all, all the lying you’ve done to the American people?”; smug celebratory video: “I’ve been wanting to ask him for... years”

California requires Uber and Lyft to relabel contractors as employees; California lawmakers propose wealth tax on millionaires; Ward Connerly gripes about “morally corrupt” Democrat ballot initiative to repeal Proposition 209; San Francisco Compton Transgender Cultural District founder Aria Sa’id to WBUR on being laughed at in job interviews, JCD gripes about kids with “horns” applying for cashier positions, ACC: “my daughter’s birthday party”, Kurt Vonnegut’s Harrison Bergeron solution to equity problem revisited

Donation Segment

“Blah blah blah” iso; NASA’s Perseverance rover to collect samples in search for life on Mars
1268 Quarantine Bonking (2020-08-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “There is no bat with this virus!” (1:02:40)

0:00:40 JCD suggests “Horrible Harris” nickname based on Finnish kamala “atrocious”; James Stavridis to WBUR on “invasive” vetting process for vice presidential nominees; Biden tries out both pronunciations /ˈkæ.mə.lə/ and /ˈka.mə.lə/ within two words; new birtherism distraction potentially launched by Democrats, black men too smart to be fooled into supporting Harris; JCD irked by Biden’s “as the old saying goes, gimme a break”

0:09:45 Amy Goodman gleefully reports the latest COVID-19 numbers, Trump “lashed out” over college football cancellation; local Fox station on positive cases in Florida dating back to late June; Southwest Airlines banning neck gaiters, ACC reads New York subway “mask force” announcements in a Texas drawl: “look under your chair, there’s a free mask!”; UK slowly coming to the realization that influenza is killing more people than COVID-19, Labour MP Dawn Butler echoes BLM talking points in efforts to address structural racism in Met Police

0:20:24 ACC’s back-and-forth with Australian producer over Show 1266 Katie Hopkins Victoria lockdown clip; official breaks down one day’s death totals with 78% of victims in nursing homes; dismal failure of Victoria hotel lockdown blamed on incompetent subcontractors; Victoria nursing homes struggling to contain latest outbreak; ACC on the rivalry between Australian states; Maurice de Hond’s predictions coming true with flu season and University of Florida “smoking gun” study showing 16-foot aerosol transmission; Liberal MP Tim Smith calls for government heads to roll over “scandal of monumental proportions” in which “security guards were bonking those in quarantine”; New Zealand back in lockdown over four cases

0:34:29 Democracy Now celebrates record-breaking COVID-19 mayhem worldwide; France 24 admits worsening spread in France, Brussels near top of “Europe’s leaderboard of hardest-hit cities”; James Woods a contender in US celebrity death candidate pool; producer notes on the impossibility of online teaching children with learning disabilities; Amy Goodman spins story about black 15-year-old girl jailed over domestic violence as being about her refusal to do homework

0:44:06 Florida doctor gripes about CDC’s failure to issue clear guidance for those with positive tests and blames swollen amygdalae in the general population; Russia mocked over its claims to have a working vaccine; Bill Gates to Walter Isaacson: US can show “global leadership” by dumping $4bn into his GAVI Vaccine Alliance, JCD: “why doesn’t he just cough it up?”, “eight billion is an incredible bargain” with cough tell; author Steven Mosher quotes Prof. Giuseppe Tritto in griping about China’s refusal to turn over original coronavirus DNA to WHO and predicting no single vaccine will be effective against the eleven extant strains, Wuhan lab built by the French against US advice, “Bat Woman” Dr. Shi Zhengli connected to Pasteur Institute, “everything in China is dual-use technology” for civilians and military

1:02:49 Vape Wars: Stanford study finds teens who vape are 5-7 times more likely to contract virus, Illinois Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi agitating for ban on e-cigarettes, no mention in media of correlation with cigarette smoking, IQOS approved by FDA as MRTP Modified Risk Tobacco Product, Journal of Adolescent Health paper “Association Between Youth Smoking, Electronic Cigarette Use, and Coronavirus Disease 2019” based on online survey with 4,300 participants

1:14:39 Producer Segment: “G-2” military slang; JCD suggests methyl mercaptan bear repellent

2:00:30 Kayleigh McEnany “in the morning”, Harris “they are stupid!”, Ben Shapiro “he’s kind of a little bit racist!” isos; C-SPAN rapidly switches away from caller after “you know why he’s sick” (BCotD); “Joe Biden better watch his water glass, if you catch my drift” from another;
Democrat caller: Biden will “make America great again”; “I don’t understand why we’re not in the Star Wars, like Star Trek?”; ACC interested in new Switchblade flying car, “you go to the kit place, they put an apron on you, you hold onto the wrench, and they put it together”

Beirut ammonium nitrate explosion toll of 171 dead and 300,000 homeless, $15bn in damage; Democracy Now propagates peculiar New York Times report about Obama-era State Department failing to act on concerns; ACC resurrects Wes Clark Seven in implicating Israel in firing projectile visible on cell phone videos, Syrian grain silos destroyed by Israel on the same day; Italian munitions expert analyzes red cloud as evidence of lithium

Belarus protests following reelection of Alexander Lukashenko, inevitable meddling from EU

Noodle Gun: Robin DiAngelo in the crosshairs for charging University of Connecticut $22,000 for a lecture, Seattle PBS station fires Jewish meteorologist for comparing BLM rioters to Nazis, PRX CEO Kerri Hoffman’s nonconsensual black hair touching, critics of gay congressional candidate Alex Morse under fire, Facebook & Instagram ban Zwarte Piet photos

Chicago BLM organizer: “I don’t care if someone decides to loot a Gucci or a Macy’s or a Nike … that is reparations”; Illinois Rep. La Shawn Ford calls for abolition of racist history classes; Portland police officer: “how do you know that I don’t identify as a female?”; communist “a stronger we” ad from TCF Bank; The Strange Career of Jim Crow by C. Vann Woodward notes of Northern white guilt “many begged to be abused and baited”

NPR mocks “pariah” Georgia congressional candidate Marjorie Taylor Greene for support of QAnon “conspiracy theory”, “a secret war against Satan-worshipping pedophiles in the deep state”; Democracy Now repeats Democrat script with “at war with a deep state cabal of Satan-worshipping elites who run a child sex trafficking operation”; CNN’s offices invaded by sign-carrying QAnon kids chanting “save the children!”; insider John Paul Rice on Hollywood “child abuse system”, MSNBC’s refusal to mention Ghislaine Maxwell documents

Ayaan Hirsi Ali: Biden’s “let him change it with his hand” hadith a promotion of Sharia law

Idiotic NPR Planet Money report on Trump’s new restriction on H-1B visas with assertion that tech employees working from home are secure in their jobs
**1267 Trust Stamp (2020-08-09)**

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t believe these pharma companies aren’t doing this pro bono.”

0:00:36 JCD reports eight-car Zephyr with 1920s Pullman car

0:01:43 Police in Melbourne Australia allowed to enter residences without warrants to check house arrest compliance; producer notes on failed two-week hotel quarantine experiment, no actual death numbers to be found, ACC: “it’s always someone’s friend’s parents”, Johns Hopkins’ misleading cumulative infection count, millennials griping about big pharma capitalism

0:10:05 *Today* summary betrays grudging admiration for new round of executive orders for COVID-19 stimulus; Trump on $400 per week as incentive to return to work; JCD reads Democrat wish list straight out of UN Agenda 2030; Pelosi all-in on payroll tax cut in 2012 under Obama; Trump threatens to act unilaterally to sidestep Democrats in Congress; Amy Goodman opens with teaser for Mary Trump interview; not a peep out of the media about Trump’s actions against Tennessee Valley Authority top brass over CEO’s $8M salary and job outsourcing

0:29:57 Trump press conference attendees declared to be staging “peaceful protest” by not wearing masks; a giddy Alisyn Camerota slobbers over Brad Pitt’s Emmy nomination for Fauci role, “oh, I’m not done with you, Dr. Fauci!”, JCD: “jeez, lady, towel off!”; Nancy Pelosi swats Judy Woodruff with “if you want to be an advocate for them” for repeating GOP talking point

0:36:18 World Economic Forum COVID Action Platform briefing “COVID-19: the Great Reset” with chairman Klaus Schwab channeling Stavro Blofeld in reminiscence about “ze postwar global order”; JCD: “sounds like a clip from *Hogan’s Heroes!*”, choice between “ze trends we see today: polarization, nationalism, racism” vs “a new social contract”, “we must not miss zis unique window of opportunity!”, António Guterres’ favorite new word “frajeelity”, cites “runaway climate change, unsustainable levels of inequality, and the lawlessness of cyberspace”, mysterious “double-digit percentage” for economic stimulus and Agenda 2030, “borderline moron” Prince Charles goes straight to climate change profit opportunities

0:52:21 Mastercard CEO Ajaypal Banga spews “guru-style bullcrap” about “therapeutic accelerator” with Gates Foundation and Wellcome; Mastercard to test partnership with Trust Stamp digital vaccine record in West Africa with “potential law enforcement applications”; assets of Hong Kong top brass targeted by recent Trump executive order via banking sector, ACC: “you gotta go to Bitcoin”, ACC story: gas station air pump with credit card reader

1:07:30 Hand-wringing over effects of Trump executive order banning WeChat spyware; JCD mocks SJW jerseys: “Bill Vote, is he now playing in the NBA?”, “Joe Ally”

1:10:55 Anti-government riots in Beirut with professionally-printed socialist “The Capital of the Revolution” banners; Lebanese president rejects foreign help in ammonium nitrate explosion investigation; China sending in “peacekeepers”, no sign of Victoria Nuland

1:15:14 Dipshit Margaret Trudeau’s “happy birthday Canada, wow!” 2017 WE Day Canada speech, “I am a mental health patient advocate”, “like eat kale, not doughnuts!”

1:20:01 “By far the highest total in the worrrld!” COVID-19 death stats from a giddy Amy Goodman

1:20:42 Producer Segment: ACC story of Tony the Terrorist’s dead goat in taxi trunk

1:57:55 Trump embarrasses himself with pronunciation “Yo-Semite”; Joe Biden thinks $47M is half a billion; ask Adam: “ending cash bail” slipped into justice reform laundry list; “unlike the African-American community ... the Latino community is an incredibly diverse community”; “it’s real, it’s not a joke, it’s real!”

1:57:57 Biden’s shitty sound engineering courtesy of Sioux City-based BNY Production
Georgia high school students suspended for taking photos of unmasked students; the pros and cons of remote instruction; Biden “Corn Pop!” jingle

Chaotic Belarus election likely to become a repeat of Ukraine 2014 due to presence of seven Russian gas pipelines in spite of Victoria Nuland’s absence

Amy Goodman salivates over Sanders-Markey-Gillibrand Make Billionaires Pay Act; “Blue Twitter” worried about the possibility of Biden being sidelined by Bernie; Andrea Mitchell and Rep. James Clyburn grumble about Trump campaign using Kanye West against Biden

Donation Segment

Video from Minneapolis uptalker and White Fragility cultist: “please do not rely on a white woman to tell you how to be anti-racist”, JCD: “this is a patronizing, condescending A-hole”; Oprah running “white guilt sessions” on YouTube: “that whiteness still gives you an advantage, no matter what”, ACC: “said the woman who has a hundred billion dollars!”

Democracy Now: new University of Washington doom-and-gloom model predicts “66,000 lives could be saved [or created] if 95% of people in the United States wear face coverings”
1266 33 Cases (2020-08-06)

JCD: “Well you gonna have somebody defend Hitler?” (0:26:06)

JCD spending too much time watching Jake Paul on YouTube; Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti threatens to turn off water and power on unauthorized house parties; “take off your mask!” protest in Great Britain; “it’s called COVID-19 because it’s 19 years since the last bloody disaster they made up”; “Chiner pays their wages”, JCD: “jeez, that guy should get a podcast”; France 24 describes Berlin “the masks make us slaves” protest as “a mix from the far right as well as conspiracy theorists”; panic in Rotterdam over nursing home cases; JCD muses about the tolerance of the American right; Katie Hopkins on “draconian lockdown” in Victoria Australia including curfew and 5km travel radius over seven victims over 70; ACC on potential for type-L strain due to antagonistic relations with China; Sky News on additional government funds allocated for suicide prevention services, comparison with Soviet Union

Biden “when he was Biden” in 2006 advocating for DOMA: “marriage is between a man and a woman”; 2010 Forbes article “Why The WHO Faked A Pandemic” under Margaret Chan

Erin Burnett lectures Peter Navarro on hydroxychloroquine: “I need to do this, Peter, because what you’re saying is irresponsible”, JCD on historical Santa Rosa Press Democrat model superseded by now-defunct neutrality school, huffy “I find that to be offensive because he’s a comic strip writer” for reference to video by Scott Adams; Dr. Richard Urso on the many uses HCQ, “this drug is not only safe, it’s actually good for you in many instances”; Dr. Simone Gold on HCQ as legal impediment to emergency use authorization for other drugs

Compilation of “33 cases” from media and public officials; ACC’s “arch-nemesis” Richard Marx tweets New York Times headline about people dying after drinking hand sanitizer without noticing the bit about the alcohol content, JCD: “just go straight to the Tito’s”; Moderna executives walk away with millions from latest round of insider trading; ACC bemused at Bill Gates’ medical opinion being valued above that of actual medical doctors, highways near JCD packed with “scofflaws”, “deplorable” Los Angeles Teachers’ Union; out-of-control homeless situation in Windsor Park neighborhood of Austin, camping ban petition fails with 19,000-odd signatures, bogus “live music capital of the world” slogan

“Gorgeous” ammonium nitrate explosion in Beirut traced to abandoned 2013 2,750-ton fertilizer shipment from Russia; Benjamin Netanyahu’s 2018 warnings about Hezbollah missile sites, JCD on the need for fuel source like fuel oil in ANFO; JCD story: bag of pure ammonium nitrate for lawn graffiti, renewed Chinese interest in Belt and Road initiative in Lebanon

Bloomberg reporter estimates value of TikTok for acquisition by Microsoft at “something north of $25bn”; Rep. Matt Gaetz grills Sundar Pichai over Google’s cooperation with Chinese military; Maxine Waters in October 2019 with question from Sir Brian of London pointing out Facebook’s hypocrisy in reversing ban on cryptocurrency ads; cryptocurrency entrepreneur JPB Liberty filing Australian class action lawsuit against Facebook, Google, and Twitter, JCD on price fixing by early light bulb cartel, independent price-setting newsletters

Producer Segment

Joe Biden asks black journalist if he is a cocaine junkie, “why the hell would I take a test?”, “physical and mental fil… my physical as well as my mental fil… fitness”, ACC: “hey, Hunter, did you test for cocaine?” “c’mom man!” iso; Dan Bongino reports Biden’s exponential decline because “my sources have never let me down”; “Muslim Noodle Boy” ad on Voice of America quoting “let him change it with his hand” hadith; idiotic “God, could my dad drive a car, woof!”
1967 Corvette ad; Biden rambles incoherently about criminal justice reform; Dr. Marc Siegel discusses atrial fibrillation and resulting cognitive impairment; Biden gripes about getting kicked out of Persian Gulf by Russia, China, and Iran; two-week delay in unveiling of running mate, discussion of Michelle Obama’s prospects, future of debates hanging in the balance
2:11:55 ACC OTG: NSA issues warning about smartphone location services and GPS; obscure formula for sending a “zip exempt” letter with a two-cent stamp; Adobe pushing Content Authenticity Initiative; the Owen Benjamin Patreon arbitration saga continues; JCD perplexed by high-profile podcaster using Patreon because he “wouldn’t feel comfortable taking checks”
2:21:03 Donation Segment: produced promo for Kansas City meetup
2:41:52 Scott Adams asserts NBA players would bot be kneeling if it were a Chinese insult; professional sports like NFL and MLB allowing players who test positive to return to work
2:44:01 Trump cites 1492 as the origin of the American way of life; Chicago political leaders call for Illinois to abolish history classes in favor of an “alternative”; Trump in 2008 lauding “wonderful woman” Hillary Clinton
2:48:24 Justin Trudeau grilled by MP Pierre Poilievre over WE Charity scandal: “nobody believes you when you say you don’t know how much money your family has got from the WE group”, “the dollar figure, Prime Minister!”, finance committee chair’s power cut off
2:52:55 George Floyd body cam footage leaked, ACC predicts return of “excited delirium”
2:53:56 Noodle Gun: The Ellen DeGeneres Show imploding amid toxic workplace claims; Kindergarten Cop cancelled; WAMU general manager getting the heave-ho; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art curator Gary Garrels resigns after mention of “reverse discrimination”
2:58:00 Producer notes on Beirut explosion “coincidentally” delaying findings from International Criminal Court on killing of former PM al-Hariri, reactions to Abigail Shrier’s Irreversible Damage
1265 Ear Trumpet (2020-08-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “My pronouns are xe, zoom, and Zeus, please.” (1:55:12)
0:00:33 Antifa vs Boogaloo Bois in Austin, CNN changes date on dead BLM rioter with AK-47, police horses and emotional support goats vs animal cruelty; legal definition of “peaceably assemble”
0:05:40 Amy Goodman gloats over COVID-19 deaths in “a list that includes all seven of the original Confederate states”; CBS opening whole-show teaser with JCD’s jumps back left intact, Norah O’Donnell’s amateurish syllable-stretching and “tell them what you told them” formula slightly elaborating on teaser; JCD draws contrast with 1950s newspapers “dense with information”
0:15:25 Report ties 45% of COVID-19 deaths to nursing homes; vitriolic open letter accusing Anthony Fauci of murder in 1988 issue of The Village Voice during early days of the AIDS crisis; brazen insider trading at Kodak on the eve of Defense Production Act announcement; Ohio Board of Pharmacy walks back hydroxychloroquine ban; ACC imitates overmodulated “demon sperm” doctor Stella Immanuel, “I should let people die because I’m scared of Anthony Fauci!” to douchebag local reporter; JCD: “suck the plasma!” for monoclonal antibody therapy; Trump using FBI building makeover as bargaining chip in stimulus battle
0:28:51 Kayleigh McEnany “that’s a great question” prearranged with New York Post’s Erin Burnett clone Ebony Bowden about posts by Ayatollah Khomeini leading to petition to FCC to apply Communications Decency Act §230 to social media; Ellen DeGeneres being cancelled by complaints from a single employee, ACC on 30 Rock as a reality show
0:39:23 White House FCC petition from May, Mark Zuckerberg looking for a “carve-out”; JCD story: invitation to act as expert witness from law firm adopting “they’re not publishers” strategy; drawling TikTok “journalist” mocks millennials freaked out by Trump’s threatened ban aiding Microsoft’s purchase negotiations; Tim Pool gloats “the war with Patreon is escalating!” with efforts to bankrupt Patreon by weaponizing arbitration clause, ACC story: forking over $4M to Wilson Sonsini after IPO, plans to “fix podcasting” on a two-year cycle, JCD story: Mimi’s critique of Hack Reactor coding bootcamp contract written by major Silicon Valley law firm
0:59:14 Gordon Chang analyzes Chinese “earrings” seed packet mystery as probing of defenses and possible invasive species attack; JCD binge-watching “sickest show ever put on broadcast television” Chicago PD; NBA reduced to kneeling and social justice jersey slogans including “Ally” on the token white guy, idiotic journalist asks Jonathan Isaac “do you believe black lives matter?” after standing for anthem, “can you just explain further why you feel like religion has to do with kneeling for the anthem to protest against racism and police brutality?” (CotD); China denying link to hackers targeting Vatican and Diocese of Hong Kong ahead of negotiations into “how the church will cooperate with the Chinese communist regime”
1:12:20 Jeff Bezos the current “capitalist pig” in place of Bill Gates, socialist Seattle City Councilwoman Kshama Sawant: “we are coming to dismantle this deeply oppressive, racist, sexist, violent, utterly bankrupt system of capitalism”, JCD on 1970s influx of alien Rajneesh types
1:18:50 Rep. Jim Jordan badgers Anthony Fauci over his refusal to identify maskless BLM protests as public health threat, repeated use of “opine” potentially lifted from Bill O’Reilly, “I don’t have any scientific evidence on anything”; Trump as WWE “heel” analysis from Moe Factz
1:33:20 Producer Segment: ACC’s 24-minute postproduction record; Mimi’s mink coat collection
1:57:25 Chris Wallace gripes about Joe Biden’s refusal to follow Trump in submitting to an interview; Biden opens speech at “Kingswood Community Center” by realizing he doesn’t know where he is, two abortive attempts to pronounce “accumulate”, forgets the names of civil rights
leaders John Lewis and Rev. C.T. Vivian, “stackin’ the shelves in the supermarkets” ramble, “communities of color still lied(??)” Irwin Corey impression, condescending question from NBC reporter about being tested for COVID-19, ACC: “he needs one of those horns in his ear”, two minutes of speech clobbered by sound engineer screwup, “I’m gettin’ out of your hair” finale; uninspired “build back better” campaign platform echoed twice by António Guterres in green economy speech; interview cut off by handler after Biden gets irked at local reporter

2:17:03 KBALL-Saagar introduction to unsealing of Jeffrey Epstein documents petitioned by Alan Dershowitz; Tucker Carlson’s “Glenn” pronunciation for Ghislaine; Virginia Giuffre suit proving lies on the part of Maxwell’s lawyers, KBALL’s “telling” and “chilling” left-wing code words, lackluster “total bombshell” of Bill Clinton at Epstein’s island “Little Saint Jeffries” with two young women; Trump “I wish him well” mobster kiss of death compilation

2:29:26 Donation Segment

2:46:55 CNN pundits discuss polls showing Joe Biden’s commanding lead over Trump; reminder that media uses polls to extort ad money; -15% net approval rating vs post-1940 elections
1264 Mask Debate (2020-07-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Seemus is causing chowse!” (2:23:20)
0:00:34 Herman Cain dead at 74 “after battle with COVID-19” linked by M5M to Tulsa Trump rally
0:03:25 “Crazy doctor” Stella Immanuel in front of US Supreme Court proclaiming use of hydroxychloroquine to cure 350 COVID-19 patients, ACC’s friends outraged at e-mail with “crazy African woman”, videos rescued by producers prior to global deletion after Trump retweet; America’s Frontline Doctors head Dr. Simone Gold on M5M war on hydroxychloroquine vs Remdesivir; Immanuel calls on physicians to “stop being murderers” by supporting Fauci and WHO; Squarespace “Website Expired” message for America’s Frontline Doctors; Ohio Board of Pharmacy retroactively pulls hydroxychloroquine approval; CBS on Rep. Louie Gohmert’s refusal to wear a mask and blame for mask on positive coronavirus test
0:15:26 “Raging mask debate” compilation; CBS on Fauci vs “outright medical lies” from Immanuel; Trump highlights “thirty-third use of the Defense Production Act” on Kodak to produce pharmaceutical chemicals, DACA deal and two-year expiration date on executive orders; Fauci signals possible google-wearing requirement; May 6 “people should not be walking around with masks” revisited; *Frontline* “United States of Conspiracy” smear on Alex Jones and Roger Stone, Yamiche Alcindor commentary and Young Turks outtakes; Rep. Hank Johnson: Bill Barr’s opening statement reads “like it was written by Alex Jones or Roger Stone”
0:32:25 Riots in response to Paraguay lockdown; record 723 new cases in Victoria Australia linked to nursing homes; Dutch PM’s no-mask promise vs 1.5 meter restrictions, JCD proposes social distancing belt; arrogant teachers’ unions refusing to help families of essential workers; school boards preparing for students who forget to bring their masks
0:39:02 Three teen girls post “America sucks right now” July 4 TikTok video; ACC irked by Jeff Bezos “$13bn in one day!” meme, “I’m surprised you used your privilege” troll-baiting on Twitter
0:46:54 Norah O’Donnell grills a nervously squirming Bill Gates over 80% side effect rate in Moderna phase II trial, “yeah, but some of that is, is not dramatic where, you know, it’s just, you know, super painful”, “we hope just two” doses will be necessary, JCD’s Pfizer briefing scenario: “and here’s the kinda questions you might wanna ask Bill”; potential recycled glass vial shortage
1:12:00 Defender in Austin AK-47 incident questioned and released, BLM’s Chinese fireworks and high-power lasers; Barr derails Rep. Lucy McBath’s Obamacare screed with “I have two children who are cancer survivors”; maskless Nadler tells citizen journalist Antifa is “a myth”
1:20:55 Physicist Sabine Hossenfelder reflects on Trump’s “deep knowledge of quantum mechanics”
1:23:04 Producer Segment: JCD’s WWII-era ration book; Fauci wheeze iso
1:51:22 Kayleigh McEnany bashes Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler for slandering federal agents; ACC
irked at lack of information on arrested rioters, JCD on the illogic of Wheeler protesting his own government, McEnany attacks Birx-bashers at New York Times, “Kayleigh, put on a mask!” iso, more softball questions from One America News hairspray babe

2:00:45 Virtual House subcommittee hearing with Silicon Valley elites including normal-eyed Jeff Bezos clone, Trump threatening action over Section 203, “this must end” summary from Rep. David Cicilline, JCD on Silicon Valley’s unrestricted practice of buying startups, Rep. Demings grills liar Sundar “Pikai” over integration of user data from DoubleClick acquisition; producer note on the benefits of an OTG lifestyle

2:15:27 Vape Wars: “disgusting” IQOS vs resurgence of smoking reported by Wall Street Journal

2:19:10 Barr surprises Rep. Jordan with news of unmasking investigation by US Attorney John Bash; author Seamus Bruner on Steele dossier as distraction from Clinton Cash and Obama administration’s collusion with Russia in shady Uranium One deal; Valerie Jarrett tries to deflect questions from Maria Bartiromo about dossier onto the Orange Man: “look!”

2:30:31 Donation Segment: Joe Rogan repeatedly outs ACC as example of “tall white” alien

2:43:12 Syrian White Helmets terrorists admit to staging chemical attacks using toothpaste foam

2:45:43 Mystery of Stonehenge origins solved once again, reminiscences about the site in the 1970s; JCD audio graffiti for WBUR ASMR LeVar Burton interview; Barr “who did? you did” iso
0:00:00 JCD: “Only outlaws wear neck gaiters!” (0:50:57)
0:00:34 JCD reports eight-car Zephyr with two additional private cars, new toys of the rich on the lake in Austin observed by ACC; “yummers” and “napkins, yay” on JCD’s cooking shows
0:02:55 Mystery of “earrings” seed packets from China raising alarms across the country, JCD irked at failure to consult university botany department, Chinese post-invasion food source; producers irked at recent rough treatment of the Chinese by No Agenda and 60 Minutes Australia
0:08:33 “Death panels” in Starr County Texas border community of 17,000 with eight beds for COVID-19 patients, “what are you learning?” from an aghast Brolf; Dame Tanya reflects on the ways coronavirus has impacted her personally; Boris Johnson threatens three weeks of quarantine for those returning from holiday in Spain; Tedros Adhanom reports 620k “dezs” from coronavirus, “leadership and community engagement are the two vital pillars of the response”, announces New World Order “law lab” in cooperation with UN and Georgetown University
0:25:22 Updated COVID-19 ICD-10 codes including “vaccination declined”, JCD reminder about impossibility of common cold vaccine, ACC’s Trump gaslighting theory; Anderson Pooper asks Bill Gates about all the crazy conspiracy theories targeting Pooper and secondarily Gates, Bill’s annoying “ehhhh!” waveform, private-sector development “without the coordination we would have liked”, conspiracy theories coming from “not just the fringe people that you would normally think of”, Pooper nervously babbles about “insane” Epstein theories he’s desperate to have Google suppress, “it’s kind of not as titillating to say, y’know, Cooper is innocent”
0:42:17 Jordan Peterson muses about Twitter’s negative qualities and appeal to the “irritable”
0:46:11 Democracy Now on ICE and private prisons deporting probable COVID-19 victims to locales such as Haiti, doubling of “cases” over the past six weeks, CDC suggesting count of cases “may be 24 times higher” than detected, dubious “severe testing shortages” meme; producer wearing neck gaiter evicted from Disney store; Xi Jinping grateful for Gates’ work
0:52:39 Even Fox News cuts away from details of Trump’s four groundbreaking executive orders addressing insulin and epinephrine prices, importation of drugs from Canada; video on the various scams pulled by the PBM pharmacy benefit manager business; Trump: “the middlemen are making a fortune”, threatened fourth executive order still MIA
1:13:41 MSNBC newb John Heilemann hand-wrings over post-election martial law meme; Noam “the bearded one” Chomsky propagates “tin pot dictator” memes to Democracy Now, “most crucial election human history, literally”; JCD’s pro-GOP mail-in voting gaslighting theory
1:24:17 Noodle kid at London Black Lives Matter rally: “intersectionality ... means recognizing that there is one common enemy: the white man”, “we need to look at Palestine” code, “kill the rich!”; Black Lives Matter cofounder Alicia Garza’s fundraising prowess; AK-47-toting protestors shot and killed in Austin by surrounded driver
1:35:09 Elementary “Mr. Conrad has a podcast”; Morgan Freeman “John Dvořák” station id
1:36:37 Judge orders “bombshell” document release from 2015 Gislaine Maxwell civil case, Trump’s kiss of death “I wish her well”, John Does named in documents to be offered opportunity to appeal, ACC: “Prince Doe, Donald Doe ... Anderson Doe”, two unnamed persons who have already given green light; “antifeminist” lawyer Roy Den Hollander suicided after attempted murder of Judge Esther Salas in FedEx guise, JCD: “sounds like an MKULTRA gone astray”
1:48:01 Producer Segment: Nick the Rat’s red backgrounds; Morton Klein’s Tourette syndrome
2:04:24 Mike Pompeo’s US-China relations speech at Nixon Library synthesizing O’Brien-Wray-Barr
presentations with bogus “watching the pandemic’s body count rise” and upcoming 50th anniversary of engagement with China; China Daily brands Pompeo the country’s “leading flibbertigibbet on everything Chinese”; December 17 2019 Merriam-Webster Word of the Day podcast; Mitt Romney gripes about China to dodgy Center for Strategic and International Studies think tank, “virtual silence” from Iran on treatment of Uighurs and proposed $500bn in investments, “absence of American leadership”, JCD: “he’s basically John Kerry”; Hidden Hands: Exposing How The Chinese Communist Party Is Reshaping The World author Clive Hamilton to “KBALL-Saagar” on CPAFFC Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries’ influence Neil Bush as example of “grooming” process for Western elites; Three Gorges Dam and Yellowstone supervolcano

2:31:29 Donation Segment
2:49:23 FAA issues emergency order for corroded 737 engine valves
2:51:47 Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti stunned at reported increase in unemployment claims, JCD: I think taking them seriously should be banned
1262 Use Your Words! (2020-07-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah!” (0:58:05)
0:00:38 Party horns for Pfizer/BioNTech on the vaccine front, guaranteed torpedo from media after Trump endorsement; Ask Adam: quagmire surrounding Oxford/AstraZeneca trial in South Africa, “one of a possible 126 vaccine candidates”, twenty or so candidates in phase II; producer note on Remdesivir active ingredient GS-441524 feline antiviral; therapeutic use of melatonin
0:11:24 Ice bucket challenge moral self-licensing and mask-wearing, Dutch “face diaper”, CVC’s girlfriend Shenta kicked of train for dropping mask; Kamala Harris returns to the spotlight with face mangled by plastic surgery and/or Botox, JCD: “now she’s a little more Joker”, ACC: “Hillary said to Kamala, use my guy”; Hillary Clinton keeps propagating Russia collusion meme in asserting Roger Stone’s sentence was commuted because he threatened Trump
0:22:24 “Orange Man Bad!” OMB Network station ids, ACC: “I think we can get investors”
0:23:39 Communist terrorist and Thousand Currents vice chair Susan Rosenberg revisited, another variation on Patrisse Cullors “trained Marxist”; history of communism taking root among black Birmingham residents; Cullors to Democracy Now on her ten years with Eric Mann’s Bus Riders Union in Los Angeles; 2010 Transformative Workshop with Mann pontificating about overthrowing US empire, “two declared wars” vs the virtues of Venezuela and Cuba, long “what do we want” list including open borders and fewer police; Cullors’ working-class background and experience of being “organized into the organization”, father dead at 53 because “this country killed him”; disenfranchised youth being lured in with Soros money; JCD on millionaires like Bill Ziff pulling Trading Places pranks
0:51:25 Outrage over Houston Chinese consulate burning documents despite it being standard operating procedure; NewsHour on consulate closing over spying allegations and reciprocity with US consulate in Wuhan, ACC mimics Nick Schifrin’s monotone delivery, quotes from Wray and Barr, pro-China diplomat Susan Thornton’s “recklessness” verdict rebutted by author Gordon Chang; ACC speculates about accounting firms’ copy machines sending data to China; Chang on China stoking racial tensions and sending items “that would be very handy to protestors”; California university researchers caught working for PLA and “instructed … to copy the layout of the UCSF lab to replicate it when they got back home” (CotD); Mike Pompeo congratulates UK on Huawei 5G ban and arms embargo extended to Hong Kong
1:10:05 Possible PubMed spoof article 5G Technology and induction of coronavirus in skin cells; producer note on “gardening forum” users receiving Chinese seed packets marked “earrings”; JCD theory: China stealing UCSF lab plans a form of “best price” business strategy
1:16:07 Producer Segment: ACC’s Nick the Rat appearance; Roger Black design; “stay safe” retorts
1:41:37 The Netherlands bails out Italy for a mere €900bn, impending announcement of US stimulus round four; Trump’s unexplained enthusiasm for stock market
1:45:12 Fox News correspondent Ed Henry sued for BDSM rape of coworker Jennifer Eckhart, “Liberal Sherpa” Cathy Areu goes after Tucker Carlson; Carlson and his excessively loud air conditioner excoriate New York Times for preparing to dox his family, ACC: “it’s all over for him”
1:55:11 Joe diGenova surprised at John Durham planning to roll out report before thousands of sealed indictments; former US attorney Guy Lewis predicts “in-dot-ments” within 30 days; Mark Meadows to Maria Bartiromo: “yes I used the word spy”; Trey Gowdy’s predicted zero indictments; Lincoln Project’s Rick Wilson suggests Barr won’t release Durham report at all
2:03:37 Noodle Gun: Red Bull purges SJW troublemakers in the ranks, JCD reiterates his Evergreen
expulsion advice; unherd.com non-SJW recruitment site; Adam’s apple and Achilles’ tendon, CBS News’ Barbara Fedida; Trader Joe’s responds to petition against its “racist” ethnic subbrands launched by 17-year-old high school girl with blatant lie “we have been in the process of updating older labels”, ACC: “you’ve got noodle goo all over your face!”, Lego V-22 Osprey cancelled by “Love Bricks! Hate War!” campaign; “Edmonton Football Team”; fury over Joe Rogan’s interview of Abigail Shrier author of Irreversible Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters, Men’s Health headline “Joe Rogan Is Spreading Transphobic Hate Speech and It’s Putting Lives in Danger”, Planned Parenthood dispensing testosterone based on self-diagnosis; ACC proposes list of “woke infrastructure” with mob immunity such as Spotify and Apple, Bezos attacked while Amazon and WaPo get a “superpass”

2:20:04 Donation Segment
2:35:33 ACC recommends getting an actual podcast app like Overcast
2:37:28 Democracy Now on Massachusetts protests in favor of drivers licenses for illegal immigrants, JCD: “not so they can vote”; idiot Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler tear gassed by unidentified federal agents from DHS “paramilitary style units”; activist gripes to CBS News “what the Trump administration calls anarchy is what we call democracy”; sketchy “use your words, what’re you doing?” video of DHS “kidnapping” a protestors; acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf gripes about having to “go out and proactively arrest” troublemakers
2:50:44 Kanye West’s family pleading bipolar episode after dumpster fire of a campaign event
2:52:01 Democracy Now on coronavirus outbreaks at San Quentin and Texas prison housing whistle-blower Reality Winner, Amy Goodman “winner” iso; a reflection on the depths to which Michael Avenatti has sunk; Joe Biden’s creepy “breathe in my nostrils to make me move”
JCD: “Ooh, a webinar!” (2:07:04)

ACC LMMO “laughing my mask off” at “penultimate epicenter” of COVID-19 surge; “85 infants have tested positive for coronavirus in Nueces County” fear porn turns out to be a cumulative count since beginning of March; 38,000 new doctors now on the job driving up death rates; viral stories or urban legends of nonexistent tests giving positive results; Texas removing unconfirmed cases; JCD’s Newsletter death graph from CDC called into question

Anthony Fauci and Christine Grady taking flak for not wearing masks for InStyle photos; San Antonio local news on Moderna looking for more minority participation in phase III vaccine trial, “for the third phase, it is important to note volunteers would not be injected with COVID”; Francis Collins reluctantly assures Brof he would not fire Fauci if ordered to: “he’s a national treasure”; Judy Woodruff hounds Fauci with four variations on the same question about being at odds with White House staff, “I always like to be on with you, I’m glad they said yes to that” indicating the media is the one making a fuss over his interviews; Fauci gets in a plug for flu vaccine; ACC predicts Horowitz waiting “one or two days” for vaccine; Fauci all-in on “community engagement” to mind-control the vaccine skeptics; Fauci generally in favor of reopening schools; TtK’s friends propagating “shoot myself” and “move to Canada” memes, Jewish friend convinced that there’s a boxcar being prepared for her, JCD’s neighbors religiously reading New York Times, people asking “will all this go away” if Trump loses

M5M “Trump’s war on” compilation with no mention of China; Bill Barr’s speech at Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum on the dangers posed by the Chinese Communist Party to the US and “its liberal democratic allies”, “I told [Christopher Wray] that I was gonna aim today to be despicable”, Xi Jinping spearheading “economic blitzkrieg, an aggressive, orchestrated, whole-of-government, indeed, whole-of-society campaign”, list of collaborators including a buttslam on Hollywood and on Cisco and Apple, not-so-subtle Foreign Agents Registration Act threat, Beijing-controlled “Confucian Institutes” on university campuses

National Institute of Scholars’ policy director Rachelle Peterson to Epoch Times American Thought Leaders on the decline of Confucius Institutes, “whole-of-society approach” to undermining US culture, textbooks and instructors paid for by the hanban, perks for university bureaucrats; JCD on repurposing “spot the spook” exercise to identify CCP shills; Peterson on Confucius Institutes going underground via rebranding; BBC journalist Andrew Marr ambushes Ambassador Liu Xiaoming with footage of blindfolded and shaven Uighur prisoners in Xinjiang, “you know, Xinjiang is regarded as the most beautiful place in Xinjiang”
tions the book’s “lifelong program of striving to be less white”, “this is how corporate America views the race problem”; Smithsonian National Museum of African American History & Culture website’s insulting graphic “Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness in the United States” now MIA, video with DiAngelo rattling off her well-rehearsed “I’m white” intro, odd “white bread, a Heinz 57”; “grievance studies” hoaxter James Lindsay identifies a type of religious OCD “scrupulosity” in DiAngelo whose mother was a lapsed nun, JCD: “screwball-osity”; DiAngelo “I really want us to sit with it”, “I wanna take us inside this skin”, “the water of white supremacy”, “inaction is a form of action” brain-scrumbling exercise; author bell hooks’ term “white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” checking all the boxes; TtK’s Jewish friend alerted to the the dangers of “old cis white men”, ACC’s “assume that I’m white” Vulcan nerve pinch

2:42:36 DiAngelo describes her childhood traumas of being shamed in school over poor hygiene, “hope is such a tool … of whiteness” vs Obama home and change montage: DiAngelo explains why people must not try to cut her out of the white guilt cash cow: “it takes years of experience and study and struggle and mistake making and trust building … to hold a group around RACE”, JCD: “she’s made a mistake by doing that book”

2:52:16 Donation Segment: Rogan Donation jingle; JCD on Natalie Wood as Croatian female

3:06:33 Noodle Gun: Buzzfeed out to get Ellen DeGeneres over toxic work environment, three Ubisoft executives resign, Cisco employees fired for “all lives matter” heresy, New York Times article on the travails of black wine experts; NAGA Native American Guardians Association opposes renaming Washington Redskins: “it’s kind of an insult”

3:13:47 Biden “I’ve done some dumb things, and I’ll do dumb things again”

3:14:14 Jon Karl promotes Mary Trump book Too Much and Never Enough: How My Family Created the World’s Most Dangerous Man on The View; George Stephanopoulos increasingly irked at “pissed-off lesbian” Trump spouting speculative nonsense, trauma caused by family’s mistreatment of her alcoholic pilot father Fred Trump Jr. whom she never knew
Pre-Decisional (2020-07-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “The nose patrol is on the job!” (1:39:44)
0:00:36 Windows 10 freaking out over ACC dragging files around; hate mail for ACC’s report on 100% positive testing in Florida debunked by local Fox station: “how can that be?”; 2009 CBS report on botched H1N1 testing by Obama CDC; MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace reads New York Times story on Trump White House bypassing CDC in collection of COVID-19 data, “how scary is that to you?” to Chinese Planned Parenthood ex-CEO; CNBC notes that the data is going to Health and Human Services due to aging CDC infrastructure; Florida hospital CEO reports to MSNBC an ICU at 187% capacity due to “creating additional spaces”; Tedros Adhanom: “it’s going to get worse, and worse, and worse” if the slaves do not comply

0:17:34 School administrators concerned about increased costs; Fauci not enthused about AstraZeneca vaccine because it’s not from Moderna; CNN anti-travel propaganda; five pediatricians to NBC: send the kids back to school; New England Journal of Medicine article singles out politics; powerful Texas teachers union calling for a delay in reopening; New Hampshire school reopening plan “slammed” by union; Google Classroom now data mining 100M students; three Arizona teachers contract coronavirus conducting online classes; JCD on “no good” 1970s-era PLATO computer-assisted teaching system; global fertility rate falling off a cliff

0:28:51 Dr. Scott Johnson on N95 mask’s ability to filter 0.3 micron particles vs 0.1 micron coronavirus particles; TtK’s “breathing in her own exhaust” dizzy spell in Houston, JCD tip: “pull it down so your nose is exposed”; Yamiche Alcindor on op-ed in which Peter Navarro “lashed out” against Fauci disingenuously disclaimed by Trump administration; bogus CBS poll shows gains for Biden in GOP-controlled Texas, Florida, and Arizona; Alcindor mocks 63-minute “campaign-style event” in Rose Garden “mostly criticizing his November opponent Joe Biden”, jobs vs factories switcheroo, JCD on worldview leading to conclusion that Trump “falsely claimed” increased testing correlates with increased cases

0:43:40 Coordinated reports from Brian Williams and Nicolle Wallace portraying Rose Garden speech as a rambling dumpster fire in order to persuade viewers to ignore it; accented introduction to Rose Garden speech unveiling H.R.7440 Hong Kong Autonomy Act and two executive order eliminating preferential treatment for Hong Kong; Nike “Fuck Hong Kong” vs “Free Hong Kong”; Trump bashes Huawei and WHO; “lashes out” picked up by Fox News

1:02:38 CNN’s Jake Tapper bashes Andrew Cuomo’s self-aggrandizing COVID-19 poster; UK’s seven-year task of dismantling Huawei vs Elon Musk’s satellite “Skynet” Starlink

1:09:18 Uighur activist Rushan Abbas to NPR Here & Now on disappearance of her family members in response to public activism, China using hair and slave labor from Uighurs in concentration camps to make wigs and other products for the US, /wiˈɡɹ̩/ vs /ˈo͜ɪ.ɡɹ̩/ pronunciations

1:19:13 China dictating bishop appointments to Pope Francis, upcoming changes to the constitution of the Roman Curia; Mike Pompeo threatens sanctions on helping Russia build Nord Stream II gas pipeline, ACC: “once again Trump helping out his buddy Putin!”

1:28:44 Producer Segment: ACC’s appearance on The Tom Woods Show

2:00:55 Gates Foundation takes a strategic position in Walmart

2:03:05 Fun Fact Friday podcast with producers Leila and David discussing the Rubik’s Cube; children’s stories from WBUR Circle Round including The Enchanted Paintbrush “from China” and The Leaky Bucket “from China”; creepy What If World podcast “almost as good as d***s!”

2:15:54 Joe Biden’s bold plan “to get our kids to market swiftly”; Bill O’Reilly “we’ll do it live! ...
fuckin’ thing sucks!” iso; Yamiche Alcindor: Anthony Fauci “very restricted”

Ghislaine Maxwell Lolita Express conspiracy theories exploding on Instagram, Chrissy Teigen fighting a losing battle against QAnon over creepy 2011 Toddlers and Tiaras tweets; more conspiracy theories over $13,000 cabinets with girls’ names from crappy home decor retailer Wayfair, ACC’s drug money laundering explanation, JCD on oddball Amazon price outliers

2:25:00

Hillary Clinton cackles about “how much better countries run by women have done” during pandemic; Angela Davis all-in on electing Joe Biden because he is a weak-minded fool who “is far more likely to take mass demands seriously”; M5M prematurely jumps on story of Kanye West dropping out of election, TtK’s “New York Jew libtard” friend outraged at ACC’s interest in West’s 2024 prospects; Larry Kudlow “pre-decisional” on possibility of capital gains holiday

2:35:43

Donation Segment

2:48:29

Cancel culture targets Goya Foods CEO, JCD recommends Goya Adobo and Sazonador Total

2:51:51

“Paintings are exponentially more important than a podcast”; NPR on Trump’s appointment of Bill Stepien to replace Brad Parscale as campaign manager after Tulsa rally botch, snotty editorial “campaigns that are going well don’t have dramatic shakeups like this” from Tamara Keith; ACC’s “5X MATCH!” messages explained as redistribution of anonymous donations; JCD on Trump’s “you’re fired” style and turnover of college football coaches

2:58:51

Unhinged Walmart shoppers engage in a “evolve, mister!” shouting contest over masks

3:01:07

ACC unleashes “how dare you use your privilege to presume I am white?” in Florida
1259  Do The Work  (2020-07-12)

0:00:00  ACC: “We need cohesion!”  (0:21:45)
0:00:36  ACC in Florida for TtK’s birthday with “the best deals ever!” and no peanuts, brown paper bag room service; 333 Florida labs report 100% positive COVID-19 results
0:06:28  Texas Division of Emergency Management head Nim Kidd: “we really need to be thinking about doing the same thing when we’re inside the home”; ACC irked at N95 masks with exhalation valves, Harvard study recommends masks during sex; turncoat Texas Gov. Greg Abbott blames “deadliest week” on those who contracted COVID-19 in late May, JCD: “May??”, Lubbock the college town STD capital with “blue waffle”, reporter’s “great question” about potential next step beyond mask requirement: Tedros Adhanom: “the greatest threat we face now is not the virus itself, rather, it’s the lack of leadership and solidarity at the global and national levels”, “the virus thrives on division”, ACC: “vote for Biden!!”
0:22:58  Trump appears at Walter Reed wearing blue mask with presidential seal; WHO’s Maria Van Kerkhove’s good news about rare asymptomatic transmission revisited; new study fueling hysteria over “silent transmission” during super-dangerous “pre-symptomatic stage”, ACC: “replace with word mask with vaccine”, JCD theorizes about Lubbock as potential retaliatory college shutdown target; Robert de Niro on the verge of $7.5M financial ruin
0:32:10  San Antonio Pre-K 4 SA shill to NPR pushing for brainwashing “brain development” in order to “make sure children have the underlying academic concepts and brain structures” (BCotD), JCD: “have you ever met a four-year-old??”, $11,000 per child for 10-hour day; Texas Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick to “Frau Ingraham” on BLM as communist anti-family organization; Oprah guru Brené Brown: “our collective story in the United States is a story of white supremacy” as propagated by New York Times 1619 Project, “privilege exercises” in a “this is what America looks like” 25% white class; note from divorced and soon-to-be-experiencing-homelessness producer, Hollywood’s romanticization of the single mom
0:49:58  NPR celebrates Jair Bolsonaro’s positive coronavirus test and takes a moment to shit on hydroxychloroquine, Sweden’s death rate “several times higher than its Nordic neighbors” although better than UK and Italy; Obama administration’s sudden swine flu testing shutdown; JCD irked at NPR’s smear campaign against Sweden which “really failed” in protecting the elderly, idiotic “we’re also seeing more science and research suggesting that it’s unclear what will happen in the future”; CBS propagates a muddle of death and new cases statistics, PBS muddying the waters with rolling averages, Shelby County Tennessee restaurants keeping data on patrons for a month; ACC’s friend completely programmed into believing “it’s not over until we have a vaccine”; two COVID-19 cases in China
1:11:36  CDC Director Robert Redfield turns out to be another Jesuit; Anderson Pooper grills Redfield over CDC’s nonexistent school shutdown recommendation; Redfield and Birx both investigated for potential fraud in military HIV vaccine tests; badly-edited report on Dr. Francis Collins updating Senate on Operation Warp Speed vaccine efforts; Bill Gates bitches about COVID-19 disrupting efforts to fight AIDS in Africa but offering new “platforms” for an HIV vaccine, ACC: “they’re going to say we have the vaccine, it doesn’t fix COVID but we’ve cured AIDS!”; Collins’ lifetime appointment to “Vatican think tank” Pontifical Academy of Sciences
1:26:10  AP hit piece on Roman Catholic Church receiving billions in Payroll Protection Program funds, San Gabriel church mysteriously catches on fire“ like Notre Dame
1:28:23  Producer Segment: Professor Ted “trending hard”; Spam isos
1:57:51 New social justice code at chaotic New York Community Education Council meeting: “everyone has work to do and I have work to do!”, “I have done my own work and some of you have done work with the CEC ... and that was really the intent of my letter to you, Maude, I don’t see you doing the work” (CotD), ACC links meme to Lee Strasberg method acting, JCD implicates Werner Erhard’s EST Erhard Seminars Training: “have you had the training?” code, ACC’s new armor “I’ve done the work, are you using your privilege to assume that I’m white?”, Robin DiAngelo and CIA well-versed in applied psychology

2:16:42 Cute Whole Foods boycott organizer Savannah Kinzer back in the spotlight; Kanye West’s 2020 election bid already supported by Elon Musk and smeared by TMZ

2:23:39 Biden-Sanders unity taskforce rolls out 110-page recommended platform; Biden appears above-ground for a poorly-miked teleprompter speech only to be freaked out by the rain, “a mobilization ... not seen since the Great Depression of World War II”; Biden accuses Trump of having “regular military officers ... move against peaceful demonstrators”

2:31:28 ABC News addresses “problematic” national parks; video of Silicon Valley executive Michael Lofthouse yelling racist insults at Asian family at restaurant, Solid8 a Los Gatos mail drop

2:40:00 Donation Segment: “Ghislaine Maxwell didn’t kill herself tomorrow”

2:55:00 Film producer Chris Fenton on jumping through hoops to access Chinese market, “the Chinese people would not pick up diamonds that weren’t theirs” objection to Point Break remake

3:01:19 Kayleigh McEnany’s “close and walk” prompted by Confederate flag questions

3:04:15 Turkish government reverting 1500-year-old Hagia Sophia cathedral from museum to mosque

3:08:34 SJW IllumiNative CEO Crystal Echo Hawk gripes about the Washington Redskins: “when a fan paints their face red, right? that is blackface!”, ACC: “problematic”
1258  Dummy Placebo (2020-07-09)

0:00:00  JCD: “What a Sunday!” (3:04:02)
0:00:36  Reporter eating his own mask discusses Austin City Council still considering 35-day lockdown with “lessons learned”, businesses opposed to draconian new restrictions but “apparently it has support at the top”; bars and every store but Walmart in danger of being shut down again, Texas “pool testing”; compilation of M5M mourning the decrease in death rate: “in a lot of ways it is worse than ever!”, “zero chance of moving past this with Donald Trump in that job!”; ACC on Spanish Flu death toll of 5.26% of world population vs 2018 seasonal flu 0.09% vs coronavirus 0.006%, 80% of 40% allotment ICU beds
0:12:25  KHOU Houston PSA recruiting “a diverse pool of people” for coronavirus vaccine trial; upbeat houstonfightscovid.com video; $1,000 and carte blanche for young people to go anywhere
0:18:16  New York Magazine kicks off PR blitz for “Anthony Fauci’s boss” Dr. Francis Collins of the Human Genome Project and winner of $1.3M Templeton Prize, four vaccine trials in July involving a “dummy placebo” and requiring “areas where the virus is actively spreading” like states with Republican governors; NPR lauds Collins’ quest to eliminate men-only panels or “manels”; vaccine trials potentially involving dumpstering vast quantities of subpar vaccine; former atheist Collins’ 2007 book The Language of God: A Scientist Presents Evidence for Belief and BioLogos Foundation; PowerPoint slide with stained glass side-by-side with DNA
0:29:17  ACC stumbles onto highly-scripted live Collins-Fauci Zoom conference; JCD’s cases vs tests vs deaths graphs in the Newsletter; more bad acting from Collins: “it is the case, isn’t it, now, that a lot of those new cases are younger people?”, Fauci: “well, there’s a big problem with that, Francis”, “we’re trying to get the messaging across”, the dreaded “aunt who’s getting chemotherapy for breast cancer” scenario, Collins keeps a straight face for “the world is abuzz about vaccines!” and “where are we, Tony, with the vaccine efforts that have been moving forward at unprecedented speed?”, bizarre wail from Fauci’s throat, Collins plays dumb asking about dumpster scenario; Collins shaping up to be a dandy candidate for Antichrist; exhortation to sign up for phase III vaccine trials with “Latinos” gaffe and laughter for HIV anecdote, ACC: “remember how much fun we had tryin’ to find the gays?”, “great question” from Collins: “how long will that protection LAST?”, Collins adds “and the hope” as a not-very-Christian afterthought
0:55:58  Jair Bolsonaro vetoes mask requirement; decline in deaths attributed to more cases in young people and unspecified “better treatments”; late eight-car Zephyr; Texas physician Dr. Richard Bartlett describes $200 “silver bullet” cure in the inhaled steroid Budesonide, ACC: “the only way that this, of course, could work is if the President comes out today and says, don’t listen to that guy!”; British pubs reopening, Welsh and Scottish irked at “shambolic” experience of dealing with British government: Dutch “mouth caps” only mandated for public transportation, Los Angeles Comedy Store not likely to reopen; Ron Paul: herd immunity “essentially here” according to two new studies showing antibodies in 30% of the population; long-debunked airborne transmission memes, ACC promises to defy Austin lockdown orders, another open letter from “hundreds of the world’s top doctors” warning about “air droplets”, “the word airborne is scary!”, JCD: “I think the mask is good because it gives people a mild case of carbon dioxide poisoning”, EU working on laws to combat the “infodemic”
1:14:09  Minnesota State Senator Dr. Scott Jensen under investigation for spreading “misinformation” about Medicare payments for COVID-19 patients thanks to CCP and big pharma
Producer Segment: Jordan Peterson’s tale on the Mikhaila Peterson Podcast
Christopher Wray to the Hudson Institute on the threat to the US posed by the Chinese government, personal data of half the US population stolen by Chinese military in Equifax hack, “whole-of-state effort to become the world’s only superpower by any means necessary”, litany of military and trade secrets stolen under Thousand Talents Program; JCD story: “creepy” Huawei booth at COMDEX; Wray on Thousand Talents in US universities, Harvard Prof. Charles Lieber receiving stipend from CCP via Wuhan University of Technology, “malign foreign influence campaign”, Xi Jinping’s Operation Fox Hunt “rogue law enforcement” targeting dissidents living abroad

Pope Francis drops remarks about Hong Kong from weekly Angelus prayer
Stephen Molyneux gripes about the destruction of 14 years’ worth of YouTube videos
Adolph Reed asserts “Trump will kill us” to Useful Idiots podcast with Matt Taibbi and Katie Halper, Taibbi bullies gullible Halper by lying to her about the “Cleveland Unicorns”
Jason Whitlock gripes about NFL black national anthem plan as “failure of leadership”; Shep Smith returning to TV on CNBC
Noodle Gun: Ford employees irked at building police cars, JCD draws parallel with Evergreen State College not expelling troublemakers; historic Dutch pharmacy mascot De Gaper under threat; wooden statue of Melania Trump burned down in Slovenia; Lou Dobbs points out the irony of The Washington Post op-ed asserting that Washington and Lee University School of Law should change its name because both namesakes “perpetrated racial terror” (CotD)

Anti-Defamation League demanding Facebook appoint civil rights officer, Zuckerberg’s idiotic claims about using AI to root out hateful content backfiring, JCD: “I just said, his wife, uh”
Donation Segment: ACC on the appeal of “awkward and clumsy” at meetups
Bizarre Kellyanne Conway “yay!” iso; Michael Flynn’s family recites oath of office including QAnon “where we go one, we go all”
Australian 60 Minutes on 1996 allegations against Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell by Maria Farmer ignored by FBI, “be careful crossing the street” threats; Tucker Carlson goes “scorched earth” on Reid Hoffman, Bill Gates, Larry Summers, and Bill Clinton, boring author Alana Goodman refuses to speculate; ACC predicts turmoil within the British royal family and the truth about Diana’s death, JCD on that event as MSNBC’s origin
1257 Doggy DNA (2020-07-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “I think this is an insult to my manhood.” (1:22:03)

0:00:36 Idiots in San Francisco cancel fireworks on the one fog-free year in twenty, “one thousand people shooting off fireworks” in Richmond, ACC reminisces about Dutch New Year’s celebration; ACC’s cocktail party “mug shot” in the Newsletter, avoiding “Karentown” smirches, UT neurosurgeon fired over viral video of his daughter singing along with “nigger” rap lyrics

0:10:45 Trump’s Most Wonderful Speech of the Year at Mt. Rushmore with testosterone-soaked Air Force One flyover, dangers of “new far-left fascism that demands absolute allegiance … not going to happen to us”, almost-incomprehensible “not on my watch!” from crowd; New York Times interns filling out story templates; PBS plays ad with Joe Biden’s nearly-incomprehensible “American history’s no fairy tale”; Joe Biden’s Health and Like Joe Biden jingles; Matt Taibbi describes recent New York Times headlines as “an obscene malfunction of the elite messaging system”

0:23:13 Nancy Pelosi weighs in on bogus Russia-Taliban bounty story: Trump “doesn’t like to get bad news on Russia”, “the fact is, the President himself is a hoax”; PBS on “new political opposition” to US-Taliban peace deal, JCD: “this whole thing is just to queer the deal”

0:28:15 Ghislaine Maxwell arrested at “safehouse” the same day a judge orders destruction of Epstein case materials, Germany investigating 30,000-person “pedophile probe”, photos of Maxwell and Kevin Spacey sitting on royal thrones, Indictments! jingle; slightly frightened-sounding Alan Dershowitz to BBC on introduction via “the Lord Evil-yn and the Lady Rothschild” and other elites, issues with statute of limitations and witnesses with “long histories of lying”

0:36:31 ACC compares lockdown and London Blitz; “Karen” journalists busting open restaurants

0:38:25 Democracy Now celebrates Independence Day with US-hating Marxist Angela Davis with haughty Maya Angelou speaking style, defunding police in favor of professionals who can “respond to people who are in crisis without arms-a”, abolition a “feminist-a strategy” “methodological approach-a of understanding the intersectionality of struggles-a”, role of “Joseph Biden” in 1994 Clinton Crime Bill, statues of Founding Fathers as symbols of “hetero-patriarchy”, “the Industrial Revolution … was enabled by slave labor in the US”, JCD: “no it wasn’t!”, need for “popular education” aka New York Times 1619 Project history rewrite, Amy Goodman laps it up like JCD’s dog drinking water

0:59:45 YouTuber weights in on NYPD disbanding plainclothes “heavy shit” anti-crime unit: “now you lookin’ for Batman, the Avengers to come”; Democrat brains exploding at black Americans buying firearms; ACC insulted at being Photoshopped onto “Ken and Karen” in Louisiana; “NRA for black people” NAAGA National African-American Gun Association, “two to the body, one to the head!” iso; NFAC Not Fucking Around Coalition militia speaker mocks “Boogie Boys … and all the rest of you scared-ass rednecks” at Stone Mountain Park Georgia; YouTuber Officer Tatum “sick of the pandering”; OK hand signal removed from Call of Duty

1:15:39 Washington Redskins under pressure for name change; Marcellus Wiley takes exception to Black Lives Matter mission statement “we disrupt the Western prescribed nuclear family structure requirement” due to dismal statistics about single-parent homes

1:21:17 JCD takes Beacon Press white fragility test and finds he should read White Fragility

1:32:35 Producer Segment: JCD’s audio improved by Cleanfeed; “your stupid radio program”

2:07:46 Facebook face recognition tries to identify ACC as Siegfried Fischbacher

2:09:16 Trump “no one is here to take your call” 911 call ad; Forbes deletes article by climatologist
Michael Shellenberger “On Behalf of Environmentalists, I Apologize for the Climate Scare”, “Netherlands became rich not poor while adapting to life below sea level”, ACC: “he may be dead for all I know”; record-breaking 100 degree temperature recorded in Siberia; Nobel Laureate Michael Levitt revisited: “they all just said, stop talking like that”

2:21:26 Dr. Zach Bush to London Reel on medicine’s misguided effort to eradicate microbes, antibiotics and Roundup-resistant weeds “the size of Christmas trees”, ubiquitous COVID-19 DNA, Hubei’s reduction to “35 microns” of particulate matter reducing mortality, predicted uptick in November, “flu season is carbon toxicity season, that’s it!”, JCD: “theremin, theremin!”

2:35:36 “Shuck and jive artist” Young Pharaoh to The Veronica Bay on how the Sun is pulling the solar system through the galaxy and the government is hijacking spirituality using AI; a segment of Christian producers convinced that the End Times have arrived

2:43:45 Oakland California collecting illegal fireworks in easy-to-steal 55-gallon drums

2:47:19 Donation Segment

2:57:35 Kanye West set to steal Biden votes, Tucker Carlson rumored to be looking at a 2024 run; Democracy Now holds serious discussion about demolishing Mt. Rushmore; PBS on mayor of Miami celebrates “right to life, liberty, and happiness” by instituting a nightly curfew

3:03:48 Dogs Are People Too: ad for Embark Dog DNA Test reveals the real scam in its promise to “screen for over 170 health conditions”

3:06:01 Taylor Swift irked by “the erasure of transgender and non-binary people” by the US Census form, JCD irked at white girl hip-hop term “crash the set”
1256  White Tears (2020-07-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “The Texas surge!” (0:03:43)
0:00:40  Ghislaine Maxwell arrested as first of “thousands of sealed indictments”
0:01:23  Poorly-written CNN headline about California man attending a party and dying of COVID-19 “the next day”; Chris Hayes begins his show with “right this moment there are Americans who are alive and who are healthy who will be dead by the Fall” thanks to Trump; JCD pauses for nine-car Zephyr; Neil Cavuto notes “the spike in cases is not coming with a spike in deaths, sadly enough”; ACC monitoring endless Austin City Council meetings on Zoom; Mayor Adler weighing plan for 35-day shutdown “followed by an extended period of lessons learned”; Anthony Fauci on need to “engage the community” to persuade them to take marginally effective vaccines, Adler’s anti-Trump “stay in orange” plan; Hoover Institution’s Scott Atlas reflects on the pseudoscience behind six-foot distancing dogma; Dutch 1.5 meters based on airplane scenario; Nobel Prize winning Stanford biophysicist Michael Levitt on “disgraceful situation for science”; Atlas discusses the implications of school shutdowns for abused children, “this will go down as the most heinous misapplication of public policy in modern America”
0:25:26  May 18 discussion among Collin County Texas commissioners of “probable case definition” based on contact with confirmed infection, ACC: “that’s fraud, at best”; producer notes on positive test result from missed appointment, home tests being shipped by the tens of thousands, asymptomatic millennials taking advantage of free tests; reporter horrified at doctor’s casual mention that “we tend to see more deaths in the month of July because of the new health care professionals that are entering the residency programs” (CotD); South Carolina WYFF news reports 6% COVID population at AnMed Health and high occupancy rate a sign of successful matching resources to demand
0:37:49  Fauci on federal government pre-funding vaccine manufacturing; The Guardian gripes about US vacuuming up global stocks of Remdesivir; ACC told to prepare for “full hazmat suit” protocol at “Best Dad Ever” cocktail party; Dr. Marc Siegel scratching his head at M5M version of “science”; Vanilla Ice preforming in Austin; You Must Leave Your Mask On jingle
0:46:30  Pennsylvania makes masks mandatory in all public spaces, Department of Health Secretary Rachel Levine propagates “wearing a mask shows you care about others” meme; “911 for Karens” public health hotline “maybe you better get out and do your goddamn job!” call; Hollywood sure to be distraught at not being able to attend Carl Reiner’s funeral; Reuters propagating story that death counts are underreported
0:53:37  Neocon Lincoln Project “just not our troops” ad trying to undermine peace talks with Taliban; Scott Adams predicts “I believe that we will be hunted” under Biden, “I think the odds of a shooting civil war if Biden gets elected are 20%”; producer note on New York protestors attempting to curtail right to take photographs; Harvard graduate Claira Janover blubbers about losing her job at Deloitte after threatening to stab anyone who says “all lives matter”
1:05:05  Blocked and Reported podcast on the experience of being pulled into Robin DiAngelo EDI “equity, diversity, and inclusion” cult after unfortunate theater company incident, “in our defense, we didn’t have Robin yet telling us that white tears are violence” (CotD)
1:13:28  Producer Segment: the rise and fall of blogging; No Agenda Summer Collection
1:44:11  COVID-19 as Cats trailer curse; Kayleigh McEnany “Vice President O’Biden” gaffe; dumb question about Russia-Taliban bounties answered with list of bogus New York Times stories and “hand back their Pulitzers” mic drop, JCD impressed with her “unusual office attire”;
Jon Karl buttressed with “what’s the name of the organization again?” BLM trap

1:52:45 Cambridge Whole Foods employees sent home over Black Lives Matter masks, hyper-cute organizer Savannah Kinzer lies through her teeth: “it’s not about politics”, JCD recalls Whole Foods employee with “a bone in her nose”

1:56:14 Seattle’s CHAZ cleared out by police horde immediately after protests at Mayor Jenny Durkan’s home; JCD’s prediction for new national anthem coming true; ACC disgusted at Antifa threats to desecrate Confederate graves; UK Premier League using cardboard cutouts, fake crowd noise, and BLM slogans; Adam Silver hoping for “mutual respect” in NBA-China spat

2:03:11 Noodle Gun: Cambridge defends “white lives don’t matter” professor Priyamvada Gopal, Adidas HR executive Karen Parkin resigns over BLM “just noise” comment; Mark Zuckerberg unimpressed by Stop the Hate advertising boycott, producer notes on Facebook’s superior ROI; looking for an end to the Masters Tournament and MBA programs

2:09:50 Australian MP Shaoquett Moselmane under investigation by ASIO Australian Security Intelligence Organisation for being a pawn of the Chinese Communist Party; M5M carefully avoiding the story to keep attention away from Hunter Biden; China and India still squabbling over Bhutan; Hong Kong at risk of being cut off from Western markets due to new security law; Tencent buys $3.3bn stake in Universal Music so Prince’s music can be used in TikTok videos

2:22:56 Jimmy Dore gripes about shilling for CDC in exchange for YouTube whitelisting

2:26:03 Donation Segment: “Canuckistan dollars”

2:36:08 Dana Perino predicts Michelle Obama for Biden’s running mate; Biden finally conducts a press conference: “no, I have not been protected, um, have not been tested” because he doesn’t want to be a burden on the system, non-sequitur about his daughter in Philadelphia being tested twice, gripes at Trump for not getting to the bottom of Russia-Taliban story, gets lost in his notes, requirement that women on his running mate short list “be ready on day one” when he dies; “I-I-I” and Fauci “I am completely unqualified” isos; Jill Biden ridiculed for “finding the time” to write a 1,900-word children’s book; ACC’s latest “6X MATCH!” text from WinRed

2:49:07 Hawks offer up State Farm Arena as polling place; Parler app as possible Trump secret weapon; John Brennan Clinton body count dead pool; producer’s hair growth formula sent to ACC

2:54:40 Polk County sheriff discourages criminals from running afoul of his well-armed constituents
1255  Mask = Love  (2020-06-28)

0:00:00  JCD: (lisping) “Oh, you know we’re so sorry here in Texas!” (0:49:27)
0:00:34  ACC perturbed due to JCD’s MIA clips, Google Drive deleting pirated copies of Bolton PDF
0:03:36  Bizarre new ASCAP/BMI licensing scheme for political campaigns with outright lies that “the third-party organizer is the main beneficiary of the performances, not the venue” and that campaigns “have traditionally assumed responsibility for obtaining the permission from rightsholders”, potential misstep with Rolling Stones and BMI, $0.60 per person pitfalls
0:24:49  Masks! jingle; Vistaprint “this is not a mask, this is a sign of love” ad (CotD); Texas hospital CEO links elective surgeries with new cases; CNBC quotes CDC director’s “very different situation” compared to March; MSNBC yells about “record number of new cases” in Arizona, “ICU beds filled to 87% capacity!”, ACC: millennials sitting in line for hours to get tested, dopey college kid mourns about how he “shared a Juul”, ACC’s trillion-dollar herd immunity scheme; Florida shutting down beaches and bars “with human life hanging in the balance”
0:44:56  Australians panic-buying toilet paper and ignoring useless $1.5M contact-tracing app; ACC’s upcoming cocktail party with “World’s Best Dad” cup on a string; Gov. Greg Abbott suckered by “noose media” CNN; “33 confirmed cases” compilation; random number “666 new cases” Google propaganda from M5M bots repurposing continuously-updated government news feeds
0:56:07  Noodle Gun: blackface Jenna Marbles, “the Dicks”, Condado Tacos vs Ohio police, Cleveland on Family Guy, white actors on The Simpsons, master bedrooms, “enslaved” and “problematic” memes on the rise; Facebook’s $70bn in ad revenue threatened by growing brand-shaming advertiser boycott, JCD: Facebook “like the salt-sucking monster in the old Star Trek show”
1:19:44  Producer Segment
1:41:05  Noodle Gun: Glee actress Lea “shit in your wig” Michele buttslammed by Samantha Ware; Princeton jettisons segregationist Democrat Woodrow Wilson from its School of Public and International Affairs, JCD: “this tells me that Yale has got to go!”
1:50:18  White Fragility author and “whiteness studies” professor Robin DiAngelo to Jimmy Fallon on “exceptional” white-black conversation, JCD: “when I’m sittin’ next to a black person I usually punch ’em”, “revolutionary” for white people to accept criticism for being “a-holes”; list of pricey “services” advertised on her website, sketchy Education for Racial Equity nonprofit; DiAngelo’s definition of racism: “the result of living in a society in which racism is the foundation we all absorb”, JCD: “give her the hook!”, Fallon’s penance for 20-year-old blackface stunt; Dr. Paul Maxwell on DiAngelo’s use of sketchy metrics like the Implicit Association Test; NBC Dateline finds apparent preference for white faces in some black test subjects
2:11:06  Mathematicians vs predictive policing, failed UN-backed Strong Cities Network; Black Lives Matters funder Thousand Currents board member Susan Rosenberg a convicted M19 bomber
2:15:10  Amazon names Climate Pledge Arena after its carbon emissions increase by 15%; NBA putting social justice slogans on the backs of players’ jerseys; CDC looking into TikTok propaganda
2:18:40  NBC propagates bogus New York Times story about Russia paying Taliban a bounty on US soldiers, JCD: “three people on a byline is fishy”, long-dead howling basset hound Anna
2:25:09  Donation Segment
2:44:42  “I am a lone woof awoo!” iso; James Carville predicts “humiliating defeat” for GOP; Joe Biden’s “120 million dead from COVID” leads to angry form letter for ACC; Will Ferrell’s Eurovision Song Contest, anti-Trump World War II in HD Colour, JCD praises The First World War, ACC pans Disclosure documentary, JCD plugs “documentary” Hogan’s Heroes
1254  Vaxeline  (2020-06-25)

0:00:00  JCD: (lisping) “It was terrible!  There I am again!” (1:26:48)
0:00:36  JCD’s street being dug up for a new water line, “I told them, I said I’m a podcaster”
0:02:32  Gavin Newsom scolds Californians for 7,000 new cases of coronavirus, new model claiming masks could save 33,000 lives by October, “apocalyptic” models in Texas; hospitals actually at 10% capacity, ACC’s “bring your own glass” cocktail party; Anthony Fauci assures idiot Rep. Frank Pallone that Trump’s “slow the testing down” joke was a joke; NPR links “surge” and “spiking” cases in Arizona with upcoming Trump rally, Phoenix church with antiviral “newly-installed technology”, JCD observes lack of scientific acumen among NPR crowd; Democracy Now gloats about 121,000 death toll and plays clip of Trump trolling Weijia Jiang with “I don’t kid”, “catastrophic cascading consequences!” from end of federal funding for tests
0:18:33  Carl Bernstein and Brian Stelter propagate absurd lie “I remember a time, not that long ago, when the President’s moods were not newsworthy” and story that Trump’s friends “say he’s out of control”, Stelter reads list of the week’s “unhinged or inaccurate comments”
0:26:06  Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez clone at Palm Beach County Florida hearing rants about “crimes against humanity” mask mandate; first COVID-19 vaccine trial being conducted in Africa
0:30:43  Joe Biden: “when, God willing, we get this Vaxeline, vaccine, how will it be distributed … because the same thing’s gonna happen, unless, God willing, we get a vaccine, maybe one, if God was great, maybe even in the Fall” (CotD), vaxeline.com
0:33:35  Brad Parscale’s rags to riches story; Parscale to Rudy Giuliani’s Common Sense podcast on secret new technology to contact 100M Americans outside social media, JCD: “robocalls!”
0:38:30  ACC reminisces about Clinton-era “teach your kids to speak Mandarin” meme; Sen. Marsha Blackburn in the rise of China’s movie piracy and counterfeit designer goods, “China will lie to you, they will steal from you, and if you catch them they’re going to try to cheat you”; JCD on the need for long-term friendships to do business in China and Japan, ACC’s trips to Canal Street, JCD’s silver and blue fake Movado with “silver pointy thingies” and silver Rolex; Blackburn on China stockpiling PPE as leverage to get Huawei into France, S.3592 Stop COVID Act enabling US citizens to sue China
0:55:21  Red Contagion: Why Italy has become China’s Trojan horse in the West author Francesco Galietti to Steve Bannon on the Vatican and political leaders siding with China, “if a war between China and the US begins” the populace would side with China, the Pope “clearly hates protestants and evangelicals which he considers proxies of the US”, JCD on anti-US sentiment in South America, never-Trumper Pope’s curious opposition to drive-in church schemes
1:05:20  New York Post: San Francisco paying upscale hotels $200 per night to house the homeless under the guise of FLWH Front-Line Worker Housing, “they fought, screaming at each other until the woman entered the lobby and her partner lit a meth pipe in the garage area”
1:12:24  Hysterical M5M compilation of Bubba Wallace “NASCAR noose scandal” investigated by 15 FBI agents; JCD’s panicky K&L Wine Merchants delivery driver freaked out by Aric the Shill’s driver’s license, ACC’s five-person spin class, “World’s Greatest Dad” mug for upcoming party
1:22:03  Producer Segment: noagendabuttons.com; “loved joining you!” iso; stereo goat karma cream
2:02:30  JCD sent leaked copy of John Bolton’s book The Room Where It Happened by ACC, left-wing “you don’t wanna read this book” mantra due to his attacks on Obama and Iran deal, narcissistic opening paragraph; Yamiche Alcindor summarizes book as “a 500-page bombshell”; Brett Baier presses Bolton on the destruction of his notes, JCD: “he takes
notes on his craps ... he writes down how many turds came out”, “with ghostwriter” vs “and ghostwriter” vs no ghostwriter credit, reference to Catholic last rites “extreme unction” JCD’s smoking-gun proof that Irish Catholic Steve Bannon wrote the book, PDF typeset in Arial

**2:20:21** Baier presses Bolton on being called a traitor by Mike Pompeo, Heritage Foundation speech vs “that’s not what you write in this book”, Uighur comments heard via interpreters; John Negroponte speculates to PBS about contradictory accounts of White House Uighur policy

**2:34:14** Donation Segment

**2:53:11** TtK a Sidney Powell fangirl; Joe Biden now known to have invoked Logan Act in Michael Flynn case; Bill Barr muses to Maria Bartiromo about “bovine silence” from M5M and the post-election future of the Durham investigation

**2:58:31** Netflix teen drama *13 Reasons Why* “burn it down and start over” anti-police riot, JCD recommends 1979 *Over the Edge*; communist Seattle City Council member Kshama Sawant: “we have to fight to end the system of capitalism itself” with “solidarity!” epilogue
1253 Trained Marxist (2020-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Arrest that woman!” (1:15:34)
0:00:37 JCD re-reading Life and Death In Shanghai by Nien Ching
0:01:43 New Trump comedy material at Tulsa and explanation for ramp descent and add water hold, Chinese TikTok operation arranges fake registration prank, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Hollywood gloating about embarrassment to campaign; Trump addresses “surge” in testing leading to surge in cases: “I said to my people, slow the testing down, please!”
0:12:34 Two medical producer notes deconstructing “Undercover Nurse” in the show notes
0:14:17 Trump comments “Roswell’s a very interesting place” on Don Jr.’s podcast Triggered; Trump “it’s true!” isos, Tom Petty’s family bitching about use of I Won’t Back Down at rally
0:18:08 Former Evergreen State College professor Bret Weinstein on Democrat party shifting to Republican “business model” during the Clinton presidency, JCD on Clinton’s penchant for deals favoring China, “demographic process” of removing men from society and encouraging single-parent families; Robert Woodson on “institutional racism” as distraction from the failure of black elected officials; Trump “thug”-baiting the media and Obama’s “handful of criminals and thugs” from 2015; Weinstein on the abandonment of STEM by the radical left: “we’ve got an ultimatum on the table: either you agree sex is a spectrum or you’re the enemy”
0:38:00 1994 murder of Chicago gang member Robert Sandifer and the rise of the “super-predator” meme originated by political scientist John DiIulio with flawed statistical models; British YouTuber on efforts by Black Lives Matter rioters to desecrate the Cenotaph memorial; Jesse Jackson leaning on Dutch PM Mark Rutte to abolish Zwarte Piet; dingbat Meghan Markle commiserates with college graduates who didn’t get to have a nice commencement ceremony
0:53:02 Reply All podcast host Emmanuel Dzotsi scratches his head over white people sending small Venmo payments to their black friends: “here’s a few bucks, sorry for racism”
0:57:37 Tom Fitton and Candace Owens finally waking up to the BLM-ActBlue anomaly, $37M for socialist Center for Popular Democracy; Black Lives Matter co-founder Patrisse Cullors: “we are trained Marxists”, “our goal is to get Trump out”
1:09:02 Two KQED San Francisco reporters repeat Google Maps mispronunciation of Junípero Serra /ˌʤunjʊˈpərə/ instead of the correct /juˈnɪpərə/, ACC: “hey, I like that /ʤɪkəmə/ sauce”; JCD finding NPR even worse than the networks, ACC: “and you dream about having sex with ... Ira Glass or Terry Gross”; slanted NPR report on Tulsa Trump rally: six staffers positive for COVID-19 and woman arrested for wearing “I can’t breathe” shirt at the behest of the campaign, Tulsa County now coincidentally a coronavirus hotbed; fascinating NPR exploration of the effect of leaf blowers on public health and the history of lawns, JCD machine gun sound effect; USA Today concludes coronavirus surges not linked to recent protests
1:23:43 Noodle Gun: Katie Herzog gripes about recent cancellations and actress Skai Jackson using her Twitter account as a clearinghouse for incriminating posts, “#MeToo for microaggressions”; ACC runs down the day’s Noodle Gun direct hits; Entertainment Tonight Canada outraged at Trump giving Kaepernick a pass; Johnson & Johnson pulling skin whitening products, Popular Mechanics publishing statue-destroying instructions, Amazon acquires Stacey Abrams’ voter suppression documentary, Sambo’s restaurant to be renamed; highly-edited piece on perplexed family of Aunt Jemima spokesperson Lillian Richard; new Lenin statue unveiled in Germany, Anne Coulter’s crosshairs on slave-trading Yale founder Elihu Yale
1:44:59 Producer Segment: “Protector of the Realm” proposal
Joe Biden’ Gaffe of the Week: CBS Evening News teaser makes the dubious claim that “for 155 years African-Americans have celebrated June 19th as their Independence Day”, JCD on origin of Juneteenth as end of slavery in Texas; Biden’s garbled version: Trump “going down to Texas on Juneteenth ... the first major massacre, literally speaking, of Black Wall Street”

Kayleigh McEnany squabbles with Jim Acosta about wearing masks at Tulsa rally and “fake videos on Twitter” and the fact that Trump “has tried to pass a Muslim ban in this country”, “gotta let me finish, Jim, this isn’t a cable news segment”, homework assignment for reporters: “internal consistency” in coverage of BLM protests and Trump rallies

ABC on Mick Mulvaney’s comment that Trump’s hiring practice was subpar, John Bolton propagates “unfit for office” meme, Democrats irked at Bolton for not testifying during impeachment; Peter Alexander asks McEnany about Trump hiring “people who are dumb as a rock, overrated, way over their heads, wacko, and incompetent”; ACC irked at terrorist Tucker Carlson for running infinite video of black ex-convict clotheslining old lady in Manhattan

ACC OTG: IRS admits to purchasing cell phone location data to check up on people

Donation Segment

Amy Klobuchar removes herself from vice presidential race, nervous Kamala Harris positions herself as a savvy insider; Supreme Court rejects DACA suspension; ABC News breaks in with the earthshaking news that LGBBTQQIAAP workers are protected under Civil Rights Act just in time for Pride Month and Black Trans Lives Matter activities

CBS News idiotically claims 19,000-person Tulsa Trump rally will be “the largest gathering in the US since the coronavirus pandemic began” ignoring BLM protests
ACC: “You gotta look at this right now, quick before they take it down!” (0:01:15)

JCD obliged to “kill the Kayleigh segment” due to echo “glitch” believed by some to be proof of sabotage; botched attempt by Lincoln Project’s Rick Wilson to cancel Domino’s Pizza

Pasta Glock jingle and more upgraded Noodle Gun sound effect; Quaker Oats pulls the plug on Aunt Jemima after New York Times article, producer note on Haribo removing racist black licorice, Oreos in jeopardy, ACC reminisces about cereal box 45 rpm records; Lady Antebellum changes its name to Lady A without regard for Seattle blues singer by the same name; CBC Kids News runs scripted attack on J.K. Rowling over “transphobic stuff”, Hachette noodle kids threaten Rowling’s new book The Ickabog, ACC Red Book: repentance from a remorseful Rowling; #RIPTacoBell viral video of Taco Bell employee fired over BLM mask: “it’s not that it’s a problem with me, Denzel, it’s a company thing!” (CotD), JCD: “heads must roll!”

Oklahoma State coach Mike Gundy apologizes for OAN shirt, internal strife at Los Angeles Times, Steam gaming platform under fire for keeping quiet because of “angry white male gamers”, ABC took too long to cast its first black Bachelor, Colin Kaepernick now on Medium board, Formula One squabbling, Boy Scouts of America to require diversity and inclusion badge as Eagle Scout prerequisite, ACC: “it’s insincere!”

Harvard Prof. Charles Lieber indicted for fraud in Chinese espionage case; Tim Cook’s virtue signaling “poised to move forward in a great leap” reference to Cultural Revolution; Joshua Philipp to Epoch Times American Thought Leaders on Department of Education investigating Chinese influence with Lieber as “the tip of the iceberg”, Chinese “three warfares doctrine”, China Daily now registered as CCP foreign mission, contrast with outrage over Russian election influence, “Liaison Department” charged with political warfare; Mayor Steve Adler’s 2016 trip to China sponsored by Texas Growth Fund and “lavish holiday” in January 2020; Philipp on Soviet-style “ideological subversion” tactics like drug warfare with fentanyl and control of Hollywood; “struggle session” public shaming used during Cultural Revolution, China unable to control information its own citizens are receiving, Dimension A & B psychological warfare

Fox News muddying the waters with footage of Atlanta police shooting Rayshard Brooks; partial walkout of Atlanta police after announcement of murder charges by anti-taser prosecutor; Teen Vogue celebrating Karl Marx; Zoom admits to suspending activists at China’s request

Steve Adler whines to NPR about the law “conventional wisdom” preventing him from passing mask mandate amid “surge”, gets in a jab about “communities of color”; Fauci admits he and CDC lied about masks to keep them in the hands of doctors, “actually the circumstances have changed” lie; Fauci’s wife Christine Grady confirmed as vaccine exemption rubber-stamper; douchebag Jerry Nadler refuses to allow maskless Republicans to speak

The New Abormal podcast hosted by fake Republican Rick Wilson and witch-voiced socialist Molly Jong-Fast introduces Sleeping Giants’ Matt Rivitz who took on The Tucker Carlson Frozen Fish Racism Hour and Frau Ingraham’s White Power Hour, JCD: “this was done by the right wingers years ago”, victory lap for Kellogg’s and Mars, ACC: “have you never seen Al Sharpton??”, “you want brands to come out and not be in favor of racism and not be in favor of disinformation”, Wilson labels Fox “the Mount Everest of right-wing racist agitprop”, Jong-Fast interjects a spurious “the racism!” during analysis of Trump’s ad-libs

JCD’s newly-returned next-door neighbors looking like zombies after Florida lockdown; Wilson and Jong-Fast compares Trump’s “stoking racial hatred” to Sharknado Part 19, “San-
dals Chlamydia Beach Bahamas” slander, “alt-right minions” vs “anonymous Twitter handle” hypocrisy; Variety piece on Fox News’ reallocation of advertising time slots; Sean Hannity’s immunity to targeting and his family ties to the FBI; Rick Wilson “delicious toxic slurry” Trump hate compilation; JCD scratching his head at liberal hate for police unions

1:38:47 Producer Segment: JCD agrees to co-host Who Are These Podcasts

2:23:27 ACC’s control misfires due to new studio table

2:24:42 Arab and Chechen drug gangs at war in Dijon France, JCD recommends French’s Dijon and Canadian Grey Poupon mustard, ACC’s mustard-equipped Rolls Royce Silver Shadow II in the Lincoln Tunnel; rising tensions between North and South Korea after destruction of liaison office; NPR on Hong Kong head Carrie Lam cheering on takeover by China

2:32:09 Fox News’ Martha MacCallum trolled by CHAZ “anarcho-syndicalist commune” tweet quoting Monty Python and the Holy Grail

2:34:22 New coronavirus outbreak in Beijing; boots on the ground report from Shanghai producer; Biden raves about the “foresooable future” and “successible accountable recovery”; blogger implicates TIAs temporary ischemic attacks, ACC on his father’s history of TIAs

2:40:21 Democracy Now on arrest of Steven Carrillo in “far-right Boogaloo Movement” murders of police officers; Southern Poverty Law Center offering $30M to shadowy NGOs to boost voter registration, ACC perplexed by Black Lives Matter Foundation’s conduit into ActBlue

2:47:33 CNN resurrects 25th Amendment meme for Trump’s careful descent of ramp at West Point; schism within Catholic Church highlighted by letter from Archbishop Viganò to Trump; JCD on the lookout for prototype for demonic photo of Greta Thunberg

2:54:21 Scott Adams’ challenge to find concrete example of systemic racism in the US

2:56:50 Donation Segment

3:13:56 Biden “folks, here’s the truth” and “the opposite is true!” isos; PG&E confesses to 84 cases of involuntary manslaughter in 2018, ACC: “who gets the chair?”

3:16:30 FDA withdraws emergency authority to use hydroxychloroquine in spite of successes at hospitals like Houston United Memorial; CBS briefly airs Jon LaPook saying “it seems to work”

3:20:21 ACC predicts more MMT money to prevent deflation and a checkmark recovery in stocks

3:22:58 Democracy Now on new outbreaks in Beijing, India, Pakistan, and Australia, 450,000 cases “could have been prevented if states had mandated the wearing of facemasks”
1251 Viewpoint Discrimination (2020-06-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, oh, privilege, privilege, white privilege!” (2:29:41)
0:00:34 JCD irked at toilet paper from Mexico in surprisingly non-colorful packaging
0:01:50 JCD’s If I Ran the Zoo etymology of “nerd” revisited; Merriam-Webster updates secondary definitions of “racism” with recursive “political or social system founded on racism”; JCD on dictionary definition copyright; noagendaglossary.com; producer note on ACC’s e-mail subscription bomb from Russian floodcrm.net; JCD amends his King Leopold II numbers
0:14:38 British health official discusses statistics on patients who died “after testing positive for coronavirus”, 33,000 new cases between May 25 and June 7
0:17:48 1-hour video of “undercover nurse” Erin Marie Olszewski reporting negligent practices at Elmhurst Hospital in Queens like not using rapid tests and mixing confirmed and unconfirmed cases, residents “order followers”, “I’m jumpin’ on his chest” discussions of false DNR orders from hospital administration, ACC: “this is exactly the death panel we have heard about”; warning from Dwight D. Eisenhower about “scientific technological elite”
0:38:29 Host Ira Flatow of NPR Science Friday moans about lack of diversity on NPR Science Friday, JCD: “let’s get a black journalist, Ira!”; Nature among other outlets shamed into asserting scientific evidence of systemic racism; Anthony Fauci takes credit for shutdown preventing millions of deaths worldwide, “so we know that mitigation works” lie, plug for Remdesivir’s “statistically scientific but modest positive effect”; Fauci’s wife Dr. Christine Grady a clinical research bioethicist at NIH, JCD: “what vaccinations have the daughters had?”; Fauci promises to apply propaganda “community outreach” to push vaccine; proposal for “new auditions” to replace Kermit the Frog Flatow with “diverse voices”; noodle gun sound effect
0:57:07 Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey repeatedly uses the term “mattered” on the morning after George Floyd’s death, ill-advised first or second degree murder charges leading to potential October surprise; Tom Fitton irked at Bill Barr’s inaction on Hillary’s deleted e-mails, ACC: “they know they’re next!”; journalist Adam Housley predicts thousands of sealed indictments “as many as 16-17” criminal referrals
1:05:31 Noodle Gun meme revisited, JCD in search of the phenomenon’s genesis with or before Paula Deen; Tim Cook “proud to announce” new iPhone $100M “Racial Equity Injustice Initiative”, ACC: “Tim Cook should watch his six”; producer note on Anthropologie “nick” code derived from British slang; rundown of direct Noodle Gun hits on Fawlty Towers, UCLA professors, Howard Stern, Starbucks, and Paw Patrol, $100M for “black creators” on YouTube, St. John’s University fencing coach, Berklee College of Music apologizes for letting Boston police use its restrooms, Hallandale Beach Florida SWAT resign en masse after chief kneels in solidarity
1:19:07 Katie Herzog to The Jason Rantz Show on cancel culture in liberal colleges and takeover of businesses like Hachette; Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff throws nervous female minion under the bus when asked about “viewpoint discrimination” protection for conservative employees
1:29:11 Glenn Greenwald to Ball & Enjeti on the absurdity of the left defending lying to the FBI as a crime and opposing prosecutorial authority to drop Michael Flynn case; JCD tracking biased tweets from third-rate New York Times journalists from Buzzfeed; Bon Appétit editor Adam Rapoport resigns over 2003 “bronzer” brownface photo; new pronunciation “protess”
1:37:35 Producer Segment
2:09:16 ACC’s tips for reporting errata, “boogity boogity boogity!” and “thanks for the lecture, idiot”
2:12:54 Saagar Enjeti and a screechy Krystal Ball muse about Joe Biden’s “secret” advisors Larry
Summers and Rahm Emanuel, Enjeti rants about “proven liar” Biden calling on Facebook to “fact-check” himself and Trump; Forbes reports 23.8 lies per day from Trump; Biden telegraphs his complete lack of strategy to Trevor Noah: “Donald Trump didn’t invent racism but he sure has promoted it”, “all of cops’ past grievances, or, excuse me, transgressions”, empty promise to pull federal grants for things like “sensitivity training”

Drunk Whoopi Goldberg asks “formula English teacher” Joy Behar to ridicule the notion of defunding police, “all lives matter” and pro-life vs anti-abortion, “every police show I’ve ever seen, they knock and they say police”, Catholic church-bashing

Profanity-laced shouting match between Chicago Alderman Raymond Lopez and Mayor Lori Lightfoot, Fox News enthuses about the day’s 48 shootings and 17 homicides

Compilation of Stacey Abrams confirming and denying her vice presidential prospects; Abrams to Stephen Colbert on her activist background and “moral cowards” in the Senate, “I don’t look like what people usually look like when they’re considered for these jobs”

Donation Segment: “personal protective equipment of the metal variety”

Mournful-looking Seattle police chief reflects on being ordered to abandon CHAZ Capital Hill Autonomous Zone; “classic old progressive shithead” Mayor Jenny Durkan announces her intention to “listen” and do whatever she’s told by the protestors, JCD: “all the gays got gentrified” because of Amazon; “warlord leader” Raz Simone in danger of cancellation over 2010 “faggot community” tweets, ACC: “will the cancel culture beat the gun?”

Glenn Greenwald ridicules Rep. Ro Khanna for his revisionist tolerance for George W. Bush
1250  Noodle Nation  (2020-06-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Is beyond laughable!” (1:58:45)
0:00:34  No Zephyr car count from JCD; WHO’s Maria Van Kerkhove conveys the good news that asymptomatic transmission of coronavirus is “very rare” according to peer-reviewed papers; Anthony Fauci explains to Good Morning America that WHO “walked that back because there’s no evidence to indicate that’s the case”; a nervous Van Kerkhove addresses “perhaps some of the misunderstandings” a day later, estimates “anywhere between 6% of the population and 41% of the population” without symptoms, JCD: “spitballing”, “what I was referring to was a subset of studies”; idiot interviewer Robin Roberts: Fauci’s vague vaccine prognostications “very promising indeed”, yearly boosters becoming more likely; reprehensible charlatan Neil Ferguson takes a victory lap and needles Trump; author Alex Berenson addresses “orange man bad syndrome” in the media on The Adam Carolla Show

0:17:53  NBC News blames “surge” on states reopening and not on the rioters
0:19:05  Kayleigh jingle, McEnany’s channels Obama with bullcrap “3.1 million lives were saved (or created)”; MedPage Today article on wildly inaccurate nursing home COVID-19 numbers reported by CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; a breathless Amy Goodman assures us that coronavirus cases are “continuing to soar!” with a “surrre in patients”

0:29:58  Incorrect CNN/Sesame Street definition of racism revisited; “noodle girl” activist Kennedy Mitchum shames Merriam-Webster into updating definition; Noodle Boy interview revisited, ACC: “I see Noodle Boy now having what I’m going to call a noodle gun”, noodlegun.com; HBO Max pulls Gone With the Wind, Paramount cancels Cops after 33 seasons, CrossFit CEO steps down after “FLOYD-19” post, Elmer Fudd disarmed, Birmingham Alabama megachurch booted out of local schools because pastor liked a tweet, Little Britain comedy sketch show removed from Netflix, statue of Scouts founder Robert Baden-Powell on the chopping block, Anthropologie noodle kids alleging codeword “Nick” was used to profile black customers

0:43:55  Malcolm Jenkins: “the world’s not gonna collapse if Colin Kaepernick is playing football in the NFL”; Sunny Hostin to The View: Kaepernick deserves his job and a Nobel Peace Prize; Al Sharpton agitates for Kaepernick at Floyd funeral: “we want him repaired”; Democracy Now on Seattle rioters’ takeover of City Hall, SJW City Council members calling for mayor’s resignation; “no borders” crowd immediately erecting borders after taking over “Autonomous Zone”, cardboard signs in the style of “NO GIRL Ƨ ALLOWED”

1:05:09  Bob Woodson to American Thought Leaders podcast on black elected officials Professionals shifting blame onto “institutional racism” and sponging off the $22T spent on poverty programs, “structural inequality” of black professionals depending on low-income black populace to serve, “grievance-oriented middle-class privileged elites” preying on white guilt, police departments struggling with recruitment; JCD on the value of “bleeding hearts” mailing lists

1:15:22  Democrat top brass ridiculed for pandering by Terence Williams, Antoine Tucker, and Obianuju Ekeocha for culturally appropriating Ashanti scarves from Ghana: “Africans are not children!”, new Dutch term Afrikaanse Nederlanders applied to Indonesians; FTP “fire to property” activist busted for terror threat against Manhattan Diamond District

1:26:47  Post-cosmetic-surgery Lara Logan on Antifa using bookstores in Portland and Austin as training centers, ACC proposes field trip to BookPeople; Amy Goodman gripes at Austin police
using riot control weapons on students and New York cop charged with shoving a “peaceful protestor”; New York police union boss Mike O’Meara gripes about being smeared by elected officials and media; Democracy Now on San Jose police attempting to castrate their own bias trainer by shooting him in the groin with a rubber bullet

1:42:11 Producer Segment: “Noodle Nation” in Candinavia

2:08:46 Thomas Sowell to The Rubin Report on the reason he abandoned Marxist views: “facts”

2:10:05 Kayleigh McEnany buttslams Jon Karl for asking “institutional racism” question for the fourth time, Fort Bragg renaming an “absolute nonstarter” in spite of editorial by David Petraeus, McEnany gets fed up and walks out with “should we then rename the Biden Welcome Center?”

2:19:26 Kamala Harris gripes about California defunding its crappy schools in favor of police; Sheila Jackson Lee calls for “catastrophic change”, fails to use the term “alleged murder”; “enough is enough!” iso; Democracy Now on Christopher Columbus statue torn down in Richmond Virginia, statue of King Leopold II of Belgium taken down in Antwerp; JCD takes issue with claim he killed 10M or half the population of Congo noting 1955 population of under 1M, effort to diminish significance of the Holocaust (JCDPotD); still no EU COVID-19 plan

2:36:08 Producer note on universal unavailability of medical care of any kind under NHS

2:39:52 Donation Segment: Mailchimp’s intolerance for coded e-mail addresses

3:00:21 Terry McAuliffe observes that Biden is “fine in the basement”; ACC: disengaged millennials delighted with Lindsey Graham “Lady G” rumors and “Swiss cheese head” Biden; millennial “mob in the newsroom” replacing editors at New York Times and Philadelphia Inquirer
1249  **KBALL One**  *(2020-06-07)*

0:00:00 ACC: “Booker’s a total Karen!” *(3:02:25)*

0:00:35 Potentially staged video of “old fart” knocked down after going after cop’s gun; JCD gnawing on vitamin B-12; VoidZero on the job helping mitigate ACC’s e-mail subscription bomb; JCD on the dangers of nefarious “Unsubscribe” buttons, SPF/DKIM/DMARC countermeasures, JCD’s VPN-induced Russian-language ads on YouTube, May 30 certificate expirations; Austin Local 512 meetup party bus; Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas casino packed with maskless revelers

0:12:41 ACC-JCD debate over whether Colin Kaepernick will play again for the NFL

0:15:32 University of Pittsburgh doctor on reports from “Itarly” and local cases indicating weakening of the virus; Andrew Cuomo celebrates record low death rate of 35, “if they get the COVID virus they attribute it to the COVID virus” when gravely ill patients die, “we’d like to see nobody die in the state of New York, ever” as signal to pull the plug on the pandemic *(CotD)*

0:21:45 Amateurish One America News report on retraction of *The Lancet* and *New England Journal of Medicine* studies denouncing hydroxychloroquine; Jake Tapper grills Ben Carson about Trump’s “get that sonovabitch off the field”, ACC-JCD debate over assertion that Kaepernick “originally would sit” through the National Anthem; Biden “thank you for listening” iso

0:36:17 Anticipated surge in COVID-19 infections due to worldwide riots; open letter labeling social justice as more important than public health signed by a horde of public health experts including students and professional “African-American”, ACC’s “I hate whales!” revisited

0:42:05 “White Folks Guide to Protesting” making the rounds with gems like “if a black person tells you to do something, you do it immediately without question”, JCD: “this is a parody!”; Minneapolis producer note on the problem of arrogant racist white liberals; Mayor Jacob Frey bood out of protest after atoning for his sins but refusing to defund police, *Game of Thrones* walk of shame with “go home, Jacob, go home!”; proposed “transformative force” and new chokehold ban; JCD on incompetent Minneapolis police shooting rape victim in 2018; LA Galaxy fires Aleksandar Katai over his wife’s social media posts; Reddit cofounder Alexis Ohanian resigns in “act of leadership”; Postfix author Wietse Venema blacklists “blacklist”

1:02:38 *Sesame Street* and CNN team up to incorrectly explain that “racism is when people treat other people unfairly because of they look or the color of their skin”; former NFL player Burgess Owens: Antifa recycling their playbook every four years; Al Sharpton mocks Justin Trudeau’s 21-second delay in trashing Trump to CBC; Trudeau subjected to “go home, blackface!” taunt; rioters taken to task for not emulating George Floyd’s family; Philadelphia Inquirer editor fired for “Buildings Matter Too” headline

1:20:00 *New York Times* taken over by SJW millennials; George Soros in Davos lamenting economic collapse is not occurring closer to the election; new “scared, incompetent, embarrassment” red phone ad from Bill Kristol’s Defending Democracy Together; Dana Perino debunks “hiding in the bunker” myth

1:31:33 Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti now pro-Biden after Joe Rogan appearance, JCD’s “KBALL One” clip with “now the (peaceful) protests have turned mostly peaceful” illogic; eight-car Zephyrs and checkmark recovery; Ball suggests Biden is already bending to the will of the protestors, Enjeti propagates “Flight 93 calculus” meme, reference to *After the Flight 93 Election: The Vote that Saved America and What We Still Have to Lose* by Michael Anton

1:46:30 Producer Segment: Coors Light girl thwarted by dumb phones at San Antonio meetup

2:18:03 Battle of the five *No Agenda* search engines
2:21:27 Joe Biden’s latest Delaware events buried on C-SPAN, off-teleprompter “George had not been held up against that curb” blunder; MSNBC “five ways to spot senility” clickbait ad; “boys and girls club” police league proposal in roundtable with mayors; 2014 *Rolling Stone* article with six alternatives to police including “decriminalization of almost every nonviolent crime”; stammering Biden babbles incoherently to the Democrat mayors; JCD notes ten-minute limit on lucidity, potential for immediate activation of 25th Amendment

2:39:39 Masked rioter notes FTP may be construed as “fire to property” in Diamond District

2:41:02 Dutch PM changes his tune on *Zwarte Piet*; UK mandating crappy homemade masks on public transportation; Boris Johnson celebrates raising $8.8bn for Gavi at Global Vaccine Summit with profuse thanks for Bill and Melinda Gates and “the ingenuity of Edward Jenner”

2:48:58 Donation Segment

3:08:39 “Riot is the language of the unheard” compilation of M5M championing rioters; pandering Fox News report on the pawn shop murder of retired police captain David Dorn

3:12:52 Eerie “singing” heard emanating from Golden Gate Bridge in high wind conditions
1248 Peak Whiteness (2020-06-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Peaceful peaceful peaceful!” (0:01:10)
0:00:35 JCD irked by M5M overuse of the term “peaceful” in particular while standing in front of a burning building; ACC subjected to e-mail subscription bomb potentially lobbed by someone irked with most recent Moe Factz discussion of race vs class; civil rights activist and author Robert Woodson on “evil wears a black face” distraction from liberal black Democrats running inner cities; “brown paper bag test” at black universities in the 1970s; ethnic neighborhoods in Minneapolis now devoid of grocery stores; ACC irked at activists going home and donating to ActBlue; Woodson wonders at black kids shot by black cops with Eric Holder in charge, blames guilty whites and entitled blacks; Dutch and New Zealanders railing against US police

0:16:23 Jack Posobiec to Bannon’s War Room podcast on Antifa’s original mission to destabilize the Weimar Republic, training with terrorist group PKK in Syria, JCD: “it’s a peace movement!”, new “silence is violence” slogan, RAM Revolutionary Abolitionist Movement, the psychology of mask-wearing; Andy Ngo to Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti on the left viewing Antifa as folk heroes; BBC questions Trump’s threat to label Antifa as a terrorist group

0:29:50 AP journalist asserts Antifa “isn’t really a group” and then mocks Trump for retweeting “conspiracy group Q”, ACC: “meetings every Tuesday night, at the old schoolhouse”; Wall Street Journal editor to Fox News: “there seems to be some kind of indication that, yes, right-wing groups have played a role”; Lara Logan on terrorist designation cutting off sources of bail and other contributions, conspiracy theorist label “an information warfare term”, RAM slogan “liberation begins where America dies”; Zwarte Piet troublemakers in the Netherlands

0:42:56 Compilation of M5M comparing its Democrat “acting president” hero Cuomo with Republican villain DeSantis; NBC Nightly News begins to downplay coronavirus in favor of “an America infected with injustice”; new WHO video with dire warnings against touching and reusing masks; Brian Williams gloats “the Russians must be having a good old time” watching chaos unfold in the US; Susan Rice speculates about “Russian playbook” to Wolf Blitzer

0:56:44 Derek Chauvin and definition of chauvinism; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot somehow forgets to mention Jussie Smollett; Hillary Clinton in the late 1980s: “we need people like George Soros”; Minneapolis rioter to Antifa media arm Unicorn Riot: “ain’t nothing left here so when we start coming to the suburbs … then what y’all gonna do?”

1:03:07 Jesse Watters speculates Floyd killing could have been “premeditated hit” connected to nightclub; ACC’s “excited delirium” theory and subscription bomb, self-loathing white kids destroying their own malls; barrage of lies from Don Lemon about almost-dictator Trump threatening “peaceful protestors” with police aggression; BET founder Robert Johnson calls for $14T in slavery reparations; Genesee County Michigan Sheriff joins march, videos of whites kneeling and asking for forgiveness, JCD: “what?? that guy down the street had me do this already!”; viral 2014 video Milwaukee police chief Ed Flynn explaining why he was on his phone checking on a five-year-old killed in a drive-by shooting; ACC irked by welfare system separating families; JCD notes coordinated looting of Bay Area marijuana dispensaries

1:21:37 Ask Adam: Sacramento Kings announcer Grant Napear fired for “all lives matter” tweet
1:25:10 Producer Segment: Show 325 “thank you for my smokin’ hot wife” NASCAR prayer
2:07:41 Disjointed 116-second ABC News overview with David Muir in imitation of NBC
2:11:51 Muir lies about James Mattis calling Trump “a threat to the Constitution” in The Atlantic interview, Martha Raddatz appalled at National Guard keeping “peaceful protestors” from
violating the Lincoln Memorial and delighted with “strong message” from Admiral Mike Gilday with no mention of Trump; Secretary of Defense Mark Esper “publicly breaking” with Trump and abruptly doing a 180° on use of Insurrection Act; ABC mocks Trump’s assertion that he went to inspect secure bunker when protestors showed up at the White House

2:28:33 Latest screed from Candace Owens delving into George Floyd’s criminal past

2:31:53 Uptalking University of Michigan Prof. Apryl Williams to NPR on the origin of the “Karen” meme and similar memes for “different economic and social classes”, “Becky” associated with “peak whiteness”, JCD: “Don Lemon is a Karen!”; JMD’s fiancé’s women’s health class, ACC on Moe Factz’ college-educated Trump-hating relatives; “Faith Alice Sleeper” scolds young women for cleaning BLM graffiti off federal building: “so you don’t care about black lives, then ... not a great way to use your white privilege, ladies ... that’s disgusting!” (CotD)

2:44:50 Donation Segment: No Agenda #168 on Apple top 200

3:05:35 Hundreds of South Korean schools closing after a brief reopening; reports of virus losing potency; ACC predicts viral surge after acquittal of George Floyd cops, Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison the notorious wife beater, elevated murder charges inevitably leading to acquittal and federal intervention; Louvre to reopen with mask and social distancing regime

3:10:02 CNBC on Stitch Fix layoffs due to California pullout; Wisconsin dairy farmers dumping milk due to supply chain disruptions; “peak Karen behavior” iso
JCD: “Oh, you know the format should be five minutes!” (2:11:37)

JCD’s essay on Amy Klobuchar’s fitness for VP blown out of the water; Sunny Hostin points out Klobuchar’s failure to prosecute police killings for The View, “the black community has said that Amy Klobuchar is a nonstarter for them”; Somalis in Minneapolis “really good at looting”, rioter: “I ain’t never seen a motherfucker throw a rock like a Somalian!”; 2016 Fox News report on al-Shabaab recruitment in the Twin Cities; Ilhan Omar reflects on the absence of her usual cadre of small Soros-funded NGOs; piles of bricks materializing near retail centers; ACC: Antifa has activated “LARPing white kids who are underinformed and oversocialized”, looters in Oakland and Emeryville “breaking their own shit” due to white fragility; Killer Mike urges calm but propagates “assassinating black people” meme; Maxine Waters conjectures that white police officers think “I’m gonna get me one today!”

Don Lemon resurrects “very fine people” lie in rant about how “no one wants to hear” from Trump, “that’s how black people feel”; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot issues “fuck you” and hypocritical accusation of using events for “political gain”; Bill Barr condemns rioters’ “Antifa-like tactics”; “millennial wimp” Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey bloviates about Trump tweets, lies about decision to abandon Third Precinct in spite of National Guard presence

Damning video of George Floyd’s death at the hands of creepy Derek Chauvin, neck restraint legitimized by Minneapolis police manual, five-minute gap in video footage potentially masking struggle followed by acidosis; ACC: Moe Factz not so thrilled about being labeled “black”

CNN crew arrested and Atlanta headquarters vandalized, no sign of cool 21st century police weapons like LRAD and “the goo”; ACC unimpressed with boots on the ground video e-mails; Governor Tim Walz’ call with Jeff Zucker and performative-laden non-apology; Bill de Blasio reflects on the very fine people on both sides of New York riots, M5M latches onto Trump’s “vicious dogs” tweet about partial White House lockdown

Van Jones blames “the white liberal Hillary Clinton supporter walking her dog in Central Park” with “a virus in his or her brain”, ACC: “I’m naming this virus KAREN-19”, informal survey of the attributes of the prototypical Karen, ACC: “rapes happen in parks!”

PBS acknowledges outside forces at work in Floyd riots; Bill Maher twists unfunny list of “signs you might be a Karen” into signs you are racist Republican

Clueless Joe Biden tells PBS NewsHour about the “vivid” image of police smashing the head of “George” against a nonexistent curb, millennials and gen Z “the least prejudiced, the least judgmental”, “all three of them” plus or minus one fired, “my city had been burned down” after law school, ACC notes “peak you-ain’t-blackness”; tough guy Taxi Eric texts his chagrin at the situation; Don Lemon cuts off Kamala Harris after she goes on a tear blaming Russian bots; Elizabeth Warren cut off from Bloomberg and banker money needed to keep House of Representatives and run a couple more rounds of impeachment

“Dumb and dumber” Mark Shields and David Brooks reflect on “one of the worst weeks of our lives”, Brooks “happened to be on Morning Joe on Tuesday”, all-in on Twitter flagging Trump tweets, lies about Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act

Trump announces Executive Order addressing social media censorship and anticompetitive behavior; insider producer note on Mika Brzezinski timeline; possible “aborted spook” Kayleigh McEnany goes on a rant calling out Twitter exec Yoel Roth for “actual Nazis in the White House” tweet and accusing Twitter of being a Chinese government mouthpiece
1:38:18 Producer Segment: Dame Jennifer 3X3; fearmongering from António Guterres
2:21:41 Andrew Cuomo “masks are cool” speech as harbinger of the new normal; Erin Burnett on Trump retweeting “completely false” views that masks are a form of social control or slavery, cardiologist Jonathan Reiner: “could have been written by a Russian bot”, masking not conducive to reelection, “pretty soon everyone in this country is going know somebody who has lost somebody”; fascist Governor Jay Inslee: wearing a mask “is an expression of love”
2:33:10 JCD retracts his skepticism about Maurice de Hond’s analysis of microdroplets in high humidity; ACC’s “unsettling” steampunk beak mask arrives; 98.1% of coronavirus deaths in Massachusetts with underlying condition; Dr. Fauci: the science is in on hydroxychloroquine not working, fishy “when we first developed the vaccine I said it would be about a year to a year and a half”; Tedros Adhanom announces suspension of WHO HCQ testing in “solidarity trial”, Al-Jazeera Fauci clone Lawrence Gostin gets in a few anti-Trump jabs
2:46:43 Entremet: O.J. Simpson reviews Tiger King (BCotD), “the show is crazy!” iso
2:50:12 Donation Segment: Recovery Survey podcast
3:05:30 JCD’s 1984 “no evidence”, ACC’s command line-only experiment, copy-paste vs Unix pipes
3:10:18 Supreme Court declines to hear First Amendment case on religious gathering limitations; Angela Merkel likely to ditch G7 summit in US; successful SpaceX Dragon launch to ISS, ACC irked at “temporary loss of signal” for footage of “anti-gravity” engine recovery
0:00:00 JCD: “More Kayleigh clips!” (1:39:50)
0:00:39 MSNBC’s Katy Tur and Cal Perry attempt to shame Wisconsin man for not wearing a mask only to have him point out that neither is the camera crew, “striking images!”
0:02:43 Nerds everywhere upset over SpaceX manned launch scheduled for 4:33 scrubbed due to weather but with a “backup to the backup”; producer note on Knights Templar and magic number 33 meaning “abort mission”, ACC links New Jersey videos of hovering unmarked aircraft and Trump’s obvious knowledge of anti-gravity technology, JCD on one-hit wonder transistor pioneer William Shockley, Joe Rogan’s interview with Area 51 insider Bob Lazar
0:11:37 ACC’s interview with Maurice “the Dog” de Hond: initial viral outbreaks common north of 30° north latitude with cool temperatures and low humidity, ventilation key to dispersing particles, disagreement with JCD over definition of “aerosol”
0:22:02 “MKULTRA clown” Deborah Birx dodges question about constantly changing models to a surprisingly tenacious Chris Wallace, ACC: “for a scientist, she is ruining any belief in science”, “clear scientific evidence” behind wearing masks; Dr. Vin Gupta tells CNN masks should be mandatory, when Michigan security guard recommended mask to customer “they shot him”; Andrew Cuomo assures us “wearing a mask is officially cool” because they come in pretty colors; Apple improves facial recognition just in time to accommodate masks
0:33:10 British “nut ball” Dr. Vernon Coleman discusses governmental “Orwellian mind control tricks”, Taiwanese “to visit each other is to kill each other” slogan, British “keep your distance, wash your hands, think of others” 3X3 “rule of three” template, Orwell’s “war is peace, freedom is slavery, ignorance is strength” (CotD), distraction of clapping for first responders
0:44:13 France 24 slanders “the world’s second most affected by the virus after the US” Brazil; Boris Johnson: contact tracing regime will “unlock the prison” for the populace; ACC’s advice to Joe Rogan about YouTube as a messaging platform; Chinese lockdown as cue for global action
0:51:27 Bill Gates to Stephen Colbert on bioterrorism and forthcoming “pandemic two”; producer note on results of social experiment with antibody bracelet; local San Francisco station on C19 ID program, “I guess people will start staring at your wrists now” comment for well-endowed female anchor; NBC on Las Vegas casinos “rolling the dice” with reopening, possibility of Los Angeles schoolchildren “being given one ball to play alone”, ACC: “they get one crayon, too?”; JCD labels ACC a starry-eyed optimist for believing MSNBC viewers will wake up
1:03:56 CNBC Dimension A-B shouting match between Joe Kernen and possible spook Andrew Ross Sorkin, JCD on Sorkin’s career-launching DealBook blog; JCD irked at neighborhood doves
1:11:19 Leaked draft of executive order to roll back Communications Decency Act section 230 protections for social media companies; ACC predicts “hacking” to include bypassing Facebook
1:18:13 Minneapolis riots over police murder of African-American George Floyd busted for “forgery” in progress, most recent mayoral run-off between two socialists, live-on-TV looting followed by arson, JCD predicts the end of Amy Klobuchar’s VP bid; protestor urges “subscribe to my channel right now”; San Francisco and Los Angeles also known for skilled looters
1:26:35 Producer Segment: lost in the “No Agenda Vortex”
1:47:12 Cuomo “this is cool!” iso; physician producer lauds COVID-19 coverage; ACC accidentally swaps Moe Facts and No Agenda RSS feeds; battle of the web developers on noagendaquery.com and noagendaquest.com, ACC pushes for Dockerization
1:56:40 Trump continuing to obsess over death of Joe Scarborough’s intern Lori Klausutis; JCD on
history of bad blood between Don Imus and Scarborough, 2003 clip of the two chuckling over “you said you’d had sex with an intern and then you had to kill her” joke; 2010 clip of Imus railing at “disgusting backstabbing phony”; Klausutis’ initial diagnosis of blunt force trauma

2:05:57 Theories about Joe Biden stunt double or Botox patient in “mask of the tard”, ACC’s new 17th century “beak mask”, recommendation for Hulu miniseries The Great about smallpox pus-eating Catherine the Great; Krystal Ball on the Democrat Party’s strategy of taking black voters for granted; Biden’s empty “Lift All Voices” promise of more useless studies; Charlamagne Tha God to Joy Reid on the need to “start putting the burden on Democrats to show up for black voters”; Malcolm X on the hypocrisy of “white liberals” in the North; ACC asserts impossibility of Democrats getting into the White House as things stand; non-ADOS Joy Reid asserts Trump promised white voters “I’m gonna get rid of these brown immigrants”; Hillary’s “no ways tired” pandering revisited; Biden’s plan predictably diluted by issues of “people of color” and thence gender identification; compilation of media liberals covering for Biden and deflecting onto Trump; furor on ACC’s “grey Twitter”

2:24:26 New 25th Amendment stratagem with Trump suffering from PSP progressive supranuclear palsy, ACC’s shoe lift theory, JCD: “you can hear the desperation in their voices”, old Drunk or Not Drunk jingle, open question of whether disillusioned millennials will vote

2:28:51 Debbie Wasserman Schultz in 2008 on “risky experiment” of statewide mail-in primary ballots

2:32:20 Anthony Fauci presents Webby Person of the Year to Avi Schiffman for nCoV2019.live

2:35:45 Incoherent 109-second NBC Nightly News summary of the week in Trump hate

2:40:45 Donation Segment: $49 “Karen donation”; meetup resurgence

2:58:02 Compilation of local TV stations doing identical “keeping its employees safe and healthy” native ad for Amazon; former Harvard Medical School professor William Haseltine blasts premature release of Moderna vaccine results from study of eight subjects, CNBC shill argues it’s “for the benefit of public health”, JCD: “one of those guys grew a second head, I think we know that much came out”; FBI looking into Dianne Feinstein’s husband’s stock trades

3:05:47 “Gratuitous” clip of Kayleigh McEnany bashing reporter to buy thinking time: “I answered your question once, but if you ask it twice it doesn’t make it any better of a question”

3:09:20 ACC the “starry-eyed optimist”, JCD recommends The First World War on Amazon Prime
1245  Mask Up!  (2020-05-24)

0:00:00  JCD: “Son, did you listen to those boys, those nice boys, they just did a show?” (2:14:28)
0:00:38  Biden has his “very fine people” moment when he tells African-American radio host Charlamagne Tha God “if you have a problem figuring out whether you’re for me or Trump, then you ain’t black”; “I’m going to beat Joe Biden!” iso; pro-Trump social media “Joe Biden doesn’t think I’m black” response; testy “you can’t do that to black media!” exchange at the end of the interview, botched response to “I want something for my community”; MSNBC on pressure to finally appear on The Breakfast Club, Symone Sanders claims comment was “in jest”; Biden’s performative-laden non-apology “I shouldn’t have been so cavalier in responding to what I thought was a... anyway”; Biden assures CNBC he would repeal Trump tax cuts

0:18:05  Ringing iPhone interrupts low-energy Biden on call with Asian American and Pacific Islanders Victory Fund, JCD: “they miked the geese” to capture raucous laughter-like honking, ACC: “geese are dicks”; recording of croaking raven superimposed on Jill Abramson

0:23:43  ACC contrasts HEB and Nordstrom at the mall; ACC’s antibody armband and handmade Bersa Thunder 380 holster; screeching dingbats announce Crystal Beach “Go Topless Jeep Weekend”, “wash them hands for twenty sekints!” iso, Biden “you ain’t black!” iso

0:29:55  Deborah Birx twice recommends we “play tennis with marked balls” on Memorial Day; Anthony Fauci suddenly “enthusiastic” about reopening: outrageous lie “I don’t want people to think that any of us feel that staying locked down for a prolonged period of time is the way to go”; Andrew Cuomo notes his constituents’ sentiment “they keep changing the facts on us” with plenty of examples; ACC’s Aunt Meg’s memorial to his mother lauds Cuomo’s heroics; absurd “Mask Up!” PSA contest; Alyssa Milano’s knitted fashion mask

0:43:04  Leaked propaganda strategy document from UK SAGE board recommends using media to “to increase sense of personal threat” and leveraging “social disapproval”; ACC to interview marginalized Dutch pollster Maurice “the Dog” de Hond; Ohio public health officials apologize for recommending against masks with gang symbolism

0:48:20  Suicides outnumber COVID-19 deaths in San Francisco, upcoming tornado of litigation over mistakes made at all levels of response. 1.7M firearms sold in April alone

0:50:50  Viral video of Bill Gates soundalike presenting vaccine for VMAT2 “God gene” in 2005, JCD: “it came out of QAnon or some other horse shit that should be avoided!” (JCDPPotD); the real Gates gloating “we just shoot them right into the vein!” in children; producer note on 1905 Jacobson v. Massachusetts incorrectly cited by Alan Dershowitz as being about forced vaccination: “it is not in their power to vaccinate him by force”; Robert F. Kennedy on CDC & Merck mandating for newborns hepatitis B vaccine designed for sex workers and drug users

1:05:53  Gadsden flag-wearing Dr. Jeff Barke laments media war on dissenting expert opinions and desire to oust Trump; several gunshot victims revealed to have been counted in 100,000 COVID-19 death roster; Trump appoints Moderna insider Moncef Slaoui to run Operation Warp Speed; Barke discusses natural “incentives” for hospitals to identify deaths as coronavirus

1:14:37  Investigative journalist David Crow on tendency for PCR tests to yield false positives; producer note on China walking back its lie about testing 11M in Wuhan; Dr. Barke on pharmacies questioning every prescription he writes for “political drug” hydroxychloroquine

1:21:20  Living Beyond 120 podcast discusses comorbidity vs the immunocompromised like children, importance of vitamin D, antiviral properties of azithromycin, Fauci’s 2011 recommendation of hydroxychloroquine for SARS, “it’s a political issue, and it’s also cheap!”; much-lauded
study finds Remdesivir improves recovery time but not survival; cystatin C and D enzymes and loss of senses of taste and smell, FBI crackdown on intravenous vitamin C treatments

Theory about COVID-19 synthesized in lab as PPP potential pandemic pathogen “debunked” by Nature: Medicine letter to the editor “the proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2” with such logic as “most likely” morphing into “strong evidence”, JCD: “this is horse shit!”; ACC and TtK headed to Japan thanks to tourism slump

Producer Segment: BotG “you’re on the clock, slave!” report from Northern China

ACC on 1989 Moscow Music Peace Festival arranged by Doc McGhee after drug scandal, Winds of Change podcast theorizes the Scorpions’ only hit song was written by CIA

Kayleigh McEnany shames journalists for their opposition to reopening churches, end-of-show slideshow prompted by Chanel Rion about possibility of a pardon for Obama, “did anyone take it upon themselves to pose any questions about Michael Flynn and the unmasking to President Obama’s spokesperson?”; Evelyn Farkas to Mika Brzezinski in 2017: “get as much intelligence as you can, before President Obama leaves the administration”; Michael Flynn deputy K.T. McFarland recounts to excitable Maria Bartiromo her “knock knock FBI” experiences; Devin Nunes speculates about level of criminality shared by Obama and Biden

Boots on the ground report on “relatively small” Trump Death Clock with ad rotation

Donation Segment: ACC’s story of Dutch school asserting 52 states in the US

UK and France embroiled in quarantine dick-swinging contest, Nigel Farage observes French military vessels escorting packed boats full of migrants into British waters; beaches in Barcelona finally open subject to draconian rules blasted out over Giant Voice System

Ask John: Trump repeatedly lauds 17x faster “super duper missile”, 17th letter “Q”

Sen. Tom Cotton gripes about “political correctness run amok” in Kamala Harris’ resolution to label “Wuhan virus” as racist hate speech
1244  Gain of Function (2020-05-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Where the beaches are open!” Both: “Woohoo!” (1:54:33)
0:00:40 ACC’s social distancing visitors, Fixe maître d’ points out impact on 12-step meetings
0:04:37 Joe Rogan announces his “crossing over” to new Spotify licensing deal; ACC on Rogan’s constant battle with YouTube censorship and attractiveness of royalty-free content, Alex Jones deplatforming as opening salvo, Rogan vs Howard Stern; No Agenda downloads before and after ACC’s Joe Rogan Experience spot; Australian Broadcasting Corporation “shut the fuck up … don’t start a podcast” PSA; JCD on Jen Briney’s habit of attending various “Podcast Fests”, legal issues of advertising by religious organizations
0:24:00 Media shitstorm over Trump’s casual admission he is taking hydroxychloroquine: “I was just waiting to see your eyes light up when I said this”; “Fox Pharma” Neil Cavuto reads a prepared seven-minute rant with final talking point “this will kill you!”; Kayleigh McEnany addresses M5M “apoplectic coverage” by mentioning Chris Cuomo’s ill-advised use of quinine; IMHE model; Robert F. Kennedy Jr’s story about Roger Ailes and big pharma revisited; McEnany on Trump’s support for right-to-try legislation for off-label drug use; idiot Nancy Pelosi body-shames “morbidly obese” Trump for taking unapproved medication
0:42:50 Dr. Drew Pinsky to obnoxious interviewer: “I’ve never seen one adverse side-effect”, “I know many doctors that are taking it themselves” as a prophylactic; Mike Rowe to Davie Rubin on the Kübler-Ross five stages of grief for coronavirus lockdown, unintended effects of safety-obsessed culture; SAGE Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies douchebag makes a fool of himself on UK Channel 4, “it was difficult to imagine just how easy the lockdown was”
0:54:05 ACC debunks “Sweden did not shut down” lie; epidemiologist Johan Giesecke notes uselessness of lockdowns: “most people will become infected by this and most people won’t even notice”, “what do you do for the next thirty years?”; Gov. Andrew Cuomo deflects accusations that he caused nursing home deaths by ordering they accept coronavirus patients, “older people are more vulnerable!”, ACC: “then don’t send sick people to their facility!”, “there’s a randomness to this virus that is inexplicable!”, old people unprofitable for insurance companies
1:07:43 Possible COINTEL operation out of India against virologist Luc Montagnier; Living Beyond 120 podcast episode “COVID VIRUS: Where It Came From and What We Should Do” with biochemist Dr. Chris Howard and microbiologist Dr. Lynn Howard on ubiquitous “annoyance” coronaviruses, controversy surrounding “gain of function research”, binding mechanism shared with original SARS; malaria sequences and hydroxychloroquine “kill switch” theory; SARS-COVID-2 vs COVID-19, possible HIV vaccine mechanism; 2005 NIH paper on effectiveness of HCQ against SARS; JMD’s college roommate planning to sleep in her car in JCD’s driveway; emerging virus strains as evidence of evolution back to its natural state
1:36:49 ACC notes lack of stinkeye for maskless HEB patrons; strip clubs reopening with new definition of “lap dance” and masked dancers
1:39:28 Producer Segment
2:18:14 Mika Brzezinski “you should be ashamed of yourself, you’ll be hearing from me” iso
2:20:01 “Mean girl” Kayleigh McEnany schools reporters on voter fraud, responds to nasty op-ed with “thou doth protest too much, Susan Rice” mic drop, Marillion Kayleigh interlude
2:28:49 ACC OTG: LG tablet running Android-minus-Google LineageOS, FOSS Browser
2:34:22 Furious Mika Brzezinski rants about Trump tweet about Joe Scarborough’s dead intern: “Donald, you’re a sick person!”, petulant “and you won’t even wear a mask, to protect people from
your germs!”; *The Hill* on Mika’s threat to tattle to Jack Dorsey, ACC: “Karen Brzezinski”

2:42:27 Maria Bartiromo on Chinese spy professor arrested at Case Western Reserve University, Trump: “the ink was barely dry”, “right now I don’t wanna speak to him”, proposed ban on Chinese companies in federal Thrift Savings Plan run by Obama appointees

2:52:31 Donation Segment

3:05:13 Article by Matt Lauer attempts to rebut Ronan Farrow’s account of his #MeToo indiscretions

3:08:50 Joe Biden’s CFR boast about getting Ukrainian Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin fired revisited; leaked phone calls between John Kerry and a surprisingly coherent Joe Biden and Petro Poroshenko who notes “we don’t have any information about him doing something wrong”, special appearance by Marie “Band Camp Girl” Harf, “extremely strong motivation” in the form of $1bn loan guarantee; 2013 clip of Biden telling stories about his brain surgeries: “the side of the brain that the first arter... the first aneurysm is on controls your ability to speak”

3:21:10 ACC and JCD argue about Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot discussing aldermen “pledging allegiance to the new world order”; people with ADHD tend to be in sales in or in prison
ACC: *(Corny laughter)* *(1:39:55)*

ACC counters “to keep me safe” mask requirement with open carry proposal as a move toward some kind of social accommodation; Italy to require masks until a cure or vaccine is on the go; the Duke and Duchess of Japan note the efficacy of a mask tradition, government-commandeered hotel rooms; boots on the ground report on Wuhan testing progress, back to “grey skies and burning eyes”; fashion industry crumbling

Austin using bizarre reverse-order Stage 1-5 system; Dr. Birx seemingly spooked by Judicial Watch sniffing around Fauci, Jim Acosta downplays critiques about overcounting with clip of Fauci saying “almost certainly it’s higher”, bogus CNN poll showing more support for Fauci than for Trump; Colorado man’s 0.55 BAC alcohol poisoning death attributed to coronavirus; 2015 *British Medical Journal* article “A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare workers”; producer note on hysterical all-caps memos from upper management bent out of shape over mask discipline; CDC retroactively inflating “100% reported” numbers; Dr. Drew Pinsky reminds us CDC never recommended shutdown

Alan Dershowitz on the constitutionality of forcing vaccines on citizens to prevent the spread of disease, JCD reminisces about people lining up for H1N1 vaccine; Trump asked about whether or not he seeks “full vaccine”; Dr. Rick Bright’s history of oscillating between government and the vaccine industry; Bright’s “I get that” testimony before House subcommittee replete with meaningless “science!” talking points, “darkest winter in American history”, “the truth must be based on science”, “let us lead!”; confusion at opening of hearing headed by clueless Anna Eshoo, Rep. Greg Walden opens with critique of bizarre circumstances around hearing

“We have to listen to the scientists” talking points in scripted Pooper-Gupta-Thunberg CNN special, JCD on climate change activists: “talk about being put on the back burner, they’ve been taken off the stove!”; CBS gloats about friction between Trump and Fauci; Mark Shields splutters a non-sequitur about Trump’s lack of strategic thinking in his presumed battle with Fauci; Pelosi “testing testing testing, tracing tracing tracing, isolation isolation isolation”; FDA halts Seattle test kit program backed by Gates Foundation

Nassau County politician Laura Curran explains how to play tennis safely: “you can kick their balls but you can’t touch them”, “to avoid confusion between whose balls are whose, you can use a marker, like a Sharpie, to mark out an X or put someone’s initials on them”

Producer note on the series of mistakes made by Andrew Cuomo that reduced New York City nursing homes to shambles; TtK brought up to speed on the Church Commission; Pennsylvania restaurant owner cancelled for his impersonation of transgender Secretary of Health Rachel Levine, “member of the LGBTQ community” in rainbow mask gushes over Levine

“Traveling economic militias” at large in Texas; New Zealand police given authority to enter homes without warrants; NTD New Tang Dynasty report on cell phone blackout in October 2019 near Wuhan Institute of Virology being interpreted as sign of hazardous event, JCD promises essay about anti-China Falun Gong media operations like The Epoch Times; Dutch pollster Maurice de Hond cancelled over criticism of coronavirus statistical methods

Darren O’Neill channels Rush Limbaugh in PSA with alternatives to “smokin’ hot”

Chuckling Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski swoon over Joe “I’m following the rules!” Biden, “checkmate!” and mumbling “we’re, we’re, we’re... in the middle of a pandemic” isos;
ACC’s Red Book dream about President Biden from Show 512 in 2013; rambling Biden nearly drowned out by honking Canadian geese during livestream with miserable Skype connection, “a pandemic that has cost us more than 85,000 jobs as of today, lives of millions of people, millions of people, millions of jobs”, no actual policy position other than “work hard”; Judy Woodruff points out Biden’s “I commit” to not pardoning Trump for various unspecified crimes

Lawrence O’Donnell trots out Stacey Abrams for MSNBC town hall only to have her virtually ignored by Biden, idiotic claim that Trump is threatening to “defund the Post Office”; Moe Factz podcast identifies Abrams as the unwanted “Oprah candidate”; “Luhan virus” taken as Freudian slip of Michelle Lujan Grisham, media “sanitizing” Amy Klobuchar

DNC communications director Xochitl Hinojosa notes necessity of holding convention because it is “not officially nominating Joe Biden in order to take Donald Trump”

Donation Segment

Entremet: lame virtue signaling Wright State University commencement speech by Tom Hanks

Second Half of Show: boots-on-the-ground report from Sir Joel on Northern Nevada earthquake accompanied by bright blue light from nearby mountains, torrential rain in Texas

John Solomon to Lou Dobbs on “big revelations” on Spygate coming real soon now from Lindsey Graham’s staff: “buckle your seatbelt”; unindicted liar James Clapper’s link with CNN conveniently goes dead when he is asked about the illegal leaking of Michael Flynn documents, offers to testify only after being vaccinated for coronavirus; John Brennan trots out the old “the President’s lawyer” Barr with Chris Hayes, projects Obama White House guilt on Trump, attaboy for Christopher Wray, “Obamable abuse of authority”, obamable.com

New Jersey opening beaches for Memorial Day, Seaside Heights Mayor Anthony Vaz channels Joe Pesci: “if we just obey da rules”; Merkel pushing for open borders by June 15, Greece enforcing beach umbrella distancing; PBS on resignation of Brazilian health minister over Bolsonaro’s support for hydroxychloroquine “though it lacks scientific support”, ACC: “bullshit!”; coronavirus rears its head among Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh

Mark Shields and David Brooks all-in on letting Biden off the hook for Tara Reade incident, PBS NewsHour gets 74 former Biden staffers on the record, former office-mate asserts “performance problem” leading to her termination, “crowded” hallway completely empty in PBS package; ACC predicts Hillary and “black Hillary” running after Joe dies
JCD: “Two thousand attorneys say Trump sucks!”
JCD reminisces about Ice Bucket Challenge, ACC delighted with his new haircut delivered by stylist caught flat-footed by reopening; Texas Attorney General chides Austin for issuing unlawful orders for small businesses to avoid “public shaming”; Mayor Adler twice makes reference to “another surge”; ACC’s stylist notes mask wearing as political statement, ACC: “MAGA masks!”; JCD’s “old woman with great legs” conundrum
ACC apologizes for passing off Fauci’s March 6 “there’s no reason to be walking around with a mask” as being from May 6; Judy Woodruff “masks!” iso, Fauci on April 3: asymptomatic carriers can spread virus “merely by speaking”; JCD: “shut up!”, regretful admission that US can’t be as draconian as China; ACC’s incomprehensible McDonald’s drive-through experience
ACC excoriates transgender Pennsylvania Department of Health Secretary Rachel Levine for extricating her mother before ordering nursing homes to accept coronavirus patients; Andrew Cuomo’s catastrophic order allowing COVID-19 patients in nursing homes, JCD: “this doesn’t help the Trump clock!”; ACC terrorized by e-mails diagnosing infected eye as the first symptom
Ingraham on declining cases in Florida and Georgia; Los Angeles County potentially extending lockdown through August; California restaurants filling dining rooms with mannequins; ACC tries out new liberal shaming meme “if you vote for Trump you’re voting for the virus”
man-made agent; activist reporter Weijia Jiang accosts Trump over his “ask China” response, ACC: “do you really think she expected the President to say, well clearly you’ve got slitty eyes, you’re a gook, whaddya wa... I mean what are Hell are these people doing??”, Trump ends press conference after exchange with indignant CNN reporter Kaitlan Collins; Van Jones backs out of NABJ National Association of Black Journalists webinar sponsored by Huawei; University of Arkansas professor arrested for sketchy dealings with China

2:15:48 JCD critiques “Obamagate” jingles from voice talent Dame Jennifer; ACC’s history of FISA and overview of its abuses in Michael Flynn case; NSA Director Mike Rogers testifying in 2017 about the hoop-jumping required to unmask a US citizen via FISA; barely-factual New York Times article “Trump White House Rewrites History, This Time About Flynn”

2:28:23 Joe Biden contradicts himself deflecting Flynn question with help from a voice in his ear on Good Morning America, ACC predicts Hillary swoop; Rand Paul on Obama “inner circle” abusing government power to spy on political opponents; Trump predicts “even bigger stories coming out”, Trump’s vendetta against Obama fueled by 2011 White House Correspondents’ Dinner, mailing list of 2,000 Trump-hating prosecutors unleashed against Barr once again

2:41:17 Clip from Show 780 in 2015 with Trump all-in on Bill Gates; Gates on limited efficacy of flu vaccine in elderly recipients and need to “amp it up”, “there will be some risk and indemnification needed” when deployed at scale; Ingraham on positive results for hydroxychloroquine in NYU study; Texas nursing home successfully treats 39 patients with the drug

2:50:02 Donation Segment

3:00:09 Elon Musk’s illegal reopening of Fremont plant with encouraged by Trump

3:01:17 “COVID denier” Jair Bolsonaro, “wear a mask” sign on Christ the Redeemer statue, ACC proposes mask on Statue of Liberty; report attributes slower spread in Africa to younger average population rather than use of anti-malarials; Boris Johnson predicts monitoring will eventually be able to detect “the COVID is detected in the water supply of a certain town”

3:04:40 Democracy Now on Bernie Sanders and Ilhan Omar joining “300 lawmakers around the world” pushing World Bank and IMF to erase debts of poor nations

3:07:31 Promo for CNN specials The Color of COVID with Don Lemon, Coronavirus: Facts and Fears with Anderson Pooper, Sanjay Gupta, and Dr. Greta Thunberg; Rick Bright to testify that unless more is done “2020 will be the darkest winter in modern history”
1241 Curtain Wranglers  (2020-05-10)

0:00:00 JDC: “Oh!” Both: “Nooo!” (2:34:25)
0:00:34 Dr. Fauci warns 60 Minutes on May 6 “there’s no reason to be walking around with a mask” with false sense of security, Fauci goes into self-quarantine to avoid having to testify; Austin still standing by preempted mask ordinance; Pennsylvania Governor extends stay-at-home until June 4 for no particular reason; Truthstream Media video on the importance of mask-wearing in cult initiation; JCD irked by “these morons … driving in their cars by themselves with a mask on”; “let the bodies pile up in the streets” from Deus Ex game cutscene; New York City Giant Voice System: “this gathering is unlawful, and you are ordered to disperse”; “presser in scrubs” by Dr. Jeff Barkey questioning official story: “when liquor stores are deemed essential but your businesses are deemed nonessential, there’s something wrong going on”

0:15:20 H.R.6666 COVID-19 Testing, Reaching, And Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act “at individuals’ residences”; creepy Ventura County official Dr. Robert Levin announces “we’ll be moving people like this into other kinds of housing that we have available”, JCD: “why don’t you just put ’em in those empty prison cells?”; more “social proximity awareness” suggestions

0:21:54 ACC’s positive telemedicine experience with bow-tie-wearing “Dr. Sam” for infected eye

0:26:18 New meme “recovery through prevention”; chuckling Bill Gates: “for the world at large, normalcy only returns when we’ve largely vaccinated the entire global population”; Sean Penn tells the ladies of The View how the Defense Production Act will enable mass testing in the US; Penn: “this virus is the active shooter” targeting minorities; Andrew Cuomo announces partnership to “reimagine education” with Common Core co-conspirator Gates Foundation

0:37:10 Producer note on Neil Ferguson’s sketchy “stochastic” model; Super Size Me documentary on a particular CDC fiefdom exaggerating obesity epidemic, producer note on “the flu people” getting all the money, JCD compares pro forma flu shot question to “would you like fries with that?”; Dr. Marty Makary blames the victim in response to report that 66% of recent New York infections occurred at home: “patients report … better and safer behaviors than reality”

0:47:49 Katie Hopkins repeats “standing up to take a pee” joke in Sky News roast of “Professor Pants-Down” Ferguson caught having tryst with his married mistress “Mrs. Staats”; UK to allow garden centers to open alongside commemoration of V-E Day; nosy “curtain wranglers” instrumental in the issuing of £100 fines; “huge narc” Mark Cuban sending spies into Dallas restaurants; UK newspaper revenue down 50-80%; teaser for “helicopter payments” in Ireland

0:59:03 Teaser for 60 Minutes interview with drama queen “whistleblower” Rick Bright, tearful “if we had, would they still be alive today?”, JCD: “he sounds like Noodle Boy!”; Princeton study finds deaths would have been cut in half if government had acted four days sooner; Amy Goodman gloats about Times Square “Trump Death Clock” funded by no-stranger-to-China Eugene Jarecki; Trump reflects on “the worst attack we’ve ever had on our country”

1:10:40 Jimmy Kimmel apologizes for lying about Mike Pence moving empty boxes of hospital supplies with video omitting 20 minutes of Pence lugging full boxes around; Reuters on Trump administration considering retaliatory measures against China; Elon Musk blathers to Joe Rogan about globalism and “mind viral immunity”

1:17:56 Norah O’Donnell jabs Trump over Pence aide Katie Miller testing positive, typical Trump: “Katie, she tested very good for a long period of time”, brief mention of V-E Day, ACC on forgotten tradition of two minutes of silence on Dutch highways; Chinese globalism and The Story of How China Ruined Everything on YouTube; JCD reminds us Trump is a germophobe
1:26:16 Mike Pompeo to CNBC on the importance of the search for patient zero; producer notes on deeply-flawed *New England Journal of Medicine* hydroxychloroquine study, “debunking” claims about unproven RNA vaccines by Judy Mikovits; “Talking Cat” report on Fauci’s 2017 prediction that Trump would face “surprise outbreak”

1:35:38 Producer Segment: No Agenda on 1435 kHz AM in Groningen; “narcists” narc artists

2:16:33 Australian columnist Rita Panahi notes that “the so-called party of diversity and inclusion has got rid of every woman and person of color” in favor of two rich white men; “wrong!” iso

2:19:16 Boring summary of US numbers and reopening plans, Italy continuing social distancing, South Korean nightclubs close a week after reopening; “ubiquitous COVID cough” in Belarus

2:25:24 German producer note on that country’s mail-in ballot system, ACC on US tradition of “harvesting” fraud; PBS *NewsHour* on the roadblocks to mail-in voting in Connecticut, Secretary of State Denise Merrill on whether voter fraud has been an issue: “absolutely not!”, Vote At Home’s Audrey Kline: evidence that early voting encourages fraud “does not exist”

2:35:52 Declassified House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence transcripts released, extortion of Michael Flynn using threats to his son; leaked audio of Obama stammering about unprecedented dismissal of Flynn’s nonexistent “perjury” charge; compilation of CNN & MSNBC dismissing “conspiracy theories” about Flynn’s entrapment

2:45:35 Donation Segment

3:12:47 Masked Joe Biden at “live” event with green screen and raucous birds delivering gems like “millions of unemployed people to get by” railing against 2017 tax cuts and Trump in general

3:18:58 Kayleigh McEnany slaps Yamiche Alcindor by mentioning her time on CNN “eight-on-one panels” and the lies told by Obama administration officials about Russian collusion
1240 Meat Must Flow (2020-05-07)

0:00:00 JCD: (Falsetto) “Those boys are just gonna get into trouble, the way they think.” (1:46:39)  
0:00:37 ACC and JCD’s perfect clip counts; Texas hair salons unsure what to do with their impending liberation; hypocritical Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot defends her recent haircut noting “I’m the public face of this city” accompanied by sour expressions from ASL interpreter; Austin Mayor Adler promises to guilt people into wearing masks; Democracy Now aghast at Trump’s lack of mask at Honeywell plant tour in Arizona to the sounds of Live and Let Die, “eight biwwion” promised to Navajo Nation yet to materialize; Kayleigh McEnany dodges question about Democrat vs Republican attitudes toward masks, JCD on virtue signaling rule followers in their masks, ACC “shut up slave” muzzle, Mimi’s clown mask painted by JMD; NBC gives China top marks for virus response; Apple’s map data showing comparable drop in mobility

0:17:11 Draft report from Johns Hopkins leaked to the Washington Post predicts 200,000 deaths by June; douchebag Jake Tapper parallels Trump’s “very good people” tweet for Michigan protestors with Charlottesville, Gretchen Whitmer claims there were “Confederate flags and nooses”; Alex Azar downplays draft model to Fox & Friends; Prof. Neil Ferguson resigns from his UK post after tryst with his girlfriend, code review found modeling software riddled with irreproducibility bugs, “stochastic” buzzword; Dr. Drew Pinsky notes single case of outdoor transmission, novel shutdown idea from 2006 high school science project, “we don’t know that superior is superior to social distancing”; JCD on proliferation of hurricane tracking models

0:31:32 The search for an appropriate term for “social censorship”; David Icke podcast censored by YouTube and Spotify over claim that Ofcom and Silicon Valley are censoring discussion of coronavirus and 5G, towers being erected during shutdown, JCD on Mimi spotting new 5G towers galore on drive from Washington to San Francisco; some listeners hear West Virginia Governor say “only if they fuckin’ follow the guidelines” due to an “audio glitch”

0:43:07 Trump trots out “look!” tell for scripted question from Fox News at Lincoln Memorial town hall about overseas production of pharmaceuticals: “you put me in a very bad negotiating position!”, stoned black caller asks about Five Eyes intelligence report blaming China for concealing information, Trump shifts into repetitive “hanging chad” speech; Mike Pompeo agrees “in context” with DNI conclusion that scientists concluded that the virus was not artificial; Global Times editor Hu Xijin calls Australia “chewing gum stuck on the sole of China’s shoes”; Ted Cruz advancing “decouple from China” meme by going after Hollywood

1:01:13 University of Pittsburgh coronavirus researcher Dr. Bing Lu dead in “murder-suicide”; “socially censored” Plandemic documentary subject Judy Mikovits on theory of XMRV mouse retroviruses contaminating blood supplies and vaccines, report implicating 2017-2018 flu vaccine in spread of COVID-19 and other respiratory diseases, Anthony Fauci criminally responsible for interfering with prophylactic use of hydroxychloroquine

1:20:18 Adam Schiff and Jerry Nadler salivating over “whistleblower” Dr. Rick Bright for next round of impeachment; CBS News points out Bright hasn’t bothered to show up for his new position at NIH; Democracy Now: Bright was “ignored!” after writing a memo; a goat and a pawpaw test positive for coronavirus in Tanzania; producer note on laboratory chaos

1:26:54 Producer Segment

1:57:11 CBS News “keep the meat flowing” report on meat shortage with Impossible Burger native ad; douchebag at-home journalists wearing “cigarette butt” AirPods with books in the background, JCD’s messy desk and crushed Pellegrino can Geiger counter
Trump administration working on Moon mining Artemis Accords
CBS News opens with misleading report of “mutant strain” and “20,000 new confirmed cases every day”; Democracy Now admits “the finding has not been peer-reviewed” but released for the sake of “people working on vaccines”; “mystery illness” affecting children in New York
ACC OTG: Alberta launches “less intrusive approach” Alberta Trace Together app, Dutch government promises to keep your secret lover a secret, the search for alternatives to “social surveillance” including “social snitching”; companies preparing to score employees on gamified social distancing, JCD: “just leave the phone in a drawer, you’re gonna get a raise!”; ACC’s “new experience” with Outlook absorbed into Office 365; class-action lawsuit against Plaid for illegally selling banking data to third parties
Kayleigh McEnany executes mic drop by reading off a list of M5M coronavirus prediction botches and walking out of briefing room, irritated journalist yells “you were prepared!”, JCD: “smart mean girl”; CNN & MSNBC talking heads now talking directly to Trump like Don Lemon’s bizarre “what is it about President Obama that really gets under your skin?” and Joe Scarborough’s “maybe let Mike Pence run things for the next week, you’re not well” with call and response from Mika; Democracy Now on Trump “lashing out” at Kellyanne Conway’s husband George “Moonface” over new “Mourning in America” ad
ACC duplicates Project Veritas exposé of CBS report with “fake patients” waiting in lines at Grand Rapids Michigan clinic, JCD: “then all the cars there were all driven by the dead!”
Donation Segment
Sean “Diddy” Combs to Naomi Campbell: “the black vote is not gonna be for free”, “I will hold the vote hostage if I have to”; New York Times letters to the editor all from Democrats who don’t care about Tara Reade allegations: “I want a coronation of Joe Biden”
CBS News: New York City residents all-in on experimental coronavirus vaccine
Producer note on Michael Flynn’s dirt on Hillary Clinton and CIA
Alaska school district removes “controversial” novels including Catch-22 and The Great Gatsby; Democracy Now on San Francisco die-in over failure to move the homeless into vacant hotel rooms; Gavin Newsom closes beaches in Republican Orange County
Beaches are Open (2020-05-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Rubber meets the road with Joe,” JCD: “He’s a doer!” (2:17:24)
0:00:34 “The beaches are back open, whoohoo, yeah!” resurrected, JCD: “no beaches for Republicans” in Orange County, ACC’s “98.2° FM” rattlesnake and elk dinner at Lonesome Dove, “we look horrible but we’re free”; Alex Jones “I will eat your ass!” iso; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot: “we will shut you down, we will cite you, and if we need to we will arrest you and we will take you to jail, period!”; Twitter outrage at all the New York City Republicans ruining it for everyone; “army of NYPD officers” enforcing mask-wearing and social distancing
0:12:08 CDC death data revised down from 66,000 to 37,000 and explained by social media as “there’s a lag in the data!!”; Andrew Horowitz’ sister all-in on Biden election conspiracies, ACC reads the First Amendment; Fauci to Anderson Pooper & Sanjay Gupta on the various hoops that must be jumped through before restrictions can be lifted
0:18:20 Robert F. Kennedy Jr. interview on YouTube “ValueTainment” channel on M5M including Fox News owned by big pharma to the tune of 70% of evening news revenue, Fauci’s cover-up of leukemia-tainted vaccines and Judy Mikovitz’ AIDS discovery, JCD reminisces about Baxter International’s H5N1-tainted flu vaccine from 2009; Kennedy on Fauci’s vaccine patents: “I think it’s power, and I think the same is true of Gates”, “Tony Fauci has powers that no American president has ever had”, Democrat Party all-in on forcing medications in a manner forbidden by Nuremberg Charter as a war crime; Kennedy: social media companies spying on users and censoring information because they are “entangled” with big pharma
0:32:56 YouTube executive Neal Mohan on constantly-changing censorship policies for its “evaluators”, “intelligence desk” tracking emergent conspiracy theories, “this the power of an open platform!”, “authoritative voices” on masks; Kennedy’s Instagram posts vetted by lawyers
0:38:54 Hydroxychloroquine as prophylactic in malaria-stricken Africa and India; Kennedy claiming most of CDC’s influenza deaths are actually from pneumonia; Trump refers to his discussion with handler “Deborah” about Remdesivir, Gilead CEO announces donation of 1.5M vials, AP adds phony applause and “that’s fantastic” from Trump; low-dose lung radiotherapy and hydrogen peroxide treatments, UVLrx intravenous UV for influenza from 2016; Gates-Buffett Giving Pledge and donor-advised funds, JCD irked by Grover Norquist’s “malarkey” pledge
0:55:34 “Matter of life and death” promo video for Google-funded Report for America, JCD: “well the CIA’s been doing this for, like, decades!”; producer note on low grocery chain infection rates
1:01:54 Democracy Now on Maryland National Guard protecting 500,000 COVID-19 tests “like Fort Knox” from seizure by the federal government; Executive Order Securing the United States Bulk-Power System from “foreign adversaries” vs cheap Chinese electrical transformers
1:06:43 Democracy Now on Andrew Cuomo’s contact tracing program to be overseen by Michael Bloomberg, new schedule for cleaning and disinfection of subway cars “shelters of last resort”
1:19:20 Post-#MeToo Weenie and the Butt return to Family Guy
1:40:49 ACC tinkering with vim and mutt, JCD: “nerd!”
Joe Biden addresses Tara Reade accusations with Mika Brzezinski by dodging the question “do you remember her?”, “twenty-seven years ago” talking point; “believe all women” rebranded by M5M pundits to “all women should be heard”, Biden: “women have a right to be heard”; AP quietly changes headline claiming Reade did not file a sexual harassment complaint; Krystal Ball takes Brzezinski to task for not mentioning the corroborating witnesses, Saagar Enjeti: “what about the MSNBC bubble?”, little chance of recovering any evidence from Senate archives; incomprehensible Biden “my office mumble mumble been run” iso

Investigative journalist Rich McHugh to Democracy Now on “lifelong Democrat” former neighbor Lynda LaCasse and lack of evidence in Biden archive; LaCasse recounts Reade’s story to deaf ears; ACC asks “why now?”, JCD on “next man up” Democrat Party; Democracy Now in 2018 on opposition to Brett Kavanaugh from National Council of Churches; random “mixed signals from our nation’s leaders” clip; LaCasse: “mostly it’s an anti-Trump thing”

Tara Reade to Democracy Now on her “digital penetration” at Biden’s hands, “you’re nothing to me” and eventual firing, Reade’s mother’s 1993 call to Larry King Live; JCD notes “she was literally gorgeous”; alleged harassment of “well endowed” 14-year-old Eva Murray in 2008

Justin Trudeau unilaterally passes ban on “military-grade assault-style” weapons

Smoking-gun admission from James Comey to Nicolle Wallace that sending FBI agents to interview Michael Flynn was something he “wouldn’t have done or gotten away with in a more organized investigation... a more organized administration”; Michael Flynn’s new lawyer Sidney Powell to Maria Bartiromo on coercion and exculpatory evidence concealed by FBI, Eric Holder a partner at sketchy previous law firm Covington & Burling; Obama’s warning to Trump about North Korea and Flynn, CIA hatred for military intelligence types, Flynn opposition to continuing war in Afghanistan, ACC: “I think Peter Strzok is possibly a double agent” for Russia, JCD Muslim Brotherhood or China theory, Lawrence O’Donnell “someone in that Troll Room is out of control!”

Trey Gowdy to Fox News contrasting Flynn’s treatment with Hillary Clinton’s, interviews masquerading as defense briefings, “this is not the Department of Let’s See If We Can Get Away With It”, “did he read a Chekhov novel?”, predicts distinct absence of thousands of sealed indictments; NSA whistleblower Thomas Drake in 2018: never talk to the FBI

Bill Gates “producing childhood death” iso; Biden “we have to take care of the cure, that will make the problem worse no matter what”; ACC unnerved by recursive bell peppers
NO AGENDA

1238  Sake Stock (2020-04-30)

0:00:00  JCD: “Podcasting, the truuuth!” (1:35:29)

0:00:35  California shut down through May 31 via robocall, “we will lift the orders if you vote Demo-crat”; Texas Gov. Abbott announces expiration of shutdown order and preemption of local orders, ACC’s “why don’t we put trash bags on our heads” Lonesome Dove reservation; Austin Mayor Adler all-in on “another two or three weeks”, Travis County judge: “I don’t have a clear sense for how you try and retreat once you’ve gone forward to reopening”, Dallas cracking down on uppity hair salon owner; federal charges over weaponized cough in San Francisco

0:13:12  Trump diverts question about stimulus onto payroll tax cuts with “sanctuary city adjustments” digression; ACC on Trump the weird “captains of industry” type; Nicolle Wallace: “the president of our country told people to ingest bleach”

0:21:38  ACC’s timeline of media denying any rays of hope for treatment; giddy April 29 report on Fauci’s “quite good news” about Remdesivir and comparison with HIV drugs; Gilead stock beginning to tank at the time of “office chatter” report approximately a week ago; Dr. Fauci justifies releasing conclusions ahead of full analysis; parallel with historical push for Gilead’s Truvada as HIV prophylaxis; NBC on “promising option” with “clear-cut evidence” of efficacy; deplatforming and joint statement condemning statements by Dr. Daniel Erickson; White House Operation Warp Speed initiative for rapid vaccine development, JCD: “how’s that AIDS vaccine coming, by the way?”; pharmacist producer irked at cancellation of HCQ clinical trial, Gilead conflicts of interest in VA study, “immune modulator” and lung clotting theory

0:39:42  Australian Nine News on former MP Clive Palmer hoarding 33M doses of hydroxychloroquine, “little impact on coronavirus patients” lie, “heart attack that kills you” hysteria; Katie Hopkins explores Neil Ferguson’s history of desperately flawed epidemiological models: “why are we listening to this man, who’s about as accurate as my five-year-old trying to wee standing up?”

0:47:32  Incoherent Nancy Pelosi responds to question from Jake Tapper about Trump’s China travel ban with “let’s go into the future, okay?” to discuss the past, Americans primarily concerned that “our heroes be taken care of”, “where’s my check?” iso, “what they do not want” is stock buybacks, “testing testing testing, tracing tracing tracing, isolation (isolation isolation)”; “science science science” variation for Joy Reid; Trump recommending “embalming”; “it’s a bad idea to allow people to return to work without testing Mika”

0:59:31  ACC OTG: JCD reminisces about early DoCoMo cell phone tracking, data sources cited in ACC’s Citizen Software Engineers’ Social Distance Data Project PDF in the show notes; Australia about to launch tracing app with privacy “safeguards”; Bill Clinton on douchebag Haiti NGO Partners In Health running Massachusetts tracking program, 1970s-style “Conservation Corps of young people” to stalk people, Gavin Newsom: “we’re all sharing best practices in real time”, JCD: “using best-of-breed software”, leftover tracking capacity from SARS, plan to “isolate individuals that have … been exposed” based on “where they’ve been and who they’ve talked to”; ACC proposes engraved “Antibodies Verified” bracelets

1:16:14  Producer Segment: Dr. Kiki “people are learning through science!”

1:40:45  “Still in his hole” Joe Biden interviewed by CBS Miami, “they’re the things, they’re the folks” iso, Trump “owes … millions of dollars to the Bank of China, he’s got patents from…”, “you’ve never seen a time when someone seeking asylum has to seek it from another country!”, peculiar “the standards that the rest of the world repairs to”, “we have to sake stock of where we are!”, “deal with what everybody in Florida knows is a problem: global warming!” (CotD)
1:55:30 JCD suggests Biden may choose Klobuchar, TrK suggesting Val Demings; *Hacks on Tap* podcast raises “and we’re gonna need a food tester” issue because “people have their own campaign plan thinking Joe’s only gonna be there for one year”, JCD asserts racist Democrat women will not tolerate a black woman as de facto president, possibility of DNC swapping in Hillary, ACC: “replace him with Michelle and the Democrats win”; Biden welcomes yakkng Hillary at two-person “town hall meeting”; Biden’s 2008 “three-letter word: jobs, J-O-B-S”

2:09:43 Beavis and Butt-Head snickering at Biden’s viral “economic intercourse”; Don Lemon grills Stacey Abrams about Tara Reade sexual assault allegation, Abrams: “I believe that women deserve to be heard, and I believe that they need to be listened to”, “deep investigation” by *New York Times*; *NYT* stealth-edits “no pattern of sexual misconduct ... beyond the hugs, kisses, and touching that women previously said made them uncomfortable”, executive editor Dean Baquet admits it was at the request of the Biden campaign

2:16:57 JCD story: berated by “big fat Costco chick” in checkout line for not being on “the star”; viral video of teacher berating teens with “I hope both of you die a long, painful death!”

2:21:46 Donation Segment

2:36:33 Trump trolls reporters by contrasting “young vibrant man” himself with Biden; One America News shill asks about Michael Flynn exoneration; Rep. Devin Nunes on exculpatory documents suggesting FBI frame job; Joe diGenova: “that means there’s a mole at FBI headquarters!”

2:42:57 Howard Stern and Robin Quiver joke about Trump supporters celebrating with a “big cocktail of disinfectant”, ACC: Stern’s wife “might as well be named Karen”

2:46:42 Breitbart News shill probes Trump for information about holding China accountable, “and we are not happy!” iso, *Bild* editor tallies up €130bn owed Germany by China, “we haven’t determined the final amount yet”; effusive praise from WHO head Tedros Adhanom for Beijing’s “new standard for outbreak response”; Trump reacts to $3.7M Obama-era grant to Wuhan Institute of Virology; EcoHealth Alliance NGO president Peter Daszak paid $336,000 out of $4M grant from NIH to study coronavirus in bats, Trump: “somebody a long time ago, it seems, decided not to do it that way”, JCD on ban on domestic research into chimaeras

2:59:46 Birds Aren’t Real wacko debunks battery replacement theory: “birds are rechargeable”
1237 Imbleachment (2020-04-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “What makes you think you know more than the experts in Washington DC, what makes you think you know more?” (1:28:14)

0:00:37 Dame Jennifer’s “since 2007, the No Agenda Show has been with you” parody ad; JCD preemptively vetoes Bill Gates album art, retaliatory DDoS attacks attributed to China; ACC: CDC and WHO recommending blindfolds; five-car Zephyr

0:05:24 Only Al-Jazeera reporting on “can you hear me now?” G20 coronavirus video summit, JCD: China-controlled M5M ignoring story because China is also not in attendance; World Economic Forum COVID Action Platform including “advancing global digital content safety”

0:14:01 Media jumps the shark misreporting Trump’s musings about disinfectants and UV light after presentation by DHS undersecretary William Bryan on lethality of heat and sunlight against coronavirus: “now you inject the sun, the half-life goes from six hours to two minutes”, “we’re also testing disinfectants ... in saliva or in respiratory fluids”, JCD: “Tito’s vodka!”; Trump asks Bryan about use of UV light or disinfectants on the human body; Anthony Fauci gets his wish in the person of Brad Pitt playing him on Saturday Night Live; producer notes on deliberately crappy sound quality and deliberate AV screwups at Republican events

0:32:18 JCD points out lack if bokeh blurring with Judy Woodruff’s green screen; Mark Shields bitches about Trump’s “liberate” tweets and following Fauci’s advice after petty squabble with Georgia governor over Senate appointment, frightened-looking David Brooks: “I don’t want life or death decisions made by a guy who thinks this can be solved by drinking disinfectant”, claims that Americans are “amazingly united” in support of social distancing

0:45:11 MSNBC idiot Nicolle Wallace contemplates “silver lining” of pandemic hurting Trump; Nancy Pelosi blatantly lies “the President is asking people to inject Lysol into their lungs” (CotD), JCD: “what a horrible witch!”; Adam Schiff lies to Chris Hayes “he didn’t want his Vice President to return calls from governors that weren’t saying nice things about him”

0:51:13 Illinois Department of Public Health Director Dr. Ngozi Ezike explains reporting of COVID-19 deaths “even if you died of a clear alternate cause”, “everyone who’s listed as a COVID death doesn’t mean that that was the cause of the death, but they had COVID at the time of the death”; Andrew Cuomo gives China a pass: “it came from Europe, okay?”

0:56:48 Douchebag reporter asks Trump why he has stopped promoting hydroxychloroquine; New York hydroxychloroquine pioneer Dr. Vladimir Zelenko to Steve Bannon on the toxic combination of never Trumpers, big pharma, medical egos, and fear of liability; JCD speculates about opportunities for price gouging; Dr. Deborah Birx flubs “the criteria that you can see the Gates... or, that the federal government has recommended”

1:10:38 Robert Kennedy Jr. on “agency capture” revolving door between big pharma and regulators like CDC, former head Julie Gerberding’s favors for and eventual job with Merck, JCD: “China and the drug companies own the media!”, deplatforming of RT; ACC tries to shed light on the bizarre Birx testing mathematics based on 1% infection rate; producer note on do COVID-19 research with faulty antibodies from Gates-funded Sino Biological based in China

1:20:54 Dr. Daniel Erickson on unintended side effects of exclusive focus on coronavirus, “typically you quarantine the sick”; 1918 Anti-Mask League of San Francisco; Erickson predicts post-quarantine infection spike to obnoxious reporter, statistically equivalent Sweden vs Norway

1:32:53 Trump discusses Tim Cook’s “V recovery”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez screeches her opposition to Paycheck Protection Program; Austin police shoot and kill an unarmed man within ACC’s
hearing, Alex Jones “ruins good protests”, “fuck the police” until 10:00; Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker extends shutdown through May; producer report from Wisconsin “open up!” protest, farmers forced to sell dairy cattle for slaughter; Democrat bailout vs Republican infrastructure

Producer Segment: stay-at-home media beards

ACC imitates and debunks Jason Calacanis’ analysis of Luminary Podcasts network, Quite Frankly podcast delighted being mentioned by JCD

ACC OTG: Alcatel GO FLIP 3 summary; Australia pushing tracing app and noting increase in use of navigation apps; ACC’s spreadsheet of companies collecting contact tracing data; six months in prison for tampering with Canadian-made monitoring bracelets in Hong Kong; FDA approves Masimo pulse oximeter bracelets linked to “dashboard”, JCD reminisces about “quantified self” and “life logging” fad; HHS relying on spook outfit Palantir for data analytics

Sweden epidemiologist Johan Gieseck to UnHerd podcast on lack of scientific basis for lockdown measures, herd immunity “by-product”, Imperial College paper predicting 125k deaths “not very good”; ACC takes his Bill Gates impression for a spin

Donation Segment

Endlessly fearmongering “desperation mounting!” NBC Nightly News teaser; dingbat Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman hounded by Anderson Pooper over her desire to reopen

Tlaib-Jayapal Automatic BOOST to Communities Act funded by trillion-dollar coins predicted by 1998 episode of The Simpsons and last seen in 2013
JCD: "Lockdown 2020!" (1:26:18)

Seven-car “Zeph”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez snarks about Trump’s back-to-work “liberation”, “I think a lot of people should just say no, we’re not going back to that”

Hot mic with Fox News’ John Roberts joking about USC report suggesting lower death rate: “everybody here’s been vaccinated anyway”, “it was hoax!”; Dr. Birx dodges question from Roberts about comparison with 2017 flu season, ACC: “the love is over, Birx!”, incomprehensible “when you find a positive, 50 percent of the time it will be a real positive and 50 percent of the time it won’t be”, ACC: “this test does not discern between influenza and coronavirus!”

Trump offers to defend Surgeon General Jerome Adams from “wise guy question” about mask recommendations; “they left out the good part!” epic fail with video of Andrew Cuomo praising White House; Trump praises Wall Street Journal article by Christopher DeMuth: “it was hard to get it aroused, and it is hard to get it aroused, but we got it aroused”; Washington Post hysterical over Redfield’s warning about “more difficult” flu season

CBS on hydroxychloroquine whistleblower Rick Bright, 66,000 a “significant increase” in projected deaths over Trump’s stated 60,000, “more complicit... or more difficult” flu/coronavirus combination; CNBC claims bogus VA study proves hydroxychloroquine kills patients; Dr. Drew: “in some cases it really seems to make a difference”, low risk compared to chloroquine; Trump on $6bn spent on PEPFAR President’s Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief as example of reasons WHO is nonessential, “we’re doing some research on certain people that take a lot of credit for what they do” at NIH; irked Trump “pulls a Joe Pesci” on activist CBS reporter Weijia Jiang going on about Bright’s “gifts”; Trump and argumentative Jiang squabble over February timeline: “nice and easy, nice and easy, just relax”, “how many cases were here when I issued the ban... keep your voice down, please”; CBS notes Richmond protestors “linked to conservative groups”; Norah O’Donnell opens with “politics and cronynism” in Bright dismissal

CBS predicts “widespread famines of Biblical proportions” prompted by latest Tyson Foods pork plant closing; producer note on possible price gouging scam; Jimmy Kimmel mocks Florida and Georgia residents, “standoff” between Denver protesters and anonymous “angry healthcare worker”, “crazy right-wing talking points” talking point morphing into “stupid Trump supporters’ meme, “they wanna die and they’re taking us down with them”

The Imagineering Story explores the connection between Bob Iger and Xi Jinping, “the company’s future depended on” Shanghai Disneyland; Mickey Mouse “together!” PSA for children

YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki vows to censor vitamin C, turmeric, and “anything that would go against World Health Organization recommendations”; JCD enthuses about Quite Frankly podcast host’s microphone skills; The Red Pill podcast circumlocutions

2008 video mentions the “Bill and Melinda Gates Institute for Population Control”

Producer Segment: Andrew Cuomo’s “narc line” dick pics and Nazi memes

Changing Silicon Valley SSL certificate requirements break older iOS podcast downloads

Laughing Bill Gates projects “biggest hit ever” to GDP, “you don’t have a choice, people act like you have a choice!” iso, JCD compares Gates and John D. Rockefeller

Robert Kennedy Jr. addresses vaccine patents and royalties under NIH rules including Fauci’s patents on use of HIV proteins; NIH funding vaccine development by Moderna

Michael Moore documentary Planet of the Humans takes aim at biomass and Al Gore, “there are too many human beings using too much too fast”; blathering Biden at Earth Day town hall
with Al Gore, ACC: “there are guys ... in downtown Austin on the corner who talk like this to
themselves”, Gore refers to Secretary General of the US, 9M killed per year by “burning fossil
fuel air pollution” according to The Lancet; Biden podcast: Secret Service detail “wonderful,
I didn’t mean that”; Dutch Equigy project using “blockchain technology” to supposedly suck
power back out of people’s electric vehicles, JCD: “see a lot of cars on the side of the road”

2:09:03 Trump jokes with journalist who didn’t know the price of oil, PPP money for oil storage
2:11:17 Two confirmed cases of coronavirus in New York house cats; Pelosi “testing testing testing”
iso; CBS on Connecticut police using “fever detection” drones
2:14:21 Donation Segment: ACC’s great-grandfather’s perfect ball game
2:24:30 Nancy Pelosi blows spit bubbles about Putin-Trump blackmail theory at Joe Scarborough,
damage control for new revelations about FBI FISA misdeeds; Pelosi defends her February
Chinatown invitation to Chris Wallace: “what we were trying to do is end the discrimination”
2:27:57 European Union leadership also on the Zoom bandwagon, ACC explains adoption of “friction-
less” and easily exploited technology; Ursula von der Leyen apologizes for refusal to come to
Italy’s aid, angry Guy Verhofstadt demands “trillion-size” recovery plan
2:37:38 Trump unperturbed over launch of Iranian “military satellite” and coronavirus in military,
bogus story of Kim Jong-un in a coma a lame attempt to boost oil prices
1235  Coronafest  (2020-03-19)

0:00:00  JCD:  *Over-the-top wailing*  (2:22:44)

0:00:36  Dame Jennifer’s *The View*-style teaser with upbeat opening skit

0:03:14  Coronavirus models abruptly replaced by Mike Pence’s chart of “influenza-like illness” dropping off a cliff; Dr. Birx and CDC Director Robert Redfield point out peaks for influenza B, influenza A, and coronavirus, peculiar use of “looking more etiologically about what’s going on”; ACC: “it’s clear: we were conned” with bogus models

0:14:56  Dr. Anthony “Angel of Death” Fauci blathering about testing for fifteen minutes; 146 asymptomatic positives at Boston homeless shelter; Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis discusses surprising Santa Clara antibody result; Kamala Harris whines about “every day hearing and watching stories about body bags!”, “not a debatable point” that Trump is to blame, “I absolutely am gonna do everything I can to elect Jie Biden”, JCD: “*pick me, Joe, pick me!*”

0:21:33  2008 Nobel Prize winner Luc Montagnier’s assertion that COVID-19 is artificial by-product of HIV vaccine research; Amy Goodman rant lying about Trump “fueling the fringe theory promoted by Fox News that the virus came from a lab in Wuhan China”; Trump alludes to “consequences” of knowingly covering up outbreak; $3.7M CDC grant to Wuhan lab under Obama administration; Amy Goodman quotes *The Lancet* claim that virus “seems to have come from wildlife”, long-winded introduction for “zoo-ologist” Peter Daszak of EcoHealth Alliance NGO; Condoleezza Rice identifies Chinese humanitarian aid “counter-narrative”

0:38:28  Trump reminisces about submitting to first-generation swab test “up your nose, and then we hang a right … wiggle it around here under your eye”; Texas reopening retail stores and parks, Gov. Greg Abbott announces advisory committee including Jim “Mattress Mack” McIngvale and the corpse of Ross Perot, JCD: “two guys holding him up, one waving his arm”

0:45:29  Trump’s inner stock broker: “the market is actually brilliant”; Global Citizen One World: Together at Home concert with “Belinda Gates” and Elton John; upbeat WHO PSA with Tedros Adhanom sounding like Spanish interpreter in Woody Allen film *Bananas*: *Every COVID-19 Commercial is Exactly the Same* “here for you” cliché-fest compilation (*CotD*); CDC “don’t accidentally kill someone” PSA for Oregonians

0:58:27  Reading of the First Amendment to the Constitution in light of attacks on religious gatherings and protests, ACC: “the Second Amendment did its *job!*”, a somewhat meek Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer gripes about Confederate flag at Lansing “rally”; New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy to Tucker Carlson on arresting fifteen synagogue attendees: “that’s above my pay grade, Tucker, I wasn’t thinking of the Bill of Rights when we did this”; JCD: “*that is* his pay grade!”; San Clemente California covers popular skate park with 37 tons of sand; Mayor Bill de Blasio promises “enforcement!” and encourages New Yorkers to rat out naughty slaves not following the rules, JCD: “you can be a fink!”; Nigeria kills eighteen of its citizens for not following social distancing when coronavirus has killed only thirteen

1:11:50  Smithfield closing another pork plant, producer note on USDA inspectors still on the job, predicts that “the food supply will be shut down” amidst near-empty warehouses

1:16:02  Australia pushing contact tracing app due within a couple of weeks, JCD anticipates subway-riding practical jokers, Dutch app “already hacked”; Trump-hating Bloomberg op-ed heaps praises on “meticulous and orderly” Germany under Angela Merkel

1:23:47  *Democracy Now* on California nurses suspended for refusal to treat coronavirus patients without protective equipment, USAA vows to stop seizing military families’ stimulus funds to pay
outstanding debts, producer note on efforts to shore up cash on hand

1:27:36 Producer Segment: Canadian “coronafest” and “plannedemic”, ronaradio.com

1:56:58 Amy Goodman flubs “the devised… the revised death toll” in Wuhan; JCD notes Margaret Brennan developing the “Amy Goodman look”; Democracy Now predicts “exponential increase” in cases among Amazon workers, Bezos now worth 140 “biwwion” dollars, visual aid of Bezos with “va-va-voom girl”; Boeing attempting to reopen manufacturing facilities

2:02:30 CBS overview of reopening plans among US states, shameless promotion for Gilead’s Remdesivir; protests at Puerto Rican government propaganda TV station; Democracy Now on Venezuelan migrants stuck in makeshift quarantine, Chileans banging pots on balconies; JCD’s 2018 Testing Testing Testing song; Jair Bolsonaro “abruptly!” firing health minister over social distancing recommendation, Guatemalan indigenous populations worried about “devastating” impacts, New York City mandating “facial coverings” be carried at all times, Cuomo declines to dole out money to illegal aliens because the city is broke

2:16:02 Trump squabbles with whiny Talk Media News reporter over scripted Defense Production Act question: “keep reading your question”, ACC proposes New York Times be forced to produce toilet paper, Trump mocks Washington Post piece by “third-rate reporter” Maggie Haberman on new “emotional and sometimes cries” White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows, “they make up words: sources say”, ACC: “they killed JFK over less than what he’s doing”

2:28:50 Joe DiGenova trots out the old thousands of sealed indictments meme after release of unredacted IG report footnotes “as we have discussed on this program for a long time”

2:32:01 Donation Segment: “Democracy Now dot org, the Quarantine Report”

2:49:21 Port Angeles Washington no longer accepting 911 calls from neighbors narcing on each other, Cuomo “don’t get cocky, don’t get arrogant, we’re in control” iso

2:50:30 Al-Jazeera podcast on Manhattan-size swarms of locusts in Kenya, “the swarms are predicted to grow 500 times more by June”

2:54:29 Democracy Now floats over illegal evictions in Southern states, $349bn Paycheck Protection Program exhausted; $2,000 per month from proposed Ryan-Khanna Emergency Money for the People Act, Ilhan Omar’s proposed Rent and Mortgage Cancellation Act
0:00:00 ACC: “Oh my, what if China finds out?!” (1:11:25)
0:00:31 Chuckling Bill Gates to BBC: it is “critical” that coronavirus response be global, vaccine “probably the most urgent tool that’s ever been needed”, ACC: “ever!”, “the period when I and other health experts…”; Gates to CNBC in Davos: “twenty-to-one return” on investment in vaccines; “Dr. Bill” to Financial Times on dismal state of preparedness in spite of his warnings; chuckling Melinda Gates to Poppy Harlow: “we plan for things as nations!”, JCD: “bull-shit!
, ACC: “go back to your alpaca wool knitting, woman”
0:18:53 Media hysteria over Anthony Fauci telling Jake Tapper “you could’ve saved lives” if not for pushback against shutting down the country; Fauci addresses “hypothetical question” after next day’s press briefing, pushback “wrong choice of words”, CBS’ Paula Reid: “are you doing this voluntarily?”; Fauci on January 21: “this is not a major threat”, “very low risk to the United States” on January 26, “there is no need to change anything that they’re doing on a day-by-day basis” on February 29, to Al Sharpton on April 12: experts knew there was a real problem “middle to end of January”: Trump’s superset of media downplaying the virus threat predictably downplayed by media as “campaign style” messaging
0:31:03 ACC’s sister Tiffany taken in by bullcrap “wet market” story; softball question for Trump from Fox News about “sources” reporting lax safety measures at Wuhan Institute of Virology lab; Trump’s meeting with Michigan Rep. Karen Whitsett, peculiar admission that Spanish Flu outbreak originated somewhere in the US in 1917, ACC: “catch up to that number, bitches!”; “Anthrax Island” Plum Island New York taken over in 2019 by USDA and relocating to Kansas; Hudson Institute’s Michael Pillsbury to Lou Dobbs on “bat lady” Shi Zhengli conducting “gain of function” research into bat virii at Wuhan lab; reports of Fauci patents on HIV proteins showing up in COVID-19 (CotD)
0:44:21 Trump places blame on WHO for ignoring December human-to-human transmission warning from Taiwan; 80 cases at Smithfield Foods pork processing plant in Sioux Falls; October report on 40% of China’s pigs lost to African swine fever, 50% increase in pork prices; NewsHour report on controversial 2013 $4.7bn sale of Smithfield to Shuanghui International Holdings
0:57:04 Haitian-American Yamiche Alcindor gripes about “remarkable” White House briefing turned into a “campaign rally” by the playing of M5M lie compilation, “states have rights!”; Democrats demanding Trump exercise dictatorial power only to excoriate him for it a few days later; Trump trolls media with “they can’t do anything without the approval of the President” assertion; Kara Swisher and Christiane Amanpour “fact check” Trump on “hydrocloxochlorine”, comedic sound effects courtesy of JCD
1:09:21 Radiolab-style NPR report on Bloomberg News “kowtowing” to Chinese Communist Party by killing 2013 report by journalist Mike Forsythe and threatening his wife; ACC’s “the King of Pop” story revisited; JCD travel tip: always use “occupation: manager” on visa applications
1:16:55 M5M suppressing Trump’s press conference with COVID-19 survivors including a grateful Karen Whitsett and husband; Tom Hank’s wife Rita Wilson making sure to tell hydroxychloroquine horror stories; Trump begins to mention Gilead’s Remdesivir with recent Chinese patent application; Trump threatening Article II Section 3 adjournment of Congress for recess appointments including Michael Pack to oversee “disgusting” Voice of America; 2014 Supreme Court invalidation of three Obama appointments; media now avoiding the word “kowtow” derived from Chinese 堪頭 kòutóu; Trump jokes about reporter looking better in a mask
1:29:35 NewsHour’s Nick Schifrin lies about clip of “President Trump praising China” vs “if you can count on the reports coming out of China”; WHO’s resident socialist Michael Ryan speaks for “so many workers around the world” in calling for “the space, the support and the solidarity to do our jobs”; Tedros Adhanom claims WHO does not need funding from US

1:38:18 Producer Segment: twenty-year-old “sta’ zitto schiavo!” girl; Melissa Tallin for end of show

2:34:24 Another cringeworthy spectacle of Chris and Andrew Cuomo being dicks to each other, “Love Gov says no way” to running for president; Elle magazine interview with “excellent running mate” Stacey Abrams by Melissa Harris-Perry, “prepared and excited to serve”

2:44:26 Biden Here’s the Deal podcast: “we have to do both” jettison democratic process and address coronavirus crisis, “the, uh, look, um, uh, uh, with, uh, y’know, uh, uh, with, uh, the fact is that, uh” possibly edited by JCD; Cuomo “I don’t like what I do” iso

2:48:29 Anthony Fauci: “I inherently have problems with models”, claims Chinese reaction alone was sufficient bases for extreme response; Montana doctor Annie Bukacek discusses CDC guidelines for death certificates “based on assumption alone”; ACC proposes applying same order-of-magnitude inaccuracy to climate change models; Los Angeles expected to cancel concerts and sporting events until 2021, California to hand out $500 payments to illegal aliens

2:59:26 Elizabeth Warren finally endorses Biden; JCD-edited “yes, yes, yes” to question about running for vice president; CBC refuses to air embarrassing footage of Deputy PM Chrystia Freeland dodging questions about coronavirus intelligence from MP Pierre Poilievre; UK rolls out open-source NHS contact tracing app; ACC: “what if we get Vista vaccine?”

3:06:51 Donation Segment

3:20:49 Amazon dropping affiliate payouts to as little as 1%; producer note on Star Trek: Picard kowtowing to China by naming Starfleet flagship the USS Zheng He after court eunuch
1233  W.H.O. Cares (2020-03-12)

0:00:00 ACC: *(Dutch accent)* “Anarchy anarchy anarchy!” *(2:03:12)*

0:00:33 JCD notes people getting “skittish” and calling the police on each other

0:01:09 Anthony Fauci asked about his portrayal on latest dismal installment of *Saturday Night Live* with cringeworthy performance by Tom Hanks, Alec Baldwin’s “Skype yodeling” Trump

0:10:56 Sunny Hostin informs *The View* that Trump is killing people by holding press conferences and must be stopped; Fauci now pushing clinical trial candidates instead of vaccine; the truth sneaks out of Trump when he mentions “Gilead’s anti-rival drug Remdesivir”

0:18:01 Trump “pulls a Pence” on Yamiche Alcindor after being accused of not having a specific plan to protect African-Americans; Alcindor challenges Surgeon General Jerome Adams over his use of language like “do it for your big mama, do it for your pop-pop”

0:27:02 OAN reporter with “too much hair” Chanel Rion asks vs question about China protecting Nicolás Maduro, Trump: “that’s why I don’t sleep a lot”; savvy reporter opens with “$23 a barrel”, Trump explains agreement to back Mexico vs OPEC, ACC: “he should’ve said, I’ll just add it to your wall bill”; “broken record” Fauci explains “data is real, model is hypothesis”; unused CenturyLink Field hospital to be redeployed to another state; hundreds of hospital employees being furloughed; Minnesota Sen. Scott Jensen on payments to big hospitals jacked up from $4,600 to $13,000 by the word “coronavirus”, $39,000 for ventilator deployment; JCD: “New York is corrupt, this is a scam, New York is stealing people’s money!” *(JCDPPotD)*; Dr. Birx impressed with Louisiana for getting 40% of patients off ventilators alive

0:42:51 Dr. Drew apologizes for his early take on coronavirus and flu, Fauci “should always be your North Star”, “we are getting lots of threats”, channels Scott Adams with “engaged in a bit of loserthink”; JCD draws parallel with end of 1976 film *The Network*, Fauci the egomaniac; ACC getting flak on Twitter for asking about viral interference from this year’s flu shot

0:52:04 Swedish herd immunity vs Danish lockdown, JCD: “now we have an A-B study!”; producer note: “everything is just fine”, media instantly takes whatever position is opposite Trump’s; Gordon Brown proposing “temporary” world government to fight the pandemic

1:02:21 Seth Meyers slips in a Trump “badly botched” meme; Trump to Jim Acosta on leveraging “best testing system in the world” for reopening plan, JCD looking in vain for mention of cost per test; Trump jabs Acosta over fake news: “depending on your air, they always say that because otherwise you’re not gonna put them on”; big pharma shill Scott Gottlieb’s 750,000 tests per week, need for point of care screening, mortality and morbidity caused by lockdown; Trump seemingly not all-in on contact tracing provided by Google and Apple, cognizant of “mental and emotional suffering”; State unemployment infrastructure overwhelmed thanks to meddling Democrats and certain to be blamed on Trump, ACC predicts “skirmishes” and early reopening by states like Texas, JCD predicts mask and social distancing requirements

1:23:01 Bill Gates predicts 18-month wait for RNA “vaccine”, “there will be some risk and indemnification” for its victims; Instagram post by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. calls out Gates’ “strategic philanthropy” and “messianic conviction that he is ordained to save the world with technology and a god-like willingness to experiment with the lives of lesser humans”, catalogue of Gates Foundation atrocities against dark-skinned people

1:28:38 Dancing Plague of 1518 mass hysteria and Saturn-Pluto conjunction in Capricorn

1:33:40 Producer Segment: Disorder Designs *No Agenda* masks

2:05:33 Andrew Cuomo’s 2018 quote torpedoing his chances of ever becoming president: “we’re not
gonna make America great again, it was never that great”, placates crowd with attack on “stereotyping of women”; New York Times tweets “we found no pattern of sexual misconduct ... beyond hugs, kisses, and touching that women previously said made them uncomfortable”; official complaint filed by Tara Reade, Biden immediately teams up with Lady Gaga in “unsafe in your own body” #MeToo PSA

2:15:06 White House blog accuses Voice of America of being under China’s thumb; Broadcasting Board of Governors rebranded US Agency for Global Media, JCD: “a quango”; JCD story: IBM synchronized clock liberated from Voice of America

2:21:09 Alarm in South Korea over “reactivation” in victims thought to be recovered; UK still waiting for peak, Boris Johnson incapacitated after three days in ICU; Dutch government to mandate app only if not enough people download it; Ural Cossacks battling the virus with “honey, garlic, and raspberry jam”; Poland allowing unsafe practices at Easter church services; propaganda piece with Wuhan “citizen journalist” boasting “I’m not even scared of death, you think I’m afraid of the Communist Party?”; Xi Jinping’s mistake of declaring himself “Emperor”

2:35:00 Refrigerated morgue trucks in New York, Hart Island “mass graves”, questions about University of Washington model, WHO under attack from White House, mass exodus from Wuhan

2:39:35 Trump explains why it is “appropriate” to defund “China-centric” WHO; Director Tedros Adhanom issues warning about premature lifting of restrictions; WHO CARES Act

2:44:14 Donation Segment

2:55:20 Bill Barr to Laura Ingraham on “full-court blitzkrieg” of Chinese industrial espionage, Gates Foundation “digital certificates” as encroachments on civil liberties, “fair and balanced coverage” of hydroxychloroquine before Trump showed interest in it

3:02:20 Democracy Now plays Noam Chomsky with “David Letterman beard” ranting and raving about “indescribable disaster” of Trump’s potential re-election including threat of nuclear war
1232  GuangoCast (3020-04-09)

0:00:00  JCD: “Refried beans, man!” (2:55:08)
0:00:33  ACC struggling with long episode numbers, social distancing “six-foot society”
0:01:41  ACC: “the data is junk!” with Anthony Fauci & Deborah Birx “fallen through the basket”
0:01:49  promoting four iterations of bogus COVID-19 models; Trump to Jim Acosta on “doing much better than those numbers”; Deborah Birx refers to “models of the models” and falling predictions “modeled on what America is doing” lie, scientists impressed with “how amazing Americans are”, lets slip that deaths are inappropriately being attributed to the virus; Christopher Murray’s cough lying tell to Anderson Pooper describing impact of “new data influx”, social distancing extending into first week of June; chuckling Bill Gates: “Dr. Fauci’s doing a very good job!”; Trump refers to “two very smart people” warning him about 2.2 million deaths
0:01:41  JCD notes Democrat “too long and not soon enough” meme; Anderson Pooper bitches about “a President determined to rewrite the history of his early and reprehensibly irresponsible response to this virus”, “this is not normal!”; YouTube’s war on dissent against official narrative
0:03:30  Trump enthuses about Michigan State Rep. Karen Whitsett’s experience with hydroxychloroquine plus azithromycin and zinc; potential Biden running mate Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer reverses ban and requests more supplies; M5M anti-hydroxychloroquine compilation; Trump deflecting questions about it from Fauci; Andrew Cuomo discusses anecdotal evidence with idiot reporter asking about “hydroxychlorine”; CNN shill irked at Peter Navarro for advocating “second opinion” and suggesting medical professionals are using it as a prophylactic
0:03:30  Oncologist Zeke Emanuel: “we cannot return to normal until there is a vaccine”, “we need to prepare ourselves for this to last eighteen months or so”; ACC’s seminal report on the big pharma vaccine business model from the early years of No Agenda, irony of Obama-era martial law memes, unproven RNA vaccine for coronavirus; 2015 video celebrating $350M renaming donation to Harvard School of Public Health from T.H. Chan family linked to Chinese Communist Party, ACC on Chinese government control via technology and vaccines
0:03:30  CIA’s messages to Obama via hecklers, message to Trump in the person of reporter Youyou Wang of CCP front Phoenix Media who claims the company is “privately owned”, Trump muses “we’ll see whether or not that deal is honored”; Steve Pieczenik of the opinion that Xi Jinping is losing control to Uighur Muslim arm of PLA; ABC’s John Karl responsible for replacing OANN with Phoenix Media shill, salute and finger-gun exchange with Fauci
1:04:00  Fauci’s AIDS work and Philadelphia with Tom Hanks, Magic Johnson and Kevin Durant
1:09:04  Lady Gaga promotes April 18 Global Citizen “One World: Together at Home” concert sponsored by WHO; Frozen cast promoting “AIDS benefit”; mac & cheese renaissance with Kelly Ripa and Ryan Seacrest, Kraft Heinz ramping up production; no mention of the importance of nutrition from the hordes of health professionals; JCD’s web form predicting high stress levels for New York Times readers; Politico working directly with South China Morning Post
1:23:08  New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy puts out call for “Cobalt” COBOL programmers; Trump’s plan to leave stimulus payments up to Federal Reserve shot down by Democrats; former New York banker reports Wells Fargo holding Paycheck Protection Plan hostage
1:27:10  Coronavirus “you have a tiny wiener” robocall and ACC’s occasional call in Chinese
1:28:52  Producer Segment
1:56:33  Mark Levin “I’ve got no agenda, none!” iso; Trump-hating Adm. Mike Mullen to NewsHour defending Theodore Roosevelt captain Crozier of writing leaked memo even though his boss had
an office down the hall, given two scripted openings to slam Trump; ACC on Democrats/media all-in on martial law; Judy Woodruff hounds Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson over his refusal to issue “cower-in-place” order, “we have a lot of hospitals that are empty right now and health care workers that are empty”, chickenshit post-interview “nasty note” graphic

European Union issuing vaccination and testing “passports”; finance ministers unable to come up with US-style money printing approach for Italy, Mnuchin vs Varoufakis; ACC proposes Obama-style “lives saved or created” metric

ACC tries to emulate ghoulishly upbeat musical intro to *The View*, control room prompts Whoopi to call New Orleans Mayor LaToya Cantrell “LaTonya”, “everybody stay out of my ear!”, nominates “amazing doctor” Jill Biden PhD for Surgeon General

Milennial journalist urges Trump to look into pardon for “Tiger King” Joe Exotic; career-ending move for journalist asking about oil without knowing price; “negative oil” on the way

Trump blames internet retailers like Amazon for the demise of the US Postal Service; Trump irked by “quango” quasi non-governmental organization Tennessee Valley Authority

Millennial journalist urges Trump to look into pardon for “Tiger King” Joe Exotic; career-ending move for journalist asking about oil without knowing price; “negative oil” on the way

Joe Biden loses track of Spanish Flu dates, Secret Service making sure “we’re not communicating any possibility of the disease”, admits how clueless he is with technology

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot theorizes about how coronavirus disproportionately “attacks and feasts on” black victims; Dr. Camara Phyllis Jones blames “structural racism”; JCD notes lack of masks on black Grocery Outlet patrons, ACC interested in low Hispanic numbers

Brazil’s Bolsonaro being portrayed as Trump clone; Venezuelan immigrants leaving Colombia; ACC on negative impact of pandemic on nationalism; French government killing off small business; Italy to begin lifting restrictions in early May; Peru & Panama alternating between genders allowed out day by day; Iran trying to fend off second wave of cases

Bonehead Joy Behar asserts South Korea “shut down the country completely”, Trump “needs to shut down the whole country”, JCD: “so the left-wing media can condemn him for being a dictator”; Bill “Angel of Death” Gates: “things won’t go back to truly normal until we have a vaccine that we’ve gotten out to basically the entire world”, JCD: “no kissing!”
1231  Mask QR Raid (2020-04-05)

0:00:00  JCD: “Podcaster, podcaster, let ’em through, let ’em go!” (1:41:05)

0:00:37  Reminiscences of 1985-1999 GEnie service; ACC’s new Nuraphone headphones

0:03:56  Producer reports of relatives dying of non-coronavirus but still becoming statistics; yearly CDC chart of pneumonia deaths; New York ICU doctor Cameron Kyle-Sidell warns about potentially lethal ventilator air pressure; Trump “what do you have to lose?” for hydroxy-chloroquine as “gift from heaven”; NPR report: “the ventilator itself can do damage to the lung tissue”, “limited value”, ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation alternative

0:19:11  ACC’s new vocabulary item “assay”; Dr. Birx attributes states with less than 5% in spite of high testing rates entirely to mitigation, no mention of different strains, about 12 days behind Spain and Italy; FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn: antibody test “a tool to help us get people back to work”; Trump questioned about “very powerful testing” being done by airlines; current crop of unprofessional second-string journalists; Trump calls out fearmongering media, “I don’t even hear of any glitch” in banks doling out stimulus; “some of you do it well” press conference comedy interlude; douchebag “who dropped the ball?” question from Jim Acosta, Trump propagating Kansas 1917 meme for Spanish flu

0:37:10  Anthony Fauci predicts “surprise outbreak” at George Washington University in 2017 and implies it is because of his role at NIAID; Dr. Drew Pinsky walking back his early skepticism, “I was part of the army that Dr. Fauci put together” in 1983 for AIDS epidemic, “we congratulated ourselves for scaring the Hell out of a generation”

0:43:31  Chris Hayes shows footage of Bill Gates describing idiotic questions from Trump about vaccines: “his name was Robert Kennedy Jr. “, HIV vs HPV, “global controls will have to be imposed” jingle; Fauci and Savannah Guthrie commiserate about the “issue” of states’ rights; Gates laughingly admits he has not talked to the President, “our foundation and some other governments”, no mass gatherings until entire population is vaccinated, compares himself to movie hero, “the awareness of this is a threat”; Chinese using QR codes to track its enthusiastic shitizens; Gates: “eventually what we’ll have to have is certificates of who’s a recovered person, who’s a vaccinated person”, ACC: “I suggest yellow stars”

1:00:47  Fauci continuing to deflect Trump’s enthusiasm for chloroquine; Trump opposes mail-in voting because “they intend to cheat”; Mike Pence dodges question from Nightline host Byron Pitts about guilt over pandemic deaths, medical equipment being delivered “by the millions”

1:09:29  Chinese government front NBA donating masks to New York; Mike Pompeo’s warning to National Governors Association revisited; ACC unable to block Chinese no-touch thermometer spam; China Daily inserts in both New York Times and Washington Post, reporters possibly unknowingly compromised; New York Times article agitating for “national network of nimble new online newsrooms”; YouTube video of empty hospitals linked in Newsletter; sketchy report from Lester Holt laments lack of “unified defense plan”, “daily suicide mission” for New York nurses, Andrew Cuomo signals his willingness to seize medical equipment: “you’re damn right I am”; Gavin Newsom “if you want to establish a framework of martial law ... we have the capacity to do that”; Cuomo claiming to need more than 20,000 emergency medical personnel

1:26:19  #HollywoodJustFoundOut meme lampooning whiny celebrities; JCD: Hari Sreenivasan looking like Boris Karloff; Bill Maher interviews Bernie Sanders on his laptop microphone, blatant lies about Trump withholding aid to governors who are not “nice to him”, tired old “refuses to vacate the office” meme; “coronavirus coronavirus coronavirus” iso
1:33:25 Decorated World War II veteran James “Maggie” Magellas dead at 103; former New York now predicting “check mark recovery”
1:35:13 Producer Segment: “Adam is the origin, and John reveals the end of it all”
2:10:53 Producer note on impact on trash businesses; Mike Tyson/Bill Gates soundalike Surgeon General Jerome Adams “unpacks” surgical mask guidance due to emergence of “pre-symptomatic” carriers; JCD tests ACC’s “stinkeye” theory, Costco phone zombies, ACC calls for No Agenda Shop masks; breathy-voiced NPR dingbat on former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb’s advice to those who are “asymptomatic and don’t even know that you have symptoms at all”
2:22:56 Canadian Health Minister Patty Hajdu all-in on Chinese data and global government; NPR: “bodies are piling up” in Ecuador; Dutch “obey the rules!” buses, UK Dalek prank
2:28:02 Trump enthuses about the demise of handshaking at press conference; USA TODAY corroborates Trump’s claim that Obama administration depleted PPE stockpile due to H1N1 outbreak; Trump assures reporter that Biden isn’t the one writing nasty things about him
2:34:59 Biden still behind a lectern in his living room with IFB and teleprompter; futile “additional checks to families” attempt at coherence; Joe Rogan voices preference for Trump over Biden
2:37:57 5G masts being set on fire in Great Britain, ACC: “it’s pre-5G”
2:39:37 Donation Segment: Stargate mass meditation event; Jitsi “Brady Bunch on acid”
2:56:26 Trump voices support for removal of Captain Brett Crozier of command of USS Theodore Roosevelt over letter leaked to media; Gen. Mark Milley to Fox on loss of “trust and confidence”
3:04:50 Trump answers “yes or no question, not that we expect the answer to be yes or no” about firing of Inspector General of the Intelligence Community Michael Atkinson, “he took a fake report and he brought it to Congress with an emergency”; NPR summarizes Atkinson “first to alert Congress about the whistleblower complaint that led to Trump’s impeachment”
3:07:54 Trump’s meeting with virus-free oil executives who “will figure it out”, OPEC in danger of self-destructing, bogus “1952 or something” price of $0.90, “I’ll do whatever I have to do”
3:15:06 March announcement of DEA Project Python targeting Cártel Jalisco Nueva Generación
3:17:48 Deluge of producer notes and videos of empty emergency hospital tents
1230  Avocado Cartel  (2020-04-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “There will be cake.” (1:53:40)
0:00:32  “G-men” sanitation workers; JCD’s Tiger King “douchebag itch”; CVC’s sinus headache
0:02:43  Trump drops “Chinese” after his phone call with President Xi; “former Maduro regime” indictments revisited; Trump announces “enhanced counter-narcotics operations in the Western Hemisphere” to protect against “scorge” of illegal drugs, ACC: “enhanced anything is usually not good when the United States is doing it to you”, Mark Esper announces operations in “Eastern Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea” with most ships bearing down on Venezuela
0:09:21  NBC News on temporary hospitals in New York dealing with 1,500 deaths, Brian Williams’ “scare people to death” revisited; 2018 “hospitals overwhelmed” flu headlines; New York street vendors roll out New World Order, 5G, and Antichrist memes on Twitter video; producer note on extraordinary use of ventilators to protect hospital personnel; GM subsidiary Denso already making ventilators; deliveries of Bob Barker prison mattresses for Moscone Center
0:21:00  WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom alarmed at “near-exponential gross”, arrogant “I have called on governments to put in place social welfare measures”; Bill Gates’ “33% per day” talking point; Fauci to Jake Tapper: “there are things called models!” that come nowhere close to having any predictive power whatsoever; Dr. Birx calls for a 21st Century supercomputing approach rather than a more generic slide rule based approach” to public health data“; debunked Imperial College model replaced by one from University of Washington Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation director and Rhodes Scholar Chris Murray with links to Harvard and WHO, single investor Gates Foundation; Mimi’s first husband’s Parkinson’s disease and occasional peculiar behavior; Gates’ Reddit AMA calling for RFID chip tattoos
0:31:39  ACC runs through four main theories behind Wuhan wet market bat narrative: Dr. Thomas Cowan correlates pandemics to RF and “satellites emitting radioactive frequencies in the Van Allen belt”; David Icke theory with flu masquerading as coronavirus; Birx admits difficulty trying to “dissect our what was flu, what was COVID”; Yonkers woman Julie Thaler to CBS on testing positive after 21-day isolation; poorly-miked Project Veritas video with National Guard downplaying outbreak severity; Fauci “really confident” of immunity to reinfection
0:46:25  QAnon theory: John F. Kennedy Jr. seeks revenge upon the global elite caste by circulating a tainted batch of adrenochrome from Harvey Weinstein and lockdown allows Trump to unleash his 160,000 sealed indictments; Los Angeles engineer attempts to ram locomotive into USNS Mercy, JCD: “a government takeover of what, the government?”; “booby-trap theory” of Iranian biological weapon created in Switzerland, swapped out by Mossad, tested by the Dutch and Canadians, stolen by China and forked by Fort Detrick
0:58:07  Dr. Birx on lag between exposure and hospitalization; ACC’s Zoom video date with the New York banker, $6.2T stimulus “immunized money” that cannot cause inflation being based on MMT “reverse repo” agreements, JCD: “it’s cookin’ the books!”, Steve Mnuchin-like genius keeping Ziff Davis afloat via obscure financial feats; JCD anticipates “babies are coming!”
1:05:50  Dutch all-in against Eurobond for Italy, ESM European Stability Mechanism from 2012 era; Italian tax cheats unsure whether to risk claiming stimulus money, Sweden’s “eh!” approach
1:11:02  “Nincompoop” Surgeon General reiterating “the masks are no good, we need them” message to support facial recognition; TraceTogether’s BlueTrace API trackers; Amazon delivery drone fantasy well and truly debunked, police and Western Australia using “thank you, your actions are saving lives!” drones; Anthony Fauci’s basketball career at New York banker’s high school
Trump on Russia-Saudi Arabia oil war: “they both know what they have to do”, predicts $0.99 gas, “I do believe there’s a way that that can be solved ... and I’d rather not do that”

Bill Maher: “please, bring on the recession” to get rid of Trump; echoing Kelly Ripa issues an “it’s okay” list on lackluster Live With Kelly and Ryan podcast; Google Voice AI blocking “coronavirus”, News Corp suspending print editions of 60 local newspapers

Producer Segment: JCD story of drinking with Saudi prince in AC/DC tee shirt

Nancy Pelosi asserts to Anderson Pooper that Trump “admitted” he took no action on coronavirus by offering an excuse, promises “after-action review” as code for impeachment phase 2 and 9/11 style commission; January 31 to March 14 compilation of media downplaying coronavirus with Pooper admonishing “you should be more concerned about the flu”

Glaring edits in Joe Biden’s new Here’s the Deal podcast, ACC: “it’s like a Mad Libs insert!”, “Luhan virus” mashup; “that is a mistake!” and “that’s frightening to me!” isos

Circumhorizontal arc horizontal rainbow vs “it’s a freakin’ double rainbow!”; puffins on Isle of May; NASA sending 10.9 million names etched on silicon with Perseverance Mars rover

Vanity Fair’s Gabe Sherman to Joy Reid: “this is a new terrain in terms of Fox being possibly held liable for their actions”; Trump tries to explain to clueless CNN reporter why deceptively editing out “I’m not talking about me” is fake news, “I get Mike Pence to call”; Yamiche Alcindor constantly on the phone getting instructions from home base; JCD on “editing class” writing headlines that contradict content; ACC lauds algo-free No Agenda Social

Donation Segment: $81.18 “pierced nipple donation”; Jitsi meetups

Lara Logan Has No Agenda dissuaded from appropriating No Agenda trademark; Logan exposes Mexican cartels holding “control of the multi-billion-dollar avocado industry” (CotD); Rachel Maddow makes an idiot of herself calling “nonsense” on Trump’s claim that USNS Comfort would be in New York City in a week; feverish Chris Cuomo and Don Lemon weeping together; no denials yet from Andrew Cuomo in “nipple-gate”

Breaking News: 1 million cases of coronavirus according to the Troll Room

“Piss-poor report” from PBS on “Shiite rebels” in Yemen revisited; Al-Jazeera report on Houthi rebels firing two ballistic missiles into Saudi Arabia amidst 1,200 coronavirus cases
1229 Orange Tongue (2020-03-29)

0:00:00 JCD: (old lady voice) “They told us to be inside and they’re not!” (0:59:32)
0:00:35 JCD on the lookout for six-car Zephyr; ACC thanks truckers and Dudes named Ben
0:01:51 Dr. Deborah Birx labeled “orange-tongue ass-licker” after praising Trump in CBN interview; Birx channels Hillary Clinton condescendingly explaining to media the adjustment of Imperial College model from predicting 500,000 to 20,000 UK deaths, “I’m gonna say something that’s a little bit complicated, but I’m gonna try to do it in a way that we can all understand it together”; Prof. Neil Ferguson’s flawed hoof and mouth and swine flu predictions; local CBS producer note on ad buys dwindling to nothing, JCD: “the media will take a beating on the bottom line if they can get rid of Trump!”; ACC reminisces about uplifting human interest stories; pharmacist producer working on separate protocols for the S and L strains
0:20:52 Birx tries unsuccessfully to tamp down media hysteria over ventilator shortages, “cutie-pie” journalist badgers Trump; Andrew Cuomo debunks “grossly uninformed” claim that New York has ventilators in storage: “we have ventilators in a stockpile”; producer notes on registered respiratory therapists preparing for “the surge”, empty white tents in LA, mask rationing by bean counters, “no work” in Cook County, JIT mask supplies, layoffs in Washington
0:33:06 Dr. David Price describes face touching as primary mode of transmission; Amy Goodman: “the number is far higher because of the lack of testing”, Trump “continues to defy his scientific advisors” lie; Pelosi lies to Jake Tapper: Trump’s “delay in getting equipment to where it’s needed is deadly”, “what did he know and when did he know it, that’s for an after-action review, but as the President fiddles people are dying”; former Health and Human Services assistant secretary Chris Meekins claims CDC lied to administration about tests
0:46:44 JCD theory: Italy and Spain inflating casualty counts to get more European Union money; Nigel Farage envisions “the idiots in Brussels replaced by Chinese communism”; Rhode Island sending National Guard door to door to round New Yorkers; New World Order “social distancing” police in Rotterdam; JCD’s outing at Asian grocery store with mask-wearing patrons, ACC not cutting back on restaurant tips; British drone with Giant Voice System and three operators standing 50 yards away; JCD on old ladies “narcing” on each other in Washington
1:00:01 Bill Gates at town hall with Anderson Pooper and Sanjay Gupta: “33% per day” growth necessitating quarantine until end of May, unexplained “prioritizing testing”, bogus South Korea example; Dr. Drew predicts “multicolored wristbands”; Google and Apple COVID-19 apps; Trump administration’s new HIPAA “protections” on health data; Polish tracking app requiring selfie uploads, JCD: “take a picture of your dog!” with your Obama phone
1:11:49 Gordon Brown’s op-ed calling for global governance; António Guterres talks up global coordination to PBS NewsHour; Tom Clancy’s The Division Black Friday pandemic trailer
1:21:21 Taiwan Allies International Protection and Enhancement Initiative (TAIPEI) Act of 2019 signed into law and US warship headed through Strait of Taiwan; Trump claims to have postponed a call with Xi Jinping to talk to Sean Hannity after botched M5M attempts to boycott press briefings; European and US refiners refusing Saudi oil, gold standard conspiracy theories to be discussed during Zoom Video date with former New York banker; international currencies suffering in comparison with US dollar, “the dollar is on the Iron Throne”, yuan twenty or thirty years away from gaining ascendancy, “recipe for disaster” in emerging markets
1:42:33 Producer Segment: “value for value for value” donation; San Francisco encouraging burglary
2:09:30 Al-Jazeera “Oompa-Loompa” projects airlines bouncing back in the same way as after 9/11
and 2008; FDIC approves banking license for Square; Roger Goodell threatens disciplinary action against any who question NFL’s plans to hold draft on April 23

2:20:00 Lame promotion for Earth Hour trying to leverage coronavirus

2:23:09 Bill Barr announces “unsealing of a superseding indictment” against four defendants from “former Maduro regime” over narco-terrorism, JCD: “why, when you’re sitting on a trillion dollars worth of oil, are you gonna dick around selling drugs on the side?”; Al-Jazeera speculates oil could reach $10 per barrel, official story of China turning back tankers due to outbreak

2:34:57 Al-Jazeera ad with Joe Biden sounding like Forrest Gump; JCD hearing rumors of a Biden stroke; “zero talent” and “Luhan virus” isos; bogus KXAN story with vocoder silhouette on evil Austin company planning to cut salaries by stimulus payment amounts

2:41:02 Donation Segment


2:58:39 Rebranded Chinese network CGTN confirms effectiveness of chloroquine; One America News “1950s AM radio jock” on Stanford researcher Michael Levitt’s prediction of a quick turnaround and “meaningless” data from WHO; final warning from ACC: “more testing, more cases!”

3:03:02 Reprehensible smear attempt on “that woman with the scarf” Dr. Birx by NPR Wait Wait...Don’t Tell Me! panelist Paula Poundstone
1228 Stunning (2020-03-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Choke on the toilet paper. Douchebag.” (1:49:33)
0:00:36 Dvorak’s Law ad from sexy-voiced Dame Jennifer
0:02:58 Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act originating with Senate and delayed by Pelosi with copy-pasted in Green New Deal material; Bernie Sanders “oh my God, the universe is collapsing!” rant in response to Lindsey Graham’s objection to unemployment payments being greater than salaries, immortal “tax breaks for billionaires” lie; small business payroll loans, Jared Kushner specifically exempted, Pelosi takes a victory lap on NPR
0:19:01 Latest media obsession with ventilators ignoring question of who is going to operate them; Prof. Michael Osterholm’s bogus “ten to fifteen times worse” fearmongering revisited; JCD calls for C-SPAN video of computer modeling expert warning audience not to trust them
0:27:21 Dr. Deborah Birx clarifies infection rate as applying also to 2021 and 2021-2022 cycles; misogynistic profile from Washington Post fashion editor; ACC refutes DH Unplugged version of his April 6 prediction; Trump pushes timeline to Easter with Fox News, Austin adds a day just to be spiteful; JCD: “this is it!” with outbreak on the 80-year cycle; FEMA director: National Guard mission to “attack the health and safety... or protect the health and safety of the American people”; Andrea Mitchell appalled at Trump’s approval rating “skyrocketing” among Democrats, buzzkill Obama stooge Jim Messina: “you and I share a healthy skepticism on public polling”; Yamiche Alcindor “fact checks” Trump’s US vs South Korea comparison
0:41:54 Needling from Judy Woodruff over disappearance of CIA contractor Robert Levinson in Iran; “President Trump said this evening that no one has told him that Levinson is dead”; Chris Cuomo: “not seeing Dr. Anthony Fauci on stage today worried me, and it should worry you”, “Fauci must be kept bigger than the politics of Trump!” (CotD); Fauci to WMAL on media trying to undermine his relationship with Trump: “I would wish that that would stop”; Al Sharpton admits that Trump responded to his plea for the homeless and imprisoned
0:49:56 Wuhan scheduled to reopen on April 8, asymptomatic infections omitted from official count; January arrests of Harvard and Boston professors covertly working for China revisited; Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf gloats about his state’s social distancing score based on cell phone tracking, ACC predicts Giant Voice System on helicopters; Dr. Oz raves about South Korean “digital vaccine”; ACC: “great beta test ... for Universal Basic Income”
1:01:44 Trump in agreement with former New York banker: “they call it the V”
1:02:46 Awaiting the gospel of coronavirus survivor Greta Thunberg; CNN impressed with blue skies over Wuhan and 25% reduction in CO2 emissions; ACC predicts social distancing for global warming using Slack; endless “Trump wants to kill you” tweets
1:10:05 Nicolle Wallace “stunning!” compilation; ACC on the lookout for “back to work” memes; 150-person occupancy limit at Whole Foods; Robert De Niro and Danny DeVito parroting Cuomo’s “stay home” message; Hollywood douchebags blissfully unaware of the world changing; JCD pans Star Wars: the Rise of Skywalker, ACC all-in on Tiger King reality show, Netflix and YouTube reducing quality to circumvent net neutrality, JCD’s new YouTube TV subscription
1:27:46 Producer Segment
1:53:56 Coronavirus-inspired health reforms promised in France, temporary morgues in Spain, Wuhan on lockdown for two more weeks, Prince Charles self-isolating; Boris Johnson threatens scofflaws with fines and police, “we will immediately close all shops selling nonessential goods”; India trying to avoid “tidal wave” of cases, senior Nigerian politicians self-isolating, billionaire Al-
ibaba founder Jack Ma handing out test kits and protective equipment, single death in Zimbabwe, panic-buying in South Africa, “sax-OPH-onist” Manu Dibango dead in Cameroon, 40 cases in Congo; euro and dollar lurching toward parity; *Gold Reserve Act of 1934* referenced in CARES Act; Russia-Saudi Arabia oil war worthy of being top headline but for Wuhan Flu

2:13:52 Buzzkill Jr. warns about cardiovascular side effects of “Trump cure” chloroquine; Trump “I feel good about it!” in response to press conference badgering; Fauci’s potential conflicts of interest due to close association with Gates Foundation and Gilead Sciences; CNN reports death of Arizona man after taking a form of chloroquine without mentioning it was aquarium cleaner, report on three similar deaths in Nigeria without evidence; actor Daniel Dae Kim: hydroxychloroquine a “secret weapon” in his recovery; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer warns about the danger of vaping because “I’ve talked to more than one physician” but says nothing about smoking; Surgeon General Jerome Adams cites vaping rates in US and Italy; JCD noticing wave of slick Bloomberg-funded anti-vaping ads

2:23:29 Six-Week Cycle: FBI agents shoot and kill “domestic terrorist” Timothy Wilson entrapped in Missouri hospital bombing plot, fake neighbor notes FBI trucks “baggin’ and taggin’ evidence”; JCD on Dick Wolf dramas now portraying FBI as the competent authority

2:28:37 Joe Biden: “we have to take care of the cure, that will make the problem worse no matter what”; “we hold these truths, etcetera, it sounds corny but it’s real”; former Biden staffer Tara Reade describes 1993 “c’mom man, I heard you liked me” sexual assault

2:36:21 Donation Segment: *No Agenda* Social click farm for *Animated No Agenda*

2:53:04 End-of-show iso roundup, “lockdown!” jingle; “piss-poor” report from PBS on “Shiite rebels” in Yemen; Chadian army gets its butt kicked by Boko Haram; Mike Pompeo squabbling with Beijing over who is responsible for epidemic; another attempt to shut down Dakota Access Pipeline; Turkey indicts 20 Saudis for murder of Jamal Khashoggi, JCD: “read read read, Trump sucks!”; ACC tired of getting e-mails about disappearing Wuhan cell phones
0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Nightmare!” (1:59:26)
0:00:36 ACC’s niece diagnosed with “pukin’” Wuhan flu, Chinese media add conjunctivitis as symptom
0:02:43 Andrew & Chris Cuomo trade barbs at end of interview: “no matter how hard you’re working, there’s always time to call mom”, “I don’t believe in rules” iso; Trump on recently-passed “right to try” law for pharmaceuticals still in clinical trials vs new rules for hydroxychloroquine antimalarial drug; oncologist Dr. William Grace on suppressing the immune “cytokine storm” response, experimental data coming from East Asia and France; Trump: “I think it could be a game changer and maybe not”; Dr. Anthony Fauci: “the answer is no” to chloroquine prophylaxis; Fauci overturns M5M interpretation to Fox News: “I’m not dismissing it at all”
0:19:35 Fauci yelled at over IFB for mentioning China during interview with Mark Zuckerberg, cites antiviral remdesivir and “a lot of buzz on the internet” chloroquine; PBS on Trump’s invocation of Defense Production Act and “factually wrong” symptom list, Fauci’s “the answer is no” taken out of context; media refusing to report on Chinese mask stockpile
0:36:34 Joy Reid lies about Trump ignoring coronavirus warnings from “his own intelligence community”, Senate Intelligence Committee only warning “rich donors”, older Trump voters “in states that don’t have healthcare” bound to die in droves; Republicans for the Rule of Law timeline video; South Korean Foreign Minister attributes low mortality rate to aggressive testing; producer note on his lab’s positive rate at less than 0.1%; South Korea’s intrusive surveillance “faithful to the values of our very vibrant democracy”; “turn on your Bluetooth!” ad for TraceTogether tracking app from Singapore; ACC predicts global warming “stay at home days”; Google Drive blocks ACC’s access to chloroquine document as ToS violation
1:00:14 Dr. Fauci diplomatically responds to “what went wrong” badgering from Judy Woodruff, PBS “warning signs, the critical days ahead!” teaser; work by CDC and NIH on 2011 Contagion film; JCD on Democrat panic over prospect of losing black vote
1:07:08 San Diego Asian Film Festival founder Lee Ann Kim gripes about “Chinese virus”; ACC notes that the most woke cities are paralyzed with fear of cancellation; idiotic “Chinese food” scripted question from One America News to Trump, “Chinese Communist Party narrative”; Bannon’s War Room podcast on normalization of Chinese propaganda, New York Times running China Daily insert on Wednesdays; echoing Melania Trump sounding “like Zsa Zsa Gábor in her mansion”; “it’s very scary” iso
1:27:13 Producer Segment
2:10:25 “If the Wuhan Flu doesn’t kill you...” jingle; note from Bay Area cop producer on “holding pattern” when dealing with homeless and lack of guidance on enforcing lockdown orders, likelihood of married couples “boozing and beefing” their way to trouble, Mimi’s record-breaking drive to airport; Baltimore Mayor Jack Young scolds gang members for depriving “COVA virus” victims of hospital beds; JMD noting unusually happy people walking around, ACC noticing more or less the opposite, Texas allowing home delivery of alcohol
2:19:16 Trump holding up $2T bailout over stock buyback restrictions, JCD: oil price war “last straw” in market crash, former New York banker all-in on Silicon Valley leading V recovery; Jim Cramer on prospect of Amazon, Walmart, and Costco as the only surviving retailers; Trump alluding to buying opportunities; JCD’s upcoming “remote work myth” Newsletter essay
2:29:55 Second Half of Show: Trump jokes about “Deep State Department”; ACC debunks conspiracy theory based on Pompeo citing “live exercise” and Trump muttering “should’ve let us know”;

96
QAnon theories about Trump pedophile purge and Hollywood adrenochrome booby-trap

And Now Back to Real News: Tom Hanks, Idris Elba, and Kevin Durant sacrificial lamb diagnoses, Jimmy Fallon and Hari Sreenivasan broadcasting from their basement bunkers; freaked out nurse gripes to poorly-miked Sreenivasan about supply shortages, “we’re just at the beginning of that steep incline!”, ACC “corona boner”, “scud stud” Arthur Kent

Sen. Richard Burr and others under investigation for possible STOCK Act violations; a nervous David Brooks enthuses about “virtual cocktail parties”; clueless Mark Shields gripes about congressional stock sales: “it is blood money and has to be pursued and prosecuted”; M5M emulating “that guy usually played by Woody Harrelson” in disaster movies; David Brooks chokes up describing scenario wherein “everything is surrendered to the common good”

“That’s a great question” for Sanjay Gupta from psychologist Dr. Gretchen Schmelzer

Donation Segment

Michael Bloomberg donates record-breaking $18M to reward DNC for screwing over Bernie Sanders; Michael Flynn lawyer Sidney Powell mentions 675,000 Clinton e-mails on Anthony Weiner’s laptop seized by NYPD officers sickened by QAnon “Frazzledrip” snuff video

NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine misreads ambiguous statement on teleprompter: “when we go to the Moon for the first time it will be international in nature”
1226  Bat’s True (2020-03-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Beep beep beep beep beep! Get out of the graveyard, Curry!” (1:08:55)
0:00:40  JCD “get off the street, slave!” for California house arrestees
0:01:05  Silicon Valley companies joining forces to censor coronavirus “misinformation” and spew propaganda, warnings about AI content police run amok; YouTube demonetization keyword list
0:04:53  National Science Review paper “On the origin and continuing evolution of SARS-CoV-2” discussing two strains: the more lethal “L” in Wuhan and more infectious “S”, ACC Wuhan spraying and Florida chemtrails theory; ACC’s hundreds of producer messages about December mystery non-flu; Dr. Deborah Birx: “models are models”, “I’ve dealt with a lot of modelers in my time, they’re wonderful people…”, ACC: “dickheads”; Johns Hopkins “pew pew” map; Birx: “we will see the number of people diagnosed dramatically increase over the next four to five days” due to rapid increase in testing throughput clearing backlog, accuses media of contributing to panic; media lying about Trump defunding CDC, lack of capacity for testing entire US population, Trump responds to question about celebrities getting tested: “that does happen on occasion”, “this was an obsolete system”; Public Health Service’s Adm. Brett Giroir debunks Biden’s lie that Trump White House refused WHO tests
0:24:36  ACC irked at state lockdowns primarily affecting those who will be relatively unaffected; Bay Area hikers required to maintain six feet of separation; JCD: “you’re not getting a check”, no dead celebrities; Surgeon General Jerome Adams notes his teen sons only care about Kevin Durant’s diagnosis; ACC: “China is a bad actor!” with terrifying TikTok videos, Today Show February 6 native ad for TikTok “taking social media by storm”; compilation of M5M using the term “Wuhan coronavirus” in February, JCD: “all of a sudden they got a phone call from their masters in Beijing”; Trump trolling Yamiche Alcindor when questioned about “kung flu”
0:38:38  France 24 muses that “at the end of the day” coronavirus plague may be beneficial by reducing greenhouse gases; journalist Sonia Shah explains to Democracy Now how global warming is “scrambling our migration patterns”; David Quammen on bats serving as reservoir for SARS and others, “one in every four species of mammal on earth is a bat”; Sam Harris’ Making Sense podcast: “there are problems we have that are global in scale for which there really is only a global solution”, “just imagine if this were climate change, right?”; panic in Joe Rogan fans after appearance by epidemiologist Michael Osterholm; Trump scoffs at question about ceiling on China; CISA/NCC “emergency communications sustainment” letters
0:50:29  Demented NBC reporter: “we are those essential workers”; PBS NewsHour’s Nick Schifrin explains US-China relations worsening as “the world is faking an… facing an economic and medical crisis”; ACC doubles down on April 6 prediction, JCD story: garage sale CERT hard hat, empty threats from Alameda County Sheriff; Austin homeless MIA; JCD’s Grocery Outlet excursion, ACC contrasts HEB with “disaster” Whole Foods suffering under JIT system
1:02:26  Modern monetary theory kicks in with $1T in stimulus, former New York banker looking at Silicon Valley banking technocracy; Chinese Alipay app color-coding and tracking of its users; San Miguel County Colorado on lockdown as it prepares to administer blood tests from Chinese front United Biomedical; Trump announces self-test as alternative to “not very nice” swab
1:11:57  Agenda 21 killing small business; The Simpsons House Cat Flu; NAS Jitsi meetups
1:17:21  Washington Post fake conservative Nancy Pelosi clone Michelle Rubin gloats with Joy Reid over prediction that coronavirus will kill more Republicans than Democrats; Tucker Carlson trots out shady Gregory Rigano to promote malaria drug chloroquine used by Buzzkill Jr.
1:26:20 Shameless ad for Open Care Senior Plan funeral insurance; *Good Morning America* native ad for WHO/Global Citizen “Together at Home” concert with Coldplay’s Chris Martin; Baltimore mayor asking gangs to stop shooting each other to keep hospital beds open

1:32:59 Eurovision Song Contest 2020 in Rotterdam cancelled, JCD: “nnooooo!!”

1:34:17 Harvard-Wuhan lab revolving door, 2019 CISM Military World Games conspiracy theory, JCD booby trap theory revisited, August biosafety event at Ft. Detrick; Trump predicts victory “even faster than we thought”, record eight weeks to human trials of CRISPR “vaccine”

1:45:10 Producer Segment: hate for “Boomer Remover” artwork

2:10:08 JCD’s defective Gross Out coffee; “two strains” as potential sole amygdala-shrinking meme; Netherlands still trying for herd immunity, Italian casualties’ average age of 81; EU finally waking up to the fact that net neutrality laws are a health liability

2:15:27 *60 Minutes* report on the 1976 swine flu vaccine fiasco kicked off by single death at Ft. Dix, former CDC head David Sencer admits “several reported but none confirmed”; The *No Agenda* Swine Flu Minute revisited

2:23:34 Hillary Clinton lies to Fareed Zakaria about SARS timeline and Trump’s alleged CDC cuts, hypocritical “I don’t think it’s a time to point fingers”; WTF moment as CNN’s Dana Bash applauds Trump’s demeanor amidst the crisis; FEMA boots on the ground under Stafford Act

2:30:27 Mike Pence on closing of Canadian border, FEMA mandate to “support disasters that are locally executed, state managed, and federally supported”; ACC story: FEMA black boxes at Digex alongside *mtv.com* in 1992; *NCIS: Los Angeles* “you can never trust a hippie” and Bernie “China’s terrible awful, nothing ever good, rufruhruhrhrah” isos

2:36:20 Donation Segment: supermarket and picnic meetups

2:51:34 Bernie “go to the YouTube right now” Sanders and Joe “look, here’s the deal!” Biden bicker about Social Security cuts at CNN-Univision Democrat debate, ACC: “this is literally two guys in the park yelling over checkers!”, “it looked like two losers beyond their sell-by date”

2:59:37 Cenk Uygur’s ominous “tick tock” ad, ACC: “he wants to be the Alex Jones of the good guys”
1225 Toilet Preppers (2020-03-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “Clean out your bong water, people.” (1:37:35)
0:00:33 Toilet paper hoarding precipitated by Trump’s Wednesday address, JCD’s Costco traffic jam, fractal of 1973 run on toilet paper, Stephen Colbert propagates Procter & Gamble shortage meme; Tourette’s sufferer Steve Mnuchin on travel spending vs supply spending, China back in business; Curry family reports from Europe, ACC: “buying anything, buying the shelf!”
0:10:45 Trump’s teleprompter-less Rose Garden address with retail CEOs; Lawrence O’Donnell: “more people are dead and dying in America tonight because Donald Trump is president!”; Dr. Deborah Birx contrasts testing expansion with AIDS in the 1980s, Google engineers working on screening site; Trump’s “racism” toward Yamiche Alcindor; Europe impressed with all-American drive-through testing; Trump: “some of the doctors say it will wash through” in weeks; Time noting unusual flu season in January, CDC’s count of 22-55k deaths, ACC theory: “this thing has already washed through us” starting in Ohio; Israeli proximity warning app
0:30:57 Dr. Drew Pinsky contrasts 18k flu deaths with 100 from COVID-19, media ignoring WHO mortality rate caveat, “concerted effort” to induce panic; CBC The National and PBS NewsHour devoted entirely to pandemic, hysteria over 193 cases in Canada; UK police given Lisbon Treaty power to arrest the sick; Justin Trudeau working from isolation, globalist shill: “a border is not going to contain the virus”, ACC: “yes it will!”; media fine with Trudeau not getting tested, Trump’s 25th Amendment reason to avoid it; Canadian government shutting down, Dr. Drew cites Dunning-Kruger effect: “people that are real experts feel like imposters”; Canadians panic buying toilet paper; pork, Beyond Meat, and Dasani left on the shelves
0:48:20 Bogus Italy “lockdown” expanded to require travel affidavits, “wartime situation” with ventilator shortages, JCD: “it’s a death panel!”; Florence “Hug a Chinese Day” and CNN wailing about racist “Chinese coronavirus”; SARS expert Zhong Nanshan predicting end of outbreak in April; closet socialist Bill de Blasio to Joy Reid: “this is a case for a nationalization
0:59:08 Producer note on Chinese spies at Johns Hopkins; JHU panelist: “this is a coordinated effort to sow discord and division when we need it the most…”; National Guard “containment area” in New Rochelle, first New York death an 83-year-old woman, new term “Boomer remover”
1:08:22 Pelosi “epidemiological” fail, “testing, testing, testing”; Joe Biden’s farce of a virtual town hall with screaming baby on VOX, “but even I can’t do that for another two year, another year, between now and November — or actually January — but it’d be covered”
1:14:44 Producer Segment: toilet paper hoarders “toilet preppers”
1:45:44 ACC recommends Netflix Cheer cheerleading documentary; Pete Buttigieg guest-hosts Jimmy Kimmel Live in front of ten-person audience, JCD on Marco Rubio’s show business background
2:00:17 Lame NRA video celebrates “AR-14” shouting match with Joe Biden; Champaign Illinois mayor’s emergency power to ban firearms and alcohol (CotD); former Tallahassee Mayor Andrew Gillum found intoxicated at Miami hotel with male escort suffering meth overdose
2:07:08 Heavily-scripted The View promotes Hillary as Biden VP pick; JCD recommends 1917
2:15:06 African locust plague reports from ITV and CNN blaming global warming, chuckling expert pontificates “the link to climate change is clear”
2:24:48 Donation Segment: “Black Dame” vs “Dame Plus”
2:41:07 Ursula von der Leyen announces €250bn “Green Deal” with “sustainable new growth model” for 2050; Frans Timmermans on 2030 targets left completely unspecified to get law passed
2:50:34 JCD compares still-MIA Corey Feldman documentary with Moller Skycar; Hillary isos
0:00:00 JCD: “Uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh!” (2:16:53)
0:00:36 Andrew Horowitz’ “L recovery”, JCD: “all cash, baby!”
0:01:50 ACC issues “solid D-minus” to Trump’s teleprompter read, comedic “you have any white stuff?” live feed beforehand, unprofessional mic check, ACC: “it’s one two one two check twol”, confusion over poorly-written restrictions on flights from EU, lame “okaay!” postamble
0:06:59 A very sad Don Lemon fails to get California Lieutenant Governor Eleni Kounalakis to bash federal government’s coronavirus response; Gov. Gavin Newsom praises conversation with Trump; unhinged Lemon gets in a shouting match with Gov. John Kasich because he doesn’t hate Trump enough; freshly-minted CNN contributor Andrew Yang predicts return of the Obama-era “technocrats” under Joe Biden, JCD: “Valerie Jarrett!”
0:13:41 New “flatten the curve” meme, JCD’s expanded parking options on haircut outing
0:16:54 October 2019 “Event 201” CAPS coronavirus pandemic exercise hosted by spook school Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, Moskovitz/Tuna Open Philanthropy Project, “it began in healthy-looking pigs” video; JCD and JMD discussing Tom Hanks’ hopes for survival; Event 201 three-weeks-later scenario with “GNN” headlines; 33-second video from Tom Hanks’ son Chet; Event 201 “social distancing” meme; Johns Hopkins’ Tom Inglesby to CBS on Fauci “ten times deadlier” meme; globalist Inglesby addresses Event 201 attendees
0:42:21 ACC’s sister Willow reporting on restaurant closings in Italy; Chinese/EU bioweapon and 5G conspiracy theories; toilet paper hoarding psychology; New Zealand victim “curiously” looking fine after Diamond Princess cruise: “I never really felt unwell”; local report on Florida woman quarantined for a month; NBC News outlier with “my worst symptom was the fever”
0:50:34 Buzzkill Jr. denied tests in spite of symptoms; ACC’s deaths-per-day top ten list with 3,014 from tuberculosis vs 56 from COVID-19; Rep. Ken Buck proposes amendment renaming H.R.6172 USA FREEDOM Reauthorization Act of 2020 “Federal Initiative to Spy on Americans (FISA) Act”; Pelosi flatly rejects White House proposal for payroll tax relief as Congress trots off on vacation; Pelosi “this is Armageddon” iso; JCD “I’m starting a podcast!” iso
0:59:20 “Huge news!” as NBA suspends season; LeBron James walks back his “I ain’t playin’”; Dutch PM Mark Rutte announces an end to handshakes and immediately tries to shake someone’s hand; United Airlines flight diverted due to riot precipitated by sneezing passenger
1:06:27 Two major Robinhood app outages during periods of market freefall; London scientists recruiting test subjects willing to be injected with the virus for $4,000
1:09:31 JCD’s hand sanitizer burger practical joke; carnival Barker Gov. Andrew Cuomos announces NYS Clean hand sanitizer with “floral bouquet” made by Corcraft with prison slave labor, ACC: “how about Prison Hooch Hand Wash?”; propylene glycol fumes folk remedy
1:15:14 CBS News closing headquarters; CNBC personnel in alternative locations; JCD on silver lining of the world receiving a much-needed cleaning; ACC predicts creeping incrementalism
1:21:25 Producer Segment: selfquarantining.com
1:46:39 Joe Biden “I’m not a pundit” iso; ACC contacted by his agent after Joe Rogan appearance and put on Animated No Agenda trail; producer apologizes for trolling ACC on Usenet
1:49:37 DHS vs airlines on tracking overseas passengers; EU pushing constitutional amendments to make exiting union impossible, Guy Verhofstadt threatens “a union without opt-ins, opt-outs, rebates, exceptions, and above all without unanimity rules and veto rights”, JCD: “where’s the Sieg Heil?”, 71% of Dutch in favor of Nexit; digital services tax to kick in on April 1
Biden to be allowed to sit down for next debate; “sexism in Hitler’s/Hillary’s race” controversy; “shush!” for female handler during Detroit Second Amendment ambush, JCD on Reagan’s tactic of getting press to yell at him, “take your AR-14s away” fiasco, JCD: “a directed energy weapon used in the game Halo”; Democracy Now on irregularities in Missouri and Michigan primaries; Michael Moore blames Trump for apathetic voters turning away from Bernie

Job offers for Biden’s former opponents; Democrat pollster insists that Biden needs running mate who is “not a white male, right? preferably not white!”; “woman of color” Tulsi Gabbard; Vermin Supreme: “how much fun do you want to have in 2020?”; Amanda Hunter lies to PBS: “voters ... will vote for a man that they don’t like”, JCD counters with Bloomberg; ACC still watching Hillary documentary, conversion to the dark side around 1990; ACC and JCD wrangle over the extent to which Americans still trust the mainstream media

Climate scientist Prince Harry spews Trump hate at Russian phone pranksters Vovan & Lexus

Google served with geofence search warrant in Gainesville Florida burglary case; JCD gripes about Mechanics Bank charging a fee to use cost-saving ATMs; Bitcoin “V recovery” vs gold

Vague generalities from Democracy Now on Saudi Arabia royal family crackdown; endless gasoline and bread lines in Wes Clark Seven country Sudan; locusts in South Sudan and other parts of Africa, ACC: “are the locusts edible?”, kosher locusts in Israel

Massachusetts considering law against body size discrimination; Bloomberg vs Napoleon

Harvey Weinstein’s unanticipated 23 years in consecutive prison sentences, JCD faked death theory, ACC proposes prosecution for male and female accomplices
**1223 Ogamacare (2020-03-08)**

0:00:00 ACC: “Orange man kill babies!” (0:34:16)

0:00:37 JCD: “shaved heads and fists in the air!” for International Women’s Day; New York banker’s “V recovery”; Trump “refinance the debt” meme resurfaces; Soros coronavirus conspiracy theories; JCD questions Silicon Valley CEOs favoring remote work, Fletcher “coronaa!”

0:10:51 Austin cancels SxSW immediately following enactment of $8.3bn Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act; tequila-swilling mayor’s “go to the bars!” video; NPR dingbat on Trump’s initial request for $1.25bn; $2.2bn for H&HS to “carry out surveillance”; State Department “foreign operations and related programs” CIA black budget, new term “SARS-CoV-2” spawning conspiracy theories, ACC predicts end of crisis in 30 days

0:28:42 Assistant Secretary for Health Brett Giroir “caveats” estimated mortality rate between 0.1-1.0%; smug Princeton Prof. Eddie Glaude draws comparison with Hurricane Katrina “right?”; Nicolle Wallace: “let’s just lean into that for a minute!”; producer note on nationwide toilet paper shortage, Tissue World trade show; Jack Dorsey rethinking move to Africa advocated by his “swami”; 11M on lockdown in Lombardy; $1bn appropriation for US activities overseas

0:41:18 Hillary “look!” to Jimmy Fallon on Biden herself as perfect vehicle to “retire the incumbent”, blatantly lies about Russian interference, “you can pay to put lies on Facebook”, ACC: “is there a portal?”, “we know ... that Iran tried to mess with the primary”; elaborate “I’m not even thinking about that” lie about Biden-Clinton ticket; elusive clip of Klobuchar “join the tick... join the Joe Biden... kidding” gaffe; UAW head Gary Jones indicted just prior to Michigan primary over misuse of funds for golf and “horseback riding on the beach” (CotD)

1:03:43 David Brooks perplexed by “spontaneous move” to get behind Biden, “advertising, especially in a high-profile campaign, just does not work”, no mention of Russian $110,000, Koch Brothers, or Citizens United; New York Times’ Mara Gaye and Brian Williams agree on MSNBC with tweet asserting that Michael Bloomberg should have given every American $1,000

1:13:09 Producer Segment: No Agenda Shop keiretsu; JCD’s “discovery” of Erica Hill

1:48:19 Joe Biden “Gaffe Mania”: “we can only re-elect Donald Trump” taken out of context; “thanks, Chuck” train wreck with Chris Wallace; drunk or not drunk “O’Biden... Obama Democrat” and “building on Ogamacare”; 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act

1:56:55 Rundown of candidates from parties no one has heard of, Vermin Supreme “you should let me run your life” pitch; 2016 video of Cenk Uygur throwing “where’s the plane?” temper tantrum

2:03:51 Vape Wars: GWU Prof. John Banzhaf propagates bogus research to HLN that “thirdhand smoke” residue on clothing is somehow “more toxic” than secondhand smoke

2:15:18 Democracy Now grieves about “two older white men” being promoted by M5M in Democrat race, Elizabeth Warren’s refusal to endorse Bernie; ACC notes Warren’s latent hotness factor after Saturday Night Live appearance; hypocrite Kamala Harris endorsing Biden

2:22:26 Donation Segment

2:41:09 Saudi Arabia and Russia locked in oil price war; Saudi princes arrested for plotting coup

2:45:21 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez promotes 2020 Census participation with guffawing Seth Meyers, new dog Deco’s photo shoot as chair of House Rules Committee

2:50:15 Greek police fire tear gas at Syrian migrants at border; “Nexit” and pegging guilder to euro

2:52:47 PBS philanthropist Rosalind P. “Rosie the Riveter” Walter dead at 95
1222  Booby-Trap (2020-03-05)

0:00:00  JCD: “Don’t kiss!” (0:31:13)
0:00:33  ACC reflects on his Joe Rogan Experience appearance, listener theories on somatic experiencing vs Tourette syndrome, “host read spot” spam from Audioboom, thumbs-up from JMD
0:10:35  ACC takes note of TSA zika warning signs; Congo ebola outbreak nearing an end; Gucci face mask on LA flight, mask hoarders assured they only work for doctors; no mention of 19 killed by Tennessee tornadoes; ABC on coronavirus in LA & New York; Democracy Now: “far deadlier” than flu; Anderson Pooper doesn’t bother to correct “death toll climbing to 105”; Harvard expert Marc Lipsitch predicts “millions of people dying” with JCD boi-oi-oing sound effect; James Bond film delayed; Ray Wang predicts end of “media-induced panic” by May
0:28:08  Two coronavirus strains in China; not-so-woke Margaret Brennan grills Alex Azar about victim’s gender, no kissing in France, new “whistleblower” complaint about untested public health workers, Brennan tries to blame Trump for West Coast cases, Azar tiptoes around Lipitor or Viagra supply issue; Trump underscores importance of restoring domestic manufacturing; JCD on possible “booby-trap” in stolen bioweapon, SNL “black people can’t get the coronavirus!”
0:42:14  No PATRIOT Act activity yet; WHO warns about using cash and promotes SJW terminology; C-SPAN caller accuses China of hiding virus in bubble wrap; $1,300 stimulus payments in Hong Kong, mass surveillance in Taiwan; Andy Brenner calls for mythical Plunge Protection Team
0:53:32  Ali Velshi explains “print more money” Modern Monetary Theory to MSNBC; JCD on Anonymous Gay Accountant’s billionaire clients irked at getting none of Trump’s tax cuts
0:59:06  ACC avoiding hot tubs and light aircraft after unraveling vape wars scam for Joe Rogan
1:00:30  Producer Segment
1:30:50  Brit Hume’s “Sexy Vixen Vinyl” browser tab; Laura Basset piling on with GQ article “Like Warren, I Had My Own Sexist Run-In with Chris Matthews”, “Bill Cosby pill” hot mic comment, “afraid to name him” cop-out; Matthews’ on-air resignation with carefully-written sarcasm “better standards than we grew up with, fair standards”; possible new host Joy Reid
1:45:57  Super Tuesday “poll pads” in Austin, presidential results tallied in secret; Greg Palast on CA No Party Preference vs “crossover” ballots, JCD: “lies!”; Putin’s $110k vs Bloomberg’s $600M
1:57:15  Bloomberg’s boring three minutes on CBS & NBC; Michael Moore pisses off South Carolina; JCD’s winning Biden prediction, Austin mayor an adoring fan in Dallas; Klobuchar, Bloomberg, Buttigieg drop out at behest of Obama & Clinton; Biden appoints Beto gun Czar; Hillary: “is it because they’re already part of an establishment, no”, ACC & JCD: “yeah!”
2:10:10  Biden’s “1920 or 2020” gaffe, “only affordable” healthcare promise, wife-sister swap, “you know the thing” Declaration of Independence botch; ABC hints at race-rigging; CBS on Bernie’s narrow appeal; irate Cenk Uygur: “you wanna go to war, we’ll go to war!” (CotD); Obama lauds Cuban literacy at 2016 town hall; Biden’s 1987 barrage of lies about his academic credentials; JCD on money for “down-ballot” candidates; Donna Brazile accuses RNC chair Ronna McDaniel of using “Russian talking points to sow division”, “go to Hell!” iso; Trump “it’s got the world aflutter!” iso, “wow, good job!” from Don’t Walk, Run! YouTuber
2:32:00  Donation Segment: producer involvement in ACC’s JRE appearance
2:53:44  Judicial Watch announces deposition from Hillary in Benghazi FOIA case
1221  Biden Reset (2020-03-01)

0:00:00  ACC: “Just tell me what’s happenin’ with your banana!” (1:02:00)
0:00:34  Joe Biden’s South Carolina comeback potentially due to cross-ballot GOP voters; Kurt Vonnegut “unstuck in time” moments including “nominating the first African-American woman to the United States Senate” and endorsement of Jaime Harrison “the next president of the United States next senator”; “China doesn’t have enough water, W-A-T-E-R”, confuses Taiwan and Thailand (BCotD); CBSN delighted with “Biden reset”; 93 of 95 superdelegates assure New York Times they will vote against Bernie; M5M “Bernie made this mess for himself” compilation
0:15:26  Lurie D. Favors rants furiously at Karen Hunter about Bloomberg’s racist policies and then admits “yes, I will have to vote for him”; Bloomberg’s prominent four-inch lift shoes; “Sen. Sanders could go to the KGB Bar” shtick, JCD: “here we have an unfunny Jew”
0:24:03  Obama cease-and-desist for anti-Biden Republican PAC “plantation politics” ad; Steve Bannon to Maria Bartiromo: still a possibility of Hillary or Michelle Obama entering race; Podcast Girl jingle for Hillary’s new podcast; fake Republican David Brooks tells dubious story about informal polling in Compton and Watts, overuse of the term “swoop”, appeals to Obama & Clinton to save party from Bernie, potential downside for Trump from coronavirus
0:36:11  Unhinged Bill Maher argues with Buck Sexton about Trump’s coronavirus response: Mark Shields on Biden’s single padlocked-shut office in California; clueless Malcolm Nance to obnoxious CFR Why It Matters podcast on Russia using “information cruise missiles” to interfere with elections, uptalking host Gabrielle Sierra: “well, that’s bleak and scary”
0:49:16  Iain Duncan Smith identifies “panic” in EU over UK’s potential post-Brexit competitiveness; French protestors set fire to Gare de Lyon station; Turkey reopens refugee floodgates to Europe
1:00:41  Radiolab-style overproduced BBC piece on the coming demise of the cavendish banana, JCD: “high amateur”; producer note on nightmares caused by 1.3x listening
1:08:13  Producer Segment: Sir John Vogel’s film The Trouble; Oakland meetup “sucker baby”
2:13:15  Wuhan Flu: New England Journal of Medicine article by Anthony Fauci compares fatality rate to seasonal flu; Sanjay Gupta on flawed surveillance: “we may be missing people”; Gupta struggles to interpret Trump’s “the flu is much higher than that” comment; CBS and MSNBC try to figure out gender of Washington victim; Dr. Drew Pinsky: “we’re not overreacting, the press is overreacting and it makes me furious!”, “the press needs to shut up”; Tim Cook to CNBC: “no long-term difference” in spite of market chaos, “we are a buyer”; CBS blasts Trump for “hoax” meme; Qatari MERS report from 2012
2:36:21  Fauci assuages press conference attendees that he is not being “muzzled” by the administration, ACC predicts “sold out” meme for Fauci; hysterical Fox News on impact on pets, ACC: “I like it when she’s not trying to alarm me by shouting!”; CNN whines about “lack of diversity” on Trump’s panel of experts, ACC predicts PATRIOT Act reauthorization in $8bn funding bill
2:44:52  Locust plague in East Africa exacerbated by pesticide shortages, ACC: “where’s Bill Gates?”, ten Biblical plagues; Afghanistan peace agreement signed, ACC: “I think it’s a drug deal”
2:53:42  Donation Segment
3:08:56  Steven Spielberg steps down from Indiana Jones 5; protests at César Awards over Roman Polanski’s best director award; Spielberg child actors and Bob Iger’s abrupt resignation
3:11:20  SpaceX Starship SN1 rocket explodes near Brownsville; “Trader” Joe Coulombe dead at 89
3:13:07  Chinese gold medal swimmer Sun Yang banned over doping; 15% of Reddit owned by Chinese
3:15:25  Rep. John Ratcliffe again nominated to be Director of National Intelligence
0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “He’s anti-science!” (0:16:01)

0:00:34 ACC captures live stream audio for an hour and a half before the show

0:02:27 CNN walks back NYT story about Russia meddling in 2020 election; official Shelby Pierson to NPR in January: “even Americans might be looking to undermine confidence in the elections”

0:09:00 Kung Flu: infrared thermometers and barcode readers, San Francisco state of emergency based on zero cases, $3,000 tests not covered by insurance; New York Times mocks Trump’s “wash your hands” strategy and then recommends its readers wash their hands; CDC official on current level of preparedness; WHO “public health emergency of international concern” vs pandemic, Director General Tedros Adhanom’s January meeting with Xi Jinping, wide-open Addis Ababa airport, as-yet untriggered $500M Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility bond

0:25:55 Report from ACC’s sister Willow Curry on coronavirus anti-Chinese discrimination and panic in Italy; viral video of Iranian deputy health minister showing symptoms; Steven Mosher to Tucker Carlson: virus may have escaped Wuhan lab because researchers “take the bats and the rats and the snakes ... to the local fresh meat market”; “financial reset” theories from Andrew Horowitz & Max Keiser, Micron Technology expanding due to Trump tax cuts

0:38:27 International Olympic Committee “longest standing member” Dick Pound warning about cancellation of Tokyo Olympics; capricious EU health ministers decide not to increase border security; clueless Larry Kudlow confuses Gilead’s remdesivir with a vaccine

0:47:58 ABC News suspends “socialist” reporter David Wright over comments to Project Veritas; possible #MeToo and Disney+ flop theories for Bob Iger resignation; Time editor-at-large Anand Giridharadas compares gender with democracy and socialism, “right?”, “let’s end this ridiculous binary and have some understanding of economic fluidity”

0:57:01 Producer Segment: Texas “welcome home, doofus” myth; Jimmy Kimmel’s 12 minutes of ads

1:28:00 JCD’s “most annoying clip I’ve ever produced” of Democrat debate pandemonium; globalist Tom Steyer, Warren attacks Michael “duck lips” Bloomberg, “kill it!” and Bernie “how many hours do you have?” isos; Bloomberg “I bough... I, I got them” flub, Scott Adams on possibility of Bloomberg cutting off money hose to confound Bernie; Klobuchar’s “pretty good one”

1:44:30 Joe Biden’s “not a joke” for black woman on Supreme Court, venue packed with well-heeled supporters, gaffe collection including “150 million people” killed with guns since 2007; post-debate “Freudian slip” confusing trillions with billions; “Democratic candidate for the United States Senate”, Paris Climate Accord work with “Deng Xiaoping”; “here’s the deal, look!”

2:07:51 Drunk or not drunk Chris Matthews on Putin’s “scurrilous effort”; Matthews apologizes for comparing Bernie to 1940 France; Bernie the “sloganeer”; dismal stories about NHS

2:17:38 Bloomberg senior advisor Tim O’Brien on “loony side of Bernie” like rape fantasies, ACC: “let’s touch each other’s genitals, we’re socialists!”; Mike Pence compares Democrat candidates to demolition derby; “inclusive” Village People tell the truth about Trump’s use of their songs

2:25:36 Donation Segment

2:41:32 EU farmers just getting by, nut industry’s war on milk; Emmanuel Macron vows to protect Mont Blanc from “extinction-level event for the skiing industry”; “irrational” world markets

2:49:36 Five months in prison for Hot Pockets heiress Michelle Janavs; Wells Fargo fined $3bn
1219 Peak Nuts (2020-02-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Let’s scupper da deal. Scupper!” (2:07:14)

0:00:35 ACC in Fort Lauderdale hotel armed with tea and decaf for cockroach-infested Keurig; TSA Pre✓ denied to one-way ticket holders, tips for avoiding “oh, look at all these wires!” scenario; organizer’s father Cracked Magazine editor Dick Kulpa, inside information on PAVE Parents Against Vaping and E-cigarette funded by “the new Soros” Michael Bloomberg, Anonymous Millennial’s published paper based on show notes research

0:15:36 MSNBC “he would love to burn down the United States!” Bernie Sanders hysteria compilation; New York Times spook Maggie Haberman to CNN on “breaking news” of Russia interfering in 2020 election: “sure!” followed by zero facts; co-author Adam Goldman’s “I think... I was told” flubs for MSNBC, accidental mention of China; Eric Swalwell: Russia is rooting for Bernie

0:29:25 Unhinged Lawrence O’Donnell proclaims “the President is a Russian operative”, bitches about DNI appointment of Richard Grenell; highest-ranking openly gay White House official Grenell on House Intelligence Committee leaked by Adam Schiff, ACC: “we are at peak nuts now”; Chris Matthews compares Bernie Sanders to France’s capitulation to Hitler; James Carville reminds Nicolle Wallace that media is powerless: “if you lose Wolf Blitzer you’re not gonna lose anything”, “straight line” to conclude Russia is helping Trump by helping Bernie

0:43:34 David Brooks notes Bloomberg’s lack of debate practice, flat-footed Democrats; Joy Reid on Sanders’ “sheer unadulterated rage” appeal; Mark Shields contrasts Democrat strategy with Revolutionary War against “the monarch”; Brian Williams quotes Chris Matthews: “they’re gonna kill him, but they may not stop him”, ACC: “what??”; ADOS favoring Biden in Nevada; Rep. Tim Scott predicts 12% black support for Trump based on his pro-black policies

0:57:37 Trump at Colorado rally: “they came all over the place!”; NBC stand-up comedy compilation of Trump mocking latest Democrat debate; non-disparagement agreements at Nevada caucus

1:06:36 Producer Segment: Sharpton gripes about Democrats being intimidated by Bernie “trawlers”

1:35:36 Rod Blagojevich teases dirt he may have on Obama with Jesse Waters; furious Anderson Pooper grills Blagojevich over criminal justice reforms: “there’s a lot of people in Illinois who actually like spit up when you say that”, wrangling over hospital funding, “you’re creating a whole new alternate universe of facts ... but it’s still, frankly, just bullshit!” (CotD)

1:47:38 One America News on proposed 2018 Vault 7 deal between Trump administration and Julian Assange’s legal team personally torpedoed by James Comey, JCD: “it ruins the narrative about the Russia hack of the DNC”

1:54:16 Donation Segment for Fort Lauderdale meetup: JCD enthuses about Georgia buttermilk

2:02:40 Post-Brexit EU budget negotiation difficulties due to absence of UK

2:10:38 Donation Segment: “kibosh” on emergency karma requests

2:24:03 Forbes writer Dr. Karlyn Borysenko to Glenn Beck on “roving gangs of social justice warriors” afflicting the knitting community; bizarre “responsible for the destruction of our planet” question for Joe Biden from NBC-Telemundo debate; producer note on Google Forms in Nevada caucuses; peculiar math in Iowa caucus results; Trump “they’ve gone nuts!” iso

2:32:40 Harvey Weinstein jury deadlocked over predatory sexual assault charges

2:38:00 Katy Tur proposes entrapment of white extremists to FBI stooge Frank Figliuzzi

2:42:07 PBS on coronavirus spike in South Korean; producer blames TikTok for millennial hysteria

2:44:04 10% election turnout in Iran after banning of 7,000 candidates; unity government in South Sudan; “your papers please” in Lille France; one-year anniversary of Algerian Hirak movement
1218  Eggsistential (2020-02-20)

0:00:00  ACC & JCD: “Aand, aand, aand!” (2:14:32)
0:00:36  JCD gripes about return of drought to California, “milieu” pronunciation alternatives
0:01:25  Debate lecterns lowered to accommodate Mike Bloomberg; Bloomberg badgered by Elizabeth Warren over NDAs with “a man or a woman, or could be more than that”, JCD proposes citing non-disparagement agreements; “fat broads and horse-faced lesbians” opening shot; “management job” closing statement; Bloomberg’s 2017 “get behind” Trump message for The View, 2011 “big fan” clip; ACC irked at outrage over Amazon’s tax-exempt R&D budget
0:15:32  Bloomberg and Bernie squabble over houses; Adderall-fired Biden’s “look!” rant about climate jobs, idiotic “my time’s gonna run out”, 500,000 charging stations and high-speed rail
0:24:05  Trump celebrates Bloomberg getting “pounded”; self-correcting overpopulation, 45-minute charging station waits; Bernie’s “eggsistential threat”; NBC scrubs yes-or-no delegate question; screeching Kshama Sawant introduces Bernie in Tacoma; producer note on Bloomberg sans hearing aids, Mayor Pete cites “stop and frisk” Denmark as the new American dream; Michael Moore “Michael Bloomberg is a terrorist” and “drugged by a tainted cupcake” isos
0:41:05  ABC on blocks-long line to see Bernie in California vs Bloomberg “Bernie bros” ads, Warren telegraphs NDA “ummuzzle them”; ACC on test of “buy the presidency” meme; MSNBC & CNN bashing Bloomberg now that ad buys are done; Tom Steyer’s idiotic “formal commission on race” reparations plan; MLK niece Alveda King to Fox News: “people are saying our wages are up”; Stacey Abrams to The View: “of course” she would accept VP nomination; Mayor Pete’s joke writer addresses Trump “doing chores” for him; annoying AP podcast on Nevada caucuses using Google Forms, ACC: “scam ahead!”, JCD on “smoke filled rooms”
1:01:11  Producer Segment: ACC’s new WinRed “500% MATCHED FUNDS!” text
1:32:47  Democracy Now whines about Trump’s pardons and commutations for “political allies” like Rod Blagojevich, ACC on Obama’s Senate seat secured via leaks by David Axelrod, corrupt fundraiser Tony Rezko, “he is going to rat Obama out”, FDR’s corrupt “administrative state”
1:47:24  Eric Holder “still the president’s wingman” in 2013; 2,000 former DoJ officials calling for Bill Barr’s resignation, JCD identifies mailing list calling for impeachment in 2017; Alan Dershowitz on JFK’s control of DoJ, teases lawsuit over Obama turning loose FBI at behest of George Soros; Chris Matthews scammed by John Bolton pushing Chapter 14 of his book
1:57:02  60-second ABC News native ad for “Presidents’ Day deals”
2:00:11  Donation Segment
2:14:42  Parallel governments in Afghanistan; Trump proposing massive cuts in funding for Middle East wars, drones being replaced by Space Force lasers; 22 killed in Cameroon massacre; EU considering forcing UK to return Elgin Marbles
2:19:52  338 Americans sloppily evacuated from Diamond Princess cruise ship: no spillover into Africa, mortality rates by age and comorbidity; stand-up comic escapes quarantine in Cambodia; Prada show and Tokyo Marathon cancelled; elderberry and chokeberry products
2:29:38  Trump trying to placate parents of British man Harry Dunn killed by spook Anne Sacoolas
2:32:41  Disappearance of Saudi students accused of serious crimes; “drugged by a tainted cupcake”
2:36:36  Communist San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin’s plan to reimburse car burglary victims, return of the Manhattan squeegee guys; Denver camping ban struck down on basis of Eighth Amendment, business owners afraid to speak out; Malibu cracking down on RV parking; hate crime citation for Austin man playing livestream audio in homeless-filled alley behind his apartment
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1217 The Elders (2020-02-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Cholera awaits.” (0:09:58)
0:00:32 JCD curious about turnout for Bernie Sanders’ upcoming Tacoma Dome “rock concert”
0:02:27 Supreme Court refuses to hear Ninth Circuit case on homelessness and Eighth Amendment, “it effectively creates a constitutional right to camp”, JCD’s double parking counterexample
0:10:41 Michael Avenatti found guilty of attempting to extort Nike, held in solitary confinement cell that held El Chapo; Washington Free Beacon “Donald Trump is terrified of Michael Avenatti” compilation, “all of my sexual fantasies involve handcuffs” iso
0:17:29 Hysterical Bill Maher discusses “Trump won’t leave” meme with Amy Klobuchar, Katie Couric: “you are obsessed with this, Bill”, Maher and Van Jones debate the merits of appealing to police and the military, “the most rare and fragile form of government” fallacy, New York Times Bret Stephens’ “the military in which he refused to serve” lie, JCD: “they’re being poisoned by these shows”; delusional Dave Winer predicts deportation for Michael Bloomberg; ACC’s “Adam Curry – Texas” Twitter identity; Twenty-second Amendment repeal attempts
0:36:49 John Brennan to Chris Matthews: John Durham CIA investigation “kind of silly”; Durham’s involvement in Whitey Bulger corruption and CIA torture cases; unhinged Mark Shields splutters incoherently about Russia collusion, “he’s unburdened and unfettered and, and scary!”
0:47:22 Rumors flying about Michael Bloomberg “considering” Hillary; MSNBC and CNN panels hand-wring about diminished role of superdelegates, Andrea Mitchell: “you don’t have the members of Congress who would be the elders”; JCD on “Mike for blacks event” with “maybe one Chicano” vs attractive women at Trump events vs Bernie’s “old farts and old battle axes”; female Jeff Pegues clone on Bloomberg support from former Columbus Mayor Michael B. Coleman; Giuliani’s “stop, question, and frisk” vs Bloomberg the Nazi’s “stop and frisk”; ACC’s Mexican friend all-in on Bloomberg, “who?” for Buttigieg “the gay guy”
1:04:05 Producer Segment: libertymaniacs.com art; “Dimension A is reality” clarification
1:42:10 German producer to submit Animated No Agenda to Content Marketing Forum awards; Bloomberg article on Golden Mic award for podcasting “born in the halls of public radio”
1:51:24 US tariffs on European airplanes and wine, ACC irked at 2016 Pinot Noir prices; Irish MEP Mick Wallace reprimanded for calling Juan Guaidó an “unelected gobshite”; French doctors up in arms over “politics of accountancy” budget cuts, JCD: “the bean counters!”; Amsterdam Mayor Femke Halsema contemplating ban on weed sales to tourists “pissing in mailboxes”
2:01:39 “Give peace a chance” deal with Taliban in progress; CBS on CDC’s five coronavirus laboratories and Inovia Pharmaceuticals vaccine in development, ACC’s millennials particularly affected by outbreak; PBS on 14,000 flu deaths; Dr. Drew Pinsky: “you are much more likely to die of the flu”; producer note on Wenzhou residents locked inside apartments and schools
2:10:16 Workers of the world unite“ Oscar acceptance speech for Obama-backed American Factory, director Julia Reichert on defunct Dayton OH plant resurrected by "Chinese billionaire entrepreneur", ACC: automation prediction "Obama's fuck you to Trump“
2:27:29 PBS overview of campaigns in Carolinas & Nevada; dog-hating Bloomberg’s “effete elite” voice
2:33:28 Donation Segment
2:48:04 Helium-voiced Thomas Dupree discusses Trump’s relationship with DoJ with NewsHour
2:52:12 Joe Scarborough goes on unhinged rant over Snoop Dogg’s “threats” against Gayle King
JCD: “Gotta move!” ACC: “Gotta move, babe!” (2:10:22)
M5M delighted with resignation of four DoJ attorneys on Roger Stone case
ACC perplexed at hype over Parasite; Joaquin Phoenix accepts Oscar by rambling about artificial insemination of cows; Netflix $15bn content budget vs $14bn in debt; campaign to tweet Animated No Agenda at Trump; ACC’s millennial ditches after best picture
Joe Biden channels Hillary Clinton with pandering “we don’t feel no ways tired” ad; Jerry Falwell Jr. proposes Mitt Romney leave GOP; Iowa Democrat Party chair resigns over caucus “glitches”; tinny-sounding Rush Limbaugh on waning enthusiasm for 2020 election among millennials; ACC’s mother’s battle with lung cancer; theory of Bernie as sacrificial lamb
Joy Reid asserts black voters “are going to Bloomberg” as Biden campaign withers; Fox Radio on suspension of Deval Patrick’s campaign; Clinton insider Adrienne Elrod: Bloomberg “absolutely” able to run DNC; new series of Bloomberg ads featuring Obama; Steve Pieczenik confirms “Psyop Pete” theory based in part on his work for military industrial complex McKinsey & Company, ACC: “I’m not even sure he’s gay”, insignia-less Afghanistan photo
Joy Reid asserts black voters “are going to Bloomberg” as Biden campaign withers; Fox Radio on suspension of Deval Patrick’s campaign; Clinton insider Adrienne Elrod: Bloomberg “absolutely” able to run DNC; new series of Bloomberg ads featuring Obama; Steve Pieczenik confirms “Psyop Pete” theory based in part on his work for military industrial complex McKinsey & Company, ACC: “I’m not even sure he’s gay”, insignia-less Afghanistan photo
Mike Pompeo to National Governors Association on influences like Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries; Barr’s Huawei alternatives revisited; Pompeo on Thousand Talents Program and Confucius Institutes run by PRC; ACC “kill shot” theory
Ambassador Cui Tiankai to Face the Nation on coronavirus as bioweapon: “I think it’s true… that a lot is still unknown”; JCD: WHO’s new name COVID-19 “sounds like a birth control pill”, Democracy Now on 174 cases on quarantined cruise ship Diamond Princess off Japan
Producer Segment: Sir David’s Saudi Arabia Yanni concert; TtK’s name change nightmare
“A couple of randos”: Jenny Craig ad pushing “free DNA weight loss kit”; Biden calls student a “lying, dog-faced pony soldier”; dementia resistance in tall men; Amy Goodman “Bloomberg is racist” iso; Alexandria Ocasio Cortez cites economist “Milton Keynes”; ACC’s latest hysterical “5x matching” WinRed text message, JCD: “have you ever read the Newsletter?”
Producer note on Chinese hackers indicted in Equifax breach as Akin Gump insurance scam
AM Joy panelist Gabe Sherman lies: Trump “raged for an hour” following acquittal, boasts about “decorum and politeness” in journalism; Democracy Now smears Pete Buttigieg with “systemic racism” in South Bend with council member Henry Davis Jr.
ACC OTG: CBP buying smartphone app location databases to track down illegal immigrants
War on Cash: Australian bill to ban cash transactions with limited regulatory exceptions
Trump’s New Hampshire stand-up routine proposing Republicans poison primaries, Pelosi “mumbling terribly” at State of the Union; ACC story: drunk Liza Minnelli on Concorde
Voice of America on Afghanistan Papers; Juan Guaidó returns to Venezuela
Donation Segment: “Let’s See What’s in John’s Closet” segment
Irish voters favoring Sinn Féin; Piers Robinson on bogus OPCW report on Douma chemical attack; Sudan’s Omar al-Bashere headed to ICC; MAKERS Conference hijacked by feminists
Adam Carolla to Tucker Carlson on the homeless as “empty bags”, rule of law collapse; Austin insulin needles revisited; Carolla on unlicensed vendors outside Staples Center
Michigan State University snowflakes triggered by unintended gift shop lynching display
**1215 Omnipocalypse (2020-02-09)**

0:00:00 JCD: “He’s a classic Nazi!” (0:58:46)

0:00:32 JCD liquidating the contents of his closet including a “virgin” Microsoft Bob frisbee; Show 1214 memory-eradicating “creepy Google ad” about preserving memories

0:07:04 Wuhan Flu: PBS on death of first US citizen, 3,700 stuck on cruise ship; University of Chicago professor and *Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989* author Francis Boyle to KPOO: “offensive biological warfare agent” engineered from SARS, flu, and HIV; Boyle blacklisted after 2010 Obama “bought and paid for by Zionists” comment; Boyle: Chinese biowarfare lab designated by WHO; Han Chinese susceptibility; death of whistleblower Lee Wen Yang; Trump and Xi reaffirm Phase 1 commitment; Bill Barr proposes partnership with Ericsson or Nokia to counter Huawei 5G; Jordanian or Saudi anti-Israeli weapon theories; WHO “battling the trolls and conspiracy theories” on social media; producer note on Wenzhou travel passes

0:31:49 “Humanitarian catastrophe” in Idlib Syria with Turkey and Russia taking shots at each other; Syrian passenger plane makes emergency landing at Russian base due to Israeli airstrikes

0:39:17 Australian producer “please make it stop” note on overenthusiastic rainsticking

0:40:46 Shooting rampage by Thai Army sergeant; “backup to that backup” iso revisited

0:42:40 *Democracy Now* on call for re-canvas in Iowa caucus with Sanders and Buttigieg “virtually tied”; MSNBC idiot concludes “the coding was rushed”; NBC blames 4chan Trump supporters “callin’ in, jammin’ things up”, “here’s the deal ... 4chan is gonna 4chan, right?”; Buttigieg calls for end to Electoral College, JCD predicts 18% controlling 50% of Senate meme

0:54:39 Bloomberg in 2016 explaining to Oxford “intelligentsia” how Midwesterners are too stupid to support transgender right; illegal immigrant healthcare show of hands from first debate, on-the-spot 180° from clueless Biden: “they increase the lifespan of Social Security”; Buttigieg’s globalist Rhodes scholarship and marxist father, JCD on US system vs egalitarianism

1:09:08 Producer Segment: *2030 Omnipocalypse* jingle revisited

1:29:50 *healthcare.org* debacles as argument for keeping government out of technology

1:31:17 Biden’s surreptitious snorting at Democrat debate; Bernie rants “I’m the President of the United States, I have all of the power!”; Bill Maher’s Hitler meme and Steyer’s unhinged anti-GOP screed; Biden “stand up and clap for Vindman ... who we are!”, Klobuchar asserts fondness for Bernie, ACC predicts articles of impeachment for National Security Council firings; Klobuchar propagates 2017 “you just got a lot richer” CBS whipswap, compares herself to FDR with “he knew me” story; endorsement and socialism rant from Chris Matthews

1:51:24 Property taxes under Trump tax reforms and opportunity zones; Yamiche Alcindor lies about “immigrants” committing more crime; ACC’s “*ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer*” e-mail; Warren makes empty promises to black community, “Biden-Obama” accomplishments including same-sex marriage fiasco; “Psyop Pete” raises bogus issues “barely thought of a few years ago”; *Democracy Now* on Buttigieg campaign distancing itself from ICE contractor Giant Oak

2:07:17 2009 State of the Union “you lie!” revisited, ACC: “this tit for tat will go on forever”

2:12:54 Donation Segment

2:31:00 PBS uptalker on Boeing Starliner “glitches”; Trump brags about killing off the Johnson Amendment prohibiting religious organizations from endorsing political candidates

2:36:52 *Democracy Now* opens El Paso shooting report “the white man accused of killing 22 people”

2:39:06 Fire engulfs Austin homeless encampment; Council Member Alison Alter: discarded needles are for insulin; new consultant Matthew Doherty fired from Obama-era homelessness council
1214 Stanktuary (2020-02-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, I have to stand in line now!” (1:59:43)
0:00:32 ACC’s flawed Super Bowl prediction ignoring Trump vs Pelosi, lackluster ads calling back to 1960s and 1970s, “creepy Google ad”, “ultra wide band” 5G, Puerto Rican flag coinciding with Bloomberg ads; TtK’s snowball photo; “third black quarterback” Patrick Mahomes ignored
0:14:14 Ask Adam: Howard Dean scream “fiasco” revisited; January NPR piece on Iowa caucus app: “we don’t know who developed it or who wrote the code”, chairman Troy Price: “we’ll be ready with a backup, and a backup to that backup, and a backup to the backup to the backup”; PBS on potential end of Iowa caucus system; CNN “is this data correct?” shouting match between Brianna Keilar and Symone Sanders; Brolf distracts precinct secretary waiting on hold for an hour: “they hung up on me” (CotD); Fox News giddy over show of Democrat incompetence
0:35:15 Malcolm Nance’s “it will be sloppy” prediction revisited; The Young Turks’ Emma Vigeland moans “we’re off to a great start”; Jake Tapper: Des Moines Register poll tossed because “they had a glitch”; results reissued with “minor correction”; racism cries from Clinton operatives
0:48:08 Simply Unimpeachable jingle; PBS’ Lisa Desjardins favors Democrat “unchallenged evil spreads like a virus” wrap-up speeches; Adam Schiff wrap-up turned into ominous “Midnight in Washington” political ad; Schumer “I’ll do you and then I’ll do her” and “that’s astounding” isos
1:03:30 Producer Segment: little kid “stop the hammering”
1:19:08 Twitter hate-fest in response to Rush Limbaugh’s lung cancer; pioneer of caller-free talk radio
1:24:10 Pundits outraged at Trump channeling Oprah at State of the Union reality show, Van Jones on Trump targeting black and Hispanic voters; “stage manager” Nancy Pelosi directing applause from white-clad Democrat bloc while “chewing on her cud”, Trump’s helmet hair, fact-checking 16,000 lies meme propagated by Jimmy Kimmel; Washington Post tally of 16,241 “false or misleading claims”, ACC: “6.7 million, it’s not 7 million, he’s rounding up, lie, liiie!”
1:40:24 Pelosi’s pre-tearing maneuver, horror at mention of California “stanktuary” for illegal aliens; Scott Adams commends “San Francisco linguistic kill shot”; ACC “shocked” at egregious lie “true and legitimate president of Venezuela” for Juan Guaidó; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s sticky-mouthed ASMR response gripping about Senate inactivity; Mitch McConnell kicks off post-impeachment “I ask unanimous consent” judicial appointments and Senate resolutions
1:49:47 Scene-stealing Pelosi rips up Trump speech for three separate camera angles; C-SPAN compilation of callers on Democrat line promising to abandon “bunch of communists”; ACC’s stylist and Bette Midler freaked out by “Trump 2024” meme dating back to Nixon; DHS suspends Global Entry for “stanktuary” state New York; uninsured illegal alien plows into ACC’s car
2:02:26 Minnesota distributing personal information to political parties; Rekor Watchman Home license plate reader with “artificial intelligence and machine learning” a utopia for burglars
2:07:45 Donation Segment: TWiT This Week in Texas gay men’s magazine
2:21:46 KTLA dead man “unavailable for comment” revisited; Court TV dramatizes testimony about Harvey Weinstein’s “cut and sewn back on” penis, JCD on 1970s-era penis elongation surgery
2:32:18 Wuhan Flu: producer notes on being ignored by CDC, circuit board delays, Australian postal service fabricating two-hour viral life span; electronic tracking in Hong Kong, FEMA camp in Ashland Nebraska, Wuhan residents throwing pets out of windows; US-China trade deal’s force majeur clause and China’s knowledge of potential epidemic; steady 2.1% mortality rate
2:41:27 Minnesota sends bogus emergency evacuation message; One America News on apology from Christopher Wray for FBI FISA “errors and omissions”; Laser Krafters engraved album art
1213  Kung Flu  (2020-02-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “No, no, no, no thanks.”  (2:06:22)
0:00:38  Coronavirus jingles including *Kung Flu Fighting* and *Old Time Wuhan Flu*; Buzzkill Jr.’s research into Han Chinese susceptibility; CBC on economic impacts; CBS on asymptomatic transmission, 195 quarantined at CA Air Force base; Dr. Anthony “good to be here, Brolf” Fauci gives the lie to claim of 14-day quarantine: “we’re not using it as a release criteria”
0:17:53  Arrests of Harvard & Boston University researchers covertly working for China, Harvard professor Charles Lieber in Wuhan University recruitment scheme; Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar: “we’ve actually been very transparent about what we do not know yet about... *ahem*, about this virus” tell, WHO “team of experts” deploying to China to “help the spread... prevent the spread” (CotD); Dame Astrid notes empty Ginza, “cytokine storm” and “superspreaders”; Buzzkill Jr.: programmers avoiding Chinese colleagues “for good reason”
0:33:09  CNN torpedoes flawed Iowa poll to suppress Bernie’s numbers; CBS puts Biden slightly ahead; ABC clips Warren screeching “I heard there were some people who wanted to do some selfies!!”, Rep. Rashida Tlaib boos Hillary, low-energy Biden; impeachment timed to thwart Bernie; anti-Bernie ad run by DMFI Democratic Majority for Israel PAC Clinton shills; Michael Moore rails against Bloomberg being allowed in debates; “I lick Mike” ad with dogs
0:49:52  Stacey Abrams predicts herself as first black female president to FiveThirtyEight Media
0:52:47  Dave Winer’s “Epitaph for America” blog post; Schumer’s new term “perfidy”; “you cannot be acquitted if you don’t have a trial” talking point compilation; Malcolm Nance to Joy Reid: “imagine North Korea loosing their entire global hacking network”, predicts “sloppy” voting machines attack; Ted Cruz predicts Trump “is going to be convicted” and plugs his podcast
1:02:42  Rep. Hakeem Jeffries argues Steele Dossier was not foreign interference because it was bought and paid for; John Roberts explains his lack of role as tie-breaker; Lisa Murkowski potentially unnerved by Sarah Palin; Trump lawyer: “you heard from a lot of witnesses”; Mazie Hirono: “I don’t care what kind of nice little legal, constitutional defenses they came up with”
1:11:23  USPS Black Heritage forever stamp in honor of Gwen Ifill
1:12:59  Producer Segment: Dame Astrid’s & Sir Mark’s *PechaKucha*; Super Bowl “choke artists”
1:40:18  Wuhan mask enforcement drones yelling at children; Canadian plan to regulate internet speech; celebrity doctor Mark Hyman on Dairy Council native advertising on Martha Stewart show, ACC story: glass of milk for music interviews on Dutch TV, “would you like a new car?”
1:49:20  British Comedian Andrew Doyle on trolling “privileged people talking about how oppressed they are”, pseudonymous article in *The Independent* calling for hate crime laws against comics
1:58:59  KGB defector Anatoliy Golitsyn’s *The Perestroika Deception* on rebranding of communism; millennial with pint of ice cream unwilling to take JCD’s place in checkout line
2:08:41  1978 documentary attributes “pet explosion” to the popularity of the birth control pill
2:11:02  Cindy McCain on Jeffrey Epstein: “we all knew what he was doing”; Court TV dramatizes testimony of Jessica Mann against Harvey Weinstein: “it appears like he has a vagina” (BCotD), ACC on hemipenises in lizards
2:38:48  Scott Adams “nailed it” iso; *Democracy Now* runs down advisors in 2008 election
2:42:23  Lame Brexit countdown; Brendan O’Neill on incremental loss of sovereignty since 1975
2:48:31  ACC OTG: Google Classroom outage, British Columbia cash crisis; Fox Business News on Medium “article” calling for Ring shutdown; EFF finds Ring app leaking personal information
2:56:18  Austin “Camp Abbott” now organizing itself into viable homeless community
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1212 Five Bidens (2020-01-30)

JCD: “He’s got something wrong with him.” (0:46:40)

Lady Gaga’s bankruptcy; ACC to finally appear with tics and all on The Joe Rogan Experience

M5M unconcerned with senators in 2020 race not recusing themselves; “violating his oath of office” compilation of Trump “bromides”; “why is this happening?” Clinton impeachment compilation; Pelosi and Nadler in 1998: “there must never be a narrowly voted impeachment, or an impeachment supported by one of our major political parties and opposed by the other”

Persona non grata Alan Dershowitz argues for abuse of power as a political weapon, Lincoln’s 1864 request for Indiana soldiers to return home to vote Republican, ACC: “can we impeach him posthumously?”, “psychoanalytic approach to presidential motives”, Israel-Palestine peace plan quid pro quo and election in the public interest; PBS NewsHour ponders Chief Justice of the Supreme Court as tiebreaker; CBS predicts acquittal by week’s end

CBS on White House efforts to block publication of John Bolton’s new book, “if I listened to him we would be in World War Six by now”; book “deep-sixed” on January 20; Trump lawyer legitimizes National Security Council’s process; Sean Hannity behind Bolton’s hiring; Chuck Schumer “a-va-va-va-va-va-va, one at a time!” (CotD), “five Bidens!” iso, Fox cuts away from Trump in New Jersey: “Democrats decided to shelter criminal… uh, look, wait!”

Ted Cruz to overzealous reporter looking for nepotism: “my children are nine and eleven”; Cruz podcast on “transactional immunity” for Hunter Biden; Sen. Joni Ernst speculates about Biden support in Iowa: Profiles in Corruption author Peter Schweizer on “five Bidens”, Hillstone International LLC’s $1.5bn contract for houses in Iraq for under brother James Biden

Biden’s “he’s gonna understand what punches mean” threat; “I’m an old guy” VP logic

Hillary dodges questions from Variety interviewer about her voting plans; JCD’s hovering red-tailed hawk and the Hillary swoop; Biden’s “people of color” offensive to ADOS crowd; CNN pollster announces Democrat horse race with Sanders in the lead; Sanders aide Nina Turner irked at DNC nominating Barney Frank and John Podesta for convention committees

Producer Segment: coronavirus renamed “Wuhan flu”; Usenet “netiquette” reminiscences

CBS on Kobe Bryant’s death in helicopter not outfitted with TAWS system; ACC’s initial “scud running” reaction to Sikorsky S-76, “I understand operating for demanding clients”, death of sloppy fill-in pilot Pete Barnes, initial check for “Illuminati sacrifice for the Grammys”, impossibility of hovering without visible horizon, anxious pilot’s fatal decision to turn

Nigel Farage bids farewell to European Parliament and gets his mic cut for waving a teensy Union Jack; Boris Johnson unable to get Big Ben to mark the moment of Brexit, possibility of no-deal Brexit at end of 2020; Farage “insanely jealous” of Swiss brand of democracy, “elites of Europe” appeal for the political class; outrageous €300 per diem

China’s double whammy of African swine fever and Wuhan flu; July 2019 story of Canada’s National Microbiology Lab evicting ebola researcher Xiangguo Qiu under shroud of secrecy over “policy breach”; finely-tuned just-in-time supply chains under stress; two Japanese evacuees testing positive but asymptomatic; ACC unimpressed with Chinese cargo container “hospitals”

Donation Segment: Alexandria meetup report Spot the Spook

CBS on idiot who lost her family $150,000 as part of $38bn “drug cartel” Social Security scam

Angelic Initiative “that’s right” ladies on impending February 2 universe inversion

Incoherent George Soros haltingly predicts Facebook working to get Trump re-elected

Jeff Pegues on mile-long drug smuggling tunnel discovered under US-Mexico border wall
1211 Pale Male (2010-01-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, I had my underpants on, and it was an old lady!” (0:46:40)
0:00:33 Coronavirus-laden Chiners at a safe distance from JCD, Sir Chris My Corona jingle; ABC on surgical mask shortages precipitated by two cases; The Common Sense Show host Dave Hodges “allowed” to report FEMA preparation for martial law; ACC music bed for ABC report on China racing to build two hospitals within two weeks, 50M people under travel ban; PBS on Lunar New Year cancellation, flu and other infections “much much bigger threat”; The No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle, “R-naught” virulence measure; CNA TV on potential economic impact on Wuhan global hub; Trump’s ability to torpedo first phase of trade deal

0:17:09 Trump to CNBC at Davos: “totally under control” thanks to his buddy Xi Jinping; virus’ potential predilection for Chinese and Ashkenazi Jew DNA, genome’s 33-adenine magic number suffix, Mimi channeling JCD’s mother by advocating surgical mask stockpile

0:25:04 Trump to CNBC on the reasons 2% GDP growth could have been 4%; JCD not anticipating a correction in the markets; Trump comments on negative interest rates “in a positive way”, strong dollar vs manufacturing, plan to “refinance the debt and pay off the debt”

0:38:56 JCD LibJoes propagating alternet.org theory of Republicans headed for jail; Slate Trump-cast assigns Trump to “the Mt. Rushmore of evil American men” with Simpson, Epstein, and Weinstein; ABC overview of Trump defense: Jeffrey Toobin gripes about “pale male” defense team; prematurely grey Sen. Joni Ernst; Rep. Elise Stefanik points out hypocrisy of “three of the Democratic house managers voted no … to the US providing defensive security assistance to Ukraine — those members are Jerry Nadler, Zoe Lofgren, and Hakeem Jeffries” (CotD)

0:52:24 JCD on lack of extradition treaty with “ally” Ukraine; Victoria Nuland’s 2014 “fuck the EU” regime change phone call revisited; Rep. Devin Nunes to Fox News on “den of thieves” National Security Council composed of “hundreds and hundreds of people” who formerly worked for Obama; Office of Net Assessment whistleblower to One America News on its role as “slush fund for politically-connected contractors”; ABC dramatizes tape of Trump telling Lev Parnas “take her out” referring to Ambassador Marie Yovanovitch; Parnas “the new Avenatti”

1:16:00 George Webb connects DIA Afghanistan-Pakistan Center of Excellence with Parnas, Awan Brothers, and Peter Strzok; ABC on likelihood of Mitt Romney supporting witness testimony

1:22:19 Producer Segment: Katie Sowers and Super Bowl; Fast Enough wins Cal Cup Derby

1:49:49 Spike Jones earworm Der Fuehrer’s Face; millennials unamused by Jojo Rabbit

1:52:17 British lab recreates unimpressive vocalization from 3,000-year-old Egyptian mummy

1:53:41 Goldman Sachs to combat “all pale, all male” boards by requiring token minorities

1:56:34 Tim Robbins to Democracy Now on media ignoring California Bernie Sanders rally attended by 25,000; social media furor over Joe Rogan’s Bernie endorsement; Morning Joe and Jimmy Kimmel react to lame Bill Kristol “at least it’s an improvement” ad for Mike Pence

2:10:24 ACC OTG: creepy “you’re being profiled” ad, JCD on former holy grail “customized news”; Scott Adams relatively un-outraged by Clearview AI’s profile scraping, ACC’s 15 minutes of anonymity; “digital detox” phone Envelope, creepy Show and Tell feature for Amazon Echo

2:21:28 Donation Segment: JCD all-in on The Morning Show with Jennifer Aniston

2:44:09 NYC to outlaw cashless retail stores as discriminatory against homeless and illegal aliens

2:48:38 Kobe Bryant dead in helicopter crash; the late Jim Lehrer’s obsolete ethical journalism rules
ACC: “Y’know, people goin’ up to Joe, like, hey Joe, BAHH!!” (1:43:10)
ACC accosted by two “squeegee guys” emerging from the darkness and rain
Fox cuts away from live coverage of tedious impeachment trial; Sen. John Barrasso notes overuse of the term “overwhelming”; “all persons are commanded to keep silent on pain of imprisonment” vs American citizens serving jury duty; Ted Cruz bitches about Obama’s refusal of military aid to Ukraine, evidence of Biden corruption; Laura Ingraham “oh, fun!” for Giuliani podcast; executive privilege and Congressional oversight from Nixon impeachment
JCD’s Norah O’Donnell “series of dramatic, dramatic, dramatic presentations” remix; Chuck Schumer’s All the President’s Men references; Jay Sekulow obsesses over “33 days”; Mark Shields tries to make sense of poll numbers; ACC predicts unfortunate end for Hunter Biden
Trump at World Economic Forum “gathering of the reptiles” in Davos: Nadler “a sleazebag”; Steve Mnuchin responds to UK Chancellor of the Exchequer’s take on digital services tax with “arbitrarily putting taxes on car companies”; JCD nominates Davos for terrorist dirty bomb
Bernie to VICE on tearing down border wall vs childcare spending; SJW children’s books including Wake Baby, No Agenda Babies by Sir Chris, JCD: “how about Baby’s First Gun?”; Biden promises to fire officials who deport illegals for drunk driving in spite of his first wife being killed by drunk driver (CotD); Pete Buttigieg “please clap” and Krusty the Clown laugh
Michael Bloomberg announces Greenwood Initiative for “African-American wealth creation” by helping “black” families get subprime mortgages with CFPB and collapse the economy
Tulsi Gabbard’s $50M defamation suit against Hillary notes that she is not planning suicide
Producer Segment: noagendaexperience.com; Putin “running the show” at JCD’s dinner
Useless CNN poll shows Bernie gaining on Biden as Hillary goes on the attack; Scott Adams predicts Clinton-controlled Biden-Harris ticket, JCD more impressed with Michelle Lujan Grisham; NYT endorses Klobuchar & Warren; Nanette Burstein “campaign film” plan
Spotify playlists for dogs an ingenious data-gathering ploy; DoT finally cracking down on emotional support animals on planes, to the consternation of Fox Business News dingbat
Pixie spook Catherine Herridge on members of neo-Nazi group The Base arrested by FBI for planning civil war at Virginia 2nd Amendment rally, more arrests at Georgia “training camp”; M5M “far-right militias!” compilation; delusional Sandy Ocasio-Cortez whines about “almost no police officers” at event; JCD LibJoes blaming white supremacy for high drug prices
Donation Segment
Fearmongering over Wuhan coronavirus case in Seattle; producer note on odious Chinese coughing and spitting habits; 2017 Nature article on Chinese lab “poised to study world’s dangerous pathogens”; $40bn 2003 SARS parallel, patent US10130701B2 conspiracy theories
Vape Wars: CDC walking back position after Trump’s “fucking vaping thing” phone call
Weinstein defense using e-mails from “booty call” accuser Jessica Mann; erection drug syringe
Jeff Pegues reports on Jeff Bezos’ phone hacked with MP4 file from Mohammed bin Salman
Which Disney Are You Instagram filter a brazen selfie mining scam; Super Bowl predictions
Furnishings from Frank Sinatra’s Golden Nugget suite up for auction
1209  Rewilding  (2020-01-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s gonna be World War Three!” (1:20:01)
0:00:34 ACC predicts Tennessee Titans to win Super Bowl; New York banker’s well-heeled MSNBC-viewing expat dinner, Howard Stern interview with Hillary Clinton as prelude to The Swoop
0:10:37 Australians celebrating major storms moving across the country, ACC: “you’re welcome”
0:17:40 George Monbiot’s plan to stop global warming: stop eating meat, stop flying, and “overthrow this system which is eating the planet” by doing away with GDP and “massive rewilding”; activist Les Knight to Dori Monson Show on need to drive human species to voluntary extinction, JCD: “hey hey, ho ho, your balls have got to go!”, Social Biology article notes 1970s vasectomy spike, 1951 book The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements by Eric Hoffer: movements like global cooling/warming are interchangeable, “widespread desire for change from discontented people”; children’s climate change lawsuit tossed out
0:34:07 PBS on addition of Ken Starr and Alan Dershowitz to Trump defense team; Dershowitz: “I will not deal with the nitty-gritty of the facts”, Hunter Biden’s corruption front and center, John Bolton and executive privilege; NYU professor: Biden “not directly relevant to the case”; Rand Paul notes possibility of Republicans wussing out on calling witnesses; producer note on Lev Parnas paying Giuliani to create LifeLock clone Fraud Guarantee, JCD: “Avenatti II”
0:44:47 Ukrainian Foreign Minister Vadym Prystaiko to “let’s just be perfectly clear” attack dog Christiane Amanpour: “frankly, I don’t trust any word he is now saying” (BCotD); JCD’s lunch with triggered LibJoe certain that Bill Barr is headed straight to jail; ACC irked by producers inviting guests and subscribing him to mailing lists, JCD: “a lot of that’s me”
1:03:20 ACC theory: articles of impeachment delayed by wait for $3,000 engraved Mont Blanc pens
1:06:33 Producer Segment: Sir Onymous’ dame drive gets more complicated
1:34:40 CNN edits “I think a liar on national TV” out of Sanders-Warren hot mic audio; MSNBC body language analyst to Joy Reid: “I think Bernie’s lying … here he turtles”; M5M Democrat debate compilation: no one seems prepared to take on “the beast that Donald Trump is”
1:43:19 Latest inspirational piano-laden trailer for Hulu Hillary documentary, “you wanna make a difference, you wanna make an impact — well then, you gotta get in the arena”; “great question” from Jane Harman to Council on Foreign Relations about impact on election from “major terrorist attack, major, 9/11-style attack” or “massive Russian disinformation campaign”
1:50:26 Liberal media attacking Mark Zuckerberg for allowing Trump’s “lies” to go uncensored, Twitter “dumbbells” cheating themselves out of billions in campaign ads; Les Moonves’ jubilant “go Donald” earnings call revisited, ACC: “isn’t it interesting that Les Moonves got #MeToo’ed?”
1:55:21 PopSockets CEO gripes about having to bribe Amazon to stop it from selling counterfeits
2:01:37 Donation Segment: New York City and Charlotte audio meetup reports
2:20:11 NYT up in arms over “secretive company” Clearview AI scraping social media photos for law enforcement, author Kashmir Hill’s smart home TED talk; producer note on Plaid technology “far beyond screen scraping”; deaf man sues Pornhub over lack of ADA-mandated captions
2:29:35 Clip Blitz: Russian government resigns after Putin proposes amendments keeping him in power; Chinese #MeToo journalist Huang Xueqin released after three months in jail for “pro-voking trouble”; vaccine plug for rare flu strain in Kansas City; Chinese “heading home” in droves for Lunar New Year; Chinese population at 1.4bn in spite of record low birth rate
2:34:32 Media ignoring testimony from SIGAR watchdog on military lies about progress in Afghanistan
2:38:03 Kansas man petitions to settle child custody case in trial by combat Game of Thrones style
Elizabeth Warren accuses Bernie Sanders of calling her a liar in 2016 on CNN Democrat debate hot mic, “hi Bernie” from clueless Tom Steyer; chickenshit moderator: “Senator Warren, what did you think when Senator Sanders told you a woman could not win the election?”; CNN’s Jess McIntosh reminds us CNN originated the story, “Senator Warren confirmed in a statement” circular reporting; Biden channeling Obama with “we have to remember who we are”; racist Steyer appeals to “the black and brown communities where you can’t breathe the air or drink the water”, CNN unable to mention Steyer’s coal fortune, one guy claps for climate state of emergency; Warren and Sanders squabble over date mathematics; Bernie: “before I tell you that, lemme tell you something else”; Biden “negodating with other countries” blather

Fox & Friends black and white debate side-by-side with Trump rally in color; Amy Klobuchar “pretty güd” and “Republican oppoʔents” isos, improbable story of coat rack full of “my friends”, “Senator Klobuchar, let me finish my question” gaffe, “her name is, um, uh, Governor Kelly” botch, JCD: “she looks like kind of a Nick Park character, Wallace and Gromit”; Bernie supporters also all-in on hating CNN; Warren promising to singlehandedly wipe out student debt; Warren and Klobuchar guilty of using gendered language for the president; Warren promises to singlehandedly lower drug prices; 25% of patients waiting more than two months for chemotherapy under NHS; Biden “come on, man!” compilation, “crackpot or cocaine”
1207 Imminent Threat (2020-01-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Delta delta delta!” (2:02:38)
0:00:32 CNN obsessing over Harry & Meghan “Megxit”, ACC: “you’re gonna die, that’s the Diana Deal”, racist Africa assignment, Prince Harry’s “if anybody else knew what I knew” comment, JCD: “he may know because he’s not a lizard”, Meghan and the Clooneys, “she’ll still be a princess” lie, $1M per year for security; MSNBC’s 24/7 Diana and CNN’s year of MH370
0:12:51 Rainstick-linked storms in US and Canada, ACC’s recent viewing of The Mandela Effect
0:18:11 JCD klaxon for Scott Adams discussing Matt Gaetz vs Sandy Ocasio-Cortez for president
0:20:10 Message sent to Trump via former Marine penetrating Marine One security cadre; footage of Jeffrey Epstein’s July 23 suicide attempt turns out to be from another part of the jail
0:24:33 Democracy Now on House War Powers Resolution, “one unhinged regime” meme from UN Ambassador Majid Takht Ravanchi; dead American contractor linguist Nawres Hamid employed by Virginia-based Valiant Integrated Services; Democrat “Soleimani was a bad guy, but…” compilation; Joe Biden “no press conference or concentration with Congress” screed; Rep. Jackie Speier’s “but for” logic blaming Trump for Ukraine 752; Mike Pompeo blames Obama; musical “imminent threat” talking point for end of show; Col. Lawrence Wilkerson predicts “more impeachment” to Amy Goodman, “war criminal” meme for cultural sites threat
0:44:22 Trump notes that Ukraine 752 was “flying in a pretty rough neighborhood”; bearded Justin Trudeau pins shootout on Iran; producer note on Iranian nuclear scientists on plane against orders; Trump’s Farsi tweets and CIA messaging on Facebook, British ambassador arrested after vigil; University of Alberta’s nuclear research; Iran Air 655 “accidentally” shot down by US in July 1988, 2011-2012 assassinations of Iranian nuclear scientists by Mossad
0:59:15 Israel fires up gas pipeline from Tamar & Leviathan fields, jump in Noble Energy share price
1:00:37 Producer Segment: Rush’s Neil Peart dead at 67; CES vibrators, JCD’s feud with iRobot
1:11:12 ACC warned about Chagas disease-carrying orange-rimmed kissing bug, producer note on airborne “marmaladed” stink bug encounter, JCD on chicken population of Slovenia
1:15:49 Juan Guaidó stages fence-jumping stunt after losing bid for National Assembly presidency and holds parallel swearing-in at newspaper office, JCD: “dueling intelligence agencies”
1:23:33 CNN’s all-white Democrat debate on Tuesday to include Tom Steyer but not Michael Bloomberg; Rachel Maddow: Steyer’s 15% polling in South Carolina shocking “for those of us who pore over each new poll”, $14M of $17M spent by Steyer, “ohh, that’s how it works!” iso
1:27:04 Netflix The Great Hack Cambridge Analytica story, fake outrage from whistleblower Brittany Kaiser at Citizens United which “brought dark money into our politics”, “manipulative communications” talking point, tactic of “sending fear-based scaremongering messaging to people that were identified as neurotic” (CotD), director Karim Amer on Trinidad voter suppression, director Jehane Noujaim whines like Laura Poitras about being detained entering US
1:44:23 ACC OTG: “it’s your data ... so don’t make as much”; 23andMe sells drug based on customer DNA; four Ring employees fired for watching customer videos, CBS burglary arrest native ad
1:52:08 Australian anti-immigration rally; JCD predicts “spunky” rollerblading New Mexico Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham as Joe Biden’s running mate, “you gotta think of the bumper sticker”
2:04:55 Swedish “flight shaming”; Morgan Stanley “expert” spews podcast monetization bullcrap
2:21:19 Donation Segment
2:35:18 Democracy Now on Boeing 737 Max “designed by clowns” memos; CNBC “airline” gaffe
2:39:11 Chinese TenCent Group to buy 10% of Universal Music
1206  Tolerized  (2020-01-09)

0:00:39  Justin Bieber “going to the spa” in his battle with Lyme disease
0:01:19  ACC momentarily freaked out by news of Iran’s retaliatory missile strike; FAA bans flights over Iran and Iraq three hours before Ukraine International Airlines 752 is shot down, 4.9 magnitude earthquake, ACC HAARP theory; Ukraine walks back mechanical failure assertion; promotion for Top Gun 3; New York Times op-ed “Hypersonic Missiles Are a Game Changer” by Steve Simon foreshadowing Soleimani assassination by several hours; Rep. Ro Khanna laments failure to pass NDAA amendment forbidding unapproved military action against Iran
0:16:09  Hyperventilating Trump begins Iran speech with “teaser”; retired Col. Douglas Macgregor on Iranian missiles: “we were informed in advance of where they were going to land”; Trump promises new sanctions, “regime [change]” meme, new words “tolerided” and “accompliment”
0:39:33  University of Tehran professor gripes to Euronews about US disregard for national sovereignty; Rick Steves’ 2014 visit to Iran; YouTuber Erica Kasraie on Iranians baking cakes to celebrate Soleimani’s death; BBC reporting CBS reporting CIA reporting “blips” before Ukraine 752 shootdown; ACC looking for another October surprise; Trump brags about rebuilding military to the tune of $2.5T, Donald Rumsfeld’s 9/10/2001 missing $2.3T; two No Agenda Space Force producers; Soros/Koch Brothers Quincy Institute shills crawling out of the woodwork
0:55:54  Rep. Mike Lee clamoring for more oversight, JCD predicts Pelosi delays impeachment indefinitely, Pelosi hands off 30-day War Powers Resolution to spook Rep. Elissa Slotkin; Rep. Ilhan Omar jokes with her colleagues before announcing she is “stricken with PTSD”
1:03:51  Producer Segment
1:21:21  Incendiary Golden Globes monologue by Ricky Gervais: executives “all terrified of Ronan Farrow”, “fuck off” final words, “most of you spent less time in school than Greta Thunberg”; Paddy Chayefsky applauded for chiding 1978 Academy Award winners for “propagation of their own personal political propaganda”; scripted counterattack by HFPA president
1:31:41  DNC server child pornography theory; Paul Krugman’s ill-advised tweet about his hacked computer; ACC proposes Russian “Jerky Boys” prank Hollywood as Ronan Farrow
1:38:56  Outrage over T-dropping Ivanka Trump’s CES keynote; reporter pretends to like Impossible Foods fake pork; LG “okay!” guy showcases greenhouse refrigerator, ACC: “okay, can I grow weed in that sucker?”; idiotic Charmin toilet paper “robot”; JCD recommends Zellerbach Zee
1:53:09  “If you see something say something” reduced to “see-say” in new ad campaign
1:55:47  Russia tells Edward Snowden “it’s time to go” in clip from 2013
1:56:39  Rainsticks and arson in Australia, Sydney fires in 2013; 2012 Inspire magazine arson article
2:03:35  Shelby County Texas spending $100k on podcasts; Family Guy lampoons podcast advertising
2:07:29  Donation Segment
2:21:54  Fox News “posthumorous victory” gaffe; producer note on brown marmorated stink bugs
2:25:52  CNN settles lawsuit by Covington Catholic student Nick Sandmann; Borden files for bankruptcy thanks to “nut slurry”; Black News Channel launching in February, bizarre Cheddar network
2:30:46  ACC’s Penzey’s Spices gift box, Jambo Joe “mouth douche”
2:33:19  Colorado skies “lit up” by drone swarms; light pollution from Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites
2:39:06  Clip Blitz: US Army bans TikTok app, Facebook deepfake ban, 6.4 magnitude earthquake in Puerto Rico, Delta Airlines employees sue Lands’ End over chemically tainted uniforms
2:41:35  Trump “lethal and fast”, “that is brand new information!”, “yeah, science!” isos
1:00:00 ACC: “You just walked away. You just walked away from the show.” (1:45:48)
0:00:35 Rain “caused by intense heat” in Australia due to latest precision rainstick intervention; investigators “knocking on the doors of known arsonists”; ACC story: finding the booze and drug dealers in Tuktoyaktuk; “boots on the ground, planes in the air, ships at sea” from PM
0:08:09 Bomb Iran: Qasem Soleimani “blowed up” in Iraq at Trump’s command, M5M “revered figure” and “military genius” compilation; Thomas Friedman counters with “dumbest man in Iran” op-ed; former CIA Kenneth Pollack in 2017: “James Bond, Erwin Rommel, and Lady Gaga rolled into one”; ABC on “major escalation”; ACC troubled by Trump’s drone body count; ABC on Congressional hypocrites indignantly demanding information; CNN panelist Gen. James Marks urges Sen. Chris Murphy to stop whining, Soleimani’s “brazen” presence in Iraq after embassy attack; Debbie Wasserman Schultz asserts distraction from “illegal cover-up”
0:21:33 Democracy Now propagates “more dangerous world” meme; BBC on “razor-thin” claims of imminent attack, “chat-ter” about Khamenei not giving go-ahead, Trump’s “menu of options” after death of American contractor; ACC’s call from Agent Orange, Soleimani an Iran-Iraq War hero, military mafia Quds Force, Trump-Khamenei Twitter war, “this is something that benefits Khamenei”, Badr Organization second in command killed, lame Federal Depository Library Program hack; M5M hand-wringing over retaliation, “we probably wouldn’t like it if the Iranians killed off someone like a Mike Pompeo”, James Stavridis offers up an ambassador
0:39:36 Zbigniew Brzezinski in 2008 on Iran’s cooperation in the early days of the US operation in Afghanistan and possibility for cooperation in Iraq; Trump’s “my highest and most solemn duty” fail; Rose McGowan tweets “52% of us humbly apologize” and tries to explain herself in terms of Harvey Weinstein, unhinged Colin Kaepernick tweets about American imperialism
0:50:41 New “clean up those old Soviet client regimes” version of Wes Clark Seven story; M5M irked at Trump for playing golf; Quincy Institute shill Trita Parsi gripes to Democracy Now about Congress being left out of the loop, ACC proposes “Lincoln-Washington Strategy Group”
1:03:37 Producer Segment: Dr. Bronner’s “massage oil and ice cream topping”
1:29:57 Istanbul police and Interpol investigating former Nissan chairman Carlos Ghosn’s escape to Lebanon from incarceration in Japan over tax fraud, JCD on 1980s “death buses” with replacement Japanese workforce, defunct Chrysler-Nissan merger, Ghosn’s Brazilian passport
1:41:35 2019 retrospective M5M fail compilations of Jussie Smolett, Covington Catholic, “touchy-feely” Joe Biden, “insanely disturbing” Kingsman Trump video, “outright treason” Mueller Report, and “right on the money” Steele Dossier; author Ted Malloch asserting Steele Dossier was written specifically for FISA application; Gorilla Channel hoax
1:53:00 Maxine Waters falls for Russian ers “Vovan” Kuznetsov and “Lexus” Stolyarov posing as “Greta Thudberg” and her father working to save the island of Chunga-Changa (CotD)
2:00:01 Outraged Austin Mayor Adler tweets that homeless stabbing suspect was not homeless; KTLA on $1,000 fines in California for using more than 55 gallons of water in a single day
2:09:01 Donation Segment: Bill Gates all-in on Washington income tax; Delray Beach meetup wars
2:27:27 Asian invasive species brown marmorated stink bug spreading across Washington
2:30:39 FBI finally getting around to talking to Ghislaine Maxwell; 60 Minutes on electrical cord and prescription drugs in cell, “breathe, Epstein, breathe!”, “corrupted” surveillance video
2:35:24 Harry Reid in 2016 urging intelligence agencies to give Trump fraudulent briefings; Rep. Al...
Green to Chris Hayes: impeachment push started “when the President was running for office”
1204  Hunt the Wumpus  (2020-01-02)

0:00:00  JCD: (Falsetto) “Oh, just use Gimp!”  (1:55:25)
0:00:33  Cheap Chinese New Year party horns, Sino-American Friendship Association “we wish everyone a very happy new year and a gulag in 2020” in Times Square, Ambassador Huang Ping to interviewer: “first of all I will issue a very good visa”, ACC: “you not go to jail with good visa!”, Paul McCartney’s Imagine New World Order anthem; CNN’s “completely gay” coverage with Andy Cohen and Anderson Cooper discussing “the biggest cock in Hollywood” and drunk Don Lemon promising drunk Brooke Baldwin to “lean in harder”
0:11:20  More rainstick “free of QRM from the likes of Greta” for Sir Chris and the other Australian producers; tumbleweeds on Highway 240; JCD’s new Christmas dashcam
0:17:21  CBS News apologizes for mixing up John Lewis and Elijah Cummings; Pope Francis slaps hand of overenthusiastic woman grabbing him and walks away scowling
0:23:46  BBC Brexit compilation; The Guardian “10 Things UK Citizens Can Still Do” article including “childminding in the Med”; Katie Hopkins’ pledge to tattoo Nigel Farage on her nipples
0:29:47  Uproar over protestors storming Baghdad Green Zone as in 2016; Qatar’s neutral stance between US and Iran; retired Gen. Mark Hertling on reinforcements from Marine crisis response task force and “normal procedure” to deploy 750 troops; hysterical talking head: “US diplomats are now trapped in that embassy!”; Al Jazeera reports protestors packing up and leaving; identical flags and “Soros signs”, JCD looking for “cut and run” meme from Joe Biden
0:43:35  Theory of SD card exfiltration of DNC data with evidence of Hillary’s fake polling places; Joe diGenova to One America News: “I wanna thank Susan Rice for being so stupid and so arrogant to write that e-mail” incriminating Obama; unintelligible diGenova “with his ball gag in” to Mornings on the Mall on NSA’s Mike Rogers’ cooperation with Durham investigation: “there is going to be a substantial criminal conspiracy indictment involving a lot of people”
0:59:57  Producer Segment: “Poot Buttigieg” and Dutch slang; JCD’s NDA and $100 for studio access
1:23:48  C-SPAN “pessimist line” caller gripes “we’re a bunch of racist bigots!”
1:26:28  Bank of England Governor Mark Carney now UN Special Envoy for Climate Change, to BBC on investing tax money “consistent with the law of the land”, “climate emergency” vs “climate crisis” debate, lack of tangible climate change effects “part of the challenge”, “we’re all in, we’re all in on it”; George Soros to Bill Moyers in 2008: “the motor of the world economy” changing from US consumption, “it will be painful, but at least we will survive and not cook”
1:42:48  “Hi everybody!” Obama in 2013 urges Americans “don’t just play on your phone, program it!”; Joe Biden urges New Hampshire coal miners to learn computer science, unhinged rant about hiring black women to fix Detroit because there was “no one who knew how to turn on the sewer system” (CotD, JCD: “Hunt the Wumpus, they might be able to do that!”
1:51:44  ACC OTG: ACC’s Linux setup “just works”, JCD’s Photoshop and Word edit trail
2:01:49  California “losing a generation of wage earners” to cities like Nashville; GE selling data collected by San Diego smart streetlights; RET dead raccoon “only in San Francisco!” iso
2:07:29  Donation Segment
2:22:29  Georgian Lugar research lab accused by Russian media of producing tainted vaccines and marmorated stink bugs; “urgent health alert” for measles case in Austin
2:28:29  M5M spinning armed parishoner responding to Texas church shooting as “security guard”, obnoxious Fox News “good guy with a gun” litany
2:36:03  Producer note on “do you find South Park funny or offensive?” job interview SJW filter
ACC: “Subpoenas! I’m not gonna be subpoenaed, bleh bleh bleh, blap blap blap!” (2:32:08)

“Typhoon YouTube” in Guam; Impossible Burger estrogen story an obvious hit job by Tri-State Livestock News; No Agenda plug from Scott Adams; Sir Chris’ Christmas album

Pretentious “hey there!” intro by producer Jon Hanrahan for On the Media 2019 retrospective, added historian Kathleen Belew: abortion is a threat to white supremacists “because it might kill white children”; uptalking Republic of Lies author Anna Merlan: conspiracy theories flow “from Fox News to the President”, Russian propagandists strive to “make the information ecosystem so chaotic and so unstable and so unreliable?” (CotD); New York Magazine’s Max Read on YouTube “inversion” with bots outnumbering humans; no mention of Jussie Smollett

WikiLeaks releases e-mails from Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons showing suppression of evidence in 2018 Syria chlorine gas attack; Seth Rich’s brother Aaron suing independent journalists for discovery, image of entire DNC server on thumb drive, Seymour Hersh on Rich’s computer turned over to FBI cyber unit with evidence of WikiLeaks contact

Wife of Google-Clinton whistleblower Dr. Robert Epstein killed in crash with semi truck

“RET” retrospective clips: Nancy Pelosi explains the “wrap up smear”; William Arkin to Democracy Now on “spooks as pundits” like John Brennan, “former Obama administration officials masquerading as analysts”; Seymour Hersh on over-the-top anti-Trump New York Times; “extraordinary rebuke” from Jill Abramson for New York Times bias

Japan patrolling Strait of Hormuz at Trump’s invitation; Pentagon weighing plans to withdraw from Burkina Faso; $300M earmarked for AIDS education in Ukraine laundered through shady NGOs; Greece to spend $260M upgrading fleet of F-16 fighter jets; One America News update on Paul Pelosi Jr.’s “soccer” work in Ukraine; OAN suing Rachel Maddow for libel

Producer Segment: ACC petitions for access to JCD’s studio; baggage carousel stickers

Vladimir Putin takes Poland to task for its World War II role over impediments to Nord Stream II pipeline, $2.9bn gas transit payment for Ukraine; Cold War-era “ruling class” and John Lennon’s Imagine as New World Order anthem; ACC: Pelosi’s eyebrows “at her hairline”

Parliament “nooo!”, Matt Gaetz “No Agenda for America!”; Berlin Station “worse: podcast”

Australian cool ocean temperatures “positive Indian Ocean dipole” due to global warming; Democracy Now on Greenland ice sheet “tipping point”, “the Arctic is warming at twice the rate of the rest of the planet due to climate change”; Google indicates that the planet is warming at twice the rate of the rest of the planet; fat people exacerbating global warming; UCLA professor blames private property ownership for wildfires, JCD: “the best new housing developments that you describe … are also easily convertible into minimum security prisons”

Donation Segment: ACC heading to Delray Beach Florida meetup; Utrecht audio report

NBC non-story on impeachment “defection” by Sen. Lisa Murkowski

Media beginning to turn on Elizabeth Warren because she’s running out of money; only Bloomberg and Biden advertising in California; Amy Goodman and Michael Moore discuss “Poot Buttigieg”; Fox News hysterical over Buttigieg’s out-of-context proposal to legalize “meth, coke, ecstasy, all of it!”, “I’ve always been skeptical of mass incarceration”; Joe Biden rambles about his refusal to respond to subpoenas: “you guys buy into it all the time”

NBC resurrects New York Times story of Navy SEAL Eddie Gallagher as a Trump smear

FAA releases draft drone regulation proposal, ACC: “dream on, it’s not going to happen”
1202 Invidious Phobias (2019-12-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Will it *cook* the gophers?” (2:44:54)

0:00:34 JCD’s Boxing Day with kangaroos; millennial gender reveal parties, suffixed dollar signs, and driving without headlights; rainsticks for New South Wales Australia

0:06:46 ACC’s TSA Pre✓ experiences including bizarre two-by-two dog line; TSA whistleblower: agency “injecting danger into the system” by turning down magnetometer sensitivity to get lines moving; JCD: “this guy’s an A-hole!”; HotelTonight app, empty Hudson Yards project, cronut queues and millennial Betty Boop eyelashes, stalls full of Trump hate buttons, Moulin Rouge selfie intermission, goose foie gras still legal, Flippers egg pancakes and truffle fries


0:27:51 Bill Barr’s version of “thousands of sealed indictments”: Durham criminal investigation, “the fact that you’re looking into certain allegations doesn’t necessarily mean you give them credence”; Rudy Giuliani to annoyed Glenn Beck: “I’ll prosecute every single one of them myself”

0:34:43 Lindsey Graham changes his tune after meeting with Trump: “the reason they’re denying him his day in court is they know their case sucks” (BCotD); Trump accuses Pelosi of hating GOP, North Korean “Christmas surprise”, “maybe it’s a present where he sends me a beautiful vase”; incoherent Nancy Pelosi blows spit bubbles; Rep. Norma Torres resurrects “Putin has dirt on Trump” meme; Alex Jones rants about Adam Schiff’s “Egyptian rituals” with Ed Buck

0:50:07 Kevin Spacey accuser Ari Behn suicided, Frank Underwood “kill them with kindness” video

0:53:19 *Democracy Now* on possibility of additional articles of impeachment, Al Green rants about “the homophobia, Islamophobia, xenophobia, all of the invidious phobias”; Robert De Niro walks back his Trump threats to Michael Moore, “I’d like to see a bag of shit right in his face”

1:00:01 JCD recommends *One Upon a Time in Hollywood*; ACC’s subscription to Apple TV+ for thinly disguised Matt Lauer drama *The Morning Show*; New Yorker editor David Remnick to Brian Stelter: “the future of the earth” depends on impeachment, GOP indifference to “facts” a “source of great frustration for the press”; Pelosi “science, science, science”; Ralph Nader gripes about Pelosi’s reluctance to move against “the most impeachable president of all time”

1:13:00 Producer Segment

1:40:42 A subdued Amy Goodman reports COP25 “ended in failure” with much recrimination for the US; Dutch government loses lawsuit over failure to reduce emissions; Jane Fonda to VICE on her practice of getting arrested every Friday, ACC: “Jane Fonda is a fossil fuel”

1:48:38 Frans Timmermans’ love letter to Great Britain; Roger Waters gripes about media “hatchet job” against Jeremy Corbyn, JCD on Pink Floyd’s stake in “Floyd’s of London”; Fox Nation Patriot Awards “I’m gonna go back to the prompter... *In the Morning*” from Brian Kilmeade

1:57:34 ACC OTG: US military warning against 23andMe DNA tests; *WaPo* promoting SpotterEDU spy network for schools; San Diego smart streetlight data being shared with ATF and FBI; Amazon beginning to admit existence of Ring hacks, glitter bombs and police laziness

2:13:02 Ominous Ted Cruz video on the dangers of Russia’s Nord Stream II gas pipeline; Deutsche Welle on NDAA sanctions signed by Trump for the sake of selling US “fracking gas” to Europe; two halves of Libya siding with peculiar constellations of countries jockeying for natural gas

2:22:47 Donation Segment: ACC’s “Remove Before Pew Pew” tags

2:39:15 Texzon CEO on Zenneck waves for power transmission; Pentagon weighing West Africa pullout

2:48:16 Dogs Are People Too: “amazing” open-heart surgery for nine-year-old boxer

2:50:18 Outrage over Royal Canadian Mounted Police “lethal Overwatch” plan for indigenous protestors
1201 John’s Story Time (2019-12-22)

0:00:34 “Nil from Buzzkill” weather report; intro to JCD story compilation by Sir Ruppenwaffles
0:02:07 JCD story compilation project proposal, massive bruise from shooting elephant gun (788@2:46:18)
0:05:29 “I took my motorcycle up to Tahoe” to see B.B. King, gorgeous hitchhiker repulsed by hypothermic babbling (672@1:45:33)
0:08:23 Abolitionist Cassius Clay’s mansion with personal self-defense cannon (1@0:09:59)
0:09:58 Planted screamer at Led Zeppelin concert (7@0:11:39)
0:11:22 1920s book plugging vasectomy for a youthful look (23@0:03:02)
0:13:36 Dutch name butchery compilation
0:16:01 Lisa Monaco’s porn name, “give it up for Raven!” (555@1:30:20)
0:17:30 “Straight from Receda, here she is, Raven, give it up!” (558@1:53:12)
0:18:01 Club 33 “oh my Sharona” (569@2:05:11)
0:19:29 White wine vinegar with tarragon (8@0:51:04)
0:20:13 PG Tips and British tea deals, complex history of Boston Tea Party (4@0:02:53)
0:21:15 Kicked out of MIT Media Lab by Marvin Minsky (1166@0:16:05)
0:23:54 JCD runs into former booker at Ritz Carlton (7@0:04:55)
0:25:36 Female CEOs like Carly Fiorina using “by and large” (8@0:1:52)
0:26:54 Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens “running and running” review (785@0:25:41)
0:31:59 whoa whoa whoa JCD eats a “giant locust” corn nut
0:33:41 Dirty Thirties: “Roscoe” = firearm (1028@2:31:30)
0:39:16 Choosing black checkers at Target, clueless Chinese student’s card reader struggle (784:2:11:51)
0:42:16 “Pest” bald eagles and seagull-eating golden eagle (738@2:24:18)
0:44:49 Video Poker Tutor software (12@0:4:54)
0:49:18 Airline nut-fisting and giant backpack pet peeves (722@0:0:48)
0:52:42 Donation Segment
0:55:17 Nut-fisting porn (903@2:12:13)
0:56:58 Argentine ants in California (23@0:55:32)
0:59:24 Shantytown checklist (117@2:27:03)
1:04:04 Microsoft’s hooker account during the 1980s (1164@0:35:02)
1:07:14 Chili-eating challenge at Brazilian churrascaria (11@0:07:21)
1:11:14 The Site with Soledad O’Brien dumped by MSNBC in favor of 24/7 Princess Diana coverage (5@0:06:40)
1:14:17 Design plans for The Homelessness Experience at Walt Disney World (1169@0:58:13)
1:17:09 Best of Show with Fred Willard, handicapped skateboarder joke (9@0:46:28)
1:19:00 JCD’s Comcast “worse than ISIS” squirrel woes fixed (695@0:1:24)
1:21:23 “A4 paper is ugly!” (615@2:11:21)
1:22:49 “A4 is tall and thin like Adam, not fat and chubby like John!”
1:23:21 Norman Lear’s evil Republican Archie Bunker (880@0:50:35)
1:28:23 ShellCast taco podcast skit (1166@2:24:03)
1:30:39 The Dirty Thirties jingle with ACC the carnival barker, “Chicago typewriter” & “cinder dick” (1031@1:27:57)
1:35:58 “Nerd” traced to If I Ran the Zoo by Dr. Seuss (203@0:2:49)
1:38:03 Cynical character at party calling out Silicon Valley as scam (7@0:27:00)
1200 Hell Mouth (2019-12-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eh, smoke enough dope, anything can happen.” (2:29:56)

0:00:34 Party horn for 1,200 episodes, ACC’s Show 100 “call it a day”

0:02:55 Four key impeachment talking points “I took an oath”, “national security”, “no one is above the law”, and “integrity”, incongruity of law and order Democrats all-in in illegal immigration, “framers” Freudian slip; Pelosi’s Mace of the Republic pin, foot-dragging on appointment of impeachment managers, “you’re starting to act like another country, don’t shout, okay?”

0:05:00 Compilations of M5M reactions to Trump’s “absolutely unhinged, deranged” six-page letter to Pelosi, New York Times “fact check false” markup, “it’s as if an authoritarian wrote it!”, Don Lemon: “what is it about strong powerful women that really puts Trump over the edge?”; The Daily Show tests Trump’s “read the transcript” at Trump rally

0:14:31 “Old coot” Jim Sensenbrenner addresses “phony articles of impeachment”; JCD fast-forwards Lou Correa’s Spanish; Matt Gaetz “no crime, no victim, no evidence, no proof, no agenda”

0:36:42 C-SPAN multilayered testimony “glitch”; Devin Nunes: “it’s not easy to make a coup attempt boring, but the Democrats found a way”; Dave Winer blogs “the Democrats won the last election!”; two instances of “lashed out” from Democracy Now; irony of moveon.org impeachment parties; NewsHour caption “watch a racist, treasonous man-child get fired live”; Rep. Jason Crow to Judy Woodruff: “at the end of the day, let’s not be distracted by what actually happened”; Jeffrey Toobin admits Hunter Biden story is a “challenge for us as journalists”

0:54:23 One America News on money laundering through Burisma to Hunter and Joe Biden; Lindsey Graham still intent on keeping witnesses out of Senate impeachment trial; One America News on Eric Ciaramella’s background protesting for Muslim Brotherhood at Yale

1:01:59 Lisa Page to Rachel Maddow: “insurance policy” message from Peter Strzok was “an analogy”

1:07:41 Upcoming Los Angeles Democrat debate whittled down to seven participants; Ring doorbells being used to record Amazon package thefts; Joy Reid and Soros sister Shireen Mitchell discuss mind-bogglingly sophisticated Russian social media bots posing as black women

1:17:21 Adam Schiff in March: impeachment must be “clear and compelling” bipartisan process; Jamie “pubic hair” Raskin predicts impeachment before inauguration; Al Green’s “Impeachment Day” appearance on Democracy Now; Stockholm syndrome in Nancy Pelosi’s home district

1:24:56 Producer Segment: dame drive by Sir Onymous; Washington D.C. “Swampy Hell Mouth”

2:23:17 JCD stories for Show 1201; Club 33 in Jennifer Lopez Hustlers film

2:25:37 Retired Air Force Gen. Stephen Kwast drops 33 code teasing “energy from space” technology; Steve Harvey “it’s Malaysia” Miss Universe botch; Alex Jones rants about secret moon bases

2:34:40 Nigel Farage bids farewell to European Parliament with “Polexit” warning; David Starkey on Boris Johnson’s victory, first-past-the-post voting; James Surowiecki’s The Wisdom of Crowds

2:48:30 20 new PG&E microgrids; Deutsche Bahn in hot water over Greta GDPR violation; Hulu producing Greta Thunberg documentary based on “coincidentally” collected footage

2:52:57 Producer note on negative effects of Slackified millennials speed listening to podcasts; Buzzkill Jr.’s use of Slack with remote employees; “ain’t no lives on the line here”; Tech 101 syllabus

3:05:01 Donation Segment

3:22:39 ACC OTG: Facebook spying on users in partnership with retail stores

3:24:47 New York to mandate HPV vaccine for seventh graders; vaccine critic arrested in Samoa

3:29:49 Miss Universe winner South Africa: “the planet is dying”, JCD: “are we going out of orbit?”
1199  Slackified  (2019-12-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hang up and hang out!”  (1:30:45)
0:00:34  JCD assembling “definitive list of millennialisms” like avocado toast and bone broth; ACC shooting “splatter targets” with Springfield 1911 at Lone Star Gun Range meetup
0:05:37  Landslide conservative victory in UK interpreted as a Brexit win; Reuters on push for Scottish “independence” referendum and Irish unification; “hey-ho ho-ho” chant in Glasgow as “generational appropriation”; Amy Goodman ignores Jeremy Corbyn’s anti-Semitism and points out accusations of “Islamophobia, xenophobia, and sexual harassment” against Boris Johnson; George Monbiot “the darkest day!” iso, “our governments are in the hands of giant toddlers”
0:16:06  James Cleverly to impressive-voiced Nick Ferrari on impending changes to the party; JCD compares NHS to VA, Momentum movement a Soros-funded Justice Democrats parallel; Victor Davis Hanson on the hypocrisy of white Democrat elites in 2020 race; Cenk “pleasuring a horse” Uygur un-endorsed by Bernie Sanders as replacement for disgraced Rep. Katie Hill
0:36:15  Poland left out of COP25 after demanding support for nuclear power transition; Greta Thunberg calls out world leaders and promises to “put them against the wall”; Swedish pronunciation guide; train floor selfie vs first-class seat; “sales guy” Frans Timmermans to head EU Green Deal commission, Christiane Amanpour: “what do you think of Greta Ton-burg?”; Greta looking a bit more womanly on Time cover; delusional Timmermans claims “massive support of more than 90% of the European population” for 2050 carbon neutrality goal, odd “reset our economy on a circular basis”; options for spying on drivers in real time; JCD story: fun with GM stop-start vehicle in Berkeley Hills, ACC’s biodiesel Mercedes transmission drop
0:58:15  New American magazine podcast on progressive 27-page “protocol of amendments” to USMCA backed by House Democrats, ACC still looking for Amero proposal
1:04:20  Producer Segment: Disco gold star plug-in for “Slackified” millennials, JCD’s cubicle fort
1:58:34  JCD tip for Slackified millennials: “bots”
2:01:28  Continuing deluge of Walmart layaway native ads; Austin still scraping together homeless shelter donations; “wowwww!” Ring doorbell native ad with Army family
2:10:49  “Chilling” video of Ring hacker terrorizing eight-year-old, “I can’t even, like, put into words, like, how violated I feel”, “hello doggie doggie doggie!” in Georgia; Allstate “mayhem” ads
2:17:12  Nadler delays articles of impeachment to accommodate news cycle, Rep. Hank Johnson: “you saw President Zelensky shaking his head as if his daughter was downstairs in the basement, duct-taped”; compilation of IG report vs M5M on FBI FISA shenanigans; M5M “much of the [Steele] Dossier has been corroborated” compilation, “this is what crime fighting agencies have said”; Diane Sawyer catches James Clapper off guard in 2010 with terror arrests in London
2:29:24  “Wall Street Pete” Buttigieg, prank Moves Like Bloomberg video; “Mini Mike” on Bloomberg News Democrat censorship: “with your paycheck come some restrictions and responsibilities”
2:34:11  Hulu documentary on Hillary Clinton to be released March 6; Steve Bannon to Maria Bartiromo: Hillary “waiting in the wings”; Bloomberg ads full of black people in New York and California; Hillary’s horrifying new face or body double and Bill lugging around his saxophone
2:42:38  Donation Segment: JCD “we are the Bauhaus of the era”; Bang cookies from Horowitz
3:02:41  Taylor Swift blames “toxic male privilege” for being unable to buy the rights to her early work
3:09:13  Rep. Al Green: “I do believe that if the Senate does not convict, other articles of impeachment may be considered”, JCD: “they’re gonna re-impeach”
3:11:33  WaPo podcast on Pentagon’s “making progress” litany of lies vs FOIA Afghanistan Papers
1198  Self Certified (2019-12-12)

0:00:00  ACC: “Euhhhh, y’know... like, uh, euhhhh... ISIS!” (0:48:29)
0:00:38  ACC’s picturesque middle seat on flight from Amsterdam, TSA Pre✓ at “slave kiosk”
0:06:02  Staff doing piss-poor job of playing clips at impeachment hearings; “Lindy” Graham promises Maria Butirskaya to stop trial in Senate before Ukraine dirty laundry can be aired, “if you’re a House member and you participated... uh, you’re subject” slip; John Oliver clone “lawyer #2” Kevin Clinesmith from Michigan State; Graham calls for “fundamental reform” of FISA; FBI lies characterized as “irregularities”; selection of Clinesmith’s post-election anti-Trump text messages; potential criminal prosecution for altering e-mail from CIA to FBI about Carter Page wiretap; Andrea Mitchell hand-wringing over FBI “mistakes” used to “not inform” FISA court; Graham draws parallels with falsification of fingerprint evidence and J. Edgar Hoover
0:27:53  Clinesmith “I could smell the Trump support” e-mail, All the President’s Men Page-Strzok messages; media amplifying “no evidence of bias” message; Lisa Page too young to understand Nixon’s resignation; Wired article “Fox News Is Now a Threat to National Security” by CNN shill Garrett Graff propagating Schiff’s “concoct dirt” lie; Russian source who debunked Steele Dossier represented to FISA judge as “truthful and cooperative”; Jerry Nadler: “we cannot rely on an election to solve our problems”; Doug Collins encourages Nadler to “bang it harder”
0:46:35  Joe diGenova: Horowitz’ conclusion “an embarrassment to the Department of Justice”; Nancy Pelosi claims she knew there were no Iraqi WMDs in 2006 but didn’t support impeachment, ACC: “why did she let us go to war??”; Pelosi’s “Gang of Four” vs AOC’s “The Squat”
0:54:29  Former prosecutor Yuriy Lutsenko to One America News on Marie Yovanovitch attempting to interfere with investigation and lying before Congress
1:01:24  Producer Segment: JCD’s “horse penis” rookworst; mhomies.com; “wifey” and “kiddos”
1:24:50  JCD gripes the term “creatives”; YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki at Gaming Creator Summit: “we act on behalf of our advertisers”, “we’ve enabled creators to self-certify themself”, “we’re gonna trust you... um, or at least we’re gonna make sure that our systems say the same thing”
1:32:03  Hackers hollering “wake up!” at sleeping Ring doorbell owners, Ring claiming incident “in no way connected” to a data breach; shrieking alarm and “does your child look like an Oreo?” in Florida, owner demands Ring “put more security stuff on there, do more updates on the cameras... but I dunno”; “IoT, where the S stands for Security”, ACC: “it’s time for the Ring Doorbell Podcast!”, Echo ad with man turning on the lights for his wife from the driver’s seat, JCD: “turn the heat up to a hundred and twenty, flash the lights for the next half hour”
1:40:40  Dogs Are People Too: “of all the things for the health and happiness of our dogs, Embark’s dog DNA test may be the most important”; Alexandria Ocasio Cortez flexing her snotty “so the answer is no” muscles to compare human maternity leave to dogs with puppies
1:45:15  Amanda “Foxy Knoxy” Knox welcomes Lorena Bobbitt to the stage amid enthusiastic cheers
1:50:36  Sexual Harassment Update: Harvey Weinstein’s insurance to spend $25M buying off accusers
1:54:56  Luggage maker Away CEO Steph Korey resigns over toxic work environment fueled by Slack and the expectation that “noodle kid” employees will be at work 24/7; JCD story: making InfoWorld writer cry, ACC greeting Mevio employees with “we start at 8:30!” at 10:00
2:11:37  Donation Segment: Kara Swisher’s Recode Decode podcast of the year; dinner by Sir Gene
2:39:14  JCD teases Steve Harvey’s eye roll at idiotic Miss Universe climate change question
2:40:07  Glenn Beck shuts down Jeff Brown’s claims about the power of quantum computing
2:43:22  Black Hebrew Israelis connected to Jersey City gun battle and Covington high school incident
1197 Fossil Fools (2019-12-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “They has these big giant prawns, man!” (0:40:35)
0:00:34 Pearl Harbor memorialized in the Newsletter; Hungary ditches “women with beards” Eurovision Song Contest; WhatsApp vs ACC’s rogue Python script; Black Friday and bingewatchen
0:11:01 New “ocean deoxygenation” meme as attempt to hijack COP25, “the ocean represents 97% of the physical habitable space on the planet”, report author Minna Epps with giant rock necklace: issue “missing from the climate change negotiation”, bizarre “this is a blue cock”; “Green Deal” under discussion because “Europe is failing” on emissions targets; new “power to the people!” chant; Democracy Now exhibits “climate justice” speeches by angry Greta clones
0:29:05 António Guterres proselytizes for end to “subsidies on fossil fools” and to “shift taxation from income to carbon”; giddy Amy Goodman “broadcasting live” from Madrid warehouse after cancellation by “right-wing” Chilean President Piñera, alternative social justice summit Cumbre Social por el Clima, Amy changes the subject after organizer Tom Kucharz rants about colonialism, ACC: “sounds like somebody wasn’t invited to the Exxon party!”, Amy interviews abused Swedish teen as low-rent stand-in for Greta, “listen to the united science”
0:44:16 M5M refugee John Stossel reminisces about “the list of things that are going to get us”; “When I Was Greta’s Age”: Leonard Nimoy predicts new ice age on 1978 episode of In Search of…: “the result could be hunger and death on a scale unprecedented in all of history”
0:53:41 Producer note on unlikelihood of Walmart paying off layaways; No Agenda travel tip: prepaid credit cards are never declined when used during a flight, JCD: “this is a larcenous tip!”
0:56:38 Drudge Report sale rumors, new listeners from fan site tweet; Christmas Animated No Agenda; new search engine swisscows.com; “LibDev” Dave Winer claims NPR is GOP front
1:02:47 Producer Segment
1:22:50 “Tick-tackers” like Joe diGenova awaiting “thousands of sealed indictments” from IG report; Veep video consoles vs Trump’s bakelite phone; impeachment witness Pamela Karlan in 2006 railing against “the rich pampered prodigal sanctimonious incurious white straight sons of the powerful”; Rep. Al Green gripes about all-white body of impeachment experts, black constituents “ignored by one party and taken for granted by the other” (CotD)
1:33:38 Pious Pelosi: “I pray for the President all the time”; narrative shifted to New York Times “the ask” of Zelensky announcing Biden probe on TV, intelligence agencies “completely certain” of Russian interference; One America News on Paul Pelosi Jr.’s connection to gas company Viscoil and Ukraine; Fareed Zakaria tries to explain Zelensky’s non-appearance on his show, Yalta European Strategy lecture “Western Decline, China’s Rise and a New World Order”, “neophyte” Zelensky hiding “enormous pressure” from Trump; JCD on Zakaria the plagiarist
1:53:46 Vladimir Putin participates in opening of 2,200 km Power of Siberian gas pipeline to China
1:57:27 Rudy Giuliani on Ukraine-Clinton-Soros evidence; mumbling Pelosi drops in a “once again”
2:02:14 Dylan Howard to Anthony Scaramucci podcast on Epstein tapes in the hands of the Russians; producer note on Prince Andrew’s behavior at national beauty pageant; Tiffany FitzHenry tweets about Gislaine Maxwell giving George Clooney a blow job
2:09:56 Donation Segment: misguided Sam Harris abandons Value for Value in favor of subscriptions
2:33:33 Remembering the December 6 1989 Montreal École Polytechnique “femicide” massacre
2:42:04 Biden rambles incoherently about the economics of spaghetti sauce; Amy Goodman forgets to pause between Biden “lashing out” at Iowa farmer and Pentagon sending troops
2:45:12 Katie Hopkins tries out her stand-up comedy in front of conservative group
1196  Clinton Kildepein (2019-12-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ha-ha-ha, hi! Ha-ha-ha-ha, hi! Ha-ha-ha-ha, hi!” (1:11:55)
0:00:37 ACC’s mobile studio ignored by TSA en route to Amsterdam, Lyft text spam from robotic coffee machine; Amtrak’s record season, California Zephyr “running about five hours late”
0:07:52 “Absolute chaos” in Paris due to pension strikes by transport employees, Euronews propaganda for Macron reforms; Trump to Macron at NATO Summit: “would you like some nice ISIS fighters?” Trump gripes about being taken advantage of by EU; The Daily Mail all-in on eating grey squirrels; Al Jazeera on shaky NATO “spirit of unity”; Canadian NDP leader Jagmeet Singh on Justin Trudeau’s hypocrisy after hot mic incident with Boris Johnson
0:24:56 Predicted “anonymous donors” paying off Walmart layaways; JCD’s clueless TechTV sales rep
0:31:14 Nancy Pelosi at COP25: “we’re still in” the Paris agreement, John Kerry’s World War Zero partnership with American Security Project; Bill Nye lets the truth slip: “it’ll make you filthy fucking rich!”; little kid “don’t eat me Boe Jiden!”, “oh my God, we’ve run out of clips, no!”
0:41:51 Daytime TV preempted by impeachment hearings with “Jerry the Troll” Nadler and a platoon of lawyers, Republican speakers cut off near-simultaneously, Rep. Doug Collins: “it started with tears in Brooklyn”, Stanford law professor Pamela Karlan apologizes for Barron Trump jab; Intelligence Committee report lies about call transcript released as result of public pressure
0:51:24 GWU professor Jonathan Turley on role of the courts in Nixon case; Rep. Matt Gaetz grills Karlan about Versus Trump podcast appearance; Trump sells another $250M for military industrial complex; Collins notes WaPo Inauguration Day article “The Campaign to Impeach President Trump Has Begun”; Jerry Nadler lies about Trump soliciting Russian DNC hack
1:04:52 Producer note on the appeal of jingles like My Sharona parody No Malarky, Biden campaign obviously being destroyed from within; Washington Free Beacon compilation of M5M mourning “bittersweet moment” of Kamala Harris throwing in the towel because of sexism; Michael Bloomberg’s “take your poison” slip with Christine Lagarde; Bloomberg ads running in California; “pathetic” Hillary Clinton interview by Howard Stern; Hillary to Graham Norton: “I especially have been deluged in, y’know, the last few weeks with thinking about doing that”
1:20:17 Producer Segment: “Linux of podcasting”
1:40:13 Australian transgender sports writer Cate McGregor blacklisted by ABC for speaking out against trans activist “cabinet” agenda for children, “there are not 52 genders”
1:45:09 Breaking News: Trump campaign reduced to begging ACC for $35
1:48:10 Dogs Are People Too: black market dog trade in Germany; local news offers to help “keep people like Gatsby… people, animals like Gatsby” during holiday season
1:51:01 Dan Orlovsky’s over-the-top “mountain”, Oil of Olay “unbeaten”; homeless producer vocal fry
1:54:46 BBC on landslide victory for pro-Democracy candidates in Hong Kong elections; Beijing irked US government for siding with Uighurs; Netherlands joins INSTEX SWIFT alternative; Iran shipping “illegal” missile parts to Yemeni rebels; Lex Harding blacklisted after visiting Iran
2:06:48 ACC OTG: Gouda subsidizing Ring doorbells, “PeakSmart” technology for Australian power grid; producer note on 900s-era LAPD Hamwatch program; ACC’s GO FLIP hangup issue
2:16:28 Vladimir Putin responding to US Space Force push “to stop the alien invasion coming”
2:17:22 Donation Segment: Sydney Gitmo Nation National Anthem and bar eviction; daverubin.com
2:43:02 Sketchy tales about Jeffrey Epstein’s dead banker and plastic surgeon; BBC interview with Prince Andrew accuser Virginia Giuffre; Walmart pages customer “Clinton Kildepein”
2:50:38 Brin and Page stepping down at Google, Brin’s sister-in-law Susan Wojcicki CEO of YouTube
1195 Iranahams (2019-12-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Climate chouse!” (2:43:14)
0:00:34 Australian origin of Weetabix, the virtues of Shanksville maple syrup; FAA evaluating effect of seat size on evacuation of fat decrepit passengers, JCD: “you should charge by the pound”
0:06:30 “Black Friday” in Netherlands and Great Britain; French retailers being harassed by climate activists; NBC parrots DHS scam warning before transitioning to Walmart/Apple Watch native ad; on the lookout for Walmart “secret Santa” native ads
0:17:30 Ad Age article “Renaming Climate Change: Can a New Name Finally Make Us Take Action?” by Aaron Hall proposes LibJoe-pleasing “global meltdown” and “scorched earth” because “Earth will be uninhabitable – an irreversible barren wasteland”, honorable mention for “pre-extinction”, Sir Gene proposes “Earth cancer”; Extinction Rebellion protesting at YouTube London headquarters; melting ice sculptures of Boris Johnson & Nigel Farage at climate debate
0:30:22 Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro accusing Leonardo DiCaprio of supporting “worthy of support” NGOs touching off Amazon fires; John Legend’s “the best artists, most of them are liberal” revisited; DiCaprio investing in Beyond Meat; “ecological emergency” of purple sea urchins wiping out kelp due to California limits on urchin harvesting, ACC blames big sushi; post-Thanksgiving weather “chaos” across the United States; ACC boots on the ground at Austin-Bergstrom skit; Deutsche Welle predicts mass Asian displacement due to sea level rise
0:49:56 Newsweek reporter fired for failing to predict Trump’s surprise visit to Afghanistan; annoying The Daily podcast on hacker claiming to have secure archive of Jeffrey Epstein sex tapes
0:56:25 Springer Verlag Evolutionary Psychological Science paper “Oppression or Opportunity? Sexual Strategies and the Perception of Sexual Advances” vindicates Iliza Shlesinger’s position
1:02:28 UK street interviews identify Brexit as major election issue; conveniently-timed London Bridge early prison release battle between, bystanders armed with narwhal tusk and fire extinguisher; “hoax” vs “fake” suicide vest, JCD bulletproof vest theory, perpetual Threat Level Orange
1:13:45 Producer Segment
1:40:01 JCD shocked at his ability to print from Linux Mint, ACC proposes computer shop class
1:45:02 Jeremy Corbyn aghast at prospect of US pharmaceutical industry buying NHS; Iqos stores popping up in US, douchebag liar Mitt Romney gripes to Trump about children being taken in by “unicorn poop flavor” vape liquid; Bain Capital’s history of pushing big tobacco in Russia
1:52:36 “Impor?ant” and “support ?im” at Greenville tampon tax protest and Trump rally; Mike Birbiglia gripes about use of “baby” as a pronoun; 1998 South Park “plane?arium”
1:58:31 Joe Biden’s incoherent “I got hairy legs!” and “I’ve loved kids jumpin’ in my lap”; NBC on Biden “No Malarkey” Iowa bus tour; Kamala Harris’ staff defeciting to other campaigns; $75M campaign by Acronym nonprofit connected to Eric Holder and George Soros, racist “I’d like to report a suburban educated white woman out here selling lemonade with her kids” and ageist “I can’t keep track of which lives matter!” ad; Nate Silver predicting brokered convention
2:12:45 Fox News cuts off Turning Point USA’s Anna Paulina and apologizes for her take on Hillary Clinton “she won’t go away, she’s like herpes” (CotD); The Root’s Michael Harriot to Joy Reid continue hit job on Pete Buttigieg over 2011 education comments; Michael Bloomberg to Christine Lagarde in 2018: we should raise taxes on poor people because “we want the poor to live longer”, “take your poison”, Lagarde: “it is regressive, it is good”
2:26:10 Donation Segment: ACC’s self-destructing Gitmo Nation National Anthem; JCD’s “chouse”
2:44:12 Deadly riots continuing in Colombia, Chile, and Iran, ACC calls for contact with “Iranahams”
0:00:00 JCD: “It’s a nightmare!” (1:56:02)
0:00:34 ACC & JCD futzing with Linux Mint 19.2 “Tina” with its plethora of preference panels
0:06:50 JCD’s 2005 “cock and bull story about Thanksgiving” blog post; Trump on turkey pardon established George H.W. Bush, turkeys Bread and Butter “have already received subpoenas to appear in Adam Schiff’s basement on Thursday”, “it’s true!”; turkeys are closely related to vultures – I don’t know if I like that line, but there is a little truth to it”; bizarre magic number drop “when I have a perfect call, think of it, thirty-three, what they get away with” at Sunrise Florida rally; “Friendsgiving” part of the globalist push to wipe out national traditions; ACC’s father Jay Curry dead at 80 with a full head of hair
0:17:25 German and French farmers taking to the highways in their tractors; debunked New Yorker legend of Benjamin Franklin proposing turkey as national bird, wartime arrow-facing eagle on Presidential Seal
0:21:49 New vegetarian propaganda movie The Game Changers with Arnold Schwarzenegger; outdoor cat ban under EU law to protect plague-bearing rats; Trump signs Preventing Animal Cruelty and Torture Act to combat “animal crushing in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce”
0:33:20 “Cult” the latest addition to Trump Rotation, Ana Navarro claims “Trump’s base is a cult” after Rick Perry likens him to King David, “The Family” cult headed by the late Doug Coe; The Cult of Trump author and former Sun Myung Moon dupe David Hassan dodges Brian Stelter’s “mind control” question by whining about pathological lying; Scott Adams explains cult meme from Dimension B point of view; JCD’s LibJoes convinced Trump was about to resign a year ago
0:49:47 Rep. Brenda Lawrence in favor of censure over impeachment: “I want it on the record that the House of Representatives did their job” for 2020 election; chickenshit Adam Schiff walks back the very idea of impeachment to Jake Tapper: “I wanna discuss this with my constituents and my colleagues before I make a final judgment on it” (CotD), Schiff lies about “witness” Mick Mulvaney admitting to a quid pro quo, ACC: “you made bad television!”
0:58:45 Attorney Robert Patillo predicts Hillary to enter race as “uniting figure” after four-way split in early primaries, rumblings of an Obama stop-Bernie campaign
1:06:37 Producer Segment: ACC looking for “bereavement upgrade” for trip back to Netherlands
1:45:33 Scott Adams admits to being a victim of Elon Musk’s dark magic spell on his “live microphone camera thing”; police “Crime Scene Unit” lurking around on ACC’s street asking for Ring video footage of black suspicious youth, JCD: “maybe they were on a scavenger hunt”
1:51:51 Producer note on Mailchimp constantly working to avoid getting blacklisted by the big ISPs, ACC & JCD wrangle about the downsides of running a centralized e-mail server, JCD’s sporadically blocked VPN IP addresses
2:01:26 YouTube spokeshole tries to shift responsibility onto “creators” after $170M fine for violations of COPPA Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, new made for kids settings “in order to help you comply with the law”, JCD invokes olive theory on comment section
2:14:48 Donation Segment: Isle of Wight’s picturesque airport; Utrecht meetup audio greeting
2:33:35 Romaine lettuce E. coli outbreak linked to Salinas California eerily similar to last year’s; San Francisco Chronicle’s J.D. Morris switches to uptalk when mentioning California microgrids running on “temporary diesel fueled situations”; “I could’ve been an MTV V.J” iso
2:43:25 Swedish prosecutors drop sexual assault investigation on Julian Assange for the third time
1193 Blafrican (2019-11-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Claws, as in Hillary’s claws, squawk squawk.” (2:03:09)

0:00:36 Kamala Harris pronounces GIF correctly on Saturday Night Live, Michael Bloomberg “Jewish billionaire with his own media company”, Tulsi Gabbard “I’m wearing the white suit of your fallen hero Hillary Clinton”, JCD: Bloomberg “only appeals to the dwarfs”

0:04:24 Trump blabs on the phone at Fox & Friends for an hour, “historic” IG report on the way, “highest levels of government” including “losers” Brennan & Clapper as well as Susan Rice, “that’s what the word is!” that DNC server was sent to Ukraine, Obama’s “pillows and sheets” for Ukraine, Pelosi under pressure from Richard Trumka, Hunter Biden “thrown out of the Navy”, Gordon Sondland “hanging’ around” in Europe, “great crime fighter” Rudy Giuliani, refusal by “Obama person” Marie Yovanovitch to hang Trump’s picture in embassy, Nancy Pelosi “crazy as a bedbug”; JCD’s Show 903 impeachment prediction

0:30:36 Nancy Pelosi and Rep. Pramila Jayapal outraged at Trump’s “obstruction of justice” in the court system, Jayapal’s “inconvenient laugh” lie tell; Giuliani’s “throw me under the bus” joke misinterpreted as threat, Biden “RICO chart” tweet; FBI “Resistance” lawyer Kevin Clinesmith in the Horowitz FISA investigation crosshairs, “also, Pence is stupid” text message

0:40:37 Pelosi offers to let Trump testify under “oath of office”; CBS on John Bolton’s $2M book deal and refusal thus far to testify, JCD predicts Bolton “takes one for the team”; compilation video of two years worth of M5M “the beginning of the end” Trump memes; April 2018 Sinclair fake news warning superimposed into “this is extremely dangerous to our democracy” medley

0:55:49 Ruth Bader Ginsberg transferred to Johns Hopkins after suffering chills and fever; Senate “secret vote” meme still going strong; Democracy Now on Fiona Hill’s warnings about Russian election interference, voice of reason Prof. Stephen Cohen blackballed

1:02:40 Joe Biden explains away gaffes as stuttering side effect, JCD on use of “stickum” by stuttering football player Lester Hayes; cackling Kamala irked by Biden’s “Blafrican American” non-gaffe; Andrew Yang irked at MSNBC for excising him from coverage; Swalwell Fartgate 2020

1:13:30 Producer Segment: TSA terrorizing record Thanksgiving travel population

1:46:43 2012 Noodle Boy clip as example of the people in impeachment hearings; “OK, boomer jingles; ACC a part of "generation Jones"; Sen. Ben Sasse on bizarre "age-segregated lives" in American society, nonconfrontational fat millennials devoid of initiative

1:57:09 ACC’s Lubuntu lightweight Linux experiment; JCD’s noisy low-flying Osprey helicopter; ACC’s browser, LibreOffice, and Claws Mail, JCD on DIY computers and sharing printer drivers, “your data is not on the RAM!”; Elon Musk’s black magic Tesla Cybertruck demo

2:11:57 Colin Kaepernick propagates Nike “we ready” meme at contrived publicity event, ACC: “guaranteed, a Kaepernick shoe is on the way”, JCD on University of Oregon Nike marketing team

2:17:28 Donation Segment: Midwest FurFest Convention and No Agenda meetup

2:35:27 Adam Schiff “we are better than that” and JCD “unbelievably bogus!” isos; Democracy Now on Bolivian military violence against protest funeral procession, tear gas deployed for hundreds of thousands on strike in Colombia, Iranian internet data blackout and violence amid fuel price protests; Amy Goodman “you should vote for Trump” iso from Biden’s run-in with deportation protestors

2:40:45 Iliza Shlesinger gripes about women’s overuse of “amazing!”: “what she actually means is, oh my God this isn’t about me and I don’t care and I’m a little insecure about it but I wanna make sure that I’m being a good feminist and saying amazing back but in actuality it’s boring”
1192  Balderdash!  (2019-11-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Boomer equals winner!” (1:25:07)
0:00:35  ACC: “the worst television week in American broadcast history” with segue from impeachment hearings to Democrat debate; “security assistance” the new euphemism for military aid, Pentagon’s “Meg from Family Guy” Laura Cooper to Rep. Will Hurd on FMF Foreign Military Financing; Huffington Post in 2014 on largely undisclosed $1bn in aid to Ukraine for “groups promoting democracy and civic engagement”; Interfax-Ukraine report connects money laundering by Franklin Templeton Investments and Obama administration; US-born former Ukrainian Finance Minister Natalie Jaresko now in Puerto Rico

0:20:37  Rep. Mike Turner grills a somewhat sheepish Amb. Gordon Sondland: “no one on this planet told you that President Trump was tying aid to investigations, yes or no?” (CotD); M5M “blowtorch testimony” compilation; Turner to Amb. Kurt Volker: “you just, like, took apart their entire case”; NPR perplexed at Adam Schiff’s 33 minutes for minority questions; Alexander Vindman almost outs whistleblower “a individual from the office of…” before Schiff comes swooping in to the rescue, “ranking member, it’s Lieutenant Colonel Vindman, please”

0:34:08  ACC’s “OK, boomer” activating Google Assistant; Sarah Ferguson demands Australian 60 Minutes “delete that bit” before storming out; Dutch LuckyTV Prince Andrew deepfake: “I have a very tiny pee pee”; JCD’s care package of Dutch “stale bread” Christmas treats

0:41:13  ACC implicates Chris Matthews in Eric Swalwell’s “Fartgate” incident
0:45:54  Joe Biden’s dark contact lenses taken as proof of amphetamine “elder abuse”, “not make people choose, allow people to choose” Medicare gaffe, “Nancy Pelosi is one of those people who stems sticks makes sense” gibberish in the style of the late double-talk comic “Professor” Irwin Corey, campaign manager takes over post-debate “chip in” wrap

0:53:41  Corey Booker signals his virtue with “the next president, whoever they are”, needles Biden for opposition to marijuana legalization; MSNBC four-woman panel unleashes confused Kamala Harris against white-clad Tulsi Gabbard; Elizabeth Warren’s wealth tax “your first fifty billion is free and clear” botch; Andrew Yang’s “World Data Organization” proposal

1:16:50  Producer Segment
1:32:29  Upcoming trademark battle with new Fox Nation show No Agenda with Lara Logan
1:36:44  ACC OTG: GO FLIP 3 geolocation fail; O&O ShutUp10 and Ubuntu Linux; USA Today native ad for Uber app recording audio to combat sexual assault; Ring doorbells vs reasonable expectation of privacy; Dame Sarah Harris on Google’s acquisition of Fitbit ringing alarm bells; Dutch Google AI millennials alarmed at racist voice searches; JCD’s bricked BLU phone

1:57:39  Australian MPs denied Chinese visas until they “repent”, “a million Muslims” meme; “Your World’s on Fire” with protests in Tbilisi; China abandoning long-term planning in Hong Kong

2:04:25  Trump’s bullcrap explanation for his unscheduled “physical” at Walter Reed; USMCA vs impeachment skit; CNN’s Dr. |David Scheiner calls “balderdash” on official story of Trump’s physical; Bernie Sanders’ forehead Botox; Biden’s Quark the bartender Ferengi skull

2:14:58  Donation Segment: AOC “who here is ready for the revolution, you pigs in human clothing!”
2:32:23  Ask Adam: Nigerian man assures reporter that “six years” is a fine age for a child bride
2:37:07  Vape Wars: Mitt Romney proposes excise tax; Trump to meet with vape industry leaders; North Dakota mocked for “meth, I’m on it” campaign with attention-getting detuned piano

2:46:14  Reuters deletes article blaming Trump for Obama-era child immigrant detention; Pelosi calls United States a “beautiful continent”; Bill Barr on progressivism as religion
No Sweat (2019-11-17)

0:00:00 ACC: (wailing) “I was going to be entertainer of the decade, aughhh!”

0:00:34 JCD perplexed by Santa Clarita school shooting resulting in three hours of frantic police activity, insufficently white kid with a revolver not particularly appealing media fodder; Zephyr interlude jingle: LAFD in bulletproof vests, “this sounds like it could be a training exercise”; student who heard shots thought “it was like maybe a generator blew up or something”; local news laments students “having to go through this day in and day out”, ill-informed sheriff on effort to “determine the exact whereabouts of the suspect”, JCD: “he’s dead!”?, “uh-huh, okay, uh, wow” from dingbat anchor; student recites flawed “duck into the nearest class” strategy learned from lockdown drills; Dutch boy’s killing of two girls linked to ADHD medication

0:18:18 Prince “Randy Andy” asserts to BBC Newsnight that he only knew Jeffrey Epstein in passing as Ghislaine Maxwell’s “plus one”, “coincidental” photos of Central Park breakup walk, allegations from Virginia Roberts Giuffre false because “I have a peculiar medical condition which is that I don’t sweat”, ACC: “he’s a reptile!”; new Animated No Agenda installments

0:31:20 Scott Adams on merger of entertainment and politics exemplified by Trump tweeting during testimony by Marie Yovanovitch, outraged Twitter comments “part of the show”; Saturday Night Live sketch “Days of Our Impeachment”; Rep. Jim Jordan to Amb. William Taylor: “I’ve seen church prayer chains that are easier to understand than this”, chided for interruption by Schiff; CBS ignores worldwide bedlam to hand-wring over Trump’s “witness intimidation”, “quote, kneecapped by a shadowy smear campaign!”, David Holmes’ overheard Sondland-Trump call; White House releases new call transcript

0:50:02 Spot the Spook: Steve Pieczenik on Marie Yovanovitch’s probable recruitment by CIA; Joe diGenova to Lou Dobbs on George Soros’ influence at State Department and in Ukraine for his unspecified “business interests”; Bill Barr channels Jill Abramson discussing “The Resistance”

1:02:05 Jeff Pegues on Roger Stone’s conviction on all counts, ACC: “he’s crowning!”; hypocrite Donna Brazile to Bill Maher: “I hope he roasts in hell, that son of a bitch!”, ACC: “this is the best case of projection I’ve heard”, “like a bukkake of lies!”

1:07:48 Greta Thunberg sailing back to Europe; Planet Money “co??ion” plus vocal fry

1:09:55 Ominous musical bed for mayhem in Prague, France, Iraq, Israel, and flooded Venice; “we’re underwater, we’re doomed!” and “wow” isos, AOC “who here is ready for the revolution?”

1:16:44 Producer Segment: noagendastream.com program grid; exotic Swiss CHF 1,000 banknote

1:38:49 Fox News anchor Howard Kurtz freaks out over panelist Mollie Hemingway’s mention of whistleblower Eric Ciaramella’s name; Hillary Clinton’s desire to “retire” Trump and Blade Runner; Amazon Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan critical of “wave of nationalist pride” in Venezuela

1:47:58 ACC OTG: $100 Alcatel GO FLIP 3 phone kept under lock and key to foil thieves; Wikipedia WT:Social demanding tribute immediately upon signup; Windows 10 spyware gripes

2:08:28 Al Jazeera on protests against Dakota Access Pipeline expansion after Keystone XL Pipeline leak; plans for natural gas pipeline near Austin; Democracy Now on reopening of El Paso Walmart after August shooting with manifesto “echoing President Trump’s rhetoric”

2:12:36 BBC runs English dramatization of Ukrainian militant phone calls prior to MH17 downing

2:18:03 Donation Segment: Michigan Local 1 audio meetup report, Wichita “Netflix demo”

2:32:57 Go-ahead for Sandy Hook families vs Remington lawsuit; violent video games the next target

2:35:12 AOC supporting disingenuous Taylor Swift in “battle” with music execs; “scromiting” revisited

2:43:19 Dean Foods killed by “nut sap”; 23-year-old YouTuber laments 23andMe “99.8% European”
1190  Olive Theory  (2019-11-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “Shut that baby up!”  (1:06:43)
0:00:35  JCD’s Club 33 immortalized in latest Animated No Agenda, former HBO CEO headed to Apple TV+; JCD’s Salman Rushdie joke at Whole Foods
0:05:30  ACC’s hysterical “3x MATCH UNLOCKED!” WinRed messages; Bill Moyers to Brian Stelter on serving viewers who watch the impeachment hearings religiously “because they really want to be confused”; clueless Eric Swalwell: “it’s an extraordinary abuse of power if you unlawf… or, if you remove an ambassador”; Adam Schiff’s giant chair, Devin Nunes on three questions Republicans aren’t allowed to ask; “squid pro quo” clip MIA; State Department’s George Kent to Swalwell: “I am a career nonprofessional” (BCotD); Amb. William Taylor on aid money for “receiving company… country”; Mike Quigley asserts that hearsay evidence “can be much better evidence than direct”; rumors of Taylor using New York Times story planted by CIA
0:30:32  Joe Biden asserts hearing he didn’t see was “pretty devastating” for Trump: “you saw it, you know how so”; Daily Wire’s Josh Hammer to yelling One America News host Liz Wheeler on State Department FOIA documents revealing Burisma quid pro quo with Joe Biden
0:36:23  Hillary Clinton to BBC’s Emma Barnett: “well, you know I never say never to anything”, expert deflection by Chelsea; “tremendously erudite” Deval Patrick kicks off campaign
0:46:42  Prof. Anne DeLessio-Parson to Jesse Watters: definition of racism “evolves over time”
0:51:21  Grammar Girl on T-glottalization in young women, ACC takes issue with “as if?” example, “nobody really knows” why T-drop “pronunciation tic” is actually occurring; British guitarist Wings of Pegasus analyzes vocal fry in Patsy Cline’s singing; hate tweets for JCD after clip of “beyond Jill” autobiography reading, ACC: “it’s no longer vocal fry, it’s vocal cry”
1:06:58  JCD calls for “OK, boomer” jingle, outrage over Dream English Kids L-M-N-O-P revision
1:12:28  Producer Segment: JMD’s Epstein didn’t kill himself bumper sticker
1:29:44  Los Angeles homeless man dumps bucket of diarrhea on random woman: “it was liquid, hot liquid, I was soaked!” iso; LA to build homeless shelters from shipping containers at a cost of $600,000 each; ACC unsuccessful in his quest to find the new Austin campground; KXAN on Austin’s plan to buy and convert hotels, JCD: “they’re reinventing the slum hotel?”
1:40:19  Party horn protests at Austin ISD board meeting, new sex education curriculum “after the state blocked it from buying the curriculum from Planned Parenthood”;  sekschool.ca “gender is how you feel on the inside” video; ACC calls bullshit on journalist Ellen Scott’s assertion to Good Morning Britain that clapping is disruptive to hearing aid wearers
1:50:43  Don Cherry fired from Hockey Night in Canada after griping about immigrants not adopting Remembrance Day poppy tradition, white supremacy shitstorm from ageist Canadian media
2:02:26  Dogs Are People Too: The Guardian article “Should We Stop Keeping Pets?”
2:04:55  Donation Segment: RIP Schiphol Airport No Agenda Wi-Fi
2:23:09  JCD’s follow-up topic list: buying coffee shop marijuana with a credit card in Amsterdam, geen wiet op krediet; Dutch speed limit lowered to 100 km/h to allow construction sector to start building homes for new wave of immigrants; podcasters’ union MIA
2:31:35  ACC OTG: producer note on SMS message disappearances, new RCS standard; Instagram like-hiding experiment, JCD “olive theory” based on comment from American Airlines CEO, Cardi B gripes about comment likes; Silicon Valley shitstorm over misogynistic Apple Card, Kara Swisher: algorithms “created by people, and largely by men and largely by white men”
2:48:16  NPR effusively praises Seattle smart homes powered by NPR sponsor Amazon
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1189 CIS-Cast (2019-11-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are they training me to be a dog??” (0:16:36)
0:00:34 Woody Allen’s A Rainy Day in New York and autobiography cancelled by cancel culture
0:01:23 ACC’s “new neighbors” homeless relocated by TexDOT, “you wanna live on the streets, go to Austin ... it’s a blast, man!”, 7-acre temporary camp near airport
0:07:08 ACC’s “trip from Hell” after four-bottle dinner with Robert Jensen, Zwarte Piet vs Roetpiet, four-hour flight delay and expired Global Entry, side-by-side walk of shame in pawprint queue
0:20:30 “Epstein didn’t kill himself” for Ben Shapiro and MSNBC reporter; Shapiro on left and alt-right both using mirrored identity politics hierarchies; @BlackWomxnFor “black trans and cis women, gender-nonconforming, and nonbinary people” endorsing Elizabeth Warren
0:29:53 Chuck ToddCast proposes Stacey Abrams as Michael Bloomberg running mate because “he has to have a person of color”; on-location Democracy Now with ground loop hum, JCD: “they all buzzy!”; Bloomberg anti-Juul ads in California; Trump responds to “Little Michael”; 2008 discrimination lawsuit against Bloomberg LP by 78 “pregnant bitches”; Robert de Niro to Joy Reid on Trump vs Bloomberg “who is worth I think over $50 billion or maybe a lot more”
0:41:05 Dramatic readings of Ukraine transcript by Helen Mirren & Ian McKellen for blatantly lying Stephen Colbert: “his country has been invaded by the Russians!”
0:48:04 Sandy Ocasio-Cortez: betrayal by politicians “feels like I never wanna love again”, “your heart gets black, and you turn angry, and you get very anxious” (CotD), Sandy theme from Grease
0:51:40 San Francisco Greta Thunberg “giant head” mural JCD: “it’s an eyesore”
0:54:38 Nervous Steve Pieczenik reveals “the Benedict Arnold of America” John Bolton as anonymous author of new anti-Trump book A Warning, MICE (money, ideology, compromise, ego); CBSN on Bolton upcoming impeachment testimony; Democracy Now reads ageist “elderly uncle running pantsless” excerpt; JCD on music beds on college radio stations
1:08:30 Joseph diGenova and Victoria Toensing to Lou Dobs: thousands of sealed indictments coming real soon now because “we have darn good sources for this!”
1:14:56 Producer Segment: Animated No Agenda title suggestion CIS-Cast
1:44:03 CBS impeachment report “White House liars” gaffe
1:48:09 The New Road to Serfdom author David Hannan to the Hoover Institution in 2010 on Obama’s flawed “Europeanization” agenda resulting in hiring disincentive, JCD: no mention of soccer
1:52:42 ACC OTG: 168,000 “ghost” text message sent in February arriving now due to “glitch” at third-party vendor Syniverse, NSA-mandated data retention; Mailchimp’s flat monthly fee encouraging deluge of data; ACC’s Show 1188 filename nightmare; search warrant granted for DNA in GEDMatch genealogy database, “apparent lack of screwini”; “cheap-ass Chinese junk” transformers potentially causing California wildfires, JCD: “they can crank”
2:12:13 Donation Segment
2:22:58 The Correspondent article “The New Dot-com Bubble Is Here: It’s Called Online Advertising” on unprofitable ad campaigns with Google, Mel Karmazin’s “you’re fucking with the magic”
2:28:09 Vape Wars: CDC links black market vitamin E acetate to lung injuries; The Truth About Vaping on California’s Master Settlement Agreement incentive to encourage tobacco sales; ACC hit with $1,000 LLC tax bill from California
2:38:11 Democracy Now video of hissy fight between Glenn Greenwald and right-wing journalist
2:40:56 Rep. Mark Meadows runs back to reporter to assert “Republicans are not struggling with anything!”; Human Rights Watch kicked out of Israel over pro-Palestinian BDS support
0:00:00 JCD: “Now that’s what I call talent!” (1:16:46)

0:00:34 Schiphol Airport shut down over hijacking scare due to accidentally entered transponder code 7500 on Air Europa flight, JCD: “see if any banks were robbed”, rumor of three arrests

0:09:15 Dutch teacher shortage, doctor exodus, and pharmaceutical shortages; farmers irked by abrupt change in production limits, construction permits halted due to PFAS “carbo-flugus” industrial waste limits, politicians jockeying for position in EU bureaucracy, 100 km/h speed limit push

0:24:08 11,000 scientists release hysterical new global warming report resurrecting overpopulation meme; Fire Drill Fridays media alert: Jane Fonda to “risk arrest”; Fonda to The View on following in the footsteps of “Greta Doomberg”, “climate activists have been doing this for forty years”, JCD: “and the climate’s the same!”, “even the cyanists” T-drop milieu

0:31:44 Unplugged podcast /ɪm.pɔɹ.ʔɨnʔ/; uptalking WaPo hummer on Emma Watson’s “self-partnered”: “sure!”; Show 711 Faith Salie vocal fry gripe; vocal fry as sign of heroin use, JCD’s Ventolin cough syrup turning him into Henry Kissinger, neglect of nasal as avoidance of “the N-word”

0:49:19 Rand Paul on Ukraine whistleblower as material witness in Hunter Biden case; masculine-sounding Samantha Power propagates new “not dig up dirt, make up dirt” meme

0:55:49 Elizabeth “Betsy” Warren defines middle class as anyone making less than a billion, JCD stalking Warren’s high school photos; Bill Gates’ “ahhh” tell applied to Warren’s wealth tax

1:06:09 Lame stand-up with Hillary & Chelsea on The Late Late Show with James Corden; Steve Bannon to Maria Bartiromo: Hillary Clinton and Michael Bloomberg up next

1:13:11 Producer Segment: JCD on the fine art of stripper tassels

1:32:35 Historian Victor Davis Hanson to Stanford Hoover Institute on Japanese carrier JS Kaga named after Pearl Harbor ship, Oxford Union appeasement, UK’s unprecedented and ultimately crippling WWII mobilization; KQED Nazi Megaweapons German V-1 steam launcher

1:45:02 Robinhood app leveraged trading “glitch”; “bedlam” at Flemington Racecourse in Australia with Über app “glitch”; Google Chrome killing URLs; Amazon Echo MEMS micromechanical system microphone array exploited with modulated laser; Austin AI slaves looking for EAT “expertise, authority, and trustworthiness”; top Dutch rush hour search “porn with black women”; Sidewalk Labs privacy expert Saadia Muzaffar resigns over Toronto Civic Data Trust

2:04:05 Steve Hilton and Marie “Band Camp Girl” Harf cut off while wrangling over Biden and Kerry family links to Ukraine; Brit Hume takes issue with Alexander Vindman’s claim about Trump “subverting” foreign policy; No Agenda deep state segment excerpted by another podcast

2:12:40 ACC on MTV sound guy’s bathroom audio collection; Amy Robach gripes about ABC News damaging her career by killing Epstein story: “it was unbelievable what we had, Clinton, we had everything”, “I had it all three years ago”, subsequently walks back Prince Andrew comment, ABC announces “six-part podcast” for 2020, JCD: “she looks dateable”

2:24:44 Ev Williams on internet advertising vs subscription models in social media, JCD on Medium writers paying for the privilege of being published and parallel with TED cult

2:31:18 Donation Segment

2:44:22 Six-Week Cycle: FBI entraps and arrests Richard Holzer over Colorado synagogue bomb plot; JCD on Dr. Phil show with irredeemable “punk”, Crime Story “because we’re criminals”

2:50:23 Trump finally makes good on his visa waiver promise for Poland: “you can’t let that happen to me!” iso; Robert Gates asserts all of Joe Biden’s foreign policy positions were wrong

2:55:33 Manhunt for barefoot 13-year-old “homicidal maniac” who scarpered from police holding cell
1187 Predeceased (2019-11-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “That's an imporʔanʔ mounʔain!” (1:11:20)
0:00:33 Beto O’Rourke drops out of race after milking campaign funds for an extra couple months
0:02:05 ACC in Amsterdam to celebrate 100 years of radio, United Airlines “premium economy” windowless exit seat, TSA Pre✓ with expired Global Entry card, the benefits of airport hotels
0:07:59 The Guardian style guide drops polar bears and adopts propagandistic photos of human suffering, new “global heating”, “science that … our journalists are interpreting”
0:16:43 Trump reacts comedically to “that poor bastard” Beto O’Rourke dropping out of race
0:22:02 Elizabeth Warren rolls out $52T Medicare for all plan with promise not to raise taxes on undefined middle class, JCD explains “bracket creep” since 1971; Joe Biden to Judy Woodruff: “look!” impeachment inquiry should include Mueller Report; House resolution establishes Lawfare Institute lawyers as Adam Schiff minions; Biden repeats “vital military aid” meme
0:36:52 George Webb video on State Department Iran Contra style gun running scam in Ukraine; Biden makes sketchy claim about election meddling in George Washington’s farewell address; “what is he on??” iso; overmodulated Biden promises to support 1973 Paris Peace Accord
0:46:33 Trevor Noah to surgery-mangled Hillary Clinton: “how did you kill Jeffrey Epstein?”; Chelsea pipes up with “what if she murdered two?” story; former Navy SEAL dog expert ends Fox News interview with “and Epstein didn’t kill himself”; Biden’s Realistic brand audio gear
0:54:25 ACC irked by Pelosi’s distorted US flag; Hunter Biden’s wife talks to Good Morning America
1:00:12 ACC takes issue with note from linguistics professor on T-drop phenomenon, “language is major tool of power internationally”, ACC: “speaking English is racist!”
1:16:36 Producer Segment: JCD Chinese visa “manager” travel tip; Kid Stays in the Picture
1:41:48 ACC replaces Ring doorbell with $49 Yale device, Ring Halloween native ad blitz
1:44:39 Incoherent report from ABC’s Stephanie Ramos on unnamed new ISIS leader: US forces in Syria “will be used to deny ISIS access to fuel… terrorism”
1:48:46 Boris Johnson backs off on Brexit; NHS staff facing racism since “Brexit is having an impact”
1:56:10 All-male rioters waving black and white flags in Islamabad demanding PM Imran Khan resign; daily hand grenade explosions in Sweden; half of Brussels residents carrying defensive weapons
2:00:29 Vape Wars: Michael Bloomberg funding anti-Juul ads, new nicotine tax bill
2:02:33 No outrage over 49ers quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo flirting with reporter Erin Andrews; Iliza Shlesinger “being sexually harassed by an ugly guy is the worst!” revisited
2:05:45 Herd of goats saves Ronald Reagan Library from wildfires; Jane Fonda: California becoming “too dangerous to inhabit”, “people in San Francisco Bay are having to wear masks” lie, gratuitous bile for Trump, “today we’re focusing on women and climate change”; San Jose exploring microgrids using “solar and fuel cells”; PG&E CEO’s “let them eat cake” interview
2:18:49 Elizabeth Warren’s “super-duper enforcement”; Harvey Weinstein accosted at Manhattan club
2:26:36 Donation Segment: Gitmo Nation National Anthem at Boston meetup
2:42:02 African swine fever “pig plague” potentially wiping out 25% of pigs worldwide
2:42:52 DEA hunting Mexican drug lord “El Mencho”; Mexico releases El Chapo’s son Ovidio Guzmán
2:50:07 Former Acting CIA Director John McLaughlin: “thank God for the deep state”, commitment to truth “engraved in marble in the lobby”, Fitbit-wearing John Brennan on Trump vs “the deep state people” acting “in the trenches here” illegally
2:58:54 ACC affected by under-discussed Network Solutions security breach
1186  Bag Daddy (2019-10-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Aagh, I have no time to rest and watch something!” (2:36:08)
0:00:37 Historic and embarrassing World Series; Logitech’s superior USB mouse dongles
0:04:37 House of Representatives voting on whether or not to vote on articles of impeachment, Nancy Pelosi on “very prayerful person” Rep. Al Green’s push for racism as part of articles: “we’ll deal with that on the floor”; JCD: “somebody should clean up the place”; Green’s “if we don’t impeach this President, he will get reelected” revisited; Obama’s 2008 “my Muslim faith”
0:10:35 Obama speaks out against “used the wrong verb” cancel culture activism, “watch Grown-ish”
0:14:20 Fake Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi buried at sea just like fake Osama bin Laden, grainy-filtered video of bin Laden compound clone; Trump “Bag Daddy” rap; annoying musical bed for ABC “crawled into a hole with two small children and blew himself up” in Gaddafi callback; right-wing State Department e-mails meme; Washington Post scrambles to change “austere religious scholar” headline; oft-killed “Marlboro Man” Mokhtar Belmokhtar and ISIS “London studios”
0:27:11 Al Sharpton “Al Baghdaggi, Baghdagdi … Al Baghdagdi, Baghdadi” gaffes; Obama photographer Pete Souza the sore loser; Photoshopped Medal of Honor for Conan the dog
0:31:31 New questions about ellipses in Zelensky call transcript; Bill Clinton: “she may or may not ever run for something”, JCD speculates Hillary may skip a couple primaries; Tom Steyer trying to take credit for impeachment; Twitter’s ill-advised political ad ban
0:37:54 “Today’s the day!” for Brexit; Boris Johnson bids farewell to Speaker John Bercow who has “done more than anyone since Stephen Hawking to stretch time in this session”; Dutch building industry brought to a halt by “nitrogen crisis”; ACC heading to Netherlands to celebrate 100 years of radio; German farmers suing government for not stopping climate change
0:49:21 New exit strategy: “we are the new South Park” with Animated No Agenda; Kevin Smith advocating for appearance by ACC on The Joe Rogan Experience
1:01:38 Producer Segment: spicykeyboard.com; 10 TB of accumulated data at noagendasocial.com
1:20:55 Amazing Polly speculates about Impossible Burger hemoglobin and then tracks down Impossible Foods Silicon Valley headquarters located across the street from Planned Parenthood
1:27:07 JCD cut off twice while discussing producer note on California wildfires and PG&E vs corrupt California regulators standing in the way of rural branch removal, “classic mafia bust-out scam”; Democracy Now on prisoners fighting fires caused by climate change for $1 per hour, University of California Prof. Leah Stokes; “there is research that says that fires have gotten 500% more risky”, Gavin Newsom: “we have actually had a below-average fire season to date”
1:48:22 Vape Wars: former executive Siddharth Breja files suit alleging Juul shipped one million cartridges contaminated, ACC predicts big Trump win in tobacco states
1:55:51 Lebanese PM Saad Hariri resigns; 2017 clip on Hariri being kidnapped by Saudi Arabia
2:01:43 ABC News millennial “San Diego Mountains”, “imporʔanʔ” from alleged “voice coach”; Penn Jillette on the challenges of making his show gender-neutral
2:07:44 Donation Segment
2:24:12 Austin Mayor Steve Adler whines about TexDOT clearing overpass camps making the homeless harder to locate; Circuit of the Americas offering temporary jobs to “people experiencing homelessness” in their homes at Community First! Village; inflatable tennis court bouncy castles for the homeless, former homeless resource officer vs douchebag Ann Kitchen
2:35:18 Netflix introduces 1.25x and 1.5x viewing speed options; Google buying Fitbit
2:38:03 Evanston Illinois school cancels Halloween, JCD: “this is because of some Muslim complainers”
1185  Resilience (2019-10-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “We’re special!” (2:17:02)
0:00:34  Congratulations on “twelve years not a slave”

0:02:12  Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi killed again; “CNN cannot confirm that this was the actual raid” in which he detonated his trusty suicide vest, silly “DNA analysis”, JCD: “it’s like the Dalai Lama, he just keeps being reincarnated”; Obama-era report on al-Baghdadi’s previous deaths

0:09:11  Trump at the helipad promising “look-see” into FBI as John Durham’s investigation turns criminal; eternally-clueless James Clapper: “I just read the clip”, “what is it that any of us did that would rise to the level of a criminal infraction, I just don’t know”, Jeffrey Toobin to the rescue: “just a right-wing fantasy”; Cenk Uygur’s “locking people up” revisited; Infowars’ Robert Barnes claims former FBI counsel James Baker has “flipped”; Amy Goodman interprets move as effort to discredit Mueller, “political revenge” quote from Jerry Nadler; Rudy Giuliani’s lame butt dialing incident; James Comey preaches “you owe it to this country to speak” then predicts his reaction to Trump reelection “from my new home in New Zealand”

0:27:50  PG&E transmission lines implicated in latest fires; Soda Rock Winery destroyed by “embers”

0:31:46  Promo for Clean Coalition Community Microgrid Initiative: Austin home in Pecan Street program “communicating with their power utility ... every 15 seconds”, sinful heated water in coffee maker, “electricity actually costs more to generate at different times of the day than others” lie; Community Choice Aggregation model, Bloom Energy all-in; Microgrid Knowledge 2019 conference “transition”, “resilience” and “push the agenda forward” memes, “get people more aware of their impact in the world” shaming; James Woolsey on Clean Coalition board

0:56:22  Ring ratting out users who opted out of providing doorbell videos to police

1:00:18  Producer Segment: multilingual station IDs; Animated No Agenda on YouTube

1:34:36  Politically incorrect kimosabe; Bill Clinton in 2009: “American secretaries of state oughtta to be in the places of human misery around the world”; Lie to Me on identifying gay faces

1:44:41  Hillary Clinton’s vile politicization of Elijah Cummings’ funeral: “like that Old Testament prophet, he stood against corrupt leadership of King Ahab and Queen Jezebel”; Jezebel’s death by defenestration; Hillary propagates “next generation of leaders” meme

1:52:09  Joe Biden gives advice for black families having “the talk” with children about police interactions: “if you were my daughter you’d be a Caucasian girl and you wouldn’t be pulled over”, all-in on sensitivity training, Bernie Sanders: identify officer and “respect what they are doing so that you don’t get shot in the back of the head” (BCotD)

1:56:23  Kanye West to BigBoyTV on religion vs Democrat party, “I have turned my back on the idea of victimization mentality”, “the culture has you focused so much on fuckin’ somebody bitch and pullin’ up in a foreign and rappin’ about things that could get you locked up”


2:03:22  Donation Segment

2:09:44  Austin partially reinstates restriction on homeless camping, homeless person predicts “chaos” as result of Gov. Greg Abbott clearing out bridges; quarter mile of Santa Rosa public trail taken over; Ninth Circuit’s SJW Eighth Amendment ruling appealed to Supreme Court

2:40:41  ACC gaming the Twitter algos; Google starting to charge for Gmail storage

2:46:10  Riots in Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador, Guinea, and Iraq due to depressionless depression

2:51:43  Astros’ Brandon Taubman fired for outburst, umpire Rob Drake’s bizarre AR-15 tweet

2:53:26  Massachusetts House bill 3719 disorderly conduct for calling someone a “bitch”
1184 Ejexit (2019-10-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “The IQ’s in the single dig-its.” (0:28:30)

0:00:35 JCD watching “the Nats” amid irritating overlap in sports seasons; CEO of Nike steps down, Tim Cook on board of Tsinghua University School of Economics and Management

0:04:06 Former Clinton adviser Philippe Reines to Tucker Carlson: “there might be a reason that she’d be the best person, not only to beat Donald Trump but to govern after Donald Trump”; New York Times headline “Anxious Democratic Establishment Asks, Is There Anybody Else?”; Reines: “the lady knows her healthcare”, resurrects Trump’s “what do you have to lose” and immigration; bookmaker Democrat report with with Beto O’Rourke at 610:1

0:16:26 Nobel laureate economist Robert J. Shiller on “motivational speaker” Trump propping up stock market; Hillary coughs and cackles at crowd finishing her sentence “we have to nominate...” with “you!”, ACC: “I think she was starting to shapeshift”, “you’ve gotta win the electoral vote!”, Chelsea ands with whispered “and then we get rid of the Electoral College!”

0:26:45 Unhinged Cenk Uygur: “his IQ’s in the single dig-its!”, if Trump is reelected “so, look, it’s on the board”, 12.5% chance of “fascist state” in which “I guarantee you he will start locking people up”, “shoot them and kill them” plan for immigrants (CotD)

0:33:18 Anti-Putin Biden “chip in” video with microphone in “Ace Hardware plastic bucket”

0:40:07 Beto O’Rourke to Brolf: “agents began to track down Hillary Clinton’s e-mails” at Trump’s request, Russia “invaded and attacked our country” in 2016; new Al Sharpton classic” perhaps he was influenced by Gurgle and the Third Rights”, Beto: “that’s right”; new station IDs

0:53:11 Andrew Napolitano on Emoluments Clause in light of Doral Miami hosting G-7

0:55:48 Militaristic Democratic Coalition “Impeachment Task Force” video

0:58:21 Producer Segment: Calvados and esophageal cancer

1:33:09 JCD gripes about vapid celebrity gossip from Carson Daly on The Today Show, “Roker seems to be shrinking”; Fortnight and chocolate cookies more addictive than cocaine

1:38:06 Divorced parents squabbling over Texas 7-year-old semi-transgender James/Luna Younger, “sexual mutilation of children on an industrial scale”, threat of jail for father using wrong pronouns; TERF “transgender-exclusionary radical feminist” lawyer Kara Dansky gripes about liberal media blackout of feminist and gay rights objections to Democrat transgender agenda; douchebag Canadian activist Jessica Yaniv ordered to reimburse defendants in deceptive “wax my balls” lawsuits; Elizabeth Warren fawning over “9-year-old transgender American” revisited; JCD: “are we going to become a nation with eunuchs?”

2:00:21 John Pilger to RT on “searing” court hearing for nearly mute Julian Assange: “her bias was incandescent”; riots in Catalonia in aftermath of sentencing of separatist leaders, movement leader Carles Puigdemont in exile in Belgium

2:11:04 Twitter ad numbers down, MDAU “monthly daily average users” 145M; Mark Zuckerberg grilled by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez over untruthful political ads and his dinner with “farright figure” Ben Shapiro, “so you would say that white supremacist tied publications meet a rigorous standard for fact checking?”, JCD: “I think Zuckerberg needs to play the Jew card!”

2:20:07 Donation Segment: JCD puts out a call for birch syrup; meetup.com bought by WeWork

2:44:23 “Squabble” between British members of EU Parliament over new Brexit referendum, “there is no clarity and never was about what type of leave was on the referendum”; Nigel Farage: “we will never accept a German chancellor attempting to annex a part of our nation”; Troll Room suggests “Ejexit”
1183 Infosanement (2019-10-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa!” (2:17:05)
0:00:37 “Mary Pete” Buttigieg throws Tulsi Gabbard under the bus with Chuck Todd; *Campaign HQ* podcast’s incoherently rambling David Plouffe characterizes Trump campaign strategy as “ban hamburgers and steaks and you can’t fly and infanticide”, Hillary Clinton reveals groundbreaking “don’t vote for the other guy” strategy with “flashing videos that appear and then disappear and they’re on the dark web and nobody can find them”, Russia grooming Democrat candidates, Jill Stein “totally!” a Russian asset; CBS lies: Hillary “called Tulsi Gabbard ... the favorite of the Russians”, Gabbard’s “queen of warmongers” tweet in response; Bernie Sanders refusing to come to her defense; Gabbard in 2016 on possibility of retaliation for backing Sanders; “regime-change war” and “brothers and sisters in uniform” talking points for Fox News; Hillary still obsessing over Vladimir Putin, ACC: “pee on the bed!”, “great little book *On Tyranny*”, Trump campaign’s “unlimited money”, good old days of three TV networks vs “I think it’s a lot harder for Americans to know what they’re supposed to believe”, “people can’t decide!”, Trump’s debate preparation “trading insults” with Rudy Giuliani

0:24:55 Nancy Pelosi lies “the Russians have been trying to get a foothold in the Middle East for a very long time unsuccessfully”; JCD on US getting “suckered” by France in Vietnam; ACC: “let’s talk about her face for a moment”

0:31:31 “Ordahhh!” for the latest Brexit vote in Parliament; “worse deal” meme in horribly-edited PBS story with assimilated Frank Langfitt using over-the-top “crash out” term, globalist United States Chamber of Commerce butting in; Christine Lagarde’s replacement at IMF Kristalina Georgieva on factors “holding back *growth*”

0:44:27 New California “gig economy” law caps freelance journalists to 35 articles per year

0:49:41 Trump administration accuses CNN of violating Lanham Act with its biased reporting

0:51:42 JCD story: Tech TV cutting costs of free food and makeup, ACC defends makeup psychologists; sarcastic Scott Adams: “how are we going to defend against a thermonuclear war with Russia if we have no Kurds?”; *Dracula* play weirdo-fest in Austin

1:02:36 Producer Segment: *Adam & John Critique the Show Art* jingle; JCD pans *Modern Love*

1:34:58 ACC OTG; producer snared by ACC’s “hey Google, look up some butt porn”, one-off rejection of uBlock Origin developer build, Safari contributing to Tencent and Google blacklists; ACC recommends DIY replacement in light of Yahoo Groups shutdown; ACC’s new GrapheneOS Pixel 3 “unusable” due to ease of use; JCD story: left-foot braking to avoid plowing into phone zombie; JCD’s text messaging via Google Voice; *shitos.com* fail

1:57:38 San Juan mayor: “I am a climate change survivor”; cheers for arrests of Jane Fonda and Sam Waterston at Capitol Hill Green New Deal protest; two ignored studies find Pentagon’s “carbon bootprint” makes it “the 47th largest emitter of greenhouse gases in the world” (BCotD)

2:03:58 Podcaster Mr Reagan on Hollywood director friend’s agent recommending he come out as transgender; Spotify promo with virtue-signaling elitist all-white transgender millennials, ACC: “it’s all going away with your first down quarter”

2:10:42 Donation Segment: “infosanement, is what we call it”

2:28:11 BBC blames WhatsApp tax for anti-government riots in Lebanon, Wes Clark Seven revisited

2:31:37 Vape Wars: HHS Secretary Alex Azar reveals to CNBC that “e-cigarette devices” are illegal, “each one is a *pack* of cigarettes!”, “you have kids who have to go to AA!”, teens turning to cigarettes to cure vape addiction but adults need vape devices to cure cigarette addiction
1182 Coupon Clipping (2019-10-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, new phone! Let’s unbox it!” (2:03:16)
0:00:38 Jean-Claude Juncker announces “we haff a deal” and hollers to conclude he is “sad about Bwexit”; Queen Elizabeth II opens Parliament with enumeration of “my government’s” tasks
0:09:04 Media sure to blame Trump for Elijah Cummings’ death; cnn.com/impeachment promo
0:12:19 “Distinguished leaders” Nancy Pelosi, Chuck Schumer, and Steny Hoyer gripe about Kurdish children killed in Syria after meeting with Trump, “no real plan for containing ISIS”; Syrian blogger on Assyrian Christians vs nomadic Kurds; Trump calls out ABC for bogus footage from a Kentucky machine gun shoot; Schumer whines “he was insulting!” to Pelosi
0:25:20 QAnon-style conspiracy theory about Pelosi’s orange bullet bracelet
0:27:33 CFR’s Steven Cook on Russia as “force for stability” in Syria; Sen. Bob Menendez to Anderson Pooper on “belligerent” Trump in meeting with “third-rate politician” Pelosi
0:33:56 Democrat debate “look!” and “right?” keyword counts; “impeach” compilation; Tulsi Gabbard calls out M5M for pushing “regime change war” and smearing her as Russian asset, “wouldn’t you agree” for Warren; Andrew Yang: “there’s a reason why no one is using Bing today”
0:49:05 Biden lies about George Washington agonizing over foreign election interference; Pooper: “President Trump has falsely accused your son of doing something wrong”; Kamala Harris’ “shoot somebody on Fifth Avenue” lie; Biden promises to raise capital gains tax on people “clipping coupons in the stock market”; Harris: Trump “selling out our democracy” to Ukraine
1:01:49 Beto O’Rourke makes an ass of himself asserting Americans will happily turn in their AR-15s; Gabbard and Buttigieg at odds over Syria; Biden mocks Warren with “you did a hell of a job in your job”; Bernie Sanders’ medical marijuana joke, swipe at the “billionaire class”
1:14:26 Dutch ruling class rolls out the military in response to pitchforks and tractors
1:15:56 Producer Segment: Biden “this is shameful!” iso
1:29:02 Chance the Rapper and Cardi B to expeditTously podcast on “Electorial College”, “there’s a lot of country bumptin-ass men that do be voting”, Trump “want to take away Medicares”
1:38:56 Democracy Now: Mexican Senate to introduce marijuana legalization legislation; Mohawk hunger strike in Canada over land dispute; Obama endorses Justin Trudeau on Twitter
1:42:39 Amy Goodman’s Show 1181 “Poop Buttigieg”; “No Agenda tranny” explains plight of black trans women; chemistry origin of cis-; ACC mea culpa for claiming Sandra Bullock for Austin
1:50:41 Douchebag LeBron James sides with China and throws Daryl Morey under the bus
1:54:15 British police chief stresses importance of International Pronouns Day; Steve Pieczenik attributes ACC’s Tourette’s to repressed trauma
1:57:32 ACC OTG: ACC “break up with big tech”, Chrome killing uBlock Origin, Google’s Rick Osterloh: spy device owners should disclose them to guests, ACC: “hey Google, look up some butt porn”, Safari sending IP addresses to Tencent & Google, ACC’s new OTG Android phone
2:06:21 David Brooks lies “the whole senior echelon of the State Department” has to be involved in the firing of an ambassador, pre-inauguration headline about firing of all ambassadors
2:09:57 Savannah Guthrie & Hoda Kotb wail about new Matt Lauer rape allegation; Megyn Kelly nails NBC’s internal investigation; Chris Hayes commits “path of least resistance” career suicide
2:21:07 Donation Segment
2:34:55 “Shocking” Kingsman Trump video; Sen. Richard Blumenthal’s new journalist protection bill
2:44:30 Gov. Greg Abbott: “Austin needs to stop the hypocrisy”; CodeNEXT 4-family home zoning
2:52:11 Extinction Rebellion activist from NYU all-in on “Green New Deals”
1181 Solutioning (2019-10-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “Turn off the fountain, Jeeves.” (1:51:37)
0:00:30 ACC’s “Hook ’em Horns” for “OSU” vs UT game; JCD’s “gif blitz” on noagendasocial.com
0:02:30 Jason Whitlock on Chinese shitstorm over pro-Hong Kong tweet and Obama’s pro-TPP speech at Nike headquarters, “who are the people constantly criticizing Donald Trump? NBA”, “this is about a president that won’t cooperate with what Nike wants done” (CotD); Obama singles out Vietnam at Nike headquarters in 2015; Dick Clark Productions owned by China
0:10:37 Trump reviews agreement with China “subject to getting it written” including agricultural products “so I’d suggest the farmers have to go and immediately buy more land and get bigger tractors”; Steve Pieczenik lauds businessmen behind the deal; JCD on crass anti-politician John DeLorean; Pieczenik on IP deals with “Hoowa-way”, inroads for credit card companies
0:21:18 ACC’s cameo at Austin Local 512 meetup; Sandra Bullock’s house in Austin
0:24:05 “Conservative legal legend” Professor Charles Fried gripes to Chris Hayes about “foul-mouthed” Trump in contrast to Eisenhower; new Trump Minnesota schtick: “isn’t it much better when I go off script?”; Pelosi “really stupid” for misrepresenting Schiff, Peter Strzok impression, “where’s Hunter?” T-shirt, Joe Biden’s top trait knowing “how to kiss Barack Obama’s ass
0:41:09 2015 clips of Obama, Josh Earnest, and John Kirby talking “boots on the ground” in Syria
0:47:51 Democracy Now on Rudy Giuliani associates arrested on campaign finance charges
0:51:57 Kamala Harris announces her pronouns at CNN LGBTQ town hall, Chris Cuomo: “mine too”; word-dropping Joe Biden freaks out Anderson Pooper with “gay gay gay bathhouses ... c’mom, man!” rant; Beto O’Rourke all-in on removing tax-exempt status on churches opposing gay marriage; Elizabeth Warren delighted at question from “9-year-old transgender American”, ACC: “give the kid a gun!”; Beto gets in a “y…” while being interrupted by ranting “extraordinary black trans woman”; Angelica Ross “nineteen lives lost is one too many” at The Advocate’s LGBTQ Forum; ACC’s expurgated “Tranny Oakley” joke
1:00:00 Producer Segment
1:20:53 JCD’s spam to dns@dvorak.org: General Delivery Austin TX 78760 experiment
1:25:00 Greta Thunberg decides to take criticism as a compliment; Extinction Rebellion cofounder Gail Bradbrook frets about 97% of life on earth being wiped out, “climate repair center”, ACC: “it’s like the Pep Boys”, “it’s part of dealing with systemic racism, white supremacy, and the wounds of patriarchy”; ACC on white guilt and the homeless
1:34:50 Hispanic Queens resident calls NIMBY on local homeless shelter: “I hope somebody’s gonna burn the place down!”; Austin homelessness czar Pampilo Harris quits after one day on the job; ID2020 “blockchain the homeless”: JCD on new Oakland encampment
1:46:50 UN announces measures to address cashflow crisis including shutting off the fountain
1:52:53 Houston Rockets media officer shuts down CNN reporter asking about China activism
1:55:12 Dogs Are People Too: ACC’s trip to The Domain mall with dog-scolding women; Chewy “what to expect” ad; British woman frets about “global population crisis”; abused vegan pets
2:05:04 Donation Segment: clayalchemist.com “museum-quality stuff”
2:23:20 Podcast on Berkeley Aquatic Park bacteria warning, “it’s poop!” iso; San Francisco’s corrupt Brown, Newsom, Pelosi, and Getty dynasties; amateur radio repeater alarmism; weather extremes in Up and Down California in 1860-1864: The Journal of William H. Brewer; JCD on Ducks Unlimited controlled burns; PG&E spokeshole: “we are solutioning” website issues
2:37:35 Democracy Now lies about Trump campaign’s use of Purple Rain and refusal to pay for police
1180  ISIS in Oz (2019-10-10)

0:00:00  ACC: “Mueller Report!” (1:27:44)
0:00:33  JCD: “the Spurs, they hit a lot of homers the last time”; PG&E shutting off power over a stiff breeze, “worst governor ever” Gray Davis and Enron rolling blackouts; uptalking PG&E spokesperson on shots fired at employee’s vehicle during “public safety power shutoff?”
0:09:51  “Nams” No Agenda hams irked at California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection demanding repeaters owners dismantle them or pay outrageous fees, No Agenda “prep net”
0:18:12  Hillary and nodding Chelsea making the rounds; to Judy Woodruff: “much more serious set of charges” in Trump impeachment, “obviously, I can beat him again”
0:24:52  Horribly-acted Dick Wolf drama FBI lampoons Kamala Harris: “now that she’s running for president she’s suddenly all woke and compassionate ... and all you suck-ass white people lap it up and worship the ground she walks on!” (CotD)
0:34:28  Bernie Sanders’ heart attack and daughter-in-law’s death after attacking big pharma; Tulsi Gabbard announces possible debate boycott because “the DNC and the corporate media are trying to hijack the entire election process”; Elizabeth Warren: limit firearm purchases to prevent “people from bulking up in the middle of a crisis”, “yeah!” this is constitutional
0:40:58  Canadian debate with anti-globalist Maxime Bernier and Jagmeet Singh who is only interested in “standing up to Trump”; Antonio Guterres warns UN may not make payroll in November; Andrew Scheer: “Mr. Trudeau, you are a phony and you are a fraud and you do not deserve to govern this country”; Al Jazeera on election as referendum for embattled Justin Trudeau
0:56:39  Dutch “there’s not planet B” climate change dirge, JCD: “who wrote this jingle, was it Joan Baez?”; San Francisco International Airport building $587M wall to protect it from sea level rise; JCD on illegal burn of Candlestick Park construction scrap; Trudeau sex scandal rumors
1:02:59  Producer Segment
1:23:18  ACC on rationale behind Johnson and Nixon impeachments; WNYC’s Impeachment “the newest and most urgent podcast”; Poland piping gas into Ukraine, and Cheniere Partners, ACC story: meeting “hey buddy!” Rick Perry on Southwest flight; former Ukrainian prosecutor general Yuri Lutsenko on do-not-prosecute list from ambassador Marie Yovanovitch, Joe Biden’s $900k for lobbying on behalf of Burisma Holdings; M5M talking points compilation
1:40:49  Ray McGovern on “magnificent diversion” from recently-completed DoJ investigation into FISA abuses, “really big guys” like Comey & Brennan in jeopardy; DIA leaker arrested
1:47:36  Trup announces pullout of US troops from Syria; Col. Douglas Macgregor “well, the swamp is clearly very disturbed” iso, Trump placing ISIS in Turkey’s lap; Turkey’s economic fragility due to 19.75% interest rate; Macgregor predicts Kurds siding with Damascus; Steve Pieczenik recommends sending fellow ophthalmologist Rand Paul to meet Assad, “chicken hawk” Mitt Romney, recommends sending ISIS prisoners to Australia; American ISIS prisoner to Holly Williams: recruits like him “don’t really believe the news”
2:06:26  Hong Kong protestor: Chinese Communist Party “existential risk to humanity”; South Park “Band in China”; Jason Whitlock on NBA answering to Nike and Nike answering to China
2:14:49  Donation Segment
2:27:44  ACC OTG: Canadian insurer Onlia pushing comedy to combat road rage and spy app; Google Advanced Protection Program; NPR “great question” about impossibility of going OTG with “smart ovens”; ACC peephole-less door and fearmongering Ring doorbell
2:39:12  JCD reviews $75 BLU Vivo X5 smartphone complete with Pluto TV and removable battery
JCD: “Hey, progressive rock in Canada eh ... Rush, great band, I love them.” (2:04:16)

JCD explains the role of Avogadro constant in chemistry; Netherlands to mandate cutting livestock population in half to keep nitrogen below limit of 0.05 mol ha⁻¹, lowering of speed limit, farmers headed to Schiphol Airport on October 29, JCD: “spray ‘en with blue dye!”

0:06:26 An earnest Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez pranked with “we got to start eating babies!” from activist from Lyndon LaRouche Political Action Committee; ACC’s mother’s “eating dog food” meme, Jonathan Swift’s satirical A Modest Proposal For preventing the Children of Poor People From being a Burthen to Their Parents or Country, and For making them Beneficial to the Publick from 1729; Vladimir Putin condemns abuse of “happy young girl” Greta Thunberg

0:16:48 Amsterdam Mayor Femke Halsema lies to Bill de Blasio “we only use wooden forks, sporks as you said”, New York plastic bans “on a yuuge scale!”; ACC on Amsterdam culture in US

0:22:55 Incomprehensible BBC report: Boris Johnson will and will not delay Brexit; “get ready for Brexit” PSA; Nigel Farage on “endless series of meetings” at Westminster with zero results; Met Police Commissioner tells LBC she had no power to intercept Extinction Rebellion pink yacht in its way into central London, breathy enthusiasm for freedom of assembly

0:30:58 LBC’s Simon Marks channels MSNBC: “President Trump, as you know, in the grounds of the White House, er, broke the law!” by calling on Ukraine and China to futz with 2020 election, finger-wagging from Mitt Romney, “blaming the media, Senator Rubio looked as miserable as he sounded”, Will Hurd and other Republicans retiring because of “furious” Texans

0:39:56 “You two disgust me!” producer note; Nancy Pelosi to George Stephanopoulos: impeachment inquiry vote “not necessary”, Adam Schiff’s parody “using the President’s own words ... he did not make it up”, “look, I wanna tell you something” lying tell; Rachel Maddow and the ladies of The View on impeachment “for the country’s honor” with secret vote, prosecution of Mike Pence leading to “President Nancy Pelosi”; Biden protests “focus on this man!”

0:59:08 Nancy Pelosi’s son Paul Jr. in Kiev at a “wonderful time of year” to work on youth soccer

1:03:09 Producer Segment: ACC plugs “lam radio 2.0”; defective Weed mug

1:35:05 Willie Brown promoting Hillary 2020 in San Francisco Chronicle; Taylor Swift edging out “local girl” Jennifer Aniston in ACC’s opinion; JCD produces clip of ACC saying “nothing burger”; “we got to start eating babies!” and Hillary “I’m back!” isos; Saturday Night Live “Weekend Update” mocks Biden & Bernie and then brings in fake Elizabeth Warren to address talking points, “takin’ big checks from Wall Street worked out great for the last lady runnin’ for president”; JCD’s NBC “lure Hillary in” theory, Trump a guest host a yar before nomination

1:54:04 Beto mocks Second Amendment vs tyranny: “we’re gonna need some aircraft carriers”

1:58:26 New wave of Ring doorbell ads, ACC: “have the slaves spy on themselves!”; The Guardian pushing 5G to reverse 41% rise in pedestrian deaths since 2008; Rush OTG Kinda Guy jingle; IRS facing $74M in bogus electric vehicle credits; electric taxi drivers in China gripe about wasting time at charging stations; Jay Leno’s Garage electric and steam cars

2:10:28 Joe’s Gaffe of the Week: “male and female nurses” gender botch

2:12:06 Donation Segment: Twitch streamer “Jericho” explains how he pissed off McDonalds

2:33:40 Dogs Are People Too: California man Sexy Vegan accused of sexually assaulting his dog

2:34:23 France 24 “Fact or Fake”: hormone-treated beef, GMO salmon, and chlorinated chicken “handled by member states” meme; I Love Babies! jingle lurking in JCD’s clip folder
1178  Snakes and Spikes (2019-10-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Kick him off Twitter!” (0:45:18)
0:00:33 Dutch farmers protest EU limits on stikstof nitrogen usage by causing a crippling country-wide traffic jam, JCD story: bag of pure ammonium nitrate for ANFO explosive or lawn graffiti
0:09:41 Niccole Wallace and Matthew Miller butt in on Trump press conference to kvetch “we hate to do this, really, but the President isn’t telling the truth”, Biden attorney general story “looked at and thoroughly debunked by everyone involved”; Trump’s ponderous address to UN General Assembly: “the future belongs to sovereign and independent nations who protect their citizens”; Matthew Miller’s gay “that’s why Joe Biden pushed for him to be outed”
0:21:33 Biden’s CFR bragging revisited; ABC’s Tom Llamas does hit piece on Hunter Biden run on Good Morning America with Clinton insider George Stephanopoulos, campaign announcing new ethics policy, Barisma role “to help with its transparency”
0:31:35 “Secret” recording of stammering Mark Zuckerberg griping about Elizabeth Warren; melodramatically sighing Kamala Harris: Trump’s Twitter account should be suspended, “when the President of the Untied States speaks, her words are very powerful”; op-ed by “journalist” Kara Swisher: “it’s time to bar him”, 2020 “armed insurrection” scenario
0:45:53 CBS adopting Amy Goodman’s repeated use of “lash out” meme, ACC slavery subtext
0:49:24 Steve Bannon predicts Biden sacrifice to get Trump out, “she’s runnin’”; Bernie Sanders receives two stents and suspends campaign; WinRed raises $125M with its aggressive tactics
0:54:40 Cackling Hillary all-in on Stephen Colbert’s “lock him up” joke, “we have started an impeachment inquiry”; Hillary lies to Rachel Maddow to bring Russia back into the conversation; “it’s hard to believe, but it’s still early” for The View, “I think it’s a really good point” for nonexistent point, “I probably came across as too serious” in 2016 election
1:09:41 M5M “impeachable offense” compilation; “the squad” sidelined for all-white “badasses” pushing impeachment; Maxine Waters calls for solitary confinement; Romney advisor Mike Murphy to Andrea Mitchell: “yeah no”, GOP “secret vote” meme; Trump “are you talkin’ to me?” iso
1:23:19 Producer Segment: ACC recommends “crazy cult” promotion for mouth-hitting
1:42:29 Texas Gov. Greg Abbott threatens to “unleash” state agencies on Austin; Mayor Adler pushes responsibility onto shoulders of police, “we have to get people into housing ... because we know that that works”, sketchy claim of “zero-veteran homelessness” by working with “Carrot Top”
1:53:38 Jamal Khashoggi’s widow and Jeff Bezos at vigil outside consulate in Istanbul
1:55:10 Text messages to be used in sentencing Texas police officer Amber Guyger for murder
1:58:15 ACC OTG: Manchester slow lane for phone zombies; JCD “you hit me!” game at Costco
2:04:00 Chris Morris on The Day Shall Come film as exploration of FBI as “biggest recruiter of terrorists in the USA”; CNBC’s Ron Insana: WTC 7 taken down in “controlled implosion”
2:10:56 UK Home Secretary Priti Patel on her job “to end the free movement of people once and for all”; hoarse John Bercow denies condition is due to “the consumption of a kangaroo’s testicle”
2:18:59 Donation Segment: “Avocado number” $60.23
2:32:48 Native ad for beef industry from Tucker Carlson and shill Dr. Marc Siegel
2:38:50 ART19 targeted advertising in podcasts vs “paid social”; ACC’s “fairly successful podcast”
2:41:43 Democracy Now on Southaven Mississippi arguing illegal immigrant killed by police had no rights; New York Times propagates claims in new book Border Wars that Trump pushed for alligator-filled moat and shooting immigrants, “spikes to pierce human flesh” meme
2:47:03 France 24 “Fact or Fake” segment debunks EU plan to put Europe on “Berlin Time”
1177 Moral Army (2019-09-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ahh, there’s no budget for it!” (2:27:08)
0:00:34 Late start due to another Enron-style “rolling blackout”, JCD’s “D-COM” rig in the car, neighbors locked out of garage, Mimi’s Fila Brasileiro dog locked in motel room
0:07:49 UN Agenda 21 “global sustainable development” plan refresher course, successor Agenda 2030, Club of Rome founder and carbon credit pioneer Maurice Strong an advocate for “global governance”; compilation of screeching abused children: “this is environmental racism and we must acknowledge the issue!”, ACC: Greta Thunberg “might as well be dead”, JCD on Club of Rome and Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb; “what do we want?” chant at Dutch protest
0:18:30 Ken Burns Prohibition on indoctrination program masterminded by WCTU activist Mary Hunt: “older children studied texts filled with lurid misinformation calculated to terrify”, “and always ... there was the fearful possibility that drinking could spark spontaneous combustion”
0:22:32 Global Citizen Festival promo by CEO Hugh Evans: members working “to see the United Nations global goals realized”; musical ad-lib by Carole King; Leonardo diCaprio meme-fest: “unless you live in an alternate reality there is no more time for denial”, “leader” Greta ditches, JCD: “probably having a nervous breakdown”; Trump an impediment to globalist momentum
0:40:05 Harrison Ford thanks Macron for $100M at UN, young activists “a moral army”; UK lawyer pushes “ecocide” ban, JCD: “maybe they should do something about eating secondhand meat”
0:44:30 CBS propagandist Jeff Berardelli: “the agreement is between 97 and 99 percent” of scientists that “all of it!” is caused by humans; Nature retracts “flawed” 2018 paper claiming faster ocean warming than previously modeled; Impossible Burger a flash in the pan publicity stunt
0:49:46 Saturday Night Live returns from “hiatus” to throw all the Democrat contenders under the bus; screeching bird sound effect for Hillary “swooping in” on CBS This Morning; CNBC worried about prospect of Elizabeth Warren killing banking industry
0:57:49 Producer Segment: Nothing Like a Dame with cast of thousands for end of show
1:21:42 ACC’s NIL nephew-in-law irked at douchebaggy vaping banner ad in Android podcast app
1:27:36 Adam Schiff grandstands before Intelligence Committee hearing “I want you to make up dirt on my political opponent, understand?” then claims his lies are “satire”; Rep. Al Green admits election meddling as purpose of impeachment; David Brooks on prospect of vindication from Senate and distraction from primary, delusional Mark Shields: Trump is “terrified” of Biden
1:44:11 August 29 Schiff tweet griping about Trump “withholding vital military aid to Ukraine”; whistleblower rules changed to make secondhand information admissible, James Clapper: complaint “the best written, best researched”, Trump tweets “potential witness tampering”; aggressive “all gifts 4x matched!” WinRed texts; dire worst-case scenarios for Democrats in Senate trial; added Pelosi corrects “100% confidence” to “high confidence” of Russian meddling
1:58:52 New Yorker article “Will Hunter Biden Jeopardize His Father’s Campaign?”, history of addiction and alcoholism; NPR compares Biden and Manafort; JCD gives Hillary until November
2:06:51 Donation Segment: JAL’s seat maps with children for the Pedobears
2:21:14 Preview of “best of” show featuring JCD stories including “here she is, Raven!”
2:27:50 Yamiche Alcindor finds no one in South Carolina likes Kamala Harris, Harris “look, first of all, let’s just back up, here’s the thing” iso; former ICE director Tom Homan butts heads with gravel-banging Rep. Pramila Jayapal: “I’m a taxpayer, you work for me!”
2:36:39 Riots in Haiti over embezzlement of Venezuelan aid funds; Hong Kong riot cut short by police
2:38:39 Indian soccer announcer narrates player “sacrificing future generations as well” on goalpost
1176 Soest Piet (2019-09-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “He just took art from, ah, SpongeBob and put head in!” (1:10:29)
0:00:35 100° temperatures drying out the poop in San Francisco
0:03:00 Getting Greta jingle; 13-year-old climate activist Severn Cullis-Suzuki scolds UN in 1992; Greta Thunberg starts whipping herself into a tantrum with “this is all wrong, I shouldn’t be up here!”; mother Malena Ernman’s bizarre “nej nej nej” frozen pizza ad; handler Luisa-Marie Neubauer a stooge of Soros-funded ONE Foundation; UNICEF’s Charlotte Petri Gornitzka welcomes delegation; PSA with “my friend” George Monbiot; the unimaginable hardship of an IPCC meeting in Monaco, well-timed “cryosphere” report with “very high confidence”
0:18:01 Dinesh D’Souza tweets Greta and Nazi propaganda poster girl, no photos with non-braided hair, JCD: “I found that she looked more like Wednesday Addams”; Mark Dice compilation of children screeching “this is a revolution!”; Kamala Harris tries to mollify traumatized child; ITV Loose Women hand-wringing over Sri Lankan turtles eating plastic bags; Jesse Watters welcomes BirthStrike founder Blythe Pepino: “okay Blythe!”, Pepino frets about migration of “five to six billion refugees”; Cloudflare announces “bot fight mode” ahead of IPO
0:32:17 Bill Weld: Trump pressured Volodymyr Zelensky “eight times” to investigate Hunter Biden, “that is treason … and the penalty for treason under the US code is death!” (CotD); WaPo’s Devlin Barrett on DoJ and campaign finance law; John Kerry gripes to Face the Nation about Trump “extorting the leader of another country” just like Nixon did; Adam Schiff irked at Trump’s “undermining the national security of this country”; ACC reads transcript: Javelin missile deal and CrowdStrike’s Hillary e-mails; Judy Woodruff ignores lies from Sen. Chris Murphy that Biden vs Ukrainian prosecutor story is “fundamentally not true” and investigation is “not presently happening”; “bad ambassador” Marie L. Yovanovitch
0:53:39 Re-skinned Nancy Pelosi: “intelligent community” revealed Trump asking Ukraine to “inter-vene in his election”, “official impeachment inquiry”; Jerry Nadler’s Show 1163 “this is formal impeachment proceedings!”; Fox PSA with Nadler lookalike having a stroke; Schiff compares Trump to mafia boss; JCD perplexed by Pelosi kowtowing to five non-Squad “nudniks”
1:03:02 Zelensky at press conference: “I can’t push anyone”, Trump obsesses over Hillary e-mails, “she does a lot of yoga, right?”; ACC’s hysterical barrage of WinRed “chip in” text messages
1:07:38 Producer Segment
1:26:22 Vape Wars: Juul Labs CEO Kevin Burns resigns with “don’t vape” warning, empty shelves in Massachusetts; Rashida Tlaib interrogates witness Vicki Porter: “are you a conspiracy theorist?”; PMI throws Altria under the bus, ACC recommends Barbarians at the Gate film
1:35:37 Zwarte Piet banned in Apeldoorn and replaced with “Soot Piet”; UN troublemaker Verene Shepherd; Mark Rutte: “this is an old tradition”; two years in jail for causing “split in society”
1:46:22 Emmy Awards fuss over October 8 Supreme Court transgender discrimination hearing spun by media into Orange Man Bad hysteria; JCD on California vs not hiring people with horns
1:55:23 Mattel releases line of gender-neutral dolls due to parental concerns over “genderizing toys”
1:57:10 Sir Geoff Smith wins Joe’s Gaffe of the Week jingle contest; Greta-dominated end-of-show
1:59:02 NPR introduces “a guy named Leo Laporte” in Adrian Lamo story
2:01:36 ACC OTG: Amazon Echo Frames with “very discreet directional microphones”; Boris Johnson goes “over the top OTG” to UN General Assembly warning about ubiquitous IoT surveillance: “digital authoritarianism is not, alas, the stuff of dystopian fantasy, but of an emerging reality”
2:15:39 Donation Segment: “Soest Piet”; ACC takes to D-STAR after JCD disappears due to blackout
1175  Son of a Biden (2019-09-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “Well that got, that got him to shut up!” (1:30:32)
0:00:39  ACC missing out on college football with final scores like 67-63
0:02:41  Stunning new chant in New York “hey-hey ho-ho, climate change has got to go!”, Greta
Toobin reads her remarks: “I have not come to offer any prepared remarks at this hearing”,
offers 2018 report as testimony “because I do not want you to listen to me”, ACC: “what a
gyp!”; Alan Jones reads listener’s message to the children: “you’re selfish, badly educated,
virtue signaling little turds … wake up, grow up, and shut up”; anti-Trump We the People
March, wethepeoplemarch2019.com No Agenda redirect, professional signs from revcom.us
Revolutionary Communist Party USA run by “BA” Bob Avakian; Avakian and Cornel West
debate the efficacy of voting in 2014; JCD car buying tip: “never be in a hurry”
0:20:33  Ukraine whistleblower a “holy grail” for Democrats looking for Trump messing with Biden
campaign; Mark Shields notes “the fact that The Wall Street Journal is leading this story,
along with The New York Times and The Washington Post, but this is not false news or fake
news” (CotD), Trump “putting at risk the national security of the United States for narrow
political personal interest”, backyard whistleblower “at enormous risk”, Brooks & Shields both
using “grave” meme; Alexandria “Sandy Cheeks” Ocasio Cortez needling Democrats for not
moving on impeachment; Rudy Giuliani to Chris Cuomo: “of course I did!” ask Ukrainians
to look into bribery scheme; Biden brags to Council on Foreign Relations about threatening
Ukraine “if the prosecutor is not fired, you’re not gettin’ the money”, ACC: “son of a Biden!”
0:41:50  Sheila Jackson Lee: an AR-15 weighs as much as ten moving boxes and fires .50 caliber rounds;
Joe Biden gaffe of the week: “in prison … your sexual identity is defined by what you say it
is, not what in fact the prison says it is”, JCD predicts “two old white people” Biden-Warren
ticket; Marianne Williamson on nuclear energy: “we need to go beyond hard data, we need to
go beyond just thinking about the facts”; Three Mile Island shutting down for good
0:56:56  Psychologist: low EQ emotional quotient marked by ending sentences with “right?”
1:00:48  Amateur radio AllStarLink Asterisk PBX: Nellie Ohr KM4UDZ
1:09:12  Producer Segment: Al Sharpton koala “cola cue”; The SJWs Say “Wah Wah Wah” jingle
1:48:43  End-of-show iso: JCD “I’m surprised anybody even likes me”
1:49:22  Tucker Carlson plays out-of-context clips of Al Sharpton’s testimony before Congress; cheerful
Sharpton to Rep. Matt Gaetz: “don’t get upset, calm down, calm down!”
1:56:35  Midlands man on the street: “somebody, whoever it is, just needs to make a decision” on
Brexit; MEP Gunnar Beck channels “Nazi lieutenant with a vasectomy face” Christoph Waltz:
17.4M “the largest number of British people who ever voted for anything”, Michel Barnier “try-
ing to reduce the UK to a vassal state”; Jean-Claude Juncker reports “rather positive” meeting
with Boris Johnson; John Humphrys confronts David Cameron with his “false promise”
2:09:55  Austin City Council Member Jimmy Flannigan channels speed demon Ben Shapiro; ACC’s
interview with Mobile Loaves & Fishes CEO Alan Graham, NIMBY attitudes (ACCPPotD)
2:19:51  Vape Wars: Juul nicotine salt e-liquid; FDA approves Philip Morris IQOS “heat sticks”
2:26:55  Donation Segment: Noodles & Company “sorry for the inconvenient”
2:44:58  FBI whistleblower Michael German touches on Six-Week Cycle to Reason podcast: “the un-
dercover operation is designed to turn them into a terrorist” (BCotD)
2:47:00  “Shock” over Ben Carson’s objection to “big hairy men” in women’s homeless shelters; off-
script Trump “we love our Hispanics!” in New Mexico; flawed “protecting our country” priority
1174 Soros Jugend (2019-09-19)

0:00:00 ACC: (whisper) “Dark mode is here!” (1:57:19)
0:00:32 JCD surveying grey cars on the freeway; JCD suggests ACC “uncheck a million boxes” to tweak haywire Twitter algorithms; D-STAR REF033 C revival, “we need our own CubeSat!”
0:09:42 Guy Verhofstadt channels Hitler for Liberal Democrat conference: “the world order of tomorrow is not a world order based on nation states or countries, it’s a world order that is based on empires”; prorogation goes before UK Supreme Court “duke at a low desk”
0:23:33 CBS on government pinning Saudi Aramco refinery drone attack on Iran, Mike Pence: “we’re locked and loaded”; Shep Smith: “what we really need ... is directed energy defense”; Steve Pieczenik asserts Mohammad bin Salman hoax to drive up price in Saudi Aramco IPO; bullcrap “dependency on Saudi oil” meme; Pieczenik predicts Trump hotel in Tehran
0:42:02 Justin Trudeau remorseful over 2001 brownface photo from Arabian Nights party and high school Day O performance; Saturday Night Live fires recently-hired Shane Gillis over “racist and homophobic slurs”; Bill Burr and Jim Jefferies reflect on John Belushi’s SNL samurai skit, “fucking millennials, you’re a bunch of rats!”; ACC on cancel culture accusations as Scud missiles; the latest New York Times smear against Brett Kavanaugh implodes
0:57:44 Producer Segment
1:09:30 Federal Reserve futzing with overnight lending spikes; New York banker: “when the Fed needs to step in, there’s always a loser” like Goldman Sachs; JCD: “podcasters in blackface!”
1:14:04 Joe Biden’s inane story of working as a life guard and facing off against gang leader: “Corn Pop was a bad dude, and he ran a bunch of bad boys”, “in those days used to, ’member the straight razors, you’d bang ’em on the curb, get ’em rusty, put ’em in a rain barrel, get ’em rusty”; Biden proposes childcare credit to get “720 million women” back in the workforce; Biden excoriated for misunderstanding Guyana as Ghana
1:23:39 Democracy Now on upcoming UN summit and climate strike led by “Greta Toonberry”; NBC “Climate Confessions” gallery of shame; hysterical 14-year-old activist Kallen Benson; public schools requiring parental approval for “strike”, ACC: “Soros Jugend”; teen panelist Jamie Margolin on “weird form of nihilism” in public schools, Piper vs. Washington State
1:39:49 Recent trend of South Korean “food porn” Mukbang hosted by broadcast jockeys “BJs”
1:44:41 ACC OTG: locking phone bags at Bruno Mars concerts and schools; Chinese classroom brain surveillance; Prince William and BBC pushing anti-cyberbullying keylogger app; police using “thousands” of Ring doorbell videos in child abuse case; Fort Collins ousts Comcast; Nokia 2720 flip phone resurrected; 9 to 5 Mac gushes over “over 200 new iOS 13 features!” including dark mode; JCD on Berkeley Bowl manbuns with Apple Watches
2:01:56 KFI News on voter registration push for the homeless; 9th Circuit decision in Martin v. Boise against cruel and unusual punishment, ACC: “the way you do it is you chip ’em”
2:07:25 Donation Segment; NPR’s $50M in podcast revenue
2:16:52 Small businesses scrambling after MyPayrollHR payroll processor shuts down without warning; JCD gripes about LinkedIn selling address books back to premium users (JCDPPotD)
2:21:57 Vape Wars jingle; Dick Durbin lies “twenty cigarettes you get with one hit on a vaping device”; producer note on big tobacco campaigning against its own vape products
2:30:50 Plant-based pork in China doomed to failure; Tucker Carlson flu native ad with timer beep; Star Trek: Deep Space Nine homeless shelter; Biden “make sure the kids hear words” iso
1173 Vinyl Vote (2019-09-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Twelve K lives matter, man!” (0:40:08)
0:00:34 CBS on drone attack on two Saudi Aramco refineries attributed to Huthi rebels in Yemen 500 miles away, Trump’s call to Mohammad bin Salman, Arabic yelling iso; Mike Pompeo somewhat predictably accuses Iran; producer note on YouTube video with jet-like craft
0:13:41 Eddie Money dead at 70; ACC & TtK’s trip to Las Vegas marred by flight cancellation false alarm and Cosmopolitan hotel disabled suite, hearing aid overstimulation, Mr. Olympia convention, Bruno Mars paid for with outrageous drink prices
0:27:05 Vape Wars: Wealth, Power, & Influence podcast cites “what was the name of the podcast? No Agenda podcast”; Utah Rep. Paul Ray announces results of inaccurate ready-strip tests indicating kratom and other substances in vape liquid; Político notes no one is dying of vape sicknesses in Europe; long-expired 1963 patent; 2016 A Billion Lives documentary on tobacco lobby and government efforts to destroy vape industry, “antifreeze” meme
0:35:27 Trump hate compilation from Democrat debate opening statements, Beto: “inspired to kill by our President”, Bernie: “the most dangerous president in the history of this country”, patronizing Harris propagates WaPo “twelve thousand lies” meme; derisive laughter for Andrew Yang’s UBI pilot; Biden calls Bernie the president; crowd gasps as Julian Castro accuses Biden of “forgetting what you just said two minutes ago”; Beto proposes rewriting immigration laws “in our own image” before switching to Spanish; Biden “make sure you have the record player on at night” non-sequitur, Symone Sanders “vinyl vote”; Harris “I do believe” klaxon, “not once have we talked about Donald Trump” Obamacare gripe; Castro’s creepy Joker smile
0:54:00 Marianne Williamson on Fox News “hot mic” griping about left’s meanness; JCD irked by juvenile candidates raising their hands to speak
0:58:32 Michael Moore’s bigoted “people of color love them, women love them!” for The Squad; JCD on the nightmare of trying to see out-of-network doctor under Obamacare; hysterical Bill Maher panel screeches about Robert Mueller “shitting the bed”; MSNBC’s Touré #MeToo’ed
1:11:58 Producer Segment: JCD China travel tip; the danger of blowholes
1:30:16 Two new proposals to limit Austin “camping”; irony of conference industry going after Airbnb
1:35:35 Felicity Huffman sentenced to 14 days sunbathing at minimum security prison; gleeful Inside Edition: “she should not expect Camp Cupcake”
1:40:49 ACC OTG: JCD OTG Kinda Guy jingle; iPhone 5 unusable on Verizon; 60% of menstrual cycle tracking apps sending data to Facebook; iPhone 11 quietly rolls out U1 location chip for Apple Tags, JCD: “no wonder the battery doesn’t last for long!”, digital “kick me” sign; ESPN up in arms over University of Alabama tracking students at football games; mylife.com public records based social credit score, JCD gripes about paywalled internet white pages
2:00:04 Robot “Sofie” tells joke and plugs Hanson Robotics on Good Morning Britain
2:02:08 Donation Segment
2:14:21 Boring Guardian interview with Edward Snowden, first meeting with stripper “poet” wife Lindsay Mills on hotornot.com, initial fear from how “you think a CIA agent looks at Russia”
2:25:08 Richard Stallman makes complete ass of himself defending Marvin Minsky’s Epstein entanglements; JCD story: Tourette’s sufferer John Brockman; Aaron Schwartz suicide theories
2:31:01 New York Times attempting to pillory Brett Kavanaugh with 1980s drunken penis incidents
2:34:48 “Dirty secret” of greenhouse gas SF6 sulfur hexafluoride used in wind farms
2:38:51 Piers Morgan challenges BBC’s list of 100 genders including “two-spirit” and “neutrois”
1172 Vapegoat (2019-09-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “No, it wasn’t staged!” (2:23:57)
0:00:36 John Bolton finally given the heave-ho after abortive Taliban summit
0:01:16 Vape Wars: obsolete term “e-cigarette”, ACC warns against sketchy THC cartridges with adulterants; Trump announces FDA action after the First Lady became involved because “she’s got a son, together”, exemption for tobacco-flavored liquids; CNBC on action’s implication for 166k jobs; “vapegoat” counterfeit THC cartridge operation busted in Wisconsin
0:21:42 BBC on “long and dramatic night” as Parliament is prorogued; Boris Johnson accused of lying to the Queen; Johnson “backers” like evilly laughing hedge fund manager Crispin Odey making millions by shorting “the markets”; UK Treasury’s “Operation Yellowhammer” contingency plan for no-deal Brexit; Lord James of Blackheath warns about “Black Vulture” list including agreement to cede military to European Defence Union
0:32:56 “We’re leaving the European Union” compilation; ACC reads Declaration of Independence “it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it” in light of First and Second Amendments; Ringo Starr: “I would have voted for Brexit … but don’t tell Bob Geldof”
0:43:38 Greta Thunberg to Democracy Now on the pronunciation of her name /ɡreɪtə tʉːnbærj/, depression at age eight accompanied by selective mutism and anorexia; Scott Adams parallel; Extinction Rebellion chant “there is no future on a dead planet!”
0:53:25 ACC reports on tour of Community First! Village inspired by Johann Hari’s Chasing the Scream account of caged rats with cocaine; California’s failed Housing First approach
1:03:09 Producer Segment
1:14:11 Erin Burnett speculates wildly about firing of John Bolton based on “sources”, “blindsided” Pompeo and Mnuchin: “I’m never surprised”, Burnett: “look at their faces again!” grinning cheerfully; Elizabeth Warren’s crowds “by far … overall are the biggest in the Democratic field”, JCD: “bull-shit!”, “he’s gonna be yelling about Pocahontas and crowds”, Keith Boykin: 36% approval rating taken to mean “we’ve never seen any president in modern history who’s been so despised”, Burnett botches “he won with a pretty despising set of numbers, right?”
1:31:06 Bernie Sanders gripes about negative Washington Post coverage thanks to Jeff Bezos; media bias according to Matt Taibbi and Katie Halper’s Useful Idiots podcast
1:35:21 Jarl Mohn steps down as NPR CEO, replacement John Lansing former head of US Agency for Global Media propaganda shop, JCD: “he has to be a spook” given nonexistent Wiki page
1:42:12 Federal Bank of England Governor Mark Carney shakes up Jackson Hole Economic Symposium with talk of changing “unsustainable monetary system”; French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire states opposition to Facebook Libra; Carney dodges question about IMF leadership; Christine Lagarde’s promise to “paint the ECB green” with climate change bonds
1:58:20 Donation Segment
2:17:34 “Pussy ass bitch” Twitter war between Trump and Chrissy Teigen; John Legend in 2017: “the best artists, most of them are liberal, sorry!”; uptalking creator of black-white toddler hug “viral video” with “over 300 shares and 6,500 views”, JCD on top 5 staged viral videos list
2:26:25 ACC OTG: Facebag engineer Paul McDonald promoting location tracking on iOS 13 and Android 10; magazine subscriptions up next for inclusion in social credit scores
2:34:34 Dr. Peter Ridd on Great Barrier Reef health; Democracy Now on danger of “water stress”
2:39:46 Dan Rather propagates “fine people” lie; idiot “Bobby” O’Rourke ignores correction
2:44:10 Producer note on seeing Ruth Bader Ginsberg alive and well at event, JCD: “lizard!”
1171 Slutty Vegan (2019-09-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “I am the Podfather, listen to me!” (1:18:04)
0:00:36 Hurricane Dorian “decimated” compilation; distraction of “SharpieGate” shitstorm over doctored map with Alabama in projected storm path, The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump author Dr. Bandy X. Lee griping about “unhinged SharpieGate fiasco”
0:09:23 Vape ingredient vitamin E acetate under investigation; nicotine/THC/Juul conflation, industry’s 600 lobbyists in Washington; Michigan banning flavored products to kill Juul competitors
0:21:05 Idiotic local report cites Atlanta “Slutty Vegan” restaurant and fast food fake meat with Oxford University report linking “plant-based lifestyle” vegetarianism with increased stroke risk; JCD story: rotund CEBIT militant vegan eating a pile of pastries for breakfast; ACC’s birthday Sur le Table cooking class, JCD: “you got Berkeleyized!”
0:32:23 Boris Johnson’s Twitter selfie video griping about Jeremy Corbyn’s push for “pointless delay” in Brexit; BBC sob story about Eastern European woman applying for settled status; People’s Vote march on October 19th; PBS on clash between “dueling marches”; People’s Vote website using NationBuilder “chip in” meme
0:46:15 Hong Kong protestors waving American flags in front of US Consulate; CBC on destruction of subway station and demands for inquiry into police brutality; Bridgefy mesh network; millennials using Die With Me 5% battery life chatroom app
0:55:20 InfoWars’ Owen Shroyer kicked out of Austin City Council meeting amid “nothing is gonna change in this city with this leadership!” rant at dumbfounded elites, “I’m a young woman, I’m a young minority” challenge to Mayor; H.R.4239 Affordable Housing Incentives Act of 2019; 1889 National Hobo Convention code of ethics: “when jungling in town, respect handouts”
1:32:24 Boris Johnson “thank you” iso; Trump’s congratulatory jobs video on Twitter
1:34:44 KFI AM poop report “fresh loaf on the ground!” iso; Jeff Pegues on American Airlines mechanic “Abdul-Majeed Marouf Ahmed Alani” charged with sabotage
1:39:15 ACC OTG: US Department of Justice demanding records of rifle scope app Obsidian 4 users; FCC orders rejiggering of over-the-air TV channels to make room for 5G; Senators up in arms over state DMVs selling personal information; S.1828 Credit Access and Inclusion Act of 2019 to allow inclusion of timely utility payments, ACC: “pay your housing on time and eat bugs”
1:51:53 Kamala Harris giggles incoherently about plastic straws, ACC: “high as a kite!”; Harris walks back her amusement at “what are you going to do … to diminish the mentally retarded action of this guy?”; NBC reports Elizabeth Warren and Hillary in cahoots; Judicial Watch CEO Tom Fitton on DoJ protecting Hillary and Comey; Joe Biden recovers from “Donald Hump” gaffe and botches “does pose an exnalstrength to this… the, it’s not hypothetical”
2:05:28 Anthony Scaramucci predicts Trump dropping out of 2020 race and gripes about Trump going after Jerome Powell and The Squad; ACC irked by Democrat “this country” and bogus “our democracy”; Nick Tomboulides: “my personal preference is, one term in office, one in prison”
2:14:01 Donation Segment
2:27:37 Simultaneous exchange of 35 prisoners between Russia and Ukraine; Robert Mugabe dead at 95, farmer Ben Freeth: “his hand was cold an clammy and reptilian, in fact”
2:34:52 NPR on racist coverage of mass shootings, “solutions journalism” term for activism
2:42:18 Indian Vikram lunar lander MIA; SWATting in Canada; USC e-mails flagging applicants as “VIPs” released in college admissions scandal defense, JCD: “they did it wrong!”
1170 Generational Justice (2019-09-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Boom! his eyeball blows out!” (0:35:39)
0:00:32 CNN global warming “town hall” with wildly gesticulating Elizabeth Warren and “the giggler” Kamala Harris; question from Isle de Jean Charles “climate refugee” American Indian for the fake American Indian, “so, let me start by saying how very sorry I am”, JCD: “ooohhh!”; Pete Buttigieg’s “generational justice” for gay solar entrepreneur, “we could lose half the world’s oxygen”; Let the Kids Vote strategy applied to No Agenda by Sir Felix & Company
0:16:57 CNN interstitial from recovering denialist “weatherman”; Australian host Alan Jones responds to Prof. David Karoly’s criticism of his CO\textsubscript{2} “maths” by playing Karoly agreeing with him
0:26:53 Writer Tiphanie Yanique to Democracy Now: events like Hurricane Dorian “man-made storms”; mysterious “black band” on Florida radar image; Yanique points out Dorian already hit US Virgin Islands; new meme “thermodynamic equilibrium” among the climate change skeptics
0:35:04 JCD theorizes “unkempt” Joe Biden’s bloodshot eye a result of “speedballs”, earlier career tainted by plagiarism scandal; Hillary still on watch list, Warren the current media darling
0:39:55 Dutch up in arms over El Paso and Odessa shootings, ACC on Second Amendment and regime change, legality of machine gun ownership; Odessa shooter’s failed background check; Washington Post cites “sources” on White House plan for HARPA Health Advanced Research Projects Agency working with big tech to spot signs of mental illness, SAFEHOME Stopping Aberrant Fatal Events by Helping Overcome Mental Extremes project
0:49:35 State-sponsored China Youth Credit Management’s social credit score app “unictown”; Understanding Media author Marshall McLuhan on new satellite broadcasting technology replacing participation, “the global village is a world in which … you have extreme concern with everybody else’s business”, “every time a new medium arrives, the old medium is the content”
0:58:54 Producer Segment: note on Altria’s $13bn 30% stake in Juul Labs and FDA “shitstorm”
1:30:20 Steve Bannon gripes to Kyle Bass about China’s collusion with banking sector to deindustrialize US and Europe, intelligence assets working on weapons technology, “greed and avarice writ large”, predicts “shooting war” over South China Sea, proposes shutdown of Confucius Institutes run by PLA on US college campuses; National Endowment for Democracy in Hong Kong; producer notes on outrageous rent in Hong Kong; Bannon proposes BAT border adjustment tax instead of tariffs, “VAT tax for certain products” killed by Koch Brothers
1:49:28 KTLA reporter: “we tried to reach out to the man who died in this pursuit, uh, they were unavailable for comment” (CotD)
1:50:25 Alan Greenspan blathers about negative interest rates to CNBC; Joe Kernan and Mark Mobius debate Bitcoin as a fiat currency; ACC’s growing Bitcoin stash
1:59:08 Donation Segment
2:18:36 Schools cracking down on teen vaping by locking down bathrooms; JCD reminisces about the shift from cigarettes to marijuana, ACC on avoiding sketchy “e-juice”
2:23:06 Latest Austin homelessness town hall devolves into chaos with help from Infowars reporter, Mayor Adler proposes funding homeless shelters by jacking up property taxes; JCD envisions a “shantytown” with open sewer, barefoot kids, and corrugated steel; tourist populations in Amsterdam and San Francisco, Anne Frank house with modern façade and gift shop
2:36:38 More names in Jeffrey Epstein documents to be unsealed
2:37:25 Nigel Farage gripes about Boris Johnson trying for sneaky Brexit deal with Brussels; Sikh MP Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi irked at being described as “coming from Bongo-Bongo Land”
1169  Hockeystick Hoax  (2019-09-01)

0:00:00  JCD: “And suckin’ all the scooters up into the air and then throwin’ scooters all over the place!” ACC: “It’s Scooternado!” (1:39:40)

0:00:38  Jiggling the handle after latest Windows update, John Fletcher Microsoft Sucks jingle

0:04:09  TV station evacuates while reporting Midland-Odessa shooting; Democrat Twitter screeching about “thoughts and prayers”; Beto O’Rourke swoops in to gripe “yes, this is fucked up” for CNN; “weapons of war” and “instruments of terror that terrify and terrorize us” memes, mandatory “buyback” proposal, ACC questions full-auto “AK-47” nomenclature, “these are wounds of war!”; graph of 1990 to 2017 violent crime drop vs “if it bleeds it leads”

0:17:33  “Behavioral health” vs mental health; Austin town hall “shit show”, community advocate: “the people that are camping in your neighborhoods are your neighbors too”, new “camping” euphemism, JCD: “they’re all like this”; local report on new $8.5M homeless shelter and unoccupied Salvation Army shelter; Philadelphia struggling with hepatitis A outbreak

0:34:26  Hong Kong police using blue dye to identify protestors; JCD on women at Mevio buying high-end garments for a single evening; disruptions to train stations and airports, “nothing to see here” tanks rolling in; Russian protests over Moscow City Council vote

0:42:11  Terrified student describes Boston Straight Pride Parade as “pride masquerading as hate”, dismissive Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus co-chair Arline Isaacson: “straight pride takes place 365 days a year”, Emerson College student: “we’re against it”; “hate speech stickers” at University of Vermont reading “Better Dead Than Red” and “Keep America American”; Straight Pride Parade participants “most of them Trump supporters”, more than a dozen protestors arrested; current millennial position: older Americans “have not evolved”

0:53:32  Will & Grace star Eric McCormack proposes Hollywood blacklist Trump supporters; Dior pulls culturally appropriative Sauvage ad; Calvin Klein using plus-size models

0:58:13  Design plans for The Homelessness Experience at Walt Disney World

1:01:30  Producer Segment: HPPD hallucinogen persisting perception disorder

1:27:45  Climategate: Dr. Tim Ball to Danielle Smith Show podcast on Dr. Michael Mann’s lies about hockey stick slander suit, inconvenient Medieval Warm Period, ±33% hockey stick graph

1:37:14  Hurricane Dorian “may head north and east” after dropping 48 inches of rain in the Bahamas, Miami rounding up electric scooters; Dutch electrical grid unable to keep up with demand

1:43:58  David Brooks: Trump’s lies raising questions about mental fitness, Biden’s bogus story about decorating soldier “in no way” similar, “he may embellish a story to improve its dramatic effect”; bogus “young Navy captain, Navy, Navy!” story “God’s truth, my word as a Biden!”, illegal immigrant children “become Americans before a lot of Americans become Americans” head-scratcher (CotD); Brooks to C-SPAN: “the number one job is to get Trump out of office”

1:56:35  Barbie Rivera to The Addiction Podcast on Florida International University offering $5,000 for enrolling students in drug studies; Stanford legal expert to NPR on opioid crisis: “we need these companies to stay in business”; Fox News: “this ain’t your mother’s marijuana”

2:11:19  Donation Segment: Cheers-themed meetup jingle

2:28:02  NewsHour on Brexit protests, pro-Brexit areas of UK “like having a parallel conversation, like in a different country”; ACC: “is there a piece of paper that has to be signed?”

2:33:31  Prince Andrew’s lawyers claiming Epstein photo is fake; Epstein associate Nicole Junkermann’s FIFA connections; Zorro Ranch and child pornography at Sunspot Solar Observatory

2:38:11  Democracy Now and MSNBC outraged at Bill Barr’s $30k holiday party at Trump hotel
Poop-in (2019-08-29)

00:00:00 JCD: (Echoing) “Gretaaa-mania!” (0:10:51)
00:00:38 ACC up at 5:30 in the morning for disruptive Windows updates
00:02:06 Greta Thunberg arrives in New York City, “it is insane that a 16-year-old had to cross the Atlantic Ocean to make a stand”; Canadian “18 to 8” campaign Let the Kids Vote music video; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez muses about her desire for a “mixed family” and one less child than planned; Michael Mann loses libel suit after refusing to produce “hockey stick” data
00:10:54 NatGeo debunks Amazon “lungs of the world” meme; JCD recalls International Geophysical Year; CNN announces seven hours of back-to-back climate change town halls
00:19:45 TtK bails out of new Beverly Hills 90210 after seven seconds; MTV Video Music Awards excise Michael Jackson’s name from Video Vanguard Award, “high priests of the Illuminati”; John Travolta and Queen Latifah, pregnancy test ad followed by Teen Moms
00:24:08 Boris Johnson “prorogues” Parliament until near Brexit deadline, NBC “constitutional crisis” and “coup” memes; Channel 4 cites “flexible unwritten Constitution”; “Baron Adonis” man on the street: peculiar Norway reference, BBC economist Paul Mason gripes about “the dark money behind Nigel Farage”, “fuck Trump!”; Nigel Farage argues for “clean break Brexit”
00:34:58 Dogs Are People Too: British pets in danger of losing EU pet passport; ACC story: dodging British animal quarantine with falsified Belgian veterinary records
00:38:19 Dave Chappelle’s controversial Netflix special, Trump-hating audience tricked with “that’s you!” impression; story of doing transgender jokes in front of “Daphne”, JCD’s identity politics essay, ACC’s stepdaughter and “interdimensionality”; HBO Succession “pump the brakes”
00:56:33 Austin town hall over homeless camping crisis, Royal Blue Grocery considering closing at 6:00; encirclement of ARCH Austin Resource Center for the Homeless, Mayor Adler still obsessing over housing; Los Angeles woman complains about “rats nest” across from her home; Sir Mark Hall planning “public poop-in”; Amsterdam renames Bureau of Tourism Management
1:09:59 Producer Segment: JCD unlocks “cancel culture” achievement on Twitter
1:31:35 Tucker Carlson: “it turns out, in fact, that many violent individuals have been avid marijuana users”, Tell Your Children: The Truth About Marijuana, Mental Illness, and Violence author Alex Berenson links psychosis with violence and marijuana with psychosis; Lawrence O’Donnell “the President is a raving lunatic!” iso
1:42:06 Trump discusses his flu vaccine avoidance with Alex Jones affiliate; “breaking news!” of woman at concert with measles; CDC threatening to delist US eradication status; possible DEET native ad in mosquito-borne eastern equine encephalitis story
1:49:50 ACC OTG: Ring allowing police to request footage, JCD vandalism recipe; iPhone 5 setup revisited; university automated door lock “glitch”; toll road RFID stickers; Foursquare zombie apps still phoning home; Bill Binney documentary A Good American on NSA under Michael Hayden adopting SAIC revolving door contracts, Maureen Baginski “9/11 is a gift to NSA”; ACC: “please stop using Uber and Lyft!”; more shameless 5G plugs by Malcolm Gladwell
2:19:16 Donation Segment: “Make Hillary Run Again” hats; ACC pitched The Most Dangerous Roads
2:34:03 Six-Week Cycle: High Point University student with “blunderbuss” shotgun
2:37:30 NBC on phone scammer who “got scammed” by police officer; ACC’s legit Ford Credit call
2:43:09 Patrick Byrne continuing to reveal tidbits about Maria Butina and Anna Chapman
2:43:56 Andrew Yang reflects on media corruption to another podcast; Bernie Sanders’ plan to protect independent journalism, JCD on history of newspaper consolidation
1167  Nine Dash Line  (2019-08-25)

0:00:00  JCD: “The skies are blacked out over São Paulo!” (0:25:28)
0:00:34  JCD’s Show 1166 “what difference does it make” superimposed with Hillary; shutdown of Jordan Peterson deepfake site potentially for mailing list collection; “zephyr zephyr zephyr zephyr” from 1969 Kirk Douglas film The Arrangement; JCD on free CDs from “the computer professor”; Jordan Peterson starting online university; tracking coded e-mail address; ACC’s dinner with the Fugazzottos, daughter Isabella the Irish dancer and ACC’s fencing career

0:11:25  Amy Goodman channels Walter Cronkite blaming Jair Bolsonaro for Amazon wildfires; clear skies on São Paulo webcams; NBC tweeting birds for “earth’s lungs”, “rich soil” and oxygen production lies; ACC draws parallel with Michael Crichton’s State of Fear

0:27:20  Danish PM Ida Auken pokes fun at Trump with “just grab… your pen” pro-windmill video; irritating reporter yammers about big tech irked at France over DST digital services tax, Trump conflict of interest with threat of wine tax

0:36:58  Duke psychology professor Allen Frances to Brian Stelter: “Trump is as destructive a person in this century as Hitler, Stalin, and Mao were in the last century — he may be responsible for many more million deaths than they were”; Ben Shapiro: “I have schizophrenia, my grandfather was schizophrenic”

0:46:12  Chris Cuomo and Anderson Pooper discuss getting wacky Overstock CEO Patrick Byrne on the air before segueing to Dancing With the Stars; Byrne’s involvement with SEC naked shorting investigation before 2007 crash; Byrne on “fishy” orders received from Peter Strzok, remorse over societal divisions, “I went to see my rabbi” Warren Buffett, political espionage against Hillary Clinton, Maria Butina and Uranium One; JCD on Family of Secrets and Watergate as CIA plot to oust Nixon; Bill Barr the Iran-Contra “fixer”

1:04:18  Producer Segment: ACC’s smoking melted CDs story; JCD nixes “pump the brakes”

1:47:23  Hong Kong protestor: “Donald Trump don’t trust China, China is assho’!”; NBC on Trump’s demand for China pullout in response to tariff hike, “lashing out” at Jay Powell, bogus “5% of the world’s consumers”; International Emergency Economic Powers Act and fentanyl

1:56:35  John Pilger documentary The Coming War On China on American opium barons like Franklin Roosevelt’s grandfather and John Forbes Kerry’s forebears; Steve Bannon on new film Claws of the Red Dragon, “barbarian management” system, job relocation linked to opioid crisis, “Nine-Dash Line” around South China Sea and eagerness to start war with 72-hour deadline from US Navy, NAFTA “geostrategic manufacturing base”

2:10:46  Sticky-mouthed translator recites Italian PM Giuseppe Conte’s resignation; potential snap election in UK; Dutch beach party to wave goodbye to Brexiting UK

2:14:21  NBC on hospitalizations and one death linked to “street-bought vaping cartridges”; ACC on MIA “e-cigarettes” and notion of growing marijuana from actual seeds

2:22:33  Donation Segment

2:37:22  TSA warning travelers about unconstitutional REAL ID, JCD irked by need for passport and three other documents when a passport suffices; ACC’s tattered Social Security card

2:44:42  NBC on outrage over California high school students “singing a Nazi song” and Nazi salutes at Universal Orlando, bogus “racist propaganda nearly tripling last year”, JCD: “it’s possible they were singing California Über Alles”; Bellamy salute for pledge of allegiance

2:48:53  JCD “glitch” timestamps; ACC on socialist Dutch telephone monopoly frying illegal answering machines with voltage spikes; ACC warns against Bose over-the-counter hearing aids
ACC: “Why you like him, this is no good!”

Austin city council proposing changes to camping ordinance, Mayor Adler: “are we really ready to do what it takes to actually solve this problem?”, bullshit six-page “we know what works” proposal; San Francisco’s new euphemisms like “justice-involved person”

Bill Gates’ connection to Jeffrey Epstein revealed as predicted by Steve Pieczenik; apology from MIT Media Lab’s Joi Ito, JCD story: kicked out of Media Lab by Marvin Minsky; video of Katherine Keating at Epstein home, Kerry Kennedy formerly married to Andrew Cuomo

Nord Stream II pipeline facing delays in gas competitor Denmark, producer note on Denmark’s history of losing chunks of its territory; Democracy Now on Trump’s “absurd” proposed real estate deal, “biwwions” and “miwwions” in ice sheet losses, buried Cold War nuclear waste

Russia irked at reaction to mysterious explosion at missile testing site

Trump tweets reaction to Robert Epstein Google bias research, Hillary snarking about “debunked” study; Jeffrey Toobin: “in a day of whackadoodle claims this was the most whackadoodle of all”, “long discredited” lie, Sabrina Siddiqui: “unsubstantiated conspiracy theory”; Clinton body count warning tweets to Robert Epstein; ACC theory: Bill Clinton as sacrificial lamb; Joe diGenova gripes about FBI corruption getting in the way of new bombshells

Bill de Blasio goes into helium mode on Skype sounding like Ben Shapiro; Elizabeth Warren’s heartfelt “I am sorry for harm I have caused” apology to Native Americans accompanied by mournful whimpers from JCD; Andrew Yang to H3 podcast on rigged debates: “some of the campaigns are in touch with the TV network ahead of time” (CotD)

Producer note on Social Impact Agency, Day of Unreasonable Conversation event with John Legend, Stacey Abrams, and Valerie Jarrett; Bombshell with Charlize Theron as Megyn Kelly

Producer Segment: Sir Chris “there goes the Zephyr” deepfake of Jordan Peterson

Trump getting rid of Jim Acosta by talking to the press on the way to the helicopter; JCD reviews history of Reagan’s “nuthouse” closings, Trump reveals plan to open or reopen mental institutions; NPR celebrates 30 years of Prozac, “so why are we still depressed?” iso, “I’m permanently on an SSRI or SSNRI booster”, “nobody’s experimenting on us”

Angela Rye drowns out panel screeching about “white men who think like you”, pathetic Chris Cuomo: “hey, hello, whose show is it?”; Fox Business on “white guys” vs millennial investors

Dogs Are People Too: UK Channel 4 Train Your Baby Like a Dog

Disingenuous Boris Johnson with Angela Merkel: “ample scope to do a deal” for Brexit; “freedom of movement” meme and Irish border; Johnson gripes about anti-vaccine “superstitious mumbo-jumbo”, British government’s to collude with social media on vaccine propaganda

“The most important lawsuit in America right now, and perhaps the free world” Prager University v. YouTube explained in terms of publisher vs public forum

ACC: Burger King taco “a piece of shit product”, JCD: “you’re a tacorista”; Facebook insider Brian Amerige to Dave Rubin on algorithms predicting controversy: “it is impossible to build models that are going to predict this stuff accurately”, odd repeated objectivism example

Gillette replaces toxic masculinity ad campaign with “local heroes”, JCD retracts Clip of the Day; New Balance DRESS CODES podcast with Gimlet, Shellcast taco skit

Donation Segment

NBC Trump whipsaws: “already strong” vs “loopholes in the background checks”, “floating the idea of a tax cut” vs “something that we think about”, “I am the chosen one!” iso
1165 Duck Wubba Nub (2019-08-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Blep blep blep blep blep, like with the dog drinkin’ water.” (1:16:55)
0:00:35 Trump’s brilliant scheme to purchase Greenland from Denmark; Trump ignoring China trade war’s recession potential; Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert on Denmark’s third largest bank Jyske Bank paying negative mortgages, bizarre “it’s a three-thousand-year bubble!”
0:14:50 GE irked by fraud allegation from Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos, JCD story: GE “arrogant jerks” bragging about inventing the TV remote and alarm clock; Markopolos on creative bookkeeping and current liabilities of $60bn; British man spends six days in the hospital after NHS misplaces dentures in his throat
0:26:18 Epstein’s painting of Bill Clinton in blue dress turns out to be real; sketchy photo of Ghislaine Maxwell at In-N-Out Burger reading The Book of Honor: The Secret Lives and Deaths of CIA Operatives by Greenbrier bunker journalist Ted Gup, coded Amazon Kindle edition review by G. Maxwell: “a good friend of mine died recently under very tragic circumstances”
0:40:10 SoulCycle “spin gym” charity community rides in response to boycott; outrage over NFL social justice collaboration with Jay-Z’s Roc Nation marginalizing Colin Kaepernick
0:52:06 Supporter with “serious weight problem” kicked out of New Hampshire Trump rally, “high taxes, high crime, open borders, late-term abortion, and socialism” litany, “thank you very much President Obama” for 138 federal judge vacancies; Obama briefing Biden campaign aids
1:01:54 JCD: “the inmates have taken over the asylum” at New York Times town hall, transcript from Slate owned by Washington Post; Bernie Sanders “who is a racist, is a xenophobe, and who is a religious bigot” talking points; NYT’s full-time anti-Bernie writer
1:12:34 Malcolm Gladwell’s shameless Revisionist History podcast AT&T 5G ad
1:16:59 Producer Segment: Baron Dirty Dick Bang’s child’s duck “Wubba Nub”
1:48:44 Bill Maher on Obama’s “evolution” toward gay marriage due to Biden shooting off his mouth; JCD contemplates Biden’s moribund hair plugs; “crazy crystal lady” Marianne Williamson on Declaration of Independence written by slave owners; Bernie Sanders 1941 “war in the East with China” gaffe to Joe Rogan (BCotD); “Nellie Whore, Nellie, uh, Ohr” flub (BCotD)
2:09:31 And Now Back to Real News: Zimbabwe back in hyperinflation cycle with day-long gas lines; African swine fever poised to cut Chinese pork production in half; Democracy Now on casualties at India-Kashmir border, 20% Chinese population in Kashmir; NOAA: July “hottest month since record keeping began”, Fiji PM irked at not getting bigger payout after Pacific Islands Forum; George Monbiot introduces new meme “climate breakdown”
2:22:42 Donation Segment: 3D printed “knight stand”
2:37:35 Arrest in New York “bomb scare” over rice cookers; Trump unconcerned over North Korea’s launch of “very standard” short-range missiles during US sales job exercise with South Korea
2:42:03 Rep. Rashida Tlaib cancels trip to Israel to visit her grandmother due to Israeli restrictions on boycott advocacy “meant to humiliate her”; UK’s similar ban on Michael Savage
2:47:48 Portland police Giant Voice System: “the sidewalks are closed!””, Scott Adams relishes prospect of Antifa violence: “if that’s not entertaining, you’re dead inside”
2:50:32 New Mercedes-Benz pandering “the many colors of Pride” ad series
ACC: “Wait, wasn’t there a pillow on his head?”

ABC This Morning shows white hostage in Philadelphia standoff instead of black gunman

Dogs Are People Too: ACC “poisoned” after surfing with former New York banker, Austin
dogs dying after contact with blue-green algae, JCD: “her baby died?”; global warning blamed
for Lake Erie “stinky green sheen”, JCD on algae supplement fad; Austin “Hatch chile month”

Daily Source Code 15th Anniversary Special

ACC ditches Joe diGenova in favor of overstock.com CEO Patrick Byrne, deep state “sub-
marine” with “nuclear icebreaker named the USS Bill Barr has snuck up on them and is about
to ram them amidships” (CotD), romantic relationship with Russian spook Maria Butina

Daily Mail on Ghislaine Maxwell lurking at boyfriend’s mansion, bogus portrait of Bill Clinton
in blue dress; Steve Pieczenik: Trump terrorizing pedophiles like Jon “qíngxíng” Huntsman and
Bill Gates; ABC “mega-millionaire” meme and Mega Group, Inslaw Promis financial software
conspiracy; JCD on Gates’ fondness for “petite blondes” and Microsoft hooker contract

“The truth is, at its core probably something...” cut off on Australian morning show: spook
WMD journalist Judith Miller to Mark Steyn: “the facts, by the way, are changing a lot”;“conspiracy theorist” added to Trump Rotation by NBC and NPR, theories about Antonin
Scalia’s death with “a pillow by his head”, “connecting the dots may satisfy an emotional or
intellectual need”; Beto O’Rourke and Maxine Waters “connect the dots” compilation; Chris-
tiane Amanpour intro “now, democracy is under increasing threat from conspiracy theories”

Army veteran mind-controlled by Trump attacks 13-year-old boy for refusing to take off hat;
unhinged MSNBC loon Donny Deutsch rants at white people: “maybe it’s the Jews next”;Elie Mystal to Joy Reid: “you do not negotiate with these people, you destroy them!”

Bill Barr: GCHQ proposing “virtual alligator clips” to break end-to-end encryption, “prudent
to anticipate that a major incident may occur at any time” before El Paso & Dayton shootings

Vermont weather forecast: “computer models are not in firm agreement about Tuesday”; BBC
amused by kangaroos on snow in Australia; Greta Thunberg about to sail across the Atlantic
pooping in a bucket, “she’s not sure yet how she’s going to get home”

Chris Cuomo’s foul-mouthed “Fredo” meltdown; Don Lemon “pussy or dick” lawsuit

Producer Segment

NCIS “you mean he’s deceased too?” blonde joke from show runner Gary Glasberg

Brave Google manbun whistleblower unmasks himself for Project Veritas, “Twiddlers” for
downranking results on the fly; JCD irked by The Beginner’s Guide to Protesting “oh hey, hey oh” chant, “dry labbing” explanation; searx.me strategies

Show 133 algae-fueled car clips; Al Gore a big investor behind Beyond Meat

“The President just blinked” in trade dispute with China; US flags at Hong Kong protests

Trump tax cuts contributing to homelessness due to opportunity zone funds

Donation Segment: “first and probably only naked meetup” at Burning Man

New ebola “cures” Regeneron REGN-EB3 and mAb-114; CIA bin Laden search “vaccine”; ar-
ticle links SSRIs with mass violence; three stabbed in Australia by man doped up on Antenex;
Captagon amphetamine smuggling in Lebanon; Show 201 Reglan side effects

Vogue grooming Stacy Abrams for 2020 with “Jacked-Up Joe”; Elizabeth Warren wealth tax
chant; drunk “union is standing!” Trump hater; “jeering nooo, cheering suuure!” iso

ACC OTG: off the grid travellers subject to withdrawal symptoms
1163  Cashless Millennials (2019-08-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “I am a robot. I am sustainable. You must die.” (1:53:31)
0:00:34  ACC’s preview of JCD’s “smear artist” Amazing Polly clips; “and the crowd goes wild” over Jeffrey Epstein suicide; ABC “sources” report death of “mega-millionaire” Epstein, “found unresponsive … last month” lie, Tom Llamas unclear about who is “naming names”, potential continuation of criminal and civil cases; Joy Reid blames “William Barr’s Justice Department”
0:16:33  Amy Goodman quotes Trump discussing “his friend Jeffrey Epstein”; author Vicky Ward’s 2003 Vanity Fair exposé vs her connections with Ghislaine Maxwell, JCD: “she might be a lizard”, Conrad Black pardoned by Trump in May; Ward to Goodman on Epstein’s 2002 threats to her unborn children, “and, and” lying tell, exposé material cut by Graydon Carter, case will continue because “after all, it was a conspiracy”; contagious stammering absent from 2007 interview; Ward on Trump using John Kelly to keep Jared and Ivanka quiet
0:49:48  Chuck Todd aghast at Trump “leading the irresponsible charge” by retweeting Clinton body count conspiracy theory; e-mail to ShareBlue “Stalwarts” with talking points to counter “harmful and unture” Epstein theories and instructions to ROLCON roleplay conservatives
0:59:04  “Are you at risk of accidental suicide?” PSA from Sir Chris; “XOXO Hillary + Bill” chalked outside Epstein’s townhouse; YouTuber TruthFactoryCat on Ghislaine Maxwell’s attachments to pedophile Mossad assets with hidden cameras, “intimate massage” offer for journalist Eric Margolis; producer note on “egg-shaped penis” as evidence of pumping regimen
1:08:31  Steve Pieczenik: Epstein too narcissistic to commit suicide, video “glitch”, Trump “a fox in the henhouse” in appointing Joseph Maguire DNI over Susan Gordon, “paradoxical intention” of absurd suicide scenario, toe-sucking Prince Andrew; ACC predicts three more “suicides”
1:20:31  Producer Segment
1:58:36  Jen Briney explains value for value and answers C-SPAN caller’s “in the morning!”
2:03:12  Bawling abused child used by hysterical media to shame Republicans for Alabama ICE raids
2:07:25  Austin City Council speaker addresses homeless crisis caused by “policies that we have seen in cities like Los Angeles and San Francisco and Seattle and Honolulu”, douchebag Council Member Greg Cesar: “where were people going to the bathroom in June?”
2:16:33  Dr. Megan Ranney of anti-gun AFFIRM Research to Democracy Now: Trump’s claim that mass shooting is linked to mental illness “is just false”, Neermeen Shaikh: “it’s not an obvious conclusion to draw”, Ranney: research “supports a link between substance use and mass shootings”; Andrew Yang dissolves into tears at Everytown for Gun Safety town hall; red flag laws already in force in California; Andrew Napolitano discusses “serious constitutional problem” with red flag laws; JCD on police photos of assorted gun collections
2:35:23  ABC using B-roll for video of “Eggstein” being loaded into ambulance
2:36:14  “Cashless millennials” in Canada; ACC’s friend’s bar in Houston closing down due to prevalence of social media and dating apps, JCD on hipsterization of “stinky old bars”
2:41:38  Donation Segment: Art Generator “Jitt repository”
3:02:08  Joe “gaffe machine” Biden: “we choose truth over facts!”, “poor kids are just as bright … as white kids” flub; Broadcast & Cable magazine: 2020 election to generate $6.5bn in local ad spending; China predicting Biden victory; “we need to kill all men” wins end-of-show iso
3:11:49  North Korea fires ballistic missile after apology letter from Kim Jong-un, Trump too cowardly to cancel joint exercises; Jerry Nadler: “this is formal impeachment proceedings!”
3:14:17  Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: tweets by former chief of staff Saikat Chakrabarti “divisive”
1162 Thank You Comrade (2019-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Umm! Umm! Umm!” (0:33:37)
0:00:34 MSNBC pundit Frank Figliuzzi: Trump’s lowering of flags on 8/8 a coded “Heil Hitler”; NYT “white hate violence” prediction five days before shootings; Nicolle Wallace to USA Today’s Paul Reyes: “you now have a president, as you said, talking about exterminating Latinos”
0:11:05 Trump’s Dayton teleprompter flubs; 8chan’s Jim Watkins: El Paso manifesto uploaded first to Instagram; Trump calls for social media spying, “rapid due process” to grab crazy people’s guns, red flag “extreme risk protection orders”; former Department of Justice official on working with “foreign intelligence agencies” to circumvent 4th Amendment; former Obama DHS stooge on “contracting it out with private companies who don’t have those limitations”
0:24:00 JCD theory: White House agent provocateur planting coded neo-Nazi messages; BBC changes story from “immigrants and ethnic minority groups” to “white supremacist violence”
0:29:21 Democratic Socialists of America takes down videos of its “thank you, comrade” convention, Occupy Wall Street “twinkling” applause; uptalking “um girl” at podium explains “progressive stack” with marshalls “doing the Lord Marx’s work”; ACC on pervasive fundraising and SJW posers: “socialism has leaders and they tell you to shut the fuck up”; no perfumes in the quiet room, “de-escalation, right?”; “don’t talk to MAGA assholes”; attendee triggered by a “he/him” using gendered “guys” in a “quick point of personal privilege”
0:48:27 ACC: “the real socialists came in!” from Germany preaching Antifa violence, “they’re LARPing children!”; JCD story: throwing toilet paper rolls at model UN conference; Linda Sarsour channels Wanda Sykes giving the kids a good tongue lashing: “we need money to build this movement, right?”, ironic National Political Committee NPC; JCD story: sales pitch for $500 car wax job; TSA takes credit for Medicare for all platform, millennials working for free food
1:07:31 FBI references “violent ideologies” in Dayton shooter; Bronze Age Mindset racial separation
1:11:20 Anderson Pooper’s “I’m not impacted by who advertises on my show” lie, barely-audible “it saved my life”; Pooper at 2018 Turner Upfront in front of auditorium full of advertisers
1:15:59 Producer Segment
1:39:43 David Icke notes Sheffield defoliation campaign to eliminate interference with 5G
1:45:37 ACC OTG: five-day battery life with “cloaked” iPhone 5; National Association of Broadcasters meeting presentation on broadcast TV ATSC 3.0 with Dolby dialogue enhancement and “coupons and promotions!”, JCD compares to Ford’s six-door Explorer; yippy.com CEO Dick Granville accuses DuckDuckGo of tracking users; Wall Street Journal $70 smartphone native ad for Shenzhen China; Yippy powered by IBM Watson, JCD’s “best weed whacker” test
2:05:08 Hong Kong protests poorly timed for October 1 PRC 75th anniversary; Hudson Institute’s Michael Pillsbury: US “partially involved” with National Endowment for Democracy; CNBC on “dissatisfaction in general” going back to 2003, potential for outside forces in police uniforms
2:17:42 Donation Segment
2:30:46 CEO Gina Garrubbo: National Public Media “the sponsorship/brand advertiser world”; ACC imitates Bernie Sanders agitating for free advertising
2:38:52 Democracy Now on socialist Tiffany Cabán’s failed bid for district attorney
2:42:16 Outrage at Equinox and SoulCycle over owner’s Trump fundraiser; JCD predicts media revenge against Joaquin Castro donor doxing; WinRed Republican fundraising machine
2:51:30 Canadian legal wrangling over Jonathan “Jessica” Yaniv’s demand for Brazilian “ball waxing”
2:59:58 Comedian Steve Sweeney: “I took a shit on the sidewalk” in San Francisco

0:00:31 Blaming the President for Columbine, Aurora, and Sandy Hook vs El Paso Walmart and Dayton shootings, no mention of Walmart gun-free zones; “white supremacist” Patrick Crusius’ manifesto: “my opinions on automation, immigration, and the rest predate Trump and his campaign for president”, title *The Inconvenient Truth* and Christchurch shooter, “response to the Hispanic invasion of Texas”, “political coup” by Democrats pandering to illegal immigrants, Renaud Camus’ *Le Grand Remplacement* and “replaceist elites”, corporations and *The Lorax*, WASR-10 vs AR-15 lethality test, opposition to “race mixing”

0:25:27 Operation Gladio/B “strategy of tension” and six shootings in a row, incongruity of shooter wearing hearing protection, no mention of psychotropic drugs; *Designated Survivor* Republican “bio-ethnically targeted infections” to sterilize brown people as seen on *Stargate SG-1*

0:35:14 MSNBC’s Ari Melber grills Marianne Williamson on her vaccine position “given the science and the concern”, $284M spent on lobbying Congress and “even on our news channels”; Williamson squabbles with stammering and constantly interrupting Anderson Pooper over antidepressants and suicide: “I’ve never seen the ads on my show so I don’t know what pharmaceutical companies...”, JCD: “what a liar!”, exasperated “Anderson, let me speak!”, “you are talking about clinical depression as if there is a blood test!”, ACC: “Pooper gets a raise”

0:54:54 Infowars “Millennial Millie” asks Andrew Yang about his plan for a news ombudsman: “a lot of people said you did good during the debates, do you feel glad?”; ACC’s “how did you like it” pet peeve; Yang: “the goal is to protect the American people” because of deepfakes of him; JCD on promise of a utopia with robotic workers, ACC on the lack of *The Jetsons* flying cars

1:03:00 Warmonger Mark Levin attacking Tulsi Gabbard; ACC on Twitter bot wars after critiques against Kamala “Hillary” Harris; Gabbard to Pooper: “my take is one of a soldier” on Syria, Assad “disappearing people” meme tying Assad to Russia, ACC: Gabbard hasn’t raised enough money to buy CNN; Chris Cuomo on “the President’s pattern of pounding people of color”

1:13:34 Producer Segment: Colin Kaepernick’s indiscretions; JCD white wine recommendation

1:44:40 ACC’s old friend Ken Clark on Silicon Valley employees telecommuting from Portland, marijuana surplus at “Walmart of weed”, sail-shaped Austin Google building to accommodate 5,000, “camp anywhere” law in Portland; Mobile Loaves and Fishes nonprofit; KPIX admits Trump’s claim that nearly half of US “unsheltered” are in California is correct, San Francisco Department of Homelessness Director Jeff Kositsky drones on about affordable housing; Amazon home delivery locks designed to consolidate real estate industry

2:02:13 Al-Jazeera the only outlet reporting Hong Kong civil servants defying orders not to protest, calls for general strike on Monday; producer note: “massacres and civil war”, JCD on potential return of British, CIA payback theory; French immigrant black helmet riots

2:14:37 Donation Segment: noagendameetups.com time zone “glitch”

2:31:08 Joe diGenova assures Lou Dobbs that John Durham is “moving with lightning speed” but “it isn’t going to happen quickly”, FBI officials asking to be re-interviewed

2:35:47 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez chief of staff Saikat Chakrabarti fired after meeting with Pelosi, under investigation for election finance shenanigans; Green New Deal fake meat push and leaked IPCC draft report on land use, JCD predicts TV native ads

2:42:28 2009 JCD clips of Berkeley “hikers” with LGY and Hyundai “now it gives you something else: gas” ad; John Legend: Trump “an evil fucking canker sore on America’s whole landscape”
1160 VAT Camel (2019-08-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Sign here, maid.” (2:44:09)
0:00:32 6930 KHz USB pirate simulcast “with some skip”
0:02:35 American flag MIA from Democrat debate, “alien” Dana Bash, Jake Tapper’s “Fox studio” flub, lavaliere mic issues; NBC on crazy vs crazier split, Marianne Williamson’s “dark psychic force”; Steve Bullock’s Kevin Spacey look; DNC Chairman Tom Perez channels Howard Dean
0:14:50 Elizabeth Warren’s Green Industrial Plan “GIP”; Bernie Sanders cut off after “the healthcare industry will be advertising tonight on this program”; Don Lemon’s pointless bigotry question; Marianne Williamson channels Antonio Moore: reparations “payment of a debt that is owed”; unmedicated Joe Biden’s idiotic “go easy on me kid” to Kamala Harris; Tulsi Gabbard nails Harris on marijuana and Kathleen Sebelius healthcare plan; Harris to Anderson Pooper: Gabbard “at zero or one percent” and an Assad apologist; Biden “go to Joe 303... 30” botch
0:36:34 Cory Booker name-drops Debbie Stabenow in call for impeachment, “I’ve read the redacted versions of the report”, calls out Biden on “shithole countries”; “Mr. Pickles” Michael Bennet, droopy-mouthed Jay Inslee raves about climate change, Biden “we’re responsible for 15% of all the pollution in the country” gaffe, Inslee “look!”; Andrew Yang’s striped socks and 10% “VAT Camel”, “we also need to start moving our people to higher ground!”
0:50:07 Abused British girl sobs about global warming; ACC Red Book: Greta Thunberg rescued from racing yacht en route to UN Climate Action Summit; Biden frets about “eight more years of Donald Trump”; Biden proposes 500,000 electric vehicle charging stations
0:57:36 ACC’s pilot podcast with Producer Moe; Hillary’s pivotal “what do you have to lose?” ad; 30 seconds of Biden blathering; “Mr. President, this is America!” iso
1:04:11 Nick the Rat donation plea from Sir Chris’ son Felix
1:04:48 Producer Segment: photo of spider straddling toilet bowl in Australia
1:22:45 Still Report podcast on Joe diGenova’s FBI spying documents about to be released; former Fox pundit Ralph Peters to CNN: Trump too dumb to understand national security briefings
1:32:51 ACC OTG: Consumer Reports concerned about vehicle hacking, “9/11 scale attack on America”; Bill Barr gripes about “warrant-proof encryption”; WhatsApp keyword surveillance, JCD on inability of “mass scrutiny” to prevent mass shootings unmentioned at Democrat debate
1:44:23 Study finds a third of food delivery drivers sample the goods they are delivering; INVIDI ad for “addressable TV technology” for advertisers; Gillette loses $5bn due SJW ad campaign, JCD: “they bring in their friends!”; Canadian producer note on banks and phone data
1:55:26 CBS uses ABBA to illustrate Swedish war on cash; Grand Duke Foley on misuse of Dolby 5.1
2:02:22 Donation Segment
2:14:06 Producer note on Trump’s nonstandard “hog calling competition” mic setup
2:26:22 JCD on his expert witness role in AMD-Intel case; lawyer to Jeffrey Epstein at 2009 deposition: “is it true, sir, that you have what’s been described as an egg-shaped penis?”
2:33:57 JCD on “crying while eating” YouTube genre; delusional German YouTuber Jörg Sprave on forming union with IG Metall: “FairTube is unbeatable!” (CotD)
2:41:31 Rich families transferring guardianship of their children for college financial aid (CotD)
2:45:00 Pete Buttigieg compares Trump to an energy-absorbing science fiction alien
JCD: (falsetto) “Can I get in your car?” (1:30:16)

Six-Week Cycle: Jeff Pegues on arrest of 33-year-old Delowar Mohammed Hossain for planning to join Taliban in order to “take a frickin’ machine gun and just shoot everybody”

Stephanie Ruhle accidentally reveals truth of “Robert Mueller’s testiphony”; Mike Huckabee: “the movie turned out to be Weekend at Bernie’s”; Joe diGenova identifies Andrew Weissman as head honcho, Mueller’s “ignominious finale showed him asleep at the hearing”

Norah O’Donnell smiling for human interest stories; CBS on Democrats filing suit for grand jury testimony to feed impeachment push, “tough questions” for Pelosi on Ocasio-Cortez dispute, JCD: “what tough questions??”, “the President called Democrats clowns for even pursuing it”; Trump “arrested and jailed” meme; Donny Deutsch flubs “when they go high, w... when they go low, we gotta do whatever we have to do!”, lame “unindicted criminal Trump” nickname; compilation of Joe Scarborough ranting about “Moscow Mitch” McConnell

Shooting at Brooklyn block party where residents have been throwing water at police, producer notes on low NYPD morale; Trump all-in on resurrected federalization of police meme

CBS on Trump’s “racist” jab at Elijah Cummings and “rat and rodent infested mess” Baltimore distracting from two border-related wins; producer note on the tribulations of living there; ACC-JCD “homeless people, go to Austin” Twitter war; CNN’s Victor Blackwell: “when he tweets about infestation, that’s about black and brown people” (BCotD)

Dvorak family weighs in on closed captioning and subtitles, speech pathologist producer note on her cochlear implant EEG research, EEG signal replay demonstration by Dr. Nina Kraus, neuroplasticity and importance of ability to separate speech from noise

Sir Chris’ abused child Felix reads harrowing “it’s for our children’s amygdalas” donation plea

Mr. Bo Johnson jingle; “dangerous” hiring of “evil genius” Dominic Cummings; bizarre rumors of Trump seeking to import and/or control NHS, ACC story: CVC’s rationed knee MRI

Al Sharpton in 2015 calling for Department of Justice to take over police departments; 2009 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute “it’s also here to stay”; Letterman “inflatable Anderson Cooper” joke; ACC on lowbrow Two and a Half Men reruns; North Korean vessel “that may be carrying illegal weapons” with sights on Hawaii; fat-shaming report: obesity linked to global warming; PBS The American Experience on JFK campaign corruption from 1992

BBC “eighteen months before global warming kills us” meme; Washington Post headline “Arctic Ocean Getting Warm; Seals Vanish and Icebergs Melt” from November 1922

Imam Mohammad Tawhidi tweeting about Ilhan Omar planning to paint her detractors as Saudi shills; Omar to Al-Jazeera: Americans “should be more fearful of white men”

Neurocrine Biosciences ad for tardive dyskinesia drug, ACC: “I have all these symptoms!”

Donation Segment: ACC recommends weekly, monthly, or “showly” subscriptions

Daniel Van Schooten to Sharyl Attkisson on Office of Legal Counsel’s torture thumbs-up

Second Half of Show: “astroid” 2019 OK near miss; annoying CNN reporter’s mea culpa for WikiLeaks email botch, QAnon links Trump “liddle Adam Schiff” tweet to Liddle Kidz Foundation “touch therapy”, 2009 Standard Hotel hydrochloric acid scare linked to Marina Abramovic & Ghislaine Maxwell; Maxwell’s work at BBC with necrophile Jimmy Savile

“Rage and chaos” with protestors winning against police in Hong Kong

NBC Comic Book Guy/Sylvester the Cat “Steve” on child attacked by 5,000-pound “bishon”
1158  Taking a Mueller (2019-07-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Robert Mueller is my dad!” (0:46:24)
0:00:32 ACC: Congress’ grilling of Robert Mueller “cruel”; Mueller’s testimony on Iraqi WMDs; C-SPAN caller rants about “phony and a fraud”; Mueller dodges question about who wrote May 29 press release; Rep. Tom McClintock on omission of exculpatory evidence, Russian troll farm question dodged; overreach typical of Andrew Weissman in bringing down Arthur Andersen
0:14:00 JCD 3x3 analysis; Rep. Ted Lieu tries and fails to get sound bite, Mueller walks back his testimony; Mueller forgets it was Ronald Reagan who appointed him; typical “outside our purview” response; Chuck Todd: “on optics, this was a disaster”; Lieu concludes “we have a felon sitting in the White House!”, ACC: “we have a dementia patient in the witness box”; Mueller “not familiar” with Fusion GPS; Rep. Will Hurd confuses Mueller with Alpha Bank
0:30:48 Lester Holt wrap-up editorial: testimony will “maybe even reinforce the separate universes in which we often exist”; “can you repeat the question” compilation; Rep. Mike Turner: “you have no more power to declare him exonerated than you have the power to declare him Anderson Cooper”; incoherent C-SPAN caller cut off mid-sentence, ACC do-over worst case scenario
0:46:35 Jeffrey Epstein fakes attack or suicide attempt; “suicide” of FBI agent Salvatore Cincinelli
0:50:23 Lack of impact from Trump tax cuts further support of modern monetary theory, Goldman Sachs the next big bank to fail; bullish WPP report anticipates SNAP up 25%
0:55:19 Local news report on alligator being resuscitated at Florida “zoo-ological park” (JCDPPotD)
0:56:46 Law & Order: SVU “it’s more dangerous to drive a car than to take the MMR vaccine” propaganda from 2009; herd immunity meme being used to push Gardasil
1:00:45 Producer Segment: more subtitles feedback; people throwing water at NYPD
1:20:22 Rod Rosenstein: “we punish mistakes, we punish wrongdoers and we correct mistakes”
1:22:07 Cheers for Stephen Colbert announcement of “9/11 first responders bill”
1:26:09 Iliza Shlesinger evergreen: “being sexually harassed by an ugly guy is the worst!”
1:32:33 San Diego impounds 2,500 e-scooters during Comic-Con; enterprising “bounty hunters” rounding up scooters; ACC: these people have homes: it’s under I-35”, ACC “takin’ a Mueller”
1:38:35 Producer note mistakenly attributes “AOC hates America” Republican talking point to ACC
1:43:10 CBS The Good Fight “pee-pee tape” scenario, “you urinated on the bed where Obama slept” (CotD), “Miss Haiti, the same country Trump called shithole”, “you’ve seen the tape” meme
1:55:38 Cory Booker: “my testosterone sometimes makes me want to feel like punching” Trump; delusional Mazie Hirono: “we have to kind of tell everyone how smart we are”
1:59:53 Donation Segment
2:11:56 Second Half of Show: wacko explains “birds are not real” movement; Radio Free Satan excerpts: eight-foot Baphomet statue at Arkansas state capitol; Satanism on the rise in Canada
2:23:50 Boris Johnson’s victory speech anticipates “broadband sprouting in every household”; Obama “ignorant motherfuckers like you” iso from 2009; Indian environment minister in 2009: “not in a position” to commit to legally binding targets; Obama references DNC “leakers” in 2016
2:30:27 Oregon schools allowing students to take mental health days, JCD: “homeschool, people!”
2:34:18 Steve Mnuchin: “I won’t be talking about Bitcoin in ten years, I can assure you that”
2:37:03 David Brooks trots out tired old “vision of a white America” Trump narrative, JCD takes issue with “we’re a country that’s traditionally had the mission to cross frontiers” lie
2:39:37 CBS celebrates Apollo 11 with politically correct “one giant leap for humanity”
1157 Carbon Captions (2019-07-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “You can step over the body!” (0:37:07)

0:00:37 Troll Room up in arms over Natalie Portman as Thor; producer notes on watching TV with “carbon captions”, ADHD-like auditory processing disorder, lack of hearing protection at concerts; JCD irked at deteriorating coating of “goo” applied to consumer electronics

0:18:09 Elijah Cummings and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez holler at DHS Secretary Kevin McAleenan; Campus Reform man on the street video with Obama immigration quotes attributed to Trump, Obama policies “more humane than the ones currently going on”; Austin businesses struggling with the homeless camping on their doorsteps; Dr. Drew Pinskey to Scott Adams on “hoax” of affordable housing and Lanterman-Petris Act raising bar for involuntary commitment, “we’re leaving drug addicts to die”; JCD on Ronald Reagan’s mental institution closing

0:37:19 Dr. Robert Epstein’s “between 2.6 and 10.4 million votes” for Hillary Clinton attributable to Google omitted from Material podcast; Epstein’s bio including work under B.F. Skinner, American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology nonprofit, results published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America and replicated in Germany; top two search results swaying undecided voters; Epstein on SEME search engine manipulation effect and seven others shifting 15M votes “without anyone knowing that they are being manipulated and without leaving a paper trail for authorities to trace”

0:51:37 Epstein on 2016 comparison between Google, Bing, and Yahoo finding results “strongly biased” toward Hillary Clinton, unretrievable “ephemeral experiences” like autocomplete; Google’s deceitful response to Politico article: “we have never re-ranked search results”, “dramatic effect” favoring liberal sources in California congressional races

1:00:56 Mathematician Cathy O’Neil in TED talk: algorithms “automate the status quo”; uptalking MIT researcher Joy Buolamwini on Algorithmic Justice League and machine learning bias in facial recognition; ACC on bias injection by liberal Google employees; O’Neil: algorithms “sorting winners and losers in the standard old-fashioned way … through class, through gender, through race”; ACC on role of credit score in insurance and employment

1:17:01 Producer Segment: ACC’s subliminal Troll Room information stream; Celeste Barber show

1:36:50 JCD agitating for inclusion of Hillary on 2020 polls; Bernie Sanders campaigners irked at low wages, JCD’s “I didn’t know about it!” impression; Judy Woodruff call Joe Biden “Al Gore”

1:42:51 Democracy Now on GCHQ whistleblower Katharine Gun and US blackmail attempts on UN Security Council members to push Iraq War; JCD on “Spot the Spook” in US news outlets; Amy Goodman son sequitur from EPA to rollback of nuclear power regulations

1:55:38 Theresa May seques from climate change to read “the Labour Party welcomes everyone except, it seems, Jews!” (CotD)

2:00:10 Democracy Now on immigration protest by Catholic nuns, hunger strike by those seeking asylum from likelihood of being “tortured and killed” in India; “latest ra-cist remarks” iso

2:04:18 Disingenuous Chuck Schumer warns about FaceApp EULA; marketing gobbledygook video from “dossier” creator Axcion: “provides clients access to two and a half billion consumers”, JCD: “they’re FOIA-proof”; idiot panelist invokes Unabomer “in a cabin in the woods”

2:14:30 Donation Segment: JCD’s “reset the eyeball” hallucinations and three-armed Serena Williams

2:30:52 Iranian diplomat Mohammad Javad Zarif to NewsHour: Trump can put UN in control now

2:38:19 Testimony on anticipated 30-40,000 additional 9/11 Victim Compensation Fund claims

2:47:32 33 killed in Kyoto animation studio; Walter Cronkite on Apollo 11 countdown “glitches”
1156  Bivotal  (2019-07-18)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yak yak yak yak yak!” (1:53:31)

0:00:32  Trump gushes over baby in “Q” jumper in North Carolina; Jake Tapper credits Trump with trolling Democrat Party via the “Squad” of Ocasio-Cortez, Omar, Tlaib, and Pressley; Gab quietly folded into noagendasocial.com; ACC: “Twitter is now AOL”

0:09:04  Marianne Williamson apology prayer at Unity of Houston church/pyramid, “may the screams that were not allowed be allowed now”, producer note: “black people run away from this shit!”, “free-thinking Christian” Oprah; Biden “we need family separation” gaffe

0:19:46  Ilhan Omar quotes “Martha Luther King”, “I believe this is a bivotal moment in our country”, Trump Rotation “wants to separate families”, “human beings drinking out of toilets” lie, “this is a president who has called ... people who come from black and brown countries shitholes”

0:28:37  Rep. Al Green introducing articles of impeachment, CBS Evening News ratings plummet due to dead-eyed Norah O’Donnell with pixie haircut, Green: “if you did what the President has done, you would be punished”; NBC on Green’s impeachment push derailed by Pelosi, Bill Barr & Wilbur Ross found in contempt of Congress; “Mary” Pete Buttigieg

0:44:24  Steve Mnuchin: cryptocurrency “a national security issue”; Rep. Patrick McHenry to CNBC: even China “can’t kill Bitcoin”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez whines about Libra Association: “were they democratically elected?”, CoinShares’ Meltem Demirors on Bitcoin vs “shitcoin”

0:54:36  Bank 4.0 author Brett King on “contextual banking” payday loans in the grocery store, Ant Financial’s prospect of 3bn customers by 2030; Credit Karma man on the street video: credit score “judgment of your ethical character”; misguided shitstorm over tracker-filled FaceApp

1:11:06  Bitcoin Cash “still working” at $313; ACC solicits comment on millennials’ use of subtitles

1:13:31  Producer Segment: ACC’s memoir Podfather; JCD’s Tacklife T6 car jump starter

1:35:18  Eight pointless new lawsuits in Austin against electric scooter companies; ACC chewed out by panhandler after spin class, potential speakers locked out of city council meetings

1:38:30  Ursula von der Leyen elected president of German Empire EU Commission; Frans Timmermans makes obscure Dad’s Army “don’t panic!” Brexit reference

1:43:05  Jon Stewart outraged at Rand Paul for voting against extension to 9/11 “first responders” fund for victims and their descendants

1:51:52  House of Representatives devolves into a shambles after Nancy Pelosi condemns Trump’s “racist tweets”, Rep. Emanuel Cleaver abandons the chair, motion to strike Pelosi’s words voted down, similar accusation from Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman goes unchallenged; Ocasio-Cortez chief of staff lobbying accusations of racism against establishment Democrats, Pelosi: “diversity is our strength, unity is our power (you pigs in human clothing)”

2:10:25  Donation Segment

2:23:02  Fox News unsure Facebook “Let’s Storm Area 51” participants “are real and not Russian bots”

2:26:20  Charges against Kevin Spacey dropped due to destruction of evidence; Vanity Fair predicting Jeffrey Epstein shitstorm; Mika Brzezinski narrates 1992 tape of Trump and Epstein at Mar-a-Lago: “Trump ... appears to say to Epstein, look at her back there, she’s hot” (BCotD); NBC’s Stephanie Gosk offers up bogus “but in a 2002 magazine article” rebuttal, expired Austrian passport non-sequitur; ACC looking at peculiar companies Epstein invested in

2:41:25  Dr. Robert Epstein to Senate Judiciary Committee: Google steered “between 2.6 and 10.4 million votes” toward Hillary Clinton in 2016 election (CotD), Mazie Hirono: Twitter afraid to use ISIS filter because “it might also catch content posted by Republican politicians”
NO AGENDA

1155  Trump!  (2019-07-14)

0:00:00  ACC: “Hey maan, get the band back on!”  (1:11:32)
0:00:33  Macron’s Bastille Day hoverboard over Champs-Élysées, “original drain the swamp day”; Trump uncharacteristically telegraphing ICE raids vs old “hundreds of sealed indictments” meme; Steve Pieczenik warns ACC against discussing Jeffrey Epstein’s involvement in “Mossad Israeli operative ring” including “one of the greatest crooks in the world” Robert Maxwell and daughter Ghislaine, Clare & Sara Bronfman and NXIVM cult, pedophilia “honey trap”, Trump lying in wait with indictments since 9/11 false flag, Israel-Palestine peace ploy
0:17:57  NBC on State Department’s 2015 pedophilia cover-up; Alan Dershowitz in 2015: “I’m filing today a sworn affidavit denying categorically the truth”; Dershowitz downplays Bill Clinton’s visits to Epstein’s island; Ken Starr defends Alex Acosta; perfect distraction of R. Kelly arrest
0:31:09  Manhattan grinds to a halt due to blackout; TtK’s $100 emergency cash
0:34:27  Starr on absence of trafficking from Florida Epstein case; ACC on Anthony Weiner’s laptop “life insurance” folder, third NYPD officer in a week to commit suicide; Bill de Blasio employee Jacob Schwartz arrested for child pornography; Executive Order 13818
0:44:27  CBS on Trump ICE raid hysteria, Rep. Peter King: “they’ve already had their day in court”; #ICERaid Nazis; search warrant tips from Pelosi; Antifa idiot killed attacking ICE facility
0:51:20  Elijah Cummings befuddled by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ swearing-in theatrics, weepy “told to drink out of a toilet bowl” script interrupted by fainting attendee, Nancy Drew “our staff dug further”, former ICE Director Tom Homan crushes “not charged with any crime” narrative: “when you enter the country illegally it’s a violation of 8 United States Code 1325”, douchebag Rep. Chuy Garcia accuses Homan of racism, three measures to improve immigration crisis
1:07:50  Protestors taunt Joe Biden with “three million deportations … apologize now!” chant
1:09:23  Producer Segment: JCD’s Crescent train from Washington D.C. to Atlanta
1:25:06  JCD irked at LinkedIn over crippled contacts list download; Fed Chair Jerome Powell on Bitcoin as “speculative store of value” like gold, JCD on 1800s state and bank currencies
1:32:38  JCD’s fake Kamala clip with fiery “reparations … are spiritual power!” speech by Marianne Williamson; Harris screws up in South Carolina; Williamson “thank you!”, Biden “President Tump”, and Cummings “that’s why we’re bangin’” isos; ACC’s neighbor’s El Camino; morose Rosie O’Donnell all-in on Elizabeth Warren because of “all that she did with the big banks”; Bill Maher: Biden’s creepy behavior “just life”; JCD proposes testosterone and Adderall
1:45:08  Drunk-sounding Biden has a “Democrogs around the world” teleprompter fiasco
1:48:21  Angela Merkel still shaking like a leaf; Emanuel Macron’s Space Force
1:50:09  Moon landing footage enhanced by Lowry Digital in 2009; NASA engineer Dick Nafziger on original 14-track tapes with SSTV and telemetry optically upconverted for TV, 45 tapes recorded at 120 inches per second; Westinghouse camera engineer Stanley Lebar: Neil Armstrong images “not what we had simulated … that would concern me for some forty years”
2:06:48  OJ Simpson finds he has been hacked when “I had to get some cash for my friends”
2:09:10  Donation Segment: JCD generating .htm pages from Word
2:29:04  Russian thumbs-up for Meridan Highway as part of OBOR Shanghai to Hamburg route; NBC liar Richard Engel on AI and social credit score in China; Puerto Rico governor in hot water over leaked Telegram log; New Republic op-ed bashing Pete Buttigieg
2:38:45  Google working on another social network; Trump gripes about Twitter; “great great question”
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1154 Goldfish Invasion (2019-07-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “You’re a moron!” (2:21:57)

0:00:37  ACC recommends Showtime’s The Loudest Voice with Russell Crowe as Roger Ailes, control room “anyone else like legs? I like legs!”; Crowe to Stephen Colbert: Ailes seeking dominance over underserved conservative half of the population; leg-shy One America News

0:08:38  PBS attorney on “no need to show force, fraud, or coercion” to prosecute Jeffrey Epstein for sex trafficking, JCD’s seventeen-year-old streetwalker scenario, Chuck Schumer agitates for Alex Acosta’s resignation or firing, William Barr recused over potential conflict of interest; PBS blames rich white men, JCD recommends Iceberg Slim’s Pimp

0:21:15  ACC’s radio discussion of Joris Demmink with Mischa Kat; The View “he has to resign!” clamor; JCD on projecting Joe Biden’s creepy behavior onto Trump; Vanity Fair author Conchita Sarnoff on potential 2008 election “political mess”, Alberto Gonzales and Robert Mueller calling the shots; victim attorney Bradley Edwards on “little black book” from dead housekeeper, list of global elites; Acosta dodges question about co-conspirators by falling back on DoJ “guidelines”; Edwards on Trump’s cooperation with investigators in 2009; Ponzi scheming mentor Steven Hoffenberg; Anne Coulter on mysterious origins of Epstein’s money, state-sponsored blackmail theory; Acosta dodges “rabbit hole” question about Epstein as intelligence asset; Alan Dershowitz on the defensive, ACC: “it’s blackmail, possibly FBI spying”, JCD: “why isn’t he dead?”; James Comey’s daughter on prosecution team, Nancy Pelosi’s daughter’s odd “faves” tweet; Boys Town USA and Bush-era White House gay prostitutes

0:53:17  “Goldfish invasion” in the Great Lakes; former New York banker’s “we won” revisited

1:00:09  VE7DXW RF Seismograph notes propagation blackout coincident with Ridgecrest quake

1:03:31  15 children dead in hot car deaths, ACC: “put the kid on a leash”; federal court blocks H&HS “power to enforce” rule requiring prices in drug ads, ACC on free medication fine print

1:30:59  PBS on marijuana legalization push, ageist “generational replacement”, “marijuana use disorder”, ACC’s recent “don’t tell me I’m gonna scromit” experience

1:37:39  CNN ditching Democrat debate shows of hands to prohibit idiotic free healthcare promises, interruption penalty box; Kamala Harris still attacking Joe Biden; Antonio Moore critiques Harris’ housing plan: “I don’t know how this woman is running!”; Credit Karma style proposal

1:46:54  J’Johnson on the danger of undocumented immigration decriminalization, dismissive Judy Woodruff: “so continue to keep, keep it illegal to cross the border”

1:49:14  Democracy Now on Women’s World Cup “tick-er tape pa-rade”, Megan Rapinoe “you’re excluding people that look like me” SJW talking points for Anderson Pooper, “this country” vs “the leaders of our country”, JCD: “she’s a bully”; Nike “I believe” ad; Procter & Gamble Chief Brand Officer Marc Pritchard to ADCOLOR conference on “the talk” ad; regulators beginning to scrutinize discriminatory online marketing; Tide ad with racial slurs in ketchup

2:07:37  Donation Segment

2:20:56  Appeals court rules Trump cannot block his detractors in Twitter; White House Social Media Summit; British Ambassador Kim Darroch resigns over anti-Trump cables, Darroch in 2017: “we couldn’t have had a warmer or more gracious welcome”

2:28:45  Internal Google petition against Breitbart from Project Veritas; un-vocoded “whistleblower”

2:31:49  Christine Lagarde on Bitcoin and Silicon Valley in banking sector; INSTEX a flop with Iran

2:36:29  Tesla superchargers being taken offline in Utah due to failure to pay rent
1153  Pink Pound  (2019-07-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ahahaha, he’s goin’ down!” (0:36:08)
0:00:32 Untimely demise of ACC’s air conditioner; JCD unaffected by 6.4 magnitude earthquake in “the middle of the Mojave Desert”; aftershocks in British Columbia driving survival kit sales; proximity to Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake; JCD on PC Computing staff nonplussed by “bone rattler” low note “that they used to kill people”
0:09:35 Mark Geragos to Adam Carolla on Reasonable Doubt podcast on Nike’s market cap spike, information leaked to Wall Street Journal by “disgruntled somebody” at Nike, target demographic “people who have a viewpoint”
0:22:00 BBC’s fast-talking Andrew Doyle gripes about LGBT exploitation by virtue signaling corporations chasing the “pink pound”; LBC’s Katie Hopkins in 2016 on Brexit and safety pins
0:26:51 Compilation of M5M bitching about Independence Day “combination Trump rally Kim Jong-un style military parade” (BCotD), rain-streaked ballistic glass and obscured Lincoln Memorial, army “took over the airports” gaffe blamed on teleprompter malfunction
0:34:32 Jeffrey Epstein arrested on new sex trafficking and conspiracy charges a week after unsealing of court documents implicating Trump, Trump’s Bill Clinton “got a lotta problems coming up … with the famous island with Jeffrey Epstein” comment to Sean Hannity at CPAC 2015
0:39:44 PBS on Trump’s attempt to get citizenship question on “we’re finding out everything about everybody” census; slipshod NBC report goes off on July 4 and Joe Biden tangents; 2000 Census director Kenneth Prewitt conflates illegal aliens with Japanese Americans in 1942
0:49:06 Biden on Russian interference in Hungary and Poland: “you think that would have happened on my watch or Barack’s watch?”; ACC: “it did actually happen on your watch, Joe Biden”
0:51:44 US vs Netherlands 2-0 in Women’s World Cup
0:54:20 Butthurt Mastodon “social justice warrior retards” whine about Gab fork seeking to “monetize and platform racist content while hiding behind the banner of free speech”, ACC: “these little fucks are pissed off that someone is actually willing to pay Gab money to use their server!”
1:08:20 Producer Segment
1:24:04 Don Lemon and April Ryan bickering about whether Kamala Harris is “black enough”; Roland Martin blames “asinine black folks”; Harris’ Essence Festival “good morning!” litany, “I am a daughter of the civil rights movement” lie, “current occupant of the White House” meme
1:40:21 BLM cofounder Alicia Garza describes Black Census Project to interviewer who can say nothing but “wow”, Black Futures Lab sponsored by Chinese Progressive Association
1:51:19 Trailer for Netflix Active Measures anti-Putin propaganda; Noam Chomsky: Russian collusion amounted to “minor corruption”; $10bn projected to be spent in 2020 campaigns
1:58:07 MSF uptalker Trish Newport on scarcity of experimental Canadian ebola vaccine: “I can’t imagine the outbreak if we didn’t have it”; confidential contract with Merck and IP dispute
2:09:16 Donation Segment
2:21:37 Ampex 2 inch reels from Apollo 11 to be auctioned just in time for 50th anniversary
2:28:29 Sam Harris muses that Industrial Society and its Future is “a slightly crazy document” that is “better reasoned and modulated than half of what I see on Twitter”
2:31:30 Heat wave in Canada; Mad magazine shuttering after 67 years, JCD on licensing Alfred E. Neuman, ACC on “porn taint” and fold-in feature; 57 shootings in Chicago
2:36:28 Gavin Newsom: phoenix is symbolic of San Francisco which “rose from those asses”
2:37:25 British reality show Love Island linked with social media to two suicides coming to US
1152 Veergayin (2019-07-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “Mmhmm, oh yeah, mmhmm, yeah, right on.” JCD: “Blub blub bloop.”
0:00:33 TtK working on Independence Day, JCD: “kick the kids out”
0:01:26 Shitstorm over Nike pulling 13-star flag shoe over alleged connection to slavery after alleged complaint from Colin Kaepernick, CBS “thank you for bringing us both sides” iso; Fox Business unimpressed by Nike wimps; JCD: “this was a publicity stunt”; producer note on “malcontent” Kaepernick boycotting anthem from the bench, kneeling inspired by Harry Edwards and Nate Boyer; lawyer Mark Geragos and Michael Avenatti extortion scheme, ACC: “this is Al Sharpton 2.0”; JCD on American flag exposure causing shift to Republican worldview; WSJ “according to people familiar with the matter”, odd “Mr. Kaepernick declines to comment”
0:03:45 Gab unveils its Mastodon fork to SJW cries of derision
0:06:03 Spitzkandidat system for EU leadership nominations cast aside in favor of “gender balance” because “after all, Europe is a woman”; MEP Ann Widdecombe channels Monty Python female character comparing EU to a slave owner, “nous allons, wir gehen, we’re off!”; EU mandating non-theremin noises from electric vehicles; Nigel Farage explains why Brexit Party turned its back on “national” anthem Ode to Joy, JCD: “maybe he should’ve taken a knee”
0:08:52 ACC torn between US and Dutch Women’s World Cup contenders, JCD: “pretty soon men identifying as women will become the USA national women’s team”
0:10:45 Kamala Harris walks back her raised hand for abolition of private insurance: “the question was, would you be willing to give up your private insurance” lie vs “raise your hand if your government plan would provide coverage for undocumented immigrants”, ageist reference to seniors with hearing aids; Amy Goodman interjects “so the tweet said!” for Donald Trump Jr.’s retweet about Harris’ Jamaican heritage, Biden & Castro screaming birtherism; Howard University Prof. Greg Carr scolds radio caller for calling into question Harris’ bona fides: “this is the kind of weaponized ignorance that ADOS, this hashtag, is promoting” (CotD)
1:09:16 Producer Segment: the Hollandse Nieuwe tradition
1:29:54 ACC’s wedding photos for Newsletter; JCD seeking voice talent for Burns Mantle radio plays
1:37:28 New Tom Steyer video of fake Mueller Report movie auditions from D-list actors; Judicial Watch’s Chris Farrell to Sebastian Gorka on State Department’s John Hackett admitting under oath that he warned about the destruction of Hillary’s e-mails
1:46:50 Ask Adam: New York, Illinois, and California at the top of the segregated schools list
1:55:40 Trump accidentally tells the truth: “so we shot down an unmanned drone”, Rumsfeld’s “shot down the plane over Pennsylvania” revisited
2:01:11 CBS’ Major Garrett yells about preparations for Trump’s July 4 “military pageantry”; TDS victim Joy Reid hypothesizes that for Trump’s Bastille Day-like military showcase “the threat is to his fellow Americans” because “he loves tyrants”; Rep. Frederica Wilson’s screeches her plan for people “making fun” of members of Congress on social media: “we’re gonna shut them down and work with whoever it is to shut them down, and they should be prosecuted”
2:14:52 Donation Segment: ACC all-in on Schitt’s Creek; 6.4 magnitude earthquake in California
2:35:21 Babies thrown out of incubators testimony from Kuwaiti ambassador’s daughter revisited; CBS This Morning laments “children in cages” drawings; “troublemaker” Mimi at latest protest
2:44:21 Fareed Zakaria appalled that asylum crisis might result in another four years of Trump
2:53:29 2015 CNN clip on multitude of ISIS July 4 terror plots, JCD: “Trump changed the narrative”
2:56:27 Synthetic meat mimicking “the bleed” of the real thing, health “really a great question”
1151  Brand Purpose (2019-06-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Bleh, bleh, ruhruruhruh, vrrrr!” (0:47:28)
0:00:32 Producer points out ACC’s overuse of “y’know”, Tourette’s verbal tic control superpower
0:04:56 ABC on Joe Biden “looking for a do-over” after being savaged by Kamala Harris, “that little girl was me” school busing story; John Fletcher “justice!” scream; “murky” position on private health insurance; Gayle King gushes over Harris; JCD on Berkeley school busing
0:19:28 David Brooks & Mark Shields gripe about lack of Democrat moderates, Julián Castro’s “incredible wokeness” pandering with “trans females” botch; Biden goes off the rails with “I don’t buy that” of Obama, first job as president getting rid of Trump; Harris: Trump “greatest national security threat”, rehearsed “food fight” vs climate change obsession; Brooks on Harris as “forceful arguer”, Joy Reid birther shitstorm over Don Jr.’s deleted “American Black” retweet
0:33:42 NBC millennials question Harris victory, Biden “a distraction”; Castro pushing for open borders via Section 1325 repeal; rumors of immigration fraud by Ilhan Omar marrying her brother
0:40:53 Ask Adam: millennial panel crowns Julián Castro and ignores Marianne Williamson; ignorant Andrew Yang bitches about mic level; Beto O’Rourke blames border crisis on global warming: “you have no choice but to come here!”; Stacey Abrams admits she may yet enter the race; Van Jones whines about Biden’s poor showing as “a bad night for Democrats”; moderator José Díaz-Balart: Obama administration “deported more than three million Americans” (BCotD)
0:57:28 Compilation of candidates spewing “nothing he will not do” vitriol at Trump
1:00:07 Producer Segment: producer irked by JCD’s mudflats theory
1:21:16 Maxine Waters’ gravels and MAGA hats made in China; “censorship of the right” shitstorm; JCD on CNET banner ads; Simon Sinek: “the goal is to do business with people who believe what you believe”; Jobs-era “contribution to the world” mission statement vs 2019’s dismal “defining the future of mobile media … with iPad”, Twitter’s original “power to create and share ideas” vs “be one of the top revenue-generating internet companies”, MAGA vs “I’m with her”, companies buying inspiration by jumping aboard Pride Month; danger of brands embracing positions on social issues; Nike swoosh-studded soccer star Megan Rapinoe: “I’m not going to the fuckin’ White House”; $107bn spent on digital advertising in 2018
1:42:45 Brand safety webinar on costs of bad positioning; litany of 2017 digital advertising scandals; WPP CEO Mark Read: “we spend eight billion dollars across Google and Facebook”, “Snap is coming back” because controversy automatically disappears, Brand Safety Floor framework including “sensitive social issues”; JCD on Media Matters providing the model
1:59:51 Reddit brand advertising executive Mary Ann Belliveau on “anti-evil teams”, pervasive moderation, r/The_Donald quarantine; transgender producer on training algos for Google Rewards
2:07:37 Donation Segment
2:21:38 Producer notes on Biden’s no-bankruptcy student debt, MIA Illinois marijuana legalization ballot initiative; Judy Woodruff “hello to both of you!” iso; “social media spy” producer note on exposing insurance fraud, JCD’s useless Twitter followers, Facebook Graph Search dead
2:31:35 Boris Johnson’s potentially staged distraction from incoherent “model bus hobby” interview; BBC report on Angela Merkel’s shaking attack abruptly cut off, visible facial edema
2:42:28 ABC on Trump-Putin meeting “like old friends”; journalist Andy Ngo attacked by Portland Antifa with cement milkshakes; CNN obsessed with Stephanie Grisham’s North Korean bruises
2:52:05 Potential issue of INSTEX Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges between Iran and EU
2:55:17 NewsHour on Jimmy Carter calling Trump an illegitimate president, Judy’s tongue-click tell
0:00:00 JCD: *(dramatic gasps)* *(0:36:48)*
0:00:36 ACC’s Comedor bug dinner with former New York banker
0:04:23 Sympathy for audio engineer at Democrat debate dog and pony show; ACC’s O-bot dinner as origin of Castro win prediction, lack of height equalization; NBC panel of uptalking millennials irked at Beto O’Rourke’s gratuitous Spanish, consensus on Castro win, “awesome!”
0:17:05 Tulsi Gabbard buttslams Tim Ryan over his gung-ho attitude toward Afghanistan: “as a soldier I will tell you that answer is unacceptable”, correction to claim that Taliban “started flyin’ planes into our buildings” on 9/11; condescending Spanish use, idiotic Hollywood tweets, immigration debate forced by Trump, Jay Inslee’s shit-eating grin; next up: Biden, Bernie, and Mayor Pete: “spook novelty” Buttigieg botching South Bend police shooting
0:31:27 White NBC panel flogs “reproductive justice” talking point; Antonio Moore urges Bernie Sanders to favor $10T in ADoS reparations over college debt forgiveness
0:42:21 Former New York banker all-in on printing trillions under Modern Monetary Theory, JCD on growth of income inequality under Reagan-era prosperity; Austin homeless population as sign of prosperity and decadence, JCD: “Louise, was that a dead man you stepped over?”
0:51:52 Great Britain as “the world’s biggest polluter”, “climate debt” as financial instrument, open letter demanding action from investors managing $34T including CalPERS; JCD irked by Buffett and Norquist pledges; New York banker all-in on direct current electrical transmission
1:01:45 Producer Segment: ACC’s neighbor Steve’s “I’m a douchebag”; JCD’s photo hoard
1:17:43 Victory for “Soros sista” SJW DA Tiffany Cabán; top EU “boys’ club” jobs up for grabs by female candidates for the sake of “gender balance”; another shaking fit by Angela Merkel
1:25:34 Weirded-out Anderson Pooper cuts to commercial during E. Jean Carroll’s account of sexual assault by Trump, “I think most people think of rape as being sexy”, “you’re fascinating to talk to” *(CotD)*; Carroll’s account to Joy Reid eerily similar to *Law & Order: SVU* episode
1:32:09 Portland surveilling its citizens with Google subsidiary Sidewalk Labs’ Replica software; Center for Humane Technology’s Tristan Harris to Senate hearing on “increasing asymmetry of power” between users and Silicon Valley, infinitely scrolling feeds and “mass narcissism”, Facebook “loyalty prediction”; Rep. Max Rose scolds big tech for lack of terrorism monitoring
1:46:40 Project Veritas “dude in the dark with a vocoder” whistleblower on Google’s “machine learning fairness”, executives “trying to sell you a product that is not objectionable … not objective” flub; “trove!” of internal documents addressing “algorithmic unfairness”; ACC: “YouTube reminds me of MTV”; leaked memo referring to Orthodox Jew Ben Shapiro as a Nazi
1:59:12 ACC OTG: iPhone 5 on iOS 10.3.3 locked down with Privacy Pro VPN
2:06:18 Donation Segment
2:21:28 Illinois legalizes recreational marijuana and prepares to expunge 800k convictions without need for ballot initiative; San Francisco to ban e-cigarettes and flavored tobacco; nine-year-old Texas drag queen Kween KeeKe parrots “you can be a vegetarian, you can even be a veterinarian”, ACC: “gender justice!”; several more fleets of electric scooters headed to Austin
2:30:36 $4.6bn Senate Bill for US-Mexico border; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez gripes about “concentration camps”; Adam Schiff projects “the cruelty is part of their policy”; bonanza for Office of Refugee Resettlement NGOs; former Japanese prisoners protest “the repetition of history”
2:38:40 Bitcoin spikes near $13k, Invesco’s Kristina Hooper not so sure about calling it a safe haven
2:40:45 First Notre Dame mass since fire with attendees all wearing hard hats
1149  Couple of Reds (2019-06-23)

0:00:00  JCD: “Arrest him!” (0:14:56)

0:00:33  ACC’s soundproofing panels courtesy of Sir Blake; exiting through international airport gift shops, Gatwick BLOC hotel’s unfriendly “brand shower”, JCD: “it’s very convenient, it’s right over the bed”; Horowitz faffing about with podcasting setup; Austin-Bergstrom baggage clog

0:10:03  Delta app boarding pass meltdown, CEO on “full biometrics facility” in Atlanta with amusing overuse of “facial”, ACC: “does the guy ever watch porn?”; Joe Rogan botches Ted Kaczynski’s goals; JCD’s nonexistent arrival at COMDEX party in helicopter

0:20:22  Idiot “I’m confused” Mazie Hirono asserts illegal immigrants are only illegal because of Trump

0:25:31  Black producer note on H.R.40 reparations as line in the sand “for services rendered to the Democrat Party”, Rev. Manning “and the nigga failed” rant, ADOS American Descendants of Slavery and Yvette Carnell; Antonio Moore on being marginalized by the Mueller distraction

0:41:22  MSNBC “Boulé negroes” Joy Reid and Shireen Mitchell try to trace #ADOS to Russian trolls, “huge uptick in bot activity” after Kamala Harris’ announcement; black California city council speaker denounces racism of sanctuary cities; Candace Owens on “what do you have to lose” question from Trump, new #BlackNotDemocrat; JCD on the ever-increasing size of the Latino vote; Carnell & Moore not invited to hearing; Carnell’s “sick of Joy Reid” revisited

0:57:54  Rob Reiner’s condescending NowThis News video with Robert De Niro, George Takei, and Martin Sheen lying about the Mueller Report: Russia “interfered in the presidential election in sweeping and systematic fashion”, report “contains the most damning evidence ever compiled against a sitting US president”, “he admitted that in a future election, he would break the law and do it all over again”, ACC: De Niro “reminded me of a hairball that a cat pukes up”

1:07:05  Producer Segment: Canadian “climate emergency”; karma jingle dog howl

1:25:25  Trump’s “Twitter rattle” for Iran in context; sketchy concern for 150 Iranian deaths; Iranian general posing with drone wreckage vs “clearly over international waters”; leaked target list causing mission abort; bloodthirsty Sean Hannity frets about “potential Holocaust … that’s it, it’s mathematical”; Trump’s odd “in this case Iranians”; another JCD edit of babbling Mark Shields; Pompeo-Bolton false flag theory; Washington Post cites “people familiar with the matter” reporting US cyberattack, former official Thomas Bossert an Atlantic Council spook

1:47:17  More well-organized demonstrations in Hong Kong against extradition

1:49:11  Philadelphia suspends 70 police officers over “violent, racist, and sexist” Facebook posts, JCD: “it’s bullshit!”; Austin City Council removes homeless camping ban, douchebag Mayor Steven Adler delighted at opportunity to “learn and apply”; JCD on millennials' reluctance to order pizza; Austin ColdFusion PDFs; “quality of life challenges of the unhoused” euphemism

2:03:18  240 injured in anti-Russian riots in Georgia; German millennials protesting climate change, especially in “the global south”; minimal overall impact of electric vehicles in CO₂ reduction

2:09:39  Donation Segment

2:20:34  Bernie Sanders argues for $15 minimum wage for Walmart employees; Second Amendment supporter Killer Mike all-in on Bernie; “working people” codeword used between “a couple of reds”; Tom Llamas on Hunter Biden’s sketchy business dealings; Mayor Pete heckled by BLM

2:35:58  JCD on deadly hydrofluoric acid process used at Philadelphia refinery destroyed by fire

2:40:19  Measles outbreak fizzles on heels of vaccination mandate; London murder rate tops New York’s

2:41:55  Oregon Republicans on strike to block climate bill; Supreme Court rules Manhattan Neighborhood Network public access TV not subject to First Amendment
The brand! And it’s the brand, and the brand lives and the brand speaks and the brand listens and people connect to the brand! (0:38:17)

ACC in Algarve region of southern Portugal, easyJet flight full of rowdy Brits; ubiquitous HTTP error 451 thanks to GDPR; flacon WIT “wine in a tube”

“Ordah!” furor in British Parliament as SNP’s Ian Blackford calls Boris Johnson a racist, buttslammed by Theresa May; candidate Margrethe Vestager seeking “gender-balanced” European Commission; Angela Merkel “shaking life a leaf” at meeting with Ukrainian president

Four Russians indicted in MH17 shootdown, Dutch-accented “and one and one and one is five”

Iran’s “very big mistake” shooting down US drone according to Trump “Twitter rattle”; producer note on F-15s headed to Middle East; BBC hysteria over “ten days” enrichment timeline

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors

Cognizant Facebook content moderators talk to The Verge about animal torture videos; new oversight bill by Sen. Josh Hawley; ACC predicts 21st century AOL, “block Gab in advance” e-mails; virtue signaling “chaos factory” Stanford commencement speech by Tim Cook; Gab’s Dissenter rejected by iOS App Store; ACC on the bigotry of blocking domains over bigotry

Mailchimp getting in on the “gatekeepers of society” deplatforming trend; JCD groans as Ogilvy Worldwide’s John Seifert spews Cannes Lions festival marketing gobbledygook at a giddy Maria Bartiromo; YouTube suspending comments on videos with minors
Oh, you’re hurting me!!

Target cash registers disabled by “technical glitch”; Jeopardy! attributes term to John Glenn

ACC & TtK at Belle Isle Castle in Northern Ireland, Titanic-Olympic switcheroo theory, Titanic Studios Game of Thrones sets; London’s Speakers’ Corner empty; hearing aid telecoil in cab; easyJet “end-to-end biometrics trial”, travel tip: retain train ticket to exit station

Flights grounded due to Collins ADS-B and GPS units bricked by update “glitch”; Amazon CTO Werner Vogels on the amorality of its technologies: “we also make guns with steel”

NPR hysteria over obviously fake “national security concern” Zuckerberg video, Adam Schiff invokes “standard of care”, uptalker Lindsay Gorman whines about technology “available only to sophisticated machine learning experts”: tradition of Law & Order bad acting clips

Sen. Mark Warner agitates for legislation against social media fakery “the way the Russians did on Facebook in 2016”; Pelosi’s “legislate, investigate, litigate agenda” with H.R.2853 Duty to Report Act for “foreign oppo.. offers of assistance”; Thomas Drake’s “never talk to the FBI”

CBS on Trump’s preparations for 2020 campaign; JCD’s attempt to report robocalls to FBI

O.J. Simpson takes to Twitter with “some gettin’ even to do”, ACC proposes The JuiceCast

BBC’s Andrew Neil: “a podcast! I mean, is there no limit to the depths of depravity to which BBC schedulers are prepared to sink?”

Steve Pieczenik on North Korean tourism program; JCD on spectacle of annual Mass Games

Japanese oil tanker in Gulf of Oman attacked on heels of Shinzo Abe’s visit to Iran, Trump declares “it’s probably got, essentially, Iran written all over it”, “grainy video footage” of Iranian military removing mine; neocon Washington Institute for Near East Studies’ Patrick Clawson on US tradition of starting wars with false flags, “Iranian submarines periodically go down, someday one of them might not come up”; RT panel on convenient excuse for media to blame “designated culprit”; Mike Morell on danger of escalation by Saudi Arabia or UAE

RT’s Rick Sanchez on US arresting Julian Assange for “writing something, saying something, or publishing something it doesn’t want decimated”, Chris Hedges on “legally bizarre” Espionage Act charges; JCD on parallel with Chinese extradition; Hedges on chilling effect of Obama administration’s Espionage Act abuses; Pieczenik’s “counter-coup” revisited

Gulf of Oman attacks yet another failure on the part of Bolton and Pompeo

No Agenda curiously absent from PC Magazine’s “The Best Podcasts for 2019”; Trump-hater Ben Shapiro’s resignation from Breitbart over bogus Lewandowski arm-grabbing incident

California classifying hydroelectric as nonrenewable; Justin Trudeau epic fail: “we have recently switched to drinking water bottles out of, water out of, when we have water bottles, out of plastic, sorry, away from plastic towards paper, like drink box water bottles sort of things”

FCC quietly extending OTARD Over The Air Reception Device rule to apply to 5G hubs

Office of Special Counsel accuses Kellyanne Conway of violating Hatch Act by promoting Ivanka Trump’s clothing line; FEC irked by Trump’s “it’s not interference, it’s information!” to George Stephanopoulos; OSC ignoring mandate to protect federal employees; Sarah Huckabee Sanders’ departure announced; Trump dodges question about UFO sightings

“Searing” heat wave in India; Hong Kong backs down on extradition arrangement inspired by Poon Hiu-wing suitcase murder
1146 Googers (2019-06-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yeah, they’re in advertising and we’re in advertising and that’s not fair!” (0:47:41)
0:00:34 ACC unnerved by changes to London since his last visit, “four-minute” walk from meetup, “red nose” Norwegian Air flying 787 Dreamliner, complimentary honeymoon Champagne, TSA swabbing cell phones for explosives, JCD’s explosive barbecue seasonings
0:12:14 Florida couple bemused by approximately 50 people at London meetup
0:18:54 LBC’s James O’Brien recites litany of three “six, seven, eight” Boris Johnson lies and scandals; ACC recommends BBC Guy Verhofstadt documentary
0:28:55 New York Times propagates bogus study concluding Google made $4.7bn in news revenue, News Media Alliance lobbying for H.R.2054 Journalism Competition and Preservation Act for news industry monopoly, Rep. David Cicilline on “existential threats” from digital media to “the very foundation of our democracy”; Craig Newmark’s proposal for Phil Bronstein, joint operating agreements among incompetent newspapers; News Corp’s Toni Bush: “the system is broken” because Silicon Valley is winning; 333-page Internet Trends 2019 report
0:47:10 YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki apologizes for not punishing Steven Crowder sooner, “the first thing I’ll talk with”, “examples would be, like, race X is superior, to, to, is superior to race Y, and therefore Y should be segregated”, “what we had actually done with it a few years ago is we had actually had limited features”, “verified violent event” Sandy Hook denial, “we need to be sure that the advertisers are gonna be okay with it and we have a higher standard” a.k.a. brand safety, issue of “fractional one percent” problem videos, “responsibility is my number one priority” translated from “Goog-speak”, transgender Ina Fried: “are you just sorry they were offended?”; Sundar Pichai on solving “hard computer science problem” of hate speech
1:10:08 Producer Segment: plastic UK banknotes with “the Queen’s ghost”
1:31:22 Joe Biden in Iowa: “it’s about fear and loathing — no president has done something like that!”; Trump: “I like running against people that are weak mentally”; CBS’ Weijia Jiang’s “Vladimir Poon”, new Bernie “whoa whoa whoa!”; F-35 White House flyover “something that hasn’t happened in over 100 years”, “Fort Trump” sales deal with Poland, “progress” toward visa waiver program; Sara Netanyahu pleads guilty to “unfairly taking advantage of a mistake”
1:44:48 Hillary Clinton to UNREDACTED podcast: George Clooney not running for Mitch McConnell’s seat because “Amal would probably, y’know, kill him”; Konstantin Kilimnik’s role as State Department “sensitive intelligence source” omitted from Mueller report; Judicial Watch’s Tom Fitton on Obama State Department producing anti-Trump dossiers
1:51:10 CNN hysteria over citizenship question on 2020 Census, Brianna Keilar lies “it is not a citizenship poll, it is a population poll”, JCD enumerates history of Census questions
2:01:37 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez exposes her growing corruption by explaining why she voted herself a pay raise: “it’s not even like a raise, it’s a cost of living adjustment”
2:09:32 Donation Segment: podcastlicense.com hiatus
2:26:17 Producer’s list of underreported bombings, shootings, and stabbings in Sweden
2:28:13 Shipping vessels under attack in Gulf of Oman; 2009 clip of Bill O’Reilly bitching about Obama merchandise in NBC Store; Fleabag character masturbating to Obama video
2:33:13 Ebola’s Back in Town jingle, “ring vaccination of contacts” to address first cases in Uganda
2:37:36 Hong Kong riots over new extradition bill; social score circumvention methods
2:43:31 US women’s soccer 13-0 vs Thailand; Manhattan helicopter crash pilot not certified for IFR
2:46:56 Mark Zuckerberg “deepfake” video sounding nothing whatsoever like him
**1145  Dumb Meat (2019-06-09)**

0:00:00 ACC: “Close it down!! Close the website down!!” (0:44:49)

0:00:33 Third place on *Liberty Nation* list of Top 10 Conservative Podcasts to Download in 2019

0:05:42 Michael Gove’s “young journalist” cocaine admission and bid for Prime Minister; HAG whacks Tony Rodham, no cause of death released; 2015 clips: CNN panel gives Rodham brothers a pass, *Clinton Cash* revelations about Rodham’s gold mining permit from Haitian government

0:15:54 Glenn Greenwald on “Vox Adpocalypse”: YouTube siding with “the most powerful faction”; convenient timing for *New York Times* investigative piece “The Making of a YouTube Radical”

0:22:47 *PC Magazine* and the origin of banner ads; ACC stories: Budweiser and *MTV Spring Break*, OnRamp & Think New Ideas, hysterical calls from Reebok, AT&T, and Oracle; JCD story: Microsoft demanding free *PC Magazine Brazil* ads; advertisers promised “brand-safe exposure”

0:38:29 YouTube’s $8bn in ad revenue, *New York Times* article on YouTube’s switch to reinforcement learning algorithm to retain user eyeballs, TV Upfronts 2019 promising “brand-safe space for ads”; Reuters article: networks “plan to drive the knife further into digital rivals”, JCD: “what took them so long?”; Steven Crowder demonetized but still encouraged to publish videos on YouTube; Twitter’s algorithmic tweet deletion throwing conversations into chaos; Google using Section 230 to assert it is both a publisher and a non-publisher; *New York Times* “weaponized to spread disinformation” articles; ACC: “report everything as hate speech”

1:08:46 Boeing 737 MAX and ODA program allowing bypass of FAA inspection, Obama: “I’m expecting a gold watch from Boeing … because I know that I’m on the list of top salesmen”

1:12:21 Producer Segment: studio naming rights; producer CIA “swap out the green phone” story

1:37:28 “My aircraft” protocol; Bob Hope in 1940 film *The Ghost Breakers* on Democrats as zombies

1:38:51 Trump ditches 2024 Moon mission and fixes his sights on Mars; astronaut Don Pettit: “we don’t have the technology to do that any more”; NASA’s Gene Kranz and Dave Williams on missing telemetry data; NASA to open ISS to tourists to the tune of $58M per round trip

1:43:20 Six Week Cycle: Queens man Ashiqul Alam entrapped by FBI into buying handguns with defaced serial numbers over a period of ten months because of “suspicious behavior” on social media; Ars Technica reporter “DrPizza” Peter Bright arrested as part of Pedobear network

1:49:37 Swedish BRA airline’s “environment class”: $30 for “a fully climate-compensated sustainable biofuel ticket”, propeller planes’ “super environmentally friendly”; New Consensus’ Rhiana Gunn-Wright: 1.5°C of warming will cause “150 million deaths, that’s 25 Holocausts, right?”; Prof. Helen Berry to NPR on addressing climate and mental health “so we can eventually get the scientific answers that we want”; DNC threatens to blacklist 2020 candidate Jay Inslee

2:05:27 Donation Segment: $69.69 resurrected

2:18:06 Nashville threatening electric scooter ban over riders’ idiotic shenanigans; producer note on lawyers for the blind eyeing the situation; Austin chickens out on panhandling ban vote

2:21:31 Dogs Are People Too: *Game of Thrones* direwolf mania causing spike in abandoned huskies; “dog-friendly movie theater” in Texas; JCD: chicken “dumb meat”; Slovenia horse meat story

2:29:40 Clip Blitz: Rep. Richard Neal uninterested in Trump’s state taxes, Mnuchin defying subpoenas; Nadler & Pelosi at odds over impeachment; Sudan suspended from African Union; YouTube to ban content “denying well-documented events”; Trump bans US cruise ships from Cuba; Walmart to deliver food directly to refrigerators

2:33:19 ACLU irked by last-minute US-Mexico migration and asylum deal

2:38:18 Canadian MP Karina Gould scolds Twitter for not committing to election censorship
1144 Climate Optimist (2019-06-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “I also like women’s clothing!” (1:02:09)
0:00:33 JCD upset at the slaughter of innocent watermelons

0:01:19 “Vox Adpocalypse” YouTube demonetization of Steven Crowder for attacking Vox Media’s Carlos Maza, ACC: “this is decommercialization” of brand unsafe material, JCD on ludicrous “sign the petition!” weenies; Maza video on M5M “gatekeeping” and “Republican front group” Fox News; JCD story: New York Times editor “shocked” at self-censorship to protect advertisers; Tucker Carlson scraping the bottom of the barrel to find advertisers

0:20:09 Jeff Zucker compares “state-run TV” Fox, “the opposition” MSNBC, and CNN “seeking the truth”, JCD: “the other thing to consider is that he’s deluded!” ACC streaming MSNBC into his hearing aids 24/7; Brian Stelter on Daily Beast doxxing poster of slowed-down Pelosi video: “it’s just one person with video-editing software tricking people!”

0:33:35 Jared Kushner grilled by Axios Media over birther racism, lame “I wasn’t really involved in that”, ACC: “ask Hillary”; ACC’s hairdresser brings up 1989 Central Park Jogger case

0:40:23 PBS “Amateur Hour” with Yamiche Alcindor on D-Day celebration in UK; Good Morning America screeches about vast protest “expected to gather” in Trafalgar Square; Trump and “stone cold loser” Sadiq Khan trading barbs; Trump supporter arrested for popping Trump diaper balloon; Brian Eno’s Stop the War Coalition with professionally-printed “plack-ards”

0:49:12 Sadiq Khan’s Elle UK US-bashing video: “negative force” meme for Corbyn & Khan; trade deal vs NHS meme; “Sadiq Khan is a stone cold loser” iso; media ignoring Melania’s fashion

1:03:06 Judy Woodruff goads Yamiche Alcindor into lying about Trump’s lies, “Nazis thinking of trying to build a nuclear weapon” vs Churchill and nuclear threat; Trump to Piers Morgan on climate change, Prince Charles’ “passion for future generations”, ACC suggests “I am a climate optimist”; Trump signals willingness to talk to Hassan Rouhani; Trump royal bloodline and Rockefellers vs Rothschilds; Twitter storm over Meghan Markel “nasty” comment

1:14:37 Producer Segment: JCD’s Russian matryoshka dolls; ACC recommends Texas oryx farms

1:37:20 “Pancy Explosi” botches oath of office “supporting and defending the Constitution”, widespread belief that impeachment equals removal from office, convoluted “you get impeached, and it’s an indictment”; douchebag Jamie Raskin unaware Nixon was not impeached and Clinton was

1:46:54 Australian Federal Police raid journalist’s home and Australian Broadcasting Corporation offices; Paul Manafort and Julian Assange “coincidence”; Rand Paul irked by John Brennan’s surviving security clearance; Steve Pieczenik’s internet “counter-coup” against Clintons from Show 874 revisited: Assange handling “the e-mails that we gave to him”; JCD’s criminology class textbook The Third Degree; ACC Red Book: Assange released as spy by military court

2:02:03 Hillary Clinton in 2015: “they’re not gonna see me turn white in the White House!”

2:02:44 Austin voting to repeal panhandling ban; “homeless hookers” vs First Amendment; producer notes on homeless immune from all misdemeanors, social work failures in Sacramento

2:14:03 Donation Segment

2:28:29 Producer’s budget for six-week mainstream media podcast production

2:31:39 Amazon pushing Ring doorbell surveillance network with Neighbors app, JCD on creeps looking at “Miss Jenkins down the street and her cute little nine-year-old”

2:41:24 Apple takes down video of WWDC booing at announcement of $999 monitor stand

2:44:20 CBS native ad for Walmart; USA Today pushing Gardasil after Marcia Cross opens up about her anal cancer; CBS promotes vegan diet with white meat danger story
ACC: “*Tiptoooe through the tulips, bop-bi-di-bop.*” (0:49:54)

ACC exit strategy: boost soccer in US with “good old-fashioned streaker” Kinsey Wolanski

Julian Assange’s lawyer on his deteriorating health; idiot Joy Behar: Assange “hacked into the Democrats’ computers”, applause for Meghan McCain’s “I hope he rots in Hell!”; UN’s Nils Meltzer on Assange’s inadequate legal defense, dismal prospects for a fair trial

Ray McGovern’s “copy onto a thumb drive” refutation of Russian hack meme; ACC skeptical about log data, tongue-in-cheek HomePlug theory; cyberattack as pretext for nuclear exchange

Trump threatens Mexico with 5%, missed “pay for the wall” opportunity, Mexico’s Obama-era brutality toward immigrants on its southern border; “extremely stable genius” iso

Hillary Clinton to deliver FireEye Cyber Defense Summit keynote; JCD edit of Mark Shields babbling about single-issue candidates like Kirsten Gillibrand; ACC imitates “comprehensive conversation” Kamala Harris; coward Harris chased off stage by “man bun” protester

Stammering Elizabeth Warren dodges questions from New York 105.1 morning show about her “long ago” Native American claims, “cage after cage after cage” at the US-Mexico border

Elton John preaches “the healing power of love and compassion” and spews hate at “stupid colonial imperialist English idiot” politicians in favor of Brexit (CotD); gay name “Sharon”

Election oracle Allan Lichtman to CNN: Trump will win 2020 “unless the Democrats grow a spine”, “something Mueller did not opine on: possible collusion with the Russians”, JCD: “that’s what the whole report was about!”; CNN moving to 90-day billing cycle

Tom Brokaw on impeachment preparations being “so much more methodical” in the 1970s

Nancy Pelosi boasts “immodestly” to ignorant Jimmy Kimmel about her immense knowledge of the Mueller Report and Trump’s misdeeds, “how to explain that to kids in the hood?”

Producer Segment: ACC on “the Dutch birthday experience”

MSNBC Trump hater Donny Deutsch: “rebrand” impeachment as “criminal investigation”

“Former military intel officer” Luis Elizando to Tucker Carlson on government holding UFO debris: “I really have to be careful of my NDA”, “public benefit corporation” To the Stars Academy of Arts and Science promo video and upcoming *Men In Black: International*

Virginia Beach public works shooter DeWayne Craddock “subdued and taken into custody” and “killed in the shootout with police” in the same report

Sarah Sanders botch: “the President’s number one responsibility is to protect Americans”

Lawrence O’Donnell: “most Americans disapprove of President Trump … and always have”; Victoria Nuland expresses hope that while in UK Trump “will be imbued … with the challenge of maintaining this liberal world order that so many Americans and Brits gave their lives for”

Mayor Lori Lightfoot spells out her vision to *The Chicago Way* podcast; San Francisco homeless building treehouses: Dr. Drew Pinsky predicts typhoid fever and bubonic plague in Los Angeles, mentally ill and addict population unwilling to accept low-income housing

Bill Barr to *CBS This Morning* on his Twitter-free relationship with Trump, “everyone dies”; catalogue of Robert Mueller’s “failures” like Ted Stevens witch hunt; DoJ summary released due to unexpected omissions; “unknown governor” Jimmy Carter at 1975 Bilderberg Meeting

Malaysian PM casts doubt on MH17 report blaming Russia, ACC’s Show 636 radar analysis; Russians and White Helmets in new *Call of Duty* game

YouTuber Veritasium on radiation danger of Chernobyl and Fukushima vs tobacco smoke
1142 Cornageddon (2019-05-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yeah you gave the machine just the amount of red meat it needed.” (0:32:34)
0:00:34 #NoPlant19 rainfall “cornmageddon”, tornadoes competing with windmills and solar panels; Canadian climate change minister Catherine McKenna: “if you repeat it, if you say it louder ... people will totally believe it!”; Nancy Pelosi explains “the wrap-up smear”
0:08:25 Hillary gripes about “sexist trash” Pelosi video at Hunter College; Kara Swisher lies: Facebook refuses to relabel video “after Donald Trump tweets it”; Pelosi “self-fulfilling proph...”
0:16:16 “Nine Minutes of Mueller” press conference: NewsHour on DoJ policy forbidding charges against Trump, “Mueller also acknowledged he had disagreed with some of Attorney General William Burr’s decisions in the release of the report” lie vs “we appreciate that the Attorney General made the report largely public”; investigation of “actions that could obstruct the investigation”; Alan Dershowitz on the pointlessness of the investigation; Mueller rationalizes investigation as necessary to “preserve evidence” and rides off into the sunset
0:34:30 Prof. Jonathan Turley on Mueller’s dereliction of duty, “like Moses down from Mount Sinai”; Yamiche Alcindor on Trump’s “bring it on” attitude toward impeachment; smear campaign against Nancy Pelosi by overzealous Justice Democrats; MSNBC talking head: “you don’t have to be Rand McNally to see that roadmap” to impeachment; Joe DiGenova to WMAL: Obama spying originated in 2012, Christopher Wray “an enemy of the people”; Trump: “greatest hoax probably in the history of our country”; DiGenova on illegal spying by FBI contractors
0:51:54 Joe Biden in 2013 on his cranial aneurysms: “they take a saw and they cut your head off” (BCotD); Kamala Harris proposes unconstitutional oversight by “my Department of Justice” over state laws, JCD: “we might as well elect Idi Amin”; Netflix threatening to boycott Georgia
1:00:08 Producer Segment: ACC recommends “skip the line!” freelancers at the Vatican
1:15:19 Producer note on one-kilometer daisy-chained power line network; ACC’s new UPS and Amazon affiliate deplatforming; JCD’s “Microsoft spyware alert”
1:25:13 Bilderberg 2019 in Montreux Switzerland, attendees including potential 2020 candidate Stacey Abrams, Fair Fight Action “nonprofit” under investigation by Georgia ethics commission
1:36:47 Jimmy Kimmel man on the street unable to read analog clock, Win Lose or Drone and Alex Jone’s Ride of the Valkyries; Yellow Vests Facebook group locked down before EU elections; Amazon purging mom-and-pop suppliers; Uber enforcing social score on riders: “you can’t have sex with the driver either”; ACC’s sister Willow’s Bird scooter fine; Newark NJ ticketing drivers giving money to panhandlers, JCD compares homelessness in Austin and San Francisco
1:52:54 Mastodon developer promises to block federation by Gab, ACC: “federation is the future!”
1:58:35 Democrat Party adopts tougher standards to qualify for primary debates
1:59:25 Big tobacco study links e-cigarette flavorings to risk of heart attack
2:01:31 Donation Segment: ACC’s celebrity gossip with Joan Rivers; pig spleen meteorology
2:14:52 Michael Rapaport’s rant against “dick-stain” Trump and “junkyard Jerry” Kushner
2:17:27 Julian Assange too ill to appear in court, Pamela Anderson poison sandwiches theory
2:19:05 Malaysia rejecting used plastic dumped by other countries; Trump finally irked at John Bolton
2:23:27 Venezuelan third-quarter inflation at 130,000%; Tim Draper on Bitcoin vs fiat currencies
2:26:18 NPR urges use of “fetus” instead of “baby”; Angela Merkel urges Jews to avoid yarmulkes
2:32:39 John Bolton blames Iran for tanker and pipeline attacks, JCD: “false flag coming!”
2:33:55 “Tic-Tac” UFO sightings, early 1960s high-altitude nuclear tests “Operation Fishbowl”
2:42:21 Possible alien Jerry Nadler and Nancy Pelosi still tap-dancing around impeachment
1141  Nadster  (2019-05-26)

0:00:00  ACC: “Muehh, get a gig man, then I can take, turn it into a drive!”  (1:55:09)
0:00:35  Asteroid 1999 KW4 with a “little bitty moon”, inflation-adjusted cost of Apollo program
0:04:41  ACC discovers his dancing is like “one of those things outside of the secondhand car dealership ... with praying mantis arms all over the place”; podfathergear.com equipment rundown
0:11:04  Theresa May’s tearful resignation announcement, “to serve the country I love!” iso; Jean-Claude Juncker bashes “stupid nationalists — they are in love with their own country”
0:18:20  JCD’s “squeaky” clips of Judy Woodward and David Brooks; escalating war of words between Donald “family intervention” Trump and “crazy Nancy” Pelosi, incoherently gobbling Pelosi “three things” video tweeted by Trump; NBC diverts attention from “manipulated video” to “heavily-edited video”, “doctored video” talking point; Facebook spokeshole Monika Bickert to outraged Anderson Pooper on “internationally certified fact-checking organizations”, Pooper berates Bickert for “making money by being the news business” without censoring video
0:38:10  JCD’s audio filtering issue affects Morning Joe crew propagating the Trump “pre-dementia” meme, Mika Brzezinski: Pelosi “sharp as a tack!”; JCD on Ron Paul’s word truncation habit
0:45:09  Bill de Blasio’s “you’re look a little dehydrated, brother” to fainting Jerry “Nadster” Nadler; JCD: MIA Ruth Bader Ginsburg “could be in an iron lung for all we know”; Pelosi weasels out of committing to impeachment to Brzezinski; Need to Impeach “nothing happened!” ad
0:55:12  Trump orders declassification of Russia probe origins, Loretta Lynch denies ordering Comey to call Clinton investigation “a matter”, Brennan & Mueller ultimately culpable; Trey Gowdy on withholding of exculpatory evidence for George Papadopoulos by FBI: “that ain’t good!”; Brennan making the rounds grandstanding on behalf of entire intelligence community

1:04:11  Justice Department adds 17 espionage charges against Julian Assange within 60-day window, JCD: “where’s our jurisdiction here??”, Trump administration “get out of jail free” theory
1:13:34  Producer Segment: Direct Appeal podcast; “worldwide recall” on tainted Trump jobs karma
1:32:20  Trump administration proposes enforcement of 1996 law holding immigrant sponsors liable for benefits, Fox News’ clueless Martha MacCallum, “skin in the game” origin
1:37:25  No Agenda Technology Lab observes HomePlug QRM on the amateur radio bands
1:41:20  San Francisco businesses appropriating homeless trash heaps; Apple sued for selling iTunes data, Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 amendment signed by Obama after lobbying from Netflix; producer note on Google resurrecting Men’s Wearhouse e-mails from spam folder just in time for funeral; JCD’s DEC Professional article on the unreliability of early e-mail
1:55:25  Hoboken NJ plagued by Bird scooters; ACC Red Book: scooter-only parts of downtown Austin
1:59:44  Adam Schiff’s Vaccines Save Lives Resolution; EU Pharmacopoeia Secretariat; Concord NH walks back warning after single case turns out to be vaccine reaction; CBS on ebola survivors acting as healthcare workers in Congo; China claims to have African swine fever vaccine

2:07:57  BBC voiceover for war crimes documents from bogus Syria Justice and Accountability Center
2:14:00  Former CIA disguise expert Jonna Mendez on three-name aliases
2:16:00  Donation Segment
2:29:23  Millennials suggest Twitch stream for Eurovision Song Contest commentary
2:30:48  Nigel Farage attacked by feces-throwing primate with milkshake in callback to Pim Fortuyn
2:34:56  Lindsay Graham in 1999 arguing for impeachment of Bill Clinton as “cleansing the office”
2:36:39  BBC host demolishes Naomi Wolf’s forthcoming Outrages: Sex, Censorship, and the Criminalization of Love, “Thomas Silver committed an indecent assault on a six-year-old boy”
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1140 Imperious (2019-05-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, hi, I’m gonna be, I’m gonna be officiating the wedding.” (0:12:48)
0:00:34 Netherlands wins Eurovision Song Contest, off-key Madonna magically fixed for YouTube
0:05:45 ACC’s “wedding of the decade”: JCD “careening down the hill” arrives late for out-of-state meet and greet and turns on ESPN, officiant Sir Gene called away due to family emergency, Dvorak-Horowitz salad dressing shortage, curtain-blowing bass from deaf DJ; honeymoon in Northern Ireland, Portugal, and London; douchebag Dutch tabloid wife comparisons
0:21:25 Wedding guests ducking out for Game of Thrones finale; Elizabeth Warren and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez gripe about being deprived of “women running the world” (CotD); Dave Winer on Thrones as a series that “fucks with you” like Trump’s shenanigans
0:30:01 M5M oblivious to potential impact of Huawei ban in Executive Order 13873; Rosalyn Leighton on Huawei stealing trade secrets from T-Mobile; ABC “anything but China” corporate strategy; DHS warning about data-stealing Chinese drones
0:38:49 JCD’s Mooch & Stoll interviews well-received by producers
0:40:19 Insulting Euronews animated video with Mac-PC ad music on “more democratic” Spitzenkandidat European Council election system; mystery of Nigel Farage’s continuing MEP status
0:48:55 Chuck Todd podcast: “whole point” of Electoral College is to prevent Trump’s election, JCD: “it kept the imperious ... Hillary Clinton from becoming president based on the popular vote”
0:52:31 Bug-eyed CBS reporter on Michael Avenatti’s indictment for stealing “thwee hundred thousand dollars” from Stormy Daniels; compilation of M5M fawning over “folk hero” Avenatti; “all of my sexual fantasies involve handcuffs” The View iso
0:59:22 Producer Segment: farewell to Grumpy Cat & Doris Day; ACC’s wedding vow “that’s true!”
1:29:35 Hysterical Laura Loomer gripes to Alex Jones about being deplatformed, ACC: “consider webcam work”; ACC: Gab’s Brave browser fork Dissenter a “fantastic product”, fork of Keybase identity database in the works; Google purchases harvested from e-mail receipts
1:42:16 T-Mobile promises massive rural 5G rollout after Sprint acquisition, 5G vs smart meters, mid-band frequencies redacted, ACC: prioritization system “the opposite of net neutrality”; JCD’s HomePlug setup; JCD tries to recycle Joe diGenova “brazen plot” clip
1:56:27 Sheryl Sandberg to CNBC on the backfiring #MeToo movement motivating male managers to avoid female coworkers altogether; ACC’s Kleiner Perkins “shark” receptionist story
2:04:13 Abortion laws vs “vaccine police”; Robert Kennedy Jr. on post-1989 jump in chronic disease incidence; Baxter International’s H5N1-contaminated vaccine from 2009; Adam Schiff lobbying big tech to censor vaccine skepticism, quasi-military CDC rapidly deploying “biologics” exempt from safety testing, MMR tested on 800 children “worse, according to its own records, than the illness that it is pretending to prevent”, $25bn per year spent on advertising; BRCA double mastectomy false positive “oops”; Kennedy on pharma royalty payments for HHS employees
2:27:35 Donation Segment: Kabbalistic 18 numerology
2:52:31 Pete Buttigieg: renaming Jefferson-Jackson dinners “the right thing to do”
2:54:00 Democracy Now on OPCW questioning narrative of 2018 chemical attack in Douma Syria
2:57:24 CNN on African swine fever epidemic in China, ACC: “replace pork with bugs!”
3:00:33 Ben Carson grilled by “yes or no!” Rep. Ayanna Pressley
3:02:28 NASA ARTEMIS program pushing for first woman on the Moon
3:06:57 Rep. Al Green to Democracy Now on Trump’s “impeachable offenses”
3:10:06 The Guardian style guide replacing “global warming” with “climate emergency”
1139  Mooch and Stoll  (2019-05-19)

0:00:30  Intro to not-so-live ACC wedding show, podcasts adopting “broadcasty” season-episode numbering schemes, JCD: “just a few minutes before the wedding we’re doing this”, “evergreeny” interview with Anthony Scaramucci and “very excitable” astronomer Cliff Stoll

0:04:34  Scaramucci interview: new book *Trump, the Blue Collar President*, no mention of Italian grandmother’s cooking or plastic furniture coverings, “Italian mama’s boy”; 14 years in hedge fund management, *The Little Book of Hedge Funds* book; interviews by adversarial Stephen Colbert and Bill Maher

0:13:00  Trump’s “unnatural level of charisma” and uninhibited style, “supernatural capacity to not get sleep” and consume beef Wellington, weight “not 239” pounds; “I like my heroes uncaptured” from 2000 interview with Dan Rather; surfing metaphor, disbelief at plan to run for president; “level of guilt” among Silicon Valley billionaires; role as White House hatchet man vs Steve Bannon & Reince Priebus, catastrophic phone call with *New Yorker* reporter, description of Bannon as “a Harvard-educated cuck draped in contemporary hobo”, Priebus a “cesspool operator”; rebuilt Oval Office and bugging; *New York Times* hit piece and tax code, insider op-ed a “cockroach survival note”, eight-page circular against Trump during election

0:42:59  Oliver Stone’s *Wall Street* vs *The Wolf of Wall Street*; Barack Obama “the Jackie Robinson of American politics”, “slam dunked” by Obama on CNBC town hall; $150k for Bill Clinton speech at SALT Conference; Trump and Paul Ryan “strange bedfellows”

0:53:53  Hunt & Fish Club restaurant on 44th Street inspired by John Gotti


1:05:40  Eight-year recession cycle vs tax stimulus; new book written with air travel in mind

1:08:24  Donations Segment: bloody Al Gore Skype screen; donations on hiatus until next show

1:11:19  Stoll interview: “get some fresh air” editorials, one-hour TED talk in eighteen minutes; “throw ‘em out!” for computers in schools, Microsoft vs Shakespeare, increasing shyness among college students, creative ways to mow down phone zombies, definition of “friend”, *Mad* magazine “it’s crackers to slip a rozzie the dropsy in snide”, LinkedIn perplexity

1:30:06  Thought experiment: “wipe out curiosity” with internet access, potential connection to teen suicide, snideness arms race, deliberation-free internet voting; successful day free of automobiles and screen time; no such thing as a “caring, kind, supportive” web site; creativity “the inability to copy” vs ubiquitous copy-paste, “horrible PowerPoint talks”

1:47:49  Analysis of incorrect prediction that e-commerce would fail, old-fashioned Star Market with prices 20% higher than the local Safeway; 1984 “the house likes you” story

1:59:15  Prof. Rich Muller’s “nemesis” asteroid cycle theory, JCD advisor Kenneth Stampp’s *The Causes of the Civil War*, Stoll advisor Luis Alvarez’ “what’s that line for?”, 1986 presentation on forensic computing; computer security increasingly part of the specification; ARPANET “academic playground” vs weaponized malware like Stuxnet

2:20:22  Prediction: voice telephony going the way of the fax machine due to fraudsters

2:23:03  Outro: “Cliff loves to talk”
1138 Pregnant Person (2019-05-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is the deal with luggage??” (3:01:44)

0:00:33 Growing congregation in Austin for ACC’s wedding; “army of millennials laughing at you” and tuning the talking tube algos for “seemingly old men looking for nasty porn”, predictions of suicide by prominent YouTuber; Airbnb spying with Ring doorbells

0:12:28 Felicity Huffman “had to plead guilty” to avoid 40 years in prison over admissions scandal

0:20:45 New York Times accuses RT of attacking 5G that would “aid national security and spark innovative industries”; New Knowledge COO Ryan Fox; RT strikes back with NYT conflicts of interest with Verizon; JCD calls “bullshit!” on low latency claims; ACC parallels AM and FM radio with 4G and 5G, JCD’s home power line networking

0:39:58 ACC notes millennial “compression culture” leading to utterance-ending with “bet!”, Google podcast player at 1.5x; Dutch kids sharing dick pics with strangers using AirDrop

0:45:31 Ray McGovern in 2018 on Chuck Schumer’s “six ways from Sunday at getting back at you”: “this is J. Edgar Hoover on steroids”, inability of fingerprint technology to prevent robberies

0:56:41 CIA recruiting at Awesome Con comic convention, Gina Haspel’s application letter

1:12:01 Google foisting TLS encryption upon the world’s e-mail servers

1:13:31 “Mysterious attacks” on ships near the Strait of Hormuz attributed to Iran, drone strike on Saudi pipeline, ACC theory of New York bathhouse blackmail by Pompeo and Bolton; mysterious State Department evacuation of world’s ugliest embassy in Iraq; Wes Clark Seven tour T-shirt idea, ACC: “Bolton just showed up with that mustache and said, remember this?”

1:26:39 Christchurch New Zealand residents getting visits from police over their political views, Christchurch Call to Eliminate Terrorist & Violent Extremist Content Online censorship initiative backed by the usual suspects in Silicon Valley; “open up the door, Jebediah!” revisited

1:31:51 New Facebook Live one-strike policy; fake fact checker Factmata backed by makers of fake ad blocker AdBlock Plus; Google enforcing IP address trustworthiness, Helm private server

1:42:53 Rizza Islam on California SB-276 replacing physicians with bureaucrats for vaccine decisions, LA “outbreak” consisting of one student; JCD’s California gullibility experiment theory

1:49:09 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez walks back her “world ending in 12 years thing” as hyperbole; “Green New Deal!” chant at Sunrise Movement rally; Bill Nye’s “safety glasses off, mother-fuckers!” rant with globe and blowtorch on Last Week Tonight; Canadian Climate Change Minister Catherine McKenna screeches about the “climate emergency” in Parliament; millennial Moon landing skepticism; climate activists protesting at Andrew Cuomo’s office to protect “New York waters, public health, safety, democracy, and the climate”

2:06:12 Donation Segment: JCD interviewee Cliff Stoll’s Klein bottles

2:23:35 California woman beaten to death with Bird scooter; 18 in Jewish gift numerology

2:27:13 Scottish MPs pushing for Brexit do-over over “fraudulent campaign” with sounds of reptilian death rattle; American version of Eurovision Song Contest in the works, ACC: “fail!”

2:35:48 Two Florida counties “hacked!” prior to 2016 election, absurdity of Governor Ron DeSantis unable to identify them due to “disclosure agreement”, ACC proposes ban on term “hack”

2:40:44 DoJ recovers thousands of Strzok-Page texts FBI failed to produce, suspicious “database” on phone; Joe DiGenova predicts prison for the likes of John Brennan, Laura Ingraham: “wow!”

2:48:53 Amy Goodman on Alabama abortion law exceptions for the “pregnant person”

2:58:02 Chinese “clapback” tariffs potentially affecting “luggage, electronics, and toiletries”
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1137 Contempt Kabuki (2019-05-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Pay a buck to get a dime back, whooo!” (0:29:31)
0:00:33 ACC struggling with headphone feedback; Mother’s Day Newsletter promotion
0:03:37 Eurovision Song Contest commentary by drunk Terry Wogan and Logo “campy gay guys”
0:10:29 Rep. Louie Gohmert gripes about “attempted coup” against Trump; John Kelly to Bloomberg: Trump family “an influence that has to be dealt with”; Victoria Toensing on FBI’s attempt to entrap George Papadopoulos with $10k in 2017; compilation of Democrat reactions to Eric Holder’s “contempt kabuki”; compilation by JCD of Mark Shields spluttering incoherently
0:26:42 Tucker Carlson all-in on Andrew Yang’s vision for US VAT “where then the American people would get a tiny slice of every Amazon sale”; ACC Red Book: popularization of women’s soccer; JCD on trying to get VAT back from rude French official
0:38:19 History of Joe Biden’s botched presidential bids; Obama administration “dragged” into supporting same-sex marriage; Beto O’Rourke getting ready for Rachel Maddow and The View; Elizabeth Warren foolishly turning away from free tuition to breaking up tech giants
0:47:39 Rep. Brad Sherman seeks to outlaw bitcoin “so that we nip this in the bud”; Trump in 2011 proposing tariffs on Chinese goods: “and I could say … listen, you motherfuckers, we’re gonna tax you 25 percent!”; JCD all-in on Chinese products manufactured in Vietnam
0:56:59 Pro-Maduro Code Pink occupying Venezuelan embassy in Washington; former State Department Tom Shannon to NPR on litany of US failures in Venezuela; Turning Point USA video of young Venezuelans directly addressing Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez against socialism
1:08:33 Producer Segment: the diverse trio of artwork, title, and “opening giblet”
1:19:51 Cartoon attempts to explain the three-ring circus of European Parliament elections; refugees being dumped on Greek island of Samos without food or sanitation, radio play of translated reactions from nearby villagers: “they have 800 diseases!”; JCD on American colonies seen as “too big to manage” in the 1700s; mass resignations at censored Dutch newspaper
1:35:37 CBS omits crucial identity of toxic reformate spilled in Houston barge collision, JCD: “if you boil the channel, the stuff will come right off”, residue in hexane extracted cooking oils, ACC all-in on sorghum syrup at breakfast, JCD all-in on American delicacy of maple syrup
1:43:45 Jussie Smollett off Empire for good; Bernie Sanders and AOC calling for USPS banks similar to Dutch postgiro system; George Soros lookalike Cecile Richards misses Amy Goodman’s “four women” for 2020 gaffe leaving out Tulsi Gabbard
1:51:22 European parents urged “it’s never too late!” for MMR vaccine; sighs of relief in Alabamae; local news reads Google reviews of San Francisco doctor under investigation for issuing , bizarre “we can’t have measles spreading rapidly through a school”
1:59:18 San Francisco teacher being treated for cancer required to pay for her substitute
2:01:02 Jeff Glor’s poignant goodbye to his crew, improbable replacement Norah O’Donnell, JCD on flub-free Asian news models; USS Abraham Lincoln ready for Persian Gulf false flag
1136  Spy Slut  (2019-05-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “The Chinese are stealing all the toilet paper!” (2:17:03)
0:00:32 M5M pundits still asserting Mueller Report clearly states there was collusion, “Constitutional crisis” meme; Andrew Napolitano on Bill Barr’s advocacy for mass surveillance; Joseph diGenova on “spy slut” Azra Turk sent by Brennan and Comey as a FBI honeypot to entrap George Papadopoulos; Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner finds it “shocking!” that Barr should be required to break the law by releasing unredacted document; idiot Sheila Jackson Lee: Trump “exerting executive privilege over every aspect of life”; stammering Nancy Pelosi: “he lied to Congress”
0:18:31 “America in denial: Gabor Maté on the psychology of Russiagate” video on Trump as a traumatized child, the US tradition of meddling in elections worldwide
0:28:30 ACC calls Steve Pieczenik during his Zumba class, hilarity at recent trio of e-mails, bumbling John Bolton acting too slowly with planes on the tarmac, “it’s about China”, renewed strife between Serbia and Kosovo a “mousetrap” for the Chinese
0:37:54 C-SPAN explains weird House “move to strike the last word”; Nadler “noo!” iso
0:40:21 Bald and Bankrupt YouTube channel on “we will buy hair” signs in Moldova; producer note on natural hair in legal profession and interviewing woman “with a nose ring and an unshaven mustache”; ACC’s wedding DJ enthuses about being “the only black man in Austin Texas”
0:50:15 Justin Trudeau interprets victory of second Green Party MP Paul Manly in by-election as proof that Canadians are “preoccupied about climate change”; polls of Democrats indicating climate as top concern; Scientific American showing Republican parents flipping
0:56:26 UK electricity from 0.0% coal; Der Spiegel broken-down windmills; “climate crisis” meme
1:02:08 Producer Segment: ACC taking secrets of podcasting to his grave
1:19:48 Idiotic LA Times questions whether royal baby will be raised black
1:22:26 Bookmakers’s 2020 odds; Andrew Yang’s State of the Union “PowerPoint!” chant
1:30:06 Pamela Anderson’s visit to Julian Assange in prison, ACC vows to get an interview
1:33:12 David Cay Johnston on Trump Rotation “he’s broke” meme: “after Bernie Madoff, arguably the greatest wealth destroyer in American history”; history of failing Las Vegas casinos
1:38:43 “The real Tonight Show” Joe Rogan tackles lack of assertiveness in Tesla autopilot, reduction in frequency of “oh crap” moments leading to complacency
1:44:42 Producer notes on Highlands Ranch Colorado shooting: ammo availability, transgender shooter, graffiti-covered car, fanaticism for STEM charter school in converted warehouse without security or counselors; “mental health!” chant; JCD recommends John Hersey’s The Child Buyer
1:51:15 Alan Dershowitz rebuts Napolitano’s obstruction claim: “the act itself has to be illegal”
1:56:02 Texas battery-operated scooter bill likely to cause fatalities; PBS on Uber strike interfering with $91bn IPO and nonexistent “billions in profits”; Google I/O takeaway: AI within Android, ACC predicts university course in map reading; Baltimore city government brought to its knees by ransomware; NBA commissioner Adam Silver gripes about social media isolation
2:13:30 Donation Segment
2:23:37 “Vaccinated!” jingle; Germany proposes $2,800 fine for the unvaccinated; Robert Kennedy Jr. thrown under the bus by his own family; list price requirement for prescription drug ads
2:31:50 ACC OTG: Yahoo Mail error “554 message not allowed” censorship
2:34:45 Democracy Now on Iran partially pulling out of 2015 nuclear deal; Admiral James Stavridis on deployment of USS Abraham Lincoln, danger from Iranian “diesel submarines”
2:41:36 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ mock garbage disposal dismay, JCD’s “bone crusher”
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1135 Miss Lawyer USA (2019-05-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are they hiring people on voice any more at NPR or are they just hiring anybody?”
JCD: (falsetto) “I don’t know!” (1:21:09)

0:00:37 JCD’s ululation for Cinco de Mayo and grandson Theodore’s second birthday, ACC: “what
does he call you?”, JCD: “ahh!”, EU Day and fourth anniversary of ACC-TtK first date

0:06:07 Trio of bizarre techno-expert e-mails pushing Steve Pieczenik’s position on Venezuelan coup
that “you should repeat to your viewers”; Juan Guaidó spokeshole Vanessa Neumann down-
plays recent setbacks to BBC: Maduro “won’t step aside to let the Constitution happen”

0:24:18 California Sen. Holly Mitchell pushes for SB-188 “natural hair” bill; Lake County Florida teen
Nicole Orr asked to change her “diverse” hair style to adhere to school dress code

0:29:04 Miss USA 2019: winner Miss North Carolina Cheslie Kryst’s natural hair; JCD on Califor-
nia’s futile attempt to end appearance-based employment discrimination against people with
“gauged ears and a bone in his nose”, hair vs headphones issue solved, Arkansas on diversity:
“you don’t look like me so I am racist against you”, Nevada pivots on “the gun reform” to ad-
dress mental health, New Mexico’s flamboyant Spanish pronunciation, North Carolina flaunts
legal profession and millennials’ “inclusivity, diversity, and strength and empowered women”

0:50:20 ACC on Netflix Knock Down the House Justice Democrats documentary, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez without makeup a dead ringer for CVC’s ex-boyfriend Juan

0:53:21 NPR on Facebook deplatforming of “six high-profile extremists” including Laura Loomer,
Alex Jones, and Louis Farrakhan, “snafu” of premature announcement; possible appeasement
of Mastercard or preparation for cryptocurrency; JCD on John Doerr’s failed bicycle snow
blower, Segways in glassed-in corporate offices, last-minute Google IPO buy-ins

1:07:13 Producer Segment: automobile black box technology changes

1:20:42 Squeaky-voiced NPR reporter on criminal trial of Insys Therapeutics executives, douchebag
hip-hop video, host’s “wow!” for former exotic dancer on sales team, up to 20 years in prison
for racketeering conspiracy; Amy Goodman’s report a preview of NPR millennial’s voice

1:28:16 If You Catch the Measles You Will Die jingle; potential exposures at Avengers: Endgame,
Merck cranking up production; 667 cases in 2014, NPR “just get another dose!”, “the issue re-
ally is unvaccinated children”; producer notes on costly titer tests to prove immunity; Stephen
Colbert: “this might be the scariest news I have ever heard!”, blames Russian trolls

1:39:29 Accelerating ebola and violence against health workers in Democratic Republic of Congo; JCD
on underreported African swine fever “pig ebola”: “it will spread from a ham sandwich”, 2015
presentation: “global disaster” if it spreads to China, ACC: “can you get it as a ham radio
operator?”, JCD on rinderpest in cattle, “this could cause a revolution in China”

1:53:51 Google “warming twice as fast of the rest of the world”; James Hansen’s 1988 sea level pre-
diction revised to exponential model; Ted Kaczynski predicting ubiquitous geoengineering

1:58:30 Vice Media’s $250M in Soros money; whipsaw-laden hit piece on David Icke

2:04:33 Donation Segment

2:19:17 Drunk or not drunk Joe Biden compilation; “only in San Francisco!” iso from dead raccoon
in McDonalds video; Maxine Waters impeachment rant compilation

2:25:21 New Brexit strategy: Vote Leave overspending; Guy Verhofstadt: Nigel Farage’s salary the
biggest waste of EU resources; ACC’s buddy Frans Timmermans in line to become EU Führer

2:33:37 Stephen Moore disqualifies himself for Federal Reserve Board by suggesting rate cut; Shadow-
Stats’ John Williams predicts recession
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1134  Opinion People  (2019-05-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ohh, uh, I need, we need discovery, so people can discover, discover shows!” (1:05:55)
0:00:34 Debate over quality of William Barr’s testimony; Jerry Nadler irked by Barr’s refusal to answer questions from staffers; chaos in House Judiciary Committee with Nadler ignoring objections from Republicans hollering “mister Chairman, I move to adjourn!”
0:07:39 Brian Williams & Nicolle Wallace break in to call Lindsey Graham and William Barr liars, new “collusion does not exist in federal code” meme; Barr explains exoneration: “the job of the Justice Department is now over”, defends use of the word “spying”, dud question from Dick Durbin about waiver for 1MDB money laundering, odd “people should jump me if I’m wrong”, Amy Klobuchar’s shameless self-promotion; Michael Mukasey schools idiot Chris Cuomo on how the government works: “we don’t sprout a new branch of government!”, CNN audience “getting smaller by the minute”; Cuomo’s WikiLeaks lie “it’s illegal to possess these stolen documents” — “because he’s an idiot and that’s what his handlers told him to say”
0:036:17 Chris Wallace irked at “opinion people” at Fox News for downplaying Mueller’s letter to Barr, Fox morphing to the left due to advertising model; CNN ratings down another 26%
0:42:20 Producers irked with “exit strategy” jokes; JCD proposes album art wallpaper; wildly varying estimates of Mueller Report’s cost; Spotify and Pandora out of ways to increase revenue
0:48:28 Joe Biden downplays competition from China, who “have this great division between the China Sea and the mountains in the east, I mean in the west”; Hillary to Rachel Maddow: Russia should exfiltrate Trump’s tax returns, “let’s get the Chinese in”; comedian Jordan Klepper discusses crowdfunding with Hillary and half-dead Bill, JCD: “she’s running for office”
0:57:12 Compilation of left-wingers railing against Electoral College; JCD reviews its “load balancing” role against “the tyranny of the majority”; Pelosi “Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit”
1:02:43 Producer Segment: JCD envisions Notre Dame with a casino and roller coaster
1:37:51 CNBC idiot on Church of Scientology cruise ship quarantined off Saint Lucia over measles case: “one person can infect up to eighteen other people”, not-so-subtle slam on religion; NPR outrage over The Brady Bunch measles episode, actress Maureen McCormick “furious” over not getting a piece of the action; JCD’s HPV vaccine challenge for vaccine fanatics; “fifth disease” erythema infectiosum; Merck’s upbeat quarter due to MMR demand; CDC blames measles cases abroad, ACC predicts border vaccine checks, suggests blaming illegal immigrants
1:55:19 ACC: no one fooled by neocon shenanigans in Venezuela, JCD: “huge botch”; Mike Pompeo to Brolf on Guaidó arrest scenario, “it’s unacceptable to allow sick children not to be able to get their medicine”; Democracy Now on Harvard-educated elite Leopoldo López
2:06:20 One America News on Syrian White Helmets staging fake chemical weapon attacks
2:08:57 Donation Segment: Canadian producers conclude Trudeau is on drugs with “Canades”
2:29:12 Producer note on privately-owned license plate readers serving repo and credit companies; JCD’s ticket for expired tag in Oakland Airport parking lot; ACC’s address and phone number dossier, FedEx drivers avoiding doorbell cameras, Mimi alarmed by Ring video of herself
2:35:54 Fox Business News: “glitch” interferes with multiple airlines
2:36:37 Reuters lies that Extinction Rebellion protest is “Britain’s biggest civil disobedience protest in decades”, idiots threatening to withhold debt payments over “apocalyptic scenarios found in peer-reviewed climate science”; Chuck Schumer ignoring screeching protestors outside his office; Beto O’Rourke looking to partner with oil and gas industry in “ten years that we have left to us”, disappearing Obama cadence and circulation cut off by tie
1133  No Apology (2019-04-28)

0:00:00  JCD: (stoner voice) “The dope has been burnin' too hot!” (2:15:57)
0:00:30  Pervasive and increasingly annoying “it’s true!” for end of show
0:01:17  White House Correspondents' Dinner “a total dud”, “comedian” Ron Chernow bombs, cheers for lawyer George Lehner, president Olivier Knox of Sirius XM and Yahoo News propagates “enemies of the people” lie, tearful son asking “is Donald Trump going to put you in prison?”
0:04:50  ACC at Starlight Music Series in College Station sampling sorghum vinaigrette; ACC’s ability to predict a person’s predilection for beef vs fish on the wedding menu
0:21:21  Scott Adams optimistic about debunking Joe Biden’s “fine people on both sides” hoax; Biden propagates the lie on The View; new Unite the Right rally talking point; “no apology” from Biden for being a masher: “look, here’s the deal” iso, “well look, I’m really sorry if what I did in talking to them ... that in fact they took it a different way”, babbling “we’re excited about this!” intro, Biden’s pesky empathy, envisions “flying across America in less than an hour and a half – subsonic air!” (BCotD), Joy Behar channels Sarah Palin: “thank you so much for Pre... to Vice President Ob... uh, Biden”; Trump crows “I am a young, vibrant man!”
0:42:40  “Bombshell new book” by Peter Schweizer linking Hunter Biden to Chinese and Ukrainian deals; ACC’s revised “Bet-to” pronunciation, O’Rourke wearing suit at SEIU event; ACC’s friend receiving ballots while incarcerated, JCD enthusiastic about evidence of government dysfunction, UberMedia geolocation services, JCD’s calls from California Franchise Tax Board
0:53:13  Former prosecutor Joe diGenova on “brazen plot” by Obama FBI contractors to spy on Republican party, “John Brennan isn’t going to need one lawyer, he’s going to need five”, predicts “bombshell” report on James Comey; text messages between Strzok and Paige discussing development of “potential relationships” in post-election briefings; Mormon “spook candidate” Evan McMullin’s bogus “according to the Mueller report” meme
1:06:59  Baltimore Mayor Catherine Pugh raided by FBI over sketchy children’s book deals; Nick Ballasy grills a nervous Obama National Security Advisor Ben Rhodes about FBI spying: “we weren’t involved in commissioning the dossier, like, that’s crazy!”
1:18:07  Andrew Napolitano’s litany of obstruction of justice claims against Trump answered with tweet claiming he was turned down for Supreme Court appointment; upheaval at Fox News
1:26:33  Producer Segment
1:48:37  San Diego synagogue shooter John T. Earnest’s “open letter” similar to Christchurch manifesto, Trump a “traitorous cocksucker”, bizarre attribution to PewDiePie Felix Kjellberg
1:53:56  “New bombs and more deaths” in Sri Lanka, US State Department evacuating nonessential personnel, Gorgon Chang on Chinese Navy’s container port foothold
1:57:57  Justin Trudeau scuffles with irked volunteer while filling flood prevention sandbags to “encourage more Canades to come out and volunteer”, “I’m sorry for your challenge”
2:03:42  “Tested positive for measles” meme as AIDS parallel, New York measles database, producer note on vaccine mechanism; Trump: “they have to get their shot!”; herpes at Coachella
2:15:59  Donation Segment: Overcast app’s new clip-sharing feature
2:30:02  Rush Limbaugh: podcasts “talk shows for people who cannot make it in talk radio”
2:32:42  Bernie Sanders’ press secretary Symone Sanders: “we don’t need white people leadin’ the Democratic Party”; Biden in 1989 calling for US to “hold every drug user accountable”
2:38:05  Walt Heyer: “we are manufacturing transgender kids”, affirmation and sexual abuse
2:50:01  Abigail Disney’s WaPo op-ed bitching about Bob Iger’s $65M compensation
1132 False meme-ification (2019-04-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Many producers just sit home, scratch their crotch, and say, great show.” (1:26:32)
0:00:34 Joe “Spike” Biden enters 2020 race with Charlottesville “very fine people on both sides” lie; BlueKkKlansman ends with Trump and David Duke quotes and August 12 lie, JCD: “false meme-ification”; Pete Buttigieg on need for more residents in “hamlet” of South Bend, illegals “are subsidizing the rest of us”; Hillary: “it could not be clearer” that there was obstruction of justice; Joe Digenova to Krystal Ball: “don’t you dare suggest that Bill Barr is a liar!”; millennials backing Elizabeth Warren, JCD: “she can’t even get rid of Rachel the robo-caller!”
0:18:57 Mike Rogers in 2017 on NSA’s discontinuation of “about queries” due to spying on US citizens; Inslaw’s PROMIS database overseen by Mueller; Bob Woodward: “garbage” Steele Dossier included by CIA in draft of Russian interference report; Strzok and Page in the crosshairs
0:33:36 JCD’s Surfin Bird “um, um, um” edit of Mark Zuckerberg’s podcast; “Netflix of podcasts” Luminary screwing with download metrics; fake No Agenda on British Podcast Awards
0:43:14 Happy Anzac Day, JCD’s donation-killing Spanish-American War essay
0:45:20 Adam Higginbotham to PBS on 33-year-old real story of Chernobyl: “the death toll from the accident by that point, was two”; Fukushima Geiger counter on the beach; walruses falling to their deaths in David Attenborough’s Our Planet blamed on “the sad reality of climate change”; Democracy Now mourns the “seventy trillion dollars” in impact; University of Chicago study on Renewable Portfolio Standards requiring massive investment in fossil fuels
1:00:34 Sri Lanka Easter Sunday suicide bombings: JCD irked by ubiquitous backpacks; US Navy exercise in Sri Lanka beginning April 19, National Tawheed Jamaat immediately implicated, Steve Pieczenik concerned about attacks on Christians; former FBI Bobby Chacon predicts “more of these attacks”; ACC: OBOR warning shot; US waters down UN resolution on rape as weapon; Sri Lankan officials warned about bombing suspects ahead of event
1:18:08 Producer Segment: ACC on the lookout for imminent arrival of new washing machine
1:34:45 Amy Klobuchar channels Jeb Bush: “that’s when you guys are supposed to cheer, okay?”
1:36:07 NPR on homeless millennials who own nothing, native ad for PodShare and WeWork, “they hoard digitally” with thousands of “experiences” on Instagram, JCD: “no story no sale”
1:40:39 33 killed in South African floods; Japanese government apologizes for its eugenics program; Democracy Now on attempted cover-up of war crimes by Navy SEAL Edward Gallagher
1:50:39 Donation Segment: JCD’s “Maxine Waters’ Gravel” gavel; wedding meetup planning
2:01:34 “Illegal” executions in Saudi Arabia; Mike Pompeo meeting with Iranian-American leaders; comedian Hasan Minhaj tries to shame Jared Kushner; NATO kills more civilians than Taliban
2:06:07 ACC follow-up on self-loathing sellout Nipsey Hussle’s “community service”
2:10:56 Media ignoring landslide election victory by comedian Volodymyr Zelensky in Ukraine
2:20:03 New dictionary additions including “snowflake”, “screen time”, and “top surgery”
2:25:51 ACC not all-in on voting by incarcerated felons
2:28:52 Measles in Europe, Canada, and aboard Navy ship; 8,000 Boy Scout leaders involved in sex abuse over 72-year period, JCD: “Girl Scouts are behind this”; Napa Auto Parts “it’s true!”
2:40:10 Steve Mnuchin refuses to turn over Trump’s tax returns under Teapot Dome scandal law
ACC: “No, he’s lazy, he’s lazy, he doesn’t do it right!” (0:26:11)
JCD’s observation train cars and phone zombies; media avoiding naming names in Sri Lanka Easter bombings; no egg cartons on the walls of the “Curry Coop” yet
CNN & MSNBC taking Mueller Report as vindication of fake news; Trey Gowdy on obstruction of justice: “I hope we have not gotten to the point where thinking about doing something is a crime in this country”; Trump’s lack of paper or electronic trail, Susan Rice’s odd “by the book” e-mail to herself; Donna Brazile lies “this report goes into deep analysis of what happened”; NPR: Assange “false tried to pin these attacks” on Seth Rich; William Binney on NSA’s 32 classified pages about Seth Rich and Julian Assange; Reddit troll bugging JCD
Chuck ToddCast obsessing over Trump’s lack of fundraising: “he’s not working the circuit the way Obama did”; Hari Sreenivasan: Trump “again claimed” there was no collusion; Twitter shitstorm over Mar-a-Lago “Southern White House”; James Clapper’s contradictory “taint the election” meme; CBS: Elizabeth Warren “first major presidential candidate” calling for impeachment, JCD: “Beto O’Rourke is out!”; spot the spook with “Mayor Pete” Buttigieg
Gina Haspel admits to spying on Americans at spook school University of Auburn: “CIA does play a role in tracking lone wolf style attacks”, agency’s female-centric leadership; Mike Pompeo reminisces at Texas A&M “we lied, we cheated, we stole!”
JFK Airport employee Ying Ling pleads guilty to routing packages for Chinese military
Body double theory for Julian Assange hauled out bodily holding Gore Vidal: History of the National Security State book; Glenn Greenwald irked by clueless NPR interviewer’s introduction as Assange’s “colleague”, edited comments on criminalization of journalism
Yellow Vest protestors irked by elites offering up their riches to restore Notre Dame, Belgian architect Wim Delvoye enters design competition, “glitch” blamed for causing fire
Producer Segment: Oregon Local 33; JCD reflects on the history of Château Montrose
Kony 2012 revisited; Leonardo DiCaprio’s donor-advised foundation behind vulgar Disney-style celebrity “Earth” music video by Lil Dicky for Earth Day, autotune “my anus is huge”
Judge rules James Cook University unlawfully fired Prof. Peter Ridd for questioning dodgy Great Barrier Reef research, “the reef is in fantastic shape”; CBS hysteria over recent pollen count “the highest of the year”; NOAA finds first part of 2019 the coldest on record
CBS polls shows 65% of Americans in favor of marijuana legalization; Golden Gate Park 4/20 celebration; “pooping is free speech” in San Francisco
Wes Clark Seven revisited; Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir overthrown and arrested
CBS on impeachment push among 2020 candidates; All In The Family live reboot; ACC on BlacKkKlansman Trump hate memes
Donation Segment: CHUD Christian Homeschooled Uneducated Dummy; Atlanta Local 404
Egyptians voting to extend el-Sissi’s rule; Hungarian State Opera performs Porgy and Bess with cast identifying as black; giant pothole saves victim of elevated heart rate
Treating ADHD with electrode patch on forehead; 57k flu-related deaths
Where in the World Is Victoria Kagan Nudelman: Albright Stonebridge Group
Bill Clinton heckled “Bill, this is boring, why don’t you talk about Jeffrey Epstein?”
Judge rules Flint residents may sue EPA; global warming obsessed Gina McCarthy revisited
Dominican Republic retroactively stripping Haitian migrants of birthright citizenship; elites buying up Caribbean islands; John Fletcher “Mueller!!” screams
1130 Troll Union (2019-04-18)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: Creepy laughter

0:00:36 Rachel Maddow “now it’s Mueller time!” for next round of Trump-bashing; Brian Williams: “Bill Barr has decided his legacy, he is fine with his legacy being the AG who took one for the team” (CotD), Nicolle Wallace: “no legal presentation presents its conclusion six times … I know a little bit about that having been a political messenger all my career”; CBS predicts redaction feuding; Trump mocked for his Notre Dame fire tweets

0:10:00 Steve Pieczenik attributes Notre Dame fire to false flag initiated by Emanuel Macron: “we have here a country of miscreants”, “miracle” of important relics being moved one day prior to fire; Shepard Smith ordered to cut off “elected official” Philippe “Philippay” Karsenty when he alludes to desecration my Muslims: “not now, not on my watch”; Neil Cavuto cuts off Catholic League president Bill Donahue with “we don’t know that!” lie, “we cannot make conjectures about this!”; JCD: “have you ever listened to Fox??”

0:29:12 Paris fire department delayed by 90 minutes, renovation short circuit speculation, difficulty of igniting solid oak, misdirection due to “computer glitch”; JCD recommends Chartres Cathedral, describes claustrophobic trek to roof, churches vs cathedrals, ISIS not taking credit

0:50:15 Jason Kenney beats Rachel Notley in Alberta general election, David Khan on carbon tax plan that allows taxpayers to “make money when they have tax rebates and tax cuts”, Kenney and Notley squabble over energy policy: Finnish “climate election”; Alberta schools outing students affiliated with gay-straight alliance clubs; toxic waste from mining neodymium for wind turbines; 10% rise in Texas gasoline prices, shadowstats.com 10% inflation rate

1:08:25 Bernie Sanders economic advisor Stephanie Kelton explains Modern Monetary Theory: government “can spend more and take in less at the same time and still end up all right”

1:14:22 Max Keiser & Stacy Herbert on Bitcoin’s reserve currency and $100k future

1:17:20 Producer Segment

1:31:58 Unhinged homoerotic innuendo with Alex Jones and YouTuber Logan Paul; Instagram meme producers unionizing, ACC: “there should be a troll union, by the way”

1:40:11 Media pushing MMR vaccine booster to increase immunity to 93% to 97%; ABC “concerning and scary” propaganda: “or, go right ahead and get the shot!”; WCBS “no vaccine no entry”; NPR on “several pockets around the country” of Orthodox Jews, “oh, super super contagious!”, nonsensical “communities need about 93, 95% of everyone vaccinated in order to really stop these outbreaks”, two doses for “full protection”; hysteria over Israeli flight attendant in coma; JCD’s 2011 Law & Order measles manslaughter, “expires with deadly consequences” pitch

1:57:58 Six-Week Cycle: panic in Denver over suicided teen Sol Pais obsessed with Columbine shooting and “red flag” law, police spokeshole with John Brennan cadence; C-SPAN caller asks about Six-Week Cycle in 2014; Columbine survivor Michelle Wheeler on terrorizing her daughter

2:09:41 Michelle Obama compares Trump administration to “divorced dad” to Stephen Colbert

2:11:31 Donation Segment; ACC tangling with fire ants

2:27:07 JCD itching to get his hands on high-end Gimlet Media equipment after bankruptcy

2:28:59 “Antichrist” Raggedy Ann Greta Thunberg addresses EU Parliament about “end of our civilization as we know it” in 2030, ACC’s the2030club.com, “permanent and unprecedented changes in all aspects of society”, “astronomical amounts” of CO₂

2:38:17 23-year-old clip of Nancy Pelosi talking points; compilation of Fox News bitching about Obama

2:45:41 Jimmy Kimmel Pete Buttigieg pronunciation fails; media obsessing over his ad potential
1129  Banging My Gravel (2019-04-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “The files are still alive, they’re alive!” (1:24:16)
0:00:33  ACC closing down the cludio after next show, getting calls from USPS supervisors
0:02:44  Alastair Campbell: Brexit “people’s vote” do-over needed because “the lies that were told in 2016”, “that is the reason why it is democratic to have another vote”; JOE autotune Nigel Farage (I’m Gonna Tell) 500 Lies propaganda song for end of show
0:13:44  PBS on Trump’s bogus offer to pardon Kevin McAleenan for closing US-Mexico border; State Department funded religious NGOs shipping asylees everywhere cheap labor is needed; childish threat to “dump” illegal aliens on sanctuary cities; Julián Castro harps about “the cruelty of this administration”; Jeffrey Toobin calls migrants “a pestilence to spread”, “illegal immigrants, or undocumented citizen, undocumented people, whatever term you wanna use”
0:25:18  “Upstanding citizen” hip-hop artist Nipsey Hussle’s Fuck Donald Trump, shot by Eric Holder
0:29:01  Right-wing hysteria over Rep. Ilhan Omar’s CAIR banquet 9/11 “some people did something” taken out of context; Omar claims victim cred over hospitals and schools in which “you can’t have the access that you need because someone doesn’t recognize you as fully human”, nonexistent schools where “when Islam is mentioned we are only talking about terrorists”, cheers for “make people uncomfortable”, “CAIR was founded after 9/11” lie, JCD: “CAIR was founded in 1994!”, Rajneeshpuram Oregon and The Wealth of Cities book; Katie Hopkins warns about Muslim political takeover and Ilhan Omar’s sinister post-election transformation; ACC on CVC and her girlfriend not holding hands in public in Rotterdam with Muslim mayor
0:48:08  Admiral James Lyons in 2015 on Islam as “political movement masquerading as a religion”
0:58:26  Producer Segment: free Mueller Report audio book muellerreportaudio.com
1:29:37  Newsweek’s Seth Abramson explains his role as conspiracy theorist “curatorial journalist” to Bill Maher, incomprehensible Trump “Nixon tape” with subtitles
1:35:49  Producer note on local TV reporters taking stories from newspaper headlines; James Clapper contrasts WikiLeak and “responsible media” in allowing spook agencies to call the shots; PBS on Jeremy Corbyn’s warning against extradition of Julian Assange, JCD predicts assassination attempt; Mike Pence’s and Chevron-Ecuador Lago Agrio oil field lawsuits, Assange’s knowledge of DNC e-mail source, Chelsea Manning’s forgotten helicopter gunship footage
1:48:40  James Comey protests “the FBI and the Department of Justice conduct court-ordered electronic surveillance, I have never though of that as spying”; producer note on Executive Order 12333, John Brennan in the crosshairs, een kat in het nauw maakt rare sprongen
1:52:38  “Like-minded lifestyler” Lulu Ramadan to Rachel Maddow on tenuous connection between Trump inaugural ball and dodgy casino operation
1:57:51  Steve Pieczenik excoriates the late DoD Office of Net Assessment head Andrew Marshall
2:08:12  Maxine Waters and Steve Mnuchin squabble like petulant six-year-olds over scheduling: “I believe you’re supposed to take the gravel and bang it”
2:14:22  Donation Segment: no ACC-TtK wedding cake-mushing
2:25:22  Israeli Moon mission “glitch”, “their big goal was to be the first nation on the Moon”
2:30:13  Harvard alumnus Mark Riddell pleads guilty to taking placement tests for $10,000 each
2:32:04  Angelic Initiative “that’s true!” girl explains psychic horse healing, ACC: “I think she’s legit!”
2:38:43  Mea culpa for previous show’s Stephen Cohen misidentification; foul-mouthed Abby Martin
2:43:21  Bill Maher all-in on millennial birth strike: “1.7 times the resources” meme, coded “that’s what we should be shooting for: to make every day look like a Jewish holiday in Los Angeles!”
1128  Tactile Nuke  (2019-04-11)

0:00:00  ACC: “Julie-on! Call Julie-on!”
0:00:31  April 21 show to be in ACC’s new studio, MIA siren whistle unearthed
0:02:07  Gayle King on “shocking” footage of “Julie-on” Assange being hauled bodily from Ecuadorian embassy; distraction from Bill Barr’s statements about possibility of FBI spying on Trump
0:09:15  Barr reviewing investigations into Trump campaign surveillance hearkening back to Vietnam-era FBI shenanigans: “I think spying did occur”; M5M shitstorm compilation: “dog whistle that was audible to all species”; compilation of 2018 M5M reactions to Trump’s spying claim
0:16:50  “It’s all part of the Hillary coverup operation” e-mail from IT provider Platte River Networks
0:19:20  Weimo encourages ACC to delete inaccurate tweet about death of pedestrian in Arizona
0:22:15  Obama not wearing his wedding ring in Berlin with Angela Merkel
0:23:44  Theresa May omits a small detail mentioned by Donald Tusk: “the UK will also have the possibility to revoke Article 50 and cancel Brexit altogether”;  Come and Brexit song
0:28:52  CBS “long-debunked” meme for Trump spying claim, warrant to “monitor” Carter Page; Victoria Nuland’s Steele dossier entanglement; nonsensical “undermine Mueller” meme
0:37:00  Zionist Organization of America’s Morton Klein demonstrates his Tourette syndrome vocalizations; ADL’s Eileen Hershenov: white supremacists “will call, they will look at the genetic inferiority of people that are not white”; Klein points out “fine people on both sides” distortion
0:44:25  Candace Owens irked by being played out of context: “I think it’s pretty apparent that Mr. Lieu believes that black people are stupid”, “you didn’t listen to what I said” to Rep. Jerry Nadler when reprimanded for a nonexistent utterance; unprecedented witness list editorial
0:53:10  Theresa May announces “duty of care” crackdown on social media free speech
0:57:38  Rep. Pramila Jayapal on her gender non-conforming daughter and duty “to legislate our behavior towards all people”; Texas “Free to Believe Act” or “gay cake” law
1:04:47  Producer Segment: $1 album art blocked by Twitter; JCD’s squeaky chair in Show 157
1:21:32  Vaccine skeptic Dr. Christian Bogner in last show’s rubella story, follow-up letter to Detroit Channel 7; Mayor Bill de Blasio announces $1,000 fines for unvaccinated residents
1:32:00  Linguist Deborah Tannen gives a pass to audience-centric code switching by politicians
1:38:33  Justice Democrat’s “modern monetary theory” of unrestrained money printing, JCD: “I trust the Federal Reserve!”;  Family Guy “I’m a douchebag!” iso
1:42:39  RT millennials on proposals for solar geoengineering with sulfur dioxide chemtrails
1:46:06  Milennial woman blames Trump for making Jews anti-Semitic, “I believe that Jews and all people deserve to be safe”; mournful Angelic Initiative “that’s true!” interlude
1:55:52  Facebag “truth taskforce” made up mostly of women, “they are fearless, they are fierce”
2:00:34  Donation Segment: TrK’s wedding GoPro; crowdsourced No Agenda Player tags
2:12:55  Insulin rationing due to big pharma price gouging; hospital pricing based on insurance payouts
2:18:58  ACC blames HAARP for blizzards in US Plains and Midwest, JCD: “maybe it’s just for fun”
2:20:57  C-SPAN caller’s “to me he’s a crook!” iso; Finland “known for its fish, obviously”
2:23:36  Trump firings as “workplace violence incident”; TrK’s daughter’s food service hiring nightmare
2:27:38  Kirsten Gillibrand voices opposition to “tactile nuclear weapons”; “Oops, I did it in the wrong place” as Nancy Pelosi signs bill in Mike Pence’s space, idiotic one-letter-per-pen signage
2:30:47  Stephen Cohen Andrew Klavan credits Mollie Hemingway with identifying the Trump Rotation
2:33:24  Brussels halts 5G rollout, pushback in Moraga CA, CNET shill Ian Sherr’s bullcrap “download a movie within minutes” meme, FCC’s regulation monopoly, Chinese 2.6 GHz “5G”
1127  Netherlindian  (2019-04-07)

0:00:00  ACC: “This is not an opening segment, by the way.” (0:48:53)
0:00:33  Torrential rain at Ronald McDonald House Bandana Ball; “GPSageddon” week rollover
0:04:46  Media hysterical over Trump’s dumb ad-lib at US-Mexico border “our country is full, our area is full, the sector is full”, in-context “the system is full”; PBS on Trump appearing before Republican Jewish Coalition meeting to “repeat his claim” of “our country is full”, wait times at border due to partial shutdowns; JCD on Mexico’s former hard-ass reputation
0:17:23  Julian Assange dragged into Trump Rotation with rumors of expulsion from Ecuadorian embassy; JCD questions US authority to extradite Assange with underage sex tourism parallel
0:29:05  Amal Clooney appointed UK Special Envoy on Media Freedom under Jeremy Hunt
0:32:45  US revokes entry visa of International Criminal Court chief prosecutor Fatou Bensouda
0:33:32  Sen. Richard Blumenthal’s pathetic “release the report!” chant; JCD goes undercover at El Cerrito rally with on-site sign makers, “shoot Trump!” wacko, disheveled Bernie supporters and angry Hillary minions; ACC explores diminutive Kamala Harris’ “too much hair”
0:44:37  Chelsea Handler to Bill Maher on “everything being destabilized” with her family issues after Trump’s election, ACC on occasional hysterical notes from producers in crisis
0:55:34  Climate change “dire warning” compilation with ominous music
0:57:39  Producer Segment: noagendahr.org/peerage; Al Sharpton “mint tulips”
1:21:52  Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez tries out her “blaccent” at Sharpton’s National Action Network conference: “I’m proud to be a bartender, ain’t nothin’ wrong with that!”
1:29:33  John Amos on butting heads with Norman Lear over his stereotype Good Times character
1:32:34  Fundamental design flaw in Boeing 737 MAX trim adjustments
1:37:42  Steve Bannon on Xi Jinping laying out “the Chinese strategy of world domination” to standing ovation at Davos World Economic Forum, “the world’s economic and financial elite have no moral standing”; Emanuel Macron considering referendum to placate French Yellow Vest protestors, last referendum in 2005 over EU Constitution ignored; JCD on Proposition 9 three-state referendum nixed by California Supreme Court
1:46:47  Theresa May scrambling to come up a new Brexit proposal, pro-Brexit MP Jacob Rees-Mogg proposes vetoing EU budget in order to be “as difficult as possible”; MP David Lammy lies “Russian interference is beyond a reasonable doubt” in Brexit vote
1:52:48  “Health scare” over rubella diagnosis connected to Detroit auto show, peculiar “stop calling measles a disease”; National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program’s $4bn in payouts including attorney fees and negotiated settlements with no causality finding; Robert Kennedy Jr. on Merck’s Gardasil HPV vaccine: “one of the greatest boondoggles in history”, links to infertility and depression during clinical trials, “do not let your little girl ever take this vaccine”; Merck sending Gardasil to UPS distribution centers; “pre-cancerous” marketing gimmick
2:06:46  Donation Segment
2:14:28  FDA sounding alarm over seizures from heavy “Juuling”, “vaping rehab” meme
2:16:46  University of Kentucky capitulates to hunger strike for “food insecure” students
2:18:25  Tucker Carlson theorizes that Trump is trying not to get reelected; California gas tax hikes and Dutch Kwartje van Kok; Carlson’s unaired altercation with Dutch historian Rutger Bregman
2:28:26  Second Half of Show: 9/11 nuclear theory in four-hour YouTube video with Dimitri Khalezov
2:35:11  Dumb man on the street video “Netherlindian”; University of Kansas to offer “Angry White Male Studies” class for fifteen students
1126   Truth to Podcaster   (2019-04-04)

0:00:00   JCD: “Okay, we’re gonna start deliverin’ dog turds to his house!”   (0:43:45)
0:00:34   JCD turning 67 on April 5; ACC discovers emoji for falsetto “🎶 that’s true!”
0:04:12   Media obsessing over “sources” claiming Bill Barr is suppressing a bombshell; Jake Tapper: “we didn’t say that there was conspiracy, we said that Mueller was investigating conspiracy”
0:05:51   House Oversight Committee “strike the last word” time extension tactic; Jim Jordan bent out of shape over last-minute testimony from security clearance “whistleblower” Tricia Newbold, Jackie Speier: those who do not qualify for security clearance “shouldn’t be working in the White House or anywhere else”
0:11:23   Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez goes off-script with “what is next, putting nuclear codes in Instagram DMs?”, ACC: “she’s a sound bite missile”, Elijah Cummings thanks her for her “eloquence”, “this is ridiculous!” iso, nonsensical “without proper channels” ad-lib; Instagram IKEA assembly video “that’s just wrong!”; hysterical Jamie Raskin: “this woman is an American hero!”, elitist “they’ve elected us a king!”   (BCotD)
0:27:50   SIGAR Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction John Sopko chuckles with Rep. Thomas Massie over $9bn in completely ineffective opium eradication efforts, 2017 crop reduction “has nothing to with our programs, it’s because of drought”   (CotD); JCD: media preoccupied with whistleblower “dwarf”
0:36:42   ACC recommends The Dirt Mötley Crüe film; ACC’s disappearing mailbox key saga
0:51:15   Comedian Volodymyr Zelenskiy running for president in Ukraine; Tracy Morgan mocks Jussie Smollett: “all I gotta do is not fake a hate crime”; $1 fine for punching a white nationalist
0:59:58   Producer Segment
1:18:48   CDC pushing multiple doses of newly off-patent MMR vaccine; The Brady Bunch “got the measles and died!”, “if you have to get sick, sure can’t beat the measles!”
1:26:59   Global warming in Canada happening twice as fast as in the US; New York Times video of abused nine-year-old Zayne Cowie reading his book Goodbye, Earth!   (BCotD); BP natural gas “smart partner to renewable energy” ad; trailer for HBO Chernobyl miniseries
1:40:53   George Clooney boycotting hotels owned by the Sultan of Brunei over homosexuality capital punishment law, “21st Century Maritime Silk Road” joint venture between Brunei and China
1:47:20   Joe Biden non-apology video explaining why he’s such a creep; Lucy Flores describes receiving “Uncle Joe” experience to NPR: “sure!”, ass-covering “Vice President Biden and I were never alone together”, admonition for “all men, and people who are in positions of power”, JCD: “truth to podcasters”; Dick Morris on National Popular Vote interstate compact’s “end-run around the Electoral College”; idiot Al Sharpton introduces “Andrew Lang”
2:03:01   Donation Segment: Ben Shapiro’s $25,500 for a 60-second ad
2:18:04   Airport delays due to a “technical glitch” with Microsoft Silverlight
2:19:30   Amanda Sloat to CFR panel on Brexit “indicative votes” in UK Parliament, largest number of votes for second referendum; Democracy Now on May’s additional extension request
2:24:43   Producer notes on Lyft’s pay cuts for drivers in San Francisco, JCD: “scam alert!”
2:25:49   Chicago elects black lesbian mayor, JCD Newsletter photo mea culpa, Lightfoot vs Preckwinkle
2:31:31   Clip Blitz: Algerian President resigns; 680 dead of ebola in DRC; Juan Guaidó stripped of immunity; border crisis threatens avocados; Trump lies “my father is German, was German”
2:36:32   The Cure’s Robert Smith to Rock & Roll Hall of Fame interviewer: “by the sounds of it, no”
2:38:32   Christiane Amanpour asks James Comey about suppressing “lock her up” language
1125 Elusive Logic (2019-03-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Mueller Mueller Mueller Mueller Muellerrrrr!” (0:06:40)
0:00:34 ACC addressing “the crackle issue” with ASIO & WASAPI drivers; “that’s true!” medley
0:06:14 Channel 4 News’ Jon Snow on Friday’s London pro-Brexit rally: “I have never seen so many white people in one place”; UKIP’s Gerard Batten: political class has no desire to follow through: “they’ve done everything they possible can to delay it, impede it, in the hope of eventually overturning it”, flawed divorce analogy, recipe for reclaiming sovereignty; Helle Thorning-Schmidt’s “sovereign nations” wishful thinking, South Carolina’s desire for a monarchy, ACC: “Lindsey Graham could’ve been Queen!”; John Bolton pushing trade deals
0:18:48 Compilation of idiot John Brennan being completely wrong about Trump “treason”; Trump excoriates “little pencil-neck Adam Schiff” in Grand Rapids Michigan; House Intelligence Committee Republicans call for Schiff’s resignation; Schiff’s “you might think it’s okay” response
0:26:17 David Cay Johnston and Glenn Greenwald spar on Democracy Now: “the whole thing was a scam and a fraud from the beginning”, Maddow & MSNBC “the Judy Millers of this story”, Johnston busted by Amy Goodman for “Russian agent” claim, Greenwald points out US-Russia tensions; Jeanine Pirro attacks “these arrogant, lying, condescending, leaking haters”
0:40:05 JCD: “logic is elusive”, Saturday Night Live Mueller Report propaganda with line-flubbing Robert De Niro: “we cannot prove a criminal connection”; fake journalist Natasha Bertrand to NPR On the Media on Mueller Report settling the matter: “no, no, absolutely not!”, caller “John” cites Operation Mockingbird and is immediately shut down; CBSN on wrangling over access to unredacted Mueller Report; JCD’s LibJoes all-in on Trump Rotation “rapist”
0:57:58 Joe Biden accused of unwanted kissing by former Nevada assemblywoman Lucy Flores, Democracy Now needling with recent non-apology to Anita Hill, ACC: “this smells of Hillary”; One America News peddles Brennan-Biden conspiracy theory; Eric Holder: Electoral College “a defect in our democracy”; Brad Parscale on getting phone numbers from Trump rally attendees
1:16:41 Producer Segment
1:34:00 Major General Jonathan Shaw cut off by Sky News after questioning Syrian chemical attack
1:37:01 Jussie Smollett lawyer Tina Glandian lies to The Today Show about attackers in whiteface; Chris Rock mocks Smollett at NAACP Awards: “you Jessie from now on!”; Rahm Emanuel blames Trump’s “toxic environment” and lies about Charlottesville “fine people” quote
1:45:17 Earth Hour blackout ignored by most media outlets; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez town hall, parallel between 9/11 and Puerto Rico; ACC on “state of data compression” with jump cuts, jogging by Mona Lisa analogy; AOC “frog in the pot of boiling water”
1:57:03 Idiotically laughing Nancy Pelosi channeling Jeb Bush: “that’s line for applause”
1:58:09 Lyft pay cuts and IPO, defunct PointCast bringing networks to a “screeching halt”
2:02:37 Experian Boost “we can get better credit cards” behavioral manipulation ad
2:06:36 Donation Segment: JCD’s collectible squeaky fiberglass chair
2:15:28 CNN on Southern Poverty Law Center’s “systemic culture of racism and sexism”, JCD theory: employees wanting a piece of $400M war chest; Mark Zuckerberg calling for internet regulation, “lost cause” NPR conflates white supremacy and white nationalism in Instagram
2:29:55 Cholera in Mozambique; WaPo mocks Trump Executive Order to prepare for EMP; New York Post: conspiracy theorists are criminals; Elliott Abrams explains his douchebaggery to BBC
2:35:57 Trump suspends aid in Central America; Abrams draws parallel between Maduro and Noriega
2:39:33 Alex Jones refuses to concede that his position has caused pain to Sandy Hook families
1124  Work to Rules  (2019-03-29)

0:00:00  ACC: “Someone has to pay!” (1:35:29)
0:00:30  Rules for sharing Google Drive files with ACC
0:02:31  Media backpedaling furiously after Mueller Report; Fox Business on Michael Avenatti’s extortion charges: The Godfather parallel, “Mr. President, warm up the Twitter finger”
0:10:56  Rachel Maddow single-show “Russia Russia Russia” compilation; liberal media Watergate & 9/11 and “working for the Russians” compilation; furious Glenn Greenwald blasts MSNBC to Tucker Carlson for “lying to people for three straight years, exploiting their fears to great profit”, CNN & MSNBC “CIA TV”, Matt Taibbi article drawing parallel with weapons of mass destruction; Trump campaign’s “Credibility of Certain Guests” blacklist for TV producers
0:25:48  Trump barks “Russia has to get out!” in press conference with Juan Guaidó’s wife, Venezuela was “one of the richest companies” because of its oil; ACC’s theory that Comey preceded Mueller as mop-up man; “that’s true” catching on as a meme
0:38:05  Democracy Now on protests over European Parliament’s passage of Articles 11 and 13; German CDU party proposes radio station style blanket licenses with percentage of revenue, Amy Goodman’s idiotic characterization of Google and Facebook as “open internet”; Roger McGuinn’s mysterious monthly check, Sirius XM’s additional charge for pre-1974 copyright
0:53:07  Rumors of SquirrelMail’s demise have been greatly exaggerated
0:57:39  Producer Segment
1:14:14  Brian Stelter’s “get back to work” meme on dropped charges against Jussie Smollett, “people don’t know what to believe”; Smollett lies “I would not be my mother’s son if I was capable of one drop of what I’ve been accused of”; angry Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson: “I would want my day in court”, Rahm Emanuel on “ethical cost” to hate crime victims, “this is a whitewash of justice”; text messages between Obama insider Tina Tchen and Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx; apologetic-looking Foxx on “pretrial diversion process”, ACC: “it involved a hate crime!”, paltry $10k forfeiture and community service with Jesse Jackson outfit; Kamala Harris lies “I’m completely confused”, and propagates hate crime talking points; Tina Tchen hired to do Southern Policy Law Center workplace culture review
1:37:41  US Customs & Border Patrol reeling under influx of migrants on Mexican border
1:40:00  Eight Brexit proposals rejected in a single day by British Parliament; Donald Tusk sides with signers of phony online petition and marchers in phony protest: “they must feel that they are represented by you in this chamber, because they are Europeans”; angry Guy Verhofstadt: “we all know that the only way out of this crisis is a new transfer of powers to the European Union and toe the European institutions!” (CotD); Uri Geller all-in on second referendum because the stupid British “didn’t fully understand what Brexit actually meant”
1:52:49  “Work to rules” strike by French customs officers causing six-hour Eurostar queues; JCD story: bringing Trailmobile assembly line to a halt; Spotify to acquire Parcast network
1:58:41  Donation Segment: Spuzzum comedy; goat quiz
2:17:09  Climategate: Democrats irked by Senate mockery of Green New Deal: “cartoon version of the Green New Deal that was cooked up by the Koch Brothers”; producer note on “present” vote; ACC theory: big oil backing Ocasio-Cortez; NewsHour on “taboo” solar geoengineering, “if we know we can do it, will we use it as an excuse not to reduce our fossil fuel emissions?”
2:36:10  Temple University “mass vaccination clinics” to battle mumps outbreak; Rockland County New York bans unvaccinated minors from public places
1123 Cancel Culture (2019-03-24)

0:00:00 JCD: (laughing) “That’s a classic!”
0:00:33 London “People’s march” protesting Brexit, Theresa May’s de facto deputy David Lidington not keen to take her place, Open Britain’s suspect turnout numbers and professional signs, “decide on our future together” meme, Chancellor of the Exchequer: do-over vote “coherent proposition”, “spoon bender” Uri Geller sending mystic energy to May at 11:11
0:07:26 Million-person march in London, new “dial back globalization” narrative; toilet paper for the Queen; Donald Tusk’s “special place in Hell” for Brexiters; ACC infected with Ronald McDonald House plague; ACC’s experiences with the decline of British culture ten years ago
0:20:08 Cambridge University withdraws Jordan Peterson fellowship, innocuous book *12 Rules for Life* pulled from shelves in New Zealand; Prof. John Powell: “I think the defining issue in the country is the question of white supremacy”; millennial “cancel culture” deplatforming; Seattle district attorney’s campaign supported by Powell; “Seattle is Dying” documentary and Dutch methadone “ice cream trucks” in the 1970s; city governments vs homelessness
0:39:10 French yellow vests at week 19 with “lower turnout”, military anti-terrorism units deployed
0:40:44 Resignations and firings at predominately white Southern Poverty Law Center; JMD’s slick marketing letter from Morris Dees and Toni Morrison for SPLC Wall of Tolerance
0:48:14 JCD’s edited clip of Mark Shields stammering incoherently about Mueller report; media “beginning of the end” meme replaced by “the end of the beginning”, foreign media ignoring the fact that there will be no further indictments; *New York Times* opinion piece by “protect Mueller” American Constitution Society’s Caroline Fredrickson “We Don’t Need to Read the Mueller Report”; Chris Matthews outraged that no more indictments are forthcoming
1:00:05 Mueller’s post-9/11 term extension revisited, ACC “mop-up man” theory, JCD predicts redactions and omissions; Democrat candidates clamoring for report; Eric Swalwell to Bill Maher on plan to subpoena Mueller; John Brennan caught flat-footed by Lawrence O’Donnell; JCD on Attorney General not answering to Congress
1:17:48 Producer Segment: ACC recommends 7290 MHz
1:37:25 Engineer producer explores the mathematics of global warming as nuclear bombs and sides with *Madam Secretary*’s “20,000 Hiroshimas”; *Goodness Gracious, Al Gore’s a Liar* song
1:42:14 Nancy Pelosi’s new term “newcomers” for the illegal aliens whose votes she desires; JCD’s 2005 essay “Why the Electoral College Will Be Banished”
1:50:52 Obama’s secretive golf trip to New Zealand sponsored by Mastercard
1:52:51 Angelic Initiative YouTube channel by former CPA mother Lynn McGonagill and vacuum-headed horse faith healer daughter Jamie only allowed to say “that’s true”, “it is not okay for women to have babies and stop contributing to the process … cut off the baby factories”, “probably it’s half a billion”, ACC: “this is some next-level Illuminati shit you’re bringing to the table, John!”, JCD: “this is a modern Democrat”, “we said yes, yes, yes!” iso
2:05:44 New Age YouTubers channeling Mary Magdalene and Isis
2:12:01 Donation Segment: *Hog Story* podcast with Carolyn Blaney and John Fletcher
2:26:31 Trump’s ill-advised bashing of John McCain, irked at not being thanked for “the kind of funeral he wanted”, Meghan McCain “my father” compilation; Steve Pieczenik’s takedown of “spoiled, entitled brat” McCain and David Petraeus from Show 1063 revisited
2:38:48 Producer note on Boeing 737 MAX MCAS Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System
2:42:29 Lithuanian man pleads guilty to scamming Facebook and Google with $122M in phony invoices
1122  Cyclogenesis  (2019-03-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Eek!” (1:14:27)

0:00:35  Shooting in Utrecht, victory for VVD Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en Democratie party

0:05:45  Donald Tusk allows for “short extension” and Brexit in June; Speaker John Bercow requires new proposal to be substantially different from the preceding: “ordah!”; JCD predicts “safety vote”; Roger Daltrey: “oh dear, as if we didn’t tour in Europe before the fucking EU!”

0:14:10  FBI now involved in Boeing 737 MAX criminal investigation, CBS beginning to blame pilots

0:22:29  One America News on Al-Noor mosque’s radicalization of Daryl Jones “Muslim bin John” killed by drone; Brenton Tarrant charged with murdering one person who is still alive, Police Minister Stuart Nash’s repeated “terrorist” meme; “coincidental” police training exercise

0:35:23  John Podesta warning New Zealand about Russian election interference; 4chan wrangling over manifesto’s lack of Jew hate; Trevor Noah makes global warming parallel in blaming Trump as white supremacy figurehead; “lone shoe” prop in propaganda photos of traumatic events

0:51:48  Tayla Harris: “I’m uncomfortable in my work space” after vulgar crotch photo comments

0:53:34  Madam Secretary “20,000 Hiroshimas” propaganda from Al Gore, “tropical cyclogenesis is gonna get more frequent”, “Nauru wouldn’t be in this mess if not for the US spewing massive amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere!” (CotD); Army Corps of Engineers lies about Hamburg Iowa flooding caused by their requirement that levee be lowered (CotD)

1:05:40  Producer Segment

1:20:31  NPR Marketplace millennial defines “femtech” with “sure!”

1:22:32  Idiot student from Global warming truancy operation Extinction Rebellion: “there’s a small group of people with a large amount of money that are being poops”; Prager University compilation of UCLA retard “we’re not going to give time to climate deniers”

1:37:18  Ian Plimer on origin of “97% of scientists” meme; Harvard study all-in on solar geoengineering; Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute busted for retroactively lowering temperature data

1:47:18  Study finds drinking 140° tea leads to cancer; poisoned grapes in the 1980s

1:51:06  ACC OTG: unholy alliance between Credit Karma and Google; Trump’s Ross Perot-style Syria map; ACC’s EDS presentation story; Volvo’s new driver-monitoring camera system

2:04:48  Jeff Bezos dick pics sold by his girlfriend’s brother

2:05:16  Jair Bolsonaro and Trump cozying up; Eliott Abrams grilled by Matt Lee over reset of Juan Guaidó’s 30-day interim presidency; note from Economic Hit Man on US regime change in Granada, military critical for keeping Maduro in power; Chinese OBOR for Italy

2:12:20  Donation Segment

2:18:49  JMD’s cashless restaurant logic: screw the homeless; KOMO documentary “Seattle is Dying”

2:21:26  FCC auctioning 95 GHz to 3 THz; childhood cancer from WiMAX tower in Ripon California

2:25:49  Democracy Now outraged at Trump’s Obama-style droning of Somali civilians

2:27:10  Second Half of Show: Buzz Aldrin “admits” to eight-year-old “we didn’t go there”

2:29:34  New EPA head Andrew Wheeler prioritizing drinking water; violent protests in Wag the Dog epicenter Albania; Jeffrey Epstein trial documents potentially implicating Robert Mueller’s FBI; Paul Ryan joins Fox board; Jeanine Pirro suspended for gripping “Omar wears a heee-jab!”

2:37:31  Kentucky student suspended for refusing chicken pox vaccine based on aborted fetal cells
1121 Accelerationism (2019-03-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “We work hard to create some of the best audio in the world!” (2:14:29)
0:00:35 ACC rear-ended by millennial glued to Google Maps app on mobile device
0:08:24 NPR It’s Been a Minute “like” millennials blather about Facebook outage (BCotD)
0:15:12 Peculiar absence of middle name and “don’t read the manifesto” memes in reporting of New Zealand mosque massacre; near-unintelligible man on the street interview; Dr. Paul Buchanan: terrorist act “confrontational to the point of homicidal”, in contrast with manifesto Q&A section, 9/11 parallel; US legal definition “subnational groups or clandestine agents”
0:33:29 ACC compares Brenton Tarrant’s The Great Replacement manifesto to Anders Breivik compendium with reference to Ottoman Empire and “invaders”, declining European birth rates, “I had little interest in education during my schooling” red flag, influence from 2017 Stockholm terror attacks, goal of intimidating would-be “invaders”, “dear God no” to supporting Trump vs compilation of M5M “specifically invoked our President as an inspiration” lies, goal of US civil war over Second Amendment, Reborn Knights Templar; producer note on Christchurch as white supremacy “hotbed”; “eco-fascist by nature” looking to People’s Republic of China
0:55:02 NPR “cybersecurity expert” all-in on restricting ability to livestream in light of Tarrant’s first-person shooter video; 4chan/8chan sarcasm in manifesto including Candace Owens joke, deletion of “much larger work” manifesto prototype, “the Hagia Sophia will be free of minarets”, “quixotic foolishness of the diverse but equal society”, ACC: “this document is not this guy!”; NPR on “subscribe to PewDiePie” code in streaming video, “sure!” terrorism expert on the existential threat of “extremist message boards” like 8chan
1:17:17 Producer Segment: note on nihilistic Zoomer “accelerationism”
1:45:06 Former Massachusetts Governor Bill Weld announces bid for GOP nomination, Trump’s nationalism and Nazi “nationalist workers’ party”, all-in on Paris Accords, JCD: “this guy is a dick!”, focus on Trump’s “comportment”, “blunder” of not agreeing to secret TPP
1:51:39 Scott Adams pointing out media taking out of context Trump’s “fine people on both sides” and omitting neo-Nazis “should be condemned totally”; Breitbart story about Bikers for Trump illustrating the viciousness of the left taken out of context by CNN
2:00:03 Beto O’Rourke’s 1980s affiliation with the Cult of the Dead Cow covered up by Reuters, bizarre “acts of love” fantasies about running over children; empty “I will not do it” promise to 60 Minutes; Beto to “new Barbara Walters” Gayle King on impeaching Trump for “effort to collude”; predicted “beat the President at the ballot box” meme replacing impeachment
2:12:25 ACC reads doomed Gimlet Media’s bombastic announcement that it is unionizing
2:20:15 Donation Segment
2:31:55 Allied Pilots Association’s Dennis Tajer to CNBS in February 2018 on Boeing suppressing details of MCAS system, release of FAA Emergency Airworthiness Directive; ACC on black box in the hands of “the enemy” France, computer-run Jaguar XJS and Eurocopter with Windows NT 3.1
2:42:41 Tucker Carlson smear campaign using his misogynistic call-ins to Bubba the Love Sponge; Sarah Sanders asked once again whether Trump believes Democrats hate Jews
2:48:11 Al Gore displays chuckling lie tell to CNN: “it’s beyond the consensus of 99% of the scientists”, first opportunity to withdraw from Paris Accord the day after the 2020 election (CotD), Climate Reality Project eleven-year-old recruited for truancy operation, “we’re coming for those of you who are not helping to solve this crisis”
Sure. (2019-03-14)


Fun with elite college entrance fraud scandal, Title 9 women’s sports scholarships, JCD on potential collusion with high schools; Olivia Jade Giannulli video: “I do want the experience of like game days and partying, I don’t really care about school”, JCD: “how hard is to get into USC?” Giannulli on missing a week of school for trip to Fiji: “I’m an adult, are you proud of me?!”, Acc: “this is so bad, there are people in the Troll Room actually begging for you to play an Amy Goodman Democracy Now clip”, YouTube celebrity Schadenfreude

JCD on nepotism of Jared Kushner’s Harvard acceptance as established practice; Robert Woodson to Tucker Carlson on child abuse and “entitlement mentality”

Kamala Harris to NPR on reparations for slavery: “sure!”, links slavery to multigenerational PTSD; Woodson on black and Native American slave owners, “I just think it’s lethal for us to just talk about a simplistic remedy so we can do virtue signaling on the issue of race”

Producer’s copy-paste endorsement of 2020 candidate Andrew Yang, Joe Rogan all-in on his pet cause Universal Basic Income: “we automated away four million manufacturing jobs” rather than sending them to China, JCD’s baby boomer vision of a robotic socialist utopia, ACC: “you need a moat with alligators and booby traps”

Elizabeth Warren on breaking up Silicon Valley companies: “sure!”, Amazon deplatforming its own merchants; Sen. Josh Hawley grills Google “scholar” Will DeVries about inability to fully disable Android location services, “location information is absolutely core to making a mobile phone work”, Hawley makes unfortunate Hotel California reference

Producer Segment: “fun facts” about Switzerland

ACC’s new five-pound Microsoft Surface Dock; housewarming gifts from producers

PBS on rejection of hoarse-voiced Theresa May’s no-deal Brexit; Nigel Farage on MP Geoffrey Cox calling into question the measure’s legality, “she always seems to cough before she says something that is demonstrably untrue”; May speechwriter Chris Wilkins predicting extension

Media ignoring actions against Al-Shabaab in Wes Clark Seven component Somalia

Boeing-Airbus war heats up with grounding of 737 MAX due to FAA finding parallels between Ethiopian Airlines and Lion Air crashes, odd United 93 style crash site, Judy Woodruff tries to blame Trump’s government shutdown; Boeing Uninterruptible Autopilot, plant in Zhoushan China; The Dr. Mumbi Show cites 33 “code code code code code”, Americans warned away from Bole International Airport on March 10 by State Department; ACC: “it’s a glitch!”

Donation Segment: JCD’s “it’s a shame Hillary lost” dating tip

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez tries to make Wells Fargo CEO Tim Sloan responsible for nonexistent Dakota Access Pipeline leaks, JCD: “she doesn’t know how dumb she is”, ACC: “oh, she has bord voor de kop”, nonsensical “building seawalls from the erosion of infrastructure or cleanups, wildfires, etcetera”, annoying nasal “eand” pronunciation

More than 60 goats stolen in Fresno County California, ACC on Tony the taxi driver with dead goat in trunk, 60k Syrian refugees in Fresno

NAS No Agenda Social and Nerve Attenuation Syndrome from 1995 Johnny Mnemonic: “all the electronics around you poisoning the airwaves, technological fucking civilization!”; ad for Nuplazid to treat Parkinson’s disease delusions; Johnny Mnemonic “Thompson eye-phone”

Kara Swisher to vocal fying uptalker YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki on her son watching “idiot” Ben Shapiro and Jordan Peterson videos “and in three clicks he was in Neo-Nazi stuff”
1119 HyperTrending (2019-03-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Can I get your autograph? No!” (2:29:00)
0:00:34 “Dirty theremin” video in show notes; virtue signaling radio stations banning Michael Jackson; “code orange” weather alert for Netherlands departure; millennials listening to Grand Theft Auto fake radio stations with conspiracy theorist DJ “Adam”; Donald Trump ecstasy pills
0:07:58 Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 737 Max 8 crash, lousy Airbus sales numbers
0:10:07 British Parliament to vote on Brexit deal, Theresa May: “we may never leave at all”; Finnish government resigns over health care reform failure; Euronews propaganda declares French yellow vest protests “may finally have run out of steam”; fake balsamic vinegar in Italy
0:22:03 Hillary Clinton trots out her fake Southern accent at Cory Booker campaign event; Elizabeth Warren “chip in” e-mail griping about Manafort sentence
0:29:11 Jussie Smollett indicted on 16 counts; Washington Post’s Zainab Salbi gripes to Morning Joe* about a third of Trump supporters in Ohio being neo-Nazis
0:31:44 Democracy Now on Venezuelan power outage and Mike Pompeo’s “flurry of tweets” calling for “rajeem change”; Maduro accuses US of using “high-level technologies”, JCD: “hey, there’s a switch, Bill”; NBC using State Department-approved term “interim president”
0:40:08 NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine responds with enthusiasm to Space Force “great question”, JCD calls bullcrap on claim that “every banking transaction in this country is dependent on a timing signal from GPS”, April 6 GPS Y2K
0:50:25 SxSW “douchebag heaven”, Foursquare “hypertrending” maps
0:57:47 “Mr. Reagan” video on Justice Democrats “puppets” including Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, chief of staff Saikat Chakrabarti an apologist for Nazi sympathizer Subhas Chandra Bose; Justice Democrats video on AOC’s nomination, JCD draws Tea Party parallel
1:13:29 Producer Segment: JCD’s thoughts on quantum computing: “well-meaning hoax”
1:44:18 Worldwide truancy operation scheduled for March 15, Greta Thunberg: “why should we study for a future we might not have?”; “Woman” of the Year in Sweden, battle with climate hysteria induced depression at age eleven, ACC: “so politicians, if you think it has no effect, what you’re doing … this is the result”; producer notes on Notre Dame University students discussing birth strike, JCD: “take yourself out of the gene pool, you idiots”, “essentially a moat” Texas-Mexico border boots on the ground report
1:52:35 ACC clarifies Jewish representation in Congress as AIPAC influence; Nancy Pelosi’s litany of excuses for Ilhan Omar; Omar on being labeled anti-Semitic, parallel between NRA and AIPAC; Democracy Now on resulting House resolution condemning all discrimination, Gideon Levy lauds “great, great politicians” like Omar for standing up to Israel lobby
2:08:34 NewsHour’s Mark Shields and David Brooks clone Michael Gerson in perfect agreement with Congress stirring up trouble for Trump administration
2:12:01 Donation Segment: ACC’s autographed drawing of Ted Williams
2:34:07 Electronic car keys disabled by rogue radio signal in Perth Australia, JCD story: Lexus SC 400s popular targets for theft using hacker device, absurdity of car doors without keyholes; California man and his family “devastated” at being handed grim news by a robotic doctor
2:43:42 PBS on North Korea reassembling satellite launch facility, shift in US tactics toward seeking “grand bargain” for demuclearization instead of staged approach thanks to John Bolton, JCD on InfoWorld’s Pat McGovern placating critics by firing nonexistent columnists, Japanese PM Shinzo Abe doing his best to stir up tensions due to mutual Japan-Korea hatred
1118 Birth Strike (2019-03-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Creatorrrs in spaaace!” (1:50:08)
0:00:34 Magic number 33 theme in Netflix series Dark, JCD’s low-pitched Silicon Spin guest; ACC at Schiphol Airport hotel, promotion for book Lex Harding: 50 Jaar Media en Popcultuur, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth tracking, creaky Tesla taxis, overpass cameras ticketing phone users; radio stations refusing to play Michael Jackson, UEFA Ajax vs Real Madrid win; no out-of-pocket health care payments or in vitro fertilization for lesbians; Groningen earthquake investigation
0:17:30 Alberta Canada halts fracking after 4.6 magnitude earthquake; Minister of Environment and Climate Change Catherine McKenna: “who remembers the extreme heat that we felt last Summer?”; terrified British women explain to BBC why they are on “birth strike”
0:28:52 CBC The Red Chair voters weigh in on Justin Trudeau; pre-election online political ad ban
0:34:05 Jack Dorsey returns to The Joe Rogan Experience with “trust and safety” head Vijaya Gadde, JCD on “Castle Lafite” machine translation, Gadde blatantly lies about deplatforming of Alex Jones by inserting “there’s a bunch of other stuff” in place of “it’s gonna hit in the middle of the night” call for self-defense; student protests at Hampshire College over possible shutdown
0:46:30 New Gab Dissenter browser extension as dark web Twitter alternative; Zuckerberg’s laughable promise of a “privacy-focused” Facebag; ACC: “this is Andy Warhol’s fifteen minutes”, Big App Show YouTube deplatforming, JCD on vain selfie junkies, diminishing Twitter link clicks
1:01:23 Dutch houses being built without gas connections, JCD on vegans “eating for political reasons”
1:04:06 Producer Segment: ACC’s digital audio “glitch”; SquirrelMail’s impending end of life
1:11:16 Eva Jinek to interview ACC for 2020 election in “Casa Curry” studio; hordes of Dutch Knights
1:14:02 R. Kelly freaks out during interview with Gayle King: “y’all tryin’ to kill me!”
1:18:01 Donny “Douche” Deutsch to Chris Matthews on the new Trump Rotation addition “we will not have a peaceful transition” if “they disqualify him from running for office” or he “gets elected out”, David Brooks’ 30% of public meme, Trump “not beyond starting a civil war”
1:24:03 Producer note on H.R.1 mandating 6-to-1 donation matching as bonanza for networks
1:27:45 Electric Citroën Ami One “cardboard box with wheels” at Geneva International Auto Show
1:33:49 Rep. Ilhan Omar in trouble for shooting her mouth off again about Jews, Democrat resolution in the works rolling anti-Muslim sentiment together with anti-Semitism; ACC on Jewish majority in Congress; Jeremy Corbyn calling for arms embargo against Israel
1:41:20 Michael Savage being transitioned to podcast format, guest theorizes Trump is hated by the political elite because “he’s a businessman”; Ben Shapiro “No Agenda, facts!” iso; Newt’s World podcast; doomed new Luminary startup podcast network with subscription model
1:59:29 Donation Segment: Scott McKenzie’s new book The Archivist
2:12:36 Jill Abramson on Facebook’s siloing effect; JCD’s interest in interview with William Shatner
2:17:48 RT on new US sanctions for financial dealings with Maduro government; German Ambassador ejected for acknowledging Guaidó; State Department objects to use of “opposition leader”, Matt Lee calls “weak sauce” to spokeshole Robert Palladino, Marco Rubio calling CNN a Russian shill; demands for Elliot Abrams’ removal from Holocaust Museum position over his support for war crimes; media changes narrative to obsess over illegal immigration surge
2:32:31 Dutch “fake news” usage; draft Russian law against disrespecting government; Democracy Now on insurance regulators looking into Trump businesses for “inflating the value of its assets”
2:41:19 Birmingham UK school to halt “No Outsiders” LGBBTQQIAAPK rights program because “it’s a predominantly Muslim school” (CotD); ACC reading Raising the Transgender Child
1117 Composting People (2019-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Buy, we gotta buy ya a beer!” (1:43:51)
0:00:40 ACC at 125-strong Austin meetup with “Ben” name tags and foam fingers
0:06:38 BBC mischaracterizes Trump’s two-hour ad-lib speech at CPAC Conservative Political Action Conference, “everybody knows the word I’d love to use!” for shithole countries, “please get us the e-mails!”, “this is how I got elected, by being off script”, “New Green Deal, or whatever the Hell they call it”, odd reference to men in inauguration crowd unable to walk
0:23:03 State Department offering “up to a million dollars” for information on Hamza bin Laden “stripped of citizenship” by Saudi Arabia, State Department spook asked about “rebranding” of al-Qaeda, Today Show asserts “it’s believed he may have married the daughter of Mohamed Atta”, ACC predicts Ayni Tajikistan; China Uncensored on “secret Chinese military outpost”
0:47:58 Médecins sans Frontières hospitals attacked in Democratic Republic of Congo, ebola victims “picked up and ran”, sketchy “they’ve never seen ebola before!”, handoff of operations to ALIMA Alliance for International Medical Action, reality TV producer Glenda Hirsh on board
0:56:39 Producer Segment: ACC’s LSD bereavement card; No Agenda blocked in “the loony bin”
1:45:02 David Brooks’ Freudian slip on Trump and Michael Cohen who have “dragged us all down there with us”, Mark Shields lies “not a single member of the Republican committee defended Donald Trump”; Republican Rep. Mark Meadows defends Trump against racism accusations
1:53:17 Canadian MP Michelle Rempel explains SNC-Lavalin bribery and fraud scandal, “lobbying spree to end all lobbying sprees, like, imagine American-style lobbyists”, deferred prosecution agreement to protect company’s ability to bid on government contracts, Rempel chided after accusing Trudeau of conspiracy, $30k in Canadian prostitutes for Gaddafi’s son, “this is the so-called victimless crime that our woke, feminist Prime Minister is moving mountains to cover up”, Trudeau’s defense: “every step of the way we will stand up for Canadian workers”
2:02:37 Uptalking Casey Newton to The Vergecast on Facebook’s content moderation farms with $15/hour “cogs in a machine”; YouTube filtering conspiracy theory videos; douchebag Nilay Patel cites “folks who, they believe 9/11 was an inside job, which is false”, surprise at reviewers who found Alex Jones was “starting to make some sense”, moderators compared to soldiers and firefighters, JCD: “do we know that this is not some CIA experiment?”
2:15:04 Apple Wallet detects change to ACC’s Chase credit card; surge in $100 bills in circulation
2:20:55 Washington state heroin overdose victims in refrigerated trucks and new state laws allowing human “recomposition” or “composting people”; Canada to extradite Meng Wanzhou to US
2:23:58 Gov. Jay Inslee’s Solyndra-style kickoff to 2020 campaign; 60 Minutes teaser for children suing federal government over climate change; arrogant 16-year-old “we voted you” girl Isha Clarke to Amy Goodman: “just because she has more life experience than me doesn’t mean anything”, alarm over rain caused by climate change ending drought caused by climate change, “climate change is an intersectional issue”; producer note on 2030 climate model divergence, Chinese 2030 target for Paris Agreement; Trump climate czar William Happer’s “shut up!” to Andrew Ross Sorkin, “carbon dioxide is actually a benefit to the world, and so were the Jews”
2:38:17 Donation Segment
2:45:24 Virginia first lady Pam Northam’s apology for handing out cotton to black students
2:48:32 The Grand Tour shilling for Chongqing China, JCD recommends Shanghai
2:51:24 New Treasury Department sanctions against Venezuelan officials; German Justice Minister calls for voting age to be lowered to 16 in light of school truancy operations
0:00:00 ACC: “Hey! That must be a pesticide, aaaghh!” (2:25:27)
0:00:34 Zephyr cancelled due to snow
0:01:21 Michael Cohen testimony played on network TV and C-SPAN 3; unhinged Alex Jones on *Joe Rogan Experience*: “I’m sorry the Sandy Hook kids died, my identity is not that!”, substitutes “WaPo” for “Huawei” in context of 5G, ACC: “marijuana was necessary”
0:08:41 JCD irked by Academy Awards in memoriam segment omissions and inclusions list, Trevor Noah’s *Black Panther* “Wakanda forever” abelungu abazi ukuba ndiyazokwa “white people don’t know I’m lying” joke, “middle-age farts” in audience boogieing to Queen, *Bohemian Rhapsody* editor’s consolation prize, “community” irked over portrayal of bisexuality
0:20:04 Michael Cohen primarily in hot water for bank fraud and tax evasion, minor campaign finance violation, Putin’s penthouse a PR stunt; Rep. Mark Green gripes about Democrats trotting out a serial liar as their star witness, “yes” to planned book deal, takes credit for convincing Trump to run in 2016; ACC: “shit, he sounds just like Andrew Horowitz!”, JCD on “leave your wife rich” phone calls in Brooklyn-Boston accent; inauguration hotel price gouging, JCD on Yakuza golf club parallel; Norah O’Donnell’s Debbie Wasserman Schultz “ousted by Russian leaks” meme, Schultz gripes about Russia “weaponizing” DNC e-mails, “involved in the rump” flub, unlikely Roger Stone on speakerphone story, WikiLeaks tweeting e-mail dump a month in advance: Rep. Elijah Cummings closes with “333 dollars a month in insulin” rant; CNN’s endless MH370 coverage and *Nightline* covering nothing but Iran hostage crisis
0:39:29 Climategate: “five sigma level” of confidence that humans cause global warming, Benjamin Santer formerly of East Anglia; Severn Cullis-Suzuki scolding 1992 Rio Summit attendees; teacher producer note on truancy operations and the dangers of admitting skepticism
0:50:19 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Instagram cooking video: “there’s scientific consensus that the lives of children are going to very difficult”, odd expression for “is it okay to still have children”, “watered-down proposals that frankly are going to kill us”, “if we do nothing, there is no hope, period, that’s just a principle across the board”; Kamala Harris all-in on GND ROI
1:00:04 JCD on pro-nuclear China vs European divestment; Bill Gates on the reliability benefits of nuclear power, “how do you make steel?”, “per-output it’s the safest form of energy ever created”, Chinese nuclear energy cheaper than coal
1:10:14 Producer Segment: *Pod Save America* butchers CNN ad; Guyana and Venezuela
1:45:13 Prof. Zia Miami to *Democracy Now* on India-Pakistan flareup due to upcoming Indian election; JCD recommends Fawn Pakistani basmati rice, Kashmiri civilians caught in the middle
1:52:58 Huawei executive at Mobile World Conference promising no back doors in 5G products; *Wall Street Journal* promises speeds “a hundred times faster”; ACC’s two-device OTG strategy
2:08:48 Trump and Robert Lighthizer squabble about the significance of MOUs in Chinese negotiations, “from now on we’re not using the word memorandum of understanding any more”
2:12:04 Jorge Ramos detained in Venezuela; calls for Justin Trudeau’s resignation for pushing deferred prosecution of SNC-Lavalin in Libya corruption case
2:16:35 Donation Segment: ACC’s hearing aid feedback chirp; passionate marijuana experts
2:28:27 JCD on demilitarization of Korean Peninsula vs North Korea, ACC’s “weird sex stuff” theory for Neocon creep John Bolton’s position; TPS Temporary Protected Status for Venezuelans
2:35:46 Pinterest spokeshole on suppressing vaccine skeptic search results: “vaccines are settled science”, JCD on 2009 Norman Lear measles propaganda, reintroduction of “eradicated” disease
1115 Truancy Crimes (2019-02-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hnyi, hnyi, hnyi, hurry up it’s gotta go faster!” (2:12:48)
0:00:33 ACC and Tulsi Gabbard in very cold Des Moines, meetup knightng with real sword
0:08:21 “Feinstein” ambushed by abused Sunrise Movement children clamoring for Green New Deal, douchebag teacher: “you’re at the faces of the people who are gonna be living with these consequences!”, JCD: “this is a truancy operation, these people should be jailed!”, Feinstein buttslams sixteen-year-old claiming “we’re the people who voted you”
0:22:20 Feinstein’s chickenshit draft climate resolution: California drought “likely” 15% worse due to climate change, “by no later than 2050” when she’s long dead, “energy efficient standards for ceiling fans”, “meaningful training for new economic opportunities”. JCD: “learn to code!”, handouts for everyone but old white men; JCD on the “duck and cover” and fallout shelters
0:33:43 Panic attacks from unannounced Florida school active shooter drill; CNBC: How to Train Your Dragon sequel promoted “where kids and teenagers spend their mind... spend their time”
0:37:24 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez takes credit for Green New Deal, “you do it!”
0:39:22 Anti-Defamation League’s Jonathan Greenblatt says something /ɪm.por.ʔə/ about anti-Semitic white supremacists; Bernard-Henri Lévy propagates anti-Semitic yellow vest protests meme to Bill Maher: “populism is the nickname, gentle name, for fascism, therefore for anti-Semitism” (CotD); Canadian activist Nora Loreto: movement opposing UN as “conspiracy theory”
0:51:10 Producer Segment: Foundations: Their Power and Influence by Rene Wormser
1:20:19 Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome “scromiting” and “dabbing” butane-extracted hash oil
1:26:21 Israel moon mission on three-month trip due to lack of Saturn V rocket
1:28:19 Jill Abramson loses track of the Vice narrative talking to “advertising, call it whatever you want” Vivian Schiller, New York Times analytics boards à la Max Headroom, “it’s all Trump!”, Schiller misses the quality over exclusivity point, “compromiiise” of “paid post” native advertising, “rake overrrrrrrrr” and “my voice is getting a little froggy” isos
1:46:42 Samsung Galaxy S10 5G event hypes “remote surgery, cloud gaming, and autonomous driving”; Huawei founder Ren Zhengfei echoes Trump’s anticipation of 6G, Mike Morrell warns about “more platforms from which an intelligence service can spy from”, White House warning allies against doing business with Huawei; Gayle King: “and what was your take on Mr. Huawei?”; JCD on hacker kids abusing home automation, ACC: millennials don’t care
1:59:04 Donation Segment: ACC’s credit card hijack, JCD’s two tanks of gas and a pair of sneakers
2:10:42 Industry insider: “places that handle cash are less safe than those that don’t have cash on hand”, absurd “they’re asking for it” lie, ACC proposes “cashless is racist”
2:14:47 Maduro severs ties with Colombia after border clashes; Richard Branson standing in for Clooney with benefit concert; John Bolton all-in on getting US oil companies into the country
2:19:38 Patriots owner Robert Kraft charged in prostitution case, Chinese taking over “massage” industry; Des Moines Chinese pizzeria; Julie Brown on Jeffrey Epstein victims of “royalty”
2:29:19 James Clapper speculates Trump may be “witting or unwitting” Russian asset
2:31:17 Possible Six-Week Cycle arrest of white supremacist Christopher Paul Hasson with guns and a spreadsheet, former RNC Chair Michael Steele: Trump “probably not happy about what law enforcement did”, Nicolle Wallace: “that’s a brave thing to say”
2:35:26 Don Lemon’s changing story about Jussie Smollett: “my first reaction was... sadness”
2:38:48 Mark Shields: Bernie Sanders’ huge crowds set to be written off by media a second time
2:41:04 Lisa Desjardins on DoD border wall funding to stop drug trafficking
1:08:49 Producer Segment

1:37:36 Canadaland podcast on Vice using Jill Abramson’s book manuscript in “oppo campaign”; war correspondent Laura Logan to Mike Drop podcast on journalists as “political activists”

1:48:48 Chinese Belt and Road Initiative on its last legs financially and popularly, $60bn for Pakistan unlikely to be paid back; Mohammad bin Salman on signing of $20bn in MOUs

1:53:03 Family of Covington Catholic student Nicholas Sandmann sues WaPo for $250M over smear campaign, Alan Dershowitz: “reasonable case”; danger of libel insurance cancellation

2:03:59 2,250 ADA website accessibility lawsuits; Iranian military takes over US drones over Syria

2:07:38 British girls on Love Island reality show on the horrors of Brexit: “I love my holidays!”

2:09:21 Donation Segment

2:15:42 David Icke hounded by Australian TV interviewers after visa cancellation

2:28:21 Climategate: climatologist Patrick J. Michaels to Mark Levin on superiority of Russian climate models, “parameterized” or “fudged” UN models

2:34:13 ACC OTG: Google busted for sneaking a microphone into Nest Guard security devices; advertisers freaking out over inadvertent soft child pornography on YouTube

2:39:08 New Trump Rotation addition from Alisyn Camerota: “humorless”

2:40:55 Macron branding yellow vests anti-Semites; Jeopardy! “what are macaroni and cheese”

2:44:28 Douchebag Tucker Carlson channeling Bill O’Reilly by revisiting marijuana “scromiting” meme

2:50:53 18 trillion gallons of rain in California
1113  Axe (2019-02-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hello Cleveland!”

0:00:31  JCD’s printer shifts into A4 mode, long-standing empty threat of US metric conversion; Trump Rose Garden National Emergency speech on how great post-Brexit trade with UK is going to be, ACC: “yes, very good, very more, very bigger, very strong … the greatest trades ever”

0:05:11  Italy’s eviction of French ambassador over its control over economies of 14 African countries via CFA Central African franc with one-way exchange for euros

0:12:09  Trump’s National Emergency under legislation including 10 U.S.C. §284, uptalking run-on “and we will then be sued … and then we’ll get another bad ruling, and then we’ll end up in the Supreme Court …”; Washington Post’s Karen Tumulty to NPR: “the real checks on presidential power … have always been norms”, fails to give a meaningful example; David Brooks: “he lost the government shutdown, so he’s giving himself a performance trophy”; laundry list of Obama’s emergency declarations; Fox on declaration under National Emergencies Act; Jim Acosta vs “Angel Moms”; MSNBC admits non-citizens commit more crimes than citizens

0:29:46  Amy Goodman chokes on Mitch McConnell’s show of support, Pelosi on Trump’s “end run around Congress”, Public Citizen labels the move “perhaps the most dangerous yet by the unstable and increasingly autocratic President Trump”, spokeshie’s repeated “racist wall” meme; Sen. Bob Menendez outraged by Trump criminalizing drunk driving

0:36:40  PBS’ Yamiche Alcindor on Trump’s DoD funding sources, “they could axe for more money”; NPR defends “axe” pronunciation as Chaucerian

0:45:24  April Ryan vs Don Lemon on Kamala Harris’ blackness revisited; Harris’ father Donald’s article “Reflections of a Jamaican Father” reveals her great-grandmother was a slave owner

0:51:21  Elizabeth Warren shifts into fourth grade teacher mode when heckled: “be easy, be easy!”

0:54:28  PBS blames unrest in Haiti on $2bn PetroCaribe discount oil deal with Venezuela; 2015 “cholera is on the rise” report on Clinton Foundation stealing $10bn in earthquake relief funds

1:03:16  Producer Segment: “competitor” Unfiltered podcast; 11 11 11 Super Karma Geocoin tracking

1:25:37  Qualcomm funding The Hill native ad videos for 5G, Pittsburgh mayor blathers about the need for inclusiveness in “smart cities”: “if we’re only mining the data for a some that we’re creating a larger digital divide”, “it’s a system of systems”, interviewer closes with “great!”, “techtitute” Sarah Lacy raves about 5G for VR and AR, “the future isn’t in pressing buttons, it’s in being the button”; ACC on 5G as the growth sector alongside global warming

1:38:49  Trump intent on addressing $22T in debt with the military: “growth will straighten it out”

1:42:44  Pope defrocks ex-cardinal Theodore McCarrick for soliciting sex while taking confession

1:47:10  Dogs Are People Too: viral video of Bakersfield woman dragging a dog behind her Bird scooter

1:50:02  ACC’s FICO score up to 750 with help from TtK; NBC native ad for Experian Boost scam: “anyone who leaves the program should expect to see their score drop”, ACC: “this is slavery!”

1:57:35  Donation Segment

2:16:22  PBS gives 15 minutes to South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg to blather about a 2020 presidential run, “climate security” fearmongering; weepy 11-year-old abused child at UK rally

2:24:49  PBS and Euronews on US airlifting aid supplies to Venezuela, JCD rubblization theory, drugs and Hezbollah stories going back to 2009; Mike Pence and Angela Merkel at odds over Iran deal; Euronews propaganda: yellow vest protests pettering out after three months

2:32:47  Spot the Spook: Autoline Daily podcast on GM board crowded with military and spooks

2:35:08  /ɪm.por.ʔənt/ information in “MAGA country” attack orchestrated by Jussie Smollett
1112  El Valvador  (2019-02-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh my God!” (1:23:35)

0:00:35  Happy “Valentine’s Day”, Dame Astrid’s note about Japanese women buying chocolate for men, Newsletter sucked into black hole due to Google’s adoption of “TensorSlow”

0:07:32  Furor over Rep. Ilhan Omar’s tweet about Jewish money in politics, defense by “Steve the Jew” Pieczenik on AIPAC American Israel Public Affairs Committee, “I basically am related to Rom Bomb”, PAC money flying politicians on junkets to Israel; Meet the Press on danger of “political anti-Semitism”; ACC on Justice Democrats being “run” from the shadows

0:17:07  “Heat-seeking missile” Omar reads script grilling Elliott “Adams” about “Iran Cortra affair”, snotty “that was not a question, thank you for your participation”, “US policy in El Valvador”, Abrams: “that is a ridiculous question ... no!”, Omar: “I will take that as a yes”

0:24:44  Cenk Uygur’s nephew Hasan Piker proposes “drastic wealth redistribution” to render billionaires obsolete; Mitch McConnell announces “Green... New Deal” roll call vote

0:29:01  Heavily made-up Amy Klobuchar weasels out of supporting Green New Deal; Don Lemon and April Ryan wrangle over whether Kamala Harris is “black enough”, “nononononono!”, “Jamaica did not come out of Jim Crow, I’m just saying!”; Harris reveals hypocrisy as prosecutor who smoked “weed”, “Tupac for sure” taken as a lie, ACC reads Cardi B “pop that pussy” lyrics; Ben Shapiro mocks Harris, manical laugh and Shari’s Berries “oh... my... God” isos

0:47:06  Victoria Nuland stepping down from a Center For a New American Security position

0:50:26  ACC’s Hedwig and the Angry Inch outing with plenty of Trump hate; producer note on attending AOC’s alma mater Boston University in her “invisible No Agenda hat”, recording of unhinged F-bomb-spewing Korean psychology professor railing against Trump

0:56:28  Neuroscience professor Sam Harris shortsightedly justifies podcast paywalls to Joe Rogan

1:05:19  Producer Segment: No Agenda for homeschooling curriculum

1:31:28  Trains Good Planes Bad: Obama Green New Deal high-speed rail “no takin’ off your shoes” revisited; Gavin Newsom scales program back to Merced to Bakersfield; JCD on demolished San Francisco bus terminal, possible bailout of corrupt officials speculating on land

1:45:21  Former Baltimore LGBTQ Commission member Julia Beck to Tucker Carlson on danger of men legally identifying as female, “the T is based on gender identity, which is not based in biological reality”, “I don’t think it’s fair to lump us all into the same acronym”

1:50:08  Nicolás Maduro asserts that the “Ku Klux Klan rules over the White House”; Mike Pompeo: Hezbollah has “active cells” in Venezuela; NBC on Benjamin Netanyahu walking back “common interest of war with Iran” statement; JCD predicts Wes Clark Seven false flag

2:01:39  Donation Segment

2:12:55  The War on Cash: Philadelphia considering bill to require businesses to accept cash

2:16:41  ACC OTG: recommendations for 18-year-old producer, benefit of not getting iMessage notifications; giggly NPR millennial concludes life is impossible without big tech: “by rejecting Facebook I had to reject a lot of people in my life”, JCD on millennials generally oblivious to antennas; “1234” password security flaw in industrial temperature control systems; New York City regulations requiring minute-by-minute passenger tracking in ride sharing services

2:28:38  Boring CNN backgrounder on “El Chapo” Guzmán, $100M bribe to Obama’s buddy former Mexican President Peña Nieto; Oracle vs Amazon, girlfriend admits showing Bezos dick pics

2:33:15  Iranian spy Monica Witt invokes Edward Snowden, disappearing mole in FBI photo gallery
0:00:00 ACC: “Boo-hoo, I have to pay off the bond!” (2:15:22)

0:00:35 Happy birthday to George Stephanopoulos; make-a-wish 11:11 on digital clocks; ACC’s dinner with former New York banker, Trump screws New York and California with property tax deduction cap, anointed CFR member Stacey Abrams “no Maxine Waters”

0:08:20 Trump presidency “over!” with connection to Jeff Bezos sexting scandal with Lauren Sanchez; CBS on National Enquirer running afool of Justice Department over blackmail attempt; Democracy Now on Trump’s alliance with David Pecker, Washington Post “government entity” and Jamal Khashoggi theories; ACC’s battles with the Dutch gossip media, Bezos’ feeble protestations on Medium, ACC theory: Microsoft torpedoing JEDI Pentagon cloud contract

0:26:29 Democracy Now on NSA unearthing with Mohammad bin Salman threatening Jamal Khashoggi in 2017 “with a bullet” on the eve of the White House’s deadline to determine his culpability

0:29:41 Beto O’Rourke to be anointed by Oprah in Times Square; Elizabeth Warren’s uninspired 2020 announcement, campaign song Respect; Scott Adams on Warren’s nonexistent sense of humor

0:37:31 Al Sharpton on beleaguered Virginia officials: “forgiveness without a price is not forgiveness”

0:40:57 YouTube journalist Tim Pool on Alex Jones deplatforming due to media pressure after confrontation with Oliver Darcy, millennial journalists all in the same Twitter bubble, comScore “traffic assignment” to defraud investors; JCD story: Mevio Dude Named Ben’s barcode database, PC Magazine’s early rejection of clickbait slideshows; Al Jazeera on big companies writing off investments in the likes of BuzzFeed, Bezos’ wasteful WaPo Super Bowl ad

1:01:46 Producer Segment: 11 11 11 Super Karma Geocoin’s 104,663 miles logged as x1je36

1:57:20 Jill Abramson defends her plagiarized new book to Fox and NPR, JCD: “I wonder if she wrote the book”, plagiarized glossary entry settled for nominal fee, dictionary copyright

2:10:26 Rapper 21 Savage arrested by ICE as illegal alien after bitching about immigration policies on The Tonight Show, ACC on the immigration bond procedure endured by friend who overstayd visa; lawyer’s rant about community services vs “I buy a new car for the bitch” lyrics

2:17:19 M5M carefully avoiding Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez saying “today is a really good day for families ... who have seen their living rooms being flooded in with the waves, flooded in with the waves of rising sea levels”; “new Green New Deal” resolution full of “we agree” language, FAQ creatively doctored with farting cows by the internet; AOC links Green New Deal to social justice, “whooohoo” iso, Sen. Ed Markey lies “global temperatures are the highest in recorded history”; ACC on climate scientists walking back their positions in advance of 2030

2:32:06 Climate scientist Kate Marvel to Alex Baldwin’s podcast: “what percentage of the warming right now are humans responsible for? over 100%” (BCotD), “more than all of the warming”, Peter deMenocal on chemtrails: “it just begets this kind of hubris that humans can control everything”, London volcano climate model scenario, Green New Deal for “wide-scale battery storage”, nuclear power ignorance, “I’m not sure that climate change is an immediate threat to human existence, but I know that it is an immediate threat to human happiness”

2:46:37 JCD on Y2K parallel, Georgetown TX 100% green energy scam revisited; a year’s worth of snow in one day in Seattle; European Solidarity Corps Hitlerjugend promoting Dutch trancy

2:54:41 Donation Segment

3:10:49 Typhus outbreak at Los Angeles City Hall due to rat infestation, Dutch tyfusjong

3:15:25 Democracy Now on arms and radio antennas flown in to Venezuela, excoriates Elliott Abrams as “right-wing hawk”; France recalls ambassador to Italy for the first time since 1940
1110 Kremlin Crush (2019-01-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “She’s aliiive!”

0:00:32 Elizabeth Warren apologizes for “American Indian” on 1986 Texas State Bar application, JCD: “she’s actually gorgeous as a high school girl”; Shep Smith “prompter!”, Warren lies “that is a claim that has been fully investigated”, “this is our family story!”; rewriting history with “the facts suggest that you absolutely have a Native American ancestry in your pedigree” from geneticist Carlos Bustamante, CBS gets “racial insensitivity” jab in on Trump

0:12:51 Virginia officials under fire for blackface and sexual assault incidents, Fallon & Kimmel keeping quiet; ACC: “where’s Al Sharpton?”, CBS on Republican chosen from “ceramic bowl” up next in line of succession; The View screech-fest over photo of Joy Behar dressed as “beautiful African woman”; New York Times accuses Mary Poppins of racism

0:23:28 Tulsi Gabbard jingle, “Kiss of Death Endorsement Company” recruits David Duke; Glenn Greenwald on bogus story about “Kremlin crush” on former sweetheart Gabbard, NBC “notorious on behalf of both the CIA and the DNC”; Greenwald to Tucker Carlson on neocons migrating to Democrat party largely because of Hillary, disgraced New Knowledge operation

0:31:29 Pod Save America douchebags mock “that racist guy” Stephen Miller, fawning over “brilliant” Stacey Abrams; Foreign Policy magazine article embracing identity politics; Abrams on green screen for State of the Union response; sarcastic Pod Save America Oatly oat milk ad

0:41:28 Spotify acquires Gimlet Media and Anchor, unskippable ads a No Agenda deal-breaker

0:46:08 State of the Union: ACC on networks choosing biggest campaign spenders: MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace delighted by clips contrasting SotU and Trump attacking Joe Biden; Van Jones’ “cookies and dog poop” summary; long-winded Democrats and Trump; paper-shuffling Nancy Pelosi, minions in “very powerful” white suffragette dresses, JCD: “why don’t they wear a bustle?”; Rep. Paul Tonko: “climate change is an ultimate solution”; Whipsaw! jingle, NBC “we’re gonna have to see what happens” to exemplify Trump’s shutdown threats

1:00:05 Producer Segment: “Pentacon” repeated from Show 1015; ACC’s “son I never had” Dexter

1:30:16 Jack Dorsey to Joe Rogan on departure from “post-comment” model, deplatforming based solely on “conduct”, “downrank the replies” shadowbanning, “machine learning and deep learning model”, ACC: “skip logic”, immortal content model, GIF mispronunciation

1:49:13 Super Bowl prediction misfire with Patriots win, pervasive robots & talking tubes in ads

1:53:11 Boston Antifa “shame shame shame!” iso, Alex Jones “God told me destroy Joe Rogan!”

1:55:23 Nigel Farage plays Jeremy Corbyn railing against EU: “he’s more Brexit than I am!”

1:58:47 JCD: Trumpy Bear a legitimate collectible, box of 1962 Kennedy bumper stickers

2:01:24 No photos of Ruth Bader Ginsburg at National Museum of Women in the Arts

2:04:39 ACC’s “living the app life”, IKEA rental app; Austin scooter collides with app-rented car

2:07:27 Donation Segment

2:18:16 Climategate: BBC Radio 5 compares acceptance of global warming with evolution, twelve-year time scale “useful to think about”, American “evangelical thinking” lie, ACC: “nut jobs!”, “in rational terms, do we need a new president, for the planet?”, abused children parrot talking points; €340M European Solidarity Corps Hitlerjügend; producer note on Frozen school play propaganda; NOAA: 2018 fourth hottest year; electric cars crippled by frigid temperatures

2:32:07 Google attacking spam with TensorFlow; producer note on cable networks buying fake views

2:36:40 CBS on Venezuelan military itching to defect to opposition

2:40:01 Sen. Mazie Hirono grills judicial nominee over her position on dwarf tossing
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1109  Pentacon (2019-02-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “I hate Super Bowl analysis.” (2:16:09)
0:00:34  Hoax report on dead birds in The Hague due to 5G experiment; German
          jettisoning Huawei; ACC’s Nest logging walk-bys, JCD: “soldering gun”;
depopulated Roku advertisement box Buzzkill Jr.’s assertion that Middle
Eastern Dudes Named Ben are superior; Rachel Maddow freaking about Russia
switching off grid, ACC proposes “Professor Ted Scholarship for Cyber-Prophylactics”
0:14:51  ACC’s gives real estate agent his eavesdropping and undivided attention OTG
rationale
0:19:16  Atlanta clearing out the homeless for Super Bowl LIII, Rams predicted to win
0:26:09  Spotify in talks to acquire Gimlet Media, exclusive offer for No Agenda;
constant insincere and disdainful ad reads on popular podcasts, “the master” Leo
LaPorte vs Ben Shapiro
0:34:38  ACC’s pushing Altria vape products, $13bn purchase of Juul, new study on e-cigaretttes
with “surprisingly positive results”, ACC: “from now on they should be referred to as big
nic”, JCD on buying university study results, Edward Bernays smoking campaign for women,
Michael Savage’s disgust at proposed ad campaign adopted by Hannity
0:42:25  Debunked story of Mike Pence supporting conversion therapy revisited; tearful Ellen
Page to Colbert: Pence “wishes I didn’t have the love with my wife”, harm to LGBTQ
community “as the government of Indiana”; no mention of Florida bank killings while Chris
Cuomo & Don Lemon debate MAGA hat bans: “maybe it means Mexicans are rapists
to people”
0:54:41  CNN propagates sketchy report that European colonization caused global cooling;
NPR on 1995 Newt Gingrich Congress focus group testing the term “climate change”, media
should not “fact check” Trump, BBC “late to the party” in jettisoning “people who reject the
science just on the basis of what’s convenient for them ideologically”, new statistic 98.5% of scientists
1:08:17  Producer Segment: BART’s “silent” trains; Pleroma Mastodon fork; “goat power!” jingle
1:27:48  Able Kirby’ jingle-making shower timeout, Sir Chris She’s Going the Distance
Hillary song
1:28:50  JCD powers through Tulsi Gabbard’s low-energy “beacon of aloha” candidacy announce,
ment, NBC smear campaign linking Gabbard to “stirrings” of Russian support, JCD’s LibJoe all-
in; Canadian government “right?” spokeshole spews gobbledygook about Critical Election
Incident Public Protocol: “it’s going to be context-dependent and context-specific”
1:39:20  BBC: Juan Guaidó “Venezuelal’s Obama”; socialist Democracy Now on “US-backed” coup as
Trump’s first step toward Cuba and Nicaragua, Vice President Delcy Rodríguez calls out “the
dislocated Mike Pence”, military brass bribed with US visas into turning on Maduro
1:49:22  Cameroon cracking down on protests; 900 dead in Democratic Republic of Congo;
Spanish taxi drivers ditching vehicles en masse; ACC hurls Bird scooter into street; Dutch
kids ditching school for global warming; French yellow vests vs eye-gouging Flash-Ball
police weapon
1:56:35  Brian Williams addresses the issue of Roger Stone not being read his Miranda rights
1:59:17  Alex Jones theory: journalists laid off since Obama’s $300M to combat fake news has run out
2:02:21  Donation Segment: JCD’s strategy for avoiding multiple speeding tickets; sorghum flour
2:12:19  Virginia Delegate Kathy Tran tries to clarify controversial new third trimester abortion
bill HB 2491; “impair the mental or physical health of the woman” clause, ACC on Ronald
McDonald House family rooms with 24-week infants; Andrew Cuomo rails “Kavanaugh is
going to reverse Roe v. Wade, I have no doubt!” ironically pushing for states’ rights; Tran grilled
by Majority Leader Todd Gilbert with “she’s dilating” scenario, ACC: “killing people should be
televisioned!”
2:37:55  University of Farmington a fake ICE honeypot targeting illegal immigrants


1108 Sarcasm (2019-01-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “I love Clinton! You love Clinton! There’s a song there.” (1:41:00)
0:00:33 Dedication to the memory of Sir Greg Davies
0:03:47 Polar vortex “further evidence of climate change”, Doublespeak of the Week jingle; NBC on -50° wind chills and commuter rail fires in Chicago; noose attack on actor Jussie Smollett; Amy Goodman mocks Trump’s “global warming” tweet; NOAA “um” dingbat goes off script with NPR by questioning link between polar vortex and greenhouse gases, “weather is noisy”
0:14:02 Climate scientist Kate Marvel to Freakonomics podcast: climate models unable to account for changes in cloud phenomena, “we suck at it”; JCD on backing off order of magnitude chemistry error; third week of raucous Brussels school walkouts with parkas and vuvuzelas
0:22:05 ShadowStats’ John Williams on Greenspan’s cost of living math tricks screwing Social Security recipients; ACC story: racing a Chevy Geo, “it looks like I’m a grandma who’s lost control”
0:38:22 Hallie Jackson “switchback reacharound” on Trump’s national security minions “contradicting” him, “behind the scenes, multiple sources tell NBC News”, “it’s the best we have” non-sequitur from random Republican, stern warning from Adam Schiff
0:49:40 Dogs Are People Too: rental offices identifying pooping dogs using DNA; Purina to produce cricket and fish head dog food, JCD: “that plant must stink!”; dog testicle glitter
0:55:41 No mention of affair with Willie Brown at scripted town hall for “Hillary 2.0” Kamala Harris, JCD: “I think she’s a dingbat”, Harris on “fundamental question: who are we as Americans”, “we are better than this” non-answer; “the next time a man tries to mansplain” virtue signaling question; Harris: Congress should be required to view nonexistent Sandy Hook autopsy photos
1:05:41 Ben Shapiro’s ham-handed sarcasm for Harris-Brown affair: “that’s a thing that happens all the time”, condescendingly sarcastic right-wing talkers and Rachel Maddow
1:15:58 Producer Segment
1:31:38 JCD identifies Bernie Sanders as a dingbat to prove the term isn’t sexist; dingbat Kirsten Gillibrand announces her 2020 candidacy by wailing about Trump; compilation of media “freaking out” over Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz running as independent
1:42:05 Producer notes on Venezuelan crude, Cuban G2 agency, Maduro’s disqualification from office; comedian Joanna Hausmann on Maduro corruption, support for Guaidó from “Canada’s progressive prince” Trudeau; pre-election Trump video on grabbing Libyan oil; John “porn-stache” Bolton on getting US oil companies into “troika of tyranny”; CIR “Central Information Refinery”; Venezuelan UN Ambassador “blasts” US hypocrisy; NBC “Cold War” non-sequitor
1:59:15 Apollo 14 moon rock “Big Bertha” suspected to have originated on Earth
2:03:54 Donation Segment
2:15:42 Allan Nairn to Democracy Now on Elliott Abrams abetting genocide in Central America and Middle East; Nairn proposes Nuremberg-style trial for Abrams on 1995 Charlie Rose
2:22:40 ACC’s Pi-hole logs revealing Roku accelerometer spying; Facebook in hot water with Apple over “research” VPN paying 10M people $40/month to spy on them; JCD recommends Rowan Atkinson’s Johnny English Strikes Again; AT&T’s fake 5G protocol, creepy Austin grackles doomed; 5G rollout in Canberra and Sydney; Huawei indictments part of the 5G Cold War
2:44:33 Podcast man on the street answer: Cold War was all about “freeing the slaves”
1107 Carbon Budget (2019-01-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “Do you have your gaffer tape to fix that again?” (0:16:53)
0:00:34 “Soft coup” thus far in Venezuela; Mike Pompeo: “either you stand with the forces of freedom or you’re in league with Maduro and his mayhem”, “lashed out” meme, 2018 pullout of voting technology vendor Smartmatic, JCD on high-quality Bolivian crude, Chinese owed $40-50bn
0:10:08 Democracy Now on Pompeo’s promised $20bn, State Department recalling nonessential staff; Iran-Contra veteran Elliott Abrams installed as Special Envoy, Citgo profits not allowed to leave US, Russian gold mining rights, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man and Hugo Chávez, China’s 40% stake in Sinovensa, ACC implicates National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
0:30:41 John Brennan reappears on Morning Joe to weigh in on arrest of “unethical and unprincipled” Roger Stone, chuckling over “how many more indictments” question, “basically the compendium of the Robert Mueller investigation”, “people are innocent until alleged to be involved some type of criminal activity” (CotD), “I haven’t read the indictment” lie, “wittingly or unwittingly” callback to James Clapper’s perjury before Congress; CNN narrating “grab shot” of Stone’s arrest by FBI in riot gear; ACC on CIA vs DIA, Roy Cohn gay cabal, Alex Jones and the Austin military intelligence hub, “there’s a war on alternative media!” iso, Tim Cook spearheading the deplatforming campaign
0:49:53 Brennan teases Trump family indictments; ACC on Uncle Don’s White House tours for gay prostitutes under Bush 41; Stone to Tucker Carlson on CNN cameraman in line of fire, “I don’t own a firearm”, $250k surety bond, “there’s a war on alternative media”, “bear false witness” meme; sketchy Broward County and Jeffrey Epstein, Like a Roger Stone song
1:05:12 Producer Segment: CotD jingle request debate
1:22:03 Elizabeth Warren all-in on JCD’s wealth tax; questions about Kamala Harris’ eligibility
1:27:06 Davos World Economic Forum speech by abused 16-year-old Greta Thunberg: “I’m here to say our house is on fire”, Homo sapiens meme, “carbon budget that should and must become our new global currency”, ACC: “thanks, kiddo”, “I want you to panic, I want you to feel the fear I feel every day”; 35,000-strong school strike in Belgium, Thunberg “dressing leaders” in Davos; disgraced NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko: discussion of nuclear power “worries me more than the risk of a nuclear power plant accident”, ACC: “that’s your big oil money”
1:45:39 Air traffic controllers “not fit for duty” due to stress from government shutdown, “we’re terrified that we’re going to lose our house”; Democracy Now on Coast Guard personnel depending on food pantries after missing second paycheck; Democracy Now mocks “multi-millionaire” Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross for recommending bridge loans; Don Lemon aghast at “the most elite, out-of-touch thing that I have ever heard in my life”, Washington Post 9% interest lie; Ross to CNBC on public-sector credit unions offering low-interest loans; local reports advertising zero-interest loans, JCD: “these are blatant lies!”
2:05:42 Donation Segment: call for assistance on $33.33 Podcast License certificates
2:18:34 Producer note on Qualcomm sponsoring PC Magazine; 2017 report on AT&T backing measure to cap per-node 5G payments in Austin; Tom Wheeler’s 2016 speech to National Press Club declaring 5G a “national priority”: “we won’t wait for the standards”, JCD: “hey, this guy came in and he offered me ten cents to do this, I’ll take it, it’s better than no ten cents!”
2:30:10 France and Germany sign new Treaty of Aachen, ACC: “I would lock up my bike”
2:34:14 Drunk Sen. Michael Bennett wails that Mexico paying for “medieval” border wall “isn’t true!”; Rep. Will Hurd gloats about his CIA cred; producer note on fiber optic listening cables
1106 Smart Wall (2019-01-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, can I use your video on the site? ahhuhuahuh!” (0:09:16)
0:00:36 US #8 in US News & World Report top ten countries list, Swedish “pizza bomber”
0:04:05 Hysteria over video of Catholic school kids in MAGA hats facing off with American Indian elders, “vile” tweets from Kara Swisher, NPR On Point points to anonymous Twitter accounts amplifying video; Angela Rye: “our varying perspectives ... such a powerful point”, MAGA hats “just as maddening and frustrating and triggering for me to look at as a KKK hood”
0:14:54 ACC’s talk with TtK’s “Hill-bot from Florida” friend, “if you were a lesbian” Rachel Maddow Hill-bot identification technique; JCD on Jacques Ellul’s Propaganda as applied to individually tailored news; Uncle Don’s views on North Korea; federal employees immune to libel laws
0:24:06 Trump agrees to State of the Union after end of shutdown; Rep. Will Hurd all-in on “a fiber optic cable from sea to shining sea” for border security and schools; Trump on Pelosi’s cancellation “because she doesn’t want to hear the truth”; $5.7bn on offer for James Clyburn’s “smart wall”, JCD: “this guy doesn’t know how to turn a computer on!”; Austin building ten-foot fence around Red River Street homeless alley where “you can see fighting, people having sex, people defecating” (CotD); Arizona bill to mandate porn tax to fund border security
0:34:52 Don Lemon on “you’ll get back pay” shutdown challenge coins; PBS’ Yamiche Alcindor on the Trump-Pelosi showdown; H.R.705 to pay TSA directly with airline security fees
0:40:40 Democracy Now irked at US support for Venezuelan coup; PBS focuses on Obama clone Juan Guaidó, CBS on Nicolás Maduro expelling US diplomatic staff; Citgo a Venezuelan outfit
0:53:55 Ben Shapiro at March for Life: “baby Hitler wasn’t Hitler, adult Hitler was Hitler”
0:57:00 Google changing Chrome extension API to kill ad blockers; ACC’s Pi-hole success
1:01:38 Producer Segment: JCD bionic eye update
1:21:03 Pluto TV bought by Viacom; UN whistleblower Claire Edwards draws comparison between 5G and “directed energy weapons” to perplexed António Guterres, 5gspaceappeal.org warning about 200 MW satellite transmitters for Trump’s “smart wall”, JCD: “Maria!”; New York Times whining about Trump’s weak stance on 5G security
1:43:44 Democracy Now on Greenland ice at “tipping point”; Amy Goodman channels Alex Jones with World Economic Forum “global elites”; David Attenborough “sounding the alarm” whipsaw
1:49:02 CBS whipsaw with Elijah Cummings “warning” Trump with “we will hear from Mr. Cohen”
1:53:09 Kirsten Gillibrand “I couldn’t have been more wrong!” apology tour compilation; Elizabeth Warren on the road with her dog Bailey and sidelined husband; Chris Matthews on Kamala Harris: “is she seen as African-American, is she seen as educated?”; Jordan Peterson “that’s wrong!” and Judy Woodruff “huh, fascinating” isos
2:05:04 Donation Segment: randomshirt.me; ACC-JCD Black Panther wager revisited; “finks”
2:25:00 Patriots vs Rams in Super Bowl, ACC: “the goats will win this year!”
2:27:31 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez named to House Oversight Committee with subpoena power for staffers; MLK Day interview with Ta-Nehisi Coates, “clap back” strategy for verified Twitterers, “the world is gonna end in twelve years” millennials, ACC: “she’s not stupid, she’s just educated”; Jordan Peterson “that’s wrong!” and Judy Woodruff “huh, fascinating” isos
2:42:04 Peterson promises not to “throw people off arbitrarily” from his alternative Patreon
2:44:49 Six-Week Cycle: three kids arrested in Greece New York over Islamberg bomb plot; Georgia man Hasher Jallal Taheb arrested after being groomed by FBI for a year; former FBI official Terry Turchie to Tucker Carlson on progressives and socialists in Congress: “one of the missions of the FBI in its counterintelligence efforts was to try and keep these people out of government”
1105 BOMBSHELL! (2019-01-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s a movie that shouts out to me, don’t watch this movie!” (1:32:50)

0:00:33 JCD’s forced Skype upgrade to “a big giant blue screen with AC in the middle”; CD-ROM weights to “reduce wow and flutter”, ACC story: blowing up transmitters with Dire Straits

0:05:21 “Impeachment!” compilation by BuzzFeed story that Trump instructed Michael Cohen to lie to Congress, “not accurate” wet blanket from Mueller’s office; David Brooks: “BuzzFeed is a real news organization”, PBS dingbat Ruth Marcus channeling James Comey: “lordy, let there be tapes”, better for Democrats to leave Trump in place for 2020; Lisa Desjardins on “BOMBSHELL!”: “no other news outlet has confirmed the story”

0:18:47 “Hellish-looking man” Rep. Jamie Raskin: “we know it’s true because ... the Republicans impeached Bill Clinton over telling one lie about one sexual affair”, reference to nonexistent “Nixon impeachment”, JCD: “hey Judy! jump in and tell him that Nixon wasn’t impeached!”, “what Cohen is saying” vs Desjardins’ “BuzzFeed says Cohen was not a source for its story”; Amy Klobuchar grilling William Barr using inside information prior to BuzzFeed story

0:33:06 Cohen’s lawyer Lanny Davis gripes about “President Truth... Trump”; Jeffrey Toobin correctly notes the media appears as “a bunch of leftist liars who are dying to get the president and they’re willing to lie to do it”; PBS sheepishly omits story from next day’s teaser

0:42:20 Trump’s speech with immigration reform proposals for “South American miners”; Steve Pieczenik on Pelosi’s fondness for CODEL Congressional Delegations on the taxpayer dime

0:50:47 88mm Flash-Ball guns deployed by French police against yellow vest rioters

0:54:19 Democratic Republic of Congo candidate Martin Fayulu still making a fuss over his defeat, ebola spreading to Chinese-occupied Goma

0:58:45 US-led coup against Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro by “Obama clone” Juan Guaidó

1:02:54 Producer Segment: JCD’s “— Read This Note” A-B test

1:29:31 JCD’s PC Magazine deplatforming over 5G revisited; Alex Jones production meeting discussing cell phone triggers in Sandra Bullock film Bird Box; ACC’s 100W RF burns, microwave penetration of testicles and under eyes, binary suicide triggers; May 2018 CBS This Morning “that’s amazing” report, grudging admission of possibility of link to cancer, “gonna have to upgrade” to new iPhones; Apple first on the block to deplatform Alex Jones; Post-CES RT “it might kill you” report; China investing $400bn in 5G, Democrats all-in on high-tech US-Mexico border, ACC proposes 5G-detecting LED armbands

1:56:26 Millenial dingbat on PBS tries to blame failure to apply for EBT license renewal on Trump; no mention of the homeless who don’t vote, JCD on “irrelevant” Untermensch class, millennials convinced they can never get mortgages; “who can’t pass up mac & cheese” at the food bank

2:06:13 Donation Segment: Trump’s “send a brick to Nancy and Chuck” campaign

2:20:42 iHeartRadio Podcast Awards with Bobby Bones; CBS’ David Pogue on Gimlet Media podcast studios with 120 employees making 24 shows, JCD: “what??”

2:32:48 Norman Lear Center clearly behind Roswell episode with illegal immigrant who “likes to make milkshakes for tourists dressed like little green men” and illegal ICE checkpoint

2:34:45 Protests in Sudan “after the price of bread was tripled”; Lindsey Graham irked about Syria

2:37:18 PBS on fragmentation of Women’s March over anti-Semitism; low-energy Tulsi Gabbard standing in the snow apologizes for years-old LGBTTQQIAAP comments

2:44:52 Democracy Now on FBI’s arrest of US citizen and Iranian Press TV journalist Marzieh Hashemi; ACC’s friend Lex unable to secure visa due to previous Iran visit
1104 People’s Vote (2019-01-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Don’t take off the Cat Channel!” (2:09:04)
0:00:34 JCD’s difficulty procuring sorghum, ACC’s Instapot sorgum recipe
0:03:37 Lindsey Graham joking around at Trump’s much-maligned Clemson Tigers fast food extravaganza; MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle theorizes Trump blackmailing Graham; Carl Bernstein: Trump “has helped Putin” destabilize US according to Robert Mueller draft report “I’m told”
0:09:28 ACC on Sir Gene’s Gregorian calendar Russian New Year with “1970s Austrian porn” waitress
0:12:15 JCD predicts Mueller report MIA for at least a year; ABC’s Jonathan Karl: Mueller report “almost certain to be anti-climatic”; NBC report on Russia with NATO withdrawal whipsaw
0:17:48 Freshman House Democrats demanding Republican Senators reopen government; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ career engineered by Justice Democrats PAC; eight-year-old’s “please don’t eat me {Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Alex Jones}?!”; ACC on “malleable” Democrats open to pro-nuclear arguments, AOC coming SXSW, paired up with Maxine Waters by Nancy Pelosi
0:29:17 BBC telegraphs Brexit vote failure; Parliament gasps at “ayes to the right”, “no, no, no!” voice vote iso: “we can’t have no deal” wrangling with Jeremy Corbyn & Theresa May, Article 50 revocation option; Nigel Farage predicts do-over; Farage promises “second referendum” defiance; Scottish MPs calling for “people’s vote”; UKIP’s Gerard Batten channeling Michael Caine: “there never was going to be a deal, there never is going to be a deal”; Speaker of the House John Bercow on “lamentable” lack of proxy vote for pregnant MP, chews out interrupter
0:55:54 Bank run predictions in French yellow vest protest, revolutionary period of 1848
0:59:33 “Come, get jiddy with other like-minded producers!” at Austin meetup
1:00:37 Producer Segment
1:08:58 Berlin Station “let me guess, he’s writing a book”, “worse: podcast” (CotD)
1:11:36 CNN analyst Areva Martin scolds black radio host David Webb for white privilege; Jamaican/Tamil Kamala Harris appropriates black culture with “mood mix”
1:19:05 Christian Bale thanks Satan for helping him channel Dick Cheney at Golden Globes
1:20:19 Outrage over Gillette toxic masculinity ad; Marvel mutant superhero drag queen Shade
1:35:42 Martin Kaplan on Lear Foundation Hollywood Health and Society briefings for writers by female and minority scientists; Kaplan on climate change initiative with JPL field trip, “we are funded largely by the US federal government” and Gates Foundation (BCotD)
1:46:53 Israeli Aleph Farms growing laboratory steak, JCD predicts overpriced “save the world taco”
1:51:30 Sen. Mazie Hirono denigrates Tulsi Gabbard; attorney general nominee William Barr clueless about technology; CBS “right?” dingbat on #TenYearChallenge selfies and AI training sets; producer note on tweeting Trump minions; Roku deplatforms Alex Jones after three days
2:09:06 Donation Segment: blind producer clotheslines idiot on Bird scooter
2:20:09 Davis CA police killer convinced of ultrasonic attack, ACC: “crickets”, racist “blue line” flag
2:23:10 Boats full of the homeless dumping sewage in Willamette, ACC: “bouncy castles for bums”
2:28:39 Nancy Pelosi disinvites Trump from State of the Union, CIA shill Philip Mudd: “political genius”; Trump cancels Pelosi’s trip abroad; FAA & IRS calling back unpaid workers; FUD from National Air Traffic Controllers Association’s Trish Gilbert; John Fletcher “Donald!!”
2:37:18 Lying CIA stooge Richard Engel on suicide bomber killing four Americans in Syria, “hardly mission accomplished” iso, Mike Pence “the Caliphate has crumbled”
1103 Act IX (2019-01-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I never thought about it much but I think you might be right!” (1:45:38)

0:00:38 Trump “lash out” meme applied to Bill McRaven comment “wouldn’t it have been nice if we got Osama bin Laden a lot sooner than that?” to aghast Chris Wallace; idiot Wallace unable to understand Trump’s careful explanation of fake news as enemy of the people.

0:10:09 ACC tries out NewsGuard browser extension which throws up a red shield and exclamation mark for InfoWars, “nutrition label” meme, thumbs-up for CNN, dvorak.com/blog submitted for review, Tom Ridge and Michael Hayden on advisory board, funding from Publicis Groupe for “brand safety”, ACC: “this is against independents” like Breitbart.

0:23:05 Slashdot debate over freedom of speech for internet bots; India cracking down on “unlawful content” like maps of Pakistan; “victory” for Sandy Hook families against Alex Jones.

0:29:13 KUSI on CNN’s refusal to air its story about effectiveness of border wall; Rep. Pramila Jayapal: border wall is “fundamentally existential” to Trump who is intent on “shutting down every form of legal immigration”; previous proposal shot down by Democrats over chain migration; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ hieleras “iceboxes”; mash-up of Trump and Obama sending the same message on immigration; ACC irked by disappearance of whitehouse.gov RSS feeds; producer note on AOC’s origin near Clinton mansion in Chappaqua.

0:43:23 Julian Castro announces his candidacy for 2020; media smear campaign against Tulsi Gabbard, “no way I could stay home” from Iraq, douchebag Van Jones reacts to her announcement with “I got the ratings!”; Obama’s crucial 2004 speech, JCD: Gavin Newsom “sooo white!”; Gabbard rehearses “love gives us strength” convention speech, Van Jones botches MLK quote.

0:58:46 Ebola forgotten in Democratic Republic of Congo, winner Felix Tshisekedi’s power-sharing scheme, ExxonMobil shill Martin Fayulu appealing election results, ebola case in Sweden.

1:03:56 Producer Segment: JCD’s wine mailing list.

1:16:46 Sexual Harassment Update: Bernie Sanders apologizes for campaign sexual harassment.

1:18:44 New York Times story on FBI investigating Trump as Russian “asset”; JMD and fiancé witness: TSA staff singing folk songs; CBS on one-time bonuses to TSA during government shutdown and Trump “tweetstorm” over FBI story, Mike Pompeo “absolutely ludicrous” whipsaw, six-month extension to Robert Mueller grand jury; JCD on the inner workings of grand juries.


1:40:05 University of California Davis list of “words that hurt” including “ghetto” and “illegal alien”.

1:50:06 Experian Boost and UltraFICO programs for spying on the slaves’ banking information; defunct “Klout Score” social media reputation: JCD proposes “Kreep Score”.

1:57:43 Donation Segment: Rite Aid in danger of delisting; Texas meetup details established.

2:10:19 “Act IX” of French gilets jaunes yellow vest protests, protestors blaming “far left and far right groups” for violence: EU Copyright Directive Article 13’s attack on fair use.


2:23:36 Nicolás Maduro gripes about US imperialism in light of refusal to recognize election; original report on sonic weapon crickets causing brain damage in Cuba diplomatic staff.

2:29:26 Earth’s magnetic field shifting at faster rate than normal, prospects for a “flip”; BBC all-in on bug-based pet food: Democracy Now hysteria about oceans warming 40% faster than predicted.

2:36:32 William Arkin on FBI’s “deplorable record”, replacement of military industrial complex with “much more insidious … information complex” with the likes of Amazon.
1092 Killer Crickets (2019-01-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “No one ever listens to my advice!”

0:00:33 CES Computer Electronics Show all-in on 5G for self-driving cars: “enables them to be warned about objects that their lasers and radar and cameras might not catch”, Ford’s “cellular vehicle to everything technology”, JCD on yearly CES themes like talking tubes; $7,000 Alexa-enabled smart toilet; Widex hearing aids with “energy cells” needing daily recharge, JCD: “junk show”

0:14:34 Trump’s egregious lie “when I took the oath of office I swore to protect our country”, CNN all-in on real-time fact checking, “Nancy and Schumer show” with They Live makeup jobs

0:21:30 William Arkin to Democracy Now on leaving NBC in disgust, Amy Goodman irked by “making fun of the President” comment, John Brennan putting NBC at “spook parity” with CNN

0:35:15 College Reform video of student reactions to Democrats’ illegal immigration quotes; JCD on Ross Perot’s diagrams; Trump “if there’s a concrete wall in front of you” graduation speech

0:41:21 ACC’s theory that “Huma Abedin lookalike” Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez may be a Hillary minion; AOC recites talking points for Rachel Maddow: “everyday immigrants commit crimes at a far lower rate than native born Americans” lie, Trump’s “racist and violent rhetoric”, “people started to send themselves home”, illegal immigrants “the people who prepare our food”, conflation of immigrants and illegal aliens, hieleras “freezing boxes” and “moreover”

1:00:57 Whoopi Goldberg urges AOC to “learn the job!” and “stop poopin’ on people” on The View; Cher and Trevor Noah urging Democrats to back off lest Trump touch off something big

1:05:00 Producer Segment: ACC to be enshrined in Computer History Museum

1:22:48 Golden Globes Moët “Safeway wine”, “equity” talking point, “flu shots!” Rite Aid native ad

1:27:45 Brexit: The Uncivil War “devised” based on true events, wailing and gnashing of teeth at Remain Campaign focus group, last word on screen “Trump”; Parliament prohibits spending on no-deal Brexit, speculation about Article 50 extension, three-day window for plan B; Theresa May on Labour pushing for second referendum, lame “enemy of the good” slogan; MP Anna Soubry subjected to “Soubry is a Nazi!” chant; ACC on the Queen’s “ultimate white privilege”

1:42:41 Democratic Republic of Congo elects “odd jobs in Brussels” Felix Tshisekedi

1:45:00 Singer R. Kelly investigated for sexual assault; second young black man found dead of drug overdose at home of Democrat fundraiser Ed Buck, neighbor’s “both boys that died, both men that have died” flub; Alan Dershowitz on Jeffrey Epstein and feud with David Boies, “prominent people in handcuffs” when e-mails are released; “Hollywood Whackers” revisited

1:55:29 Producer note on Wells Fargo outsourcing 25% of workforce to India

1:58:16 Scientists conclude brain damage in Havana embassy personnel caused by crickets

2:04:09 60 Minutes frets about the dangers of driving while “very high” on medical marijuana, JCD on grimy Ford Escorts going 15 mph; Baltimore police arrest road rage shooter “Doo Doo Butt” (CotD); Seattle City Council members in New York warning about Amazon HQ2

2:11:07 Donation Segment: Amy Goodman producer a No Agenda listener; Sir Chris goat luge

2:23:31 ACC’s yellow vest survival package from Sir Gene, Russian New Year invitation; Emmanuel Macron threatens hooligan blacklist; Harrison Bergeron with Christopher Plummer; activist Angela Davis disinvited to Birmingham Civil Rights Institute event over criticism of Israel

2:30:42 Democracy Now on Gavin Newsom’s extension of Obamacare to illegal aliens as old as 26

2:34:21 Sharyl Attkisson on vaccine-autism link covered up by Justice Department, Robert Kennedy Jr. “who has a voice condition”; $18 of $30bn spent by big pharma on marketing for doctors
1101 Tippie-Top (2019-01-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “You sound like a Lebanese merchant!” (2:36:16)
0:00:32 *Folsom Prison Zephyr Blues*; State Department travel advisories for China and Italy
0:04:17 Trump’s Rose Garden press conference with April Ryan, emergency powers to build border wall, oil price drop “didn’t happen by luck, it happened through talent”; CNN’s Brianna Keilar outraged over Trump’s questionless press briefing: “this is a stunt, I mean this isn’t a briefing ... a briefing is questions!”; JCD: “it’s the definition of a briefing!”
0:16:54 “Journalist” Rep. Cheri Bustos on need for “give and take” for immigration deal, border wall as symbol, Schumer’s $1.3bn for border security, “trillion-dollar infrastructure package” goal
0:32:55 Sally Kohn “respectfully disagrees” with Feinstein, Joe Biden a “centrist corporate Democrat”
0:37:31 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez to Anderson Cooper: “people are gonna have to start paying their fair share in taxes”, “tippie-top” of progressive tax system, Lincoln and FDR “radicals”
0:44:19 *The Twilight Zone* in 1961 predicting climate change from altered orbit; Al Gore’s 1988 ozone layer fearmongering, concludes from rate of rain forest loss “by the year 2010 it’ll all be gone”
0:51:19 Rep. Rashida Tlaib exemplifies liberal profanity theory with “we’re gonna impeach the mother-fucker”; *Democracy Now* on Pelosi’s reelection, denture-mouthed “thank you for your courage”
0:56:53 Amy Goodman flub: Google’s Bermuda tax haven saving “billions of dollars in revenue”
0:58:54 US soldiers in Gabon in case of violence in Democratic Republic of Congo
1:01:57 Producer Segment: Gimlet Media’s new 28,000 square foot production facility
1:17:32 Hollywood activist stylist Karla Welch, uptalking fashion blogger Jessica Morgan: Trump’s election prompting young people to say “look, I’m not willing to just be quiet?”; Don Lemon scolds Hart over “life or death” matter of “homophobia in the black community”, “Ellen doesn’t speak for the whole community”, “I’m a black gay man, I don’t know what it’s like to be a white lesbian”; ACC: “what kind of a community is that??”; ACC: Louis C.K. no longer funny, JCD on unfunny old Bennett Cerf books and Legman’s *Rationale of the Dirty Joke*
1:38:14 2009 clips: Taylor Swift “it’s getting a little noodly” and Dick Powell “jobs, jobs!”
1:41:19 *Brexit* propaganda film about to be released, Mastodon’s omission of Twitter’s toxic retweet with comment feature, Comic Strip Blogger ACC’s handler; Vote Leave director Dominic Cummings on psychological manipulations used to promote Brexit, benefit of machine learning on large survey samples, budget dump on final days, murder of MP Jo Cox
2:02:39 JCD report on Berkeley “flash meetup”, ACC the ALA poster boy, agile software development
2:08:28 Donation Segment
2:15:28 Tlaxiaco Mexico Mayor Alejandro Aparicio shot and killed just after being sworn in; data breach for German politicians; Dark Overlord holding 18,000 9/11 documents for ransom
2:19:51 Spot the Spook: American Paul Whelan who “just loves traveling” with four passports
2:23:14 *No Agenda Swine Flu Minute*: H1N1 disproportionately affecting young people in Canada
2:26:37 JCD on IBM PC memory with parity chips; 2014 clip of clueless CenturyLink responding to 911 outage “great question”, JCD on two-year computer lifecycle in the 1980s
2:35:16 50,000 French yellow vests protestors still out in force; Amy Goodman “unilateral” iso
2:38:43 Health Canada draft food guide conflates dairy and “proteins”
1100 Flash Meetup (2019-01-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “You are the gadfly of Silicon Valley.” (0:47:28)
0:00:33 JCD’s Christmas verjuice, ACC: “I should’ve read the book”; ACC’s Surface Go rebuild saga
0:05:41 YouTube compilation of the day Dutch people launch fireworks out of their ass cheeks, calcium carbide milk can cannons, Scheveningen wooden pallet “firenado”; Emmanuel Macron’s New Year address casts yellow vests as hating “journalists, Jews, foreigners, homosexuals”
0:10:08 US Strategic Command deletes tasteless B-2 bomber tweet; drunk Anderson Cooper gay jokes; NBC “vaginal steaming” train wreck with Carson Daly & Chrissy Teigen; Chongqing China front and center in Times Square, “make more Chinese friends in this global age in the global village!”, official barks Chinese message, JCD: “kill whitey”; Jair Bolsonaro’s trade deals
0:15:27 2005 CBS report on Rumsfeld’s missing trillions, accounting whistleblower Jim Minnery; Rep. Cynthia McKinney grilling Rumsfeld about $20bn per year spent on legacy accounting systems
0:22:11 Syrian chemical weapons tests, Marshals’ statues in Washington DC; JCD’s custom-made shirts from Korea and Taiwan with CD pocket; No Agenda deplatformed in China; IMGE study finds right-leaning e-mails more likely to be sent to spam by providers, ACC on having to pay whitelisters at Mevio, latest Newsletter sent to promotions, “Trump sucks test”
0:29:21 Yale’s Bruce Ackerman on anti-Trump op-ed by Mitt Romney; Democracy Now on Romney’s accusation Trump has not risen to “mantle”; Romney at debate promising no tax cuts, “people come and go into our various countries”, worried Turkey might “slaughter our allies” in Syria
0:38:26 China threatening use of “all necessary measures” for reunification with Taiwan; JCD’s custom-made shirts from Korea and Taiwan with CD pocket; No Agenda deplatformed in China; IMGE study finds right-leaning e-mails more likely to be sent to spam by providers, ACC on having to pay whitelisters at Mevio, latest Newsletter sent to promotions, “Trump sucks test”
0:42:13 China threatening use of “all necessary measures” for reunification with Taiwan; JCD’s custom-made shirts from Korea and Taiwan with CD pocket; No Agenda deplatformed in China; IMGE study finds right-leaning e-mails more likely to be sent to spam by providers, ACC on having to pay whitelisters at Mevio, latest Newsletter sent to promotions, “Trump sucks test”
1:03:20 Amy Goodman flub “it’s dway twelve of the government shutdown”
1:04:09 Producer Segment: upcoming Berkeley “flash meetup”
1:24:36 Soros Mastercard giveaway to migrant caravan, pressure on Patreon to ban Sargon of Akkad; Jordan Peterson and Dave Rubin on their proposed Patreon alternative, “hateful organization” SPLC, right-wing adoption of deplatforming, JCD on right-wing religious pressure groups that perfected the technique years ago, flak over .xxx: Skype hate speech ban in terms of service; Waymo self-driving cars being vandalized in Arizona; ICEing campaign blocking Tesla chargers with pickup trucks; Blackwater’s Erik Prince launches electric car metals fund
1:43:52 NPR traces “woke” to 1962; Jill Abramson’s forthcoming book criticizes New York Times’ “woke” staff for anti-Trump bias; LA Times cyberattack purported to be sophisticated Ryuk ransomware from North Korea; ACC’s backup and drive cloning regimen; Netflix interactive movie Black Mirror: Bandersnatch scene with computer cassette tape audio easter egg
1:56:10 Silly Jeanne Moos piece on modern-day witches’ objections to Trump’s “witch hunt”; Trump on Elizabeth Warren’s 2020 prospects: “you’d have to ask her psychiatrist”; Democracy Now on Warren’s visit to Iowa; ridicule for phony Instagram “get me a beer” video
2:01:46 Google Assistant donation capabilities, JCD on Google’s unusable PayPal alternative
2:03:08 Donation Segment
2:21:19 Ugly God Alex Jones “God fucking damn them to Hell!!”; Trump’s “little glitch” in the markets
2:26:35 Whatever Happened To jingle, fat people killing the planet in 2009; Chuck Todd introduces Meet the Press climate change special: “the science is settled even if political opinion is not”
2:31:01 Jeff Zucker to David Axelrod’s podcast on Today Show all-in on Ross Perot, recognition of Donald Trump’s appeal, avoids admitting CNN election coverage was pure entertainment
1099 Wobama (2018-12-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ohhh, okay, uhhmgnnih! Mih! (0:19:45)
0:00:36 “B guest” Michael Moore with Chris Hayes for an hour, everyone else on vacation
0:02:18 Democratic Republic of Congo election delays in opposition strongholds Beni, Butembo, and Yumbi, leader Martin Fayulu a former ExxonMobil executive; cobalt “strategic substance” with royalty hike; human rights alarm over primitive “artisanal miners”, JCD: “small batch!”
0:13:06 JCD blames microservices architecture for CenturyLink 911 service outage, company spokeshole: “this was a technical glitch” (ACCPotD); “Ning” Nginx MSA vs ACC’s IPFS success
0:22:10 NBC’s chubby Hallie Jackson goes full throttle on 2020 election preparations, clip of Biden blathering about Trump; Beto O’Rourke signs still in Austin, JCD “reminded of Pia Zadora”, white Obama “Wobama”; Hillary MIA for six weeks due to being blackballed by media
0:35:39 McClatchy’s Greg Gordon to Joy Reid on Michael Cohen’s cell phone showing up in Prague: “some of the sources have government sources”, Steele dossier guffaw, Reid’s strange “Ada in Prague situation”, pathetic “it is a competitive business” excuse for lack of corroboration
0:46:22 Whatever Happened To: 2015 WHO warning about deadly processed meat; Public Health England all-in on vaping, ACC on Johnny Player Specials; ride sharing operations buying into scooters, defunct Chinese bike sharing; “some vandal” in Austin bending Bird brakes
1:01:23 Producer Segment: “hands clapping, thumbs up” iso; JCD all-in on Noteworthy font
1:23:25 Democracy Now on new trial for Black Panther and journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal
1:31:03 Washington Post admits evidence of Jamal Khashoggi taking direction from Qatar Foundation
1:33:35 Democracy Now on Sudan riots sparked by code phrase “sharp rise in the price of bread”
1:37:09 Droning On podcast connects Gatwick Airport drone scare with 50.1% acquisition by Vinci
1:40:22 King Salman reshuffles Mohammad bin Salman’s cabinet adding more MBS loyalists
1:42:50 Trump administration “stock whispers” markets up, soybean and rice deals with China, intellectual property theft and “kill the chicken to scare the monkeys” proverb; NBC propaganda on Cummins diesel engine manufacturer: “there are not foundries that operate in the US” lie, employee “if we don’t have globalization we don’t have no growth, right?”, company “caught in the President’s trade war”, “segue of the year” to Hallie Jackson “another painful reality we saw play out this year, a record number of school shootings”
1:53:37 “Bombshell” report on Parkland FL caught flat-footed by school shooting, new surveillance video of shooter warning student, CNN ignores draft report recommending arming teachers
1:58:01 Davos World Economic Forum “Globalization 4.0”, gobbledygook buzzword “phrilateralism”; Angela Merkel: nations must “be prepared to give up their sovereignty”; Rep. Michael Burgess: illegal immigrants can “simply melt through the fence”, ACC: “they’re shapeshifters, John!”
2:05:17 Oldest US WWII veteran dead at 112 after lifetime of whiskey and cigars
2:06:13 Donation Segment
2:16:55 Democracy Now casts Times Square New Year’s Eve celebration as Khashoggi memorial
2:18:39 Sin of transgender “dead naming”; howling meltdown over being “misgendered”, “call corporate” meme; Georgia vape shop employee has a shrieking “fuck off!!” reaction to visitor in Trump regalia; UW Madison professor Stepha Velednitsky lectures school board about “the connection between white liberalism and white supremacy” to finger snapping applause, lawn mowing as white supremacy; Vice YouTube series of abused children telling off-color jokes
2:36:13 LA Times cyberattack from abroad; Hallie Jackson: Trump “politicizing” border deaths
2:39:16 On-demand dog walking businesses like Wag relying on mandatory arbitration agreements
1098  Climate Grief (2018-12-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “Al Gore’s the worst, he’s a demon.” (1:57:51)
0:00:35  JCD’s surprise TWiT appearance as “pathway to promoting some upcoming books”, ACC gripes about term “regular people”; Newsletter collection of shocking 1980s computer ads
0:06:33  Trump excoriated for long-awaited surprise visit to Iraq; Steve Pieczenik on Trump’s “idealization and realization” trait toward his minions, Mulvaney gone by 2020, technologically sophisticated “cyber, satellites, and missiles” Patrick Shanahan
0:11:45  NBC on Russia’s “invulnerable” hypersonic ICBM, “game-changing technology”, JCD’s on 1980s origin and Hypergrowth book; Amazon working on GSA’s NDAA acquisition platform
0:18:04  2011 retrospective on reactions to Afghanistan withdrawal, “many Democrats wanted Barack Obama to go much further, and are still hoping the drawdown will only accelerate”
0:22:37  2010 fractal of Tunisian protests on heels of journalist’s self-immolation
0:25:31  PBS mentions Congo election delays in passing, Agence France-Presse on Antonov 26 crash killing election commission members; Chinese creditors to take over main Kenyan port
0:31:57  Wes Clark “very concerned” about Syria pullout, “did Erdogan blackmail the President, was there a payoff or something?”, “not reliable” meme, “all that is in accordance with the way it should be” Freudian slip, JCD on Mattis’ position on Theranos board, single man with Napoleon complex; WaPo on Syrian political executions; Polish deal for US natural gas
0:42:40  M5M turning attention to “Bernie, Biden, Beto” and Kamala Harris for 2020, delusional John Kasich, reluctant Oprah and Tom Hanks, “no one wants Hillary” lie; Rand Paul’s professionally-written joke tweets; Kirsten Gillibrand “I do believe” mantra for Van Jones, “block you grew up on” meme, ACC: “my sister was born in Uganda!”, “debt-free college”
0:55:00  Trump “buy the dip” tweet after Plunge Protection Team activation, high-speed trading as “algorithmic amplification” fractal; Rick Santelli blathers about propped-up markets
1:02:00  Producer Segment: Twitter selfie thread; “John Dvorak” characterizing hackers in the 1980s
1:28:21  ACC’s experiments with IPFS InterPlanetary File System for podcast distribution
1:33:38  NBC on Gatwick Airport shutdown over drone sighting, “drone hunter” at Utah airport, Israeli Drone Dome countermeasure, two men unamused at being falsely arrested, ACC: UFO
1:40:01  Netflix e-mail scam; Andrew Horowitz’ father-in-law caught by Tijuana prison gift card scam
1:46:37  15-year-old Greta Thunberg at COP24; NBC on “climate grief” over impending “climate catastrophe” in vocal frying college student, Good Grief Network “10 Steps to Psychosocial Resilience”, “five: feel my feelings … nine: show up” (CotD); dangers of early steam and nuclear power, The China Syndrome immediately followed by Three Mile Island incident
2:03:04  Whatever Happened To: 2015 cancer charity fraud, Wall Street currency manipulation
2:07:26  Donation Segment: giftwrap artistry by Mimi & JMD
2:18:07  Flu vaccine champion former Sen. Jose Peralta dead of sepsis after receiving flu shot
2:19:09  Voice of America caught violating Smith-Mundt Act with Facebag advertising
2:21:28  Democracy Now on Patrick Shanahan’s work for “US weapons manufacturer” Boeing; down-turn numerology from mathematically-challenged economist Richard Wolff, “and such”
2:28:19  Dogs Are People Too: UK banning puppies and kittens from pet shops; ACC’s “hair and dog piss” apartment, Ford adding to 9,000 electric scooters, scooter throwing and wire clipping
2:35:55  Japan to resume commercial whaling; EU single-use plastic ban ignoring Africa as source
2:39:30  Blizzards in Midwest US and possible tornadoes in Southwest, no mention of climate change
1097 Two-way Sword (2018-12-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, okay, now we'll go and march!” (2:03:01)
0:00:33 Less Zephyr for the new year, JCD’s complaints back in the day over 3:00 am train horns
0:01:48 Ebola-harboring voting machines for Democratic Republic of Congo, Nikki Haley: “the US has no appetite to support an electronic voting system”, 7,000 machines burned in Kinshasa
0:08:30 JCD favors Joan Larsen over Any Coney Barrett to replace Ruth Bader Ginsburg on account of “too many Catholics” vs Larsen’s mystery religion, doofus husband with goatee and bow tie
0:21:35 James Mattis resignation on heels of outrage over Trump’s Syria exit, JCD: Democrats “all warmongers”; stammering Nicolle Wallace: “I’m cheered if you’re telling me that the military doesn’t listen to him”; Fox’ Brian Kilmeade to Sarah Sanders: Trump “just refounded ISIS”; Mattis mocked for “fun to shoot some people” in 2016, rumors of 2020 run, Mark Milley vs David Goldfein; PBS on unfriendly resignation letter; no mention of failed Pentagon audit
0:30:42 Leon Panetta laments to unhinged Trump hater Judy Woodruff, CFR President Richard Haass: “we have shredded our reputation for reliability and dependability”; Ron Paul on ending “dumb” war; NewsHour on Erdoğan agreeing to take over fight with ISIS and leave Kurds alone; Blackwater “we are coming” ad in RECOIL magazine; iOS update addressing Turkish “connectivity issue” vs Erdoğan’s threatened iPhone boycott, $11bn deal for US arms
0:46:34 Jeffrey Toobin: Anne Coulter “driving the federal government at this point, God help us” on Trump’s border wall strategy; stammering Mark Shields blames Limbaugh & Coulter; Michael Savage deplatformed in New York and replaced by never-Trump Hollywood shill Ben Shapiro
0:58:32 WaPo’s Michael Gerson to NewsHour on Trump changing border wall position “like a puppet on a string”; Mazie Hirono’s Fox crazies meme, blame for Democrats “such bullshit”
1:03:58 Producer Segment: “you’ve got shawarma” and Christmas donation jingles
1:23:32 AT&T 5GE “5G Evolution”; Dr. Sharon Goldberg on dangers of wireless radiation: “clear evidence of cancer”, diabetes, and mental health; JCD on asbestos “two-way sword” parallel
1:32:46 ACC on obnoxious “creator” and “creatives” designations, decentralized ActivityPub ignored by M5M; latest victim “Sargon of Akkad” Carl Benjamin deplatformed over “white nigger” comment, ACC on Patreon as non-platform, JCD on podcasting conferences pushing Patreon; Benjamin on VidCon 2017 “garbage human” tiff with Anita Sarkeesian; Patreon boycott
1:51:32 New Knowledge CEO Jonathon Morgan’s Facebook account suspended over election meddling; teens weigh in on non-use of Facebook and spying; facial recognition by smart doorbells
1:56:35 Triggered Maxine Waters chews out Committee chair for interrupting her
1:58:54 Euronews propaganda voiceover contradicted by video of French yellow vest mayhem; Portuguese roads blocked by perpetual pedestrian crossings
2:03:37 Trump “nobody … more than me” medley; one-show Rachel Maddow “Russia” compilation
2:07:04 Donation Segment
2:16:32 Malcolm Nance on Russian election interference: IRA “memes and tropes”, “they now own the mindset of one third of this nation”, promoting Russia-hating John Birch Society, Brian Williams: “scary stuff, but it needs to be said, needs to be heard”
2:25:18 Grandstanding Luis Gutierrez compares Trump to King Herod while grilling Kirstjen Nielsen and then buggers off; CNN spook Samantha Vinograd on tunnels defeating border walls, State Department experts to be “furlewed”; ACC on Kaczynski’s Anti-Tech Revolution and wall’s unintended consequences, JCD on LA residents not all-in on Elon Musk’s tunnel complexes
1096  Algorithmic Amplification (2018-12-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “Oh no, Spuzzum’s in trouble!” (2:22:11)
0:00:34  JCD’s homemade sauerkraut; artwork word clouds
0:02:18  Leaked report by Austin-based New Knowledge Tactics and Tropes of the Internet Research Agency, NPR: Instagram “a huge part of Russia’s efforts online” with @blackstagram__ account, ACC on bogus engagement numbers; investor Lux Capital connected with James Woolsey and the usual suspects, 3M black Americans who reelected Obama dissuaded from voting; NPR moron seems to think African-Americans got voting rights in the 1980s
0:18:50  New Knowledge’s State Department precursor Data for Democracy, executive Renee DiResta to Kara Swisher: “there is social listening”, “the conspiracy theorists were relying on these new algorithmic amplification megaphones”, co-founder Jonathon Morgan’s alt-right fearmongering before election; New York Times on Alabama special election experiment by “Democratic tech experts” including Morgan, “likely too small to have a significant effect on the race”
0:33:51  Sidney Powell on scandal of Comey’s FISA data leak; Washington Post’s Greg Miller on impossibility of verifying Steele dossier details; ACC: journalism “invalid occupation”
0:40:47  Nigel Farage on EU do-overs; Andrea Leadson Freudian slip: “we will head for no Brexit... no deal, in March 2019”; Euronews predicts violence over “hard border” between Ireland and Northern Ireland; trailer for HBO’s Brexit with Benedict Cumberbatch; Theresa May: “if she looks carefully, I think she’ll see that I’m not capable of a parliamentary ejaculation” (CotD)
0:50:35  Democracy Now on Michael Flynn sentencing delay for more Trump dirt; Flynn and Killing Ed documentary, Turkish Foreign Minister: Andrew Brunson a CIA agent; Trump declares “we won!” in Syria; Holly Williams: withdrawal could “open the door to Turkey”, danger of projecting image that US “cannot be counted on to stand by its partners”
1:05:43  Producer Segment: JCD’s meeting with the creator of SquirrelMail
1:37:20  Financial Times Person of the Year George Soros
1:38:09  Advertisers jumping ship on Tucker Carlson over out-of-context immigration comment; Jordan Peterson’s Patreon alternative distraction, ACC’s Mastodon SJW encounters
1:47:55  Democracy Now on latest Facebag information giveaway, JCD’s PC Magazine deplatforming; content reviewers getting “okay Google” audio; JCD story: Radio Shack scanner mod for snooping on cell phone calls with mistresses, drug dealers, and gay “bear dad” conversation
1:55:56  Ebola reaches DRC mineral capital North Kivu, Africa-EU Partnership population swap
2:02:19  Veteran Brian Kolfage raises $5.7M from GoFundMe “We The People Will Fund The Wall”
2:03:43  Donation Segment
2:13:46  Racist Canadian police administering breathalyzer tests without probable cause, ACC predicts mandatory interlock devices; Juncker the Drunker falls on his ass again; yellow vests in Belgium
2:19:15  CBC on Trump Foundation shutdown; Canada Post service restored “except in Vancouver”
2:22:16  O’Hare TSA rolling out 3D imagers to allow liquids; Gayle King test drives Elon Musk’s prototype Los Angeles tunnel, Bloomberg Business News “razzle-dazzle” report by Sarah McBride
2:33:42  Sandy Hook Promise PSA for school shooting snitch app
2:37:31  Twitter compromised after “unusual traffic” from China and Saudi Arabia
2:38:12  Borderline Bar shooter’s doctor Dzung Pham arrested on narcotics charges; Democracy Now on ban on bump stocks “which turn semiautomatic rifles ... into fully-automatic machine guns”
2:44:21  California “noctilucent cloud” and “scrubbed” Vandenburg launch, Newsletter rocket explosion photos; “electric spike” from China-Russia weather modification experiments in Summer 2018
JCD: “No, I love Tool, who doesn’t!” (2:12:35)
0:00:36 JCD predicts no win for “chunky” transgender Miss Universe contestant
0:04:55 Tony Blair frets about “botched Brexit”, “freedom of movement”; ETIAS EU Travel Information and Authorization System, “visit etias.com”!; JCD on Leave Means Leave conference
0:14:57 Delta implementing end-to-end facial recognition, “we love it, sign us up”; official No Agenda TSA evasion kit: third eyeball sticker, googly eye glasses, and Taliban beard; CBS on guns at TSA checkpoints, slide racking sound effect for “loaded gun”, old white men meme; JCD and JMD spot Berkeley delivery robot, California mall Daleks “picking up MAC addresses”
0:28:13 One year without net neutrality; California proposes Obamaphone-like text message tax
0:31:45 AT&T show Loudermilk tackles vocal fry: “it’s an affectation that annoying teenagers and rich people use to sound like they don’t give a shit!”; Jill Abramson clips revisited
0:37:14 PBS on end of COP24 in Poland; Does Anyone Here Remember the Ozone Layer? song; Simon Fraser University’s tearful Deborah Harford: children drawing pictures of future “in which everything’s on fire, and everything is dead and everyone is sick”; psychologist Margaret Kline Salamon calls for “crash transition to zero emissions”, “right?”, World War II scenario, “we can farm our lawns”; compilation of abused children regurgitating talking points
0:56:33 Douchebag COP24 president Michał Kurtyka; NPR millennial Rebecca Hersher: poor countries “suffering enormous losses already because of climate change, right?”, “islands disappearing altogether”; bogus Dutch sea level figure in 2007 IPCC report, current “political phase”
1:07:37 Democracy Now on Extinction Rebellion organization “supergluing themselves to government buildings”, “the government is criminally complacent in the mass murder of all life on this planet and I will not be silent!”; JCD on car aerodynamics sparing bugs; activist: “we might now be facing human extinction” (CotD); JCD: good climate job “solar panel cleaner”
1:16:01 Producer Segment: John Fletcher “douchebag beard!”, alms for Sir Chris
1:37:49 ACC’s friend Michel in Thailand in time for Miss Universe
1:38:31 Sexual Harassment Update: NPR takes a swipe at Fox while discussing climate at CBS, Les Moonves the last obstacle to Viacom merger; artists avoiding Super Bowl
1:42:35 11 dead from food poisoning at festival in India; Texas federal court rules Obamacare unconstitutional, JCD on Nixon’s Health Maintenance Organization Act allowing for-profit hospitals
1:50:09 Pentagon fails audit; Boston University’s Anita Crawford: $5.9T spent killing folks since 9/11
1:53:36 No Agenda transcription word cloud with 8,000 “think” occurrences, top two “yeah no”
1:57:40 NPR giggles about popular board game Secret Hitler: “perfect game for Capitol Hill, right?”
2:00:16 Richard Bronson’s gushes over SpaceShipOne launch, JCD: “it’s a joyride!”
2:04:00 Donation Segment
2:19:14 No Such Thing as a Fish podcast with Stephen Fry on “porn storm” and “pornado” terms coined by John C. Dvořák, who is the nephew of the guy who invented the Dvořák keyboard
2:25:53 Simon Sinek on cell phone addiction “right?”; CBS on new Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney, Cohen non sequitur; Cohen to Stephanopoulos: “here’s the truth: the man doesn’t tell the truth”; uptalking Maxine Waters blathers about impeachment; fake conservative Jennifer Rubin predicts resignation to giddy MSNBC; comedian Noel Casler: Trump abuses Adderall
2:45:12 PBS on yellow vest protests; outrageous list of demands; Voice of America propaganda: “it had nothing to do with the Paris climate agreement”, JCD: “this is lies!”
Justice 4 Hillary (2018-12-13)

0:00:00 ACC: (Untransliteratable) (1:38:31)
0:00:35 Apple’s proposed $1bn non-technology Austin campus; next stop for ACC “Dripping Springs”
0:04:40 Showdown between Trump, Pelosi, and Schumer interpreted as win by each dimension, CBS on Trump’s “attempt at joke” calling the border wall easy, Pelosi’s “Trump shutdown”, douchebag Schumer: “when the President brags that he won North Dakota and Indiana, he’s in real trouble”, Trump irks Pelosi with “it’s not easy for her to talk right now”, “I am proud to shut down the government for border security”, Pelosi’s “tinkle contest” and “manhood thing” insults from anonymous sources, Jeff Glor “just remarkable” iso; chaotic BBC talking points mix; JCD proposes “Mexico’s going to pay for it” talking point, ACC: “electrify the fence”
0:17:27 MP Lloyd Russell-Moyle tossed out for seizing ceremonial mace, “ordah, put it back, no no!”
0:20:08 Pardon the Interruption podcast hysteria over Steph Curry’s moon landing skepticism: “does that mean you don’t believe in slavery??”, “very small step to becoming a Holocaust denier”
0:23:37 Autistic Swedish girl Greta Thunberg’s meme roster for UN Climate Summit; Sunrise movement colocated with Soros-funded Climate Action Network, cofounder Jeremy Ornstein’s Hungarian grandmother’s memoir; Justin Trudeau belabors “putting a price on pollution”
0:39:37 French police using incapacitating “secret weapon” on protesters; Democracy Now on new Arctic warming report, JCD on Greenland vs Iceland, ACC story: 52 states at Dutch school
0:45:39 Sundar Pichai to Rep. Jerry Nadler on $4,700 in Russian 2016 election advertising, explanation for Zoe Lofgren on Trump photos in “idiot” search results, JCD’s “woman in Vancouver who wants to meet me, and she’s also in Berkeley!”, Pichai to Bob Goodlatte on ad rates for competing political campaigns, Sheila Jackson Lee gripes about China operation, Jim Jordan nails Pichai with executive Eliana Murillo’s Latino vote efforts, Louie Gohmert questions SPLC as “trusted flagger”; Snopes fact checkers irked at Facebook for ignoring them
1:02:24 Producer Segment: AOC “moon shot” art passed over; JCD’s fake wall socket stickers
1:31:29 ACC on deplatforming for Twitter checkmark holders, “I’m an NPC”; NPR COO Bryan Moffett on RAD Remote Audio Data technology to spy on podcast listeners, “we’re not worried about who listened to it”, focus on “distribution deals”, JCD on South Asian click farms
1:45:20 Michael Bloomberg ponders 2020 run on The View; near-empty venues for Clinton tour vs Michelle Obama headed to the Netherlands; JCD’s “justice for Hillary” Newsletter essay
1:49:27 Time person of the year quartet of dead journalists including non-journalist Jamal Khashoggi, Georgetown Prof. Chris Chambers: “the minute somebody puts a bullet in your head, you’re probably a journalist”; Sibel Edmonds placing suspicion on Muslim Brotherhood in Qatar, elusive fiancée a “honeypot”; Spot the Spook: Khashoggi’s Washington Post “recruiter” Karen Attiah nervously excoriates Trump, desire for “International Herald Tribune” News; article: “Ah, it is poetic and is fitting that this’d be the last column that I’d write for… ah, edit for him”; Justin Trudeau on G20 meeting with MBS and arms sales to country with “different levels of defense of human rights”, refuses to comment on nonexistent Khashoggi “tape”
2:13:00 Crackpot podcast on Hillary Clinton’s treasonous Stinger missile deal with Libya
2:17:27 Donation Segment: Michigan Local One’s unappetizing fortune cookies
2:37:55 Child sexual abuse by Dr. Reginald Archibald at Rockefeller University Hospital; note from “official No Agenda tranny” on goal of a normal life over identity politics as an oppressed class
2:46:07 Theresa May slips up: Brexit deal “negotiated on behalf of the Eur… of the United Kingdom”
2:47:52 ACC OTG: teens and college students now sending text messages in their sleep
1093 Right Puberty (2018-12-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s a cavalcade cascade of deplatforming!” (2:12:43)

0:00:36 JCD reading “the trades” on Game of Thrones’ Jason Momoa’s popular SNL appearance

0:02:32 M5M crosses into unwatchabity with Michael Cohen sentencing à la MH370; delusional David Brooks predicts Manafort in jail “for the rest of his life”, Trump “maybe not serving out the term”; Dutch media regurgitating MSNBC “Trimp!” talking points; John Edwards’ $1M in illegal contributions; James Comey’s 250 “I can’t recall’s and one “yep” to House committee

0:11:17 Replacement Attorney General pick ex-CIA Bill Barr; Fox Business News’ Gregg Jarrett’s Clinton-era “gravitas” meme, “Barr is not that guy” to go after DoJ; Toner Prize recipient Yamiche Alcindor on Barr’s bona fides and Iran Contra role, interest in Uranium One

0:20:08 JCD compares Pluto TV on Roku to “unrelenting crap” XFinity Stream, few outlets covering French riots, LARPers grabbing iPhones and golf clubs, Le Parisien’s Russian influence theory

0:27:10 The Intercept podcast on virtues of Green New Deal including “beautiful, affordable, rent-controlled public housing”, climate “sort of baking us all”; Sunrise movement’s Varshini Prakash on Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ Select Committee proposal, “millions of good jobs”, JCD: “name one!”; ten-year plan for 100% renewable energy and “smart grid”, “massive!” meme, “new public banks can be created”; fizzled $150bn Obama-era Green New Deal

0:44:04 Green New Deal town hall with Ocasio-Cortez and Bernie Sanders, millennial gripes about flooding in Florida, “then I went to college”, AOC’s “bath or razor blades” voice, ironic critique of Republicans for “inciting fear”, “economic, social, and racial justice”, Depression-era US “so poor, so scarce” delusion, JCD: FDR’s New Deal “didn’t even work”, “we’re gonna fix all the pipes in Flint”, crocodile tears from disgraced Obama Czar Van Jones, “I had to resign under fire” lie, AOC claims jurisdiction over energy infrastructure such as “battery grids”

1:11:55 Producer note on depression epidemic among millennials, unhinged Trump-hating professors

1:15:19 Producer Segment: Put Another Prawn on the Barbie song; Newsletter animated GIFs

1:35:13 Nayirah al-Ṣabaḥ’s babies in incubators testimony with driving in desert sand; The Intercepted podcast by Amy Goodman protégé Jeremy Scahill dismembering George H. W. Bush

1:37:24 Yamiche Alcindor on Heather Nauert’s bona fides for UN, Judy Woodruff’s petty “no significant diplomatic experience”; Joint Chiefs candidate Gen. Mark Milley’s dentures vs baguette, Milley’s “world order” revisited; RT’s Murad Gazdiev mocks “new American age”

1:54:45 ACC on Green New Deal killing petrodollar; Arnold Schwarzenegger laments “mashugana leader” and inability prevent use of fossil fuels as Terminator, JCD: “we’d all be living in mud huts”; PBS on record high carbon emissions; “reptile guy” Sir Gene laments insufficient CO₂

2:01:08 Milo Yiannopoulos deplatformed from Patreon for “past association with the Proud Boys”, lying CEO Jack Conte to his “creators”: “you just don’t have to worry about this shit!”; ACC in Pope Tim Cook’s power to strong-arm app developers into deplatforming conservatives; producer note on deus ex machina saving mass murderer Medea in the play by Euripides

2:15:14 Donation Segment: Thomas Nussbaum’s military psyops decoration

2:23:56 And Now Back to Real News: Kevin Hart steps down as Oscars host, “my son’s first gay moment” routine; Dr. Johanna Olson on research into transgender youth: “it’s much easier if we can halt their puberty early on in the process ... and then put ‘em through the right puberty that corresponds to their brain” (CotD); Amsterdam Gay Pride Canal Parade in jeopardy

2:33:10 Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou arrested, JCD: deep state meddling, Huawei’s sleazy practices

2:37:21 NBC hit piece on CBS 60 Minutes creator Don Hewitt’s sexual harassment settlements

235
Pros from Dover (2018-12-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “My mind is exploding right now!” (0:05:34)
0:00:36 George H. W. Bush compared with John McCain; Democracy Now explores “vast domestic propaganda campaign” for first Iraq War with babies thrown out of incubators testimony from Kuwaiti ambassador’s daughter Nayirah al-Ṣabaḥ, coaching by Hill+Knowlton, Second Front author John MacArthur on attempt to Hitlerize Saddam Hussein, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch duped, Bush seen as “paragon of WASP respectability”; Steve Pieczenik on Bush disliked by Cheney & Rumsfeld, “trust me, he is not weak and he is quite ruthless”
0:14:25 Berkeley hummer Maureen Dowd on Bush’s foreign affairs preoccupation, dropped first-person pronouns vs Trump’s “narcissistic I”; Judy Woodruff: NAFTA “rejected by Trump” vs Brian Mulroney eulogy with agreement “modernized and improved by new administrations” (CotD)
0:23:29 Foamer Alert: Union Pacific 4141 locomotive to carry Bush on final trip to College Station
0:26:10 Tumblr bans adult content after Apple app store ban; Tim Cook accepting award from Anti-Defamation League: “this mandate moves us to speak up for immigrants” like cheap H-1B workers, message to haters: “you have no place on our platforms!”, ACC notes intact Fuck the Police on iTunes, no place for “violent conspiracy theorists”, deus ex machina and “the God part … is going to have to come from all of us”, JCD on Apple’s hubris as maker of “doodads”
0:43:42 Mark Zuckerberg “buttslammed” by UK Parliament with release of documents revealing anti-competitive “growth hacking” practices and sneaky Android shenanigans, JCD: Sheryl Sandberg “a very cunning runt”; PBS NewsHour on Facebook’s special deals with advertisers
0:49:14 Trump digital media director Brad Parscale to Frontline on “shock and awe” strategy, idiot interviewer obsessed with algorithm gaming, JCD: Frontline journalists “pros from Dover”, Parscale’s small-scale ad in “Eastern Washington on a Local DMA” amplified by sharing, proliferation of poorly-identified M5M opinion pieces “to make money”, Facebook’s new ad policy “kind of like a gift”, staff-only Cambridge Analytics deal, Internet Research Agency’s budget of $6,000, “I was spending per half second”, Facebook’s “marketing vs ethics” conflict
1:13:41 Producer Segment: JCD’s call to Michael Savage
1:34:07 France scraps fuel tax hike, ACC D-notice theory, yellow jacket “color revolution”; NPR takes care to call global warming “climate concerns”, “it’s all part of greening the economy … with which most people would agree”; JCD proposes mandatory yellow vests in US
1:43:08 NBC botch: lead in case of missing Carla Stefaniak in Costa Rica from “island authorities”
1:45:12 Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation: ignorant millennials prefer communism
1:49:02 Israel, Cyprus, and Greece to work on East Med gas pipeline to Europe; Denmark to exile unwanted migrants to Anthraz Lindholm Island; win for anti-immigration VOX party in Spain
1:59:06 US embassy in Democratic Republic of the Congo closed due to alleged threat from ISIS
2:01:11 ‘Ndrangheta mafia suspects rounded up across Europe; Emile Ratelband’s age change rejected
2:04:57 Donation Segment: upcoming Des Moines meetup with ACC
2:16:32 JCD vindicated by Paul Hogan’s “shrimp on the barbie”; Australia outlawing encryption
2:20:15 Donna Brazile on Michael Cohen “smoking gun”; Lindsey Graham’s MBS “smoking saw”, assertion that Saudi royal family was uninvolved in 9/11, JCD predicts assassination
2:25:51 2015 report on parents banned from lunch rooms because of school shootings; after-school Upsidedown activity for transgender twelve-year-olds; Mic disbanded to stymie unionization
2:32:52 Mark Levin and Glenn Beck operations merging; smokin’ hot Lisa Boothe; CBS throws Les Moonves under the bus for sexual misconduct including having staff “on call” for oral sex
NO AGENDA
THE BEST PROOF FOR THE UNIVERSE
99 Plus Percent Against It’s Science

1091 Surf n Turf (2018-12-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Bang bang bang bang bang bang!” (1:13:37)
0:00:34 ACC in “Geery” Indiana for TtK’s sister’s funeral; George H. W. Bush dead at 94
0:05:24 Expanded quote from MEP Marcel de Graaff on Marrakesh Treaty criminalizing criticism of migration: “meant to be the legal framework”; MEP Janice Atkinson propagates “59 million migrants” meme; Paragraph 33(c) “sensitizing and educating media professionals”
0:17:50 Brexit “freedom of movement” meme, “rights of access” objection to Theresa May; JCD on Germans never visiting Paris and Washingtonians never hopping over to Victoria Canada
0:27:21 CBC on G20 “family photo” with Putin-MBS high-five; fake photo of Trump in background; “weirdness” with Angela Merkel’s flight; CBS on Putin-MBS “soul shake”, cancellations over Ukraine, Michael Cohen guilty plea needing; Trump “long and hard” double entendre
0:41:54 Amy Goodman on money laundering raid of Deutsche Bank “President Trump’s largest lender, with Trump reportedly owing hundreds of miwvions of dollars to the German bank”
0:44:43 Murphy Brown cancelled after journalist beaten up by Trump supporters in “sea of red hats”
0:50:29 Amy Goodman propagates BuzzFeed story about $50M Trump Tower Moscow penthouse for Vladimir Putin; The View on Michael Cohen flipping”, Emoluments Clause back in rotation, Manafort “not a huge dill”, Joy Behar: “today is a good day for Donald Trump to resign”
0:56:00 Jake Tapper befuddles Rep. Jerry Nadler with repeated “it’s not conspiracy”, “Guccifer 2 and WikiLeaks and everything else” word diarrhea, “another piece of evidence” meme
1:04:51 Producer Segment: JCD Newsletter tips; noagendalite.glump.net
1:25:34 Producer audio notes on JCD’s Australian pronunciation, Surf n Turf song
1:30:25 Magnitude 4.8 earthquake near Anchorage Alaska
1:33:51 Democracy Now on Sheryl Sandberg initiating George Soros opposition research, ACC: “this is a Jew thing”, media as double-edged sword; Neil deGrasse Tyson #MeToo harassment and rape accusations, possible devaluation of NatGeo for Disney acquisition
1:43:43 Miami Herald implicates “Trump apologist” Alan Dershowitz in Jeffrey Epstein exposé
1:48:05 NPR on Bill & Hillary Clinton tour promoted by Live Nation, Michelle Obama’s merch including $35 “find your flame and keep it lit” candles (CotD)
1:53:14 Producer note on helicopter parents taking lunches to school on a daily basis
1:56:48 Texas six-year-old boy James labeled girl “Luna” by his mother with case of “gender mourning”; Tucker Carlson on “theybies” trend: “what other profound life decisions do we think people oughtta be making at the age of four … drinking vodka, smoking Marlboro reds”; JCD story: “spokesperson” virtue signaling, ungendered “baby”; Dr. Michelle Cretella: “our sex is determined at conception”; ACC: “I blame Facebook”, JCD on baby boomer negativity
2:09:24 Donation Segment: producer’s children de-douching peers on playground
2:20:44 Huffington Post’s desperate attempt at subscription model, JCD on PC Magazine’s millions in advertising vs “a page” online; baffling Democracy Now report on Mic shutting down
2:28:01 Climategate: Al Gore to NPR Here & Now on 24 Hours of Reality event, lying tell chuckle, “particulate pollution … connected to the pollution that is generated along with global warming pollution”, Trump “is now the face of climate denial”, “political tipping point” like civil rights, Camp Fire and all recent hurricanes “clearly linked to climate”, JCD gullibility test theory
2:37:52 German Finance Minister proposes replacing France with EU on UN Security Council, ACC: “is Germany looking for World War III?”; student climate change strike in Australia
2:42:37 CNN promoting Fareed Zakaria’s “Presidents Under Fire: the History of Impeachment”
1090 Truth Tell (2018-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Uhhh, okay, stupid, uhhh, orange man bad!” (1:07:37)

0:00:36 ACC’s hearing aid firmware update; goat neck pot pie with iTunes crew, “no hate speech” tip

0:07:27 MEP Marcel de Graaff: Marrakesh Treaty implementation to criminalize criticism of migration, JCD: “this is The Onion!”; JCD’s 2015 Jeb Bush prediction revisited, JCD: “blow me!”

0:12:27 DOS Dvorak on Typing computer audio “I… T… M!”, ACC: “all right, that’s our show!”

0:15:15 Former Border Patrol’s Ronald Colburn’s description of tear gas fired at “mothers and children” on US-Mexico border: “you could actually put it on your nachos and eat it”; Dana Frank on 2009 coup against Honduran President Manuel Zelaya orchestrated by Hillary Clinton

0:25:58 MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle irked by “majority are actually men” in caravan; unglued Geraldo Rivera: “they wanna wash dishes in the restaurants, they wanna deliver the pizzas!”

0:33:03 News Sniffer reveals The Guardian walking back article on secret Manafort-Assange meetings

0:42:14 Trump’s answers for Mueller leaked to CNN by “sources familiar with this matter”

0:45:25 Democracy Now on Russian capture of Ukrainian naval vessels in “illegally annexed” Crimea, President Poroshenko frets about “full-fledged war”; PBS on Putin’s election stunt theory; Radio Ukraine International on shared waters in Kerch Strait; bridge attack theory

0:52:27 Democracy Now lists global warming effects including “droughts, floods”; Al Gore’s upcoming “24 Hours of Reality”; ageist BBC on Trump’s nostalgia, “no serious scientific opposition”; 1989 report predicting doom by 2000; France closing 14 nuclear reactors by 2035

1:00:52 Producer Segment: ACC’s simulated universe theory revisited

1:10:45 Yale study: white liberals talk down to minorities; Connecticut parents “shocked and driven to tears” over school lunch room ban; racist black Florida police chief framing black suspects; Australian bill enumerates 33 gender labels; British Film Institute bans scarred villains

1:16:49 Amy Goodman: “senior advisner” Jared Kushner awarded Mexico’s Aztec Eagle

1:20:58 Miami Herald exposé on Jeffrey Epstein case; The Lost Boys of Bird Island author suicided days after publication; Jerome Corsi being badgered by Robert Mueller’s minions

1:29:38 Helmetless Bird scooter riders ending up in emergency rooms, owners absolved via EULA; Apple’s “booby trapped” products preventing DIY repair; ACC’s Bird-riding panhandler

1:36:01 Australia’s “extreme fire and extreme rainfall”; JCD’s “stike and shrimp”

1:37:39 Mark Zuckerberg minion testifies before UK Parliament, possible publication of leaked internal documents; Jesse Hirsh: “why does CBC trust Facebook?”; JCD on idiotic San Francisco Chronicle laughing in Craig Newmark’s face; DoJ unseals charges against online advertising fraud operation; proposed removal of Zuckerberg name from San Francisco General Hospital

1:46:35 Chinese scientist uses CRISPR to create AIDS-proof infants; JCD’s cloned dog in Korea

1:47:58 John Bolton explains why there’s no reason at all to listen to Khashoggi tape; Rep. Adam Schiff on Trump as lackey of Mr. Bone Saw as well as Putin, duty of Congress to “truth tell”

1:54:22 “Drenk, uh, Jenk” Uygur scolds befuddled Brian Stelter for ignoring Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

2:00:30 Donation Segment

2:13:54 New amateur radio digital mode FT-8; possible Six-Week Cycle false alarm at Walter Reed


2:27:26 Crashed Lion Air Boeing 737 Max “not airworthy”; job interview robot “Vera”; Amazon harvesting data from medical records; AWS Ground Station stockpiling satellite data

2:41:50 Millennials all-in on Canadian ice cider, ACC: “this is an exit strategy”
Puppet Mouth (2018-11-25)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Ohh, you’ve got to get one!” (1:51:15)

0:00:34 CNN on “highly anticipated” NOAA climate report released “about a minute and forty seconds ago”, “very specific according to regions”, we’re all gonna die from billions in losses and zika; CBS “we’re getting out!” Trump iso, under-the-radar Black Friday release conspiracy theory

0:09:47 ACC on French slaves rebelling against measures that are supposed to save them; CNN on Paris protests that “started off as a fuel protest a week ago”, “generalized anger about the state of the economy” lie, diesel at $7 per gallon, “shame shame” tweet from Emmanuel Macron; CBS on Macron spinning carbon taxes as effort to “wean the country off fossil fuels”; Euronews man on the street: “are we sheep??”, call for general strike; yellow emergency vests mandatory in France, spreading across Europe; JCD: general strikes illegal in US

0:25:32 Global Compact for Migration overriding sovereign laws in Europe, part of Agenda 2030, “informal economy” hookers and blow provisions, goal to “enhance reception”; furor over Hillary Clinton’s warning to The Guardian that unchecked migration fuels right-wing populism

0:32:37 London police fighting moped phone thieves by ramming them; Bird lithium battery bombs

0:37:12 PBS on estimated $23bn Black Friday, shooting in Birmingham Alabama; JCD on The Atlantic biscuit report as Amazon native ad; Finnish MEP Sirpa Pietikäinen to Euronews: “we are already consuming 1.5 planets every year”; Book of Knowledge on origin of term, Amazon Cyber Monday, George W. Bush’s post-9/11 “keep shopping” message

0:52:48 ACC-TtK T-Mobile consolidation, confusing proliferation of iPhone models like 1990s Macs

0:58:00 CBS This Morning: conspiracy theorists “living in their mother’s basement with a ham radio”

0:59:21 Producer Segment: lackluster 33rd promotion; DOS program Dvorak on Typing “A... B... C...”

1:06:33 Madam Secretary pot shot at Russia; ACC recommends The Clinton Affair chronicling two-year Monica Lewinsky fling, Paula Jones sexual harassment, striking parallel with Trump; JCD on The Equalizer 2’s formulaic Hong Kong revenge plot with final explosion

1:13:55 MPAA releases recommendations for lawmakers including anti-net neutrality “download bandwidth or frequency limitations” and ban linking to copyrighted materials, appeal to Constitution’s “Copyright Clause” Article I Section 8, absurd life plus 70 year copyright term

1:33:12 Talk Nerdy host Cara Santa Maria unenthusiastically reads ad for Crickstart “super-yummy snacks made with cricket powder”, “this is the future of food, you guys!”

1:42:14 “King” Mark Zuckerberg reveals to CNN plan for “tribunals” to review takedown challenges

1:47:12 Obama-Trump “Merry Christmas” compilation; Whole Foods’ half-mile turkey line; Instant Pot programmable pressure cooker beloved by old ladies, ACC: “is it an Internet of Thing?”

1:54:25 The Guardian bottom-of-page “the free press is under attack” anti-Trump donation pitch

1:57:01 Donation Segment: ACC’s millennial-cooked Thanksgiving turkey

2:07:26 Russian moon mission to verify Apollo missions; BBC on identifying unruly crowds with AI

2:10:53 Erin “horrible puppet mouth” Burnett interprets Trump’s “it’s not gonna happen like this any more” as a threat; Michael Hayden’s stroke; CNN on US-Mexico deal to require asylees to wait in Mexico, Trump “fixated” on hyper-liberal Ninth Circuit Court decision

2:20:28 New Interpol President Kim Jong Yang; UN environment chief quits over excessive travel

2:22:06 Trump dismisses nonexistent CIA “findings” on Khashoggi leaked to WaPo, Sen. Jack Reed slips in subtle “as reported to the press” (CodD); Defendin’ Donald jingle

2:31:06 ACC’s simulated universe theory reinforced by link between transcripts and Reddit trolls

2:39:44 CBC interprets Toy Story 4 sentient spork character as SJW transgender message
ACC: “What is goin’ on with those people?”

ACC on Dutch appropriation of “Helloween” and Black Friday; facial recognition at Schiphol Airport, asshole Heathrow security; Netherlands ties with Germany in UEFA Nations League

JCD’s traditional story of Thanksgiving; new “Friendsgiving” potentially involving testicles dipped in gravy; live Thanksgiving show to tease Show 33; CNN’s Brianna Keilar “you can’t make this up!” comment for Trump’s turkey pardon and “essentially pardoning Saudi Arabia”

Trump policy vs style theme: UC Berkeley Professor Stephanie Jones-Rogers to all-woman CNN panel with Don Lemon: “as a historian I explore white women’s economic investments in the institution of slavery”, laughing “overwhelming support of Donald Trump” tell, white women’s “deep investment in white supremacy”, token Republican Alice Stewart: “I do not agree with his tone and tenor”, Kirsten Powers: “every white person benefits from an inherently racist system that is structurally racist”; Dan Crenshaw tries in vain to get answer to “what democratic freedoms have been undermined?”, Face the Nation panel blurs out random words, “literally an attack on the press”, intelligence agencies “fundamental to how our democracy works”; Ben Shapiro comparing Trump and Obama; Trump Defense Force jingle

White House threatening to pull Jim Acosta’s pass after restraining order expiration; Carl Bernstein proposes editing briefing down to clips to combat “lying, propaganda, and agitprop”

Civics lesson from Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez seeking to “take back all three chambers of Congress, uh, rather all three chambers of government: the presidency, the Senate, and the House”, ACC: “this young lady has a presidential future”, JCD: “she is a laughingstock!”, Reagan and Eisenhower’s massive public personas, Jen Briney all-in on AOC

Producer Segment: “hummus” pronunciation lessons; Keith and The Girl “Fuck Adam Curry”

1983 New York Times article on CIA recruiting on campus; ACC’s Skype crashing woes

Michael Bloomberg’s $1.8bn Johns Hopkins scholarship fund ahead of 2020 run; Dutch Infrastructure Minister excoriated for agitating for €600M in climate funding in face of hospital closings; Rep. Mike Lee worries about collapse after restoration of treasury yield rates, JCD on “sound financial condition” proclamations at outset of Great Depression

CBC blames Trump administration for Canada “going deeper into the red”; $600M in subsidies and tax breaks for struggling media companies; Rebel Media on $595M “shush fund” earmarked for “trusted” media companies willing to kiss Trudeau’s butt for 2019 election; Grimerica deplatformed by PayPal; Airbnb delisting Israeli West Bank properties; Alex Jones’ warning to ACC to ditch Infowars appearance; Bitcoin landscape considerably changed

Canadians getting “ultrasound beams to heat and disrupt the precise part of the brain that causes” treatment-resistant depression, “adjustment to the circuits of the brain” (CotD), ACC: “a lobotomy!”, magnetic seizure therapy, JCD on vasectomy as substitute for castration under eugenics programs; PTSD drug prazocin found to worsen nightmares and suicidal ideation

Donation Segment: Michigan Local One fortune cookies; “John’s got a virus!”

Stammering Obama ascribes lack of progress on climate change to “hate, anger, racism, mommy issues”, “people call me Spock for a reason”, “experience of being president” inside joke, “you look around and you say, these jamokes”, “just read Dr. Seuss”

Author Ronen Bergman to Democracy Now on Israel’s CIA-like shadow government’s assassination plots against Yasser Arafat; MI6 fretting about release of Russia investigation details

New San Francisco Mayor London Breed confronted with abject failure to clean up poop
1087  Hippie Hummus  (2018-11-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “We got CDs too!” (1:56:33)
0:00:33 Netherlands beats France in UEFA Nations League with Panenka penalty, ACC notes nationalism rearing its ugly head; online dictionaries updated with the likes of “excessive favoritism” and Nazi example, JCD: “shameless!”, forgotten “jingoism”; Grand Slam of Darts “fartgate”
0:09:29 Origin of Zwarte Piet controversy with United Nations activist, Sinterklaasjournaal ratings, Kick Out Zwarte Piet campaign terrorizing children, vitriol mostly relegated to social media
0:16:03 227 injured and one dead in French protests against new gas tax; IRS inflation scam
0:19:58 Theresa May defends Brexit deal amid no-confidence rumblings, slips in “risk no Brexit at all”; CBC man on the street with 585-page Brexit plan, bookmakers predicting May’s survival
0:30:51 California Camp Fire and Camp Creek Road origin story deflecting attention from PG&E; CNN meteorologist Tom Sater fact-checks Trump: “I enjoy being in the weather department because it’s neutral, y’know, with the exception of climate change issues” (CotD)
0:36:30 M5M edits Trump’s Camp Fire comments down to idiotic “raking and cleaning” blather at press conference with Gavin Newsom and Jerry Brown, JCD on lack of controlled burns
0:45:38 Democracy Now on “accidentally” released details of DoJ’s Julian Assange indictment, Mike Pompeo’s “destruction of Western values” vs Trump’s “I love WikiLeaks!”, ACC on Glenn Greenwald’s redacted Snowden documents, JCD on Berkeley spook school students captured in North Korea and Iran; judge’s ruling on Jim Acosta’s ouster based on due process; “hey guys!” Acosta lies about First Amendment victory; Scott Adams outs Acosta as Trump imitator
1:00:23 Producer Segment: JCD disparages “hippie hummus”; CUNY’s ironic Craig Newmark school
1:28:56 Producer note on illegal smuggling of African “shark hole” charcoal for Saudi Arabia
1:31:27 CBS spins Anonymous CIA leaks into “intelligence” that Mr. Bone Saw ordering Khashoggi assassination; spineless CBC cites “multiple US media outlets”; John Brennan positive MBS authorized killing of “US resident”, “that’s a great question” about bungled mission
1:38:00 CVS on Melania Trump pushing for removal of Kirstjen Nielsen as head of DHS; John Kelly potentially up for replacement; unreported failure of Pentagon audit
1:42:38 Canadian postal worker strikes causing 30-day backlog; European students groaning under €10-40k in loans, Dutch BKR credit score to include “Uncle DUO” student debt
1:48:55 Nancy Pelosi: “Reverend Sharpton, thank you for saving America!”; Trump muses on Pelosi’s appeal to bipartisanship: “they can look at usss, we can look at them...”; Jean-Claude Juncker’s mismatched shoes; ACC Red Book: European childbirth spike due to birth control shortage
1:55:12 Superstore native ad for “it’s totally worth it!” Amazon Prime (CotD); Virginia headquarters deal to include FOIA heads-up; ACC on DIGEX hosting “black boxes” for FEMA
1:59:56 ACC OTG: talking tube spying patents; NPR “retards” on spying by gas station TV screens: “they crunch together online activity”, giggly “this is so frightening!”; JCD on grocery coupons
2:06:34 Blighted Rockdale Texas to host coal-fired Chinese Bitcoin mining operation
2:10:16 Donation Segment: ACC “bad QSO, old man, OM”, JCD: “it’s redundant!”
2:10:16 "We’ll send you the dankest herb" Briteside cannabis delivery ad imitating big pharma
2:23:05 Californians all mumbling in dust masks against Camp Fire smoke
2:24:22 CBS Eye on Cyber agitates for FBI-recommended router reboot to thwart Russian hackers
2:28:07 Australian Sen. Barry O’Sullivan unloads on liberal agenda and declares himself a woman; Kamala Harris compares ICE to KKK; MSNBC panel on Hillary 2020: “go away”
2:37:46 Canadian government to allow employers to require doctor’s note for a single sick day
ACC: “Shoplifter! Thief! Gangster! Bip-bip-bip-bip-bip-bip-bip-bip!”

California Camp Fire claims life of computer pioneer Bill Godbout, PG&E electrical incident immediately before outbreak, high-speed rail directed energy weapon theories

ACC in Laren Netherlands; Dutch court rejects Zwarte Piet ban; Groenlinks mayor Femke Halsema removes iconic “I amsterdam” sign for encouraging individualism; cabinet resignations over 585-page Brexit agreement, “protectionism of cheese”; NPR: UK paying €80bn “for decades”, MP Jacob Rees-Mogg: “not so much the vassal state any more as the slave state”

Nigel Farage as high-stepping football player dropping ball, Angela Merkel taken to task for her “naked takeover bid”; Dutch MEP Marietje Schaake’s Twitter Trump-bashing hobby

Emmanuel Macron’s nonsensical “le patriotisme est l’exact contraire du nationalism”, needling from Justin Trudeau, “Trump wasn’t there to hear Trudeau anyways”; Jim Kessler: “nationalism is I hate your country”, “you want your leaders to put the interests of your nation ahead of others, that’s what nationali... nationalism is not that”; patriotism in “dark” inaugural speech

“Hard-ass” blackmailer Nancy Pelosi; Rep. Marcia Fudge “we tout diversity”; Lisa Desjardins on “insurgent” freshman representatives favoring woman of color; insane uptalker Sophia Zaia agitating for Green New Deal outside Pelosi’s office with Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez; new IPCC report taken as gospel in Europe, Pandora’s Promise pulled from Dutch Netflix

Producer Maynard to Fiona Patten: religious gay-bashers “tend to like a bit of dick”

Producer Segment: Google Doodle stolen from Show 1085 album art; Show 1089 33

Madam Secretary and Norman Lear Hollywood Health & Society program “to shape culture and to change minds about important social issues”, ACC’s mysterious guest-booking e-mails

Amazon’s New York and “spook central” Virginia HQ: Andrew Cuomo: “for every dollar we invest, we’re going to get back about nine dollars”, ACC: “just like the Olympics!”, “Amazon Cuomo” name change offer; Assemblyman Ron Kim predicts doom for student debt holders, “richest man on the planet” meme; Amy Goodman on Congressional “Progresskive” Caucus priorities; Seattle “got 45,000 people, and 6,000 dogs”; Amazon Echo evidence in 2017 double murder; promo for FaceFirst facial recognition to combat retail crime; JCD’s murder of crows

New York Times exposé on Facebag using Republican opposition researcher to link critics to George Soros; Steve Wozniak: social media “not right for me” except for location sharing

Amazon Echo evidence in 2017 double murder; promo for FaceFirst facial recognition to combat retail crime; JCD’s murder of crows

Madam Secretary and Norman Lear Hollywood Health & Society program “to shape culture and to change minds about important social issues”, ACC’s mysterious guest-booking e-mails

Michael “sleazebag lawyer named Avianté” Avenatti arrested on domestic violence charges

Amazon’s New York and “spook central” Virginia HQ: Andrew Cuomo: “for every dollar we invest, we’re going to get back about nine dollars”, ACC: “just like the Olympics!”, “Amazon Cuomo” name change offer; Assemblyman Ron Kim predicts doom for student debt holders, “richest man on the planet” meme; Amy Goodman on Congressional “Progresskive” Caucus priorities; Seattle “got 45,000 people, and 6,000 dogs”; Amazon Echo evidence in 2017 double murder; promo for FaceFirst facial recognition to combat retail crime; JCD’s murder of crows

New York Times exposé on Facebag using Republican opposition researcher to link critics to George Soros; Steve Wozniak: social media “not right for me” except for location sharing

Donation Segment

Crash of Lion Air Boeing 737 Max due to new automatic anti-stall system being kept secret

Mike Morell “um”-fest to skeptical Jeff Glor on military warning about “China Russia” threat, “we all know how that story ended” with 9/11

Ebola and “illegal extraction of minerals, timber, shark hole” in Democratic Republic of Congo

JCD deploys solo rainstick for California fires; unusually cold weather for Southern US

Canadian idiot overdoses on edibles; “Unisom SleepTabs help you fall asleep 33% faster”

Baraboo WI high school student photo with Nazi salute, JCD: “these guys are all stoners!”
Transaged (2018-11-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Racist!” (0:13:05)
0:00:32 ACC at “save Mueller” rally with homemade signs and American flags, “otherizing the Republicans”, vacant-eyed sign-toting NPCs; Washington AG Bob Ferguson’s “rule of law” meme
0:05:34 Trump Rotation settles on “racist” after he puts down black female reporters “stupid question” Abby Phillip, “loser” April Ryan, and “racist question” Yamiche Alcindor, NPR lying by proxy with vocal frying Code Switch podcast host Gene Demby, “old tactic” of racists calling racist questions racist, Ryan “one of the most prominent” members of “overwhelmingly white” press corps, Quinnipiac poll: 51% of Republicans believe media is “enemy of the people”
0:16:30 CNN’s Kirsten Powers to Anderson Cooper: Trump “plays on racial tropes that go all the way back to the beginning of this country”, “classic white supremacy”; WaPo’s leftist “racist trope” meme, FL candidate Andrew Gillum called “thief”, JCD: media like panicky ant colony
0:26:09 JCD on Edith Bolling Galt Wilson as first female president after Woodrow Wilson’s stroke; Archduke Ferdinand’s number plate A111-118; PBS running The Sound of Music remake
0:34:15 Madam Secretary propaganda with Hillary Clinton, Colin Powell, and Madeleine Albright, Hillary “E Pluribus Unum” for 2020 campaign, nationalism “the existential threat of our time”, “nationalism is not the same as patriotism, it’s a perversion of patriotism”
0:49:13 Merkel and Macron canoodling at Armistice commemoration in Compiègne; CBS cuts out evidence of Macron groveling for Trump on defense budget increases
0:58:12 JCD irked by media’s continued inattention to Young Kim; Mark Shields lies “33 of 34 women elected to the House this time were Democrats”, Roll Call only mentions Carol Miller; CBS on winners Ilhan Omar and Safiya Wazir, no mention of “radical’s radical” Rashida Tlaib; Democracy Now ululations for Tlaib’s victory, “taken out” by security for heckling Trump, impeachment because “in America there is laws”, non-explanation of democratic socialism
1:14:41 ACC invited to Roger McGuinn concert, sold on cruise line lecture circuit gig
1:18:09 Producer Segment: ACC’s podcasting history on SoundCloud; the Shill’s 11/11 anniversary
1:29:19 Unimpressive Xinhua “artificial intelligence” news anchor, ACC on desire for human flubs; Amazon ordered to produce Echo recordings from 2017 New Hampshire double homicide
1:39:20 Odd NewsHour “you may remember there was an election”, Shields “alarmed” at Trump’s victory claim, healthcare “ironically” at issue, David Brooks’ new “45% of the electorate”
1:46:43 Seth Myers on Trump’s “racist conspiracy theories”, economy “boring” whipsaw; Michael Moore to Lawrence O’Donnell on SSRI for Democrats, “constitutional crisis within the constitutional crisis”, rib offer for Ruth Bader Ginsburg, representation in Senate based on “acres”
1:56:14 Comedy bomb-fest with Sarah Silverman and Bill Maher
2:04:43 Plastic ban theory: out with credit cards and in with RFID chips; Democracy Now: scientists drastically underestimated ocean warming; Netherlands banning natural gas and nuclear
2:10:57 Donation Segment: JCD breaking out the air purifiers
2:17:50 “Dutch Tony Robbins” Emile Ratelband attempting to be “transaged” at 49; No Agenda travel tip: American Airlines pre-boarding nut allergies
2:23:33 Confusing new Planned Parenthood “deserves to be a choice” ad; Ice Cube Arrest the President
2:29:12 Pat Buchanan on Southern Strategy “libel” against Nixon, JCD on “egghead” Adlai Stevenson; Tricky Dick and the Man in Black; producer note on Humboldt State University propaganda
2:41:38 US “coincidentally” to no longer refuel Saudi jets; Kansas mosque bombers blaming Trump
2:43:47 FDA cracking down on flavored e-cigarettes because “teenagers are attracted to flavors”
1084 Complex Instrument (2018-11-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s the Young Kim!” (1:41:47)
0:00:32 Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s “coincidental” fractured ribs and documentary; classic Michael Douglas film Falling Down; new season of House of Cards with unethical real-world CNN journos
0:04:41 ACC attends Beto O’Rourke election night party; CBS on “two!” state House seats gained by Democrats; Michael Bloomberg alarmed by “the recent bombings and mass shootings”
0:16:36 “Disgusting” NewsHour coverage with pointless Chuck Schumer clip, Judy Woodruff’s idiotic “no new taxes or government regulations”, Lisa Desjardins’ list of firsts for Democrat women, no mention of first Korean-American woman in Congress Republican Young Kim
0:28:04 Trump crosses swords with rude microphone hog Jim Acosta, parallel with Obama and Helen Thomas, “that’s enough, put down the mic”, “well, I’m not a big fan of yours either” to Peter Alexander, “cherish ICE” non-answer; JCD: accusations like “are you still beating your wife”
0:45:17 Jake Tapper on Trump’s “personal rant”, Trump “doing a dance on the graves of Republicans who did not show him enough fealty”; Anderson Pooper: Acosta’s pass revoked “in retaliation” for “incident that never happened” with confused intern, Acosta lies “I didn’t put my hands on her or touch her”; Nancy Pelosi: “let’s hear it more for preexisting medical conditions!”
0:55:56 Enthusiastic White House press corps, “racist” nationalism question from Yamiche Alcindor
1:00:23 Trump tips his hand when asked about his tax returns: accounting and law firms “they do these things, they put ‘em in”, “it’s a very complex instrument”, Troll Room: 1040-EZ
1:04:45 Trump equates high oil prices with taxes, oil price drop immediately after Khashoggi incident; Dinesh D’Souza on “crazy” Democrats to constrain Trump, Justice Department “secret weapon” with predicted firing of Jeff Sessions; JCD on Pelosi keeping crazies like AOC in line
1:17:34 Producer Segment: Grimerica value for value salesmanship tips; ACC’s GNE long
1:35:46 RT on SWIFT replacement SPFS for “dedollarization”, ACC on Byzantine SWIFT settlement system, Deutsche Welle: France and UK all-in on “special purpose vehicle” to bypass Iran sanctions, EU pressuring companies not to pull out of Iran; Italy proposing “Patriot bail-in”
1:44:56 Producer notes on JCD’s rudeness, Dimension B woman “monitoring” Newsletter for Alex Jones conspiracies and Trump support, ACC: “they’re turning the frogs gay!”
1:49:25 Joe Rogan Experience foursome try to suss out history of podcasting, JCD “some guy named like Bob Doyle”; ACC recaps podcasting origin story, JCD: “we should clip that whole thing”
2:07:37 Trump asserts he has kept more promises than he made; Matthew Dowd tries to correct idiot Joy Behar’s observation that Democrats lost Senate races “because of gerrymandering”
2:11:53 Dogs Are People Too: Delta passenger obliged to sit in seat covered in service dog feces
2:15:15 State ballot initiatives for marijuana and restoring felons’ voting rights; California Proposition 10 rent control defeated by real estate interests, Austin flamethrower candidate’s 3,000 votes
2:19:44 EU word of the year single-use, JCD on reused Aeroflot plastic cups
2:23:34 Donation Segment: listeners as producers for Grimerica
2:34:02 Producer note on Ugandan refugees folded into Democracy Now’s migration numbers; Humboldt University “whiteness and microaggressions training”; NPR on first-person shooter game white supremacy, JCD on Red Dead Redemption 2 suffragette-punching; Iso iso NA jingle
2:44:56 ACC irritated by suppressed Al-Jazeera documentary The Israeli Lobby
2:46:59 CBS opens Jeff Sessions story with excuse for not covering election; Rachel Maddow promotes “protect Mueller” protests; Jeff Pegues on “dramatic if not surprising end” to Sessions’ tenure
2:55:53 Jeff Glor “um”-fest, upcoming investigation war between the White House and Congress
1083  The Zoomers  (2018-11-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Bull-crap!” (0:24:19)
0:00:35  JCD’s lapsed motorcycle license endorsement, Kawasaki 750 two-stroke
0:03:06  ACC’s one-hour early voting queue, electioneering TV screens, mayoral candidate Alex Strenger promises dome to repel Californians, “I promise to take guns away from all of the police officers and replace them with flamethrowers”; breathless CBSN on Trump “fear tactics”; Beto campaign burning money with Austin ads; Biden & Obama hoarse from trying to channel Trump; CBSN: tax cuts “not very popular with the American public”, Trump “blitz” flub
0:17:56  JCD fact-checks Dana Milbanks WaPo Trump Rotation op-ed, “ham-handed” blackface origin; Bill Maher “fire on people with rocks”: Democracy Now on Oprah campaigning in Georgia, Steve King “lashed out” at college student for Squirrel Hill shooter ambush, meeting with “Austrian Neo-Nazi group”, “back in the United States” segue from Georgia to Iowa (BCotD)
0:30:16  Bill Maher on Brazil’s “Tropical Trump”, “why is liberal democracy so in retreat right now?”
0:34:28  Dimension B: Maher’s fake “catchy tune” enthusiasm for new Barbara Streisand album Walls; Mimi’s “do you know who I am?” encounter with James Brolin; tearful Streisand triggered by Trump lies due to family trauma, Maher claims MAGA Bomber list, new “climate truth”
0:50:24  Steven Clifford proposes ban on straight white men voting to “save our democracy”; ACC “demounces” self-loathing Lawrence Lessig for roster of reasons “my generation pretty much sucks”; JCD on “Zoomers” generation, 1984 “he who controls the present controls the past”
0:59:39  Michael Moore to “angry white American guys”: “let the majority gender run the show!”
1:01:42  Producer Segment: ACC identifying with deaf woman in elevator
1:23:06  Producer note confirms Chinese bullet train social score warnings
1:27:27  RT promo for four-part The Israel Lobby documentary suppressed by Al-Jazeera
1:33:21  American Housewife “I could’ve been an MTV VJ”
1:35:14  Frontline “The Facebook Dilemma” on Sandberg and Zuckerberg lying about privacy and using data brokers pre-IPO; 2010 Facebook Research study: “the results show that the messages directly influenced … real-world voting behaviour of millions of people”; Democracy Now on Google walkouts over executives accused of sexual misconduct receiving “miwwions” of dollars
1:55:47  “Groped and assaulted by Tom Brokaw” Linda Vester story resurrected
1:59:45  Democracy Now: Jamal Khashoggi “slandered” by Mr. Bone Saw “falsely claiming the journalist was a member of the Muslim Brotherhood”, Khashoggi “not a formal member”
2:03:48  Russian SPFS system for working around Iran sanctions, SWIFT headquartered in Belgium
2:05:40  Donation Segment: Mimi’s “somewhere between 39 and 100” birthday celebration
2:13:24  Weak DNA evidence in MAGA Bomber case; JCD on Sacramento murderer targeting critic
2:16:28  JCD teases Thanksgiving interviewee Anthony Scaramucci, attempt at complementary meal at his New York restaurant, ill-advised machete-wielding Al Gore Skype icon in pre-interview
2:22:20  Producer note on Democrat-Republican switch myth in textbooks; BBC “debunks” Bleexit web site talking points: “white Democrats ... switched parties to the Republicans”
2:33:53  Professor of archaeology Eric Cline bemoans the rise of “junk science”
2:36:18  Democracy Now: Trump’s “consider it a rifle” means “soldiers could shoot migrants for throwing rocks”; “bored” Texas Minutemen on the go; Soros-Mastercard Humanity Ventures
2:41:29  Austin vs Virginia for Amazon HQ2; San Francisco Proposition C “tech money” homeless tax
2:45:18  JCD on Heather Nauert’s Arizona State “look”; Democracy Now on possible nomination to replace Nikki Haley, former host of Fox & Friends “a favorite of Trump’s”
0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, you made the alien sound that Joe Rogan makes!” (2:03:33)
0:00:33 Beto O’Rourke married to $20bn heiress, campaign money from University of California
0:07:34 “Token liberal” Shepard Smith on refugee caravan: “there is no invasion, no one’s coming to get you, there’s nothing at all to worry about”; lazily-translated Dutch news “the Jew Soros”; Judicial Watch’s Chris Farrell to Lou Dobbs: “a lot of these folks also have affiliates who are getting money from the Soros-occupied State Department”; Brian Stelter: Farrell clip “so gross”, Bill Kristol asserts ZOG reference, calls Fox “appalling” in spite of not watching; old Barbara Lerner Spectre clip on Jews on vanguard of European multiculturalism
0:24:46 Don Lemon to Chris Cuomo on Kentucky shooting: “we have to stop demonizing people and realize the biggest terror threat in this country is white men, most of them radicalized to the right”, “there is no white guy ban, so what do we do about that?”
0:29:07 Louie Gohmert’s account of Robert Mueller’s sordid dealings with murdered Whitey Bulger; NPR on “hoax within a hoax” Mueller harassment claim by listener Jacob Wohl
0:35:53 Celebrations over Whitey Bulger’s death, basketball full of FBI C-4 plot
0:39:52 Mika Brzezinski “think about your children!” for election; Elizabeth Warren deflects low-key accusations from Geoff Diehl of illegal fundraising; “unglued” stammering Obama on caravan: “you can’t fall for that okeydoke!”; fractal of Trump-duped media in 1990 Vanity Fair article
0:51:35 Anthony Scaramucci tries in vain to get hysterical Bill Maher panel to understand Trump’s tactical lying: “you’re gonna lose again” (BCotD); Jon Stewart to Christiane Amanpour: journalists have taken on victim identity politics; JCD on thin-skinned Katy Tur and Major Garrett; MSNBC pundit Steve Schmidt: caravan “Trump’s Reichstag fire”
1:10:18 Producer Segment: ACC hiding Naive London Girl from investors; Dame Tanya the foamer
1:27:03 NPR on unnamed “critics” of social network Gab, CEO Andrew Torba on Twitter’s antipathy toward the right; ACC’s shadowbanning research: Usenet and Microsoft Tay chatbot, reply display algorithm designed to keep anger dopamine at a boil, Snow Crash Metaverse
1:42:38 Out-of-context Hillary Clinton to Kara Swisher: Cory Booker and Eric Holder “all look alike”, odd “paid my Mark Zuckerberg to do that”; MSNBC pundit Steve Schmidt: “peak dog” theory
1:58:03 Probable hoax video of social credit score warning on Chinese bullet train
1:59:19 Erdoğan’s Khashoggi /kʌʃوقɪ/; Alex Jones calls out hissing Joe Rogan as an alien
2:02:50 Democracy Now on Jeff Sessions heckled by First Baptist Church “in Boston” pastor, hit piece on Rep. Steve King for “racist” tweets and meeting with Austrian “Neo-Nazi” group, “confederate battle flag” on desk; ACC’s friend Hans convinced he is a Republican; producer notes on being taught the Democrat-Republican switch, “comprehensive immigration reform” for Democrat voters already in the country; Vanderbilt University professor Carol Swain debunks the three Southern Strategy myths; “Obama phone!” revisited
2:19:09 Symone Sanders: Bernie Sanders “has never incited violence, he’s never othered anyone”; Supergirl “other” aliens; The View: “all of a sudden it’s okay to otherize people”
2:23:13 Donation Segment: producer recommendation for Dijon mustard from Trader Joe’s
2:32:23 Justin Trudeau reassures Canadians that the Census keeping bank records is a fine idea
2:36:07 Anne Hathaway accepts LGBBTQQIAAP award, “gayness orbits around straightness” myths
2:43:56 Dogs Are People Too: PLOS One study on pets and climate change; WWF extinction report
2:47:39 Prosecution drops one of six counts against Harvey Weinstein; ACC’s “peak dog” theory
1081  BLEEXIT (2018-10-28)

0:00:00 ACC: Headless mannequins, eh!? (0:05:01)
0:00:34 JCD: self-loathing Silicon Valley billionaires sinking stock market
0:01:24 “October Surprise” history; Trump blamed for synagogue shooting in Squirrel Hill by Trump-hating Robert Bowers, January mass shooting drill; Twitter alternative Gab “no-platformed”
0:13:58 MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle outraged at Facebook account “Kill George Soros” followed by “MAGA Bomber” Cesar Sayoc; CBS on Sayoc’s arrest by federal agents at AutoZone accompanied by mysterious “loud blast” unaddressed by witnesses, odd detail of tarp blowing off truck, Christopher Wray asserts “these are not hoax devices”; Chuck Todd’s Russia theory
0:24:37 CNN’s Shimon Prokupecz accidentally reveals inside information: “we know that there is forensic evidence linking him … we don’t know if it’s him or her, we should say”, Fran Townsend’s quick arrest prediction, Prokupecz: “we know there was surveillance, ongoing surveillance of a person”; history of Six-Week Cycle entrapment of FBI patsies, JCD predicts domestic terrorism law; FBI “press release” affidavit with “philanthropist and billionaire George Soros” biographies, “based on my review of publicly available information on Twitter”
0:36:20 Sayoc’s lesbian boss Debra Gureghian to CNN’s Kate Bolduan: “everybody that really wasn’t white and wasn’t a white supremacist didn’t belong in the world” vs “he was a model employee”; “adopted” Seminole tribe; Gureghia’s California SJW assertion “I can’t fire somebody because of their political views”, pizza deliveries in “freaky scary” and “filthy” van full of booze bottles, “he always played the part very well”, hazmat truck driving job vs criminal record; George Webb’s CIA casino money laundering theory; Bolduan leads the witness with “mannequins with their heads cut off”, desperately tries to get Gureghian to blame Trump (CotD)
0:56:15 CNN on Sayoc’s political meme tweets; reptilian Sen. Mark Warner on threats against “two former presidents”, JCD: “this was the original scheme”; affidavit’s “law enforcement databases”; Mary McCord dodges NewsHour question about suspect to praise FBI; CIA vs FBI theories
1:14:02 CNN panel on shooter’s Gab account and “threatening statements that are made in the deep and dark web”, need for “giving law enforcement the tools to look at everything” (CotD)
1:22:26 Producer Segment
1:31:31 European Court of Human Rights “shut up, slave” ruling on criticism of Islam, Article 10 freedom of expression vs “protection of health or morals”; Emmanuel Macron insists all EU members share migrant burden; producer note recommends Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago
1:43:24 Candace Owens on “Blexit” movement, Democrats “told us that the Republican and the Democrat parties switched”; JCD on “perfect Democrat” Archie Bunker; Dinesh D’Souza on FDR’s “dirty deeds”, Democrat civil rights opposition, beloved Klansman Robert Byrd
2:11:12 Murphy Brown Indian stereotype and “too brown in here” GOP jerk; Trump expected to defend bomber, Al Sharpton irked over address to black youth in “sacred” East Room; Rick Wilson in 2015: “they’re still gonna have to go out and put a bullet in Donald Trump”
2:22:49 Donation Segment
2:30:20 Note on Austin water “false flag”; Typhoon Mangkhut’s “power of 500,000 Hiroshima bombs”
2:36:50 Al Roker compares Megyn Kelly to minstrel show; NBC’s revenge for September Weinstein mutiny; Superstore cultural appropriation Halloween episode; Variety Kelly hate-fest; NBC’s cover-up of debunked Brett Kavanaughs accusation; Valerie Jarrett’s outsize influence
2:49:46 “Obamacare” Dutch hospital closings; tectonic plate broken in 2017 Mexico earthquakes
2:54:43 Professor of archaeology Eric Cline gives pronunciation of Eritrea as /əˈɛr.i.ə/
1080 11 years (2018-10-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’ve exceeded your bandwidth!” (1:20:25)
0:00:37 Eleven-year anniversary party horn, Grimerica reflections on twenty-minute Show 1
0:02:09 Austin water boiling mandate, Lake Austin stocked with ravenous grass carp
0:12:35 JCD muting Twitter exchanges about Ecuadorian caravan; unusual speed and tight shots of Jorge Ramos; “Frat Boy Tucker” sounding like Christopher Buckley with Adam Carolla
0:18:46 “Phony-baloney Clock Boy type dildo bombs” with immediate release of package photos, idiot redneck misspellings; PBS propagating “prominent Democrats as well as CNN” lie, Trump’s insincere call for unity, “we all know that” persuasion, “no one should carelessly compare political opponents to historical villains”, JCD identifies arm-crossing as anger tell
0:28:51 Jeff Pegues on PVC tubes with “pyrotechnic powder”, former FBI “never capable of exploding” theory; NPR on Secret Service mail facility, exercises with “devices”; Trump bores audience calling out media’s “endless hostility”, JCD on Robin Williams reading new material at comedy club; douchebag “keep America safe” as highest duty; CBS spook Fran Townsend: bomb not “standard al-Qaeda recipe”, predicts quick resolution; JCD predicts Six-Week Cycle patsy, bogus stamp-licking DNA, ACC’s snake stamp for IRS, USPS irked over crappy new uniforms
0:45:19 Mike Pompeo cites 33M legal immigrants and recommends normal channels; Xeni Jardin’s Twitter bigotry for white people: “they’re coming to mow your lawns”, shades of The View call for toilet cleaners; YouTube video of mountains of trash left by caravan; globalist UN Refugee Agency helping caravan and calling for “any measure” to bring in refugees
0:53:40 Amy Goodman aghast at Trump declaring himself a nationalist, transition to “white supremacist leader Richard Spencer” story; Steve Cortes to Chris Cuomo: “nobody made you CEO of the English language”, Cuomo: “you know better than George Orwell?”; unhinged Nicolle Wallace compares Trump to Idi Amin, “they cheered at Hitler, too”, nationalism “N-word”
1:06:36 NBC finally gets to fire Megan Kelly over “blackface” comment, Roxanne Jones’ “passionately defended people who don blackface costumes” lie, JCD on NBC’s wasteful casting mistakes
1:13:15 Producer Segment: JCD pooh-poohs risotto; “rock star” Beto, ACC trolls early voting maven
1:47:02 Dem Bones Khashoggi jingle, official Sharpton pronunciation /kosuʤi/; Erdoğan at center of universe, embassy sovereign soil misconception; Trump: cover-up “one of the worst in the history of cover-ups”, “bad deal”; Jared Kushner to Van Jones on seeing through deception; MEP Marietje Schaake calls for “EU-wide embargo”; Mr. Bone Saw promises justice, ACC: “he’s done”; Gina Haspel snooping around Turkey; “disfigured” face and body parts in garden; German arms deals on hold; Democracy Now on MBS aide directing operations via Skype
2:16:57 Donation Segment: ACC’s unappetizing airplane flaps
2:38:39 Tim Cook in Brussels at the wrong time to discuss anti-privacy “data industrial complex”
2:43:35 ACC OTG: Alexa coughing and sniffling patent; Kinsa thermometers spying for big pharma; GM tracking radio listening; Android Google News app chewing through data
2:46:37 Idiot Justin Trudeau trying to sell federal carbon tax with rebates; CBS native ad for Lexus
2:54:44 Unprecedented oil shipment from Congo to Israel; Florida groper uses Trump as justification
2:58:04 Supergirl female president believes in global warming because she is “not a moron” (CotD)
3:00:04 Rosie O’Donnell to Nicolle Wallace on “out of the closet” KKK; ACC insulted by O’Donnell
3:05:17 JCD on “filthy speech movement”, Vital Farms “bullshit free” eggs ad
3:09:34 Compilation of Dianne Feinstein pushing for strong border enforcement
1079 Expando-Vision (2018-10-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are they gonna prop ‘im up like Obama?” (0:44:59)
0:00:36 Stale Dijon mustard in US, Grey Poupon douchebaggery for ACC's Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow
0:03:44 18 Saudis arrested over Jamal Khashoggi death, dubious “brawl” story, ACC: distraction of the week; Iranian sanctions to go into effect November 3; post-9/11 CFR speech introduced by WaPo editor reading excerpts blaming Israel for 9/11; Trump’s OPEC tough talk
0:14:20 Rep. Joaquin Castro unnerves CNN with theory of Jared Kushner “hit list” for MBS; no mention of likely instigator Russia; Amnesty International demanding autopsy; NPR on Turkey's dismal human rights record rivaling Saudi Arabia’s; CBS on “self-imposed exile” in US
0:27:19 EU oil deals with Iran; producer note on Adnan Khashoggi, yacht bought by Trump, uncle to Dodi Fayed; JCD Rubicon “people in the background conniving”; CBS on Trump's reluctance to cancel $110bn “over a million jobs” arms deal, Joe Biden campaigning in Nevada
0:42:52 ACC at Contemporary Austin museum benefit with Beto O'Rourke campaign manager, whispers about 2020 run, culturally appropriated tips, “the blacks and the Hispanics” comment
0:59:52 Compilation video of two years worth of M5M “the beginning of the end” Trump memes
1:05:36 Producer Segment: 80 archives of Art Generator; Show 1080 to mark 11th anniversary
1:19:02 Professional signs in The Evening Standard for anti-Brexit march; Daily Mail predicting Theresa May out within three days; Michael Caine shocks BBC with Brexiteer admission; EU considering allowing “member states” to determine whether to use Daylight Saving Time
1:30:36 NewsHour on treating Congo ebola patients using “the cube” isolation device, WHO “paradigm shift” of new experimental drug, new “quote effective” vaccine (BCotD)
1:37:25 NPR “sure!” millennial uptalker on pharmaceutical price disclosures, lobbyist douchebag: ads “raise awareness about a disease and lead a patient to have a conversation with their physician”
1:49:52 Democracy Now on Steve Bannon assisting stabbed Brazilian candidate Jair Bolsonaro
1:52:35 ACC OTG: Kyocera KY-01L, Lindsey Graham’s 2015 flip phone “coming back one day”
1:57:28 JCD’s 1983 InfoWorld article on COMDEX Expando-Vision software for subliminal “sexual confidence” messages, Robin Williams’ guru Sat Tara Khalsa, Sikh antenna hair
2:01:35 Donation Segment
2:09:52 Amy Goodman on 4,000 Honduran refugees en route to US; CBS on refugees boating and swimming across Guatemala-Mexico border; PBS on 500 Mexican federal agents deployed and Trump considering sending military; Beto's pro-weed, anti-wall, and pro-DACA platform
2:17:53 California net neutrality law vs Verizon ad for “dedicated lane on our network” for firefighters
2:20:50 Democracy Now hit piece on Trump family’s real estate “deceptive practices”, Trump branding removed from New York building due to “reduced property values”
2:22:36 Elizabeth Warren’s DNA test provided by FamilyTreeDNA founded by her ex-husband; Rapid DNA used in Utah criminal case, technology “free” for law enforcement, “criminals beware” fearmongering, “there was DNA that was taken off of a Diet Mountain Dew can” (CotD); Warren promoting lame resistanceschool.com that “shows you how to knock on doors”
2:31:48 Empty properties in New York and Austin; Mega Millions $1bn jackpot
1078 Demonation (2018-10-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Big tech guys, all kinds of tech billionaires, we’re loaded with tech billionaires!”

0:00:35 Mike Pompeo in Saudi Arabia to investigate “Hashoği” death, ties between assassins and Mohammad Bin Salman; NBC’s Trump “I love Saudi Arabia!” needle; killer Meshal Saad al-Bostani dead in car crash; Sandy Hook 911 tapes; Joseph Bahout on link to Saudi intelligence

0:09:42 John Brennan to Chuck Todd: CIA likely “going back into systems and databases”, “duty to warn” threshold, “interesting” coincidence of Andrew Brunson’s release; “MBS” Mohammad Bin Salman or Mr. Bone Saw; Brennan’s grunt at suggestion of “rendition gone wrong”, questions about King Salman’s control over his son; millenial reporter “at the end of the day”-fest; Brennan “queering the arms deal” theory, good PR for Turkey, Rita Katz MIA

0:31:44 Al Gore’s “five hundred thousand Hiroshima-class atomic bombs exploding every day” vs 2015 “four hundred thousand Hiroshima-class atomic bombs exploding every day”; “greenhouse gas pollution” down; Nature Plants study predicts beer shortage; BBC on Silicon Valley “future of food” meat from chicken feathers; USS Indiana power plant’s 33-year life span; Democracy Now on Trump’s plan to “disappear” EPA office, “our kids will continue to be poisoned” iso

0:42:04 Amy Goodman on “horse face” Stormy Daniels tweet, “he’s previously called women dogs, pigs, crazed, crying, bleeding, fat, ugly, and low-IQ”; JCD Trump Rotation Song

0:44:38 Boston Antifa triggered by #OrangeManBad NPC meme; lame Murphy Brown reboot

0:53:23 NPR on proposed price disclosure in pharmaceutical ads: “it could scare you away from getting a drug!”, ACC on erectile dysfunction drug ads during baseball games

1:00:09 Fremont California’s new sex education curriculum with masturbation how-to book, “at that age one of my friends knew that he wasn’t the girl people were telling him he was”

1:03:33 JCD fast-forwards narcissistic blather from De Niro interview on The Alec Baldwin Show

1:09:05 ACC’s Hitline USA Quincy Jones interview and Jones’ alcoholism in Quincy documentary

1:10:38 Producer Segment

1:23:51 Global electric scooter bonfire May 19 2019

1:24:33 Cherokee Nation unimpressed by Elizabeth “first woman of color” Warren’s DNA results

1:30:21 Joe Biden hoping Democrats delay impeachment; Carter Page FISA declassification; Rod Rosenstein’s Air Force One tête-à-tête; Skavlan host to Ann Coulter: “you wouldn’t last five minutes in Sweden”; outrage over Australian Sen. Pauline Hanson’s “okay to be white”

1:43:26 Canada “legalizes” marijuana, Washington banning edibles, 22 Minutes on bewildering rules

1:49:54 Austin on Amazon HQ2 list, high cost of living; warning from “Amazonian in Seattle” against starting dog walking enterprise; renovated Ft. Worth Meacham airport open for business

1:55:22 Long early voting lines in Georgia; anti-Trump NBC THINK editorial by Ruth Ben-Ghiat

2:04:13 Donation Segment: JCD’s upcoming Grimerica interview

2:13:04 ACC on McDonald’s self-serve kiosks creating jobs, blind E71 texting; 60 Somalis droned

2:19:29 Facebook engineer Brian Amerce on misguided content policy, SJW minority “belligerent beyond belief”, JCD on Evergreen College’s failure to expel troublemakers; Proud Boys vs antifa in Manhattan, Andrew Cuomo on increase in “demonation”, hate speech “is illegal”

2:29:10 Anti-Israel activist Lara Alqasem seeking entry at Hebrew University on “valid student visa”

2:31:43 Treasury Department leak to Natalie Mayflower Sours Edwards, unlikely recipient Buzzfeed

2:35:15 Hillary Clinton’s top secret clearance yanked after a year and a half of stalling

2:37:38 ACC’s roster of prominent media figures on boards of George Soros operations

2:42:00 Ominous BBC World News ad for “Europe’s Identity Crisis” series
1077 Bone Saw (2018-10-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Gore has taken it up to a new level!” (1:41:03)
0:00:34 Jamal Khashoggi /ʃəʊɡi/ , bogus Apple Watch fingerprint; Nic Robertson on Middle East repercussions with CNN sound effects; Tim Kaine: “the burden of proof is on the Saudis”, “enemies of the people” jab, Magnitsky Act letter to White House, threat to arms sales; professionally-printed “Free Khashoggi” signs outside embassy; “coincidental” release of pastor Andrew Brunson, CIA shill to Fox: “there are other Americans, including an NSA ethnic Turkish, um, officer, uhh, or, uh, scientist”; CNN boycotting Saudi investor conference
0:17:06 Amy Goodman: “Turkish officials say the men used a bone saw to dismember Khashoggi’s body before smuggling body parts out of the consulate”, convoluted question to Ro “Mola Ram” Khanna on being lured to Istanbul twice for divorce document, “extraction gone wrong” theory; Selim Sazak on Delaware think tank DAWN Democracy for the Arabic World Now
0:34:10 Incoherent CNN edit of Kanye West’s “you end up next to the Unabomber” at meeting with Trump, Don Lemon: “what I saw was a minstrel show today”; Jim Brown: “I’m here to serve”, appreciation for North Korea work; Lemon: “I couldn’t even watch it” vs OPUS MAGNUM on Kanye’s advocacy for Larry Hoover; MSNBC’s Michael Eric Dyson: “this is white supremacy by ventriloquism”; Lemon: “Kanye’s mother is rolling over in her grave!”
0:53:37 Kanye on Larry Hoover serving six life sentences alongside Unabomber, alternate universe philosophy, welfare and closing of psychiatric hospitals, lack of “male energy”, “trap door called the Thirteenth Amendment” allowing slavery or involuntary servitude for convicts
1:15:22 Producer Segment
1:23:50 Jim Brown’s Police Academy and other film roles; Nicolle Wallace: Jeb Bush would have been a “hero” if he had punched Trump in face; Alex Jones “I love it, they’re weak!!” rant
1:26:26 Neil deGrasse Tyson to Van Jones: “if you melt those ice sheets, in Greenland and Antarctica, the water levels will rise and come to the level of the Statue of Liberty’s elbow” (CotD); Al Gore to NewsHour on new IPCC report: CO₂ “now traps as much extra heat energy every day as would be released by five hundred thousand Hiroshima-class atomic bombs exploding every day”, “open sewer” meme, Gore’s “awkward chuckle” lying tell, Judy Woodruff scolded for saying “other scientists”, chuckling “99-plus percent of the scientific community is aligned on these objectives” (CotD), flat earth meme, Trump making US look like “rogue nation”
1:44:01 Hurricane Michael’s “coincidental” Florida panhandle election impact; JCD voterguide.htm cheat sheet, absentee ballot postage: ACC on government checks as voter ID in Texas
1:54:40 San Francisco regulating arrogant electric scooter companies, JCD on 90-day break-even
1:59:22 Unhinged Trump Hater of the Week Robert Klein
2:02:59 Donation Segment
2:11:43 Producer note on teaching Harrison Bergeron: KUOW “discover the truth” ad fior CIA
2:14:54 ACC recommends HBO’s Flight of the Conchords Pod Save America live show a pro-Democrat hate-fest, Republicans “scared as fuck”, sexist “unhinged”; Omarosa irks sick-looking Bill Maher by mentioning his 9/11 botch, “he said it himself … he wanted to sleep with his daughter”
2:32:34 Patronizing Prof. Eddie Glaude Jr. and hysterical Rebecca Traister defend political correctness in face of Scott Kelly’s Churchill quote, National Review’s Reihan Salam: “everyone in America feels like they’re losing right now”, rage and self-satisfaction spirals
2:50:15 Mark Shields predicts “blue wave”, David Brooks: “we’re in an age of negative polarization”
2:56:19 JCD on improvements to building code for Mexico Beach houses
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1076 M-Word (2018-10-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well y’know it’s a part of Chinaaa!” (2:02:15)
0:00:34 JCD’s Twitter insanity, Grimerica interview “even though you’re the one that told me not to”
0:02:45 CNN’s Kaitlan Collins asserts Clarence Thomas “was also accused of sexual assault”; Vice News editor Shawna Thomas: protestors paid “by organizations like UltraViolet to ... make the viral moments that we ended up seeing”; Melania Trump calls for “hard evidence”; DNC chair Tom Perez flub: “there are no moderate Democrats basically left, no moderate Republicans”
0:08:19 Brooke Baldwin triggered by “mob” describing protestors, “lemme move past the M-word”
0:10:41 Tucker Carlson takes Hillary Clinton’s “you cannot be civil” to Christiane Amanpour out of context; white women to blame, WikiLeaks “a wholly-owned subsidiary of Russian intelligence”, Trump family “broke at least the spirit ... of tax laws”, “why is it that so many on the right ... look to Putin?”, perplexity at desire for “security, stability, and ... a strong leader”
0:15:57 Hillary all-in on Chinese social credit score, Reagan-style speaking tour, “bullying and the intimidation” against Democrats; JCD on “kill Bill” scenario and “walking dead” Arnold Toynbee; rape accusations against Bill different from Trump and Kavanaugh because of “the intense, long-lasting, partisan investigation”; Edison Research to tabulate popular vote
0:49:37 Andrea Mitchell on disappearance of WaPo journalist Jamal “Khashoji” Khashoggi and video of “fifteen-man Saudi hit team” in Istanbul, ACC Magnitzky Act against Saudi Arabia theory
0:55:58 Producer Segment: JCD “if there’s scooters there’s poopers”; armodafinil’s “nootropic” powers
1:26:45 Scott Adams on proposal that Democrats be denied gun ownership: “it’s what they want”
1:39:17 Climategate: IPCC 1.5° target report released just in time for Hurricane Michael, breathless Jeff Glor on the scene; BBC hysteria over “the existential threat to us all”, “unprecedented” global lifestyle changes, “carbon removal technologies”, Paris Agreement “not good enough”, ACC on Agenda 2030: “every bit of warming matters” mantra, Valérie Masson-Delmotte gushes over artwork commissioned for front cover; cost projection: €2.1T per year for 20 years; nuclear power “dirty and dangerous”, “hundreds of millions of lives” meme
1:51:16 Saudi Foreign Minister defends OPEC to Amanpour; Dan Peia on Saudi Aramco’s reserve report revealing “hundreds of trillions of barrels”; Democracy Now on Trump’s E15 rollback
1:57:22 ACC OTG: Chris on Family Guy ditches phone for pager
1:58:31 Donation Segment: Amazon’s possible move to Fort Worth; Trio Jobs Jobs Jobs
2:16:04 ACC screwed by Geico, “fuck you!” to Capital One for music appropriation
2:21:35 Six-Week Cycle: “200 pound bomb” plot for National Mall on Election Day, admission “after waiving his Miranda rights”, Christopher Wray’s 1,000 homegrown plots vs Comey’s 50
2:25:48 Facebook’s new Alexa-type device with “privacy from the ground up”
2:28:27 Emotional support squirrel “Daisy” evicted from Frontier flight along with owner and all other passengers, “I will own a big portion of this airline, I’m goin’ for blood”
2:32:08 Douchebag musician John Mayer’s onstage “male contract” toxic masculinity sermon
2:35:53 CNBC still comparing Trump to Nixon; Morning Joe compares “two minutes hate” for Feinstein to 1984 (CotD); Don Lemon amused by “token negro” Kanye West
2:47:15 Polio-like AFM Acute Flaccid Myelitis; French “love baguettes” for HIV prevention
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1075  CIA Paid Me (2018-10-07)

0:00:00  JCD: (echoing) “If you’re a meth-head let us know!” (1:44:05)
0:00:36  Lisa Murkowski’s unexpected Kavanaugh “present” vote; Schumer channels Obama with “vote!”; Senate gallery protestor: “where’s my representation?!”, assault on representative government, JCD acquaintance moans about white privilege, Harrison Bergeron; Maria Bar-tiromo to Chuck Grassley on Soros-funded protestors; “booo! and “we believe you!” isos
0:02:32  JCD unearths his old Costco Blue Card
0:03:20  Lisa Murkowski’s Kavanaugh “present” vote; Schumer channels Obama with “vote!”; Senate gallery protestor: “where’s my representation?!”, assault on representative government, JCD acquaintance moans about white privilege, Harrison Bergeron; Maria Bari-tiromo to Chuck Grassley on Soros-funded protestors; “booo! and “we believe you!” isos
0:08:15  ACLU ad tying Kavanaugh to Clinton & Cosby; Sarah Silverman “fuck you” for Trump stand-up, JCD on anarchist rappers howling “oh my God, people are stealing our music!”; Susan Collins on Women’s March opposing Trump’s “nomination of XX”; “I trust SmartNews!” ad
0:30:09  Chuck Todd on Michael Avenatti’s cheapening influence; ACC on men being trained to be sheepish; Facebook employees outraged over executive Joel Kaplan’s “mistake” in appearing at hearing; Obama the “internet president”; “Snapcrap” app for reporting San Francisco poop
0:39:04  Elizabeth Warren’s angry man-hating “chip in right now” mailing; Nancy Pelosi explains “wrap-up smear” tactic capitalizing on negative press as practiced by CIA
0:51:20  Austin City Limits coming up, Across the Universe with Paul McCartney; millennial internship report on daytime drinker Jimmy Fallon; Instagram and WhatsApp founders leaving Facebook
0:59:49  Instagram “uniquely tuned to an Adderall user”; Netflix documentary Take Your Pills on abuse of ADHD medication, JCD story: amphetamine bust at International Harvester; FDA memo on international treaties still requiring Schedule I for 0.1% THC in CBD products
1:01:31  Producer Segment: Banksy’s self-shredding “Girl with Red Balloon” at Sotheby’s
1:11:21  Jung: “everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves”
1:25:29  EU to require on-demand content be 30% European, JCD suggests Warhol’s Empire; Glenn Greenwald to Amy Goodman on Duterte-like “Trump of Brazil” Jair Bolsonaro; Nobel #MeToo Prize; South Korean boy band BTS; ACC links Adderall and 2x speed podcast listening
1:44:19  Dianne Feinstein’s backwards “the CIA paid me” like Obama’s 2009 “thank you Satan”; Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders: Making the Team dingbat’s Instagram news, Caitlin Upton revisited; Orrin Hatch “grow up!” triggers screeching Kavanaugh protestors; men have “no idea!”
1:53:38  Seven Russians indicted for hacking conspiracy including OPCW; ominous BBC report on Russians caught surveilling Wi-Fi at Dutch OPCW office, incriminating GRU taxi receipt; ACC: “problem with bovenleiding” code for train suicide, Dutch rail issues blamed on Russians
2:01:39  Mike Pence gets tough on Chinese government, November South China Sea exercises; Super Micro motherboard spy chips, JCD on George Morrow’s 1980s portable Pivot computer
2:09:22  Donation Segment
2:22:29  Erdoğan in Berlin seeking to improve relations, prediction for discount Turkish glassware and hookahs; Sir Bob Geldof claims British music exports will save NHS, JCD on globalization destroying sovereign business like Saab; Democracy Now on US-Saudi war crimes in Yemen
2:34:07  ACC OTG: Jessica Powell’s satirical The Big Disruption, Facebook SSO breach, Alcatel battery life, file-trashing Windows update 1809; SUVs for dogs, Mimi’s Town and Country ignition clamp, “it asks for her PIN number!”, TtK’s daughter’s inaccessible Prius auxiliary battery
2:45:42  Ben Affleck back in rehab for alcoholism, no “if you think you need help” for viewers
2:48:36  Hit piece against LaCroix for contaminants including linalool cockroach insecticide
2:51:00  Fast-talking Stitch Fix dingbat: “the data’s a really really big part of what we do”, “really really great recommendations” from stylist with “really great data”, Pandora analogies (CotD)
1074 Boo You (2018-10-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s a disgrace!” (2:33:52)
0:00:33  Presidential Alert MIA; wake surfing with New York banker, Tesla sedan “death knell”, charm of bench seats and “necker’s knobs”; police pet guidelines; Netherlands on terrorism alert
0:08:02  *Star Wars* voice actress Rachel Butera’s controversial imitation of Christine Blasey Ford: “I don’t know why I speak with vocal fry-y?”; *New York Times* vocal fry-fest video with jazz drum accompaniment on Trump family’s real estate tax shenanigans, JCD: “that’s a woman??”, ACC: “and we thank our executive producer Mingus!”; *Democracy Now* on “tax dodges and outright fraud”, “inflation-adjusted dollars” embellishments, ACC on loophole-ridden internal revenue code for the wealthy, Trump’s “small loan of a million dollars” (not in today’s dollars); Amy Goodman “praised Judge Kavanaugh and mocked his accusers” whipsaw
0:21:31  Scott Adam’s addictive content recipe; Trump’s new “I had one beer!” stand-up material
0:24:16  Ted Koppel at National Press Club: “CNN’s ratings would be in the toilet without Donald Trump”, Brian Stelter flamboyantly outraged, intro by Marvin Kalb “stunned” by “enemy of the American people” lie; Trump in February 2017 bitching about misquote: “they dropped off the word fake!”, Dutch proverb *wie de schoen past, trekke hem aan*; Koppel on Trump’s innovative social media strategy, “gatekeepers” vs “spear carriers … where quite clearly the agenda is anti-Trump from start to finish”, ACC: “I think Ted is due for a #MeToo moment”
0:39:10  JCD at “cocktails with conservatives” event, gas tax repeal proposal to destroy highways; new California law requiring women on public corporation boards; NPR dingbat on California net neutrality law: ISPs “should not be able to slow down an app that you are visiting”; torrents back on the rise; Microsoft takes over domains of hackers “tied to the Russian military”
0:58:32  Russian trolls vs *Star Wars: the Last Jedi*; New Zealand’s GCSB fighting latest port scan
1:03:14  Producer Segment: Dude Named Ben call to produce upcoming JCD interview
1:22:32  Jimmy Kimmel “thumbtack on Liberace’s piano bench” Lindsey Graham gay joke; Atlantic Festival “this is what you get when you go through a trailer park with a hundred-dollar bill” James Carville paraphrase, “well boo yourself!” to audience, ACC: “just come out as gay”
1:29:58  *Democracy Now* on Kavanaugh’s 1983 “prolific pukers” letter signed “FFFFF, Bart”; Vince Foster memo to Ken Starr; *Access Hollywood* gushes over selfies with “rock star” Jeff Flake at Global Citizen Festival; 2013 video of Flake’s son with “gun to his head” and tweeted slurs
1:41:06  Deteriorating San Francisco Transbay Transit Center built with US steel; Army Futures Command investing $16bn in Austin startups; producer note on working as YouTube AI slave
1:47:40  ACC’s voodoo doctor recommends Ginkgo Bacopa in lieu of vitamin B12
1:49:45  Michael Caputo theorizes “diabolical” *New York Times* op-ed writer “believes that she is a hero to the American people”; JCD: “Gina Haspel”; Trump’s 2017 CIA speech revisited
2:00:21  John Cleese ostentatiously ditching UK over sorry state of press, parrots UN laughter meme
2:05:17  Donation Segment: M. Andres Jones’ *The Story of Number*
2:17:32  Brain-eating amoeba *Naegleria fowleri* in Waco Texas; Houston “robot sex doll” brothel furor
2:22:08  Obligatory *Democracy Now* global warming plug in Sulawesi tsunami story, JCD muddflats
2:23:56  Speculation about USMCA NAFTA replacement, JCD: “have Briney read it”
2:26:22  University of Manchester replacing applause with “jazz hands”, no thought of blind students
2:31:04  No outrage from Amy Goodman over Jocelyn Bell Burnell’s stolen Nobel Prize pulsar research
2:35:05  FDA weasel to CNBC on fighting vape “epidemic”, JCD on candy cigarettes
2:44:36  Trump to Cecilia Vega: “that’s okay, I know you’re not thinking, you never do”
1073  Boof a Lemon  (2018-09-30)

0:00:00  ACC: “I’ll have the opium and warm orange juice, please.”
0:00:34  C-SPAN caller triggered by Kavanaugh circus on being molested in second grade, douchebag host: “Brenda, how old were you at the time?”, ACC: “this jamoke here sittin’ there, hey, how old were you, heh heh!”, no mention of victim hotline, knee to the groin maneuver apparently no longer taught, ACC’s mother’s $10 bill charm bracelet; JCD diagnoses Kavanaugh as alcoholic, 1980s “boofing” alcohol enemas, privileged prep school “jerk-offs”
0:12:30  Steve Pieczenik on Mormon Republicans and Yale Democrats including Comey and Wray, Amy “Klo-bacher”; Dianne Feinstein “I just did” on asking if her staff leaked Ford letter
0:23:23  FBI not using evidence from Ford’s sketchy polygraph test; legal team pushing for open-ended investigation; Michael Savage on Ford running Stanford CIA internship program, family CIA connections; producer note on “rage room” meetup to “flip tables and punch things”; stern “no interacting” warning for social media; Linda Sarsour back to her usual screeching; Trump: “this could be a blessing in disguise”, reference to Feinstein’s body language; Judge Napolitano on Kavanaugh’s hostility toward Fourth Amendment and PATRIOT Act connection
0:43:52  Predator Barbara Boxer: angry Kavanaugh “very frightening”, shapeshifter eyes; JCD predicts Lisa Murkowski’s revenge for being screwed in election; Lindsey Graham rails against “unethical sham”; hypocrite Bill Maher: Graham “familiar with the back door”
0:54:16  Dimension B: Maher calls Kavanaugh’s daughter a liar, Graham “needs the stabilizing influence of his dead boyfriend”, April Ryan shocked and delighted, Maher: “pageant” of white privilege; JCD on ditching Democrat Party for “constantly trying to kill me”; Democracy Now on American Bar Association and Jesuit America Magazine throwing Kavanaugh under the bus, ACC on Democrat money linked to ABA; Dianne Feinstein: “would you like to say more about it?”, Kavanaugh: “no”; Ford’s subliminal message to women: being silenced “terrified me the most”; Amy Coney Barrett a shoe in as Notre Dame graduate
1:12:46  Producer Segment: JCD’s habit of freaking out badge wearers by greeting them by name
1:12:46  International Podcast Day: ACC’s allergy cure, “maybe I should try boofing the limoncello”
1:12:46  Willie Nelson and Beto O’Rourke in Austin, JCD anxious to get his hands on Beto poster
1:30:33  Steve Bannon predicts 2020 three-way race to Bill Maher, Hillary’s “president for life meme!
1:41:16  Lindsay Lohan punched in the face after trying to kidnap homeless Syrian refugee children
1:44:12  Interview with ACC’s grandfather Renwick Eugene Curry, grandmother’s Latakia Syria roots
1:46:52  Russia suspected of online meddling in Macedonian renaming referendum
1:51:11  Elon Musk to settle SEC securities fraud suit, possible forced sale capital gains dodge
1:57:24  Democracy Now on Karnes detention center hunger strike, People Without Borders NGO
2:00:13  Daily Mail fearmongering over three British cases of monkeypox
2:01:53  Donation Segment: producer note on 5G push for Tokyo Olympics
2:16:12  Seven terrorism suspects arrested in Netherlands for planning car bomb
2:18:12  ACC OTG: $39 pre-Google Alcatel GO FLIP, Google “unidentified device!” freakout; JCD’s success in London with cheap Chinese phone; Tim Berners-Lee promoting “Solid POD” project
2:30:44  Poll rates Austin worst city for aggressive dogs; Democracy Now on Colombian murder epidemic, Mexican government admits role in 1968 Tlatelolco Massacre
2:35:14  Trump trying new material in West Virginia: Democrats “party of crime”, Obama administration war with North Korea averted, “millions of people would have been killed”
2:41:04  Japanese Obayashi Corporation promises viable space elevator by 2050
1072 Adultism Is Real (2018-09-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “The FBI doesn’t need any help lookin’ like goofballs.” (1:31:18)
0:00:31 ACC doped up on DayQuil for cold or allergies; police and fire trucks massing near JCD’s
0:02:12 Kavanaugh-Ford “shit show”, female prosecutor asking questions for Republicans; Article III Section 1 “good Behaviour” vs lifetime appointment; Michael Avenatti: “I don’t believe it, and
I think it shows that he’s lying”, “that is our burden, and we’re gonna embrace it, and we’re
gonna meet it”; Ronan Farrow: Deborah Ramirez came forward “because Senate Democrats
began looking at this claim”; ACC’s childhood bullying recollections; Jennifer Granholm to
Jake Tapper: witnesses’ inability to recall details “corroborates Ford’s story”
0:04:56 Kirsten Gillibrand: Kavanaugh accused “creedly” of having “exposed himself, to her face, in
college, while laughing, as part of a game”; timing of Bill Cosby conviction; Trump: “I could
pick a woman”, virtue signaling Jim Acosta insists on question from female reporter after his
0:08:08 Uptalking teen narcissists to On the Media on Ford support letter: “she had humanity and she
was a person and we just felt that empathy for her and we wanted to pass that on?”, “we’re
not painting men as predators, this is who they
0:12:41 Trump asserts evidence of Chinese election meddling, odd “I won’t mention the name of the show”, respect for “Donald Trump’s very very large brain”; NewsHour “US above all philosopy” Hitler reference, Macron’s defense of “multilateralism”, Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres on family separation bandwagon, no foreign aid for hostile nations, “Western liberal
order” vs “what it calls sovereignty”; EU meddling in Poland’s judicial reform
1:09:51 Producer Segment: back catalog archival effort; JCD’s disappearing PC Magazine 5G criticism
1:26:10 Ask Adam: Swamp Thing “rock and roll is the only thing that counts, dig?”; new Dick Wolf
FBI “genomic phenotyping”, Godwin’s Law reformulation, old phone batteries as detonators
1:32:52 ACC OTG: Kyocera ditched for Nokia E71 for better battery life, JCD: “sad day”
1:35:15 NPR on North Carolina pig poop flooding with no mention of smell
1:38:53 Ebola in Congo, experimental US drug, 33 deaths in previous outbreak, Chinese cobalt mining
1:43:56 Linux Foundation adopting SJW code of conduct, potential license revocation “kill switch”
1:47:29 NewsHour series on the horrors of plastic lasting for “the next hundreds of thousand of years”
1:50:31 Class-action lawsuit against Facebook by content moderators with PTSD
1:54:56 Producer note on “Brexit backstop” and porous border between Ireland and Northern Ireland;
MP Stephen Pound on potential for uniformed troops on border to jeopardize peace process
1:59:18 Donation Segment
2:08:12 $2.2bn San Francisco Transbay Terminal and nearby Millennium Tower falling to pieces
2:14:29 Neil deGrasse Tyson Mars Rover “nitrous oxide” botch, JCD: “it’s called air!”; Hillary Clinton
“yesss!” to Stephen Colbert on “democracy in crisis” meme, Nixon impeachment parallels
2:21:43 Michael Moore accidentally reveals Bill Maher’s donation to Democratic Socialists of America
2:22:53 CNBC slave all-in on on John Hancock fitness tracking for lower life insurance premiums
2:26:36 MP Ruth Smeech on British anti-Semitism: “I am not nor have I ever been a lizard”; Dekon-
struktiv Kritik on Lutheran Church as foundation of Swedish authoritarian/egalitarian state
2:38:11 RT on Israeli NSO Group’s Pegasus phone spyware running rampant in 45 countries
2:40:19 JCD fast-forwards CBSN dingbat gushing over Beto O’Rourke’s 2% poll lead
1071 Commie Comey (2018-09-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s as phony as it comes!” (2:48:46)

0:00:31 ACC learns about “Pluto in Scorpio” millennials from CVC crowd; Dutch “Moroccan problem” and after-show shawarma mission; Dutch money in Syria and Kiev, agreement for US military Curacao access, Five Eyes incorporation; oddball musical instrument “badgermin”; “active military” early boarding, JCD: “you have to be hauling some artillery onto the plane!”

0:14:40 ACC OTG: Kyocera battery running down in Europe, JCD: non-removable phone batteries “an abomination”, Cat B35 ruined by Google, broke iHeartMedia buys Stuff Media for $55M

0:17:47 JCD unceremoniously put on “hiatus” by Trump-hating PC Magazine SJW after 32 years, resistance to mention of No Agenda on podcast lists, producer note on Mac-centrism and IGN’s Trump hate, Forbes “hey umm, can you give us a call”, Mevio salary cut by ACC

0:27:20 Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 11/9 a flop, introduction by fawning Bill Maher, “spooky” 11/9, cheers for “not a spectator sport” call to vote, “it is about the Trumpian time in which we live”, 180° from predicted win, hate for “white people” Republicans who “think reverse racism is a bigger problem than racism”, cheers for Maher’s “no kids” riches for the Democrats, slanderous implication that Trump was allowed to “get away with” pedophilia

0:43:49 M5M “eleven white men” compilation; even MSNBC concedes Christine Blasey Ford testimony is a “delay tactic”; Mazie Hirono “against women’s reproductive choice” talking point; JCD: “women talk to women”; CNN panel of Republican women all-in on Kavanaugh, “who bought the alcohol for these kids?!”; Sanjay Gupta on effect of alcohol on long-term memory

1:05:01 Producer Segment: Oakland meetup, homeless tent stencils, Jen Briney’s comedy career

1:17:15 Senate Farm Bill decriminalizing industrial hemp production and CBD extraction, JCD on the William Randolph Hearst conspiracy; melodramatic sighs from CNBC reporter on teen vaping statistics, “I’m turning into a big government regulation person” raving

1:22:59 ACC’S “boing!” sound effect; media ignoring effect of Hurricane Florence on North Carolina’s vast reserves of pig poop; no mention of Theresa May’s Brexit deal failure, WTO plan B

1:37:15 Black woman at Pasadena city council meeting on being harassed by illegal immigrants

2:09:22 Black woman at Pasadena city council meeting on being harassed by illegal immigrants

2:11:57 Donation Segment: JMD finds mile-high club donation “really douchey”

2:26:17 Industry-friendly California law AB-2989 allowing electric scooters on highway at speed up to 35 miles per hour without a helmet, “braked wheel skid on dry, level, clean pavement”; producer note on tech workers declaring themselves “long-term tourists” in Austin

2:33:54 Washington teacher: science curriculum “only about carbon”, problem 80% universities; new NASA ICESat-2 satellite to measure glacier height with green laser, JCD: “I’m blind!”

2:37:47 Effeminate Canadian tornado survivor wails about almost losing his daughter

2:39:17 Lou Dobbs and former FBI James Kallstrom discuss James Comey and John Brennan being former members of the Communist Party; mockingbirdlist.com

2:45:05 NBC on STIR/SHAKEN anti-robocall technology unimplemented until late 2019

2:47:26 Code Pink’s microphone-wearing Medea Benjamin dragged out of Hudson Institute event
1070 Alexa in a Lexus (2018-09-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s really cool, all this stuff!” JCD: “It’s really cool, man!” ACC: “So cool!” (2:25:51)
0:00:39 ACC in Laren Netherlands, LHC visit cancelled due to TtK’s family health issue, incongruous “air gap” train ticket QR code scanning, MAMILs middle-aged men in Lycra, Swiss inward-opening doors, Dutch singer Glennis Grace in America’s Got Talent finals, “too many bicycles”
0:12:10 Emmy Awards produced by Lorne Michaels, anti-white agenda, record low viewership, John McCain in “dead segment” with no mention of Tom Wolfe, botched on-stage marriage proposal
0:21:31 Russian MH-17 news conference points finger at Ukrainian Buk missile and phone call
0:28:33 Accusations against “straw man” Brett Kavanaugh by Christine Blasey Ford, Trump “hurting his family” and “a lot of time” memes, Senator “Feinsteen”; Sen. Richard Blumenthal draws Rob Porter parallel, unbidden Sen. Mazie Hirono: “I just want to say to the men in this country, just shut up and step up!”; Barbara Boxer all-in on account from Rep. Anna Eshoo
0:39:20 Kavanaugh in 2015: “what happens at Georgetown Prep stays at Georgetown Prep”; CBSN on potential for FBI to “triangulate”; TtK irked by letter-writing campaign by the likes of Julia Louis-Dreyfus; YouTube joke on being kissed by Maxine Waters: “her breath was funky”
0:48:18 Sexual Harassment Update: Cody Wilson accused of having sex with underage girl, CBSN makes travel to Taiwan sound suspicious, Shep Smith on sugardaddymeet.com site; “forcible kissing” by Dallas Mavericks CEO Terdema Ussery, ESPN interview with weepy Mark Cuban
0:59:20 Linus Torvaids steps down temporarily to reevaluate his abusive online behavior
1:02:39 Producer Segment
1:13:13 BBC World on US-China tariff war overshadowed by restrictions on technology acquisitions
1:19:25 Joe Biden: Trump supporters “virulent people, some of them the dregs of society”, ACC on “Skeletor” character from John Carpenter’s They Live; “Bing Haus” Chinese restaurant
1:22:52 Former CIA Brad Johnson and former FBI John Guandolo on John Brennan’s conversion to Islam, “fellow traveler” throwback to Red Scare, current CIA Deputy Director Vaughn Bishop, COO Andrew Makridis, and Gina Haspel all Brennan protégées, security clearance making it easier for him to be an MSNBC talking head; producer note on r/greatawakening not being a total QAnon takedown, “deeper layer of evil”; OperationMockingbird or brainwashed journalists appalled at release of classified documents, ACC: “we need to make a list”
1:41:45 Andrea Mitchell at Global Climate Action Summit on California satellite to track climate change “which of course is causing hurricanes to be stronger and more severe”, new narrative of fizzling storms dumping torrents, Jerry Brown unable to find Trump Rotation adjective, Trump “enabler of climate negligence and climate avoidance”, Mitchell lies: Trump “says that nearly 3,000 people did not die in Puerto Rico”, Brown: “something’s gotta happen to this guy, because if we don’t get rid of him, he’s gonna undermine America and even the world”
1:59:29 Donation Segment: Swedish producer note on “S&M Party”, optical and dental coverage limits
2:12:31 ACC OTG: minimalist Punkt MP02 a European success symbol; Google partnership with “Metsubushi” and others, JCD: “Alexus in a Lexus”, black box revenue generator prediction; John Hancock phasing out policies without fitness tracking; CNBC on new Apple Watch with “complications”, “it’s really cool!”, puzzling “looking at photos”; Chrome hiding URL www
2:32:38 Hillary Clinton gives Rachel Maddow the “willies” with talk of Trump post-election firing spree or coup; Robert Francis “Beto” O’Rourke “has this sea of sweaty voters energized”, “peak savior status” against Ted Cruz; Bono discusses pedophile priests with Pope Francis
2:45:03 Comedian Bill Burr gripes about British commentators trotted out to deliver news
1069  German SPAM  (2018-09-16)

0:00:00  ACC: “Don’t cut in line and stop stealing our secrets!”  (2:31:22)
0:00:34  Pre-Zephyr start of show, ACC’s Thursday-Sunday mixups; JMD cites pre-engagement “promise”, Newsletter’s Tiffany-Willow mixup and ACC in bra; ACC in Lucerne Switzerland, border guards grabbing sketchy migrants, shopping mall under train station, baffling German spam, Airbnb with bed in bathroom, rude Chinese cutting in line and feeding “scam artist” swans
0:21:53  Satirical storm news footage, casual “walking the dog” to CNN, millennial Fox reporter: “about 75% of the population ... has evacuated, that still means 15% are still here”; Al Gore “come on!”; Puerto Rico statistics all over map; North Carolina coverage cuts to “the strongest storm on the planet this year” Typhoon Mangkhut in the Philippines; Cliff Mass blog finds fewer major storms; Professor Ian Plimer: “climate always changes”; Jeff Glor hysteria
0:37:03  Steve Ballmer irks Bill Maher by citing healthcare costs up 225% and lifespan down, border apprehensions down, education spending doubled, Maher urges Ballmer to buy next election
0:43:20  “Lesbian icon” Hillary Clinton at Lesbians Who Tech Summit: “I rarely do this, but I have to tell you ... I am on People Magazine’s best dressed list this year”, plug for paperback edition, vote “to help us save our country”, Russians “now clearly in our electoral systems”, “outmanned, outwomaned” by Republicans flub, plug for election spending in digital media
0:55:17  Hillary on “double standard” of Serena Williams losing points for US Open tantrum
1:00:59  Producer Segment: JCD’s Argentinian ant burning strategy revisited
1:10:05  JCD career advice: ignore guidance and thank guidance giver, ACC: “it’s taken me 54 years to finally be able to podcast”, term “podcast” from Dannie Gregoire and/or Ben Hammersley; Tiege Hanley’s influencer endorsements, Scott Adam’s hot girlfriend doing photo promotions
1:19:12  Jimmy Kimmel steals Fallon’s Pence “lodestar” compilation, JCD: “I’m thinkin’ Lear”, online betting on op-ed author; producer note on slurring “anonymuous” and Don’s dentures
1:33:12  Stormy Daniels “50-50 shot” revisited; Michael Avenatti takes offense with Tucker Carlson’s label CPL “Creepy Porn Lawyer”, ACC: “without a condom” meme pointing to abortion
1:38:26  Dianne Feinstein’s mysterious dirt on Brett Kavanaugh; JCD’s Feinstein and Boxer stories
1:44:36  London Mayor Sadiq Khan: British public should have “the option of staying in the EU”; WikiLeaks journalist Arjen Kamphuis missing for weeks in Norway, personal effects found at sea; producer note on Sweden giving illegal immigrants superior healthcare benefits
1:54:21  Bob Woodward’s repeated Project Mockingbird talking point “national security”
1:57:22  EU court rules British mass surveillance violates human rights; EU Parliament swaps in B-roll of last year’s standing ovation for Jean-Claude Juncker’s State of the Union address
2:03:23  Donation Segment
2:15:08  QAnon subreddit r/greatawakening shut down by Atlantic Council’s Jessica Ashooh; Ashooh on Syria: “a no-fly zone would be a great thing”; cofounder Alexis Ohanian on “anti-evil team”; Nick the Rat trolling the trolls on r/inthemorning; JCD “spot the spook” for Ashooh
2:25:14  Norah O’Donnell to FBI Director Christopher Wray on Chinese economic espionage: “they’re trying to steal our corn seed?”, “share our values” meme, Trump hate for going easy on ZTE
2:33:36  Compilation of Trump inflating first responders’ 401(k) increases; “floodwaters” isolate
2:37:44  Human interest story on gas explosions near Boston, shutoffs for pipeline replacement
2:43:02  Manafort “flips” so family can “remain safe”; Alan Dershowitz to MSNBC: all about Trump
2:50:15  Hysteria over NBA three-finger “white power” signal; AOC’s hypocritical photo shoot, ACC: “you need to wear a sorghum sack”; Ukrainian Antonov An-225 flying supplies to Hawaii
1068  Carbeque (2018-09-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “No writer uses the word lodestar.” (1:45:16)

0:00:35 ACC and TtK at Lake Como Italy for sister Willow’s 25th wedding anniversary; brief marijuana legalization window, toxic political climate, Windows phones everywhere; chintzy “surprise adventure gift” boxes, unsupervised children running around pool; Italian ads on Twitter, €25 for thirty “jiggins”; “nailed it” Love Story marriage proposal at Mistral Ristorante, molecular gastronomy and Tuscan prison wine, JCD: “y’know they make that stuff in toilets, right?”

0:21:49 “Disgusting” Google undercover video with Sergei Brin sounding like alcoholic Ray Romano, Indian programmer in propeller beanie: “is there anything positive you see from this election result?”, Brin: “as an immigrant and a refugee I certainly find this election deeply offensive”; CFO Ruth Porat sobs over Hillary’s loss, “refugee” with Harvard physics professor father, Council on Foreign Relations board member; “people ops” VP Eileen Naughton alarmed over Brexit, cultish “G-calm place”; unnamed employee: “speaking to white men ... take the opportunity to go through the bias-busting training”, “I promise to do this”, JCD comparison with Scientology, color-coordinated microphones; ACC on Instagram endorsement deals

0:45:27 Alex Jones impressionist: “we’re still on Tinder ... we always swipe right!”, “I am the demon, aaahh!” iso (CotD); NPR weenie Tony Romm: Twitter banned Alex Jones because he “crossed the line”, Rachel Martin “IRL, right?”; Romm lies “Jones took to a video and said that he encouraged his supporters to take up, quote, battle rifles against journalists and people on the left”; pick-up artist Roosh Valizadeh on Amazon ban over vague “content guidelines”

0:59:05 Lesbians Who Tech Summit New York promo video, fireside chat with Hillary Clinton; Jacob Weisberg leaving Slate for podcast venture with Malcolm Gladwell

1:07:07 Producer Segment: ACC’s “sta’ zitto schiavo!” niece Sabina now eighteen

1:26:16 CBC on election gains for Sweden Democrats with “roots in the neo-Nazi movement”; Swedish Dekonstruktiv Kritik podcast on “best country in the world” reputation, 16k cars burned in “riots and carbeques”, government paying for propaganda photography to prove Trump wrong

1:39:25 Jimmy Fallon montage of Mike Pence using NYT op-ed terms; NPR’s Scott Simon to Berkeley hummer Jill Abramson: “should the Times have just run a news story reporting that a high-ranking government official tried to plant an op-ed with them, place an op-ed?”; JCD on early Oval Office bug removal; FBI Director Christopher Wray to CBS: “first off, I can tell you I didn’t write it”, dodges investigation question: slurring Trump “anomynous” double fail

1:52:12 CBS fires 60 Minutes producer Jeff Fager for drunken office party groping, CBS reporter Jericka Duncan reveals threatening text message; undercover video of Harvey Weinstein hitting on Melissa Thompson; JCD on PC Magazine “celebrity sales guys” wooing female ad buyers

2:07:05 Donations Segment: Oakland meetup at Drake’s Dealership

2:23:49 Strzok-Page “media leak strategy” messages; Judge Napolitano on leak-fueled FISA warrants

2:27:28 NBC on Elon Musk smoking weed on Joe Rogan podcast; ACC all-in on Mercedes C220 diesel

2:32:59 MSNBC-like NPR’s Steve Inskeep repeatedly goads Marco Rubio: “but is he fit?” (BCotD)

2:36:48 Stormy Daniels to Dutch TV: “50-50 shot” to take down Trump with new dirt

2:37:24 ACC OTG: Microsoft Surface Go customizations; depressing phone use statistics

2:43:40 Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences puts “popular film” category on hold for now
AC: “Good, good, good, good, good.” (0:02:01)
ACC in Italy for his sister’s 25th wedding anniversary
JCD interview with Scott Adams: Pacific Bell meeting with demo of the World Wide Web, “I did not buy Cisco”: *Dilbert* inspiration from phone company and bank, workplace comedy preferred by readers; “observational plus engineering” humor, JCD “absurdist” vs “cognitive blind spots”; termination from Pacific Bell, coworker Anita inspiration for *Dilbert’s* Alice
“Literally thousands of e-mails a day” in suggestions; no conventions to avoid drawing backgrounds; switch to computer around 2004 due to focal dystonia neurological disorder
Tourette syndrome diagnosis by JCD based on twitches and neat freak behavior, three-year loss of voice due to spasmodic dysphonia, normal speech “as long as nobody’s listening”, neck Botox shot experiment, Google “voice dystonia”, experimental neck nerve splicing surgery
Daily exercise regimen, “I don’t vote”, inaccurate “Trump apologist” label, hypnotist training in early 20s, “superpower” to see through illusion of human rationality; Trump’s use of persuasion tools, “immune to shame”, family pastor Norman Vincent Peale’s *The Power of Positive Thinking*, visuals and emotion, “talking past the sale” technique; “probably forty percent of my income evaporated, and seventy percent of my social circle” due to Trump apologist label
“Grousing” to JCD about insulting CEO at speaking engagement; legal difficulties from restaurant investments in 9/11 economy, vegetarianism; blightauthority.com fight against urban decay; engineering work with ISDN; valedictorian in class of 40, Hartwick College and Berkeley
Opinions on list of people: “boring” Mike Pence, *Win Bigly* Oval Office invitation, Kellyanne Conway a Hillary surrogate, “life experience” meeting with Trump, “insanely smart” Rachel Maddow, MSNBC “the version of CNN that went too far”, no opinion of Jerry Brown
Silicon Valley billionaires “interesting”, Marc Benioff and “intention”, philanthropy on page one of slideshow, JCD draws John Lasseter parallel, Republicans in stealth mode
Favorite TV *The Five* and Greg Gutfeld; not fond of fiction because “my ability to imagine is probably … extraordinary”; “low level” programmer in BASIC, “more about the talent stack”, Mac and iPhone adherent; 2011 BMW X5; avoidance of alcohol and Michelin stars
WhenHub Interface Network, When cryptocurrency, *Cubicles That Make You Envy the Dead*
1066 Hunger Stones (2018-09-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “ba-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-ba, ha-di-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-ba, bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-bi-ba!” (0:55:29)
0:00:34 Foamer goat scream and trains on RFD-TV
0:02:08 Commotion at Brett Kavanaugh confirmation hearing courtesy of Kamala Harris and friends’s “Mister Chairman!” fake indignation at document dump; idiot Harris: “the American public will be paying very close attention to your testimony”, Lindsey Graham grows testicles: “this is shaping up to be the hypocrisy hearing”, strange signal from John Kelly at McCain funeral, “if you wanna pick judges … then you better win an election”, JCD: “once his dad died…”, ACC rueful over treatment of Ruth Bader Ginsburg; Dianne Feinstein calls for “multi-economic” court; John Kasich: “it’s like 24 hours since John McCain was put to death” (CotD)
0:17:17 NPR “we know President Trump promised to name someone to the court who would overturn Roe v. Wade” lie, JCD: “they would play the clip”, Trump at final debate: “if they overturned it, it’ll go back to the states”; Sen. Mike Lee gives history of Supreme Court confirmation hearings back to 1916; history podcast on Justice John Marshall vs SJW Thomas Jefferson; “if you vote yes on Kavanaugh, you’re voting to kill me” ad against Sen. Susan Collins
0:35:53 ACC on peculiar “I don’t know who you are” reaction to celebrities; Alex Jones butts in on Marco Rubio interview: “the Democrats are doing what you said China does”, “Marco Rubio the snake, little frat boy here”; Cassandra Fairbanks catches Jones “bath house” comment
0:44:00 Laura Loomer interrupts Senate foreign influence on social media hearing: “Jack Dorsey is trying to influence the election!”, professional auctioneer Sen. Billy Long; Google a no-show; Sheryl Sandberg’s awful nose job, social media “enables you to share what you want to share when you want to share it without asking permission from anyone”, “enables people to celebrate their birthdays”, ACC: “whoo, yeah!!”, “safety check!”, Jack Dorsey “public square”, cryptic “we see that news and entertainment are actually byproducts of public conversation”
1:04:40 Sandberg on collaborating with new FBI taskforce, “our opponents are very well funded”, on the lookout for “coordinated inauthentic behavior” where “people are not representing themselves to be who they are to be”, “hate is not permitted” according to community standards; Dorsey on implicit incentivization of users; ACC on Twitter precursor Odeo based on RSS
1:18:06 Producer Segment
1:32:14 JCD teases next show’s interviews with Dane Jasper and Scott Adams
1:37:10 Sexual Harassment Update: CBC on potential comebacks for Matt Lauer and Charlie Rose; Les Moonves’ $180M severance package with “clawback” clause; Megyn Kelly throws NBC under the bus for blocking suppressing Weinstein story, “a lot to unpack” dramatic sigh
1:50:54 New York Times blames global warming for Roger Federer’s US Open loss; Elementary FEMA flood maps, JCD: “the first person you see is the murderer”; Czech Republic “Hunger Stones”
2:17:35 Donation Segment: TPO Podcast wins award
2:33:00 CBSN on Trump minions doing Rotation name-calling; John Kerry desperately plugging new book, “Agent Orange”, idiotic “can’t even go to the funeral of a war hero” comment
2:40:35 Chuck Todd The Atlantic assertion “serious journalists correct the record” vs orgy of lies and deflection in 2016 interview with Paul Wolfowitz; Jon Stewart grills New York Times’ Judith Miller over propagating administration WMD lies, “I think the story got cut for space” bullshit
1065 Flux Capacitor (2018-09-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “If it is the competition, it’s always a good thing to take it out.” (0:59:54)

0:00:34 “Dueling funerals” with Aretha Franklin celebrities and John McCain lift malfunction; Martha MacCallum notes Louis Farrakhan cropped out of photos, Kylie Patterson: “this is her funeral, it’s her choice who she wants there”, JCD: “she’s dead!”, Ariana Grande slut shaming over boob grab by Bishop Charles H. Ellis, Marie Harf: “she coulda gotten something a little longer with some sequins”; Obama absent in spite of Franklin’s 2008 inauguration performance

0:13:36 Michael Eric Dyson buttslams Obama: “that’s why some black folk ain’t here today, they sendin’ letters, they don’t wanna get up in this blackness!”, Trump Rotation “dopey doppelgänger of deceit and deviance”; no glowing military eulogies for McCain; Alisyn Camerota scolds John Sununu for media skepticism: “I don’t appreciate you denigrating our reporting”, “it’s not hypothetical, this is our reporting”, Sununu: “you appear to be here to talk about something you can exploit, and I find that rather unpleasant”, Camerota “this is a truism”

0:27:58 WaPo “Rest in Peace, Lindsey Graham”; cryptic “who I didn’t vote for” to Dana Bash

0:32:49 Rep. Jim Jordan on Rachel Maddow’s concern for Bruce Orr and DoJ’s ability to fight new meme “Russian money laundering through American real estate”, JCD’s James Comey HSBC theory and list of real estate money laundering techniques, HSBC’s $81M for Clinton Foundation, Yakuza golf club membership shakedowns, mobbed-up Rudy Giuliani

0:51:41 ACC eyeing Seymour Hersh’s 9/11 statements; Comey & Obama banking vs Trump real estate

0:56:28 Producer Segment

1:02:14 Austin dockless mobility policy encouraging motorized vehicles on sidewalks, 20 GOAT scooters on list, ACC commits to vandalism of QR codes; MAD Greens lunch with Sir Gene, JCD: “gets you used to prison”, understaffed with homeless people outside, UT mascot “Bevo”

1:13:55 Nigel Farage on prospect of running for Mayor of London: “I will certainly think about it”

1:15:28 Samuel Patten pleads guilty to lobbying as unregistered foreign agent, JCD: “yawn”, ACC on anonymous GoFundMe payoffs for Strzok and McCabe; Google-Mastercard data-sharing deal

1:26:47 Trump calls Koch Brothers network “highly overrated”, upcoming $300-400M election spend

1:28:39 Social justice boycott of In-N-Out Burger over donation to Republican Party

1:30:29 Reporter: Boston skydiving plane crash caused by “defective flux capacitor” (CotD)

1:31:50 NPR article finds majority of 240 2015-2016 school shootings never happened and confirms 11

1:34:56 Rush Limbaugh debunks Fairness Doctrine, JCD list of equal-time rule exemptions

1:45:18 MSNBC-like NPR’s Norm Eisen on Trump’s “brutal violation of norms”, “toxic sludge of corruption”; H.R. 6691 to redefine “crime of violence” to include fleeing police and not obeying flight attendants; Norm Ornstein on violation of “norm” by encouraging “lock her up” chants

1:54:51 EU set to ban Daylight Saving Time, Juncker’s “summer time should be year-round”

1:56:39 Dogs Are People Too: producer note on dating app “dog moms”: homebuyers catering to pets

1:59:59 Donation Segment: ACC heading to Italy and Large Hadron Collider; verifiedvictim.com

2:27:02 Cannabis edibles landing Canadians in emergency room, JCD explains “how to ingest these things properly so they don’t get sick, or too wasted to be able to find the Rihanna tracks”

2:33:56 Justin Trudeau blathers about NAFTA renegotiation; producer notes paralleling US & Venezuela, JCD on hyperinflation predictions in quantitative easing era; fascism vs US cultural DNA, German enclaves in Texas and Bay Area; California passes net neutrality and bans cash bail

2:44:35 Michael Palin on North Korea striving to distinguish itself in tourism industry

2:48:21 Tesla owner Greg Furstenwerth on the woes of owning an out-of-warranty vehicle
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1064 Post Racial (2018-08-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ay! Ay Pope! Don’t worry ‘bout it!” (1:54:38)
0:00:33 Jacksonville video game shooter a Trump-hater; media sharing boards with big pharma
0:03:50 “Petite male” Rep. Eric Swalwell considering presidential run, Trump “has just taken a wrecking ball to so many freedoms”, “green our grid”; Kamala Harris portrays press as fourth branch of government, Brett Kavanaugh potentially judging case against “unindicted co-conspirator”
0:10:39 Dianne Feinstein: “when the chips were down, Donald McCain was there”; Amy Goodman presents retrospective on McCain “who died Saturday at the age of eighty-one of breast cancer”
0:14:10 Southwest Airlines cancellations due to exploding engine preventative maintenance
0:15:10 The Guardian mocks Trump’s struggle to get Enrique Peña Nieto on speakerphone; CBC irked by Canada’s exclusion from Mexican trade deals; AbbVie’s $100M for Ronald McDonald House
0:26:28 Ron DeSantis: black opponent Andrew Gillum “articulate spokesman”, “the last thing we need to do is to monkey this up by trying to embrace a socialist agenda”; PBS misquotes “monkeying around”, “something that is seen as not being post racial”, Trump’s “racially-charged statement” in mention of Tallahassee crime; Bill Maher’s racist social media ID
0:38:40 Now-standard CNN “giant head” format, Don Lemon gives pass to Antifa violence; Jeffrey Toobin: “the theme here is, I’m Donald Trump and I’ll protect you from the scary black people”; #VerifiedHate campaign; JMD’s fiancé’s “Marxist tome” for popular culture course
0:51:02 CBS election poll finding “college, non-college difference” in women, JCD: school system “Democrat mill”; ACC’s voodoo doctor notes abnormal stress levels; Rush Limbaugh predicting irritated Republicans turning out en masse; PBS on Trump campaigning for “establishment hacks”; sick-looking Katy Tur vs healthy Rachel Maddow, JCD: “she’s like the Devil”
1:06:30 Producer Segment
1:18:31 Trump addresses anti-conservative bias in Google and social media, M5M restricts analysis to Google News; NPR stupidly defends the competition: Google News results “which is what Trump specifically is talking about” lie, New York Times & CNN “mainstream reputable reputations”; NPR links Trump’s attack to takedowns of fake Russian and Iranian accounts
1:28:14 JCD perplexed at the likes of Tumblr not getting busted over storage of child pornography
1:30:54 Wil Wheaton kicked off Mastodon; Sleeping Giants anti-Breitbart campaign; producer note on Conor Daly’s pulled Lilly Diabetes sponsorship and firing of Colts announcer Bob Lamey; JCD proposes San Francisco businesses poop wars; secret Twitter cybersecurity meeting
1:40:16 Two-minute ABC “Made in America” native ad for Lay’s potato chips; JCD on 1817 origin in UK, myth of George Crum inventing chips for Cornelius Vanderbilt
1:48:24 Vatican whistleblower calling for Pope Francis’ resignation; JCD on celibacy vs nepotism
1:54:54 Outrage over Louis C.K.’s unannounced fifteen-minute set at New York comedy club
1:59:59 “Shock” over 3x3 cm piece of plastic found in stomach of blue whale in Kanagawa Japan
2:02:15 Donation Segment: noagendawny.org
2:16:06 TMZ: Bill Cosby hiding $5M in Bitcoin; Netflix bans lowbrow “binge watch” for Obama
2:18:17 Dogs Are People Too: dog sitting app and “open bottle of personal lubricant and a camcorder”
2:27:08 Ask Adam: Venezuelans largest group seeking asylum from socialist douchebaggery, 1M% inflation; demonstrations in Chemnitz Germany after stabbing by Syrian and Iraqi refugees
2:37:43 ACC OTG: Microsoft Cortana the queen of snooping, Yahoo still mining e-mail; Jaron Lanier: “your loss of free will is the product”; report on FICO changes turns into pitch for more debt
2:52:08 WWV time broadcasts shutting down; tennis star Alize Cornet punished for shirt change
1063 Furternity (2018-08-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “But I had to leave the grandkids alone to defend the country!” (1:38:36)
0:00:37 ACC’s Southwest delays in and out of Chicago, Loews hotel handicapped suite, VIPR security at entrances to Millennium Park, Über “playing the spread” with undisclosed surge pricing
0:12:13 John McCain dead at 81, “we’re getting nothing done” iso, CBS hagiography with 2017 “President Comey” flub, JCD on “misdirection” example of bipartisanship as “a message only a maverick could deliver”; Steve Pieczenik: “spoiled, entitled brat”, Hanoi Hilton “coward and a traitor”, “killed more Americans than any other President I would have known of”, vouched for by “coward and treasonous military officer” David Petraeus, civilian-killer Bob Kerrey, qui s’excuse s’accuse; Chuck Schumer seeking to rename Russell Senate Office in his honor
0:28:17 Democracy Now: “whistleblower” Reality Winner sentenced to 5½ years, Trump tweet: “small potatoes” compared to Hillary’s crimes; Scott Adams notes Trump “one-names” Hillary “Crooked”
0:33:09 Q-Vision: Jeff Sessions’ shit-eating grin for overly enthusiastic Maria Bartiromo on “sham!” Hillary e-mail investigation; ABC “great question” on timing of Sessions firing
0:38:18 David Pecker misdirections from Tom Llamas: Trump “promoting” Cruz-JFK story, “slamming those who are turning on him” vs “not fair” lament, JCD: CSJ “chicken shit journalism”
0:48:02 Responses to JCD’s second Newsletter, ACC enthuses about massive No Agenda community; “wait a minute, roast beef for sale, marriages for lemonade, it’s all we will get!” iso
0:56:52 Producer Segment: trumprotation.com: “Dude Named Ben” origin; millennials and brunch
1:25:25 Dimension B: JCD: “grab the dog!”, John Brennan to Bill Maher: no security clearance monetization, cheers for deep state from radical left audience, Maher: “you’re dead to me Rand Paul”, Brennan: Americans deserve spooks who are “not gonna be political, not gonna be politicized”, doubles down on “treasonous”, Maher defends Clapper, “I didn’t want to speak out after I left the government” lie, Trump increasingly desperate “typical authoritarian”, “Donnybrook Fights” with “national treasure” McCain, Maher “third great crisis in American history” ignoring Smedley Butler, Clapper: “I’m really concerned about whether this could spill over into the streets!”
1:47:28 Foamer-style Canadian narration of trip over new bridge: “look at the river, look at the river!”
1:50:41 “Furternity leave” for new pet owners at digital marketing firm; JCD gripes about brunch
1:53:18 ACC OTG: iPhone-free Chicago trip; CBC on virtues of paper maps for national park hikers, ditzy millennial “I almost dropped my phone in the lake”, JCD on GPS tied to cell network
1:59:52 Invention Secrecy Act of 1951 in episode of Elementary, classified patents and gag orders
2:07:00 Donation Segment: JCD on “literal dirtbags” in Washington; Rick Dees “hundies”
2:24:59 Disney’s crackdown on James Gunn as housecleaning ahead of Bob Iger political run; Eli Lilly pulls sponsorship of driver Conor Daly over racial slur by his father “more than thirty years ago” (CotD); nasty “Trump shills” man overboard note
2:28:29 British police taking flak for hitting teenage girl, JCD on MIA “sticky goo” inventions
2:31:11 Ask John: Theodore Kaczynski on privileged white male academics championing social justice
2:32:44 Kara Swisher to Bill Maher on Facebook’s lack of responsibility, Maher bad-mouths Zuckerberg’s appearance, Voltaire’s “great responsibility” couchéd in comic book terms, “these sites were not hacked by the Russians, they were used exactly as they were built”, “we don’t wanna be judged by our first things, Bill” 9/11 hijackers reference, “weaponize” meme, JCD blames computer chips; Russian bots accused of using Mollie Tibbetts murder as distraction
2:46:16 JCD: Replica Wine knockoffs “not possible in a million years”
1062  A.I. Zombies  (2018-08-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “Oh, we were hacked, we were hacked again, we were hacked ... auuuggghhh!” (2:01:23)

0:00:38  ACC headed to Chicago for RMH conference, surfing trip with former New York Banker, stock tip: January $200 put on Tesla, Musk’s intent to delist stock rather than go private

0:05:29  Elizabeth Warren’s proposed Accountable Capitalism Act for “the largest seizure of private property in human history”, ACC: “Noodle Boy will be pleased!”; tone-deaf Warren’s talking points for Mollie Tibbetts murder; Tibbetts murderer’s fishy blackout confession to police

0:12:52  ICE deports 95-year-old Nazi concentration camp guard Jakiw Palij, Soros “happiest year of my life” revisited; British media fearmongering over “No-deal Brexit”, pound “likely to take another tumble”; JCD blames Farage for momentum loss; EU considering SWIFT alternative

0:29:03  Alan Dershowitz to Chris Cuomo’s creepy “big head” on Michael Cohen’s “unprecedented” Trump accusation: “any candidate has the right to contribute unlimited amounts to his own campaign”, Obama campaign “what about-ism”, JCD on forgotten Michael Clayton “fixer” role; Dershowitz on “catch-22” for prosecution; idiot CBS panelist: Trump was a candidate

0:44:02  Lanny Davis drones on about Trump’s lawyers implicating him in spite of lack of evidence; Scott Adams discovers “Trump Loop”; Sen. Mazie Hirono’s “unindicted co-conspirator” meme in Kavanaugh meeting cancellation, Trump “wants somebody on the Court who will protect his okole”; producer note on receiving payoff from Claire McCaskill for her brother’s embezzlement

0:57:17  Stevie Wonder blames Aretha Franklin’s death on global warming; Sharpton Respekt jingle

1:00:52  Producer Segment: ACC irked by “confirm you received” e-mails

1:15:16  Healthline LGBTQIA safe sex guide with genderless body parts “front hole” and “girl dick”; unhinged Dana Loesch: “I don’t even understand all the letters” lie, “there is more than one! what is wrong with you??” screech; AP promotion: PETA forces animal crackers to go cageless

1:26:40  Pennsylvania arrests on 1,400 counts of bestiality, “several semi-automatic weapons”, ACC: “there was a goat”, JCD “snakes??” joke; De Volkskrant account of Facebook AI zombie, Dutch “cancer” curse, PTSD and self-medication from horrific videos, coming soon to Austin

1:36:22  ACC OTG: surfing with New York banker listening to ABBA, hearing aid broadcasting MAC addresses; all-in on Surface Go, Windows NT UI hiding under Windows 10; JCD on VPNs confusing Bing and Amazon; Three Square Market CEO all-in on chipping employees due to “huge convenience factor”; MIT research on “GPS” implants for drug delivery

1:51:50  Elmo doll threatens to “kill James”; Facebag jumping on social score bandwagon; Mendocino firefighters vs Verizon throttling; Microsoft somehow takes down fake Russian hacker sites; Cybersecurity Campaign Playbook promo with advice from former NSA Debora Plunkett

2:05:16  Miss America being destroyed from within by “horrible bully” Gretchen Carlson

2:08:53  Donation Segment: “Anastasia” Cortes “like” drinking game

2:18:55  Producer note: FBI Six-Week Cycle to be reinstated in near future; security clearances rescinded after termination of employment; Robert Mueller in 2003 lying about Saddam Hussein’s WMDs; John Brennan to CFR on geoengineering via SAI stratospheric aerosol injection

2:24:55  Brennan nervously walks back “treasonous” to Rachel Maddow: “I didn’t mean that he committed treason, but it was a term that I used, nothing short of treasonous”; Sarah Sanders “he did nothing wrong, there are no charges against him” clip repeated three times in NBC report, mind-reading Hallie Jackson: White House “not ruling out” Manafort pardon

2:33:18  Sexual Harassment Update: Asia Argento pays Jimmy Bennett $380k for 2013 sexual assault

2:38:04  Koch Brothers organization uninterested in Steve Bannon strategy of fighting impeachment
ACC: (Panting) “Wake the neighbors, quick!” (1:41:37)
Trump Rotation “dog hater” explored by Brian Williams, WaPo’s Philip Rucker makes Hitler comparison; Al Sharpton bitches about Omarosa Manigault “dog” labels, “show some R-E-S-P-I-C-T” (CotD); “Reverend Al” witness protection iso; Sharpton moans about security clearance revocations; M5M “this is what dictators do” hysteria compilation
Jack Beatty on “Trumpian authoritarian dictatorship”; Ray McGovern condemning Brennan
CBS on White House drafting additional revocations, Brennan: Trump “drunk on power”; Brennan walking back “treasonous” comment; JCD on Snopes “unverified” Muslim conversion
Former CIA Philip Mudd rages at Paris Dennard over reminder that clearances are profitable: “gimme one answer and you’ve got ten seconds!”, “I have zero relationships with the private sector that involve my security clearance!” lie, “we’re done, Jim, we’re done, get out!”
Amy Goodman on security clearances as distraction from Omarosa’s “racial slur”; William McRaven eager to have clearance revoked, JCD: “pull it!”; Omarosa “mission” theory
Omarosa’s ASMR Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response trigger, YouTube Skyrim narrative
NYT’s Michelle Goldberg: “Angela Merkel’s the leader of the free world”, Katy Tur: Trump “not rounding people up and murdering them without any due process”, Goldberg: “he would certainly like to” (CotD); D.C. protestors: “racists don’t have the right to free speech!”

First Amendment reading; CBC: newspapers “fighting back”, “enemy of American people” misquote, St. Louis Post Dispatch editor Tod Robberson frets about vigilantes; NPR idiot: “journalism as an industry is the only trade that is expressly protected by the US Constitution”
Erik Prince to Andrea Mitchell on push for “privatization” in Afghanistan, Mitchell flustered at 5k graduates botch; Benghazi survivors’ clearance revocations and NDAs thanks to Brennan
CBS hysteria over hurricanes in California from temperatures not seen since 1930s; health food industry shill Environmental Working Group report finds glyphosate in breakfast cereal
1,400 Google employees protesting Project Dragonfly censorship project in China
Bill Maher bewilders audience defending Alex Jones’ free speech, panelist: “I also don’t think those companies should be profiting off of what he’s saying”, Maher: “you make a T-shirt that says your mother sucks cocks in Hell, they don’t have to sell it at Baby Gap”, panelist: “yeah, but Steve Bannon’s on television tonight!”, ACC calls on Kanye West to be Mastodon pioneer
London Facebag ads defaced with “fake news is not our friend is a great revenue source”; producer note on Infowars and firewall block lists; JCD’s “octopus organization” takedowns
ACC OTG: child drownings up because of parental phone distraction, Haarlem Culinary Festival attendees opting out of social media photos with red dot worn on forehead
Prof. Lawrence Lessig in favor of abolishing “random number generator” Electoral College
Azealia Banks: Elon Musk tweeting “on acid”; CNBC bafflement over $420 Tesla price
Michael Pillsbury on Chinese leadership impressed with Trump, “Mr. Drunker” gaffe
Google’s incompatible hearing aid-phone protocol; Horowitz reports Chinese all-in on Trump immigration policy; CBS’ Meg Oliver’s “zoo-ological museum”
Ten Planks of the Communist Manifesto in America; JCD pans Avengers: Infinity War
Virtue signaling war on ketchup packets; plastic bottle campaigner upset at squashed bug
Andrew Cuomo: America “was never that great”; Mark Shields blathers about Putin
1060 Austin Beatniks  (2018-08-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “If she has another facelift she’s gonna end up with a goatee.”  (1:57:34)
0:00:35  Love & Light for “universally hated” diva Aretha Franklin
0:03:20  ACC on The Promise film set in Turkey’s Armenian Genocide; Turkish lira “in freefall”, $240bn in corporate debt; Turkish-American “economic war” over imprisoned Pastor Andrew Brunson, iPhone smashing video, producer note: “enter the Gülen movement”; agreement on division of Caspian Sea resources between Russia, Iran, and Eastern European countries
0:17:46  Lawrence O’Donnell: Omarosa Manigault partially responsible for family separations, “TV interview version of her Nuremberg Trial” (BCotD); breathy-voiced “yes, the N-word” reading, NPR tape discrepancy “gotcha”, “girl, did you read my book?” iso, The Art of the Deal swearing-in: JCD on ghostwriter credit models; ACC’s autobiographical spy novel Unglued
0:27:05  Newspapers whining about Trump’s “attacks”, Supreme Court’s “political duty” of public discussion; JCD column on social media platforms vs publishers; Uber producer note on San Antonio Facebook video sweatshop, Hollywood guidelines; Berkeley “online hate index” redux
0:38:09  Lester Holt to Jack Dorsey on Alex Jones’ “timeout” from Twitter for “video calling for people to get their battle rifles ready against the media”; Alex Jones warns about media false flag: “people need to have their battle rifles, everything ready, at their bedsides” (CotD); NPR Here and Now: Trump using Twitter to “threaten violence against whole countries”
0:49:43  Block Together app; Overcast app author on pressure to ban Alex Jones “clearly in violation of Apple’s own content guidelines”, NRA TV ban, “kind of bullied into a decision like this”; Patreon closing accounts under pressure from Mastercard, firewalls jumping on Infowars bandwagon; JCD on CEO forbidding talk of visiting shooting range, John Doerr cap gun freakout
1:02:56  Producer Segment
1:26:20  Mobster Michael Franzese to Patrick Bet-David on setting up meeting with Don King through “gun for hire” Al Sharpton, JFK elected and killed by the mob, Jimmy Hoffa dropped into Atlantic, Franzese’s father targeted by Bobby Kennedy over relationship with Marilyn Monroe, astonished at current level of political corruption, Comey “embarrassment to the FBI” (CotD)
1:44:15  Bongo-playing JCD faced with incontrovertible proof of “Austin beatniks”
1:49:40  Washington D.C. Antifa chant “no borders, no wall, no USA at all!”; Bernie Sanders to Stephen Colbert on definition of democratic socialism, “out-of-control capitalism”
1:57:19  Nancy Pelosi barely able to talk after latest facelift, Trump “make America white again”; CNN’s John Berman asks Rep. Frederica Wilson about “racial chinge” in Trump comments, Wilson: “everything that comes out of that White House is racis’”; Chris Cuomo’s new Max Headroom tri-box setup, gives pass to anti-hate violence by Antifa “on the side of right”
2:08:55  Bernie Sanders: Koch Brothers “now the ideology of the Republican Party and of Trump”
2:09:41  Donation Segment
2:22:09  Second Half of Show: Obama’s Roswell “if I told you I’d have to kill you” iso; Genoa bridge collapse “like flour … like Twin Towers”; LA County MTA using Thruvision weapons scanner
2:30:24  FBI warning about potential “ATM jackpotting” attacks on international banks
2:32:52  San Francisco six-person “Poop Police”; pooping on scooters in Los Angeles for Instagram, “it’s usually douchebags riding on scooters”; ACC on expressing outrage via one’s own feces
2:43:00  John Brennan’s security clearance revoked; CBS omits Monsanto and arson stories after teasers
2:47:22  Kanye West to Jimmy Kimmel on Trump support: “if I’m afraid to be me I’m no longer ‘Ye”
1059  Barrel Roll (2018-08-12)

0:00:00  ACC: “This guy was twelve years old who interviewed me!” (1:09:28)
0:00:32  Austin Pride Parade rained out; JCD on record attendance at Seattle meetup
0:06:16  Seattle Horizon Air Q400 theft suicide, F-15 radio “intercepted” disappeared from internet,
ACC on difficulty of “barrel roll” maneuver, “I would like to get some, uh, make it pressurized
or something so I’m not so lightheaded”, ACC: “Chantix written all over it”, expensive and
embarrassing mistake of over-revving a jet engine
0:19:56  Oakland TSA’s “Anal Logic” CT scanner; TSA unimpressed by CLEAR “free month” ad, red
wheat flour check “for quality?” and overlooked bottle of water
0:27:08  Austin American-Statesman article on new downtown high-tech operations, Y2K and CD-
ROM bubbles and gravitation to San Francisco, Amazon’s 45k workers in Seattle; Bird bikes
and Ferraris in Austin, Facebag considering locating 3k “AI” slaves; Army Futures Command
0:41:27  CNN’s Oliver Darcy on Apple’s Alex Jones “deplatforming” after “weeks of media pressure”,
JCD on CIA shill media opposing WikiLeaks and torture report release; Sen. Mark Warner’s
social media regulation proposal leaked approximately a week prior, Robert Mueller’s office
at Facebook and “squeeze” theory, no demand Apple remove Infowars app, podcast software
using Apple API to retrieve podcast directory originated by ACC; rumors of Alex Jones
connection to Stratfor intelligence platform, unexplained source of Infowars budget, “stress
test” theory, Occam’s Razor debate; JCD on MSNBC’s fake conservative Jennifer Rubin,
M5M’s $1bn in free Trump publicity; Austin American-Statesman interview: ACC “long-time
podcast personality”; JCD predicts Alex Jones purge “red wave” backfire
1:11:10  Producer Segment: Seattle meetup Bitcoin millionaire; Trump jobs karma considered harmful
1:33:00  Al Sharpton on hanging out with James Brown, “Donald Trump is a lounge act”; ACC story:
“no alcohol, no swearing” around Brown; Trump speeches as big productions
1:38:30  Monsanto lymphoma victim awarded $290M, Vice President cites vague “overwhelming sci-
entific evidence” of safety, 5k other similar claims, Bayer retiring brand, real damage done in
Africa and India, Bayer heroin headache remedy
1:44:47  John Legend recruiting Democrats for Ohio special election with “script that’s easy to follow”,
“this is what democracy looks like”
1:48:54  Two major Saudi Arabian institutional investors dumping Canadian assets over human rights
Tweet by Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland
1:54:12  Poop Man Jeff Pegues on Charlottesville anniversary events, Washington D.C. mayor Muriel
Bowser encourages message of “love, inclusion, and diversity”, no mention of public safety;
Austin Equity Council pushing for soccer stadium, finger-snapping in place of applause; NPR
On the Media’s Bob Garfield predicts Cody Wilson killed by one of his 3-D printed guns
2:03:18  Donation Segment: Austin meetup October 6
2:12:55  Victoria Nuland’s “fuck the EU” phone conversation with Geoffrey Pyatt from February 2014
2:20:24  Debate over Facebook’s access to users’ banking information; “we already mostly going cash-
less, right?” story on Chase rolling out cardless ATMs; London’s De La Rue creator of one
third of the world’s banknotes; US dollar’s devaluation by 90%, inflation’s benefit for borrow-
ers; ACC on spy agencies’ love for Elon Musk, sketchy plan to take Tesla private at $420;
Michio Kaku all-in on Trump’s Space Force: “we’re sitting ducks!”
2:41:08  Sean Spicer to Commonwealth Club on future plans: “I’ve launched a podcast”
2:42:45  Snapchat loses 3M users in last quarter, social engagement slump, ACC: “go Mastodon!”
0:00:00 ACC: “Is it false flag season again?!” (0:33:24)
0:00:33 JCD and Mimi’s 30th anniversary celebration in Washington
0:02:07 Stephen Colbert audience delighted at Alex Jones’ ejection from social media over “threat” to Robert Mueller, Jones “feed your gladiator” pitch, Tuck Buckford Brainfight skit falls flat; purge kicked off with Apple’s 3:00 am meeting; Right Wing Watch and Norman Lear’s People For the American Way with Hollywood-centric board; Infowars app left intact in App Store
0:12:02 Jack Dorsey to Sean Hannity: Twitter ranking algorithm can be disabled, AI unable to discern real hate speech, “we’ll certainly miss things”; promo for Berkeley D-Lab “online hate index” in partnership with Anti-Defamation League, “combining artificial intelligence and machine learning with social science”, sketchy 78-85% success rate; JCD on blacklists and Dvorak Uncensored blog; Sen. Mark Warner’s proposals for social media regulation, “essential facilities”; NPR on Alex Jones’ takedown after “pressure from journalists”; What Would Steve Jobs Do?
0:30:49 Infowars’ Paul Joseph Watson rants about election meddling; Alex Jones: “now the real fight for liberty begins, we’re entering the season of false flags”
0:37:44 CBS tech reporter at Black Hat on malware “activated using facial recognition technology”, malware in control of dams “could prevent voters from getting to the election booth”, “valves in water pump stations, or electrical stations, all of these are now connected”; ACC’s AT&T IPv6 dropped packets; Wells Fargo foreclosure “glitch”, Bank of America foreclosure on nonexistent loan; ACC on cache-busting HTTPS in low-bandwidth Africa, “HTTPS is racist!”
0:54:00 Robert Mueller star witness Rick Gates’ lies examined in Paul Manafort trial, judge unimpressed by prosecution, Manafort bling photos entered into evidence; Alan Dershowitz on Trump Tower meeting: “you cannot regulate ideas”, “a candidate is also expressing First Amendment views, he has exactly the same status as The New York Times”
1:08:13 Producer Segment: Lockheed Martin “white men’s summit” castration
1:31:06 Australian nursing white privilege hoax; ACC on hearing aids for stoned music listening
1:33:55 AOC: Socialism For You And Me jingle; “that upper middle class doesn’t exist any more in America”; Koch Brothers meme, bogus claim that Supreme Court “ruled that these monthly payments that everyday Americans make is a tax”, idiotic “why aren’t we incorporating the cost of all the funeral expenses of those who die because they can’t afford access to healthcare”; New York Attorney General candidate Zephyr Teachout pitching abolition of ICE
1:44:24 NPR on new Oscars category Outstanding Achievement in Popular Film for Black Panther
1:49:06 MTV Decoded “colorism” vs racism “power dynamics that become perpetuated by years of structural oppression”, derogatory cafri and Dutch kaffir; fast-talking Candace Owens on being attacked by Antifa “okay?”, shouting match with Prof. Michael Eric Dyson
2:02:38 Insider trading indictment for Rep. Chris Collins; elitist Bill de Blasio cracking down on Uber
2:07:48 Donation Segment: MTV’s Communicar limo service; Joël Robuchon dead at 73
2:25:43 CNBC on Chinese tariffs on US goods and media pep talks; Bakkt cryptocurrency commodity exchange hyped as Starbucks, JCD comparison with flooz.com and beenz.com
2:32:44 Amsterdam trying to crack down on drunken British tourists urinating in residents’ mailboxes; increase in random drug testing due to marijuana legalization; California pot fields on fire
2:40:49 JCD on Seattle Airport congestion; Oakland Airport testing “Anal Logic” CT scanner
2:44:36 “Fag-packet fascists”, “binge more!” isos; deadly Colorado hail sure sign of to climate change
2:47:49 Millennial carjackers unable to drive stick; Yemen cholera warning from WHO
1057 Heckler’s Veto (2018-08-05)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Leave me alooone!” (0:44:26)
0:00:35 JCD irked by overuse of “binge”; ACC on Mission: Impossible’s implausible helicopter antics
0:03:43 JCD retweeting James Woods; incoherent Sarah Jeong: white men the reason “so many things suck”, ACC: “FilmGirl is better than this!”; First Amendment and “heckler’s veto”, Feiner v. New York; “the theory of garbage is very simple: the internet is full of garbage”, ACC: “okay, we’re done!”, JCD: “why did the New York Times just hire Al Sharpton?”
0:21:19 Candace Owens banned from Twitter for 12 hours for replacing Jeong’s “white” with “Jewish”, lame “taken out of context” excuse from The Verge; Valerie Solanas’s 1967 SCUM Manifesto
0:29:45 Angela Rye screeches at Jason Miller about immigration: “I will never claim a bigot, ever!”, “the debate ends at the comma, dog!”; Australian nursing code of conduct requiring white privilege apology to Aboriginal patients; JCD on male millennials speaking in higher registers
0:44:36 Thomas Frank on Democrats’ aversion to working class and desire to “scold” Trump voters
0:47:42 Lauren Southern stuns New Zealand TV host with “will you accept the diverse view that women should be stoned for the crime of being raped?”
0:52:04 Nicolle Wallace cites WaPo’s 4,229 “false or misleading claims”, “strangle” vs “wring her neck”, Dutch delighted with JCD’s mierenneuker tweet; unhinged Rob Reiner plugging pro-M5M propaganda film Shock and Awe, Wallace: Shep Smith “really genuinely very good” journalist, Reiner delighted with Facebook for removing Alex Jones, right-wing media “trafficking in another narrative”, “it might be the last stage of a civil war, the last battle is being fought”
1:06:28 Producer Segment: LinkedIn jobs karma; Sir Geoff Smith back on the job with Q Are You?
1:17:38 QAnon suggests coffins coming from North Korea contain Hillary and DNC servers; Scott Adams refuses to disclose details of White House visit, calls QAnon a psyop
1:21:58 David Brooks: Koch Brothers’ electioneering method “terrible” compared to Trump’s, JCD: “it’s anti-media”; Les Moonves “go Donald!” revisited; Wall Street Journal “neatly timed” article; Harvey Weinstein lawyers attempting to get case thrown out; Steve Pieczenik: “just an ugly Jewish boy”; prediction: resumption of normal activities following apology tour
1:36:59 Washington Post exploring Brett Kavanaugh’s connection to Vince Foster; Trump-hating Post Most newsletter, Trump campaigning like Obama; The Shining twin girls on Trump podium
1:42:02 April Ryan on White House’s “most esteemed podium in the world”: breathless “yes! yes!”, “I’m gonna say this to you” performative, anonymous sources “whistleblowers”, “this has now gone beyond politics, this is gone into life”, Don Lemon: “it started with lock her up, ’y’know, build a wall”, “it’s not about CNN … this is supposed to be a dignified, respectful place”
1:52:46 Whiny bitch Jim Acosta escalates to “journalists are the enemy of the people, literally the enemy of the people”; “we’re fact checkers in real time”, JCD: “he’s a radio jock!”, bumper sticker proposal, “all journalists should go out on Pennsylvania Avenue and chant we’re not the enemy of the people”, “I’m tired of this, it is not right, it is not fair, it is not just”, Sarah Sanders “yelled at” at restaurant, “fellow Americans are not the enemy of fellow Americans!”
2:02:55 ACC all-in on The Death of Stalin “reco”; NPR’s Jack Beatty “Stalinist” for Trump Rotation
2:09:31 Donation Segment: JCD and Mimi’s 30th anniversary Seattle meetup, autographed photo list
2:26:52 Silicon Valley employees concerned about physical security and “fecal matter”, “Squaretitter”
2:31:52 Martin Chulov’s interview with Osama bin Laden’s mother, unnamed Saudi Arabian university, brothers locked up by Crown Prince, 1999 Kandahar meeting; bogus photos of modernized 1970s socialist Afghanistan; bin Laden’s son Hamza married to Mohammed Atta’s daughter
Q-Vision (2018-08-02)

ACC: “That jingle apparently triggers dogs worldwide whenever we play it.”

Return of JCD’s recorder; Norwegian producer happy with rainsticks, HAARP off until Fall

Chuck Schumer hysterics over “print on command ghost guns”, blames Trump “working with the NRA”; NPR Cody Wilson background, “it’s always been legal to make your own guns at home”; Schumer on NBC: “this is the doing of the Trump administration”, “it’s a terrorist’s dream, a hijacker’s dream!” iso; next generation of $300k “oh wow!” 3D CT scanners for TSA

QAnon watchers looking for magic number 17; NewsHour “breadcrumbs” backgrounder: Mueller and Trump in cahoots to take down “global pedophile sex ring”, Judy Woodruff: “that takes a lot of thinking to get that far”; “Q Vision Glasses” skit, JCD: “the Zephyr’s painted blue!”, explanation for unfired Jeff Sessions, Mueller’s penance after illegal FBI tenure; Andrew Napolitano on Paul Manafort’s exoneration eight years ago under Rod Rosenstein; Manafort blaming Rick Gates; Napolitano on federal judge not playing ball with prosecution

Stephen Cohen smacks down hysterical CFR shill Max Boot: “I think that Mr. Boot would have been happy if Trump had waterboarded Putin at the summit and made him confess”

Jason Whitlock on “cyber-humans vs. humans”, Twitter “cesspool of 140-character bigotry”

Producer Segment: quantum physics theory of karma

Bob Woodward’s upcoming book Fear: Trump in the White House, JCD on clueless post-Watergate journalists; PR Newswire replaced as source by Twitter; Twitter fury over Cubs game video of man “stealing” foul ball; ACC on e-mail vs Twitter as news feed

Donation Segment: Virginia spook meetup, optimal Austin meetup time

IBM Watson endangering patient lives in oncology applications

Dogs Are People Too: man loses legs and hands to dog saliva infection, leprosy vaccine theory, “either that or it’s the cat lobby”; Dame Tanya reports on dog-themed wedding

American bicyclists killed by ISIS in Tadzhikistan; Trump ridiculed for comparing voter ID to buying groceries, “without any evidence” meme, actual number of voter fraud cases 35, JCD: “bullcrap!”; drama queen Jim Acosta whines about reaction to him at Trump rally: “honestly, it felt like we weren’t in America any more”; ACC: “try MTV Spring Break!”

Philadelphia bill forbidding liquor store bulletproof glass in the name of “dignity”
1055  Tongue Jammin  (2018-07-29)

0:00:00  JCD: “Nick Pickles, investigator!”  (1:32:26)
0:00:33  Rainsticks effective in Norway; Equity Office pushing to rename Austin
0:08:15  ACC: “low-quality shit reporting” from PBS; publicity-seeking Claire McCaskill “first known target of Russian interference in the 2018 election”, “red warning lights blinking” meme
0:17:08  Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez goes full retard on Trevor Noah: “we have never really known ... a time of true economic prosperity”, “pledge not to accept any corporate PAC money whatsoever”, “implication” that committee seats must be bought, “learning to navigate that space with that foundation”, paying for universal healthcare “excellent, excellent question”, fawning “Nobel Prize economist!”, Warren Buffett 15% tax rate botch, “100% renewable energy economy” via carbon tax, military’s $700bn “budget increase” botch, “important” pronunciation
0:39:13  Campus Reform video of New Yorkers gushing over AOC: “the government should pay for it”  
0:45:48  Sexual Harassment Update: Ronan Farrow’s exposé of CBS CEO Les Moonves making way for CBS-Viacom merger, ACC: “creepy tongue-jabber”; ABC Illeana Douglas “sexual assault” hit piece, 60 Minutes “culture of harassment and retaliation”; JCD predicts “junk TV just like every other network”, ABC perfect next target with Disney’s “cast member” douchebaggery
1:03:15  Kimberly Guilfoyle allegedly fired by Fox for abusing makeup artists and showing dick pictures
1:07:29  Producer Segment
1:15:03  Police investigating fatal shooting of George H.W. Bush cardiologist Mark Hausknecht
1:17:36  Rep. Matt Gaetz to Tucker Carlson on Twitter’s autocomplete shadow-banning: “illegal corporate donation”; Twitter blog post: “we must also address bad-faith actors who intend to manipulate or detract from healthy conversation”; annoying Silicon Valley spokesholes Juniper Downs and Nick Pickles to House Judiciary Committee on terminating fake news accounts
1:32:30  JCD gripes about Silicon Valley’s public relations void; Facebook’s $119bn selloff thanks to Zuckerberg; Facebook refuses to take down fake profile of dead Oklahoma cop
1:45:50  Fox Sports host Jason Whitlock rant on why “black athletes need to get off Twitter”
1:52:21  Jake Tapper to Stephen Colbert on “press access” and Fox News, Colbert “wow!” iso; Jack Beatty twists 1984 to compare Trump with Ministry of Truth, “moral obligation to be intelligent”, September “collusion!” report, JCD on his mother’s positive thinking obsession
2:06:05  British MP Damian Collins all-in on “digital Atlantic Charter” to fight social media fake news
2:08:16  Former Trump adviser Michael Anton to Tucker Carlson on 14th Amendment’s “under the jurisdiction thereof” and birthright citizenship; Lenore Elle Hawkins’ bullcrap claim that only Congressional children can declare student loan bankruptcy, ACC: “human trafficking”
2:14:42  “Nursing home nightmare!” shootings in Texas with no mention of psychotropic drugs
2:16:38  Donation Segment: JCD “what’s brown and sounds like a bell?” joke
2:25:53  Rachel Maddow on deadline for reuniting separated families; government shutdown rumors
2:28:25  Serial killer-rapist finding victims on unnamed “online dating app”
2:31:52  LifeLock website vulnerability exposes millions of subscriber e-mails
2:34:51  Corey Booker: Brett Kavanaugh supporters “complicit and evil”; lawmakers irked at Amazon face recognition mistaking black faces for mug shots; missing Iowa college student’s Fitbit
2:40:25  MIA remains returned by North Korea; Victor Orban still irked over illegal immigration; Amsterdam’s lawless after-hours Leidseplein; Game of Thrones tourism in Dubrovnik Croatia
2:50:15  ABC on Michael Cohen’s attorney-client privilege, “audio experts” hired, 2018 elections
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1054  Without Evidence (2018-07-26)

0:00:00  ACC: “Yeah, I dunno, I think one burger is better.” (2:35:41)
0:00:38  Fires and flooding, EU heat “undoubtedly linked to global warming”; “gin and tonic, sangria!”
0:06:37  ACC on obnoxious ozy.com archival interviews; OZY Fest speaker Kirsten Gillibrand plans for “when we flip the House and flip the Senate”, “I think we should pass the gun reform issues within the first month, all of them”; Hillary’s tent-like mumu and orthopedic shoes, ACC: “it’s to hide the decomposition”; Laurene Powell Jobs: religious organizations “without any funding” lie, JCD: “Hillary’s like the salt-sucking monster on the Star Trek first series”
0:16:35  White Helmets evacuation redux: “known terrorists” being sent to UK, Germany, and Canada; Rand Paul behind push to strip James Clapper of security clearance; Clapper to Anderson Pooper: Obama responsible for Mueller investigation vs 2017 “no such wiretap”
0:25:49  Former CIA Ray McGovern to Joe Piscopo: Strzok and friends thrown under the bus by Clapper and Brennan, NSA in possession of 33k Hillary e-mails, Piscopo “wow!”
0:30:36  Trump grabbing Jean-Claude Juncker’s hand at White House trade discussions; steel exports from Antwerp to US up in spite of tariffs, Trump to rescue soybean farmers, ACC shocked to find edamame are soybeans; Max Igan to RT on MAGA promoting OBOR with Europe
0:40:27  Austin’s $30M for 7,640 homeless, $15 San Francisco to LA buses; urination threat for ACC
0:43:42  Facebag down 24% after earnings; GDP numbers coming, Andrew Horowitz elections theory
0:50:21  Andrew Napolitano on Trump ignoring his sister Maryanne Trump Barry’s recommendation of Thomas Hardiman for SCotUS in favor of “establishmentarian” Brett Kavanaugh, ACC: “a pick not intended to pass”, Kavanaugh’s investigation into death of Vince Foster, JCD: “dredge up Vince Foster and the Hillary hit list”, Democrat obstructionism for 2018 elections
0:58:11  Producer Segment: Silicon Valley free food ban; Scheveningen challenge; Pi-hole blocker
1:30:56  Unhinged Rob Reiner to Never Not Funny podcast: Russia collusion “single biggest scandal in American history”, “I’ve got a lot of good Republican friends” lie, Reiner’s wife “in a state of craziness all the time” due to Twitter; Frontiers in Human Neuroscience article “Alterations in White Matter Integrity in Young Adults with Smartphone Dependence”, non-addictive Windows Phone ad; Dame Tanya repulsed by Instagram “influencer” event; “one burger!” iso
1:42:25  GSK invests $300M in 23andMe, sequencing everyone “would be more information than anyone could even store in any database” lie; ACC reads his webcam porn extortion e-mail
1:52:48  JCD story on killed Focus Magazine story; CBS on Trump-Cohen tape discussing $150k Karen McDougal affair “catch and kill” story, no mention of Charlie Rose; “any canoodling?!” iso
2:07:05  BBC grills Brexit financier Arron Banks about alleged Russian connection in diamond mining, “despite … his links to Russia”; on the lookout for Trump “without any proof/evidence” meme
2:12:06  Jeff “poop man” Pegues on Russian electrical grid intrusions, ACC: “I’m crowning!”, “spear phishing e-mail attacks” vs Stuxnet; JCD’s bounced e-mail with Cyrillic attachment name
2:19:03  Donation Segment: “psycho laugh” iso
2:36:04  Kenyan The Star contrasts Obama’s 2008 and 2018 visits; “three years ago I visited Kenya as the first sitting American president to come from Kenya”, JCD: “he’s not a Muslim either”
2:42:12  Southern Poverty Law Center co-opts “male supremacy” with “malicious matriarchy” quotes
2:45:06  Toronto shooter Faisal Hussain’s messed-up family; JCD story: “do you know anybody who has guns?” at Canadian border, ACC’s spin instructor’s odd Mexican border experience
2:49:47  More than 200 killed in Syrian suicide bombing, 31 killed outside Pakistani polling station
2:51:10  33 rare Star Wars action figures expected to fetch hundreds of thousands at auction
0:00:00 ACC: “Maybe we need No Agenda emergency hammers.” (1:54:11)
0:00:33 Rainsticks for Norway after Netherlands misfire hits Belgium
0:04:22 White Helmets extracted by Israel from Syria to Jordan
0:08:09 “Apoplectic” Mark Shields afflicted with shaking and liver spots from Trump derangement syndrome, “giant sucking sound in the company of the Russian dictator”, “unanimous” intelligence agencies meme; ACC: might be about time to kill Bill Clinton
0:21:44 JCD story: long-winded daycare meetings; old-school communist Ajamu Baraka on Brennan cabal, “what would they have done if Jill Stein and I had won?”; heavily-redacted Carter Page FISA warrant, ACC: “the lefties are right, I’m so confused now!”; SquirrelMail Batman jingle
0:37:21 Steve Gibson’s Security Now analysis of Mueller indictment revisited, Cisco router Lawful Intercept functionality, CALEA Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act; Operation Mockingbird and Congress for Cultural Freedom CIA operation in Cold War Western Europe, CIA 1984 and Animal Farm endings; George Carlin on “nice”, “fine”, and “great”
0:50:52 Hot Russian spy Maria Butina arrested by FBI, bogus student visa story; Seattle double agent Naveed Jamali on handing off Russian money to FBI; Maria Bartiromo: Bill Browder “became aware of corruption going on” in Russia, Browder “on a mission to get justice for Sergei Magnitsky”, Putin’s claim of $400M in donations to Hillary campaign “walked back”
1:02:36 Pioneer Natural Resources CEO aiming for oil production at 15M barrels per day, “Trump is a businessman, he’s a traitor trader”; ZTE sanction adjustment approved by Congress
1:07:43 Producer Segment: *The Netflix Explorers
1:22:00 Whoopi Goldberg boots Jeanine Pirro off The View after yelling match, JCD on Hachette-Disney deal “interfering with commerce”; John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times jingle revisited
1:29:40 Worldwide public pooping phenomenon; physicist John Huth to NPR on impact of smartphone GPS on hippocampus and “declarative memory”, JCD’s MapQuest approach, ACC on avoiding GPS to prevent Alzheimer’s, JCD’s Bay Bridge shortcut ruined by Google
1:45:37 Catch Me If You Can’s Frank Abagnale on Trusona technology poised to replace passwords, ACC: QR code “utter bullcrap”, remote-controlling pacemakers, JCD’s emergency car window hammer; JCD proposes anti-5G Faraday cloth suit; Nutrisystem DNA Body Blueprint ad
2:01:15 Donation Segment
2:10:07 Kimberly Guilfoyle dating Donald Trump Jr., leaving Fox for America First Policies nonprofit
2:13:45 2015 “freaking straw up her freaking nostril” sea turtle video, disability exemptions
2:18:11 “Eruption of backlash” over Alabama minor league baseball team pandering to millennials with avocado and participation ribbons, “gluten free”, ACC on Twitter journalism fodder; Ellen Pao memoir rights bought by Netflix; idiots falling for Dude Named Ben’s rentahitman.com; 23-year-old Berkeley High School graduate entrapped by FBI over ISIS bombing plans
2:29:16 Bay Area parents using medical exemptions to dodge school vaccination requirements
2:31:40 UK Free Tommy Robinson movement in full swing, Dutch protestor to News Night: “fuck off BBC, man”; outrage over Jean-Claude Juncker’s appointment of Martin Selmayr
2:38:28 Mark Zuckerberg “licking the third rail” with decision not to censor Holocaust denial
2:44:15 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez campaigning in Kansas with Trump Rotation-reciting Bernie Sanders
1052  Proof Trump is Broke (2018-07-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Anti-science!” (2:21:34)
0:00:35  JCD on US-made clamato ingredients; rainsticks added to Muslim clerics’ mass prayer for relief from Dutch heat wave; Amazon Prime Day “glitch” with “dogs of Amazon” 404 pages
0:06:03  Helsinki US-Russia summit: descent of vultures on post-USSR Russia, Trump’s weak clarification, Tucker Carlson: “oath of loyalty to the spy bureaucrats now in charge of our country”; M5M “nothing short of treasonous” compilation, Rachel Maddow “not that deep” iso
0:15:20  James Clapper in 2017 unperturbed by DNC breach; twelve-person GRU indictment, Security Now’s Steve Gibson: “to me this suggests there is a level of surveillance far in excess of what I at least have assumed was technically feasible”, DNC server image for FBI from CrowdStrike
0:23:55  Local news “sided with Vladimir Putin” meme, “seventeen agency heads” lie, idiotic “I don’t know what other evidence he needs”; Richard Blumenthal “the red light is flashing” talking point, “we are in a 9/11 national emergency”; Watergate prosecutor Jill Wine-Banks: “I would say that his performance today will live in infamy as much as the Pearl Attack or Kristallnacht”; Richard Engel: “these are digital missiles that are going into our system”
0:30:54  VICE News introduces “old comrades Stephen Cohen and John Mearsheimer”, Ukraine-Mexico parallel, Democrats more concerned with impeachment than averting nuclear war
0:37:23  Putin on William Browder’s illegal contributions to Hillary campaign; former CIA Kevin Shipp on Uranium One deal laundering Russian money for Clinton Foundation, ignored by Robert Mueller: Rand Paul to ABC on Cuban Missile Crisis dialogue, ubiquitous election meddling
0:49:23  Putin proposes cooperation in regulating oil and gas markets; producer note on oil prices “in the sweet spot” above $70, ACC-JCD debate on ideal price for Saudi Aramco IPO
1:01:43  Steve Pieczenik “very worried” about Trump & Putin discussing China, potential ouster of Xi Jinping, ZTE ban reversal; Amazon leaving Seattle due to socialist city council; New Yorker unionizing; Planet Money on China anticipating Trump win based on volume of flag orders
1:15:41  Producer Segment
1:48:07  Louie Gohmert spilling the beans about Lisa Page’s closed session testimony, China implicated, “guilty dogs” Brennan and Clapper “barkin’ pretty loud”; NewsHour’s fast-talking Yamiche Alcindor, Judy Woodruff: Republicans giving Trump “the benefit of the doubt”, Democrats “using this to fund-raise” with irrelevant example of $15.2M raised by DCCC in June
1:57:20  “Proof Trump is broke” in 1980 Trump interview by Rona Barrett: “if you lost your fortune today, what would you do tomorrow?”, Trump: “maybe I’d run for president” (CotD)
2:01:01  EU Competition Czar Margrethe Vestager defends €4.34bn antitrust fine on Google
2:06:47  San Francisco Mayor Breed on “more feces” in streets, urging organizations to “talk to their clients”; long-winded Rush Limbaugh riffs on “clients” meme; call for jingles; JCD on Twitter demanding portable toilet removal; virtue signalling San Francisco plastic straw ban
2:21:10  Facebag support group for NPE Not Parent Expected results on 23andMe-style genetic tests
2:24:53  Donation Segment
2:59:54  MGM Resorts suing Vegas shooting victims; Elon Musk’s $2bn “pedo guy” tweet
3:02:47  States Supreme Court blocks ballot measure to split California into three states
1051  Liberal World Order  (2018-07-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “Well, the whole thing is depressing.” (0:58:53)
0:00:33  California unable to meet recycling demand; ACC proposes summer off due to low support
0:04:19  Luciferized Trump-bashing Hillary; ironic 2016 “offered to work with him” concession speech; 
          UK demonstrations ignored by M5M; Andrea Mitchell: visit with Queen “not at all the state visitor, 
          the overnight, the state dinner that the Obamas...”; “again” litany; Trump’s “offensive” interview 
          with The Sun, Theresa May “didn’t listen” to Brexit deal advice, JCD: “oh noo!”
0:14:46  On Point Trump Rotation tour de force: “global political crisis”, “global disruption tour”, 
          Jack Beatty: Israeli intelligence advising CIA Putin has dirt on Trump, “Liberal World Order” meme, 
          Trump disclosing ISIS secrets pseudo-whipsaw, NATO “cornerstone of American security”, 
          caller’s Elizabeth Warren rape implication; “nonstop chaos scandal outrage machine”
0:29:39  Former DHS Michael Brown on scripted Congressional testimony; On Point: Strzok-Page 
          texts “private communications”; Strzok: nothing in personal accounts for Inspector General; 
          Rep. Trey Gowdy “colleague Lisa Page”, squabbling over “it” definition; Louis Golmert’s off-
          script “he could probably pass a polygraph”, outrage over “how many times did you look so 
          innocent into your wife’s eye and lie to her about Lisa Page”, Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman: 
          “you need your medication!”; Strzok’s alien face, ACC: “shapeshifters gonna shift, baby”
0:45:37  Rep. Doug Collins questions Strzok about out-of-scope polygraph; reading of text messages for 
          Darrell Issa; Gowdy takes exception to “we will stop him” as referring to American electorate
0:59:47  Democrat Steve Cohen to Strzok: “if I could give you a purple heart I would”; Jerrold Nadler 
          whines about family separations; Sheila Jackson Lee on Trump’s “annual performance review” 
          from Putin, “Julian Assange” iso; Gowdy: impeachment talk one day after Mueller appointment, 
          “I don’t give a damn what you appreciate, Agent Strzok”; JCD: “they weren’t lovers, they were 
          conspirators”, ACC Peter Strzok Sr. Iranian spy theory, 2011 plot to kill Saudi ambassador
1:18:01  Producer Segment
1:25:32  Globalist French victory over Croatia for World Cup
1:27:05  Rep. Jim Jordan on PQG Penn Quarter Group and Trump dossier; news wrap logic fail
1:32:52  TtK’s daughter Elise’s communications class, “move to digital” and decline of news business
1:39:06  Furor over upcoming Trump-Putin meeting, indictment of 12 more Russians “stunning in its 
          detail” taken from George Webb lawsuit; CrowdStrike CEO Shawn Henry friends with 
          Robert Mueller; producer note on attending CrowdStrike demo, Splunk data mining tool
1:50:17  Meet the Press: Russians “literally minted money to hack our election system!”; absurd Bureau 
          of Engraving and Printing comparison (BCotD); Prof. Cynthia Hooper frets about rapproche-
          ment; Kimberly Dozier on need for “major hack”; “there’s a war going on” in Crimea skit, 
          JCD: “I think it’s a war on prices at Ivan’s Furniture”; “yayyy, they got a new podcast!” iso
1:57:31  Donation Segment
2:09:16  Oakland Zoo gondola “digital glitch” (BCotD); drunk or not drunk Jean-Claude Juncker
2:13:17  Serial rapist posing as Uber driver arrested; Crohn’s disease drug Entyvio side effect “PML, a 
          rare serious potentially fatal brain infection”; #WalkAway video “think for yourself” message
2:22:43  The Spectator on Harvey Weinstein “poor, ugly, and Jewish”, hitting on women at parties
2:25:11  ACC OTG: “airplane love story” woman speaks out; Timehop data breach, creepy updater.com 
          business model; smartphone sensor side channel attacks; JCD’s grandson’s first word “app”
2:36:50  OPCW: no evidence of nerve agent in Syria
2:40:01  Second Half of Show: 2019 Israeli moon landing; Howard Hunt and JFK alien disclosure
1050 Chip In! (2018-07-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “I have, the device.” (1:20:34)
0:00:34 Brexit World Cup hopes dashed by Croatia, France needing win due to riots; Boris Johnson’s sendoff by Theresa May to disorderly Parliament, May’s controversial Chequers meeting with Angela Merkel, JCD: “they’re gonna become Puerto Rico of the EU”, The Sun food stockpiles
0:12:03 Trump baby blimp for UK visit, American-sounding organizer to MSNBC: “um”, “throwing a tantrum” for rotation, message for “people who are affected by climate change”, rewards for deflation; ACC on drone visible from balcony, JCD proposes net gun, droneshield.com
0:20:48 Jens Stoltenberg credits Trump’s leadership for NATO defense spending increases, Obama’s 2016 gripes, Trump on sketchy Germany-Russia Nord Stream 2 deal: “billions and billions of dollars that’s being paid to the country we’re supposed to be protecting you against”
0:29:24 Germany’s ill-advised nuclear divestiture; David Frum on Nord Stream 2, sympathy for Trump from Poles “who gave him such a good time”; Trump: Poland refusing to be “captive” to Russia
0:39:07 NATO percentage of GDP rundown; Kay Bailey Hutchison rebuts Donald Tusk’s Trump insults to Christiane Amanpour; ACC on off-putting “builder” demeanor, JCD’s Pacific Heights “I have a friend who works in personnel”; Amanpour: “the tone is what is creating existential angst amongst your NATO allies”, “much hackneyed sound bite” of “NATO is obsolete”
0:57:17 Justin Trudeau’s “unflinching support” for NATO with no plans to increase spending; veteran’s inability to get injury compensation, condescending Trudeau booed over “they’re asking for more than we are able to give right now”; JCD on Obama/Hillary “word-at-a-time” delivery
1:04:52 Producer Segment
1:16:49 “Foamer” ecstatic over 1953 EMD E8 locomotive: “oh my God, whooo, listen to that horn!”
1:20:32 ACC all-in on Kyocera DuraXV phone; Facebook allowing researchers free reign to study election impact; airline romance surreptitiously photographed to create social media narrative
1:33:04 Jordan Peterson on educational advantages of podcasts over videos, “the narrow bandwidth of TV has made us think we’re stupider than we are”; TLC Dr. Pimple Popper ad; Toronto meetup seeking Peterson appearance; New York banker explains Trump’s Deutsche Bank loan
1:38:46 Nigel Farage on May’s intended “Brexit in name only”, background as metals trader
1:41:48 Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court nomination “crapstorm of epic proportions”, Elizabeth Warren “awful” hysteria, “will you chip in $3 right now?”, “makes me sick to my stomach”, JCD on tired “chip in” gimmick; ACC’s Judicial Watch letter masquerading as court document
1:55:48 Kavanaugh’s credit card debt meme; Shep Smith on 2009 Presidential immunity theory, impeachment explained, JCD “unstopabble flasher” scenario; bogus “next 40 years” meme, Jeffrey Toobin: “the frammers never contemplated that these terms would regularly go to thirty-plus years”, Ben Franklin’s 84-year lifespan, ACC’s mother’s take on “til death do us part”
2:07:55 Student “I think” outrage over nonexistent SCotUS nominee; Caitlin Upton 2007 “I believe that our education like such as in South Africa and, uh, the Iraq, everywhere like such as”
2:13:20 Donation Segment: upcoming meetups
2:25:58 Chinese engineer arrested for stealing Apple autonomous vehicle documents; iOS Taiwanese flag crash; Daily Caller’s Luke Rosiak on Debbie Wasserman Schultz Awan Brothers scandal
2:34:57 Shep Smith grouses about upcoming Trump-Putin meeting; Jeopardy! “lying to the FBI” fails
2:38:22 Transbay Tube earthquake safety upgrade; San Francisco’s $20M per year on graffiti cleanup
2:41:38 Idiot journalist: men earning three times more than women “could be because they’re putting in more hours”; record low US birth rate because of “fears about the economy”
1049 Rent Men (2018-07-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Think of your health, man.” (1:47:06)

0:00:31 Brexit World Cup still a possibility, “blame Trump” for 48% drop in viewership

0:04:28 “Gangster-like demands” from Mike Pompeo for North Korea; Andrea Mitchell on Rocket Man CD joke gift, “reports, first on NBC News, that intelligence agencies say he is expanding his arsenal”; Trump: “now they say, he’s too nice!”, unreturned MIA remains meme; JCD: M5M still getting Trump elected, hyperkinetic Montana speech; short and sweet PBS summary

0:16:23 ABC Jonathan Karl lie-fest on Montana rally “lavishing praise” on Putin with “he’s fine”, George Carlin “fine” sketch, “lashing out” at George H.W. Bush and NATO, Elizabeth Warren “Me Too Generation” 23andMe joke; ACC on outrage over formerly praised DNA technologies

0:29:42 “No borders, no nations, stop deportations!” chant; judge postpones family reunification meeting for Trump lawyer with dog-sitting responsibilities; ACC meets Dog Dazer client at supermarket; Fox on distorted story about Trump “purging” immigrants from military; largest class of illegal immigrants in US from China; Anne Frank immigration denial meme

0:36:03 New York City Democratic Socialists of America and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Bernie Sanders: open borders “a Koch Brothers proposal”; JCD on open borders as European anarchist cause; AOC dodges Chuck Todd’s socialism question, “I was just elected on Tuesday, Chuck!” botch

0:48:50 “Jobs guarantee” economic theory explained: “buffer stock of employed people” controlling inflation; student loans and ACC’s $4k PowerBook loan; Trump administration halts Obamacare “threat payments” for insurance companies and allows sales across state lines

0:59:44 “Units watch your keys!” for Hitler speeches being illegally piped into Chicago police radio

1:02:54 Producer Segment: ACC’s iReadMail server; producer subarachnoid hemorrhage survival

1:29:31 #WalkAway campaign’s Brandon Straka’s post-election “red pill” moment, liberal platform “we hate Trump and we love illegal immigrants”, idiot Laura Ingraham: “I have a lot of gay friends who are not Democrats”; Scott Adams on Democrat manipulation into “have I mentioned unhealthy? state”, “policy, shmonicely”; black American confessional videos, “my Facebook feed is just, cancer”; protests over “lesbian erasure” by transgender men

1:58:12 NBC hit piece: Rep. Jim Jordan linked to Ohio State wrestling sex scandal, “possible crimes, or a cover-up”, potential Speaker of the House bid; Indiana AG Curtis Hill accused of groping women; Justin Trudeau’s 20-year-old groping scandal, apology: “even though I don’t think I did anything wrong, that’s not the whole story any more” (BCotD)

2:07:12 Ask John: “embarrassing fail to a space startup in Japan”, rocket exploding due to “glitch”

2:08:21 Donation Segment: JMD, TtK, Anonymous Lesbian birthdays; ACC’s “hairy earhole pics”

2:23:33 Californian ghost town for sale; Canadians taking tariffs personally, Trump blocking WTO Appellate Body, “do you really believe that Canada, that your NATO allies represent a national security threat to you?”; PSA warning against crossing US-Canada border with marijuana

2:32:40 Bay Area naked man breaking into homes to “perform lewd acts”, ACC: “how is Louis C.K. doing these days?”; protests cause Montreal Jazz Festival to cancel Slave with white director

2:36:08 Al-Shabab plastic bag ban, tree-planting Taliban; riots in Nantes France over police shooting

2:40:59 Sharyl Attkisson in 2008 discussing illness and death linked to heparin and Chantix
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1048 Crush ICE (2018-07-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Right on, right on!” ACC: “Right on, right on!” (2:52:31)
0:00:38 Producer note on Customs and Border Protection, Mexican asylum seekers gaming system with children; JCD: “they don’t want open borders, they want no borders”, The Dukes of Hazzard police screeching halt at county line; Independence Day vs July 4; Gavin Newsom celebrates “liberty, diversity, and opportunity for all”, ACC’s subded fireworks pool party
0:10:30 CBD for dogs frightened by fireworks; Facebag flags Declaration of Independence hate speech
0:15:07 San Francisco “block ICE” protests, “processing people” fallacy, Troll Room “crush ICE”, “fight for a socialist society, one that actually does enshrine rights for people into law”; ACC on 90% 1972 Dutch income tax, Schengen fail; reporters ignoring “abolish borders” signage
0:26:28 ACC on 1984 Newspeak and “press freedom” meme; Jim Acosta defends obnoxious grand-standing; Axios ranks US 45th in bullshit “press freedom”, “violent anti-press rhetoric”; crying baby trigger hysteria over Oakland ICE warrant on child sex trafficking operation
0:40:25 Animal rights activists crash Oakland barbecue block party; TtK among those at work July 4
0:42:08 “Deplorable” Rapid DNA at border to fight trafficking; detention companies among Trump inauguration donors, no mention of Obama parallel; DNA genealogy solves 30-year cold case
0:46:48 British baby serial killer nurse Lucy Letby arrested; twenty-pound bag of poop on San Francisco street, expanded needle pickup, ACC proposes defunct mall housing, German “sex palace”, TtK’s daughter confronted by homeless man peeing in street; New York’s 23k homeless children; “preference falsification” and “mirage of polarization”, James Woods fired
1:00:08 Producer Segment
1:09:10 ACC story: “lost mate!” hearing aid takes nose dive into recycling chute; bipolar drug Vraylar side effect roster, “uncontrollable muscle movements which may be permanent”
1:18:56 Return of Tim Allen in Last Man Standing; European Parliament votes against controversial copyright law, ACC’s elementary school ditto machine, Microsoft stealing JCD’s articles
1:25:29 ACC OTG: Nokia 3110 “no good”, overfull text message storage; CNBC millennial “adult under forty” vocal fry-fest on reducing phone usage; producer note on applying UT phone study results to increase ACT score; Kyocera DuraXV; Allstate tracking in-car phone use
1:39:34 Samba TV tracking screen pixels, Juggalo makeup to defeat facial recognition; data-stealing Stylish browser extension; Google allowing third-party developers to read e-mail
1:47:33 July 5 LGBTQ STEM Day, Queer Eye gives lie to LGBTBQQIAAP “community”, ACC: “you’re being lumped in with a bunch of weirdos!” (ACCPotD)
1:54:09 Orange ecstasy pills shaped like Donald Trump’s head from Netherlands seized in Indiana
1:55:23 Meghan Markle and Emoluments Clause; Maxine Waters claims slavery ended due to protests, counterattacks Chuck Schumer, post-election subpoena power over Trump bank records meme
2:05:15 Whoopi Goldberg misinterprets Chance the Rapper’s “you didn’t build that” Obama meme
2:10:33 Donation Segment
2:21:33 FBI entraps another Six-Week Cycle patsy in Cleveland July 4 parade bomb “plot”
2:26:36 Outrage over Melania Trump profiting from Getty-licensed family photos, ACC “make bank”
2:32:20 Symone Sanders “fact of the matter”-fest with Don Lemon; Ed Schultz dead at 64
2:38:03 Transgender contestant for Miss Universe; alien Kathy Griffin to Nightline on Trump head stunt: “I’m not an elected, I’m not a general”; liberal Massachusetts finally legalizes marijuana
2:45:03 Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte’s “no!” to Trump on possibility of no trade deal; Canadian restaurant boycotting California wines over tariffs; Canada to legalize marijuana in October
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1047  Congrats Canada  (2018-07-01)

0:00:00  ACC: “Q invented Bitcoin.” (2:24:20)
0:00:39  JCD “stop the war!” for protests over obsolete Trump policy; ABC WWII newsreel cadence for “massive nationwide protest”, “coast to coast” meme; ACLU ad falsely claims Trump must reunite families; MSNBC twelve-year-old girl complains about mean people, ballot box strategy; The Nib editor irked at JCD; Samantha Bee writer: civility “tool of white supremacy”

0:13:32  ACC’s friend Lex refused ESTA waiver over Iran visit; application for asylum at port of entry or within US; Trump in 2015: “I’m calling very simply for a shutdown of Muslims entering the United States … until our country’s representatives can figure out what is going on”

0:21:39  ICE as rebranded INS, checkpoints upheld by SCotUS, JCD on obnoxious Port Angeles operation, ACC’s run-in with “liar” police dog; “Hillary Clinton light” Kirsten Gillibrand “reimagine ICE” gobbledygook; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez “AOC” on ICE “black sites on our border” inaccessible to child-abusing camera crews; ACC proposes Space Force “SPICE”

0:37:13  Newsletter misogynistic advertising, AOC & Maxine Waters posters; Southwest Key founder Juan Sanchez whining about layoffs; JCD on Air Pollution District’s 15-year lifecycle

0:45:57  Conspiracy theories linking Anthony Kennedy and Trump’s son; Democrats pushing for Roosevelt approach of adding justices; misunderstood Roe v. Wade 7-2 ruling, JCD “dog whistle”, viable candidates Amul Thapar and Amy Coney Barrett, JCD on Indian mnemonic prowess

0:57:12  Whoopi Goldberg “get outta my behind, get outta my vagina!”, unhinged Michael Moore to Maher: election will prevent “right-wing court”, “a fertilized egg is a human being!” (CotD)

1:05:08  Producer Segment: happy Canada Day

1:19:46  Ask Adam: ShotSpotter being installed on Highway 4 due to 136 freeway shootings since 2015

1:23:10  Capital Gazette “newsroom massacre”, active shooter drill one week before, shooter Jarrod Ramos identified with facial recognition; MSNBC’s Ali Velshi lie: “the President of the United States has said the media is the enemy”, JCD “libjoe” and “going postal” fad, Velshi: “I don’t want it to be somebody with a grudge against their boss”, Comedy Central and Charlie Hebdo examples with no mention of radical Islam; Ramos’ lawsuit over Facebag stalking article

1:39:34  ACC’s hairdresser’s Facebag reunion nightmare with madwoman Uber driver

1:42:29  Jim Acosta yells at Trump to “stop calling us the enemy of the people, sir!” and leaves

1:44:09  Prof. Kimberly Marten to CBS: Trump “taken advantage of” in North Korea summit; CIA shill Ken Dilanian in NBC article: North Korea increasing nuclear weapons fuel production according to “unidentified US officials”, Rachel Maddow solicits Sen. Corey Booker’s opinion on “shocking new report”, ACC: “they want war!”; Marten on Russia releasing Podesta e-mails

1:54:32  Stephen Cohen on bogus Washington Post article outing US intelligence asset in Kremlin; Reality Winner pleads guilty to leaking classified information; NSA purges 685M call records with “technical irregularities”; Steve Pieczenik: John Kelly burned out trying to control Trump

2:04:29  Donation Segment: JCD recommends Swiss wines; TtK arranging August Austin meetup

2:19:29  Conrad Black on Trump “bloodless civil war”; Qanon misses Operation Broken Heart sting

2:25:45  CFiUS Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States restricting Chinese investment, Chinese actor salary standardization, $300bn economic infusion and Trump’s ZTE reversal

2:33:31  UT studies on phone proximity reducing mental acuity; Amazon Delivery Partners Program

2:39:24  Jazz Jennings’ gender reassignment confirmation surgery; e-mail sig line pronouns

2:42:26  Nancy Pelosi’s drunk or not drunk slurring episode: “you wanna repoott your question?”

2:45:13  CBS yokels detail Florida controlled burn accident; Humane Society “Unhappy Meal” hit piece
1046  Pot on Sale (2018-06-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “Cookieee, ooh, cookie!”

0:00:35  World Cup prediction: South Korea for the win; JCD’s virtuosic recorder “toast song”

0:04:28  Justice Anthony Kennedy to retire, “report directly to your death camp” tweet, “no Wi-Fi at
the death camps” comeback; Jonathan Turley on Kennedy as defender of individual rights,
timing “could not be worse” for Democrats, “straight muscle vote” without filibuster, Trump
making good on SCotUS promise; Roe v. Wade in jeopardy meme; Turley on Kennedy’s “right
to dignity” legacy, JCD on Kennedy being all-in on torture, Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s ill health

0:21:11  Producer’s voice mail announcing Senate Judiciary Committee process “likely to be com-
pleted sometime between now and early October” at beginning of term; Sheila Jackson Lee’s
despairing “ohhh!”; former Rep. Ron Klein: “we have to stop Donald Trump’s Roe reversal
reproductive rights ripoff”; Trump’s truncated Obama-like campaign speech in North Dakota

0:27:58  CBS lie: Executive Order “didn’t specify what would be done to reunite those families al-
ready separated”, “blistering” California District Court injunction, cell phone video of chil-
dren “huddled” in Cayuga Centers from Michael Avenatti; Baptist Child and Family Services
and Southwest Key NGOs cashing in on H&HS “clients”, ACC: “the goal of the business is to
get more clients”, $35k/year per person, “why wouldn’t you toss a few bucks to some of these
traffickers?”; shift away from illegal immigration, ACC’s 2012-2013 Amsterdam exile

0:41:29  Unhinged Rob Reiner and wife Michelle to Joy Reid: “pure and simple racism”, Auschwitz and
evil Fox News memes, Godwin’s Law suspended by creator, “fascist playbook”, pants-wearing
Michelle steamrolls Rob to gripe about election bots; Fletcher “republics are not democracies!”

0:54:29  Trump supporters as Nazis compilation, Oprah: “they just have to die”; forgotten 24-day
hunger strike; Hungarian Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó to BBC on rejecting multiculturalism

1:11:42  Producer Segment

1:26:31  ACC on unobtainable hearing aid programming software “protection racket”, JCD on shopping
mall anti-loitering frequencies; Facebook ultrasonic cross-device tracking patent; KaiOS-based
Nokia 8110, $22M Google investment; Slack and Google Home outages; ACC’s Mycroft hearing
aid scheme, JCD: “to really top it off you need a big pee wet spot on your pants”

1:39:15  California “marijuana blowout sale”; Hillary campaigner arrested on child rape charges

1:42:05  Tesla Model 3 production deadline, JCD on cost of insurance killing muscle cars, Tesla ir-
reparability, ACC on aviation control ergonomics, JCD story: Ford SYNC crash and reboot

1:48:46  “Huma Abedin lookalike” Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez from-behind New York midterm win, ICE
abortion platform, victory speech finger-wagging and “what I wanna make very, very clear”
Hillary/Schumer cadence, JCD: another try for an Anthony Weiner clone

2:02:43  ACC: “no nations no borders” crowd not pushing metric system, JCD on the evils of “ugly”
A4 paper; Hillary at Oxford griping about “rising tide of illiberalism”, Putin’s “authoritarian,
white supremacist, and xenophobic movement”, transparent get out and vote pitch

2:13:36  Donation Segment

2:29:28  Trump tariff on Canadian steel due to Chinese steel passing through on way to US

2:32:50  The Day After Roswell author’s son links Korean War MIAs and UFOs; 2016 CNN “war in
space!” documentary; former astronaut Don Pettit on going to moon: “we destroyed that
technology”, JCD on iconic Saturn V, X-37B still in service, Buzz Aldrin suing own family

2:41:49  Napa Red Hen restaurant taking blame for actions at Virginia restaurant of same name

2:44:20  SCotUS: no more union dues from nonmembers, JCD stops calls from University of California
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1045  Pseudo-Addiction  (2018-06-24)

0:00:00  JCD: “Mah bad, mah bad, mah bad, mah bad, mah bad!” (1:26:31)
0:00:35  Troll Room interpret’s ACC’s toast-making comment as QAnon-style clue
0:01:05  Incoherent coked-up Tom Arnold on Michael Cohen “Trump tapes”, Jeopardy! music and “no” to CNN; to Nicole Wallace: “he’s obviously a racist and he has racist people around him and he is cruel and he lies … it is so unsafe!”, Roseanne “full-on with the Nazis and with the racists and the, and just crazy crazy crazy”, Vice series promotion, JCD: “I can just see about three executives and him with a huge pile of white powder, oh, that’s a great idea, Tom!”
0:18:53  M5M “increasingly Donald Trump is turning this nation into Nazi Germany” compilation; June 30 March On protest; Sarah Sanders evicted from Lexington VA restaurant after complaints from gay staff; protests at Kirstjen Nielsen’s house, Maxine Waters: “the people are gonna turn on them, they’re gonna protest, they’re gonna absolutely harass them”; Hillary Clinton’s “chip in” campaign raises $1.5M; Kamala Harris visits border detention center
0:32:13  Nonprofit Office of Refugee Resettlement’s $1.5bn in contracts, kid in New York with mother in El Paso, JCD: “this seems like child thievery”, Obama’s scheme to settle Syrians in Detroit; celebrity outrage rundown; Peter Emerson to MSNBC on “dehumanizing” immigrants; Melania Trump’s “I really don’t care” jacket, ACC: “this can only end one way: violence”
0:43:23  Jaron Lanier on social media algorithms amplifying negativity, JCD unimpressed; Tracey Ullman “this support group is for people who are so woke” video; Ullman’s The Simpsons empire; JCD’s #blocked routine; Lanier: Trump a victim of “Twitter addiction”
0:59:35  Producer Segment: Free Scooter double entendre; Cornhole World Championship
1:39:49  ACC OTG: Nokia 8110, “came with my Airstream” comeback skit; Cisco buying July Systems
1:51:38  ACC story: invention of podcasting in 2000 with slow but always-connected cable modems
1:55:15  Missing FBI Strzok-Page text message emoji limited to smiley variants, no sexting
1:59:35  Zookeeper producer note on death of “talking gorilla” Koko, lawsuit over human nipple fetish enforced by Francine Patterson, tales of kitten torture and dismemberment; “torpedo-like vibrator” use on bulls and stallions for breeding purposes
2:04:46  California gubernatorial candidate John Cox campaigning to repeal new gas tax, Jerry Brown’s $15M slush fund, $5bn in tax revenue for “better street signage in Novato”
2:08:40  Former Trump aide David Bossie “racist political activist” according to Wikipedia, “you’re out of your cotton-pickin’ mind” to Joel Payne; virtue-signaling Seth Rogen to Stephen Colbert on refusing photo request for Paul Ryan’s sons “very young white teenage men” (BCotD); ABC teases “showdown” between Trump haters Jeff Flake and Luis Gutierrez
2:18:41  Netflix Sour Grapes documentary on hight-end wine con man Rudy Kurniawan
2:20:37  Donation Segment
2:29:06  Second Half of Show: Trump “Space Force!” and Aerospace Expeditionary Forces, Neil deGrasse Tyson: “the only reason why we went to the Moon is because we were at war with Russia”; NASA hacker Gary McKinnon and Solar Warden project, enormous military budget, watching for Trump clues, Corso’s The Day After Roswell, Eisenhower and Nixon read in
2:49:49  Bashar al-Assad: Trump meeting “waste of time”; 30 Afghan soldiers killed in Taliban attack
2:53:42  Charles Krauthammer on conservatism vs neoconservatism; Project for the New American Century “new Pearl Harbor”; Krauthammer all-in on George W. Bush in 2005
1044 Free Scooter! (2018-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Machine guns in space!” (1:16:30)
0:00:35 JCD’s Thorens turntable rediscovered, ACC breaking the edges off stack of his parents’ records
0:04:20 OIG report hearings, Rep. Jamie Raskin: family separation “threatens to make us an international pariah”; Comey ass-covering theories, FBI emoji, Loretta Lynch’s itinerary leaked
0:12:11 “Method actor” Rep. Elijah Cummings rants about “child internment camps”, “we do not need legislation”, tearful wrap-up with “we need you to stand up to President Chump, Trump”
0:16:49 ABC follows return of Guatemalan kid to parents deported eight months previously; Flores Agreement revisited; new Executive Order sure to outrage the left; hundreds of Yemeni prisoners tortured and sexually abused at secret UAE facility; Sen. Tammy Baldwin flummoxed by Brooke Baldwin about separations under Obama, “on the, on this issue, that, we, get into a moment where we’re making progress, and then when it, uh, when it stalls, uh, we turn around”, “nobody believes that we have an immigration system that works” (BCotD)
0:27:36 Pro Publica anonymous audio-only crying children video; Rachel Maddow loses it over AP “tender age shelters” report, Lawrence O’Donnell: “this is a very difficult story to process”
0:33:40 Virtue-signaling protesters including DoJ employee tormenting Kirstjen Nielsen at Mexican restaurant chanting “mike check!” , “shame!” , “no borders, no walls!”; producer note on death threats for family working at Otay Mesa facility, insults from visiting Nancy Pelosi
0:51:24 Upcoming familiesbelongtogether.org protests; PBS on Executive Order and zero-tolerance policy; libjo John Heilemann “we, I mean the Democratic Party” flub; ACC’s “Twitter fight” with Jen Briney; self-possessed Kirstjen Nielsen explains “we cannot detain families together”
1:06:15 Trump attempts to deflect attention with “Space Force!”, TtK’s alien invasion suspicion, Show 1016 NDAA, only weapons of mass destruction prohibited by Outer Space Treaty
1:16:39 ACC OTG: “I’m downsizing” E71 comeback; producer note on personal credit tied to Facebag; San Jose to regulate scooters, stealing Bird scooters with a small drill and $50 circuit board
1:30:06 WHO classifies gaming disorder as mental health condition, JCD: “Oreos!”; ACC predicts report of immigrant children being drugged; VR pioneer and Comic Book Guy soundalike Jaron Lanier on reasons for avoiding “the great Silicon Valley spying empires” social media
1:41:48 ACC on the Zen TV Experiment: “if this thing does not entertain you then you get pissed off at it”, counting “technical events”, TtK’s Instagram stories, alpha state phone zombies
1:54:26 Today for Amazon Alexa for Hospitality native ad, “this is the New World Order, and these devices are gonna follow us wherever we go now”; JCD “Alexa, turn on the lights” fake story
1:59:18 “It involves a trip to Grandma’s house” iso; ACC “reaching singularity” after visit to audiologist, “tough loss” in 300-1500 Hz range, Bluetooth-enabled Widex demo unit “party mode”
2:13:23 Donation Segment: JCD blames recorder playing for dip in donations
2:30:47 Fifteen-year wait and $12k to get connected to water mains in US Navajo Nation
2:32:43 Meghan Markle’s father’s Trump conversation with Prince Harry; Hungary bans immigrant resettlement on World Refugee Day; South Sudan refugee crisis and meeting in Ethiopia
2:35:58 Drunk or not drunk Jean-Claude Juncker “I would prefer to be drunk” to Irish Parliament
2:37:19 National Academies on fighting academic sexual harassment; EU Parliament copyright bill
2:42:08 FBI agent David Raynor suicided by Hillary Assassination Group; Mandalay Bay water main
2:43:44 World Cup “Brexit final”; battery power in Norway; lower cancer risk in moderate drinkers
2:48:49 Discover Science podcast: sheep can be trained to recognize Barack Obama’s face
1043  Chuck Hole  (2018-06-17)

0:00:00  ACC: “Ooh, it’s children!”  (0:22:04)
0:00:32  No Father’s Day breakfast in bed for JCD, text from CVC, low theme donation turnout
0:02:56  Michael Hayden posts Auschwitz photo to protest separation of illegal immigrant families, Trump Rotation in full swing; NBC “national outrage” hit piece with hushed voiceover, Bible-quoting Jeff Sessions, JCD on NBC “B-roll room”, Giuliani impeachment non sequitur
0:18:33  Dianne Feinstein on photo from 2014: “I didn’t really know enough about it at that time to focus on it”; virtue signalling J’Johnson: “if there were such a law I would know about it”, “it’s something that I feel obliged to speak out about”; ACC on California Democrats and 1997 Flores Settlement Agreement with child custody hierarchy signed off on by Supreme Court; Slate demonizing Stephen Miller for zero-tolerance policy, “Trump’s right-hand troll”
0:32:31  Sarah Sanders refuses to comment on Rudy Giuliani’s love life, ACC Anthony Weiner laptop theory, JCD smokescreen theory; NBC’s Chris Hardwick #MeToo’ed by Chloe Dykstra, JCD on “who dis?!”  S&G photo and Marv Albert’s dominatrix saga, article as punishment, Mr. Robot and Billions, “hello Roger Stone”; corporate erasure of disgraced figures from existence
0:41:05  ACC on Neal Stephenson’s Snow Crash and dangerous Silicon Valley electric scooters
0:45:29  “Silicon Valley’s sweetheart” Theranos’ Elizabeth Holmes indicted on ten counts of wire fraud, ACC on bamboozled tech press; baritone Kermit the Frog voice in Jim Kramer interview, ACC: “it sounds like her mouth is full of vape liquid”; Holmes struggling to maintain voice at “build great things” TEDMED presentation; busted by Wall Street Journal’s John Carreyrou
0:59:20  Tim Draper to CNBC: “all she had to do was say this was a beta”, Holmes “transforming healthcare”; ACC on Holmes’ money-losing family history, Rupert Murdoch seed money, thrown under the bus by Silicon Valley venture capitalists, ACC: “she’ll look great in orange”

1:12:35  Producer Segment: “chuck holes”
1:25:14  Dominos ad with truck traveling around filling potholes; rainstick tips from Sherri Osborne
1:29:39  Bay Area “sexually deviant” women arrested for having sex with high school “victims”
1:34:04  Ukrainian journalist Arkady Babchenko fakes death in sting operation, deleted Agence France-Presse story with fatally wounded FSB gunman; no further details on World Cup visitors rammed by taxi driver; English-speaking Vladimir Putin “not bad, not bad at all”
1:43:11  New York Times video on new beachfront development for tourists in Wonsan North Korea, “if Kim gives up bombs for beaches”, JCD on 220k-person soccer stadium; MSNBC’s “unhinged” Nicolle Wallace reduced to incoherent gobbling over Trump’s real estate pitch video, “what is wrong with them?!”
1:59:07  ACC OTG: JCD on losing and finding his phone; millennial waitress “what is that??” for Nokia E71, “digital detox” ploy, Facebook ad urban legends, in search of apt response; JCD on borrowing phone “as long as you’re not calling Europe”, turning kids into talking tubes; Nokia investment opportunities; producer note on credit union installing automobile repo GPS

2:12:20  Donation Segment: Wells Fargo seeking explanation for recurring donation
2:22:52  Chuck Schumer: OIG report “strong repudiation” of FBI bias claims; FBI-media collusion, Mika Brzezinski: controlling what people think “our job”; Dan Bongino on Obama lying about WHCA-whitelisted Hillary e-mail account; Strzok-Page texts withheld from Congress
2:35:49  Westminster Colorado shooting psychiatric medication defense met with skepticism
2:38:10  Jurassic World actress Bryce Howard describes abuse on set via roller coaster
2:41:18  WaPo employees beg Jeff Bezos for raises; JCD: “there’s no Seattle poop map!”; 1044 teaser
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ACC: “Net neutrality, eugh!” (2:29:21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Net neutrality, eugh!” (2:29:21)
0:00:33 NBC’s Hallie Jackson summarizes North Korea summit: “extermination, murder, enslavement, torture, imprisonment, rape, crimes against humanity”; Shep Smith CVID “complete, verifiable, and irreversible denuclearization” meme, “potholes of paths past”, “Kim Jong-un got it all, for actually doing nothing”, 120k political prisoners meme, Trump’s “very talented”; Fox “regardless of what happens in that meeting between the two dictators” (CotD); Norah O’Donnell “denuclearizing”, George Stephanopoulos “President Chump”

0:10:57 CBS Overnight News lie: Pentagon surprised at suspension of “provocative” exercises, “beautiful beaches” ready for real estate development, repatriation of Korean War remains; G7 “communiqué”, Panmunjom Declaration for Peace; “great analysis” from Mike Morell; PBS on “jarring” reports from North Korean media, “buying time” meme; Trump reacts to “as you know” and Otto Warmbier; Guy Delisle’s graphic novel Pyongyang: A Journey in North Korea

0:39:06 PBS summary: Trump declares “our country’s biggest enemy is the fake news”, Brolf: “we are not the enemy of the American people, we love the American people”; MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace: “that’s all they’ve got” for midterms, New York Times’ Mara Gay concerned about Russia distraction; ACC’s fishmonger fearing repeat of German reunification; Steve Pieczenik: “I expect a trifecta to come out of Singapore”; ACC: Qanon “keeping people busy”

0:55:55 Apologies to Marc Maron for Chantix fail, “you’ve got pharma”; JCD’s Newsletter typo; Rose McGowan defends Asia Argento; JAMA pharmaceuticals and depression smokescreen

1:07:00 Producer Segment: missing Half Krugerrand; repossessing cars with “terrifying” technology

1:26:06 Costco hearing aids for ACC, JCD story: ACC’s Costco tantrum; rainsticks for Colorado

1:32:15 Facebag rebuttal to Congress with laundry list of data points collected, “without consent” stipulation, “how users use features like our camera”; ACC on talking tube regexes

1:42:44 “Chony” Awards: ACC’s U-verse freeze for Bruce Springsteen; Robert De Niro’s “I’m gonna say one thing: fuck Trump” rant to frenzied cheers, lame Raging Bull victory lap, JCD: “how stupid are these people?”; De Niro Trump Rotation rant at Breslin American Writer Awards, “mean-spirited, soulless, a moral, abusive con-artist son of a bitch”, “I’m not political, but I am now”; Noma Dumezweni: Trump not allowed to see Harry Potter; “royalty of Broadway” Patti LuPone: “I hate the motherfucker, how’s that?”; ACC recommends HBO’s Barry

1:57:00 Nature reveals butterflies are diurnal “colorful moths”; JCD’s bionic eye overwhelmed by brightness, LED lightbulb tip: buy 2700-3000°K 100+ lm/W TIWIN or XMprimo

2:06:55 Donation Segment: greater celandine eye relief; podcast ad revenue at $314M for 2017

2:16:06 Emmanuel Macron “no leader is eternal”; Comcast’s cash offer for 21st Century Fox in light of AT&T’s Time Warner takeover, ACC predicts demise of AT&T in favor of Sprint/T-Mobile

2:29:07 Mozilla Foundation’s “haughty” Mitchell Baker: “we had no money for marketing”, no mention of $275M Google search box, “we were building the internet as a public asset”

2:36:26 Producer notes on G Suite, PBIS “manifesting meetings”, learn.kqed.org promo, dumbed-down Radio Shack tests, PBIS equality; “excuse me Adam, but you’ve got a plane to catch”

2:52:08 DHS warning about vulnerability of Boeing 757 to hackers, ACC on BUAP remote control
1041  Hairy Mary  (2018-06-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeh-yeh-yeh-yeh-yeh!” (1:34:01)
0:00:32  JCD describes “bionic eye” cataract surgery; ACC “return to Reddit” trigger warning
0:09:13  Anthony Bourdain and Kate Spade suicides: “encouraging news” of National Suicide Prevention Lifeline calls up 25%, ACC irked by “demons” meme; Bourdain’s girlfriend Asia Argento and Harvey Weinstein, JCD’s HAG Hillary Assassination Group; Spade doorknob technique
0:21:01  Producer Daniel unearths redacted portion of Marc Marin’s rereleased 2011 WTF Bourdain episode: “Chantix ... that makes some people stabby, or suicidal” (CotD), Chantix ad “suicidal thoughts or actions”, ACC: “some form of ... pure SSRI, that is telling your brain, hey, you don’t want cigarettes, you wanna kill people”, unintended consequences of changing RSS feeds
0:29:54  Producer notes on Rapid DNA “swab in, answer out” technology; massive backlogs in sending data to NIBIN National Integrated Ballistics Information Network; Chantix vs Malarone
0:38:50  Trump on G7: “we have a world to run!”, CNN’s John King “watch the handshake!” with Justin Trudeau; MSNBC millennial summarizes trade deficit as “we send little pieces of paper with writing on them around the world”; Trump “you can tell that to your fake friends at CNN”, EU “brutal” to US, “the gig is up”; 270% tariff on milk except the ultra-filtered variety for Greek yogurt, previous leaders “missing in action”, “you’ve got a plane to catch”
0:54:47  Trudeau rejects sunset clause, announces $4bn for women’s education, JCD: “plodding, plodding virtue signalling”, plastics charter “reducing the cost associated to plastic use”, “culture of lifelong learning”; Belmont Stakes fanfare; ABC on Trump “leaving tension in his wake”, Russia’s “illegal annexation of Crimea”; Trudeau twists Trump’s national security comment
1:08:51  Hysterical Joy Reid panel pile-jumps Trump Rotation, “he did not look well to me”, “oddly languid”, “I think he came off like an idiot today”, “Mad King Donald”; Juncker “rules-based international order”, “there might not be a country for them to inherit” (BCotD)
1:15:58  Producer Segment: ACC an HQ Trivia answer; “waifus and waffles”
1:33:53  Trump predictions for meeting with Kim Jong-un, “many people right now in Shanghai”; 1957 NBC radio “want ad” for president with $100k salary; ACC on potential invitation of “one of the world’s most brutal dictators” to White House, Martha Raddatz spins Kim as shut-in with “no blemishes allowed” bodyguards; “quite an impressive day” and “mental!” isos
1:47:34  Furious Mika Brzezinski on Trump’s porn complaints, “they made my blood boil, I was shaking when I heard them”, Stephanie Ruhle “it’s a bad day for humanity” iso; David Frum on Nord Stream 2 and Russian ability to supply Germany and “turn off gas to Poland”
1:59:29  JCD fast-forward for ABC Queen Elizabeth’s “Trooping the Colour” event report (CotD)
2:01:33  ACC: media freaking out over New York Times journalist’s affair with Senate Intelligence Committee official and media wiretaps; Geert Wilders at Free Tommy Robinson protest; millenial FiendZone podcast host on new global warming-inspired “eco-horror” genre
2:08:10  JCD’s robotic National Hearing Center hearing aid marketing call, ACC in the market
2:11:48  Donation Segment: ACC’s Twitter royalties debate with Jason Calacanis
2:23:26  JCD’s dim view of school laptops; Google Education Suite blocking non-Google search, textbook-free Striving Readers program, PBIS Positive Behavioral Interventions and Support “individualizes consequences based on culture, race, and background”, poverty as brain damage (CotD); PBIS “behavior is a skill” promo; Bill de Blasio on opening up specialized high schools
2:35:30  Prof. Jordan Peterson on job options for low-IQ workers, JCD: “it’s a Hairy Mary”
2:41:56  Newark recruiting residents to spy on each other with HD security cameras
1040  Pardon Me  (2018-06-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “I think that’s pretty cool. That’s pretty cool, right? ... Oh man, this is cool!” (1:40:35)
0:00:39 Gloomy in California, “lousy” game won by JCD’s Warriors
0:01:55 Trump “trolling” media with talk of self-pardon, Giuliani “no intention of pardoning himself”, three original federal crimes;  Media Research Center  “constitutional crisis” compilation
0:07:55 Rudy Giuliani to “Todd” Chuck; Chris Matthews to Morning Joe on “real liberal” Robert Kennedy and elitist Democrats, “lowercase D”; Chasing Hillary book, JCD on elitist Kennedy; Kathleen Kennedy to NewsHour on Sirhan Sirhan not acting alone, JCD MLK payback theory
0:19:06 Today Show grills Bill Clinton about Lewinsky apology; Stephen Colbert on “tone-deaf response” from “the CNN”, “would you like a do-over on that answer?”, Clinton’s disgusting sticky mouth, James Patterson: “he’s just a wonderful, wonderful, wonderful human being”; Clinton to CBS on media treating Obama differently; JCD on “Harold Stassen” Hillary
0:38:01 Gavin Newsom’s anti-Trump platform, convenient Republican opponent John Cox
0:40:06 WWDC “pretty cool” applause line, “great updates” to News app “ah, to make a, a great collection of curated content”; Facebag hiring Anderson Pooper, Shep Smith, and Jorge Ramos
0:47:21 ACC OTG: iOS SDK voice triggers in Xcode; JCD on eBay “deal on corpses” in Google’s early days, ACC’s TWiT voice ad prediction; T-Mobile DIGITS iMessage replacement, banned for using command line WhatsApp API; Whole Foods “greeter” pushing Amazon Prime
1:00:57 Producer Segment: JCD’s upcoming cataract surgery
1:18:02 Podcast host’s ad for Exoprotein bug bars; cockroach sushi in China
1:22:53 Anti-Defamation League’s endless list of numerological “hate symbols”, racist ABC song
1:27:55 “Narrow ruling” meme for Supreme Court “gay wedding cake” case, The View “I’m an artist, I’m a stand-up comic”, giggling “I love the gays!”, dissent by “OGRGB” and Sotomayor; ABC The Rookie 40 “old as Hell” ageism from black female “dick” character
1:37:18 Tech News: Windows 10 Task View timeline gripes; NPR on Facebag data sharing on smartphones, 290k user ids from a single account; JCD’s GDPR article and “best practices” cop-out
1:46:51 Digital Single Market copyright proposal, sketchy saveyourinternet.eu dire warnings about Article 13, ACC: “this thing has Google written all over it”, “information society service providers”, “widespread censorship of all the content you share online” fearamongering
2:02:23 Donation Segment
2:10:51 ITN report on MI6 spy Ammon Dean, possibly outed to reporters by short-lived CIA Director Porter Goss; 92M MyHeritage accounts leaked by hackers; CSI-style Rapid DNA technology
2:20:28 ABC on “blistering” report on James Comey’s “October surprise” announcement
2:23:10 Dogs Are People Too: Michigan State University bestiality; new flu strains in Chinese dogs
2:27:40 JCD on celebrity journalists at Tavern on the Green, Bob Schieffer “I’m not sure the Republican Party’s gonna survive”; CNN conspiracy theories about Melania Trump’s disappearance
2:35:46 USAF help line abbrev-fest: “for ARMS, DAS&E, CMOS, LOGMOD, OVIMS, and SMAS”
2:37:16 Clip Blitz: women carrying 3 of student load debt; Miss America dropping swimsuit competition; protests over Google’s San Jose campus plan; Microsoft’s experimental underwater data center; surge in military veterans running for office as Democrats
2:42:03 Bilderberg Group meeting in Italy; retiring Monsanto jingle due to acquisition by Bayer, Disneyland Monsanto House of the Future; Elon Musk delays tourist moon trips and Model 3; millennials on Bird scooters and producer adoption of traffic thumbs-down
2:44:52 NPR on “war against plastic straws”, viral video of sea turtle with straw lodged in nostril
ACC: “Aww, wow! Write these things down, John!”

JCD’s “Louie Louie” collection; ACC’s late start due to semi-OTG phone and hexane-laced decaf; slow clap for JCD’s Show 1037 “Adam has to… do something on Thursday” and “genius” eloping in Vegas Newsletter scheme; new San José del Cabo hotel with phone-addict models

ACC’s Spanish Facebag ads, “toxic” culture and Google Orkut’s “transsexuals in Brazil”, “I deactivated my account”; angry Redditors, shift from Obama-worshipping to Trump-hating media considered harmful; ACC’s plan to propose to Tk; No Agenda Transcripts

Roseanne Barr blames Ambien for Valerie Jarrett tweet leading to show cancellation; “otherworldly” ratings for ABC, ACC on distraction from “shit movie” Solo. JCD on Rob Reiner Hollywood peer pressure and Last Man Standing: “this was their exit strategy”; ABC on “firestorm”, “racism is not a known side effect”, Bob Iger’s virtue signalling apology call, writers “out of a job”, ACC: “it would’ve been smarter if she said Valerie Jarrett is a lizard”

Samantha Bee’s uninteresting “cunt” attack, 9/11 truther Joy Reid, Olbermann profanity

Facebag shareholders’ one-share-one-vote proposal, ACC: Instagram “much happier place”

MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle on Trump’s premature jobs report tweet: “we saw volume change”; CNN’s John King: “find a President of the United States talking about, tweeting about, communicating about the unemployment report before it came out, I dare you”, Obama: “tomorrow we’re expecting another dismal jobs report”. JCD: “these guys are just on these shows lying through their teeth”; PBS NewsHour on suggestions Trump broke law

KQED Fleetwood Mac fund drive “I think one of the things that makes the band so popular is that you can relate to them as people”; JCD: “what??”, ACC: “it also reminds me of my cocaine-fueled heyday”; ACC’s Lindsey Buckingham and Jermaine Jackson gaffes; PBS President’s “sustainers”, JCD on cheapskate PBS “the number at the bottom of the screen”

East Austin neighborhood with more dogs than children; rarity of 1200-square-foot houses, New York banker building dorms; Financial Times New York 750 square foot studio at $1.8M

Abortion laws relaxed in Ireland and Argentina; Italy’s Five Star Party in coalition with far right, “first real Trump-like government”, anti-euro economist Paolo Savona “an insult to Europe”, potential “junk bond status”; socialist takeover of Spain; Trump “kicking the bloc where it hurts” with steel & aluminum tariffs, JCD on Trump’s naive belief in keeping campaign promises; Mexican candidate Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador’s “one-eyed and toothless”; ACC on “don’t tear my sign” phrase from the chaise, thumbs-down alternative to middle finger

Jimmy Kimmel man on the street “can you name a book”, ACC’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, Horse by Moby Dick, “I was a librarian” (CotD)

“We all know guys like Gavin” ad against Gavin Newsom with Trump association

War on Cash: Visa down across Europe due to “glitch”, British millennial speculates about server problems; ACC on children in “app slave pipeline” (ACCPotD); producer note on meaning of H-2B “crab picking”, creepy junk mail from free Wi-Fi beacons

Donation Segment: CrowdStrike GTS racing sponsorship

producer note on creepy A Connecticut Yankee telemarketer; CNBC on smartphone addiction by design, ACC’s E71 selfie; Apple WWDC “digital health”, app developer on getting “pretty detailed but not overly detailed” activity reports; former Google design ethicist on bot ID laws, ACC: Amazon poised to create ultimate ad network, JCD’s “robot girl” call, “bot cops”
1038  End of An Era (2018-05-31)

0:00:32 Intro to final Sir Ramsey Cain best-of show
0:02:42 “Jingle mingling” trigger warning
0:03:03 Upcoming Chrome plug-in “Soote”: “questionable content is blurred out” (924@1:35:27)
0:04:16 USPACOM not certain North Korea “is not going to attack South Korea or Japan”, former ambassador: “treaty-bound” to defend South Korea, “threat to our lives”; missile defense “if it flies it will die”; Newt Gingrich: “he killed his girlfriend and her entire band” (924@2:16:57)
0:20:23 Salon five reasons Maxine Waters should be president (920@3:00:29)
0:23:09 1984 “doublethink” (918@0:57:29)
0:24:20 1997’s Wag the Dog, ironic De Niro “I’d like to punch him in the face” (919@0:00:35)
0:28:57 Dimension B: Morning Joe Trump “petulant brat”, mental illness, JCD: “these are the guys who are obsessed on something”, “if any CEO behaved this way, they would have been fired by the board”, “Article 25”; Joy Behar “Kim Jong Yung Yung” (CotD) (918@0:04:15)
0:37:55 Rising Star: the Making of Barack Obama “friendship beyond the classroom” between “Barry” Obama and openly gay professor Lawrence Goldin, consideration of same-sex relationship, author: true sexual orientation “not something I speculate upon”, JCD: “the guy’s trying to say yes”, ACC: “so apparently it is a choice”, $400k healthcare conference speech (925@2:36:53)
0:45:01 Whoopi Goldberg disallows mention of Hillary’s lying on The View, Sunny Hostin: “she was the most qualified candidate for president that we’ve ever had” (926@0:25:21)
0:51:04 Intermission
0:53:02 Rob & Carl Reiner to Tavis Smiley on “submerged” racism (917@1:41:50)
0:56:59 Mastodon SJWs flagging ACC as “abuser”, millennial crowdfunding pages, “loserdom” business model, dorm room window PayPal links (925@1:29:57)
1:03:43 SJWs triggered by Cinco de Mayo cultural appropriation (928@2:46:16)
1:06:59 University of Toronto professor Jordan Peterson on Bill C-16: “I don’t believe that other people have the right to determine what language I use, especially when it’s backed by punitive legislation”, SJWs all female, Suffragette hypocrisy (923@1:43:06)
1:15:13 NYT op-ed blames “smug liberal media” Samantha Bee for Hillary’s loss, hysterical laugh, “we make a show for ourselves, we put it out in the world, we birth it” (926@0:37:52)
1:21:43 Petulant Jeremy Scahill: fascists “don’t have a right to speak on television” (919@1:54:07)
1:26:05 North Korean “defiant misfire” missile test; long-range ballistic missiles on parade; Deutsche Welle expert frets over Trump provocation; possible nuclear test on Kim Il-sung anniversary, David Martin on Kadena Air Base prepping F-15s, Mattis being diplomatic; electric grid and cyberattack meme, DARPA project to “gin up” alternate network if “grid is fried”; JCD on saber rattling vs reunification, post-Park South Korean weapons “buyer” (921@3:34:33)
1:43:57 MSNBC’s Michael Crowley: Trump trying to play “dangerous” mind games with North Korea, “suggesting that we’re just crazy enough to the thing that George W. Bush or Barack Obama would never do”, military “discipline and uniformity”, Nicolle Wallace “passed the madman test with flying colors” conflation with Kim Jong-un; ACC nose blow fail (922@2:34:12)
1:47:31 Jay Rosen flinches at Dame Tanya’s No Agenda name-drop (922@2:37:48)
1:49:05 North Korean Deputy UN Ambassador: “thermonuclear war may break out at any moment”; Trump refuses to “telegraph what I’m doing or what I’m thinking”, “they’ve all been outplayed by this gentleman”; North Korean numbers station at 3266.9 kHz (922@2:39:26)
1:54:54 Outro: Sir Ramsey Cain goes out in “blaze of glory”
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1037  Bug Ramen (2018-05-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, we got shrooms!” (0:11:39)
0:00:33 “Superfood” cockroach milk, JCD reptilians theory; Hawaii volcanoes as Jurassic World plug; ACC at Kemuri Tatsu-Ya with New York banker, “ramen and bugs”, “shrooms and bacon”
0:12:10 British activist Tommy Robinson jailed for reporting on trial of Pakistani pedophile child grooming cabal; Criminal Justice Act of 1925 and D-Notice to prevent coverage
0:20:19 Former State Department Richard Engel Stengel: “I’m not against propaganda”
0:23:46 Producer note on Facebag “ads” dictating election and need to analyze Electoral College participants; John Brennan all over “MSNBShe”, “informant” definition; ACC recommends Fahrenheit 451 remake, JCD recommends original, talking tubes “going dark”
0:30:28 Joe Scarborough’s Siri activates on “seriously” while whining about Trump; Portland Amazon Echo owner’s voice recording sent to random address book contact, ACC on recent “call Tina” episode, “skip logic to the extreme”; new Book of Knowledge voice, “Siri is a whore”
0:36:07 JCD on Democrats’ billionaire appeal; “Todd Chuck” on Pennsylvania Chester and Schuylkill County demographics, JCD: “I went shoppin’”, $18k 26-bedroom former convent, ACC: “call Natalie Del Conte!”, working poor going Republican; $900 per square foot in Austin, JCD on uninhabited Tower of Doom, Something’s Just Not Right in California jingle
0:46:03 Woman sits on BART train syringe needle, similar cases “one or twice a month”, ACC on PrEP and HIV prevention, JCD on “fake TV cameras”; TtK’s daughter notices homeless population spike; BART Antioch extension enabled by “a compromise that cut the cost in half” with biodiesel over electric, New York banker’s Mini hybrid using battery for acceleration
0:58:08 Producer note on Fiskar not working for Tesla; final Ramsey Cain best-of show for Thursday
1:00:27 Producer Segment: $0.37 vs $0.38 votes of confidence
1:18:47 “Named storm” Alberto nearing Gulf Coast, “center” making landfall, JCD: “this is just to pad the stats!”, “more tornadoes!” skit; Amy Goodman in 2014 on 400 ppm “grim milestone”
1:24:29 Roger Stone to Meet the Press on being subject of FISA warrant, highlights “the Podestas”
1:28:27 Sexual Harassment Update: Morgan “God himself” Freeman exposed by CNN, skirt-lifting geezer, “flirtatious”, “boy do I wish I was there” of pregnant interviewer Chloe Melas, JCD counts tweets about Freeman; Harvey Weinstein perp walk in handcuffs
1:46:49 Cisco and FBI warn about 500k “networking devices” compromised by “foreign cyber actors”, unprecedented reboot recommendation “to temporarily disrupt the malware”, ACC’s router’s DNS misbehavior; JCD on .ccom typos uncorrected by “smart” browsers
1:54:45 CBS native ad with Holly Williams on Swedish meatball origin with IKEA kicker
2:00:00 Donation Segment: producer Philip Dunn’s book Media Collusion and media-collusion.org
2:21:32 Erdoğan recommends conversion of savings from other currencies to Turkish lira, elections next month; “some calling for compensation” for National Australia Bank outage
2:31:51 “NoKo” Pence/Bolton hate; ABC on secret meeting to salvage talks; DMZ meeting after cancellation; Aunt Meg unenthusiastic about Trump; JCD on Korean arms deal replacement
2:43:04 Gerhard Schröder irked at Nord Stream 2 interference; new electric-only houses in EU
2:49:15 FiveThirtyEight on “familiar with the thinking”; Wisdom of Psychopaths top ten jobs list
2:54:45 Dogs Are People Too: New York banker confirms urban phenomenon; Whistle 3 GPS Pet Tracker “furry baby” ad; JMD’s “meet and greet” nut case requiring use of Dog Dazer device
Braking Algos (2018-05-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “You’re taking me away from the dogs, man, but okay.” (1:56:12)
0:00:33 JCD’s pile of non-working pens; ACC’s “insane” Nest terms of service
0:02:51 Federal Court rules Trump can’t block Twitter feed under First Amendment, ACC applies principle to Washington Post paywall; proposed UK newsstand “porn pass”
0:08:22 Miss Universe 2018: final “blank sign and a marker” question, winner Nebraska “speak your voice”, North Carolina sexual assault victim, Nevada “eliminate homelessness”; “using our voice in a powerful way” bullcrap, ACC: “where was the DACA chick?”, JCD North Carolina scandal avoidance, Nebraska “connectioning through the cameras” evening gown “strategy”
0:23:41 Sexual Harassment Update: USC clinic gynecologist scandal; Asia Argento calls out Weinstein
0:28:51 ACC’s new Raspberry Pi-based “Book of Knowledge”
0:34:10 BBC investigative journalist Paul Wood on Ukraine paying Michael Cohen for Trump access
0:37:14 Spygate: NBC on campaign infiltration by FBI, Hallie Jackson: Trump “furious and fixated, according to sources familiar with his thinking” (CotD); Sally Yates to Morning Joe on Trump’s “all-out assault on the rule of law”; Michael Caputo on “intermediary” peddling Hillary e-mails in 2016; Adam Schiff frets about danger of disclosures to “nonsense” spy
0:52:32 WaPo’s Robert Costa on spook Stefan Halper, “we held back institutionally on the name”
0:56:01 Body cam audio from Trump National Doral shooting by zombie-like Jonathan Oddi
0:59:33 James Clapper to Judy Woodruff on spies vs informants, ACC: “release the Yanny-Laurel clip!”, JCD Minox camera scenario: Judicial Watch’s Chris Farrell: “a recruited asset of a law enforcement agency”; stammering Clapper to The View: “they were spying on – a term I don’t particularly like”, Russians “bent on undermining our system”, Sunny Hostin: “I don’t like the term spy either”, Clapper: spying activities “pretty mild”, “it’s pretty chilling” for recruitment
1:11:57 Clapper on 2013 lie to Ron Wyden, “James Snowden”, “it isn’t a lie, I was thinking about something else”, “in the euphemistic way he asked about it, I didn’t break the code”; Wyden “any type of data at all on millions or hundreds of millions of Americans” revisited; Steele dossier “not an intelligence document”; Judy Woodruff “stunned” that Russia turned election
1:21:48 Producer Segment
1:31:52 Babbling Rob Reiner on “biggest scandal in American history”, Shock and Awe movie plug, Fox “state-run television”; Obama Fox News compilation; Reiner: Mueller working “at breakneck speed”; CNBC on Elon Musk’s call for journalist “Pravda”, “people are overlooking the fundamentals that are there”, Consumer Reports critical of Model 3 “braking algos”
1:46:21 Dogs Are People Too: Shark Tank PupBox “puppy parents” ad; Neuticles “fake balls are a real business”; Frontier Airline service dog allergy tiff; producer on dog-obsessed single men
1:58:06 Producer note on PayPal and TSA always triggering on name Muhammad
2:02:27 Maryland “crab picker” shortage and H-2B visa lottery; limoncello from Dame Elyse
2:08:16 TMZ on Obamas “officially in show biz”, ACC “Barry and Mike”
2:10:59 Donation Segment: ACC’s “sell-a-bretties” from China TV
2:19:10 Female stalker “following the number 33”; Russian World Cup doll with red phallic whistle
2:25:43 New study recommends an egg a day; Tiny Swarm “space bee” satellites requiring FCC licenses
2:29:13 NRA head Oliver North on violence and Ritalin; judge orders 30-year-old from parents’ home
2:32:47 L.Z. Granderson on NFL flag code violations; Rep. Keith Ellison This Land is Your Land
2:39:42 Cuba-like sound attack at US Consulate in Guangzhou, ACC: “MKULTRA, baby!”
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1035 Hundos (2018-05-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s scrumptious!” (1:35:46)

0:00:31 Show start ATZ “after the Zephyr”; British royal wedding “moment of unrestrained joy for in British cucumber industry”; ACC on applause muted due to cell phone filming, journos dressed to the nines; $1.4bn influx mostly from tourism and retail; PBS panel on Meghan Markle’s presidential potential; ACC in Prince Harry’s illegitimacy and no threat to bloodline

0:14:22 MI6-CIA union with Clooney; PBS on British feast traditions, “heron, seagull, porpoise, and swan”, “fashion accessory” knives, Tudor farting etiquette; ACC on incongruity of institutional misogyny; media “gay guys”; JCD curious about Markle’s “skills”; fruitcake auction

0:24:16 ABC on Santa Fe High School shooting, “explosive devices”, stolen shotgun and .38 revolver; Joe Biden “get a shotgun!”, JCD: “they went off script!”; QAnon “something goin’ down tomorrow”, “carnival shysters” and conspiracy theorists coming out of woodwork, military IED “devices” vs “CO₂ canister wrapped with gaffer’s tape”; Donate:60 campaign for high school graduation speeches “not intended to divide along party lines but to unite”; ACC on Austin Under 40 Awards Gala undocumented speaker; Illinois movement to defund police

0:40:13 Gina Haspel confirmed, New York Times Trump campaign spy bombshell; ACC Stefan Halper theory, Rolling Stones “Crossfire Hurricane” mission, CIA vs DIA, Halper in London before start of FBI investigation, CrowdStrike’s Ukrainian origins, You Can’t Always Get What You Want “her bloodstained hands”, “Occam’s Razor is a double-edged sword”; CBS Rudy Giuliani & Kellyanne Conway recap, JCD on Carter White House spook from George H.W. Bush

0:56:36 Stingray devices found all over Washington D.C. area, concentrated near embassies

1:00:42 Las Vegas shooter Stephen Paddock’s Ruby Ridge “anti-government rant”, JCD: “nice try”

1:03:45 Producer Segment: ACC social media “meeds”; “couple of hundos”

1:12:37 JCD on Rachel Maddow’s sad “you poor thing” look; Ebola found in Congo river port city, WHO’s Dr. Peter Salama on “no regrets policy”, vaccine “is not a silver bullet”

1:17:32 Dangerous Doses author Katherine Eban to PBS on 80% of active pharmaceutical ingredients made in China, antibiotics and fermentation, FDA unequipped to deal with foreign manufacturers, Chinese “data falsification teams”, “opioids, let’s market them to children!”

1:30:21 Stephen Paddock’s ZTE phone; Trump tweet calls Melania “Melanie”; non-story of Donald Trump Jr. uninterested in campaign social media effort; cloud-based storage of nuclear secrets

1:34:24 JCD irked by Martha Stewart’s overuse of “scrumptious”, sketchy history of “piping hot”

1:38:29 JEDI Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure; CNBC “oil is up 1.5%” after Iran sanctions

1:40:20 California births at lowest rate in a century; producer note on dog boarding kennel’s insane clients; Denver urban greenery being destroyed by peeing dogs

1:47:50 Koch Brothers courting Hispanics by praising Democrats; Rep. Jackie Speier’s bogus “survivor of gun violence” claim, JCD on Jonestown shooting; ACC on ebola and Congo elections

1:55:05 ACC OTG; producer notes on LBS location-based services algos, pay-per-click fraud

2:03:35 Donation Segment

2:04:28 Creepy Google Lamarckian epigenetics video; ACC “artificial interpretation”

2:22:34 Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf on Trump’s obstruction of justice recommendation, solicited Washington Post op-ed; Maryland seafood industry crippled by H-2B visa lottery situation

2:26:59 Live Action’s Lila Rose on Planned Parenthood’s taxpayer funding funneled back into DNC

2:29:49 Vinod Khosla fighting to restrict access to his public beachfront property

2:33:59 “If you didn’t have time to support independent bookstores today, there’s always tomorrow”
0:00:00 JCD: “Ughh, ughh, Trump’s a creep, ughh, yeah, Trump!”
0:00:37 JCD’s roll of quarters for a fistfight; “Yanny or Laurel” bandpass filter demonstration
0:04:43 *Morning Edition* on American Airlines’ crackdown on emotional support animals; impotence crisis in UK; Prof. Jordan Peterson on “infinite number of available facts”, Trump and ZTE
0:09:59 NAACP president’s Facebag racial profiling traffic stop account vs body cam video; 33% jump in diagnoses of severe depression from 2013 to 2016; millennial producer on OTG withdrawal, ACC on phone “knobs”, proposed spring-loaded tether and Bob Dylan harmonica brace
0:21:42 ACC’s open-source Mycroft talking tube, high-tech Echo microphone array; LocationSmart mobile tracking test; JCD on phone spying vs butt dialing, proximity-based interests
0:36:39 Facebook deletes 1.3bn fake accounts; two-tier Twitter API pricing, Library of Congress throws in the towel; Microsoft Word suggests “parental leave” in place of “maternity leave”
0:46:16 ABC on North Korea threatening to pull out of summit, John Bolton “we have very much in mind the Libya model”, Trump “mused” about Peace Prize; *The Economist* on “decapitation” exercise with South; NBC “summit standoff”, Rex Tillerson “alternative realities” non-sequitur
0:58:34 Jerusalem embassy and Ivanka vs Palestine meme; Princeton Prof. Eddie Glaude to MSNBC: “all of those babies are dead!”; spook Richard Engel irked over border tear gas drones, ACC sweetens “calling for rockets to fly”; Israeli producer cites JCD’s “self-loathing Jews”
1:07:55 Producer Segment: Troll Room footage for YouTube; “hundos”; “Scud Stud” Arthur Kent
1:21:36 California Yoga studio explosion from “package that blew up”, “device” meme
1:26:28 Mark Warner “master of chaos” for Trump Rotation; Tucker Carlson drops ball on “Russian troll indictment” fight; Antifa bike lock wielder outed as Diablo Valley College ethics professor
1:36:09 Prof. Jed Shugerman talks Kushner-Qatar conspiracies with “unctuous” Rachel Maddow; child pornography charges for Vault 7 CIA hacking tool thief; *New York Magazine* story on Trump talking to Sean Hannity after hours, JCD: “what’s this Wi-Fi, it says FBI Surveillance Van!”
1:46:55 Vote to “restore” net neutrality for the sake of organic yogurt maker Stonyfield Farm
1:48:54 JCD irked at Michigan State University paying $500M settlement to 332 abused gymnasts; David Rockefeller family art collection liquidated for nearly $1bn; JCD’s wine-selling plan
1:58:03 Donation Segment: challenge coins explained
2:10:21 Networks cutting commercial time to keep millennials engaged; NBC on high school honors student ditching college for technical school; ACC on H-2B visa Whole Foods shortages
2:16:43 Katie Couric joins Columbia “privilege walk”; *Jeopardy!* “who is Vladimir Putin on the Ritz?”
2:20:03 46% rise in pedestrian deaths since 2009, Uber slam, Buick Regal “active hood”, JCD blames black clothing; Elon Musk dropping reorganization hints amid executive departures
2:25:16 Meghan Markle’s father’s health issues blamed on warning letter from half brother
2:29:53 Jake Tapper on *The Hellfire Club* book and secret societies in American history; JCD on real-life crime, necrophilia, and sex clubs; Tom Wolfe dies at 88
2:38:01 Memo about CrowdStrike “cloud-based antivirus tool” Falcon; Bernie Sanders goes after Jeff Bezos for making $33bn in four months; Seattle payroll tax for the homeless; The Gap to destroy shirts lacking Taiwan on map of China; Licking County OH giving out naloxone kits
2:47:32 Iran-Europe business deals in jeopardy, Gerhard Schröder “head of the executive board at Rosneft”, 20% of Peugeot market in Iran (*CotD*); Europe dealing with Iran in euros; Tehran protesters targeting “previously untouchable Supreme Leader”, Farsi *Fire and Fury* tweet
2:54:30 Frozen foods being rebranded to appeal to millennials, JCD predicts “canned food craze”
1033 Swagger (2018-05-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh yeah, the millennials are the new dogs.” (1:15:10)
0:00:34 Happy Mother’s Day, Belgian diminutive Moederkesdag
0:02:24 CBS teaser for McCain “mockery by a White House aide”; JCD bugged conference room theory, “statement of fact”, “shithole” parallel; CBS “stinging comment”; ABC morphs story into Giuliani & Cohen; Dimension A hysteria over MSNBC’s Nicole Wallace “wring her neck”
0:15:26 MSNBC “press bunch” on Melania Trump’s “go good, be good, be whatever her thing was called” program, “I don’t know the difference any more between Baghdad Bob and Sarah Sanders”, “our colleagues who have to live through that horror show every day”
0:21:40 Tom Steyer’s NextGen America Mother’s Day ad “talk to your child about the GOP”, incel/gay innuendo; proposed British law for months or years in jail for internet trolling
0:26:14 JCD irked by Eurovision Song Contest winner Israel’s Netta Barzilai chicken dance “Toy”
0:33:52 Tensions in Israel ahead of US embassy opening, Palestinians “attaching firebombs to kites”
0:38:38 Catholic-themed New York Met Gala costume ball, ACC: “I would have shown up in a burqa”
0:42:28 Starbucks new open bathroom policy; West Sacramento using ZenCity “artificial intelligence to spider through” social media; NPR on police body camera facial recognition, JCD: “this is Robocop”, “especially faulty when it comes to seeing the differences in darker faces”, bullshit DNA parallel; ACC on video of terrified black woman trying to refuse to sign speeding ticket
0:54:51 Reuters journalist gushes over student’s plant health app, “TensorFlow is behind it all”; Singapore Airport considering facial recognition; GDPR “more data than needed” metric
1:01:36 JCD irked by PBS “zany Howard Hawks romcom”, “hey, you an’ the fam gonna stay an’ watch the romcom tonight, like ah learned to speak English on KQED and ah’m stupid!”
1:03:59 Producer Segment: Sir Onymous of Dogpatch on lack of potholes in China (JCDPPotD)
1:26:09 Insys fentanyl racketeering and big pharma speaker programs; Schedule I for CBD upheld
1:32:29 Norman Lear Center’s potential anti-Trump CBD spin, Gates & Soros funding, panel condemns World War Z, “that’s really a great question”, “it’s gonna need to be Trojan Horsed in”; Symantec’s Eric Chien on home routers disabling internet; Real to Reel newsletter headlines
1:47:09 ABC sneaks AR-15 into jilted boyfriend shooting story; reverse native ad for burning iPhone, “you may love their baby back ribs” Chili’s credit card hack; Equifax loses passport numbers
1:52:09 Drunk or Not Drunk: George W. Bush “very important for our fellow cishishens to remember”; Monica Lewinsky uninvited to event after Bill RSVP; ACC on #MeToo “pound me too”; NBC congratulates itself for “thorough and objective” internal Matt Lauer investigation
1:57:12 NPR on Trump’s Indiana “call to arms”; Neil Cavuto calls out Cathy Areu for Trump hate
1:59:14 BBC on US offer to rebuild North Korea after denuclearization; Pompeo-Kim camera angles
2:01:33 Donation Segment: JCD on Hawaiian plate shift and island formation; IPAWS false alarm
2:19:16 Whistling Obama on creating “a hundred or a thousand or a million young Barack Obamas”
2:23:08 Justin Trudeau’s backfiring call for “a little more swagger on the world stage”; AI “a tool and a lever to improve one’s own success”, “how algorithms think”, “a more STEM-ish approach”; Silicon Valley Community Foundation’s Mari Ellen Loijens resigns in #MeToo disgrace
2:33:23 Kilauea threatening steam explosion; crash in prices for recycled materials, bottle deposits for the homeless; rape and arson murder in India; stabblings in Paris
2:42:11 Susan Pinker TED talk on link between longevity and “social integration”; CBS on teens in Paradigm Malibu social media addiction rehab center
2:49:52 ACC OTG: JCD on danger of drinking before going on air; Symbian OS open source
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1032  Going Vertical (2018-05-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “I dunno why he needs karma for polygraphs.” (2:10:07)
0:00:32  JCD’s new “valve mic” with massive XLR power supply
0:02:15  MSNBC “genius” Ronan Farrow on #MeToo champion New York AG Eric Schneiderman’s resignation over “slaps, hitting, choking”; Tucker Carlson on Trump’s 2013 “worse than Spitzer or Weiner” tweet, Clinton Foundation carte blanche; Michael Avenatti’s dodgy GWU background, opposition research on 150 political campaigns, The Apprentice idea theft case
0:14:43  NBC on Michael Cohen “selling access” accusation, short-lived Russia collusion headline, “linked to Russian oligarch” meme, Novartis and AT&T payments, NBC “has reviewed financial documents” supporting Avenatti’s claims; ABC leaves out fact that promised access to Trump never materialized, bogus “right-hand of the President”
0:26:31  Three political prisoners released by North Korea for middle-of-the-night Trump show; Gen. Tom McInerney to Fox Business News on unexpectedness of “exchanging hostages”; obvious NBC Trump Nobel Prize edit, Singapore makes final cut for summit, JCD on Chinese chef exodus from Hong Kong to Vancouver & Singapore, ACC on ATC fees for flights passing over
0:33:56  ACC looking for more yelling at Iran, no actual treaty under Obama; obscure JCD isos; “dead, dead, dead” Boeing deal with Iran Boeing; John Kerry’s daughter married to Iranian national
0:40:16  NBC on high pollen counts due to “warmer temperatures caused by climate change”; Austin in top four for Amazon headquarters in spite of exploding backhoe
0:43:26  Ask Adam: dog bed ad on Amazon shopping; ACC’s too-large Dog Dazer II with 12kHz harmonic, “dogs look at me”; producer notes on owner and pet insanity, ownership demographics, ACC on canine carbon emissions, “something to take care of that they can get rid of easily”
0:57:47  Producer Segment
1:31:24  ACC OTG: Google I/O pronoun stickers; Nokia C3 Spanish keyboard, winner E71 MMS/email gateway, HTML note pages, JCD on confusing Amazon with VPN
1:44:46  Copenhagen city bike system compromised by hacker; ACC researching “dolphin hack”; NIH “All of Us” program for “very secure database” of donor DNA; Uber “going vertical” with flying taxis, ACC: “these guys need money!”, NASA deal, deadly Osprey tilt rotor
1:56:12  Delta flight cabin smoke evacuation, ACC on passengers bent over for dental records, marketing effort for newer planes; Simon Sinek on dopamine and phone-carrying behavior, “right?”
2:04:26  Elementary “Christian identity movement” plutonium dirty bomb, JCD: “good work, Lear!”
2:08:17  Donation Segment
2:17:21  NPR acquires Pocket Casts app; producer note relating ACC’s Tourette’s to dysgraphia
2:21:18  Ask John: Australian barbers sued for turning away women, ACC: “they’re just gonna tase ya”; April Ryan: Melania Trump “not culturally American”; Trump Rotation “no plan B”
2:29:37  Fleeing Sonoma County fires to face Hawaiian lava; Mormon Church cutting Boy Scouts ties
2:33:53  Daily Caller Foundation pitch for bogus IFCN-approved checkyourfact.com; JCD on budget-related demise of in-house fact checking; NPR Here & Now on Crowds on Demand actors for city council meetings and Trump events, JCD on hired “party girls”
2:45:35  California gubernatorial neo-Nazi candidate Patrick Little condemned by RNC, JCD: “actor!”
1031  Dog Dazer  (2018-05-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “What were you doing before that happened?” (2:04:05)
0:00:34  JCD’s Salesforce Building light show; nine journos killed in Kabul double tap suicide bombing
0:02:56  Stormy Daniels calls for “a resignation” on Saturday Night Live, JCD on Clinton “nobody’s dyin’” meme; Rudy Giuliani to Sean Hannity on “perfectly legal” Daniels payment; CNN’s David Chalian on “incorrect, false, bad information” from Sarah Sanders; April Ryan on Sanders squabble: “I had to decompress”, “that was very, um, street”, JCD: “pull her credentials!”; ACC on Obama campaign’s $375k fine for fraudulent contributions
0:08:56  Morning Joe Mike Barnicle on “literal tsunami, a fire hydrant of false information” from White House, “this is how democracies die”, Nobel Peace Prize scenario
0:21:51  Rudy Giuliani “in support of regime change” in Iran, disingenuous “former ally”; Steve Pieczenik on Trump bluff and US companies in place, Netanyahu’s jail prospects; John Kerry violating Logan Act; Paul Manafort trying to get charges thrown out as irrelevant
0:29:43  Barbara Boxer podcast overmodulation skit: “very good question to start this off” for psychologist John Gartner, “anachronistic” Goldwater Rule, “duty to warn” surveillance state, DSM-5 and Goldwater’s “possibly wrong” latent homosexuality, dutytowarn.org petition plug, “I’m a lifelong Democrat”, phony narcissism checklist, hysterical Boxer “who does that??”
0:49:45  Giuliano on defending Ivanka from Mueller, Jared “disposable”; JCD on midterm narrative
0:53:10  Joy Behar on Boy Scouts rebranding: “I’m not sure that girls benefit from having boys in their midst”; Eagle Scout producers on Girl Scouts “cookie cult”, replacing LDS/Christian constituency with girls, “maybe they want to teach them how to code”, inclusivity for sponsors
1:11:36  Producer Segment: Theodorable’s Dutch-style first birthday
1:17:47  Sexual Harassment Update: more Charlie Rose allegations, effusive CBS self-congratulation
1:21:49  Third-graders learning “lost art” of cursive writing, JCD on founding document obfuscation
1:27:57  The Dirty Thirties jingle with carnival barker ACC, “Chicago typewriter” and “cinder dick”
1:33:36  CBS Ransom Russian invasion of Crimea meme, JCD “MacGuffin”, Norman Lear Center revisited; Reuters urges Twitter password change due to “glitch”, “bug” logging 330M cleartext passwords; Facebook investigating Tinder cyberstalker employee, photo identity theft by scammers, recent removal of 500k fraudulent accounts, bogus 2bn members claim
1:49:35  Facebook considering ad-free subscriptions, ACC: “they’ll still sell your information!”, Skype ad scam; Ellen Pao urges Silicon Valley incel crackdown; Google employee group SJW chaos
1:54:00  Producer notes on fur baby phenomenon, ACC’s dog piss elevator, “dog Xanax”, JCD: “what, you gave birth to a dog??”; top reasons people do and don’t want children, ACC: “they are self-selecting themselves out of the gene pool”, 25 kHz Dog Dazer II
2:15:32  Donation Segment: Stormy “Miss Icky” Daniels
2:23:25  NBC on link between fast food and female infertility; Sainsbury’s-Asda merger in UK
2:26:15  Protests at NRA National Convention; pro-Second Amendment students “firing back at fellow students fighting for gun control” (CotD), banned shirt “celebrating diversity”
2:33:30  Cheerleader hysteria over “inclusive” policy; cheerleading scandal with Washington Redskins “which it’s NPR’s policy not to mention” lie, journalistic “how come?”; freakout over Native American teens visiting Colorado State University campus
2:46:50  Ray Kurzweil on “brain extender” smartphones; JCD predicts Dog Dazer legislation
2:52:39  Vegas massacre footage; Mandy Patinkin gushes about CIA, Ugandan government “teaching us how to behave as human beings”, ACC: “they eata da poo-poo!”, trading barbs with Colbert
1030 Phoneliness (2018-05-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “That’s what I’m talkin’ about: have your mom do it!” (2:04:45)
0:00:34 ACC’s huge DH Unplugged t-shirt, Bottoms Up magnetic beer tap, homeless and millennial dogs; viral video of BART addicts “shooting up slumped over and unconscious amid pools of vomit”, lame excuses from police, “safe injection sites”, escalator poop; LA criminalizes sleeping in vehicles; Tenderloin 250 square-foot adult dorms, “transgender cultural district” non sequitur, JCD: “ship’em to Austin”; Vevo CEO taken aback by masturbating homeless
0:13:43 Producers irked at NSFW Newsletter boobs; Fremont school “three Rs” “rights, respect, responsibility” mandate; Boy Scouts rebranding as Scouts BSA, ACC’s stint in Sea Scouts
0:23:31 Former advisor Michael Caputo to Tucker Carlson on $125k in legal bills from Mueller investigation, GoFundMe page, “I’m never gonna work on a Republican campaign again”, JCD on Nixon & Clinton payback; former CIA Kevin Shipp draws JFK parallel, CIA involvement in cover-up; Trump mentor Frank Rich and gay meme “bubbling under”; current Trump Rotation
0:39:50 New York Times list of 281 lies and insults; CNBC bathroom hidden cameras; new Charlie Rose allegations; CBS: Mike Morell a podcaster “and a very good one too”, “new season” opening with Michael Hayden, “right right right!”, weapons of mass destruction revisionism
0:53:04 James Comey on Hillary victory scenario, “deeply enmeshed in the rule of law”; former FBI James Kallstrom on Comey’s leak of “automatically classified” memos, “three-act play” against Trump, “conspiracy” involving UK, “this is third-world country stuff”; NBC on Ty Cobb replaced by Clinton impeachment lawyer Emmett Flood, “midterms just around the corner”
1:00:36 Daniels lawyer Michael Avenatti’s GWU FISA background, work for Rahm Emanuel & Joe Biden; to Don Lemon: “he will be ultimately forced to resign”, “you and your advisors and your lawyers need to bring it”, lawyer who wrote tweets “is also a moron”; Kathy Griffin dick jokes; Juan Williams: Michelle Wolf “genius funny”, Sarah Sanders “burns fat” shitstorm
1:13:48 Producer Segment
1:26:45 2009 NHS “computer algorithm failure” impacting mammography; WhatsApp under-16s ban in Europe, founder Jan Koum’s departure; new “we all get a little closer” Facebook ad; Zuckerberg on “clear history” control and dating features; millennial on quitting Facebook
1:41:18 Instagram facial recognition training; NPR struggles to explain Mastodon, experimental “mute all the men!” Gobo network; Zuckerberg “invited” to address Parliament, JCD: “i’ll be in tears”; Cambridge Analytica to file for bankruptcy; San Francisco University “phoneliness”
1:56:11 Donation Segment: (.Y.) boobs emoticon; JCD lauds YouTube’s extensive early jazz archive
2:08:22 Kanye West to TMZ on Trump support: “I was drugged the fuck out, bro!” after liposuction, “we are controlled by the media!”; Cecile Richards running for office “never say never” compilation; silence from Hillary camp, Charles Ortel on the move
2:18:55 Sir Scott McKenzie’s new Operation Freetard book tackling copyright
2:20:44 Original Trump medical records seized from Dr. Harold Bornstein, JCD on record ownership
2:22:58 California Second Amendment school walkout vs “stance against gun violence”; New York event featuring “the Parkland students”; rapper 21 Savage “paintballs up, guns down” gunfire; Sarah Silverman: “if you have some mental health issues you also take medication”
2:34:17 Netanyahu’s “half a ton” of Iranian nuclear secrets; France paying Iran in euro credits
2:40:26 Dutch May 4 Dodenherdenking WWII two minutes of silence threatened as racist
2:43:30 Man who implanted liquid heroin in puppies extradited to US; producer note on millennials who think children will “hate you someday”; Avengers: Affinity War; JCD’s unbootable Nuc
1029  Batteries Not Included (2018-04-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Understated beauties.” (1:09:45)
0:00:34 JCD using “counterfeit ink” in printer, ACC’s $17 printer; “horrifying” Warriors game
0:02:59 White House Correspondents’ Dinner: journalist saving Egyptian boys from “being raped on cold winter nights”; First Amendment theme; organization head on participants’ “gender identifications”; Michelle Wolf channeling Roseanne Barr, “no agenda” disclaimer, bombs with pink pussy hat yarn joke, lane “how broke is he?”; mumbling punchlines
0:20:05 ACC on silliness of absent roastee; Michelle Wolf nastiness compilation, “Mike Pence is what happens when Anderson Cooper isn’t gay”, Kellyanne Conway insults, Sarah Sanders and The Handmaid’s Tale, Uncle Tom white women, “perfect smoky eye” obscure Maybelline reference; ABC’s Jon Karl: Wolf “crossed the line”; “Trump has helped all of you” parting shot; Don Lemon on Kanye West’s comments affecting “me as a person of color who happens to be gay”
0:38:34 Trump: “Iran is right there” whenever there is Middle East trouble; Iranian Press TV on ban on US dollar for imports, ACC: “it’s not a successful strategy for long living”
0:50:00 Trump’s Michigan speech: “Bush-Obama special” London embassy, “I blame past presidents and past leaders of our country” for being taken advantage of in international trade; JCD on Mussolini-like pose; “not your fault” for Xi Jinping in China speech; JCD on storytelling ability, “Chrysler’s moving back to Michigan” tangent, “Republican of the year”, return to “build your factories here” for China; “it’s your fault” for Sen. Debbie Stabenow
1:05:50 ACC takes exception to JCD’s previous Josie and the Pussycats recommendation
1:07:38 KPIX native ad for new robotic RealDoll, anchor Elizabeth Cook irked at closing story, customer “I’m very sexual, I can have sex every day”, “virtual girlfriend” app, creepy “nice to meet you”; women’s replacement anxiety; companions for the elderly, JCD: “carpool lanes”
1:20:49 Producer Segment
1:31:54 ACC OTG: Austin’s live/work The Domain “mall turned inside-out” for test of smelly “refurbished” ZTE Z431, web browser’s built-in defunct AT&T home page, “classic” Nokia E71, physical keyboard “excruciating”; young women with phones in hand or carrying two phones
1:48:38 Dogs on furniture store beds, “dogs are people too” sticker; KPIX on hordes of BART addicts and homeless, search for “solution” in best way to kick them all out, JCD: “bus ‘em to Austin!”
1:56:31 Dirty Thirties: “sweet patootie”, “Cadillac” one-ounce heroin/cocaine packet
2:00:21 Joy Reid pseudo-apology for “despicable and truly offensive posts being attributed to me”, “I genuinely do not believe I wrote those hateful things”, passive-aggressive “I own that, I get it”, guest Trump-bashing compilation: “we got a Secretary of State who believes that being gay is a sin”, Pence “would have us all in concentration camps hoping to pray away the gay”
2:09:48 Donation Segment: poop donation jingle
2:21:15 Sexual Harassment Update: Linda Vester to Variety on being “groped and assaulted by Tom Brokaw”, contrived “this is my story”, “jumped a foot” from being tickled, “milk and cookies” hotel phone call, blame squarely on NBC for PTSD; JCD “theoretical Trump target” list including Spielberg and Hanks; Robert De Niro “I’d like to punch him in the face” rant
2:42:14 South Korean Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha to Christiane Amanpour: “credit goes to President Trump” for developments; Adam Schiff predicts confrontation, Lindsey Graham talks Nobel Peace Prize; Mark Shields rant about Trump terrorizing employees
2:47:57 Golden State Killer Joseph DeAngelo tracked down with “discarded DNA”; University of Texas MasculinUT program for “healthy masculinities”, JCD: “no flirting!”
1028 Roscoe! (2018-04-26)

0:00:00 ACC: (Laughter)
0:00:33 San Francisco mayor’s proposed $13M for cleanup, QR code stickers and poop on electric scooters; Royal Dutch Library No Agenda archive; ACC on the fall of Madame Tussaud’s
0:09:41 Trump-Macron Le Jules Verne dinner with €130k 30-liter Armand de Brignac Champagne, ACC on “poppin’ bottles in da club”; Trump subs California by serving Oregon wine; Macron to Congress: “Iran shall never possess any nuclear weapons … ne-ver”, feeble applause antiwar stance; Iranian cryptocurrency ban and currency crash, Wes Clark Seven “finishing off Iran”
0:27:17 Rouhani reacts to nuclear deal alteration; Bitcoin spike on eve of Syria bombing; Saint Louis Fed all-in on centralized cryptocurrency; KYC Know Your Customer registration
0:34:55 JCD demonstrates Alex, Inc. talking over top of Heil PR 40 microphone
0:40:53 Executive Mode: Washington Post LibJo Molly Roberts’ It’s Only Thursday teases
0:47:07 April 25 shooting incident “almost two years to the day” after July 7 Dallas ambush; ACC recommends Lost in Space reboot; study on health benefits of dark chocolate with n = 5
0:51:47 China’s social credit scores to “purify society”; CNBC: “the world cannot live without Google”
0:56:11 Producer Segment: last show’s folding “full-time” pre-school
1:04:10 Facebag’s Global Policy VP Monica Bickert formerly in Malaysia with State Department, GDPR-prompted ToS changes to address “new types of abusive behavior”, interviewer: “how do you define an emotional injury?”, Bickert’s Zuckerberg cadence, “community operations team” manually reviewing posts for hate speech, “ISIS beheading videos”; JCD’s crappy Trump-Daniels Photoshop job; Bickert on distinguishing public vs private figures vs journalists, “quality audit” and appeal process, inane question on ad targeting via phone microphone
1:21:40 ACC’s Alexa call to TrK revisited, ultrasonic cross-device tracking and Morse code mesh network; LISNR promo video “internet of sound”, $10M Series B funding from Intel Capital
1:30:09 ACC OTG: 2G Nokia X2-01 with unidentifiable browser; Amazon Echo for kids rewarding polite behavior, Alexa trash chute plan, JCD “heeelp!”, last show’s fire caused by barbecue embers; JCD on Josie and the Pussycats LISNR parallel, ACC’s spectrum analyzer; new Z431
1:43:36 Cops cameraman killed by friendly fire in Omaha, dead suspect “armed with a pellet gun”
1:46:38 Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus author John Gray on testosterone-infused women feminizing men, social media dopamine; Terry Gross on Toronto van attacker killing “mostly women”, incel “community” celebrating, “red pill” and “black pill” memes (CotD)
1:45:45 60 Minutes on Cambridge Analytica scientist Aleksandr Kogan “implicated in the biggest privacy scandal on earth”, former manager Sandy Parakilas on higher-ups not caring, data “scraped” meme, Kogan banned and partner Joseph Chancellor now at Facebook
1027  Folding Pre-school (2018-04-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “You'll think, you'll think, Al Gore.” (2:42:20)
0:00:33  JCD’s 1930 slang list; school shooting protestors at ACC’s head shop buying Swisher Sweets for 4/20 “blunts”; Jordan Peterson to Bill Maher on schools responsible for snowflake phenomenon, Maher outraged by “beyond free speech” reaction to Barbara Bush insult
0:06:44  MSNBC “jiddy” over “hooker”-mania; Comey’s banker/spook copious note habit; ABC on Steele dossier note, Russian “beautiful hookers” comment, Mike Flynn and six-day delay in returning call from Putin; ACC on 1988 hooker warning, JCD on gawking at Intercontinental
0:14:22  DNC lawsuit against Russia, Trump, and WikiLeaks; Tom Perez’ scripted “three reasons” talking points, “conspiracy” meme, Trump-Nixon parallel lie; former Secret Service “Dimench A raver” Dan Bongino on collusion with “foreign agent from the UK” Steele; JCD on DNC evidence of Hillary being “gypped”; Trump “Wendy Wasserman Schultz” tweet
0:34:03  Barbara Bush dead; boring Stormy Daniels The View appearance; Starbucks protests
0:37:59  Producer note on uncontained vs contained jet engine failures, ultrasonic inspection
0:42:16  Sexual Harassment Update: Nobel Prize in Literature board sex scandal resignations; Teen Vogue editor on Coachella experience: “there was a lot of butt squeezing?” iso; JCD on first wife’s friend peeing on men, female “public poopers”; restaurant sexual harassment color codes
0:55:02  “Code brown” Reddit public pooper AMA, JCD COMDEX “wet spot on the chair” story
0:59:23  Producer Segment: slide whistle jutsu; JCD “nut fisting” mix, gross United Uno’s pizza
1:15:94  ACC OTG: Illinois Facebook lawsuit over storage of biometric data, “right?”, “if Facebook is hacked, you can’t get a new face”, Google face tagging; police try to unlock dead man’s phone with fingerprint, JCD hand in warm water joke; Facebook patent application for interpretation of accelerometer data, political comment analysis; ACC’s pager strategy “not working out” due to message latency, Nokia Asha 210 in “feature phone” niche, emerging eSIM standard
1:32:44  “The long-term benefits of folding pre-school”; Gardasil parental guilt “talk to your child’s doctor today” pseudo-PSA targeting 11-year-olds; Smith College psychiatrist on entering students already prescribed multiple psychotropic drugs, “crisis visits”, “decline in the quality of our diet over the past 75 years”; study on heterosexual students having same-sex hookups; CNBC on alpha male hedge fund manager underperformance, testosterone inferred from facial dimensions, JCD: “kill all men!”, link to success in “CEOs and high-frequency traders”
1:48:56  NPR on IRS e-filing “SNAFU” and “glitch”, John Koskinen blaming budget cuts
1:54:39  “Murdering grandma” Lois Riess captured in Texas, ACC: “old chick with a Symbian phone!”
1:56:44  Colorado testing new marijuana DUI testing technologies; Chuck Schumer to introduce decriminalization bill, “there is no toking, vaping, smoking, hot boxing nor puffing allowed on Caltrain”, JCD on Schumer setting up Republicans to look like a-holes: 4/20 “pot holiday”
2:05:05  Edison Research The Podcast Consumer 2018, Alexa’s “call Tina” creepiness, “share of ear”
2:08:34  Donation Segment: note on GNURadio pager snooping; fire at ACC’s old place
2:18:07  Second Half of Show: Allison Mack charged with trafficking sex slaves for Nxivm “cult and a pyramid scheme”, “bullcrapper” QAnon weighs in, ACC Joris Demmink radio station story; Missouri Governor Eric Greitens charged with “spanking, slapping” activities
2:30:22  PBS on John Bolton calling shots on Syria; Heather Nauert on US funding White Helmets; UK man branded “Russian bot” for Syria dissent; Syrian UN representative Bashar Jaafari on “genetically modified opposition” (BCotD)
2:40:24  Report makes Florida school shooter out as hero; sexual harassment of maids and housekeepers
JCD: “The news in America is suffering a total sellout.”

Southwest 1380 engine failure and potential fleet grounding; sexist reports lauding female pilot’s calmness, ABC concern for passengers make-good, ACC on reasons for 190-knot landing

JCD story: seated next to “prettiest girl on the plane” from Biloxi, “and more recently I’ve become a podcaster” /ˈbɪ.ləsk.i/ pronunciation, Ocean Springs meetup; United seating groups and outrageous drink prices, dried green beans, douchebags stowing carry-ons en route to seat

ACC all-in on Delta’s 250 mL prosecco bottles and Detroit Metro, OTG book agent, Global Entry rip-off, shoes on conveyor belt rule, TSA perplexed over slide whistle in electronics bag

NPR Fresh Air interview with James Comey kicked off with “the forest fire that is the Trump Presidency” book reading, “that’s all America is, is a collection of ideas”, “this Presidency threatens something very fundamental” unquestioned by Terry Gross, breathy-voice “a development still unknown to the American public to this day” casting doubt on Loretta Lynch

Scripted Comey to Colbert on getting “whacked” by mob; The View fangirl Sunny Hostin questions public comment on reopening e-mail investigation, Comey: “we decided, Loretta Lynch decided”, “another great question”, FISA fishing expedition, “we didn’t want to tip off these Americans that we were looking at them”, Russia warning op-ed mixed by Obama

John Podesta to Brolf: Comey “throwin’ shade on everybody”, “honest idiot”

Producer Segment: producer note on CNN mistranslation; Amazon Transcribe fail; EO 12333

Ed Schultz on MSNBC’ Phil Griffin forbidding coverage of Bernie Sanders candidacy announcement, Andy Lack’s Clinton connection, “the fix was in” with Franken & Klobuchar

ACC OTG: Brave browser’s Brendan Eich and JavaScript; FOSTA Mastodon sex worker haven twitter.at; new semi-smart phones, Dutch Moroccans all-in on Hand Job pager; single-browser technology adoption; new Facebag TOS “cookies and other means”, JCD’s article Google, You’re Next; ACC’s Faraday bag and zombie knife, Mycroft voice assistant; GrayKey unlocking hardware vs iPhone X, ACC: “it’s the machine training the people”

“Goofball” Tim Draper on CA three-state solution: “we’re trying to create states for the new millennial, the blockchain’s changing everything” (CotD), ACC predicts blockchain voting, “forking the chain”, JCD old lady “we’ll help you vote” scenario; Christine Lagarde all-in on cryptocurrencies, Amazon patent for deanonymizing transactions for law enforcement, Facebag political affiliations; Jeff Bezos letter cites 100M Prime subscribers

RT on Cambridge Analytica parent company SCL Group’s work as contractor for UK Ministry of Defense, Kenyan ruling party, and Ukraine; Trump on Mike Pompeo’s “great” secret meeting with Kim Jong-un: “he’s very smart, but he gets along with people”

Donation Segment: Alex Jones F-bomb mix for stream; ACC reads title changes as birthdays

California Climate Credit showing up on energy bills thanks to Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006; San Jose considering arming park rangers with guns to defend against the homeless

ACC recommends Churchill, Dunkirk civilian armada; Sergey Lavrov on “deconflicting channel” between US and Russia in Syria; BBC commentator compares Bosnia and Syria propaganda, host cites “information war”; advisor Victoria Coates on protecting “our assets in the region”, “de-ISIS policy”; Sean Spicer: goal “to destabilize Syria”; House AUMF successor

Clip Blitz: Playboy model Karen McDougal free to tell Trump affair story; Pacific garbage patch cleanup plans; “epic” Oklahoma fires; YouTube shooting threat foiled; $99k Dutch “singing road” playing Friesland anthem to be torn up; 4/20 “holiday”
1025  Blotto in Biloxi (2018-04-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “grep democrat | grep cat” (2:27:28)
0:00:36  JCD in Biloxi for Mississippi Gulf Coast Chamber of Commerce Technology Expo
0:02:48  Novichok turns out to be WWI BZ toxin; Heather Nauert: “Syria is responsible, we are all in agreement”, CYA “dynamic situation”, Geneva process, Russia & Iran “don’t have the best interest of Syria at heart”, Matt Lee skepticism, “we don’t have the information ... we don’t, we aren’t able to provide all of this publicly”; RT US “chemical provocation” warning, Lavrov: “not a proxy war any more”; Columbia’s Jeffrey D. Sachs to Morning Joe on CIA-Saudi Timber Sycamore program, Mika unimpressed: Tomahawk Missiles in the Dead of Night song
0:19:03  Ed Henry on Trump’s Syria intervention and Obama “red line”; Gen. Jonathan Shaw: “what possible motive might Syria have to launch a chemical attack?”, cut off by Sky News; PBS “dozens of times” revisited, Nikki Haley to UN: “not his first, second, third, or even forty-ninth use of chemical weapons”; William Cohen on Trump’s “taunt” for Russia and Syria
0:31:15  Trump-bashing Ambassador Joe Wilson F-bombs Katy Tur; Ed Henry on John Bolton reading along with Trump’s announcement, JCD on Reagan and 40-year “great president” cycle, ACC on Germany not needing to get involved because of Nord Stream 2, Alex Jones hysteria
0:40:51  Alan Dershowitz on Michael Cohen raid: “core violation of the Fourth and Sixth Amendment” due to attorney-client privilege, ACLU hypocrisy, Trump’s attribution dilemma
0:47:11  WPP’s Martin Sorrell steps down; JCD on Pearson’s royalty-free Que imprint scam
0:51:30  Old clip on Nixon drug war as excuse to lock up blacks and anti-war protesters
0:52:50  Elon Musk to Gayle King on struggle to produce Tesla Model 3, “this is cool, Elon!” iso; King to Paul Ryan to on celebratory dinner with Trump: “I don’t see anybody that looks like me in terms of color or gender”, Ryan’s stammering response on mentoring Mia Love
0:58:59  Producer Segment: JCD gripes about penny slot machine false advertising
1:11:44  Austin to pilot use of blockchain for people experiencing homelessness, Homeless Bound song
1:16:52  29 Palestinians killed by IDF in last week; Trump executive order for welfare work mandate
1:21:44  Jacob Zuma: “truth be told, they are lucky that people are no longer beaten” (BCotD)
1:23:34  Antiques Roadshow “that’s terrible!” reaction to $200-300k painting appraisal, JCD on “2016 price” reruns; ACC on turning down $20k Dutch therapy reality show gig
1:28:08  NBC Scott Pruitt hit piece: “backup from his boss”, “potpourri of problematic headlines”, “exploring a private jet lease”; BBC on millennials saving the planet by not reproducing
1:37:50  South Carolina bill cracking down on fake service animals; California three-state solution ballot measure, threestateca.com, JCD on NorCal/SoCal and “big dildo” Cal with ports
1:46:45  Bacteriophage therapy as largely illegal antibiotic alternative; BBC on cannabis oil for cancer, “a bloke in a backyard”, ACC on chemo “hitchhiking”; Ellen Feiss “beep beep” Apple ad
2:09:02  Donation Segment: JCD on vasectomies, Central Park lobotomies; Ocean Springs MS meetup
2:13:07  Heather Nauert on Global Engagement Center propaganda grants; Michael Lumpkin “IPS addresses” revisited; Zuckerberg: “I don’t know of any other sur... any surveillance organization”; producer note on Facebag’s multidimensional linear regression classifiers; Facebag to require ID for issue ads; producer note on white supremacist rally in Noonan Georgia
2:31:14  Chris Wallace surprised at “how bitchy” James Comey’s new book is; Comey: “I was operating in a world where Hillary Clinton was gonna beat Donald Trump” hypocrisy
2:38:08  Dump fire near St. Louis nuclear plant; ACC swapping Dutch “lit” with “blotto”; Rocket Car of Death; UK vs Argentina over Falkland Islands oil discovery
Poop Particle (2018-04-12)

00:00:00 JCD: “Eugh, I gotta save face!” (2:04:32)
00:00:34 ACC uitblinkers lunch: standing cocktail party with no cocktails, “cheap” Olivier Leflaive Rully, smoked dove with “bird cream”, nerve-wracking self-serve, avocado and ice cream
00:18:45 “Madonna” pronunciation joke, inappropriate “are you a millionaire” question from actress, hug for knowing protocol, “can I steal this fork”, JCD on White House souvenirs; coffee with the Queen, unwashed hair flip; stuck at back of group photo behind moribund woman
00:30:54 Mark Zuckerberg prefacing every sentence with “Senator”, Savannah Guthrie “Zucky” on live stream, Vogue “they trust me, dumb fucks”, “prank website” facemash.com for hotness ratings
00:40:57 Facebook drops opposition to GDPR-like California consumer privacy measure, ACC’s Google pop-up notification; Sen. Marsha Blackburn “prioritize or censor” question, Zucky terrorism talking point, “Diamond and Silk is not terrorism”, ACC gripes about “AI too-ils”, Blackburn The Truman Show analogy, “that data is crunched”, “I can’t let you filibuster right now”, “stunned, stunned!” at lack of HIPAA analogue, “let’s get familiar” with BROWSER Act
00:56:33 Pro-privacy Brave browser; Rep. Kathy Castor’s anonymous user tracking “yes or no”, Zuck “Congressman, eh, Congresswoman”, lies about disabling location tracking; JCD on problem of nonspecialized journalists, ACC: “you gotta know the sosh nets, and you have to look hot”
1:07:43 Sen. Richard Blumenthal on consent decree violation, “we’ve seen the apology tours before”, conflict with business model, MY DATA Act: Experian consumer data “gold mine”, JCD on opt-in “red herring” and EULA hounding, South Park episode “HumancentiPad”; Ted Cruz “neutral public forum” and Section 230, Diamond and Silk “unsafe to the community”, “deplorable” meme; Mike Hoefflinger “enormous amount of invasion… innovation”
1:32:23 Producer Segment: JCD in Biloxi MS next show
1:41:25 “Poop particles” being spewed by bathroom hand dryers, “plates of total bacteria”
1:46:14 Executive mode jingles; Heather Nauert’s “resting bitch face”, briefing binder “went on a diet”, Matt Lee: “quality has replaced quantity?”, Hamas reporter killed by IDF approved for USAID grant, 500-foot safe distance; Qatari Emir visiting Washington to meet with Trump
1:55:43 NBC on Trump vs military over getting out of Syria, “another terror threat looms”, Genie Energy and pipeline theory, Merck chlorine gas attack, ACC Trump crazy act theory; PBS NewsHour on “pattern of escalation” with Russia, JCD: “and that’s how World War I started”, cost of inaction and saving face, William Brangham: chemical weapons used “dozens of times”
2:06:35 Former UK Ambassador Peter Ford: Assad “probably not guilty”, Syrian-American Medical Society “propaganda outfit … funded by the CIA” stepped on by interviewer, White Helmets, “how has Assad benefited from all this mayhem?”, cut off by interviewer (CotD)
2:15:18 Syrian woman to NPR: “cracking jokes all the time”, White Helmets “just acting”, interviewer: “I really don’t want to debate with you whether there was chemical weapons or not”
2:25:16 Donation Segment: JCD story: Acer pocket computer’s proposed name “Hand Job”
2:44:16 Uber’s new up-front pricing based on the algos; California’s lower-than-expected pot sales
2:48:17 UK “zombie knife” ban, ACC’s Z-Hunter ZB-020 Zombie Killer Machete
2:53:05 “Mr. Manafort, did you commit a crime?”; Kamala Harris Ellen cackle
2:54:42 Loretta Lynch lies to Lester Holt about Comey testimony, “concerns were not raised”
2:57:24 “Men, all you have to do is be hot”; burned-out San Jose house a bargain at $800k
3:00:25 CNN on FBI raid on Trump lawyer Michael Cohen, Stormy Daniels payment from home equity loan; Stormy Daniels to talk to The View about “many many many things”
1023 Warm Hand-Off (2018-04-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “She’s almost a dead ringer for Bill Gates.” (0:53:35)

0:00:33 ACC to the rescue in truck at Bandana Ball; Dutch royalty and Bud Light “Dilly Dilly” ad

0:04:24 DHS RFP for database of journalists and “media influencers”, “relevant to Washington and the six media hubs” in 100 languages, ACC: “we’re under etcetera”; ACC OTG teaser

0:09:26 News teaser: people smoking crack on BART; International Gamers Conference attendees “shellshocked” by San Francisco experience; man on the street with puddle-seeking kids

0:13:07 New York Times uptalking stammerer on ISIS governance in Iraq; stutterer on Trump lying: “take on some of just the the the the the... the... lies!”, JCD: “wow!!”

0:18:22 Required background checks for Awan Brothers sidestepped via loophole; Jason Chaffetz bouncing between Fox shows; investigators blocked from data stolen by Awans, running IT like “rinky-dink mom and pop business” (Phrase from the Chaise); JCD’s botched ACC iso

0:30:10 Ryan Chilcote to PBS NewsHour on new sanctions against Russian oligarchs, Silicon Valley investor Viktor Vekselberg, spokesman Dmitry Peskov: “there are no oligarchs in Russia”, Trump “politically impotent” perception; Yulia Skripal phone audio with relative has Sergei unharmed, contradictions from Boris Johnson & Porton Down, Russian Ambassador suspicious about 14 dead Russian citizens, UN Ambassador Karen Pierce: “we have nothing to hide”

0:43:02 Erik Prince’s “back channel” to Russia via Seychelles, meeting set up by Lebanese-American businessman George Nader; entertainment industry in bed with China, “Wong Dong Studios”

0:52:39 Sneering Sheryl Sandberg interview by Judy Woodruff condensed to 45 seconds: “I’m really sorry for that and Mark’s really sorry”, JCD Prozac theory; “we don’t sell data, ever” vs Experian deal; “we are the product” vs psychographic tranches; Sandberg: “we don’t have an opt-out at the highest level, that would be a paid product”, ARPU average revenue per user

1:06:41 Google engineer Yonatan Zunger on unanticipated uses for technology; Rep. Ro Khanna on need for internet bill of rights “common sense provisions”, “Parkland kids” mobilizing using social media; Honest Ads Act redefines trolls as “paid social media users”, “pro-Russian bots” on Twitter, Internet Research Agency’s $100k spent vs absurd $1.4bn overall

1:20:18 Donation Segment

1:27:33 Producer Segment: John Fletcher “happy birthday!”; LGBBTOQIAAPK abbrev “L-jebs”

1:46:02 ACC OTG: The Best Thing I Ever Did Was Getting Off the Grid, Down With OTG, OTG You Can’t Find Me jingles, 900MHz latency, “digital detox” with “love buzzer”, Bandana Ball “squeals of delight”, Brave browser blocking HTML5 canvas fingerprinting, Roomba spying, “we are the AI that Silicon Valley is missing”, pager ringtone gallery, iPod Touch Wi-Fi calling

2:12:13 Chappaquiddick trailer: rated R for “historical smoking”


2:20:18 Donation Segment

2:27:14 JCD doing next show from Biloxi MS, ACC’s nine days in Netherlands; Dutch “Spring Time”

2:30:14 China’s Coming Collapse author Gordon Chang on Trump countering “made in China 2025”

2:35:42 Nearly 1 of college students homeless and using food pantries, “identify as needing food”

2:37:49 Norwegian Cruise Liners “nightmare” due to noisy and smelly renovation work

2:41:42 Jerome Adams to NPR on naloxone availability in spite of price increases, ACC: “isn’t it great that we have Mike Tyson as our Surgeon General?”, “warm hand-off right from the overdose”

2:47:51 FDA approves “democratized” DIY BRCA test, female host’s “whole lotta spitting”
1022 LibJoe (2018-04-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Citizens of the glooobe, the earth is my home, I live on earth!” (1:36:23)
0:00:35 JCD’s 66th birthday bongo for Dvorak beat poetry ensemble; Melissa Tallon birthday song
0:04:05 Nasim Aghdam YouTube shooting: New York Times Dutch English voiceover; boots on the ground report on lax security; Zombie Goes Boom and other channels demonetized; MSNBC flat-footed; YouTube increasing security, “gun range (s)he visited”; “followers on Insta”
0:20:38 Aghdam’s 9/11 pilot’s license; “no gun skills”; animal rights violence; Michael Moore Bowling for Columbine rant; MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace “control room? not gunshots?” over Coke can
0:31:06 David Hogg responds to Bill O’Reilly’s “shadowy figures”: “I’m pretty well lit”; I Don’t Like YouTube song; Elon Musk’s bankruptcy April Fools’ joke; famous JCD jokes: Patrick Leahy drunk surfing bill and “Gateway City”, writer Lirpa Sloof; 23AndMe/Lexus joke with driver licking steering wheel; JCD’s slightly edited clip of ACC raving about Tesla
0:42:32 Deerfield IL AWB; Miriam Webster “assault rifle”; March For Our Lives advance booking
0:47:05 Spotify pseudo-IPO, ACC turns down CNBC, JCD skit “well I think what we should be talking about is Michael Jackson being murdered”, artists “raped twice” by Spotify
0:51:40 Trump follows long presidential tradition of putting National Guard on border; ABC on “stunning” announcement that “comes as sources say … Robert Mueller told the President’s legal team in recent weeks that he was under investigation”, ACC: “brazen!” (BCotD); DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen’s expert question avoidance, “as you know” microaggression
1:01:58 ACC on Jesus Christ Superstar Live with Alice Cooper and John Legend
1:03:22 Producer Segment: ACC on Dutch bathroom calendars “Dutch Facebag”
1:10:47 ACC OTG: Purism Librem 5 phone and revitalized pager network, mystified by Nest app “a client has been updated” message; Washington D.C. mystery Stingray devices; Grindr to stop sharing HIV data; UK government getting immigration information from NHS
1:20:16 Mark Zuckerberg to “hero of the LibJoes” Ezra Klein on using “new tools” in Alabama special election, “I think we felt a lot better about the result there”, “Stockholm syndrome” to premium services, Myanmar intervention, millennials “identify as a citizen of the world”
1:39:16 NBC “top story”: Mr. Zuckerberg goes to Washington; Tennessee House debate on fraternity hazing bill: “I’m reading right here The Onion”; amateur radio POCSAG pager mesh network
1:47:48 Chicago deaths from rat poison marijuana, Ebola-like bleeding; FDA kratom salmonella fearmongering; medical marijuana impacting opioid abuse; hospital deaths from opioids and sleep apnea; Porton Down unable to identify Novichok, reports of Skripals eating Salisbury fugu
1:57:41 NBC Trump-needling over Baltics, fake news “glaring moment”, Alex van der Zwaan sentenced
2:00:56 Wondery podcast network raises $5M, Gimlet Media’ Alex Bloomberg to Slate on “future of the medium”; “you have to retrain the audience”; Jen Briney and “master class” idea
2:11:28 Donation Segment: Skripal family ages 66 and 33
2:24:48 Historical Census questions, “how many idiotic or insane whites”
2:27:37 Columbus LGBTQ domestic violence program, “the dynamic of same-gender couples is much different than heterosexuals”; George Washington University takes on “Christian privilege”
2:33:01 Conan O’Brien “you don’t need us to tell you that gas prices are back on the rise” compilation, CNN Newsource Sinclair response compilation; Lester Holt drowned out by MLK speaker
2:39:32 Google AI head steps down; Chelsea Manning on choosing Washington Post; Delta Airlines customer payment breach, TtK’s LifeLock single point of failure; 44 Democrats waived background checks for Awan Brothers, Donna Brazile feigns ignorance to Maria Bartiromo
1021 Sun Burps (2018-04-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Must be stopped!” (2:34:21)
0:00:33 Newsletter “bloody eggs” explanation, ACC family Morning Has Broken “stupid Unitarian stuff”, mother’s “sugar eggs”, “they were not for eating, they were for stayin’ away from!”
0:06:02 U-Haul trucks “leaving in droves” on one-way trips from California; JCD on Silicon Valley expats in Nevada, phone calls trying to track down acquaintances whereabouts; San Diego 324-person “industrial-size tents” for homeless with 70 dogs; drive-in theater “trough” urinals
0:15:32 Drunk or not drunk Stephen Colbert on Trump’s “infrashtrutcher” in “Ohiow”
0:18:02 JCD on Tower Records transition from vinyl to CD; Fair, Isaac and Company FICO data collection history; 2014 Facebook emotional contagion experiment permitted by EULA consent
0:29:00 ACC’s social media evasion plan resuming after dating hiatus: Motorola T900 two-way pager, old iOS 9.3 iPod Touch, OTG by Adam Curry, no-go on Iridium satellite or APRS, 1988-style .HTM pager network sites, JCD: “don’t buy any copies, ever, of The Catcher in the Rye”
0:45:31 ACC’s lunch with Michigan Baron; author Nassim Taleb’s Skin in the Game on minority rule
0:48:09 LGBBTQQIAAPK outrage over exclusion from Census “rights and resources”
0:50:05 Sinclair Broadcasting stern fake news warning professionally superimposed into medley, “this is extremely dangerous to our democracy” audition tape, ACC on MTV’s forbidden “VMAs”
1:00:18 Producer Segment: long-form “resist we much”; Roderick Veelo shout-out
1:14:00 Laura Ingraham apologizes to David Hogg for Twitter comment, JCD on 4.2 GPA from AP class scam, Hogg on “powerful response from advertisers”, “multiple instances that she could have done an apology but didn’t”, “I’m glad to see corporate America standing with me and the other students of Parkland”, “bullying” LeBron James; gap year with politicians; MSNBC gushes over Hogg’s “fearlessness”, no mention of 36-year-old US soldier blown up in Syria
1:29:44 Second Amendment repeal, Volstead Act “manufacture, sale, or transportation”, Bill of Rights “restrictive clauses” preamble; Quebec City mosque shooter on SSRIs changes plea to guilty
1:48:50 Rome “in lockdown” with city center “Green Zone”; French border guards grab urine sample from migrant at clinic in Italy; Russia closes St. Petersburg US Consulate, launches “Satan 2” stealth nuke; RT on Russia’s 14 Skripal questions, “how did such antidotes come into the possession of British doctors at the scene of the incident?”, JCD: “that, my friend, is a great question”; retired Gen. Jack Keene on $6.5bn US military buildup, Russian passenger plane searched in London; JCD theory: Skripal daughter guilty; Russia hosting World Cup
2:05:09 NPR building “open-source platform” for podcast apps to track listener metrics
2:09:12 Donation Segment: “he could not monetize the network” for ACC’s headstone
2:17:35 Unfilter podcast origin story; fast turnaround checklists; Amazon Transcribe service
2:29:12 Stormy Daniels “has a dress”; Ryan Seacrest and Ren & Stimpy creator accused; Mount Holyoke bans “women”; Oakland mac & cheese restaurant’s harassment color code scheme
2:34:53 Producer debunks Christopher Wylie’s strip club claim: “even blind gay guys love boobs!”
2:37:07 Millennial abbrev: Head & Shoulders bottle “#1 Derm Reco”, “suss” suspicious
2:39:40 New Orleans Saints cheerleader sues over social media policy discrimination
2:41:25 Omar Mateen’s original plan to shoot up Disney Springs, child-eating alligator distraction
2:45:11 EU “streaming without borders” vs Hollywood; MPAA’s Chris Dodd; Susan Rice at Netflix
2:50:37 Trajectory of Chinese Tiangong-1 spacecraft susceptible to deflection from “sun burps”
2:52:22 JCD Starship Troopers “hey citizen”
1020  Undercount of Color (2018-03-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “In Brazil, American sperm demand has skyrocketed.”
0:00:37 JCD uncovers British sideboard full of goodies in course of refurbishing dining room
0:03:53 iOS podcast app issues with Show 1019 title; Apple employee’s fatal crash in Tesla Model X, tracking and storing autopilot data; JCD on misleading road lines; Arizona Uber fatality and homeless jaywalking hazards, algo adjustment for smoother ride; JCD on Ford’s early skepticism, 95-5 rule for OCR, road sign sticker vandalism; Elon Musk’s toupee; Israeli battery swap operation out of business; protests over Amsterdam’s 2020 ban on non-battery cabs
0:25:18 Atlanta and Boeing ransomware crises; Microsoft XBox code of conduct modification
0:33:00 2010 Time Robert Mueller cameo at Facebook; Christopher Wylie to British Parliament on “my journey to this moment”, “year-long coming-out process” with The Guardian; ACC’s magnetic billfold meets CVC’s eyebrow piercing; JMD uninterested in deleting account, ACC’s location tracking; Facebook talking tube delay, ending Experian partnership; Adobe noticing volume of non-human traffic; Tim Cook: “we’re looking at every app in detail … right?”
0:49:27 Roseanne returns to high ratings with young viewers, people “losing their crap” on Facebag
0:55:15 Fertility clinic loses thousands of frozen eggs and embryos; increased US sperm demand in Brazil; nothing yet on Alex, Inc.; Swedish power plant burning overstock H&M clothes
0:59:26 Producer Segment: YouTube slingshot technology; Unfilter podcast “Red Book prediction”
1:20:42 Heineken “sometimes lighter is better” ad pulled; Al and “Sparky” Gore’s uptalking daughter Karena on dropped charges for civil disobedience; ACC: “we need more dynasties”
1:25:50 Stormy Daniels and Karen McDougal lawyer Michael Avenatti’s work for Rahm Emanuel; Democracy Now on female Senators’ demand for sexual harassment reform bill; Anderson Pooper fails to compare Trump to Weinstein; lawsuit over discriminatory Facebook job and housing ads; ACC on lack of open-source social networks, Troll Room theory: no one cares
1:42:06 California hysteria over “against the law” Census citizenship question, JCD on long form and American Community Survey, Mother Jones’ Ari Berman on Amy Goodman’s “stunning development”: “tremendous undercount of people of color”, Trump “turning the Census … into a tool of voter suppression and to a tool of nativist resentment”, ACC: “black American families said, oh my God, if we fill this out they’ll notice we’re black!”
1:58:35 Berman on Sarah Sanders’ “unbelievable lies”, electoral vote loss to “more white” areas, “everybody who’s here deserves citizenship” gaffe; JCD predicts redefinition of “citizen”
2:11:40 Donation Segment
2:20:21 EU tries to take Trump’s credit for progress toward North Korea treaty
2:22:49 Pulse shooter’s father Seddique Mateen’s role as FBI informant covered up by prosecution
2:26:01 John Paul Stevens calls for Second Amendment repeal, Trump misses fact that he was Republican appointee, JCD on Equal Rights Amendment; David Hogg’s conflicting stories: “I was in my AP environmental science when the first gunshot rang out” vs “got on my bike and rode as fast as I could”; media silent on 22 injured in Pennsylvania school knife attack
2:33:55 China to pay for oil in RMB instead of USD, JCD “Chinese dissident” assassination theory
2:35:52 Michigan student eats pothole breakfast cereal; millennial “P” and “V” for “pretty” and “very”
2:37:53 Trump’s potential action on Amazon’s tax status to punish Washington Post
2:40:43 Boris Johnson calls out Russian “ludicrous fibs” about Skripal poisoning; OPCW producer WMD note; note on US grid and packet scrambling; note on TSA Pre✓ explosive dogs
2:46:22 Dr. David Deming’s 2006 testimony to Congress on cover-up of Medieval Warm Period
1019  #deletethebag  (2018-03-25)

0:00:00  JCD: “Nowadays, arrest him!” (1:02:52)

0:00:36  ACC story: taking New York banker’s Tesla to College Station, two near misses and “auto-steering jail”, multiple iPhone apps, white-knuckle charger search on Texas A&M campus “penitentiary”, required charger network membership, ACC: “one of the stupidest things ever invented”; JCD on need for long-term reviews, newer models no longer designed by Fisker

0:22:54  Jeff Pegues on March for Our Lives, MLK’s granddaughter’s “I have a dream” for “gun-free world”; JCD on signage folk art, KRON on San Francisco rally, young kid’s bathroom “somebody’s gonna kill meee!”; students arrested for knives and threats, deputy sleeping in cruiser, eight highway patrol officers on campus; shooter’s brother Zachary held on $500k bond

0:38:40  ACC on kid-hating O-bot artist out demonstrating; JCD Vietnam comparison; ironic support from Planned Parenthood; Sharpton-style “we are here today for the survival, fact, that no more”, “we are magic, we are power!”, David Hogg “vote for us, vote for our future”

0:49:37  JCD on Hands Across America, DIY “ghost guns”; noticeable lack of Trump hate; ACC predicts “serious psychological issues” for kids on cover of Time, JCD: “hello mouse!”; David Hogg like fast-talking Ben Shapiro, “fuckin’ democracy” rants; PA students armed with buckets of rocks, “they will be stoned”; ACC: slingshots “iconic Rockwell-esque American portrait”

1:03:03  ACC tweets video of nearby building being imploded WTC 7-style

1:04:28  Producer Segment: Texas A&M and agricultural “aggie” schools

1:18:14  John Podesta: Facebook users’ information “pilfered”, disregards Andrea Mitchell “WikiLeaks is connected to Russia”, “we now know” Cambridge Analytica CEO in contact with Assange, Roger Stone and “direct Russian front” Guccifer 2.0, “Mr. Wylie, the whistleblower”, Steve Bannon on board, “putting information into the bloodstream of the internet”

1:33:05  The View abuses “android” Zuckerberg, control room off-script intervention, Behar promises to delete account, “Zuckerberg needs to apologize to Hillary Clinton” (CotD)

1:38:36  Stammering Christopher Wylie: “I’m probably the only gay guy in London that had a membership card to a strip club, with women”, company “will do whatever it takes to ge’a contract”

1:44:52  Obama campaign manager Jim Messina on using data for “singular goal to run a personalized campaign”; Rentrak’s Carol Davidsen: “we were actually able to ingest the entire social network”, “the Republicans do not have that information, and will not get that information, right?” (CotD); selected readings from ACC’s Facebag archive, clickbait vs native ads

2:02:06  Heather Nauert on Kenya American Center fake news classes, spook Amb. Robert Godec

2:07:32  Donation Segment

2:15:02  CBS on Earth Hour “largest largest grassroots movement for the environment”

2:16:31  Trump gripes about then signs omnibus spending bill, “highest duty” bullcrap; CLOUD Act surveillance; Craigslist nixes personals, JCD on old-fashioned “house for sale” hooker codes

2:24:35  The Atlantic spook Elaina Plott’s scripted “briefing” for CBS This Morning: “advancing an aggressive stance on war” with John Bolton appointment, Stormy Daniels and “health of our polity”, ACC: “this woman is a ghost!”; former Bolton chief of staff Fred Fleitz to drunk Lou Dobbs: “he’s a nice guy”, Brennan “contemptible human being” rant

2:38:06  Roseanne Barr outs Jimmy Kimmel as “Dimench B”, Pence warning; sleazy Anderson Pooper asks Karen McDougal what she would say to Melania Trump; JCD on Pence ten-year scenario

2:46:46  Jonathan Pie: “I’ll tell you where else in history you’d be convicted of a crime for teaching your dog to mock Nazis: Nazi fucking Germany!”; JCD: 42 Grams “great work of art”
1018  Bunny Wars  (2018-03-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’m doin’ a side hustle!” (0:59:42)
0:00:37  ACC sneaks in Ephesians 6:10-18 “belt of truth … breastplate of righteousness” into intro; JCD’s Newsletter “boobs” and Robert Scoble Easter eggs, show plug in PC Magazine
0:03:34  “South-by bomber” apparently blew up, ACC’s extra space behind UPS truck; bomber “homeschooled by his mom”; JCD story: situational awareness during Beltway sniper attacks, male model UPS driver; ACC’s local Instagram star; new ABC Alex, Inc. podcasting sitcom
0:13:38  Facebag “apps” designed to extract user data; 2009 Zuckerberg interview: “we’re not going to share people’s information”; “Facebawk” selloff; FTC investigation into “the Facebook” and Cambridge Analytica; 2011 Fraley class action $15 settlement; “social graph” API friend list; JCD predicts Sheryl Sandberg testimony; Amy Klobuchar on “data breach” as theft
0:29:49  Cambridge Analytica “whistleblower” uptalker Christopher Wylie to Today: “founded on misappropriated data”, “projects that were funded by Russian funds in Russia”; JCD on potential disaster of Zuckerberg testifying to Congressional shareholders; stammering Wylie on algos to “explore mental vulnerabilities of people”, NSA “informational dominance”, restraining action “that’s not true!”, expert dodge “I think what’s really important for people to understand …”
0:48:28  EU GDPR data regulations kicking in; ominous BBC News Night: “is psychographics a menace or a myth?”; JCD on psychographics vs demographics with magazine subscriptions
0:55:18  Producer Segment
1:07:27  New abbreve “as yoozh”; “Nanook of the North” and “heavens to Murgatroyd”
1:08:56  Maxine Waters extols Obama’s Organizing for Democracy database; JCD’s “LibJo” on stolen election; Google News Initiative promo, JCD on newspaper cheapening, spook John Dickerson
1:23:01  John Brennan now working for NBC; Jerome Corsi on conversion to Wahabi Islam, Obama passport sanitization; Mika’s melodramatic sigh, Brennan on Trump’s congratulatory call to Vladimir Putin, “almost certainly” responsible for Skripal poisoning, outraged at North Korea initiative, “read the cards” meme, Russian blackmail theory, election “act of war”
1:36:58  Lackluster new NewsHour “dead reader” Yamiche Alcindor; CBS on security council briefing leak; J’Johnson to Feinstein on Russia announcement eclipsed by Access Hollywood Pussygate
1:45:47  ACC on Mueller and J. Edgar Hoover, “extraction exercise”, Strzok MIA, indict Scott Adams
1:54:18  Uber self-driving car kills cyclist, enlightening producer reenactment; YouTube to ban some firearms content; blockchain child pornography; Nancy Pelosi wrong about Belfast Peace Wall
2:00:47  Donation Segment: ACC’s single drunk Daily Source Code
2:21:06  Novichok chemical agent predicted by UK drama Strike Back
2:23:11  KPIX end-of-show mayonnaise foolery; difference between global warming and climate change
2:25:45  #MeToo men avoiding mentoring; Weinstein bankruptcy, Latham & Watkins chairman falls
2:27:58  San Francisco set to ban sale of fur, “epical issue”, coyote logo, baby seal clubbing MIA
2:31:48  Mumps cases on the rise, “a quarter of people lose their protection after only eight years”
2:34:52  “Political child abuse” in weekend March for Our Lives, leaked audio of briefing by teacher Debbie Miller on Giffords Foundation itinerary: “you need to have your talking points ready”
2:45:25  Peter Schweizer on Biden/Kerry kids’ adventure with CGN China General Nuclear
1017  Tech Neck (2018-03-18)

0:00:00  ACC: “I learned it by listening to you, okay?” (0:37:11)
0:00:32  “Any collusion?!” iso; producer Putin “kick the bucket” translation: “it’s the business of the Secret Service”, bogus North Korean chemical stockpile; asylee Nikolai Glushkov strangled, Boris Johnson: Putin connection “overwhelmingly likely”; Skripal linked to Christopher Steele
0:11:04  Russian grid cyberattack “fingers on the switches” meme; NYT hummer Nicole Perlroth: “Russian hackers had their fingers on the buddows”, “they’re stealing screenshots”, “great question” screech; CrowdStrike-Dragos partnership; Rachel Maddow on Saudi Arabian refinery attack “to make it explode and kill people”; “directly from the Kremlin” meme
0:25:19  SES Senior Executive Services, Carter firings vs Shields “does he or she make me comfortable” lie, Time on firing the “disloyal”; producer note on American Intelligence Media podcaster Thomas Paine aka Douglas Gabriel’s NSA and “Luciferian” background, Tillerson’s SES GS-15 paycheck, “saboteurs”; Martha Raddatz on State Department “acting or interim positions”
0:41:59  Andrew McCabe and Trump “body man” John McEntee fired, gambling “severe financial crimes”; TiK duped by Kelly firing hoax; JCD’s “journolibs” duped by McMaster rumor, Trump-Kelly “truce” lie; Don Lemon on “drive-by Twitter attacks” on McCabe; “pass the message along” to McMaster meme; MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle mocks Kudlow’s “God’s will”
0:57:27  Malcolm Nance: Trump “literally playing by the Russian playbook”; Bush 43 “moron or conniving evil genius”; Tillerson on “challenges of sexual harassment within the department”, Leslie Bassett exposé: Clinton Cash author on Biden & Kerry sons’ private equity firm
1:07:10  Producer Segment: dog with C-4 on plane scenario “with a little fuse sticking out of its butt”
1:22:20  Austin Statesman looking for SxSW bombings “hidden message”; Tiffany Zhong on Gen Z: “brands need to have more native ads”, “my ‘Gram” aesthetics, “side hustles … to make money very quickly on the internet”; Mike Rowe on antagonism toward particularly blue-collar jobs
1:46:57  Millenial “hunchback” malady “tech neck” from phones and tablets
1:49:19  Backpage bill “unlawful content” paving way for “unlawful network traffic”; uproar over Cambridge Analytica “stealing” data on 30M Facebag users, ACC: “data is the new bacon”
1:55:40  ABC on call for shutdown of Mueller investigation after McCabe firing, JCD: search for “Tara Palmeri bikini”, “no collusion” compilation; Gayane Chichakyan’s maternity leave
2:00:29  Comey’s new book A Higher Loyalty: Truth, Lies, and Leadership; Colleen Hanabusa corrects Ryan Zinke’s konnichi wa to ohayō gozaimasu; Nancy Pelosi whines “should we give a border wall for nothing?”, “that was like a tin fence, this is a big wall”, “thank God” dreamers exist, ACC: “it may actually be effective, this is nuts”, ACC on CBP “am I free to go” checkpoints
2:07:20  NBC reporter “Mr. President, did you have a relation with a woman named Stormy Daniels?”
2:08:52  Donation Segment
2:16:39  Pro Publica retracts Gina Haspel’s connection to Abu Zubaydah waterboarding; Fox News excluding itself from “mainstream”, JCD on KSFO and KGO run by same person
2:24:25  MP Lucy Allan on Telford sex abuse scandal; Nick Clegg on older Brexit voters dying off
2:34:49  Pulse nightclub videos with SWAT breaching exterior wall; Universal Studios obesity lawsuit
2:39:33  Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne encourages young voters because she is “some white person”
2:41:00  Mimi’s “becoming your parents” meme roster: “I’ll give you something to cry about!”
2:43:58  Charles Ortel probing Clinton Health Access Initiative’s 1090 rejected by IRS
2:46:02  Jeff Flake’s cringeworthy usage “norming”; “the President versus the porn star”
2:56:39  Florida International University footbridge collapse tied to its ABC construction method
1016 Bong Rip (2018-03-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “No! Uh! Whooah! No, we’ve got E-World!” (2:48:34)
0:00:33 ACC: “whoever was playing the role of Stephen Hawking” dead at 76, meeting at Mondrian Hotel; IFSB World Contact Day; Trump: space “warfighting domain”, “Space Force ... what a great idea”; post-ISS changes to Scott Kelly’s DNA; ACC’s nearly-empty plane to US
0:08:19 ABC: “anxiety gripping the city” over Austin package bombs, potential hate crime; Netherlands enforcing 21 drinking age under EU influence; ACC recommends 42 Grams documentary
0:15:16 New York banker: “Kudlow is a cokehead and an idiot”, CNN on Trump “poaching a host from cable television”, supply-side economics; ACC postproduction “ten-sixteen” for intro
0:19:47 Rex Tillerson “fired by a tweet”, hyperventilating resignation speech, “military coup” complete; JCD on the virtues of Bing; Mike Pompeo CIA successor Gina Haspel linked to torture; influx of CIA types into Democrat party; Pennsylvania winner Conor Lamb distances himself from Pelosi, Joseph Crowley: Pelosi criticism “sexist”, ABC on Rick Saccone’s “baseless claim” of Democrat “hatred for God”; Hillary: “we don’t do well with married white women”
0:35:52 National School Walkout “our parents had wars and we had Columbine”; Gov. Henry McMaster: students “used as a tool”; Joy Behar “everybody knows that now” on Russian cyberattack
0:44:22 Behar’s forced Mike Pence “hearing voices” apology; student hit by “bullet fragment” from teacher’s gun; Samantha Bee on mental health as “distraction” from guns: “I hate them and I want to melt them down into jewelry for transgender vegans”, “only 22%” of mass murderers mentally ill, SPLC “alt-right killers”, radicalization “what being red-pilled means”, “incels”
1:01:58 Producer Segment
1:09:37 JCD working on donation page with Dreamweaver, Mailchimp landing page silliness
1:11:33 ACC calls bullcrap on NYC helicopter crash story of strap tangled with throttle lever
1:14:50 BBC defines fake news as “lies and propaganda told for a political or commercial purpose which deploys digital technology”; JCD asks Guggenheim PR about Trump gold toilet story
1:23:53 Dog dies in United Airlines overhead bin, attendant “did not hear or understand” blame-shifting lie; JCD on breed’s suffocation danger; ACC to swap passport for Global Entry card
1:33:33 Theresa May expels Russian diplomatic spooks over poisoning of Sergei Skripal and daughter; unidentified “military-grade nerve agent” Новичо́к “newcomer”, Putin “betrayal”, Porton Down and OPCW on lack of information on chemical properties, binary organophosphates, Putin “kick the bucket” vs spy swap; Nikki Haley on chemical weapons in New York City
1:54:04 NPR: RT & Sputnik “swamped the US internet” with anti-GMO coverage, researcher “found clickbait!”: Daylight Saving Time’s link to car accident and heart attack risk
1:59:28 “Pharma Bro” Shkreli and Theranos’ Elizabeth Holmes in hot water for securities fraud
2:05:24 Gary Johnson on what is Aleppo “saffe” “goff”, JCD: “it was all a fackodd”; Bing “bong rips”
0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, stop! Stop stop stop stop stop!” (0:53:30)
0:00:40 JCD’s Show 84 time change confusion; ACC in Netherlands for music ICO, JCD: “theremin”
0:05:38 Professor Jordan Peterson on “stabbed” Theo van Gogh, Dutch embarrassment over “tyrannical patriarchal nature”; Brussels smirred by Italy’s “election earthquake”, “there’s a feeling that voters may have become confused”; Italians don’t want “United States of Europe”; Steve Bannon addresses French National Front party: “let them call you racist”
0:12:07 John Fletcher “tariffs”!; EU and Japan angling for exemption; worries about Kentucky bourbon and US-made steel beer kegs; Scott Adams post-WWII favorable deal theory; JCD on still-secret TPP; *The Economist* Trump face hand grenade “The Threat to World Trade”
0:19:50 North Korea talks: Mark Shields agrees with incoherent *NewsHour* comment from “mile-high” Kathleen Parker; ACC irked with CBS backgrounder “the White House said”; PBS on South Korean advisor’s White House driveway announcement, unsurprised Rex Tillerson, “don’t raff”; Uncle Don’s opinion revisited; Shields outraged at lack of input from “outstanding remarkable leaders” Mattis and Dunford; Michael Pillsbury: “I wouldn’t rule out the Nobel Peace Prize”; JCD: “I promise ... I’m not gonna go on a killing spree like that other guy did!”
0:36:40 Trump Pennsylvania stump speech reveal: “we put very very strong sanctions and lots of other things we’ve been doing”; JCD’s liberal journalist friends: Kim Jong-un “convincing genius”
0:41:18 Thaddeus McCotter and Lee Smith on Operation Mockingbird, “preposterous” WaPo story about Mueller investigating Seychelles “back-channel meeting”; JCD on reverse-engineering CIA journol list, *WaPo* Pentagon Papers “me too”; Jeff Bezos the Trump-bashing CIA wannabe
0:53:22 San Francisco shoreline sinking into mud, eight-inch water level rise since 1800s, SFO runways underwater by 2100; Oakland SJW coffee shop turning away uniformed police customers
0:59:37 Producer Segment: use of fentanyl-type drugs for precise effect timing; Sharpton “Pentacon”
1:28:30 ACC at Dutch B&B with “poop shelf” hospital toilet; millennials not buying into Trump hate, “small batch” vs Polish deli pickles; George Carlin proposes turning golf courses into low-income housing: “think of how big a golf course is; the ball is that fucking big!”
1:39:16 Sleep aid Belsomra ad: “walking, eating, driving, or engaging in other activities while asleep without remembering it the next day have been reported” (B CotD), ACC firearm warning
1:43:23 John Kiriakou discusses motorcycle accident, missing police report and driver’s “get out of jail free” card, Michael Hastings assassination, “nothing to see here” from Seth Rich family
1:56:00 Max Clifford on Bill & Hillary “shagging the same woman”, Dustin Hoffman theater groping; “deepfake” compositing technology, JCD on Carrie Fisher & Peter Cushing in *Rogue One*, HDDVD format face-swapping demo; Stormy Daniels “that is successful whore to you!”
2:07:46 Donation Segment: JCD on old album covers as fine art; ACC’s invitation to uitbinklers lunch
2:24:16 Trump pardons Kristian Sauier for taking classified submarine photos, CBASIC creator Gordon Eubanks; Sir Chris risks burnout for end-of-show Aussie abbreves for “Ads and Johnno”
2:28:32 Latest “drop” from Reddit riddler QAnon mentioning “Spartans in darkness”
2:32:25 Michael Douglas throat cancer debunked, *Sacramento Bee* Gardasil native ad
2:36:02 Condoleezza Rice to Fareed Zakaria on armed father standing in for unreliable police
2:39:26 Coca-Cola alcoholic soda in Japan, ACC on “old old old Coke” with cocaine, digestive aid pepsin, “coked-out Japs”; Dutch PAL-V Liberty “flying car” autogyro based on Carver One
2:54:00 Trump’s $30M tank-less military parade set for Veteran’s Day; Pennsylvania 16-year-old runs off with 45-year-old man, JCD: “you’re going to get caught and humiliated — don’t do it!”
1014 Rise of the Betas (2018-03-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “What was the point of going to see the little people and shoot hot dogs at them?”

0:00:39 Amazon Echo’s new Hillary cackle, JCD’s Galaxy “turn right” playlist; Wired warns about San Francisco real estate drowning; Science Magazine: dangers underestimated by 3.7-99.9%

0:06:37 Low Oscars viewership, JMD’s “I don’t like movies”, The Shape of Water and Project Blue Beam; Frances McDormand’s inclusion riders; Dolly Parton refuses to Trump-bash on Nightline; Icarus trailer “unimaginable level of criminality”; Show Biz Sandbox defends liberal bias

0:21:43 Australian film festival winner Sacrificial Virgins on HPV vaccine casualties

0:24:38 Hope Hicks e-mail hack, “any collusion?!” again; ABC on FBI “attempted hack from overseas” warning; MSNBC on White House “warring jaws tribes”, “West Wing Democrats”, Trump “all over the map” on trade wars; Jeffrey Toobin on Gary Cohn: “he managed to stomach the racism, what he couldn’t take was the tariffs”; Robert Reich: Trump “illiterate … ignorant about fundamentals, that is basically science”, “mad king”, JCD: “off with their heads!”

0:38:55 Chris Matthews and Lawrence O’Donnell “chaos”-fest; ABC: staff turnover “higher than the past five administrations”, JCD: “what it tells me … is that Carter had more turnover”

0:46:18 Maxine Waters to Joy Reid on Trump’s Gridiron Club “IQ test”: “I certainly expected him to come out with some racis’ remarks about me”, Reid: “now the grass” comment “slap at immigrants, at Mexican-Americans”, Pelosi “mowing the grass so people can’t be smuggled through the grass”; Waters impeachment rant, “get ready for Pence in 2020”; Kurt Bardella to Reid: conservatives “are going to thankfully die off”, “complicit” in future mass shootings


1:10:43 Heather Nauert walks into Matt Lee’s trap over “we’re not going to react” to Putin’s nuclear missile animation, gets pissy with RT, ACC: “totally Dimench B”, Gayane Chichakyan MIA

1:47:09 Obama’s “no takin’ off your shoes” California high-speed line, 119-mile Bakersfield-Fresno stretch of track budget bumped by $2.8bn, land owned by corrupt California bureaucrats

1:52:52 Sexual Harassment Update: Weinstein Company acquisition called off in light of additional debt, NYPD ready for arrest; Harvard professor Jorge Domínguez on leave over “decades” of wrongdoing, JCD on schemes to trade sex for better grades; BBC on rent for sex in UK: “cooking, cleaning, and oral once or twice a week”, Craigslist outed; ACC LatinX irony theory; Mark Cuban’s 2011 photo shoot finger-in-vagina assault; Stormy Daniels’ Trump lawsuit, lawyer’s slippery “no doubt in my mind”, “David Dennison” and “Peggy Peterson”

2:07:59 Donation Segment: NAB “podcast pavilion”; UK Mothering Day special offer

2:26:13 Account of UK Amazon warehouse job; Nigel Farage outs RyanAir’s Michael O’Leary’s Brexit hypocrisy; Peter Hitchens on EU “German Empire”; ACC invited to meet Dutch royalty

2:36:45 Jordan Peterson on saving kids from radical education; Theresa May’s list of women in office

2:43:53 Thundersnow and power outages in Northeast; JCD on wood-burning stove bans and water shortage surrounded by snow, ACC’s “snow ice cream”, JCD on round Irish boat at museum
Hypogonadism (2018-03-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “What’s your demo, you don’t have enough people in that group!” (1:28:04)
0:00:36 JCD’s “pasture-raised” eggs, ACC: “have you ever not been under attack by ants in the studio?”; colony of 1.5 million Adélie penguins discovered in Antarctica; JCD’s Cornwall friends stranded by horrible British weather, Dutch “Siberian beast”, snow globe prediction
0:05:25 Oscars best picture predictions; NPR It’s Been a Minute mulls “who-is-going-to-win-big”; “what movie will make me look the most woke?”; Jennifer Lawrence gripes to NewsHour “why did I not feel like I deserved equal pay” for American Hustle, no blame for her agency
0:20:17 “Whore Index” Backpage Act passes Senate, Section 230 immunity reversal for sex trafficking; SCotUS to hear Outlook remote storage case, new CLOUD Act and global banking
0:25:16 Brad Parscale to 60 Minutes: “Facebook is how he won”, staff “embedded inside our offices”, Lesley Stahl “what??”, Facebook Republicans, offer turned down by Hillary campaign (CotD)
0:41:50 NPR on former Russian Senator Alexander Torshin’s NRA life membership and Trump access
0:46:18 Trump trade war: “NBC News has learned that the President became unglued this week”, “it’ll be 25% for steel – it’ll be 10% for aluminum” mislabeled as “single sentence”, JCD: “the word is statement”; Mark Shields: White House “civil war in a leper colony”, JCD on cheap “glued together” implication; CNBC Republican talking points on minimal car and aircraft costs; JCD on Jefferson’s tariff increases and economic downturn, revised Trump Rotation
1:02:53 CNBC explains issue with Ben Stein in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. Stein on steel and aluminum as “vital defense commodities” in light of “the Cold War is heating up incredibly rapidly”; Shields’ theory on upcoming special election in Pennsylvania’s 18th district; “flubber” Justin Trudeau’s incoherent explanation; Trump sidestepping World Trade Organization
1:12:50 Producer Segment: liberal “soy boys”; danger of 1.5x audio playback; “douche” aversion
1:31:38 ACC on “Netflix recco” for Queer Eye: “everybody’s crying, me too I have to say”
1:36:47 San Francisco car break-in epidemic revisited, JCD story: Union Oil chemical test values; barrage of gunfire for murder suspect in RV, “a total of 67 shots, nobody was hit”; man arrested in Reno wanted for 17 counts of murder in Bay Area; black Central Michigan University student shoots parents, ACC: “even if he killed them and ate them they wouldn’t run a story”
2:00:37 Apple employees injured walking into glass walls at “spaceship” headquarters, fix with “regular stickers”, bored co-anchor: “what will they think of next?”; uptick in pedestrian deaths blamed on smartphones and legal weed; UK hysteria over Dutch “super skunk” marijuana
2:08:36 NBA games playing “negro national anthem” Lift Every Voice and Sing
2:10:50 Donation Segment: Sir Chris S Wonderful douchebag jingle; “chip in” e-mails to defeat NRA
2:22:09 Details “deets” for Aric the Shill, “professional cowboy” on painless “cath”; Rock and Roll Geek Show’s Michael Butler: no NRA car rental deals or AR-15s at Dick’s Sporting Goods
2:25:12 LA Times reporter Ken Dilanian outed as CIA drone shill; next round of Mueller indictments; Putin to Megyn Kelly: “you must have people with legal degrees”; Stephen Cohen on Clinton administration fixing 1996 Russian election for Boris Yeltsin, Time “Yanks to the Rescue”
2:37:57 Emilio Estevez’ The Public film; flu season over, Young Sheldon “we’re all gonna die!”, CDC scientist missing; CT bill for parental consent-less Gardasil; ibuprofen and “hypogonadism”
2:47:02 Ethiopian “mega-dam” on Nile opposed by Egypt and built by China; iHeartRadio doomed
2:52:45 Republican backlash against Trump’s proposed trade war, Dow down 400 points
00:00:00 JCD: “Oh yeah, d’ya remember fat Betty?” (1:47:49)
00:00:32 Predicted Hope Hicks resignation, “Jivanka” security clearance downgrade; alien-looking Ivanka with Korean notables at Olympics; Kelly blamed for hiring Rob Porter; BBC on both Jared & Ivanka losing clearance, Kushner’s 666 Fifth Avenue; ABC “sources” squealing on Hicks’ “white lies” for Trump Rotation, reporter’s yelled “any collusion?!”, “thank you Donald Trump!” pseudo-whipsaw, written reminder for Parkland families, now blamed for Trump Tower memo
00:16:05 MSNBC conflates DNC and Hillary e-mails; all military intelligence outsiders jettisoned; Cecilia Vega on “fourth communications director”, Rachel Maddow’s full-screen casualty list
00:22:39 CNN on “sinister partnership” between Kim Jong-un and Assad, UN “secret investigation” into chemical weapons supplies like “valves and thermometers”, absurd “North Korea has the world’s largest stockpile of chemical weapons”; Heather Nauert: “I’ve seen reports of that report”, anthrax vaccine for British soldiers, resignation of top US Korea negotiator
00:29:51 USA Today on Oprah 2020: “I … went into prayer about it”, ACC: “please let Oprah run!”
00:33:50 ACC reports on new Austin library homeless population: “each floor had at least three clearly identifiable people experiencing homelessness”; New York City libraries distributing Narcan
00:44:58 ABC on Republicans “livid” at Trump’s gun control position, “you’re afraid of the NRA”; Equality Florida activist Nadine Smith to Joy Reid pushing No NRA Money pledge outfit, “grassroots effort” lie; NPR piece on survivor living on social media, mother’s Kardashian-style “how are you feeling right now, for real, tell me what’s going on in your mind and stuff”
00:55:02 Teacher with gun barricaded in classroom, “the only person with a gun was the teacher”; Lawrence “stop the hammering!” O’Donnell: “2,182 miles per hour … that’s what those kids were trying to outrun”; David Muir on shooter’s “stunning amount of ammunition”, swastika on magazine; school building to be demolished, returning students provided with “lots of therapy dogs, also ponies, and a goat”, ACC: “what is it with goats?”
1:09:05 War on Crazy: American Academy of Pediatrics calls for teen depression screening; two Tulare County middle school girls arrested for school threat, “a gun and ammunition in their home”; obesity drug Contrave “is believed to work on two areas of the brain”, teen suicide risk
1:18:40 Producer Segment: “douchebag” answering machine message; Indian casino rejecting $50 bills
1:33:14 “Say hi to your cats” iso; Dianne Feinstein loses party endorsement, sexual harassment accusation rampant; Montclair CA bans distracted walking, New York Times blames marijuana
1:38:07 Trump’s Facebag engagement dropped after algo change; Southern Poverty Law Center and other “trusted flaggers” policing YouTube, ACC predicts “sosh net ledge”; British children unable to hold pencils, Japanese strollers with iPad holders; social media ditching trend; Washington Free Beacon podcast Right and Righter drifts off into vapid The Bachelor discussion
1:51:28 University of Arizona study on workplace “queen bee syndrome”; graph showing 21% of women forced to have workplace sex; Marie Claire: menstrual cramps as painful as heart attack
1:57:46 New Zealand to cull invasive rabbit population with RHDV1-K5 hemorrhagic virus
1:59:55 ABC on Jeff Sessions “firing back” at Trump, “let me do the job as I see fit, or fire me”
lie; Mike Rogers to Armed Services Committee: no go-ahead to act against Russia; PBS “experts” on Russian election behavior: “no records were altered or deleted”, JCD on voting with temporary ballot, “scanned by Russian IP addresses”, idiotic “sow distrust” meme

2:11:45 San Francisco tech shuttles “hit with bullets from either a BB gun or a rifle”

2:16:00 ACC’s music business friend doing Initial Coin Offering, No Agenda cryptocurrency plans

2:20:06 Donation Segment: JCD “dodged the bullet” with Barbara Boxer

2:33:30 Major Garrett trying to use radio voice on The Takeout podcast, Jim Lewis on Obama administration suggesting leak of Putin’s “Botox injection schedule”

2:36:24 ACC on history repeating itself with illegal aliens worth fractional votes and cheap labor; Justin Trudeau on common business complaint “you’re not bringing in enough immigrants”

2:38:57 Deutsche Bahn gives up on ill-conceived scheme to name train after Anne Frank

2:40:05 Dutch journalists going after Michael Wolff over Trump affair allegation, “I can’t hear you, hello?”, tour cancelled; Dick’s Sporting Goods native ads after changing gun sales policy

2:43:42 Santa Cruz homeless encampment to be moved to new facility costing $90k per month, JCD: “why don’t they just give them the money?”, ACC: “why don’t they just build a library?”
0:00:00 ACC: “Whoo! Whoo-h-whoo! Shut up, mom, what are you doing?” (1:07:35)
0:00:35 JCD’s Jarrow Formulas vitamin B-12, Woolsey nyum, nyum, nyum, nyum
0:01:45 Democrat memo claims independent source implicating Carter Page, Adam Schiff vs Devin Nunes; CBS multi-culty Reena Ninan on “dueling memos”, “dozens of new charges” from Mueller; PBS on attorney Alex van der Zwaan guilty plea, JCD: “is the FBI running the investigation?”; The Atlantic on Manafort working with Podesta Group in Ukraine; One America News on Clinton-Rosatom Uranium One deal; Manafort changing GOP Russia position
0:18:30 Adrian Chen article on Internet Research Agency’s “playing both sides” business model; baffled Chris Hayes’ “remarkably effective model” vs “isn’t all that effective”; ACC Charles Ortel interview, Hillary deflecting guilt onto Russians; Manafort’s Trump pitch via Tom Barrack
0:34:52 “Trump kiss of death” for Jared Kushner leaving interim security clearance up to John Kelly
0:39:54 Top two Russian Olympic skaters outshone by younger competitors; FBI investigating college basketball recruitment for NBA, NCAA rules elevated to federal statute level; JCD on college football players exploited for “bogus degree”; Spot the Spook: former NFL cornerback Charles Tillman now an FBI agent; “alarming tip” about animal-killer Nikolas Cruz ignored by FBI
0:55:17 No Agenda house ad: “expert commentary, wild conjecture, tech news, wine tips”
0:58:06 Producer Segment: annoying QAnon riddles on 4chan; “spread eagle” skating maneuver
1:18:13 Broward County sheriff Scott Israel on importance of tips in 2016 airport shooting, to Jake Tapper on ignoring Cruz tips: “I’ve led this county proudly”, “I’ve given amazing leadership to this agency”, ACC: pathological liar; JCD on cowardly Broward police, safest county rating
1:26:44 @thelastrefuge2 thread on Broward coverup of delinquency and major crimes to score grant money, stolen goods falsification, students recruited by gangs due to arrest immunity, cushy school cop jobs, ACC on Six-Week Cycle parallel; producer note on “restorative justice” by administrators to keep suspension numbers down, NAACP extort; infinite growth myth
1:39:45 Parkland student Colton Haab on scripted CNN town hall question, interrupted by Tucker Carlson before reading it; 2016 school shooting in shooting-proof Canada revisited, illegal to report on crimes still in court system; producer notes on gamer recruitment, drone controls based on Xbox, FOIA documents on military involvement in game development; “Antidepressants Work for Treating Depression” headline, exception “treatment resistant depression”
1:54:05 Berkeley High School to cut two police positions, students all-in on more cops; CBS on three more deputies who didn’t enter school; Van Jones compares NRA to KKK; Wayne LaPierre “oh how socialists love to make lists”, takes credit for NICS; companies ending NRA discounts; JCD on dumb Windows Vista ad; Cinemark bag ban for “gun safety”; Carry Guard insurance
2:17:49 Donation Segment
2:28:39 Mark Cuban $600k fine #MeToo exit strategy, “who doesn’t have a podcast at this point?” iso
2:30:31 Sexual Harassment Update: Peter Newell, Lawrence Krauss, Austin maestro Richard Buckley
2:34:15 Spotify sends ACC to Tony Bennett event; Robo-rosa’s PhD & Clinton White House stint
2:37:45 Ask Adam: “she changed that convo”; “Berkeley hummer” Jill Abramson on impeaching Clarence Thomas; new Austin library full of homeless, JMD spots San Francisco poop
2:45:05 Dutch Parliament scraps Ukraine referendum; Warren MI tire-destroying pothole; Marco Rubio concerned about Chinese “Confucius Institutes”; NYT on Afghan TAPI “Peace Pipeline”
2:53:58 Amnesty International on Trump “hateful reality”; Dalhousie University position closed to whites, Muslim “racialized student”; workers fired for racist NYU Black History Month menu
1010 Spin the Bottle (2018-02-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, because I had something hot that had to come out of the oven, I’m lookin’, lookin’ left, lookin’ right, lookin’ left, lookin’ right, there’s a towel, there’s the oven mitt, I said, well, let me use the oven mitt.” (2:13:15)

0:00:41 Producer notes Florida shooting “zero cryers” at White House event, Andrew Pollack on daughter shot nine times: “we shoulda fixed it”; D.C. school TSA stopgap; first major school shooting 1996, pharma advertising from 1997, Assassination Generation on violent video games; Samuel Zeif claims person “bought an AR-15 in five minutes, with an expired ID”

0:13:58 Producer note on nonretention of NICS records, JCD on disappearance of “Question Authority”; Whittier CA school shooting plot foiled; April walkout appropriated by March On; ACC on flight simulator effectiveness, Matt Bevin on violence desensitization and pharmaceuticals, JCD’s kids playing Grand Theft Auto, US Army tank simulator, Columbine video game tactics, The Last Starfighter; reversal of Obama Social Security check rule; ACC call for repeal

0:32:54 “Crisis actor” David Hogg coached by CNN, “okay, you’re fine”, standard procedure for news media, ACC: “you chicken shit cowards!” for child abuse; Hogg media compilation “children are dying” meme, cue card read, NRA “child murderers”, “multifaceted” & “action” memes, gushing media pundits; Donald Trump Jr. “like” for crisis actor “conspiracy theory” tweet

0:48:48 Shooter’s $880k inheritance squabble, brother committed under Baker Act; USA Today toxic masculinity article; poorly-timed Chris Rock “I want to see white mothers on TV crying” on Netflix, heyjackass.com Chicago stats; JCD on media guilt over getting Trump elected

1:07:42 Producer Segment: bestcodpieceintheuniverse.com

1:17:09 Austin building to be imploded, JCD on smokestack demolition with massive dust plume

1:18:41 Dr. Drew predicts bubonic plague and murine typhus in Los Angeles homeless encampments, co-host: “come for the sunsets, stay for the plague”, homeless as nuisance to be removed, bicycle disassembly under influence of meth; Everyone’s Leaving San Francisco jingle

1:23:42 Commentator Chad Salmela goes nuts over Jessie Diggins’ cross country win: “it’s not just a medal, it’s the gold!”; Dutch skater Jan Blokhuijsen apologizes for Korean dog-eating comment

1:28:56 Ask Adam: Lucifer “if you’re being all superfish and whatevs”; Omarosa “Robo-rosa” Mangiaparlour pays for meals on Air Force One; Nancy Reagan blindsided by travel bill

1:35:34 Sexual Harassment Update: “philandering douchebag” Mark Cuban and Mavericks “rampant sexual misconduct”, Donald Sterling’s racism toward black girlfriend; #MeToo Cristina Garcia “spin the bottle” firing; International Red Cross orgies; “annoys or molests a child” revisited

1:43:16 Climatigate: Idaho schoolchildren playing global warming tag, “there aren’t two sides of the issue”, Republican “I don’t care if students come up with the conclusion that the earth is flat”, Trump and danger of “denying our children really important information that they’re going to need”; HPV vaccine for cancer of penis, more effective when administered young, authority replacing “science!”; ACC on Dutch mocking US commercial television, all-in on Black Friday

2:02:47 Donation Segment: JCD’s Michigan oven mitt; spurious ACC “yay!” in karma jingle

2:17:43 JCD’s quest for national anthem replacement, James Brown Living in America: PBS anti-President’s Day rant, ACC: “this is how they’ll get rid of cash”; black opera singer Jessye
Norman: Star Spangled Banner “unsingable”, all-in on America the Beautiful

2:25:56 “Japanese robot woman” Jennifer Lawrence “fix our democracy” hiatus promoting Red Sparrow; Black Panther called out for lack of gay characters; transgender billionaires manipulating curricula: Jennifer Pritzker, transhumanist Martine Rothblatt, Ruderman Family Foundation

2:32:14 Fox News quotes Trump “chaos” tweet: “get smart, America”; NewsHour on troll factory spending “over a million dollars per month”, voter suppression concerns because “people are going to be distrusting the system”, “the goal is to discredit Western democracy as we know it, which then gives Russia a better seat at the bargaining table”, JCD: “what bargaining table?”; operation run by bakery mogul; PBS house ad: “a safe space for young children to learn and grow”; PBS on “meritless” Tavis Smiley breach of contract suit

2:46:15 Ruderman Foundation PSA: demands suspension of relations over Polish “Holocaust denial”

2:50:50 Facebag considering advertiser residency verification via postcard; producer encourages ACC to use ProtonMail encryption, VoidZero recommends US Postal Service

2:53:37 Lock of George Washington’s hair found in Union College library book
1009  Best Codpiece (2018-02-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “Small civics lesson, people!” (0:21:08)
0:00:33 “Cold snap” phrase from the chaise; Horowitz visits ACC, Tequila Podcast jingle
0:04:12 San Francisco $1.8M median house; “maximize density” legislation; Stockton UBI experiment
0:08:30 Olympic hockey defeat by Russia; Russia House infused vodka with Horowitz, “I think we drunk called you”, hangover cure NAC N-acetyl cysteine, 3:00 am “you’re woke” side effect
0:14:38 Mueller indicts Russians “trying to undermine confidence in American democracy”; “democracy in danger” compilation, ACC: “what democracy?”; unregistered foreign agents and RT, post-election Facebook activity; ABC conflates Robert Mueller with FBI, “chaos” meme; Hillary celebrates “the right of people to have access to the internet, it is freedom of speech”
0:31:32 James Woolsey to Laura Ingraham on screwing Russia via oil prices, enigmatic “two fuels to choose from”; New York banker fed up with Tesla; Woolsey on meddling in foreign elections “for the good of the system”, on doing so now: “well... nyum, nyum, nyum, nyum”; Jerrold Nadler’s FDR denying Pearl Harbor parallel, Denny Heck: indictment reads like “spy novel”
0:44:17 “Russian version of Blackwater” mercenaries killed by US airstrikes in Northeastern Syria
0:49:28 ACC on reality TV model The Truman Show; “Trump-bot” Omarosa on White House tramp
0:55:25 Producer Segment: ACC’s Echo crapping out due to drawing too many amps over USB
1:04:57 FBI failure with Nikolas Cruz “professional school shooter” YouTube comment; TSA testing facial recognition at LAX; Philip Mudd: “I think we oughtta violate privacy”; Trump’s Obama policy reversal; Will My School Be Next campaign; ACC on Second Amendment repeal
1:15:54 CBS “powerful messages” for screaming shaven-headed girl “blaming the victims”; Kentucky Governor Matt Bevin on video games & psychotropic drugs; MKULTRA and William Cooper’s 1991 “Orion” process to provoke school shootings; Al Sharpton “notice anything sitnitutive missing?” on mental health, “automatic military-style weapons”; AR-15 ArmaLite Rifle
1:29:48 NRA’s $5M lobbying vs pharma $3.8bn; UK “ground zero for globalism”; Pixar’s John Lasseter and principal’s “I will hold you as long as you need me to”; KTVU FBI hit piece, call for Wray resignation; “thoughts & prayers” outrage vs prayer vigil: Rick Scott mental illness meme
1:42:12 “Trained gun owner” Ben Dickmann turns in AR-57 to be “placed into evidence”; student: “we were expecting a drill”; Jimmy Kimmel scolds Trump for inaction: “you said it after Sandy Hook”; handguns replaced by rifles as gun ban fodder; ACC calls out Kimmel: “you’re racist”; LeBron James & Kevin Durant video: “appointed person” doesn’t understand people
1:55:28 Steven Paddock autopsy puts time of death a day after he shot himself
1:57:30 Pun-studded CBS story about risk from acrylamide in coffee: lawsuit “grinding on for years”
2:01:48 Scott Adams to The Rubin Report: “George Clooney has game” 2020 potential
2:06:03 Donation Segment: “douchebagging the dead”; Dude Named Ben revisited; “best codpiece”
2:18:32 Potty-mouth do-gooder Dan Peña on global warming absent from Florida condo prospectuses
2:25:53 Brawling family kicked off cruise ship; former Seattle mayor pedophilia accuser found dead; school coach arrested for “molesting and annoying” students; 60k UN rapes & 3300 pedophiles
2:32:08 PBS The Great War on Woodrow Wilson and anti-free speech Sedition Act; Wilson’s stroke leading to conspiracy and “first female president”, Henry Cabot Lodge and League of Nations
2:41:43 Day Trader jingle; Anatoly Aksakov on “dollar 2.0” Bitcoin as creation of intelligence agencies
2:44:50 CIA argues in court for redacting FOIA’ed information released to “trusted reporters”; agencies warn about phones made by ZTE and “best price” Cisco competitor Huawei
2:49:22 Black Panther superhero film, “this doesn’t concern you” Facebag posts aimed at white people
1008  Ghost Guns (2018-02-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “Eyeworms.” (2:41:22)
0:00:31  Venice gondolas sitting in mud due to drought, JCD: “I bet you it stinks to high heaven”
0:06:29  Shots fired at SUV trying to enter NSA headquarters, similar incident in 2015 with two cross-dressing men, JCD theory on cross-dressers working for NSA, Mandela effect
0:12:22  Parkland Florida school shooting: David Muir summary, shooter Nikolas Cruz arrested in nearby town after fleeing with students, mental health clinic treatment, pre-jail hospital visit; fire and active shooter drills, mobile crime lab promptly on scene; JCD tracking device theory; female student on talking to shooter, “yes sir”, “obviously definitely another shooter involved”
0:25:32  NewsHour on Trump’s aim to end divisions “without a traumatic event affecting Americans”, ACC DACA conjecture; Ray Kelly spews baseless conjecture at Stephanopoulos: “I would bet that there’s an element of bullying involved here”; FBI profiler draws Adam Lanza parallel; 18 school shootings meme; Trump-hater Cecilia Vega: no “serious public policy conversation about gun control”; Nancy Pelosi & Kamala Harris political tweets vs Melania Trump’s prayers
0:35:41  Ask Adam: ATF reports 190k guns lost or stolen from police in 2012, JCD: “good luck with your gun control!”; hoplophobe CBS reporter builds Glock “ghost gun” 80% lower receiver kit
0:43:18  Omarosa Manigault warns about Mike Pence replacing Trump, ACC “weaponized” theory, CIA PR department, Dimension B evangelical hate; JCD on Big Brother gay Ross character
0:50:22  Stanford researcher on “gaydar” AI, danger of “a government like Uganda or Chechnya”
0:57:34  The Daily and Pod Save America podcasts moving to NPR and HBO respectively
0:59:46  Dick Durbin on necessity of low-skilled immigrants for “tough … dirty” jobs, ACC on Democrat “essentially slave labor” Civil War fractal, JCD on Mexican and Asian immigrants taking over food businesses; Dianne Feinstein in 1990s on “competition for space” with Mexico
1:24:53  Sexual Harassment Update: snowboarder Sean White “gossip” apology; On Point host Tom Ashbrook fired; classical stations grappling with censorship of recordings by Levine and Dutoit; Anand Giridharadas to Joy Reid: Trump “commander in chief of American rape culture”
1:35:18  Dismal Olympics coverage, stuffed animals on podium, waiting for “luge girl crash”, #SeeHer
1:40:46  Sexual Harassment Update: snowboarder Sean White “gossip” apology; On Point host Tom Ashbrook fired; classical stations grappling with censorship of recordings by Levine and Dutoit; Anand Giridharadas to Joy Reid: Trump “commander in chief of American rape culture”
2:00:06  Sony apologizes for triggering shitstorm over Peter Rabbit food allergy portrayal; Marketplace on Chinese “social credit” blacklist, “those with bad credibility will be punished” (BCotD)
2:08:05  Eric Weinstein on the left refusing to listen to the likes of Fox News, “the person is trying to say, don’t worry, I haven’t spoken to anyone outside of our cult” (BCotD)
2:13:39  Donation Segment: Lost Connections prompts flurry of meetup demands
2:25:17  $100k CIA ransom for stolen NSA software and “bonus” Trump dirt; Victoria Nuland to Face the Nation on passing Trump dossier from Chris Steele to FBI; Mike Morell on China “weaponizing social media”; Dutch Foreign minister resigns over lying about Putin meeting
2:36:28  Trump plan to replace food stamps with Blue Apron style service, APRN stock skyrocket
2:37:45  Purdue ceasing OxyContin promotion to doctors; new and improved meth on black market
2:41:11  Oregon cattle eyeworm case; San Francisco Valentines Day pillow fight; Berkeley pot sanctuary city law; George Banks resignation; Stormy Daniels payoff; “cherry-picked memo” compilation
1007 Tactical Frustration (2018-02-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “She looks like William Shatner.”

0:00:32 Olympic figure skating spills and glittery commentators, punishment for Russian athletes, Illuminati opening; Katie Couric: “skating is an important mode of transportation in a city like Amsterdam”; Kenyan Über driver on Obama’s fluent Swahili; “best podcast” Echo reboot

0:11:40 White House speechwriter David Sorensen and aide Rob Porter resign over spousal abuse, ABC Trump-hater Cecilia Vega “defending” whipsaw, Tom Barrack “not interested” in John Kelly’s job, Porter ex-wife “verbal and emotional abuse”, JCD: “he’s not gonna get good reviews”, Duke and University of Virginia rape frauds; Vega lies about defense of Roy Moore “violence against women”, needling over Jared Kushner’s interim security clearance

0:28:22 ACC on White House “black widow”, “any man Hope Hicks touches, gets fired”, Gary Cohn and John Kelly up next, palms on man’s chest; Hillary coughing fit at Makers Conference, JCD: “she’s trying to cough up a baby – small lizard” (CofD); JCD “white widow” Jared Kushner affair theory, Obama administration Shirley Sherrod firing scandal

0:39:38 Sexual Harassment Update: Congressional Accountability Act to require out-of-pocket settlements and waive nondisclosures, claims under oath; New York Times list of 71 high-profile men fallen from power, 28-suspension addendum; #MeToo activist California Assemblywoman Cristina Garcia accused of 2014 softball game butt grab, JCD: “she was plastered!”

0:59:26 Producer Segment: Johann Hari’s Lost Connections, new meetup regime to combat depression

1:25:33 Why You Eat What You Eat author Rachel Herz to Book TV on using smell to suppress appetite, loud noises suppressing sweet/salty tastes via chorda tympani nerve, eating more in groups; Lost Connections on childhood sexual abuse linked to obesity

1:35:50 Mattis’ no evidence of Syrian sarin use vs Heather Nauert “we also know that chemical weapons use is enabled by Russia”, “this is a top issue for us”; massive 2015 Golan Heights oil field discovery; JCD on sorely-missed Gayane Chichakyan: Genie Energy subsidiary Afek drilling rights, advisory board including Cheney, Woolsey, and Rothschild; PBS on Israeli plane and Iranian drone shot down; JCD on video of Jacob Rothschild accosted by kid on the street

1:49:04 Victoria Nuland “looking a little rough”, “fuck the EU” revisited; Ukraine “didn’t even want to join the EU” Politico lie, “we” had 200k protestors in street, “it wasn’t a strategic frustration, it was a tactical frustration!”, Susan Glasser “look at the language we use in public now” Trump needle, “yeah no, I certainly knew that they were hearing the conversation”, “I should be grateful that they used a tape rather than polonium, right”, cagily admits e-mail breach

2:06:35 Donation Segment

2:17:11 Newsweek Media Group raided for “fraudulent online traffic practices” for government ad buy, JCD on editors vs publishers, arbitrage model and click farms; H.R.4935 Journalist Protection Act definition “employee, independent contractor, or agent of an entity or service that disseminates news or information”

2:29:38 Emotional support hamster banned by Spirit Airlines flushed, Leaving on a Jet Plane jingle

2:31:12 CBSN vocal fry guy on Trump’s military parade; “we may do something like that on July fourth”; Schumer in 2014 calling for “grand event”; Obama stock market boasting compilation

2:41:31 The 15:17 to Paris veteran/actor’s callous “luckily we don’t have PTSD” to Tucker Carlson

2:49:18 George Soros’ £400k anti-Brexit campaign; 2014 class-action suit against Facebook in EU
1006  Congressional Jignitty  (2018-02-08)

0:00:00  JCD: “I got new fresh meat!” (0:40:31)
0:00:35  ACC’s Die Walküre Cinco de Mayo botch, impending fire alarm inspection
0:03:32  Super Bowl LII “called it” with Eagles win, America the Beautiful anthem, pervasive social justice messages in ads; Gisele Bündchen “let someone else win” for kids; Philadelphia “army of ants” rioters taking selfies; JCD on game scoring systems promoting victory from behind, endless commercial timeouts, annoying announcers; NFL “rigged” lawyer found dead in BMW
0:17:31  John Perry Barlow dead at 70, JCD: “weird radical”, ACC on EFF non-role in MTV lawsuit
0:21:48  Stephanie Ruhle on market woes: VIX short “barbed wire thong”; DH Unplugged Yellen blame, ACC on individual investors suckered into Bitcoin, blame for “cryptos and the algos”
0:29:41  SpaceX Falcon Heavy launch with Elon Musk’s personal Tesla roadster payload; “lucky lucky fellow space geek” Rachel Crane, “oh, there’s a sonic boom! woo!”; Tesla mannequin in studio at 33 minutes into video, David Rockefeller corpse theory, Star Man flat earth jingle
0:36:45  Bill Burr on Amazon Echo: “I don’t know why people would voluntarily bug your own house”; leaked Anthony Weiner address book, ACC: “John would love this as a mailing list!”
0:42:17  Nancy Pelosi’s eight-hour DACA speech: “treat this house with the jignitty it deserves”, racist not-brown-enough grandson story; Democrat “hostage” meme, border wall opposition and “we are not your bidding chip” protest; John Kelly “too lazy to get off their asses” shitstorm
0:54:43  Chuck Schumer extols budget compromise; $300bn spending boost, “fix the military” meme, JCD on cuts to budget increases; Mo Brooks laments trillion-dollar deficit: “the only folks who should be voting for this are the debt junkies who love unsustainable spending bills”
1:04:34  Fox News on “Trump wants a parade” meme, “very costly at a time when defense budgets are a real issue”, Kim Jong-un vs Super Bowl, Shep Smith proposes “little mini replicas”
1:12:26  Producer Segment
1:23:10  Spot the Spook: John Brennan now at NBC; “former” FBI Josh Campbell on leaving agency “in order to defend it”; Carter Page to Laura Ingraham on single meeting with Trump team, awkward reference to Hawaii trip, absurd Igor Sechin offer of 19% of Rosneft valued at $11bn, lawyering up vs “I sent a letter to Director Comey”, “I’d be happy to help out again”
1:40:03  Page “never did anything of that variety” to Daily Caller; Eagle Scout, Armed Services Committee fellowship, run afoot of Clinton campaign, “good friends” with Chris Stevens; defamation suit against Broadcasting Board of Governors and Oath Inc; Andrew Napolitano on Chris Steele’s potential UK espionage charge for being with both MI6 and FBI, “explains the ferocity with which the FBI tried to prevent this from coming out” (CotD)
1:55:31  NBC on voter registration systems “compromised by the Russian government”, DHS’ Jeanette Manfra: “targeting of 21 states”, name removal “creating chaos”, J’Johnson worried about states’ inaction for midterms; Cynthia McFadden “senior intelligence official” vs 2013 Thomas Drake account of “unauthorized” contact with press, JCD: “the guy did it on orders”
2:07:20  Producer note on advertising trend “authenticity”, value of social media responsiveness
2:10:48  Donation Segment
2:25:39  Asparagus and breast cancer; ACC on restaurant lapdog; NYT on millennials not reproducing
2:31:53  Irish Parliament internet filter blocking “alternative beliefs”; Theresa May calling for law against abuse of public figures on social media; Justin Trudeau corrects “mankind”
2:38:16  Rex Tillerson warns about Russian midterm election antics; Jalen & Jacoby “podfather” theft

324
1005  Circular Reporting (2018-02-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ooh, guns, eh.” (2:40:40)

0:00:38  JCD’s Miles West Country tea and ACC’s sleepy time tea with CBD

0:01:36  Super Bowl LII: “let’s go, let’s go!” iso, predicted Eagles win

0:02:50  Devin Nunes memo “endangers national security” compilation; JCD’s memo-writing seminar; “dangerous” vs “nothing-burger” meme compilation, Van Jones callback; PBS “highly contentious congressional memo on the Russia investigation”; Michael Isikoff *Skullduggery* podcast on Christopher Steele’s journalist contacts, ACC on election meddling by UK, Fusion GPS’ Glenn Simpson a former journalist, Isikoff’s *Russian Roulette* book with David Corn

0:19:14  PBS on likelihood of Rod Rosenstein firing, FISA request dated a month after Carter Page’s departure, JCD on Snowden’s NSA surveillance time machine, quiet Section 702 reauthorization; Page’s Russian spy look, Navy Trident Scholar program, Georgetown University and CFR fellowship, ACC: “this guy’s a spook!”, Papadopoulos’ University College London degree, DHS spook Sam Clovis pushing Russia meetings, JCD on Papadopoulos indictment as FBI “extraction” (CotD); PBS on Rep. Adam Schiff trying to secure release of parallel Democrat memo, Nunes on investigation “phase two”; JCD on usefulness of “cover your ass” memos

0:34:20  Rep. Will Hurd to *NewsHour* on use of “circular reporting” to obtain FISA warrant, JCD on FBI lack of loyalty for higher-ups in government, “rank and file” phrase from the chaise; Philip Mudd to CNN: “you better think again, Mr. President … we’ve been around since 1908”

0:47:21  Whistleblower Thomas Drake on being framed by FBI; Larry Nassar ignored by FBI for 14 months; JCD on Papadopoulos’ mistaken date “lie”; Donny Deutsch “we need a revolution” if Rosenstein fired; Adam Schiff on memo as Russia distraction; Parliament “buffoon” revisited

0:58:33  Rep. Eric Swalwell accuses Tucker Carlson of advancing “Putin narrative because they’re retweeting this with their Russian bots”; PBS “public memo about the Russia investigation”; Maxine Waters: Trump “has divided Americans in ways no other modern president has done”

1:11:46  Fusion GPS payments to three journalists with names redacted, JCD: “journalist spooks”

1:14:15  Producer Segment: “delish” and “sush”

1:25:52  “Worse than Nixon” for Trump Rotation; LGBBTQQIAAPK “kink”; Prof. Jordan Peterson to Joe Rogan on living off Patreon: “I figured out how to monetize social justice warriors”

1:30:50  Volkswagen under fire for experiments exposing monkeys and humans to diesel fumes

1:32:37  Sexual Harassment Update: Uma Thurman accuses Harvey Weinstein of 1990s assault; Rose McGowan screaming match with transgender woman heckler; allegations against CAA agency with *CSI Miami* speech style, fake Golden Globes protest, “international rape factory”

1:48:03  Katie Roiphe calls out Twitter feminist “thought police”; JCD on homeless woman lamenting “so much hate”; Elizabeth Warren’s hate-filled “male coworkers”; Michael Moore on “three original sins of America”; Edina MN school’s “racial equity” program, *A is for Activist* book

2:08:38  Donation Segment: JCD on *Fortean Times* magazine

2:16:54  Nancy Pelosi “President Bush, excuse me, President Trump” dementia continues

2:18:19  Hawaii false alarm employee’s voice disguise, defamation lawsuit, Miyagi resignation; Keck Observatory missile interception; CDC’s Brenda Fitzgerald resigns due to tobacco investments

2:29:46  US nuclear arsenal renovation; Russia moving in on disputed Iturup island off Japan

2:32:50  EU trying to do away with British Summer Time; migrant gangs in Calais; Dow down 666

2:34:08  Producer note on company loyalty; *Guardian* ditching internet ads, *Wired* all-in on podcasts

2:38:54  LA middle schooler charged over backpack gun discharge, range time for JMD
1004 Micro Livestock (2018-02-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “I smelled a rat the minute I read the article.” JCD: “A rat!” (2:28:05)
0:00:36 Grammy Awards: James Corden’s T-Rex arms from ill-fitting suit, Ken Ehrlich and anti-Trump jokes; ACC’s Nest thermostat drops offline; Camila Cabello U2 intro “this country was built by dreamers for dreamers”, JCD: “the other lefties should say slaves”, navel-less bare midriff; SZA all-seeing eye tattoo, Illuminati Target ad, fallen angel Lady Gaga; outrage over scarcity of awards for women; JCD on best-of albums not up for album of year
0:14:26 Anti-Trump Fire and Fury audiobook audition skit, Kardashian “krrrp”, Hillary “in the bag”
0:20:09 State of the Union: Van Jones “sweet-tasting candy with poison in it”, Paul Ryan “honor of prevent… presenting to you the President” Freudian slip; Democrats set up to look like a-holes for refusing to applaud, Joe Manchin on being the exception; out-of-phase microphones and Mussolini-like Trump clapping into lapel mic; Melania’s “grim Eastern European look”; North Korean escapee on crutches; Maxine Waters on making room for millennial podcasters
0:38:20 “Drooling” Joe Kennedy response with car wreck background; Joe Crowley racism and Russia memes; DACA proposal including path to citizenship; Pelosi “chewing on her cud” due to Alzheimer’s, Illuminati “hooting with the owls”, “increased funding for opioids” on agenda
0:47:54 Immigration talking point compilation: Dick Durbin on “chain migration” as slavery reference; Kirsten Gillibrand The View “chained migration”, JCD: “this is Roseanne Roseannadanna!”; DACA “hostage” meme, Cory “Mola Ram” Booker Nazi meme, ACC: “I still think he looks like RuPaul without the wig”; speech forgotten by media in light of positive poll numbers
0:57:28 Updated JCD Trump Rotation list; Elizabeth Warren blue clothing “party faux pas”; Joe Kennedy’s Howard Dean scream moment; “Cheeseburgler” meme
1:05:40 Producer Segment: halal chickens, “rapist” dairy farmers; more Facebag evangelical-bashing
1:29:47 Trains Good Planes Bad: Amtrak train with GOP lawmakers collides with garbage truck in Virginia, producer note on previous day’s police checkpoint; emotional support peacock rejected by United Airlines, JCD on “emotional support mammal” children flying for free
1:36:45 NBC on FBI “grave concerns” over release of Devin Nunes memo, immigration non sequitur; incoherent Pelosi stuttering iso; FBI press office statement on “material omissions of fact” in memo, ACC: “it would be crazy to release it now”, JCD on FBI replacing dossier information
1:53:06 MSNBC’s John Heilemann suggests Nunes a “Russian agent”, Sen. Chris Murphy reduced to spluttering; “unhinged” Dimension A predicting memo read as part of State of the Union
1:56:33 ABC on Rod Rosenstein “are you on my team” loyalty test, “defended the special counsel”, Comey “I need loyalty”, McCabe resignation whipsaws; ACC on loyalty and organized crime
2:06:26 Nicole Kidman eating “micro livestock” bugs for Vanity Fair, ACC: “she’s a reptile!” (CotD)
2:10:15 Donation Segment: ACC “ten-four good buddy”; JCD TDI “best podcast on the air”
2:21:10 Virginia House Bill 1592 to require obscene content blockers on internet-enabled devices; fornication a Class 3 misdemeanor, Class 3 misdemeanor for “frequently a bawdy place”
2:27:58 Wells Fargo and Google all-in on government 5G plan to stymie China
2:30:02 University of Exeter hydrogen sulfide therapy becomes “smelling your partner’s farts” headline
2:34:11 Law & Order: SVU portrayal of Trump supporter: “couple of libtards on my case”
2:36:00 Hawaii false missile alarm “exercise exercise exercise”, “are you sure” computer prompt, “he or she” female employee, off-script text on speakerphone, ACC: “this may have been a gag”
2:41:58 James Franco’s artwork painted over at alma mater Palo Alto High School
2:45:00 Super Bowl LII prediction: Philadelphia Eagles; ACC forgets TtK and CVC at Marconi Award
Doomsday Sandwich (2018-01-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “They all hate the baby, I hate the baby!” (2:44:21)
0:00:32 ACC’s Marconi Award presented by Frits Spits, nine-minute speech at top of program; KLM return trip wrong date and wrong destination nightmare, seat behind economy comfort curtain
0:08:53 Delta emotional support animal crackdown, “albino African pygmy hedgehog named Snickers”
0:11:40 Dutch intelligence agency AIVD taking credit for Russian DNC hack warning, “CNN affiliate” Nederlandse Omroep Stichting, elitist Eelco Bosch van Rosenthal to CNN on hacked Red Square security camera, bogus “phishing e-mail to the White House”, AIVD “pissed” at credit
0:20:11 Joe Scarborough Mueller firing timeline, “when Flynn wouldn’t do it” botch, Mika “rudimentary beginnings of the destruction of a democracy”; ABC breaking news from June; JCD on leak prior to White House “remodeling” bug sweep, CIA and Snowden-style filtering; Trump “open for business” whipsaw, firing “confirmed by ABC News”, Chris Ruddy warning, Mueller after FBI position; NBC pundit: “ordering the firing of Bob Mueller” obstruction proof
0:36:48 NBC misleading “Trump Booed at Davos” headline and sweetened audio; Trump “cheerleader” comment for business leaders vs Obama’s self-deprecation against US, thanks for “pouring billions of dollars into our country, or ten dollars into our country”; George Soros “danger to the world”, “purely temporary phenomenon that will disappear in 2020 or even sooner”, predicts “Democratic landslide in 2018”, social media “public utilities” net neutrality push
0:47:36 State net neutrality legislation; Burger King MBPS “making burgers per second” ad
0:55:53 Doomsday Clock set to two seconds to midnight, “cusp of a new arms race”
0:58:03 Hillary “activist bitches supporting bitches”; 2008 campaign advisor harassment accusation
1:00:57 Sexual Harassment Update: Canadian party leaders and Trudeau minister step down
1:01:48 Producer Segment: pi-hole.net open-source ad blocker; bogus MSM “younger demo” wish
1:16:43 Sexual Harassment Update: Rosanna Arquette outs female agents trying to shut her up; 20/20 on Michigan State code of silence, “not a single one of them reported, not one” iso; Ontario party leader Patrick Brown rejects allegations, Trudeau on Kent Hehr’s “you’re yummy”
1:27:14 Amazon Echo to ignore “sexist language”; MSNBC ties Steve Wynn “lush money” to Trump, “most of us would rather talk about sex” Freudian slip, German-speaking dogs meme; ABC Trump “good friend” Wynn whipsaw; donating or returning “dirty money” meme
1:41:00 Las Vegas shooter’s brother Bruce Paddock arrested for child pornography
1:44:50 ABC all-in on Tamiflu as prophylactic; 2009 BBC warning against Tamiflu for children
1:49:06 ACC’s Facebag squabble with MTV alumna’s “let’s minimize them” white evangelicals post; American woman arrested for calling Frankfurt Airport security Nazis; tennis player Tenny Sandgren on Twitter following controversy, JCD: “everybody’s a white supremacist now”
2:05:04 Employee responsible for Hawaii missile false alarm “not cooperating” with FCC; Portland DOT plane crash false alarm; 2005 UN prediction of 50M climate change refugees
2:09:32 University of Manchester scientists blame sandwiches for global warming, use-by date reforms
2:14:18 Donation Segment: ACC on “angel numbers”; JCD’s bowling skills
2:28:47 Upcoming JCD wine report and sorghum cookery; US restaurants going cashless, Amazon Go stores, ACC on making change vs Common Core, homeless discrimination case
2:36:16 Vladimir Putin outed as Beatles fan; RT’s Margarita Simonyan turns tables on 60 Minutes
2:42:12 California births declining due to millennials; Buzzkill Jr’s Michigan experience
2:44:55 Larry Summers chokes over tax cut bonuses; Nikki Haley responds to Trump affair rumor
2:50:13 San Francisco impotent in face of car break-in epidemic, JCD: “it’s a terrible place!”
JCD: “The worm came out of his nose!” (2:24:49)

JCD’s bag of sorghum; ACC at Schiphol Airport hotel, “it’s like living at the mall”, awakened by pilot announcing early arrival, power supply MacGyvered out of nine-volt batteries

World Economic Forum dominating news, European fist emoji; Italian PM: “we are a very, very stable country”, Silvio Berlusconi “the man who can save Italy from populism”; Theresa May’s German skills; Turks clash with Kurds in Düsseldorf; Poles irked at Tusk and Timmermans; Valdis Dombrovskis on regulating Bitcoin for “less anonymity and more traceability”

CoinMarketCap havoc due to missing Korean data; Marc Benioff compares Facebook to tobacco, JCD irked with KPIX “Fake News Awards” whipsaw and six distinct stories; Facebook pushing “high quality” news sources, ACC’s YouTube “strike” for bare-butt CVC baby photo

Rep. John Ratcliffe on FBI “secret society” messages; JFK on dangers of “official censorship and concealment”; Joe DiGenova on “brazen plot to illegally exonerate Hillary Clinton”, disappearing text messages; Hillary’s “hang from the same noose” and Ezra Klein’s JournoList

KPIX “third mayorrr” iso; ABC vs CBS on Trump’s willingness to be interviewed by Robert Mueller; CNN on efforts to declassify “the memo”, cyber sound effects, “I, Donald John Trump” whipsaw, Russians at inauguration “getting close enough to shake the President’s hand”; JCD: “they were the only ones there, apparently”

ABC “dreamers need not worry” lie with Trump “we love the dreamers” whipsaw

Democrats “caved” compilation; Schumer’s unsuccessful bid for “Trump shutdown” meme; ABC February 8 DACA “looming deadline” lie, actual expiration in March; Andrew Napolitano on California proposal registering illegal aliens to vote in local elections, JCD on problem of Real ID compliance; racist and merit-based diversity lottery excluding Canada

Dan Rather’s gig with The Young Turks on YouTube, ACC: “that’s worse than podcasting”, JCD on single stations calling themselves “networks”; Jimmy Fallon “This Week in Words”

Michigan State University billing victims of Dr. Larry Nassar, JCD on resentful female staff; The View rakes Megyn Kelly over the coals for Jane Fonda and Vietnam comments, “Jane should have just said to her, and how much work have you had, bitch?” (CotD)

Newscaster’s “Vladimir Pyootin” associating Putin with Rasputin

Donation Segment: ACC on baby-toting man at airport, JCD “local lesbians and their man”

US poised to lead world in oil production, Russia financing anti-fracking operations; British comedy The Death of Stalin; no Oscar for Christopher Plummer, boring SAG-AFTRA

JCD recommends salmon marinated in sake-kasu to avoid sushi worms, nose worm meta-story

Capetown water crisis debunked; millennial savings up, ACC: “too bad it’s all in Bitcoin”

Rex Tillerson: Syria “has empowered groups that kill American soldiers such as al-Qaeda”

NBC on DPRK missile reaching “all the way down to Mar-a-Lago”; Olympic torch progress
1001  Sexual Terrorism (2018-01-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Mocked, we’ve mocked.” ACC: “We’ve mocked, we’ve mocked it. Mock!” (1:26:04)

0:00:36  JCD drinking Sainsbury’s Red Label tea

0:01:43  Natalie Portman at Women’s March on “environment of sexual terrorism” after The Professional role (BCotD); Rob Reiner: “the women have given us the power”; Trump: US one of seven countries allowing late-term abortions; Morning Edition “so-called March for Life”

0:15:10  Savannah Guthrie, Hoda Kotb, and Megyn Kelly “mean girl stuff”; The Guardian on sexual harassment and assault at UN; March On appropriating feminism for politics

0:20:28  Rep. Matt Gaetz calls on Congress to release “important intelligence document”; Sara Carter to Hannity: expected Hillary win “why they got so lazy”; ACC’s GOP “chip in” messages; ACC “shithole” PR theory; Al Green “rises to explain” shutdown: “we got a great deal-breaker in the White House!”; White House “obstructionist losers” statement, “Schumer shutdown”

0:33:12  C-SPAN idiot: “when we get back pay then we get taxed on it, so it’s not good all around”; factcheck.org disputes 2013 $20bn cost; drunk or not drunk Pelosi “pay fors, how is that, or is it pay for” iso, Trump needling, “dispositive”, “today we’re talking about martial law”

0:52:18  Producer note on Sudafed causing slurred speech when combined with Propecia

0:56:12  Dutch freelance TV crew arrested for trying to sneak fake bomb through Newark Airport; Delta Airlines cracking down on emotional support animal “urination, defecation, and biting”, JCD story: two dogs and mystery man from limo in Paris restaurant

1:06:02  Producer Segment: attempt to replicate Wi-Fi cress experiment; Wednesday Show 2002

1:18:10  Phrase From the Chaise: “get your goat” origin with 1910 Navy football mascot

1:22:22  Child on Tamiflu hallucinates “bugs on her body and the Devil’s voice in her ear”, ACC on incompatibility with mist vaccine; CBC Quirks and Quarks on cocaine “vaccine” mechanism, JCD groans at “platform strategy”; cocaine overdose as anaphylactic shock

1:31:12  Free Fallin’ used as background for all stories of Tom Petty’s accidental overdose

1:37:04  Turkish “Operation Olive Branch” attacking Kurdish militia in Manbij “man bitch” Syria

1:41:14  CBS on arrest of parents of thirteen imprisoned children, “the kids were homeschooled”

1:46:45  NSA deletes Bush-era Stellar Wind surveillance data, JCD: “poor Binney”

1:48:46  Capetown South Africa poised to run out of water, ACC: “here’s my search term: Capetown, water, Chinese”; Austin unable to jettison fluoride, sucking up to Silicon Valley

1:53:00  Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf: “bully-in-chief” threatening illegals, “legal right to be a sanctuary city”, ironic “no need for our department to damage its reputation”; ABC on Florida anchor babies “status symbols” in Russia, Trump condo leases, JCD on birthright citizenship for freed slaves; Hicks’ The American Nation on “40 acres and a mule” vs three-year rentals

2:06:57  EU Novel Foods Regulation 258/97, ACC: “they want the Europeans to eat bugs”

2:08:25  Donation Segment: JCD on Kuala Lumpur twin towers and North Carolina accents

2:31:25  False alarm from North Carolina nuclear power plant; Twitter e-mail warning for those following “Russian trolls”, “machine learning” efforts; Volkskrant journalist admits reclassifying non-white people to avoid racist label; ACC on iOS autocorrect for sexist “guys”

2:44:45  NFL United Way ad supposedly predicting Patriots vs Vikings in Super Bowl

2:47:20  JCD irked by Amy Goodman’s Breitbart “described as an online haven for white nationalists”

2:49:16  Child pornography on Steven Paddock’s nonexistent hard drive; Thomas Hazlett on net neutrality vs unregulated 1990s DSL; JCD spots “old-fashioned Democrat” C-SPAN caller
1000 Hijab Hoax (2018-01-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s got porn!” (1:52:25)
0:00:32 Show 1000 party horn; Rev. Manning: “they’re sayin’ that all Hell is gonna break loose and you’re need a Bitcoin”, Geoff Smith It’s Your Bitcoin and On the Facebag jingles
0:04:14 Hawaii IPAWS Giant Voice System, 3 of 150 approved vendors chosen by FEMA, no approval system for retractions; “so-called but-ton”; “waiting for permission” debunked; Everbridge “are you sure” prompt, system bought from Gomez Inc made in China; former CIA case officer Jerry Chun Shing Lee arrested for spying; August Guam panic after Kim Jong-un threat; Japanese fugu contamination scare; JCD on Amber Alert system coopted for traffic info
0:23:03 Tim Cook sparks real estate bubble by announcing new campus; Silicon Valley charter buses attacked; ABC on Apple paying $38bn in repatriation taxes, absurd “it sounds like President Trump’s tax bill has been a huge windfall for Apple”, crappy audio in Tim Cook edits
0:33:13 Martin Kaplan “91 different television shows” revisited; Madam Secretary “25th Amendment or impeachment”, actor channeling Trump with “my generals, my admirals”, “it’s a goddamn coup”, Section 3 vs Section 4; NPR “goddamn” policy; Trump medical exam timing
0:49:23 White House physician Dr. Ronny Jackson on medical exam: Montreal Cognitive Assessment performance, “God bless the United Shashe” and Sudafed; “healthiest individual” question dodge, all-in on Purell, drug and sexual addiction; Sanjay Gupta on coronary calcium score of 133; “the President has heart disease”; 239 pounds skepticism, ACC on pseudo-letterboxed Ann Wilson video, Trump’s Photoshop double chin, If It Rings True It Is True jingle
1:13:07 Producer Segment, JCD story: fired on vacation from Silicon Spin; ACC’s jar of pennies
1:54:44 University of Toronto Prof. Jordan Peterson fries brain of BBC interviewer Cathy Newman: “in order to be able to think, you have to risk being offensive”
2:03:28 Jeff Flake: “our own president uses words infamously spoken by Josef Stalin”; Paul Begala: “he would like to be like Duterte, Assad, Putin, Stalin; that’s his goal, he’s an autocrat”
2:08:42 Trump Fake News Awards: “defiantly overfed fish”, JCD: “fuck you, fish!”, Krugman “economy would never recover” at top of list; Dalhousie University “emergency hijab kits” story debunked
2:19:01 Andrew Stein: Trump “doesn’t have an ounce of racism in him”, plane for Haiti supplies, JCD: “get him off!”; Joy Reid shuts down Stephanie Hamill for “rolling out crazy conspiracy theories”; Victoria Nuland’s new gig as CEO of Center for a New American Security
2:31:22 Producer note on Google’s corporate Dimension B culture, “glorified state machine” AI; potential ICE raids in San Francisco; “ten minutes of tents” homeless encampment video, JCD on “stick with a head on it” scenario, Boom! jingle, ACC on Austin tech douchebags with Ferraris, homeless “clients”; trygoat.com, torrent archive and GitHub repository
2:46:09 CNBC on YouTube reviewing videos for ad safety
2:53:41 Donation Segment
3:24:12 Sexual Harassment Update: Ashleigh Banfield calls out Aziz Ansari’s unnamed “bad date” accuser, “burgundy lipstick, bad highlights, second-wave feminist has-been” catfight
3:31:37 Valet receipt puts Marliou Danley in Vegas on day of shooting; “broken” security video
3:33:52 Ask Adam: DUI law change that “scientists” predict will save lives
3:36:02 Jean-Claude Juncker proposes EU seal of approval for news, invites UK back in after Brexit
3:38:57 Government shutdown rumblings; Lindsey Graham in 2013 on immigrants from “hellholes”
3:43:20 Media pushing rapid flu test instead of vaccine, Puerto Rican IV bag shortage
2:46:07 Mark Hall on Gülen Harmony Schools’ Soner Tarim’s strategic marriage to Nancy Li
999 Nein Nein Nein (2018-01-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey Mommy, are you a douchebag?” (2:31:32)
0:00:36 “Nine nine nine” vs Hitler parody “nein nein nein”, ACC’s Show 100 “good run”
0:04:09 Hawaii “a missile may impact on land or sea within minutes, this is not a drill”; CNN on shift change “pressed the wrong button”, sirens from “the end of the Cold War”, producer note on air raid tone MIA for 30 years; “we’re all gonna die” man on the street compilation
0:15:48 HEMA’s Vern Miyagi falls on sword: “ballistic missile preparation checklist”, “the wrong button was pushed on this test”, ACC: “Twitter is a better alert system than this”, FEMA IPAWS retraction authorization, “two-person rule”, JCD: “fire him!”; MSNBC “in the room” when alert was sent, “somebody pushed that button accidentally”, “shelter in place” meme; CNN’s Juliette Kayyem: “I don’t want people to have a lot of conspiracy theories coming out”, cut off for “a man who knows these systems”; JCD: North Korean hackers or surfers
0:31:50 Shitstorm over Donald Trump “shithole”, NPR on Port-au-Prince workers “hauling away human excrement by hand, one bucket at a time”; douchebag Washington Post out-of-context report, Trump Rotation “racist” meme; Philip Mudd: “shitholders built this country 110 years ago, they were called slopers and slant-eyes”, “pure racism”; “I am a proud shitholer” iso
0:40:49 Jason Johnson: “no role for brown, tan, yellow, LGBT people in the future that he wants to create in America”; Barbara Lee “oh-fended” and pushing for censure; “Ana, you’re melting!” for faux Republican Ana Navarro mid-“episode”, Born in a Shithole jingle, “shithole” medley
0:53:09 April Ryan “Mr. President, are you a racis’?” at MLK proclamation; Dick Durbin’s reputation as blabbermouth, Bill Clinton blowjob normalization; Charlottesville “very fine people on both sides” again, Mugabe’s African Union irked; Clinton Foundation indictment; Alex Witt hits David Duke and Charlottesville talking points; Anderson Pooper chokes up over Haiti
1:05:41 Producer Segment: pro tips archive.is for paywalled articles, searx.me meta-search
1:53:32 Lettermen’s boring Netflix My Next Guest: Needs No Introduction, “Botox for men” beard, Obama on “getting all your information off algorithms being sent through a phone”
1:58:46 ABC on Trump FISA Act “mixed message”, “exact language that appeared on Fox & Friends” lie, “cue the chaos on Capitol Hill”, “does he know FISA?” to Huckabee Sanders
2:04:02 Spot the Spook: “low-ranked celebrity” Moby to WFPK on posting Fusion GPS information to social media at behest of “active and former CIA” friends, “where there’s smoke there’s fire” (CotD); TtK unamused by Moby sleep album; anti-Trump New York Daily News formerly owned by real estate rival Mort Zuckerman, sketchy 1990s bailout by mob
2:14:12 Kodak and blockchain “fintech”; Adbank “Uber of digital advertising” ad à la Let’s Get Social
2:18:45 Donation Segment: “anachronosynchronously” listening; JCD recommends leg of goat
2:47:43 JCD predicts CES flu epidemic; Tamiflu-induced psychosis in six-year-old, BBC “more harm than good” from 2009, bullcrap “sixteen hours of symptom relief” meme, side effect roster
2:55:48 CES “Alexa: flush my toilet”; toilet lids for hiding “gaping shithole” and in airline toilets
3:01:26 Social media backlash, Facebook stock drops over algo tweak, three-second video “view”
3:03:21 Aborted landing near miss at SFO; JFK “horror show”, $100bn for infrastructure “investment” by 2021, push for ATC privatization, NextGen “satellite radar technology”
3:08:12 Stephen Paddock search warrant affidavits unsealed, girlfriend helped load magazines
3:13:23 I, Tonya film and depiction of Harding’s mother as abusive, ACC “bristle side down”
3:16:51 Vanderbilt medical resident Eugene Gu suspended over “take a knee” photo, suing Trump over Twitter blocking; “Tide Pod challenge” on YouTube; William LeGate shadowban detector
331
998  Service Burro  (2018-01-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “What’re they gonna do, they can’t hit the side of a barn with these missiles!”  (0:26:52)
0:00:36  CES power outage; ACC recalibrating touchscreen in Windows NT style GUI
0:04:53  “Jane” in Duluth “the only certified therapy donkey in the area” bullcrap
0:09:48  Trump kudos from Moon Jae-in for “bigger button” tweet enabling Winter Olympics delegation; JCD on giant stadium “dancing girls” show; 33 German gold medals in 1963 Olympics
0:15:59  Karl Rove on 1896 smear campaign against William Jennings Bryan; Mental Illness in U.S. Presidents between 1776 and 1974: A Review of Biographical Sources; Alan Dershowitz: 25th Amendment “designed for people who are totally incompetent, not people who you disagree with”; Noam Chomsky: collusion story a distraction; JCD on overblown North Korea hysteria, Trump “Outer Burro Borough” style; Zen TV Experiment; Microsoft “Bingtone” jingles
0:31:38  Golden Globes: condescending Seth Myers on “American dream jobs” for hairdressers; JCD on overlooked tentpole films; Mark Wahlberg and Michelle Williams reshoot pay gap, ACC on Hollywood wealth shame; tentpoles overlooked because of screener DVD piracy; Weinstein accusers disinvited, red carpet activist plus-ones, ACC: “it looked like bring your negro to work day”; Dwayne Johnson presents Golden Globe Ambassador award to daughter Simone
0:44:50  President Oprah meme insinuated into Santa Barbara mudslide, half-dead Stedman Graham; ACC bottom line: “boring”, Dutch singer Gordon misses the “wear black” memo
0:49:16  Wolff Fire and Fury bootleg PDF making the rounds; to Colbert: “everybody is lying in their own particular way because that’s what you do in the Trump White House” (CotD); Wolff needles pissed-off forgotten author Katy Tur: “nobody saw this book coming”, “I work like every journalist: I have tapes, I have notes … I’m not in your business”, “read the book … if it rings true it is true”, JCD: “that is exactly why hoaxes work”, Tur tries to nitpick factual errors: “as somebody who wrote a book about Donald Trump”, JCD: “Tri-Delts, Tri-Delts!”, Wolff’s three fact-checkers, ACC: “is this guy gay?”, “it’s called work product”
1:12:15  Producer Segment: Pluto Network Gorilla Channel
1:27:18  ABC on H3N2 flu outbreak, JCD: Relenza “powder that you inhale”, sweetened horn honk
1:32:29  New York contractor Anthony Rinaldi on crane operators making $400k; tax bill unintended consequences with 529 plans; social justice investor Jana Partners and “iPhone addiction”
1:45:46  ACC on Microsoft’s current counterculture position, Windows Mixed Reality “cliff house”; CBS on Leonia New York banning commuters on residential streets to combat traffic apps
1:55:49  Warren Buffett: cryptocurrencies “will come to a bad ending”, odd cacao bean conflation
2:00:28  Donation Segment
2:09:44  Democracy Now on Julian Assange’s “intenable” situation, JCD predicts Ecuadorian citizenship and diplomat status; Nigel Farage suggests second referendum
2:12:50  Project Veritas takes on Twitter personnel eager to help DoJ
2:17:12  Norman Finkelstein on potential cut to UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Gaza refugees, Tom Friedman New York Times “verbal blow-job” op-ed on Mohammad bin Salman; lightweight Jared Kushner family’s Harvard bribe; Wes Clark-like “taking out Iran”
2:30:11  “Sneaky” Dianne Feinstein releases Fusion GPS testimony, Chuck Grassley irked, gleeful Mark Meadows calls for FISA application release; FBI’s Bruce Ohr demoted for second time
2:39:38  California mudslide “evacuation fatigue”; JCD on collapse staved off by market manipulation
2:44:46  IKEA ad coupon when peed on by pregnant women (BCotD); Concordia University English Department harassment; Baltimore hospital “patient dumping”; Berkeley City Hall tent city
997  Competitive Victimhood (2018-01-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “Y-y shut up, can’t you read English?!” (0:39:16)
0:00:33 Producer note on Intel Spectre flaw and branch prediction “go fast juice”; ACC wowed by Windows Mixed Reality home, JCD: “one step closer to insanity”, trip to Microsoft Store at The Domain, Minority Report style; JCD tip: browser switch to bypass NYT firewall
0:14:14 CDC nuclear war preparedness, “they don’t want people to freak out”, JCD: “buy iodine!”
0:16:18 Mobile Windows Mixed Reality and Stephenson’s Snow Crash; female-hostile CES booth babes, no badge policy “so that attendees can quickly identify a harasser” (BCotD), JCD booth babe photos “good practice”; Ajit Pai cancels CES appearance over net neutrality death threats; ACC predicts flimsy harassment accusations, JCD proposes #MeToo pussy hat
0:25:08 Dead woman found in Santa Cruz man’s car trunk; terrorism charges for white supremacist trying for Amtrak derailment; FBI goading in Everitt Aaron Jameson Pier 39 terror plot
0:29:20 Dimension B all-in on Michael Wolff’s Fire and Fury; Trump Gorilla Channel hoax with South Lawn TV transmitter; Dave Winer Facebag rant, JCD: “they want to believe the worst”; CBS “should Steve Bannon be fired” B-roll, “treasonous” meme, JCD: CIA wanting Kushner out
0:41:54 ABC “buttslam” on “sloppy Steve” war, “like a child” meme, “mentally unstable”; Politico debunks Bannon insults; “these incidents not confirmed by ABC News”; Trump brings up libel laws; ABC on “hair on fire” White House; JCD on Democrat de-marginalization strategy
1:03:24 Producer Segment

1:11:03 Sexual Harassment Update: Roy Moore “on my butt-ocks” accuser’s burned house; today’s excrement roster: another Columbia Professor, Huffington Post “feminist” wife abuser, two Vice executives; Franken replacement in; Golden Globes “admitted sexual deviant” prediction
1:18:22 Psilocybin for Dimension B depression “heightened amygdala responses to fearful faces”; calm-inducing romantic partner scent, JCD nixes “stink shirt” scheme, actress Old Spice fetish
1:25:42 Flu vaccine 10% effective; “four children crippled by the flu” in spite of shots; Austin charity event pertussis warning; JCD Tamiflu & Relenza tip; note on Kraft cheese minimization
1:36:17 Dinosaur eggs found in China, JCD: “what are they worth?”; Thiel Capital Eric Weinstein to Reuben Report on “multi-decade conspiracy” downplaying state of STEM education for “lower-cost labor”, academic growth “Ponzi scheme”, “there’s no job an American won’t do”
1:46:13 CBS on closing of neglected Baltimore schools; Heather Mac Donald on UC Berkeley “highly-competitive totem pole of victimhood”, $20M for equity diversity and inclusion
1:57:44 Lame pun-fest on Jeff Sessions reverses policy protecting marijuana sales; Michael Smerconish urges action by Congress, drug testing for unemployment benefits; JCD on need for marijuana prohibition Constitutional Amendment; Cambridge study on alcohol DNA damage

2:07:51 Sinclair Broadcast Group fined for not identifying sponsored content; Forbes “bribes for blogs”
2:13:12 Donation Segment: Newsletter JCD podcast rig drawing contest; BPitU trophy
2:23:12 Three Belts No Roads: $255+M in Pakistan assistance nixed by State Department; Cyprus-Israel undersea “extension cord”, organ trafficking arrest; al-Baghdadi the new Belmokhtar
2:31:45 SEC Bitcoin warning, miners off Tel Aviv exchange; Long Island Iced Tea Blockchain Company
2:34:46 Boston high tide equals global warming; NSA Booiz Allen contractor steals 50TB of classified data; Iran back to “death to America”, Iranian producer: nothing to do with egg prices
2:44:23 Gretchen Carlson to NewsHour on Miss America “amazing life skills”, JCD: “string bikinis!”
996  Rats on a Plane  (2018-01-04)

0:00:00  ACC: “Yeah, uh, whihhh.” (2:39:04)
0:00:35  JCD garbage day confusion, “you just throw your shit out the window”; Intel chip Meltdown “glitch” fix with potential 30% slowdowns; JCD jostled awake by Berkeley earthquake
0:06:49  CBS on “bomb cyclone” vs “bombogenesis”; “it’s something that happens every year”; “yeah baby” iso; frozen-faced woman on the street; CBS “classic bad segue”: “but first, the Arctic chill between President Trump and his former chief strategist” from Jeff Glor (BCotD); John P. Holdren and 1970s global cooling; 9° average temperature; Chicago to tie 1936/1895 cold record; icy Georgia roads, snowy Tallahassee palm trees; JCD on 1970s snow in San Francisco; polar vortex contributing to global warming meme, ACC on LEED certification power outage
0:19:00  China to regulate Bitcoin mining power usage; chocolate to disappear by 2050, Mars & “brainiacs at UC Berkeley” gene-editing cacao, JCD: “put an egg on it by the chocolate people”
0:22:04  ACC on food analysts shrinking packaged foods and boosting addictiveness; Amazon mac & cheese button from producer; Amazon Echo patent for “statements of interest” surveillance, JCD on hacking personal surveillance device; New York Times on bundled computer games spying on TV habits, JCD on useless butt-dialing audio vs ACC on music “sound signature”
0:37:46  Trump nuclear tweet media hysteria compilation, Anand Giridharadas: “never have we seen a man whose profound sexual and masculine insecurities are literally threatening to annihilate the planet”; Reagan “we begin bombing in five minutes” joke, Soviet high alert reaction: “the Russian might have been drunk” speculation; JCD on pro-Hillary “pantsuit brigade”
0:46:22  Trump Rotation “unhinged” phase, Democracy Now on Goldwater Rule vs “duty to warn”, The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump author on shrink “coalition”, dangerouscase.org “discourse with us”, “loose grip on reality”; JCD on keeping Trump Rotation in the news for 2018, bogus bestseller status; Facebag “Pantsuit Nation” group
0:58:57  Producer Segment; Sir Anonymous CPA: billionaire taxes increasing across the board
1:15:58  Producer screenshots from employer’s Tinder-like rhabitapp.com “behavior scoring app”
1:19:29  Oregon to allow self-service gas stations, JCD: “margin squeeze”
1:21:11  Michael Wolff’s Fire and Fury: bogus Trump Jr. “treason” meme, Kushner whipping boy; CBS on Bannon “lost his mind” tweet, “I like Mr. Bannon” whipsaw; CNBC on “my button works” tweet; NBC puker on Ivanka-Jared political aspirations, bullcrap Trump Rotation “slob” story
1:36:34  Jeff Sessions “good people don’t smoke marijuana” crackdown; Trump to announce “the most dishonest and corrupt media awards of the year”, JCD: “James Woods”
1:41:21  MGTOW “Men Going Their Own Way” “statement of self-ownership”; war on gamers and deadly Kansas swatting incident, sketchy NPR YouTube caller clip, Rep. Katherine Clark on upcoming legislation, JCD: “these guys are covered with body armor!”
1:55:27  Study links CSR Corporate Social Responsibility to employee “shirking” via moral self-licensing
1:59:41  Donation Segment: Dvorak Awards for Excellence in Communication and frame relay
2:08:48  Alaska Airlines 915 cancelled in Oakland due to infestation by rat, rambling passenger names rat Mark Davis, ACC: “service rat!”, JCD: “industrial espionage”
2:11:59  Iran’s place among Wes Clark Seven; Daniel McAdams on Ron Paul Liberty Report: “they all woke up one morning and eggs were expensive”, “peaceful protestors” like in Ukraine; new CIA cabal Iran Mission Center, MEK Mujahedeen-e-Khalq conveniently removed from terrorist list; Obama diplomat Dennis Ross “corrupt government” talking point, NCRI National Council of
Resistance of Iran’s Maryam Rajavi: “regime change in Iran is within reach”; CNN panelist’s “do you stand with the Iranian people” slogan, “leading sponsor of terrorism” meme debunked

Netanyahu denies Israeli involvement and goads Iranians on; Mike Pence blathers at Voice of America’s Greta Van Susteren about social media reach; natobases.noagendanotes.com

Martin Kaplan & Norman Lear Center media influence revisited, anti-CIA NCIS

Bogus New York Times Trump interview arranged by Chris Ruddy; Nikki Haley “we don’t think we need a Band-Aid and we don’t think we need to smell smile and take a picture”

CNN New Year’s Eve dope-fest, Anderson Pooper gay-fest with Andy Cohen, Pooper outrage over cancellation of voter fraud investigation due to uncooperative states

Huma Abedin’s forwarded passwords to Yahoo account; California middle school “leaning in” for rape victim teacher, hipster “deeply deeply saddened with what’s transpired and that just makes me very very sad”; 1975 Harper’s Magazine article and SJW state hospital closings “de-housing” leading to “war against homelessness”, JCD on blame for Reagan, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest propaganda
ACC: “It’s brain science, man!”

Tech News: CNET “what new phone takes the best selfie?”; iPhone slowdown apology

Trump “war on Christmas” Fox “dog whistle”; MSNBC’s Ari Melber blames 1920s John Birch Society pamphlet, JCD on Ford paying big bucks for Henry Ford pamphlet, John Birch Society founded 1958; ACC’s Scientology E-meter from producer

Nikki “clippety-clop” Haley poses with bogus Houthi missile debris from Saudi Arabia: “just imagine if this missile had been launched at Dulles Airport or JFK”, Russian SCUD-Bs with Iranian “logo”, ACC: “it’s the Nike swoosh!”; ACC on failed 2009 revolution and Hillary’s techno-experts, “they killed Michael Jackson”, CIA Travolta & Cruise predictions

New Year’s Eve “women’s safety areas” in Germany to prevent rape sexual assault

CBS on Long Beach gunfire incident: “police say the incident is over” code; “arctic blast” in Northeast, Trump “good old global warming” tweet; global warming hiatus “mini Ice Age”

Trump Rotation “insane” phase, staged New York Times interview, no collusion “repeated sixteen times”, “unsupervised freewheeling on Twitter”; creepy CNN spying on Trump golfing, administration “have tried to obscure the fact that President Trump golfs on a regular basis”

Pastor Lance Wallnau predicts uptick in Trump Biblical quotes; JCD on Rev. Peter Popoff

Confusion over tax reform impact on charitable giving, LA Times predicts reform will “devastate” giving by removing incentive; JCD “dirty little secret”: donations as regular income

San Diego State University professors: farmers’ markets “insidious white spaces where food consumption habits of white people are normalized”, San Diego “douchebag farmers’ market!”

New York firms offering new pet “pawternity leave”, JCD: “they don’t want anyone with kids”

British military “caused a stir” requiring gender-neutral language, JEDI Joint Equality Diversity and Inclusion unit; Trump-hating busker David Ippolito lauds Robert Mueller in concert

Brussels Origami Project folding cardboard tents; Democracy Now on one-way bus tickets out of town for homeless, The Guardian “homelessness editor” blames Reagan, JCD on Mimi’s fruitless attempts to involve Port Angeles churches, “everyone hates these people”, Key West deportations; ACC on 27-acre Community First! Village tiny homes, JCD on one-bedroom cottage “ratchet”, “starving to death” for $40k down-payment, credit “reverse saving”

Donation Segment

KQED: make cities “exciting and joyful and engaging” to save planet, plug for Matt Damon Downsizing; producer note on Spielberg Ready Player One war on gamers over Trump win

Airlines testing airport face recognition, “it just amazes me, the technology”; TSA testing fingerprints; Southwest A-group, one-leg, and service goat boarding groups

Sesame Workshop’s $100M MacArthur Foundation grant for Syrian refugee programming, in-home “direct services”; Dr. George Land on NASA creativity test in children; learning to spot fake news in Seattle schools, National Association for Media Literacy Education; Common Sense Media “Five Ways to Spot Fake News”; plug for Howling Chickens 4-H Robotics Team

California marijuana 10-30% price increase with new recreational law; CHP last-48-hours bust
994 Scromit (2017-12-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “You know, I know a lot of guys who knit.” (1:51:12)
0:00:33 “Unorthodox” pending Dvorak Christmas; ACC’s in Lincoln Park Chicago with gas-less Airbnb fireplace, JCD on cold- vs hot-weather skin pores, TtK’s mother: “you’re a good man, Adam”; Show 993 with the odd “you fell for it”, no evidence of unimplemented net neutrality rules, “pay extra for Facebook” meme, Pieczenik’s pushback via compliment, producers’ ill-conceived third show idea; no one watching on New Year’s Eve, Fox News B-team

0:12:16 Millemial-triggering stimuli: non-sequitur “that’s racist”, Aric the Shill the token black Dvorak, Merry Christmas “bonanza”; Trump Christmas tweet and war on religion, “holiday” from “holy day”; “Hanukkah Harry”, no mention of Kwanzaa, Donald Trump Festivus meme

0:20:45 Dashcam video of 20k homeless in LA, ShadowStats numbers finally trending down
0:22:51 Bill Gates admits $400M Common Core failure, Next Generation Science Standards, JCD’s Intel NUC and computer education; GMU Law’s Bryan Caplan to Tucker Carlson recommending college for 5% of US population, JCD takes exception with “high-earning major”, influence of Foothill College history professor, producers listening to various obscure podcasts

0:35:25 Obama to Prince Harry on BBC podcast: “as a former Constitutional lawyer”, “everybody had a common set of facts”, JCD: “in the forties!”, “entirely different realities”, JCD on Obama’s Dimension B POV, ACC: Balkanization “the DNA of the internet”; NPR on “hackathon” for fake news browser extension “Open Mind”, “see your own bias” dashboard (BCotD)

0:45:55 WHO to recognize “gaming disorder”, JCD: “fantasy football”, “no advertising” theory
0:54:36 Producer Segment: Santa’s Husband album art issue; ACC triggered by fake service dogs

1:33:50 Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt on Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, “challenging the student’s fixed beliefs”; Danish students’ Wi-Fi experiment on cress seeds

1:39:51 Bomb squad called for Steve Mnuchin’s horse manure package; Bernie Sanders gripes about tax bill benefiting billionaires, JCD’s variable cycle trigger, Bitcoin and Gaddafi gold dinar

1:45:53 Southwest flight attendant’s impromptu Houston gate concert
1:49:44 Facebag outrage over Vanity Fair video encouraging Hillary not to run again: “take up a new hobby… volunteer work, knitting”; New York Times on black voter turnout for Doug Jones
1:54:19 “Dangerously cold” weather in US; Canadian website: Santa Claus relocating to South Pole

1:56:37 Matthew VanDyke on CFR spook work in Middle East, NDS “combination CIA-FBI” National Directorate of Security in Afghanistan, blamed for Taliban capture of Kunduz

2:04:15 Joy Reid delighted with “Binomo” independence prank call to Nikki Haley, JCD: “now MSNBC has become the Jerky Boys”; Sheila Jackson Lee grabs airline seat and calls objection racist

2:08:59 Producer note on routine Civil Defense siren tests in Hawaii as CBS fake news

2:11:48 Ozy admits purchasing bot traffic for its sketchy celebrity profiles

2:16:27 Donation Segment: Nixie tube clocks; upcoming Show 1000 “one-nil-nil-nil”

2:32:00 War on Weed: UK “scromit” epidemic migrates to US, “smoke weed, smoke weed, smoke weed” victim, “cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome”, ACC on connection with hormone replacement

2:38:45 Clip Blitz: Library of Congress to archive only “significant” tweets; It’s a Wonderful Life labeled communist propaganda by FBI; eating vegetables “like kale” staving off dementia

2:41:04 FBI investigating All Nippon Airways 175 return to LAX over two passengers on one boarding pass, ACC: “no way!”, fuel shortage theory, JCD on sketchy Japanese pilots

2:49:25 Apple stock 2.5% plunge over iPhone X rumors; CBS Trump-Russia whipsaw, Mueller “round one”, Flynn guilty plea distinguished from FBI lying; voting machines hacked by Russia meme
993 Let Them Speak #1 (2017-12-24)

0:00:00 Note: this show’s interview will be expanded into a more complete summary in a future revision. This also applies to Show 534 and Show 737 interviews.

0:00:32 Last-minute Christmas shopping men’s club; ACC’s history with Steve Pieczenik, JCD “let the guy talk!” principle with no interruptions, first D-V-O-R-A-K spell-out

0:06:03 ACC Steve Pieczenik interview

2:06:45 Outro: JCD proposes the occasional holiday interview show in the future
992 Robo-Trump (2017-12-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Did you read that’s white privilege … it’s racist … it’s … sexist …!” (2:28:22)

0:00:38 The virtue of silver Sharpies for labeling black plastic

0:02:08 Shipping carriers in high gear, “are you seeing any glitches in your delivery system?”; porch booby traps; ABC “plug-o-rama” native ad, “great time to buy bling”; Boston University professor claims Jingle Bells “originally performed to make fun of African-Americans”; Santa’s Husband book, “they always manage to kiss and make up, usually over a plate of milk and cookies” (BCotD); walmart.com counterfeit Fingerlings toys

0:19:07 ACC Steve Pieczenik interview for Christmas show, possible eidetic memory

0:20:34 Sexual Harassment Update: Linda Sarsour accused of being enabler; awards season #SheKnew

0:36:53 McKayla Maroney suing USA Gymnastics over settlement nondisclosure agreement; ESPN President John Skipper resigns over substance abuse, JCD: “I’d like to see sumo”

0:42:32 Bitcoin drops from $19k to $15k, Cramer still all-in, “S-curve of adoption” meme; Coinbase halts Bitcoin Cash over possible “insider trading”, “understand the fundamentals” meme

0:52:19 Twitter policy: free speech “means little … if voices are silenced because people are afraid to speak up”, “the behavior is newsworthy and in the legitimate public interest” Trump exception

1:11:26 GOP tax bill bonuses and wage increases; lavish NDAA budget, $60bn Middle East “special war account”, bipartisan warmonger support, “they’re fixing the potholes in Iraq!” (JCDP-PotD); Dave Winer blames only GOP on Facebag; $8.5bn for North Korea missile; Kaspersky ban amendment, JCD: Stuxnet payback; GOP “exquisite presidential leadership” butt-kissing; CBS “trademark zest for superlatives” over “jobs, jobs, jobs” whipsaw, bogus approval ratings

1:28:12 Adam’s Gonna Read His Facebag: MTV group thread “come on, asteroid, where are you!”; college required for interns, ACC story: shitstorm over TV Guide interview Madonna comment

1:40:42 Charlotte Iserbyt to Infowars on The Change Agent’s Guide to Innovation in Education program, odd Dutch “… huh?” suffix, “new communist values for world government, huh?”; JCD on college prep tracks, AP classes for over-4.0 GPA requirement, ACC on Dutch testing regime

1:55:03 Lines of Credit, Ropes of Bondage; Ford Foundation’s Darren Walker to Bloomberg: income inequality “undermines our vision for a more just and fair world”, “shotgun shack” origin, “we’re gonna make big grants for big impact”; website video pushing minimum wage

2:09:17 Donaldation Segment

2:18:09 JCD’s “happy hens” eggs linked to Farmer Chris in Austin; Dvorak Christmas after the fact; Cook County commissioner invites in UN blue helmets to fight “quiet genocide” (CotD)

2:26:00 Bogus Carlin-inspired WaPo seven forbidden words; JCD’s “Chinaman” to trigger millennials

2:31:24 Apple’s planned obsolescence scheme lowering processor speeds to “fix” failing batteries

2:34:56 Disney Hall of Presidents “Robo-Trump” apparently based on Hillary prototype

2:37:51 James Clapper on “what a great case officer Vladimir Putin is”; to fire or not to fire Mueller

2:44:18 ONR $98M pilotless helicopter system, ACC: “how is Robo-Trump gonna fly the helicopter?"
991  Milkshake Duck  (2017-12-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “This sounds like a cheap plot to an old Columbo film!”  (0:43:59)
0:00:36  Sarah Silverman anti-nationalism and 1954 Reece Committee report, Norman Dodd on “collectivist” nonprofits, 1908 Carnegie Foundation meeting plan for war using State Department, control of history education using Guggenheim fellowships, Rhodes scholar program
0:18:24  Dodd on Dimension B researcher Kathryn Casey losing her mind; social justice education grants; Rhodes scholars Illuminati list; education “pressed into service of a political nature”; former KGB trying to take credit for scheme; Vietnam War promoter Rhodes scholar Dean Rusk on useless campus war protests, Berkeley swapping in passive Chinese students, JCD: “you were right, we’re doomed”; Sir Atomic Rod on foundations pushing nuclear energy fear
0:31:57  Nomiki Konst meltdown at Democratic Unity Reform Commission over budget woes and losing “easiest presidential race you could possibly imagine”, $700-800M for five consultants, Americans “being rounded up by ICE”; Mimi’s stories about glowering fat female goth Democrats
0:39:23  Facebook ex-executives Chamath Pallihapitiya & Sean Parker warn about impact of “short-term dopamine-driven feedback loops”; TtK’s daughter’s friend on psychology major recruitment; WHO “well-being” definition; hypnotic Facebook video on well-being research, “writing a comment on a friend’s post”, Carnegie Mellon researcher on “longitudinal data collection” (CotD); kids all-in on Talkspace online therapy, JCD: “this is like Miss Lulu’s psychic hotline”
0:56:49  Producer Segment: JCD on “small batch” Oregon Pinot Noir
1:19:24  Dodd on “unamerican” vs Constitution; twenty years of Australian gun control ineffective
1:23:09  Sexual Harassment Update: Where the Boys Are “get those lungs!”; Interior Department officials fired; Dustin Hoffman allegations; Kevin Spacey replaced by Christopher Plummer; petition for takedown of Balthus’ Thérèse Dreaming, Mouton Rothschild 1993 label; ten counts for Gymnastics Canada coach; Dennis Hastert chaperone order; Andrea Ramsey election “courage” vs harassment payoff; Doug Jones: “I don’t think the President ought to resign at this point”; Daily Caller predicts House resignations; Al Franken out with Hillary camp
1:46:12  Spontaneous human combustion in London, JCD on True Magazine article on peed-on Hell’s Angels jeans “originals”; new California guidelines for lowering cell phone RF exposure, France banning use in schools; Papa Murphy’s un-fake cheese; Balthus the Polish pornographer
1:55:39  Bitcoin over $19k, CNBC comparison with tulip mania and Beanie Babies; globalist “sucking money out of system” meme, JCD recommends real estate, difficulty of being “nimble”; Dennis Rodman promoting Potcoin on The Late Show, unable to pronounce “cryptocurrency”, Kim Jong-un “more of a kid than anything”, ACC proposes Uncle Don meeting with Rodman
2:09:28  Made in NY Podcast Training Certificate Program
2:10:20  Donation Segment
2:16:23  Oxford English Dictionary word of the year “youthquake”, runner-up “milkshake duck”
2:19:50  Canadian oil price collapse because of “too much supply”
2:24:12  Narcan shortage; 60 Minutes tease; Nevada & Nebraska considering fentanyl for executions
2:27:29  Peter Strzok “Textgate”, FBI or NSA leak, Andrew McCabe alias theory; Jim Jordan on dossier, Strzok “thought he was super agent James Bond at the FBI”; DoJ deputy’s wife working at Fusion GPS “applied for” ham license; Lawrence O’Donnell: Strzok “referred to Mr. Trump as A-douche”; JCD’s David Brooks toilet paper; Trey Gowdy on Strzok calling First Family “douchebags”; former FBI assistant director: “he belongs behind bars”
2:42:57  Jimmy Kimmel net neutrality rant; KQED “dance can embody the meaning of climate change”
989 Stick Controls (2017-12-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “And kids, of course, are going nuts for ‘em!” (0:51:19)
0:00:34 ACC’s CBD & THC lavender salve; archival JCD IBM PS/2 review, new jingle machine
0:06:24 Sexual Harassment Update: Al Franken: resignation “in the coming weeks”, Minnesota and “her challenges”; CBS: resignations putting “more pressure on the GOP”, Trent Franks quits over surrogacy discussion; ABC on Blake Farenthold’s $84k settlements, Mary Bruce whip-saws; Gayle King to Sen. John Thune: “you look as good in person as you do on TV” (CotD)
0:18:41 CBS on Trump’s “discredit one accuser” Florida stop for Roy Moore; no precedent for ethics investigation for pre-election behavior; Cokie Roberts on women’s suspicion of white-collar accusations; Vice panelist: “forty years ago in Alabama, there’s a lot of mamas and daddies that’d be thrilled if their fourteen-year-old was gettin’ hit on by a district attorney” (CotD)
0:27:08 Monica Crowley on Democrat attempt to “remove Hillary from the national conversation”; Franken’s book Lion of the Senate, Kamala Harris for 2020; “taking photos without consent” as UK hate crime; Today on Harvey Weinstein “untouchable FOP” friend of David Pecker; Columbia Journalism Review on newsroom douchebaggery; CBC call for academia harassment stories; “good luck with that” closing jingle; JCD proposes workplace makeup ban
0:42:06 Jim Cramer predicts bitcoin “kibosh” and “shenanigans”; investor Roger Ver: “one of the most important invention in the entire history of humankind”; Deutsche Bank “worry a bit” about current trends; Ethereum CryptoKitties; CNBC “bitcon” flub
0:51:57 Producers Segment
0:59:33 Silicon Valley companies hiring “ambience models” to mingle at parties, JCD: “this is not even close to being new, or a trend”, chip company “killer hookers”
1:07:18 Inadequate “stick control” leads to snow in Austin; power outages in South
1:09:11 Facebag rant blaming Republicans for California wildfires, David Ippolito on “Don’s dentures”; JCD on fireproof vs firestorm-proof safes; Grand Tour five-day electric car fire, Jeremy Clarkson on Iraq war “because some Saudi Arabians destroyed the World Trade Center”
1:19:51 “Thanks Obama” for economy, 1930s Austria comparison, Trump “dingo!”; ABC on 4.1% unemployment, C-SPAN economist: 33% outside labor force; 401(k) bumps, Austin full-time errand services; Austin raid on drug-dealing homeless; music bed CBS on homelessness increase
1:32:59 Scientologist producer note on E-meter images misrepresented as fruit machine
1:38:20 Palestinian “three days of rage” anti-Trump montage, Chris Matthews on “totally erratic decision”, Clinton/Bush/Obama empty Jerusalem promises; CBS on Bethlehem “battleground”
1:43:10 Democracy Now on New Delhi smog nine times safe level
1:43:55 Kirstjen Nielsen new DHS head; DoD audits; Al-Shebab Terror Laptop of Doom; Democracy Now on German pilots refusing flights “in solidarity” with Afghans, JCD: “lies!”; German €3k for self-deportation, Karl Lagerfeld condemns Merkel; Ethical Journalism Against Hate Speech “best practices” list; racist LBC caller; mosque bacon vandal gets to 15 years in prison
2:04:39 Donation Segment: Just Bing It jingles; Patreon fee change outrage
2:20:43 FBI’s Christopher Wray grilled about pro-Clinton Peter Strzok; Mark Toner to Matt Lee in 2016: “no problem” with talking to Russians; Mika “noose is tightening”; Jared Kushner thorn in Trump’s side; stolen K. T. McFarland e-mail; FBI Las Vegas shooting botches
2:34:25 Heather Nauert: Nord Stream 2 and Turkish Stream “would reinforce Russian dominance”
2:39:47 Trump “in rare form” distorts black home ownership; vulgar Pussy Scouts of America rap
2:46:34 Producer CRISPR technology note; Iraq ISIS victory, US to remain for “foreseeable future”

Rainsticks for California wildfires

Sexual Harassment Update: ABC on Democrat “coordinated effort” to oust Al Franken; pending resignation; Tina Dupuy The Atlantic article citing nonexistent Franken defenders, Roger Stone tweet six hours before Tweeden reveal, “not that I had an interest in politics and grandstanding” waist grab selfie story, “I didn’t let my husband touch me like that in public”

JCD on “bullying” against Franken; Lois Frankel outraged over staff that “need an instructive manual that tells them that they must keep their pants on in their office”; due process vs anonymous accusations; Democrat strategist: “I think we can all agree that we’d be better off if the women were in charge”, ACC female CEO list; Shervin Pishevar, Gotti film pulled ten days before release, Danny Masterson, James Levine; Spacey-less House of Cards to continue, Matt Dababneh masturbation assault “in my workplapes”; ACC story: hitchhiking incident

Facebook flags “men are scum” as hate speech; Gene Simmons to BBC: “go to the cops”

Local report on California Proposition 47’s effective decriminalization of theft

Time Person of the Year “the silence breakers”, Taylor Swift on cover, ACC on rise of sex robots; Today “politeness kills” complaint medley; Page Six TV on Matt Lauer’s “boy club”, dingbat uptalker on Today cold sore shaming; JCD predicts cooldown after Alabama election

NPR On Point: “no white men” nominated for Album of the Year, caller distressed that previous caller was a white male, Tom Ashbrook: “I think he was celebrating” (CotD)

Producer Segment: Mathison E-meter manual in shownotes; 23andMe African “1% or less”

Today gaffes: Amy Winehouse “you know I’m dead” and Martin Short’s deceased wife

$78M Bitcoin theft from NiceHash, JCD on futures contracts and soybean delivery; ACC on majority attack and US crashing Chinese economy theory; One Global Democracy video, blockchain for online voting, ACC: “you can tattoo the number on your arm, it’s really cool”

Google’s ironic lack of YouTube support on Amazon hardware in face of net neutrality ruckus

UK culinary ineptitude: “these are not hamburgers!” (JCDPPotD); Bosch washing machine “saving tons of energy because it’s off!”, British university proposing CRISPR GMO rats

Power outages and low water pressure fighting California wildfires, Tesla fire trucks coming

“Don’s dentures” malfunction in speech recognizing Jerusalem as Israeli capital: “God bless the United Shashe”; Chelsea Handler hate for “proper trollop” Sarah Huckabee Sanders

Jim Quinn reads “Trump Rotation” message from producer Thomas Kilbride

Donation Segment: freehollowbooks.com plug; bingit.io search page

Swedish podcaster on loaded RPG found in Stockholm; Tony Blair: “I think it’s possible now that Brexit doesn’t happen”; Justin Trudeau: “we are not going to be able to create ... catastrophic global warming”; 2008 Good Morning America dire predictions for 2015

Democracy Now Clip Blitz: SCotUS go-ahead for Trump travel ban; disputed Honduran election; prison sentence for VW senior manager; Al Green’s impeachment resolution killed; Democrat tax bill hysteria compilation; “we are all going to die”; Trump ditches cluster bomb ban; former Yemeni president killed; Mikheil Saakashvili rescued from police custody

Amy Goodman on Trump shrinking Utah monuments by “two miwwion acres”

White matter damage in Cuba sonic weapon victims; UK marijuana users “scromiting”

New Brighton city council degenerates into white privilege shitstorm: “I probably know many more people of color than you do!”, JCD: “wouldn’t it be better if women ran everything!”
987  Kebab Panic!  (2017-12-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “A word to the wise!”  (2:08:15)

0:00:36  ACC now running entire show on Windows, Apple’s USB issue allowed to “fester” for six months, JCD on struggling with Linux distributions, young girl in iPad ad: “what’s a computer?”; ACC on Windows’ automatic file order modifications, Mark of the Unicorn hardware

0:09:16  Brian Ross suspended over false report that Trump directed Flynn to make Russia contacts before election, stock market “freefall”, ABC “clarification”, Flynn’s “crippling legal fees”

0:15:07  Scripted Joy Behar “oh my gawd!” over “breaking news”; CBS on guilty plea and Mueller’s search for “any other crimes he may find along the way”, Martha Stewart penalty, Jeff Pегues in “rare form” on calls to Kislyak; Major Garrett: Trump “neither angry nor frustrated”

0:27:56  Ross’ suspension without pay vs firing; ABC’s Pierre Thomas on potential grand jury testimony; Comey “let justice roll down like waters” tweet; ABC legal analyst: “then you have President Trump saying, oh, it’s great that President Putin didn’t retaliate”

0:36:13  Democrat “stunned disbelief” Senate tax bill hysteria; Facebag: “the devil is now in power!”

0:43:11  Five-year license extending EU use of glyphosate, Merkel reprimands agriculture minister for voting in favor, potential distraction phosphate in kebab meat, ACC all-in on shawarma, JCD on MSG and umami; JCD’s Turkish mechanic all-in on Erdoğan’s modernization program

0:56:01  Producer Segment: EMT Chad’s CBD evangelism; invitation scroll from Michigan Local One

1:16:43  Justin Trudeau thanks We Demand an Apology Network; Mathison “fruit machine” technology in Church of Scientology “E-meter” electropsychometer; L. Ron Hubbard’s IRS issues; $500 1953 Mathison catalog, JCD’s desire for Enigma machine

1:23:54  Sexual Harassment Update: Jill Filipovic op-ed “The Men Who Cost Clinton the Election” suggests Hillary vendetta against Lauer, Rose, and Halperin; Jeff Zucker “I didn’t know this Matt” vs “general knowledge within all ranks of NBC”, Ann Curry back in headlines, Russell Simmons’ sexual assault resignation; NBC memo “first complaint about his behavior”, JCD: “this is a lie”; Norm Macdonald on News Museum “visited twenty times by Matt Lauer”

1:33:27  Nancy Pelosi: “Congressman Conyers should resign”; Conyers lawyer “c’mon now!” on 2011 firing and Barrister Ball photo; backlash against Pamela Anderson and Angela Lansbury; JCD story: woman-hating PC Magazine salesman’s date with Communist trailer park booth babe; Al Franken breast-groping accusation by Stephanie Kemplin; Kandahar live No Agenda plans

1:46:04  CBS on psychiatrist arrested for brainwashing cousin to kill ex-boyfriend, lawyer: “Pamela Buchbinder is an educated psychiatrist, not Wile E. Coyote”; CBS whipsaws on replacing Mike Pompeo with Tom Cotton, Rex Tillerson “I have never considered leaving this post”

1:52:50  Donation Segment

2:02:56  Wired to erect paywall; Vidme video sharing “creator first” platform goodbye note: “monetizing user-generated content is increasingly challenging”, YouTube still likely operating at loss; net neutrality recap, Portugese ISP “30 hours of Facebag” propaganda, “lawful content”; JCD on British Telecom public Wi-Fi blocking noagendashow.com

2:16:03  JCD on Bosch washing machines in Europe with 2.5-hour cycles, not-drying dryers

2:18:32  “Actress” Meghan Markle, Screen Extras Guild; story at UN women’s event: fictitious letter-writing campaign to Hillary Clinton and Gloria Allred at age eleven over dish soap ad

2:25:36  Hepatitis A “vaccine”; flu vaccine 10% effective; Dengvaxia linked to more severe cases

2:30:44  Kathy Griffin’s house sells for $4.4M; Hawaii air raid siren tests, medical marijuana gun grab; Minnesota adds autism and Tourette’s to medical marijuana whitelist; White House vermin
986 Fruit Machine (2017-11-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, it’s to the mooon!” (2:23:16)
0:00:33 New Skype experience, JCD: replacement Microsoft Redmond campus “looks like crap”
0:04:08 JCD’s London meetup, ubiquitous department stores, Gatwick Duty Free, new Oakland passport scanners, dog shit and foxes, British Air’s surplus Qantas system; American Airlines “glitch”; Tube platform gun panic; no bangers, useless Yelp and Simpson’s-in-the-Strand
0:35:01 ACC on meeting “icky” Lauer at airport; CBS tacks on Trump “inappropriate sexual behavior” and Pussygate needling, ACC on Access Hollywood “you can” vs “I did”; CBS on John Conyers and Congress “leading by example” for Trump; ACC predicts multiple Hollywood comebacks
0:55:23 Producer Segment: Show X love
1:07:08 Moorish Zwart Piet, Dutch-Canadian woman mourns controversy; Canadian anti-discrimination bill, SJW Justin Trudeau on 30-year “gay purge” against “lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and two-spirit community”, $85M compensation package, First Nations “two-spirit”, “absurd device known as the fruit machine” (CotD), single person clapping for apology; ACC on dodging homeless in Austin, JCD: “no, you have to pay tolls”; Trudeau “whether you discover your truth at six, at sixteen, or at sixty” numerology, “thank you for your courage”
1:25:49 Spot the Spook: international studies graduate Meghan Markle engaged to Prince Harry, introduced by handler mutual friend kept anonymous because “we should protect her privacy”
1:31:58 Trump’s “Pocahontas” jibe at Navajo code talker event, Elizabeth Warren on “racial slur”, repeated “it hasn’t worked in the past, and it’s sure not gonna work in the future”
1:35:10 PBS on North Korean Hwasong-15 launch, “reaching Washington D.C.” meme; Trump sales job: “we will take care of it”, berates Schumer & Pelosi, “General Mattis can attest to that”
1:43:18 CBS on Trump retweeting three “largely discredited” videos from Britain First’s Jayden Fransen, ABC on “extremist videos”, JCD promotion theory, no one invoking “fake news” meme on videos; NewsHour once again fails to articulate dissenting view; pro-immigration mayor of Altena Germany injured in knife attack; SPD “hammered in the polls” predicted
1:57:13 Show X correction: Show 179 double nickels on the dime origin; Infowars donation
2:00:18 Donation Segment: “firebottles” = vacuum tubes; plasticizers in mac & cheese
2:15:46 Student hunger strike over “manipulative sexual predator” University of Rochester professor
2:18:37 20% Bitcoin swing, margin trading, Dutch family sells everything to buy; deanonymization for liquidity; CNBC shilling for Coinbase: “the Bitcoin gods want me to buy it!”
2:28:47 CBS on Jeff Sessions dodging question about “unprecedented” Harvard affirmative action investigation; Dalhousie University “emergency hijab kits”, JCD on tube top yanking
2:36:36 CBS poison dog treat story conveniently omits all relevant details such as manufacturer
985  Clip Job (2017-11-26)

0:00:32  JCD unable to see Zephyr in London; first Sir Ramsey Cain best-of episode in a while
0:02:00  “If you’re one of over 50 million adults who suffer from a sore mouth…”
0:02:27  Erin Burnett steamrollers Harvard law professor’s “violence in our media”
0:07:53  Somewhere Over the Rainbow performed by MKULTRA children of Sandy Hook
0:09:36  Ragu “veggies” ad and Yelp “yum” reviews
0:11:14  Guess the Movie: 2012, “the Mayans saw this coming thousands of years ago”
0:14:22  ACC bans listening to sped-up show: “you miss all the nuance”
0:15:40  JCD story: Barbara Boxer trying to pick up inspectors, idiot Feinstein
0:18:08  Al Gore sexual assault allegation; Bruce Jenner car crash video released
0:24:02  No Agenda utili-kilts and camo-kilts
0:24:24  Second Half of Show: fireball over Madrid, HAARP plasma; classified meteorites
0:30:36  KSM girl band babes
0:31:35  Thanksgiving “what are you thankful for” traditions and origin story
0:36:47  Guess the Movie: Conan the Destroyer
0:38:50  JCD steps on ACC clip with “this better be good!”
0:39:09  Dr. Oz’ preferred after-sex food “soaked nuts”
0:40:06  JCD on propagating fruit trees, PBS on “cloning” Washington’s cherry trees
0:43:38  ACC’s proposed reaction to ubiquitous “it’s so funny”
0:45:26  C-SPAN “if I can shit in your mouth” call-in question
0:49:36  ACC gas leak or skunk? JCD Skunk Awareness Week
0:51:22  CVC’s Namibia Jungle VIPs fake tribe debacle
0:58:22  Pop quiz: book with 300k in 2009 to-date sales
1:03:03  Donation Segment: TtK’s daughter writing paper on pharmaceuticals and mass shootings
1:14:16  Second Half of Show: former CIA talks Roswell & Area 51, Reich and desertification
1:23:55  Guess the Movie: Terror of Mecha-Godzilla
1:26:24  JCD talks “prison prep”, ACC: “prisonprep.com is already taken”
1:29:20  Muslim doctors implanting explosives in women’s breasts according to MI5
1:30:41  TSA “Blogger Bob” Super Bowl tips, “valid identification at all times”
1:36:40  Wonder Woman vs the Nazis clip, “nein nein nein nein” jingle
1:39:39  Second Half of Show: flat earth and lighthouse visibility; NASA composite photos
1:47:12  Obama “considered a native son” in Kenya
1:48:27  ACC reads two-week soldier name list; Pelosi on “oath of office to protect and defend the American people”, ACC: “that is not your oath of office, bitch!!”
1:50:19  Death Wish IV “dialogue of the decade” overacting
1:52:02  “Global Warming’s Six Americas” quiz classes JCD as a “dismissive”
2:01:55  Second Half of Show: dead “part alien” operative Jeffrey Lash
2:04:15  Guess the Movie: Ghostbusters for JCD, Death Wish III
2:06:33 Berkeley residents unable to make left turn (JCDPPotD) (550@1:36:34)
2:07:39 X10 home automation system for JCD’s mother (504@0:14:40)
2:09:17 School pastor on tactical response team paintball fight with “angry parent” (517@1:43:18)
2:12:27 JCD on $10-17 in tax money per person to run a primary (JCDPPotD) (752@1:15:40)
2:15:42 And Now Back to Real News: emergency condom shipment for Vancouver Olympics (178@1:06:28)
2:17:32 JCD: self-proclaimed “geek girls” need ham radio licenses (473@2:34:49)
2:19:24 Entremets, ACC’s 142° for “what temperature” (584@2:31:32)
2:20:51 Guess the Network/Movie: NatGeo’s Alien Invasion and Thor: The Dark World (628@1:56:50)
2:25:45 JCD on playing cowboys and Indians, disappearance of cap guns (517@1:31:57)
2:26:44 JCD’s squeaky mike stand and Ranch Hand spray lubricant (669@2:26:47)
2:27:53 Ill-advised listening from Show 1, ACC’s desire to quit after Show 100 (634@0:02:31)
2:29:52 IBM exec lobbying for CISPA, Hollerith punchcard system for Third Reich (505@2:44:44)
2:32:42 ACC supposedly following Britney Spears on Twitter
2:33:47 Fun fact: TASER Thomas A. Swift’s Electric Rifle (512@0:51:05)
2:35:09 ACC on ham radio podcasts: “they all suck balls” (517@0:54:15)
2:36:36 The four essential ingredients in anti-North Korea propaganda (505@2:48:07)
2:38:40 War on Weed: NPR psycho mom “when you’re a kid, nope”, “zero-tolerance policy ... which involves urine testing at home if we think we need it” (CotD) (609@1:55:00)
2:43:43 Guess the Movie: Frankenhooker (830@2:54:27)
2:45:47 “Too much cleavage” iso (543@2:45:41)
2:46:16 Outro: JCD UK meetup stories for Show 986
984  Show X  (2017-11-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “Wheh, my voice is too fast!” (0:16:01)
0:00:37  JCD Thanksgiving story short version: “it’s bullshit”, Canadian Thanksgiving also bullcrap
0:03:47  *Show X* to replace Shows 200.5 through 200.8; *No Agenda* origin story, ACC flying between Guilford and San Francisco, Virgin Atlantic goodies; 2010 CNET meeting story; stoned ACC amused by Luciferized JCD welcoming “new Obama overlord” on Show 55, ACC’s elusive UK high-bandwidth connection, HSPDI dongle; Show 200 new gear, years of headphone delay
0:16:05  Universal Audio setup acquired in Texas; extreme latency in Show 1 opening, JCD’s lie about listening to shows by ACC & Patricia; ACC: “forty minutes is pretty much the max, I think”; JCD “for the show, please don’t listen” clips, lame rehearsed MSM, AudioRack Suite
0:24:17  Influence of *Family Guy* “Weenie and the Butt” episode; “no meetings” policy, Geoff Smith “in the morning” rimshot and PPotD segues; evolution from anecdotes to media assassination
0:32:42  Show 200.X guesswork; first “in the morning” jingles February 2009; Show 68 “Crackpot & Buzzkill” opening; baked ACC “I love that, fantastic”; Show 69 “Crackpot & Buzzkill in the morning”; Show 72 pre-produced opening with jingles, Dave Fox voiceover, music from Logic Pro; ACC’s intent to call it quits after Show 100, *No Agenda* Countdown opening by Parker R. Snyder, missing Show 22 and “expurgated” lost episode, Bob Dylan [dvorak.org/na](http://dvorak.org/na)
0:45:06  NPR CEO Vivian Schiller “sponsorship, underwriting, advertising, call it whatever you want”, JCD on user-supported novels, interview disruption by “hard breaks”, psychological hurdle of asking for donations, cheap “chip in” models, legacy $2 per month “loser”, Andrew Sullivan’s online magazine with fixed subscription, Patreon limitations; ACC’s departure from Mevio
0:57:24  Donation Segment: interesting jingle requests; [dvorak.org/na](http://dvorak.org/na) jingle effectiveness
1:01:33  Producer questions: how do you want to be remembered, ACC on “you really changed my life” and media illness, JCD on “original thinking”, Mevio-funded dinners; why the vinegar fascination, JCD on toxic mother of vinegar; “play clip three” suggestion, Mark Levin & Michael Savage, clip guessing and “how the sausage is made” video; knighting audience; podcasting “Hell of shilling tongue brushes and razor blades”, JCD on being comfortable taking checks
1:14:11  JCD and ACC noisemaker rosters; continuing show through Trump presidency; pre-stream *Sintolt, der Hegeling* “Cinco de Mayo” Valkyrie superstition, “break glass” abbreviated version
1:24:14  Producer recap recommendations: pipeline theory from Show 426, TTIP, at-odds political ideologies, Wes Clark Seven, Mr. Oil and petroleum economy; ACC’s difficulty remembering names; JCD’s Dahlquist DQ-10 speakers; JCD’s lack of headphones and use of noise gate; JCD’s writing and *DH Unplugged*; no feedback from irked negativity targets; ACC’s gold bar long gone, sitting on free Bitcoin; producer all-in on flat earth movement
1:37:35  "Announce the knights of the KB" vs “pronounceticate thee” from Scott Shannon; [peerage.htm](http://peerage.htm); VoidZero’s infrastructure stewardship; ACC’s subtle Tourette syndrome, mute pedal and sniffing episode; popular M5M meme; Dude Named Ben origin from Lois Lerner IRS scandal; iso “isolated” clip; hours per day monitoring media, RSS and Freedom Controller; double nickels on the dime attributed to Sergeant Fred, $69.69 streak; microphone and headphone selections
1:57:48  Mike Singletary “our formula is this: we go out, we hit people in the mouth” from JCD, separate “new world order” clip; space theories; NJNK and karma origin, JCD’s Pelosi “jobs jobs jobs” with cheering; JCD on Newsletter as necessary reminder; Lerner IRS recap
2:11:49  Donation and e-mail best practices, [pubkey.curry.com](http://pubkey.curry.com); 33 and *Rubicon*; knighting sword sounds; jingle submission guidelines; where in the world is Victoria Kagan Nudelman?
983 3 Belts No Road (2017-11-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Aww yeaah, my momma lives in the same house we live in!” (2:45:08)
0:00:37 The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By
0:01:13 Sexual Harassment Update: Melanie Morgan accuses Al Franken; “mock groping” meme; Zerlina Maxwell “spectrum of behavior” meme, Franken’s “more benign behaviors”; Paula Jones “payola”, howls over “Hillary Clinton went after Lewinsky”
0:14:04 Hillary aide Jennifer Palmer to MSNBC on “political weaponization of sexual harassment”, complains about McConnell’s call for ethics investigation “appropriate thing to do”; Chelsea Handler to Bill Maher: “we have to believe every woman”; sexual harassment definitions
0:24:58 CBS on Juanita Broderick & Lewinsky cases; Fox on Bill Clinton defenders “on the wrong side of history”, Pelosi & Behar callbacks; Jeffrey Tambour and Ryan Seacrest, TED mashers; ACC story: Gene Simmons “who do I have to blow” at MTV
0:33:52 Complaints against Kevin Spacey at Old Vic theater, disdainful “seeking treatment”, JCD on single-season House of Cards; Jeffrey Tambour’s transgender mashing; CBS “story blending” segue from Hillary scolding to Jared Kushner request, cuckoldry allusion; Bill Paley and CIA
0:56:40 ACC predicts “El Niño and/or polar vortex”, Gripes about cohosting requests in his name
0:59:17 Producer Segment: seanhannity.com in jeopardy; new Show X to replace Show 200
1:12:50 “Kick out Zwarte Piet” vs Anti-Piet-Demonstrators truck drivers; Apple’s Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion fired for not hating white people; Microsoft adopting circle logo
1:20:14 ABC hit piece on Trump friend Tom Barrack and Starwood Waypoint: Disney kid Demi Lovato’s troubles; Jeff Flake urged to run for president in place of “idiot” on hot mic; Maxine Waters: “I encourage people, and I inspire people, and I show people”, ACC: “I’m great!”; Tom Steyer “mentally unstable and armed with nuclear weapons” ad, JCD: “the guy’s a drip”
1:34:49 Phrase From the Chaise: “drip” from 1932, “stupid, feeble, or dull person”
1:38:05 ISIS cyberattack on French TV5Monde; Austrian student files Facebook class-action lawsuit; Amazon same-day delivery in Austin, ACC on 2nd Street $8k electric bike shop; JCD: all three clips from November 2011; TtK and ultra-paranoid Samsung security with “void” sticker on phone camera; hacked Malmo24 FM plays ISIS nasheed; forgotten Show 100 opening
1:52:10 Foreign Policy: no troops from Netanyahu for Lebanon, Pieczenik: intervention by “our guy”
1:53:37 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: first seasonal flu fatality under 65, JCD fast-forward, “you may get a different strand of the flu later on”, over-65 vaccine FLUAD chock full of adjuvants
2:03:38 Donation Segment: Nieman Lab on media company layoffs due to Facebook & Google
2:15:03 JCD’s failure in De Beers; Raj Pink diamond fails to sell at Sotheby’s, synthetics & money laundering; Bill Gurley on Bitcoin “incredible store of value”
2:22:45 Parliament to vote on EU withdrawal agreement details; Mark Demesmaeker on Soros “friends list”; £400M transfer to Iran, journalist Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe; Canadian pot dealer opposes legalization: “we need to be shown a sign of respect for what we done to get the industry to where it is now” (CotD); Australian host on gay marriage vs crocodile attacks
2:36:44 “Tax break for billionaires” meme, Orrin Hatch gripes about “this bullcrap that you guys throw out here”; Russia-Crimea bridge story with fat Russian stereotype (JCDPPotD)

349
982 Support Squirrel (2017-11-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Politeness is dead!” (0:48:33)
0:00:35 1970s crazy California weather cycle repeating itself
0:01:46 Radio host Leeann Tweeden claims Al Franken “forcibly kissed her ... and then posed for a photo with his hands on her breasts as she slept”, Franken statement: “shouldn’t have groped her in the photo” (CotD); Rep. Jackie Speier launches #MeTooCongress, Claire McCaskill “did you bring your knee pads?”, “member in a towel” for staffer, Lindsey Graham all-in on naming names, new transparency and out-of-pocket settlement legislation in the works; Sexual Harassment Update jingle; Gretchen Carlson secret proceedings revisited; $16M in taxpayer money over a decade; Times Higher Education “culture of denial around sexual misconduct in academia”; NBC booker Matt Zimmerman dismissed, John Travolta in hot water with masseuse, JCD “where’s Gore?”, Biden and female Secret Service agents

0:15:41 Biden’s four hours on Today Show: “middle-class Joe”, pseudo-announcement of candidacy, Promise Me Dad reference, run-together “we’re better-positioned that any nation in the world to own the twenty-first century – no, we really are – that’s not hyperbole” initiated by JCD
0:23:59 Mark Cuban on AI’s potential impact on “people who just deal with data and scheduling and moving things around”, disruptions to “lower-hanging fruit”
0:29:18 Hoax recording of WaPo journalist offering money for “damaging remarks” about Roy Moore; CBS on additional accusations, Republican write-in campaign à la Lisa Murkowski, phony high school yearbook signature story, JCD on yearbook committees, lack of more recent incidents
0:38:50 Tom Sizemore “accused of touching an eleven-year-old girl’s genitals”
0:41:57 Debbie Reynolds in 1955 film The Tender Trap: “a woman isn’t really a woman at all until she’s been married and had children”; Industrial Society and its Future, “broad” Elaine Stritch; white Floridian “Ja Du” living as a Filipino, “I would never say it was a privilege to be unhappy with yourself all the time”, Rachel Dolezal parallel self-identification, SoftBank’s Korean Masayoshi Son, JCD: “if you’ve got 63 genders, this is nothing compared to that”

0:53:22 Australians vote for gay marriage, reports with “goofball-looking guys” and obese lesbians
0:57:06 Producer Segment: 10-year celebration “twice as long, half the news”
1:14:27 Narcissistic Maxine Waters at Glamour Awards, “I’m claimin’ my time, and I want you to claim your time”, “impeach 45!” call and response, ACC: “if she were speaking German, it would’ve sounded like Hitler with that crowd”; JCD: best route to presidency via governorship
1:23:39 Twitter begins “great unverification” for accounts that “promote hate”, JCD to hate Facebook
1:26:39 Nigel Farage to European Parliament on Paradise Papers investigation funded by George Soros, $18bn for Open Society Institute, “book of reliable friends”, Verhofstadt lobbying for Soros against Viktor Orbán, “I fear we could be looking at the biggest level of international political collusion in history”, ACC: “boom count two!”, “Belch” Guy Verhofstadt; Mike Morell “great question” on CBS This Morning, scripted TPP question, “TPP” flub
1:37:42 Over-the-counter painkillers nearly as effective as prescription; massive Acadia Healthcare addiction treatment center growth driven by Obamacare (BCotD); Afghanistan opium production up 87% in 2017; Karzai tweeting bile about US troop hike, $1 Trump unverified wager, US “violated Afghan sovereignty in every imaginable way”; Steve Pieczenik unaware of poppy theory, agreement to do interview uninterrupted by Jones; JCD “no no no, N-O” iso

1:49:09 And Now Back to Real News: CBS “Trump drinks water” story, Rubio review: “needs work on his form” with two-hand “squirrel” grab; shitstorm over reversal of ban on trophy elephant
heads; JCD gripes about plum tree squirrels, Florida man facing eviction over “emotional support squirrel”, Texas service goat “going shopping with mommy”, *Wheel of Fortune* millennial with “fur children”, Rudy Sarzo’s “dog-ter”, JCD: “has the dog got a medical degree?”

1:59:43 #MeToo candidate *The Grand Tour*’s Jeremy Clarkson; Hannity sponsors in crosshairs

2:02:27 Donation Segment

2:09:21 NBC on gamers “facilitating the rise of the alt-right” via Discord messaging service, Gamergate and Trump supporters, complaint by mother claiming James Alex Fields “struck her in the head and locked her in the bathroom because she told him to stop playing video games”; ACC: KKK playing *Call of Duty* “with their hoods on”; one in twenty teens “self-cyberbullying”, JCD: “being a victim is great”, ACC: “give your child a service squirrel”

2:18:26 Time-Meredith publishing deal in the works with the Koch Brothers

2:19:35 Necrophile Randall Saito escapes Hawaii hospital to be arrested in California, “ticket apparently booked online from the hospital”; ACC on January 2018 implementation of Real ID Act, JCD: controlled test, “I believe this guy was chipped”; Abilify with embedded chip approved

2:29:53 NYT on NSA TAO Tailored Access Operations “insider or several insiders”

2:33:24 UCLA basketball players read prepared statements thanking Trump for intervention

2:35:21 Northern California shooter Kevin Janson Neal “crazed maniac” photo, “thirty rounds in six minutes!”, school lockdown due to shots a quarter mile away, ACC: “when’s the last time you actually heard an automobile backfire?”, JCD story: backfire-inducing downhill pollution district hill, ACC story: LPG Saab 90 choke “feature”

2:42:20 CBS on Robert Mugabe coup, former secretary and successor “Gucci Grace”

2:46:21 California Rep. Brad Sherman to BBC 4: “questions about the Clintons will not be put to rest until all of their enemies are put to rest”
ACC: “Ooh, I love me the smell of a ditto.” (0:43:31)

ACC still in transition to Windows; iPhone X cold weather freeze fix “will likely come in the form of a software update”, iOS 11 “i” autocorrect issue; Thunderbolt 2 lock-in workarounds

Nigel Farage’s 12-year affair with aide; Newsweek “Pop Go the Weasels” cover, “is Donald Trump next?”; UK Defense Secretary Michael Fallon resigns; US Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar sex abuse scandal; “huge” JCD prediction: academia, ACC: “gonna be groovy”

VoD vs Mainstream: New York Times on Louis C.K. inflicting masturbation on five women, Mimi’s “all comedians are perverts” and walk out of room strategy; Alisyn Camerota at CNN town hall: “has it gotten to the point where men are afraid to compliment women?”, ACC: “yes!”, Orange Is the New Black’s Matt McGorry “right”-fest, “it was only three years ago ... that I began to ask these questions of myself”, ACC “preemptive coming-out, of sorts” theory

George Takei “shocked and bewildered” over assault accusation; to Howard Stern: “some people are kind of skittish or maybe afraid, and you’re trying to persuade” (CotD); Ellen Page outed as gay by director, Anthony Edwards molested from age twelve, HBO removing all Louis C.K. content; NBC phishing “consumer alert” targeting Netflix, Lester Holt: “age-old advice that never gets old” on clicking links; 2013 Netflix-Weinstein agreement

Jack Kingston counters Sally Kohn with Bill Clinton: “he was impeached for perjury”; Maher to Chris Matthews: Kennedy “fucking a mafia courier”, Matthews: “yeah that was a problem”

JCD on sexual revolution Democrats and NAMBLA, Delaware age of consent lowered to 7 in 1895; Judge Roy Moore story released just ahead of election, journalists’ “weeks in Alabama” doing research; Moore to Hannity: “I don’t remember ever dating a girl without the permission of her mother”; CBS on Romney’s “new standard” for evidence

“Stunning admission that the GOP is not a party of family values”; Moore “crime, corruption, immorality, abortion, sodomy, sexual immorality” rant, “sexual predator” meme, JCD on inclusion of oral sex in sodomy, Democrats perceiving Moore as hypocrite; Harvard “Anal 101” workshop, ACC: “you can’t have it both ways – apparently at Harvard you can”

Brooks & Shields “fake news” meme; ACC on Dutch culture vs US Puritanism and over-sexualization, “look at Japan”; Charlie Sheen accused, Stranger Things’ Finn Wolfhard “sexualized”; 500% increase in SAG hotline calls; Brooke Shields age 14 in Blue Lagoon, Susan Sarandon’s breasts; JCD fake outing of ACC

Finish the Sentence: Moore suggested “9/11 was an inside job may have been God’s punishment for America”; report on TSA “high-tech contraband” detection failure rate at about 80%, Democrats irked over security fees paying national debt instead of “new high-tech scanners”; California gas tax hikes and Kwartje van Kok, “temporary” bridge fees; Newsletter tent city photo, “Obamaland” vs Salesforce Tower; Hepatitis A vs Salesforce Tower; Hepatitis A for Metallica concertgoers

Richard Dreyfuss the flasher, Dutch “pencil salesmen”

Donna Brazile to Bill Maher: “I just called him a bad mothafucka!”; tepid Tucker appearance

South African students protesting Cecil John Rhodes monument, JCD: “the internet must go”

JCD on need for good VPN; forced iOS upgrades, intrusive website notifications, Google HTTPS scare tactics, idiotic “leave this site?” warnings, ubiquitous trackers; Facebook’s Sean Parker “social validation feedback loop” bullcrap, JCD story: mimeograph “top ten girls”

AI & machine learning at Lisbon Web Summit, Stephen Hawking warning, Ben Goertzel’s
“decentralized” AI, Max Tegmark, ACC: “AI is OZ”, JCD 30-year cycle, “deep learning”, Alexa “talking tubes”, JCD: “how ‘bout fixing the potholes on Highway 80?” (JCDPPotD)

1:52:28 Record-tying cold weather at O’Hare; disgraced NPR executive Mike Oreskes’ sister Naomi predicting 2023 “pet holocaust” due to global warming; ACC’s local crotch-sniffing dogs

1:56:26 CBS “unsettling news” on Boeing 757 hack revisited by DHS just in time for Dubai Air Show, large Emirates 787 order, JCD on difficulty of filling A380s

2:00:48 Wes Clark Seven; service goat scream for nasal BBC woman droning on about “turmoil” over Hariri resignation; PBS: Hariri denies Saudis are holding him prisoner, Tillerson calls for Hariri return; 4chan user “Q” theories; M5M silent on Vegas; Twitter as “go time” signal

2:12:20 Donation Segment: congratulations for Aufwachen! podcast’s 250th episode

2:22:01 Polish Independence Day Antifa demonstrations; Spanish government considering legalizing referenda, general strike and rail shutdowns; Silk Road map updated to include African plague regions, ACC: expect on sacrificial American, ebola-like Marburg virus, JCD: vaccines coming

2:26:53 M5M not touching Trump’s unprecedented dinner inside China’s Forbidden City, JCD on popular worldwide “cheeseface” perception; 4chan Q rumblings about Obama involvement with North Korea; China’s fear of Korean reunification

2:31:29 Alzheimer’s drugs for Congress; Nancy Pelosi contrasts Trump statements on China trade deficit, “you can almost hear the leadership of the Chinese government laughing ... if you dig a hole here, you will reach China”

2:34:28 Joy Reid invites Lawrence O’Donnell to compare Trump to George Wallace

2:38:16 Mark Cuban considering running for president in spite of #MeToo, $3bn broadcast.com; boomcount.com and nobordersnonations.com

2:41:20 Robert Mueller investigating Michael Flynn plot to kidnap Fethullah Gülen, ratted out by James Woolsey, 2014 extradition clip

2:46:02 Sir Atomic Rod advises against just hitting the road after nuclear incident; radioactive ruthenium-106 cloud over Europe; EU deadlock over glyphosate licensing, “no firm link” in US study; ACC’s iPhone goes nuts, last show’s echo from 43-inch screen

2:51:02 NPR on Trump-Putin conversations at Apex Summit: issue of “Russia’s interference in last year’s presidential election, which has been pretty well established by US intelligence agencies”, JCD: “fake news!”; Alt-right report tease for next show
980  King Tide (2017-11-09)

0:00:00  ACC: “Uh, bin al Tolidapilam.” JCD: “Al-Waleed bin Talal” (1:55:32)
0:00:37  JCD on Zephyr with original observation car; ACC battling Skype “we’ve upgraded your experience”, Windows transition, no circle for iPhone X, overpriced Surface machine vs Alienware
0:04:33  Trump condemned for mentioning Women’s US Open in Korea, ACC: golf “bigger than NASCAR”; Fox “retards” laughing at cheeseburger order in Japan, JCD on US businessmen poisoning Japanese with beef; CDC PSA for “radiation emergency”: “get inside, stay inside, and stay tuned”, “if you have pets, bring them inside with you if you can”, ACC: “for food”; ABC on Trump’s more optimistic stance on North Korea relations, Texas church shooting “extreme vetting” non sequitur; “call an Uber” for millennials in radiation emergency, JCD on San Francisco Ford bikes, discarded bikes like in China
0:19:51  “Chevy truck month” at Country Music Awards, audience taken aback by Taylor Swift writing award; ACLU involved with Swift’s threatened lawsuit for blogger over alt-right accusation
0:25:08  And Now Back to Real News: Heather Unruh accuses Kevin Spacey of sexually assaulting 18-year-old son; ABC on son and sister at grandmother’s house, ACC: crotch-grab “gay for hey”; “Hollywood gay guy” to Tucker on Spacey “good gay in Hollywood” scenario; producer theory: Hollywood going after Netflix and Amazon video on demand market
0:38:11  “Paradise Papers” money-hiding documents leaked to German newspaper
0:42:23  ACC: look for Orange is the New Black and Stranger Things revelations
0:44:19  Kathy Griffin to BBC HARDtalk: “I can’t believe someone married you”, JCD: “she talks like she’s coked up”, faux meme vs phâ, “I don’t have one single day of paid work ahead of me”, “don’t you mansplain”, blames photographer’s copyright, ACC on tangling with Dutch photographers, Griffin: “there’s never been a president who deserved to be shamed so much”
0:53:17  Marc Benioff to Jim Cramer: “loyalty is dead”; No Agenda a true community; JCD on gimmicky loyalty programs like Emerald Club, Amazon deals and superior product search
0:59:08  Producer Segment: EU age of consent botch; JCD’s “never marry an actress or an artist”
1:10:01  CBS on “highly diverse group of candidates” election wins, Alison Parker boyfriend Chris Hurst, “diverse Democrats”, “first openly transgender black woman … in the nation” (CotD)
1:19:32  Chris Hurst “most traumatic five months” and relationship proof photo album retrospective
1:25:27  Rep. Al Green announces “chief inciter” impeachment vote before Christmas
1:28:44  Congressional efforts to “hold big tech more accountable”, Tumblr porn and Section 203; JCD on traditional media vs Facebook & Google over “stealing” ad revenue at minimal effort
1:34:48  Helicopter crash for third in line in Saudi succession, Aramco books to be sorted out by Goldman Sachs; PBS “flubber” on corruption trials for eleven princes, 32-year-old Mohammad bin Salman modernization, Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri’s resignation in Saudi Arabia blaming Iran; CNBC on “revolution disguised as economic reform”, potential 30-40 years in power, “revolution from the top”; Lebanon hot spot, Jared Kushner and Wes Clark Seven
1:48:35  Vegas shooting: Al-Waleed bin Talal’s investment in Four Seasons, owner of Mandalay Bay top floors, bin Salman assassination gone wrong theory; Trump Twitter outage and bin Talal’s insulting tweet; JCD on Lebanese natural businessmen, “Paris of the Middle East”
1:58:38  Katy Tur to podcast: “Access Hollywood still had the tapes” insistence, “grab them by the pusseh”; Access Hollywood owned by KNBC, executive producer lawyer Robert Silverstein; Hilary Rosen: “I have a lot of ideas” for 2020, Tur’s ironic “sovereignty” comment
Donation Segment: ACC’s *Circus of the Stars* “rocket car of death” found, coin changer

Donna Gate: Tulsi Gabbard on DNC’s “retaliatory purge” of Bernie Sanders, “the DNC needs to be completely overhauled”, ACC: “I wish you lots of luck with that, Tulsi”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz repeated “I’m focused on doing the best job that I can to represent my constituents”, “just this past weekend we had king tides inundate parts of the coastal areas of my district”; Donna Brazile backpedals furiously on *CBS This Morning*: “I believe so” on Clinton-Sanders fair fight question, Hillary “life line of resources in order for us to compete”, “I said I felt like Patsy the slave ... I was upset because we were hack”; crap for ACC from producer over “racis’ BEV pronunciations, JCD on “broke” DNC vs Obama’s $1bn, expensive chairmanships, Phrase From the Chaise “coffers”; Brazile worried Seth Rich was killed for being white, “Hillary said she really had to go” when asked about reward fund

CNN’s Abby Phillip: “in order to bring out African-American voters you might have to alienate some white voters” in Virginia; JCD on BEV crap from producer a form of racism

2:46:28 *Pardon the Interruption* on three UCLA basketball players arrested in China for stealing sunglasses: “how stupid can you be?”, JCD: “what do they teach kids in high school nowadays?”
979  Donna Gate (2017-11-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Do it again, do it again, eh-ehhhh-eh!” (3:06:13)
0:00:33 JCD “jacked up” because of DST end
0:01:58 “Maybe six people” at Austin November 4 Antifa rally, “total LARPing on both sides”, JCD: “Vista of protests”, comparison of Windows OS releases; ACC transitioning to Windows; ACC on shooting clays for charity with Sir Gene, Brian Brushwood, New York banker predicting Tesla below $100, selfie with WWE’s Mark Henry; Mimi’s birthday, Whole Foods wine sale
0:16:06 Bill Maher on Republican tax plan, Baby Driver, “everybody but Kevin Spacey thinks he’s too young”; Juliana Margulies on female complicity in Weinstein cases, “procurers”, JCD on Weinstein’s blackmail portfolio, potential two-to-the-head TMZ “wow!” for “travel pharmacy” photo; Larry David SNL Jews in Hollywood comment
0:27:23 Also in hot water: David Corn, Soros manager, Dustin Hoffman; Spacey’s proposed Gore Vidal role, 2008 assault investigation; Weinstein evidence announcement by police; JCD: gay community “irked” at Spacey for staying in closet; Maher on Weinstein not making effort to be “rich and not entirely repulsive”; Phrase from the Chaise “masher”; JCD on mega-proposition strategy, ACC on being propositioned by gay guys, intimidating catcalls
0:39:08 Reporters outraged at Santa Clara woman arrested for using stun gun to defend daughter in riot; TSA Pre✓ to enter Levi and Met Life Stadiums; Maryland schools up in arms over “it’s okay to be white” flyers
0:49:40 Donna Brazile’s new book on Hillary’s pre-nomination control of DNC, ABC on Trump “calling Warren a name” Disney trademark defense and Tweet redaction vs CBS “Pocahontas”; ACC: “all the makings of a Donna Gate”; Brazile stammering to Megyn Kelly; possible “other shoe” to get rid of Hillary; Brazile’s bizarre timeline for ABC: “tremendous pressure” for Plan B after Hillary collapse, Stephanopoulos the Clinton shill, “being harassed with death threats” BEV reversion, Seth Rich references, “High Command in Brooklyn”, “I’m not Patsy the slave”
1:09:22 Producer Segment: Insta-Duke; Knight of ANSI C; 1JNK “one jingle no karma”
1:52:04 Absurd “enhanced security” at New York Marathon; spate of bombings in Sweden, avoidance of term “no-go zone”; “war on strippers” in New York City over stolen tips, JCD story: stripper tour with PC Magazine guy with Windows tattoo
2:02:07 302 Marine recruits in San Diego sick from E. coli outbreak
2:04:33 Walter Isaacscon’s “spook” look, new Leonardo da Vinci book, globalist Rhodes Scholars, “he was illegitimate, left-handed, gay, vegetarian, heretical”, Colbert “you’re welcome” to scripted “great question”, JCD: “of course he didn’t read the book”
2:10:50 Saudi Arabia intercepts Yemeni long-range missile fired at Riyadh in proxy war with Iran; 11 Saudi princes fired in corruption purge including Bakr Binladin, “President Trump thanked the King for military purchases” including $15bn for THAAD, Aramco listing on US exchange
2:19:36 JCD on Jeff Sessions’ “double dip” retirement; George Papadopoulos’ unelaborated-on lie to FBI; ABC on campaign meeting with “Papadopoulos seated between Sessions and Donald Trump” lie, Franken: “it’s part of a pattern, but every time it seems to get worse and worse and worse”; Jeff Pegues tells the truth, ACC: “well he has no time to be dishonest because’s gotta get the report out to hit the can!”; ABC on Carter Page’s Russia trip, “chickenshit” Trump “one of the great memories of all time” vs “don’t remember much about it” contrast, Trump: “a lot of people are disappointed in the Justice Department, including me”, JCD: “and Franken is such a Dick”, New York banker tip on pro-pot Democrat taking on Ted Cruz
2:31:14 Donation Segment: houseoftrolls.com
2:52:15 The Sun on potential womb transplants for male pregnancy; leaked e-mail from DNC IT manager Madeleine Leader: “I personally would prefer that you not forward to cisgender straight white males, since they’re already in the majority”; NPR on opioid crisis “overwhelmingly white”, sketchy theory on doctors not trusting minorities
2:58:39 Bowe Bergdahl demoted to private and set free, Trump: “thirty years ago he would’ve been shot, boom”, automatic appeal for dishonorable discharge, CIA theory
3:02:07 Trump’s Twitter account shut down for eleven minutes, ABC gender-neutral “they” for person responsible, KPIX “his or her”, CBS on possibility of fake tweets
3:06:28 Mueller charges Paul Manafort with money laundering and tax fraud in Ukraine work
3:08:51 Chinese boots on the ground in Djibouti “to promote peace and stability”; Venice on One Belt One Road sea route, victory for pro-autonomy referenda in Lombardy and Veneto
3:12:12 Clark County Sheriff Lombardo interview with Coast to Coast AM, “lost a significant amount of wealth” story change, “I guess you could say spook, but through our investigation we determined that’s not the case, obviously”, “there had to be some trigger point” and brain pathology, “it may be a longer-term issue that made him snap, per se, but we may not find out”; media lawsuits over sealed 911 calls and search warrants; WaPo’s Eli Stokols irked that Trump called for death penalty for Sayfullo Saipov but not for Paddock, JCD: “let’s give this dead guy the death penalty!”; ACC on receiving documentation of a single funeral
3:22:04 Racist Apple ad pairing Pile of Poo emoji with black voice
978  House of Trolls (2017-11-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are you ready now, are you ready, are you OK, are you sure, bleh bleh?” (0:05:00)
0:00:35 Twofer deal ending at midnight; ACC taken through VIP security on return from Netherlands, new “liquid” scanner in beta, Heathrow Terminal 5 security Nazis “worse than our TSA”, “British diesel dyke” types, “laid back” Austin kiosks; Uber driver pipeline thesis tease
0:08:50 Manhattan truck attacker Sayfullo Saipov’s so-called “God is great” minus “in translation”, CNN’s Shimon Prokupecz: “police know who he is, they have a description of him, I’m not going to share that at the moment”; Jeff Glor’s annoyingly slow delivery, “without… bail”; Jeff Pegues: Uzbekistan “hotbed of radicalization”, iPhone X easy unlocking
0:23:11 Trump on ending visa “diversity program”, “Check Schumer beauty”, fake repeal attempt, Schumer “stop tweeting and start leading” meme, Gitmo and lightning-fast indictment; Nancy Cordes whipsaw to bump stock legislation; Bill de Blasio changes meme to “we hate Muslims”
0:36:09 Diversity Visa Lottery’s 55k green cards for “underrepresented countries” like Netherlands, Win Lose or Be Deported game show
0:44:39 “Shitty Media Men” updated to include NPR News Senior Vice President Mike Oreskes, “kissed them on the lips and stuck his tongue down their mouths without consent”, uncomfortable dinner with Rebecca Hersher; Dutch #MeToo and Kevin Spacey’s coming-out; Ruth Wallis’ You’ve Gotta Have Boobs, JCD: “make up your mind, ladies!”
0:54:47 Facebook, Twitter, and Google lawyers “that a great question” brown-nosing in Congressional hearings; only $46k in ads run before election, vs $81M from Clinton & Trump; Alan Dershowitz: “there are no crimes in collusion!”; looking for login from Russian IP address; Philip Mudd to Brolf on Facebook content from Internet Research Agency “troll farm” served to “more than half the total US voting population”, “we need a war room, where the National Security Agency and the CIA and the FBI are together with Facebook, giving that Facebook top secret information to react to … they gotta get this stuff off the internet” (CotD)
1:08:37 ABC tries to walk into St. Petersburg “troll factory”, “dozens of internet trolls are hard at work trying to exploit America’s divisions”, undercover video with “tight security and rows of trolls typing away”, “the bosses made all of the trolls watch the Netflix show House of Cards” (CotD); House of Trolls on Netflix, House of Trolls subcontractor “retirement plan”, Trollcoin
1:26:21 Producer Segment: Southern “Trolltown”; Maryland therapy goats; Amazon ditches Briney
3:23:05 Zero support for Catalonia from European leaders, Turkish Über driver draws Arab Spring parallel; Crans Montana Forum in Barcelona discussing “One Belt, One Road” initiative, silkroad.noagendanotes.com map with Chinese rail line across terminating in Madrid, Russian trolls blamed for Catalonia, economic belt through Afghanistan and Pakistan, Gwadar port in Baluchistan “gateway of prosperity”; State Department “New Silk Road” with India
3:38:31 $1T Chinese OBOR investment; JCD on “arsenic for syphilis” killing US economy to screw China; Hery Rajaonarimampianina of Madagascar meeting with Xi Jinping in March, airborne plague outbreak; Modi cross with China over Kashmir corridor plan; Kenya election issues
3:52:23 Tijuana sewage blamed for sickness in and around San Diego coast
3:54:35 Miss Peru contestants substitute crimes against women statistics for physical measurements
3:56:46 Hannity teases “The Great One” Mark Levin; producer note on Spain bringing in Ukrainian mercenaries; McCain Institute all-in on New Silk Road
4:00:23 James Mattis preaches Korean demnuclearization at DMZ, North Korea threatening atmospheric nuclear tests; North Korean distraction from New Silk Road summit; Mike Pence at North
Dakota’s Minot Air Force Base: “America always seeks peace”, bomber jacket with “Air Force Two” patch, ACC: “my other plane is Air Force One”; JCD on military intelligence vs CIA ability to deal with East Asia, Richard Burr’s refusal to look at Feinstein torture report, State Department spooks not allowed to read WikiLeaks documents

4:10:31 World Series win for Houston Astros because of Hurricane Harvey

4:11:50 Sarah Huckabee Sanders “epic fail” explaining tax system in terms of journalists and beer

4:15:16 Donation Segment: “offensive to Jews” jingle request; Steve Mnuchin the film producer

0:00:00 JCD: “Klingon maw taw jaj!” (1:45:48)
0:00:33 Show 976 recovery; ACC in new hotel in The Hague, routers unable to extend 5G thus “lousy jinglage”; Soldier of Orange command performance and CVC’s Netflix gig, extra legroom on “outstanding product” 787 Dreamliner, auto-dimming windows; JCD predicts accidental ban on all laptops; zika signage, bottled water detector, JCD: “how ‘bout detecting a bomb?”
0:12:54 Catalan independence: Dutch “special relation” with Barcelona via Johan Cruyff, rumbles in Belgium, Catalan Parliament dissolved, 1500 business relocated from region, JCD on parallel with Yugoslavia, Juncker’s walkback; NPR on Brexit “divorce bill” and potential economic impact, “soulless” Frankfurt poised to replace London as hub
0:29:30 ABC on JFK document release: J. Edgar Hoover “US must believe Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone” memo, Tom Llamas sounding like constipated surfer, “President Trump getting caught up in his own JFK conspiracy”, Hoover concerned about “fueling conspiracy theories”, elaborate CIA Castro assassination techniques, “we kid you not”; Bush 41 potentially compromised
0:36:41 George H.W. Bush apologizes for groping women and “David Cop-a-feel” joke (CotD); Jackie Speier on Congress as “breeding ground for a hostile work environment”, doesn’t name names; Democracy Now: “a slew of men have resigned or been blacklisted”; Irish court case in which attacker “removed the cowboy hat the plaintiff was wearing and urinated in it before placing it back on his head” (BCotD); Ronan Farrow interviewees now accusing Weinstein of rape
0:47:14 “Shapeshifter” Rose McGowan, HBO’s Sheila Nevins to Judy Woodruff on being “active sexually and complicit”, Children’s Television Workshop in bio; ACC: “Mad Men should have to give all its Emmys back”; George Washington church plaque making people feel “unsafe or unwelcome”; Bill Cosby’s revisionist war on Amos and Andy, death to Dukes of Hazzard
0:58:47 Producer Segment: title changes after knightings and post minimization
2:01:15 Tech News: Buzzkill Jr.’s observation about Apple’s new circular office building, losing its mystical Steve Jobs mojo by abandoning iPod click wheel and iPhone fingerprint reader, “puffy circle” HomePod; JCD on tinny Samsung Soundbar at Costco
2:10:01 Facebag “take to the street if he fires Mueller” meme, CNN on word of grand jury charges “according to sources briefed on the matter”; Jim Acosta labels administration comments on Uranium One informant gag order “inappropriate political behavior”, Brooke Baldwin: “maybe somebody can be Jim Acosta for Halloween”
2:19:24 MSNBC on “shock and horror” from FBI on dossier information, Mother Jones’ David Corn “this that the other thing” memos from “former senior intelligence officer”; RT publicizing Twitter pitch deck, “customized emoji”, “bespoke customized solutions”; NPR on Twitter shutting down RT and Sputnik advertising; Capitol Hill all-in on Twitter $100k presidency
2:38:46 Mimi’s “you’ve been married for ten years” comment; producer note on female BOGO response, Mimi and TtK “the Keeper and the Counter”, ACC’s UTC watch, “I think you from the bottom of my heart and my wife’s bottom as well”
2:47:33 Ulster County Legislator Jennifer Schwartz Berky has meltdown over traffic ticket, “I’m totally broke!”, hyperventilating “I’m having a panic attack”, “I have PTSD!”; JCD: “I think he should club her”, “I work 24 hours a day to support my family”
2:54:50 Foul weather headed for East Coast and Netherlands
2:57:21 Tucker Carlson to Cathy Areu on Pelosi staying in Congress because she’s a woman: “according
to modern progressive orthodoxy there are sixty-three separate genders”, “you are required to believe it”, Areu: “fabulous, we should … have her at the table and let’s invite the other genders at the table”, ACC: “he’s actually putting his tongue on the third rail”

3:02:07 WaPo on British nuclear submarine sailors fired for parties with hookers & blow
3:05:00 CBC on extension of Canadian mission in Iraq for training Kurdish and Iraqi forces

3:14:00 Testimony in Bowe Bergdahl trial about costly rescue attempts, Bergdahl on torture and small cell, Trump “no-good traitor”; prisoner exchange for drug experts
3:17:37 Democracy Now on Republican “open warfare” on Steve Bannon, Breitbart “online haven for white nationalists”, Senate Leadership Fund super PAC; Roger Stone kicked off Twitter; NAACP warns about American Airlines “racist incidents”, JCD: “I think it’s a shakedown”

3:25:58 ABC on Fusion GPS dossier’s origin with Republican candidate, no mention of Podesta
3:29:49 Donation Segment
3:53:24 Outro: ACC probably not headed to Madurodam
976 10th Anniversary (2017-10-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “How do those two guys, talk so long?” (5:06:57)
0:00:35 Celebration horn; Aric the Shill still working on spreadsheet; ACC’s knighting sword ratchet
0:03:41 CBS whipsaws with Nancy Cordes on Jeff Flake speech “met with mutiny” from Republican party, Trump “I’m a very intelligent person” iso, La David Johnson “there was no hesitation”; Cordes “Senate chaplain ... hailed Flake’s courage” whipsaw, misrepresents Flake’s retirement to avoid inevitable loss to Democrat; JCD on Flake being threatened into speaking out, refusal to answer Charlie Rose on Republican complicity
0:20:26 Congressional Correspondents’ Dinner emcee Roy Wood Jr. bombs spectacularly; Don Lemon on NPR poll with 55% of white Americans believing they are discriminated against, Ben Ferguson cites college admission, Marc Lamont Hill: “Ben took my last word, that’s what white people do”; ACC on OAN vs CNN drivel
0:30:01 JFK assassination documents set for release, sweetened Jack Ruby gunshot; CBS News replaces anchor Anthony Mason with young-looking Jeff Glor to appeal to millennials, ACC: “call and see if Noodle Boy’s available”; ACC reading Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic, “pill mills” and Mexican gangs; CBS: 2016 drug advertising business $5.2bn, most advertised Jublia for toe fungus, JCD on Vick’s alternative; Walgreen’s stocking OTC Narcan, “wow is right”, ACC on 1970s Dutch “meth bus”
0:46:11 ABC on Fusion GPS dossier handed off from Republican campaign to Hillary, no whipsaws from Jeff Pegues, Trump “I think it’s a disgrace” and Brian Fallon “opposition research happens all the time” whipsaws; Ted Malloch on Christopher Steele working for Jeb Bush
0:57:46 Rachel Maddow “overt and knowing collusion in the Russian attack” in August revisited; Joe Manchin uninterested in having Hillary campaigning on his behalf; JCD defending Hillary
1:04:25 Producer Segment #1: “fork the show”; CD-throwing JCD; capsaicin-addicted squirrels
3:02:46 Sexual harassment allegation for Terry Richardson, rape allegations for Neil deGrasse Tyson and Twiggy Ramirez, Sarah Lane #MeToo; three-week suspension for elbow-touching middle school teacher; George Clooney to Today Show on Harvey Weinstein: “I want to know what kind of ad dollars were spent”, “atrocities”, Matt Damon: “he was a bully”, ACC: “I would declare myself a woman”; Chris Rock: “that’s the only thing that’s sexual harassment, everything else falls under just tryin’ to get laid”, Clarence Thomas “he ugly, call the po-lice!”
3:14:50 Billy Corgan to Howard Stern on seeing alien “transformation”; hundreds of earthquakes in Canary Islands, potential New York tsunami, September 2011 Pico de Malpaso volcano worries
3:20:28 ACC heading to Netherlands for CVC’s Netflix gig via British Airways; European Parliament voting to ditch Daylight Saving Time; CVC Stranger Things promotion podcast, “cattle-plus” flying accommodations, JCD predicts No Agenda T-shirt blurred out
3:24:16 Dutch celebrating “Helloween”; Donald Trump effigy in Santa Clarita school scarecrow contest; Gloucester school party with beanbag game Trump headstone; Tucker Carlson on Maxine Waters “assassination fantasies”: “I will go take Trump out tonight”
3:31:12 Producer Segment #2; JCD recommends 2015 cru Beaujolais and Mindhunter
6:07:57 ABC on missing hard drive from Las Vegas shooter Steven Paddock’s laptop, child pornography charge for brother Bruce, ACC: “this story is so full of crap!”
6:12:06 Virtue signalling Don Lemon reads fawning open letter to La David Johnson’s wife
6:14:43 Producer note on friend’s wife’s obituary and $300k GoFundMe funded at $307k; note on botched explosive vehicle examination, FBI comment on warped rifle barrel, rigged ventilation
system; bullcrap historical insider note on Deepwater Horizon

6:19:39 Six-Week Cycle: Miami man Vicente Solano charged with ISIS-inspired attempt to blow up Miami-Dade Dolphin Mall, JCD Red Book: FBI informant accidentally blows up target; Red Book validated: University of Illinois professor claims mathematics perpetuates white privilege

6:21:59 ACC in “I Hate Donald Trump” Facebag group; new meme: history of NFL free speech fails

6:26:58 Manufacture of drugs and medical supplies disrupted in Puerto Rico, JCD: “heaven forbid you make your own 2% IV salt solution”; security on flights to US to be stepped up, airlines not told how to meet security mandates, “who packed your bag” interview question, “Israeli model”, ACC’s experiences returning from Italy

6:33:16 Donation Segment: eight-minute knighting ceremony

7:20:50 Outro, JCD: “I don’t think now is the time to do more deconstructions”, congrats all ‘round
975 Dolleridoos (2017-10-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “And we don’t run this off of Podbean.” (1:30:17)
0:00:34 Amy Goodman botch-fest: “killed one anti-ratsist protestors and injewed dozens others”; Jean Harlow “in the morning!” iso; Frederica Wilson goat scream; Steve Pieczenik information store
0:04:09 CBS News Harvey Weinstein #MeToo montage, catcalls “damaging another human being”; 150 female California officials chime in; ACC attempts to explain male stereotyping at hair salon, Pieczenik calls out Disney culture; ABC on Lupita Nyong’o massage op-ed, Heather Kerr; JCD on lack of self-defense stories and helpless female stereotype
0:19:26 Quinn Norton Robert Scoble story; ACC’s “inappropriate comments” at Mevio, JCD on lewd behavior by air pollution district boss, Barbara Boxer’s inappropriate behavior; Today on Nyong’o meeting Weinstein at Yale, ACC on bizarre neck massage offer from groupies, new rape allegation; JCD on Weinstein’s nonsense 1960s claim and second-wave feminism, topless bar scene and Carol Doda, legal prostitution in Bay Area; EU voting on 13 age of consent; Dame Francine’s Facebag post on entrepreneurship; Corey Feldman marijuana arrest; Stalinesque Hollywood “shitty media men” blacklist making the rounds
0:37:44 George W. Bush: “our politics seems more vulnerable to conspiracy theories”; Bush 41 expected to be dead before JFK document release; Kennedy’s psychotic break from Addison’s disease, clues in Oliver Stone Nixon film, JCD on Pieczenik as possible pathological liar, Pieczenik using Alex Jones and ACC as mouthpieces
0:49:15 Antifa civil war on November 4, Alliance for Global Justice Soros money; College of William & Mary Black Lives Matter representative to NPR 1A on reason for ACLU shutdown, “liberalism is white supremacy” chant, free speech “furthers white supremacy”, “incite” meme, ends interview in a huff with “I feel like right now I’m having a dialogue that questions my humanity”
1:02:11 Producer Segment: BOGOF buy one get one free, “dolleridoos”; Alexa: “I’m a fan of Serial”
2:39:26 Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton to House committee drawing parallel between Awan brothers and 1994 check-hiding scandal, DoJ reluctance to touch politics, Congress immune to FOIA; Paul Ryan stand-up at Al Smith dinner: Weinermobile “chick magnet” in Wisconsin
2:49:38 ABC on Florida man arrested for arsenal and maps of local schools, “we was not on their radar”, search warrant for child pornography, Las Vegas callback, Far Cry vanity plate; new legislation against gadgets that “increase the rate of fire of a semiautomatic rifle”
2:57:28 Hit piece against drug czar nominee Tom Marino, DEA whistleblower to 60 Minutes on being rendered “toothless” by new legislation, in spite of fact that it was ineffective previously; DEA opposition to bill dropped early on; producer’s ACC magazine cover with “the Russians are coming”; Nielsen top three podcast advertisers: beer, bottled water, and baby food
3:11:42 Donation Segment
3:23:40 Tom Steyer $10M campaign PSA, “a Republican Congress once impeached a president for far less”; producer note on bacterial contamination of shopping carts, No Agenda gloves idea
3:29:33 Right-wing AFD support at all-time high in Essen; DNC shakeup to oust Bernie supporters
3:34:31 Steve Pieczenik’s reasons for asserting that Las Vegas was false flag with no victims: Saudi Arabia threatening to expose 9/11 false flag, body-to-body pulse check, legacy.org obituary check, MGM’s Jewish ownership; four victim survivors with GoFundMe money laundering accounts; Sandy Hook school closed for asbestos removal; JCD: “has he ever said I don’t know to you?”, Pieczenik’s too-detailed resume
3:50:23 Australia to Bali flight “technical issue” decompression incident with crew in panic
JCD: “This is on network TV!” (0:11:53)

Dr Oz on bathroom phone use “to the point that my legs are numb”, ACC’s iPhone toilet drop, “when we come back” tease, staff who “claim” not to coliform count of 30 vs 109k; JCD predicts hepatitis A transfer by phone, ACC: “we need a PSA”

Harvey Weinstein #MeToo, JCD: “ultimate status symbol”; Bob Weinstein accused of “repeated unwanted unwanted overtures”, Reese Witherspoon and Jennifer Lawrence stories; Jeffrey Katzenberg on “abusive” Bob Weinstein; Courtney Love in 2005: avoid invitations from Harvey; Barbara Walters: “you’re damaging an entire industry!” to Corey Feldman on The View in 2013; Gretchen Carlson on arbitration clauses and secret proceedings; Hillary Clinton: “even some of the women who have come out, I’ve been with them!”, “no one has ever said anything” lie, “confessed sexual assaulted” in White House

CIA against release of 31,000 Kennedy assassination files scheduled for October 26

ABC on BlackMattersUS run by Russian “troll factory”, “Black Fist” self-defense classes; CNN on “weird” $320 per month to teach self-defense; Tucker Carlson the only one tackling Clinton uranium deal and big pharma; no Trump dossier testimony from Fusion GPS

Slow-talking Jeff Sessions clashes with Al Franken; Lindsey Graham on elusive DNC e-mail spurring Comey into action covered in closed session, Sessions: “that would be improper for me to share at this time if I knew”; George Soros dumps $18bn in Open Society Institute

Las Vegas shooting: Jesus Campos’ “one and only interview” with Ellen Degeneres, Stephen Schuck Campos’ FBI handler, Ellen’s slot machine deal with MGM; Ellen playing “Nancy Drew” with telescoping pointing and building diagram; Campos’ dubious “I got on over my cell phone just to clear that radio traffic” to report being shot; Ellen: “you’re talking about it now and then you’re not going to talk about it again”; NFL and Shutterfly gifts native ads; JCD on auto-locking fire exit wells

Whispered “don’t go there” to Clark County Sheriff Lombardo on Paddock’s car

ABC whipsaw on Trump “healthcare whiplash”, “people will have great, great healthcare”, “studies” showing not spending $7b will add $200bn to deficit

Tic-free Steve Mnuchin interviewed by Maria Bartiromo; Melania’s new body double, JCD on Klay Thompson lookalike in crowd; Mnuchin on “subsidizing” state and local tax deductions, JCD: “they’re not gonna get away with this”
973  Exit on the Floor (2017-10-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “I’m looking at this here brain, what do you think?” (2:25:15)
0:00:35  Verlander “pitching on fumes”; TiK family visiting from Chicago
0:02:35  “Hurricane” Harvey Weinstein, Jane Fonda to Amanpour: Trump elected even when outed as “abuser”; Hollywood thanking Harvey compilation; ABC 20/20 on “cultural climate change” and Pussygate; model Angie Everhart “exited on the floor” story, “that’s just Harvey” response; Tomi-Ann Roberts to Democracy Now on 1984 Weinstein bathtub encounter
0:18:08  Potential Harvey-Bob Weinstein lawsuit; ACC on “Fappening” Hollywood mogul phone theory, JCD on preventing Hillary from running theory, Hillary to BBC: “shocked and appalled”, “sexual assailant in the Oval Office” needle, Bill Clinton accusations “clearly in the past”; Amazon Studios head Roy Price suspend over sexual harassment and ignoring rape claim
0:25:31  Producer note on “epic creeper” Weinstein at party; Fonda on “male entitlement”, “I only met Harvey when I was old”; Terry Crews PTSD claim; Fonda: “not all men are predators”; Fonda on being propositioned by French director; JCD story: NYC bar scene outrageous pickup lines
0:43:15  NPR On Point Trump-hating rundown; George Lopez booed off stage after barrage of anti-Trump jokes, Mimi on tiresome comedy trope; mental health workers march for Trump ouster
0:49:24  Geraldo Rivera on “dishonest press” for Trump’s Puerto Rico visit, dysfunction and corruption
0:51:51  DHS nominee probable spook Kirstjen Nielsen; Sessions in media abuse rotation; Russian Pokemon Go campaign; CBS on Iran’s reaction to deal decertification, “death to America” chant a “stale ritual” but “that could certainly change”, JCD theory on military intelligence all-in on Saudi-Iranian war; buzzer for Trump “highest obligation”; Qatar advertising

1:05:00  Producer Segment: Home Depot videos teaching millennials to do basic shop work
1:12:53  Hepatitis outbreak attributable to plastic bag bans leaving homeless nothing to poop in
1:15:20  Belgian pommes frites under EU scrutiny over acrylamide, covered on Show 940, potato color scale “paint chips”, JCD not all-in on double-frying, recommends German butterball potato; Catalan “Spexit” potential “chain reaction”; ACC on patat oorlog “french fry war” toppings
1:27:47  “Peak oil” in terms of shrinking demand, “the Stone Age didn’t end because of lack of stones”, solar “Moore’s law” meme; ACC questions cost-to-power ratio
1:36:51  California fires and “earthquake weather”, JCD all-in on ABC’s Linzie Janis, family sheltering in neighbor’s pool; anomaly of mail delivery to houseless mailboxes; Trump not yet blamed
1:46:38  Toronto school board excising “chief” from position titles, proposed “prime” replacement
1:52:56  Aldi Süd & Nord counterparts of US Aldi & Trader Joe’s; ACC’s image conversion request
1:59:10  Donation Segment
2:07:10  Clark County Sheriff Lombardo on 21:59 timestamp, police searching for “concert tickets”; producer note on Paddock locked away from arsenal, police clearing floors one by one; FBI stooge nodding at Lombardo “narrative”, “I don’t want my comments to be construed or changed”, defensiveness over “integrity”, “fifty-eight may raise”, “sometimes people meet their demise outside of our control”, fuel tank “narrative”, hotel room registration change, Paddock’s brain shipped out to look for CTE, “there is no conspiracy”, kudos for Sgt. Gregory Everett
2:29:03  ACC on rounds “cooking off” in hot chamber; Lombardo instructs journalists to cover officer Brady Cook, “it is readily apparent to me” Paddock targeted police; Chantix theory
2:36:32  ACC plays Cuban embassy sonic weapon; ESPN “two miles away on the Richter scale” ad
2:39:25  Dow Jones fake “Google to buy Apple” headline; Boy Scouts to accept girls, NYT all-in on converse; John Kelly: controlling Trump not my job; tech millennial “right?” revisited
972 Menprovement (2017-10-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “My Babe Ruth autographed baseball, why did you throw that out?” (1:34:22)
0:00:06 Forest fire ash falling in California, rainstick deployment; ABC on 22 wildfires, Calistoga evacuation; no mention (yet) of global warming; JCD on wine “smoke taint”, absurdity of leaving electricity and gas on, people made helpless by power outages
0:15:08 Leaked International Criminal Court e-mails on George Clooney spying on Gaddafi, Luis Moreno Ocampo’s attempt to recruit Angelina Jolie to lure Joseph Kony to dinner
0:18:25 ACC on Dutch het Gooische matras casting couch and never having been offered cocaine; Jennifer Lawrence at GLAAD awards: Harvey Weinstein “best mentor an aspiring actor could ever hope for”; hypocritical NBC refusing to run Ronan Farrow’s story, Trump’s delicensing comment; model Ambra Battilana Gutierrez wearing wire for police in 2015
0:33:24 Trump’s “page out of the Nixon playbook” threatening to pull NBC licenses over report of order-of-magnitude nuclear arsenal increase, networks milking old stories because leakers are gone; Bob Weinstein leak theory, board denies knowing anything, Trump “not at all surprised”; Hillary Clinton on Silicon Valley “sexual harassment and sexual assault”; virtue signalling Mika Brzezinski on three-book deal, Joe Scarborough: “he leaked it”
0:49:23 Jimmy Kimmel “what’s in my pants”; Corey Feldman claims; Bill Clinton vs What Happened
0:54:40 Norah O’Donnell “your read, my bad” to Charlie Rose, 1970s origin in pick-up basketball
0:58:31 Producer Segment: ACC’s worm infestation from Africa
1:14:09 Trump’s war of words with petite male “liddle” Bob Corker over Iran deal, Tillerson “IQ wars”
1:18:13 Syrian volunteers poised to defeat ISIS in Raqqa; Ash Carter lies about Russian inaction
1:22:40 Up to 15 days in jail for parents of school bullies in North Tonawanda New York; new British police hub to crack down on social media hate crime; Taylor Swift introduces Swift Life social media platform; 26-year-olds the new marketing target, JCD on demise of home economics and shop classes, young millennials good at cleaning, ACC on “right?” as text message “over”
1:37:35 Almost-blind Steve Wynn on hardening Vegas hotels against terrorism, Paddock’s “vanilla profile”, alcohol avoidance, “Do Not Disturb” alarm; JCD on effective video poker strategy, Wynn on “someone who is sending a message”; break-in at Paddock’s Reno home; CBS on timeline change with building engineer on radio, security guard Jesus Campos MIA, radio-less security guards; two suicide shots on YouTube; multiple hotel shootings on police scanner
1:58:40 ABC on maintenance worker Stephen Schuck, timeline changes “confusing even for us”; trauma surgeon points out medical anomalies; MSM not pursuing arms dealer theory
2:06:09 Donation Segment
2:18:34 ESPN suspends Jemele Hill for Tweeting encouragement to boycott NFL; “racist” Dove ad showing black women transforming into white; Tinder “menprovement” initiative, “where are we with this douchebag situation?”, “day traders 27%” on whiteboard
2:27:07 Donna Karan on treatment of women: “are we asking for it?”, “I don’t think it’s only Harvey Weinstein”, JCD: “I think she’s plastered, personally”; Seth McFarlane at 2013 Oscars: “congratulations, you five ladies no longer have to pretend to be attracted to Harvey Weinstein”
2:32:16 Prime Minister question time pandemonium with bellowing Speaker
2:36:22 Scottish Nationalist Party convention speaker on being thrown under bus by Westminster
2:40:51 Recode editor to NPR on Russian Facebag ads: “it is illegal for a foreign government to try and influence or sway a US election”; social media “embeds” in campaigns
2:46:39 Topic from “the list”: Marc Perkel suing Google over HTTPS requirements
971  MADCOM  (2017-10-08)

0:00:00  ACC:  (incomprehensible mumbling) (1:43:48)
0:00:37  San Francisco Fleet Week with Blue Angels; ACC’s U-verse craps out due to overheating
0:05:47  Media celebrating one-year Pussygate anniversary, UltraViolet group on National Mall; distraction from Harvey Weinstein, ABC “buttslam”, Weinstein press release on 1960s culture, advice from Lisa Bloom, going after Trump & NRA; profile picture with Hillary Clinton
0:16:11  Deconstruction of disproportionate number of black men killed by white cops; Megyn Kelly’s lackluster new show takes on Weinstein, masturbating into potted plant in restaurant kitchen
0:25:42  Las Vegas shooting: Steve Pieczenik asserts false flag and no deaths; bump stocks unavailable in face of legislation, JCD on stockless bump firing; Phoenix man goes viral handing over guns to police; former CIA Robert David Steele to Max Keiser on terrorist false flag, restraining orders against FBI informants; CNN non-family-member reminiscence compilation
0:34:06  JCD arms deal gone wrong theory, ACC on lack of shell casings; MIA “hero” security guard Jesus Campos and “door alarm”, no portable radio, timeline absurdities; CBS on Tannerite in car, “he was up” at casino; ACC on Dutch arms dealer trying to sell him MD-900
0:45:04  MIA video footage à la Pentagon 9/11; NBC speculates about Lollapalooza plot, Paddock lying in bed yelling “oh my god!”; Valium use, ACC: “my first thought was Chantix”; Fox Business on autism spectrum and video poker, “he even wears gloves supposedly when he’s driving”, Aurora and Sandy Hook; ACC on “war on crazy” background check expansion
1:02:24  ABC on cryptic hotel room note, $5M gambling income; proposed domestic terrorism law
1:12:59  Producer Segment: UNLV professor blames Trump for shooting: “others are going to die”
1:24:17  Bullock Texas State History Museum IMAX theater, ACC pans Blade Runner 2049
1:30:23  Mike Pence announces relaunch of National Space Council
1:32:43  Friday update from Senate Intelligence Committee on Russia collusion, no mention of collusion, upcoming election, “we don’t release documents provided to our committee, period”
1:42:00  Richard Burr: “the committee has hit a wall” on Steele dossier, “I can compel you to come, I can’t compel you to talk”; JCD: Google will send useless stooge; Burr on “indiscriminate” ads not favoring either candidate; Trump “e-mail messages, text messages, phone records”
1:55:31  Amy Klobuchar to NPR on new legislation on registration of “paid political advertising”, naive Intelligence Committee duped by Silicon Valley snake oil; Atlantic Council brochure danger of MADCOM Machine Driven Communications
2:04:44  CBC tech millennial algo-explaining “right?”-fest, “algorithms are basically complex systems of code, right?”, “the reason they use these algorithms right, is because there’s just so much on the internet, right?”, “oftentimes they can be wrong, right?”
2:12:46  Donation Segment
2:20:39  Illuminati Web Summit in Portugal, celebrity attendees Caitlyn Jenner and Terrell Owens
2:24:33  Convicted felon accidentally released from jail for a week; Charlie Rose on clear-air turbulence that “because of climate change, could get worse”; Whoopi “as many of the things as we can stick in here” and “can this bitch run the country?” isos; “professional tiny livers” promo
2:28:41  Economy loses 33k jobs in September; unemployment at new low; Western Union 33 code
2:33:21  Australian gun amnesty ends, JCD gripes about firearms not refurbished for police; CBS on A Girl and a Gun group with AR-15s; realtime money transfers between banks coming soon, JCD: “an EMP, you’re broke”; ACC proposes Etherium derivative for infrastructure
2:44:19  Trial of Benghazi suspect Ahmed Abu Khattala begins
970  Golf Bag Nuke  (2017-10-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s Trumpwatch Wednesday!” (2:09:41)
0:00:33 ACC’s gigabit connection thanks to AT&T U-verse
0:02:51 Las Vegas shooting massive distraction from NBC Tillerson “moron” story and ABC Chelsea pressure cooker bomb story; Chris Matthews “Trumpwatch Wednesday” runs through thesaurus “idiot, blockhead, dunce” list (BCotD); Katy Tur on corroboration from “twelve current and past administration officials”; Andrea Mitchell “three senior officials”
0:14:20 Chelsea bomb 911 call with incomprehensible “Miss Swan” dispatcher; Penn Station footage
0:18:29 Nancy Pelosi babbles incomprehensibly about background checks; scripted town hall “clean Dream Act” question from United We Dream shill, Pelosi “make America dream again”; scripted “leader Pelosi” meme, Pelosi’s prayer permission, “common sense gun safety, gun preven... violence prevention legislation”; Feinstein’s S.1916, bullcrap “two hundred and seventy-some mass murders”, “we take an oath to protect and defend the American people”
0:33:33 FBI’s limited activity in Las Vegas, Clark County Sheriff on Stephen Paddock’s “secret life, much of which will never be fully understood”, Ogden vs Airbnb; FBI guy irked by Twitter conspiracy theories; NBC on job as IRS agent; former FBI to CBS: “it didn’t matter what crowd he was gonna fire into”; former CIA to Fox: “very deliberate act of terror”, new terrorism definition, Scalise parallel, “violence as an extension and use of political speech”
0:50:33 The View on “fellow Republicans”; FBI’s dismissal of terrorism, money sent to Philippines, $100k worth of firearms; CNN and ATF on “33 firearms”; SWAT storming suite an hour late, no evidence of suicide gunshot, recent bolt-action purchase; forensic psychiatrist on “young man’s crime”; concertgoers warned; shooter’s brother in Jim Cramer milieu
1:07:10 CBS fires lawyer Hayley Geftman-Gold over “not even sympathetic” post; ACC reads Facebag “you will all roast in Hell!” rant; JCD: “this is a creation of the media”, Pizzagate AR-15, angry Democrat theory; ACC weapons dealer theory, money laundering via casino, MGM Grand ties to CAIR; security guard and door ajar vs SWAT breaching; tenuous ISIS connection
1:28:27 Producer Segment: The Intercept podcast going value for value
1:44:35 UK Home Secretary Amber Rudd proposes 15 years in prison for viewing terrorist material
1:47:42 noagenda.cat; Franco’s crackdown on Catalonia, Spain blocking IPFS on .io, boots on the ground report on referendum and civil war; President Carles Puigdemont to BBC on EU indifference and police violence; border dispute and NATO; military drills on Kurdistan border
2:04:03 Scripted “right”-less Mike Morell to Charlie Rose on North Korean nuclear threat, emphasis on Detroit; JCD: “skids were greased” for segue to “moron” story; North Korean figure skaters qualify for Winter Olympics; James Woolsey on nuke “the size of a golf bag” for EMP attack
2:15:33 Donation Segment
2:24:23 ACLU lawyer heckled with Black Lives Matter “mic check” mind control crew, “A-C-L-U you protect Hitler too”, “the oppressed are not impressed”, Game of Thrones “shame!”; Michelle Obama on State of the Union “literally grey and white” side of room, JCD: “it’s just hate”
2:35:04 Producer note on defunct Puerto Rico oil refinery, “showboater” mayor; former attorney general: mayor “political hack”, cut off by CNN; limited benefits of statehood
2:40:44 Oregon restaurant shooter run over by motorist; former presidents in One America Appeal ad; Theresa May’s “Hillary cough”, “coke throat”; Amazon’s $295M in tax money for Luxembourg
2:48:37 John Kennedy on Equifax: “looks like we’re giving Lindsay Lohan the keys to the mini-bar”
2:52:31 Flu vaccine ad targeting over-65s; week in jail for Michigan woman for not vaccinating son
ACC: “And neo-Nazis are planning an attack!”

JCD discovers the Zephyr running late every day, ACC’s “aooga” iso

130k evacuated in Bali ahead of Mount Agung eruption, “if there’d be an eruption, the government would let us know”; more warnings from ACC’s space weather Disaster Prediction App; JCD Red Book: warmists will use volcanic ash as excuse for lack of temperature rise

Catalonians trying to guard polling places from being ransacked by masked Spanish police, government blocking .cat polling location sites, .dog TLD held by Donuts Inc

NATO Cybersecurity Symposium with hordes of industry reps; EU DDoS with “no data breach”, proposed legislation to “combat cryptocurrency (fraud)” and double ENISA budget

Bogus DHS report on Russia meddling with election in 21 states, “scans” and ZoneAlarm

CNN on Russians posing as “blacktivists” for no adequately explored reason, Pooper’s scripted “were these accounts also promoting events?”, more likes than actual BLM, JCD: “this was, I think, finally killed off by Space Ghost”; Hillary’s negative campaign backfire; Facebag and Russia local data storage law; RT’s Lionel on Obama’s Brexit meddling, “sock puppet media”

Steve Bannon on exposing Hollywood hypocrisy; JCD on “take a knee” in football, restaurant gasps at ACC kneeling for selfie; Oakland quarterback thrown under bus; standing for God Save the Queen at London game; New York banker on Alabama dog whistle, Cohn & Mnuchin potentially out; Fox Sports’ Shannon Sharpe: “they’ll fight for a pair of jeans?”

Cambridge librarian rejects Melania Trump’s “racist” Dr. Seuss books, “strategist” explanation, JCD on “ancient astronaut theorists”; JCD on If I Ran the Zoo etymology of “nerd”

Elon Musk’s rocket for intercontinental travel; James Woolsey North Korean “EMP satellite”

Bill Maher takes Constitutional side in neo-Nazi debate, April Ryan: “some of these old laws need to be revisited”, JCD: “you must punch a Nazi”, neo-Nazi on bus “intimidating, inciting”, Tom Morello: “they are now without hoods in the Oval Office”; internet virtue signalling

ACC reads outraged anti-Trump Facebag rant: “Obama had 64%, take that!”

The Creature from Jekyll Island author G. Edward Griffin to podcast on deep state “information dominance” agenda; “internet in a suitcase” revisited; Griffin on divide and conquer strategy getting violence in streets, consolidation phase with martial law; Guatemala coup

isis beheading videos a thing of the past, budget shifted to internet; Antifa and neo-Nazis clash in Sweden; JCD-recommended Berlin Station trailer; Hillary to Charlie Rose on post-9/11 meeting with Bush 43, situation room finger-smelling, Trump “clear and present danger”

ABC spending vs travel investigation whipsaw; noagendasocial.com migrated to new digs

And Now Back to Real News: California music teacher contaminating flutes with “bodily fluids”; woman leaves 12-year-old and younger kids home alone during trip to Germany

Producer note on Amazon and DMT extraction from acacia bark; JCD on Diane Keaton’s crappy Godfather acting; Pruitt’s $25k “phone booth” SCIF normally $100k; ABC “Nor-folk” pronunciation, KTVU “three, two one”; “Professor Pez” walks back “future dead cops” tweet

College textbook exercise renumbering scam; The Guardian on underpaid adjunct professors

NYC’s secretive MTA $100M towers; ARRL asked for 50 hams; San Juan’s douchebag mayor, ABC “even the general”; Prince George’s school serving “not your average mac & cheese”

CBS on record amounts of fentanyl seized in “fiscal year”, inspections at JFK
968 In the Saddle (2017-09-28)

0:00:00 JCD: "Boom!" (1:58:48)
0:00:00 Police chase and shooting in California
0:01:12 NFL national anthem controversy over Trump “get that son of a bitch off the field”, Rep. Al Green “son of a dog”, “I will call for the impeachment of the president of the United States of America” (CotD); Russian “take-a-knee-ers” with fake Twitter accounts
0:12:34 NFL alienating patriotic viewers, JCD on nightmare getting to new 49ers Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara; NFL Article 62: players “should stand at attention”, “failure to be on the field by the start of the National Anthem may result in discipline”; Huffington Post “White Athletes Still Standing For The Anthem Are Standing For White Supremacy” article; “CNN lady” to Don Lemon: “we have put white supremacist in the White House”; Spike Lee’s weak response to military parents; “very fine people” kneeling “dick question” from press corps
0:28:13 Hugh Hefner dead at 91, “in the saddle” question; CBS retrospective; ACC in Dutch edition
0:33:09 The Algo jingle; Adam Schiff on Russian Facebag ads from “KGB operative running a country”; JCD on 1980s Japanese AI fad; BBC debunks Amazon explosive recommendation story, JCD on Whole Foods price reductions; Elon Musk: “until people see, like, robots going down the street killing people, like, they don’t know how to react”; Veri AI penny stock boom & bust
0:47:17 JCD on Star Trek: Black Lives Matter with Captain Miss Swan: “it stinks!"
0:52:16 “Spexit” Catalonia referendum declared illegal, Juncker “meant to say” that only “legally sanctioned” votes would be accepted; Saudi Arabia to allow women drivers, excised “many of them only have a quarter of a brain” report ending (CotD)
0:58:07 Producer Segment
1:13:08 CBS Trump “misplays of the week”; Puerto Rico “suspend the Jones Act” compilation, ABC: “a lot of shippers … don’t want it waived” with no explanation; ABC on Russian Facebook ads, “we need Trump” lie, “Brian with us, who helped the Russians target those ads” misread
1:29:32 CBS on Mexican wall prototypes, dissent from representative of “more than sixty human rights organizations along the border”, JCD: “can’t they consolidate?"; EU able to extend reintroduction of internal border controls under “exceptional circumstances” for six months; EU attempting to raise taxes on “the Apples, the Amazons, the Microsofts”; ABC on Trump tax plan, unreleased tax forms needle with JCD “aooga!”, wealth tax
1:46:19 Charles Ortel tracking My Brother’s Keeper Alliance following in Clinton footsteps, monster mailing list; Obama compares “dropping his daughter off at college” to open-heart surgery
1:52:01 Millennials and memes, no love for McCain; JCD on The Handmaid’s Tale: “grim, humorless, depressing, and unhealthy”, Margaret Atwood NYT article on chronicles of the current climate “found centuries later in an old house behind a wall”, book’s racism removed from series
2:02:32 Donation Segment: JCD on Westwood cemetery with joke epitaphs; Podcast One lawsuit
2:21:25 Denison University defines hate speech as “enabling people to carry out microaggressions”
2:27:15 City of Salinas on the verge of bankruptcy, first responder higher-ups making huge salaries
2:30:49 Trump hate cycle on tax returns and Pussygate; Brussels bans sugar daddy app, JCD on college textbook ripoff; Patriot Prayer “empathy tent” fight; ACC on Twitter’s SMS origins
2:40:30 Trump cross with Tom Price over luxury travel, Scott Pruitt’s $25k “phone booth”
2:44:42 Anthony Weiner’s party affiliation unmentioned by M5M; ACC debunks Boston Globe bogus investigation of aircraft registrations; spontaneous development of food allergies in adulthood
2:55:02 Jane Fonda awkwardly changes subject from Megyn Kelly’s plastic surgery gaffe
967 dotard (2017-09-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s too many points!” ACC: “That’s what I’m saying!”
0:00:34 Oregon “gluten-free marijuana”; iOS 11 bricking podcast apps
0:02:18 Global Citizen Awards, Justin Trudeau laundry list of ideologies to guard against
0:04:51 Ken Burns Vietnam documentary, Paris 1919, Ho Chi Minh’s bid for independence, appearances by Uncle Don, bogus “domino theory”; ACC on dystopian The Handmaid’s Tale
0:13:41 Sen. Jeanne Shaheen on Pelosi DACA protests, “no fault of their own” meme; Soros-funded groups behind protests; Sergeant Fred still alive; Deface Columbus Day on October 9
0:25:47 Germans all ready to trot out Russian election hacking claims; CBS on Facebook cooperating with Congress on Russian ads, security “expert” on IP addresses from “enemy nation state that often people call Russia”; Sean Spicer’s scandalous “copious notes”
0:35:42 Zuckerberg on nine-step plan to prevent election meddling, JCD on ludicrousness of creating thousands of ads, Luciferized Zuckerberg: no problems found in German elections, gross swallowing tell, virality “seen before in history at a minimum” flub; JCD on memes vs memes
0:54:38 Foot-soldiers subject to droning under new rules; UK special forces prowling London tube
0:57:53 Hillary on new Onward Together organization, Act Blue groups and 2018; NYT’s Amy Chozick: “it was our job to get Hillary Clinton elected”, Phrase from the Chaise “soul searching”
1:08:27 Producer Segment: “service goat scream”; ACC recommends Kingsman: The Golden Circle
1:27:44 Murkowski and McCain not all-in on Graham-Cassidy bill, individual mandate removal, Planned Parenthood cut off, Medicaid work requirement; McCain on Mayo Clinic emergency surgery, producer note on military circles expecting short life expectancy, “Hanoi Hannah”
1:42:51 Rolling Stone and Newsweek recycling Trump insanity meme, “Six-Week Cycle” Trump memes
1:45:00 Jedediah Bila fired from leaving The View, “I’m a little eccentric, and you put up with me”, “I don’t have a title yet” for fictional in-progress book, Joy Behar getting married script reminder; insider producer note on Bila straying from Hillary script, Behar shitstorm
1:52:07 North Korea responds to Trump’s UN speech with “mentally deranged dotard”, CBS whipsaw “that was a horrible, horrible thing that happened to the Republican party”; South Korean embassy suspending internships, fake orders for diplomatic personnel to leave country
1:59:35 JCD mea culpa on Irma orange juice short position proposal
2:00:28 Burmese Rohingyas universally hated in India and Bangladesh, JCD: “maybe they stink?”; Bali’s Mount Agung threatening to erupt, ACC on coronal holes and volcanism correlation
2:07:30 Patreon’s series C $60M; IAB podcast standards; Restoration Hardware mispelling AdWords
2:13:25 Donation Segment: another Nibiru dud
2:22:49 “A platinum gay is one that was also born C-section, so I’ve never touched a vagina” (CotD)
2:24:55 Comey Howard University speech interrupted, “you ain’t our homie, get out James Comey”
2:27:51 Producer note on Masoud Barzani using Kurdistan independence referendum for Peshmerga
2:29:45 Hillary iso: WikiLeaks “nothing more than a tool of Putin and the Kremlin”, reptilian “alternate nostril breathing” question; Elizabeth Warren asked about her $9M net worth
2:33:56 Jamie Dimon on Bitcoin vs fiat currency; Uber loses London license; obesity in British men; producer Saudi chicken recipe; Danish PM Rasmussen on Muslim-controlled areas
2:49:43 Ryanair pilot on zero-hour contracts; JCD on unpleasant Alaskan Air automatic landing
2:55:08 Second Equifax hack disclosed; Mel Brooks on not being to make films in today’s climate, JCD on anti-Trump Comedy Day San Francisco; Trump vs NFL
3:05:16 Austin Grackle music, JCD: “I think it’s bullcrap!”
966  Master Algo (2017-09-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Webinars!” (2:43:37)
0:00:35  Hillary interview by Colbert: fake laughter iso, no Constitutional provision for contesting election, “vote for Democrats” message, Putin “really doesn’t like democracy”, “fake Americans with fake news … and fake demonstrations”, Russia “back in 2018 and 2020 unless we stop them”, 2011 election grudge; pointess “manspreading” wildlife conservation story
0:14:41  Hillary “Paula Revere”; Trump UN North Korea speech, watched “parts of it” lie, “very dark, dangerous”; Colbert audience cheers Manafort wiretap, “you applaud until they wiretap you”
0:21:15  Jane Fonda’s new facelift at Emmy Awards, flat breasts and fake red carpet, Jermaine Fowler voiceover, Waith & Ansari mic takeover, JCD: “reminding the public that the networks suck”
0:30:31  Morgan Freeman “we are at war” Rob Reiner video, Committee To Investigate Russia, funding from “just individuals”; Hillary on Russia “influencing voters”; Maxine Waters hijacks Dick Gregory eulogy with “dishonorable human being” rant, “when I get done with Donald Trump he’s gonna wish he had been impeached”; right wing up in arms over Manafort wiretap
0:45:24  EFF fighting SESTA Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act, Backpage charges tossed out by judge, “restaurant reviews” meme vs criminal intent, ACC on Silicon Valley fighting slippery slope
0:59:28  Catalan government raided by Spanish police over independence referendum
1:00:33  Producer Segment: arms sale to Turkey cancelled; new Scott Mackenzie novel
1:17:18  Amazon apologizing for baby registry “glitch”; Amazon “frequently bought together” gunpowder and thermite ingredients; Geoffrey Hinton’s underperforming backpropagation model; producer note on ridicule over Saudi Arabian fried chicken chain
1:28:28  Miss America 2017: Mimi spotting fake boobs, best candidates California and Ohio “culled”, Louisiana high-end ventriloquist “and she could yodel”, winner North Dakota “Mormon face”, New Mexico “be loud and take up space” rant, “big butt cover” bathing suits; lightweight question gimmick, swimsuit competition for Mr. America; Missouri wrong answer on Trump investigation, South Carolina “can identify all kinds of aliens”, Texas parroting M5M Charlottesville talking points, New Jersey on putting Confederate statues in “musayums”, D.C. on football concussion prevention, North Dakota Cara Mund on Paris Agreement withdrawal
1:52:22  And Now Back to Real News: Colorado Springs family want woman to stop pooping in yard; San Diego hepatitis A outbreak, ACC predicts mandatory vaccinations
1:56:58  Pelosi “just stop it now” being shouted down by DREAMers, “yes or no!” chant, Just Stop It Now jingle, Occupy “mike check”, “clean bill” political meme, takeover by professional shill
2:09:47  Red Cross fails to deliver on Hurricane Harvey immediate assistance promise; nonprofits stepping up fundraising efforts; Mexico earthquake and ACC’s disaster prediction app
2:14:14  Donation Segment
2:23:31  Controversy over Minneapolis woman’s therapy pony, JCD on Berkeley “naked guy”
2:28:47  “Racist” raw cotton at Hobby Lobby & Lipscomb University (BCotD); cooking mustard greens
2:33:00  North Korea: Trump’s UN speech “sound of a dog barking”; Kurdish independence referendum
2:36:24  Shrinking airline seats delaying evacuation; pricy coding bootcamps, ACC podcast bootcamp; three tons of cocaine seized off CA, JCD on actress nose activity; fentanyl in NYC raids
2:47:40  Tim Scott on being pulled over seven times, JCD on Senate license plates
2:53:04  Lawrence O’Donnell freaks out on set: “I don’t care who the fuck you have to call, stop the hammering!”, ACC on MTV “glitches”, JCD story: doing Tech TV with Leo in his ear
965  Yanking Mics  (2017-09-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ba-da-da dat-da-da-da-da-da.”  (1:12:08)
0:00:34  ACC reading Hillary’s  What Happened, The Big Book Show and hosts not reading books, Hillary name-dropping authors, 1984 analysis: goal “to sow mistrust towards exactly the people we need to rely on: our leaders, the press”, Bill’s homespun pig-wrestling lore, Clinton Foundation’s $500M for Haiti, Bill’s depression over 1980 loss, Bush 43 “that was some weird shit”; BBC Pidgin reasons Trump won: Comey and “di way im handle di Clinton email palava”
0:12:21  Rachel Maddow Facebag “own up” meme, Mark Warner “and they paid in rubles, seriously” tweet; JCD on lame Russian “secure borders” ads; NPR on ProPublica “really simple” experiment to place “how to burn Jews” ad, “psychographic marketing”, proposed “harm rate”
0:24:43  Triggered Brooke Baldwin “yanking mics” over Clay Travis “First Amendment and boobs”
1:04:10  Producer Segment: JCD on Costco Kirkland brand; “activist infotainment podcast”
1:22:29  JCD predicts Stephen Colbert going ballistic on Trump at Emmys; JCD to retire feature after next show’s Miss America coverage, “chunky” contestants, Michelle Obama look-alike
1:26:28  Icelandic government falls apart over PM Bjarni Benediktsson’s father’s FOIA’d letter in support of convicted pedophile, ACC “pedo island”; Hillary compares herself to Cersei Lannister
1:30:56  California bill punishing misuse of pronouns; low-income housing, primary election acceleration, candidate tax return requirement; sanctuary state bill, sex offender registry tiers
1:37:32  On the Media over-the-top gay guy on Taylor Swift hate over Pulse nightclub silence, ACC: “John, we need a fan name!”, JCD: “slaves!”; Swift’s history of cultural appropriation, “pieces that have been ridden” urging her to “take a side”
1:46:16  De-pooped Jeff Pegues on DC pro-Trump Mother of All Rallies; Juggalo protest over FBI gang designation, “music is not a crime!”; Fox on protesters vs riot police at Saint Louis mayor’s house: “there are also reports two people rang the doorbell with no answer” (CotD)
1:53:30  Dexter the vape guy freaked out by London subway bombing false flag, bag from cheap Lidl grocery store, incoherent neighbor describes police, suspect arrested in Dover; Ringo Starr on Brexit: “I would have voted to get out, but don’t tell Bob Geldof”

2:01:18  Donation Segment

2:10:55  JCD Red Book coming true: prints of Kathy Griffin Trump head on sale; Whoopi on The View: Antifa concocted by the right, Paula Faris on Antifa inauguration violence, Sunny Hostin: “the KKK has been terrorizing my community for centuries”
2:18:46  11-year-old mowing White House lawn and child labor laws; ACC’s letter to Nixon
2:21:08  Japanese Giant Voice System; Nikki Haley on “fire and fury”, Mattis’ “plenty of military options”, ACC: watch for diplomats to be recalled, ignored by Japanese media; Israelis watching disintegrating Scuds; Russian MH17 radar data showing Ukrainian military launch
2:31:22  Equifax execs “retiring”, 400k British identities also exfiltrated, Warren pushing free credit freeze; spook John Miller: New York “most targeted” by ISIS, message from Hanzu bin Laden
2:39:26  “Health attacks” on Cuba staff, Hotel Capri, 21 victims; CIA director cancels Harvard speech over Chelsea Manning fellowship; Charlie Rose Week Ahead;  NYT child labor gripe
964  6th Mass Extinction  (2017-09-14)

0:00:00   JCD: “This breaks out in San Francisco where they have the poop map, at least you got a map.”  (2:30:23)

0:00:35   Solid two minutes of Hillary excuses for election loss: “the Russians weaponizing information”, “anodyne” Podesta e-mails, “voter suppression”, Amazon deleting one-star reviews, Facebag: “I couldn’t possibly hate people who voted against Hillary more than I do right now!”; Hillary’s hate for Matt Lauer; failed preparation for being “stalked”, The View “Back Off” T-shirt

0:16:52   Anderson Pooper flexing muscles in Florida; Hillary on abolishing Electoral College; New York Times: “Facebook wins, democracy loses”; JCD Clintons poisoning each other theory, Loretta Lynch meeting; Comey under fire by administration; Sean Spicer dud on Jimmy Kimmel

0:24:40   Steve Pieczenik’s war with Roger Stone over General Kelly, Alex Jones on Trump being drugged; how many Trumps are there; Mike Pompeo: WikiLeaks “has encouraged its followers to find jobs at the CIA”, “non-state hostile intelligence service” in military intelligence bill

0:35:31   CIA-Equifax parallel, absurd notion of identity theft, Social Security numbers in the wild

0:41:03   New iPhone X Face ID and headscarves, “rugged” glass, greater distracted driving danger

0:46:36   JCD on shorting orange juice futures in face of Hurricane Irma; Stevie Wonder at telethon: global warming skeptics “blind or unintelligent”; Houston councilman Dave Martin: Red Cross “the most inept, unorganized organization I’ve ever experienced”; Jim Acosta asks about “three category four hurricanes” and climate change; John McCain all-in on nuclear power

1:00:36   Tesla battery range extension, older European diesels blocked from cities

1:07:41   Producer Segment: Born Gay jingle; new “we’re all gonna die!”; navfvc.com calculator

1:23:59   Producer note on global arms sales people listening to show

1:25:29   Democracy Now on climate change and parasite extinction in “the planet’s sixth great mass extinction event that’s currently underway”, JCD on DIY degrees at UC Berkeley, “we have undervalued them for decades”, JCD: Young Sheldon promotion, “Save the Tic(k)s” stickers

1:32:20   “Internal Conflict in Myanmar” Wikipedia page, UN outraged over violence against Rohingyas, Aung San Suu Kyi on Rohingyas terrorism, 370k refugees in Bangladesh, Yugoslavia playbook

1:41:58   BBC Pidgin Minute: “move fast fast” bullet train; Philip Morris all-in on vaping business

1:46:10   Francis Scott Key and Saint Junipero Serra statues defaced; Richmond Robert E. Lee rally

1:51:52   Steve Munchin’s request for honeymoon government jet, wife Louise Linton’s designer hashtags, appearance on CSI as Marie Antoinette; champagne coupe modeled after breast

1:57:29   Spain attempts to prevent Catalan independence referendum, producer note on BBC ignoring enormous protests, Catalan hate in mainstream Spanish society; Prime Minister’s Questions: tripling of university fees, Speaker “o-o-o-order!” iso; Brexit “the ayes have it, unlock!”

2:13:12   Donation Segment


2:27:28   San Diego hepatitis A outbreak thanks to the homeless and Twitter-mandated removal of public toilets; Lisbon Treaty incarceration for those “experiencing homelessness”, FICA subhumans denied housing; CBS downplays link between flu vaccination and miscarriage

2:35:39   Therapy animal outrage from the No Agenda blind cohort, goatyoga.net

2:37:54   Nigel Farage to European Parliament on EU centralization: “thank God we’re leaving”

2:41:38   Hormone therapy for transgender children under 16; pedophilia as treatable mental disorder

2:45:33   Judy Gold whines about Trump on crap Salon podcast; Jeff Pegues on anti-Hillary Facebag ads from “Russian internet trolls” (CotD), ACC: “just tell them you’ve adjusted the algo”
963  Born This Way (2017-09-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hashtag DACA.” (0:28:46)
0:00:33 Equifax data breach exposes 143M Americans’ data, “the Irma of data breaches”, untouched “core database”; Bombard’s Body Language analysis of CEO: “it doesn’t seem they’re really sure on the unauthorized”, emphasis on “partners”, JCD: “I think it was an intelligence agency”
0:15:08 Bombard analyzes Zuckerberg, *Homo capensis* tease, Steve Jobs’ testicular displays
0:19:55 Hurricane Irma: Horowitz’ tiki hut still standing; Rick Scott urges evacuation, Italian sign language translator, “time to punch out”, pet-friendly shelters; Facebag hate for Florida Trump supporters; landfall in racist Lee County; Greg Abbott on Texas mosquito spraying by DoD; New York Fed’s William Dudley on economic impact, predicts economic boost later in year
0:35:54 X-class solar flare; Michio Kaku on CIA use of terawatt laser weather modification in Vietnam
0:41:10 Sam Harris podcast on Climategate: hacked e-mails “most like scenario is Russia” (CotD); DoD Saint Martin evacuation (or not); hunkering down in mangrove swamp in boats, JCD on total lack of follow-up in media; Hemingway’s house immune to damage; X-class solar flare and Mexico earthquake’s 50-foot plate shift, dormant volcanoes on West Coast
0:54:41 Stanford sexual orientation-detecting AI for images, “gay at birth” conclusion; Algos jingle
1:03:59 Producer Segment: P2P Cash bank transfers; ACC Pidgin English Irma news read
1:17:01 Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society report on election coverage in media and online; Bernie Sanders to Colbert on Hillary’s accusation of damage to progressive movement, JCD fast-forward, screaming shill in audience, Trump “the most unpopular candidate in the history of this country”, Colbert “let’s talk about 2020”, “Medicare for all” bill, “I think the time is now for the United States to join every other major country on earth”
1:26:43 Lenny Dykstra trolling Lena Dunham: “women should work only until they are married”
1:32:18 Hillary in 2011: “just because your child gets across the border, that doesn’t mean the child gets to stay”; hypocritical Chuck Schumer then vs now on DACA; AP “undocumented citizens”
1:37:45 Charlottesville victim Heather Heyer images not reflecting obesity, mother on death from heart attack; Maxine Waters on domestic terrorism: “Ruby Ridge standoff, three killed, two wounded”, JCD: “by the FBI!”, Charlottesville “killed three” lie, “we can’t really do anything because of privacy concerns”, “Bretttbart” wants to kill her, “alt-right” Revolution jingle
1:46:27 Judicial Watch guy: “the deep state is running the Trump administration on transparency issues”, “complicit or oblivious” appointees; JCD on EU technocracy; Phillips collusion with EU on incandescent bulb ban, ACC’s dishwasher drying cycle cut 50% for LEED certification
1:56:23 Immigrant pileup in Brussels, Italian mafia slave labor, Germany not all-in on Turkish membership; Merkel “miles ahead” of Schultz; Ukraine association treaty ratified in spite of Netherlands; Dutch insecticide-contaminated eggs, ACC: “here’s your coffin, put an egg on it”
2:04:24 Donation Segment: Jerry Pournelle dead at 84, Chris Pirillo for TWIT
2:14:07 Charlie Rose New York City-centric *The Week*; cool Deutsche Welle transition
2:18:12 Nervous Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Imran Awan: “he’s not my staffer”; Gary Cohn on the outs with Trump after *Financial Times* criticism
2:24:32 “No special rights” therapy animal scammers, ACC; “this is my service goat”
2:31:16 Steve Bannon on Catholic Church and DACA; schoolmarmish Heather Nauert “parity” bullcrap on Russian consulate raid, “I don’t know if you all are working for RT today or what”
2:42:23 Facebook breakfast courting big pharma; Dennis Rodman to Piers Moron on Kim Jong-un
2:49:32 Google Chrome going https-only October 1; record-breaking Miami airport Irma shutdown
Service Pony (2017-09-07)

ACC: “That’s right, baby, I'm in show business.” (1:55:55)

JCD’s “heat wavelet” over; Horowitz “officially freaking out” over Hurricane Irma, **DH Unplugged** on tiki hut blessing; boots on the ground images of Saba destruction; NBC on difference between free GFS and paid European weather model, “the difference: supercomputer power”; algo jingles; NBC on “millions desperately trying to escape”, NBC on stricter building codes from Hurricane Andrew aftermath; disagreement over storm surge height, CBS on Puerto Rico destruction; Miami cranes still standing; producer note on weather stations shutting down

Amazon regional **price gouging** “dynamic pricing”; producer note on Orlando office closing; San Jose State professor Alison Bridger blames climate change; Dave Winer frets about 24/7 hurricanes, Mimi’s “worst ever” weather meme; ACC disses Red Cross in checkout line, Facebag account of Red Cross interference, “central distribution point”; newsletter “look askance”

Steve Pieczenik on CIA vs military intelligence for control of president; John Kelly and continuity of government cabal, Twitter locked down; Trump teleprompter flub: “unite the red tape ... all that red tape becomes beautiful when you get rid of it”, “hyperkinetic”; Chelsea Handler calls for military coup; Chinese coup and North Korean radiation leak rumors

Animal rights activists in Hollywood: communism “kind of worked in America, in a way, back in the day”, “if you fight for human rights and you don’t fight for animal rights, you’re being a speciesist”; producer note on “service dogs” at airports, “taking a dump on one of the moving walkways”; Pope calls for children over pets, JCD proposes airport “service horse”

Theresa May responds to McDonald’s zero-hours contracts, ACC on EU permission to fire workers, Jeremy Corbyn on May’s promised binding shareholder votes for executive pay, ACC on “Balkenende rule” capping compensation at Prime Minister’s salary; MC Stormzy calls Theresa May a “paigon”; May pushing Parliament Brexit bill with immigration restrictions

BBC News in Pidgin English: “na 75 students register quick-quick for di course”

Zuckerberg meeting with “dreamers” from never-enacted DREAM Act, awkward straight-backed posture, “by no fault of their own” meme, Executive Order sunset; *Reason* editor Katherine Mangu-Ward to Tucker Carlson: no obligation to put citizens’ interests ahead of immigrants’, “if we had a billion people in America, America would be unstoppable”, ACC “popular while white”; Taylor Swift booed trying to sneak out of friend’s wedding

Deutsche Welle contrasts “sophomoric” Trump behavior with German “duet” debate, migrant situation undiscussed, childless European leaders, JCD: “maybe they’re all gay”; media steering back toward Russia collusion, *Bloomberg* millennial on $100k Facebook “information campaign” potentially from Russia, blocking with “machine learning algorithms”

Donation Segment: Phrases from the Chaise “tit for tat” and “nitty-gritty”

Tech News: €1bn Intel antitrust fine to be reexamined; new Sony phone 3D cameras, JCD on potential for Apple-Tiffany deal; voice assistants responding to voice signals above 20 kHz

Lester Holt “Hurricane Irma”; Sarah Huckabee Sanders: “President Obama is laying out a responsible 24-month phaseout”; Joy Behar asserts 95% Trump lie rate; Chris Matthews on Democrats unable to run white men in next election; Shareblue’s Verrit site

Clip Blitz: Rohingya fleeing Myanmar Buddhists; ruling party wins Angolan elections; climate change threatens French wine; Catalanian independence vote; more carnage in Yemen
961 Big BRICS (2017-09-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Stay woke!” ACC: “Whoa!” (1:22:13)

0:00:31 California “burning up” due to Santa Ana winds; no feedback on Houston electric cars, Texas fuel supply to be restored quickly, interim price gouging, ACC the prepper; C-SPAN open feed of Trump’s Texas selfies and box-moving; NBC Red Cross hit piece, $0.91 per dollar promise, B+ rating; JCD on “whipsaw” non sequitur technique, Wells Fargo scandal transition; money diverted from other nonprofits, Michael Dell’s $35M, Clinton Foundation MIA; ACC recommends deferred tax plan until after Harvey; Trump blue gloves “my hands are too big”

0:16:55 Rev. Manning: “the city of Houston is gone forever”, predicts war with North Korea and economic collapse; inevitable bond crisis; whistleblower Rebecca Reisig: Houston officials downplayed danger to reduce panic; ACC on millennials’ top charity J.J. Watt fund

0:27:34 LA City Council replaces Columbus Day with Indigenous People’s Day; SJWs targeting military bases with Confederate history; ACC birthday manicurist all-in on Democracy Now

0:32:29 GamerGate as Genesis of modern SJW movement; Taylor Swift called out for silence on Donald Trump during election, Kanye West VMA incident and “I made that bitch famous” fabrication, “Becky” from Beyonce, latest Swift album released on West’s mother’s death date

0:42:10 The Read podcast on “white witch” Swift, “Taylor Malfoy”, “colonial-ass video”, “anti-feminist rants”, “first white walker” Game of Thrones reference, ACC predicts popular media doom

0:51:37 MTV News “Five Things You Should Know About Racism” whiteface skit, reverse racism “racial prejudice, not racism”, “they don’t have the institutional power to back them up”

1:04:40 JCD on harsher prison sentences for men, “tremendous movie” The Red Pill; Morgan Freeman: “I don’t want a Black History Month”; new Netflix series Disjointed with Kathy Bates

1:12:24 Producer Segment: JCD’s unfunny ACC birthday gag script

1:30:49 New York banker: “bad Jew” Gary Cohn hoping to beat Mnuchin to Federal Reserve chair

1:33:55 Arkema chemical plant “campfire” mixed message, JCD on PVC and unstable peroxides; Reeves Texas cloud seeding before landfall; heavily-edited Extra native ad for The Real and Total Wireless at exactly one minute; Democracy Now on pardon for “notorious racist” Joe Arpaio, JCD on bile for Obama’s lack of pardons until end of second term, Comey’s involvement in Marc Rich pardon; fair.org: Arpaio “criminal racist”, “Latino” profiling

1:48:30 Charlie Rose The Week on Xiamen BRICS meeting and Weiner sentencing; JCD: “nasty group of people”; Russia-China space agreement; “check this out!” plume of smoke over San Francisco Russian Consulate, Mimi “it’s a spare the air day!” outdoor cooking exemption; Consulate from 1852, “sign of the times”; RT on 36-hour warning for FBI staff apartment raid, “invasion” act of war, ACC: bug-planting foray; three more sonic attack victims in Cuba

2:07:12 Phrase From the Chaise: “tit for tat”; “33 minutes of No Agenda” for amygdala

2:08:15 Donation Segment

2:28:48 Call for “algos” jingle; Amazon Echo “bread, bread” shopping list; EU GDPR General Data Protection Regulation for algorithmic decision-making opt-out, consent & ToS exceptions

2:38:09 Pelosi allegedly decries Antifa violence; Joy Behar on colleges vetting JFK vs “some troll on the internet” Milo, “I’m the first First Amendment person here”; UN human rights chief Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein on Trump “incitement” against media, “Congress shall make no law” redux

2:48:59 Moe Rocca befuddled by Armstrong radio horn (BCotD); algos “we’re all gonna die!”

2:52:52 “Hammerskins” neo-Nazis in Majorca; ACLU: ICE trying to destroy evidence of abuses

2:56:48 Berkeley arrestee “I need my service animal!”; ACC on dogs as surrogates for children
960  Sandy Super Strong  (2017-08-31)

0:00:00  JCD: “... when the 2400 baud modem came out ... wow, this thing is twice as fast!”  (2:18:23)
0:00:40  7k Houston refugees for Austin, 500-vs 100-year flood and insurance premiums; Arkema chemi-
cal fire; Facebag furor over Melania’s heels and FLotUS hat, JCD on seeing Trump at US Open
with Marla Maples, “shallow people entering deep waters”, “innocent pets and people”;
0:11:35  NBC puts Red Cross front and center, ProPublica “tweetstorm” on selling blood to hospi-
tals; relief fund run by Jew-hating Muslim Linda Sarsour; Sheila Jackson-Lee on not signing
HR.152: Sandy Hook and “Sandy Super Strong”, “aid package to make sure that we have
the funding for what is need”  (CotD); C-SPAN caller on connection between total eclipse and
natural disasters, abruptly cut off, JCD on Nancy Reagan’s astrological swearing-in time
0:22:25  Ghoulish reporter called out by displaced women with two kids: “you still puttin’ a microphone
in my face!”; Prosperity Gospel preacher Joel Osteen shamed; Amazon four-package diaper
donation limit; JCD on Budweiser bottling water: “I don’t see the difference”
0:31:33  North Korean announcer iso; Trump “contradiction” from Mattis: “never out of diplomatic
solutions”; Hawaii missile defense test, “doubling down” meme; no Japan air raid siren video
0:40:37  MSNBC “sources”: Mueller looking into Felix Sater and Russian Trump Tower project,
“unidentified” North Korean missile; McCain’s return to Congress, “too old” meme, mother
still alive, JCD: “I think he’s a lizard”; ACC’s 29th floor carpets, JCD on fire ant fireball
0:48:03  Antifa “no Trump, no wall, no USA at all” chant; spokeshole on violence at Berkeley Patriot
Prayer protest: “I’m not justifying it, I’m human naturing it”, event “one long line of love”,
Arpaio “convicted racist”; refusefascism.org: Trump-Pence “regime” “Christian Fascism”
1:04:23  Journalist: “why were journalists attacked?” at Berkeley protest, spokeshole: “that’s why
we’re here, is so people don’t dwell on the violence”, “Anifa and Black Bloc are not the same”,
“people get labeled and it’s not fair”, “tens of thousands of our tax dollars”; JCD on “angry
black women”; BLM’s Patrisse Cullors: “this president literally tried to kill our communities”
1:16:03  Refuse Fascism “nightmare” roster, call for demonstrations beginning November 4
1:20:12  Frank Bruni to Bill Maher in defense of white men: “a category isn’t a credential”
1:22:55  Producer Segment: JCD Second Half of Show teaser
1:36:01  ACC’s Shark Tank invitation; JCD gripes about commercial breaks after “that person is...”;
MTV VMAs “coming soon” play, Chris Cornell tribute cut off, yellow stars on red carpet
1:44:02  Kathy Griffin to Australian TV on Arpaio pardon, “never served time” meme, “the transgender
ban”, narcissistic “I lost everybody”, attacks host Samantha Armytage: “way to take my back,
girl”, “I know your type ... you’re like a white Trump voter in America”  (CotD)
1:52:56  Gone With the Wind vs Hattie McDaniel; “white, straight, and able-bodied” in Stephen King’s
It; national anthem in crosshairs; menthol cigarette ban; JCD Red Book: Kathy Griffin rehab
1:58:37  The Root five types of “Becky”, “a white woman who uses her privilege as a weapon, a ladder,
or an excuse”, neo-Nazi “fourteen words”, {Rebecca, Becca, Beckeisha, Reba, Beckzilla}
2:07:10  Donation Segment: ACC on Usenet snark and alt.binaries porn, 75 baud modem
2:32:52  Second Half of Show: CIA document on downed UFO turning 23 Russian soldiers to stone
2:39:59  Cathy O’Neil TED Talk on black-box algorithms as “weapons of math destruction”
2:46:27  Australian effort to rename Father’s Day “Special Persons’ Day”; Russia Insider on US AED
arrested emotional development teenage mentality; University of Nebraska free speech zone
2:54:23  Mark Steyn on Imran Awan’s “malodorous” spook access; PBS on quaternary ice age
3:04:58  Chinese Valentine’s Day stuffed animal “friends” for single diners; beef “bouquet” for proposal
959 Stay Safe! (2017-08-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “We sound like news execs now.” (2:36:57)

0:00:35 Hurricane Harvey “stay safe” for ACC, “intensification” hype; ACC reporter on the scene skit; ABC “the full punch is still coming”, global warming and unprepared Trump memes; NBC 2008 time travel, ACC monitoring ham radio emergency activity, Franklin Barbecue fire, not evacuating because “I feel that I do know what I’m doing”, Sharpie SSN on arm; “house lifting”; sobbing C-section woman worst-case scenario; Trump on “Twitter storms”

0:20:03 Valerie Plame’s bogus plan to buy Twitter and boot Trump, “brink of nuclear Armageddon”, Brolf on $50k of $1bn goal, “I have to make a very valid point here”, donations to Global Zero, Mueller’s “crackerjack team”; Al Franken “Kremlin playbook” found on Amazon

0:34:24 Mayweather-McGregor fight streaming issues, JCD’s VPN workaround

0:36:44 UK NHS considering lithium in water supply to reduce dementia; high doses of vitamins B6 and B12 linked to lung cancer in men; Houston “fourth largest city” meme

0:45:51 Antifa attacking Canadian journalists; “ass-ylum seekers” with child pornography; El Salvadoran status expiring in March; 700 refugees evicted in Rome; refugees back in Calais, JCD on Soros goading refugees toward Germany; Brady Bunch “bunch of snowflakes” jingle

0:56:19 Edmonton Eskimos taking flank for name, defaced Columbus statue, ACC predicts Gone With The Wind in jeopardy; Alan Dershowitz: Antifa “radical anti-American, anti-free market, communist, socialist, hard, hard left censorship organization”; Lincoln’s letter to Horace Greeley: “my paramount object … is to save the Union, and is not either to save or to destroy slavery”

1:09:24 Producer Segment: NJNK “no jingles, no karma”; itm.im/nobanks; sports karma ban

1:24:04 Sebastian Gorka jettisoned from administration, “who’s next” impasse, “ghoulish” Stephen Miller vs Democrat Kushner, Kellyanne Conway called “the barfly” by Michael Savage, Newt Gingrich’s wife’s nomination for Vatican ambassadorship, Dana Milbank editorial cries foul

1:31:01 David Crosby: no Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction, Ted Nugent: “he can kiss my ass”

1:32:54 Joe Arpaio pardon, phony Obama birth certificate deconstruction, Don Lemon all-in on waiting for sentencing: Australian government dual citizenship crisis; TV host draws “what right do you have” parallel between same-sex marriage and Ian Thorpe’s Olympic achievement

1:50:07 Producer on non-white Jews, Democrat anti-Semitism; JCD’s The Races of Man stereotypes

1:57:42 Google partially reimbursing advertisers for bogus 4chan traffic, JCD story: Forbes yacht tour with “dumb as a fireplug” media buyers; A Conversation with Scott Galloway podcast: Alexa “that’s all I could do on batteries right now” except private-label brand, higher price (BCotD)

2:11:02 Donation Segment

2:18:44 “Dropped” cultural appropriation; Good Morning America Taylor Swift native ad package; Swift out of favor, JCD: latest single derivative, bad industry reviews

2:25:23 EU still cross with Polish judicial amendment, Frans Timmermans threatens Article Seven; Timmermans video with creepy music: “nationalism is like alcoholism”, added echo; UN anti-Nazi resolution defeated in General Assembly; producer note on pompous “conflate” usage

2:35:44 North Korea “safer than London” for tourists; Brussels “God is great” knife attack; Buckingham Palace knife-carrier “scary scene”; Democrat-leaning psychiatrists to Congress: Trump “clear and present danger”; CVC freaked out over white Bic lighter “27 club” of dead musicians

2:43:09 China buying up Greek assets, “dragon head” of One Belt One Road; Charleston bus boy chef shooting, ACC story: ice cream flambe dropped on bride’s dress, Trump the screamer meme

2:48:53 LAPD cracking down on Metro “man spreading”; Charlie Rose The Week on Burning Man
958 The Talking Stick! (2017-08-24)

0:00:00 ACC: (wind in background) “ISIS is actually coming across the border, John!” (2:16:19)
0:00:34 CVC and hot girlfriend visiting; Tequila “Antifa!” jingle, Sinatra-style Pull Those Statues Down; UTA statue removal, JCD: tear down Alamo; ESPN pulls Robert Lee; Scott Adams on Clinton-era “third term” martial law meme; Canadian teachers’ union calling for expungement of “architect of genocide against indigenous peoples” John A. Macdonald, “all of our children need to be able to be safe, and feel inclusive”; Lincoln “sole purpose of restoring the Union”
0:16:40 Mark Steyn on Antifa “identity politics minstrel show”; Clooneys donate $1M to SPLC
0:20:00 A.C. Thompson on ProPublica “Documenting Hate” project, free articles vs “develop some businesses”, “I have no idea” lie for caller largest donor question, condescending “my friends in the nerd side”, tracking 3k “verified accounts”, Trump tied to “rash of anti-immigrant sentiments”, hate crime definition; JCD on recent increase in media use of “conflate”
0:35:48 ACC on the oddity of crime vs hate crime; call for destruction of Nelson’s Column
0:39:00 NBC on Trump’s Phoenix and VFW speech “head-snapping change of tones”; Clapper to Don Lemon: “downright scary and disturbing”, “teleprompter Trump”; misleading NBC Jeff Flake “who’s weak on borders, weak on crime”; CBS anchor chokes on Rhona Graff “right-hand…”
0:52:43 Rachel Maddow on golden showers dossier and “collusion in the Russian attack”, BuzzFeed libel suit never mentioned, Rick Wilson: 40k pages of documents “should absolutely Donald Trump’s attorneys”; JCD on potential extradition of Christopher Steele to US
0:59:08 Show notes impeachment “25 for 45”; Donny Deutsch on Trump as sociopath; NBC promoting Hillary’s new book, Trump “literally breathing down my neck” in second debate, high vs low point discrepancy; daughter to TtK: “now you’re supporting Nazis?” over Mike Rowe piece
1:10:57 “Auntie” Maxine Waters at BET Awards on “right-wing ultraconservative alt-right haters”, “I am you and you are me”, “not only will we resist you, we will impeach you, Mr. President!”
1:16:39 Producer Segment: gitmolist.org; post-eclipse weepy Weather Channel woman (BCotD)
1:35:47 Paratroopers heading to Afghanistan, ACC on Trump’s opportunity to end opioid crisis, JCD on fentanyl mailed from China; Dreamland author Sam Quinones on heroin “master marketers” in Columbus Ohio, parallel with Purdue Pharma OxyContin “no longer addictive” marketing
1:51:23 Reagan vs Trump, comparison to nursing home patient “wandering off into the snow”; Trump on not changing Afghan culture, JCD on missed opportunity to label him pro-pedophile
2:00:03 CNN misrepresents Haitian asylum expiration cancellation as Trump’s fault, “unprecedented” numbers passing from US into Canada; Justin Trudeau on immigrant privacy rights
2:08:15 1954 CIA overthrow of Guatemalan Árbenz government with fake radio broadcasts, ACC on doing something similar with ISIS on Mexican border using Facebook Live
2:18:13 Donation Segment
2:24:29 Inside Edition finds discrepancies in home DNA kits tested on identical triplets, Family Tree DNA “50% confidence level”, JCD on CSI fingerprint DNA extraction, submitting dog DNA
2:29:47 Phrase from the Chaise: “blowing smoke up ass” tobacco smoke enema for drowning victims
2:31:35 Tech News: Google-Walmart voice-activated shopping partnership, ACC using “talking stick” and Instacart; new Sonos terms of service; desperation Spotify IPO dodge; idiots all-in on electric Volkswagen bus, JCD on dangerous Whole Foods chargers, soft Tesla underbelly
2:49:27 PBS “Hillary Trump” gaffe (CotD); retired Colonel: Obama briefed on North Korean mininukes; Jimmy Savile reporter Liz MacKean dead at 52; USS John S. McCain struck by tanker
2:55:11 Potential brain damage from Cuba sonic attack, babbling reporters, McCain power failure
957 Upstaged! (2017-08-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Could you imagine a massive fight breaking out at Coachella?” (1:01:08)
0:00:36 ACC “anti-fob”, JCD on disabling fob’s unlock button, ACC waiting on garage system fobs for cloning; Nest solar eclipse “rush hour” message: “dip in the energy supply”
0:05:18 Alameda synagogue window breakage as hate crime, “lots of people consider Jews to be white”; producer note on “almost religious” anti-Semitism and magical shape-shifting Jews; weepy Christopher Cantwell, ACC: “LARPer with a gun”, JCD: displaying his “acting chops”
0:18:54 Gay pride vs “Nazi” white pride; intersectionality explained by ACC’s millennials
0:21:39 Top Mueller lawyer drops out; diva Milo Yiannopoulos compares himself to Madonna on C-SPAN; ACC’s Hollywood “a lot of Jewish names” shitstorm, Chabon & Waldman Facebag post: all Jews must stand against Trump or be complicit, “now he’s coming after you”
0:35:24 Bannon claiming to be more “Zionist” than Pat Buchanan; Twitter hate unleashed on Mnuchin
0:44:49 Charlottesville mayor: need “new balance … between the First Amendment and public safety”, ACLU board member resigns; ACC ACLU phone scammer revisited; Milo’s book cancellation
0:51:15 Chris Matthews pushes back on SPLC about Antifa violence, “calling for the race war”
0:55:34 Brolf on possible Charlottesville copycat Barcelona; Fran Townsend on both incidents as terrorism, Charlie Rose “concert halls”, Red Book: Coachella fight, Townsend tangent on Charlottesville failure to separate groups; Fox News conflates Las Ramblas protest
1:07:10 Barcelona attack supposedly in planning for ten years in spite of attacker Moussa Oukabir being 17, no word from attackers’ parents; response to knife attack in Finland: need more surveillance, “Allahu snackbar”; Hillary mourns Robert Byrd, Byrd “white niggers”, Bill Clinton on “fleeting association with the Ku Klux Klan”, JCD bill sabotage theory; “Vice news”
1:14:54 JCD on Trump “upstaged” meme vs Warren’s “thin skinned”; Summer of Resistance jingle
1:16:55 Producer Segment
1:33:55 Angela Rye: Washington & Jefferson statues “all need to come down”, magic marker Hitler moustache for Lincoln Memorial, JCD: no Hitler statues, “sick” grave desecration; weepy strategist Gianno Caldwell on betrayal by Trump; “the SJWs say wah wah wah” jingle
1:42:40 Steve Bannon tossed out; New York banker: Scaramucci tax scheme failed, ageism lawsuits over over-40 firings; Bannon “scoop” for liberal magazine following Mooch lead, duped Robert Kuttner on “private strategy conversation”, Trump “upstaged by staff”; CBS “sources” on Bannon’s “rising profile”, Breitbart “editorial support to the white supremacist movement”
1:57:54 Chinese and Indian troops throwing rocks & bottles at each other over Bhutan; Bannon “this presidency is over” meme, getting rid of Kushner theory, “royal divorce”; Trump ditching Kennedy Center Honors; classic CBS “he described it as amicable” non sequitur
2:05:01 Charlie Rose PBS/CBS This Week clip show, Bannon and Barcelona arrests non-transition, Bannon Time cover, JCD on literary ring structure; “upstaged” new, 48 anti-Trump memes
2:25:01 TED curator David Biello on refrigerant CO₂, “new technology” CAD, cryptography “Nazi technology”; JCD on looking at solar eclipse through a CD, protecting pets from the eclipse
2:34:37 Donation Segment: Jerry Lewis dead; two Trumps theory; solar eclipse theremin
2:46:27 Barcelona warned about possible attack by CIA; Erdoğan meddling in German election
2:48:36 Faraday gloves jingle, “fifteen-year Kickstarter”; US Cyber Command moving away from NSA
2:51:26 US illegals heading to Canada; “outrageously smug” Milo on Trump not being a reader; Oregon misdemeanor for personal use drug possession; producer note on bullying bystanders
3:00:25 Kennedy Center Honors boycott, ACC on “suck-up” LL Cool J, Norman Lear Center revisited

382
956 Identitarian (2017-08-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Who are these people?” (0:40:06)
0:00:34 Breaking news: Barcelona terror van attack; disappearance of the SITE ISIS beheading videos; New Republic on FBI radicalizing known schizophrenic Jerry Varnell, JCD: “this is the old Six-Week Cycle”, eclipsed by Charlottesville coverage; ACC backs out of Infowars hosting gig; Steve Pieczenik: “so what happens is the deep state, some of us come in”; Vanity Fair “Why the Alt-Left is a Problem, Too” screed: “one of the alt-left’s political darlings is Tulsi Gabbard”

0:11:11 Overproduced Vice package with scary music run everywhere, Trump completely out of context; Nancy Pelosi “Summer Resistance/Resistance Summer” and bored kids; Vice package: “Jews will not replace us” chant, “this was that night”, Cristopher Cantwell “I’m trying to make myself more capable of violence”; ACC takes exception to “counter-protesters”, Trump: “there are two sides”, police chief vs Terry McAuliffe, Trump easily goaded by NBC

0:27:39 Small skirmishes, single guy with Nazi flag, FBI informants; “instant backlash” from politicians & celebrities, support from David Duke; manufacturing council resignations to avoid public backlash against advertisers, CEO ass-covering on CNBC; People’s Congress of Resistance video, professional signs, run by Silicon Valley/DNC NationBuilder; JCD on AFL-CIO’s Trumka “hated” by rank-and-file; Donald Loves Nazis jingle

0:40:02 Unite the Right’s gay vibes: Cantwell’s podcast Radical Agenda, Vice interview “some little black asshole behaving like a savage”, gratuitous “that Kushner bastard”; DH Unplugged non-white Jews meme, ACC: Horowitz “cracker with brie”; torch-bearer Peter Cytanovic: “Identitarian”, “I want all nations to preserve their culture and their history and their identity”, Guardian front page, death threat barrage, Every Little Thing Gonna be Alt-Right jingle

0:53:08 Antifa Handbook author Mark Bray to Democracy Now on correct pronunciation, reactions to “fascist” movements in postwar UK & Germany, Bannon & Gorka alt-right influence, “rational discourse and debate was insufficient”, “never again” anti-Semitism meme, neo-Nazi “trying to organize for another genocide now”, “enemy to humanity that needs to be stopped by any means necessary” vs Constitution

1:04:01 Durham statue-toppler Takiyah Thompson: “that statue is where it belongs, right?”, to Democracy Now: “symbol of nationalism”, spitting & stomping white kids, ACC: slave revolt

1:13:19 Monument takedowns nationwide, LeBron James on “so-called President of the United States”; Trump on Washington & Jefferson statues, 67 Charleston monuments removed after Dylan Roof, alt-right speeches cancelled; ACC on silence = enabling among millennials due to climate change, SSRI “powder keg”, Brian Williams “scare people to death” jingle; Trump: “we’ll see what happens with Mr. Bannon”, “won all the primaries” let go by media; Kushner target for both “alts”; Texas Militia Austin event, 8/21 Nat Turner slave rebellion; Civil War “not states rights” meme, JCD on “War Between the States”


1:56:44 Chip your kids at birth to prevent nursery mixups; ACC on apartment building’s idiotic elevator system UI, cloning access fob with $13 kit, JCD on Faraday gloves and Spectre suit

2:03:32 Canadian representative on renegotiation “to make NAFTA more progressive, particularly with regard to labor, the environment, gender, and indigenous rights”; Kim Jong-un quietly walks back Guam threat against “foolish and stupid Yankees”, Trump administration going after China; three NGOs pulling out of Libyan waters after taking Coast Guard fire, UN silent,
ACC: “it is a business”, training plans for unemployed migrants; University of Bonn oxytocin study on kindness to strangers, racism cure

2:16:22 Narcan “Lazarus parties” story correlated with stock spike, firefighter to Integrity Restored podcast on subduing angry addicts, Narcan’s fast metabolism

2:21:04 Scaramucci booed on first appearance on Colbert, not listening to Mooch blame Trump for “both sides”, “no love lost” with Priebus, outs Bannon as leaker, woos audience with “expiration date” with Colbert topper fail

2:34:36 13 dead and 50 wounded in Barcelona

2:35:17 Donation Segment

2:46:35 Not-particularly-funny Kimmel “all manner of stupid came out” intro, “I would feel more comfortable if Cersei Lannister was running this country at this point”, Mike Tyson ear-biting parallel, Trump “before I make a statement I like to know the facts”, Stewart/Oliver formula

2:52:06 CNN angry black people: Don Lemon calls out black & Jewish Trump supporters “complicit in their racism”; Paris Dennard fires back over Uncle Tom accusation from Keith Boykin, chaos & hilarity ensue, Brooke Baldwin’s impotent “guys, guys, guys!”, Boykin “Paris, shut up!”; chaos after Symone Sanders told by Ken Cuccinelli “can you just shut up for a moment?”

2:58:08 LGBT, then LGBBTQQIAAP, then UN LGBTI, now Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario LGGBDTTTIQQAAPP: {lesbian, gay, genderqueer, bisexual, demisexual, transgender, transsexual, twospirit, intersex, queer, questioning, asexual, allies, pansexual, polyamorous}

3:00:18 H.R.3364 Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, “illicit finance threats” study “including so-called cryptocurrencies”; No Agenda tip: check for $900 Resort Marketing Group class-action settlement
ACC: (imitating angry Mandarin and Hindi) (1:20:15) 

Google CEO urged to resign over memo, class-action suit, tenuous connection to press, “sketchy” female Googlers; “outrage addiction” dopamine; Jeffrey Lord fired for “Sieg Heil” 

Ana Navarro goes ballistic over Trump’s Charlottesville comment, “you can’t say that this is both sides of violence”; unnamed car attack suspect(s) in Dodge Charger, CBS conflating KKK & neo-Nazis with alt-right; organizer on last-minute rally cancellation, ACLU lawsuit 

Rep. Ruben Gallego: Gorka a “known Nazi”, Trump comment “within minutes” of London attack, “very small, xenophobic sector of largely men … probably in their parents’ basement”; Gorka’s father fighting Hungarian communism; Facebag ranters predicting civil war; bystander on conflict “on the basis of a crayon color”; Mark Sanford: Trump “unleashed a demon” 

Kurt Andersen: US “founded by a theocratic cult of religious nuts”; Wesleyan University’s Everett Piper: colleges responsible for student narcissism, “ideological fascism” 

Durham court gives couple strict timetable for smoking on their own patio (BCotD); Merkel takes issue with proposed electric car quota; ACC predicts allegation of Russian meddling in September election; Trump jokingly thanks Putin for cutting State Department payroll 

Trump “gatekeeper” Rhona Graff of interest to Mueller investigation; JCD on Trump as “bogeyman” for Democrat votes; RT on forensic evidence of DNC hack being an inside job, 22.7 MBps transfer rate; William Binney on NSA 85% Myers & Briggs ISTJs, IYSSSS program 

Producer Segment: JCD Train Museum meetup report 

Inspire magazine calling for train derailment, Obama “no takin’ off your shoes” callback 

YouTuber urges North Korea to attack Sacramento; India-China wrestling skirmishes near Bhutan; MSNBC: EU more worried about Trump; NYT’s Elisabeth Bumiller on “renaissance in journalism”, Brian Williams: “our job tonight … is to scare people to death on this subject”; Philip Mudd: “government’s gonna kill this guy” (CotD); Thomas Friedman urges peace offer 

Non-story about American banker accused of pushing London woman into path of bus; Charlottesville driver James Alex Fields “kept to himself a lot”; ACC InfoWars controversy 

“Demon release”: mysterious illnesses in New Hampshire hospital and two JetBlue flights; producer feedback on Ford exhaust issues; Narcan stock spike, “Lazarus parties” and Flatliners remake; two Russian diplomats expelled over Cuban acoustic attack, surveillance “gone wrong” 

Army ditches DJI Dajiang Innovation drones over cyber vulnerabilities phoning home 

Behavioural Brain Research: Facebook use correlated with less nucleus accumbens grey matter 

JCD’s Prince Charles story a dud, Red Book: killed in polo or fox hunt accident 

Australian “black economy” taskforce “culture change agenda” penalizing cash use; Dutch and British Airways IT outages; Australian National Innovation and Science Agenda “FinTech” 

Beaniecoin name already taken; USA Today: “you will be chipped, it’s just a matter of time” 

DJ’s lawsuit against Taylor Swift over groping incident firing thrown out by judge 

Donation Segment: four Apple employees at meetup 

700k tainted Dutch eggs sent to UK; antibiotic-resistant bacteria in factory farming 

Haitian migrants in Montreal Olympic stadium; Libyan Navy shooting at NGOs 

Mark Cantor on douchebag roster; ATF Form 4473 marijuana warning; “wine & weed pairing” idea; MSNBC on racist coverage of opioid crisis over crack; JCD: “black addicts matter” 

AirDrop for NYC dick pics; Adam Curry people’s choice award; nonexistent Google Fiber; noagendatents.com; Clooney: “Princess Di is dead, and who should we see about that?”
954  Rasiss  (2017-08-10)

0:00:00  ACC: “We should have a whole bunch of those little kids going, Elon, save me!” (1:56:18)
0:00:36  North Korean miniaturized nuclear warhead, no “immediate threat to the homeland”, Guam threat, universal McCain outro, Trump “fire and fury”, generals controlling Trump meme
0:06:26  ACC on Infowars with Tom Clancy coauthor spook Steve Pieczenik; Trump warning to China over Bhutan conflict with India; Pieczenik on Alex Jones as Bill Hicks, ACC to fill in for Jones
0:14:28  Prince Charles passed over for succession, Diana voice coach documentary; ACC thin-shamed on Twitter after Seed Man gig, Jones BBC “humans gestating in embryonic form inside bovine”
0:26:07  Red Book Narcan “Lazarus parties”; Narcan for elementary schools; producer note on “precancerous” Gardasil pitch; Gardasil both-sexes PSA; “swollen amygdala” youmightdie.org
0:35:11  Beaniecoin logistics, No Agenda merchant network; ditzy reporter on Bitcoin “software upgrade known as fork” (BCotD); ACC’s Indian driver on post-election ₹500 and ₹2000 notes, Sri Lankan driver reports dengue fever, JCD tip: avoid aspirin if you have dengue
0:42:18  Acoustic attack on Cuban embassy staff; Fox The Five regular Marie Harf on Heather Nauert
0:47:02  Fired Google engineer James Damore’s “controversial anti-diversity memo” compilation, CNN: “he’s essentially saying, well, I don’t really like women anywhere near a computer”, Uber parallel, Jerry Maguire scenario; ABC airs Damore “average male engineer” comment, biological differences, “code of conduct” violation; Mimi observes fat female millennials dominating Democrat party; YouTube CEO on “tragic” bias “exposed to a new generation”
0:59:47  Producer Segment
1:07:09  Michael Moore on The View, Joy Behar on “the horror” prediction, “actually she won”, Electoral College “we win, and then we lose”, Whoopi: “he didn’t get the sistas”, Moore proposes running Whoopi & Michelle Obama, “Oprah!”; identity politics definition
1:17:07  Bay Area Rainbow Day Camp tips for spotting transgender children aged 4-12; PETA on “rape racks” for cows to produce sexist cheese; awkward “I’m so glad my gynecologist recommended it” commercial seque, JCD on lecture compression by cutting out half-hour
1:25:48  Two-week-old Paul Manafort FBI search warrant story; Pence raising money for 2020 run
1:29:44  ABC on North Korean Guam threat, “shock waves” over Trump off-script “fire and fury” comment; realist colonel to Fox: Colin Powell “parking lot” comment, 1970s technology, “boasts and hot air”; NBC promotes JASSM ER joint air-to-surface standoff missiles for South Korea
1:43:32  Tucker Carlson on Bill Nye’s proposal that deniers die, 97% “I’m not contesting that” flub; realtor producer note on unchanging Sunset Beach high tide elevations; BBC on “dodgy” ±100% emission reporting; big oil cobalt mine child labor ad blitz; “JaCal” Jason Calacanis shilling for Tesla: “betting against Elon Musk is betting against the future of humanity”, JCD on white-knuckle driving and ease of running out of gas, all-in on Chevy Volt
2:00:33  Maxine Waters: Alan Dershowitz’ grand jury DC demographics comment “absolutely racis’”
2:04:32  Donation Segment: Train Museum meetup.htm; JCD’s anniversary 1988 Lynch-Bages
2:20:08  Border wall work begins at National Butterfly Center; Bill Browder’s grandfather Earl Browder’s work for Stalin, Natalya Vinogradova at hearing; Sadiq Khan “take it down immediately” warning to YouTube; The Independent: Brexit because of dumb people; “curry favor” origin
2:28:44  Alan Greenspan on abnormally low bond interest rates; San Francisco tent cities
2:37:24  Megyn Kelly fired; CBSN on reporters “mistaken” for spooks; Pieczenik on Catholics running CIA, worthless Brennan Obama’s handler, drinking and philandering
2:44:10  TWiT “solving AI” & DMV; Dunkin’ native add; David Brooks on Trump “cultural rot”
953  His Name is Nimrod  (2017-08-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “They don’t want people wavin’ these things around and pokin’ a hole in a Van Gogh.”
0:00:35  ACC “jacked up” on Armagnac in New York, Jack Ponti Mexican party, Medicated Pete
0:02:33  Michelle Carter manslaughter trial for urging boyfriend Conrad Roy’s suicide, “involuntarily intoxicated” on Solexa, impotence on side effect laundry list; NBC on suicides among girls on the rise, “overwhelming prevalence of social media”; ACC on pervasive “anxiety” meme, JCD cites social media “blessed” phenomenon; 2010 Cranky Geeks predictions, “trank” pills
0:17:14  The Atlantic on millennials ditching driver’s licenses, JCD: cool cars driven by “old farts”
0:22:10  “I don’t have a headache” aspirin ad, “scumbags” 30-second hpv.com vaccine advertisement PSA: “talk to your child’s doctor today” (CotD); naloxone dontdie.org. JCD on Baltimore PD planting evidence; Robert Kennedy Jr. to Tucker Carlson on 1987 blanket immunity from Congress “drowning in pharmaceutical company money”, mercury still in flu vaccine, “most potent neurotoxin known to man that is not radioactive”, broken vial as hazardous waste, “second show in ten years” to give voice to him; Xanax meme propagated by mothers
0:34:12  NAACP bullcrap travel advisory over Missouri discrimination bill, attorney “Nimrod” Chapel
0:41:12  Evergreen College’s Bret Weinstein $4M lawsuit over getting driven off campus by protesters; California State University dropping math and English placement exams and remedial courses to boost 20% four-year graduation rate, JCD on private school lawsuits over promised job opportunities, “bonehead English” remedial course; Alex Jones “these are pigs!” iso
0:49:09  NPR/WaPo “scumbags” lie about Trump-Peña Nieto call transcript: border wall “the least important thing that we are talking about”, transcript: least important “in terms of dollars or pesos”; JCD NASA mission control NPR-style edit: “the best America had to offer: failure is not an option”, producer “get out of my juicy vagina” edit
0:56:15  Producer Segment: garbled iChip® in RSS feed; JCD: no fusel oil hangover from Armagnac
1:00:00  Bill Maher “are we kidding ourselves about the tipping point?” to Al Gore, “the scientists tell us no”, Antarctic ice sheet distraction, Maher’s biblical “when the sea levels rise”, scripted “who would know better about losing Florida?”, “I saw fish from the ocean swimming in the streets” in Miami, JCD checking out Miami Beach webcams, “free fish”, Gore catches contradiction in “six inches of rain in two hours and it flooded again for a different... uh, reason connected to the climate crisis”, moving Norfolk and Galveston bases; China “cap and trade” coal plant closings, Solar City deal; “the single fastest-growing job is wind turbine technician”; Maher proposes medals for Paris Accord negotiators
1:28:07  Maher: “we have to fix our democracy”, JCD on democracy’s “tyranny of the majority”; JCD story: reducing Trailmobile foreman to begging via inspection diligence, “I would just red-tape the Hell out of it”, unread sagging roof CYA memo; ACC theory: run-up to 2020 presidential run, Gore: “time to get rid of the Electoral College”; strategist Robert Patillo: Democrats “waiting until 2018 when we’ll have Speaker of the House Maxine Waters and Senate leader Chuck Schumer” (BCotD); Waters on The View: “I am not running for anything except the impeachment of Trump”, mistakes Putin for Pence, “he’s nex’”, Joy Behar “lock him up”
1:43:08  Conservative Move company helping California conservatives move to Texas
1:45:32  Producer note on Ford Explorer carbon monoxide due to leaky aftermarket epoxy; exhaust manifold cracks potentially leading to recall, problem also linked to non-police vehicles
1:52:10  Donation Segment: JCD details Sacramento train museum meetup
2:08:31  Saudi Aramco to go public, valuation at $1T, possible additional Trump call transcripts

387
Peter Schiff’s nine-minute Bitcoin rant with Max Keiser; ACC the Bitcoin day trader, $3300 spike; Beanicecoin launch logistics; Schiff on Trump: “I liked him better as a candidate”, potential fall guy for economic troubles; JCD on McMaster’s “legendary temper” as sign of bipolar disorder, “bamafudd” college degrees, Trump “no agenda”; CBS on Kislyak’s meddling denial, McMaster under fire from alt-right, DoJ/FBI leak crackdown, reporter’s shouted “are you afraid to talk to the press?” non-sequitur

TtK picture from Museum of Modern Art full of Chinese with selfie sticks touching the frame of Van Gogh’s *Starry Night*, JCD “fie” phrase from the chaise

Ana Navarro to Jeffrey Lord: “it must be so nice to be a white male”, JCD: “what he should have said: *it must be nice to be an on-air bitch*”, “nobody does more identity politics than Donald Trump, the guy who ... called Mexicans rapists”

Dimension B: *Democracy Now* on Trump White House ancestors being kept out by proposed immigration bill, Jim Acosta and Stephen Miller bickering, “English-speaking only” lie

ABC “here’s a way to boost your pay a little faster” Powerball and Mega Millions native ad with disclosure of odds, “the crew and I here got our tickets”

Jeff Sessions warns of possible federal crackdown in states with legal marijuana

Mika Brzezinski fascinated with Trump’s 33% approval rating
JCD: “Yeah, that’s a chick magnet!” (2:22:38)
JCD millennial dinner cutting in line discussion, Monterey Foods incident, conflict over enabling injustice, ACC on retarded Whataburger employees; LGB silence over transgender ban due to lack of Soros professionally-printed signs; Native American headdress as Purple Heart
MRA men’s rights activists excoriated as misogynists, The Red Pill; Magnitsky documentary
University of Hampshire: millennials “extremely entitled” and narcissistic; American Psychoanalytic Association repeals Goldwater Rule, The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump, libel and public figures; MTV Moon Person; Dutch “rainbow rules”, no more “ladies and gentlemen”; John McEnroe defends Serena Williams “700th” comment, “play together” proposal
NBC on Trump “lying” about phone calls vs conversations with Boy Scouts and Mexican president, calling White House a “dump” non sequitur; millennials discover antenna “hack” for free TV; JCD requests spidering of “Snokes”; JCD on Trump “little lies” vs yellowcake
Judicial Watch lawyer to Tucker Carlson on Huma Abedin’s e-mail account on Hillary’s server with classified information and new e-mails; “Chatty Cathy” James Comey’s $2M book deal; Eric Braverman given “use immunity” for cooperation in Clinton Foundation investigation
San Jose bicyclist killed trying to dart through railroad crossing; out-of-control entitled cyclists
Newly-married Murfreesboro woman arrested for attempting to shoot husband in head
Rod Wheeler lawsuit claims Seth Rich murder story was cooked up by Fox News and Trump supporter, Wheeler “misquoted”, previously all-in on story, upset family meme
Seymour Hersh: Seth Rich killed with .22, Assange avoidance, “extensive sample” of e-mails for sale to WikiLeaks, “Brennan’s an asshole”, “these guys run the fucking Times”
Producer Segment: ACC on fallout from Bitcoin fork, “challenge coin”, “climate coin”
Paris climate accord $900bn yearly renewable energy investment until 2030; Matt Ridley on flawed IPCC models, 1° per CO₂ doubling, 97% figure from poll of 79 scientists, “I’m in that group”, Obama “dangerous” lie; Al Gore confronts Tangier Island mayor over sea level rise, ACC: “this is what a televangelist does”, “climate crisis” meme and extinction symbol tattoos
Virgin Islands and St. Croix going broke after bond market implosion
North Korea ICBM launch, State Department personnel from Russia; commercial airliner “very close” to missile; Ed Schultz on North Korean stealth submarines off Los Angeles; South Korean president flips in favor of missile defense
Awan brothers paid triple normal salaries by Wasserman Schultz, “malevolent” voice-change calls against Bernie Sanders, Muslim Brotherhood connection; ACC on work e-mail exposure
Donation Segment: JCD Blocked jingle; EU warns about tasteless jokes in bank transactions
Zuckerberg’s potential presidential run; $187k NASA planetary protection officer gig; Three Square Market microchipping employees, Apple iChip to unlock phone and Apple Pay; KQED hit by ransomware with no backups; chip chic “I’m a node on the Etherium Network”
Scaramucci “shown to the West Wing exit door” after six days, tax-free holdings sale, Kelly “order and discipline” meme; “racist” immigration bill, Jim Acosta and Stephen Miller squabble over English bonus points, Statue of Liberty inscriptions; new multicity 23andMe girl
Child sexual abuse bacha bazi in Afghan military; Trump ends arms program for Syrian rebels; contentious search for new Afghanistan strategy, China and mineral resources; Chinese base in Djibouti; Sebastian Gorka on Trump policy and transgender 40% suicide attempt rate
New Ford carbon monoxide case, EMTs learning to avoid electrocution from electric car wreck
951 Hard Forking (2017-07-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “...I was unaware of this story!”

0:00:33 Maxine Waters “reclaiming my time” litany with Steve Mnuchin, “thank you for your compliments about how great I am”, Mnuchin performative-fest, eye-rolling chairman

0:08:34 FARA Foreign Agents Registration Act hearing, Bill Browder on Dana Rohrabacher spreading propaganda, Chuck Grassley on ex-FSB Renaissance Capital’s 2010 Bill Clinton speech and Uranium One deal, buy rating from Renaissance; Browder to Lindsey Graham on Fusion GPS Trump dossier funded by Russians, “can I just call her Natalia?”, “adoptions” code

0:22:10 Magnitsky Act to punish Russian oligarchs, Browder theory on Putin extorting massive amounts of money out of oligarchs, cage trial threat; Natalya Vinogradova on Magnitsky list, allowed into US under Kerry waiver; special counsel Clinton-Russia investigation request

0:28:00 Gen. Mark A. Milley’s ingenious explanation of US role in “world order” to National Press Club, 100M killed 1914-1945, “China dream”, “neither China nor Russia are enemies, we are not engaged in open armed conflict and we want to keep it that way”, gives lie to transgender ban “blindsided” meme, media “accurate sometimes, but fast, fast all the time” (CotD)

0:44:38 Possible EU rules to prevent bank runs by halting withdrawals, Martin Schulz refugee warning


1:05:50 Producer Segment: “xennial” and millenial dimensions; The Red Pill documentary

1:40:52 Uncle Don in Time Magazine interview: North Korean leadership “thoughtful, well-educated pragmatists”, more worried about Pakistan’s nuclear program, beauty of Pyongyang, “longest-running failure in the history of American espionage”; fear-mongering CBS: ICBM “could have reached Los Angeles, Chicago, and even New York”, policy expert: US in denial, Hawaii to repurpose tunnels under Diamond Head, JCD on anti-war Tulsi Gabbard

1:48:53 David Sanger to Charlie Rose on Kim Jong-un’s lesson from Gaddafi, “when his people turned against him the United States, Europe, and the Arab states all came in and bombed him until somebody pulled him out of a ditch and shot him”, Assad and Saddam Hussein parallels

1:52:28 David Brooks to Wake Up podcast: “I have no choice, I need the job”; Brolf takes Gloria Borger to task over ignorant or lying sources, JCD story: leaked picture of Apple Lisa, wishy-washy New York Times, extremely self-assured consultants; “botch of the day” jingle

2:02:44 Anthony Scaramucci on treasonous national security leaks; Trump praise for John Kelly before swapping him in for Reince Priebus, ACC on Trump’s military school background, JCD on ordering of Spicer and Priebus departures; Jonathan Karl to Charlie Rose on “six months of turmoil”, New Yorker Scaramucci interview and Priebus’ abandonment, ACC Red Book: Sessions appointed to Kelly’s DHS position, Mueller fired by replacement; Sessions unfazed by Trump’s “hurtful” comments; Billions and The Blacklist; Scaramucci “President Chump” iso (CotD); FBI General Counsel James Baker possibly under investigation for classified leaks

2:19:31 Donation Segment: producer note on visiting Dimension R; verboten “retarded” and “gal”

2:39:17 Procter & Gamble cuts online advertising budget by $100M with no negative impact, ACC revisits arbitrage scheme, rise in Google’s “traffic acquisition costs”, ACC on “Beaniecoin”

2:43:39 Finding fake Twitter follower ratio; David Cay Johnston mocks Trump’s single-payer hostility

2:51:15 Glyphosate found in Ben & Jerry’s, anti-GMO Chipotle issues, JCD on telegraph sabotage

2:56:42 Ford Explorer police car carbon monoxide; The View “pansexual homo-romantic” millennials
950 RACE: Other (2017-07-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Mueller! Mueller! Mueller?” (1:13:54)
0:00:38 JCD’s bottle of Beta-1,3/1,6-D-Glucan “stimulates macrophage activity”, “bleach”
0:02:39 Trump military transgender ban, “promised to protect ... transgender rights” lie vs “protect ... from the violence and oppression of the hateful foreign ideology”, pro-military liberals, ABC “couldn’t provide answers to the most basic questions” lie; wildly divergent population estimates, “criticized” by GOP lie: “a hearing, not a tweet”; Catelyn Jenner jumps in
0:18:35 Local news on “major blow to the transgender community”, lesbian representative Nancy Pelosi on “vile, hateful agenda”, 250 applicants for government-funded gender reassignment
0:23:52 LGBT Facebaggers calling out Jared Kushner as gay, “somebody fucked up that circumcision”
0:27:42 ACC introduces conflict-seeking {Retarded, Reddit, SnaRk} Dimension R
0:34:43 Smear author Sharyl Attkisson to WaPo’s Erik Wemple on Book TV: “at CBS at the end, they told you what they wanted your interviewees to say and what the facts ought to show”, Wemple: Pussygate “objectively horrific”, JCD story: braggart coworker called out by waitress, Wemple: smears can’t be based on facts; producer call-out for sexism; Attkisson on George Soros’ $1M for Media Matters in smear duel with Glenn Beck
0:52:32 Ross Perot’s charts and election exodus; ACC story: Perot’s bid to buy OnRamp Inc, JCD story: meeting “petite male” Perot at NeXT event, big eyeball like Jeff Bezos
1:01:05 Imran Awan arrested at Dulles, kept on payroll by Wasserman Schultz after February firings
1:05:16 Uproar over Trump speeches to Hitler Youth Boy Scouts and VFW youth, {teleprompter, tweeting, off-script} Trumps, Obama’s missed jamboree for The View appearance; Roland Martin: “crackhea’ when it comes to large crowds”; John Brennan to Brolf: all-in on Robert Mueller, call for Executive Branch mutiny; right-wing theory about Mueller going after Clintons; Trump on Sessions recusal: “time will tell”, JCD story: “a word to the wise” manager
1:20:07 Producer Segment
1:30:56 David Bromwich in London Review of Books on Democrat retaliation and Cold War mythology, Trump still getting overwhelming levels of coverage; Stephen Cohen on House no confidence Resolution 456 “whereas” list, “refrain from using Twitter inappropriately” demand
1:46:55 JCD: “Google is the George Soros of net neutrality”, FCC censorship backgrounder, Greg Walden: “it’s time for Congress to legislate the rules of the internet”, FCC’s skewed edge provider definition, ACC: “I can finally say, hi, nice to meet you, I’m Adam Curry, edge provider”, CDNs superseded by appliances, “hey Adam, what time is it?” Walden iso
2:11:36 Donation Segment
2:22:32 New Kagan Democrat-Neocon think tank Alliance for Securing Democracy, German Marshall Fund, advisors Mike Chertoff and former Estonian president, “Mike Morell, right?” and Mike Rogers, “Russia’s repeated and ongoing efforts to undermine democratic institutions”
2:30:38 Wildfires in Southern France and “Retardo DiCaprio” event; UK & France to ban fossil fuel vehicle sales in 2040, ACC on recent Austin power outage; CBS self-driving Audi native ad
2:38:26 Creepy AncestryDNA “I’m everything, I’m from all nations”; Amazon Go “just walk out technology” for employee-less stores; Washington to fine eating or holding phone when stopped in traffic, JCD story: forbidden to use laptop on “parked” plane in Brazil
2:48:41 “Core part of the Windows operating system” Paint to be decoupled from OS
2:50:57 EU Article 7.1 threat for Poland over meddling with judges, producer: Communist purge
2:57:02 Bullcrap story on distiller changing whiskey by exposing it to different types of music
949  Bro_splosion (2017-07-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “And with that I think we should do some elephant sex.” (1:45:24)
0:00:33  Rogue Twitter algos still blocking ACC, seanhannity.com workaround, “community standards” default explanation; Patreon kills activist Lauren Southern’s account “likely to cause loss of life”, “our creators” bullshit; potential PayPal “the word came down” scenario
0:06:51  Lauren Southern and Project Defend Europe opposed to Soros-backed NGO “rescue” boats off Libyan coast, “we do not want to become Africa”, “we will try to sink all the abandoned migrant traffic ships”, Pierre Omedyar “agent of the globalist state”, hatreon.com: Mastodon “alt-right KKK Nazi quadroons” and infrastructure attack; no Bitcoin donations, JCD on futility of activism; Stephen Hawking on rainstick effectiveness
0:19:06  Bogus North Korean Hawaii nuke threat, “sheltering in place for up to two weeks”
0:25:31  Seattle considering $250k “wealth tax”, JCD on giant Amazon boxes, Steve Jobs’ $1 salary; Lamborghini in ACC’s parking lot with 0.01PCT vanity plate, JCD: “somebody should T-bone that guy”; JCD on Larry Ellison’s Nissan GT-R
0:34:57  Erik Prince’s Frontier Services Group in Somalia, “String of Pearls” South China Sea project; economic hit man: Trump “ceding” Africa to China, no danger from refugees in US
0:44:59  Obnoxious anti-Trump Netflix The Standups; Jimmy Kimmel botches “halfway through his presidency” at six months, Jeff Sessions Liewitness News: “ain’t he from Russia?”, cognitive revolution dimensional breakdown, Sessions “you win”; NPR’s Juliette Kayyem: “our president ... is enabling our enemy” for 2020 election, “right?”
0:59:11  Producer Segment: Duck and Cover jingle; Baby Driver and millennial dimensions
1:18:38  Producer Agent Orange notes playing of EU Anthem Ode to Joy at German military ceremony; Italian €17bn bank bailout and guidelines from EU Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs; protests over Polish ruling party trying to take over judicial branch; “I can’t believe” air conditioner feedback, JCD #blocked without blocking, ACC: “go to the Reddit!”
1:38:54  ACC Google Fiber Store report, disappearing apartment building, “bad boy” wall dongle
1:45:24  PBS elephant semen extraction with rectal electrical “bullet”, “large homemade condom”, “very narrow fertility window” and urine sniffing, “his penis can thrust independently”, JCD: “she pises on him, and then he says, oh God I gotta fuck her now!” (CotD)
1:54:48  Donation Segment
2:07:15  ACC’s electronic “treasures” up for sale on curry.com
2:11:00  Sarah Lacy “bro culture” keynote, “we are in the middle of a bro-splosion in Silicon Valley”, sexual harassment “walkback apologies”, “horrified by the amount of rights this administration wants to take away from us”; altercations with Zuckerberg and Uber exec Emil Michael; ACC’s sexist door-opening twirl, JCD: “the other one is to let them their own damn door”
2:28:03  Diamond & Silk “bowl of stupid” for Rosie O’Donnell, ACC: “these women are pros!”, anti-Obama games banned from the app store in 2008; Joshua Green to Terry Gross on Bannon’s fact-based election strategy, Tom Cruise movie Mena, Green on Mena “conspiracy theory”
2:37:51  GOP operative Peter W. Smith and Haitian official Klaus Eberwein “suicides” latest in Clinton body count, “no foul play” suicide note and helium; Bennington & Cornell suicides by hanging
2:45:12  UK to restrict online knife sales; record numbers of guns discovered by TSA, .40 caliber
2:48:56  O. J. Simpson “the juice is loose” news meme; CBS drops details from math olympiad story
0:00:00 ACC: “They even posted about it on Facebook – people put their poop on Facebook!” (0:03:58)
0:00:34 Woman shoots boyfriend on request over reptilian “Sherry Shriner” cult leader mind control
0:05:13 Twitter algos cut off ACC’s bat signal, “undefined is not an object evaluating e.code”, “Curry, you’re a bot!”; Google Nest goes haywire over vacation and turns AC into block of ice; new EU roaming agreement with universal SIM card; selfie sticks banned in Milan; well-received evergreen show, JCD’s trip to Hollywood, E! News “did you mention my name”
0:16:14 ACC on European 15kg limit on luggage weight, KLM Gold/Ivory confusion, Chipotle credit card fraud from lunch with CVC, JCD story: passport and American Express card stolen by “Gypsy pickpockets in Madrid”; Michel’s friend Carol: “Adam, are you a Trump supportah, then?”, at Le Club 55 “Cinquate Cinq” St. Tropez with “fixer” Steven Saltzman, grand venue for upcoming Leonardo DiCaprio benefit, ACC whips out Trump “gold card”
0:31:23 Joy Reid “fact checks” Clinton uranium story with “snokes.com”, “entirely made up conspiracy theory”; ACC’s near-fight with drunk Dutch woman; ACC “randomly selected” in spite of Trusted Traveler, kiosks for all at JFK, no customs check; biometrics rollout at Dulles, “we’re in a world where perhaps privacy is less of a concern than violent extremism”
0:43:56 Mac & cheese and industrial plasticizer benzyl butyl phthalate, study on link to “alterations of amygdala function”, PDF redacted brand names and Kraft hit job, defense by Slate; eczema
0:54:16 Bogus Noodle Girl video: man on the street interview: opinion of socialism vs definition of socialism, “more of an open form of government”; McDonald’s kiosks in Europe; ideas for reusing closed shopping malls, Disney “fake streets” with housing
1:06:56 Producer Segment: Art Generator apprentice; ACC ditching Airstream of Consciousness
1:39:03 Family Guy “podcast time” revisited, Peter’s “up to the knuckle” gay microaggression
1:41:00 UC Berkeley students arrested on felony vandalism charges for “kill ppl” graffiti; Michel & Carol freaked out over Brexit, “run out the clock”, Italy threatening to give 200k visas to migrants; Poppy Harlow misidentifies Star Spangled Banner as French anthem; Catelyn Jenner takes a shot at feminizing her voice; John Oliver’s boring appearance on Stephen Colbert; Bill Nye Saves The World “Sexual Spectrum” episode nominated for Emmy
1:53:59 Theresa May claims UK is “leader in automated vehicles”; fast-talking May pressured to release Saudi Arabia human rights report; NHS “number one health system in the world”
1:59:27 Mike Enzi on Medicaid bankrupting hospitals, “worst clinical outcomes”, “woodwork effect”; Purdue Pharma to settle Oxy class-action suit to the tune of $20M; ten-year-old boy dies of fentanyl overdose; neurodiversity vs the war on free speech, nutty Isaac Newton vs Harvard speech codes, JCD: Antifa really Protifa; Farm News cartoonist fired for Monsanto cartoon
2:15:54 Donation Segment: ACC’s Google Fiber signup woes; “pew pew” in French
2:33:33 Dimension B Donald Trump Jr. furor, Louise Mensch predicts Steve Bannon’s execution, Kurt Eichenwald: “we were subject to an act of war” from Russia “to drive a web”, “we are in a war”, Fox “aiding and abetting the enemy”, phony Trump-hating “conservative blogger” Jennifer Rubin, JCD: “they’re trying to sell gas!”; Nancy Pelosi on Trump impeachment: “there is evidence, clear evidence, that we need to know more”, “the family” meme
2:45:22 JCD’s trip to Paramount Studios, guest Wi-Fi password “downsizing”, The Blacklist discussion, interest in podcasting; E! News incremental live to tape, “burn”, smokin’ hot Catt Sadler, “chow hound” Victoria Recaño, five-season $50M for show creator; axle-breaking chuckhole, US 23rd in terms of infrastructure; for Sunday: Sarah Lacy and Diamond & Silk
947 Mix Tape (2017-07-16)

00:00:32 ACC headed to Saint Tropez; “I could to two three-hour shows easily”, end-of-show clips, early 2015 Obama “no no no” and Porky Pig; No Agenda Player annotations; “In the Mix”

00:07:37 Gitmo Nation National Anthem, Techno Experts, Douchebag of the Year, John Galt Seal of Atlas, Call Clooney, No Agenda in the Morning, No Agenda for America, new shit has come to light, A Drone Again, Naturally, “don’t eat me, Hillary Clinton”, Livin’ the Mac & Cheese Life, Trade Your Liberty for Some Safety, George Clooney is a spy, someone’s getting cornholed

00:13:40 Ain’t No Rest for the Triggered, resist we much, Let’s Get Social, Caliphate in Iraq, pigs in human clothing, we are here #America, ISIS ISIS baby, The Matt & Marie Show, Obama “and that’s the story”, Feinstein “and her head is gone”, Ricola Ebola!, Obama “that’s how we roll”, Obama Porky Pig, Ebola’s Gonna Kill Us All, ISIS in America, “hug and share a secret”, “climate change is real!”, “bomb them” Colonel Bogey March, “Amen, fist bump”, Fletcher “fat lady!”, Dawlat Al-Islam Qamat mash-up, metal “bomb them”, babies in cows

00:22:47 Hillary’s four things to know, Al-Shebab, man overboard!, Thus Spoke ze Über Driver, Google NA, “you slaves” mac & cheese, douchebag check, I Love Bugs, we’re all gonna die, beaches

00:24:41 Obama “no no no”: Manamana, Na Na Na, mariachi, Chicken Dance, U Can’t Touch This, Nobody But Me, Beaky Buzzard, “calm down“ Wilhelm scream, JCD “yeah yeah“ guy, Obama original, Yakety Sax, Dawlat Al-Islam Qamat ”donate to No Agenda”, Obama Amazing Grace

00:32:15 JCD “Give it up for Raven!”, WTC 7, rule followers, “no no no” La Cucaracha, Manamana, operatic “yeah no”, autotune “yeah”, great wall of Trump, My Vagina, “rubble on the double!”, And Now It’s Time for 3x3, Climate Change, “oh Eon!”, Protect Their Freedoms

00:39:04 Can you see that juice, caliphate Brady Bunch, Bernie Sanders Get Some Jobs, Bing Bing, Bong Bong, Magical Shape-Shifting Jews, “no no no” Sweat, “here is The Hoff”, North Korean Louie Louie, Suckin’ in Soot (x2), Got to Talk About That, techno Aaants!, “no no no” Addams Family, Sharpton Ass Baby, Sanders Whoa Whoa Whoa, Obama Get Off of My Cloud

00:51:01 Hillary/Bernie Whoa!, Beat Donald Trump, I’ve Got Ants, ACC eats bugs, We’ll Have to Take You Out, “happy” jingle, Waiting for No Agenda Day, Resist We Much, Bill Nye jingle, Expand Student Debt, metal Science!, Whooie Wisdom, Classified!, We Came We Saw He Died, Vote for Me Because I’m a Woman

1:07:07 Donation Segment: JCD “I have to say, this is better than I thought”

1:10:54 Okeydoke, Zika Zika Zika Zika, If If If If x3, JCD Put a Broom in Their Butt, That’s My Chino Nigga!, “no service for you!”, O-a-o-o-o-okeydoke, Bernie Sanders ‘Scuse Me!, NdG Tyson bitch, Deepak Chopra Shadow, Michelle Obama Be Better!, IYSSSSS crowd, NdG Tyson Killer Asteroid, Farage Brexit, Clinton-Lynch Tarnac Conspiracy Theories, Trump Thirty-Three

1:25:34 Hillary Positive Gangs, Never Been Satisfied, Really Good Toast, Democrat Woo Hoo, Bunghole (Bound Votes), Kirby spots Pokémon player, Trump Very Dark, Maddow Donald Duke, Hillary “proves I’m human”, Constantly Demonize Each Other, If If If If Bing Bing Bong Bong, Batman “no no no”, Predator Drones, Adam’s Gonna Read His Facebag, Small Local Toilet


1:58:35 Outro, JCD: “everyone’s gonna love this thing!”
946 High Falutin (2017-07-13)

0:00:00 ACC: (German) “Aufwachen ... podcast” (1:56:13)
0:00:36 ACC in Florence Italy, streets festooned with wires, two days worth of sightseeing, “eight million tourists with selfie sticks”, overmodulating tour guides, migrants selling selfie sticks; no one-way car rentals, Mistral Air 15kg bag limit; JCD story: temporarily removed laptop

0:17:03 Media saturated with Donald Trump Jr. story, “full-on retard”; CBS backgrounder “category five hurricane”, “connect the dots” meme; Charles Krauthammer Georgia & Ukraine fail

0:30:45 Magnitsky Act, lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya “advocate for a bunch of crooks back in the Russian government”, CBS brings in Putin-hating Bill Browder; Lawrence O’Donnell “Donald Trump Jr. is an idiot”; Bob Baer & Tim Caine “treason”; Donald Jr. 20-minute waste of time; “oppo research”, Evan McMullin vs Anthony Shaffer on reporting rules, “walk-ins” mostly waste of time, Shaffer: “drop the propaganda!”, “I don’t know what universe you live in”

0:48:43 NewsHour on Trump Sr. “open, transparent, and innocent”, sympathy from Lavrov; Sebastian Gorka to Alisyn Camerota on DNC meeting: “we don’t meet on the soil of foreign nations, at their embassies, to get opposition research”, “more people watch Nick at Night cartoons than CNN today”; Trump lawyer Jay Sekulow to Chris Cuomo on Ukraine talking point

0:59:34 George Soros condemned by Israel for election meddling in Hungary, “stop, stop” iso; ACC targeted on Twitter for Soros comments, JCD on Soros-CIA connection

1:05:34 Rachel Maddow “eh-oh!” for Trump “Russian operation”, lawsuits from “freaking hifalutin high-powered people who know what they are doing”; Maddow smear against Trump “New York lawyer” (Jew) Marc Kasowitz, ProPublica “enormous hair-curling story”, “details about – I kid you not – his behavior at office Christmans parties”, ProPublica and Soros; “open secret” of Russian funds in election process, ACC on uranium contract and Clinton Foundation

1:19:41 Rep. Steve King on possible investigation of Anthony Weiner and James Comey’s “collusion”; new hearings for Comey’s successor, Lester Holt Russians gaffe

1:22:15 Maria Bartiromo to John Podesta on House Intelligence Committee hearing, Democrats’ “deeper and stronger ties to Russia”, 75k shares in Russian energy company, divestiture “to adult children”, “widely-reported information from Infowars”, Hillary’s $100k from Russia for uranium, 17 agencies meme; FBI “lackadasical” with DNC servers (CotD)

1:30:58 Producer Segment: “pew pew” and swimmer Fu Anhui; Aufwachen! podcast call-out

2:02:03 Merkel-Macron Paris meeting, possible EU finance minister; burqa ban in Italy and now in Belgium; Renzi starting to take blame for immigrant crisis; “not Chinese!” at leather store

2:11:14 Anthology of Trump stories on enigmatic friend Jim’s “Paris is no longer Paris”; MSNBC ascribes GOP Trump support to Stockholm syndrome, “we live in two very different countries right now”; Joan Walsh outraged at “ornamental” Ivanka taking her father’s seat at G20

2:21:53 Stephen Hawking climate change “raining sulfuric acid” revisited, 54-year ALS survival

2:25:30 Syrian ceasefire collapsing, new strategy and more sales for Afghanistan, “great chemistry” at Trump-Putin G20 meeting, State Department excluding Pentagon from process, Heather Nauert: “Mr. Lavrov likes to talk a lot”, RT “one step forward, two steps back”, Germany’s Gernot Erler on US “indecisive back and forth” in Russia policy, former ambassador Jim Jatras on people “in the Deep State who don’t want any cooperation with Russia at all on anything”

2:30:23 Donation Segment: producer cousin in KC-130 crash; sword open carry legalized in Texas

2:38:24 Fishermen harassed by environmental activists, “it’s not food, it’s violence!” (CotD)

2:41:25 Janet Yellen on flexible near-term policy, Federal Reserve potentially beginning to dump bonds

395
945  Jiggabits (2017-07-09)

0:00:00  ACC: “From the richest people to the poorest ... from sea to shining sea!” (1:07:01)
0:00:39  ACC in Rome on maddening quest for more “jiggas” on five available networks, “not quite unlimited” 4G LTE, 128 kbps throttling; T-Mobile three-day wait, irritated tweet to John Legere, “T-Mobile social team”, privacy-invading Twitter app
0:19:31  SEO’ed “five tips” native ads; Willow finds WINS store, “two jiggas!” for non-citizens, JCD: “they won’t take your money” because terrorism, five-hour provisioning wait; TIM store teen girl “shaking like a junkie” at getting iPhone data; EU regulation requiring passport copies
0:36:59  Mark Shields substitute WaPo’s Ruth Marcus to NewsHour on Trump-Putin meeting: “it is not an honor to be with someone who has attacked and jailed dissidents and killed dissidents in his country”; fake handshake and blinking rant video, “it’s like Morse code!”, “tenterhooks” definition; David Brooks: “I think no normal person would say that”; “there’s something seriously wrong with you” iso; CNN Trump-Merkel handshake obsession: “yes, she did seem to initiate the handshake”, “physical literal outreach from Germany to the United States”
0:49:57  RT & CNN totally disagree on Trump-Putin body language, fat-hiding tie finally ditched; deafening camera shutter clamor; CBS on Trump’s comfort with “authoritarian regimes” who buy US weaponry; ACC’s childhood friend Hans: “you’ve really become right wing”; newsletter from Aunt Meg: “outraged” by Trump stance on North Korea; G20 “anticapitalist” riots, police unable to shoot back, rioters joined by Bill de Blasio
1:06:32  Theresa May’s “inclusive contrasting” speech habit, Ivanka’s Women Entrepreneurs’ Financing Initiative, ACC: “I’m so happy I identify as a woman”, ageist and racist pink pussy hats
1:10:21  Producer Segment: “gushing praise” from producers
1:24:31  Charlottesville removal of Robert E. Lee statue, “ready to commit to ending oppression and making reparations”, “only a few dozen” Klan members at protest; JCD Red Book: hostility toward Hamilton “jerk” Thomas Jefferson; Marc Canter sexual harassment allegations; Stephen Hawking’s 52-year bout of ALS, ACC’s Italian Wikipedia, “it’s not the same guy”
1:40:03  Climate change threatening UK fish & chips businesses; France to ban fossil fuel cars by 2040, “and hybrid” fine print; Elon Musk’s Tesla Model 3, “dibs” gift from customer, 215 mile range; ACC on Mastodon vs Let’s Encrypt 90-day certificate shelf life, browser exceptions dead
1:50:30  Show 744 Louis Farrakhan “rise up and kill those who kill us”; Planet Money on $70bn black budget, “gazillion”, Rachel Maddow “ginormous”; Ask Adam: Godzilla vs. Mechagodzilla II
1:57:03  Donation Segment
2:04:24  Senate Law and Justice Committee testimony on college campus violence, language and violence conflated, “ends justify the means” zealotry; Coco Loco snortable chocolate
2:15:22  RT on 85k migrants in Italy, hotels as emergency shelters across Europe, NATO hypocrisy; NGOs and human smuggling; ACC: “I’m not seeing it”, checking in with Willow, Vatican “tickets, skip the line!”; Sistine Chapel photography ban due to Nippon Television rights deal for restoration, “arsehole millennials” with iPhone cameras; Count Richard Nikolaus Eijiro: “today’s races and classes will gradually disappear”, Coudenhove-Kalergi award for European leaders, 1950 Ode to Joy proposal; continuing white supremacy meme; Calais camp in woods
2:29:43  CBS blames Russia for nuclear plant cyberattacks, Jeff Pegues Dan Coates non-sequitur trick, “electrical grids, hospitals, and election systems” bullcrap, “old code” meme

396
944  Ming the Magnificent (2017-07-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Uhhh, is it like really, like, painful, death?”
0:00:34 Proposed ban on child sex robots, RealDoll’s Abyss Creations’ new AI “Harmony”, “tablet-enabled app”, ownership question in Canadian court; Dutch TED-like talk on pornography history, distribution vs content; 21 ejaculations per month for prostate health
0:08:28 Silicon Valley sexual harassment from VCs and CEOs, JCD: “those damn Viet Cong!”, Iliza Shlesinger on creepy guys making passes, JCD on Silicon Valley mashers, ACC story: invited to smoke opium by Kleiner Perkins receptionist, Apple’s “male lesbian” hiring practices
0:22:14 ACC and TtK sick with the flu predicted by JCD; Trump in Poland en route to G20, flowers for Melania and “weeds” for Ivanka, no visa waiver announcement; ACC: “Amsterdam is brown”, Swedish music festival cancelled due to rapes, 15k Austrian troops on Italian border; ACC’s gossip magazine editor brother-in-law on commissary serving only halal meat, Dutch raw “breakfast bacon”; Dutch welfare entrepreneurship experiment, Brexit blamed for disappearing strawberry-picking labor force, PBS on Brexit second thoughts in opinion poll
0:46:23 UN 153.6M immigrants target from 2015-2040, British report on belief that Muslims are not integrating, man-on-the-street on regulation of Islam reporting, Taxi Eric tired of “penguins”; Sicilians fed up with EU handling of migrant crisis; ACC on Dutch safe haven
0:59:49 Jean-Claude Juncker calls “advisory board” European Parliament “ridiculous” after being told “it’s the Parliament that should be controlling the Commission”, “I will never again attend a meeting of this kind” (CotD), JCD: “there’s your future, globalists”
1:03:32 Producer Segment: Grand Duke Melancon’s fiverr.com jingle; Grand Canyon invitation
1:25:51 No Agenda on AM radio, Radio Mi Amigo; 4chan doxxes CNN figures including Don Lemon
1:29:14 Sally Kohn breathless with fury over Trump WrestleMania tweet, “Kenyan colonialist mind-set”, panel head-scratching over “what are we doing that is making us have such low approval ratings with the public”; Ana Navarro rant: Trump thin-skinned “man-baby”, “he is going to get somebody killed in the media”; Steve Scalise back in the hospital
1:43:03 Europeans worked up about North Korean ICBM test; policy “expert” to CBS: China & Russia “just don’t care”, Panetta: “you can’t out-bully a bully”; June 2009 “illegal weapons” ship revisited; no chance of US suspending exercises with South Korea, JCD: US acting like “Ming the Magnificent”; James Clapper testimony on “all 17 agencies” fallacy vs CNN on Trump’s three-agency “fake news”; Al Franken corrected on three agencies; “Russia?” jingle
1:58:35 ABC D-block native ads, NewsHour on Crayola contest to name new shade of blue
2:02:00 Donation Segment
2:15:32 Dennis Kucinich on H.R.1987 Oversight Commission on Presidential Capacity, Democrat ties to corporate interests; Mika Brzezinski warns Trump will “control exactly what people think, and that is our job”; Elizabeth Warren “1935 to 1916” timeline, blames deregulation on Reagan
2:23:14 JCD: Stephen Hawking a “novelty fuck”, Trump turning earth into Venus warning, speech synthesizer “Doug”; new study of global warming contributing to economic inequality, 0.7% GDP per degree; Michael “Hockey Stick” Mann data fraud “climate science trial of the century”
2:32:49 78-page UN sarin gas report based on interviews, Heather Nauert: “there’s no debate” Assad responsible; MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace urges female White House staff to “educate” Trump over Mika “dumb as a rock” tweet; Adam’s Gonna Read His Facebag: Trump “embraces the devil”, “one person is one vote!”, JCD on unlikelihood of ditching Electoral College
2:44:46 95% TSA failure rate in Minneapolis; Trump-Putin G20 meeting, “welcome to Hell” protest
943  Ed Mubarek (2017-07-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “I think Van Jones went to Yale.” (2:02:13)
0:00:33 ACC in Amsterdam taking “contemporaneous notes”, Americans lousy at joint-rolling, new tobacco packaging warning messages, “increases your chances of blindness”; Australian push to remove cereal cartoon characters; Volvo self-driving car’s difficulty detecting kangaroos
0:09:01 ACC’s trip to Netherlands, no more Life Saver rolls, no TSA Pre✓ for TtK, swab-fest for ACC’s bag; 30-minute flight delay predicted by JCD, Delta screws KLM passengers in Atlanta, “dude, I’m Adam Curry! MTV!” to pilots, Marriott voucher, gypped on food voucher, JCD on “gun-stripping toothbrushes”, single-blade razor; knocked out by white Motrin PM
0:25:02 RT on TSA pilot program to screen travelers’ reading materials, explosives “come in sheets”, ACC: “in those old laptops, I could put an ounce of weed in the battery compartment”, Mein Kampf “red flag”, “ideology reading”, Kindle “black bag this guy!” skit, Day Trading for Dummies, JCD gun-shaped lead foil practical joke; ACC’s Bespoke Post bottle opener wire keychain passing TSA, JCD’s Swiss army knife USB drive at Empire State Building
0:39:18 Schiphol glass-walled security corridors, “human gerbil funnel”; XCom Global Wi-Fi hot spot “excessive data use” fail; ACC’s friend Lex’ Warhol exhibit, 20 from Reigning Queens series, “there were more queens there than a gay pride parade”; paparazzi on red carpet
0:49:49 Post-show dinner, Lex’ son’s Canadian girlfriend’s “orange clown”, JCD on English-speaking countries looking down on Americans, ACC’s on-stage sweating attack, “fag with a slut mom” comeback, anti-Trump talking points; Nuon “chemical processes and the sun” green energy ads; documentary concludes Buk missile may not have hit MH17
1:01:00 Producer Segment: $555.10 “triple nickels on the dime”
1:27:04 Diamond and Silk call and response on Democrat oversight commission bill to have Trump “compacitated”, “it looks like it may be time for us to vote some of you all out”; Ana Navarro on “dumb as a rock” Mika Brzezinski tweet, “this dude has such a fixation with women and blood”, Republicans’ “listen, you crazy lunatic seventy-year-old man-baby” (CotD), “acting” meme; Morning Joe “blackmail” with National Enquirer piece, “phone call receipts”
1:40:24 David Brooks on “corruption of the public sphere”, Mark Shields on children “banished their room” for such behavior, “you want to put your self through a carwash after you listen to the president talk this way”, Brooks on “mafioso extortion behavior”, Shields on “threats and extortion” for Comey, Enquirer “one of the great publications of our time”
1:48:22 Diamond and Silk: Trump “had to get Mika and Joe straight”, “do you think that we’re going to believe two people that allegedly cheated on their spouses?”, “y’all just mad because you cannot control the narrative any more, and he’s controlling it, suck it up, buttercup!”
2:07:34 Donation Segment: “Ed Mubarek socks”
2:24:52 Ukraine ransomware outbreak, Silicon Valley rumors of CIA involvement, TNT Express
2:35:09 Doctor on insurance medical director recommending looking into assisted suicide, “suicide” disallowed on death certificate and fraud (BCotD); naloxone-resistant acrylfentanyl, “so it is now in our state” drop, tetrahydrofuran fentanyl, ACC: “the kratom episode is coming”; recreational pot in Nevada, $600 fine for public use
942  Force Multiplier  (2017-06-29)

0:00:00  JCD: “What??”  (0:16:12)
0:00:33  Summer fog in San Francisco; ACC to open Amsterdam Andy Warhol exhibit, JCD on “mega-scissors”, ACC’s best-of music show for France contingency, “I could make seven hours, easily”
0:04:51  Rick Perry on “a little bit different” French attitude toward nuclear power, “I can assure you they’re very fond of getting it at the rate they’re getting it”, standardization vs one-offs
0:09:26  Armed Services Committee approves NDAA a minute shy of midnight deadline; presidential travel amendment; “Mr. Chairman, I have another culturally explosive topic that is sure to generate tremendous debate”; Thornberry’s interruption response; Trent Franks space-based “warfighting domain” missile defense vs Outer Space Treaty, Jim Cooper’s obscure “his language is not in the subcommittee mark, there’s a reason for that”, Stratfor markup
0:26:34  Trump condemned for spending $400k of $6.9M in own properties for 2020 campaign
0:28:41  NDAA transgender amendment, Steve Russell: “today the soldier approached his commanding officer to discuss his newly-confirmed pregnancy”  (BCotD), Donald Meachin plays race card, JCD on Renée Richards and arbitrary self-identification, East German athletes growing testicles; expelled from Chicago Dyke March for Star of David flags, intersectionality revisited
0:42:26  Theodor Lessing “Jews, socialists, and feminists” 1906 fractal; Haymaker Collective for SJW “hetero-normative masculine macho gym culture” misfits, spin class comedy routine revisited
0:49:15  Project Veritas  American Pravda exposes CNN ratings-grab, Van Jones: Russia “big nothingburger”; JCD on media seeking Trump-hater ratings; new CNN social media policy, three journalists out after Scaramucci retraction; Sarah Huckabee berated for “inflaming everybody”; The View: “when you believe the government state-sponsored news over the people, it’s a dictatorship”, howls at Jedediah Bila Obama parallel
1:05:30  Clarissa Ward frets about “all-out declaration of war on the media”, “getting in the neck”, Chris Cillizza on “Russian hacking of an election”; Seymour Hersh “debunked” by Bellingcat
1:13:00  Don Lemon whines about “hypocrisy” of disallowing cameras; Dee Dee Myers on experimentally televising press briefing, “it wasn’t really necessary”  (CotD)
1:16:05  Producer Segment: JCD story: flu shot border grilling; Popmoney jingle; amygdalomegaly
1:43:40  Clinton Health Matters Initiative partnership, free naloxone for high schools; producer note on opioid users becoming extremely cross upon instant detoxification; Middletown OH three-strike system to withhold dispatch, JCD: “let ‘em die”, on kratom: “you want to ban stuff that works”, Burroughs’ Junky recommendation; producer note on CBC marijuana culture
1:55:19  NRA PSA on fighting Dimension B resistance movement
1:58:06  Sheryll Murray at Prime Minister’s Questions: “someone even urinated on my office door”, JCD “feeling its oats” boisterousness, Theresa May blames Blair for Grenfell Tower, “aaaah!” chorus over fire safety cutbacks; May on opposition favoring trade with “Venezuela, Cuba, and North Korea”; Judy Woodruff doesn’t really say “armrest in Venezuela”
2:07:55  Producer feedback on YouTube “not advertiser-friendly” monetization e-mails
2:09:45  Donation Segment
2:24:09  New TSA slave scanners “may allow passengers to leave liquids and laptops – oh my goodness! – in their carry-on bags”, “they’ll be able to rotate it”, JCD: “does he think he’s going through the machine himself?”; PBS on “enhanced screening”; Jeff Pegues “potential hijackings” kicker
2:32:04  CBS misses connection between wet winter and LA fires; Lateline climate hysteria montage
2:36:29  Lack of protests over reinstated 90-day travel ban, Fall SCotUS hearing too little too late
0:00:00 JCD: “So … whaddya think your business is gonna be worth with the window broken?”

0:00:39 And Now Back to Real News: countess-catching Kate Middleton

0:01:19 RT on entire LA sheriff’s department carrying naloxone nasal spray, group overdoses, ACC on “designated user”, massive Adapt Pharma promotion

0:09:15 Viceland documentary on French headscarf ban, harassing schoolgirls instead of going after no-go zones; 23 “vulnerable zones” in Sweden, Cameron in 2011 on “state multiculturalism”

0:17:39 Producer Facebag rant: Jon Ossoff not a carpetbagger, real origin of term; Bill Clinton looking good on speaking tour, 14 bodies in barrels found in Clinton back yard, Bill on political tribalism; cheers for Johnny Depp’s “when was the last time an actor assassinated a president”

0:29:13 Nancy Pelosi calls herself “effective leader”, Filemon Vela: “prolific fundraiser”, “I’m not afraid of retribution”; federal fraud investigation over Jane Sanders’ 33 acres, JCD on difficulty of raising venture capital; CBC on Trump tapes meme, ACC story: MTV groupthink and dissing Madonna in TV Guide interview, CNN and Fox “different channels, different worlds”; Mark Shields partially corrected on Trump-Comey trust poll; David Brooks outs himself: “if you’re a Democrat you have to think about who is currently the face of our party” (CotD)

0:44:22 WaPo reporter on Putin directing anti-Hillary campaign, “lock her up” origin, situation room feeds killed, bin Laden parallel, expectation of Trump loss; Debbie Wasserman Schultz on never hearing from FBI about DNC & DNCC hacks by “enemy state”, J’Johnson “misinformed”; JCD on leaked CIA software spoofing Russian attackers, “mad as a wet hen”

0:58:52 Smerconish on Jill Stein’s dinner with Putin as “meddling”, “Zabrudering” photo

1:05:08 Moon Jae-in proposes unified North-South 2018 Olympic team, proposed North Korean camping resort; Fox’ Ainsley Earhardt, JCD story: Ingram facility filled with Southern belles, Korea “expert” on Kim Jong-un & Dennis Rodman: “he’s got to be wondering … who is this man?”

1:14:47 Producer Segment: schmoe vs shmoo; abortion carbon credits at climate change conference

1:41:09 CNN six-spook panel, a year of MH370 “breaking news”, MH17 report still MIA; CIA contractors stealing $3k in vending machine snacks; Grenfell fire traced to Hotpoint refrigerator

1:58:27 Canadian hate crime law against using wrong pronoun

1:50:48 Producer note on French Revolution Les Enragés rabble-rousers; Professor Jordan Peterson on serotonin in lobster behavior, irreversable amygdala growth from PTSD (BCotD); Canadian public health “best practices” for marijuana use, “frequent and intensive use”, “we know that there are people who do use marijuana” and are “familiar with the effects”, stoner with maniacal laugh iso; Justin Trudeau on effort to “legalize and control marijuana”; flawed CBS “last ditch effort” to scare off people over car accidents, medical marijuana card trap

2:11:10 Donation Segment: Canadian currency parity not for baht or rupees; JCD “devils dimes”

2:27:27 Round table offerings “giblet”, JCD’s blow explanation for early Dame; Ramsey Cain on MMPI recommending priest or clown

2:29:56 GuideStar flagging SPLC “hate groups”, possible Sharp-ton-style shakedown; TtK at charity conference on targeting millennials, JCD: “and they have to have a story”

2:34:53 The Five’s new gay black Democrat, “fag hag” Guilfoyle, Fox meme of the month “hate coming from the party of tolerance” NLP; Obama “50k fewer preventable patient deaths”, Trumpcare killing additional 50k meme; big pharma rep on medication spending “slowest growing” sector, “paying for the value of care”, “volume of care” botch, JCD: “you wanna live?”

2:49:35 Rumblings about polls and “reverse Brexit”; Frans Timmermans on €50bn bar tab
940 Dealio (2017-06-22)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’ve moisturized, I look like a teenager.” (2:42:43)
0:00:32 “Truck crash” earthquake in JCD’s neck of the woods, unnerving deep bass sound
0:03:52 Rebuilding frontal cortex connection to amygdala, Lady Gaga and Katy Perry parallel, Perry to Access Hollywood on suicidal thoughts; Jim DeVine to Tucker Carlson on #HuntRepublicans tweet, “the left has every reason to come forward and stand up”, Obamacare “keeping 50k Americans alive” meme, “elections where the people that get the most votes don’t win”, “that is tyrannical government”, “Senator Paul Rand”, Carlson: “you’re an unbalanced person”
0:16:21 Overcaffeinated Camille Paglia on how “my party has destroyed journalism”; climate change “the culling”, “check your amygdala” jingle; Tucker Carlson’s appendectomy; Alan Dershowitz on “selective injustice” against Trump, “corrupt motive” nonsense
0:28:02 Georgia special election: JCD on “carpetbagger” Jon Ossoff; CBS on blame for Republican punching bag Pelosi, Handel’s $4.5M vs $23M, CNN on Handel’s “unbelievable” budget; CBS focuses on Conway “snarkily” tweet, Tim Ryan on “toxic” Democrat brand; Iowa Trump rally, “build the wall!” girl, “CBS, well you know what, you have a lot of slanted stories”
0:44:44 Jim Acosta hysterical over White House video ban “stonewalling”, “highly paid” Sean Spicer, “it’s like we’re just covering bad reality television” (CotD), JCD: “the broadcast guys are the biggest dicks in the world”, insulting Phrase from the Chaise “gaggle”
0:54:58 Rachel Maddow speculates about Georgia election “turnout effect from the bad weather”; JCD on Phrase from the Chaise “carpetbagger”; Jon Ossoff the Georgetown University spook
1:03:48 Producer Segment: University of Rochester “default race”
1:24:54 ACC an ENFP “the campaigner”, JCD calls bullcrap and recommends MMPI Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Veep podcasting slam
1:32:33 Four-hour CNN Watergate special with crusty-lipped Robert Redford; Tom Brokejaw on “deep dark hate that’s coursing through our country” from the likes of Alex Jones, ACC: “he has the poop guy sound”; Joy Reid on Republicans trying to “make themselves the victims”, Ted Nugent saying “Obama should suck on his machine gun”; Adam Schiff refuses to “go into the particulars” of collusion investigation, ACC Phrase from the Chaise “dealio”, “malicious cause”, Nugent “hey Obama, you might wanna suck on one of these, you punk!”
1:45:06 CBS on 21 states with evidence of Russian meddling in election infrastructure, national security official refuses to elaborate on exfiltration, J’Johnson on Obama’s warning buried by coverage of Access Hollywood video, Jeff Pegues “disparaging remarks about women” needle, CBS deletes J’Johnson gripe about delay in reporting, “below the fold news”
1:54:39 CBS picks up “T-boned” with USS Fitzgerald, producers on equipment malfunction cover-up
2:00:32 European Commission takes issue with Belgian frite double-frying producing acrylamide
2:09:28 Black & brown stripes added to rainbow pride flag in Philadelphia, pink & purple variants in original flag; SCotUS strikes down offensive trademark ban and sex offender social media ban
2:14:30 Donation Segment: $77.77 “flat earth” donation
2:23:28 Trump on “solar wall” for Mexico border, “my idea”; RT on US military in Philippines under Duterte’s radar; Flint airport stabbing, official Allahu akbar pronunciation
2:36:16 JCD on racist This is Us and Carmichael shows, ACC on black college roommate
2:43:13 Russia unamused by US Syrian jet shootdown, Paris Air Show, Joe Dunford cites AUMF for “prosecuting a campaign”; Krauthammer on Iran wanting ISIS territory in Syria, JCD on Bush 43 never setting foot overseas, ACC: “Trump’s actions are clearly not pro-Russian!”
939  Bigdala  (2017-06-18)

0:00:00  JCD: “This is not the bottled water I want!” (2:10:44)
0:00:34  California heat wave; Grenfell Tower fire “not seventeen” deaths slogan, Lily Allen: “much closer to a hundred and fifty”, volunteer on sending food “to who, they’ve died!”; Theresa May “chased away” from church, resident safety complaints and flammable cladding
0:10:52  Executive Order promoting apprenticeship, paid vs unpaid internships, Trump: “in history nobody has gotten rid of so many regulations as the Trump administration”, “earn while you learn”; Noodle Boy, ACC on meeting McDonald’s training consultant for young millennials, “the actual effort of opening the window, handing the tray, and saying have a nice day requires a week of focus”, ACC on millennial tiny house communities, transportability myth
0:25:07  JCD on paper route door-to-door “sales prop” training, “you’re not gettin’ this newspaper, why not?”, ACC’s blacksmithing apprenticeship, JCD on internship for college credits scam
0:31:53  ACC waiting for Father’s Day communiqué from CVC, donation dud
0:33:01  Involuntary manslaughter conviction for urging boyfriend to commit suicide via text message, JCD: “she was sick of him!”, “bearing witness to yourself voluntarily”; dating iPhone requirement, iPod Touch and Kindle power use, JCD on original MEMS screen at trade show
0:42:05  New TSA CT slave scanners, evaluating “fingerprint technology” for TSA Pre✓, ACC: “join the new program, get your chip!”, JCD story: unable to fool facial recognition system at law enforcement trade show, all-seeing eye tattoo workaround; “cheap junk” X-ray leakage
0:51:53  Stephen Colbert Tony Awards comparison of Trump administration with Broadway play; Elizabeth Warren’s favorite curse word “poop”, “fiddlesticks” and “mikado” game
0:57:09  Waterloo Day, Napoleon taken down by Wellington’s formation “technological breakthrough”
0:59:09  US destroyer USS Fitzgerald “T-boned” by container ship, “extremely proud” Vice Admiral
1:05:22  Producer Segment: Popmoney info; eleven-jingle request; “backstory of douche”
1:24:58  The View on Kamala “Cameltoe” Harris being called “hysterical”, “female-baiting history”
1:31:14  Helmut Kohl dead at 87; two US ships in Qatari waters for exercises, $12bn fighter jet sale, Trump on “funder of terrorism”; Heather Nauert: deal “long time in the making”; RT on M5M fake news and misuse of anonymous sources; Rolling Stone Rachel Maddow interview; Newsletter “TP” talking points memo; Call of Duty black female Nazi
1:42:42  Obama turns TMZ rumor mill shill; OFA mailing list annoyance; Jason Fuller Huffington Post piece calls for Trump’s execution for treason, ACC; “the next president has no chance”; M5M covering baseball game hoping for another attack; Mark Shields: questioning opponent legitimacy “Newt Gingrich’s Bible”, Trump “a clone of Newt Gingrich”; NPR Fact Check on armed Antifas, ADL researcher: far left “hasn’t been particularly violent for some time”
1:54:43  Joy Reid calls Steve Scalise a racist homophobe, Rev. William Barber calls Republicans hypocritical; producer on James Hodgkinson’s left-wing brother; MTV Facebag anti-Trump rant
2:04:13  Lady Gaga on PTSD from tours “when my needs and requests for balance were being ignored”, PICS post-intensive care syndrome, “check your amygdala”, TtK’s $52k hospital bill
2:23:27  Donation Segment: no more Father’s Day promotions; enlarged amygdala “bigdala”
2:35:15  Londoner calls for revolution against British M5M, “I like you too, I like you fried, boiled, any which way”; producer note: accessibility audio descriptions “impossible task”
2:41:15  NPR spinoff Gimlet Media stooping to infomercial podcasts
2:44:17  White House “lawyering up”; Senate passes Russia sanctions; Oliver Stone Putin interview
2:49:01  “Assault pistol” ban at Pearl Harbor base; new SJW scream; Booz Allen under investigation

402
JCD: “What a short!” (2:16:13)
Washington D.C. baseball shooter with “obviously bloated” amygdala, out of control WaPo; CBS blames “incendiary rhetoric of American politics”; Sarah Palin blamed for 2011 Gabrielle Giffords shooting; “often-polarizing president” needle; Brof: “just could’ve been somebody saying are you Democrats or Republicans, could’ve just been an innocent question” (CotD); NYT protective detail story; Mike Doyle on media not interviewing friends in Congress, Judy Woodruff: “that’s what we’re doing to reflect on”; Newt Gingrich on violent campus liberals
Malcolm Nance on “over-proliferation of guns”, nominates Trump properties for suicide bombing; pro-gun legislation hearing cancelled; Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe: “we lose 93 million Americans a day to gun violence”; Brof guest: “a robot firing a weapon”, ACC: “I’m thinking MKULTRA!”; Steve Scalise human trafficking PSA; Julius Caesar Trump lookalike; “assault pistol” meme, PBS on San Francisco UPS shooting, MAC-10 “party gun”
WaPo breaking news: “Trump under investigation!”, Lawrence O’Donnell and smirking Devlin Barrett; “Trump friend” Chris Ruddy “doubles down” on claim Trump will (not) fire Mueller; ACC’s SFS straddle fatigue syndrome; Rod Rosenstein: Mueller not answerable to Trump
Jeff Sessions testimony, vraag naar de bekende weg Dutch-ism, smirking Kamala Harris on “to the best of your recollection” responses, Sessions: being rushed “makes me nervous”; Ron Wyden stonewalling accusation, Comey-firing advice and recusal; Comey Call Me jingle
Jedediah Bila calls Comey a coward on The View, Joy Behar on Politifact’s 277 Trump lies, Whoopi “let’s not muddy the waters as they try to do” on interference from Loretta Lynch
Producer Segment: “interesting” = “stupid”; Putin Don’t Worry, Be Happy jingle
Ankara mayor on recent man-made earthquake; Sam Houston statue removal hoax; US shooting machine guns in Tripoli; dirty bomb threat in Charleston, George Webb on Hillary hit list, Van Jones: campaign “took a billion dollars … and set it on fire and called it a campaign”
2015 clip of Mike Morell on special forces fighting ISIS in Syria; Sharpton Star Wars and “it’s a Google self-driving car” isos, ACC Nest algo update, JCD thermostat “humalgo”, deGrasse Tyson “so…”, TNT epic “y’know uh, um”; producer on fake fentanyl Xanax and naloxone
CBS on Comey leak legality; Feinstein’s “queasy feeling”; Woolsey vs Zakaria on legality
War on Cash: S.1241 money laundering bill to apply to Bitcoin and gift cards
London Grenfell Tower fire low-income “council flats”, RT’s Lionel thoughtful WTC 7 “hmmm!”
Five inches of snow near Tahoe, Canadian icebreaker blocked; mumbling Brooke Baldwin “punting that ball down the road”; Tony Awards Kevin Spacey clip JCD epic fail
China Eastern 736 “engine number one fucked” (TCS)
Greg Gianforte misdemeanor plea deal; lawsuit over Polish black site; 1980 NEJM addiction “rare in patients treated with narcotics” letter, producer note on pain “fifth vital” and federal funding, JCD on daughter-in-law’s opioids; Trump DoJ vs Tenth Amendment on cannabis enforcement, JCD edible challenge, Super Bowl brownies story; Cumulus Media stock in toilet
Dimension B: The View on Priebus brown-nosing; Kirsten Gillibrand “fuck no”; Mika Brzezinski: “no real men” in White House; sputtering Whoopi: CNN Trump coverage 98% positive
Putin extends asylum offer to Comey; WaPo GOP talking points; ACC on internet comedians
Mark Ruffalo: stop hiring white people; GOP “bad gays” parade ban; Katy Perry cultural appropriation apology; Winn-Dixie web accessibility ruling; “we have evidence” CBD meme
937  Stump the Algos (2017-06-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Put on your seat belt! Get back in your seat, slave!” (2:25:43)
0:00:34  British election: pro-Brexit DUP, Jeremy Corbyn campaign informed by Bernie Sanders volunteers, “help train people on, persuading people of why Labour’s policies made sense”, mock Brexit grave; Theresa May’s “lackluster campaign”, “living on borrowed time”; bizarrely-dressed characters, mobilization of young voters pissed off over Brexit; AOL’s “Shinyg”
0:14:49  RT: James Comey’s testimony “everything everyone expected”, CNN criminal investigation lie, Comey proxy leak, cowbell whoosh, Rorschach test; Comey on New York Times collusion article: “in the main it was not true”, July 5 statement “nonsense”; “28 words that matter”, Trump’s “I hope you can let this go”, Jim Risch: “you don’t know of anyone that’s ever been charged for hoping something, is that a fair statement?”; Scott Pelley: “Comey told the … Committee that the President directed him to drop the FBI’s investigation” lie, Comey: “not to my understanding, no”; lame Kamala Harris “I hope you will give me your wallet” analogy
0:28:52  Comey on MI6 “salacious and unverified material” briefing: “it was, first, true”; ten-year term “outside of politics” distortion; Comey on influence from Loretta Lynch, public accounts “nonsense”, “investigation” vs “matter”, John King: “it won’t get much attention, but it was pretty damning”; sneaky ABC swaps in Flynn in place of Hillary; Lynch at Aspen Institute
0:44:17  Incoherent John McCain asks why FBI did not extend “President Comey” Russia investigation to Clinton campaign, ACC; “McCain knows something”; Feinstein “you’re big, you’re strong”, Comey “lordy, I hope there are tapes”, ACC: Comey did it, “he’s a whiny little bitch” (ACCPPotD)
0:53:40  CBS on legal complaint over leak, lawsuit threats “tactic often used by Mr. Trump” needle, Scott Pelley “falsehoods and conspiracy theories” dig; Chris Matthews on Flynn being on periphery of case; Catherine Herridge on unmasking paper trail, ACC: Comey did it, “not necessarily a person of principle”, Fletcher “Comey!”; Jeanine Pirro: “he’s a predator”, “he is part of the Washington elite”; Nancy Pelosi on Morning Joe recommends Trump “get some sleep”, “this is hopefully not repairable” senior moment, Mika trots out impeachment meme; Pelosi “President Bush” flub, “it’s hard for me to say it”; Pelosi “court of public opinion”
936  Paris Pullout  (2017-06-08)

0:00:00  JCD: “Russia Russia Russia.”  (2:38:53)
0:00:31  James Comey’s testimony to Congress begins; ACC & JCD perplexed by Skype speech recognition; Comey Call Me jingle; CBS on one-on-one dinner and loyalty request, Flynn “fired”; Microsoft’s Lernout & Hauspie speech IP, *wat je zegt ben jezelf, met je kop door de helft* translation; “hookers in Russia” denial, “we had that thing, you know”; Facebag FOMO hysteria

0:13:53  Comey memo on January 6 briefing, counterintelligence vs criminal investigations, blackmail theory; Lawrence O’Donnell: Trump potentially “made the decision that destroyed his presidency” (BCotD); Joy Behar to Pelosi: “what more proof do we need?”, Pelosi “woke”; Sessions out of loop; “no there there” *Jeopardy!* question; Comey sued over illegal spying

0:28:12  Scott Pelley back on CBS, Jeff Pegues on Trump-Comey handshake that “could compromise the independence of the FBI”, “sources” allege pushback requests for Coats & Rogers, out-of-context quotes, Trump “made clear it was about Russia” lie; Facebag “pact with the devil”

0:39:31  Leaker “Reality Winner” arrested for leaking bogus classified NSA Russia document to *The Intercept*, Winner’s real name Sarah, idiotic use of Gmail account, Anderson Pooper photo

1:02:29  Jerry Brown all-in on China partnership, “we have to decarbonize our future, if we don’t it’s a horror”, JCD: “how is this not a violation of the Logan Act?”; producers on propaganda effectiveness for Christians, “never again flood the world” promise, JCD on speaking in tongues

1:15:47  GMU Center for Climate Change Communication’s John Cook “vaccine” for deniers in *PLoS ONE*; Rand Paul tries to tamp down “mass extinction” hysteria, “notoriously inaccurate” modeling; Scott Adams cartoon for Newsletter, Jim Marshall’s iconic Jimi Hendrix photo

1:23:14  Producer Segment: ACC struggles to tame bouncing Skype dock icon

1:44:39  JCD proposes Mason Williams as source of popular boy’s name; Skype handle-jiggling

1:53:10  CBS on wave of opioid overdoses in Georgia, leading cause of death in under-50s, 911 call from nine-year-old, Ohio lawsuit against pharmaceutical companies; Keytruda side effects; $6bn “pink slime” defamation lawsuit against ABC News, “fake news” meme

2:02:15  UK Tory win prediction; chickenshit Sadik Khan on London Bridge attack: “I can’t follow 400 people”, legal defense of Zacarias Moussaoui: “you have to live your life” meme, producer on multiple gunshot cases; attacker Khuram Butt in *The Jihadis Next Door* documentary, London Underground job; Khan: Trump policies “go against everything we stand for”

2:15:57  Fran Townsend on 370k Twitter accounts deactivated, al-Awlaki “rightly and legally” killed, “permitted to terrorize us from the grave”; Theresa May promises changes to human rights laws; ACC theory: UK nutty due to syphilis epidemic, Tucker Carlson “blah blah blah” iso

2:28:57  Donation Segment

2:35:58  Seth Rich’s girlfriend speaks; “catch and release” at border still in use

2:38:55  CBS: Trump “appeared to take credit” for Russian hack on Qatari news site, ambassador shortage; new State Department spokesperson Heather Nauert’s giant binder and good hair

2:51:09  Idiotically-named Apple HomePod; Mark Steyn to Tucker Carlson on Obama’s “bloodless Mr. Spock routine” in Canada; AT&T “slamming” cellular customers, JCD: “it’s a scam!”
935  Phallocentric Age (2017-06-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “Wait wait, stop!”  JCD: “Yeah?”  ACC: “Basketball moment!”  (1:06:49)

0:00:36 Podcasts added to Peabody Awards; ACC on bizarre American rolling paper usage

0:03:23 London Bridge attack, election false flag theories, Jeremy Corbyn on campaign suspension; MSNBC on “run, hide, and tell protocol”; flamboyant gushing over “phenomenal” emergency services; mayor: we will not “allow them to cover our city”; 80k evacuated from German Rock am Ring concert; Sky News implicates lone wolves; Theresa May all-in on internet regulation

0:17:34 NYT fires public editor; NewsHour’s Brooks & Shields again in total agreement on Trump abdicating global leadership with Paris agreement; Paris hysteria montage, Kerry “put America last”; Pelosi “good stewards of God’s creation”, “environmental justice issue”, “frack natural gas” meme, papal encyclical for Trump, grandchildren “assuming they breathe air”

0:28:05 Tucker Carlson grills Miami Mayor Phillip Levine about tangible Paris agreement benefits, “what you’re describing is religious faith”, Levine: “it’s a world democracy”; 2015 NASA article on net Antarctic ice gains of 112bn tons per year from 1992-2001

0:37:20 CBS: “the White House defended the president”, poll: 13% “volunteered” issue is jobs vs 2% environment, John Kerry on the defensive, Spicer on changing targets vs renegotiation

0:44:44 American Commitment’s Phil Kerpen to NewsHour: Paris’ “no discernible impact” on temperature, $100bn Green Climate Fund, US “cripples itself economically with regulations, and ... pays the rest of the world for the privilege of doing so”; ACC on subsidized windmill nonprofits, Georgetown TX 100% green energy lie, JCD: “why do people want to believe in this so desperately?”, Eric Hoffer’s The True Believer, ACC on need for Rhode Island tidal wave

1:03:29 Producer Segment: ACC on iPhone 4 and cocaine; “M5M”; cunt and “phallocentric age”

1:19:38 ACC on Netflix algorithms, The Comedian with De Niro, daft Google Nest behavior, JCD: “I would take a sledgehammer to it”, Mimi’s smoke alarms whispering amongst themselves

1:26:33 Megyn Kelly Putin interview, “don’t worry, be happy”, Putin on intel reports: “unclassified version is null and void, and who was your tailor?”, “no independent sources in this world”

1:34:35 Putin on Merkel’s enduring grudge, Kelly spouts tech jargon, Putin: “your girl that is three year old can perpetrate such an attack”, “the Jews are to blame” Hillary parallel

1:44:33 Kelly propagates “bots” meme, “high class in her profession”, US journalists meddling in Russian affairs, Putin on foiling second Syrian chemical attack and possible false flag

1:59:13 JCD on JFK & mafia documentary; Mike Morell on issues to probe: document release conspiracy, Russian mob money laundering, Russian intelligence in administration, obstruction of justice, asking “reportedly, reportedly” for loyalty, Kushner rumor caveat

2:14:27 Sally Yates the Elizabeth Warren sound-alike, JCD on sparrow milieux, Catherine Austin Fitts on Goldman Sachs insider Dina Habib Powell in on “seven Arabic countries in five years”

2:22:47 Donation Segment

2:30:24 John Sununu to Alisyn Camerota on “exaggeration of veniality” in media, “what do you think would be the motivation” for introducing Kushner to Russian banker, “how much crow are you going to eat?”; C-SPAN caller all-in on Trump; The View on two scoops of ice cream, no bueno; oversocialized comedians “boxed in”, Maher “I’m a house nigga”; right-wing version of Media Matters going after advertisers; Scott Adams: Trump should accept Griffin apology

2:52:59 Maxine Waters: Russia determined presidency. @MaxineVVaters: DEA lied to Congress about civilian killings in Honduras; Kamala Harris aide in fake Knights Templar police force arrested

3:02:39 Prison time for Penn State president; Carlson on “he’s gained weight according to sources”
934  Weaponized Tech  (2017-06-01)

0:00:00  JCD:  *(Russian accent)*  “Whooh, brewskis for everyone!” *(0:49:48)*

0:00:35  More ACC address change adventures, United Airlines “verified by Visa” fail, AVS Address Verification System SmartyStreets, JCD on MSA Micro-Services Architecture “bill of goods”

0:09:20  Kathy Griffin severed head stunt, Bill Maher firing parallel, unoffended “dingbat” on “people who are very hurt by this presidency”; Griffin “apology”; Trump “covfefe” tweet

0:17:30  Dimension B: Hillary at CodeCon with Kara Swisher and “Malt Wossberg”, e-mail server “very responsible and not at all careless” vs Comey “I think she was extremely negligent”, “the impeachment or... the driving out of office because he was about to be impeached, president” gaffe, 2016 election “the first time that you had the tech revolution really weaponized”, “Obama 3.0” communication vs “falsehoods, fake news, call it what you will”, “lies”, Facebook news and “as we now know, the one thousand Russian agents” NLP, “million” Twitter bots

0:33:45  Hillary:  “I inherit nothing from the Democratic Party ... it was bankrupt, it was on the verge of insolvency, its data was mediocre to poor, nonexistent, wrong”, Romney ORCA poll monitoring tool, $100M data foundation; Cambridge Analytica “added something”, Robert Mercer investment, RNC merger conditions “you pick Steve Bannon and you pick Kellyanne Conway”, Russia “did it through machine learning”, JCD on leftist bumper sticker “acreage”

0:47:40  Hillary on stolen information used internally, Macedonia “guided by Americans”, Access Hollywood one-hour meme, Podesta e-mails “anodyne to boredom”, Infowars meme; Netflix right-wing documentaries, “Democrats aren’t putting their money there”, ActBlue PAC; Swisher: “I don’t know if you’re a lizard or not”; Biden American Possibilities PAC

1:02:21  Seth Rich’s other girlfriend Claudia Kash on two sets of polling places; “fake news boing” iso

1:10:14  Producer Segment: “like a cow peeing on a flat rock”; ACC’s megaphone

1:24:39  ICBM “mock-up” shoot-down exercise; Trump/Bush: idiots or evil geniuses?; Jeanine Pirro: “spare no resources” to find White House leakers; Roger Stone outs Dina Habib Powell

1:35:48  MI5 investigating itself over Manchester bombing; new Ben Jacobs “body slam” account; journalist low-functioning brains article; The Guardian on Jacobs’ new specs, broken glasses donated to Newseum, JCD: “the head is next!”; Pulse nightclub police footage compilation

1:47:12  Four THAAD systems snuck in under Moon Jae-in’s radar; Judy Woodruff’s breathing technique, controversy over Ivanka Trump’s Chinese shoe supplier; Scott “Poison” Pelley ousted; ACC on DH Unplugged messing with his sleep, short SBUX after CEO’s “the world is screwed up” leak; hysterical Katy Tur losing sleep over Trump’s Twitter account; “interesting” synonym list; media frenzy over Trump giving private phone number to world leaders

2:01:59  Maxine Waters’ fake eyelashes & nails,“you can’t impeach a woman of Congress”; UC Berkeley spends $57k to uncover Chancellor Nicholas Dirks’ $5k misuse of funds; producer message to RT’s Lionel, “No Agenda Sh... I like it when people say check out other shows”

2:11:44  Donation Segment

2:22:10  Asher Edelman on Reagan’s 1987 Plunge Protection Group, VIX re-stabilized after election; JCD on inefficient check-mailing practices; Edelman muses about PPG market manipulation, “I don’t know when the plug gets pulled”, transaction records kept secret, ACC: “dark pool”

2:40:42  Upcoming live-fire exercises and Kuwait buildup; 90 killed by Kabul truck bomb, German embassy damaged; Navy funding request for 66 new Tomahawk; Seven Days in May anniversary

2:46:55  SJWs demand Sam Houston statue removal, “fascist media” COINTEL; Evergreen College LARPer compilation; The View “Clinton & Clinton” bumper stickers; new Cougar Club LA
JCD: He’s the God of Hell fire.“ (0:36:15)

Mattress sales and SJW outrage over Confederate Memorial Day vs North’s Decoration Day

Commencement: UT Austin’s most popular majors; cheers for lozenges & water at Hillary’s Wellesley speech, “my mother said you have to stick it out”; NewsHour on “searing critique” of Trump administration; Hillary on Nixon’s “impeachment for obstruction of justice” vs CBS “resigned before the House could impeach him”; John F. Kerry stand-up at Harvard Kennedy School: “with this administration I’d say, buy Rosetta Stone and learn Russian”

Mark Zuckerberg at Harvard: “you get successful by being lucky, too”, JCD on Obama “you didn’t build that” meme, Zuckerberg: “we should explore ideas like Universal Basic Income”

Michael “hockey stick graph” Mann appropriates Martin Niemöller at Green Mountain College, Trump Hitler meme, misquotes “my good friend Bill Nye ... change the world!”, “97-99% of the scientific community”, ACC on “the science” meme, “inconvenient implications” for fossil fuel industry, ACC: “where’s my Rex checks?”

G7 in Sicily, US not in on Paris agreement, terrorism commitment; Theresa May on internet censorship “vital agenda”, intel leak needle for Trump; Spot the Spook: Bryan Dean Wright to Tucker Carlson, deep breath, agencies “weaponizing political information”, “do you want to sign up for that”, ACC: “oh, he’s in the recruitment division”, security clearance retention, polygraph the politicians; JCD on China shooting CIA; Andrew Napolitano on FISA Court rebuke for Obama administration mass surveillance, “there’s no sting to the rebuke”

New York Post story “how team Obama tried to hack the election”, Sinclair’s Circa News and threatened Fox clone, Hannity vacation, JCD on Sinclair’s opposition to digital switch

Evergreen College student takeover, demand for all whites to leave campus, professor Bret Weinstein: “would you like to hear the answer or not?”, “no!!”, to Tucker Carlson: campus police blocked from main entrance, threat of violence, stand-down order from president George Bridges, “barricaded in the campus police station”, Dvorak family Evergreen alumni; ACC on O-bot token Pakistani friends, JCD on “flamer” loudmouth, “screwballs that need to be rounded up and expelled”, experimental grade-less liberal arts college

The Campus Rape Frenzy’s Stuart Taylor on Duke lacrosse hoax “guilt-presuming rush-to-judgment mob”, Gender Violence Intervention Service Coordinator Sheila Broderick: “you and I know he’s responsible”; University of Wyoming sexual assault definition: “anything less than voluntary, sober, enthusiastic, verbal, non-coerced, continual, active, and honest consent”, ACC: “if it’s not great, it’s rape”, 20% lie vs 1% truth, “fraudulent” surveys; Obama administration University of Montana “blueprint” on unwelcome “speech of a sexual nature”; Kafkaesque campus hearings, Buzzkill Jr.’s escape by marriage; Kirsten Gillibrand campus safety claim debunked, Clinton/Jarrett “epidemic” claim debunked; 2013 Amherst oral sex while passed out case cut off by C-SPAN (CotD); ACC “consent amulet”

Classic 2008 Maxine Waters on trying and failing to read bills; Evergreen College Noodle Boy

Terror Laptop of Doom: DHS’ John Kelly on “relentless” push to blow up airplanes in flight, “reinforce” security globally; potential ban for all international flights, “full of US folks, people”, “new technologies down the road”, ACC: “new gear coming!”, JCD on useless “puffer”

British Airways grounded due to “power supply” outage, Raritan DCTrack, ACC: “glitch!”; Thomson Airways freaks over Wi-Fi hotspot “Jihadi”; fun vs boring SSID names
Bloodthirsty *Wonder Woman’s* Gal Godot: “she’s all about ... love and compassion and acceptance”, JCD on studios targeting bored middle-aged women; Hitler meme

Google and user-tracking retail ultrasonic beacon apps, ACC’s ultrasonic CW app, JCD on psychographics, ACC: “I’m gonna get me a service dog”, JCD on Las Vegas Wynn perfumery

Donald Rumsfeld on *The View* Watergate talking points: “a stretch”, “why do you want to engage in hypotheticals?”, “because it could become a reality”, “you’re taking a leap from another country horsing around in our business, and collusion, and there is an enormous difference!”, Sunny Hostin: “if there is collusion, isn’t that an impeachable offense?”

Zbigniew Brzezinski dead at 89; Ben Jacobs “body slam” furor, sweetened CBS “and you’re forgiven!” to Greg Gianforte apology, ACC: “dishonest journalism”, JCD on CBS non-sequitur answers, “bullet riddled target” for media, ACC taken in by “I called media fake news the enemy of the people”; MSNBC considers how much blame do dole out to Trump with “Constitutionally-protected form of engagement in our society”, Joe Scarborough “Fox News reporters verifying that” lie, “Stalinist term *enemy of the people*”

*WaPo* “conservative blogger” Jennifer Rubin: “there is a cost to continually berating the media”, “the fish rots from the head”; JCD: DNC unable to prevent Greg Gianforte from winning, DNC Chair Tom Perez, Ready for Hillary started way too soon; lone conservative Ben Ferguson explodes CNN sexabox heads with Obama and Anthony Weiner parallel

Major Garrett laments lack of press conferences with US press during Trumps travels; Nancy Pelosi on Trump’s unalphabetized travel destinations; on Trump talking to “director of the FBI, or the DNI ... or the NRA person”

Identical Mr. Rogers story all over media with *Entertainment Weekly’s* Anthony Breznican
0:00:00 JCD: “He looks like a constipated turtle.” (1:21:56)
0:00:34 TtK’s partial thyroidectomy, JCD cyst saga, ACC: doctor “said you have a rockin’ body”
0:04:33 Dimension B: CBS “breaking news” on discredited “possibly” Russian Lynch-Clinton document and Comey’s announcement of no charges, “I can’t talk about that in an unclassified setting”, JCD on Killian documents fiasco; skateboarder Don Lemon claims “dislikes job” meme on Conan, “what level spray tan is it”, “I don’t think he’s allowed in the sun either”
0:19:30 Jimi Hendrix “excuse me while I kiss this guy” effect, Lagarde “white tea” error; Melania “hand-swat” hysteria, Lemon: “there was a bug on my hand”; Rachel Maddow DoJ “he’s a Russian agent!” whisper, “a million contacts” with Russia (CotD); Blake Farenthold “violates the narrative” with DNC insider, control room irresponsible internet rumors prompt, “as if there’s a there there”; CBC control room full of researchers, Tom Brokejaw’s mastery
0:38:35 Debbie Wasserman Schultz threatens D.C. Police over “lost” laptop stolen by Awan gang
0:42:31 4chan Seth Rich doctor post revisited, cardiologist producer all-in; Fox muzzles Hannity’s “debunked” coverage; unexplained WikiLeaks reward & funeral, Kim Dotcom: Fox “high degree of editorial scrutiny” unridiculed by MSNBC; CBS on “sensational conspiracy theory”
1:04:32 Andrew Napolitano on Obama administration admitting illegal unmaskings: FISA “chastised the NSA for spying without warrants”, FISA “enabler of the NSA”, “six degrees of separation” or 330M people, ACC: “so they did wiretap!”; PBS “word has leaked” on Trump-Duterte transcript; ACC: market “one big short”, JCD on fake impeachment strategy until 2018 and 2020: The Guardian’s Ben Jacobs “body slammed” by Montana candidate Greg Gianforte
1:18:03 Manchester Arena suicide bombing, attacker of Libyan descent, “sophisticated device”, Hollywood “throwing her body on her niece as the bomb exploded”, “the extra security reassured Michelle Calvert” vs “that’s the British way, isn’t it, we just get on with things, really”; CNN: surviving bomb maker “around to buy, to make another bomb”, ex-CIA Valley girl Tara Maller; Michael Weiss on bombs from “Afghanistan or Germany”
1:54:36 ACC: identity established because “when these vests go off, the head pops off ... completely intact”, JCD on Watergate and Maller the botcher; insincere Hillary “love not hate” dig; Jake Wallis Simons “he’s a jerk” to Tucker Carlson, arrogant “honoured at the Webbys” self-bio
2:07:07 38% decline in Facebook likes after fake account purge, request for FBI investigation
2:18:18 Second Half of Show: Marilyn Monroe Unacknowledged; Nixon shows Jackie Gleason aliens
2:25:38 Culturally appropriative restaurants in Portland; Ben & Jerry’s bans same-flavor marriage
2:29:20 Low water levels in Cape Coral canals; TtK $1,437 bill in pre-op; Trump blamed for Obamacare rate hikes; “voices saying” Russia backed Deutsche Bank loans for Trump; Gene Dodaro on post-2003 $1.2T in improper federal payments, Medicare & Medicaid cited
2:43:03 JCD Campus Rape Frenzy teaser; Trump’s Saudi “glowing orb”, all-in on Wahabism; Maxine Waters defends Bill Clinton against “partisan impeachment”, “Republican coup d’état”
931 Putin’s Playbook (2017-05-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “No, no they won’t, no.” JCD: “Yes they will.” ACC: “No. No.” (2:00:01)

0:00:36 Phrase from the Chaise: “jackrabbit start”; JCD’s “Tourette’s by proxy” pre-stream sound effects, Zephyr dome car; Professor Dave King “I’m unsubscribing” note; Smith-Mundt Act

0:04:16 Comey testifies DoJ did not order him to end investigation; Stephen Cohen on Hillary running in 2018, Cummings: “we cannot afford to lose this one”; Bill Maher: “he’s out by Christmas”

0:14:36 Robert Sapolsky on frontal cortex vs amygdala, “love drug” oxytocin hormone, “neuromarketing”, “when it comes to out-group members, it makes people more xenophobic”, Dutch runaway trolley experiment with “Wolfgang and Mahmoud” (CotD), Amazon fake oxytocin nasal spray offerings; Australian PaxVax organization spraying cholera vaccine

0:28:11 Comey-Trump “embrace” bullcrap; Maxine Waters on “Putin’s playbook”, Arctic oil development, “he does not care about them having to invade the Crimea”, “connect the dots” for impeachment, Mnuchin: no waivers for Exxon to cooperate with Russia

0:39:06 Bill Maher to Boris Epshteyn: Russian election meddling “settled science”; Rush Limbaugh all-in; anonymous “doctor” 4chan post on Seth Rich injuries; Trey Gowdy disqualifies himself for FBI directorship: “the country deserves a woman or a man who is devoid of political taint”, Comey’s access to classified information; JCD Red Book: William Bratton

0:55:24 Matt Lauer on inability to “drive headlines” with special counsel; Stephen Cohen debunks Trump “short attention span” meme, Time White House-Kremlin cover; Get Me Roger Stone documentary, Reagan “make America great again”; Cohen on NATO’s post-Soviet irrelevance

1:02:22 Trump’s Saudi Arabia visit and $110bn arms deal, “jobs, jobs, jobs”, Saud transition from oil to banking and tourism, Saudi-Iraq border “Maginot Line” wall; coffee servers wearing .45s, shemagh headband adornments avoided by radicals hanging around Priebus and Kushner, red carpet malfunction, Comey “nut job” non sequitur, drinking tea with left hand faux pas

1:17:34 Anderson Pooper to Jeffrey Lord: “if he took a dump on his desk you would defend it”

1:19:32 Producer Segment: Congressional Dish drops Geoff Smith song; Scarlett driver nightmare

1:48:22 Sweden drops Julian Assange case, Pompeo: Assange “a fraud”, former MI5 woman: agencies “mad as wasps” over Vault 7, administration “reopening black rendition sites”; Anthony Weiner’s upcoming “suicide”, Snowden also in jeopardy, ACC: Chelsea Manning “kinda hot”; Kim Dotcom Seth Rich tweets; cheers for Bill Maher on Roger Ailes’ death; Jake Tapper on presidential assassinations; Trump “witch hunt”, “old school” Dennis Prager

2:03:29 Dimension B: Prager anti-Semitism “100% lie”, Tara Setmayer on Jews “savagely attacked on social media”, Lemon: “just because he’s black it doesn’t mean that he is aware”, ACC: “he’s not woke!”; BBC cuts off John McLaughlin at mention of Hillary’s Russian money; Tuck Buckford Alex Jones impression, “now, a sincere forced apology”, Jones on “insanely hot” list

2:20:47 Donation Segment: Maine “Mainiacs”; RN on fentanyl, morphine, and Dilaudid

2:32:38 Producer Drew’s bias incident at leasing office against Trump supporters

2:33:53 Confederate statues being taken down in New Orleans and elsewhere, NewsHour guests both all-in on removal (JCDPPotD), ACC on “stop anime” culture clash, PBS favoring BBC

2:45:08 1332 migrants dead or missing; police cover-up in Berlin Christmas market attack; Dutch King “moonlighting” as pilot; Turkish man arrested after disrupting American Airlines flight, Turkish Embassy goons beating people up; Iranians re-elect Rouhani; East China Sea tensions; Duterte on oil drilling: “if you force the issue, we’ll go to war”; CIA crackdown on CIA assets

3:00:40 Madam Secretary anti-Muslim “they’re after the Pope?” scenario
0:00:00 ACC: “Oh yes, MP3 is dead, it’s dead, it’s officially killed, it’s dead!” (2:45:30)
0:00:37 JCD Miss USA 2017 coverage delayed; ACC watches Dick film, “if you go online and you search for movie, Dick, this is not a good search term”
0:03:02 Hillary’s Hit List: Roger Ailes dead at 77, Sean Hannity: “we’re being monitored … in the hopes of taking all of us out”; Senator Thom Tillis collapses; CBS: Trump “doubting his top advisors”, Kevin McCarthy “bad attempt at humor” on Putin payroll after discovery of “audio tape”; CIA media saturation, James Woolsey on Don Lemon: Dennis Kucinich on intelligence agencies “trying to upend Trump with leaks; Morning Joe on Trump "running around screaming at television sets"; "off script" with Russians meme
0:15:39 Stephen Cohen to Tucker Carlson: narrative from Clinton camp which “wants to say I, Clinton, won but Putin stole it from me” and “fourth branch of government” intelligence services, Obama-era Russia alliance sabotaged by DoD; Judge Napolitano on CIA Supreme Court surveillance; declassified CIA report on media openness plan: “preserve the mystique”, “persuaded reporters to postpone, change, hold, or even scrap stories”; rogue CIA “Safari Club”; breaking news: Times Square mayhem; Erik Prince to Tucker Carlson: “the left loved the USSR”, Democrat “party of lynch mobs and Jim Crow laws”
0:31:30 Special counsel Mueller; JCD’s journalist friends giddy about “the I-word”; American University professor to Deutsche Welle: “we should think creatively … about what we can do to solve this problem”, Constitutional Amendment; Allan Lichtman: “don’t even get me started on how the Trump team deals with the Holocaust”, ICC “crimes against the environment”
0:42:12 CNN’s Kate Bolduan triggered by Navy SEAL Carl Higbee “name those people”, “you cannot attack the stellar reporters of CNN!”, Comey memo on Trump trying to shut down Hillary Russia investigation, felony for not disclosing obstruction of justice; Senate Intelligence Committee requests all of Comey’s notes, Judge Napolitano: Mueller will keep them away from public eye, Jason Chaffetz hoping for Comey hearing “as early as next week”, Mueller’s credentials “unassailable”; Mueller’s tenure from just before 9/11 and term extension
0:55:52 Jeff Pegues CBS Mueller backgrounder, ACC: “does this guy have to take an unbelievable dump or what?”, “before that he led the US investigation of the Pan Am 103 bombing in 1988” (CotD); Pan Am 103 mention in Adam Curtis’ Hypernormalization
1:00:20 Maxine Waters pounding the impeachment drum for her millennials, JCD on Trump’s declassification authority; MSNBC Chris Hayes Watergate promo, Yale professor Tim Snyder: “loyalty is a way you take a rule of law state like ours off the rails”, Hitler parallel, “private security detail” and SS (CotD); David Gregory: “journalism matters”, Obama “make him fail” meme; MSNBC’s Julia Ihofe on declassification authority “spin on the story”, fighting alongside Russia “not at all true”; Chris Matthews all-in on media “tradecraft” and CIA
1:13:45 White House shill Doug Weed on Chinese money for Hillary, Don Lemon: “let’s get this back on track”, plays clueless about Andrew McCabe, “firing of Coma”, Roger Ailes’ induced coma
1:20:22 Producer Segment: proposed nicknames for JCD’s grandson
1:37:35 RT on Israel as intelligence source, Richard Engel’s claim that nothing besides explosive laptops was discussed with Lavrov, possible CIA buttslamming pullback, Israeli Unit 8200 theories; CBS on ISIS laptop bombs developed at Mosul University tested with airport screening equipment (BCotD); Podesta joined Washington Post in February, Operation Mockingbird
1:50:46 Rep. Al Green calls for impeachment, Elijah Cummings on subpoena for Trump smartphone
“tape”, “we need to know who’s telling the troof and who’s lying”; Julia Ioffe born in Moscow, fired from Politico for “fucking his daughter” tweet, “setback”

1:59:06 *The View’s* Sunny Hostin on Comey memo: “he wrote it down!”, JCD story: air pollution district note-taker’s rubber timestamp; Philip Mudd’s “pacifier and a rattle” revisited

2:05:19 Correction: fen-phen has nothing to do with fentanyl; police overdose from skin contact, “weapon of mass destruction”; failed Kony 2012 outfit Invisible Children $50M in expenditures

2:12:17 Donation Segment

2:23:38 *Radiolab* segment on Cold War Harvard psychological stress experiment on Ted Kaczynski

2:30:12 Rod Wheeler on Seth Rich murder investigation: police told to stand down, Google DKIM checksums; stumbling lawyer argues against Trump travel ban in Honolulu District Court

2:42:04 Fraunhauser IIS suspends MP3 licensing program, “dead” meme, FLAC & Ogg Vorbis name mystery; Associated Press Social Media Platform Manager SAM only incorporating tweets from verified users; *Last Man Standing* cancelled in spite of high ratings, Steve Harvey pilloried for “keep out of my dressing room” memo to staff

2:49:52 Screaming anti-Trump woman at Western Washington University, “this is what happens when you don’t take your meds”, *Invasion of the Body Snatchers*; University of Guelph student group apologizes for “hurtful transphobic lyrics” from Lou Reed’s *Take a Walk on the Wild Side*; Aric the Shill’s birthday
929  Sologamy (2017-05-14)

0:00:00  ACC: “Marry yourself in Canada offers consulting and wedding photography.” (2:42:35)
0:00:35  Portugal wins Eurovision Song Contest; ACC’s iPad mini screen crack; Mother’s Day microaggressions; 1980s proto-Seth, grandson Theodore “Theo” Smith Christenson-Dvorak, “T3”, baby picture for next Newsletter; top baby names Emma & Noah, #4 Mason, “Mason Jar”
0:17:19  Robotic advisor Tom Bossert on cybersecurity Executive Order, NIST Framework, Snowden blames NSA for ransomware leaked by “Shadow Brokers”; MalwareTech CEO to CNN on WannaCry “massive cyberattack”, no Windows XP patch, “pew pew pew” attack map
0:32:12  Ex-CIA Philip Mudd to CNN on Trump “threatening the FBI”, Tim Neftali: “20th century banana republic”; JCD “out of office within 100 days” wager, 25th Amendment panel of “medical experts”; Jason Johnson: “this is how democracy dies, and that’s not hyperbole”, ACC: “it is exactly hyperbole!”, “clarion call” to Congress, “Constitutional and sovereignty crisis”; Bob Schieffer on Watergate, Lee Harvey Oswald trial preventing conspiracy theories
0:45:07  Spot-on SNL parody of Morning Joe, Mika Brzezinski repeated “and tomorrow there’ll be something new” teleprompter flub, John Heilemann: “there’s a cover-up going on”; media “Constitutional crisis” montage, “dark day in our democracy”; Facebag “this is treason!”, Joy Behar on Trump speaking to Russian delegation: “this is treason to me”, bug-planting rumor
0:55:48  Adam Schiff to Bill Maher: “if there was no there there, James Comey would still have a job”, Maher on Kislyak’s Android phone, Schiff limited resources pitch; Sally Yates misuses “fulsome” in testimony; Trump “ice cream gate”, Gayle King: “he’s a big guy” fat shaming
1:12:57  Producer Segment
1:24:17  RT on police officer Stephen Mader fired for not shooting suicidal black man
1:29:54  Troop buildup in Kuwait, “gray death” fentanyl mix dangerous to first responders; NewsHour on Jeff Sessions resurrecting war on drugs, prison population decrease under Obama, Obama & Bush drug czars blame states rights, heroin epidemic “killing more Americans than all gun and automobile accidents combined”; ACC: flood market with cheap heroin to keep people off synthetics, JCD on fentanyl’s rapid onset and short duration, erowid.org
2:05:40  Donation Segment: SiriusXM Beatles Channel
2:16:28  Cathy Areu to Tucker Carlson on calling breastfeeding “natural”, “lactation specialists”, bone-head woman starving baby to avoid formula, JCD: “it’s like she’s flirting with him”; ACC on three feminism waves: suffrage, “we hate men”, and obligation to educate straight white males; Confederate flag woman Heather Franklin on educational mission, employees to be disciplined
2:31:19  ACC: tiny house movement “poverty appropriation”; University of Arizona Brownshirts social justice advocate positions 15 hours per week
2:32:55  Adam Curtis documentary Hypernormalization on Eliza chatbot, preference for interacting self-mirroring technology, “selfie generation”, “the more selfies, the more unsure you are in life”, Blair Witch Project; Japanese “rental family” businesses
2:41:28  “Sologamy” self-marryiage trend, JCD: “nuts, is how I’d pronounce it”, imarriedme.com
2:43:19  Possible extension of airline laptop ban to Europe; woman “forced to pee in a cup” by United Airlines; CBS all-in on Mike Rogers for FBI; Helena Humphrey on G7 meeting in Italy; Christine Lagarde at Beijing Belt and Road Forum seemingly using “tea” as code for heroin
928 Watergate II (2017-05-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “When there’s blood on the Moon, death lurks in the shadows! – it was a Western.”

0:00:36 JCD’s new Windows 10 features are almost here, privacy settings tips

0:04:59 Trump fires Comey: Dimension B befuddled, Jon Stewart has to tell Colbert’s audience not to cheer; Jeffrey Toobin The Emperor’s New Clothes reference, “they will put in a stooge who will shut down this investigation”, Chris Christie, Ken Cuccinelli: “once in a while one of them die, and they replace them, and lo and behold the investigation goes on”; MSNBC hounds Maxine Waters for “no credibility”, “it does not meet the smell test” (CotD)

0:19:42 Judy Woodruff tongue-click riff, PBS Comey backgrounder, JCD: Ken Starr payback; Aspen Institute guy: 10-year term “to maintain the integrity and independence of the FBI” bullcrap, Mueller’s extension, JCD: “J. Edgar Hoover was a blackmailer”; Carl Bernstein on colluding with “the enemy”, MSNBC “attack” meme; Rachel Maddow narrates private plane taxiing, question about “what would physically happen to him in the immediate aftermath of his firing”, “all of this is unscripted … all of this is unprecedented”, precedent under Clinton

0:30:13 Chris Cuomo bulldozing over Kellyanne Conway, Comey changing story on Abedin e-mails

0:37:54 Afghan warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar demands US withdrawal, CIA history of drug-running

0:41:32 The View reduced to whimpers by uncooperative Condoleezza Rice’s admiration for administration, Putin’s Hillary vendetta; Rice botch: “don’t even think about trying to end the isolation of the North Koreans”; new President Moon Jae-in offers to approach Pyongyang

0:55:34 Ask Adam: “one notable exception so far on the Republican side” attacking Trump (McCain); Lavrov “you are kidding!”; Elizabeth Palmer quizzes hockey-playing Putin, “there will be no effect”, aide Dmitry Peskov: Trump’s hands tied on Russia relations, “seven goals” needle

1:05:33 Producer Segment: Adam Curtis’ Hypernormalization; new Dr. Kiki science “latelyyy” iso

1:33:03 ACC and back channel trying to resurrect expired domain during donation segment

1:34:52 Tim Kaine Sally Yates firing lie; Ted Cruz on Trump’s “broad statutory authorization” to prohibit aliens, Yates cites irrelevant “race, nationality, or place of birth” visa provision; Pres. Jerry Nadler: firing proves collusion, “this is clearly part of a cover-up”; Cokie Roberts: Watergate fair comparison, JCD: false comparison, ACC on news tapes from US, JCD recommends comedy Dick, ABC fails to mention Deep Throat, JCD: “we do have Lindsey Graham”

1:49:18 Rand Paul on Democrat hypocrisy, “wiretapping” definition, Schumer “six ways to Sunday”

1:52:22 Phrase from the Chaise: blood on the Moon origin

1:53:32 Two more German Army neo-Nazi plotters Portland woman triggered by Confederate flag

1:59:24 ACC’s new address credit card woes, Post Office address change junk mail scam, Silk Road DNS seizures; Free Press’ Craig Aaron botches net neutrality explanation, Ajit Pai’s “weed whacker”, Comcast’s refusal to use Netflix appliances, Aaron: “make it harder for independent voices to be heard”, ACC: “Facebag!”; Ajit Pai on “spectacularly misnamed” Free Press goal

2:14:33 John Oliver ISP graphic conveniently omits Time Warner, psychologist examines Oliver’s hypnotic format, FCC website flood war, Billboard flood by Harry Styles fans; RT: TV ratings down 33%, ad prices up 20%; iHeartMedia debt up to $24bn, ACC making the podcast rounds

2:23:36 Donation Segment: ACC Eurovision Song Contest prediction: France

2:48:54 Jakarta governor convicted of blasphemy, Ayatollah Khomeini and suicide bombing

2:46:16 SJWs triggered by Cinco de Mayo cultural appropriation; six rules for “straight allies” at Pride Parade, “straight/cis folks”; husband rights in same-sex custody case; Betsy de Vos booed

3:01:47 Volkswagen dividend boosted to €2; Helena Humphrey ditches dresses for standups
927 Meme Fumes (2017-05-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “RRRRRRRRRRRRRhenen!” (2:12:34)
0:00:35 JCD on grandson: “I think they want the kids to name themselves … then choose their gender”
0:03:46 French election, “worry-wart”, WikiLeaks Emmanuel Macron rumors, Obama endorsement: “the success of France matters to the whole world”, “En Marche, vive la France!”; NewsHour anti-le Pen piece in poor area all-in on EU, “marketing executive” interview
0:15:05 American Healthcare Act, ACC: “the public is running on meme fumes”, JCD: Comey announcement smokescreen for Obamacare premium increases; “fierce opposition” and singing from House Democrats, “shame on you!” protest, Biden tweet: “day of shame”, Pelosi: “you have every provision of this bill tattooed on your forehead”, “na na na na, hey hey hey, goodbye!” chant; Josh Earnest: “most unpopular president in American history”; Krauthammer: preexisting condition clause “absolutely sacrosanct”, going in direction of single-payer
0:27:27 Jimmy Kimmel monologue on newborn son: “no parent should ever have to decide if they can afford to save their child’s life”; Xeni Jardin talks cancer to Chris Hayes: “this isn’t the America that I love”, “original sin” and “killing Peter to pay Paul” religious memes; “no limiting access to coverage for individuals with preexisting conditions” section; producers on unaffordable rates for high-risk patients, Dimension B interprets “access” as dollar cost
0:41:51 ACC on 28 cents on the dollar reimbursement, Obamacare EMRs electronic medical records subsidized if 33% of patience are on Medicare, $7 office visit reimbursement, popularity of “concierge medicine”; ACC on Dutch socialized medicine, ziekenfondsbril glasses
0:54:33 Cecile Richards on Planned Parenthood “defunding”: “chaos for women in America”, mission statement “comprehensive reproductive and complementary healthcare services”
0:59:39 New School vice president of social justice Maya Wiley to Maher: Republicans “not actually reflecting a lot of their constituents”, Maher: “one side thought that black people were farm equipment that could sing”, 80k votes meme; JCD on anti-Hillary media meme; Florida “no malpractice insurance” signs; Pfizer RxPathways, JCD: 2018 meme
1:15:08 Producer Segment: Clucludio jingle
1:26:45 Tucker Carlson jingle, opening tongue click, Carlson calls Dave Weigel a coward; Carlson’s boring new opening editorial, ACC on dreaded consultant with Brooks Brothers suit, Fox re-organizing; Charlie Rose interviewing journalists, The Hill’s Amie Parnes on Hillary’s options: “she will always be the smartest woman in the room”; Sarah Huckabee’s Napolitano cadence
1:43:39 JCD: “Napolitano’s got her tit in the wringer”, audit finds $180M stashed away at UC
1:47:49 Bad reporting on dropping of rape charges against illegal immigrant teens; Kars4Kids diverting most of money to Orthodox Jewish charity Oorah (CotD), ACC gives them a call, bogus kars4kids.org/howtohelp, ACC’S Range Rover, “and I’m now an honorary Jew”
1:57:28 Donation Segment: MAUGA tour route debate over Perth; two-year anniversary jingle
2:24:14 Tech News: Richard Stallman on free software co-opted by “open-source”, GPL “shim” dodge
2:32:50 SJW “Latinx” replacement for Latin{a}, “this is the catcall, and I’m calling this shit out”
2:35:39 Saudi woman Dina Ali Lasloom fleeing to Australia kidnapped by family and authorities in the Philippines, JCD on Saudi chicken restaurant chain
2:43:33 RT on UK government seeking backdoor access to encrypted communications within 24 hours; Kermit the Frog Russia Connection jingle; Bundeswehr neo-Nazis, Franco-German brigade, JCD: “Fourth Reich”; Sochi Merkel-Putin meeting, “persecuted gay community in Chechnya”
2:53:01 Eighteen zika cases in Texas; failed biochemical assassination attempt on Kim Jong Yum Yum
0:00:00 JCD: “A friend, of Dorothy.” (2:23:44)
0:00:57 “Epinode niner-two-six” restart, ACC’s closet “cludio”, real air conditioning; Gates & Buffet Grand Canyon private train car bridge-playing journey
0:06:03 Insider information on Christianne Amanpour Hillary interview, Hillary always late, accidental intercom “clippy-clop”, #SheBringsPeace, “were you a victim of misogyny?”, white “security moms”, equal pay day, head-tilting chin-raise gesture, James Comey and “Russian WikiLeaks”, “barrage of negativity”, “leading in the early vote”
0:25:21 Hillary: “so much inequity”, “places most likely to either catalyze or protect terrorism”; Saudi Arabia voted onto UN women’s rights council; Whoopi Goldberg disallows mention of Hillary’s lying on The View, “whitelash”, “twenty percent of people voted because of racism”, Sunny Hostin: “she was the most qualified candidate for president that we’ve ever had”
0:37:52 NYT op-ed blames “smug liberal media” Samantha Bee for Hillary’s loss, hysterical laugh, “we make a show for ourselves, we put it out in the world, we birth it”; Stephen Colbert: “the only thing your mouth is good for is being Vladimir Putin’s cock-holster”, “mocks gay intimacy” backlash; rumors of Jimmy Fallon as high-functioning alcoholic
0:51:54 John Dickerson Trump interview, “I don’t stand by anything” on wiretap, afraid of dead air, “I think it’s a very big surveillance of our citizens”, Tony Robbins and pace-setting
1:00:18 Producer Segment
1:05:10 State Department policy decoupled from human rights, Hitler “cookin’ Jews”, competing with China in Africa; Trump on meeting Kim Jong-un: “I would be honored to do it”; Global Hawk drone sent to Yokota Air Base; 50k South Koreans protest THAAD; RT: US “very keen to promote Japan’s re-militarization”, JCD: “are we nuts?”; South Korean teens seeking vote
1:19:07 Prince Philip retires; CNBC wise-ass responds to “come back any time” with “like, tomorrow?”
1:21:09 Neil deGrasse Tyson calls on climate change deniers to travel back in time and scold Abraham Lincoln, drinking Lincoln pee analogy, deniers of “certain scientific truths” smart phone false equivalency, Beyoncé twin naming suggestions, bonehead caller lauds Tyson’s “humility”
1:34:34 Katy Perry black hair Obama comment; Mastodon CW content warning for mac & cheese pics
1:39:04 EU meddling in British snap election, £100bn Brexit price tag; fireworks at French election debate; Nigel Farage on EU courting Northern Ireland; May calls out Brussels
1:54:16 CPB president testifies about “forward funding”, 15% of budget, no mention of advertising
2:00:33 Donation Segment
2:00:47 NYT op-ed calls Asian salad menu items culturally appropriative; gender-inclusive language guide for reproductive health care workers, “how’s mom feeling today?”, “gestational parent”
2:23:15 Phrase from the Chaise: “a friend of Dorothy” code for gay man
2:24:28 US deployment to Iraq on Russian merchant ships; Putin on policy of not interfering in foreign politics; Trump and Putin to meet in Germany
2:38:59 Mountain View housing prices, people living in RVs and cars, ACC on Bonaire slave huts, “unicorn toast” fad; infomercial: “just pay a separate fee” for “free” second unit
2:48:47 TSA warning about truck ramming attacks; inevitable single payer (JCDPPotD), Cory Booker: bill “will mean death, pain, and suffering”; truckers want Trump to raise gas tax for road repair
925  Barry’s Choice (2017-04-30)

0:00:00  JCD: “You got kittens? You got a little kitten outside meow wandering around, boom done!”
0:00:35  ACC’s boxed-up possessions, minimalist TtK, “I’m an archivist”, JCD’s mouse art display
0:13:40  Trump ditches White House Correspondents’ Dinner for Harrisburg speech, Bob Woodward droning; unfunny comedian Hasan Minhaj, “not see Steve Bannon”; Samantha Bee fake press conference, “speaking as a fringe nut-job survivalist who unaccountably drinks his own urine”
0:25:17  “CNN sucks!” chant at Trump Harrisburg speech, “thank you, man” for “blacks for Trump” sign, “not exactly the right time to call China a currency manipulator”; Paul Begala: Trump a “moral midget”; Brian Stelter on “many many alternative realities”, Jake Tapper on Korea “armada”, vaccine denial “life or death consequence”, Katy Tur “alternative set of facts”
0:37:14  Rob Reiner MSNBC rant on Sally Yates overhearing FLynn-Kislyak conversation (BCotD); Sweaty Sean tries to shift security clearance blame to Obama administration; statement from Flynn’s lawyer to Congress on DIA letter confirming DoD knowledge of RT event
0:45:28  Producer Segment: Phrase from the Chaise “sit there with your teeth in your head”
1:12:13  Climate change protests; Snopes: Dolph Lundgren vs Bill Nye educational bona fides “problematic”; Rayton Solar cutting silicon with particle accelerator, “an opportunity to back a disruptive solar technology”, $5M investment; NPR on climate change depression & anxiety twelve-step program, “I cry like every week” (CotD); Australia sponging up sea level rise
1:40:43  UC Davis Plan B pill vending machine “wellness machine”, “it encourages responsibility”; “rape adjacent” non-consensual condom removal; Instagram CEO Marne Levine on new “comment filtering” tool, “what we want people to do is to feel safe”, #PerfectlyMe campaign; FTC letters to “influencers” on brand relationships, PewDiePie deal with Warner Brothers
1:54:40  Kendall Jenner’s Fyre Festival promotion, organizer “ran out of gas” Bahamas flight story
2:00:24  Donation Segment
2:09:57  Dimension B uproar over Trump’s “I thought it would be easier” to John Dickerson; Bill “boned Ann Coulter” Maher on Berkeley crybabies, Howard Dean tweet: “hate speech is not protected by the First Amendment”; University of Toronto professor Jordan Peterson called out for “abusing students” by not using their pronouns, “of course it’s hate speech to tell someone that you won’t refer to them … in a way that recognizes their humanity and dignity”
2:20:52  China deports convicted “FBI spy” Sandy Phan-Gillis, FBI listening stations abroad, JCD waiting for FBI-CIA shootout; Silk Road “one belt one road” train arrival in China from London, CPEC China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and 40-year Gwadar Port lease
2:28:30  Writers’ Guild deadline, May Day protests over unpublished Working Families Flexibility Act
2:34:05  German army officer masquerading as Syrian refugee, “never made to write his name in Arabic”
2:36:53  Rising Star: the Making of Barack Obama “friendship beyond the classroom” between “Barry” Obama and openly gay professor Lawrence Goldin, consideration of same-sex relationship, author: true sexual orientation “not something I speculate upon”, JCD: “the guy’s trying to say yes”, ACC: “so apparently it is a choice”, $400k healthcare conference speech
2:44:04  Milpetas school bald eagle nest, JCD: “these birds are pests!”, back yard golden eagle run-in
2:46:41  North Korean parade with outdated weapons technology from 1960s, mocked-up missiles
2:49:23  Insider: Chaffetz resigning because of threats to family; Fox veterans forming alternative
924 Golden Bozos (2017-04-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m YouTubeing!” (1:08:19)
0:00:31 ACC’s Mastodon two-factor git pull, late-breaking trademark symbol
0:03:59 New State Department spokeshole Heather Nauert, low bar for new administration; Senators bussed to North Korea briefing; media Nauert-bullying prediction
0:11:47 Google to “retool” algorithms to demote fake news, WikiTribune, media’s “fake news” blunder; TMZ’s Harvey Levin excoriated for Trump meeting; contradictory regional WaPo headlines
0:21:26 The View urges Caitlyn Jenner to run for office, JCD: “she likes his voice”; Chris Matthews still beating Romanov dead horse, “they don’t wanna say nothin’” to Kushner, Uday & Qusay; Mika walks off set over Joe’s “you don’t have to be so snotty” with Bobby Kennedy parallel; Hillary’s hit list and Chelsea-Ivanka rivalry, JCD on “brutal” Vanity Fair Chelsea takedown
0:32:20 Queen Máxima on G20 Women’s Summit, “scattered jeers” for Ivanka’s “tremendous champion of supporting families”; Happy Queen’s Day; Maxine Waters defends Trump boycott to Tucker Carlson, “I think you learn in the best interests of my constituents to get rid of him”
0:40:44 Drain the Swamp author Ken Buck on being indoctrinated, stratospheric committee dues “a way to coerce members to vote as lobbyists and special interests want you to vote” (CotD)
0:52:29 Drunk or not drunk Nancy Pelosi: “the strong moral varce… voice of Refugees International”, “Yuma… Yemen”, “thank you for challenging… challenging us”
0:55:16 Hannity accuser backpedaling, black Fox employees forced to arm wrestle, O’Reilly podcast microaggression, Wigdor LLP’s Jeanne Christensen; YouTube wacko on time traveling Trump
1:02:26 Producer Segment: producer Justin co-writer of Phoenix Forgotten film
1:13:47 Princeton physicist compares Paris climate agreement to Munich Agreement, Bill Nye warns about tariffs; Nye’s new Netflix show, awful Rachel Bloom “my vagina has its own voice” song My Sex Junk, “did you learn gay in college?”; Hamilton ticket Ponzi scheme
1:29:34 Phrase from the Chaise: “jag-off”, “sit there like a ruptured duck”, “lump on a log”
1:32:45 FaceApp apologizes for “racist” neural network in “hotness” filter, Snapchat “yellowface” filter, Chrome plug-in “Soothe”; Facebook topless photo takedown response: “she identifies as a man”, War Room “breast” synonym list, “golden bozos”; Down’s syndrome victim Mikayla Holmgren to compete in Miss Minnesota, potentially Miss USA pageants, Harrison Bergeron
1:44:44 Bulgarian weapons showing up with al-Nusra in Syria, “nine warehouses full of heavy weapons”, passing through Saudi Arabia; Amanpour on Europe’s post-election “huge sigh of relief”, Le Pen beats Macron to Whirlpool factory, Macron’s wife 25 years older, ACC “beard” theory
1:58:56 New Hungarian law vs Soros’ Central European University, Soros’ Holocaust reminiscences
2:06:10 Donation Segment: Show 925 “nine to five” gimmick; JCD kombucha warning
2:16:57 USPACOM’s Harris not certain North Korea “is not going to attack South Korea or Japan”, former ambassador: “treaty-bound” to defend South Korea, “threat to our lives”; Harris on Carl Vinson Strike Group missile defense, “if it flies it will die”; Newt Gingrich: “he killed his girlfriend and her entire band”; Harris on “small-diameter bomb” shortage, $287k each, JCD: “you could drop Ferraris on the enemy and save money”; Gingrich: “two parallel universes”
2:38:29 Adam Schiff on nonstop Russian hacking, only defense to “reject it”; Maxine Waters speculates about Jason Chaffetz’ resignation; Mike Flynn “red flags” bullcrap; Flynn’s security clearance renewal “pain in the ass”, $400k Obama speech; potential Writers’ Guild strike
2:53:22 Chicago Airport Police vehicles downgraded to “Security” after United Airlines incident
923  Terror Put  (2017-04-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “Hey, y’know what happend to me?”  (laughter)  (0:52:31)

0:00:33  Austin’s KAZI Earth Day antics; Austin divorce lawyer Becky Beaver Facebag post on March for Science veers straight into anti-Comey politics; giggling girls with unicorn hats screaming for Bill Nye; CBS interviews “climate realist” Heartland Institute’s Joe Bast, waves and floods B-roll, predictable Trump clip; CBS on climate change lawsuit by 21 schoolchildren, JCD: “we own the children”, “Constitutional right to a healthy planet”; scientific reproducibility crisis

0:18:55  Bill Nye twists US Constitution: Article 1 Section 8 “refers to promoting the progress of science and useful arts” ignoring copyright, slips in “engineering”, “our numbers here today show the world that science is for all, science must shape policy!” Luciferized, “save the world”

0:25:50  No French election results yet; San Francisco power outages, JCD’s trip to wine shop in midst of outage, dog walkers’ electronic locks on the fritz, Slack institutional central point of failure

0:30:31  Brian Williams: “not comfortable” to call Champs Élysé shooting terrorism as Trump did, Jeremy Bash: “the White House is gonna have some explaining to do”

0:34:08  ACC on “100% hate show”; no civil war in Venezuela because populace is completely disarmed; Rachel Maddow: Venezuelans rioting because Maduro donated $500k to Trump campaign

0:38:44  Bill O’Reilly hits bottom as podcaster; JCD reviled for Chinese Zodiac analysis; Gloria Allred’s daughter Lisa Bloom “representing” Wendy Walsh, “I didn’t even know that I could report as a job applicant”, turning down O’Reilly at New York hotel, “you can forget all the career advice I gave you”, Walsh took job anyway; Mastodon JCD detractor’s “I kind of miss flirting in the workplace”; Lawrence O’Donnell on Walsh being “guided” to tell story, “that boot that kicked Bill O’Reilly out the door was on Lisa Bloom’s foot”, advertisers dropping like flies

0:54:08  Bloom: “I think the plan went flawlessly”, “very scared” meme; “hot chocolate” protest, Soros-funded Color of Change, Dustin Moskovitz’ Asana, $20M for Hillary campaign, ACC: Hillary’s revenge, Morning Joe: Hannity’s next; O’Reilly’s pass at Walsh part of business meeting

1:08:23  Federal investigation into settlements paid as salary, advertisers – not viewers – at issue

1:12:14  Producer Segment: producer tip: avoid unlimited vacation setups

1:23:53  Nazi scalp girl Louise “Venus” Rosealma “solo performance”; Mastodon “fediverse”, #dudebros label for noagendasocial.com, server exclusion unavailable to individuals, ACC: “they want to be harassed … they want to be able to point and shriek”, primary/secondary/tertiary morbid gain from victimhood, war over Eugen Rochko’s Patreon money, monetary compensation for emotional distress in US law, ACC: “they don’t even know they’re lying”

1:38:04  Female SCotUS interruptions revisited; University of Toronto professor Jordan Peterson on Bill C-16: “I don’t believe that other people have the right to determine what language I use, especially when it’s backed by punitive legislation”, SJWs all female, Suffragette hypocrisy

1:51:20  Roger Ailes the main Fox problem all along, Paula Zahn having none of it; Ailes playing Beck against O’Reilly; Debbie Schlussel accuses Hannity of hotel room pass

1:56:42  Anus-mouthed Tucker Carlson all-in on right-winger Tammy Bruce on students “effectively not having to pay for it”, “federal loans paid for with American tax dollars”, Clemson $38k staff diversity course on “racist” expectations of punctuality (CotD), ACC on MTV acting coach, JCD on interviewing Luo guy for anthropology course

2:13:39  CBS on 4/20 day, John Kelly federal marijuana crackdown warning, Hickenlooper on “cash and guns”, worries that “not enough studies have been conducted” on teenagers who can’t buy it anyway; Danny the drug dealer on California Wild West; JCD on well-defended Washington
“compounds”; University of Sydney on fat cell THC/CDB storage for exercise, ACC: “spin class, no wonder I’m so healthy!”

2:21:40 Donation Segment: ACC’s radio power supply fails smoke test

2:33:20 Trump skipping White House Correspondents’ Dinner, comedian Hassan Minhaj; Macron and Le Pen out front in French election

2:37:35 DHS New Jersey Gotham Shield 17 “improvised nuclear device” exercise, “Staunch Maple”

2:39:40 “Journalist” Arwa Damon to Bill Maher: “we cannot stop fighting for these basic humanitarian principles”, Damon’s “history of becoming intoxicated and abusive”, lawsuit by bitten EMTs, “she has good teeth, eventually they subdued her” (CotD)

2:42:49 maugatour.com, North Korea threatening Australia

2:43:51 “Racist!” Jeff Sessions “island in the Pacific” reference to Hawaiian travel ban judge, “still 50 stars on the flag”; DH Unplugged “terror put”, Borussia Dortmund bomber’s put options


2:52:37 Podcast license for Bill O’Reilly; Michael Savage “hero or traitor” Assange nonsense; fully-recovered Glenn Greenwald on DoJ going after Assange and investigative journalism; furor over Gayle King’s Tahiti vacation with the Obamas

2:57:37 “He’s unhinged/he’s not nice” iso referring to Kim Jong Yum Yum
922 Gut Punch (2017-04-20)

JCD: “Whoa!” (2:19:13)

00:00:00
4/20 at 4:20 from San Rafael, Hitler’s birthday; Ann Coulter’s Berkeley speech postponed

00:05:39
CBS hit piece: Alex Jones admits rants are an act according to lawyer in child custody case, call from Trump, CBS clips not supporting assertion; laughing Jeffrey Toobin: Trump “who’s the President of the United States, as you may remember”, “I will not let you down” for support during primaries, Chris Cuomo: “I didn’t check it, myself, because I don’t listen to Alex Jones”, ACC on Hulk Hogan persona; The View on Easter Egg Hunt, “it takes an immigrant to remember to do that” microaggression, Kelly Osbourne toilet cleaning apology

00:20:03
SJWs and Seattle May Day protests; ACC: Dimension B people “lie like crazy” about victimhood, uninjured Louise Rosealma describes attack, nose “already kind of healed”, “he fled”

00:27:04
ACC’s Mastodon battle with lying Dimension B woman; safe speech vs free speech servers “typically used for white supremacy, words of white nationalism, and Nazis”, ToS harassment definitions; JCD column after ten minutes on server; “trans folk with mental health issues” crowdfunding; JCD on The Source’s PARTI community and drug-dealing liar, lying selfies

00:39:06
Starbucks Unicorn Frappuccino and bisexual pride flag, JCD to short SBUX on DH Unplugged, Horowitz “Google missed their numbers”, North Korea insider trading defense stocks; Commodore legally “dry testing” cheap PCs to temporarily boost stock price

00:46:42
Maxine Waters theories on Trump blackmail from and debt to Russia; “impeach 45!” chant, “my millennials: stay woke!”, ACC: “oh God, please make her president!”

00:51:08
Frauke Petry declines to run in September German elections, “may have jumped before she was pushed”; Jean-Luc Mélenchon uses Pepper’s ghost “hologram” to appear at several locations; Le Pen compared to Darth Vader and Voldemort, attacked by female millennial; Theresa May reverses position on snap election, called out by Yvette Cooper: “isn’t the truth that we cannot believe a single word she says?”; Scottish National Party troublemaker Angus Robertson: May “running scared of a televised debate with Nicola Sturgeon”, May: “wait for it”, “Scottish education is getting worse, it’s time they got back to their day job” buttslam

1:06:08
Erdoğan wins in Turkish referendum, “backward” from JCD and Pim Fortuyn

1:08:21
Dan Benjamin’s Podcast Method: “listeners are, I hate to say it ... essentially a commodity”

1:10:47
Producer Segment: Bose app spying on listeners; JCD on printer ID codes; skål

1:30:40
ACC Wired interview, Evan Eilliams’ PodShow competitor Odeo spawning Twitter, open systems impossible to monetize; JCD’s Shure X2u phantom power button deactivated; Mastodon SJW refuses ACC’s Patreon donation and labels it bullying

1:42:13
CBS goes after Ivanka Trump over Chinese trademarks granted on Xi Jinping visit, 771% sales increase vs Macy’s kicking her out, JCD buying suits at Florida Macy’s; JCD wine tip: Cahors Château de Haute-Serre Malbec, Coté Mas, Frapin Chateau de Fontpinot XO cognac

1:51:35
Elizabeth Warren anti-Semitic “billionaires and bankers”, Jewish Brian of London called as Nazi by the Mastodon SJWs, Warren’s coy FEC dodge on 2020 election; Andrea Mitchell: Warren “plenty young enough compared to Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton”; to The View: Trump signed laws that help “employers to steal their employees’ wages”, “companies that kill or maim their employees”, “what he’s doing is delivering one gut punch after another”

2:02:19
Bill O’Reilly fired according to prediction, CBS: fired while meeting Pope, on “vacation” since April 11, praise from Trump, JCD fired while in Italy; Dana Perino on “end of an era”, Murdoch veiled insult “by ratings standards ... one of the most accomplished TV personalities
in the history of cable news”; Kirsten Powers to Pooper on “thank you for your blondness”, outraged Anderson Pooper: “I cannot imagine working in an environment where that was tolerated”, JCD on Year of the Fire Horse troublemakers and their Fire Sheep followers; Murdoch decision based on loss of advertisers

2:18:54 Donation Segment

2:31:58 JCD on inability to blow nose with non-dominant hand, ACC; “I don’t find it satisfying with my left hand”; J.K. Rowling calls out Bana al-Abed “F-35 is best multirole fighter” tweet as fake, same literary agent

2:34:12 MSNBC’s Michael Crowley: Trump trying to play “dangerous” mind games with North Korea, “suggesting that we’re just crazy enough to do the thing that George W. Bush or Barack Obama would never do”, military “discipline and uniformity” vs Trump, Nicolle Wallace: “he’s passed the madman test with flying colors”, Trump conflated with Kim Jong-un; ACC nose blow fail

2:37:48 Jay Rosen flinches at Dame Tanya’s No Agenda name-drop in Goldwater Rule question

2:39:20 North Korean Deputy UN Ambassador: “thermonuclear war may break out at any moment”; Trump: “I don’t want to telegraph what I’m doing or what I’m thinking”, “they’ve all been outplayed by this gentleman”; ACC catches North Korean numbers station at 3266.9 kHz

2:45:09 Portland “zombie trailer” dump; ACC to use Airstream of Consciousness as guest bedroom at RV park near colorful characters Mike & Rusty

2:48:45 CBS on CIA hunt for leaker on the inside, Mike Pompeo: WikiLeaks a “non-state hostile intelligence service often abetted by state actors like Russia”; The Guardian on Brennan using GCHQ intelligence on Trump and Russia; DHS’ John Kelly on TCOs Transnational Criminal Organizations and transportation security, “the threat has metastasized and decentralized”, “all fifty states” meme, “they have learned how to ... employ drones to drop ordnance”

2:57:09 JCD’s trip to the California State Railroad Museum, “it’s absolutely unbelievable”, pictures for next Newsletter; ACC’s MANZGA tour July-August schedule
921 Bagels & Bins (2017-04-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yes, yes! I’m telling you!”

0:00:37 Easter “he is risen”, JCD on Easter bunny hare from 1600s, White House Easter egg roll; violent demonstrations in Berkeley, “some eggs and bagels were tossed from one side to the other”, “hundred Nazi scalps” poster punched, BPD spokeshole on “trying to limit the weapons that people had when they’re having their peaceful demonstration”; ACC on Dutch anarchists

0:17:18 Barbara Starr MOAB report, chuckling Pentagon spokeshole: “if you’re alive afterwards you’re gonna have perforated eardrums”, in place since January, local: “last night’s bomb was really huge!”; CIA caves, mineral deposits; Russian FOAB; same local on Deutsche Welle report; RT on “inert nuclear gravity bomb” test, 9k mph railgun projectiles, TNT tons vs kilotons

0:34:33 North Korean “defiant misfire” missile test, long-range ballistic missiles on parade; Deutsche Welle expert frets over Trump provocation; possible nuclear test on Kim Il-sung anniversary, David Martin on Kadena Air Base prepping F-15s, Mattis being diplomatic; electric grid and cyberattack meme, DARPA project to “gin up” alternate network if “grid is fried”; JCD on saber rattling vs reunification, post-Park South Korean weapons “buyer”

0:52:16 Aleppo car bomb kills 100 “evacuees”, Swedish Doctors for Human Rights chairman on bogus White Helmets gas attack videos published simultaneously with al-Nusra; Aleppo Twitter girl Bana al-Abed the arms dealer: “F-35 is best multirole fighter”; Assad: US “hand in glove with the terrorists”, story “100% for us it’s fabricated”

1:01:18 WSJ’s Bret Stephens on Obama covering up Syrian “cheating” on agreement, Tony Blinken on gaps in declared Syrian stockpile, “virtually all the statements, heh” iso, JCD on MiniScribe brick fiasco; ACC proposes Melania-Asma summit at Paris salon

1:15:59 Producer Segment: employer bans “racist” brown bag lunches, DJ Danny Bonaduce

1:38:27 Jeffrey Lord: Trump “the Martin Luther King of healthcare”, Symone Sanders’ “people who look like me” meme; Lord in quad box with the POCs, Don Lemon: “we are telling you that that comparison was insulting, and you’re ignoring it”, “don’t take me back to some before the war crap”, “fifty dong-damn years ago!”, Lemon feeds Sanders her line, Lord: “Don, Don, you’re talking liberal to me!”

1:50:45 Federated Mastodon feed and SJW reactions to “the No Agenda people”, ACC; “so you have the no nations, no borders people want firewalls and blocks”, “sea lioning”, “we refuse xenophobia” in TOS; lolli art and deeply flawed kiddie porn legislation, “obscene”; Mastodon FEMA regions; ACC: “as a tech writer I wouldn’t want to investigate it at all either”

2:06:02 Naomi Klein “be a nuisance” reservations at Trump properties, JCD: on likelihood of “bagels and bins” kids doing anything; Chris Matthews in 2013 on chemical weapons: “Hitler didn’t use ‘em”; SNL Sweaty Sean Jewish jokes, ACC story: big trouble over Hollywood names ending in “-stein” comment, SNL fat-shaming: “you already got a butt like an Atlanta stripper”

2:18:40 Borussia Dortmund soccer team bus bombing, fake Islamist notes, German military explosives, police arrest Iraqi possible ISIS member (BCotD); Hungary building border fence, “Spring is coming”; Erdoğan’s upcoming power grab, ACC on the real alt-left danger, CBS on 50k Turkish arrests, thousand-room palace, “modern-day sultan”, JCD on crazy antique uniforms

2:34:31 CNN flu pandemic Johnson & Johnson native ad with Sanjay Gupta article and video

2:37:48 Donation Segment: $84.10 ASCII “meatloaf donation”; Phrase from the Chaise jingle

2:51:35 Neil Gorsuch’s “clerical functions” as junior member; 800hp Dodge Challenger Demon, JCD on uninsurable Hemi Cuda, 1.8 Formula One cars, JMD’s Volkswagen “like a bat out of Hell”
920 Succulent  (2017-04-13)

0:00:00  ACC: “UN, UN, UN, UN.” (2:59:41)
0:00:33  920, 420, and JCD’s 50/50 history
0:01:51  JCD recommends PBS World War I documentary, giant Woodrow Wilson posters, George Creel and CPI Committee on Public Information, 20k propaganda articles per week, traveling war expo, “doughboys”, vigilante American Protective League, “armbands and badges”, JCD’s “Goebbels” pronunciation, WWII as WWI fractal, APL “slacker raids”
0:14:03  JCD on WWI as banking scam; 1918 flu pandemic cover-up; Pentagon’s 40k in public relations
0:22:10  Sean Spicer: goal “to make sure that we destabilize Syria”, Hitler “didn’t even sink to using chemical weapons”, Brooke Baldwin perplexed by “Holocaust center”, Brian Stelter: Spicer “up there sweating in front of the TV cameras and lights”, Trump skips White House Seder; Anne Frank Center’s Steven Goldstein: “most evil slur”, Alan Dershowitz: “total phony”
0:37:29  Rachel Maddow mocks Spicer’s “Bassad al-Ashar”; Alisyn Camerota: “when they use a Hitler analogy, everybody gets in trouble”, Jason Johnson: “it’s the office culture”; slow-talking Josh Earnest and Jay Carney, Goldstein tweet; Johnson on supporters’ “globocop” schism, Bannon “sympathizes with white nationalist terrorists”; CBS quotes Trump: “I’m my own strategist”
0:50:20  Tillerson-Putin meeting; ACC on “I want everything!” negotiations; NATO “no longer obsolete”, CBS on “history lesson” from Jens Stoltenberg, post-9/11 Article 5; MOAB dropped on ISIS tunnel complex in Afghanistan; Trump Syria go-ahead with “the most beautiful piece of chocolate cake” with Xi Jinping, missiles “heading to Iraq” gaffe, “he was okay with it”
1:07:33  Producer Segment
1:19:45  White House gas attack report based on classified evidence, OPCW investigation awaiting confirmation of chemical weapon use; Clinton Lewinsky subject change by bombing Serbia, Putin: “we have seen this before, ladies”; Tillerson on Syria priorities and self-determination, ACC prediction: Assad killed by Russians
1:31:17  Lindsey Graham calls for “five or six thousand US troops” to train rebels; Ruth Bader Ginsburg counts Graham among the “women of the Senate”, ACC’s similar Mick Fleetwood gaffe; CBS applies Trump’s “nasty and a mess” to White House; Trump to Maria Bartiromo on North Korea: “we are sending an armada”; pandas “two Chinese spies” at Schiphol
1:41:17  Dimension B: Chris Matthews on Romanovs; Morning Joe “buttoned up” Hillary, “wow” isos
1:48:11  Ask Adam: JCD gripes about “succulent” and “savory”, “big pieces of potato and veg”
1:51:15  “Millens” upset at Northern Arizona University president not all-in on safe spaces, “situations of injustice”; Caitlyn Jenner’s reported reassignment surgery, “it’s just a penis”; the mother of all gender identity lists, “pansexual”, JCD: “anyone gonna eat this meatloaf?”
2:05:14  Lame NewsHour NASA potholes vs black holes joke; Burger King Whopper “okay Google” ad leads to Wikipedia edit war, “100% medium-sized child”, ACC on old vs new media wars
2:14:46  Donation Segment: NPR #trypod podcast promotion
2:28:57  Dr. David Dao dragged off United Airlines flight, loss of rights and compensation limits, CEO Oscar Munoz apology, hysterical “just kill me”; JCD mic drop alarms ACC
2:40:29  noagendasocial.com Mastodon instance, federated timelines, ACC & Leo tooting; JCD on verbose Twitterer William Shatner, ACC: “I have no business knowing what rbenv is”
2:52:33  Paisley Dodd to PBS on UN rape in Haiti and Africa, child prostitution report, no mention of Laura Silsby; Salon five reasons Maxine Waters should be president; female SCotUS Justice interruptions, steamrolling over interruptor vs “excuse me!”

425
919  We Kill  (2017-04-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “Woowoowoowoowo!” (2:01:47)
0:00:35 ACC introduces TtK to 1997’s *Wag the Dog*, ironic De Niro “I’d like to punch him in the face”
0:05:36 59 cruise missiles lobbed into Syria, B-roll sound effects, Fox transition swoosh with bell; gung-ho Rex Tillerson: “overwhelming success”, JCD on Tillerson as Jonathan Winters character, camera ban to cut off *Saturday Night Live*; one missile “in the drink”; Tillerson: “very thick” runways not targeted, ACC on Midway Airport tarmac grooves; warhead-less Tomahawks; CBS on ships Porter & Ross crossing Mediterranean at max speed, no shootdown attempts
0:21:34 Tomahawk rugged terrain problems, obsolete MIGs and cafeteria destroyed, 3100 Tomahawks from 1980s; RT “air cover for ISIS” meme, Fareed Zakaria: “there is a danger that we have effectively acted as ISIS’ air force”; short-circuited Facebaggers, Carrie Bickmore in tears on Australian morning show *The Project* (

CotD
), *The View* war powers bickering, Behar: “they would’ve impeached him!”; South vs North Korea confusion; Thomas Massey doubts Assad’s culpability on CNN; ACC: “Syrian children stack well”, “dead” girl opening eyes in video
0:37:15 Another ex-CIA guy to Bill Maher: “what Trump did yesterday was illegal”, Ana Navarro: “the man has had more positions than the Kamasutra”, agrees with decision; Caleb Maupin: MSM all-in, Brian Williams’ “beauty of our weapons”, Hillary & McCain & Graham all-in
0:47:42 Bombard’s Body Language analyzes Trump “beautiful babies” announcement, airfield “believeme look”; Bill O’Reilly “now twenty babies are dead” iso; Aleppo Twitter girl Bana al-Abed’s favorite food “save the children of Syria”, response to “do you like Istanbul”: “fish”; Tucker Carlson on absurdity of white supremacist opposition to Syria action; Catherine Herridge to Bill O’Reilly: “tight lock on this intelligence” on gas evidence; TPP Trump-Putin Pipeline
1:04:48 Bannon still in war room, rumors of Kushner vs Bannon conflicts; JCD: “he needs to fire his daughter”, Debbie Wasserman Schultz: “she’s fighting women”; *New York Times* Assad atrocity list omits 2013 chemical attack; Ambassador James Jeffrey: “Trump 1, Putin 0”; Hillary’s State Department militarization; “message to North Korea” meme
1:17:02 Lindsey Graham to Tucker Carlson: Assad has “poor hand”, cost of 7k UStroops in Syria, troop buildup in Kuwait; Holly Williams still “on the Syrian border”; Graham: Assad “destabilizing force”, cost “minimal compared to the threats we face”
1:26:19 Producer Segment: car seat “shut up, slave”; *Planet Maynard* wins podcast award
1:33:00 Hillary at Women in the World Summit: Putin “not exactly fond of strong women”; Tucker Carlson “you should stick to the thigh-high boots” to Lauren Duca, “oh, my God!!” reaction from panelist Tracee Ellis Ross, Kathy Lette: “that’s why we call him fucker”, Diane von Furstenberg: “it’s only the vengeance of the white man with a small penis”; Maxine Waters “sexual harassment enterprise” *Star Trek* jingle
1:43:29 *New You the Jury* show introduced by Jeanine Pirro; Tip Harris on *The View*: Omarosa Manigault “can’t even bridge the gap in her teeth”, “what about addressing the disrespect?”
1:52:10 ACC *Swamp Thing* “I was really blotto” iso; drunk or not drunk Bill O’Reilly: “Anthony Scalia” and “George Gorsuch”; Petulant Jeremy Scahill: fascists “don’t have a right to speak on television”; Michelle Bernard: Bannon an “avowed anti-Semite”, Chris Matthews: “I didn’t hear that before but go ahead”; Howard Dean to Joy Reid: “white supremacist who hates Jews” (CotD), anti-Semitic “cuck” and “globalist” terms
2:06:23 Michael Hayden “right”-laden “we kill” speech; *Family Guy* “podcast time”
2:14:43 Donation Segment
Terrorism drills the day before Stockholm attack; Wisconsin terrorist Joseph Jakubowski “manifesto”; Ted Kaczynski’s cabin on display at Newseum; crappy Russian ship’s brush with US Navy; Facebag fake news flag, “verified” armbands; Xi Jinping’s stop in “state capital” Anchorage; Senate rules eased to allow Gorsuch confirmation, “the Republican, the republic will go on”, Senate historically chosen by state legislatures; Kushner hires Hollywood publicist

ACC all-in on new decentralized Twitter clone Mastodon, federated “toots”

Malibu City Council votes to become sanctuary city, prank “cheap nannies and gardeners” sign; Tomi Lahren wrongful termination lawsuit; McCain fumbling with microphone in lectern cupholder; Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin space tourism venture
918  Kim Jong Yum Yum  (2017-04-06)

0:00:00  ACC: “Eh? Just a little, uhuh, wait, wuh? Here, beh, beh, beh, beh” (2:14:16)
0:00:34  JCD birthday dinner, senior dog-walker JMD listening to NA; ACC “of course” improvement
0:04:15  Dimension B: Morning Joe Trump “petulant brat”, mental illness, JCD: “these are the guys who are obsessed on something”, “if any CEO behaved this way, they would have been fired by the board”, “Article 25”; Joy Behar compares Trump to “Kim Jong Yung Yung”  (CotD); “as if on cue” North Korean missile test, Tillerson “no further comment”, “strategic patience”
0:19:37  Syrian chemical attack and “red line” meme, Trump on Obama “blank threat”, changes subject to North Korea; rescuers with surgical masks, JCD: “Mr. Trump, have you ever used cocaine?”, Trump: “many many lines”; CBS links attack to “Assad must go” reversal; Syrian ambassador blames Israel; Samantha Power on destruction of chemical weapons; Russia blames weapons depot strike, Nikki Haley saber-rattling; 2013 Daily Mail article on Qatari chemical false flag
0:37:07  Far right outrage over Steve Bannon demotion; Roger Stone on impending internet censorship
0:40:05  Scott Pelley: Holly Williams in Ankara “on the border with Syria” at distance of 747 km; ACC plugs Wag the Dog; Haley: “I am beating up on Russia; MH-17 and white smoke
0:51:45  Barry Manilow’s secret gay marriage; Kendall Jenner Pepsi ad shitstorm; 1984 “doublethink”
0:58:41  Producer Segment: chatroom “Brownshirts”
1:09:30  Michael Crichton State of Fear flak; no ban on child marriage for Indonesia; JCD plugs Russian dashcam compilations, Swedish dashcam captures Muslim gender segregation on school bus
1:14:12  Billions character losing sleep over Russian hackers; Susan Rice on requesting unmasking of US persons: “I leaked nothing to nobody”; Dimension B morning shows all cite faceless former administration sources; Van Jones proposes Presidential Medal of Freedom for Rice; “nothing to nobody” oddity, husband ABC News executive producer; Bombard’s Body Language analysis of Rice on NewsHour, double blink lie tell, “presidential request” flub
1:30:38  Mike Cernovich MKULTRA theory; Don Lemon: Nunes and Farkas stories a “diversion”; David Corn: defamation “because she’s a black woman”
1:34:25  Bill O’Reilly the “masher”, ACC story: Peter van Vollenhoeven; CBS on Fox News advertisers dropping out, investigation meme; Wall Street Journal going after advertisers on YouTube videos; vague CBS reference to racial discrimination lawsuit; chatroom renamed to “war room”
1:46:10  Maxine Waters on Fox “sexual harassment enterprise” (BCotD), Waters Roxanne jingle
1:50:12  MSNBC propagating Uday & Qusay meme; FSB and Carter Page; ACC: eyes on Gary Cohn
1:54:19  Boeing $3bn deal with Iran; Leviathan field gas for EU; Chinese trading stock completely on margin; New York Observer story on “strange” Jared Kushner running Windows on a Mac
2:02:29  Donation Segment: Don Rickles dead at 90; JCD’s Amazon Prime birthday pizza stone
2:14:16  Washington Post mocks Trump’s take on unemployment numbers; IRS outsourcing to collection agencies; Newsletter Trump fat-shaming prediction; Chelsea Handler: Sean Spicer “shaped like a baked potato”; Harvard “Resistance School”
2:27:30  Lindsay Lohan in burkini; UK considering genderless passport option; TtK’s “single” medical form “affirmed gender”; California State “April is Gaypril” event, “furries vs pet play” schism
2:32:21  Germany to force sites to delete illegal content; €60bn for Brexit, Farage called out on “mafia”
2:37:47  Sanctuary city Newark Mayor on being “fugitive slave catchers”; el-Sisi admires Trump’s “unique personality”; NATO Russian-speaking extras revisited
2:44:10  Elon Musk’s Neuralink brain implant; Kansas students out principal with fake degrees; Uncle Don vs Michael Flynn; JCD gripe: Sleep Train name changes name to Mattress Firm

428
917 Judas Goat (2017-04-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “So let’s give him a guh, duh, yuh, buh, ee, buh buh ee, a karma” (1:08:18)
0:00:35 Austin proclaimed best place to live, JCD on bogus top ten lists, Melinda Gates on Fortune “most influential people”; JCD’s April Fools’ H.R.4117 subject line, idiotic “Google Wind”
0:11:01 Senate Russia hearings, former FBI Clinton Watts on “information Consumer Reports”; Marco Rubio on campaign team port scan from Russia; James Lankford on “we’re not in Syria” claim, Russia Foreign Ministry “press 3 to request election interference” joke, flipping off Iranian embassy, Watts’ “build the bots” meme; Mark Warner on “paid internet trolls” vs Hillary’s “techno experts”, botnets “generate news down to specific areas”, RT SEO claim
0:29:24 “Gitmo Nation GMT” King’s College’s Thomas Rid on Guccifer 2.0 as group: “lots of smileys and very informal, others are more formal” (CotD), password for DC Leaks; Roger Stone to Bill Maher: “he’s Romanian, why are you saying that in a Russian accent?”, monologue: “the old Cold War, the White House was on our side”; CNN Flynn immunity meme
0:42:21 Stephen Cohen on “act of war” meme, CrowdStrike vs FBI analysis, “I’ll bet you a dime to a nickel”, 17 agencies “bogus”, NSA in “ePhones”, “moderately confident”, propaganda meme as fallback, Americans “lambs that will follow any Judas goat”; Maher “Hillary won” meme; Watts on 15k Russians tweeting conspiracy theories at Trump, targeting Occupy & BLM, 1% released meme, Rubio: “follow the trail of dead Russians”, Putin “read my lips”
0:56:43 PBS on Hillary’s 2011 Russian election interference, MI & PA meme; Hillary techno-experts, filming Syrian protests, “internet in a suitcase”; PBS on “spiderweb” of Russia connections
1:05:13 Whoopi: “God knows what he’ll do … and if God doesn’t know maybe our sponsors do”
1:05:57 Producer Segment: “hear ye all in Gitmo Nation” jingle; “Dvorak ant taco” at NYC meetup
1:17:14 No Agenda White House RSS feeds, National {Cancer Control, Child Abuse Prevention, Sexual Assault Awareness & Prevention, Financial Capability} Month
1:20:13 Whale Vomit podcast on 1984 “petty bourgeois”; Shelly Harridan on “safety pin movement”, ACC “I’m the enemy” transgender theory; Today Show “world’s longest conga line”
1:26:54 NPR on lack of correlation between US zika cases and microcephaly, dengue fever meme; 2015 swine flu outbreak in India, 2016 Brail outbreak; North Korea accuses US testing ebola in Africa, AIDS and ebola theory; White House to be lit up in blue for World Autism Day
1:36:41 Today Show on Mike Pence’s dining with women policy, Colbert: “one Amstel Light and he’s dry-lumping the bread basket”; Rob & Carl Reiner to Tavis Smiley on “submerged” racism
1:45:44 Chinese cosmetic surgery boom, 1 in 300 clinics certified, Chinese developments in Serbia
1:48:25 CDC e-mails on cause of Haiti cholera outbreak, coverup aided by Hillary; Haiti child smuggler Laura Silsby Gayler now working for Amber alert system, bogus missing D.C. girls case
1:52:34 Gayane Chichakyan on Syrian Observatory for Human Rights no longer playing ball with US, Germans backing away after Mosque-bombing possible war crime
1:58:21 Council of Europe corruption scandal, global strategy “isolation is not the answer” cartoon
2:01:22 Donation Segment: “Reality Rangers”; quonset huts outlawed in Anchorage
2:17:55 Bloomberg’s Shannon Pettypiece: Obamacare needs “more subsidies and more regulations”, “universal Medicare”, $65k/year MS drug, JCD on pre-single-payer price gouging
2:26:45 Tech News: ISP privacy protection rollback, JCD on Obama regulations benefiting Google
2:35:15 Terror Laptop of Doom bomb; new RT transition sfx; CREW: Maxine Waters “one of the most corrupt members of Congress”; Turkey spying on German MP; Somali immigrant man-on-the-street: Trump “so negative”; NATO seeks “Russian-speaking extras” for wargames
916  Personfriend (2017-03-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hate him, hate him, hate him, hate him, hate him!” (0:35:52)
0:00:35 ACC’s 33 “of course” utterances on Show 915; 65th birthday gift for JCD, no record of each others’ addresses; decadent ACC tosses wet socks in trash, JCD on car keys in refrigerator
0:06:03 White House RSS consolidation, Greek Independence Day, National Poison Prevention Week; nuclear in energy independence Executive Order, “social cost of carbon” committee disbanded, JCD on clean coal, Brian Williams’ “leader of the free world” microaggression, 70k coal jobs “hard to ramp up”, “real substantive news for our children and our children’s children”
0:16:03 Al Gore “we make a lot more money, we save a lot more money”; energy “merit order” and taxpayer costs; geoengineering with aluminum oxide & diamonds, Snowpiercer film
0:23:43 Farage on Article 50; Theresa May announcement in Parliament, “Mr. Boswell, calm yourself”, Scottish ruckus; Tusk on EU law still applying; EU veto, WTO “faux sovereignty”
0:37:58 RT on Article 50, “great stop-sweeper” iso, Germany liable for additional €4bn after Brexit, Alex Jones “good try, scumbag!”, JCD on EU bike path fanboys; Sex Pistols’ John Lydon: Trump “terrifies politicians”; uptick in “Trump lovers” tweets, JCD: “I generally report ‘em”
0:48:18 Sarah Silverman on pipeline and banks; Chris Matthews compares Kushner & Ivanka to Uday & Quas Hussein; Brian Williams on Sean Spicer’s “stop shaking your head again” to April Ryan (BCotD); CNN: “when he calls somebody an idiot”, melodramatic Ryan sigh, “I have no agenda”, “it’s not about me”, Hillary: “patronized and cut off”, Maxine Waters “taunted with a racist joke about her hair”; Bill O’Reilly: “I was looking at the James Brown wig”, ACC: “have you heard any other hair jokes in the past two years?”; Ted Koppel making the rounds to call Fox News “bad for America”; Mike Cernovich on Hillary Parkinson’s story
1:16:26 Producer Segment
1:35:05 NCIS: Los Angeles: “there are no experts on these podcasts”
1:37:55 Mayim Bialik on “guy friend” admiring “girl”; “personfriend”; ACC on rebellion via gender identity, grammatical gender, Berkeley student kills teacher over pronoun
1:52:11 United Airlines leggings scandal, Shannon Watts ruckus, ACC on KLM free passes and tie requirement, laughter over man’s promise to wear leggings; Santa’s Husband book
1:58:29 Rachel Dolezal blames “white media, the white parents, the white police” for controversy
2:04:00 McCain on “crazy fat kid” Kim Jong-un; South Korea not all-in on THADD with 50% failure
2:07:49 Donation Segment
2:18:20 MP Victoria Atkins on RAF Romania deployment for nonexistent “vital border” with Russia; CBS on Russia paying hackers to create fake news, Senate investigation of “wave of cyberattacks”, “thousands of internet trolls” (BCotD); Donna Brazile on Sirius 127: content “weaponized to sow discord”, “I stopped going on TV”, “goddamn it, I know the different between America and something that’s foreign and ain’t nobody ever cussed me out on those kinda words cause I don’t even understand what those words cause I can cuss you back”, agrees with Dick Cheney on “act of wuaw”, “the fake e-mails, the spoofin’”
2:35:41 Defense analyst to BBC on new arms race with Russia; Russia flexing muscles in Libya; Pelley “debunks” uranium tweet, “no credible sources”, Hillary “could not have stopped the deal” lie
2:43:01 Roger Stone buttslams McCain on Coast to Coast AM; Paul Ryan subtly blames Obama; Evelyn Parkas admits wiretapping, “get as much intelligence as you can”; Randy Quaid on government “sock puppets”; Congress votes to roll back broadband privacy protections
2:55:21 Chinese citizens investing in real estate, ACC Nordstrom “day trading” comment

430
One Belt One Road (2017-03-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Mmmmm!”, ACC: (laughing) “Yum!” (1:56:35)
0:00:34 ACC’s pronouns “Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick & Tich”
0:01:23 Ted Koppel on CBS Sunday Morning: “increasingly, we Americans occupy alternate universes”; CBS This Morning drops in stand-up segment with two-year-old’s “dude, grow up”
0:09:12 Breaking News: hunt for Joseph Kony ending, Kony 2012 video producer freakout
0:11:45 EU Rome Declaration, “big on big issues and small on small ones”, signed on the wrong line, JCD: “the guy’s date signed”; McCain at Brussels Forum, Maxine Waters the “junket queen”, new jingle, McCain: “we now see that New World Order under a type of strain that is never seen before”, “six million refugees” meme, last 70 years “one of the greatest periods of peace”
0:24:56 Erdoğan warns EU “if you continue this way no European in any part of the world can walk safely on the streets”; Bill Maher on EU Islamization, Indonesian “two-finger test” for female police; Brit rants about 50k Inspire downloads; Louise Mensch: attack unrelated to Islam
0:35:58 US/UK laptop and tablet ban, ACC: play to promote US carriers, JCD: play to access passengers’ hard drive contents; Canadian school system cancels trips to US
0:45:22 Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power; ACC story: Pebble Beach golf humiliation; Miami Beach limestone revisited, Obama “fish are swimming through the middle of the streets”; Gore on “sea level predictions”, fish in Miami Beach, cinéma vérité
0:55:27 Microaggressions explained to Colbert, “melting pot”, new university policing efforts
0:59:05 Gore atmosphere “thin shell” meme, “man-made heat-trapping pollution”, Moore’s Law analogy with renewables, “gates of Hell opening” in Syria, livestock “killed”, climate change responsible for Brexit, Georgetown TX 100% renewable; NPR on Georgetown switch; ACC on nearly-bankrupt SunEdison, homogeneous grid 10% renewable, yieldco scam, 2016 $6M loss
1:20:20 Producer Segment: Rev. Manning on Kellyanne Conway’s “money shot”, “jungle fever!”
1:36:07 China’s “One Belt, One Road” initiative, former Australian Foreign Affairs Minister Bob Carr urges restraint on Scarborough Shoal; Canada all-in on Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
1:50:13 “Day without Facebook” over “white supremacists” getting activists banned, ACC: “must be a ghost town right now”; CBS on fake news Twitter “bots”; Bon Appétit “put an egg on it”
1:56:45 ABC cognitive dissonance with Devin Nunes “no wiretapping of Trump Tower” and “Democrats are fuming”; Lindsey Graham: surveillance “disturbing”; William Binney on NSA surveillance of Supreme Court, “they pick up the pieces and clean up the blood after the attack”, “it’s like the Praetorian Guard”; Trey Gowdy on Comey refusing to confirm leak investigation
2:10:22 Rep. Eric Swalwell propagates “attacked by Russia” meme, “largest attack that our elections have ever seen”; McCain: Russia “one of the greatest threats to stability in Europe”, Curtis Scaparrotti: “we need … a whole-of-government information campaign”; chaos at Belarus rally
2:17:19 Donation Segment: fired by NASA for revealing Space Shuttle flaw
2:31:08 High production values on Trump NASA Transition Authorization Act podcast
2:33:51 “Stinging defeat” of Trump healthcare bill, Scott Pelley: Trump “still an apprentice in the science of politics”; Mark Shields: bill “abomination”, “because nobody knew what was in it”; Scott Adams on upgrade from Hitler to incompetent
2:42:20 NYU study: same-sex relationships in 46.6% of girls; Abedin working on Weiner marriage
2:44:32 Robert Mercer and Clinton body count; Clips On My List jingle; On Point “Steve Banyan”
2:50:26 Israeli police arrest teen for Jewish center bomb threats; Brian Williams back; Graham Spanier convicted of child endangerment in Sandusky case; Donna Brazile cops to leaking questions

431
914 Fack Base (2017-03-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “He didn’t shake her hand, didn’t shake her hand ... didn’t shake her hand!” (0:59:23)
0:00:34 JCD: everyone “in a tizzy” over Paul Manafort working for Oleg Deripaska, “no continued business relation”; ACC’s “having trouble with my headset” robocall bot; Tom Freston’s import-export activities in Afghanistan; August Ukrainian cash payments controversy; JCD CIA schism theory, Carl Bernstein in CNN “sexobox” calls for “9/11-type commission”
0:14:00 Bob Woodward on transition team wiretapping, ACC on drone server root password, JCD on schism as parallel universe fractal; ex-CIA Larry Johnson on originating GCHQ information
0:20:18 Scripted Scott Pelley-Mike Morell interview, sneering at Devin Nunes’ actions; Nunes: surveillance unrelated to Russia; Judy Woodruff vs Nunes “it is possible” Trump was right; Russian gambling ring at Trump Tower; JCD on Nunes going to White House to avoid getting killed
0:30:12 GOP lobbyist Jack Burkman on Seth Rich being killed after discovering Russian hacking
0:33:00 Adam Schiff: collusion evidence “not circumstantial”; no GCHQ denial; Feinstein on “emollients clause”: H.R.356 to investigate Russia; Larry Johnson on RT’s lack of influence
0:45:49 Susan Rice: “fack base”, “rally around the flag” during crisis, Obama micromanaging
0:50:29 Maxine Waters jingles, 2013 clip on creepy Obama OFA database, JCD on taking Rolodex
0:53:36 Butthurt Andrew Sullivan to Tavis Smiley: Trump “clinically delusional”, Merkel handshake, “petulant child” meme; Tim Allen to Kimmel on attending inauguration, “30s Germany”
1:03:12 America’s Lawyer podcast on networks sharing board members with big pharma; Gong Show’s Chuck Barris dead at 87, CIA assassin claim, CBS obituary with no mention of CIA
1:07:40 Producer Segment
1:29:01 Shaquille O’Neal appears all-in on flat earth on Big Podcast with Shaq
1:31:45 Michael Flynn’s $34k from RT for 2015 Russian gala, $11k from Kaspersky Lab; Leading Authorities speakers bureau, Marcia Clark, confidential RT document release to media
1:44:16 Comey & Rogers on adversarial relation with Russia, Rep. Jackie Speier “act of war”; Madeline Albright all-in on NATO expansion, “new system”; Federica Mogherini on US “peace and security operations”, blames Syrian refugee crisis on World Food Program funding; Steven Hadley on “current conception of the new... of, of the international order”
1:53:10 1999 Norman Cousins Global Governance Award amethyst geode for Walter Cronkite, John Anderson: “world government is the structure necessary for global justice”, Cronkite all-in
1:57:55 ACC recommends Hidden Figures; drinking milk is “hate speech”; Barbie “Hello Hijab”; Ellen DeGeneres struggles with non-binary guest; Good Morning America father-daughter gender reassignment “moving, touching story”, “transgender journey”, WPATH standards of care
2:12:07 Alex Jones “big swingin’ Johnson”; “pin down votes” at White House bowling alley
2:14:00 Lame Pelosi “protect our care” chant; “this penis party’s got to go” chant; YouTube censorship
2:19:18 Donation Segment: Andrew Napolitano suspended
2:35:52 Families of 9/11 victims and first responders file lawsuit against Saudi Arabia
2:39:07 Captain Planet theme; Miami Beach “modern-day Atlantis”, built on porous limestone
2:44:12 London Parliament attack, maritime drill previous day, Katie Hopkins: “we are in fact a nation of ghettos”; Tillerson quotes Abdullah II; closed-circuit cameras switched off in 2016
2:56:04 In trouble with Helena Humphrey, “disgusted by the way you talk about women!”
2:59:59 Trump narcissistic quote of the day; staging troops in Kuwait for Syria; Virgin America dead; Marvel cancelling titles; Arkansas concealed carry law; Austin releases 260 criminal aliens
3:06:02 Gorsuch on Hancock writing “bigly”; “whatever’s in Heller is the law”; Franken’s Constitution
0:00:00 ACC: “Tiny hands, tiny hands!” (0:40:28)
0:00:35 ACC and JCD at Grand Duke Foley’s event; London origin of the 9:00 start time
0:09:13 US troop buildup in Kuwait; Israel shoots down Syrian surface-to-air missile; Mark Toner still on spokeshole duty, Mosul civilian casualty spike, Gayane Chichakyan inserting herself in story; UK military deployment to Estonia; Rand Paul “I object” mic drop
0:19:47 Russian Interference in Democracies hearing, witness to drunk or not drunk grunting Pat Leahy: “I don’t think we believe that the United States is being manipulated by Russia”, Lindsey Graham calls for “Article 5 response”; “Dimension B” Donna Brazile on DNC chair “thankless job”, “because the Russians invaded us”, “I’ve never gone up against a hostile military force”, writing a book “Hell yeah!”, The Obama Years documentary, Charlie Rose “what’s the essence of the process” of speech writing, Jesse Williams: “use key words and vocabulary that relax people, disarm people, and set a table”; Fletcher straddling jingle
0:34:44 Cold weather and “frosty atmosphere” at Trump-Merkel meeting, apparently declined hand-shake vs greeting at White House door; Trump hiding his gut; grinning German reporter, Trump “we’re a very powerful company, country”; Deutsche Welle’s hot Helena Humphrey, eliminating “protectionism” at G20; PBS: “the president dismissed the furor/Führer” (BCotD)
0:51:58 CBS hit piece: Trump wiretap “something in common” with Merkel, Shep Smith throws Napolitano under the bus; GCHQ press release “unprecedented”, Spicer will “get people killed”
1:00:16 Producer Segment: Bill Nye now in advertising; Sharpton trigger warning
1:10:11 Robert Reich on budget “unprecedented cuts, cuts” (BCotD); Zakaria “bullshitting” litany
1:15:37 “Horsefeathers” for archaic phrase list, ACC’s Junior League rummage sale book of word and phrase origins, American Idiom jingle, “wild man of Borneo”
1:25:58 Budget cut freakout: NYPD to lose $110M in DHS handouts, Daily News 1 WTC in crosshairs; JCD on outrageous San Francisco parking fines; Don Lemon’s “blacktox” of all black commentators, Paris Dennard on HBCUs, Lemon on watchers saying “I gotta eat, I gotta live somewhere!”; JCD on Hamilton cast berating Pence and expecting money, Sesame Street on HBO, NPR’s 4% of budget, “high horse”
1:41:20 The View universe clash, “not paying their fair share” meme, Sunny Hostin: “talk to the people that that 3.3% is going to affect!” on “Mills on Wills”, idiotic YouTube “I can’t eat twelve pieces” of pizza woman; Nancy Pelosi “deconstruction of the federal government” meme from Steve Bannon, “tax bill for the rich disguised as infrastructure” and toll bridges; OMB’s Mick Mulvaney: no more climate change research, indefensible handouts to CPB
1:56:01 Donation Segment
2:05:16 “Love & light” for Chuck Barry; ACC story: Percy Sledge’s Jheri Curl hair near-combustion
2:07:22 Kurt Eichenwald’s epileptic seizure due to strobing animated GIF, sender arrested by FBI, grand mal vs petit mal, seizure at Grand Duke’s party, ACC’s epileptic childhood friend, “weaponized tweet”; German draft law to force social media to police “toxic chat”
2:18:27 Uber’s Greyball software for fooling & evading city officials
2:21:23 Loudmouth Jeffrey Pegues on stolen Secret Service laptop and lapel pins, “grainy surveillance videos”, White House fence-jumper “looking for attention”, Chaffetz on ability to “jiggle the door”; Media Research Center “didn’t pay his taxes for twenty years” compilation
2:30:31 Advances in facial recognition software, JCD story: unable to fool system at law enforcement trade show; Rachel Maddow’s high school yearbook photo, JCD: “holy crap!”
912 Bully Box (2017-03-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well, she’s probably doing sleazy porn on the internet.” (1:56:29)
0:00:38 Saint Patrick’s Day, Newsletter draft vs spin class; upcoming party at Grand Duke Foley’s
0:03:24 Dutch elections: labor “slaughtered”, incumbent party’s 33 seats; Rachel Maddow: “bad day for Trump priorities”; Geert Wilders “extra-racist Dutch version of Donald Trump”, Twinks For Trump event “soft porn Aryan anti-Islam fest”, “has not been seen in top-tier Western European in decades” vs Pim Fortuyn, radio-style repetition; Bill Pascrell “thank you, sir”, “thanks for your courage”; Turkish flags, Erdoğan blames Srebrenica massacre on Netherlands
0:20:20 Marine Le Pen on Farage’s show on regaining lacking freedoms “that make us slaves”; EU court approves headscarf bans as company policy on religious symbols; “thanks Nancy” iso
0:25:06 Rand Paul “I object” for McCain Montenegro treaty, “working for Vladimir Putin”; Comey’s private briefings on Russia and election, Feinstein won’t say a word to reporters; JCD on CIA spying on Feinstein, Bill Hurd’s refusal to read torture report, JCD: ban on State Department employees looking at WikiLeaks a litmus test for CIA in media
0:37:39 Devin Nunes on “unmasking” US citizens; Kislyak’s contacts with Hillary’s people; Adam Schiff: “I don’t share that summary conclusion” of no collusion; Rand Paul: “even low-level employees can unmask the caller”; Andrew Napolitano on Obama going to GCHQ; committee may resort to issuing DoJ subpoena; lame Trump appearance with Tucker Carlson, Carlson no good without his “bully box”; Roger Stone interviewed in pinstripe suit and bowler hat, ACC story: interviewed in prison costume, Stone on Twitter “exchange” with Guccifer 2.0
0:56:09 Bernstein unfazed by Kellyanne Conway’s “microwaves that turn into cameras”
0:58:52 Producer Segment: $1000.01 binary for 33; ACC PR for summaries project
1:13:59 Michael Lumpkin to Arms Services Committee on “scalpel-like messages” for categories of ISIS recruits; former BBG Governor Matthew Armstrong on versions of RT, “Infowars comes to mind”, white supremacists on vk.com; Timothy Thomas on Russian disbelief in “objective truth”, “you just have the ability to create an alternate reality”
1:31:51 Brian Williams: “an alternative universe is being proposed”; Rush Limbaugh: “they live in an alternate universe where reality does not intrude”; ACC alternative universe network theory
1:36:54 Media furor over leaked Trump tex document, Rachel Maddow milks story for an hour, anti-Semitic “mazel tov”; David Cay Johnston alternative minimum tax theory, White House release of document in press release, called out for Melania “did do very sleazy porn pictures”
1:58:00 Adam Schiff compares collusion investigation with 9/11 report’s 28 pages; IRS lawyer on tax document leak as felony; green card petition meme debunked
2:03:42 Ghostwritten glyphosate study by Monsanto; Conan on Carl’s Jr., “unless they advertised!”
2:07:45 Donation Segment
2:19:12 Financial analyst David Stockman predicts “countdown to crisis” with interest rate hike, $20T debt ceiling, “burning through cash at the Treasury like drunken sailors”; defunct malls converting to small apartments with stove-less kitchens, JCD on San Francisco communities with starter cottages; note from millennial producer on business administration case studies all about global warming, all-in on globalism; millennial NPR On Point caller
2:37:31 Challenger damaged beyond repair by Airbus A380 wake; “gay moment” excised for Malaysia release of Beauty and the Beast, producer bestiality tweet
2:42:49 Archaic phrase list: “hanging in there like a hair in a biscuit”, origin of “bender”; “Trek for Tourette’s” in Canada; Pope all-in on married priests; “Made in China 2025 strategy”
911  Opinews  (2017-03-12)

0:00:00  ACC: *(untranscribable yammering)* *(1:19:23)*
0:00:39  Daylight Saving Time; ACC borrows New York banker’s Tesla for LeAnn Rimes concert, all-in on autopilot, white knuckle range meter, “this car would be fantastic if it had an engine!”
0:14:46  SxSW Apple podcast party; driver from Nairobi on Chinese; *Futurama* Facebag erratum
0:18:18  BBC on EPA’s Scott Pruitt not being all-in on warming, edited out “we don’t know that yet”
0:23:35  “Malarkey” for the archaic word list, “more X than Carter has pills”, “blood on the Moon”
0:27:09  March 15 Fed rate hike and Dutch election; Joe Kernen on benefit of having business people in administration; Sweaty Sean quotes Trump on jobs numbers: “they may have been phony in the past but it’s very real now”, convoluted explanation on Flynn’s Turkey lobbying; Erdoğan accuses Germany of “Nazi practices” over Turkish referendum rallies; riots over Turkish minister barred from Rotterdam; Erdoğan threatens to reopen refugee floodgate
0:43:30  Shared bicycles in China tossed in the bushes, ACC on Dutch bike-stealing system
0:49:28  ACC on “the machine”, JCD recommends Lewis Mumford; Monica Crowley plagiarism hit piece explained, “destabilization campaign”; CNN on deep state and leaks, “illegally elected president” flub; JournolList group, Joy Reid on Assange “anti-US anarchist pro-Russia, whatever you want to call it”, David Corn: WikiLeaks “wholly-owned subsidiary of Russian intelligence”; Dennis Kucinich on 2011 wiretap; ABC’s Trump hate and Disney copyrights
1:05:44  Joy Reid on Hannity “purge the saboteurs”, Corn Trump taxes meme, JCD: “1099 from the FSB”, historically pro-Russia left wing; Chris Matthews on Trump Mona Lisa smile; Mark Warner on Russia influencing French election; travel industry “Trump slump”
1:14:35  Pelosi on Clapper seeing no sign of collusion with Russia: “we haven’t had the investigation that we need to have”, “follow the facts”; RT on Russian propaganda “virus”
1:21:05  Producer Segment
1:35:43  Awan brothers up to no good in Congressional IT systems, hostage stepmother
1:41:11  Park Geun-hye removed from office in South Korea; head of Samsung on trial for bribery; CBS feel-good story at end of news; Maxine Waters all-in on dossier “sex actions”, “I do think that impeachment will be necessary”; Grassley letter asking why CIA paid GCHQ for dossier
1:48:36  RT on CNN Aghori Hindu cannibalism show, ACC: cannibals the new zombies, Lionel rant
1:52:56  American Health Care Act “fungible” money and Planned Parenthood; Jehmu Greene to Tucker Carlson: “let’s legislate your penis”, ACC: “I can’t hang it out in public”
2:06:18  Ancilla van de Leest elected to Dutch Parliament; JCD unleashes Audacity on Julian Assange press event, Assange takes umbrage at Brian Ross Russia funding question
2:11:29  Marines bringing in M777 howitzers for Raqqa; commander of Yemen raid takes responsibility for botches, Brolf “explain what you’re learning”, UN: Yemen “on the brink of famine” due to blockade; UN accuses Turkey of killing 2k Kurds in “security operation”; JCD’s studio setup
2:22:37  Donation Segment
2:31:05  *No Agenda* archaic word list, “fiddlesticks”
2:38:18  Immigration Executive Order Mark II, WaPo’s Trump-hating “conservative blogger” Jennifer Rubin on Constitutionality of collecting crime information; Denzel Washington to BBC: “it used to be news, now it’s opinews”; John Kelly on caring for illegal immigrant children; ACC’s “no” for 8-year-old at concert; NPR on drop in number of illegal Mexican border crossings, potential impact on labor market; CAIR blames “Islamophobes and white supremacists”
2:48:43  White House fence-jumper Tran a signal to Trump; *Santa Clarita Diet* and *The Returned*
JCD: “I’m going to live forever!” (0:27:49)

Elaine Chao on “deteriorating infrastructure”, “we allow foreign, we allow different kinds of money, private sector money, to come into the United States, I’m not saying foreign”, avoids mention of toll roads; JCD on Golden Gate Bridge “always going to be free”

Commerce Secretary Ross on ZTE Corporation $1.19bn fine for doing business with Iran

Day Without a Woman protest, middle-aged white women; cross-eyed Hillary Snapchat “stand up, resist”; Reagan: “if fascism ever comes to America, it’ll come in the name of liberalism”; JCD on homeschooling infrastructure; JCD DH Unplugged keyboard-kicking

WikiLeaks “Vault 7” CIA document release, “praise” from Trump; “WikiLeaks, I love WikiLeaks”, Mike Morell: “this is CIA’s Edward Snowden” (BCotD); RT on Frankfort surveillance hub, “Umbrage” program for mimicking foreign attackers; Assange’s dead man’s switch

Leon Panetta dodges PBS questions on zero-day vulnerability hoarding, zero-days explained, San Bernardino scenario, keyboards with built-in keyloggers; Trump-Assange collusion

Scott Pelley’s list of Panetta bona fides, “is it appropriate to ask whether the President is having difficulty with rationality?”, Panetta: “the coin of the realm for any president is trust”; “heat of the meat” Colbert; ex-CIA Larry Johnson to RT on Mike Rogers’ Trump Tower trip

Producer Segment: Sonny Liston jail cell 33 at Missouri State Penitentiary

Jane Kaczmarek: “this president has so hurt the feelings of every human being in this country”, “no common ground”; CNN boycotts White House travel ban signing photo; Pelosi defends Cedric Richmond’s “she really looked kind of familiar in that position” Kellyanne Conway comment; Barbra Streisand “gaining weight” because of Trump; CNN FOIA for inauguration crowd photos; CNN “loses feed” of Rep. Scott Taylor over domestic terrorism refugee numbers

Maxine Waters on Obama administration propagating intelligence reports, “I wonder sometime if he’s not taking his cues from Putin” on Mexico wall; Bakari Sellers: “now we have to go back and prove a lie to be a lie, which is a little bit illogical”; Mika Brzezinski on Trump “spinning out of control and sending out tweets that then ricochet around the world”, Joe Scarborough Jewish Sabbath meme; Eric Garcetti reelected in Los Angeles with 250k turnout

CBS on Laura Hunter profile picture hijack in “continuing effort to separate fact from fiction”, “fake blogger” & “fake news”; contacts between Trump campaign and “Russian operatives”

Amy Kremer on declassifying FISA warrants, Paul Begala on “batty” Trump theories; Robbie Mook: aides “talking to Russian agents”; Clapper: no wiretap activity or collusion; ACC story: MTV’s Kennedy “broke my ass”; Kennedy accused of “playing into Putin’s hands”, Silicon Valley “greedy pigs” (BCotD); Josh Earnest dodges questions from Martha Raddatz

Martha Raddatz “if, if, if, if!” to Sarah Huckabee Sanders; Mika Brzezinski: White House sending all women to clean up mess, Joanna Coles likens presidency to horror movie

American Health Care Act draft’s lottery winners provision; Über worth more than Costa Rica & Panama; Alex Jones admits to Joe Rogan he sold out on Y2K

Donation Segment

Michael Hayden blames CIA leak on millennials; retail bubble and “small batch” shopping; ACC cancels Plated over quinoa & kale; kids drinking hand sanitizer

North Korea missile test; Chinese warned against visiting South Korea; UK Defense Minister Fallon all-in on NATO; Futurama “Facebag”; Bill O’Reilly war on “at the end of the day”
909 Virtue Signalling (2017-03-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Look, I’m, I’m also with you!”

0:00:37 Rain just in time for SxSW, 50 bands opting out over 2013 ICE clause in contract; ACC on Australia paperwork; JCD’s White House bugging prediction

0:06:02 Dick Morris: Obama “leading an attempt at a coup d’état”, confirmation hearing ambushes, Whitewater became Monica Lewinsky under special prosecutor; Jeff Sessions’ meeting with Russian ambassador set up by Democrats, “he should resign” montage; Angus King “group of Russian paratroopers” analogy; Jeff Sessions & Carter Page meeting Kislyak; Steve “Banyan”

0:27:43 Michael Mukasey on Logan Act not prosecuted since 1793, Erin Burnett: “that would be treason, right?”; ABC trickery drops travel ban into story, Cecilia Vega: “it may be difficult to find and vet the so-called radical Islamic terrorists”; ABC trots out Brian Ross, “but they have” after Kislyak denial, “FBI and Congressional investigations”, WikiLeaks timeline

0:42:53 Louise Mensch Heat Street article on FISA requests; FISA timeline; White House insider Cathy Areu raises question to Guilfoyle of who secured warrant; CNN to campaign official Robert Wasinger: meetings would “run afoul of rules and tradition”, Wasinger cites 1996 Clinton-Gore Chinese fundraising; Noah Rothman on effort to “rehabilitate” Obama administration

0:58:03 CBS “offered no evidence” meme for wiretaps, “explosive allegation”; Trump’s “mountains of paper” on desk, W.C. Fields The Bank Dick; Twitter timeline; Nein Nein Nein Niyet jingle

1:03:08 Producer Segment: Netflix design documentary Abstract; Congressional sponsor wall

1:27:19 Lawrence O’Donnell on Goldwater Rule vs “duty to warn”, 26k signatures on online petition, 25th Amendment, psychologist John Gartner: “we could not create a leader more dangerously mentally ill than Donald Trump”, psychiatric interviews vs behavior

1:35:08 Patrick Stewart applying for US citizenship, “fight, fight, oppose, oppose”; producer explains “virtue signalling”; popularization of MP3 format by RIAA lawsuits; Hillary Rosen reacts to video of old white guy bitching about illegal immigrants: “divider-in chief”; Kazaa & Joost

1:49:14 Jewish former Breitbart editor Joel Pollock: anti-Semitism “fake news”, “rising tide of anti-Semitism” over Israel, Joy Behar: “you can still be an anti-Semite and have Jewish relatives”, Breitbart “Birth Control Makes Women Unattractive and Crazy”, Trump’s skillful media manipulation; left-wing black journalist Juan Thompson arrested by FBI for Jewish center bomb threats, stalking ex-girlfriend, “created a Twitter account” bullcrap; ACC BSD flub

2:05:14 Homeschoolers’ opposition to school vouchers “federal money means federal control” theory

2:12:20 iHeartMedia’s $20.5bn debt

2:14:38 Donation Segment

2:23:19 Robinhood all-in on Snapchat IPO, “ripping off the kids”; RT Nigel Farage knighting, “my mummy says you hate foreigners”; Mike Pence’s hacked AOL account, staged Hillary photo

2:31:41 Carjacking victim advised by 911 dispatcher “I wouldn’t touch it” of gun on passenger seat

2:34:33 Saudi Arabia’s $1M McCain Institute donation, “c’mon, there’s no connection there” of Clintons, established with leftover presidential campaign money

2:38:17 California illegal immigrant safe houses, guy with Lucifer voice draws parallel with Jews in Germany; Juan Thompson #noborder; EU resolution to require Americans to have visa; 430 illegal US-Canada border crossings; IMF Ukraine bailout, infrastructure privatization

2:48:11 White Helmets saving “Russian air strike” victims, RT on NYC anti-White Helmets protest

2:54:28 Sweden reinstates draft “just in case” because Putin; new wave of air strikes in Yemen

2:57:24 Maxine Waters jaw-dropper: “I was a millennial once”; Attenborough’s Planet Earth II
**908 Microbeads** (2017-03-02)

0:00:00 ACC: "Or his Twitter feed" **(0:26:42)**

0:00:35 Mimi convinced Academy Awards were rigged, Jimmy Kimmel on bogus *La La Land* best picture, Sammy Davis Jr. 1964 best score mix-up, “wait until the NAACP hears about this”; Chinese “socialist values” list and Hollywood, re-editing for Hitler; alternate universe theories

0:15:35 Trump speech to Congress: Chris Matthews on “blaming generals” for Ryan Owens’ death; Van Jones “he became President of the United States in that moment, period”; stoned Noodle Boy C-SPAN caller; Don Lemon: “big words and big phrases”, written by “college student”

0:25:54 MSNBC play-by-play zooming in on Trump in limo practicing speech, Brian Williams: “they just haven’t been around the machinery of media, the mechanics of the South Lawn ... long enough”, Trump & Reagan SAG membership; speech time comparisons

0:30:12 Trump on hiring freeze, Democrats stone-faced on lobbying ban, “racis’” white clothing; “Lockheed” creating “new American jobs”, Pelosi zoom-in; CBS “fact-checks” 95M unemployment figure; proposed defense increase not enough for McCain; 39% approval rating; Secret Agent Paul’s *Love Trumps Hate* song with John Fletcher

0:44:01 Rosie O’Donnell at White House protest, “nyet, sir, niyet!”, “share a Souvlaki” with Soros; ACC story: getting O’Donnell started on VH-1; Kathy Griffin on Agnew resignation; Rob Reiner: “if I were Pence I’d be leakin’ like a sieve!”; Oprah asked about presidential run; Ben Stein on media “slamming, slamming, slamming”; Steve Beshear: “I’m a proud Democrat, but first and foremost I’m a proud Republican, and Democrat, and mostly American”

1:01:02 Producer Segment

1:13:03 Irish MP asks Theresa May about Brexit “soft coup”; House of Lords allows 3M EU nationals to remain in Great Britain; May on microbead ban: “I am not in a position to know whether or not you took a shower this morning”; Marine Le Pen loses EU parliamentary immunity for tweeting “graphic” ISIS photos; François Fillon financial scandal

1:29:34 Nigel Farage on EU preventing war between France & Germany; giving up news for Lent

1:32:13 JCD on French Laundry one-star Yelp review; Berkeley Bowl review from weepy snowflake; Large Hadron Collider parallel universe experiment

1:37:19 Chinese all-in on Ivanka Trump branding; outrage over Kellyanne Conway sitting on her heels

1:44:47 Tulsi Gabbard on arming terrorists in Syria; Bill Pascrell proposes Ways and Means Committee go after Trump taxes; Pablo Escobar’s son reveals father worked for CIA; Obama $65M book deal, JCD story: Pearson computer book royalty dodge; Valerie Jarrett to live with Obamas

2:00:24 The Detour: “podcasts are verbal narcissism for ugly journalists”

2:03:25 Donation Segment

2:09:53 JCD on Snowden’s glasses not needing nose pad; twelve arrested in Pedobear sting; Vatican sex abuse advisor Marie Collins resigns; JCD recommends *Spotlight* film; Beau Biden’s widow in affair with brother Hunter

2:16:51 CBS on Putin’s “conquest in Ukraine”, Estonian militia, US tanks; Trump and UFOs; KQED on total eclipse of the sun only in US; scientific reproducibility crisis

2:27:18 Self-serving moral outrage: JCD’s “preemptive blocking”

2:29:51 South Africa grabbing white farmers’ land; Israel denies Human Rights Watch work permit

2:33:32 Steve Bannon on “deconstruction of the administrative state”; Nixon and school vouchers

2:42:06 Army worm outbreak in Congo triples corn price
0:00:00 ACC: “Mandela effect, Mandela effect, Mandela effect! No, it’s Mandela effect.”

0:00:34 ACC in Fayetteville, forgotten studio bag, adventures in Airstream of Consciousness plumbing

0:11:41 Steve Bannon at CPAC on “corporatist global media”; Nigel Farage: “our real friends in the world speak English, have common law, and stand by us in times of crisis”; Trump on nonexistent “global anthem”, “I’m not representing the globe”, First Amendment “the right to speak our minds freely” botch; “fake, phony, fake” news, “enemy of the people” truncation; Obama Fox News montage; 2009 CBS Katie Couric package on White House and Fox News feud, FDR’s Nazi iron cross for journalist, Spiro Agnew’s “nattering nabobs of negativism”

0:25:37 AP reporter on press briefing boycott over “gaggle” exclusions, “free press”; Spicer on “abundance of accessibility”; Shep Smith defends CNN; AP reporter: “this felt very different to us today”; CBS on White House deportation contradictions, deporting fewer than under Obama

0:41:10 Actor Robert Davi suggests announcing journalists by parent company

0:44:34 Trump at CPAC, conservatives beginning to “come out of the closet”; Trump on fake news: “they shouldn’t be allowed to use sources unless they use somebody’s name”; JCD recommends Berlin Station; NY Times & CNN excluded from informal briefing

0:56:39 Professional liar Donna Brazile on taking DNC position, refers to self in third person, party cleanup, “this party was hacked by a foreign hostile military intelligence unit”, staff death threats hysterical crescendo like Obama phone lady

1:04:53 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s The Self-Driving Killer

1:24:08 Cambridge students classify “inauthentic canteen food” as microaggression, “stop mixing mango and beef and calling it Jamaican stew, it’s rude”; Lena Dunham and Oberlin sushi

1:29:44 Day Without a Woman strike’s racist “minority-owned businesses” shopping carve-out; Trump won because his name was on top of the ballot; Carl Bernstein on Trump’s “fact-free universe”, CIA audition; Rachel Maddow on “household name” Sally Yates Carter Center “sustained and overwhelming standing ovation”; CNBC CERN LHC “alternate reality” and Mandela effect

1:43:53 Town hall dementia screamer iso; The View predicts Oscars political activism, Joy Behar: “I wanna hear from some other celebrities!”; Casey Affleck at Spirit Awards: “the policies of this administration are abhorrent and they won’t last”, “preaching to the choir”; Meryl Streep’s “principled press”, “call them on the carpet”; NY Times Oscars ad; Robert Davi: take illegal immigrants to Oscars parties, “bring tents and camp out in Bel Air”

1:55:02 RT’s Lionel media burned-out star rant; music business slow-motion collapse; Trump administration pushes transgender bathroom issue back to states; American College of Pediatricians admonishes against “chemical and surgical impersonation of the opposite sex”, “a person’s belief that he or she is something they are not is, at best, a sign of confused thinking”, JCD on proxy Münchausen syndrome; mainstream media on Trump “beginning to tear at the social fabric of the country”; transgender hormone schism, Caitlyn Jenner definitely not on hormones

2:11:33 Donation Segment

2:20:40 Nicholas Kristof “Husbands are Deadlier than Terrorists” story; Glenn Greenwald on CIA proxy war in Syria, “empowering themselves to enact policy”, “soft coup”; German BND spying on foreign journalists

2:31:23 John Kasich on meeting with Trump about Obamacare; naloxone available over the counter, prices skyrocket; Steven Weissman on predatory medical pricing; producer whitehouse.gov clicking camera ban petition; FIRE’s Robert Shibley on college “bias response teams”
906 Hitler’s Playbook (2017-02-23)

0:00:00 ACC: (eating noises) “Mm, it’s actually very good, I’m so surprised!” (1:35:26)
0:00:34 Project Veritas CNN leaks due any minute now
0:03:26 CBS Milo Yiannopoulos hit piece, Breitbart resignation over podcast pedophilia defense, $250k book deal advance; ACLU’s Lee Rowland on defending speakers “no matter how despicable or offensive we might find them”, 1978 Skokie Nazi march
0:14:43 “Gay of the day” Shane Saunders “as a gay man” comment to Tucker Carlson, “Mike Pence’s thoughts are very well known”; Refuse Fascism’s Sunsara Taylor: “Trump and Pence are operating out of Hitler’s playbook”, “President Chump, if you’re watching”, “no election – fair or fraudulent – can justify him ripping up the rule of law”; No Agenda universe-straddling
0:30:30 NYT’s Nicholas Kristof on 25th Amendment vs impeachment; “Captain Queeg”, anti-Milo Republican organizations; Alzheimer’s and syphilis memes, JCD on llama-human species jump; JCD story: Christic Institute convinced Reagan would never finish term; The Pumpkin and the Pantsuit children’s book; possible PBS & NPR funding cuts
0:42:22 LBC commentator on Trump state visit to UK, “biggest protest London’s ever seen come June”; morning show Parliament compilation, “petulant child” resurrected, “embarrassment to the crown”, ACC recommends The Crown, Muslims & Scots up in arms; Jeanne Moos on MPs lobbing insults, “protozoan” intellect; Louise Mensch raises mental health issues
0:51:10 Ex-CIA Bryan Wright on agencies withholding information, “die in jail” meme; Maxine Waters: “this is a bunch of scumbags”, “Kremlin clan” trying to lift Russian sanctions
0:59:30 Dakota Access Pipeline protesters finally rousted, “an ethnic cleansing”
1:01:36 Producer Segment: depleted uranium physics; maugatour.com; NA Amazon Echo skill
1:24:19 John Podesta: Russians and Julian Assange “weaponized the e-mails”, Pussygate timing
1:28:37 FBI arrests 25-year-old Robert Lorenzo Hester Jr. in Missouri for terror plot; “this guy is disgusting, this guy is a monster” of gymnast molester
1:30:56 Angelina Jolie eating bugs in Cambodia, acquired British accent, “when I was first in country”, “flavorless chips”; Lindsay Lohan “I was wearing headscarf” when stopped by airport security
1:41:09 Maria Shriver poleaxed by Lena Dunham’s “you saw a penis, right?”
1:43:01 Marine Le Pen: euro “a weapon that it sticks in our sides to force us to go where they please”; Yanis Varoufakis: shadow of Grexit “never went away”, “getting a new credit card to pay off the previous credit card”, “the right question is, is there going to be a Eurozone and a European Union in one or two years’ time?”; Italian & French globalists head to China
1:54:20 Ami Horowitz squabbles with Don Lemon over Sweden’s rape numbers; new Germany law allows snooping on asylum seekers; no Peace Prize but possible Oscar for White Helmets; Tucker Carlson to World Relief’s Scott Arbeiter: “why are you taking any government money?”
2:06:00 Donation Segment: Sir Cumference title collision; ACC’s Electro Voice RE320
2:22:38 “Resist we much” on Perino & Stirewalt Podcast; Debbie Wasserman Schultz’ rogue IT guys took $100k from Iraqi politician; ex-FBI John Guandolo on John Brennan converting to Islam
2:28:51 Republican town hall meetings disrupted by paid protesters; Brooke Baldwin on Trump “professional manufactured protesters” charge: “how dangerous is that sort of language?”; black woman LA town hall: “sanctuary cities are racist”; up to 1.2M black jobs lost due to illegal immigration, Obama “crickets again”; Obama’s Organizing for America
2:40:56 Anne Frank Center spokeshole on anti-Semitic Trump “incubator of hatred”; California secession, “we have military”, JCD three-state solution; Obama “boots on the ground” medley
905  Burn the Man Bun (2017-02-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m gay, I’m gay, hello I’m gay. I’m gay! I should be on MSNBC.” (0:15:35)
0:00:34 Rainsticks working in UK
0:02:01 David Petraeus & Bob Harward decline to accept Flynn’s position, “excrement sandwich”
0:05:15 Trump press conference media compilation; “sit down” for Jewish reporter, “least anti-Semitic person”; Shep Smith: “we are not fools” for taking issue with Russia, JCD: “Shep is looking for work”; Trump: “I’m changing it from fake news, though – very fake news”
0:16:42 David Brooks on “rhetoric straight out of the fascist playbook”; Yale psychology professor: not mentally ill; fist-pounding Joe Scarborough: “the press always wins!”, Wall Street Journal “bending over backwards” for administration; CBS Flynn “fired” meme, criminal charges “unlikely”; Bill Maher: “this is the most serious political scandal we’ve ever had in the United States!”; CBS on Russian “cyberattacks on Democratic Party officials”
0:30:26 McCain to Chuck Todd: “a fundamental part of that New World Order is a free press”, “I hate the press, I hate you especially”, creepy McCain laugh
0:33:22 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on “possible high crimes and misdemeanors”; 25th Amendment Article 4, JCD on Democrats retaking Congress, Pence the Dominionist ten-year scenario
0:38:25 CNBC on retirement job opportunities: wheelchair repair and voiceover work
0:40:58 Trump fan Gene Huber on stage at Melbourne FL rally, salutes cardboard cutout daily, CNN “fake news” jab; ex-NSA shill Malcolm Nance: “these people need to start getting lawyers and cutting deals”; Obama FISA application for Manafort & Stone
0:55:37 Lane Milo Yiannopolous appearance on Bill Maher; Overtime show on gay vs transgendered as mental disorder, Nance: “Port Said and Naples” gay joke, Larry Wilmore: “you can go fuck yourself, all right?”, ACC: “fuck you, fag!!”, Nance: “fuck off” (CotD)
1:06:20 Producer Segment: Dame Tanya Weiman promotes Rob McCue’s The Fat Monk
1:18:27 Geert Wilders Moroccan “scum” misreporting, “scared” meme, “Moroccan thugs” translation vs English “not all are scum”; Wilders on not leaving home due to death threats, MH-17 “Russian fascism” sneak attack, “point!” walk-up, cultural relativism; Merkel-Szydlo talks; Le Pen candidacy “capped at 35-40%”; “visa liberalization” for Ukraine
1:36:26 Prank Ukrainian Prime Minister telephone calls to John McCain and Maxine Waters
1:49:18 RT on AP National Guard story based on fake Homeland Security memo; Kim Jong Nam rumors; Ami Horowitz on Swedes all-in on open borders, crime surge glossed over; John Dickerson on Trump vs the courts, McCain in Munich introduced by Bono, inappropriate Zsa Zsa joke, “the West: a new and different and better kind of world order”
2:06:24 Donation Segment
2:14:28 Jewish carrying prohibition workaround with simulated wall “eruv”, ACC: “Jew hack”
2:17:35 Trump podcast on working for women in business; coal mining restrictions lifted, JCD on the virtues of coal fireplaces, “fantastic product to burn”, ACC on Churchill and London fog
2:23:29 Don Lemon storms off after Paris Dennard defines fake news as “what we’re doing right now”; PBS: “it’s as if voters are living in two completely different worlds” in Texas, Trump Cafe in Bellville vs Bouldin Creek Cafe in Austin, ACC: “Man Bun Cafe”, “burn the man bun” to North Korea; Tiffany “psoriasis” Trump shunned at New York Fashion Week, Whoopi to the rescue; NYT columnist Charles Blow “don’t touch me” to Kayleigh McEnany
2:38:39 Clip Blitz: China bans coal imports from North Korea; machete killings in East Congo; NATO “membership fee”; landslide in Slide Canyon California, JCD: “named after Jethro Slide”
0:00:00 ACC: “So have fun, be positive, and enjoy your amazing job.”
0:00:35 JCD’s local turkey flock, gourmet eggs; Valentines Day at Shandong; ACC video experiment
0:04:28 Adele white privilege at Grammys, no American men in country music category; “President Agent Orange” routine; Melissa McCarthy “blackface”, history of actresses, Charlie Chan
0:13:05 No Campus for White Men and “victimhood culture”; By Any Means Necessary’s Yvette Felarca redefines fascism to “movement of genocide” to Tucker Carlson, Yiannopoulos “lynch mob mentality”; black-bloc LARPer cold-cocked, David Frum on fighting back
0:27:51 Nigel Farage radio show on hate from the left, “because you exist” caller
0:30:17 Akhil Reed Amar on Ninth Amendment protecting unenumerated rights
0:34:31 Amy Klobuchar on Michael Flynn’s resignation: administration “eager to placate the Russians”, “invading countries that are our allies”; staying on as advisor, replacement “P4” Petraeus; CBS on Robert Harward; Chuck Todd: “folks, hunker down because this is a class five political hurricane” (BCotD); Jeanne Moos on #thingsthatlastlongerthanflynn
0:44:57 Ron Johnson on “incredibly damaging” leaks; Andrew Napolitano: “it absolutely is illegal, they work for him”, Obama EO 12333 change authorizes NSA to share raw data; Tim Weiner all-in on CIA, Klaus Fuchs; Thomas Friedman: Russian hacking “Pearl Harbor-scale event”
0:57:48 Dennis Kucinich: “military industrial intel axis” trying to reignite Cold War, “Spy vs. Spy”
1:04:35 Anita Dunn on White House lacking “chorus of validators” for policies; Kellyanne Conway the next target; Brzezinski: “we know for a fact she tries to book herself on this show”, Scarborough: “she’s in none of the key meetings”; JCD on Photoshopped “old woman” pictures
1:16:07 Producer Segment: British “haitch” pronunciation
1:24:53 NPR on anti- and pro-Trump dating sites, “safe space for Trump supporters”; ACC on apartment full of single dog owners, Google couples; JCD: tech stereotypes same in Brazil
1:30:09 Upcoming Dutch elections will probably favor Geert Wilders; Brussels still sitting on Ukraine agreement; Austria to implement migrant quotas; record number of deaths on Libya-Italy route: EU Regulation 655 for cross-border debt recovery, JCD: “this is the Fourth Reich”
1:37:17 Gayane Chichakyan’s trisyllabic name, media “celebrating Flynn’s resignation as a victory”
1:41:26 John Hickenlooper’s marijuana advice for California; beach “RESIST” (we much), Sharpton vs the teleprompter, “asstuck next to his name”; 749 earthquakes in Turkey; Mimi’s quacking imitation of Amy Goodman; RT on US use of depleted uranium in Syria, JCD: “why would you use it against trucks?”: deliberate CIA Watergate botch
1:55:31 David Frum on “astonishing security breach” at Mar-a-Lago on North Korean missile launch, “an iPhone is a mobile satellite TV broadcast unit”, Trump & Shinzo Abe crash wedding
1:59:48 Canadian Muslim woman stopped at US border, “last chemo treatment”, odd “uh-oh” interjection; ACC recommends Hindenburg Journalist; leaked memo to British radio presenters
2:10:20 Donation Segment
2:19:38 Tucker Carlson confronts Erik Wemple on Washington Post’s “paid propaganda” from Moscow
2:24:39 Deutsche Welle on sand mining damage to African beaches; archiving government data at NYU, “outright denial of peer-reviewed climate science”; California underwater in 1861
2:31:17 RAND Corporation’s Nidhi Kalra on vehicle hacking terrorism threat
2:33:40 California train derailment, “we precaution people not to drive on flooded roadways”
2:35:44 Russian spy ship off East Coast “one more sign the Cold War is back”; Rachel Maddow invokes The Americans; Truman on Eisenhower: “he’ll say do this, do that, and nothing will happen”
903 Eat Lipstick (2017-02-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Okay!”
0:00:33 California drought on hiatus; ACC live desktop screencast
0:03:19 Tim Kaine’s “good job running”, “alternate reality”; Lena Dunham’s “sympathy for the societal structures” that prompted women to vote for Trump, “safe and affordable reproductive care”; The Man in the High Castle and alternate universe meme
0:13:51 Flu “I’m sick” iso, H3 strain, “tested negative for flu, but says now she plans to get the vaccine”
0:18:10 By Any Means Necessary’s Yvette Felarca: “Milo Yiannopoulos is a fascist”, in Berkeley to “wage attacks”; “I think that the left has been far too timid for way too long”, “let me finish”
0:30:20 Zach Iscol on trying to get Iraqi interpreter “Frank” to US, case “moving forward”; Rachel Maddow “we do not give any Fs” iso; Frank “wore our Marine Corps uniform in combat, something that very few Americans do today”, Gen. John Kelly “uniform in combat” meme
0:48:28 EU pushing for Libyan migrant camps; Obama in 2015: “we simply cannot allow people to pour into the United States undetected, undocumented, unchecked”; Judy Woodruff falsely asserts no attacks from seven travel ban countries; Angela “full retard” Rye: “no one was keeled”, “if we’re gonna use 9/11 as the bait, then we should talk about the 9/11 countries”
0:55:44 Protests in Phoenix over deportation of Guadalupe Garcia de Rayos “one of the first victims of President Trump”; NBC’s Nicolle Wallace to Trump voter: “don’t you think that’s un-American, y’know, Statue of Liberty?”; 2015 ISIS blank passport report (BCotD); Bill Kristol: “if things are so bad … with the white working class, don’t you want to get new Americans in?”, “after two, three, four generations of hard work everyone becomes kind of decadent, lazy, spoiled, whatever” (CotD); JCD’s liberal journalist slams the working class
1:08:31 Producer Segment
1:24:57 Turkish man sentenced in massive ATM robbery case, “it was cash, it’s untraceable”
1:31:36 Gayane Chichakyan on leaked White House information painting Trump in negative light; Maria Bartiromo on three Muslim congressmen in congressional IT positions fired for unauthorized access to national security information; David Brooks on White House staff in “high state of misery because of the general lack of chaos” (BCotD); ACC suggests upcoming “cycle event”; CBS hit piece on Michael Flynn’s communication with Russian ambassador; rumors fly about Putin potentially handing over Snowden; Russian girl on The Bachelor recalls “eating lipstick”
1:51:29 alexa.com rankings indicate online journalistic outlets’ spike in phony ad traffic from China
1:58:04 ACC’s podcasting interview on EénVandaag cut down to “fifteen seconds, with shit sound!”
2:00:23 Donation Segment
2:10:36 Mara Tierney on having car towed “repossessed”, forgets what city she’s in; JCD peanut “fisting method” with porn soundtrack; Girl Scout and mother robbed at gunpoint
2:14:40 Al Franken dodges Bill Maher’s illegal voting question; 2008 convicted felons story revisited
2:17:53 “The List” of skipped topics: millennials avoiding ultrasound, JCD on shoe store fluoroscopes; TSA opt-outs; female millennials taking up smoking, triggered by personal comments; Ninth and Twenty-fifth Amendments, 2018 Trump impeachment meme
2:28:51 Paris riots over man’s alleged sodomization with police baton
2:30:33 RT on New York Times fake news, Mnuchin foreclosure, State Department exodus; Gayane Chichakyan on Muslim IT staffer working for Debbie Wasserman Schultz, NSA contractor’s 50 TB of stolen files (CotD); Chris Cuomo compares “fake news” with ethnic slur; AP’s Garance Burke to UCTV on “debunking” fake news for the Facebags; Trump’s art of exaggeration
902  Morally Obtuse  (2017-02-09)

0:00:00  ACC: “And it sounded like she had hooves!” (1:26:37)
0:00:33  Trump “bing bing” compilation; Super Bowl 3rd down 33 yards 0:03; Lady Gaga didn’t make anyone “gasp”; Saturday Night Live Melissa McCarthy Sean Spicer “improvisation”
0:10:09  Brian Williams on “alternative universe on the web” Sandy Hook theories, Trump “marinating for a long time in Infowars ... false moral equivalency”, “morally obtuse”; Nicolle Wallace on “people that have worked for actual presidents”; Scott Pelley on “presidential statements divorced from reality”; “got his facts wrong again” on murder rate buttslam; George Washington’s cherry tree; Tim Kaine: “I must be living through some alternate reality now”; Jon Favreau on Putin killing Alexander Litvinenko with “plutonium”
0:23:02  Newsweek’s Michael Wolff: “I just wish you wouldn’t turn to the camera and lecture America about the virtues of the media”, “the New York Times front page looks like it’s 1938 in Germany every day”; new celebrity Funny or Die “the alternative Constitution” video, “fear outsiders”; bogus Statue of Liberty as Muslim woman story; “oh wow” iso
0:33:42  Maxine Waters: “I have not called for the impeachment yet, he’s doing it himself”, “Putin is continuin’ to advance into Korea”; Pelosi on working with administration: “we take an oath to protect and defend the Constitution and the American people”, “unconstitutional, immoral ban on Muslims coming into the country”, “we’ve seen nothing ... that I can work with President Bush on” (BCotD); Washington Post’s Ed O’Keefe on use of the “about as offensive as it gets” terms “illegals” and “illegal aliens” vs Clinton State of the Union; Trump The X-Files; JCD “when I was a kid” on Bracero Program
0:50:35  UNHCR refugee program cash cow for VOLAG Volunteer Agencies including Clinton Foundation, $4k per refugee placement; Bill Clinton in Amsterdam for Postcode Lottery money
1:01:28  Producer Segment: JCD’s PayPal button woes; feed-puking Twitter blocking policy
1:37:30  Gwen full replacement “guest host” Audie Cornish bug-eyed prompter read; Kellyanne Conway “Poo-in” /puʔɪn/, producer feedback on T-glottalization; Bill Burr on Hillary: “she blew it”
1:49:24  NOAA whistleblower John Bates reveals cover-up of climate change hiatus; Daily Mail banned as Wikipedia source; Australian emeritus geology professor Ian Plimer: “we’ve had in the past sea level changes of only 1500 meters”, “dangerously low level” of CO2, “for less than 20% of time, we have had ice on planet Earth”; new show Bill Nye Saves the World
2:02:19  Dana Rohrabacher awkwardly quotes Trump on marijuana laws, Respect State Marijuana Laws Act; California’s lack of regulation on marijuana pesticides like myclobutanil; JCD on hydrogen cyanide in common foo items; pot for stressed-out pets, JCD: “watch the cat, it’s stoned, it’s stoned!”; millennial “oh wow, that’s really good” THC “bong appetit” foodie show
2:14:04  Fukushima “high radiation levels” debunked by Sir Atomic Rod
2:17:13  Donation Segment: ACC’s humidifier
2:30:52  Labour Party in British Parliament taken to task for singing EU’s Ode to Joy; Speaker John Bercow disinclined to issue invitation to Trump, “two words: well done”
2:35:56  Producer shares University of Arkansas sociology quiz; Syracuse University LGBTQIA terminology glossary, “demisexual”; Paris riots over police brutality incident
2:48:59  Nine arrested for child sex trafficking in Haiti; FBI whistleblower asserts three dozen arrests in “elite pedophile ring”
2:51:41  Ankara mayor warns about use of “manmade earthquake” technology; Rohrabacher iso; Tim Scott reads abusive tweets over support of Jeff Sessions; Tom Brady’s $500k jersey stolen

444
901 Men in Skirts (2017-02-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Soylent Green is people!” (1:24:11)
0:00:34 Super Bowl predictions
0:04:59 Erin Burnett: temporary restraining order a “stunning blow” to Trump travel ban, “this now is the law of the land”; Judge James Robart’s bow tie, lawyer asserts religious discrimination based on tweets, “the order applies to infants, it applies to senior citizens”, ACC: “why don’t you tell that to the TSA, okay?”; Rudy Giuliani shoots off his mouth about Muslim ban: “he said ... show me the right way to do it legally”; State of Washington parens patriae
0:23:35 Janet Napolitano named in lawsuit against Berkeley for replacing 97 IT workers with H-1B workers from India; John Legend on left-leaning Hollywood, “most creative people are liberal”
0:30:12 “Full-on retard” CNN on Berkeley riot, Don Lemon calls Yiannopoulos a white supremacist, Robert Reich: rioters were “right wingers”, “I wouldn’t bet against it”; Congresswoman Val Demings calls riot a “beautiful sight”; Marc Lamont Hill fails to cite example of conservative riot; Drew Carey’s fire-starting son; outraged Tom Brokaw: “rage is not a policy”; horse racing origin of “vetting”; Pelosi on “white supremacist” Bannon on National Security Council
0:46:59 Self-proclaimed professor berates NYPD for not beating “Neo-Nazis” at Gavin McInnes event
0:50:15 JCD on political dirty tricksters Dick Tuck & Donald Segretti; leftist fascism origins; “Theresa the appeaser” London protests, “bombed and occupied by American troops” meme; Sally Kohn on “countries that we have helped to destroy through our creation of ISIS”; Delaware prison riot blamed on Trump; 2014 Executive Order protecting LGBT rights to remain in force; Texas ACLU up in arms over LGBT rights; running over protesters blocking highway; NABJ upset over Tamron Hall & Al Roker being replaced with Megyn Kelly
1:13:03 Producer Segment
1:32:19 Failed raid in Yemen planned by Obama White House; bomb-making video online for years; Kellyanne Conway dithers about Trump thumbs-up at dinner; Amy Goodman on Sean Spicer’s “false claim” that Houthi attack was by Iran; pundit: Trump staff is leaking information to get it on TV, “it is making Donald Trump mental”; JCD White House bugging theory
1:46:58 MSNBC suggests FTC oversight over “fraud news”; Berkeley fake news expert panel; Clock Boy’s defamation lawsuit against Ben Shapiro thrown out; “have more kale” for Ruth Bader Ginsburg; CPAP expert: Scalia probably not killed by button-push; Trump calls “fake news” on reports of him hanging up on Australian Prime Minnister
1:55:28 Donald Tusk proposes “Rome declaration” at Malta meeting; EU calls for 60M migrants by 2050, chilly Federica Mogherini; Ted Malloch on improving Russia relations; The Independent: Merkel replaces Trump as leader of free world; Puerto Rico to make another statehood bid
2:05:15 Jesse Watters interviewee’s “peccadillo” /puʔɨn/; journalism licensing bill in Thailand
2:12:28 Donation Segment
2:25:39 Netflix vs Amazon 4K, TtK “don’t taint my algo” over Netflix login
2:28:54 Project Veritas finds Planned Parenthood only offers ultrasound for abortions; “faaactually challenged” iso; Mike Pence: “Leonard Leo, everybody, is in the house”; ACC tries Hater app
2:41:34 War on Men: Dutch men wearing skirts in solidarity with marchers, Danish journalist Iben Thranholm to RT: “we have no masculine power in our society to fight back”
2:46:58 CFR’s Richard Haass head to Bill Maher on Middle East: “they’re also not doing so well when they have very little of us”, JCD: “we rubblized the place!”; TtK reading William Engdahl
2:50:59 No Agenda Tip: shop for 4K TV at a pawn shop

445
900 900 (2017-02-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “And ah-ah-ag, you’ll see.”

0:00:34 ACC’s boiler room ACLU phone scammer on the live stream; Show 900 party horn; CNN on Berkeley Milo Yiannopoulos riot, “he’s an internet troll”, “they wanted to stop him from speaking by any means”; JCD live on the scene; “Milo’s dead”; JCD live on the scene: “protest against the gay community has been begun”; Antwerp cafes refusing to sell Coca-Cola

0:10:23 Chris Matthews on Trump’s “campaign of shock and awe” to “grab control” of Supreme Court; EMILY’s List President Stephanie Schriock: “Trump made it clear that he was going to appoint a judge … that was going to dismantle Roe v Wade”, Matthews revisits “punished” trap from Show 813, “everybody in America probably saw that comment by him!”, Schriock: “look at what we’re dealing with: a Muslim ban!”; Trump: “I would have preferred states’ rights”, “at this moment the laws are set”

0:18:57 “Nuclear option” meme in Neil Gorsuch confirmation; ACC tip for “sweaty Sean Spicer”: ditch the shutter noises; 2013 origin with Obama administration; red state Democrats vs Schumer; NPR’s On Point on Gorsuch not kowtowing to Executive on immigration rule change and due process; Sen. Ben Sass to On the Media on Schumer preemptively “preparing talking points to say the guy kicks puppies and … heckles piano recitals”, protesters’ fill-in-the-blank sign stories cut off; C-SPAN caller on Scalia’s sleep apnea, Podesta vineyard “wet works” e-mail

0:36:21 Thomas Friedman: “Islam has issues with pluralism; trade has cost some jobs”; World Hijab Day in Bosnia; Chloe Smith’s baby “extra vote” in British Parliament; Boris Johnson clarifies that British passport holders “remain welcome to travel to the US”, Jared Kushner question from joker, British aid workers similarly exempt; Theresa May’s new “save joke until end” strategy vs Jeremy Corbyn: “he can lead a protest, I’m leading a country!”; Donald Tusk on Trump’s threat to “transatlantic bond”; Federica Mogherini on EU exemption to “travel ban”; Nigel Farage on “the true nature of the European project, which is genuine anti-Americanism”

0:52:09 No Agenda Time Machine: 1996 Clinton State of the Union “crackdown”, “deporting twice the number of criminal aliens as ever before”, Barbara Jordan’s role

0:55:10 EU ambassador Ted Malloch on USSR work: “maybe there’s another union that needs a little taming”; Washington Post’s Howard Fineman: “we are the crusaders officially in the eyes of Islam … this is the reaction that Osama bin Laden himself would have prayed for”; ACC’s Schengen debacle revisited

1:01:13 UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres predicts travel ban ineffectiveness; Morell & Schumer “less safe” meme; Alan Dershowitz: “we have a hobby … if you don’t like something you assume it’s unconstitutional”, “Congress shall make no law”; Executive Order excerpts, USRAP admissions, 8 U.S.C. §1182(f) authority, 50k refugee cap, biometric entry & exit system, visa interview waiver program; Sebastian Gorka buttslams Jake Tapper: “my parents were vetted for weeks in a refugee camp”; Dennis Kucinich on cost of interventionism; Chuck Schumer quotes scripture and tears up over Pope Francis and Mean Girls Don’t Cry Executive Order

1:16:53 Producer Segment: Dan Benjamin plug; man overboard Scott M. Memorial Fund

1:40:55 ACC’s Google Ads scam calls turn out to be Google extortion scam, JCD: “where’s Elizabeth Warren when you need her?”; Amazon Prime routinely overpromising two-day deliveries

1:45:27 New meme: February 17 “worldwide general strike against Trumpism” three-day weekend; googlersunite; Washington Post on hacked police cameras and inauguration attendance numbers, JCD on Warren “thin-skinned” meme
Doomsday Clock only used for grave nuclear threats until being appropriated by warmists
JCD’s Miss Universe Report: fewer white girls, “plus-sized” Miss Canada debate; winner Miss France
Globalism: “the countries should have the right to open or close their borders”, “in France we want to have to the most globalization that we can”, “having open borders allows us to travel more through the world and to find out more about what’s out there in the world”
Canadian producer buttslams man overboard Scott M.
Boy Scouts of America: gender identity trumps birth certificate; professor Michael Eric Dyson on The View: “your white body is a safe space”; Seattle SJW: “white people: give your fuckin’ money, your fuckin’ house, your fuckin’ property, we need it fuckin’ all”, “I am a preschool teacher”, JCD on Russia vs old-school Communism
Amy Goodman edits Steve Bannon’s call for media to “keep its mouth shut and just listen for a while”; Nancy Pelosi’s malfunctioning microphone, “is someone going to deal with this?”
Donation Segment: Dude Named Muhammad: Obama’s a Muslim
Australian TV’s “abrasive” list of Trump’s first-week accomplishments, “removed the Spanish version of the White House website”; CNN on Trumps “blowup” with Australian Prime Minister; Obama “strongest allies”, “punches above its weight” medley; PM refuses to elaborate
Trump to reporter: “this was your choice of a question?”; germophobia & climacophobia
Gayane Chichakyan on Senate bickering, “Putin rules”, White House vs “anti-Trump” media; Al Franken voted in by convicted felons
899 Loyalty Test (2017-01-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “No, it’s not an O-O, it’s an O.”

0:00:34 ACC guitar-buying with nephew Matteo, “pinched off a few rounds” at the range, adult soccer infatuation, migrant housing business model, Chinese buying everything

0:05:58 Amanpour: “I operate in the truth and the fact-based universe”; Fr. Robert Ballecer “best podcast in the universe”; JCD Twitter run-in with Jay Rosen; man overboard Scott M. note

0:16:43 Orwell’s 1984 “sold out on Amazon”, JCD: “bullshit!” Poppy Harlow: “Ayn Rand doing better?”; Doomsday Clock moved to 2.5 minutes to midnight due to “pressing global challenges”

0:24:30 Refugee ban and International Holocaust Remembrance Day, Anne Frank meme; airport protests; order dated January 30, coordinated ACLU campaign, ACC on green card pro forma; “you build a wall, we tear it down” and ACLU chants, Occupy Wall Street “mic check!”; CAIR “Muslim ban” vs Indonesia, Obama temporary Iraqi ban on, 8 U.S.C. §1187; Silicon Valley worried about H-1Bs, Iranian director Asghar Farhadi possibly barred from Oscars

0:47:48 Mexican wall Executive Order based on 2006 Secure Fence Act

0:50:45 ACLU lawyer: “everyone … is safe”, “they don’t have to be released from detention”; ACC on no rights when not on US soil; ACLU lawyer: “enormous setback” for Trump; Adam Smith: no terrorist attacks from refugees; Bill de Blasio on New York’s sanctuary city protection for drunk drivers; dairy industry scare tactics, JCD story: Dutch chicken automation

1:05:46 Obamacare “no replacement” meme; Rand Paul’s S.222 Obamacare Replacement Act HSA expansions, pre-Obamacare HIPAA pre-existing conditions protections

1:21:17 David Brooks on TPP’s “billions of dollars of earnings”, JCD: “play the bullshit clip!”; Vincente Fox: “white US CEO sitting on the presidential chair”; Joy Reid on courting white women

1:30:25 Producer Segment: Thomas Sowell’s Intellectuals and Society; ACC’s Michael Jackson clip

1:41:55 Former CIA George Beebe on NSA’s “moderate confidence” as a “red flag”, on difficulty of vetting dossier, Moscow rumor mill; Theresa May: Steele “has not worked for the UK government for years”; former CIA case officer Robert David Steele to RT: Hillary’s talking about Russia “led to the closure of the electronic vote-tampering that she used against Bernie Sanders” (CotD), electoral reform act needed, McCain & Graham “blackmailed by CIA”

1:54:54 Gayane Chichakyan on Trump death wishes; Robert David Steele on “Romanian taxi driver” Guccifer, Anthony Weiner’s laptop and Brennan as Hillary’s “executive agent”

2:00:16 Matt Taibbi on Sirius XM: skeptical of Manchurian candidate theories and dossier, asked about “where their internet protocols are”; “loyalty test” meme on BBC

2:05:40 Nikki Haley: “for those who don’t have our backs we’re taking names”; 40% cut in UN funding, repeated “tremendous potential”, ACC on “Optima Tax Relief”

2:09:37 Civil Rights Act and interstate commerce, First Amendment Defense Act check on IRS

2:16:46 March for Life addressed by Pence; ABC David Muir interview sent out to all networks; Marjorie Dannenfelser disarms Trump trap question: “we were voting on policy in the end”

2:23:02 Insider producer offers insight into inauguration numbers anomaly; bad NRDC comedy isos

2:29:26 Donation Segment

2:37:59 CBS News fact check segment on Trump job losses and trade deficits; Ira Glass on origin of Obama birth certificate stories, “the excellent and exemplary Jack Tapper”, “I am a fact-based person”, JCD on Ross Perot’s charts and employment numbers, Glass all-in on podcasting

2:55:19 Cancer warning for glyphosate, odd “Monsanto” pronunciation; Trump: “Alibaba, who’s a great guy by the way”; Zuckerberg douchebaggery in Hawaii

448
ACC: (fake crying) “Today the Senate voted...” (1:31:19)
ACC goes to doctor for cough and infected eye, “I’m self-pay” empowerment
Glenn Greenwald’s Bell’s palsy, election “proxy war”; hot mic with Ray McGovern challenging Adam Schiff on hacking determination (BCotD); Flynn seemingly off Logan Act hook; JCD’s clipping routine; ACC’s “I can’t believe you didn’t ...” e-mails; Conway’s “alternative facts”
Robert Gates invokes “parallel universes” in Trump administration; physicist Brian Greene talks multiverse on Fresh Air, JCD resurrects fractals theory, 20% approval rating meme, Greene on repeating realities, Sliders, Bruce Springsteen salutes the protesters
DNC candidate Sally Boynton Brown: “my job is to shut other white people down when they want to interrupt”; woman’s coffee shop “crazy tangerine” tantrum, JCD: “she’s obviously a local improv person”; “Big Joe” vs protesters, “you’re on a bicycle, and you’re oblivious”
California Congresswoman Jackie Speer: situation with Electoral College “fundamentally wrong”; Trump “primary job” tweet; Washington Post 2014 illegal voting article; Steve King extrapolates voter fraud data to 2.4M; North Carolina dead voter investigation; Obama encouraging illegal to vote revisited; Fox News all-in against Trump; Pink Floyd Yoko Ono
897  Douchebag Disneyland  (2017-01-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “They’re gonna have a sex robot, is that we’re talking about?”  (2:34:46)
0:00:33  Austin 110-knot winds; ACC “resistance” on Infowars, Alex Jones bellowing at protesters, ACC avoiding Infowars “flirt-fest”; Steve Mnuchin’s Tourette’s; slow TV channel switching
0:13:40  Jane Fonda to Bill Maher: “because of climate change, we don’t have time to make mistakes”, “more respect for pussies”; Keith Olbermann screws up popular vs Electoral, “we were invaded”, “subtweeting” Trump; Michael Moore “contact Congress” morning routine, “everybody knows their zip code!”; Maher racist “kids by three different women” joke
0:26:54  Rachel Maddow on “workmanlike” inaugural speech, “dark echoes” of America First Committee, Chris Matthews invokes Mussolini, “Hitlerian background”, globalist “what does Theresa May think of this?”; “no borders, no nations” in Koblenz; NBC on Russian parties and “global alarm”, North Korean missile test; millennial: “Nazis” in National Press Club ballroom
0:39:04  Gloria Borger on NewsHour: “fist bump of a speech”; Ana Marie Cox mocks Tony Orlando
0:46:24  New York Times’ Asra Nomani reveals George Soros’ connections to Women’s March; new “we need a leader, not a creepy tweeter” chant; clueless man on the street to Gayane Chichakyan: “there was leaked information from the same spy that leaked Watergate” ( CotD)
0:51:18  Gonna Read Facebag: “the world ... feels ominous and eerie and dangerous”, “afraid for” litany
0:55:40  Pro-life feminists told to take a hike; URGE executive director Kierra Johnson “unapologetically abortion-positive”; Gloria Steinem: “we will all register as Muslims”; Madonna: “yes, I have thought an awful lot about blowing up the White House”; Ashley Judd “Cheeto dust” rant, “I’m a nasty woman!”; Sean Spicer throws down gauntlet on New York Times
1:13:58  C-SPAN at inaugural lunch, McCain shows up early to inspect seating arrangements, squabble over signing pen; Chris Matthews on slipped schedule: “why do I think of the Romanovs?”
1:22:18  CNN takes the bait on inauguration numbers distraction; JCD on discarded signs as folk art; ACC on “we want our rights back” meme, JCD on attending teach-ins, solid object shelter tip for protests; ACC with New York banker at Griselda’s, no mention of inauguration
1:36:58  CNN: Trump on “hallowed ground” at CIA headquarters, “we may have to get you a larger room”; Sean Spicer reads media the riot act over Martin Luther King bust and crowd numbers
1:50:27  Producer Segment
2:11:32  Amy Goodman outraged by Trump calling Kellyanne Conway “baby” and “my Kellyanne”
2:14:39  Elizabeth Warren to Betsy DeVos: “have you any direct experience in running a bank?”, Bernie Sanders insinuates she’s an oligarch, Al Franken on growth vs proficiency, “it surprises me that you don’t know this issue”; Franken “did you enjoy meeting me”, Rick Perry: “I hope you were as much fun on that dais as you were on your couch” ( BCotD)
2:24:53  ACC’s credit rating impacted by Comenity Pier One card transfer from Chase
2:35:45  YouTuber “in shock” over being called “sir”
2:37:37  Donation Segment
2:43:35  Kerry’s “a year, two years”; “day in the life of a refugee” activity, “douchebag Disneyland”
2:47:09  Food & Wine “put an egg on it”
2:48:39  JCD’s “flying saucers” search in CIA documents; 1983 Syria requiring “exertion of real muscle”
2:50:59  Samantha Power’s “bullcrap memes” to Judy Woodruff, “standing by” a sign if Russian “aggression”, chemical weapons timeline and bombing lies; JCD predicts mall coffee kiosk

450
896  Wall of Meat  (2017-01-19)

0:00:00  JCD: (echoing, with Adele) “Helloo, it’s mee!”  (0:26:18)
0:00:41  California buttslammed by weather, “half the shingles on my roof are blown off last night”
0:01:46  Maxine Waters talks impeachment “if they’re the ones that came up with crooked Hillary”; John “Shoeless Joe Jackson” Lewis on “tools” like McCain; Mason Weaver: Lewis “joined the oppressors” the Democrats, JCD on Southern strategy memes, Weaver on “party of the Klan”
0:14:43  Ben Carson’s confirmation struggle; CNN’s Marc Lamont Hill on Trump’s meeting with Steve Harvey: “a bunch of mediocre negroes being dragged in front of TV”
0:21:36  Sharpton “we won’t be Trumped!”; Women’s March rifts, fast-talker Linda Sarsour: “all the progressive and social justice issues”, “intersectional”; JCD sings Adele; The View pussy hats; #J20 Workers World Party funding; Bikers for Trump promise “wall of meat”
0:34:27  Obama and Earnest praise media and needle Trump’s relocation plan, “necessary, for the success of our democracy!”, JCD: “the place is bugged!”; “the resistance” meme; Keith Olbermann compares journalist increase to Russia; Jake Tapper on Obama’s war on Fox News
0:46:30  CNN on line of succession with Designated Survivor native ad, Obama “faithfully execute”
0:51:08  Chelsea Manning’s commutation apparently leaked, Obama on “tough prison sentence”, lawyer David Coombs: “certain diplomats had their feelings hurt”; Paul Ryan calls it “outrageous”; Jake Tapper on White House WikiLeaks outrage; NBC on Snowden connection with Putin & Trump, Brennan up in arms; PBS on “merely classified”; Rosie O’Donnell nominates McCain
1:08:47  Bob Woodward on Trump dossier: “that is a garbage document”  (BCotD)
1:11:51  Producer Segment: ACC doing Infowars inauguration
1:23:00  NPR’s On the Media host Bob Garfield’s “suicidal despondency”, Hope in the Dark reading by Rebecca Solnit, “dank little foxhole of curled-up despair”
1:28:37  Politico: Trump doubts his own legitimacy; Matt Taibbi on “Putin destroying government officials with sex tapes”, “moronic beneficiary of Putin’s geopolitical whimsy”, two-tier system, Dean scream, JCD on Dean’s tie “down to his knees”, Taibbi on being banished “to sit with the techies” on plane, sanctimonious smugness; ThinkProgress editor: “the future is yet unwritten”
1:42:38  Davos insider: Amal Clooney 98 pounds and pregnant; Kerry predicts Trump will last “a year, two years”; drunk or not drunk Joe Biden: “they seldom use the phrase high confidence”
1:49:23  Trump’s position on NATO & EU; former NATO ambassador Burns: Trump “exactly wrong”; ACC: watch Kaliningrad; JCD on alternative to EU army; “defeating the Taliban”; John Abbotsford’s book on CIA drug smuggling; Russia sanctions negotiated by Merkel & Putin
2:02:51  RT Facebag ban over BBG’s Obama press conference live stream rights
2:06:25  Alibaba’s Jack Ma describes meeting with Trump, “Sesame Card” credit rating system
2:20:11  Theresa May’s “veiled threat” for Europe on post-Brexit trade deal, promises Parliamentary vote in 2019, Brussels not impressed: Angus Robertson challenges May’s “little Britain Brexit”
2:29:54  Fox botches Clinton Foundation shutdown report, Eric Braverman headed to Google
2:32:02  Donation Segment: magic mushrooms for ACC
2:41:41  Credit card required to make appointments; ACC predicts Packers over Steelers in Super Bowl
2:45:47  Journalist Udo Ulfkotte who revealed BND creating fake news dead of “heart failure” at 56; journalist to Janet Yellen: “it is my proud duty to convey the questions that I’ve been handed”
2:49:22  Tech News: DH Unplugged live stream troubleshooting, Apple sandboxing SHOUTcast HTTP 0.9. Loopback auto-update, JCD on George Morrow board hacking
2:58:17  Fort Lauderdale airport shooter’s conflicting narratives; CIA declassified document dump
895  Yes Wee Can (2017-01-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “Why do you even torment yourself with this stuff?” (2:36:13)
0:00:35  JCD’s ten pounds of pulled pork; ACC’s Netherlands flight cancellation nightmare due to Schengen passport expiration rule, fruitless search for Dutch elites, ACC: “they’re all afraid of Brussels!”; JCD: “hello Nazi Germany!”; ACC’s Djibouti cab driver: Seychelles stealing all the fish; Delta happy to issue ticket but not boarding pass, no refunds; Delta’s Shaq lookalike

0:22:57  David Brooks and Charlie Rose “New World Order” fest

0:26:56  “Two old hags yelling at each other” Jeanine Pirro & Coco Soodek, Pirro: “I don’t care if it’s Russia, Julian Assange, Hillary’s hairdresser, or Osama bin Laden rose from the ocean and hacked them”, Soodek Matrix-split with “I wanna talk for a second abut, abut, abut, abut …”, intelligence authority Samantha Bee, “this is an alternative universe” (CotD)

0:39:38  Hagiographer Margaret Warner spews disproven Syria memes; Reuters: Assad and his brother decided to use chemical weapons, Porton Down chemical signature mismatch; Al Franken liberal meme-fest; Logan Act, “stretch talking” Brooke Baldwin, dossier briefing “exactly what CNN has reported, all along” defensiveness, Michael Flynn’s call with ambassador Kislyak, Sean Spicer text message “tick-tock”; John Negroponte: illegality claims “patent nonsense”

0:59:15  James Mattis on “most lethal stance” vs women/LGBT; Mike Pompeo to Kamala Harris: “I can’t imagine putting in place any policy that was discriminatory”, CIA climate change threat

1:10:31  Producer Segment: PopMoney PayPal alternative
1:28:58  ABC on golden showers video by “former KGB”,porno soundtrack for diplomat video; Ted Malloch on Christopher Steele’s “sensationalist dossier” paid by Jeb Bush & Democrats; producer deconstruction: Ruby Wax Show on post-bathroom handshakes, Orbis FIFA and DoJ, Tony Blair FIFA grudge, Sir Andrew Wood & McCain, Brexit-scuppering scheme

1:43:55  Lawrence O’Donnell: Trump knows he’s a “complete ignoramus”
1:45:48  NBC goading Trump with “I think it was Russia”; Sharpton kicks off D.C. protests, Rev. W. Franklyn Richardson: Trump “first Russian president”; MSNBC “on Russia” infinite loop, George Galloway invokes McCarthyism on C-SPAN airing ten minutes of RT

1:54:19  Nicole Kidman “I’m issue-based”, Access Hollywood “sets the record straight” with film plug
1:58:29  Surprise Presidential Medal of Honor for Uncle Joe, “I’ve never, never, never, never, never once doubted … that your judgment was flawed”, ACC: “poor Joe” (BCotD)

2:00:48  NBC on Comey revealing dossier to Trump; Erin Burnett traps Tim Walz with video of Democrat praise for “great man” James Comey; DoJ IG investigation into pre-election letter to Congress; WARN notice on Clinton Foundation shutdown

2:06:24  The View defends James Acosta; Danish Parliament debates EU call for journalist blacklist; Victor Orban Muslim immigrants vs Christian politicians theory, Hillary’s Detroit scheme

2:12:28  John Lewis on skipping inauguration; Washington Post D.C. National Guard fake news
2:17:06  “Welcome to Poland” for 4k US troops, “largest … since the Cold War”, still no ESTA waivers
2:18:12  Obama to Lester Holt: “yes we did”, “thank you Satan”, Biden friendship “fever pitch on social media”, Lauer “burst out crying” anecdote; Pelosi “that’s their manhood thing”

2:23:25  Australia tour name proposals, “Make Australia Great Again Tour”; Reddit hate for ACC
2:36:37  Donation Segment
2:47:49  Nuland’s “last coup” gives Turkey a foothold in Cyprus; Erdoğan condemns currency speculation over lira fall; NextGen Climate ad: “Tillerson sided with Putin”

2:53:46  Botched Hearing Protection Act report makes suppressed gunfire sound louder
894 Ash for Cash (2017-01-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Jutht published a dottthier!” (0:54:37)
0:00:32 ACC lobbies for reinstatement of “Plato say” to spite London University
0:01:39 Obama farewell speech: mysterious “pardon us now” sign, bogus Chelsea Manning rumor, “worked to close Gitmo”, Facebaggers “still crying”, “big global fights” against chauvinism and “nationalist aggression”, ACC applies Lucifer filter; NBC on $3.4bn spent on NATO Russian border activities; JCD on echoless “voice of God” sound engineering for speeches
0:14:55 ACC now wearing glasses around neck; JCD use of “schlock” in Newsletter
0:17:33 The Trump Pee-Pee Dossier: McCain dirt-digging; Trump warnings to staff: “watching your- self on nightly television”, “germophobe” aside; ACC story: “every single woman who talks to you is a KGB hooker”, JCD story: Hotel Mir painted-over microphones; Orbis Business Intelligence & Christopher Steele; former CIA George David Banks: memos fake as “play money”; Steele MIA in fear of Russians; David Corn’s months-long disinformation saga
0:24:00 Intel officials: no briefing for Trump; Trump’s repeated “maybe the intelligence agencies”, “disgraceful” ding-fest, “I’m not gonna give you a question, you are fake news!” to CNN’s James Acosta, on Lindsey Graham’s sanction bill: “I’ve heard that he’s a nice guy”; Mark Warner on Russian intelligence planting child pornography, “new normal”, Feinstein-style “down the line” prospective, JCD story: Russian fronts school project, Clapper statement on “private security company document”,”I think there’s an RT channel here”
0:31:36 “Clickbait farm” BuzzFeed’s Ben Smith contrasts Obama birth certificate and Trump dossier, Chuck Todd: “you just published fake news!”, “sunlight is a disinfectant” meme
0:58:43 Women’s March “pussy hat project”, call for “total Hollywood strike”, Meryl Streep grabs Golden Globes notoriety; Fox News’ Shepard Smith defends Acosta; CNN panel fearing for “fourth estate”; Ed Schultz: CNN credibility “in the toilet”; Kimmel “leak of a leak”
1:09:40 The View takes double entendre to a new low, Joy Behar: blackmail Trump to lift “boycotts”
1:17:36 Producer Segment: producer note on Holiday Inn’s blackface Abraham censorship on AMC
1:29:57 Backpage miffed about adult ad section “censorship”, Communications Decency Act §230, "strip term from ad" list, CEO Carl Ferrer takes the First & Fifth over “Lolita”, statutory immunity for editorializing ignored (TCS); JCD Darth Vader “reptile wins!” iso
1:41:40 Rubio “is Vladimir Putin a war criminal?” at Tillerson hearing; Sessions’ “wait a minute, I’m under oath” on disagreeing with his wife; DHS nominee John Kelly on Central American opioids: “very overly medicated society”, JCD on heroin overdoses due to loss of tolerance
2:01:14 Schengen issues in Denmark & Sweden, Denmark to seize refugee property up to €1500; Scottish Nationalist Party challenges May’s Brexit plan, Northern Ireland government collapse over “ash for cash” energy deal, recycled coffee grounds & Pres-to-Logs oil refinery “goo”
2:13:07 1999 David Bowie on internet and breakdown of absolutism, JCD: Bowie all-in on Tech TV
2:19:43 Donation Segment: stock tip: SMG Scotts Miracle-Gro marijuana developments
2:29:59 Leviathan field and Cyprus reunification; Sen. Chris Coons: cooperation with Putin possible
2:37:25 Andrew Napolitano on 301-page FBI Clinton e-mail “smoking gun”, Comey’s complex timetable
2:41:25 Tech News: Norway ditching analog FM radio; disappointing home robot Kuri at CES
2:48:12 Fort Lauderdale airport shooter’s pistol returned due to not being adjudicated mentally ill
893  Throw a Rock  (2017-01-08)

0:00:00  JCD: “The code was ants.”  (2:30:42)
0:00:34  JCD “pounded by the Pineapple Express”; EU refugees threatened by -20°C temperatures; climatologist Judith Curry on Georgia Tech resignation: “knives sticking out of my back”
0:09:11  ACC’s marked-up JAR from producer; former CIA Larry Johnson to RT: NSA not all-in, “it’s a joke”; NBC “Vladimir Putin himself ordered the attack” lie, agencies “all-in agreement” lie; Shields & Brooks lie-fest: “I agree with anger, with shock”, “democratic global world”
0:23:48  Michael Smerconish on “twiststorm” over “where’s the beef”, Michael Hayden: “welcome to my wurldur/wardrobe”, “a brick short of a load”; Glenn Greenwald on Democrat “smear campaign”, “agent of the Kremlin” meme, Howard Dean accuses The Intercept of being Russian or Iranian stooge; CBS This Morning on no evidence of impact on election outcome
0:35:23  Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections: “paid social media users, or trolls”, undermining “liberal democratic order”, “mix of agents of influence, cutouts, front organizations, and false-flag operations”, RT & Assange, “network of quasi-government trolls” and “professional trolls”, ACC: “I think this is a microaggression against trolls”
0:57:58  NBC disclaimer in “top-secret report on Russia”; Schumer: agencies “have six ways from Sunday at gettin’ back at ya”, JCD on Kennedy coup and Family of Secrets; Google Capital funding CrowdStrike; Adam Schiff “bipartisan” means McCain & Graham; McCain “wouldn’t you agree” to Clapper, vote tally meme, Lindsey Graham: “I’m ready to throw a rock”
1:10:58  Adam Schiff accidentally refers to “the tampering”; Executive Order 13757: election systems as critical infrastructure; Mike Rogers predicts data alteration “game changer”, Cruz on hacking AI “big data”; Pelosi scolds press for not disclaiming WikiLeaks stories, JCD: “she is a dipshit”
1:24:05  Chuck “lead clown” Schumer: “America cannot afford a Twitter presidency”; Jason Calacanis: Assange “PR arm of Putin’s organization”; ACC: McAfee documentary courtesy of McAfee
1:32:33  Affleck’s The Accountant pro-autism message, executive producer Steven “Munch” Mnuchin
1:35:44  Producer Segment: “Foot Stomp” a military term
1:49:46  Fort Lauderdale airport shooting by Esteban Santiago, ACC: “this airport has no plan”; CNN predicts “loophole … needs to be completely changed”, ACC: “no more happy hellos!”, Wasserman Schultz: “in what way are we going to reunite you with your firearm?”; 2010-2011 Iraq deployment, visit to FBI Anchorage field office; investigation headed by Saddam Hussein interrogator George Piro; JCD theory: Muslim convert recruited by FBI posing as CIA
2:10:19  Chicago kidnapping: hate crime “bias” definition, CBS insinuates role reversal and buries clip; Josh Earnest dodges question; Don Lemon “politically motivated” vs “stupid kids”; Symone Sanders blames “inflammatory rhetoric”; ACC recommends Straight White Male, 60
2:21:27  CDC flu “epidemic levels” warning, vaccine “good match”, “it’s not too late to get one”
2:23:45  Donation Segment
2:34:04  PornHub 2016 year in review: new search term “Overwatch” from Blizzard toolkit
2:47:14  Golden Globes promo: “be sure to catch all the winners voted on by you, the Russian hackers”
2:48:50  NRA’s David Keene on futility of inviting journalists to gun show
2:51:44  Women’s march celebrity “grassroots effort”, “this is not just about Donald Trump”, JCD: “no, it’s about the Fall fashion colors”, “intersectional human beings”, issue laundry list
2:58:29  Clip Blitz: Biden fends off Democrats interrupting Electoral College tally: “it is over”; Apple sued over 5-year-old’s death by FaceTime distracted driver; recent “air rage” increase
3:02:14  Oakland police chief Anne Kirkpatrick: “I am a leader who is cloaked as a woman”
892  Foot Stomp (2017-01-05)

0:00:00  ACC: “Mister Tic, that’s right!” (0:48:51)
0:00:33  “Plato Say” giblet on CreateSpace; ACC’s Yamaha alto recorder virtuosity
0:04:27  James Clapper on Russia’s “even more aggressive cyber-posture”, “I want to foot-stomp a few points”, RT exploiting “every fissure they could find in our tapestry”
0:12:05  “TLP Amber” JAR with pages of useless tips; Assange on commercially available malware; DNC investigation outsourced to CrowdStrike; Podesta “password” password; Ray McGovern: NSA would have detected Russian activity; Assange’s Seth Rich fund; James Woolsey: “this is not an organized operation”; NBC trots out McCain, ACC on odd body language, Kelly Ayotte replacement Amy “dingbat” Klobuchar
0:29:50  CBS: “all US intelligence agencies are in agreement” on Russian activity; 140 of 900 IP addresses in Netherlands; BBC struggles to dissect Trump “it won’t happen” reaction to North Korean ICBM boast, ACC: MSM “being cut out”; Schumer promises petty disruption
0:40:59  Josh Earnest: JAR tips on avoiding Russian hacks proof of Russian hacks “pretty definitively”
0:48:33  Obama’s new tic; George Webb’s YouTube videos, disappearance of Chelsea’s buddy Eric Braverman, KKR arms sales in Libya, Clinton-Giustra partnership, new Nigeria-to-Morocco pipeline, Peter & Mark Kadzik pardons, Trans-Anatolian gas pipeline, Podesta & Blumenthal, ACC Pizzagate arms deal codeword theory; Snopes: “no evidence”, Eric Turi also MIA
1:04:21  New Rachel Maddow codeword “teased out” for Jeff “racist” Sessions
1:07:27  CNN on Trump and Hollywood, “very unpopular president right now”, ; Progressive 127 on Rockettes “forced to dance”; yet another celebrity anti-Trump “obstruct” video for Congress
1:15:27  Producer Segment: ACC tries ant “the other red meat” chocolate
1:23:43  Schumer: Obamacare replacement will “make America sick again”; Pelosi: “you want grandma living in the guest room?”; top countries on antidepressant list, JCD on Korean energy drinks
1:28:41  Don Lemon panel on Civil War “racial amnesia” and Trump Mexican & Muslim “racist notions”, JCD on Britain & France gold rush Civil War instigation conspiracy theory; Bitcoin “not useful money” caveat, “betcha wish you had more!!”, JCD on Patreon & No Agenda FAQ; Ev Williams fires 1/3 of Medium staff: JAR tips fail to mention encryption, keybase.io
1:44:12  Six-Week Cycle: Glendon Scott Crawford convicted for X-ray “death ray” device for Muslims bought from FBI; Pink Floyd Money war on cash jingle
1:47:12  New final syllable stretching uptalk dialect, JCD: “it’s a milieu”; new meme “fact-free”; Alan Tonelson to Thom Hartmann on history of NAFTA, Trump vs “trade status quo”
1:57:26  Mein Kampf flying off shelves in Germany; controversy over police “Nafriis” for North Africans
1:59:16  Soap opera “I got hammered” over 2016 “crap year”; California S.B.1322 “don’t arrest underage hookers” law, “limousine liberals”; California’s 806k licenses for uninsured illegals
2:03:40  Chicago kidnapping and torture of mentally challenged white kid, no outrage from media
2:06:17  Tucker Carlson challenges Sacramento professor Joseph Palermo on 98%; “you’re a member of a religious sect that can’t deal with honest questions”; Carlson to replace Megyn Kelly
2:16:49  Donation Segment: JCD Mutton & Mead jingle request
2:24:34  Camille Paglia feedback: gender reassignment and amputation; mother of tomboy transgender girl on meeting LaVerne Cox, ACC: “let the kid grow up a little bit”, apotemnophilia & body identity integrity disorder; John McAffee scatology left to show notes; show notes search tips
2:35:23  Richard Engel on Istanbul shooter’s escape despite nearby police station; airport baggage handler trapped in United cargo hold, JCD: “that sonovabitch Louie locked me in again!”
891 Bug Juice (2017-01-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Rah-rah-brah, this is terrible.”

0:00:33 “Plato say” to retire, giblet resolutions; JCD: “I think 10:00 fireworks are a microaggression”

0:03:42 Drunk or Not Drunk Don Lemon: “I’m not going to be as self-centered”; Ban Ki-moon stand-up routine: “millions of people will be watching as I lose my job”; Trump: “I know a lot about hacking”; Mariah Carey lip-syncing debacle; JCD on marching bands playing national anthem

0:18:27 NBC dead celebrity rundown, JCD list of forgotten stories; Telegraph reporter compares 2016 to {1848, 1917, 1979, 1990}, JCD: “it reminds me of people who review wines”; JCD growers' Champagne tip; Theresa May keeping UK as close to Europe as possible, “second referendum”, “lunatic in a posh coat” Nigel Farage statue, British ambassador “poor old Derek”

0:33:07 David Brooks on Trump “Putin bromance”, “expansionary braggadocio”; David Corn[holio] restates “counterintelligence officer from another service” Kremlin plot

0:42:46 Sir Crash EMT on JAR Joint Analysis Report call, DHS “as-is for informational purposes” disclaimer, Grizzly Steppe spear-phishing, “watch your firewall logs”; Steve Cortes buttslams Chris Hayes over “senile grandfather” Podesta; Washington Post walks back Burlington Electric story, JCD on Cranky Geeks correction debate, img tags “stealing bandwidth”, iframe court case; Chertoff Group’s Paul Rosenzweig on grim infrastructure outlook

0:56:58 Matthew Dowd to Good Morning America: Trump “burying the foreign policy of Ronald Reagan”, USSR “evil empire”, “active cyberwar”; NBC’s Hans Nichols: Russia’s nonretaliation “may in fact be an acknowledgment that they crossed the line”; evictions of “suspected spies” an excuse to install state of the art bugs; NBC on “compounds” that “may have been involved in espionage”, Maryland site “just 63 miles from the White House and near NSA headquarters”

1:11:41 Matt Taibbi: “we all remember the WMD fiasco”; Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova on CNN’s American School of Moscow closure story: “that is a lie”; spies “back on January 21” meme; ACC invited to Lt. Col. James Magellus’ 100th birthday “spook heaven”; RT buttslams Amanpour: “2016 is the year that journalism fell into a death spiral”

1:21:22 ACC on New Year’s Eve text message drop-off vs social media, gratuitous iMessage fireworks

1:23:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s Studio 10 invitation

1:48:42 Local news Rogue One native ad with DUI Darth Vader

1:50:56 Istanbul nightclub attack, Santa Claus “spraying bullets from a Kalashnikov”; French workers allowed to ignore after-hours e-mail; UK mosque bacon sandwich convict killed in jail

1:56:05 Syngenta smear campaign against Berkeley professor Tyrone Hayes over atrazine research, Amy Goodman calls it a “drug”, JCD on global warming parallel, ACSH shill Elizabeth Whelan: “totally bogus risk”, JCD: “chemical castration, what could be better?”

2:22:51 Trusted millenial resource Time Magazine editor Jeffrey Kluger to CBS: “look, global warming is an established fact, it’s immutable”, recap of 97% “deadly threat” lie, civil servants’ “power of slowdown”; thousands without power in Northeast “clobbered” by snow

2:33:32 Donation Segment

2:44:33 Tech News: Amazon Echo subpoena in Walmart home Bentonville; kid: “play Digger Digger”, Alexa: “you want to hear a station for porn detected”, “pussy anal dildo ring”; Amazon blimp & drone patent; CNBC jobs of the future: “driving an Uber car or becoming a dog walker”

2:53:21 Obama evicting San Francisco consulate head chef à la Steven Seagal: “snootful” and “bug juice” soy sauce; Buzzfeed Dutch insult list, mierenneuker, pleurislijjer; The Guardian fake news linking Julian Assange and Vladimir Putin

456
Factivist (2016-12-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yes, Russians, the Russians, the Russians are riling up our children!” (2:06:55)
0:00:38 JCD’s backwards microphone; LA meetup disrupted by ACC & TtK’s “commitment to grow old together, magnetic loop engagement rings, Dutch media fail, JCD: "I lost fifty cents"
0:10:43 “Worst year everrr” meme due to celebrity deaths, George Michael “love & light” hypocrites
0:16:07 Daily Show co-founder Lizz Winstead on inauguration: “you wanna literally destroy the lives of me and my family”, We the People concert celebrity “A-listers” vs “Craigslisters”
0:22:23 MSNBC Winners & Losers with Jason Johnson: Putin’s “Manchurian candidate”, Kanye West biggest loser, “he said that racism is bad”; Mother Jones’ David Corn on “the spy” sending Russian intelligence to FBI, “this that the other thing”; Putin on the Ritz jingle
0:34:10 Eni-Rosneft joint venture, Putin announces Syrian ceasefires; Graham & McCain “like an old gay couple” promise to go after Putin; proposed €500k fake news fine, Twitter’s DMCA safe harbor; AP style guide: Uber “ride-hailing”; ACC’s Obama thank you note, “become a factivist” – for a price; Show 571 television & radio “still the most trusted sources” PSA
0:51:09 JCD Christmas Day at Disneyland, Blue Bayou & Club 33, ACC: “yeah we know, thank you”
0:56:23 JCD Rogue One review: “I didn’t think much of it”; ACC on Café Society
1:01:42 Producer Segment: ACC-TtK Australia & New Zealand trip
1:28:10 CBS News on Trump team request for State Department gender programs, “striking resemblance to dark chapters in our history marked by enemies lists and political witch hunts”
1:32:34 BSA removes eight-year-old tomboy transgender boy from Cub Scouts; CVC all-in on Camille Paglia: transgenderism as fashion for the alienated, “assault on masculinity”, CVC: next up transgender toys, Paglia on Brown University paying for reassignment surgery
1:49:16 JCD on atrazine and rBST in food supply, “the EPA is stupid”; Cub Scouts/Brownies merger
1:56:35 35 Russian “operatives” ejected over election meddling, FBI/DHS evidence still classified
1:58:39 Trump Tower evacuation over “suspicious” bag of toys; fights break out at at malls nationwide; JCD recommends film Over the Edge; Mexico teen birthday party million-plus Facebag RSVPs
2:07:18 JCD LA meetup report, Citizen special drinks menu, Mimi the conversation “expediter”
2:14:54 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Tech News: Dutch “PIN jackets” for cashless donations, ACC’s 1990s e-banking Hell; iPhone factory reset PSA; Arkansas Amazon Echo murder subpoena; Aleppo Twitter girl’s mother writing the tweets; “virtual date” in Peter Gabriel album; MacBook Pro and iOS 10 issues
2:45:40 “November 7-5-7 Alpha Foxtrot ... have a nice flight and thanks for making ATC great again”
2:47:49 Blizzard in Upper Midwest, flight cancellations, Grand Canyon survival story
2:49:33 Michael Bolton on UN resolution 2334 nullifying post-1967 242 “land for peace”: “extraordinarily radical step” by Obama “to box in his successor”; Obama-Netanyahu-Trump “kerfluffle”, Trump “slamming the UN”; Kerry “compelled to respond” on UN vote, cough & tongue tells; Krauthammer on UN’s uselessness: “imagine if headquarters were in Zimbabwe”; Alan Dershowitz: “according to the United Nations, Jews kill babies and take their organs”
2:59:11 Obama “if I had run again”; RT on historic Democrat debacle; Obama “fifty-seven states”, Minnesota Congressman Keith Ellison: “I believe we need not just a 57-state strategy, but a 3143 thousand county strategy” (CotD); White House prayer rugs, Snopes on 57 states of Islam and OIC, ACC story: 52 states at Dutch school; Obama tribalism “resist [we much]”
3:10:29 Tiger Woods on NCAA ethics red tape; Kim Jong-un replaces Christmas with grandmother’s birthday; HGTV “the network of house-flippers and decorators” beats CNN (CotD)
889 The Christmas Special (2016-12-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “The Stargate will remain open so long...” JCD: “Nooo!” (1:59:09)
0:00:38 Intro: “almost live” with Sir Ramsey Cain
0:02:44 JCD explains telephone party lines, “hang up the phone you little bastard!” (739@0:00:53)
0:05:33 \textit{Win Lose or Drone!}
0:05:50 JCD’s adventures with the German Slingbox, “welcome to Europe!” (475@0:10:06)
0:10:01 Silicon Valley douchebag “sure!” answer prefix (707@2:31:48)
0:12:17 Carbon exhalation tax, Ben Sherwood’s \textit{The Survivors Club}
0:15:16 Dutch Zwarte Piet, JCD on Christmas in Rio, Dutch Christmas traditions (258@0:02:39)
0:21:23 Clip Blitz! (566@2:13:45)
0:30:02 Al Sharpton (626@2:25:34)
0:33:46 Evangelicalism “great question” (626@2:29:43)
0:35:22 Black Dick (\textit{CotD}) (683@1:27:21)
0:36:47 Blue Bloods “expand the view” (258@1:56:57)
0:38:10 Second Half of Show (675@2:04:54)
0:45:08 Hillary “Lucifer” Clinton’s Secret Service codenames “evergreen” and “broomstick”; cackling over vice presidency question, leaving “highwire of American politics” (379@1:08:27)
0:51:41 Clip Blitz! (804@2:37:13)
0:57:34 C-SPAN call-in: “I’m trying to get a penile implant”, JCD: “no clip of the day?” (577@2:39:10)
0:58:42 iOS 9.3.1 & FBI (812@0:53:56)
1:02:06 WAMSR reactor (675@1:47:54)
1:05:29 Chemtrail theories
1:07:01 Airworthiness directive: no lavatory oxygen, JCD story: flight attendant sliding on puke (285@2:08:47)
1:10:40 Monsanto stooge declines to drink glass of glyphosate (707@1:10:51)
1:15:38 TWiT bomb threat (707@2:22:04)
1:17:16 Elvis’ \textit{Blue Hawaii} (812@0:02:44)
1:20:44 Interlude
1:23:06 Clip Blitz! (812@2:41:02)
1:26:35 Sir Upper Decker’s moniker explained (658@0:37:10)
1:29:34 Ferlinghetti on Silicon Valley douchebags (707@1:40:50)
1:33:02 Vancouver Island Powell River severed foot, US vs Canada “foots” totals (285@2:14:32)
1:34:24 Noodle Boy (284@0:55:36)
1:41:35 JCD story: Glock at Shot Show with fake CIA stripper booth babe (379@0:44:35)
1:43:05 Electric cars of yesteryear (475@2:18:48)
1:45:47 Second Half of Show: “Tsunami Bomb” (475@2:08:55)
1:52:25 Dutch post code lottery (475@0:04:36)
1:57:31 Hillary’s 38 minutes in the Situation Room & Stargate
2:01:10 High school football 91-0 score “bullying” (559@2:32:00)
2:03:43 Clip Blitz! (568@2:37:14)
2:08:10 TED “have more kale” (791@2:25:08)
2:11:07 \textit{Bones} Library of Congress font database (475@2:34:25)
2:13:32 C-SPAN host reacts to \textit{No Agenda} recommendation
2:15:45 JCD explains “Berkeley hummers” with Jill Abramson (\textit{CotD})
2:21:18  Anderson Pooper schizophrenia simulator (625@1:59:01)
2:26:51  Intermezzo side effects (475@1:29:43)
2:30:17  Bob Graham predicts terrorist use of WMDs, Feinstein “three to six months” (258@1:26:59)
2:34:30  Bill Cosby and necrophilia (675@0:44:45)
2:41:59  Cenk Uygur and The Young Turks celebrate Black History Month with “Booger Booger Booger T. Washington” (379@0:12:09)
2:42:59  Outro: LA meetup
0:00:00  ACC: *(Bill Clinton voice)* “John, I’ve failed the ceremony!” *(2:57:08)*
0:00:37  Happy Show 888; ACC back on Infowars, MTV “you know what you did, Kanye” 2017 video
0:06:57  Bill O’Reilly on Electoral College and de-empowering “white establishment”, Angela Rye: “Bill O’Reilly had it white, right”; Rye TSA video; Friends’ Ross the modern Archie Bunker
0:16:32  CNN election rundown: Bill Clinton on “bogus e-mail deal”, Bill’s 47%, Obama “antiquated” lead-in, JCD: “the media doesn’t like the Electoral College because of advertising money”
0:22:59  Snopes on 2.8M California votes with bogus 4.8M figure; Snopes founder’s embezzlement allegation, $98k in hooker money, $240k to $360k salary hike vs “no funding in any form”
0:28:45  McCain frets about “possible unraveling” of “one of most peaceful periods in the history of the world”, Vietnam proxy war grudge, SNL Putin-Trump skit, Vincent Viola for Secretary of the Army; JCD story: asking journalist audience how many are Democrats
0:35:00  Wisconsin Electoral College *Game of Thrones* “shame, shame!”; Paul Craig Roberts: CIA either “confident they’re gonna pull off a coup or else they’re setting him up for an assassination”, ACC: watch Melania, Red Book: Trump & Putin in bed together on SNL
0:44:53  NBC on pre-election “Red Phone” call to Russia, “highly classified and unusual event”, JCD: “it’s an old teletype”; “there is no intelligence suggesting that the Russians or anyone else meddled in any way in the voting systems or critical infrastructure on Election Day” *(CotD)*
0:54:04  December 2015 power outage in Ukrainian city via phishing; JCD on private PayPal & VPN; “ironically ... America’s advanced automated grid would be much harder to fix”
1:00:34  Call Clooney: White Helmets film; possible Qatar-Rosneft deal; UN Security Council resolution 2328 for Aleppo monitoring; rebel atrocities in Western Aleppo; filmmaker staging photos of children for social media; digital advertising arbitrage as “high-frequency trading fraud”
1:12:14  Producer Segment: JCD’s battle with fruit flies
1:49:37  Erdoğan rescues Aleppo Twitter girl Bana al-Abed for “carefully managed photo-op”; mysterious assassination of Russian ambassador, spreadeagled with no exit wound; German Christmas market prediction comes true, Tunisian Anis Amri ID found in truck, photo eye redaction in German media, no iPhone videos; venerable tradition of indestructible passports continues
2:07:00  Ask Adam: #1 most annoying word “whatever”; Seed Man speaking in tongues or Klingon; ovophobia feedback, “eggs on everything”; Chris Cuomo’s 99% “impacted by males”
2:15:44  Chicago “seven-day polar plunge”, “temperatures twenty to thirty degrees below normal”
2:18:06  “Ride-hailing” Uber not all-in on California testing permits, JCD on odd stoplight placements
2:25:28  Vivian Schiller’s “call it whatever you want” revisited; Newhouse School summit podcast delayed by transcript requirement; JCD story: *Tech TV* creating blog without consulting experts; Jarl Mohn to WSJ podcast *Media Mix* on “modern media space” native advertising
2:39:08  Donation Segment: ACC’s knighting ceremony Alex Jones transformation
3:00:06  Netherlands population jump; CNN on “Dutch Donald Trump” Geert Wilders, “the Dutch created that country out of mud and water”; Turkey assassination as US false flag
3:06:00  Leaked Pentagon document with top priorities makes no mention of Russia
3:08:07  Joy Behar: Whoopi for president; Loretta Lynch on meeting with Bill: “it was a problem for me, it was painful for me”; Michael Flynn buttslammed with classified intelligence breach
3:14:23  Ukrainian Privat Bank nationalized “to preserve stability of the country’s financial system”
3:16:36  *Washington Free Beacon* Trump-deniers compilation: Pelosi “take it to the bank”
3:21:01  CBS on Texas dropping Medicaid funding for Planned Parenthood
JCD: “But it’s not an underground bunker.” ACC: “Not that you know!” (1:18:48)
JCD’s mockery of bad podcasts transformed into ACC’s prostitutes letting guard down
RT on Facebag fact-checking network, “it’s like the West is turning into 1970s USSR”; Katy Tur: “will President Obama talk about the Russian hack?” minutes before speech
David Brock on his various nonprofit endeavors, for-profit “avidly pro-Hillary” Share Blue, MSNBC “under pressure” from NBC to support Trump, “suppressed” The Apprentice outtakes
NBC on Trump ignoring “Poodin” and pointing to Hillary’s “secret server”, “Russia, if you’re listening...” revisited; JCD on Putin’s “huge gold doors” B-roll; Sean Spicer debunks story about disinviting Twitter; distorted New York Daily News story on Army-Navy “insult”
Aleppo “Twitter girl” Bana al-Abed and mother; “pro-government militia” firing on transport buses; Dick Cheney: “our adversaries like Mr. Trump and the Russians”
Morning Edition on using anonymous sources to “stand up the story” of Russia, ACC: “does this woman sound like Fozzie Bear”, polygraph for “unauthorized contact with the media”
Obama seems to suggest WikiLeaks already had DMC e-mails, “cut it out” to Putin, “when we had a consensus ... we announced it, not through the White House, not through me, but through the intelligence communities” lie; on response: “we can do stuff to you”
Putin’s grudge against Hillary for 2011 demonstrations; Assange on single piece of evidence: PDF & Word metadata; Donna Brazile claims “constant attack”, “we had stolen information”; Obama: Russian economy “doesn’t produce anything that anyone wants to buy”; Sebastian Gorka: Obama uses ISIL because “he doesn’t want to remind people that S stands for Syria”
Hillary win vs loss cognitive dissonance, ACC: “fact checkmate”; California elector seeks injunction to vote for John Kasich instead of Hillary, JCD: “this is absolute California bubble insanity at its worst”; Texas anti-Trump elector falsely claims to be 9/11 first responder; BBG CEO to be the only appointee; Washington Post fact check browser plugin
NBC on “clandestine operation” to thwart Russian election meddling from “underground bunkers”, “cyber-firewall”, Rockefeller Center Christmas tree analogy
Producer Segment: JCD on “jobs, jobs, jobs” rhetorical trick; ACC’s gag gift
Post-Ifill NewsHour off the rails; Mark Shields on McCain the patriot and sovereignty
China seize Navy research drone, subs in the water report: Blind Man’s Bluff book on submarine espionage, tapping fiber optics, Kursk submarine disaster and “underhulling”
Feinstein to Andrea Mitchell: Omar Abdel-Rahman involved in “not the 9/11 bombing”
Minnesota extreme cold; Austin 72° to 27° drop; Jerry Brown seeking more electric cars
$750M heroin bust; Episode 745 $5 wager on Trump getting nomination, JCD “pppt” snort
Financial Times £50 note phase-out theory, JCD on $3T in cash transactions per year; JCD tip: NBC native ad on obscure credit card benefits; Jason Brennan on voter ignorance, well-informed voters “in favor of increasing taxes”; skyrocketing Times and Post subscriptions
NBC Rex Tillerson hit piece, McCain: “friendship award from a butcher”, Rosneft deal; Distinguished Eagle Scout; salary he’s giving up ignored
Donation Segment
Massive hikes in immigration form filing fees
Martin Durkin on universities: “most students are fascists”; Italy’s populist Five Star Movement, “fake news” meme, Russian sanctions harming Europe; Dutch MEP Marcel de Graaff on rape by illegal immigrants; “egg taste amazing on top of anything!” singing toy oven (CotD)
0:00:00  JCD: “Hey, would you like to make ten bucks?” (0:54:26)
0:00:36  Getting stream listeners to collect time codes for clean version; podcast verification service
0:05:02  Max Keiser on Ofcom censorship: UK “totalitarian propaganda state”, “the UK regulator gives us scripts to read on our show”, “right up there with Pol Pot”; Liz Wahl’s resignation revisited: “government that whitewashes the actions of Puʔɨn”, “abusive relationship” on The View, to CNN on disinformation, “now they’ve succeeded in hacking our election” non-sequitur
0:17:39  Joy Behar hysterical over “hammer and sickle” on American flag; NBC “exclusive” on Putin directing use of DNC e-mails, $85bn non-sequitur; Harry Reid crackpot memes; Josh Earnest: “ample evidence” of Trump-Putin collusion: Trump & Bush dummy vs genius memes; Keith Olbermann “Russian scum!” rant, “resist, peace!”; “beyond Botox” Nancy Pelosi lies about Iraq WMDs: “the intelligence community never said that”; Michael Hayden: “we got it wrong”
0:36:54  Intelligence agencies refuse to send briefers to Intelligence Committee Russia hearing, Peter King: “absolutely disgraceful”, Clapper: “we don’t have good insight” into WikiLeaks
0:48:08  Eliot Engel on uncooperative CIA; NYTimes “swell of evidence” headline; Earnest substitutes China for Russia; hysteria spreading to Germany, “migrant sex attacks” to oust Merkel, “Viagra plug”; John Bolton “false flag”, Russian “smart” vs “dumb” services; Andrew Napolitano on hack vs leak, NSA would have known; ACC Valerie Jarrett legacy theory; DCCC exfiltration, JCD Republicans “follow the money” theory
1:05:36  Producer Segment: new DEA code number for marijuana extract
1:16:34  Unite for America celebrity video for Electoral College, “I stand with you”; JCD’s bet with journalists pays off; Federalist Papers background; The View: “there’s a glimmer of hope on the Constitution!”, Barbara Walters washes her hands of show; Chuck Todd: switch to delegate system, Matthew Continetti gets it right, JCD’s “enlightened view”: “they hate Trump”
1:32:28  New Trump hotel lease excludes elected officials; JCD anti-Trump rant compilation
1:37:53  Nigel Farage on trio of events signalling “democratic revolution”, “EU militarization”
1:42:50  Canadian journalist Eva Bartlett: international organizations relying on SOHR & White Helmets, “recycled” children in videos; NBC on “last messages”, “door-to-door” executions, Twitter-verified seven-year-old, “the exodus of misery isn’t over”, Beirut signoff, JCD: “he might as well be in London!”, ACC predicts girl reported dead; RT: Kirby denies dancing in the streets, CNN deconstruction, Lawrence Wilkerson: Assad opposition in US, not Syria
2:01:17  Indian rupee crisis: “86% of all currency in circulation” demonetized, “black money”; UBS pushing for Australia to scrap larger notes; no cash for the homeless, JCD: “screw the poor!”; ACC’s ASMDSS “suck it up Buttercup” hoodie
2:06:59  Producer Segment: show on January 1; ham rig dame ring tweet
2:13:05  Tech News: illegal Uber self-driving cars in San Francisco, “whirligig on the top” V2V “vehicle-to-vehicle”; 1bn Yahoo accounts compromised in 2013; Georgia Secretary of State vulnerability scans traced to DHS; Trump tech meeting, JCD on 1960s “sex books” and 1970s power books, Michael Korda’s Power!: How to Get It, how to Use it and power position, long side middle “judgeship”; Alzheimer’s tracking “LoJack for People” bill, JCD on FasTrak
2:38:16  Trump Energy Department “hit list”; Denzel Washington calls out MSM for fake news; gender-fluid Tide ad, JCD detergent tip: “always get the liquid”; one in six US adults on psychiatric drugs; Wonder Woman loses UN gig; Stanford marching band banned again; fried egg on food
885  Force Majeur  (2016-12-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is all about gas?” (1:48:20)
0:00:32 ACC and Max Keiser on Alex Jones show, watching ACC fight Tourette’s, JCD “wow, you’re blushing”; ACC packing .380, JCD: black mold turning Austinites into “gun-carrying liberals”
0:13:44 McCain laughingly promises Russia hearings; Eric Schultz lies about “high confidence assessment”: “the intelligence community made very clear ... directed by the highest levels of the Russian government”; Washington Post cites anonymous sources, “growing body of intelligence from multiple sources”, report “fell short of a formal US assessment”, “minor disagreements”, ACC: aluminum tubes in Iraq; Michael Hayden on Trump rejecting “fact-based narrative”
0:26:10 Michael Isikoff on Mike Rogers’ “nation state” but not “Russia”; Bob Baer suggests an election do-over, “what we need to do is see the forensics on this, and we need to see it fast”; Adam Schiff deflects every question from Tucker Carlson, douche “party of Reagan”, Carlson “look into the camera” on Podesta e-mails, “you’re carrying water for the Kremlin”
0:39:09 Voice of America offered to pay Max Keiser to quit on-air like Liz “puʔɨn” Wahl
0:41:48 Michael Moore on Electoral College established by Constitution “arcane law from the 1700s” for slave states, proposes “one final door”, “he’s not President of the United States yet”; Paul Ryan all-in on Russia investigation; Facebag freaked out over Rex Tillerson’s Putin connections
0:53:14 Pentagon report revisited; Tulsi Gabbard on US funding terrorist groups in Syria, ACC: “no hot tubs, no small aviation”, outrage over retired generals “outright discrimination”; arrogant-sounding Janet Napolitano unconcerned; Democracy Now on John Kelly’s stint at Gitmo
1:06:02 Producer Segment: JCD on Mimi’s knee “offloader”; producer: need to pair THC & CBD
1:21:11 Trump conflicts of interest, issue “turns very dangerous and very real very quickly”, Obama book income; Hillary Pizzagate reference in fake news speech, ACC Luciferizes voice, “pizza pizza” (CotD); fake news mills in Macedonia, economic hit man: Macedonians hate Clintons
1:45:09 Mika Brzezinski: “NBC got a call” from Hillary campaign to get her off the air
1:46:18 EU selling Russian gas to Ukraine, challenge from American LNG; “dreaded Siberian express”
1:50:27 White House all-in on women registering for draft; PBS on women in Marine Corps, 2014 all-male vs coed experiment, “front lines” comment; Afghan opium production up 43%
1:57:30 William Cohan: Trump was on “Goldman Sachs do-not-fly list”, Deutsche Bank lawsuit, “force majeur” in loan contracts; Cohan: Trump cheats at golf
2:03:15 Donation Segment
2:15:05 Chris Cuomo “99% of the scientific community” vs CNN’s 90%, JCD explanation for JMD, racist deniers; ACC runs afoul of the Dvorak women on Facebag, JCD: “it’s that black mold”
2:23:44 Martin Shkreli on orphan drugs, 13% Viagra price hike, faster FDA approval for generics under Trump, JCD on generic monopolies; The View predicts insurance cancellations, Joy Behar’s “smart people”, Whoopi: “watch your uterus”; No Agenda tip: airbag recall safercar.gov
2:36:02 John Pliger on “noose” of US bases around China, Strait of Malacca blockade exercise
2:39:33 Zakaria: Obama “Mr. underreaction” on terrorism; Progressive Caucus on Trump cabinet
2:43:58 Broke Portland City Council votes to tax corporations with overpaid CEOs
JCD: “Yes, I’m triggered now, I’m gettin’ all weirded out.” (2:14:35)
ACC’s Max Keiser interview for RT, “let’s call Dvorak”, Keiser Report produced by AP and sold to RT, ACC: “I’m pretty convinced he’s on the spectrum somewhere”, iPhone 6 Plus for shooting video, RT and Voice of America sharing London recording facilities, “famous Harvard professor”; UK censorship of RT by Ofcom; dinner at Fix, bloody mary crisis
JCD weather report: “some rain coming”; Bill Nye at anti-AGW conference: “the scientists on your staff – as respectful as I can be – are incompetent”
Erin Schrode to Tucker Carlson on Trump’s “ghastly appointees”; SPLC report ignores hate crimes against whites; Carlson leads Schrode into “majority of states” EPA lawsuit trap
Young people clueless about Pearl Harbor; public school vs Christopher Columbus; millennial: “as an LGBT person, I’m very scared of a Trump-Pence administration”, decriminalization and marriage equality; Rabbi Abraham Twerski on stress and lobster growth
Brian Williams: “fake news played a role in this election and continues to find a wide audience”; JCD on the art of headline writing; Morning Joe challenges Silicon Valley “isolated know-its” to go after fake news, “it’s not hard to stop this fake news if you’re Google or if you’re Facebook”, Pizzagate calls, “y’know, after the about the twentieth I’m like, no, stop!”
ACC on Pizzagate: “kids have investigative spirits”, Austin YouTuber investigates East Side Pies, “the absolute coup de grace, I’m kidding you not, folks, there were kids playing dominos”; ACC: “what is missing from Pizzagate is one thing: victims”, Conspiracy of Silence documentary; AR-15-toting Edgar Welch incident at Comet Ping Pong, Kayleigh McEnany raises Jeffrey Epstein, Brian Stelter: “are we really gonna do this?”
NPR on legal recourse for fake news, “tort” meme; fishy pizza joint names: “Lane Splitter”
Producer Segment: producer feedback on James Mattis’ “cult following”
Thieves cloning radio frequency car key fobs, JCD recommends Faraday bag, ACC’s HTs
CDC guy to NPR on treating drug addicts at ebola facilities: “CDC is not providing the marijuana, but we’re supplying the cocaine”; marijuana “gateway drug” memes on NFL Today; ACC’s Oz Gorrilla from Danny the Drug Dealer: producer psychedelic mushroom instructions, psilocybin for cancer patients revisited; over-articulating Boxxy inflicted on ACC, “vyvanse”
Brian the Gay Crusader on Mike Pence’s LGBT protections in Indiana vs federal law
Angela Merkel re-elected, all-in on burqa ban; Matteo Renzi resigns after referendum; push for publication of Brexit scheduled; J.P. Morgan Chase, HSBC, and Credit Agricole fined over Euribor rigging; potential debt relief for Greece, Athens riots on police shooting anniversary
Producer describes symptoms of misphonia
Donation Segment: JCD’s family to attend Los Angeles meetup
New York Times hit piece on Tomi Lahren, JCD on newspaper misspelled jargon like “graf”, Trevor Noah goes after Electoral College; Chris Matthews on presidents learning to dance
Canadian town apologizes for threatening drunk driving arrestees with Nickelback
Obama reneging on Boehner deal; Gayane Chichakyan on State Department pulling out of Syria deal with Russia, Kirby hems and haws, ex-CIA Larry Johnson on White House “camps”
Obama: “no foreign terrorist organization has successfully planned and executed an attack on our homeland”; Josh Earnest Audacity filter, Congress blamed for failure to shut down Gitmo
Pentagon report on saving $125bn buried; Trump dismay over cost of new Air Force One planes; Gen. Jack Keene: “we need a CFO, not a comptroller in DoD”
883 Throne Sniffing (2016-12-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “And I know it’s bullcrap because I’ve seen the owl.” (2:03:27)
0:00:37 VMAT2 “God gene” video; HIV/ebola similarities, new HIV vaccine tested on 33 volunteers
0:07:18 NBC hysteria over Trump Taiwan call, “protocol” meme, NewsHour: “highly unusual”, ties cut in 1979; NBC on Duterte call: “praised his controversial anti-drug program”; CNN quizzes Trump voters about illegal voters, “deceptively edited” Obama interview: “I call them citizens because they contribute to this country”, Obama: “when you vote, you are a citizen yourself”
0:24:23 FEC’s Hans von Spakovsky: “non-citizens are illegally registering and voting”
0:30:06 Sir Richard explains Roe v. Wade as privacy right during first trimester
0:33:14 Dan Quayle at Trump Tower; Amy Goodman on Rex Tillerson and ExxonMobil’s climate change cover-up investigations; James “Mad Dog” Mattis accused of betraying Green Berets; JCD on Steven “Munchkin” Mnuchin and insiders as good regulators; The Intercept article on IBM’s eagerness to serve the Trump administration
0:46:41 Harvard Clinton-Trump post-election forum, “look me in the face” meme, Kellyanne Conway’s preemptive “excuse me”; journalists corresponding with Podesta; Karen Finney: “America is for white people”; Andrea Mitchell: “people related to Hillary Clinton as a man” (CotD)
0:59:19 Mark Shields on Democrats as “coastal party”; JCD on exchanges with Jeff Sessions’ staff; Sunny Hostin’s “he’s a bigot” broken record on The View, Whoopi: “have you noticed that your wife is disgusted by the sight of you lately?”, “electile dysfunction”, SPLC “anti-woman hate crimes” stats, Joy Behar: “we are building a wall around our vaginas”, platform for white supremacists “a fact”, “yeah we’re sore losers ‘cause it wasn’t really won legitimately”; Joy Reid’s new angle: “if I had a son or daughter in the military, I would be concerned”
1:16:38 ACC’s gifts: Engdahl’s The Lost Hegemon and HamRadio360 beanie
1:18:33 Producer Segment: JCD’s “I’m a podcaster” at John Markoff event
1:33:52 Death threats for Michigan Electoral College voter Michael Banerian, petition calls for electors to break ranks; Veep and Madam Secretary House of Representatives scenarios; Last Man Standing microaggression check; RT on University of Ottawa cancelling yoga over “cultural genocide”, “that’s racist” meme; Newsweek “Madam President” commemorative issue “pure throne sniffing”; Gayane Chichakyan on portrayal of Russia as “all-powerful game-changer”
1:47:38 ACC dinner and interview upcoming with Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert
1:50:33 ACC & Horowitz picture in the Newsletter; ACC on ten-year history of Pedobear analysis, “why is the question that you need to be asking”, David Icke video on reptilian DNA; JCD story: visit to see Bohemian Grove owl, “this owl hasn’t been in play for fifty years”, “nembutal” specialty drink
2:07:00 Donation Segment
2:18:45 Veterans headed to Dakota Access Pipeline protest to bolster Warren Buffett’s rail business
2:20:45 Long-awaited mea culpa from Ban Ki-moon on behalf of UN for cholera in Haiti; White Helmets mannequin challenge, Raed al Saleh answers funding questions at Swedish Institute of International Affairs conference
2:28:05 Psilocybin treating cancer patient anxiety, MDMA for PTSD; Steve Kerr medical marijuana
2:33:05 NBC native ad: Big Mac inventor Jim Delligatti dead at 98; hot toy Hatchimals tip: “Target is staffed round the clock”; Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz stepping down
2:39:42 Europol predicts attacks over the holidays; violence at Copenhagen anti-immigrant protest; Muslims get free rein to speak out against homosexuality in Netherlands
882  Fact Check False  (2016-12-01)

0:00:00  ACC: “Stop fooling yourself!” (0:43:28)
0:00:34  Crazy YouTuber laugh iso; Lindsey Graham & John MaCain trying to amend JASTA at behest of Saudi Arabia; Erdoğan spins up anti-Assad Operation Euphrates Shield
0:08:10  Somali Abdul Razak Ali Artan car & knife attacks at Ohio State; Dr. Sebastian Gorka: “the phrase lone wolf is designed to make Americans stupid”
0:12:50  Podcast on CBS Bull; NPR Politics Podcast on Trump illegal voting tweet, “fact check false”; William Cohen on media hype over tweets, Andrea Mitchell agrees media “almost irrelevant”; Angela Rye on tweets “legitimately scary to many of us”, “we feel like we potentially elected a dictator”, Pooper: “doesn’t he have, like, a briefing book on ISIS to be reading?”
0:28:06  ACC on Dolly Parton Christmas show irritable bowel ads; jaw-dropping Opdivo side effect list; The View on Cuban lung cancer “vaccine” threatened by Trump
0:32:42  Josh Earnest on Carrier deal: “804 more times” to exceed “saved or created” record; NA 321 Obama “whole bunch of jobs”; Carrier parent United Technologies’ $6.5bn in federal contracts
0:41:46  John Oliver on climate change 97% vs Trump University “instantly fishy” 98%
0:44:44  ACC tweeting Gayane Chichakyan, Muslim Brotherhood verified; Chichakyan on CENTCOM’s September 15 airstrike investigation, US-Russia hotline unanswered for 27 minutes, wrong location given to Russia, Pentagon spokeshele Peter Cook: “no plans at this point to cooperate with Russia in that way”; H.R.5732 Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act
0:55:13  UK RT and Sputnik hearings, EU resolution revisited; Robert Gates Trump walkback, blames Russia for Brexit; Craig Timberg on “legions of botnets” tweeting each other, JCD: “they’ve got seven followers”, “a fake coup in Turkey”, JCD: “is this guy insane?”
1:11:54  Senators urge Obama to declassify Russia election information; Obama Rolling Stone interview, “advice for Hillary”, Laura Ingraham on “infantile” Obama blaming cable news: “you just got shellacked”, “Fox News in every bar and restaurant”, “common set of facts”
1:21:20  Producer Segment
1:33:08  Tip: conceal baby’s gender for “big-ticket stuff”; Metreon theater evacuated over handgun
1:35:42  Justin Trudeau gushes over Fidel Castro, analyst: “intellectual heft of cotton candy”; Canadian doctors potentially moving to US to avoid new taxes; JCD on Castro’s CIA ties
1:39:25  Palm Springs golf tournament paying Clinton Foundation disproportionately; German money for East Africa routed through Foundation; socialists eyeing one of four EU presidencies; EU’s “biggest defense funding and research plan in more than a decade”; “power plan” to ditch coal
1:54:20  Thomas Friedman to BBC on Trump and climate change: “Mother Nature always bats last”; NPR “tipping point”; Johns Hopkins’ Travis Rieder hyping population control; The View on birth control: “I thought the amendment said you can’t do that”, Whoopi “get outta my…”
2:06:55  PBS Finding Your Roots scrubs slave-owning “Ben Afflect” ancestor
2:09:48  Brazilian soccer team crash “leaked audio” meme, ACC; “everyone did their job, a bad day”
2:15:09  Producer note on Breitbart being targeted for advertiser pullout; NA subreddit ACC abuse
2:18:53  Donation Segment: JCD coca leaf tips for Machu Picchu altitude sickness
2:29:34  Alex Jones on suffering from mold allergy: “this isn’t Kansas, folks, this isn’t normal”
2:32:27  Second Half of Show: Buzz Aldrin in Antarctica with Kerry, ACC; “Nazi flying saucers”
2:36:10  The New Yorker on Silicon Valley’s “empathy vacuum”; “tax cuts for the upper class” meme
2:41:28  Jill Stein vs insider on recount; Ron Wyden’s last-ditch effort to derail Rule 41; Chinese news: US and British warships “useless tin cans” due to “Chinese killer chips”
0:00:00 ACC: *(Scottish accent)* “Buffoon! A buffoon I tell ye!” *(1:59:16)*

0:00:34 Moldpocalypse in Austin; fake news weather report from JCD

0:03:06 Christiane Amanpour’s Burton Benjamin Memorial Award acceptance speech: global warming “99.9% of the science”, apparent Bosnia *mea culpa* anecdote, Trump “savvy end-run around us”, “tsunami of fake news”, Russia *heil* “crucial democratic experiences”, “*heil* victory meeting”; JCD on journalistic echo chamber meetings, ACC story: 1995-ish Tribune meeting with condescending managing editor, Craigslist turned down by San Francisco Examiner

0:20:38 Andrea Mitchell: “when he talks about my struggle, that’s *Mein Kampf*”; *NYT* reporters letting down their guard on podcasts, Maggie “many many” Haberman on Trump’s demeanor in interview, mysterious “one thing Obama is very afraid of”, “marveling” at question-asking techniques, no proof of Steve Bannon anti-Semitism, JCD on Bannon’s Goldman Sachs background and *Seinfeld* money, disgust at *NYT*-Breitbart comparison, “so there was that”, Trump: call me if you find out something about Bannon, “seductive” Trump

0:40:58 RT on Oxford Dictionary’s word of the year “post-truth”: “we’ve destroyed countries based on lies”, “filter bubble”; *propornot.com* “fake news” blacklist in *Washington Post*, “allies” Snopes & Bellingcat; Stephen Cohen on Trump détente, Clinton “neo-McCarthyism … beyond disgusting”; U-2 Dragon Lady flying again; Chen on Putin pressured over trading Ukraine for Syria; CNN’s special U-2 access, ACC: “to me that sounded like a sales job”

0:58:28 Gayane Chichakyan irritates Kirby with question about NATO buildup, “defensive alliance”, blames Russia, Matt Lee on missile defense for Iran vs Iran deal; JCD on “defensive” Libya activity; Jens Stoltenberg pounding the drum for increased European defense spending; ACC Red Book: European Iron Dome; John Dickerson on parallels between Trump & Andrew Jackson, “by their abuse they shall elect me”; JCD: Amanpour not lying, she’s “a lunatic”

1:12:32 Producer Segment: Lawrence Lessig Electoral College op-ed; nwdiscoverylab.org

1:36:41 Michael Flynn fired by Clapper; ACC’s pick for Secretary of State: Dan Quayle; Trump waterboarding stance changed after consultation with James Mattis; Trump friend Anthony Scaramucci incorrectly claims Elton John will perform at inauguration, Green Day lyrics change; mellow Mike Pence on “Hamil tongate”, reassurance for public, “history buff” laugh

1:51:57 CNN freakout over Don Lemon defending Charles Kaiser’s use of “nigger” *(CotD)*

1:57:31 Parliament Trump “buffoon” revisited; Nigel Farage to Carol CNN on ambassadorship

2:04:16 Supercolony formation in Ethiopian ant species *Lepisiota canescens*; Argentinian “ant wars”

2:09:34 Trump excludes press from Japanese Prime Minister meeting, petulant press boycotts “hand-out photo”; Obama White House’s lousy record, “we’ve given the tools of journalism, including Twitter, to the presidents and the candidates”, ACC: “you’re watching the slow-motion demise of the press”; JCD on newspaper joint operating agreements in 1970s; ACC proposes single standards body, JCD: “it would accelerate their demise”

2:18:09 Donation Segment

2:26:36 Massively racist Dutch “monkey” hate mail for Sylvana Simons over *Zwarte Piet* activism; Erdoğan threatens to open border gates over EU membership vote; Bulgarian refugee camp riot, smallpox warnings; European Christmas events “more dangerous than ever”, MI5: “severe” threat, Jordan safer than Europe, man on the street guesses “Canadaia” is safer *(CotD)*

2:40:40 “Love & light” for Florence Henderson; NASCAR’s Brad Keselowski on athletes going broke

2:45:33 *NPR Science Friday* on massaging kale; California cities passing Netflix taxes
880 Promise to Prosecute (2016-11-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Boom, that’s off the table.” (1:41:59)
0:00:35 ACC & TtK dinner on sick Andrew Horowitz, “maybe the hookah was not a great idea”
0:03:18 SPLC’s Ryan Lenz on “drain the swamp” meme from “white supremacists who exist on Twitter”, LeBron James “posse” controversy; advice from Charles Kaiser for Trump lest he “stimulate the alt-right”, “six-pointed Jewish star” tweet, Pence “the most homophobic man in American public life”, Brooke Baldwin “nigger” hysteria, “it is not okay”; fake news jingles
0:16:17 Howard Dean calls Steve Bannon a Nazi on CTV News; CNN’s Symone Sanders: “we don’t need white people leading the Democratic Party right now”; comic writer Tess Rafferty rant: “racism and homophobia and misogyny are all a spectrum, and you’re on it”; JCD plugs Papermate InkJoy pens; Rafferty: “I live in California, the largest economy in the United States ... we’ll be fine”, JCD: “except for the potholes!”
0:34:23 Pence conversion therapy myth revisited: “assistance to those seeking to change their sexual behavior”; Tim Allen to Megyn Kelly on being bullied for supporting Trump
0:46:07 Angela Rye: “there should be reparations”; abolitionism and Republican-Democrat switcheroos, Norman Lear’s evil Republican Archie Bunker; NYU’s Jonathan Haidt on the left’s anti-nationalism, globalists “all over the world ... doing things that trigger an authoritarian reaction”, “identity politics on the left eventually triggers identity politics on the right”; Texas Tech professor on global reach of Western civilization, disappearance from university curricula
1:06:45 Mimi’s visit with dogs and “dry goods” after 15 hours of No Agenda
1:10:44 Producer Segment: trumpfilter.com; No Agenda iMessage stickers
1:29:00 Female NBC reporters “butt-slaming” Trump; Richard Engel on Aleppo hospital bombing with incubators meme, coaches witness with “food is running out”; Gayane “Kirby shit list” Chichakyan misfire; NBC’s Hallie Jackson spins Trump “she should be locked up” as broken promise, ACC: Obama pardon dodge; Trump’s “open mind” about climate deal condemned
1:47:08 Alex Jones on “goblins”; Richard B. Spencer National Policy Institute “hail Trump” speech
1:55:35 Theresa May to Parliament: “there must be no second referendum, no attempt to weasel out of this”; European Parliament resolution on Russian propaganda, RT editor: “now we see that this holy principle of freedom of speech is not really needed”, “development of capacity-building programs for media actors”, JCD: “the licensing comes next”, “legal initiatives”
2:10:39 Aspen Institute panel: Washington Post’s editor Marty Baron on political bias in journalism; Google spokeshipe Olivia Ma: “we absolutely cannot have any type of bias whatsoever”, repeated “many many”; Jenna Wortham on the algorithmic echo chamber
2:19:28 Michael Flynn on Islam as “malignant cancer”; Howard Dean on Trump meeting with Tulsi Gabbard: “extremely ambitions with flexible principles”; Suck it up Buttercup jingle
2:26:00 Donation Segment
2:36:56 ACC on Pizzagate non-story: “this is an example of the hallucinations of the other side”
2:41:46 Trump on classified 28 pages in early 2016: “I think you will find out when that’s opened ... that Saudi Arabia had a lot to do with the ripping down of the World Trade Center”
2:46:34 JCD Thanksgiving Segment: corny Obama turkey pardon stand-up routine, CNBC: “one of the great traditions”, PBS traces event to Reagan
2:58:56 EU parliament votes to halt Turkey accession; dead soldier John Perry’s family boooed over flight delay; producer on antimicrobial brass for ATM keypads, bloody tampon subway story
3:07:18 Ellen DeGeneres’ Presidential Medal of Freedom mannequin challenge antics
879  Coup Cabal (2016-11-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “Oh man! That’s disg... that’s disgusting!” (1:48:30)
0:00:37  ACC’s new iPhone 7 in Florida; graphics card benchmark cheating; mic drop trigger warning; JCD grandchild Facebag announcement, “no, they got a poodle”, millenial safety pins
0:07:10  Pervasive “fake news” meme; Buzzfeed real news trumped on social media, Obama on “serious arguments and propaganda”, fake vs real Facebag “engagements”; Zuckerberg note: “we take misinformation seriously”, “artificial intelligence to fight terrorism” vs privacy non sequitur
0:17:28  Fake news from MSM: Mike Flynn for national security advisor, out of context “lock her up”, “fake news site” NYPD tweet; BBC lie: Flynn “likened the world’s second-largest religion to a malignant cancer” (CotD); CNN hysterical over Flynn’s RT appearance
0:26:37  Angela Rye venerates Hamilton’s “openly gay HIV-positive man”, Don Lemon spotlight grab
0:30:58  PBS pays tribute to price-fixing former Archer Daniels Midland CEO; Breitbart a “white supremacist misogynist organization”; Attorney General pick Jeff Sessions’ 1986 racism allegations, Andrea Mitchell on “Sessions’ vote to extend the Voting Rights Act”, JCD: “blast, blast, blast ... but he also, he likes puppies”, Goodman: “vocal opponent of the Voting Rights Act”, JCD: “she’s lying”, Goodman pot vs marijuana “quote unquote”
0:42:15  New Yorker editor on Trump-Obama meeting: Trump “shock and awe, to coin a phrase”; Trump honorary Cossack for “beautiful Slavic wife”; ACC proposes browser trigger plug-in
0:49:59  Senate Oversight Committee grills James Clapper about report plagiarized from Wikipedia
0:55:53  JCD: “xenophobia” potential word of the year; Whoopi on The View: “we’re not going anywhere!”, Joy Behar’s friend “a gay boy”, “we have to be the royal/loyal opposition”
1:03:15  TtK’s Hill-bot friend, general fear of violence and Bush-Cheney orange alerts, JCD diagnoses No Agenda aversion, ACC: “when I was a kid, the scariest thing for me was the ouija board”
1:09:15  Producer Segment
1:20:54  Sidney Blumenthal blames “cabal of right-wing agents of the FBI”, “not unfair to call it a coup”, Giuliani the “coup-meister”, “coup cabal”; Harry Reid blames “Republican operative” Comey, “if he feels good about that, that’s nice”; CNN on terrorized children and mothers, “it just doesn’t look like any reality they believed they were living”; Jess McIntosh on women voting for Trump: “internalized misogyny is a real thing”
1:31:40  Dinner with TtK’s Trump-voting friends, JCD on Twitter cross-bubble investigation
1:34:45  Gonna Read Facebag: “unbearably sad, sad thoughts” over gay Trump-voting couple
1:38:17  Jon Stewart: US “multicultural democracy ... by its founding and constitution”, Party for Socialism and Liberation; ACC on Lucille Ball’s power; we’re all gonna die from ATM microbes
1:48:46  Producer Segment
1:55:54  WHO: zika no longer an international emergency, Summer in Brazil
1:59:31  Nigel Farage on EU do-overs and binding vs advisory referenda, JCD: Theresa May “bluffing”; snooper’s charter set to become law, Open Rights Group’s Jim Killock: May’s privacy assurances “nonsense representation”; JCD story: 1990s Interpol phone tracking presentation
2:08:26  Chris Hansen’s Crime Watch Daily Tom Brokejaw impersonation: “courtesy of yours truly”
2:10:48  Julian Assange MIA; questionable 4chan “Pizzagate”
2:16:22  NewsHour on Cop22 Marrakech with Vox “journalist”; JCD ten-minute ACC memorial show
2:22:17  WA pot sales closing in on booze; Bill O’Reilly on CA “medical marijuana ruse”; Citibank & UBS push for elimination of Australian $100 & $50 bills; addled Shelley Duvall interviewed by reprehensible charlatan Dr. Phil; Stanford marching band’s Berkeley ban
878  Pet a Pony  (2016-11-17)

The Angries (2016-11-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, whatever you say, do not blame the millennials, wasn’t their fault.”

0:00:39 Hour delay due to JCD Skype sign-in “glitch”, six-page “dossier”, 1901 birth year

0:04:04 Yoko Ono caterwauling Trump response; The Real vay-cay girl; New Zealand 7.4 earthquake

0:06:57 “The streets are filled with protesters” in Oakland, Constitutional victory, “so did Hitler!”, NYC producer signage rundown and slogan collection, “beep beep, boop boop, Donald Trump’s a piece of poop”, “anti-gay” meme from Pence conversion therapy myth; San Francisco seventh graders walk out of class and march on city hall; Austin five-year-old call and response

0:18:55 Millenial producer Kansas University report, Trump win a “catastrophe”; Ed Schultz on “cries” and therapy dogs; Michael Moore: “million woman plus one” march on Inauguration Day; Bill and Hillary’s purple clothing and Soros-funded revolution, safety pin “secret signal”

0:26:58 PBS “tired that hate is now state-sponsored” kids’ reactions; Ford Coppola: Trump “imaginative and results-oriented”, David Brooks on “eloquent” NYC protests, Kyra Sedgwick on taking bus to Midwest with “lefties”; Chelsea Handler on moving to Spain, Barbara Boxer on tax returns and “modern history”, ACC “we have to go toward the light” Poltergeist mash-up

0:38:30 Holder on dumping Electoral College, “let’s lift heavy”, “black people don’t have ID” meme

0:48:09 Dionne Alexander “we’re tired of you crybabies” rant; Masha Gessen to Rachel Maddow on “surviving in an autocracy”, ACC “this woman again?”, “he has talked about deporting US citizens” lie, “elected to be autocrat”; ACC’s “oversized Game Boy” voting machine

0:55:33 Douchebag David Brooks vs Mark Shields on election racism; Ed Klein on Hillary’s morning call to friend “crying inconsolably”, “it’s always somebody else’s fault”

1:03:12 Trump’s tentative embrace of Obamacare provisions; Obama photo op cancellations; Rand Paul on regulation repeal, EPA plowed field “mini-mountains”; CNBC on Wall Street records

1:09:44 60 Minutes Soros piece from 1990s: 100% profit-driven, all-in at Sierra Club, Inauguration Day plan; Michael Moore “to-do list for the angries”, predicts Trump law-breaking, Bertram Gross’ Friendly Fascism; #J20 general strike; JCD doesn’t like Jonathan Pie

1:19:23 Producer Segment: Citizens United/Koch Brothers talking point voided

1:37:19 ACC’s “abused!” rant; NewsHour on teachers putting “academic goals on hold”, high school teacher suspended for Hitler comparison

1:44:03 ACC calls jihad on John Oliver, Clinton Foundation “deconstruction”: “to be fair” prefix, “the more you look, the less you actually find”, Trump “America’s wealthiest hemorrhoid”

2:01:53 Euronews on Trump-Brexit parallel, “frightening” rallies, 2017 EU elections, “doctor a counter-message”; Frans Timmermans: “the social contract ... needs to be written again”


2:18:30 Donation Segment

2:27:09 Bill Moyers’ open letter excerpt with sad harmonica; honoring Pearson, McEnany, & Conway

2:30:47 CNN man on the street with Chicago millennial who turns out to be CNN shill, Don Lemon the moron; Lawrence O’Donnell on Electoral College “political card trick”

2:36:02 Dutch children confronted by SWAT teams and patdowns over Zwarte Piet controversy

2:38:14 Killing Ed Michael Flynn op-ed; Mosul’s burning oil wells, Saddam goons running ISIS

2:41:12 California the national leader in opioid overdoses with U-47700 “pink” synthetic

2:43:22 Chichakyan on “seemingly spontaneous” anti-Trump protests organized by MoveOn and Soros

2:47:14 Autographed copies of Williams & Drew’s Pendulum from Sir Gene
876 Election Special (2016-11-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Because when kids wake up, yes, “daddy, I don’t understand.” (0:51:27)
0:00:38 Everyone in Austin and Berkeley has headed to Canada in face of election results; Rachel Maddow and “the good and great Chris Hayes” discuss futures market trading halt “when crashes happen”, Canadian immigration website crash; NBC on stock market “Brexit-like reaction”, Andrea Mitchell: “he needs to stabilize this economy quickly”, “it’s global markets that are collapsing”, Trump facing “the kind of economic collapse that Barack Obama inherited”; election night DH Unplugged; trading floor “lock her up” and “hurtful” booing
0:11:08 Hillary’s Javits Center glass ceiling, Ed Schultz rant over Podesta thankyou & MIA Hillary: “the epitome of arrogance in American politics”, “what a quitter!”; people leaving Javits Center in tears, 2:00 teardown for NAB Show New York
0:17:41 “Too close to call” to avoid calling for Trump, MSM ten minutes behind Hillary concession, Frank Luntz: “all exit polling should be banned”; Trump “secret support” in “polite company”, JCD on JMD’s Trump vote lie: “I said I was voting for Jill Stein”; Rachel Maddow: “it’s real”, “hats off to the Russian government, right?”; Putin congratulates “Donalda Trumpa”
0:30:42 Trevor Noah: “I’m officially shitting my pants”, blames Electoral College; Colbert nonplussed, Kimmel funny, Fallon “unbelievably professional”; Jon Stewart talking points
0:35:22 Jeffrey Toobin predicts “he’s gonna keep those campaign promises, he’s gonna have mass deportations”; Amanpour on jubilant tweets from Geert Wilders & Nigel Farage
0:37:39 Van Jones: parents “afraid of breakfast”, “this was a whitelash”; NBC runs with “whitelash”
0:41:14 Andrea Mitchell: history “put on hold yet again” for female commander in chief; screeching millennial: “I literally am gonna die, I need an ambulance!”; Lawrence O’Donnell: “America is crying tonight”, ACC: “how ‘bout less than half?”, college dorm in tears; hysterical “help us now!” video; weeping Miley Cyrus selfie video, JCD: “that is pathetic!”; ACC scolds weak-minded parents, “abused! abused! abused!” (ACCPotD)
0:52:43 Andrew Sorkin’s “vile” open letter to family in Vanity Fair: “there’s a party going on at ISIS headquarters”; Attica Locke to NPR: outcome a racist reaction to Abama in “large segment of white folks”, smug laughter at mention of “former racists”; “real Donald Trump” meme
1:03:12 The View to Trump: “we’re watching you”; Obama Rose Garden speech: working to “make sure this is a sex… successful transition”; CNBC on futility of media using data to predict or “influence and affect” outcome; podcaster schools Judy Woodruff on newsroom diversity
1:09:35 Gonna Read Facebag: “I have begun the purge” of unfriending Trump supporters; “Bernie couldn’t win” meme, sovereignty vs globalism; professors making exams optional, grief counseling; JCD takes a robocall; ACC to CVC: don’t worry about it; brainwashed parent on explaining “sexist, misogynist, racist, Islamophobe”; ACC: insider confirms Maddow is “devastated”; Richard Engel: senior military considering bugging out
1:23:35 Euronews on NYC “not my president” protests, callback to 2000 election
1:25:25 CBS demographics breakdown; woman on the street “thick skin” vs Pussygate; “no!” to CNN’s “aren’t you excited for the first female president?”
1:28:46 Democrats won popular vote meme, JCD on Republicans bailing out of California, Oregon, and Washington; Calexit and Electoral College “trick” meme
1:33:32 Trump 10% corporate tax plan, 1% repatriation tax; Dutch anti-TTIP and ‘CETA’ referenda
1:37:32 Producer Segment: Indian 500 & 1000 rupee bills to be phased out
2:12:11 Marijuana initiative rundown, JCD on old ladies with aches and pains
2:15:17 Unprepared Tim Kaine’s confusing vineyard worker parable; Bill & Hillary’s purple clothing possible gay signal; change.org urges Electoral College to choose Hillary

2:22:02 Jean-Claude Juncker agitating for European army; Günther Oettinger apologizes for “slitty-eyed” comment about Chinese diplomats; Russia to Netherlands: “stop following our aircraft carrier with your submarine”

2:25:54 Obama in January 2016: Trump state of the union “in a Saturday night skit”

2:26:58 Howard Stern’s condescending interview with Megyn Kelly, The View scripted, “where’s China?”; ACC’s hysterical e-mail from Elizabeth Warren, “the NRA is e-mailing me now”; AOL “welcome, you’ve got mail” guy Elwood Edwards driving for Uber

2:35:48 James Carville on debate over Hillary’s best message strategy, Trump turned Rubio into comedian; Trump may hand new DoJ or IRS head Charles Ortel’s book; Agent Orange requests Killing Ed screener for Michael Flynn; Iraqi forces implicated in anti-ISIL atrocities near Mosul, beheaded corpses in mass grave; Lester Holt’s green screen malfunction; NewsHour botched close: “we’ll tell you about that later because we’ve gotta get off the air!”

2:45:01 Donation Segment: ACC still suffering from pulmonary issues

2:56:47 Financial Times guy to Charlie Rose on novel Trump-Pence managerial style; Amy Goodman: 2011-2015 “hottest on record, with hundreds of thousands of deaths likely due to global warming from human activity”; ACC: patriots will keep Trump in line; ACC’s emetophobia

3:03:11 ABC on three service members killed in Jordan, oil wells set on fire near Mosul, Red Adair IMAX film; JCD recommends Whose Trade Organization author, WTO/NAFTA antisoeverignty provisions, 1999 Seattle WTO protests

3:09:33 ACC excited about next four years, JCD on John Dickerson as spokesperson
875  No Brexit For You (2016-11-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “You have to just assume that Hillary is a devil worshipper…” (0:44:37)
0:00:35  ACC loses Weiner suicide wager; WikiLeaks #33 for election day, 33 ubiquitous in e-mails
0:03:01  Hillary as the Wicked Witch of the West in Florida downpour; Jay Z & Beyonce introduce Hillary, “hello Cleveland!”, Gayle King gushes over Beyonce, Trump: “we don’t need Jay Z to fill up arenas”; PBS deconstructs 100% Obama outcomes in Philadelphia precincts
0:14:50  Ana Marie Cox accuses FBI of institutional racism, “women and people of color are gonna save this nation”; David Brooks: dumb people are for Trump, “people are just going with their gene pool”; Amy “Shamer”: don’t be a “steamy dump” by not voting, JCD: “more vocal fry, please!”: Funny or Die expletive-laden We Are the World parody
0:24:48  Podesta “dump all those emails” interpretations; Assange predicts Trump loss, Saudi Arabia & Qatar funding ISIS; Charles Krauthammer on Clinton “dump … hide … cover” instinct
0:32:09  Herridge on Obama’s server knowledge of server; Hillary’s maid printing classified documents
0:36:12  Trump “targeting Jews” in final video picturing Soros, Yelen, and Blankfein
0:43:52  Podesta invited by brother Tony to “Spirit Cooking dinner”; Tony Podesta’s Katy Granman nude teenagers in bedroom; Anthony Weiner checks into sex addition clinic, Eric Prince on NYPD evidence connecting Clintons to Epstein “sex island”; Jimmy Savile & Joris Demmink
0:59:06  Producer Segment: ACC discovers hearing loss; ACC memorializes soldiers killed in Jordan
1:21:33  Trump attacker Austyn Crites a Hillary shill; reporter surprised by Reno rally atmosphere, “polite if a little defensive”; Obama interrupted by protester in uniform on “insults POWs” cue, “hold up!” repeated 21 times, “everybody sit down and be quiet for a second!”, “he’s not doin’ nothin’”, “it looks like maybe he might have served in our military and we gotta respect that” (CotD); deterring Trump-hating sign-stealers; Sarandon “I don’t vote with my vagina”
1:38:40  Erdoğan rounds up Selahattin Demirtas and other pro-Kurdish HDP leaders
1:44:55  British court: Article 50 requires Parliamentary vote; EU still moving ahead on Ukraine in spite of Netherlands; JCD on WTO’s globalist agenda, recommends Jacque Ellul’s The Technological Society, ACC reads from Anti-Tech Revolution: Why and How by Ted Kaczynski; patriotic News Night plays God Save the Queen – the Sex Pistols version
1:53:10  Rolling Stone found guilty of defamation in retracted sexual assault story; taxpayers on the hook after St. Paul police kick and unleash dog on innocent man
2:00:42  YouTuber’s advertising pulled over refusal to endorse Hillary
2:02:49  Donation Segment
2:13:04  Trump refugees may want to think twice after Quebec journalist police eavesdropping revealed
2:13:54  Wells Fargo “making things right” ad; New York banker: Saudis would never dump treasuries over 28 pages law, $17bn Saudi bond in face of huge budget cuts, purchase of 20 F-35s
2:19:45  Park Geun-hye influence-peddling scandal; ACC cooking for RMH families on Thanksgiving; Muslims protest Jakarta’s Christian governor: possible al-Qaeda election eve attacks
2:24:30  Comey celebrates Operation Cross Country child sex trafficking crackdown; New Life Children’s Refuge arrests with 33 children in Haiti, Laura Silsby in Podesta e-mails
2:29:53  Military NROL, LROL, AROL drills with FEMA; supposed five million Cubs celebrants
2:32:39  Electoral college deadlock contingency procedure clarified; White Helmet protest at UK Russian embassy with pile of mannequin limbs; Washington corrections to ditch politically incorrect “offender” term; Denver to retry 1987 rape case; John Kerry headed to Antarctica
2:45:25  Harvard men’s soccer season cancelled over women’s team “scouting report”
874  Trump Trope (2016-11-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hey man, that’s cool, the President’s saying come on man!” (1:02:15)
0:00:38  “Confucius say” gems from Marty Higgins, banned from Facebag for Trump comment
0:02:00  Iraq threatening war if Turkey sends troops into Mosul
0:03:52  Moral self-licensees “checking in” at Dakota Access Pipeline on Facebag; green icons for Iran
0:07:15  ACC’s World Series prediction and stupid tweet, JCD: “sports idiot savant”, Billy Goat Tavern
0:09:33  Jake Tapper on scenario where Comey “sat on information ... and then there was something, there was really there there”, James Carville asserts KGB involvement in spite of 1991 dissolution, “are we gonna let the KGB and the House Republicans inside this election?”
0:14:56  Clueless Gayle King wonders why no one has investigated Trump’s Russia ties on the heels of Norah O’Donnell reporting FBI found no Trump Russia ties; April Ryan to Chris Hayes: “you just wonder” about MLK parallel; Morning Joe on Lynch & Comey butting heads; Podesta “buddy” Peter J. Kadzik DoJ deputy director; post-letter Lynch-Comey meeting
0:22:43  Fake “Hillary doesn’t shower” e-mails; Jeffrey Toobin on Florida recount revisited; FBI releases FOIA-ed Marc Rich $2M presidential pardon documents, Toobin: “bizarre” coincidence; Pelosi on Comey “double standard”, “I know it privately because of being hacked by the Russians”, need to weather election “and just see what the casualties are along the way”; Craig Murray: WikiLeaks e-mails from “within official circles in Washington D.C.”
0:31:30  Bret Baier: Hillary indictment “likely”, Mills and Sammuelson laptops “being exploited”, re-interviews, “avalanche” of pay-for-play evidence daily; Clinton Foundation’s unreleased 2015 financials; Steve Pieczenik on internet “counter-coup” against Clintons & cronies, intel producers: operatives “going dark”; Uncle Don’s voting history
0:46:45  October surprises; Time Magazine Robin Lakoff “Emailgate is a bitch hunt” diatribe
0:53:41  Obama message “to the guys out there”, “powerful line” that Michelle is his superior; “imagine what you’ll do when you actually have the power to violate the Constitution”; at White House Halloween: “young man, no selfies in the middle of me talking”; to those “punchin’ a clock”: “he wouldn’t let you into one of his hotels unless you were cleanin’ the room, come on!”, JCD on “come on, man!” sports trope, “don’t be bamboozled ... don’t run for that okey-doke!”
1:05:04  JCD on college counselors legally barred from advising against student loans
1:06:41  Producer Segment
1:13:22  Skittish markets due to election; former New York banker: Comey the “fixer”, almost dated argumentative Cheryl Mills, JCD recommends Clooney’s Michael Clayton
1:19:33  Hillary electioneering in Florida; drunk or not drunk screeching “we are not going backwards!”; Huma Abedin backgrounder, “just knock on the door to the bedroom”; ACC on “must-watch” Weiner documentary: first date debacle; Lionel YouTube rant sympathetic to downtrodden Weiner; ACC: “you can tell that she hates him” from documentary; JCD “call for help” callback and 15-year-old, Huma’s life insurance folder theory
1:29:28  Donna Brazile’s latest debate question leak; MSNBC crew member account of Hillary backstage meltdown over Lauer’s e-mail question, “most foul-mouthed woman I have ever heard”, calls Brazile “brain-dead buffalo”; “why was she fired” to Brooke Baldwin: “there was some sort of termination ... that is way way above my pay grade”; John Klein to Megyn Kelly on pundits like Brazile: “we know what the Punch and Judy puppets are going to say every time”
1:38:17  “Defense Minister” Ash Carter kicks off DoD OIG Speakers Bureau Program; Russian aircraft carrier “belching smoke” with breakdown tug, ACC: perfect false flag fodder

475
1:42:42 ABC on burned black church with “vote Trump” graffiti, Ku Klux Klan paper endorsement, Utah & Ohio gravitating to Trump, possibilities in Pennsylvania & Wisconsin, electoral tie “nightmare scenario”; ACC’s message from Joe Biden, questionable “we’re losing” tactic; Trump “secret Russian server” debunked as hotel spammer; Trump encourages changing early ballots in Wisconsin; Rachel Maddow near tears over Comey letter, on vote changing: “knock yourself out”; MSNBC “I still want their votes”, “full 24 hours” KKK memes; ABC “this race is tightening” money grab, “dead heat” in its own poll

1:56:12 Latest Chantix side effects rundown, “get medical help right away if you have symptoms of a heart attack or stroke”, 10% better than placebo moved to text; late-night show pseudo-native ads resurrected, ABC native ad for Amazon Black Friday deals, Jay Carney now at Amazon

2:03:25 Donation Segment

2:09:11 Country Music Awards viewershup down 24% thanks to World Series

2:10:22 ACC cough theories: NTM nontuberculous mycobacteria in “white, thin, postmenopausal women”, AirBnB shower head mist, Horowitz’ similar symptoms; zika infertility; polio-like AFM acute flaccid myelitis with “89 confirmed cases in 33 states”; Legionnaires’ disease tweet

2:17:06 American Airlines “uncontained engine failure”, JCD: “they never talk about the engine maker”, can’t piss off NBC over GE engine

2:21:24 Pulse nightclub shooting police audio released, “my name is Islamic Soldier, okay?”, killing of Abu Wahib, “you’re going to see more of this type of action going on”

2:26:24 Crappy roads in California; Gina McCarthy: “I don’t check out Flat Earth Society and I’m not talking to climate deniers, that’s it”; Bono on Glamor Women of the Year roster, ACC: “I wouldn’t want him at my birthday party”

2:31:54 Brexit regret tops leave victory margin, ACC: “do over!”; Mimi’s birthday coming up
873 Poster Boys of Evil (2016-10-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, we got a donor from Nigeria!” (1:25:10)
0:00:35 JCD’s “Aristotle say”; welcome to No Agenda year ten
0:01:05 WeinerGate & PussyGate; drunk or not drunk Joe Biden: “Oh, God ... I should not comment on Anthony Weiner”, “Anthony Weimer... Weiner”; “life insurance” folder; “Weiner the beard” theory; JCD: “when you get caught three times, that’s a cry for help”; Comey’s letter to Congress a “political nightmare” for Hillary, “pertinent” definition; “legal consequence” meme
0:15:03 18 U.S.C. §2071 disqualification from office; National Adjudicated Guidelines for Security Clearances; Tim Ryan Russia fail; Podesta e-mail recap; Bernstein: Hillary should go to FBI
0:27:51 Joy Reid to Steve Cortes: Huma “printing things out for her boss and ... being married to a creep”, panel laughs at Bernstein, “your witness”, April Ryan “procedure” meme, “he said ... that he would not charge Hillary Clinton” lie, “they can’t use Google”; Hillary lies about letter going to Republicans, “effete” Robbie Mook’s “duplicates” talking point
0:36:30 Jake Tapper asks Podesta about Tim Kaine “highest standards of integrity” clip about Comey
0:39:18 Trump to Stephanopolous on regrets: “you would have loved not to have contributed to the Clinton Foundation, as an example, there are things you wish you didn’t do, okay?” (CotD)
0:40:32 Podesta baffled by evidence of Huma Judicial Watch perjury; Napolitano talks espionage; Hillary dodges trust question; Geraldo “tradition” meme, “there must be some there there”
0:53:41 Aviation incidents at O’Hare, Fort Lauderdale, and Mike Pence’s plane at La Guardia, ATC: “everybody walks away, (claps) good landing”
0:59:10 Red Book: Anthony Weiner suicide; Bill Clinton vs Anthony Weiner shootout scenario
1:02:19 Producer Segment
1:11:08 MD Green Party candidate removed from debate stage; Putin: “is the US banana republic?”; Pussy Riot back on NPR with Make America Great Again; RT: Assange called Russian spy, “the two poster boys of evil walking hand-in-hand to destroy the US”; Podesta phished
1:25:32 IARPA Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity, ACC; “it’s all spooks”
1:28:47 Refugee camps in Paris after Calais Jungle shutdown; Josh Earnest on Obama meeting refugees in Europe; NATO still moving on Russian border; Victoria Nuland in Cyprus interfering with Russian fleet refueling, Admiral Kuznetsov specs; new Tunisian drone base, ACC’s Nigerian driver all-in on US schemes in Africa; US & Israel abstain from UN Cuba embargo vote
1:40:34 Efforts nationwide to get the vote for “illegal immigrants” “newcomers”
1:45:20 Oregon militia acquittal, Ammon Bundy’s lawyer tased for yelling at judge
1:49:00 ESPN could lose 4M subscribers per year to cord-cutting; ACC’s new digital antenna
1:56:34 Donation Segment: ACC’s Ridgecrest ClearLungs; JCD story about Brazilian voice remedy
2:06:52 Tech News: JCD’s fake iPhone 7 from Charbax; ACC replaces “panda phone” with iPhone 7; Tim Cook: “we’re gonna kill cash”, JCD’s slow chip & pin card, credit card machine and “bucket with great stuff” unearthed in cleaning projects, ACC; “any dead hookers or anything?”; ACC replaces damaged TV after attempted degaussing with electric mixer
2:24:35 Trump sign booby traps; Jim Walsh “grabbing his musket”; reenlistment bonus assassinations
2:27:34 $300 stolen nationwide in IRS back taxes scam, savvy refuser SWATted, JCD discusses tactics
2:31:03 ACC informal poll in insurance hikes, short term policies; Josh Earnest downplays costs
2:34:21 Katie Hopkins trounces CNN’s Hala Gorani in “Clinton News Network” catfight
2:41:42 AT&T $85bn Time-Warner merger; WWF: 3 of species gone by 2020 in sixth mass extinction
2:46:11 ACC wagers $5 on Anthony Weiner suicide before next show; ACC’s World Series prediction
872  Kinetic Kill (2016-10-27)

0:00:00  ACC: (Screeching)
0:00:34  JCD swaps in Plato for Confucius; ninth anniversary; KTVU: tropical moisture “jet fuel”
0:06:14  CVC’s Roman Reigns action figure opened by TSA; JCD stories: Roger McGuinn’s hole-punched guitar, JFK woman’s two missing cases of Gaja; Wikipedia: ACC a Trump supporter
0:12:04  Little Brexit effect on British economy, IMF admits “too pessimistic”, predicts fastest growth; ACC can’t edit his Wikipedia photo; Sheila Jackson Lee confuses Wikipedia for WikiLeaks
0:15:24  Don Lemon on Trump “signs of life in the polls”; Les Moonves on “phenomenal” ad revenue
0:18:46  Obamacare spokesholes trying to distract from open enrollment, Jonathan Gruber: “working as designed”, need bigger penalty, “disruptive innovation”, increase premiums to decrease them, “ups and downs of a new market”; clueless CBS asks “what happened?”
0:27:14  Debbie Wasserman Schultz Obamacare talking points; ACC’s 30% plan, JMD’s $30k incision-less appendectomy; 25% increase & single providers; Angela Rye blames Republican repeal efforts; ACC’s $1100 per month to get on TrK’s insurance; CVC’s rationed knee MRI in UK
0:41:39  PBS on white nationalism in Southern Indiana; JCD on D “surrogate” vs R “operative”
0:47:03  Producer Segment
0:54:51  Newt Gingrich: Megyn Kelly “fascinated with sex”, Kelly: “you can take your anger issues and spend some time working on them, Mr. Speaker” with wanking gesture (CotD); Hillary calling on women “to help finish off her opponent”, Elizabeth Warren “nasty women” tirade
1:04:09  Evan McMullen admits aim to prevent election of “true authoritarian” Trump; Stony Brook professor’s model predicts Trump win; curt “no” to Trump “path to victory” question
1:09:49  Michael Moore on Trump’s appeal to former middle class, Trump win “the biggest fuck you ever recorded in human history”; porn star Jessica Drake who turned down Trump $10k dinner
1:18:54  Sally Kohn on election fraud allegations: “this isn’t okhaay any more, I’m with the nasty woman in the pantsuit, this is hhhorrrible!”, “because it’s not happening!” screech
1:23:33  Tech News: big MacBook touch bar reveal with Apple beatniks snapping fingers
1:24:57  Democracy Now on poll showing half of Republicans will reject election result if Trump loses; Brolf to Kellyanne Conway: I’m worried about young journalists who are “very scared”; JCD on destruction of Trump’s Hollywood star, Trump sign vandals, ACC’s MTV blooper reel
1:33:39  Kirby asked about lobbyist Heather Podesta’s $19bn work for Qatar; ACC predicts Al Gore UN ambassador; “grim milestone” 400ppm “44% more CO2 than before the industrial revolution”
1:40:50  Clapper on Russian no-fly response: “I wouldn’t put it past them to shoot down an American aircraft”; NATO’s build up on Russian borders; changed “who gets shot down” narrative; FSA colonel on jets dropping barrel bombs; Russian goodies at Airshow China 2016
1:52:55  “The ISIL makes extensive use of drones”, “kinetic kill”; NCIS busts the CIA goons again; 1970s The Secrets of Isis TV show intro
2:02:01  Producer Segment
2:26:40  Government Accounting Standards Board and why the bond market will collapse in 2017
2:33:35  JCD bitches about Twitter’s new search algorithm; “LGBTPlus”, GLAAD style guide endorses “LGBTQ”, queer “no precise definition”; Showtime’s Shameless: “triracial cisgendered gîrlfag”
2:43:18  No Christmas lights in Swedish towns; Calais Jungle fire, RT protest vs PBS “custom”; French police protest over no-go zones, 2015 report on US no-go “enclaves”; Nuland in Cyprus
2:57:53  Chinese crap DDoS; ACC endorses Black Mirror; kneeling national anthem performer (CotD); beer delivered by self-driving truck, JCD: “seems like a gyp!” (JCDPPotD)
871 New World Hackers (2016-10-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve seen a smart stove at Best Buy!” (2:42:12)
0:00:34 No Confucius say; CVC visit funded by Dutch reality show, trip to the gun range, ACC: “I’m sure the Dutch will be appropriately horrified”; ACC deletes his clips
0:07:12 Kirkuk funeral bombing only covered by RT; Assad blamed for chlorine barrel bombs, “crimes of historic proportions”; PBS on Ash Carter’s Iraq visit, help from Kurds declined, Aleppo bombardment resumes; 101st Airborne on front lines, Hillary e-mail spelling out who’s getting what weaponry, intel community expects Chris Stevens e-mail, “Chris Smith” subject line
0:16:32 David Goodfriend on leaked e-mail “discrepancies”, “I can’t talk about it here on Fox”, “say on the air, Bill, that you don’t like Russia trying to interfere with our election!”, odd whimper
0:23:21 Two Obamas theory revisited; JCD on secret laws; Obama mother-in-law pension story called into question; half-brother Malik Obama: “he’s changed”, “sucked into that matrix”
0:27:12 NBC asks why Trump “bombed so badly” at Smith Dinner; CNN: “sing but don’t burn”
0:31:20 Maria Bartiromo grills Zeke Emanuel on Obamacare failure, “look, I agree, the fact of the matter is…”, “when you go into a new market, every business expects to lose some money at the start”, blames Republicans, Bartiromo having none of it
0:37:23 ACC cyber sounds for ABC DDoS report, “extremely sophisticated and complex”; Josh Earnest: “the rules of the road when it comes to cybersecurity … are not well-established” non-answer; migration of vulnerabilities to “smart tech” like “refrigerators, stoves, security systems”, chatroom all-in on smart stoves; KTVU explanation fail, “malware code”; PBS on New World Hackers and DVRs; JCD on microservice architecture; Kodi Fire TV Stick hack
0:59:37 Producer Segment: Duke Nussbaum provides his own jingle
1:14:49 Belgian Wallonia region blocking CETA ratification; Soros on Nazi occupation of Hungary: “happiest year of my life”; Jill Stein tweets two pipelines article; Podesta e-mail proposing Kirkuk Ceyhan pipeline reversal and laundering the money through the Federal Reserve
1:34:37 Jeff Greenfield on “turning point” first debate vs Trump “looking forward” to it (JCDPPotD); Ash Carter refuses to respond on Hillary’s four minutes to nuclear launch, another missed opportunity for Trump, JCD: “I think she just made it up”
1:41:12 Carl Bernstein on “neofascist sociopath” Trump’s “neofascist media empire”, JCD Red Book: Roger Ailes deal; ABC rewrites history a bit with Al Gore’s 2000 “gracious concession speech”, “thank you Al Gore” chant, Stephanopoulos: “a real act of patriotism by Al Gore”; election crisis could make Joe Biden president; Biden wants to take Trump “behind the gym”
1:55:23 EPA report finds agency acted seven months late on Flint lead contamination
1:57:02 Department of Defense orders 10k+ veterans to repay reenlistment bonuses
2:01:33 Josh Earnest on Rodrigo Duterte causing “unnecessary certainty” in relations
2:03:43 NYT taking up podcasting, “audio is part of the future because it attracts young people”
2:10:37 Donation Segment: Harf eggs with Lee sauce
2:22:02 Chicago police corruption story from The Intercept; JCD on Jon Zilber’s pun headlines
2:27:25 “Sister Spring”: “acme” caused by “what little boys do in the bedroom at night” (CotD)
2:28:41 Feedback on Evan McMullin and LDS refusal to endorse candidates; NA numerology origin
2:34:09 3300 migrants rescued in Italy, attack by Libyan Coast Guard; Wonder Woman licensed by EU, Lynda Carter to Gayle King: “it’s about fighting for freedom”
2:42:38 “Aaargh, thanks Obama!”, “a lot of hysteria” over premiums; US ship warned off Paracel Islands; psoriasis medication Taltz can cause inflammatory bowel disease
870 Yeezy Squeezy (2016-10-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “But do we need the Gestapo?” (1:01:44)

0:00:32 No Confucius say; ACC’s painful pulled muscle from lingering cough; ACC watches debate at podcaster Lance Armstrong’s house, Armstrong’s wife all-in on no-fly zone, JCD: “you don’t save a lot of lives in World War Three”; Armstrong’s command of Dutch profanity

0:12:44 Hillary’s clothing and hair dispute, JCD: “she looked like a giant bowl of mashed potatoes”, Trump’s bad tie and bad lighting; Hillary’s best line: Orlando shooter born in “the same place Donald was born”; supposed Second Amendment support “doesn’t mean that I want people who shouldn’t have guns to be able to threaten you – kill you or members of your family”, 33k people per year meme, D.C. trying to “protect toddlers from guns”, 21k suicides ignored

0:25:09 Trump urges Hillary to “give back the money”, JCD on “certain countries” mistake, “what’s happened in Haiti with the Clinton Foundation is a disgrace”, Hillary “ninety percent” lie, “highest ratings from the watchdogs”, “thirty million dollars” for Haiti; Hillary claims “open borders” comment was about energy, blames Russia for WikiLeaks; odd Trump “I didn’t even apologize to my wife” non sequitur; “Bill Clinton is a rapist” on C-SPAN call-in

0:41:41 Mika Brzezinski on history of Democrat election rigging allegations; Washington Free Beacon Democrat “rigged”-fest; Krauthammer on “political suicide”; Joy Reid: “it’s feeding the Breitbart people who feel that black people are stealing our elections, that’s all it is”

0:51:50 Howard Dean on FBI 302 “quid pro quo”: “this is innuendo leaked by the Russians”, “there’s no there there”; Prague hacker arrest, JCD: “the FBI is like the Gestapo”

1:02:38 Christine Quinn on Project Veritas video: “it would never happen Hillary’s Clinton campaign”; Josh Earnest on “convicted felon” Robert Creamer’s 342 White House visits: “take those reports ... not just with a grain of salt but maybe even a whole package of salt”, “bird-dogging”, “we shouldn’t have to resort to violence”; Creamer quitting so as not to be a “distraction”

1:12:19 Donna Brazile meltdown with Megyn Kelly: “go to Russia” parting shot, subject change to talking points, keeps calling her “Kelly”, on debate question: “I did not receive any questions from CNN”, “as a Christian woman I understand persecution”, “you’re like a thief that wanna bring into the night the things that you found that was in the guttah”, “ma’am” switch

1:30:58 Producer Segment

1:45:30 Eight-hour humanitarian pause in Aleppo, Vitaly Churkin on getting al-Nusra out; Gayane Chichakyan on State Department displaced civilians inconsistency: “shouldn’t have to leave” Aleppo vs “inevitable” in Mosul; Putin on Russia being used as an election “bargaining chip”

1:51:55 Chelsea Clinton e-mail on Clinton Foundation spying, “Teneo hustling business”

2:00:48 El Chapo judge assassinated; former CIA Mormon Evan McMullin for president; Hillary wins Scholastic News Magazine mock election; Kimmel man on the street with fake Yeezy shoes

2:09:48 Radio stations’ streaming video with ads; NPR ratings up, ACC: “dude, it’s an election!”

2:16:20 Donation Segment

2:25:16 The Advocate declares Peter Thiel non-gay; Colorado school’s white privilege survey for staff; RT NatWest bank account shut down, The Economist editor declares RT writers unemployable

2:33:11 Trump promises Polish visa waiver; San Leandro naked woman “Truth is Beauty” sculpture

2:37:16 Justin Trudeau’s mother Margaret a former Studio 54 girl; ABC Charlie Brown Great Pumpkin corn maze native ad; YouTube podcaster takes issue with Michelle Obama’s mother’s pension
869 Swamp of Crazy (2016-10-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “We’re gonna do this, we’re gonna do that, we’re gonna do this...” (0:54:26)
0:00:38 ACC at disc golf event; lingering “the thing” cough from zika spraying
0:04:31 CBS: Trump proposes pre-debate drug tests, election “rigged by corrupt media”, more groping allegations, “thrusting his genitals”, Trump: “in just about all cases, it’s nonsense, it’s false”; more Podesta e-mails, Bill’s Morgan Stanley speech; ABC calling pageant contestants; Chris Hayes on “long-standing anti-Semitic tropes” in Trump banker remarks, Brother Nathanael
0:14:15 The Blacklist and Will & Grace propaganda; Putin hypes Trump on The Simpsons (CotD)
0:21:08 Jake Tapper covers his ass on leaked debate question; “we’d ask her if she were here” meme; Bernard Sansareiq rails against Clintons over MIA $14.3bn; media beating up Billy Bush
0:33:05 Kaine, Obama, and Earnest all assert ignorance of Hillary’s private server
0:37:53 “Shock and dismay” over Arizona voter database malware, “they don’t need the Red Army any more, they have the internet”, JCD on “did they take information” and returned downloads
0:42:32 Bullshit NBC report on “wide-ranging cyber-retaliation” by “super-secret group inside the CIA”, “CIA super-hackers”, “specialized low-flying satellites over Russia”, Russia “persuasion campaign”; Lavrov: “it’s flattering ... for a regional power”; Biden: “we’re sending a message”
0:54:50 Putin in translation: “as regards what if, if a grandma had a penis she would be a grandpa”
0:58:27 Obama on people “becoming scientists without the PhD”, “truthiness tests” for information, “the answer is obviously not censorship”; Google “fact-check label” for search results, IFCN International Fact-Checking Network, JCD: “Snopes on steroids”, funding from National Endowment for Democracy and Pierre Omidyar, JCD Red Book: “this is going nowhere”
1:10:24 Cheryl Mills calls Matt Lee “a friendly at the AP”; Podesta $100k Saudi contract
1:13:37 Jill Stein on Hillary and danger of nuclear war; Gary Johnson video: “I’m a chess player”, ACC buzzer for “first and most solemn responsibility is to keep us and our freedom safe”
1:16:51 Producer Segment
1:33:12 USC study shows selfies are good for mood; drugged-sounding teen explains “100 Club”, ACC on #blessed: University of Cape Town student calls for “decolonizing” science in favor of magic, dissenter called out for “disrespecting the sacredness of the space”; University of Florida BERT Bias Education and Response Team on high alert for offensive Halloween costumes
1:48:55 Jack Abramoff: Hillary more corrupt than Warren Harding, compares Clinton Foundation crimes to his own, “honest services fraud”; Henry Giroux to Democracy Now on Trump phenomenon: “this is a country that is sliding into authoritarianism”, Dutch anti-Americanism
2:02:38 CNN “powerful”-fest for Michelle “the closer” Obama speech; retracted Rolling Stone UVA rape story; Trump “I have other problems” revisited; Michelle: “if you can’t run your own house, you certainly can’t run the White House”, JCD: Palin “the screechy girl from Alaska”
2:15:21 Obama on Republicans’ opinion of Trump: “man, this is really bad”, “swamp of crazy”
2:21:08 Tesco and Unilever settle Marmite Brexit-induced “price row”
2:24:10 Donation Segment
2:32:16 USS Mason fires at Yemeni radar installations; lisping former British Syrian ambassador Peter Ford on Aleppo misreporting; White Helmets thesyriacampaign.org donation page “chip in”; Ford on “puny” British Brimstone missiles effort; linguists predict /θ/→/f/ shift
2:44:08 Ebola and UFOs in Podesta e-mails; Geert Wilders to be tried for hate speech
2:47:29 BRICS $500bn India-Russian S-400 missile deal; USS Zumwalt destroyer not seaworthy
2:50:35 Clinton Foundation and Swedish postcode lottery; CNN: WikiLeaks “a one-man shop”
868  Shambollocks  (2016-10-13)

0:00:00  ACC: “Sacks of nine!”  (1:21:19)
0:00:35  JCD’s ghost-written “Confucius say”, ACC’s New York virus, lingering cough & bad back
0:02:34  Trump’s improved debate performance; Clinton milieu smirk; Angela Rye sexual assault defi-
nition vs Kayleigh McEnany “selective outrage”, Rye: “the fact of the matter is, Bill Clinton

0:00:00  is not running for president”, “it’s effing ridiculous, dude!”; The View adulterers spin vs rape

0:15:09  victims; “she was the one to which dirty was done!”, alleged victims called “tramps”

0:28:03  Trump “grope victim” Jessica Leeds: first class armrest moved, “if he had stuck with the

0:38:40  upper part of the body I might not have gotten ... that upset” vs CVC’s experience, “octopus”

0:39:17  comment; locker room ogling vs ACC’s fashion show experiences; Rachel Crooks & Temple

0:50:22  Taggart kissing stories; JCD story about Bachelor of the Month’s boxes of proposition letters,

1:01:58  ACC on mailbags of letters at MTV, if someone sends you a cake, don’t eat it; Kellyanne

1:11:28  Conway contrasts Trump with Congress; Citizens for Trump guy on Pussygate as Republican

1:18:30  attempted coup, rush to unendorse him, Pence moving to top of ticket, Ryan-Rubio 2020

1:20:00  RT’s Lionel on California wiretapping laws, Morales’ Access Hollywood grudge against Billy

Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s new The Great American Shoe Throwing

1:42:29  Bush, JCD on unenforceable nondisclosure agreements; ideal leak timing; WikiLeaks compared

1:53:10  to Watergate & Zapruder film; Judge Jeanine Pirro: “and Monica Lewinsky! you called her a

Putin’s “Russians come home”, Steve Israel Russian hacking non-sequitur, Trump’s “tepid”
NATO support “alarms a number of Eastern European-Americans”; Robbie Williams’ *Party like a Russian*, Apple Pay’s Russia launch

1:58:50 Anthropology as “appropriation of other people’s cultures for my own academic benefit”; Kansas University safe space meeting, “I graduate with a great deal of debt while my white counterparts do not”, “from now on you will refer to xem as xay because that is the appropriate thing to do when you are above the age of fucking twelve!”, “we can take it from you, that’s what y’all failin’ to realize”, “white fragility”, “I’m not retreating, I’m making myself safe and comfortable”, “yes you admit that it was horrible but what are you doing to change it?”

2:11:47 Jeremy Corbyn on working people worried about “shambolic Tory Brexit”, “shambollocks”; Syrian bomb plotter hangs himself in Leipzig jail despite “round the clock surveillance”

2:19:16 Millenial vasectomy parties, werenothavingababy.com, car showers

2:22:15 Obama on being “literally” demonized, “said we smell like sulfur”, “thank you Satan”

2:23:40 USS Mason fired on over several days with Houthi “cruise missiles”

2:27:02 Small plane crash in Hartford investigated as intentional by Jordanian student pilot, ACC finds little activity on aviation boards, visa type oscillation, FBI raids

2:33:13 Donation Segment: *What Will We Do With a Drunken Donor* jingle

2:47:51 Roberto Duterte promises “gallons of gallons of epithets” for those he does not respect; Russia-Turkey gas pipeline deal sealed; Syrian Civil Defense “White Helmets” funded by USAID, “the United States has never implemented a no-fly zone with regime change coming afterwards”

2:55:26 *New York Post* implies Trump is a pedophile; Anonymous refers to video of Bill Clinton raping 13 year-old girl; new lawsuit alleges both Trump and Bill are rapists; Project Veritas secretly records NYC election commissioner: “certain neighborhoods in particular, they bus people around to vote”, “Chinese too”; JCD: “we need Hillary in a screaming fit”

3:06:13 Snowden’s Shailene Woodley live streams arrest at Indigenous Peoples’ Day pipeline protest
ACC: “The straightest, cis-est, whitest person you can find!”

Columbus Day vs Indigenous Peoples’ Day; ACC & TtK in E 58th Street Airbnb; early start at academic conferences; Photoshopped Airbnb picture; the Napster era of social media, sharing innovation ruined by Silicon Valley and government, ACC pervy Dutch hitchhiking experience

ACC’s experiences at the Newhouse School Radio and Audio Summit; November audio release

Jarl Mohn story on taking almost a month to transition to “NPR news live”, mentions ACC four times in presentation, “Legislative Dish”, value for value and numerology, $1bn foundation

Army Chief of Staff Milley: “we will beat you harder than you have ever been beaten before”; Stephen Cohen: “new and much more dangerous Cold War with Russia” on three fronts; Josh Earnest refuses to “take any options off the table”; JCD on Weekly Standard’s poor editing; RT on US mistakes and failures, “it is as if all the talk of peace has been forgotten”

Assad Danish TV interview: targeting hospitals would give militants “social incubator”; Kerry invokes war crimes, US drone strike kills 15 civilians, ACC: “that’s not a war crime, that’s calculus”; Assad compares “moderate rebels” to unicorns, US activities “illegal”, embargo effects, troubles started with Qatar, constitution-mandated “mission” to retake country

Producer Segment: spreadsheet borked up

350.org’s May Boeve on Hurricane Matthew: “unequivocal reason to know that these kinds of storms are made worse by climate change”; Horowitz reports no storm surge in Fort Lauderdale; Shep Smith: “this storm will kill you”, “there’s a wordy durd in there”; Dominican Republic ignored when Haiti gets hit; Haitian ambassador: let’s avoid another relief “disaster”; Hurricane Sandy election “coincidence”, 1952 Disney weather manipulation program

New WikiLeaks transcripts conveniently interrupted by Pussygate, Obama “ribs and pussy”, PBS backgrounder, three Jane Doe rape cases against Trump; Tim Kaine: “it makes me sick to the stomach”, De Niro: “I’d like to punch him in the face”; “Bill Clinton is a rapist” meme

State senator’s 15-year-old daughter Brennan Leach asks Hillary body image question, Michael Smerconish: “are you an actress?”, Dana Loesch: “when I was Brennan’s age … I was learning all about oral sex from Hillary Clinton’s husband” (CotD)(TCS)

Trump Playboy “scandal”, vague Dakota Access Pipeline ties; dropping out of race meme back; Clinton Foundation’s new four-star rating; “sexual assault” meme; Ana Navarro: “don’t tell me you’re offended when I say pussy but you’re not offended when Donald Trump says it!”

Podesta e-mails: “open border policy”, Fox News: Sanders supporters “bucket of losers”; administration “public shaming statement” for Russia; JCD: smokescreen for Democratic vote rigging; Comey reveals voter registration “scanning activities”, CNN cyber sound effects

Cheryl Mills & Heather Samuelson immunity deal, laptops with classified information as government property, destruction despite outstanding FOIA lawsuits and congressional investigations; Gen. Smedley Butler “gangster for capitalism” reading

Advertisers dropping Glenn Beck due to Media Matters intervention

Donation Segment: TtK meets Tomi Lahren

Ezekiel Emanuel squabbles with Fox News over Obamacare horror stories, “risk corridors”

EU tells British press not to identify terrorists as Muslims, Mo Ansar: media “beholden to racist interest”; CAIR accuses Southwest of racial profiling; Canadian Bill C-16 to protect gender identity; University of Toronto pronoun demonstrator: “a transmasculine person … talking to transphobes is never safe” (CotD), LGBTQ+, “straightest, cis-est, whitest”
866 Delay or Avoid (2016-10-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “The blimp has landed.” (2:49:53)
0:00:36 JCD’s Confucius Say to continue until Show 1000; early for ACC’s New York trip
0:02:12 Vice presidential debate: Kaine trips JCD’s gaydar; MSNBC crowd’s “nooo!” for “do you feel connected to” Hillary; Kaine power move, “I was in Virginia” on 9/11 interruption: “we will work together in whatever roles we inhabit”, moderator calls time on Pence e-mail talk
0:12:03 NSA contractor arrested, no mention of hacking tools in criminal complaint; Andrew Napolitano agrees with Bill Binney on NSA doing DNC hack, “I can’t imagine the NSA feeding Julian Assange this information, could you?”, Napolitano: “yes”; Guccifer 2.0 claims access to Clinton Foundation, “Pay for Play” folder, plagiarized from earlier release, Scott Adams calls hoax, correlation between TARP payouts and donations; Sarbanes-Oxley and Wells Fargo
0:32:30 Assange “October surprise” a complete dud, ACC: “pussy!”, Hillary on droning comment: “I don’t recall any joke”; Dr. Kilari Paul on Hillary’s 2008 election grudge against Gaddafi
0:37:06 ABC edits out Hillary punchline; Bill Clinton on Obamacare enrollees’ “premiums doubled and their coverage cut in half”, Morning Joe: Bill the “cool president”, “at some point they gave Joe Biden an iPod and earphones and put him on a plane and flew him around”; Barbara Boxer reinterprets Bill’s words, “risk carters” fund, “not defensive” about need to fix it
0:50:26 Gayle King: “Jon Stewart seemed to make such an effort to be nonpartisan”, Samantha Bee: “we have one shot to get Hillary elected do the show, ”do we need to“ know the real Hillary
0:54:01 Biden: “Bernie Sanders’ net worth is more than mine, I have less money than a socialist”; DoJ moves to dismiss case against arms dealer to Libya Marc Turi to avoid election publicity
0:58:05 Producer Segment: Bytes & Blades; No Agenda animated series
1:20:09 ACC’s new physical service bell vs noise gate, “from now on it’s part of my rig”
1:21:43 Distraction of the Week: Kim Kardashian robbed in Paris; illegal to publish Trump tax return, Daily Beast’s David Cay Johnston: “huge discounts on his loans” was income; Amy Goodman: “now you have to wonder if Trump had the money to pay them at all, right??”
1:34:49 Hurricane Matthew: “it’s not hype, it’s real”; Obama: Paris Agreement “will help delay or avoid some of the worst consequences of climate change”, South by South Lawn; Britain not signatory due to Brexit; DiCaprio introduces Obama, hypes Before the Flood documentary, “the scientific consensus is in, and the argument is now over”, deniers “do not believe in facts”
1:46:32 US MSF hospital bombing anniversary; EU €1.3bn per year to return refugees to Afghanistan; Cameron blamed for violence against immigrants due to “swarm of people” comment; European Commission against Racism and Intolerance blames British press, “more rigorous training” for reporters; Ofcom updates official profanity list, Russell Brand on Queen’s real surname Saxe-Coburg-Gotha: “she might as well have been called Mrs. Bratwurst-Kraut-Nazi”
2:02:41 Michael Savage shut off in New York and then nationwide for discussing Hillary’s health
2:04:46 Donation Segment
2:12:38 Replacement Samsung phone ignites on Southwest flight; UKIP’s Steven Woolfe collapses after “altercation”; Duterte: “Mr. Obama, you can go to Hell”; Air France fuel flap Allah akbar
2:21:19 Josh Earnest: “I think everybody’s patience with Russia has run out”; Victoria Nuland in Moscow; Ray McGovern blames Israel; Baba Vanga WWII prophesy
2:28:19 Yuan becomes IMF reserve currency, JCD predicts bond market collapse
2:40:13 Radio and Audio Summit panel strategy discussion; breaking news: JCD blimp landing
2:52:10 Hospital charges $39.35 for neonatal “skin-to-skin contact”
865  Wall of Phlegm  (2016-10-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “Nauuuuuug!” (1:12:29)
0:00:34  Wikileaks to release video; Alec Baldwin as Trump on SNL, somewhat critical of Hillary
0:05:44  The View on Hillary trashing Bill’s various squeezes, Joy Behar: “go Latina on us now!”, Sunny Hostin: Flowers & Lewinsky “broke girl code”, Hillary “is a human being”
0:11:13  Committee on Presidential Debates admits Trump microphone problem; Trump’s low lectern, Hillary’s lectern light, bouncing Parkinson’s finger
0:19:20  Kimmel Liewitness News on fictional Trump tax returns, “farmer” occupation; USA Today & The Economist pro-Hillary globalism, Star Trek open letter; Priyanka Chopra to Kelly Rippa on getting good seat at Global Citizen Festival: “I could”; ACC’s Formula 1 paddock passes
0:32:30  Morning Joe “Trump is right” about US-Mexico border; doctor offers male Hillary voters free testosterone test; Hillary “powers through” Florida “wall of phlegm”; Washington Free Beacon interlaces Hillary and Kathy Bates from Misery; “leggo your Eggo” recall news medley
0:44:50  New York Times publishes Trump’s 1995 tax return, $916M loss from his “financial wreckage”, “lucrative” net operating loss deduction; Bob Zmuda: Andy Kauffman is now Donald Trump
0:49:26  Judicial Watch’s Chris Farrell on Hillary e-mails and 18 U.S.C. §793(f): “intent is not an element of the crime”, “Mr. Comey is lying to the American public”
0:53:38  Amy Goodman: “we’ll have more on Donald Trump & the Cuban embargo later in the barcast”
0:56:25  Catherine Herridge on Clinton staffers retaining immunity even after being caught lying; Comey: “any kind of immunity comes from the prosecutors, not the investigators”, “active production immunity”, Mills as Hillary’s lawyer in interview; CIA going “all cloud”
1:03:45  Producer Segment: “oikophobe” globalists
1:14:03  New York banker’s cryptic Deutsche Bank comment; Wells Fargo’s Stumpf congratulated for uniting parties against him, “you screwed student load holders”, recent $1.2bn fine, “your problem is coming”, compares to bank robber Robert Holmes, JCD: “the room was packed”
1:25:21  JASTA and Kenneth Feinberg 9/11 compensation fund; Saudi money for My Brother’s Keeper
1:32:47  “Diplomatic row” between Netherlands & Russia over MH17 report; suspect Ukraine’s SBU on investigation team with veto power; Kirby on “body bags” comment: “those were facts”
1:40:37  Military producers predict large-scale Middle East war; Brennan on “absolutist” ideology, /kæləfɪt/ pronunciation, “clash of civilizations”; Comey predicts “terrorist diaspora”
1:46:10  Philadelphia only using no-paper-trail voting machines; NewsHour on new state voter database attacks, potentially deleting records, Ukrainian “fake plate”, nightly “cyber election screening”
1:56:00  USCIS’ León Rodriguez asked about 18% refugees in ISIS prosecutions; Comey on failure to question Ahmad Rahami in jail; Manhattan’s Carnegie Deli closing
2:05:23  Donation Segment: Trump “jobs, jobs, jobs!”; Bob Dylan The Titles Are A Changin’
2:18:09  Duterte compares himself to Hitler, American “rubble”; oikophobic Dutch toy store ditches Sinterklaas and Black Pete; JCD on blackface origin, Shuffle Along play; Playboy hijab
2:27:18  World War III on carbon, “we are under attack from climate change”, “the zika virus loaded like a bomb into a growing army of mosquitoes has shrunk the heads of newborn babies across an entire continent”; Dr. Fauci on genetically modified mosquitoes
2:33:27  Hoboken train crash update, TSA pushes VIPR vs Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”
2:38:15  Yahoo hack not state-sponsored after all; ICANN transferred; FCC delays cable box standard
2:43:11  India & Pakistan clash in Kashmir, “surgical strikes”, Russia/China arms sales bonanza
2:48:25  Japanese men wearing 16-pound pregnancy vests to encourage them to do more housework
0:00:00 ACC: “We... we didn’t give it to him.”

0:00:38 Breaking news: Hoboken train crash, producer’s conductor father: “intentional and possibly terrorism”, station “guaranteed to have every track end”, perfect debate timing

0:03:29 Presidential debate: Trump water sips, JCD: “she kicked his ass”, JCD on Oakland Raiders’ Tim Brown fail; Hillary: “stop and frisk was found to be unconstitutional ... in part because it was ineffective”, “Hillary” on official ticket, Brendan Boyle “please look away” tweet

0:14:19 Howard Dean Trump cocaine theory, Morning Joe: “if a Trump surrogate said something like that...”, Dean doubles down, “no, I don’t think he has a cocaine habit”; missed nose-blowing opportunity, hand on back power move, ACC: “he could actually rail up and do lines on the lectern and still probably could be in the race”; Hillary hand signal theory, JCD splices in “common sense gun safety”; press squeals with delight at Hillary microphone “zinger”

0:25:24 Alicia Machado “surprised” to be debate subject; to concerned Megyn Kelly on eating disorder timeline: “they manipulate a lot of information about me”, “no more abuse for the girls” talking point; to Pooper on criminal past: “the point is, that happened twenty years ago”; Trump in 1997: “some people when they have pressure eat too much, like me, like Alicia”

0:36:40 Sean Penn to Colbert: “social debate”, “or we can just masturbate our way into Hell”; ACC story about flying to LA with Penn & family; Penn traveling the world because he’s “curious”

0:42:06 Obama: “if you vote for a third party candidate who’s got no chance to win, that’s a vote for Trump”; producers want more Gary Johnson coverage, Chris Matthews “who’s your favorite foreign leader” trap, “Aleppo moment”, names Merkel, Palin parallel; Jill Stein debate arrest


0:55:06 Brennan: “Russia is an adversary in a number of areas”, not working to “enhance US security interests”, ACC F-Russia Trump ploy theory, CNN lies: “the administration has already said that they believe that the Russians are behind the tapping into the DNC e-mails etcetera”, Trump-Putin “bromance”, Putin 85-90% negative in “Putin popularity poll”, pollster skit

1:01:57 Producer Segment: Jackie killed John Kennedy theory

1:19:15 Overridden veto of JASTA Saidi lawsuit bill, empty threat to dump US investments after 28 pages release, Harry Reid the lone holdout, NewsHour backgrounder: “if they had nothing to do with 9/11 they have nothing to fear”, Jack Quinn and Michael Mukasey squabble over legal implications, discovery to “make them disclose national secrets, JCD: “bullshit”

1:39:40 Obama lies about JASTA, believing “another country didn’t do enough to stop one of its citizens ... in engaging in terrorism”, disaster relief in “the Phillipines ... or Haiti”, Samantha Power motorcade example, danger of being “exposed to liabilities for all the work that we’re doin’ all around the world”, members of Congress “said frankly, we didn’t know what was in it”, “political vote” lie, British terrorist scenario, “they’ve got some people like the radicals who are living in our country”, state sponsor of terrorism process; ACC Deutsche Bank, bond market, and Saudi threat theory, My Brother’s Keeper replacing CGI as Saudi money target

1:50:02 “Army of Consequence” wanting more US advanced weapons laundered through other countries; portable surface-to-air weapons, “everybody knows that at the end the weapons will be in the hands of the terrorists”; Gayane Chichakyan on manPADs as anti-Russia strategy, asks about danger to US planes, Kirby: “Russia will continue to send troops home in body bags”

2:01:23 Another MH17 interim report: Russian-made Buk, denunciation by Russia, JCD on absence
of dog biscuit-shaped holes, Show 636 NEWFIP recap

2:08:45 Chaffetz submits documents for Brian Pagliano contempt of congress; Clinton staffer Paul “stonetear” Combetta tracked to forum asking how to strip e-mail headers

2:13:24 California Representative Scott Peters reads mysterious names and dates for one minute; Sheila Jackson Lee on gun violence and “automatic weapons like AK-47s”

2:17:35 Continuing resolution: total salaries for Congress and staff $1.2bn

2:18:52 Donation Segment: JCD requests title change sound or jingle

2:30:30 Supreme Court OKs DoJ single search warrant access to computers across the country, “only Congress can put the brakes on the plan”; “the officer must make reasonable efforts to serve a copy of the warrant … service may be accomplished by any means, including electronic means”, ACC: “I guess you can tweet ‘em”, equipment “damaged without authorization”

2:38:50 Five suspected ISIS arrested in EU for “spreading propaganda and inciting attacks”; only 5k of 160k relocated in agreement with Turkey; NATO’s Jens Stoltenberg on EU army: “no contradiction between European defense and strong Atlantic cooperation within NATO”

2:43:28 New York bombing “sidewalk scavengers” identified as Egyptian airline employees; father Mohammad Rahami: “red check shirt” FBI agent at arrest scene “is the same agent who, two years earlier, had investigated his son as a possible terrorist and concluded, without interviewing Ahmad in person, that he was no terror threat” (CotD)

2:48:56 Elon Musk Kickstarter to get cost of moving to Mars down to $200k, ACC: “this guy!”

2:50:27 ABC on South Carolina playground shooting: parents’ cell phones “started burning up”, “police say the son was homeschooled”

2:53:17 Thoughts & Prayers app fake ad: “cool, there’s been a mass stabbing in New York and my thoughts and prayers were automatically posted!”, proposed No Agenda Love & Light app
863  Quantum of Evidence  (2016-09-25)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah man, like the sun’s gonna blow up in a billion years if we take a long-term look!”
0:00:39  JCD wants to reprint his Confucius Say book
0:01:19  NWO Global Citizen Festival, globalcitizen.org, Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Bert Koenders: “your phone or a clean toilet?”, JCD: “what is he talking about?”, host Neil Patrick Harris: “awww shit!”, tote board with “number of lives set to be affected”; UNGA backdrop
0:16:34  Chinese Tiangong-1 space station “out of control”, “that’s encouraging”; House bill authorizes study of FAA in control of space traffic; California U-2 crash
0:20:51  Lindsey Graham to generals: “Russia, did they bomb this convoy?”, Carter: Kerry working “indefaggotably”, Graham: “is there a plan B?”; US intelligence exchange obstructionism
0:28:32  Brennan and officials’ non-answers on post-Snowden intelligence sharing at CIA conference, Australia’s Nick Warner: Snowden “damaged your national security in very significant ways.”
0:31:59  More dcleaks.org documents, including Michelle Obama passport image; ACC on GPGTools
0:37:34  YouTuber: Hillary has “late stage syphilis”; step counts included in event plans; producer asks Dr. Drew insider, comments intended to end show; Dr. Drew & Dr. Robert Heisinger on pneumonia from “right middle lobe infiltrate”, “I’m not gonna say it, people would freak out”
0:44:32  Obama vetoes Saudi lawsuit bill, recent insincere speech to 9/11 victims’ families; Saudi Arabia to cut production if Iran’s is frozen; RT on threatened $750bn asset dump
0:51:19  500M Yahoo accounts hacked by a “state-sponsored actor” in 2014, JCD: “prison!”
0:52:58  California prison videoconferencing bill; underage sexting allegations for Anthony Weiner
0:56:17  Gary Johnson’s “be insane to get coverage” strategy: speaking with tongue stuck out, “in billions of years the sun is going to actually grow and encompass the earth … so global warming is in our future” (CotD), JCD on powerful new weed strains, (opening 1:02:56)
1:03:11  Kratom update (bogus Boston Tribune reversal story), more producer feedback
1:09:12  Producer Segment: noagendafacebag.com
1:36:58  Condescending CNN on Kasich question: “Trans-Pacific Pipeline is on the agenda for him today, and not the birther issue” (CotD); Jeffrey Toobin on racist code word “law and order”, base “sick and tired of African-Americans trying to get political power in this country”
1:41:31  Fox News on Charlotte video: “we are working on editing those tapes for air”; handgun and blunt distraction; MSNBC “quantum of evidence”; Larry Elder on Tulsa shooting and racism claims: “blacks are running the institution”; out-of-state Charlotte protesters
1:52:07  Debate wrangling; M.D. producer: Trump 250 pounds; Scott Adams’ Trump switch over estate tax a hatred magnet; estate tax and elaborate family trusts
1:58:22  France & Germany pushing for Brussels-based EU army “European External Action Service”; NATO “duplication of effort” meme-fest; “worldwide mess” if US botches ICANN handoff
2:07:14  Operation Mockingbird: DoJ approves FBI impersonating journalist to bomb threat student
2:12:46  Facebag inflates video view numbers; Dame Francine explains online advertising scams
2:20:32  Producer Segment: “Crovasdos” brandy, rose petal liqueur
2:41:45  ACC reads from Industrial Society and its Future on leftist “oversocialization”
2:48:45  Filipinos protest Marcos hero’s burial, Duterte “fuck the EU”; Mexico smuggling seasons
2:51:35  Applause for Hillary’s Snapchat and messages “disappear all by themselves” comment
2:55:20  JCD on infused vodka: Costco Kirkland is Grey Goose, “searing” Thai chili vodka
3:00:54  Bono’s Trump “turn your country into a casino” comment a concert marketing ploy
862  Otherizing  (2016-09-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “Directors, directors, directors!”  (1:53:26)
0:00:35  Charlotte riots over Keith Scott police shooting; Fox journalist: flashbangs “designed to terrorize... to chase the crowd back”; reporter caught in tear gas, “oh, my eyes!”, ACC on scene skit; hot mic on live stream, “that was great, dude, literally it blew up right over your shoulder!”
0:09:34  Rumors of staged green screen Hillary speeches, “crazy eyes” videos, odd contact lenses
0:12:53  Milan CEO Heather Bresch excoriated in Congressional hearing, Dr. Scott DesJarlais: “do you have a guilty conscience about any of this?”; Stephen Lynch: “what’s the VA payin’?”; Lacy Clay: “have you ever seen an individual have a seizure?”; Bresch “unprecedented” meme
0:26:13  DEA to put *Mitragyna speciosa* “kratom” on Schedule I, OxyContin alternative, 130k We the People petition responses; ACC to run some tests; MGM-16 from 7-hydroxymitragynine
0:33:30  Harvard and MIT sued for ADA compliance in online courses
0:35:58  Alleged New York bomber Ahmad Rahami interviewed by FBI, “they cannot leave these people on the radar indefinitely” meme; presidential debate timing; JCD on trip to Pakistan and “crazy wives”; Tumblr “manifesto”; FBI seeking suitcase scavengers; finder thought bomb was “kinetic sculpture”; Cuomo: “it’s reducing the anger through dialogue”
0:48:40  Lester Holt to moderate debate; Trump almost gets “highest duty” right; Hillary postpones fundraiser with $33k “host reception”; Hillary video flub: “my dad was a small business”, right-to-work; House candidate Charlie Crist gets laugh for “I believe that she is honest”
0:58:04  Bono to Charlie Rose: “America is an idea ... bound up in justice and equality for all”, shouldn’t let Trump “turn your country into a casino”; JCD calls fake on Monmouth University poll memo; Adam Corolla unable to get Dr. Drew on podcast to talk about pneumonia; savetheday.vote anti-Trump “sh*t-ton of famous people” video, “racist, abusive coward”
1:10:02  Producer Segment: Marc Perkel cancer and business handoff; Spamhaus extortion
1:25:59  Donald Trump Jr.’s Syrian refugee Skittles tweet, *The Intercept* on anti-Semitic *Der Giftpilz* book; Kirby to *Fox & Friends* on 100k refugees in 2017: “I would’t debate the fact that there’s the potential for ISIS terrorists to try to insert themselves”
1:33:50  Snowden pardon without conviction a possibility under Supreme Court *Ex parte Garland* ruling; Schick v. Reed and treason; James Woolsey: charge him with treason and hang him
1:40:48  Obama at UN on “giving up some freedom of action”; Paris Agreement as trade deal; CNBC compares Brexit and elections, Brit Hume: bookies favor Hillary
1:48:34  Hypocritical *Washington Post* editorial board throws Snowden under the bus
1:52:10  JCD: too many director categories at Emmys; Jill Soloway: “topple the patriarchy!”, backstage: Trump is “otherizing people”, Jeffrey Tambor: “ditto, ditto, ditto”
2:01:55  Justin Trudeau declares poverty “sexist”: $140M in gold smuggled from Royal Canadian Mint
2:04:42  Miss America 2016: Arkansas the winner, Maryland can’t sing, Texas the baton twirler; questions on “immigration debate”, Matt Lauer, Colin Kaepernick, Gretchen Carlson and workplace equality; New York gets Trump question, Arkansas runs over on Hillary
2:23:17  Donation Segment
2:29:16  Bruce Springsteen on his bout of depression (CotD); coloring therapy on campus, JCD on Mimi’s *The Scream* sculptures; art market devaluation
2:38:31  New Jersey solar panel “giveaway”, ABC News: new heat record; JCD: mudflats still there
2:41:01  Russia blamed for attack on Syria relief convoy; Amal Clooney all-in on Assad prosecution
2:49:43  Reverend Manning: “God’s gonna put a cancer in the butthole of every sodomite!”  (TCS)
861 Hate Crime Manager (2016-09-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “And that is very thinning.” (1:36:17)
0:00:33 JCD fakes eating a giant bug, “tastes like poop”
0:02:18 New Jersey charity race explosion; pressure cooker bomb in Chelsea, witness at “vegetonian” burrito place, National Guard “happened to be in the area for training”; MSNBC bitches about Trump use of “bomb”; body double shoulder switching feedback; Hillary: “I’ve been briefed about the bombings”, reporter immediately asks for reaction to Trump’s “bomb”
0:14:39 Rachel Maddow on Katy Tur’s “stage is falling apart”, news gods “definitely do write poetry”; Jake Tapper: “and then said Hillary Clinton started birtherism – not true”; Maddow: “he crumbled, he collapsed, he caved”; NBC “false accuser” meme; NBC SurveyMonkey poll: “more than eight in ten Democrats believe the President was born here”; calls for apology
0:32:51 Ashleigh Banfield distressed by Trump’s MSM hostility; RT on dwindling trust for media
0:36:34 Politico’s Ben Smith explains Hillary campaign birtherism origins; Morning Joe cognitive dissonance fest; campaign manager Patti Doyle on staffer e-mail, “we let that person go”; Sidney Blumenthal’s role; John Avlon: “conspiracy entrepreneur” Trump “lied while telling the truth”; Pastor Scott: “it was not racial, it was political”, “the Canadians aren’t offended” over Cruz; “we just lost Brianna Keilar”; Chris Matthews “am I supposed to stop talking?”
0:52:10 Bill Clinton to Trevor Noah: emotional “she wanted to go to the 9/11 ceremony”; CGI meeting scheduled for UN General Assembly, shutting down amid sponsor pullouts
1:04:17 Former Haitian senate president Bernard Sansaricq rails against Clintons at Trump event: “a week later … Clinton revoked my visa”, Digicel takeover, drug money in “cornflakes boxes”; economic hit man: Hillary very cold, Trump 300 pounds
1:37:57 Possible new Hillary body double photo; Nancy Pelosi: “he’s not gonna be president”, warns about third-party candidates; Obama: low black turnout a “personal insult”; Harry Reid: CNN pays for “cheap polls”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz lies about 2000 Florida outcome
1:48:49 DHS “late start” in election security, Donna Brazile to Brolf: CrowdStrike “imme-iately after” DNC attack, “be caufew of what links you turn on”, Rand Beers & Aneesh Chopra
1:56:24 Documents from WADA hack now include British athletes, “Fancy Bears” group
2:01:45 Kerry-Lavrov Syria ceasefire report punctuated by gunfire B-roll; Samantha Power “oops” over airstrike on Syrian military, Security Council meeting a Russian “stunt”
2:08:48 Jason Chaffetz demands unredacted Clinton e-mails from FBI’s Jason Herring: “you don’t get to decide what I get to see, I get to see it all”, “you are hereby served” subpoena; McCain questions generals on sequestration effects, classic Feinstein impending attack clip
2:17:31 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Rodrigo Duterte: “I will kill all of you who make the lives of Filipinos miserable” (CotD), Duterte accused of directing death squad, “feeding a victim to a crocodile”
2:28:48 Kiev Russian embassy fireworks attack; US special forces run out of Syrian town by FSA
2:33:00 Bratislava meeting over EU “existential crisis”, Renzi pulls out of press conference; German protests over TTIP and CETA; French opération Ronce; Bruges beer pipeline
2:42:35 South Park national anthem solution: commission J.J. Abrams; Arabic shouting B-roll
2:45:16 SJW MRU student: Trump hat is hate speech; Nottingham “hate crime manager” on misogyny
2:49:42 Ted Cruz video opposing NWO ICANN giveaway, balance on next show
ACC: “Do not tweet this!” (1:28:00)
JCD on ACC’s Night Attack appearance: “you’re smokin’ dope right off the beginning”, Tourette’s control, chatroom “Curry has zika!”; ACC awed by Vive VR system
Colin Powell e-mails on dcleaks.com “with ties to Russian intelligence”, Trump “national disgrace and international pariah”, “racist” birthers; Chris Hayes ties Guccifer 2.0 to Russia, JCD: “the guy’s in jail!”
Tim Kaine’s phone number released, Donna Brazile blames Trump
Gayane Chichakyan on Simone Biles and Williams sisters’ medical waivers for banned drugs
Colin Powell e-mails on dcleaks.com “with ties to Russian intelligence”, Trump “national disgrace and international pariah”, “racist” birthers; Chris Hayes ties Guccifer 2.0 to Russia, JCD: “the guy’s in jail!”
Tim Kaine’s phone number released, Donna Brazile blames Trump
Gayane Chichakyan on Simone Biles and Williams sisters’ medical waivers for banned drugs

James Woolsey joins Trump campaign; CIA “pencil pushers”; Trump’s 88 top brass supporters
ABC boosts Trump’s Ohio poll numbers, political speech stopped by Flint pastor; Trump medical records on upcoming Doctor Oz Show, Hillary doctor: “excellent mental condition”
Hillary’s 9/11 collapse, Brit Hume on misleading mainstream headlines; MSNBC hosts’ lies: “the weather has been horrific”, “a little bit wobbly”, “it could happen to anybody”, Fox News: “it was 75 degrees at the time”; Gloria Borger: “for those who believe in conspiracy theories, they’re still gonna believe in conspiracy theories”, Hillary’s “big incident in the Fall”
CBS edits “purely for time” Bill Clinton’s “frequently, not frequently, rarely” to Charlie Rose; Hillary calls in to Pooper, Fox News “power through” meme montage
Pooper propagates CBS Bill edit; Scott Adams paruresis shy bladder theory, JCD story about Adams speech postmortem; Hillary: “only twice that I can recall”, “a few times”, “I did lose my balance for a minute”, Chuck Schumer’s pneumonia; only four Secret Service agents, Rubenstein Agency’s Christine Falvo, anti-seizure Zeiss Z1 blue lenses
Hillary’s body double, ACC: “women do not switch shoulders for their shoulder bag, never!”
Producer Segment: Magic: the Gathering; ACC’s John Holden persona
WABC “breaking news about Hillary Clinton’s death”, MSM dead candidate contingency plan stories, “Fowler, who has backed President, who has backed Hillary Clinton” (CotD)
Trump supporter punches protester at North Carolina rally; Josh Earnest on Obama’s Trump-Putin comparisons, Earnest asked why Obama doesn’t get Trump’s tax documents directly from IRS (CotD); Republican push to impeach Koskinen
Hillary arrest theory, poison theory, Parkinson’s theory, “bag of pee” theory
Unreliable Washington Post reporter on PBS delves into Trump Foundation, $3.3 “most money it has ever had” vs $5M from Vince McMahon; Guidestar platinum rating for Clinton Foundation, outrage from Progressive 127, ACC: “white gay guy Hillary channel”
Hacker Deric Lostutter faces 16 years in prison for exposing rape by Steubenville high school football players; soccer player Megan Rapinoe on kneeling for national anthem, ambiguous First Amendment reference; lawyer note: flag code is a suggestion
ACLU Snowden Presidential pardon campaign, Josh Earnest: no conviction, Snowden trailer
Wells Fargo division head Carrie Tolstedt’s $124M retirement package
Donation Segment: JCD on visa headaches in US-Brazil travel; need title change jingle
Juncker calls for EU military; JCD on the four EU presidents; Northern European heat wave
Crazy Eddie dead at 68; Austin’s secret Apple campus, chip designers in Texas
Netanyahu’s “ethnic cleansing”, Trudeau: “inappropriate”; $40bn aid package, 33 F-35 aircraft
859  Army of Conquest  (2016-09-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Heyyy, you got any Jack Daniels?”  (1:49:14)
0:00:48  Breaking news: Hillary’s Ground Zero “medical episode”, “appeared to faint”, lost shoe, JCD: “does anybody even consider the possibility that she was plastered?”; nice distraction from “basket of deplorables”; Hillary hate compilation, “if you’re white you’re a racist” jingle; Stephanie Cutter: “her only mistake was that she described half of his supporters that way”
0:15:00  Louie Gohmert: Hillary “mentally impaired”; anesthesiologist Ted Noel opines Parkinson’s
0:18:36  North Korean celebrity news reader Ri Chun-hee, tearful Kim Jong-il death announcement
0:21:35  Producer passes on Secret Service “further complications”; bogus Hillary father praying story; Tim Kaine to Rose: “it’s very clear that the Russians were behind the DNC attack”, Nixon-Trump impeachment meme, Charlie Wilson’s War and Russia hate; Brolf to Rand Paul on reducing Yemen bombing role: “significant loss of jobs and revenue”  (CotD)
0:32:37  Saudi Arabia 9/11 lawsuit bill, Josh Earnest reiterates veto excuse, empty Saudi bond dumping threat, JCD: “this is really just Obama caving to the Saudis”; TuK introduced to Building 7; NYPD “ramping up” security, “make no mistake about it … no credible or specific threat”
0:46:07  Morning Joe fails to catch “former head of the KGB” Putin meme; death of Greta Friedman from “iconic” staged V-J Day photo, ACC on multiple takes photographing women
0:51:49  Anger at Matt Lauer over Commander-in-Chief forum lack of fact-checking; Joy Reid talks over and cuts off David Malpass on “pay-for-play”; Ed Schultz now at RT hating on Hillary, JCD: “this guy’s just a mercenary”; Larry King portrayed as Russian stooge for Trump interview, Ora Media RT contract; Trump cut off, King: “such is life in the big leagues”
1:05:38  Gary Johnson’s “and what is Aleppo”; NYT geography retractions; Johnson on The View
1:12:10  Producer Segment
1:16:21  Hillary’s backwards fall; National Enquirer Matt Lauer cocaine story; David Brooks on NBC forum performances: “I thought they both lost”, “a little piece of my soul died”, perplexed by Trump’s taking Iraqi oil comment and polls tightening
1:22:17  McCain asks Ash Carter about “Army of Conquest”; RT on Turkey supplying al-Nusra
1:26:58  Chelsea Clinton’s MKULTRA “loooove” non-answer about Hillary being bad-mouthed; sniffing Bill Clinton on “the coal people” blaming Democrats; photo of Trump & Bill golfing with babes; Trump to ABC on releasing medical records: “I think I will do that”
1:35:23  Dutch 5% tax on royalties, new ATA directive sets it to 10%; Putin’s driver killed in freak accident; fluctuating oil prices; CitiGroup oil trader: let’s have more Algiers meetings
1:42:05  Mike Pence on Putin as stronger leader than Obama, Hillary: “scary”
1:43:07  NewsHour on Dakota Access Pipeline worries over water contamination, producer feedback
1:50:08  Admiral James Lyons’s Benghazi kidnapping operation; Trump’s 88 military higher-ups
1:54:52  Afghanistan presence to “prevent another 9/11”; “as it happened” coverage and Building 7
1:56:41  Alex Jones rants about EU Pedobears; Jones-Maddow feud; Beck’s Tomi Lahren, NYPD Blue
2:00:15  Phyllis Schlafly dead at 92, NewsHour ignores her opposition to Equal Rights Amendment
2:05:34  Donation Segment: sub7zero’s Opus format RSS feed; ACC’s Night Attack appearance
2:17:53  High school athletes kneeling national anthem protest; ACC auditions possible replacements
2:34:08  Up in arms over yet another North Korean nuke test; “deliverable nuclear weapon” in a decade; JCD outraged at Picasso’s Guernica at UN
2:42:16  Congress squabbles over Planned Parenthood and zika funding; public-domain anthem
2:47:19  No arrests in Wells Fargo racketeering scheme, 5300 fired, ACC: “where’s Pocahontas?”
858 Bite Work (2016-09-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Nononononononononononononono!” (2:19:46)

0:00:33 Frits Spits, master of the opening line

0:01:49 Hillary’s “Cleveland cough”, blames Trump allergy, low pollen count, green lozenge goo in glass, JCD: “it’s how she reproduces”, Revelation 16:13 “three unclean spirits like frogs”; new campaign plane; YouTuber: “I’ve been attacking Hillary Clinton with magic”

0:16:49 CNN “Essential Hillary/Trump” profiles, Hillary’s concussion ignored over commercial break, on 2008 meltdown “don’t tell anybody” she’s human; new e-mail excuse at Commander-in-Chief forum: “classified material has a header”, “this is verified in the report” lie, guest to Megyn Kelly: “the way it got there was that she and her staff took the headers off”

0:24:26 New redacted aide theory: well-connected Ambassador to Jordan Alice Wells

0:26:54 Hillary “just respectfully” or “disrespectfully”, small apparent earpiece, 2009 Wikileaks “did you take your earpiece” e-mail from Huma; “we came, we saw, he died” e-mail from Blumenthal

0:33:07 Trump walks into NBC trap on military rape, Matt Lauer quotes “what did these geniuses expect putting men and women together”; Women in Need CEO Christine Quinn gets her own CNN eye-rolling box, interrupts Mike Rogers with male privilege accusation, Pooper gives her last word; Lawrence O’Donnell: “luckily MSNBC’s lies… live coverage will continue”

0:44:15 Trump to O’Reilly: “let her release her e-mails, and I’ll release my tax returns immediately”

0:45:49 Gary Johnson’s “gaffe of the century”: “and what is Aleppo?”; Assange: teasers coming

0:50:55 Finance Minister Luis Videgaray fired after G20 statement on US reducing demand for drugs

0:55:39 Gayane Chichakyan on Clinton “turtle theory” for Russian election meddling, Uranium One Clinton Foundation donation and subsequent sale to Russia; Chaka Khan and sister in rehab

0:59:41 Producer Segment: Buffet’s Clayton Homes and Intuit in Detroit; Hillary call

1:16:49 UT vs Notre Dame post-game chaos thanks to Uber-Lyft ouster, ACC: “it was a disaster”

1:19:44 Dakota Access Pipeline protest by Native Americans; American Indians, Amy Goodman on location, pepper spray and dogs, trainer Jonni Joyce: “what it looked like was a bunch of alligators at the end of leashes”, “bite work” explained, no Ohio licenses for security work

1:29:00 Martin Kaplan & Norman Lear Center media influence revisited

1:33:24 Oliver Stone on Snowden film and Pentagon sanitization, “CIA has taken over Hollywood”

1:38:07 Tim Kaine “phantom sanctuary cities” debunked by Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, police “don’t ask” immigration status vs “don’t tell” ICE, counties in fear of ACLU lawsuits

1:43:22 Rodrigo Duterte calls Obama “son of a whore”, subsequent apology; Hillary call EAL3003

1:51:32 Menwith Hill GCHQ facility a US drone base, ACC: “wow, look at all those golf balls!”, GCHQ “strict legal frameworks”, 2012 protests, ACC on Guilford covert satellite center; JCD: Snowden seeking extraction; Theresa May on Brexit: “we could have a second referendum”

2:04:55 “Up Front” with podcast networks and advertisers, Marc Maron the rule follower

2:07:05 Donation Segment

2:15:12 David Brooks: no Trump wall, JCD: “I think he may not do anything else but build the wall”

2:19:59 Tech News: Apple event; CVC’s WWWE “Monday Night Buttslam” data overage; crappy iFixit replacement screen; ACC: “I really wanna have a transmitter on both sides of my head”

2:30:22 Black Lives Matter “climate change impact” protest on London City Airport runway

2:33:25 David L. Phillips on fighting in Jarabulus Syria, ISIS donning FSA uniforms, Rojava

2:41:54 The Nation editor Katrina vanden Heuvel on Hillary’s “new McCarthyism” on Russia

2:43:22 ABC on FDA ban on antibacterial soap agents that “may actually do harm”
0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t do this any more, I’ve already cut off 20 heads, it’s hurting my arm!” (2:24:30)
0:00:34 ACC’s 52nd birthday, Newsletter cake picture
0:01:44 Aufwachen! podcast Greenwald interview, barking dog horde, “the monkey’s here”, “that clip sucks!” jingle; nude Trump statue expected to fetch $10k
0:08:27 Kerry on terrorism: “perhaps the media would do us all a service if they didn’t cover it quite as much”, “people wouldn’t know what’s going on”
0:10:24 No stairs for Obama at Hangzhou G20, Susan Rice vs Chinese official; last Obama-Xi meeting, Paris Accords ratified without Congress
0:14:39 New Executive Order: one-year extension to state of emergency with respect to terror threat
0:16:49 RT on makeover for “Hang Jew”, vermin elimination and factory shutdowns
0:18:40 “Stop wearing white” Labor Day and labor unions
0:19:18 Long weekend FBI report on Hillary interview notes, leanerreport.com, “Clinton could not recall” litany, staff smashing mobile devices with hammers; Brooke Baldwin: “fact-check that for me, on the fly”, ACC: “the BlackBerry's not working, get me a new BlackBerry!”; PBS on ignorance of drone program classification; handling CIA drone strike e-mails over holidays; JCD on corporate sexual harassment training courses, “I’m not pointing the finger at anybody”
0:31:31 Kirby struggles not to answer on Hillary security briefing; “we came, we saw, he died” e-mail MIA; ABC on Hillary’s unpopularity: “these documents are not going to help on that front”; JCD on market ups & downs attributed to same cause, Paul Ryan: deny Hillary classified info; Tim Kaine a poor substitute in press conferences, “she takes the press everywhere she goes”, 272 day hiatus, no journalists on campaign plane; phony narrowing polls sales call; staffers with rope to keep reporters at bay; “too busy ignoring reporters to insult them”
0:48:06 JCD: Mika Brzezinski “a woman scorned” with 30 new Benghazi e-mails; ACC on former employee’s lavish lunches with minions; Judicial Watch lawsuit’s 25 written questions under oath, State Department “e-mail blast address”; 2k more confidential e-mails, Mac Mini server
0:59:52 Mysterious redacted aide name; 2011 attempted “hack” shutdown by Cooper, e-mail account compromise, 2013 accesses from Tor exit nodes by unknown account, Patrick Kennedy
1:07:54 Anthony Weiner’s latest incriminating photo from June 2015, held in reserve as distraction, JCD: “I’d be moving to Idaho and looking for a cabin”
1:12:17 Producer Segment: CAIR at Killing Ed; JCD on anti-CIA Jason Bourne; Max Keiser
1:35:57 11th grade NASCAR wunderkind’s sponsor spiel
1:38:36 Trump black church visit with Reuters “black, blackout!”; Pastor Mark Burns on bigoted “black community” meme; MSNBC pastor: “Donald Trump has borne bad fruit”, Lee Atwater “Southern strategy”, If You Don’t Know Me By Now quote
1:47:28 Colin Kaepernick says he’s protesting flag, media says “anthem”
1:54:10 David Oates’ reverse speech theory and “thank you Satan”, JCD unimpressed
2:03:26 KQED: ISIS “linked to climate change”; NewsHour’s Sean Sublette on major hurricane rarity, IPCC: they won’t “necessarily … become more frequent”, “we do look for the longer-term trends”; NYT headline: coastal flooding “no longer theoretical”; climate beggars nationwide
2:11:41 Rubblization and rebuilding in Detroit, Bill Clinton on 10k abandoned houses and Syrian refugees, “six thousand people went from Europe to ISIS-land” and Paris, Syrians in Cleveland and Dearborn, ACC: “get me another gross of Syrians, please!”; RT on ISIS and French Revolution parallel; JCD on guillotine “mass production device” and 15-40 French beheadings
YouTube asserting “brand safe” restrictions; Philip DeFranco “beautiful bastards”

Donation Segment: ACC 52nd birthday donations

Millennial SJW Annaliese Nielsen aghast at Lyft Hawaiian bobble-head, “you didn’t think about like the pillaging of the like continent of Hawaii”, “you fucking selfish dumbass idiot”, ACC: “we’re doomed”, JCD implicates self esteem movement; in search of No Agenda maximum fun engagement strategy, sign language; Noodle Boy

South Carolina honeybee collateral damage from zika spraying

Guccifer 2.0 jailed for 52 months; Putin Bloomberg interview, Hillary “content that was presented to society”; China to build version of Antonov An-225

Apple tax bill exactly matches Irish medical debt, Ireland files appeal

Calais “Jungle” being dismantled, population up to 9k; homeless Italian earthquake survivors in tents vs migrants in four-star hotels meme deconstructed

ABC on exploding Samsung Galaxy Note 7 just in time for iPhone 7, “a lot of people waiting for that”
856  EU Gougers (2016-09-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, man, where’s the bongos?” (2:34:45)

0:00:32 Margrethe Vestager on Apple’s Irish taxes, MSM $17bn fine meme; Tim Cook: no sweetheart deal, debunks €50 per million meme, “here is the truth”, “several billion” in US taxes; Jack Lew outraged, stint as Citigroup COO until 2008; European Commissioner for Competition responsibilities and state aid under Lisbon Treaty, Dutch nerves; Vestager: “you should invest because you want to do business, not because that you want to avoid taxes”, Starbucks & Gazprom deals; JCD Irish fake outrage theory; “Euroland gouging”

0:18:47 Anthony “the beard” Weiner and Huma split up; ACC Weiner CNN interview, Weiner groomed by Schumer; potential testimony against Huma, ACC: “I’m thinking he should avoid small aviation, hot tubs, and canoes”; Trump: Weiner “a sleazeball and a pervert”, “she has access to classified information”; Hillary’s bathrobe dress; ABC “balance” with David Duke robocalls

0:27:38 ACC as television director, JCD story about Tech TV high-energy director, ACC: visit local news control room, assistant director 15 seconds in future; much-imitated Letterman director on intercom gag, ACC: “alright already with the love-fest, can we move on, in three, two…”

0:32:58 Trump in Mexico, “he could’ve been hammered by Mexico’s president”, Hillary denounces as “photo op”, Hillary “not taking questions”, $12M partying in Hamptons, low-energy VFW speech, terrible hair; Obama & Biden to campaign for her

0:37:45 Trump in Phoenix: “ending the illegal flow of drugs, cash, guns, and people across our border”, “put the cartels out of business”, ACC Sinaloa deal theory, 24 Sinaloa and 46 mob arrests, John Gotti’s grandson nabbed; Hillary also invited; Rachel Maddow’s Trump piñata, JCD: “no bias there!” Trump “probably the least popular human being on earth among the Mexican people” not getting a “dressing down”, Jose Diaz-Balart “mysteriously leaked video” theory

0:48:43 Trump on restoring Secure Communities program, 287(g) partnerships deporting jailed illegals, “there’s no brain power in our administration … none, none, none”; Immigration and Nationality Act, ACC on outrageous DHS fees; MSM just asking who’s paying for the wall

0:57:41 Soros on Trump “landslide” and electoral college loss; JCD on college as wacko insurance and hurting media in non-swing states; Karl Marx’ writings about slave votes and Civil War; Soros’ ambiguous “and I don’t do think, actually, she is the one who is the most qualified”

1:09:00 NBC on secret Foreign Denial and Deception Committee tasked with fighting Russian hackers in election, “Russia is trying to undermine confidence in the election system”, ABC: “election officials are hoping that tommor goes off not only without a hitch, but also without a glitch hack”, Arizona “did upgrade the cybersecurity system”, JCD requests Worst Clip of the Day jingle; RT on unnamed Washington think tank hacks blamed on Russia by CrowdStrike, “blame Russia” medley, older “blame China” medley

1:21:25 Trump’s “hands off Middle East” an opportunity for China; Gayane Chichakyan on baseless accusations by “unnamed official” in Arizona and Illinois attacks: “this is the closest we’ve come to tying the recent hack to the Russian government”, hacked voter records available as public records in swing states, “the DNC has voter databases of all states”

1:28:49 NBC’s Richard Engel on doping whistleblower Yulia Stepanova on the run after address exposed, “experts say it’s the work of hackers with close ties to Russian intelligence” (CotD)

1:32:13 Producer Segment: Show 491 Michael Shrimpton CotD; gitmolist.org

1:57:24 Krauthamer “there’s no there there”; Mike Pence “less concerned about her bad health as I am about her bad ideas”, Obama doctor David Scheiner compares “solid muscle” Obama to
“oldest man to enter the White House” Trump, no mention of smoking, “all the lab results were positive”, JCD: “HIV positive, and pregnant!”; Dr. Drew on podcast discussing Bill Clinton’s addictions: “he has all the stigmata of alcoholism”, “he gets parotid enlargement, he gets rhinophyma, he gets telangiectasias”

2:05:20 US News on election delay or cancellation due to candidate death
2:07:48 JCD Red Book: Star Spangled Banner finished as National Anthem, Colin Kaepernick protest, “disrespecting the troops” meme, America the Beautiful popular culture gains
2:13:43 ACC describes “pathetic” MTV VMAs, “social media douchebag” hosts, upside-down cross
2:17:07 Canada declares animals “sentient beings”; ACC’s “pet-friendly” apartment
2:20:47 Florida ground stops due to radar power outage, “redundant systems and backup power supplies that seem to trip and they don’t seem to work”; UAL pilots arrested in Glasgow for drunkenness, turbulence injuries; Southwest engine explosion, plane-ramming; upcoming Sully movie, JFK gun panic, LAX panic over Zorro with plastic sword
2:31:30 DH Unplugged reference to trio of events: dot-com, Y2K, 9/11 with millennials in perpetual recession, jobless “beatniks” in Port Townsend
2:35:48 Donation Segment
2:44:58 Lyft Hawaiian bobblehead SJW girl edited audio for next show
2:49:53 300 reindeer killed by lightning strike in Norway, ACC: “I’m thinking directed energy weapon”
2:50:23 Indian tourism minister: do not wear skirt, “advisory” vs “directive”; Polish man beaten to death in London, “can’t be sort of far away from us all being armed on the streets, really”
2:54:16 No historical ISIS anti-Israel message; Israeli think tank’s Professor Efraim Inbar: “strategic purpose” for ISIS vs Iran, “I suggest to you to be more careful in assessing ze human rights policy of Iran”, “zey are supporting a brutal regime of Assad”
2:58:48 Bogus Megyn Kelly firing story on Facebag, JCD: “I’d give her a nine-five easy”, Shannon Bream’s looks vs Kelly’s; Hillary’s health search results in Google vs other engines, foreign governments “have expunged words, names, and phrases from search engine results”, ACC “Donald Trump is” vs “Hillary Clinton is” suggestions
855 Burkini Meanie (2016-08-28)

0:00:00 JCD: *(distant)* “Hello? No I don’t want your beans!” *(2:12:17)*

0:00:35 JCD’s new media bigotry Newsletter “Leaner Report”

0:02:28 ABC on Obama’s empty promise of donation to ISIS captive Kayla Muller’s parents’ foundation, Josh Earnest caught off guard; Trump “Hillary is a bigot”, “when Democratic policies fail, they are left with only this one tired argument: *you’re racist, you’re racist, you’re racist*”; Chichakyan debunks Robbie Mook’s accusation Robert Flynn works for “The Russia Times”

0:14:01 Hillary on Alex Jones “paranoid fringe”, “alt-right”; Rachel Maddow on Steve Bannon’s domestic violence, “that ends up being important” lie, “he doesn’t like Jews”; Tom Coburn to “Chet” Todd: NBC “far-left”;

0:29:47 Hillary “there’s no *there there* meme, Gertrude Stein Oakland reference; Hakeem Jeffries: Trump “outsourced parts of his campaign to white supremacist groups”; RT on MSM’s cozy Hillary relations, Putin “grand godfather of this global brand of extreme nationalism” *(CotD)*, Hillary “insider threat” man on the street, “Teflon Jane”; JCD story about Mimi bumping into Barbara Streisand’s husband; lame Streisand-Fallon Trump duet

0:46:10 RT Marc “Dr. Doom” Faber: Bill Clinton “will revitalize corruption in America”; Elena Pinchuk ANTI AIDS Foundation payoff; Planet Money’s Adam Davidson on Slate podcast: “creepy”, “an elite selling access to the aspirational”, “they have not had a major impact on Haiti” *(CotD)*, ACC: “big mistake, I would avoid hot tubs, canoes, and small aviation aircraft”

0:56:35 Leonardo DiCaprio DAF Donor Advised Fund Malaysian embezzlement scandal

0:58:44 Trey Gowdy: no FBI questions for Hillary about intent, “what could be more convenient than *just doing a state.gov* e-mail address?”, e-mails not deleted for year and a half, cut off

1:01:13 Bernie Sanders apparently shovels campaign leftovers into Our Revolution lobbying outfit

1:03:58 Producer Segment: noagendatorrents.com; JCD: “we do not use Podbean”

1:20:31 Journalistic recount of 2000 Florida ballot, “George Bush actually won”, Jeffrey Toobin on University of Chicago “even more comprehensive” recount in which “Gore would have won”

1:27:01 “Trump TV” meme, George W. Bush: idiot or evil genius?

1:28:37 Dr. Drew’s show cancelled in wake of Hillary health comments, video removed, apology for “anonymously-sourced report”; ACC: “we have a spot on the stream for him, for his podcast”

1:38:35 University of Chicago: no trigger warnings or safe spaces; ACC tangles with batshit insane short female millennial, “you’re a *dick!*”; ageist Kelly Ward gives McCain “gift of retirement”

1:46:13 Dutch officials: TTIP dead, CETA Canada-EU deal; Hangzhou G20, mysterious “grand scheme” with Russia & EEC; Chinese news imitating BBC; Chinese post-Brexit business opportunities; no Article 50 Parliamentary vote; JCD on Chinese “Prime Directive” in Africa

2:01:48 ISIS atrocities in British Parliament, “she spoke of seeing a two-year-old boy being killed, his body parts ground down, and then fed to his own mother”, ACC: “this is better than the incubator story!”; military producer: Hollywood turning on Hillary, *13 Hours* Benghazi movie

2:08:35 *Today Show* picks up on Nice ban: burkinis “designed to give Muslim women more freedom”; JCD on Berkeley naked parade; ACC on lingerie-buying Muslim women in Harrods; producer: bikinis allowed on some beaches; JCD story about beer with Saudi prince; CVC Jordan report

2:22:11 Donation Segment: no prostate exam for ACC

2:32:28 CNN tries to explain NPR’s comment shutdown, JCD on Disqus NA promotion

2:41:13 Sheriff David Clarke on blacks and Democrats; ACC on widespread entitlement

2:45:33 JCD on EpiPen and Obamacare insurance scam, idiot CEO’s $19M; NA tip: $50 cash discount
854  Premedicated (2016-08-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Now it seems... well it seems my voice went up.” (1:11:03)
0:00:33 Obnoxious chatroom spam; JCD demonstrates preprogramming with The Jew cooking show
0:05:08 “Cajun Navy” rescuers risk running afoot of regulatory legislation; producer note on victims' rescuers threatened with arrest; Bill Nye: “this is the result of climate change, it’s only going to get worse”, “people will move”, copper wire looting, “levies” in Holland “good for a while”
0:14:04 Difficult People podcaster’s bar, crappy new Amazon shows I Love Dick and The Tick; decent Jean-Claude Van Johnson; JCD on Woody Allen’s Café Society; JCD refuses Mr. Robot spoiler
0:21:19 Pentagon spokeshole to Barbara Starr on Syrian no-fly zone, “you can label it what you want”; Seymour Hersh: Erdoğan “completely crazy”, bogus Syrian gas victim count, “false flag”
0:34:18 Entire Russian team banned from Rio Paralympics; retaliatory ISS staff cuts
0:38:09 Hillary to Pooper: “I know there’s a lot of smoke, and there’s no fire”, AP calendar lawsuit; Elie Wiesel & Muhammad Yunus talking point; Andrea Mitchell “Gates Family”, “the firewall was not properly defined”; Chris Matthews campaign “influence buying” bullcrap analogy
0:52:06 Charles Ortel on two versions of memorandum of understanding; HIV/AIDS Initiative “hemorrhaging money”, Massachusetts license revoked; apologist James Carville: “the Clintons never took a nickel out of the Foundation”, CharityWatch “five-star rating”
0:59:09 “People will die” meme; no line item disclosures for HIV drugs; Indian drug maker Rambaxy’s untested HIV drugs, 2013 $500M fine, 2013 Fortune article Dirty Medicine, “it’s just blacks dying”; Ortel on IRS and “business development exercise”; UNITAID airline ticket levy; insider traders Rajat Gupta and Raj Rajaratnam; Foundation “merchants around misery”
1:11:03 Citizens United FOIA e-mails reveal Dennis Cheng as Clinton “bag man”; Mark Toner dodges question about Abedin’s clearance and mother’s Islamic studies journal editorship
1:17:25 Producer Segment: no note for JCD on beer at post office; TtK introduced to David Icke
1:30:32 Trump: Clintons “owe the FBI director their political lives”, “total premedication” flub; Hillary to Jimmy Kimmel: “take my pulse”, “it just absolutely makes no sense”, pickle-gate
1:43:39 National Archives and Records Administration: whether State Department press briefings are federal records, tampering is a crime; ambiguous ABC “reality check” on medical records and Foundation; AP reports half of Hillary’s private citizen meetings were with Foundation donors, JCD on Bill stepping down “get it while you can” announcement; Hillary’s $50k per ticket fundraisers; Hersh on NYT board outraged by alternate bin Laden history
2:01:11 Tim Kaine flubs Trump rent “not ask what you can do for your country” punchline; Commission on Presidential Debates CEO Howard G. Buffett, “stacked deck”; Clinton Foundation president Donna Shalala on orgizational changes: “it would be irresponsible to do all this before she’s elected”; James Grimaldi on comparing lobbying records correlated with meetings
2:13:40 Iranian vessels approach US warship to “just three hundred yards” at “warp speed”
2:15:47 ABC KPT Bryce rendering of new planet; change.org switching to crowdfunding model
2:20:37 Donation Segment
2:29:54 Police forcing French burkini-wearers to disrobe; Nice mayor: no bikinis in Muslim countries, BBC reporter pushes back: “armed French police forcing Christian nuns to remove their habits at the beach”; female genital mutilation in Dagestan, Ayaan Hirsi Ali; CVC still in Jordan
2:42:21 FBI Pedobear Playpen honeypot quadruples visits; @PotUS Twitter feed to be cleaned out; RT on Russian hackers auto-blame; Clarkson University honorary degrees for BLM creators
2:50:21 JCD on Guilfoyle wearing slacks, Andrea Tantaros sexual harassment lawsuit
853  Iso Day (2016-8-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “People today are not educated.” (2:03:10)
0:00:33  Image of Obama golfing off top of flooded car, J’Johnson tries to explain Louisiana no-show: “of course, the President can’t be everywhere”, “very busy schedule” lie; Trump handing out toys, JCD on epic Stalin speech; coffins floating in street, JCD on John Bell Hood crypt
0:12:50  Morning Joe reacts to defensive Obama “nefarious deal”, “he is dissembling and arrogant at the same time”; Kirby called out on “new factual disclosure”, “I certainly would agree that this particular fact is not something that we’ve talked about in the past”; Josh Earnest in January: it’s their own money; Russ Baker on 28 pages and distancing from Saudi Arabia; withdrawal from Yemen and civilian casualties from Saudi air strikes
0:30:41  Kirby on State Department Iran video edit: technician made edit before it was requested, possible “glitch”; NYT editorial urges end to Saudi weapons sales because of Yemen
0:42:27  Assange lawyer John Jones killed in commuter train “suicide”
0:46:38  Viral “Aleppo boy” image, Russia blamed, RT: “it’s clicks, it’s views, it’s ad revenue”, “kiss my fat ass” iso, “alleged Russian air strike”, “consistent with a mortar shell”; Jeffrey Sachs to Morning Joe: Clinton and Obama regime change policies “disaster for the American people”
0:55:52  ACC Red Book: Russia blamed for major terrorist event; JCD: few leaders have ever seen nuclear blast, transferring nukes from Incirlik to Romania; naked body scanner manufacturer L-3 Communications’ Richard Cody: Russia’s resurgence “a bonanza”
1:04:43  CVC en route to Jordan for reality show; ACC story on Africa show debacle, “Seal Team 33”
1:07:11  China getting involved on Assad’s side, Shanghai Cooperation Organization; “Chichakyan” jingle, Mark Toner struggles to respond to Indian minister visiting Syria
1:15:10  Jill Stein recounts arrest and detention at “dark site” at 2012 debate, Gary Johnson invokes Sherman Act, “rigged” theme; possible election ramifications of Shadow Brokers’ NSA breach
1:25:32  Producer Segment: JCD recommends 50% diluted 2012 Robert Mondavi Oakville cab
1:43:17  Olympics: fist-pumping American & Russian fencers; US flag code and Hitlerjugend salute
2:03:13  Michio Kaku rants about US “stupid index” and H-1B “genius” visa; Norm Matloff
2:10:32  New depression signal à la mac & cheese and toast: broth
2:11:56  Kirby on Crimea “invasion”: “you can’t redraw the borders ... through the barrel of a gun”
2:15:00  Hillary on professionals stiffed by Trump; JCD explains mechanic’s liens (JCDPPotD)
2:19:31  Donation Segment
2:29:52  Second Half of Show: occult ritual at CERN; Chinesee “quantum communications” satellite
2:32:55  Russian actor plays mercenary in Ukraine; UN admits cholera culpability; peacekeepers do nothing to stop South Sudan rampage; 10k dead from cholera, “issue” vs “eschew”
2:39:38  Hillary tries to blame Colin Powell for e-mail server; Biden: “we wrote Japan’s constitution”; Joel Benenson on Hillary’s health: “those things don’t even rise to the level of rebuttal”
2:49:53  Naked statues of Trump appearing in various cities, JCD: art collectors take notice, Seattle statue tossed in pickup truck; David Winer decides body shaming is just dandy
2:55:32  Omaha man finds brownies in car with groceries, “wow, I am really high!”, “iso day”
2:57:40  Aetna drops Obamacare participation in retaliation for DoJ blocking Humana merger

501
852  Sorocracy  (2016-08-18)

0:00:00  ACC: (radio voice) “Okay, we need some coffee over here tssshh” (0:03:46)
0:00:34  Water in ACC’s apartment again; ARES activation for Louisiana flooding, ARRL note: “amateurs should not self-deploy to the affected area”, JCD: “no lone wolf hams”
0:06:09  Green Party town hall: Chris Cuomo mispronounces attendee’s name, “I said it that way in rehearsal”, Stein: debate commission “silences public opposition”; state voting cybersecurity
0:15:02  Soros “hack”, “Soros and USAID”, $130k for EU Observer, JCD: Soros sounds like James Bond villain, “when he says democracy he means Sorosocracy”, Hillary influence; Brexit investments
0:22:36  Charles Ortel on Clinton Foundation’s “authorized tax-exempt purposes” archival facility only, “false and materially misleading public filings”, charities “perfect vehicles for fraud”; NGO for Haiti set up in 2009: $37.2M to Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund P.O. Box “bright-line mail fraud”
0:35:47  Ortel explains Laureate university holding company, Sylvan Learning; JCD: Trump University name license; for-profit university chain, “gigantic Ponzi scheme”, JCD explains leveraged buyouts like Pearson, ACC recommends Barbarians at the Gate; Bill Clinton part-time chancellorship, subprime student loans; $4bn debt vs $400M net worth, SEC filing warning: “material weaknesses in its internal financial controls”, Clinton & Obama insiders
0:50:07  CNN edits Sylville Smith’s sister’s “suburbs” rant down to “don’t bring the violence here”
0:55:27  Trump delays Wisconsin speech to mess with MSNBC; “self-discredited Washington insider”, “says” /se͜ɪz/, “peaceful regime change in our own country”, “media-donor political complex”; NBC’s Greenblatt “slam”; Conway: “try not to say Donald Trump every other word”
1:05:00  CBS hit piece on Paul Manafort working for Yanukovich, “mysterioius” ledger with $12.7M, “his name is being mentioned several times”, ledger “left behind” vs “handed over” cognitive dissonance; Pelosi warns about Russian disinformation; RT mocks Trump-Putin stories
1:14:37  Producer Segment: producer note: millennial porn sex not just the men
1:33:21  Dr. Drew “gravely concerned” about Hillary’s health care, “unconventional” Armour Thyroid & coumadin, on prism glasses: “that’s brain damage” (CotD); producer: coumadin and lupus
1:41:36  Report on incidents of violence toward others linked to psychiatric drugs; network news drug & car ads, JCD on specialty magazines avoiding beginners; ACC’s well-packaged beer
1:48:08  “Bye-bye!” for John McLaughlin; ACC’s October New York Audio summit appearance, Sparks meetup; NPR shutting down comments; UK Police to investigate “online hate crimes”
1:55:07  National Anthem protocol from 36 U.S.C. §301, service flags and lapel pins
1:59:53  RT on hillary’s four possible counts of perjury before Congress; ACC on GPGTools; German refugee housing contractor guillotine e-mail thread, “large-volume crematorium”, autocorrect blamed; Germany urging UK to hurry up on Article 50
2:08:25  Anjem Choudary convicted of inspiring support for ISIS; service flags explained
2:10:29  Biden’s condolences for Serbs vs “Serbs are illiterate degenerates”; Biden memorial highway
2:13:50  Donation Segment: JCD to design ACC’s QSL cards; Knight when knighted
2:34:46  NPR Assange interview by David Greene: “every cyber-expert who’s looked at this has said it’s Russia”, Greene asks for source five times, Assange: “remarkable and important contribution to US democracy”, “her supporters in the media and elsewhere are trying to distract”, $20k reward for info on Seth Rich, “we have a perfect record in protecting the identity of our sources”, JCD: “robbery gone bad” meme a lie, ACC: “they believe it was Russia!”
2:45:56  CENTCOM whistleblowers reveal ISIS intelligence positive spin, “defensive crouch in Iraq”
2:50:32  Pokémon Go players targeted by thieves in Berkeley
851 Captain Talking Points (2016-08-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “Let’s get the little girl to cry!” (2:02:59)
0:00:31  JCD’s TSA Pre✓ both ways courtesy of Southwest, Washington pot shop investigation; DEA refuses to reclassify, “high potential for abuse”; Berlin marchers call for legalization; ACC: “we want these old ladies on our drugs, we can’t have them on a flower!”; JCD: Mary’s brand
0:07:15  ACC France report: terrorism police pepper spraying refugees, Cannes burkini controversy, JCD on burqa at IKEA the day after 9/11; latest Charlie Hebdo cover; JCD on French telephone stone age in 1973, Minitel; DXing with the KX2; seedy Saint-Tropez
0:23:33  Delta CEO blames data center issue on power outage, ACC: “dynamite snacks”, home at 3am; JCD on backpacks on planes and grocery stores (JCDPPotD); ACC’s possible clock boy sighting, singing My Sharia Law to himself, clock boy back in US
0:32:13  Don Lemon on Trump’s “Second Amendment people” comment: “running for leader of the free world”, “you’re lying to the American people”, Dan Bongino: “you don’t know crap about this, Don, you’re a TV guy, I was a Secret Service agent”, “Don, you’re Captain Talking Point!”; Keith Olbermann rant at Hillary: “you actually used the word assassination”
0:46:32  The Goldwater Rule, Don Lemon tries to get Dr. Drew to pronounce Trump insane
0:54:15  Hillary releases tax returns, donation to Clinton Foundation; Trump “not worth what he thinks” meme, ACC: Hillary’s medical records; post-concussion syndrome, plane crash unmentioned; Assange on “October surprise” & Seth Rich murder; Pelosi: DNC hack Russian “Watergate-like electronic break-in”; Assange debunks Maher’s “no smoking gun” claim
0:54:15  Breaking news: man harpooned in riot on Corsican beach after tourist photographs burkini
1:15:04  ACC’s Syrian cab driver: I hope Trump is elected, Lebanon up next for rubblization; Mike Morell “right”-fest on killing Iranians and Russians, “I wanna scare Assad”, “I wanna bomb his offices in the middle of the night”, “to come to a diplomatic settlement” (CotD)
1:23:47  Producer Segment
1:50:24  Save the Date: August 24 2016 New York City “event” will take out both candidates
1:52:49  Olympics: reporter mispronounces coxswain /kak.swen/ instead of /kak.sən/ (CotD); Kenyan coach sent home for sneaking into drug testing; green pool water; Simone Manuel and pool racism; cupping marks; Dutch gymnast Yuri van Gelder sent home for drinking with the king
2:04:21  Malcolm Gladwell on “moral licensing” from electing Julia Gillard and subsequent “misogynistic vitriol”; Lindsay Lohan’s altercation with boyfriend ignored
2:10:49  Dallas police refuse bomb robot FOIA request over potential embarrassment; 73-year-old retired librarian shot by police in training exercise; North Carolina mall gunshot stampede
2:14:01  Chantix “involuntary intoxication” defense, probable drug company indemnification
2:16:05  Charles Ortel on Laureate Education woes for next show, pay for play
2:19:54  RT on think tanks receiving big money from military contractors and Middle Eastern countries
2:26:29  No Agenda infrastructure and bandwidth costs
2:31:14  Donation Segment: $160.16 “pair of boobs”
2:39:50  New stadium for Tokyo Olympics; Olympic village Coca Cola coffee; Olympic National Park
2:41:41  1970s Jimmy Carter dropping energy crisis memes
2:45:33  Trump supporters avoiding admitting it; Lee Harvey Oswald warnings on Facebag
2:49:29  Admiral Mustafa Ugurlu wanted by Turkey; Erdoğan has given up on joining EU
2:55:11  State Department job for Foundation donor, Elizabeth Kennedy “broken record” Trudeau: “we talk to a wide range of people”, Matt Lee: “I’m sorry, am I not speaking English?”
850  200.8 Re-redux (2016-08-11)

0:00:00  ACC: “Feel like you’re ready?”
          JCD: “I’m ready, I’m ready, I was born ready.”
          ACC: “All right, let’s do it.”

0:00:38  Intro to not-so-live vacation show; Show 200.5 promise not to repeat it, ACC’s crap mic,
          JCD: “you were popping like a son of a bitch”, headphone delay; hello to selves in the future;
          newbies not grasping meaning of “evergreen”, newspaper misspelled jargon, “iso”

0:08:00  JCD’s comedic timing, ACC: “you throw things in there that are usually pretty off-color”;
          chatroom, Uncle Don’s “neural network recognition” colleagues; the Trump difference in 2016,
          Professor Dave King note accuses No Agenda being a government operation; evolution of clip
          use, convenience of online clip availability

0:26:17  Show 736 (200.7), first part
0:41:27  Show 200.5, first half
1:39:54  Show 736, interlude
2:14:58  Show 200.5, second half
2:48:38  Show 736, last words
3:04:00  Weenie and the Butt donkey punch reference; Kevin Wendle “coat-hanger network”; noise
          gate, ACC; “let the room breathe”; verbal cues vs hand signals; JCD reading his notes in
          early shows; JCD on harmonica, offense at “hookers and blow”

3:14:46  JCD on the nightmare of scheduling dud guests with agendas; open-source nature, low-res
          copies for Australia, jingle stealing; JCD: “the mainstream media is not your friend”; producers
          vs a tote bag, high-end artists, boots on the ground in Rio; douchebag origin

3:30:31  No Agenda on the road, JCD train museum meetup; ACC “we’ll never do it again” wrap-up

504
849 Short Circuit (2016-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “I like to see you in your clothes!” (1:40:01)
0:00:31 ACC on location in New Jersey, at Jack Ponti’s house; Ponti quit music business for day trading; honeymoon house-relocation gag; Ponti’s Siberian wife, Elliot Easton “which dealership” story, multilingual sprinkle-eating Wanna Be a VJ winner Jesse Camp
0:10:26 ACC: “Trump” every 30 seconds; CBS: Trump wackiness overshadowing Hillary’s woes, Chuck Todd on potential “worst five days”
0:14:15 MSNBC & ABC baffled by Iran ransom “coincidence”, Obama: “this wasn’t some nefarious deal”, claim in “international tribunal”; Mark Toner welcomes press to “exercise in transparency and democracy”, Matt Lee: “I thought it was an exercise in spin and obfuscation”
0:21:24 Hillary’s “we are[n’t] going to tax the middle class”; JCD: MSNBC should have gotten Olbermann for convention; Secret Service “keep talking”, crazy laugh, “Trump and his kids have killed a lot of animals”; “compare what I am proposing to what my hus… my opponent is proposing”; “I must have short circuited it”, asked about African-American friends “I am blessed to have a crew”, “they’ve tried to expand my musical tastes”
0:33:37 J’Johnson on DNC hack: no attribution, “preaching” about spear-phishing awareness, DNC didn’t involve FBI directly; 4chan “FBI agent”: possible Huma Abedin video leak
0:42:58 Graham Beckel to CNN panel on Clint Eastwood’s “kiss-ass generation”: “I love the poppin’ you guys are doing with this corn”, “post-colonial victim shit”, JCD on ethnic groups as races, The Races of Man, “ethnocentrism”, Jimmy the Greek firing, JCD: accusation “has an impact on the feeble-minded”; Liz Mair’s “loud mouthed dick”
0:54:35 Bernie protester’s story of Clinton reforms forcing mother into prostitution; 11-year-old kid asks Pence about damage control role, “nicely done”; “gold-star family” meme, “salute our troops”, Obama casket ceremony photo op, Reagan guard-saluting; American flag clothing
1:05:45 More Obamacare insurers pulling out or hiking rates; JCD on cash prohibition; Obama to young Africans: no handshakes or selfies for you
1:12:20 Producer Segment
1:20:59 ACC’s Lybian driver: better under Gaddafi; fake Charlotte Observer article on Trump dropping out of race; Ash Carter: “we are prepared to do more” in Iraq, “he’ll say, go for it”
1:27:27 Rio Olympics 50% over budget; producer note, JCD story about American getting robbed four times; USA Gymnastics pedophilia scandal involving 54 coaches; IOC “interactive services” ban; no coffee at Olympic Village thanks to Coca Cola sponsorship
1:43:10 Desperate Obama pleads for zika funding: “once again I want to urge the American people to call their members of Congress and tell them to do their job” (CotD); Show 817 pledges and recipients flashback, zikafunding.grumpyradio.com; JCD story about unpublished article with nonexistent “top five charities” in Silicon Valley
1:57:00 Donation Segment: $80.55 “boss” donation
2:08:22 WikiLeaks documents reveal “big booze” leaning on marijuana industry, “hits lead to hits”
2:09:46 Welsh-Saudi woman caged by father; JCD story about women queued up around embassy; CVC harassed by TSA douchebags over Dutch passport; Obama on ISIS and “open gun laws”, JCD: “that is definitely the stupidest thing he’s ever said”; “Muslim patrol” in Nuremberg
2:20:01 Upcoming 200.5 “onion show” for Thursday; ACC’s ongoing porn research, Trump allies himself with Enough is Enough organization, Playboy cover appearance
2:26:24 Berlusconi’s AC Milan football team approved for sale to Chinese investors
848  Cash on a Pallet  (2016-08-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hillary is the one more likely to get us all killed.”  ACC: “Easily!”  (0:46:36)
0:00:37  Show delayed due to Northern Silicon Valley power outage
0:01:16  “FBI informant” on 4chan: FBI investigating Clinton Foundation’s Benghazi connection; Savannah Guthrie repeatedly quotes unnamed “top Republicans” on party chaos, “nuclear codes” meme; Morning Joe on Trump drooling over nukes in “security briefing”, Mika: “your country is blowing up!”, Hayden on “safeguards” against wacko Trump, “crisis in civil-military relationships”; Democrat voting record, Bill Clinton phone call “conspiracy theory”
0:01:16  Obama “unfit” vs Constitution; Benghazi parent Charles Woods pestered by Carol CNN about Trump Khan apology; Khan: “mode of a bullshit artist”, Liz Mair: “loudmouthed dick”
0:27:52  Only ABC reporting DNC firings; Joy Reid to Amy Kremer about 33k e-mails: “you can’t just invent things”; Dean Obeidallah goes nuts on Andre Bauer over Khan’s Clinton ties
0:38:26  JCD on danger of Hillary losing steam; heavily-edited Hillary on families who “may not fully recall everything that was or wasn’t said”, Hillary’s tell: quick chuckle; possible spook Woods consults his diary; ACC reads Facebag rants, Michael Savage blocked on Facebag
0:52:10  Hillary vows to raise taxes on middle class; Andrew Napolitano on CIA warning Hillary about arming Libyan militias, DNC hack by NSA, Assange promises October surprise; “stolen not leaked” meme, J’Johnson: no evidence it was Russians, Hillary’s new repeated “we know”; Assange corrects Chuck Todd on rape charges, “not the case” it was Russia
1:04:23  Obama on “UN mandate” for our Libya bloodbath, Government of National Accord, bombarding in Sirte Libya for “national security interests” (pipelines); DoD spokeshole Peter Cook badgered over “precision strikes” under 2001 AUMF
1:19:09  Jill Stein’s viability; another lackluster Libertarian town hall
1:20:40  Producer Segment
1:36:08  Nuclear weapon “modern, high-precision” upgrades; Obama 2011 “world without nuclear weapons”; Dag Hammarskjöld never heard of Heaven’s Gate suicides
1:42:54  ABC propagates “Trump drops out” meme, down-ballot candidates apparently not in jeopardy; Chris Cuomo: “we couldn’t help her any more than we have” (CotD)
1:50:02  Andrea Mitchell’s edited “discredited and long-denied accusation” of rape against Bill Clinton
1:53:21  Tom Cotton on $1.7bn flown into Iran like a “drug cartel”, Brolf “cash on a pallet”, simultaneous prisoner release, Earnest: not a ransom, Kirby: “the timing is all coincidental”, Iranian media: ransom; JCD: Iran getting screwed; Judicial Watch e-mail FOIA efforts
2:06:08  ACC likens Hillary to TV dinner and Trump to “Mom’s home cooking”, KFC & McDonald’s photos; bizarre story of dead FBI veteran sneaking into Trump Tower with suppressed pistol
2:11:59  Melbourne bikini-clad Hillary graffiti, replaced with niqāb; reverse mortgages
2:17:43  Donation Segment: ACC doing next show from New Jersey; skipping one after that
2:31:14  Zika: 33 service members diagnosed, one square mile area in Miami, Andrew Horowitz: hipster restaurants in area doomed; “free” screening for pregnant women, vaccine trials dependent on funding, another new $500 test; running out of money everywhere, “homegrown mosquitoes”
2:43:21  Military on alert due to Incirlik situation; Assange: NBC reported Erdoğan fleeing to Germany; London stabbing by Norwegian-Somali man, mental health meme; D.C. transit officer Nicholas Young entrapped by FBI in ISIS support case
2:53:34  Berlin’s new airport woes; so-called “DARK Act” H.R.1599 becomes law, “proper” GMO labelling, state laws preempted; San Francisco’s Millennium Tower leaning and sinking
ACC and CVC off in the Airstream of Consciousness near balloon accident scene, JCD story of ballooning in Switzerland; ACC on Cirrus parachute; Austin active shooter
7k surrounding Incirlik Air Base; CIA warning shot, General David Haight removed over resource misuse and extramarital affair; Gayane Chichakyan pronunciation iso, Twitter response from Matt Lee; “fifty civilian casualties” revisited, State Department admits “calculus”
Rep. Emanuel Cleaver at DNC: Hillary “won’t stay threwed”
45 civilian casualties in Syria, Chichakyan “great accusatory question” for Kirby revisited, Barbara Starr “fifty civilian casualties”, Kirby the “word to the wise” boss type
Chelsea Clinton’s robotic “never ever” DNC speech, JCD: Paxil; superimposed Hillary speeches; “we need Hillary Clinton because she doesn’t sleep”; feigned surprise at balloon drop; Cheney spokeshole “in his kitchen crying” at speech; Don Lemon: “get on board with Hillary Clinton or be quiet”, Triumph the Insult Comic Dog: “Don Lemon is an overnight legend”; “Demexit”
John Allen in WWE mode threatening those “acting against civilization and the world order”, Hillary campaign’s counter-chant cheat sheets; Joy Reid: “at the end … you bought Hillary Clinton as fundamentally a mom and a grandma”; Chris Matthews vs Chris Hayes
Hillary’s proposed constitutional amendment vs Citizens United; Morgan Freeman Hillary bio: Hillary could have become a “corporate bigwig”; linguist George Lakoff analyzes Trump’s name, JCD column: no President Newt; Biden calls Putin a dictator, Josh Earnest (sort of) agrees; Kareem Abdul-Jabbar “I’m Michael Jordan” joke; Letterman Great Moments In Presidential Speeches rip-off of Trump; Holder questions Trump’s “grey matter”
Amy Walter on Hillary campaign trying to get Republican vote out; Obama in preacher mode: “anyone who threatens our values, whether fascists or communists or jihadists, or homegrown demagogues”; JCD splices Howard Dean scream onto Jennifer Granholm speech (CotD)
Hillary proposes to bring jobs to “Indian country”
Stephen Cohen to CNN: “Vladimir Putin wants to end the new Cold War and so do I”, cut off by anchor; Washington Post: Russian hackers may target voting machines
The mysterious hole in Hillary’s tongue; Bill asleep during her speech; Bill O’Reilly cuts off sociologist; Bill Maher on Bill Clinton’s infidelity, “Europeans can do that”; Cornel West reminds Maher of Jill Stein’s existence, Maher’s stupid train analogy, West: “she’s a neoliberal”
Jill Stein: foreign policy “marketing strategy for selling weapons”
DNC “what are you going to do about people who want to be mean” video Trump jab; Bill Clinton: women’s rights as human rights a “radical statement” in 1995; JCD on vitriolic Jefferson-Adams election, Jefferson supposedly introduced mac & cheese and champagne
Chris Matthews asserts Republican platform includes conversion therapy; Fresh Air guest describes Roger Ailes’ candidate leg examination; Guilfoyle unfazed by TSA naked scanners
Donation Segment: JCD’s Redd Foxx digitization project; “hookers and ham”
Khizr Khan’s silent wife; Katy Perry’s microphone issues; tongue-clicking Chelsea Clinton
Aufwachen! podcast de-douching; Merkel muss weg protests, CNN: “no political motivation” in Munich mall shooting; weapons stolen from US military base in Stuttgart
Four zika cases in Miami-Dade County; Stockton mayor’s stolen gun; Panera “clean food”
846  Tardy Party (2016-07-28)

0:00:00  ACC: “Essentially twisted by porn.” JCD: “Yeah.” (2:43:14)
0:00:35  ACC: the nonviolent civil war has begun on social media; Obama: “democracy doesn’t work if we constantly demonize each other”; Shields’ “no Trump-bashing” prediction vs JCD Trump-bashing compilation, Panetta: Trump “asked the Russians to interfere in American politics”; Robbie Mook: “experts are telling us that Russian state actors broke into the DNC”, Russians releasing e-mails meme, “pro-Russian” Republican platform changes, “experts” meme

0:14:16  ACC and the Brain Professor spar over Slate article, “anti-anti-Russian bias”, “and then it happens: his wife jumps in”, “Adam: your right-wing bias is so fucking obvious!”; ACC on mouth-hitting: “do not try to convert people”; Netherlands 2002 parallel with Pim Fortuyn; JCD to friend: “look up the word bigot”

0:28:08  Chris Hayes on Trump as “Manchurian candidate for the Kremlin”, Matthews: “do we all agree the Russians hacked?”, Joy Reid: “yes!!”, Assange’s bad blood with administration, on WikiLeaks’ equal journalistic access; Michael Steel to Reid: less outrage over content

0:36:57  ACC explains complex history behind Stewart-Hannity antagonism, Ailes’ Fox eviction; JCD on evidence O’Reilly is a Democrat, Dennis Miller steals “Kaine & Unable”

0:42:53  NewsHour’s Brooks: “it wasn’t really treasonous, but it sorta felta sorta that way”, Amy Walter: “there’s an emoji going around”; Deutsche Welle: “he’s asking them to maybe hack the DNC some more, and hack the Clinton server”, “crime of espionage”, Trump: “Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the thirty thousand e-mails that are missing, I think you will probably be rewarded mightily by our press”, Deutsche Welle hastily changes subject, context: “I have nothing to do with Putin”, lack of respect for current administration

0:51:21  Bernie supporter walkout, only RT shows near-riot, “whole world is watching” chant; C-SPAN caller on Sanders vs Clinton income, ACC: “does she actually mention Pokémon in this clip?”

1:00:08  CVC non-binary vs “boxes”, “is that when they captured bigfoot and threw him in the ocean?”

1:01:49  DNC exploits girl in wheelchair with speech impediment, pledge of allegiance “where’s the flag”; “God Bless America” forbidden; format: {what I overcame, Trump’s a bully, Spanish, Trump dangerous, think of the children, woman as president, unity}; Mexican girl on Hillary’s “valiente”, illegal immigrants on stage; “Donald’s love affair with debt” skit, JCD on cognitive dissonance; Gavin Newsom: Pence for “diverting tax dollars to so-called conversion therapy”, ACC interprets “change their sexual behavior” w.r.t. AIDS; Hillary Rotten Clinton meme

1:16:25  Elizabeth Warren on Trump’s “no real plans”; Hillary’s ISIS solution: “intelligence surge to get security officials the tools they need to prevent attacks”, assault weapon ban

1:21:42  Producer Segment: whoarethese.com; compromised Snopes on Gore inventing internet; Post’s “Trump’s lies”; Aufwachen! podcast; ACC’s “Make No Agenda Great Again” hat

1:47:41  JCD “copious notes”; ”tardy party” late starts vs GOP schedule, Loretta Lynch love meme; Scott Adams on overselling first woman president meme, Whoopi: “I can’t get mad that the system is rigged against the white guy” (CotD); Hollywood-style “in memoriam” segment, Barbara Mikulski: “we’ll fight for the macro issues, and for the macaroni and cheese issues”; Trump on “new numbers” for Obamacare in November, “I’ve got to take over this mess”; “four more years” chant for Obama

2:00:09  Michelle Obama’s “thin skin” and “lash out” memes; O’Reilly deconstructs “house built by slaves”, JCD correction: “the White House was pretty much demolished and burned to the ground in 1814”; Bill Clinton half dead in balcony, JCD stories about meeting Arnold Toynbee,
comatose-to-wired transitions; Rachel Maddow on Bill’s “girl” references to Hillary: “shocking and weird”; “this woman has never been satisfied”, “long full blessed life”

2:11:33 Jerry Springer on Trump’s lack of public office experience, no mention of Obama or Bloomberg; black Trump supporter to CNN: “he’s not a racist ... it’s a scam ... we’re sick of you media!” (CotD); Trump body language analysis; Hungary’s Victor Orban pro-Trump on immigration; Black Men for Sanders coordinator Gary Frazier agrees with Katrina Pierson on DNC racism: “these aren’t the Republicans that are doing this to us!”, “Obama didn’t work ... Oprah didn’t work”, Hillary Rosen: “that is disrespectful to the first lady”

2:22:44 Last Week Tonight: “it is not okay for politicians to just take their songs”, elaborate music video Stop Using our Songs, Usher lies: “that’s licensing, you gotta call my publisher, okay?”

2:28:43 Clinton Foundation “pay to play” investigation ordered by FBI and IRS; delegate: need to fight for the “little people”, JCD: condescending Hillary “looks like she doesn’t give a screw”

2:32:12 Donation Segment

2:42:12 Pornography as a public health crisis in Republican platform scoffed at by media; feedback from female producer Carly: “stop coming in my eyes, dude!”, CVC: lesbians are easier; JCD on porn in BBS era; The Bachelorette “what do I do?” iso

2:53:20 Two more arrests in Nice truck attack, “no evidence” of ISIS link but ISIS takes credit; elderly priest murdered near Normandy, Hollande refers to war on Islamic militancy, archbishop: “love your enemies, is it possible?”; Erdoğan: former NATO commander Campbell behind coup, truck bomb at Kurdish headquarters; rumors of event at Dutch Caribbean festival, CVC: some kind of event expected; Merkel refuses to change immigration policy; music festival suicide bombing Germany’s first; Normandy priest had throat cut according to RT, locals and ABC: “stabbed”; Stengel prediction and Deutsche Welle on mental health treatment for refugees

3:05:47 Canada rules against comedian Mike Ward for mocking Jérémy Gabriel’s disability, JCD story about not being allowed to call Microsoft a monopolist in Canadian publication
845  Kaine & Unable (2016-07-24)

0:00:00  JCD: “Holy crap, look at all the boobs we got!” (2:34:49)
0:00:33  Trump hour-plus speech, CBS “hyperbole”, ABC “dark”, “if Americans are not scared for their safety before tonight, they are tonight”, NBC “demagogue”, Amy Goodman quotes left-wing reviews, BLM’s Alicia Garza tweet: “I imagine this is the kind of speech Hitler would make”; David Duke response, Rachel Maddow on “praise from Donald Duke”, Duke’s unforgivable “stop wars”;
0:00:46  Van Jones: Trump describing “Mad Max America”, “I’m terrified by it”
0:11:46  Dana Bash implies Cruz was booed over “vote your conscience”; CBS lie: Ivanka “equal pay” a Hillary copycat, unedited: motherhood; Facebag screeching about plastic surgery & dress
0:18:21  Pat Caddell: Trump “first American politician I can think of, to stand as a nominee and use the word corruption”; Trump screaming meme; JCD on Mussolini moves, ACC on right arm; John LeBoutillier: Trump rich and populist like Roosevelts and Kennedy, “when you’re rich and the little guy embraces you you can’t be beaten”; Mark Shields predicts no DNC Trump-bashing; Today Show “no morning in America speech” meme, 40-year Reagan cycle
0:37:37  Trump speech highlights: “obsolete” NATO’s new counterterrorism effort; adds Q to LGBT; black & Latino poverty & unemployment; “law and order candidate”; “communities crushed by our horrible and unfair trade deals”; “history is watching us”, “I am your voice”
0:50:54  Jon Stewart shilling for 9/11 Health and Compensation Reauthorization Act on Colbert: “there is no real America”; Elizabeth Warren: “take him out now”, Colbert: “are you a bully?”, Warren lies about nonexistent policies; Joe Kernen to Clinton Cash author: “where’s Woodward and Bernstein on any of this?”; Darrell Issa on Foundation “ongoing investigation”
1:07:03  Chris Matthews: more celebrities at DNC, “city of brotherly love and sisterly affection”
1:08:38  Producer Segment: Reutlingen woman killed with machete; Swiss “Gitmo Nation Fondue”
1:33:10  Peter Thiel comes out at RNC, “fake culture wars only distract from our economic decline”
1:35:52  Facebag censors DNC WikiLeaks links, ACC on venting frustration and spillover danger, JCD: Zuckerberg and his ilk “don’t give a hoot about what you just said”; ACC: expect bozo filter
1:46:22  Republican “most anti-LGBT in history” platform: “two parents”, no mention of “LGBT” or conversion therapy; Democrat platform “Guarantee (fill in the blank) Rights” rundown
1:50:05  DNC WikiLeaks: paid protesters, Washington Post Hillary fundraiser; Wasserman Schultz resigns in disgrace; Code Pink “raise a ruckus”; Vermin Supreme talking down Philly protesters
1:58:16  Kirby notices reporter playing Pokémon Go, “did you get one?”
1:59:22  Hillary chooses Tim Kaine for VP, Trump “lashing out” on Twitter at Sanders crowd, Sanders atheist WikiLeaks e-mail; vectoroomy look, gaydar feedback; “soy católico”; Kaine & Unable
2:04:36  Reutlingen machete wielder clobbered with BMW; Richard Engel draws “straight line” from Polish workers to Brexit; Christopher Dickey on Munich mall shooting: “we’re often talking as if we’re going to go to war with a billion Muslims”; JCD on Forbidden Planet monster creation; Andrea Mitchell lies about Trump “walking off stage”; JCD on Comcast’s legal jeopardy, ACC: “these people believe they’re objective”; Americans told to shelter in place in Munich; JCD on San Francisco Preparedness Day Bombing; ACC on George Carlin euphemisms
2:22:55  Obama “people’d be scared” of a Turkey-style coup attempt in US; John Dickerson actually follows up with Obama on “making sure we divide our own country” to prevent terrorism; possible Anders Breivik link in Munich, left-handed shooter
2:27:15  Donation Segment: online porn public health crisis; rainsticks for Santa Clarita
2:42:31  Tech news: brand Snowden spook-proof phone case
Gayane Chichakyan asks “another great accusatory question” about civilian casualties in Manbij airstrikes, JCD: “this guy has got to be the worst husband in the world”, Kirby: “no other military works as hard as ours … to prevent civilian causalities”, flashback to Barbara Starr: “willing to risk up to fifty civilian casualties”; Kirby shuts Chichakyan down, ACC: “what a *dick!*”, previous DoD spokeshole gig, JCD: “put the women back in this job!”

“Payday loans” for Puerto Rico with $33.5bn interest on $4.3bn loan, “capital appreciation bonds”; JCD on bankers sinking economy if Trump wins
844  Witch Hunt (2016-07-21)

0:00:00 ACC: *(Hindi accent)* “I believe, I am believing Q&A is very good right now.” *(1:00:17)*

0:00:33 RNC “whooh!”, Stewie “whoa whoa whoa”, scheduling issues, bad PBS audio; ACC an “achievement crier”; Melania’s speech “plagiarism” episode, speechwriter Meredith McIver; *The Art of the Deal* ghostwriter Tony Schwartz turns against Trump, JCD on *with vs and in* credits

0:17:31 McIver conspiracy theories, Melania hate from liberal women, JCD on “hate-filled” Whoopi

0:23:02 Patricia Smith RNC tearjerker: “I blame Hillary Clinton”; PBS should learn to wear a Countryman, “Mara Liasson, why is it that this Benghazi episode gets so much attention, why does it resonate?”, “intense animus”, Joy Behar: speech “completely inappropriate”; “lock her up” chant during Chris Christie speech; “lifelong Browns fan” national anthem singer bio

0:34:58 Ask Adam: retiring of the colors and “donate to No Agenda”; Dan Savage to Maher: Hillary “hate” and Rabin assassination, “zika virus, apparently she’s responsible for that”, “witch hunt” and Ben Carson Lucifer memes; horrified gasps at Michael Moore’s “I think Trump is going to win”, Maher; “Douchebag von Fuckface Trump” and “Thurston Shitbag III”; Moore: “on inaugural day he’s gonna walk into the White House and go, what a dump!”, Pence the COO; Pence cast as conversion therapy anti-gay, revised Religious Freedom Restoration Act

0:49:17 Obama strategist David Plouffe: “I never paid attention to polls”; ACC mishears Donna Brazile looking around at “chicks”; pastor Darrell Scott invokes “preserve, protect, and defend”, Michael Mukasey: Hillary wants to “take the Constitutional oath of office after already having violated it”; Antonio Sabàto: “we had a Muslim president for seven and a half years”

0:59:51 Virginian with thick Indian accent reads RNC delegate totals: “wart” and “bunghole” *(CotD)*; Brian Williams ironically asking about Hillary’s integrity; Rachel Maddow issues trigger warning for anti-Hillary buttons, Chris Hayes spells out “bitch” to Marsha Blackburn, “invective”; Cruz loses the crowd and is booed, JCD Red Book: Cruz endorses Trump near end of campaign, Joy Reid “third world dictatorship”, Chris Matthews on Cruz’ “bad behavior”; *We Are the Champions* controversy, CBS sneaks in a Melania jab, Lanham Act recap

1:20:19 CBS portrays Cleveland as ghost town; Maher on norovirus outbreak: “if you see the Trump boys, just *Sieg Heil* and walk right on by”, lies about laws “that allow restaurants not to feed gay people, as Jesus would have wanted”; Hillary yells about “coding” jobs

1:27:33 Producer Segment: ACC’s USPS beer

1:42:37 Nevada GOP chairman Michael McDonald: Vegas “most entertaining capital city”

1:43:59 Bob Graham pretends to speculate about decision to classify 9/11 28 pages; lawyer “Lionel” on possible fallout from litigation against Saudi Arabia, “a change from warfare to lawfare”; Helen Thomas passes away, forced to retire for “get the Hell out of Palestine”; Rachel Maddow carefully avoids terrorism with Nice attack motivation, MSNBC “don’t know real motives” compilation, Crusades meme; “wildest dreams” comedy bit

1:59:12 US-backed Nour al-Din al-Zenki behead boy in Aleppo; Matt Lee to Kirby: “give you *pause*?”

2:00:02 CBS cuts from RNC to put Hillary on Charlie Rose, danger of Trump “being near the nuclear code”; Wasserman Schultz: “difference of opinion” with Comey on transparency; Trump charms Stephanopoulos; CBS native ads for Clue & Netflix

2:10:06 HSBC manager arrested for currency rigging; Julián Castro: Trump “scoffed at POWs”, JCD on Gavin Newsom for VP, risk of alienating male WASPs; Trump & Epstein rape lawsuit

2:24:14 Turkey coup: IEDs near presidential palace, power out at Incirlik, no MSM mention of Gülen; Mark Toner: extradition request welcome “with the evidence that we believe, or that they
would offer”, JCD on Erdoğan “tearing up” extradition treaty for ISIS; Turkey revokes 3200+ ham radio licenses; ISIS axe & knife attacks in Germany, majority of refugees have papers; 2009 EC document: 60M migrant workers needed by 2050

2:33:38 Putin to ban Pokémon Go so Russian children aren’t doing CIA work for them

2:34:58 Producer Segment: blackopsmatter.com

2:43:34 Australian school near Sydney introduces clapping alternatives: “silent cheering”; “drunkorexia” on college campuses; toast places everywhere; Milo’s Twitter ban over Ghostbusters review, “heinous” tweets at Leslie Jones, social media “expert”: blocking not effective, “onslaught of hate”, JCD: “I have an idea: don’t go on Twitter”, Dan Aykroyd to Entertainment Tonight: “you’re looking at obese white men between 50 and 60 who are active Klan members or members of the Aryan Nation” (CotD); low Ghostbusters viewer Rotten Tomatoes reviews

2:57:49 Planned obsolescence for LED light bulbs; ACC’s Philips Hue firmware upgrade

3:00:44 Parents of kid killed by alligator will not be suing Disney

3:02:25 White Boy Privilege kid’s Paideia School, based on Swedish model to fight anti-Semitism and promote multiculturalism
843  Save the Date (2016-07-17)

0:00:00  JCD: (into tube) “Open up, sanity police! Open up, open the door!” (2:23:11)
0:00:33  Police officers killed in Baton Rouge; BLM’s McKesson’s Open Society Institute street address
0:03:37  9/11 28 pages released, JCD: “an incredible indictment of Saudi Arabia”, CIA vs FBI; CBS: “two investigations have found no evidence that the Saudi government supported them”, Josh Earnest: no Saudi institutional funding, NewsHour kicker quotes Saudi ambassador: “information absolutely exonerates his government” (CotD)
0:13:48  Nice attack coverage only on Sky News; ISIS claims responsibility, driver Mohamed Lahouie-Bouhlel “radicalized very quickly”, history of mental illness, Richard Stengel Show 842 prediction; Catherine Herridge on “celebratory” tweets, trucks in Fall 2010 Inspire, former Bush speechwriter: “ultimate moving machine”, ACC: “he probably wrote it!”, Megyn Kelly on Obama droning al-Awlaki; Maajid Nawaz points to Charlie Hebdo and veil ban, “I use the phrase self starter” instead of “lone wolf”; Dr. Zuhdi Jasser on “political theocratic Islam”
0:28:57  Hollande extends emergency by three months; July 23 EuroPride “save the date”; Gingrich: sharia “incompatible with Western civilization”, imams plug their mosques to Kelly; Theresa May to investigate sharia legal compatibility, JCD: “how is it different from a men’s club?”
0:43:08  French Prime Minister: “we should learn to live with terrorism”; intelligence chief Patrick Calvar warns of civil war; John Bolton to Jeanine Pirro on sketchy Bataclan torture testimony
0:52:18  Bolton on coup to re-secularize Turkey, demand for Gülen extradition; Wes Clark: “lots of mistakes”, Noriega anecdote; NATO/US on Turkey map: How to Stage a Military Coup; Carlos Latuff “fact of fiction” cartoon; RT on purge “conspiracy theories”; Erdoğan’s flights
1:09:38  Nuland, Kerry, & Biden in Moscow on day of coup; Trudeau on policy shift: “I would dispute that”, Matt Lee: “what??”, gives up in disgust; unedited clip with Josh Earnest’s absurdly long pauses: “the kinds of actions (6 seconds) that we’ve been hoping they would take (CotD)
1:21:37  ACC: Syria stalled, CNN Gülen backgrounder, “warning shot” for Erdoğan, parliament building bombed; Incirlik Air Base on high alert; Operation Valkyrie anniversary
1:34:21  Producer Segment: “half-ass” $227.50 donation; San Francisco $4 artisanal toast
1:47:43  ACC on Industrial Society and its Future, terrorism, & social media; JCD story on woman running off from gas station playing Pokémon Go; five signs of addictive personality checklist; Niantic’s other popular game Ingress; ACC’s peculiar iOS autocorrect behavior
2:01:42  Megyn Kelly on Mike Pence choice: marriage “getting off to a rocky start”; Michelangelo Signorile’s Nice attack conspiracy theory; ACC: “Koch Brothers butt boy”, shoot Trump and install Pence; Ruth Bader Ginsburg apology; anti-Trump open letter from technology “leaders”
2:13:31  “We just lost Brianna Keilar” after mention of Hillary’s support for mass black incarceration
2:14:46  Donation Segment
2:29:55  ALARACT social media policy; call for bogus qualitative analysis in Harvard police racism study; guest to Hartmann: “right-wing hatemongers and hate media are dancing on the graves of black folks killed by police”, need “common sense”; BLM hijack Toronto gay pride parade
2:43:07  New York suspected female-to-male zika transmission; Imperial College: three-year burnout
2:45:08  CBS on new york as “community of hate”; RNC convention security, “no credible threat”; UN peacekeepers’ use of force to protect civilians; Oxfam urges lifting of Cuba embargo
2:54:30  Migrant camp ner Clooney’s mansion in Italy; Germany’s not-so-stellar migrant employment numbers; Yanis Varoufakis styles self as EU whistleblower; Ben Hodges:NATO needs “military Schengen zone”; Pew Research: 51% of Americans personally fear terrorism
842 CannMed (2016-07-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Talk about overkill!”
0:00:32 JCD on the disappearance of boxcars; ACC back from Vegas
0:02:00 Pokémon Go released in Germany, prohibited at Auschwitz Museum, Niantic Inc’s In-Q-Tel connection, mental health benefit claims, ACC on augmented reality virtues, Suarez’ Daemon
0:14:22 Maher to Matthews: Hillary “demonized more than anybody else”, needed server “because Democrats do work”, right-wing issues “imaginary”; The View’s token Republican tries to explain “born classified”, Comey “appointed by President Bush” lie; Lynch stonewalls House Judiciary Committee, repeated “team” meme, “I think the statutes … speak for themselves”, Goodlatte on “sworn oath to uphold the United States Constitution and the laws thereunder”
0:27:30 Superdelegate Rep. Corrine Brown indicted on bogus charity slush fund, blames Orlando shooting on investigation; two-to-the-head for DNC staffer Seth Rich, Clinton election rigging
0:34:50 Ruth Bader Ginsburg: Trump “a faker”, Trump tweet: “her mind is shot, resign”; Toobin: “this is not how Supreme Court justices have talked traditionally”
0:42:29 Lynch calls in to BET/MTV town hall, Pusha T: “police the police”, millennial: “they hunt us down like dogs and gorillas”, founders “white straight Christian men, right?” vs gay James Buchanan, white privilege “resources”; viral “White Boy Privilege” poetry, Race Class & Gender class; BTLM’s Cherno Biko: “the police killed the majority of the people at Pulse”, “demilitarize, defund, and disarm”, JCD on police tank in small town manhunt
0:55:16 Harvard Roland Fryer study on race and police use of force, MSNBC’s Eugene Robinson on looking “qualitatively”, Mike Barnicle: “I got a headache reading it”, “we refer to studies instead of the reality” (CotD); Bill Maher: Republican party “obvious choice” for racists, “a black family eating off the White House china”; Cameron: “two-nil” with Theresa May
1:04:08 BLM’s DeRay McKesson’s text message mention Baton Rouge event, Ashleigh Banfield reads “officer friendly” and “ethnic cleansing” tweets, police exploiting “climate of fear and chaos”; Don Lemon town hall: Baton Rouge “routine police call”, 56% increase in shooting of cops
1:12:35 Former Ferguson police chief on HUD “concentrated poverty”; Michael Glennon’s National Security and Double Government legacy vs efficient government; Neill Franklin: “most of black people also fear the young black man”; Gov. Mark Dayton’s dumb “if the driver were white” comment; Jesse Jackson mumbling, AK-47s “can bring down airplanes”
1:27:10 Producer Segment: Sir Ramsey Cain DefCon meetup
1:38:31 Feedback from JCD’s Dinner with the O-bots; proposed sports podcast
1:46:21 Michael Glennon answers question on Obama White House’s embrace of cyber
1:50:05 33 people in Brooklyn react bizarrely to synthetic drug K2; Harvard CannMed 2016 a “possible harbinger”, Reefer Madness, Mimi’s CBD for arthritis & epilepsy; White House legalization petitions; Raphael Mechoulam on endocannabinoid system; ACC: save your seeds
2:08:58 Donation Segment: producer $33.33 at gas station with boat “No Agenda”
2:21:01 Ash Carter announces 560 additional troops for Mosul, Kirby: “it ain’t mission creep if the mission ain’t changin’”; South Sudanese accent, 47 US troops “rushed” in, 4M threatened by famine, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”; ACC’s Libyan driver; State Department’s Richard Stengel on ISIS recruiting the mentally ill, “not all television, not all terrorism is ISIL-based”
2:31:56 Rep. Joseph Crowley proposes background checks for those with “criminal thoughts”; Rep. Keith Ellison on Wall Street role; Cameron “we love your show” joke, ACC on coked-up Bush 43, JCD on #10 Downing Street bricks
841 Summer of Chaos (2016-07-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Are they doing it for people who are too stupid to figure out how to listen to a podcast?”

0:00:35 Podcast Award achievement unlocked in news & politics category

0:01:59 Six-Week Cycle replacement; Alton Sterling’s rap sheet, Philando Castile’s anything-but-routine traffic stop, ACC’s 1987 Porsche story, taillight meme vs police radio clip, cool and collected Lavish “Diamond” Reynolds video, odd social media posts, producer feedback on Castile, “black people should be disarmed” meme

0:17:54 Obama on Dallas shootings: “when people are armed with powerful weapons, unfortunately it makes attacks like these more deadly and more tragic”, Loretta Lynch on “fallen” officers, weight gain, “we must take a hard look at the ease with which wrongdoers can get their hands on deadly weapons, and the frequency with which they use them”; DPD chief addresses retention problem, $45k per year salary; Brian Williams resurrects John F. Kennedy for viewers “of a certain age”, ACC: “what a pompous twat”; local media struggle to count shooters; Micah Xavier Johnson’s social media takedown, BLM materials

0:31:49 “Lone shooter” Johnson blewed up supposedly with C-4 yet identified immediately; Dallas mayor on hospitalized officers: “we’re pretty close to getting rid of all of them at the hospital”

0:39:43 BLM co-founder DeRay McKesson’s “summer of chaos” for GOP convention; no “see something say something” from DPD; Johnson’s neighbor on “take people lives that he didn’t even know”; Rep. Cedric Richmond: Congress co-conspirators in “systematic devaluation” of black lives; NAACP’s Sherrilyn Ifill: BLM never anti-police, anti-police Rev. Jeff Hood, CNN’s Angela Rye: “there are rogue cops who shoot black people for sport”

1:00:11 Missouri police officer ambushed during traffic stop; Minnesota protest “pigs in a blanket, fry ‘em like bacon” chant; “bellicose” Trump meme

1:07:43 JCD Dinner with the O-bots: ASU professor & John Markoff, $50 GOP Trump dump wager

1:13:20 Producer Segment: Incognegro’s Hillary as Game of Thrones’ Cersei Lannister theory

1:22:47 Kellyanne Conway beaten up by Hillary supporters, encouraged by Don Lemon; Comey to Tim Walberg on “negligent” and criminal intent, to Chaffetz: “what do you mean by wrong?”, “I hope folks remember what I said on Tuesday, I didn’t say there’s no consequence”, Hitler’s Volk, JCD: “walk her out!”, basement e-mail server, no lies to FBI “in a case we’re working”, Chaffetz on Congressional referral: “you’ll have one”; Trey Gowdy’s series of “was that true” questions, Comey refuses to answer on Clinton Foundation; Abedins’s meeting Hillary story

1:40:09 Hillary lies to Brolf: Comey “clarified” about carelessness, throws State Department under the bus, lies about portion marking, dodges question on cooperating with State Department

1:47:46 Bakari Sellers repeatedly substitutes Donald Trump for Saddam Hussein

1:49:56 Donation Segment: ACC heading to Vegas for TtK’s birthday

2:01:43 H.R.320 Rapid DNA Act field DNA collection; producer tips for buying cigars in Cuba

2:08:17 ISIS’ new golden dinar; Canada to change anthem lyrics; Barroso joins Goldman Sachs

2:10:44 Topic Wheel: Hawaii Five-0’s crappy writing; Eric Garner videographer to serve jail time

2:17:35 FCC & FEC concerned about political correctness and “protecting freedom on the internet”; The Blaze documents Dutch Muslims harassing Jews; Facebag suspends account of German Boundless Criminal author Udo Ulfkotte; German rape laws revised; th3j35t3r’s “internet AWACS” powered by Watson, JCD: Mr. Robot native ad

2:30:00 Silent Circle warrant canary dead; Syrian rebels’ US-sourced equipment abandoned to ISIS due to botched air support
840  Hemicycle (2016-07-07)

0:00:00  JCD: “A lot of them look like they’d put out.” (1:00:31)
0:00:32  Router reboot; ACC completes Thirteen Colonies special event minus Delaware
0:01:42  Comey recommends no indictment, interleaved Hillary vs Comey clips; e-mails deleted by lawyers “to preclude complete forensic recovery”; Andrea Mitchell server likely hacked by “Russia, Chiner”, Jonathan Allen: “devastating moment”, Trevor Noah: “your lies have blemished the Clinton name, a name synonymous with inte…, you know, that’s not the point”; JCD: Trump can only beat Hillary; Trump on “thirty-three thousand e-mails that were wiped out” (CotD); Alberto Gonzalez: Comey has no business saying “no reasonable prosecutor”
0:17:17  ACC: “Jim Comey for president”; conclusion analyzed, win for Trump as long as Sanders & Warren kept out; the other e-mails: 27 month delay sought in Teneo Holdings case
0:28:42  Hillary Rosen anti-Semitism meme, “we’re against gays and lesbians”; Hillary campaign e-mails: Robbie Mook and “pitch in”, Mimi vs Bill merge-purge; PBS lawyers squabble over which law was broken; Martha Raddatz injects “crooked” into Trump tweet
0:41:46  Obama arrogantly refers to himself in third person, of Hillary: “there has never been any, man or woman, more qualified for this office”, epic “even even, even even” stammer
0:46:35  RT on Hillary e-mail contents: Syrian intervention by Google and Al Jazeera, sectarian war on Assad’s fall, Libyan oil for France & UK; JCD story of meeting Eric Schmidt
0:49:21  Anophiliophobe Trump: “I don’t like mosquitoes!”; Tarik Ali on Trump’s Iraq “Harvard for terrorism”: “how can one deny the truth of what he’s saying?” to dismay from Amy Goodman
0:54:46  Bernie calls Brof “Jake” five times; Gretchen Carlson sues Roger Ailes; Megyn Kelly’s BDSM outfit, Fox Business puts Morgan Ortagus in the gams chair, Carolyn Heldman & Paula Zahn
1:05:05  WETA PBS “fireworks fix” with file footage, “the Milli Vanilli of fireworks”
1:07:30  Producer Segment
1:19:46  Chilcot report excoriates Tony Blair government; WMD expert David Kelly’s mysterious “suicide”; sister of dead soldier: Blair the terrorist, Blair: “for that decision, today, I accept full responsibility”; George Michael’s Shoot the Dog and career tailspin
1:28:16  Iran nuclear deal diplomat Thomas Pickering a Boeing lobbyist; second alligator in Orlando
1:33:28  LBC’s Katie Hopkins on wearing safety pins to signal safe spaces; OZY on denying the vote to retirees, ACC interview by Pooja Bhatia in the can for later
1:40:39  NewsHour: DEA misses own deadline to re-evaluate marijuana scheduling; The Lancet: Prozac the only antidepressant effective for children, Effexor suicide risk
1:46:04  German foreign minister Steinmeier complains about NATO’s Baltic “saber rattling”, pan-Eurasian security agreement proposal; Frans Timmermans to European Parliament “hemicycle”: “those … who have asked for the head of Jean-Claude Juncker: that is politically weak, morally questionable, intellectually lazy”, JCD: “maybe he went through the reeducation”
2:01:06  Donation Segment
2:12:53  Two Dutch soldiers killed in Mali by “salted” ammo likely from US; JCD’s IR-reflecting tape
2:17:05  Capitol Hill drinking water lead contamination; ACC water testing and SodaStream bubblification device, JCD recommends ZeroWater; fluoride docility; “sham organization” MADD
2:26:45  New book The Slaughter on organ harvesting in China; millennials selling plasma and ova
2:31:40  Venezuela’s economic crisis; 50 FBI agents die in line of duty per year; US #27 ranking in murder statistics; White House pushing machine learning, Dutch rechtwijzer online legal help
2:45:39  Life-size Noah’s Ark in Kentucky; Obama to leave 8400 troops in Afghanistan
839  Spatchcock (2016-07-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “Torture torture torture everybody.” (0:48:35)
0:00:34  Show 838’s backup sound level fail; red biplane guy from Valentines Day ditches into Lake Travis, JCD: “and then they went home and took a bath with candles all over the place”
0:06:26  No definitive election winner in Australia; Norbert Hofer may “seize power” in Austria do-over
0:12:36  Former CIA Clare Lopez on Benghazi “false narrative”, Pastor Jon vs Terry Jones videos; the “great job” Hillary did in Libya; widow Dorothy Woods and Hillary’s “time to move on”
0:21:49  Settlement for seven-year-old Cameroon boy killed by Samantha Power’s motorcade; Ataturk Airport bombing linked to Chechen Akhmed “One-Arm” Chatayev, asylum in Austria, Russian extradition opposed by Amnesty International; Nord Stream 2, Israel’s Leviathan gas ready to go somewhere, Harold Rhode on Israel-Turkey bad blood; (((this))) revisited
0:33:22  Diplomat vs Russian security guard, Kirby blames Putin and dodges all questions
0:37:40  Khalid al-Masri’s bogus CIA seizure and torture for months while deciding “exit strategy”; Brennan at CFR on 28 pages: “I defer to others who have that decision-making responsibility”; perfectly-timed three-day weekend release of White House droning numbers with Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria numbers classified and excluded; CIA-funded prisons in Romania
0:49:12  Assad: Syria secretly aided vs ISIS by Western governments, former NATO commander Philip Breedlove pushed against White House to escalate Ukraine conflict; Guccifer’s disappearance
0:59:37  Native ads galore for Burger King Mac n’ Cheetos
1:04:27  Producer Segment
1:14:08  C-SPAN vintage nomination speeches, George Castanza-esque Dukakis’ “precious gift of literacy”, Goldwater NWO “Atlantic civilization”; Juncker frets over dirigeants d’autres planètes
1:29:05  Theresa May eyes prime ministership; London Brexit protest, “the NHS needs the EU”, Bob Geldof, freedom of movement meme; EU proposes pension takeover, JCD on advantage erasure
1:42:11  Adrian Wu: LGBT insufficient because of nonbinarism; Ash Carter defends transgender service members, ACC: “we’ve gone from Klinger on M*A*S*H to this”, McCain promises hearings
1:47:44  Lynch admits Clinton meeting mistake to Trump mockery, Andrea Mitchell 3x “conspiracy theory”; FBI photo ban; Gayle King: “public” meeting, Mark Halperin: “Bill Clinton is a really social guy, right?”, empty SCotUS offer; CNN announces no indictment; Lynch “career agents” meme, “I fully expect to accept their recommendations”, ACC: “poor Bill”
2:00:36  Possible Hillary VP Tim Kane’s $160k in gifts; JCD on Joni Ernst as ideal Trump running mate; new robocall “caller #11” scheme
2:08:16  ACC has changed from “Mimi” to “Bill”, Trump e-mails now using “chip in”, see Hamilton with Hillary; The Economist and others offering paid coverage packages for think tanks
2:17:22  Donation Segment
2:26:27  Elie Wiesel dead at 87; how to “spatchcock” a chicken; JCD mashup with Loretta Lynch
2:28:42  Planned Parenthood whines about lack of zika funding for “family planning”, CDC admits ignorance, Florida’s first zika-linked microcephaly case; Texas abortion clinic law struck down
2:38:23  New NATO headquarters looking like Nazi ¥¥¥ symbol from above
2:48:59  Hong Kong denounces bookseller kidnappings on 19th anniversary of return; Putin in Japan
2:42:45  Former Navy SEAL killed driving Tesla under 18-wheeler, reported only after money raised, shareholder lawsuit Hell, vintage “broken knees ram into the dashboard” Jack Webb video
2:50:02  Proposed California mileage tax; New York City reading 3M licens plates per day
2:55:16  New California gun law rundown; Trump sign vandals outraged at being held at gunpoint
Hillary and the Vase (2016-06-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is the point of this messaging, it’s bullcrap!” (1:18:12)
0:00:36 Podcast Award in news & politics category achieved; JCD on general podcast audio
0:07:33 Crisis of Character by Gary Byrne, “Hillary and the vase”; Bill’s girlfriend Eleanor Mondale; FBI vs Secret Service, Clintons’ FBI background checks on opponents, Hillary’s tommy gun
0:20:32 Benghazi report: damning timeline with three-hour meeting on explaining attack with video; Charles Krauthammer on Obama “nowhere to be seen” during crisis; Mark Toner with giant binder lies about “we ... did the best we could to convey the facts as we knew them at the time”; October surprise and CIA gun-running operation; video “played a role”
0:31:44 Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau on Jordanian intelligence running off with arms meant for anti-Assad rebels: “we have no comment ... there is an ongoing investigation”, Fast and Furious gun used in Paris attacks, Matt Lee on who is investigating: White House “referred the questions to the State Department and to the FBI”, “I’m gonna hold my breath, how long should I hold it?”; Patricia Smith: “I’d like to see her in stripes”; Sinaloa scheme revisited; Toner on runway uniform changes, JCD on YPG patches “like challenge coins”
0:49:56 Brennan at CFR, Leave it to Beaver cadence, dangers of genome editing, CIA, the dangers of old people, SAI stratospheric aerosol injection, “would also raise a number of challenges for our gubmint”; “we know the Iranians very well, just saying”; Kerry on arms sales to Iran: “it’s complex, folks”, folks = idiots, Kerry ISIS “on the run” vs McCaul “they’re on the rise”
1:14:19 Istanbul airport bombing: no attack on North American airport in past year; using Facebag & Twitter “things that wouldn’t necessarily be made public”, JCD: “they do that now, who is she kidding?”; General Michael Flynn: “ISIS, they actually counterattack in San Bernardino, in Orlando”, Megyn Kelly to Flynn: airport security a “banal comfort check”; Orlando SWAT barrage, JCD on autopsies: “oh shit, there’s another police bullet”
1:27:09 Producer Segment: JCD’s deep dive into Mandela effect; JCD vs Sir Atomic Rod part 2
1:47:16 Farage to EP on Brexit: “I know that virtually none of you have ever done a proper job in your lives”; Amanpour squabbles with MEP Daniel Hannan: Van Jones: “this is the end of the world as we know it”; “we don’t wanna have nothin’ to do with nobody, period, except for people who look exactly like them, basically white folks in Britain” vs “good thoughtful liberal people”; JCD on stock market rebound, Soros gold; “vast abyss of stupidity”, JCD: “The Abyss is actually a bar in South Brooklyn”; Scott Adams on new Clinton “crazy racist” winning meme; Trump: Patton “wasn’t one to give out information on television”
2:10:57 2008 campaign clips: “shame on you Barack Obama”, “she’ll say anything and change nothing”
2:19:28 Clinton body count: DNC money laundering witness dead one day before testifying
2:20:46 Donation Segment
2:30:56 RT on French labor protests vs EU reforms; Erdoğan’s apology; Mimi’s ethics complaint
2:38:00 Barrow Alaska mayor looking to move $1bn town infrastructure inland; Oakland bans coal
2:43:20 MKULTRA monarch butterfly puts in appearance at North American Caucus
2:46:17 NPR on FBI Six-Week Cycle informants: social media and “encrypted communications that the FBI has been able to break”, JCD: “don’t make new friends”, Newberg judge: plot created by FBI but no entrapment, “predisposed to that mindset”, ACC: “it’s pre-crime!”
2:53:37 California to put recreational marijuana on ballot again
Close the Chunnel! (2016-06-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Just stop there for a second, is that not the very definition of bigotry?”
0:00:40 JCD calls for a Calexit; ACC ARRL Field Day report, JCD on flat HDTV fractal antennas
0:05:41 33M Brexit ballots, CNN cut off cheering; Amanpour on leave campaign’s “hard right very xenophobic anti-immigrant very populist nationalist white identity politics”, JCD on EU as slow-motion WWIII, stupidity meme; Fox News on Obama visit backfire, Trump-Brexit parallel, EU electric teakettle “ban”; Council of Europe lobbying group, yellow card system
0:20:02 Do-over petition “signatures”, “I’m European” protest signs, “can’t leave” meme; Post’s millennial Catherine Rampell: Trump “gives voice to their anger”, buyer’s remorse meme, “anti-intellectual attitude that has taken root around the world”; JCD on “I voted even though it wouldn’t matter” meme; Max Keiser & ABC on “what’s the EU” Google search; swastika golf ball “slam” for Trump; MSNBC on voter anger and fear thanks to “economic elites”
0:35:23 Merkel tweet: now there will be wars, ACC’s friend Michel on Gibraltar, ACC: “it’s like Crimea!”; Max Keiser: City of London at “nexus of the European center for money laundering and other financial crimes”; HMS Cornwall and Iran incident; Tom Llamas mocks Trump Scotland visit; ACC’s “slammed” mind control trick
0:46:19 NewsHour on EU “very much an American project”; Salman Rushdie fatwa upped to $4M, Cameron in 2011: “under the doctrine of state multiculturalism we’ve encouraged different cultures to live separate lives… apart from the mainstream”, “hands-off tolerance”; British Mohammad image takedowns after Charlie Hebdo; “demagogue” & “divorce” memes
1:01:38 Brooks blames Brexit on “less well-educated ethnic nationalism”, elites’ “anti-democratic, a condescending, and a snobbish attitude about popular democracy”, “Trumpian nationalism”; Atlantic Council elite Dr. Jeffrey Gedmin’s reassurances; Napolean & Merkel; WWII veteran: “I have my country back” from Germans; Brussels “rule-writing factory”; CBS on Farage’s “Independence Day”, “the old have determined what kind of country the young will live in”
1:18:06 Theresa May for PM; Tucker Carlson to Van Susteren: “Trumpism… is another word for nationalism”, banking uncertainty, JCD on depression cycles, {D, N, Sw}exit collapse trigger, French “open the Chunnel” strategy, producer PMUK Brexit jingle; Juncker “very sad”, Merkel speculates about “consequences”; JCD: “the Scots are the worst”
1:36:45 Producer Segment: avoid “ISIS” in PayPal notes; Sir Atomic Rod’s JCD ship captain gripe
2:04:43 Judge Napolitano on Orlando shooting: “nobody died until 5:13 in the morning” when SWAT entered (CotD), timeline rundown, ACC: “someone’s got some ‘splainin’ to do on that”, Teen’s frantic web searches, SSRIs; JCD imagines police saying “you wanna go shoot some gays?”; Milo Yiannopoulos: “just call them the gays”, definition of “community”
2:15:55 Democracy Now Sanders “it is not normal” on homeless children, new elite Hillary backers; Harry Walker checklist for securing a Hillary speech, $1k for transcript; Cosby’s $300 per night
2:25:40 Lagarde on tax-exempt IMF salary: “everything is global except tax”, Fifi’s France problem; “thick crocodile skin”, BEPS base erosion and profit shifting, “it needs global leadership”
2:35:37 Donation Segment: “sayin’ it all along” jingle
2:48:28 Counter Extremism Project to use child porn scrubbing technology to remove “terrorist-related content” via NORex National Office for Reporting Extremism, cat pictures false analogy
2:55:15 Cory Lewandowsky hired by CNN
2:55:31 Insider feedback on Democrat sit-in as fundraiser; Charlie Rangel on New York City concealed carry permits for elites: “I think we deserve… I think we need to be protected down here”
836  Proof She’s Human (2016-06-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “What are you talking about, is there some gay app called Adam2Adam?” (0:37:11)
0:00:36 JCD’s garbage police “skulking” around; ACC can’t wait to flee media bullcrap in the woods
0:02:06 Brexit vote happening rightnow, current odds 18%; BBC’s questionable role in pushing English; Brexit as secession; CBS “uncertainty is already hurting” vs British factory operator saying no such thing; NewsHour man on the street: “shut that bloody tunnel up, mate”, EU vs organic pig farming; John Oliver racism bullcrap; Juncker warns “out is out” vs Article 50
0:23:58 Lynch promises partial transcript of communication between Orlando shooter and negotiators which never materializes; 911 transcripts partially redacted and then unredacted, media accused of creating “unnecessary distraction”; Lynch “hatred and intolerance” vs Ash Carter “ISIL … wants to spread its evil ideology”; Lynch: “our most effective response to terror and to hatred is compassion it’s unity, and it’s love”; disappearing wife; Mateen HIV question
0:33:36 Mateen’s former lover “Miguel”: “he hate gay Puerto Ricans for all the bad thing they do to him”, Pulse vs Parliament, Mateen’s father’s “gay people is the devil” views; Lynch calls for LGBTBTTQIAAP “community” to come out of the closet; possibly fake rainbow at vigil
0:48:35 Local stations repeat gun buying story; GOA’s Larry Pratt explains automatic vs semiautomatic; “assault-style”; ACC’s watch list experiences; Wayne LaPierre: “what law enforcement wants to do 90% of the time – 99% of the time – is let it go through, they want to watch it”
1:00:05 Sit-in for Obama’s “safer, more loving world”, Warren: “I just brought Dunkin’ Doughnuts!”, Wasserman Schultz: “thoughts and prayers aren’t good enough any more”; Luke Russert: “Kim Kardashian was tweeting about this” (CotD); German movie theater shooting
1:11:29 “In the line of presidential succession [Dennis] Hastert was once #2, now he is #47991-424”
1:14:20 Producer Segment: Tafelberg competition; Trump “jobs jobs jobs”
1:28:24 British kid’s Trump assassination attempt, Whoopi: “not an American concept, it’s not rational, it’s not smart”, Sunny Hostin: “it makes me wonder whether or not that campaign, the vileness of it and all the rhetoric is gonna bring more people out of the woodwork like that”
1:33:07 Trump: Hillary has “perfected the politics of personal profit”, CBS lies about Hillary not acknowledging the radical Islam threat: “but last week she did just that” (CotD), redundant “radical Islamism”; Trump broke meme, “GOP jaws are dropping”, spending on his own properties; Lewandowski & Trump part ways; Trump supposedly ahead on economy, Trump: “I’m having more difficulty, frankly, with some of the people party than I am with the Democrats”, Bosnia attack “turned out to be young girls handing her flowers … Brian Williams’ career was destroyed for saying less”; Euronews lie: Trump for Muslim “racial” profiling
1:50:25 Ex-CIA “hacks” Scowcroft & Armitage back Hillary; foreign policy weakness meme; Riyadh money and Iran deal cover-up, “so I made a mistake, that happens, it proves I’m human”; Trump “has no answers on the substance”; Trump on Clinton “blood money”; Austan Goolsbee lies about Trump “proposing to default on treasuries”; Joe Biden Saddam/Assad Freudian slip
2:08:35 Donation Segment
2:19:48 EgyptAir MS804 memory module issues; Obama hanging out with Soros’s son, insurance companies’ “just say no” policy, no cash allowed; Matt Cutts to join Defense Digital Service
2:26:54 Gina McCarthy: climate change “happening now, you can see it every single day”
2:28:13 Musicians pen open letter to Congress opposing YouTube DMCA protection (ACCPPotD)
2:31:56 New Greek €7.5bn bailout to be used mainly to pay IMF & ECB debt
2:33:53 Rape culture at Baylor, ACC: “the town is Baylor, they run everything including the cops”
835  Woman Person  (2016-06-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “By the way, I think Zakaria is a lizard.” (1:48:02)
0:00:35  NBA’s “blatant fix”, JCD on $49k seats; ACC’s new Fasten profile pic proves he’s white
0:03:52  Compulsive gambling from Abilify; William Brownfield to committee: “we must today manage a strategic transition from cocaine to heroin”; Aczone Gel blue lips and orange skin side effects, CVC’s Proactiv; Omar Mateen’s conversation with friend about “medications”
0:14:11  UK “Brexit” shooting, “remain” ahead by three points, Christine Lagarde called out for “overwhelming majority of economists”, Oxford Union debate; possibility of eventual EU breakup; Switzerland withdraws EEA application; Brexit petition
0:26:00  Terrorism arrests in Belgium & France vs US, JCD: not since Elián González
0:29:37  CBS buys an AR-15, “the gun was only in our possession for a couple of hours”; bogus veteran Facebag profiles, Cassius Clay’s cannon, Gatling gun used on Irish protesters
0:37:33  Orlando shooting: outrage and moral self-licensing over FDA restrictions on gay men donating blood, Sanjay Gupta: “the FDA ... is a pretty conservative institution”; Pooper pushes Truvada
0:43:52  FBI’s James Kallstrom on “wet blanket of political correctness”, Loretta Lynch “rhetoric” prosecutions, Lynch on “reaching out” to Muslims, “community” meme
0:54:08  Fox interleaves Brennan’s dire ISIS warnings with Obama’s optimism (CotD); CIA Abu Zubaydah torture report declassified, “he must never be able to tell what happened”, fair game for CBS if linked to Trump; 51 State Department diplomats push for bombing Syria, Kirby on Assad-Daesh “symbiosis”, “we understand that ... the future of Syria cannot include Bashar al-Assad”; Fox Red Eye on Obama’s use of ISIL as Israel “diss”; producer feedback on Lebanon bombing Israel; Tulsi Gabbard to Brolf: nothing learned from Iraq & Libya
1:22:15  Producer Segment
1:42:13  China retaliates for Obama’s Dalai Lama meeting by banning iPhone sales; Moore’s Law and JCD’s son’s company replacing laptops with less powerful ones, JMD’s Apple sticker on Dell
1:47:00  First legally non-binary person in US
1:47:31  Zakaria Putin interview: Ukraine coup a NATO “common enemy” justification, sanctions impacting Europe and not US; Fox a-hole: “whenever a senior Russian official says anything ... he’s lying”; Trump “brilliant” vs “bright”, “why do you always change the meaning of what I said?”, prosecutors trying to keep OSCE election observers out, snotty Zakaria: “I used the official Interfax translation”, on Hillary: “I’ve seen many people change after they were appointed”; Putin on unfairness of Rio Olympics ban; nothing new on Hillary from Assange
2:09:17  H.R.5181 Countering Foreign Propaganda and Disinformation Act, “whole-of-government approach”, Center for Information Analysis and Response “Center” à la The Americans
2:16:32  H.R.4445 Truth in Advertising Act, blame Photoshop for depression, anxiety, eating disorders
2:20:00  Donation Segment
2:36:44  Gayle King celebrates Hillary’s nomination “as a woman person”; ex-CIA to Van Susteren on Trump vs Clinton: “it’s like chlamydia or gonorrhea”; Kim Jong-un death hoax
2:40:34  Zuckerberg asked for Mateen Afghanistan posts; internet giants sued by Paris attack victim Nohemi Gonzalez’ family; ACC stories about MTV Gopher server and bud.com acquisition
2:50:15  Financial emergency declared in Rio; producer Puerto Rico report; Grassroots Haiti Red Cross investigation like “pulling teeth”; Grassroots Texas kids now raising money for ACLU
2:58:27  “I’m Neil deGrasse Tyson, bitch” cameos; Morsi sentenced in “fundamentally unfair” trial
3:02:48  Week’s predictions: Trump NRA deal, something might light up in UK for Brexit
834 Toxic Masculinity (2016-06-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “What car comes with a carburetor any more?” (2:28:48)
0:00:36 Orlando nightclub shooting: press conference with doctors, “this is not a drill, this is not a joke”; Comey on FBI mistakes: “so far the honest answer is, I don’t think so”, “we are looking for needles in a nationwide haystack”, “if you see something, tell us”; Comey timeline, “our investigation involved introducing confidential sources to him”, al-Nusra suicide bomber
0:20:24 Che Brandes-Tuka “toxic masculinity” propaganda; “lone wolf”; two-hour gap between visits; police not releasing 911 tapes, L.A. Gay Pride distraction; Patience Carter’s story changed from ISIS to Afghanistan; ex-wife to Don Lemon on “family structure”, “do you think that he had gay tendencies?”, “a political figure as prominent as Father” and Muslim homophobia
0:47:06 Gay Florida Imam to Lemon: “you could feel very sequestered”; Muslim professor: Afghanistan “most hostile homophobic country on the planet”, “gays must be killed”; Lemon brings up “secret gay rituals”, bacha bazi, media booker skit, professor cut off after “this is what motivated Omar Mateen”, alligator distraction after commercial; SJW New York protest lawyer
1:05:43 Whoopi: “there’s no reason for anyone to have a machine gun, basically”, JCD on gun fashion, Behar: Trump “recruiter-in-chief” for ISIS, Hillary’s Trump video lie, AWB sunset “ipso facto”
1:13:41 No one saying “I dated him” about Mateen, rejected by community theory
1:17:27 Producer Segment
1:30:52 Orlando SWAT spray & pray, Sig Sauer jams, recent trauma center drill, barrage audio
1:37:52 CBS on FBI limited by “First Amendment”; Trump: “they had a bad day”, Hayden: “this is not my criticizing the FBI”; Woolsey: FBI’s job not crime prevention, pushes Sapient
1:53:15 CBS on death penalty for gays in Muslim countries; Obama Islam & Christianity quote montage, Trump’s possible birther long game, Trump: Obama mistreats Israel, Israel-Lebanon conflict; Obama’s anger at Trump “the kind of anger he should have for the shooter”, Obama on radical Islam: “calling a threat by a different name does not make it go away”, ACC: “that’s right, because it’s ISIS, ISIL, IS, Daesh”, Trump calls on Hillary to return money, Trojan Horse & “wacky” Hillary memes, Warren AWOL; Trump on “massive potholes”
2:12:32 Rachel Maddow on Trump-Putin ties, on Guccifer Hillary data and Russian role: “eek”
2:17:27 Bill Clinton dodges Foundation & election question, possibly knows he’s doomed
2:21:05 Speaker tries to hijack University of Missouri Orlando vigil for into Black Lives Matter
2:24:04 Oprah and Michelle Obama “be better” litany for men at United State of Women Summit; Biden on naked woman at Capitol: “no man has a right to touch her”, “nice fabric”
2:31:07 Donations up; hot drinks cause cancer; eat whole grains; Obama meets with Dalai Lama
2:34:03 Donations Segment
2:43:00 "Battle of the Brexit" on the Thames. £30bn “black hole”, Farage vs Geldof, German sovereign bond impact, “this should be decided by the legislative body”, ACC predicts Bitcoin spike
2:53:06 Thomas Frank on Democrats’ “liberalism of the rich”; NDAA analysis for Sunday; NATO Article 5 for cyberattacks; former Russian ambassador Matlock: Ukraine “deeply divided”
3:03:06 NYT net neutrality video, war on torrents & VPNs
3:10:04 Feinstein releases statistics on terrorist background checks, “terrorist loophole” meme; Oakland #3 in violent crime; ACC; “let’s go protect our gays” with Texas open carry
3:12:54 ACC recommends new Moby album for sleeping

523
833 Manbuns & Mohawks (2016-06-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “But it’s great, liberals are psychotic!” (2:20:25)
0:00:33 Orlando nightclub shooting: “kill the gays” strategy, Omar Mateen a security guard, terrorist ties unconfirmed by FBI; Red Book: Hamilton Tonys sweep; kevlar helmet side-story
0:11:43 Ishmael Reed on Mohammad Ali mourner hypocrisy, Nation of Islam vs the mob
0:17:58 Elizabeth Warren Trump insanity meme: “he is a threat to who we are as a people”, “rooting for an economic crash”; Nancy Giles: “he’s, I think, clinically insane”; Deepak Chopra on “the shadow”, “emotional retardation of a three-year-old”; Rachel Maddow lies about naver having female nominee, Warren: Hillary “willing to lead against a small, insecure bully”
0:37:16 Massachusetts campgrounds booked by Bernie supporters, San Jose anti-Trump violence
0:39:15 Possible revelation of CIA identities in Hillary e-mails; Clinton Foundation donor Rajiv Fernando appointed to State Department International Security Advisory Board by Cheryl Mills; FBI investigating drone strike e-mails; Mark Toner haltingly explains ISAB appointment; Charles Ortel on bogus Unitaid audit, missing $100M for illegal Clinton HIV/Aids Initiative
0:56:55 Banker suicides and drug money, American Gangster; Harvard tribal activities requirement
1:01:25 Pelosi: negative migration rate with Mexico; Michael McCaul calls for “technology and aviation assets”, far from “operational control”; control the border, control the drugs
1:07:15 Barbara “Botox” Boxer to Bill Maher on Hillary’s authenticity to repeated “right”, “leaning in favor” of pot legalization, car fatalities, JCD: “oh bull-crap!”, ACC’s stoned helicopter landing
1:15:27 Producer Segment
1:35:49 Michael McCaul: national security “number one responsibility under the Constitution”, “highest-threat environment” since 9/11; more possible MH370 debris found
1:39:45 No charge for MI6 in CIA Libya rendition; Hans-Georg Maassen: Snowden a Russian spy
1:48:04 Euro 2016 “manbuns & mohawks”, Pravy Sektor “Russian” hooligans; Brexit do-over
1:53:17 Obama podcast on restructuring Puerto Rican debts, H.R.4900 Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act PROMESA, Luis Gutiérrez: “no difference between this junta and the junta of Pinochet in Chile!”, Sec.104 “the Oversight Board may accept, use, and dispose of gifts, bequests, or devises”, JCD: “here’s a goat, here’s my daughter, here’s a pot full of money”, Sec.210 “the full faith and credit of the United States is not pledged”
2:10:09 Judge Napolitano on FBI Hillary investigation conflict of interest under Obama; Bernie supporter on Bernie backing off Clinton; breaking news: Orlando shooter’s ISIS allegiance
2:14:27 Ban Ki-moon extorted into removing Saudi Arabia from child-killer blacklist
2:18:10 Retraction Watch: liberal and conservative beliefs swapped in psychoticism link; Laura Ingraham cut off on Hannity; “Netflix and chill” and dropping sexual activity frequency; NYT Broadway guy: The Color Purple by Alice Walker
2:29:17 Donation Segment: JCD: Trump should use Ross Perot infomercial format
2:38:41 Tech News: WWDC Monday; NHTSA investigating Tesla suspension problems, nondisclosure agreement potential fiasco, precarious financial position from debt payoff; Pelosi on smart phone “flat screens, LLD” from federal research; Alexa rage; “there’s no crying in barbecue”
2:49:06 Daily Kos and MoveOn unable to deliver empty boxes of Stanford rape case petitions
2:53:59 Ash Carter calls for private sector talent exchange program
2:56:21 ASCAP guidelines for using music in campaigns, Lanham Act trademark dilution
3:01:10 Narendra Modi proposes stronger US-India ties; Rajiv Fernando’s background
3:06:26 Southern California earthquakes, graph with unlabelled axes
ACC: *(nasal)* “Like, well you know it’s a public pool!” *(1:53:34)*

JCD’s Chinese “I Voted” sticker; Associated Press declares Hillary presumptive nominee, e-mail image URL “secret win version 2”; CBS on Sanders’ “zombie candidacy”; PBS lies “Hillary Clinton wrapped up the Democratic nomination overnight”; Wasserman Schultz to *Democracy Now*: superdelegates “free to decide all the way up until July”; Bernie sexist for staying in race, Bob Schieffer: Bernie “like gum on your shoe”; Hillary offering the olive branch, Norman Solomon: media “genuflecting to elites within the Democratic Party”

Attack ad interleaving Bill & Hillary; Solomon on neocon Hillary, R2P “responsibility to protect”; Trump & Hillary interleaved on immigration; Hillary blames Obama for Libya; Pooper on Foundation: “it’s always not been transparent”, Hillary: “overwhelming disclosure”

Obama’s need for “healthy two-party system”; camera-kissing Gary Johnson; Hillary dodges Stephanopolous’ Second Amendment questions; *Morning Joe* crew on Katie Couric’s creatively edited gun documentary; Stephanopolous guffawing at prospect of Trump candidacy in 2015

Josh Earnest’s “no, Kevin” on Iran deal lying omitted from transcript, follow-up “let me say that in the affirmative”, “forceful and fact-based, accurate, truthful case”, blames Republicans, no intention to amend transcript; State Department video investigation continues; TPP FOIA request’s projected November 31 release date to dodge Brexit vote

Brexit registration and voting issues; City of London worried about Brexit

Matt Lee: “you guys say it’s gonna take seventy-five years??” for staff e-mail FOIA; court filing: 1.5M pages, 500 pages per month, 33.3 years for Sullivan documents, “need not comply”

Produc Ken Segment: producer Twitter exchange with Snowden over forced-down plane

JCD theory: Hillary’s VP will pardon her when she’s indicted; South Dakota Hillary supporter wants to see her “put these 44 men down”; Warren’s risk of losing Senate seat to Republican, Hillary VP qualifications “from day one”; Brazilian coup; JMD to vote Bernie or Trump; Scott Adams endorses Hillary for “personal safety”, Susan Sarandon excoriated for Bernie support

No charges for “gorilla boy” parents; father’s “twenty minutes of action” in rape case

Brooklyn gets rid of women-only pool hours, JCD on discriminatory ladies’ nights; *Daily Beast* list of absurd college student demands, segregated safe spaces, “cissexist hxstory”

New York City searching for recyclables in trash to outrage of Triumph soundalike

US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue; NATO joint maneuvers in Poland, Stephen Cohen compares to Cuban Missile Crisis, “eastern front” Nazi callback, Finland and Sweden, Romania & Poland in “crosshairs of an East-West war”, “this is good business for our weapon makers”

Victoria Nuland lies: “the United States has sought to build a constructive relationship with Russia”, “rules-based international order”, “persistent rotational military presence”, “fuck the EU”; RT vs BBG “clean, honest Russian-language programming”, “journalist training”

Donation Segment: Sir Trevor Mudge explains to ACC downfall of Moore’s Law

David Icke lizard theory explains “eat bugs” meme

Miss USA 2016: no white girls in the finals, JCD on sexy street-sweeper walk, screamed self-introductions; dumb questions: Muhammad Ali legacy, women in combat for Army reservist D.C., voting rights, California chokes on economic inequality (CotD), booed Hillary vs Trump for Hawaii; “women supporting women” final-final “confidently beautiful” question

Clipped Wheel: Roger Goodell’s death by Twitter; Spot the Spook: Miss USA Deshauna Barber

Appeals court finally forces IRS to reveal list of targeted tea party groups
0:00:00 ACC: “Is it clear what I’m talking about here, or am I way off base?” (0:12:32)
0:00:34 Austin bug eating festival cancelled due to rain; no Uber clones for ACC
0:08:46 Facebag fight with brain professor Russ over Trump “con man” post. June retractionwatch.com headlines, professor’s wife: “your litmus test for bullshit is astoundingly lopsided here”
0:23:42 ACC predicts bloody Democrat convention, Toobin spins anti-Trump violence: “this kind of protest has gone on for hundreds of years, it’s not that big a deal”, Soros connection ignored
0:28:15 Hillary’s foreign policy speech a “point-by-point indictment” of Trump, mental illness meme; Carl Bernstein on Trump’s “disrespect and disdain for our history and our Constitutional traditions”, “let’s cut to the chase”: Hillary lied; nuclear codes meme, Bill misplaced the “biscuit”, JCD: “it was probably found inside someone”; bloody attacks on Trump supporters, misleading “thugs” edit, no arrests, “look at my African-American over here”; Mexican-American Trump University judge; CBS: Trump alienating corporate sponsors, ColorOfChange.org
0:54:32 Hillary “slams” against Trump, ACC: “that’s been the lower third on my TV for the past three, four days”, Barry Goldwater parallel, “just a series of bizarre rants, personal feuds, and outright lies”, “I will leave it to the psychiatrists to explain his affections for tyrants” (CotD); Trump: “she liiiies!”, copy of speech for prebuttal, media propagating “crooked Hillary” meme; Dave Winer: “Trump is a nightmare that’s almost over”; Hillary “great question” on The View
1:15:26 Donation Segment: uknightednations.com peerage map
1:24:10 Matt Lee to Mark Toner on Psaki video edit: “based on what you know…”, “sloppy” attempt to hide information, Psaki throws editor under bus, Toner: “we’re at ... a bit of a dead end”; December 2012 emergency landing in Iran, “Benghazi flu”, concussion, blood clot timeline, helmet gift; rapid Iranian prisoner release; Navy SEAL Job W. Price’s apparent suicide
1:47:45 Native ad: Prince died of fentanyl overdose; Muhammad Ali’s death; (((name))) = Jew
1:54:43 Bill Maher on zika funding, “laboratory evidence” of 300 infections
1:58:33 UCLA shooting boots on the ground report, FBI just down the road; Chicago Killing Ed meetup; ACC to “go into the woods” on ARRL Field Day
2:04:04 Airbnb “busted” for racism; Uber microaggressions against ACC because of surname
2:06:57 Latest 4.7% unemployment rate with net job loss, actual number 22.5% since 2012, Federal Reserve ignoring bogus rate; Seth the ER surgeon on flu and allergies, broke middle class; ridiculous Austin housing costs, Hotel ZaZa
2:16:00 CBN report on Swedish multiculturalism, “assimilation is completely out of the question”; Templeton Prize winner Lord Jonathan Sacks: “if there is a collective identity society is a home; if you have multiculturalism society is a hotel”, “sleepwalking into segregation”; Florida Atlantic University professor Bassem Al Halabi on Sharia law: “if it takes one or two people to have their hands cut off and then there’s no more stealing in the whole nation, that’s a much better resolution”
2:26:15 Donation Segment
2:32:20 Tech News: Elon Musk on the universe is an AI simulation, Kara Swisher: “big issues that need to play themselves out going forward, and probably the next quantum leap in computing is this”; 3D printed pancakes at Shanghai trade fair, printed building in Dubai, printed cars on Jay’s Garage
2:47:30 Universal Basic Income for the “useless eaters” voted down in Switzerland
2:51:37 New British plastic five-pound note “bringing a new meaning to the word money laundering”
830  Tool Followers (2016-06-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “It stinks, it’s got this white goo, and when you chew it it makes a squeaking sound.”
0:00:37  ACC’s Amazon Prime Now San Pellegrino; obnoxious telemarketer “who is this?” skit
0:05:16  UCLA SJW screaming tantrum at Milo Yiannopoulos event; Plano H.S. grads ditch Honor Society regalia, Vonnegut’s Harrison Bergeron; social media on dead gorilla: “if the boy was black they would’ve found a tranquilizer”, ACC: “the kid is black!”; TtK all-in on child leashes
0:17:58  UCLA murder-suicide lockdown with hordes of cops in “protective gear”, students “told to drop to their knees with their hands up”, “scrubbing their social media accounts”, police radio “technical alert status”, JCD: time to rob a bank, “we might as well turn this into an exercise”
0:25:47  Kirby addresses State Department Iran video “glitch” with his giant three-ring binder: “a specific request was made to excise that portion of the briefing”, “immediate steps to craft appropriate protocols”, call recipient “one of the editors”, “I see little foundation to press forward with a formal investigation”, CNN: “would the editor forget a one-of-a-kind request?”, Hillary e-mail comparison, “office of the legal advisor”; Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau from Show 824: “getting information out on the web and searchable is a priority for us”, Google dodge theory; Hillary helicopter crash theory; JCD on Kirby: “I’m sure he sees it as a girl’s job”
0:43:40  Epic Obama “okey-doke” and “if-if-if” stammer, JCD on Raiders stutterer Lester Hayes
0:50:21  Producer Segment: the horrors of farmed salmon; JCD: “we’re tool followers”
1:07:20  Pollsters questioning election predictions due to candidates’ “unfavorable ratings”; ACC to attend bug eating festival; pseudo O-bot dinner; producers concerned about JCD’s memory
1:14:18  Kid calls 911 on red-light-running father; FDA-approved candy ADHD medication
1:17:48  Hillary dodges FBI question: no interview scheduled, robotic lying MSNBC & CNN responses superimposed, Judge Napolitano: Hillary’s BlackBerry blocked on 7th floor office, FOIA dodge, Spiro Agnew parallel; Wasserman Schultz repealed DNC lobbyist donation ethics rules
1:30:56  MSNBC on “I touched Bernie Sanders” millennials, “It’s like Paul McCartney in 1964”; fracking off California coast, earthquake drill June 7, State Department under Hillary pushed fracking globally; Obama: nonexistent future hurricanes to become “more devastating”
1:40:11  Nary an American flag to be found with Trump protesters; Perry O’Brien #vetsvshate, “veterans as political props”, Soros behind Veterans Progressive Leadership Institute, Beyond the Choir; Tom Llamas on PGA event moving to Mexico, Trump to Llamas: “you’re a sleaze”
1:51:30  Gary Johnson on Trump’s “incendiary” immigration position, “it’s just racist!”; McCain ad vs “Chemtrail Kelli Ward” with Alex Jones “a global plan to block out the sun” clip (CotD)
1:57:07  “Deadly rampage” in Houston by Army veteran conspiracy theorist Dionisio Garza
2:00:38  MS804 black box pings; world’s longest rail tunnel under Swiss Alps “symbol of European unity”; State Department issues European terror alert for UEFA & Catholic World Youth Day in Krakow; railway strike in France; JCD: ISIS won’t mess with soccer
2:13:30  Donation Segment: ACC recalls JCD forgetting grandson’s name
2:24:57  The Lancet on scientific unreproducability; Chantix vs placebo; Chatham House rules
2:31:30  Tbilisi vegan cafe attacked by sausage-wielding “Nazis”; poll: 52% in favor of Brexit
2:36:45  First US case of zika microcephaly, Francisco Rodriguez warns Olympic athletes, Fox News’ Manny Alvarez on delivery team, microbiologist grandmother sent blood sample to CDC; Gates Foundation mosquito egg Recode demo for idiots Walt Mossberg & Kara Swisher
2:47:30  Facebag Messenger eavesdropping; internet giants pledge to address hate speech
2:52:31  Clip Wheel: bees kill hiker in Arizona; Guess the Movie: Frankenhooker
Continuing rain and thunder in Texas, heavy hail blankets
Putin meets Tsipras in Athens; NATO Operation Anakonda; Minsk Protocol and Crimea
Agence France-Presse pictures of US boots on the ground wearing Kurdish YPG insignia, “quote un-quote”, Pentagon spokeshole: special forces “blend in with the community”; ACC: “that huge gun he’s carrying really blends in with the community”; RT No Agenda package: YPJ insignia “an all-female unit of Kurdish fighters”, JCD: “what’ve we got for badges, man, all we got is this box!”, Kirby boots on the ground callback, “Turkey is hacked off”, patches now removed, Turkish minister: “they should also wear Daesh, al-Nusra, and al-Qaeda insignia”
Trump to Kimmel: I’ll debate Bernie for charity; celebrity lawsuits and charities; Katy Tur lies “the presumptive GOP nominee first suggested the debate on Jimmy Kimmel”; riot police at California Trump rally; Euronews: “Trump could be a wrecking ball”
Trained hypnotist Scott Adams to Bill Maher: Trump’s “persuasion perfection”, crooked Hillary meme “the best persuasion you’ll ever see”; Melissa Harris-Perry: no political correctness on campus, “we don’t have good language for talking to each other across difference”
UFCW announces Hillary as “Secretary of Treasure”; Gayle King “sick and tired” of e-mail; Hillary on fighting back, Obama in Japan: leaders “rattled”; “Deputy of State” to insane Barbara Boxer: Trump has not “gravely affected our ability to do business together”
1:06:30 Cleveland police chief on equipment for Republican convention: “we’re not allowed to call it riot gear any more”; Chris Hayes on “Effer in the P” incident: “grow the Hell up”
1:10:44 Former Ms. AR on Bill Clinton’s coke habit; two vegans dead on Everest
1:14:26 Producer Segment
1:26:36 Hillary Rodham Clinton: Some Girls are Born to Lead; hoarse Hillary: Trump “urgent threat”
1:28:54 “Drip drip drip” meme montage from Seth Myers; SNL “tonight at 11” montage
1:31:48 Charles Ortel on Clinton Foundation charity fraud, inconsistent “professional audits”; Horowitz pharmaceutical charity scam; Unitaid’s $2bn contributions, charity fraud solicitation law
1:43:07 Grassroots Texas kids supposedly raising money for MSF, “progressive issues”; illegal alien explains IRS ITIN from overstayed tourist visa, citizenship fee increases; ACC’s bugle clips
1:51:58 Whoopi Wisdom: “if the higher-ups knew, why would they let it continue?”, Feinstein: “Hillary Clinton broke no law, I read all 42 pages”: National Enquirer on lesbian e-mail
1:58:06 Calais violence between Afghans and Sudanese; Brof on “ominous” news of ISIS lurking among Libyans; producer Brexit jitters; Dutch 13th month; oil stocks mobilized in France
2:09:12 NOAA “warmest month on record”, JCD: “warmest minute”, AMO Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, “near-normal” outlook with 4-8 hurricanes; 1970s Exxon climate change research
2:16:10 NYC human rights commission pamphlet defining gender identity and expression; Facebag TW/CW group; “fem person of transgender experience”, JCD: “well, that’s a crock of shit!”
2:27:40 Donation Segment
2:32:38 Tech News: phone cancer in rats, Jane Pauley: Bluetooth “sits right next to your head”; Siri SDK rumor, The North Face President chats with Watson, ACC: “there is no AI, only the API”; colistin-resistant E. coli in Pennsylvania; Twitter ill-advvisedly moving from 140 characters; overhyped VR; producer AS/400 & COBOL feedback
2:59:17 Clip Wheel: risk of anthropogenic earthquakes in Central US
0:00:00 “Oh, you might have your furry friend microchipped, why not your children?” (0:13:33)
0:00:37 Texas storms, mile-wide funnel cloud; 127 straight hurricane-free months; tornado-damaged Fort Worth building that can’t be demolished, ACC: “just fly an airplane into it”
0:05:09 MS804 dropped out of news cycle vs MH370 in news for a year, pilot linked to Benghazi
0:10:33 Spot the Package: studio intro, man on street, voiceover with “resident”; microchip your kids, “if it’ll save my kid, there’s no stuff that’s too extreme”, false 1960s barcode analogy
0:21:16 Pentagon 8inch floppy disks, “a lot’s changed since the 1960s”, JCD’s custom shirt with CD pocket, “dumbing down” IT graduates, COBOL vs crappy JavaScript
0:31:03 State Department e-mail handling & security report: Barbara Boxer “every single Secretary of State did the same thing” lie, “I’m not reading it, I want to show your viewers”; Andrea Mitchell: “I don’t see how this is anything but devastating”; Deutsche Welle: “it’s official”
0:44:41 JCD 3x3: CBS on server attacks: “she didn’t answer our shouted questions today”; State Department spokeshoke’s long pause before responding to “how do you know that” no hacks succeeded; “I don’t want any risk of the personal being accessible” e-mail never released; ABC on “scathing” report, Hillary “slammed”, Hillary & Huma refused to talk to State Department, more shouted questions; Trump “crooked Hillary” meme, “Pocahontas” Warren
0:58:31 MSNBC: Bill Clinton Cosby at courthouse; Brolf dismayed by live “fuck Donald Trump”; Ken Starr & Baylor rape case a Clinton hit piece; Van Jones on Clintons staying married; Chuck Todd debunks Trump “rooting” for foreclosures, “in his defe…” filter; protester “dragged out by her limbs”, Warren: Trump “a small, insecure money-grubber”, Trump: “I call her goofy”
1:18:17 Staged Albuquerque protests with professional signs, Soros-funded pslweb.org
1:23:48 Producer Segment
1:36:31 Millenial “Mandela effect”, Sex in the City, Sarah Palin and Russia, “matrix shift”
1:49:00 Harry Reid: no money for zika until fall “when a lot of mosquitoes are leaving town”; University of Spoiled Children professor: wear a mosquito net, “it’s a public health nightmare”, “the world is flat”; IBM Open Zika Project app like SETI or “goodbye battery”, PointCast
1:56:56 Reporters not allowed in Greek refugee facilities; German break-ins by Georgian gangs (CotD); Alexander Van der Bellen’s narrow presidential victory in Austria; Normandy bridge blockade, Dutch “13th month” paycheck; Swiss UBI referendum; Nigel Farage on asylum policy: Merkel “took the cork out of a champagne bottle”, “let’s talk Turkey”; Germany to require visa holders to learn German; Netflix required to carry 20% European content
2:28:31 Donation Segment: JCD’s strategies for dealing with fanboys
2:39:17 LGBBTQIAAP SJWs have invaded DC Comics’ New 52 with lesbian Batgirl
2:41:00 TSA’s Melvin Carraway reassigned; Neffinger previews new technologies to replace grumpy bin wranglers, contractors trained at TSA Academy; National Deployment Force, “surge events”
2:48:35 90% of Native Americans not offended by Washington Redskins
2:51:06 Susan Rice at FIU commencement: national security workforce “white, male, and Yale”
2:53:11 Hysterial BLM SJWs scream at Milo Yiannopoulos; “bedtime story privilege”; University of Missouri enrollment down 1500; Jamal Smith: Trump protesters “expressing their humanity”
3:02:51 Remaining Freddie Gray suspects half black, MSNBC shifts narrative to The Wire cop culture
3:07:43 CBS: AAA report links deadly crashes to legalized pot, JCD on spotting stoned drivers
529
0:00:00 JCD: “Co... com... com... er... tidge.” (1:19:14)
0:00:36 ACC’s numb fingertips; JCD Brexit: the Movie thumbs-up, anti-Brexit letter from 250 British celebrities, video disappearing from YouTube playlists; CFR’s journalist membership
0:14:42 Gary Johnson running mate Bill Weld invokes Kristallnacht in reference to Trump; “good German syndrome” checklist; Swiss referenda; Robert McChesney’s People Get Ready: The Fight Against a Jobless Economy and a Citizenless Democracy, MSM race coverage “deplorable”, “regurgitating what people in power tell them”
0:25:17 Trump seizes on MS804 crash: “if anybody thinks it wasn’t blown out of the sky, you’re 100% wrong”; barrage of lies from Hillary: “he has attacked our closest ally, Great Britain”, JCD: “does he have an army?”, “he has praised the reckless dictator in North Korea”, “unpredictable dangerous rhetoric”; Chelsey Clinton and Clooney CFR members
0:33:04 MS804: bomb theory leaked by “US officials” based on “lack of information”, Egyptian aviation minister: terror more likely than technical failure; TtK learns Richard Quest’s sordid past; ACARS smoke indication, Boeing to Airbus switcheroo, three Air Marshals, wrong wreckage found, Egypt-Greece naval exercises; tattered shirts and pristine life preserver; ACARS condensation sensors, open windows, ACC: “what, are they stickin’ their heads out the window at 500 miles per hour?”; another excuse for further TSA slowdowns; no one claiming credit
0:52:50 Three new executions from SITE Intelligence Group, new jumpsuits: blue is the new orange; beheading with clear liquid, AK shooting, head-bashing with rock, “dit is een boodschap”
0:58:55 33 MH17 victims’ next of kin suing Russia and Putin; MS804 disappeared on 33rd parallel
1:03:17 Producer Segment: komkommertijd slow news cycle
1:16:50 Angelina Jolie confirmed as CFR member; FaceBag proven unhealthy
1:17:33 Swiss UBI efforts, millennial producer explains UBI’s attraction: career “hopelessness”
1:26:30 “Verified millennial” Justin Trudeau vasectomy theory; Trudeau “elboobs” millennial MP Ruth Ellen Brosseau, “the furthest thing from a feminist act”, Brosseau: “and then I had to leave, it was very overwhelming”, “I missed the vote because of this”
1:37:26 Claymation tolerance.org video on “intersectionality”, “ oppressions and privileges that overlap and reinforce each other”; North Carolina bathroom bill part II “Wage and Hour Act”
1:47:51 Democracy Now covers BLM and Native Canadian Totonto protests, “we’re taking back this land and we’re taking back our lives”; Wounded Knee and Alcatraz, Redbone’s Wounded Knee
1:54:17 Clueless millennial misconstrues JCD’s Newsletter Edward Snowden “traitor!”, text message mind-reading, ACC’s mandatory FaceTime with CVC
2:02:16 New “GOV.UK Verify” ID promo reel, eventually useable with “other governments”
2:08:21 Plowshares Fund’s yearly $100k for NPR Iran coverage, next propaganda frontier: podcasting
2:12:40 Donation Segment
2:20:36 AquAdvantage frankensalmon approved as food in Canada; WHO confirms Africa zika outbreak, 279 women positive after change in reporting including asymptomatics, “still, no new funding” kicker, JCD: “they’re gonna have to make a little head”
2:26:22 Turkey strips lawmakers of immunity from prosecution
2:27:21 Clip Blitz: Über testing self-driving cars in Pittsburgh; India heat wave obviously climate change; Hillary: no need to defend honor; Hillary: “I will be the nominee”; four teenagers sue Massachusetts over climate change; Norah O’Donnell asks Valerie Jarrett how on earth Obama can live in Washington D.C.
826  Ten Times  (2016-05-19)

0:00:00  ACC: “This just in, apparently wreckage has been found.”  (1:38:28)
0:00:34  Minor addition to Dvorak’s Law: the “lipstick effect”; more Texas flooding
0:06:03  EgyptAir MS804 crash for Sunday, “swerved violently” meme; TSA slowdown continues, ACC on half-hour wait at Newark, JCD: no reporters asking “what changed”, “more K9” meme
0:15:33  Chaos at Nevada Democrat convention, party chair death threats, Feinstein worries “and he should too”; Goldman Sachs producer on 15-minute Q&A “speech”; Boxer boooed off stage, Wasserman Schultz: rules “eminently fair”; Bernie delegate quotes vice chair: “not supposed to be a democratic process”; shots fired into Bernie HQ, Roger Stone’s Watergate link, stealing letterhead, JCD predicts dirty tricksterism, Dick Tuck: Kentucky voting machine issues
0:33:53  Sheldon Adelson’s $100M pledge for Trump; Megyn Kelly Trump interview PR for her new book; nervous-sounding Ivanka hounded by Norah O’Donnell; Trump willing to talk to “Jim Yong-un”, “could be a total nut-job” iso; Muslim ban “just as a suggestion” in context, Hillary: “we should be using language as a weapon to divide Americans” out of context
0:45:27  Andrea Mitchell questions Hillary’s judgment; Obama uses Rutgers commencement to “slam” Trump; Clinton Foundation whistleblower Charles Ortel: no audits, massive discrepancies in disclosures, “no evidence that the Clinton Foundation was ever approved to be anything other than a library … in Little Rock”, “harbinger” meme; Judge Napolitano on FBI investigation
0:56:28  Authors of NYT article: “we kind of changed the format a little bit”, JCD on NYT’s rigid controls, Rowanne Brewer Lane slut-shamed, JCD: Trump “is gonna have to make peace with the CIA”; Bill Kristol’s quest for the third party candidate; new poll indicates “this could be a very tight race all the way through November”, Trump in front should get Hillary spending; Curry-Dvorak Consulting Group propose network strategy
1:17:01  Producer Segment opened by Bernie thanking us for our courage
1:24:47  Josh Earnest: S.1471 could make US “vulnerable in other court systems around the world”
1:27:03  H.R.897 relaxing pesticide & larvicide restrictions for zika; New York City begins spraying, Dr. Dvorak looks into the future: “there will be small heads cropping up in New York”, “positive for zika”, egg-eating fish; CBS leading the witness with “ten times what you normally get”
1:38:37  Whoopi Goldberg’s iso-worthy Hillary e-mail rant, “claassified!”
1:43:37  dutch celebrating Formula One driver Max Verstappen
1:45:04  Tech News: Echo clone at Google IO, “hey Google”, Firebase framework, Instant Apps, hot presenters; driverless trucks and UBI, French protest labor reform; more police-refugee violence on Macedonian border; Zuckerberg meets with conservatives; Apple podcaster meeting
1:59:24  Thumbs-up for “frankenfood” from National Academy of Science
2:02:09  International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia, & Biphobia; Berkeley homeless “Obama-mavilles”; Michael Moore’s Where to Invade Next and Finnish schools, Brexit: the Movie
2:09:36  Brain professor recommends SSRI book Psychiatry Under the Influence
2:11:48  Donation Segment
2:24:41  Merkel proposes hiring refugees at €1/hour; Veneto Italy adopts resolution recognizing Crimea as part of Russia; fake training exercise bomb causes British soccer game evacuation (CotD)
2:33:36  Back in business selling arms to Libya; Noble Partner exercise near Georgia-Russia border
2:36:41  North Carolina bathroom law and minimum wage (for Sunday); stand up/sit down bathroom sign; Robin Wright’s pay parity with Kevin Spacey; ACC recommends Amazon Humans
2:47:51  Obama at Rutgers on “the release of carbon dioxide and other… substances”; Hall & Oates
JCD: “Take your Soma, take your pills, be happy.”
ACC in New York City, buying fake handbags on Canal Street
Cat Buckley & William Leavoy wedding, Leavoy side left-leaning and anti-Trump; JCD on Farrakhan’s Obama prediction; catering by Abigail Kirsch, TtK’s outfit from Rent the Runway, three women wearing gold Badgley Mischka dress; “tying the knot” origin; Uncle Don on Vincent Brooks’ armistice vs peace agreement
Christopher Buckley acknowledges internet prediction, “please clap”, maid of honor Kick Kennedy; menu run-down; Spot the Spook: ACC’s new handler
“Leftist” Bernie Sanders; former Trump butler calls for “Kenyan fraud” Obama hanging; ACC’s cousin outraged by daughter comment; Anthony Weiner documentary; Democrat convention in Berlin, Trump win “would be the worst thing in the world”, celebrities moving to Canada; London’s new Muslim mayor: “Western liberal values are compatible with mainstream Muslims”, threats from Muslim Islamic extremists over same-sex marriage
Caitlyn Jenner’s lack of voice transition, producer on fat migration post-liposuction, “Kardashian cabal” scheme; Morgan Stanley guy at wedding reacts to “no transcripts” theory; “big gay” behind bathroom controversies, “dear colleague” letter from DoJ & DoE not a Presidential directive, Title 9 compliance, undefined “on the basis of sex”, Josh Earnest: just put up curtains, ACC: “this is a reason to move to Canada”, JCD on women using men’s rooms; Pelosi: “protecting their rights to participate as they identify”, self-labeling
Producer Segment
ACC’s cousin Mary Gregg a regular listener, “you are going to have a good time tomorrow”
J’Johnson vows to cut down on long TSA security lines, luggage “glitch” in Phoenix, airlines threatening to jettison TSA, Newark security lines; JCD: deliberate slowdown in wake of “Red Team” 95% failure humiliation; TSA administrator Peter Neffenger asked about 70+ employees on TIDE Terrorism Identities Datamart Environment
Calls for cancellation or postponement of Olympics over zika
Bay Area hidden FBI microphones, “if you’re going to conduct criminal activity, do it in the privacy of your own home”; Jeremy Scahill’s The Assassination Complex, “baseball cards”
Eurovision Song Contest, Brexit: the Movie, “exciting big change” in Eurovision voting
CBS on Trump posing as John Miller in “mysterious audio tapes”, “it’s fake Donald Trump again”; Clooney: “there’s not going to be a President Donald Trump” to applause from press, “we’re not going to be scared of Muslims or immigrants or women”, “harbinger” meme
Oldest person in the world dies at 116, “said she did eat bacon every day”
$2M payment from Clinton Foundation to Energy Pioneer Solutions shareholder Julie Tauber McMahon “who visits the Clinton household every so often when Mrs. Clinton isn’t there”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz: Hillary “isn’t even a target” of investigation, “I’ve repeatedly been told that”, “74 straight months of job growth” lie; Katrina Pierson on Trump Muslim ban “suggestion”; Trump calls out Stephanopoulos as Clinton insider, ACC: “where’s Vlad?”
Donation Segment: JCD’s Redd Foxx project with producer Jeff Yerkey
Newsweek on teens’ most admired people 2016 vs 1966, Taylor Swift “noodling” revisited
Lagarde’s Brexit alarmism, Cameron’s £4.999 price tag, Boris Johnson compares EU & Hitler
Former 9/11 commissioner John Lehman on lower-level Saudi connections
Feedback from brain professor & wife; “cyberheist” on Asian banks blamed on North Korea
824 Clinton Cash (2016-05-12)

0:00:00 ACC: (Russian accent) “Hello Donald. This is Vlad. Listen, listen.” (0:41:06)
0:00:34 Columbia School of Broadcasting; JCD’s semesters at Foothill College, radio plays on KFJC
0:03:07 Austin Prop 1 shot down, City of Austin wanted ride data, Houston one-year deal now renegotiates with New York; JCD story on American Express CEO, “two tanks of gas and Nikes”; Twitter cuts off intelligence agency access to Dataminr, because “optics”; Facebook trending news manipulation, “how??”, “an awl-gorithm” vs Ivy League kids, “injection tool”
0:19:20 Missing 3.5 minutes of Jen Psaki lying about Victoria Nuland lying about secret negotiation with Iran, white flash, Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau: transcript always available, to Matt Lee: “we’re looking into it genuinely, we think it was a glitch”; James Rosen quotes Nuland to Psaki, “that was untrue, correct?”; 2011 meetings in Oman; Hillary’s plane crash
0:37:08 Hillary’s “security review” vs Comey’s “investigation”, Cheryl Mills walk-out; Judge Napolitano: “perfect storm” of interviews & depositions, IT consultant Bryan Pagliano’s disappearing e-mails; Kremlin debate over release of 20k hacked documents; Sidney Blumenthal to CNBC: “I can’t comment on an ongoing investigation”; bombing Libya for Sarkozy, tent pitched at Trump estate; Blumenthal: “no one made a nickel, no one spent a penny”
0:48:49 Clinton Cash documentary trailer, ACC: “I think they just made a movie with a whole bunch of No Agenda clips”; John Oliver goes off on bogus scientific studies, ignores climate change
0:56:25 Dinner with the O-bots: Professor Russ’ actual “chair”, psychology studies called into question over manipulation of statistical P-values; Salty Sow restaurant favored by Michelle Obama, TtK declines the bone marrow, ACC: “you can put anything in my mouth”
1:07:45 Producer Segment
1:22:24 ACC in New York Sunday for wedding, Christopher Buckley’s internet prediction
1:24:49 Mass exodus from South Sudan due to famine, call Clooney!
1:26:22 Amy Goodman: Rodrigo Duterte of Phillippines “dubbed the Filipino Trump” (CotD); Linden WA protester: “we’re blocking about 80% of the street”; “prominent white supremacist leader” William Johnson named CA delegate, SPLC: “most important white nationalist group in the country”, robocal: “don’t vote for a Cuban”; Goodman “convershayshun”, small membership, “this is a person who is extremely well-known”; Trump taxes distraction
1:43:06 Jeff Daniels: “the hat should say make America white again”, “president of the world” meme, Hillary’s “international street cred”; time for Bill to be hospitalized?
1:49:48 Obama speechwriters to Charlie Rose on who wrote the “keep your insurance” line
1:51:38 Trump clarifies to Chris Cuomo remarks about buying back debt at a discount
1:56:29 WHO re-approved DDT use in malaria crisis; Silent Spring, condor eggs; USAID unable to provide or finance use directly; EPA background; Dr. Fauci on ebola fund; slow Rio Olympics ticket sales, Obama’s bid for Chicago Olympics; 1960 SV-40 polio vaccine contamination
2:12:47 Donation Segment: Australian accent samples for ACC; 3D No Agenda network
2:22:04 Lame Panama Papers database; Chinese IT workers sleeping in office bunkbeds, ACC: “hello JavaScript hackers, this is your future”; rude Chinese delegation visits Queen Elizabeth
2:27:34 Sumner Redstone’s voicemail message for hooker to arrange threesome with friend Bob
2:30:28 Snapchat beatings, rapes, and high-speed crashes, stretcher selfie; Facebook “love & light”
2:33:51 CA AB-1732 “all gender toilet facilities”; possible Catelyn Jenner de-transition
2:38:49 Clip Blitz: sidewalk stoplights in German town; Google bans payday lender ads; knife attack on Munich train; 12th go at Eastern Ukraine peace talks; West Point cadets with raised fists
823  Postcard From Paris (2016-05-08)

0:00:00  JCD (slurred voice): “And I’ll be talking about IMAX on the podcast.” (2:51:39)
0:00:35  ACC back from France; senior purser hates Air France; 777 vs Dreamliner; medical emergency
0:05:07  “Total final numbers” in on Austin Prop 1, Uber & Lyft out, Austin “Silicon Prairie”, city control over surge pricing, 1% of revenue slippery slope; B Corporation promo video, “declaration of interdependence”, JCD: “I want my safe space!”; genuine ride sharing & hitchhiking
0:20:22  Alexa in Paris; ACC’s new Apple Watch, JCD: “I want my safe space!”; Moroccan Uber drivers worried about Trump WWIII, mouth-hitting in French, “tolerance index”; ACC’s new suit, clothing salesman on homegrown terrorists; well-off homeless people, female Muslim beggars; cell phone-free parks, Minitel; cheap prices, cultural similarity, Arc de Triomphe; modern French cuisine; “I actually filled a Blizzard with fudge”, “because science” meme; love lock
0:41:49  Dutch gossip magazine headlines, Patricia “lookalike” Tk, “Patricia Begs Ex for Money”
0:49:20  Ryan: “this is the party of Lincoln, of Reagan, of Jack Kemp” ignoring Eisenhower, Kemp gay gang rape story, Rubio VP theory; Bush and Graham signed pledge; Obama: “this is not a reality show”, Obama’s lack of foreign policy experience; Trump and Ryan to meet
1:01:55  Bill Kristol: Ben Sass and Mitt Romney viable independent candidates; Nate Silver’s bogus predictions; Sally Kohn: Indiana “very racially divisive and divided state”, “1924 ain’t that long ago, Ashley!”, JCD: “I remember it like it was yesterday”; Rob Reiner: “there are a lot of people who are racist!”, “strain of racism”; Obama encourages “genuine scrutiny” for candidates, “making sure that their numbers add up”; Hillary: “being a loose cannon doesn’t … protect him in any way”, Elizabeth Warren xenophobia tweet, return of the Hillary cackle
1:18:39  Hillary yells that we shouldn’t yell at each other; Hitler cadence; Mac Stipanovich: Trump “worse by far”; Chris Hayes’ “hot wet rag” on wound; Chris Matthews ogles Melania
1:25:01  Producer Segment: rainsticks for Scandinavia
1:41:49  Shawano WI to levy fines on parents of bullies; Obama anti-bullying task force, “rising tide of bigotry and harassment”, “despicable crimes”; Gloria Allred lawsuit against Gilroy CA district over pedophile teacher; sex offender list for peeing in park, JCD is not Jame Gumm
1:54:07  Earthquake scientist: San Andreas fault “locked, loaded, and ready to roll”
1:54:42  OMB’s Shaun Donovan: climate change responsible for situation in Syria, $3bn for Green Climate Fund; Al Gore: TV news “like a nature hike through the Book of Revelation”, first “climate refugees” relocated, 250bn gallons of rain in Houston, “laws of physics”; Kimmel’s globalchange.gov native ad, scientists: “we’re not f**king with you”
2:04:33  Michelle Obama NCIS appearance for VA damage control, impressive acting skills
2:07:21  No Agenda’s sincere recommendations vs Ben Greenfield Fitness pushing cricket bars
2:10:18  Donation Segment: JCD on eating bugs article in ESL textbook, “Doug’s Bugs”
2:35:17  Dr. Fauci on controlling Aedes aegypti, push for DDT reintroduction
2:42:56  Shout-out from ACC for No Agenda Summaries; noagendastickers.com now Chinese porn
2:45:06  Tech News: JCD at IMAX laser projector demo; ACC Apple Watch review, sales job by TkK’s daughter; Amsterdam Sheraton “server not found” vending machines; “smart” parking meters
3:07:19  Rachel Ray audience wowed by “equal size” burgers; NPR reporter: “friction with the government” not occurring; KFC edible fingernail polish
3:11:09  Turkish government chaos; Erdoğan’s son-in-law; journalist shot at before sentencing; dire predictions in event of Brexit; Red Book: multi-continent terrorist attack; Green Zone chaos
3:23:16  David Muir 60 Minutes teaser: Russian Olympic athletes using banned drugs
ACC: “Now what do we want to do at the end here?”
ACC in Paris, friendly French, pickpocket warning, scams targeting Americans, ACC: “Nein, ich spiele Deutsche!”, Musée d’Orsay, Moroccan Über driver; intro to Sir Cyber’s material
Michio Kaku’s “wacky weather”; ACC outed as “someone’s getting cornholed today” Gold Show host; JCD: “see you in the studio doing the Gold Show!”; girl explains “nigga” to Piers Moron, ACC’s “nigga please!” ghetto pass revoked; producer giving hookers “rides”; ACC on potatoes “incubating” to Hill+Knowlton; girl learns JCD is podcaster and walks away; The POOP Project; Liz Wahl’s, /puʔɨn/ pronunciation; cow farting in climate change video
Miss America 2013 introductions, “listening to your phone calls from the nation’s capital”, Bob Barker, gay host and judges, winner New York 22.79 sec vs Florida booted at 21.69, Red Book: winner quits, Kansas the tatted reservist
Band camp girl Marie Harf; JCD’s disc-distribution technique; JCD giving Larry Lessig crap for talking about meeting Obama; producer Rock Harvey; gun scare due to man urinating on teenager in theater; Yahya Jammeh’s “butt plug on a stick”; Ms. Micky’s gun frying people’s brains; JCD’s “strangeballs”; ACC baits Black Hat & DEF CON “weenie boys”; “Topless Women Read Books”; MEP Andrew Duff’s epic stutter; ACC’s William Haig impersonation
Dominatrix Jen Psaki; “Quantum Dong”; JCD narrates gay military parade; Obama: odds of dying from terrorism low “unfortunately” (CotD); Lisa Kudrow “thick and creamy”; JCD: “I’m in the demo!”; Be Straw Free on NPR (CotD); Obama: cuts “like eating your corn seed”
Leaked IPCC report’s “five terrifying statements”; Parliament call for order; “George Clooney is a spy!”; Swedish show celebrates Obama visit with mac & cheese; killed by blind macaroni-eating driver; PETA: study shows chicken reduces penis sizes; ACC’s “stoned sperm” samples
ACC the Fukushima O-bot; Albert Stubblebine on Fukushima “dire” situation; Feinstein having CIA Syria DVD “multiplied”; Anthony Weiner’s manic laughter; Leo: the cynics were right; Al Sharpton vs the teleprompter
Donation Segment/break; explanation for Show 821’s technical issues
Sharpton calls Ottawa “Iowa” (CotD); directed-energy weapons; JCD lie detector story; Guess the Movie: Pecker; ACC does weather on location; Al Roker: tornado chase vehicle weighs “sixteen-thousand tons”; JCD does droning “assessment”; Gloria Allred on the dangers of cannibalism; face-eating “trend”; manic laughter from bath salts kid; JCD bath salts voice
ACC’s Master of the House earworm; voter: “democracy is dead!”; JCD’s leashed kids; Cameron leaves daughter at pub; JCD on dogs getting high; JCD reads stonation note; JCD on Lisa Monaco’s porn name; JCD Club 33 announcements; JCD drunk donation notes
Navy sub orgy, JCD: Audrey “pullin’ the train!”; “donkey punch”; JCD’s Dutch; Amy Goodman butchers “Dijsselbloem”; clean “caché” for healthcare.gov (CotD); Freddie the Firewall; Elon Musk fanboys; Tactical Response Team story; dream about ACC & JCD: “Oreos are just as addictive as cocaine!” (CotD); Kerry: Bergdhal would have been beheaded (CotD)
Mokhtar Belmokhtar’s unfiled “expense reports”; JCD on droning in “lemon”, “Donna Drontalist”; JCD tries to name critical infrastructure; mountain biking toilet paper story; “great question” for John Edwards’ mistress; Obama stammering; voices in Anderson Pooper’s head
High School USA! sex change; Pelosi: Ted Kennedy passed Obamacare from heaven (CotD); Reverend Manning rant compilation, Obama “son of Satan”, “will be president forever” (CotD)
Outro; call for show annotation, ACC tries to remember No Agenda Summaries
821 Manterruptors (2016-05-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “You wanna go for a ride in the flivver?” (2:11:03)

0:00:34 ACC still “on the poop deck of S.S. Plop”, T-Mobile bandwidth woes; TtK’s family gathering trial by fire; Lex’s Iranian wife on un-scarved women in Tehran, billion-dollar trade in pistachios, JCD on pistachio toxicity; Taxi Eric on massive Dutch public works projects; Dutch anticipating terror attacks; canal boat tour, Amsterdam Teslas and free charging stations; TtK introduced to the Amsterdam paparazzi

0:22:31 ACC heading to Paris amid preparations for “epic catastrophic 100-year flood”; Brussels handing out iodine pills to all its citizens, “Currydine”; Ukraine association agreement referendum marginalized; late-nite bánh mì; Italy pressured to close southern refugees route; JCD on using Chinese “ghost cities”, “they can walk”

0:33:23 Marco Rubio: health officials “freaked out about the zika thing”, “very deadly disease that we’re still learning about”, impacts “small population of people, a very significant population of people”; Scott Pelley: “hard to imagine why there is a delay” from Congress

0:45:54 Another MSF hospital bombing, MSF CIA connections, vaccine lobbying and pneumonia vaccine price protest; no criminal charges in “mistakes and miscommunications” airstrike killing 42, “211 rounds”, 30 minutes vs 90, “no strike list” sticky note, no spotter on ground

1:04:20 Producer Segment: how to frame No Agenda art; San Antonio “nerd club”

1:26:05 Obama at White House Correspondents Dinner: C.P.T. “stands for jokes that white people should not make”; Hillary’s “woman’s card, Michelle Goldberg on ”submerged gender anxieties of men losing their primacy in kind of the American system“, ”ur-misogynist“; ten types of misogynist, “manterruptors“, ”brogressives“

1:37:14 YouTube millennial: swastika as example of cultural appropriation, “Katie Perry in general”, JCD: “that bitch”, melting pot vs “blending of cultures like a salad”; Portland Community College professor explains white privilege for Whiteness History Month, “white fragility”, JCD: “no white guy wants to date you, I can tell you right now”

1:54:20 Eleven-year-old kid shoots burglar in Alabama, “he started crying like a little baby” (CotD)

1:56:14 Sally Kohn: Trump supporters “only voting for him because he’s a white guy”; Hillary e-mail server set up by Justin Cooper of Teneo Holdings, Jane Sanders repeated use of “we” on FBI investigation

2:01:44 Hunger strikes in San Fransisco over police killings; protesters at San Francisco Trump event

2:05:55 High school math scores down; Kimmel man on the street: name Avengers and US presidents

2:08:00 Trump protester to MSNBC: “we’re not gonna let him in”, WTF moment when told he’s in

2:11:12 Donation Segment

2:34:32 Kirby on “boots on the ground” violating Syria’s sovereignty: “we have had this discussion so many times, Said!”; Roger Wicker asks Ash Carter about US vs Russian presence in Syria, Carter: AUMF “would signify to the troops that the country’s behind them”, “the legal basis for what we’re doing exists in both domestic law and international law”, repeated “not a lawyer”, “we’re not trying to destabilize a stable situation” like Russians in Ukraine

2:48:08 Elizabeth Warren before empty Senate on $10tn in federally-insured derivatives held by three banks, subprime mortgages “giant bombs that blew up parts of the economy”

2:51:47 Clip Blitz: Reagan family outraged by Reagan movie; arrests in San Bernardino Farook brother’s bogus marriage scheme; federal charges for Jet Blue pilot “driving drunk”, “hey tower, Jet Blue 586, did we check in, I can’t remember”; Obama mic drop fail
820  Pre-Spousal (2016-04-28)

0:00:00  ACC: “There will be no boots on the ground!” (1:55:42)
0:00:33  Technical problems from the S.S. Plop named after Kabouter Plop; King’s Night festivities, in-window blinds, drunk guy peeing on boat, crappy flea market toys and services
0:08:16  De Volkskrant on Trump isolationism; “put America first” foreign policy speech
0:11:38  Spot the Spook checklist: Wellesley High School, Luxembourg study abroad, multilingual, CIA pro-Hillary, Nicholas Burns on lack of “balance and restraint”, list of presidents omitting Nixon, Nixon vs CIA, Putin “invaded another country and took over its territory”
0:24:42  OECD’s Angel Gurría on €2800 “Brexit tax”; Deutsche Welle on Trump’s “no more interventionism”; small audience; Trump on Kasich’s revolting eating habits, ACC “Tiny Turner” dinner story, JCD story about Chinese students: “the food was flying every which way”
0:39:18  ACC torturing TtK with bizarre Dutch foodstuffs: poffertjes, bitterbollen, raw herring with onions, JCD on Danish matjes herring, correct eating technique
0:43:02  Nomiki Konst on Correct the Record’s $1M for social media propaganda “trying to shame Bernie Sanders supporters into supporting Hillary Clinton”, “techno-experts” for end of show, Bernie playing into Republican hands meme, correctrecord.org on “baseless” attacks on Hillary; Trudeau and Hillary 50% female cabinet limit, Rachel Maddow “this is outside of our format” for question on family detention, “raids and roundups”, “comprehensive immigration reform with a path to citizenship”, ACC: “it’s already there”
0:53:53  Optician producer on Hillary’s normal lenses; Bill Clinton: “first they say she faked and now they say she’s auditioning for a part on The Walking Dead”, “as far as I can tell she’s in better shape than I am”, JCD: “he needs a drool cup”, “terrible concussion that required six months of very serious work to get over”; Debka secret Iran plane crash skull fracture theory
1:04:46  Producer Segment: JCD on earning a living getting rear-ended
1:13:41  Producer notes on refugees in France, crybullies at Yale
1:18:53  The Guardian’s Mona Chalabi: grammar snobs “more likely to be older, wealthier, whiter, or just plain academic”; ACC changed Dutch “Madonna” pronunciation; Huffington Post cultural appropriation video, JCD on Phil Spector’s “steal from the best”, “blackface is never OK”, JCD recommends Shuffle Off, “appropriation occurs when a privileged culture borrows from a marginalized one”, JCD: “who needs cornrows?”, tribal tattoos, “appropriation cuisine”
1:44:17  Steven Crowder to protesters at University of Massachusetts event: “how can I be a professional victim today”, “I’m not you gender studies professor who has to cater to your trigger warning, microagression, safe space bullshit”; JCD on standard heckler lines
1:48:02  Abdeslam’s lawyer: “intelligence of an empty ashtray”, police escorting daughters to school
1:50:48  US to buy 35 tons of Iranian heavy water; QVC “happy dance, happy dance” iso
1:53:28  “No boots on the ground” medley, 250 more troops to Syria, Matt Lee astounded by Kirby’s “there was never this no boots on the ground”, to “Natasha Hotski” Chichakyan: “that’s actually an intelligent question”, JCD on arrogant Navy officers, Kirby gives official definition
2:07:36  Donation Segment: “pre-spousal”; Prince death trio; Kelly Rips: “Live is a priority”
2:26:00  ACC potentially costly bandwidth; JCD’s Verizon MiFi
2:27:43  British travel advisory in wake of “anti-LGBT” legislation; German airline strike; Austrian asylum clampdown, Brenner Pass; Greece to refugees on Macedonian border: go to processing centers, “the flyers make great paper planes”
2:35:25  Thom Hartmann: “wanna stop suicide? abandon conservative governments” (CotD)
819 Non-binary Person (2016-04-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re gonna be on the bottom of the list!”

0:00:35 Producer suggests that Hillary’s coughing issues may be a sign of multiple sclerosis

0:03:21 Prince retrospective: everyone inviting ACC for interview, including woman who hung up at mention of Michael Jackson murder, “podcaster reflects on Prince”, now everyone’s best friend

0:07:35 Van Jones: Hillary “probably the best prepared person to be commander in chief, maybe in the history of the country”

0:08:35 TTIP on ACC’s Prince story: “don’t tell me Patricia had sex with him”; ACC story: party in Minneapolis shooting Sam Goody ad, “too tall and too white”; master tape treasure trove at Dan Hartman’s house; “Osama bin Laden gettin’ ready to bomb” in Utrecht 1998

0:20:15 Accidental prescription opiate overdose most likely; Aretha Franklin blames zika

0:25:57 Insulting zika and anti-Semitic “nasty-grams”; zika carrier mosquitoes in Texas & Florida

0:36:21 Bill O’Reilly anti-marijuana rant: “pot acceptance sends a signal”; Levittown New York


0:49:48 Nigel Farage: Obama opposing Brexit and promoting TTIP so “the big American corporates can buy out chunks of our public services including the National Health Service”, Obama threatens no free trade deal, “back of the queue”; Winston Churchill bust move, Cameron’s “Barack” mispronunciation, Obama: “I love Winston Churchill – love the guy”, “special” relationship; Obama takes credit for EU; George Osborne: Brexit would make UK “permanently poorer … to the tune of £4300 per household”, JCD: “bullshit!”

1:09:01 Obama asked about civil rights by “non-binary person”, under bathroom bills “people are being forced, obviously, to produce birth certificates”; TTIP protests in Germany

1:21:06 Producer Segment

1:27:44 ESPN fires Curt Schilling for tweeting support for North Carolina bathroom law, Trump: “there have been very few complaints the way it is”, Cruz: “have we gone stark raving nuts?”; Gay USA’s Andy Humm on Cruz position on “personal sexual gratification”: “his college roommate said, well that’s a change of position for him”; ACC on fireworks and sex toy stores by highways; unedited Trump on bathroom law

1:40:08 Trump: amend Republican platform for rape and incest abortion

1:43:25 Tech News: FCC set-top box proposal all about viewership numbers and Google ad injection; $1M+ for Farook iPhone hack, Comey says it was “worth it”; clever Microsoft Office 360 five-account subscription; JCD Windows 10 mouse pointer size adjustments, “oh, there’s colors!”

1:57:51 Donation Segment

2:07:34 Troubled SecureWorks IPO, IBM buying its own stock to boost earnings

2:11:03 Kerry at Paris Accord signing with granddaughter; solar-powered aircraft doing 35 mph over Pacific, “climate change is a fantastic opportunity for new solutions”; The Guardian predicts Silicon Valley flooding; Washington state carbon tax bill, “revenue neutral” lie; Alec Baldwin at Earth Day protest: “I believe that climate change denial is a form of mental illness” (CotD)

2:24:04 Jackson to be moved to back of $20 bill, Tubman’s $20 pension; The View on Trump’s $2 bill comment: “two dollar ho”, “it’s not in rotation”, “phony as a two-dollar bill”

2:32:47 David Cameron on Europe’s “robust approach to Russian aggression”; McCain “do you agree” questions for Gen. Scaparrotti; Farage on TTIP; JCD recommends Pimp by Iceberg Slim

2:42:17 Dutch journalist arrested in Turkey; US suicide rates up dramatically, no mention of SSRIs
ACC: “Tinfoil hat! Conspiracy theory! Truther!!”

Ambergris found in UK, New Zealand marketplace

Sanders clobbered by Hillary in New York, sketchy Diebold machines, vote stealing in postwar South, Afghan ink-dipped finger; Democracy Now on voting irregularities; Tom Ridge on RNC rules: “this is the way the game has been played for a long, long time”; Mimi to run for county commissioner; CNN exit poll: “concerned” or “scared” if Trump nominated; CNN: Trump to use teleprompter, “you can’t celebrity demagogue your way through a policy speech”

Ambergris found in UK, New Zealand marketplace

Sanders clobbered by Hillary in New York, sketchy Diebold machines, vote stealing in postwar South, Afghan ink-dipped finger; Democracy Now on voting irregularities; Tom Ridge on RNC rules: “this is the way the game has been played for a long, long time”; Mimi to run for county commissioner; CNN exit poll: “concerned” or “scared” if Trump nominated; CNN: Trump to use teleprompter, “you can’t celebrity demagogue your way through a policy speech”

Peter King: “I’ll take cyanide” if Cruz is nominated; Sanders spokeshole Nomiki Konst: Hillary for America & DNC share lawyers; another Hillary coughing fit, “potholes and traffic jams”

Female NPR swooning for Justin Trudeau “explaining” quantum computing; Canadian vs US dollar; Dan Quayle the goofball chosen for looks; JCD anti-suffrage

Harriet Tubman chosen for $20 bill; Jack Lew on Hamilton; Red Book: Tubman Visa card

United Health Group to pull out of Obamacare, gross profit $53bn

Producer Segment: Prince dead at 57

Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act and 28 pages; Obama snubbed in Saudi Arabia, former fire chief on suiting Saudi Arabia for “transparency”, mainly Democrats behind bill, bin Laden family flown out on 9/11; $2bn settlement against Iran for Beirut bombing; lawsuits a replacement for war; Saudi mega-mosques in Balkans

Kerry: we’ve sent Iran $3bn; declassified “mini 28 pages” Document 17, pilot’s license for al-Qaeda flight trainee from Saudi embassy; Josh Earnest on danger of lawsuits from abroad, “it’s unwise”, Resolution 1373, JCD repatriation of treasury’s theory; JCD story: female US citizens lined up at embassy trying to escape Saudi husbands; MSM ignoring 28 pages, Saudi Arabia now “world’s third largest defense and security spender”, arms deals with Russia

Kirby to Chichakyan on Saudi 9/11 involvement: “the public record is all there for you to see”, debate on 28 pages “a fool’s errand”; Deutsche Welle predicts permanent shift in relationship

Bushmaster lawsuit for “unethical, oppressive, and immoral marketing tactics”, Call of Duty players and civilians “not fit to be operating these military-style rifles”, “militaristic marketing” (CotD); new Veep season & lobbyists, Julia Louis-Dreyfus’ riches

Culinary preparations for Xi Jinping visit; ACC and TtK trying plated.com

Donation Segment: $80.08 “boobs” trigger warning

Dr. Fauci’s zika prevention advice for women; Florida to use genetically modified “self-limiting” mosquitoes, spraying by Oxitec/Intrexon funded by Gates Foundation, “chemtrails!”

German talk show host Jan Böhmermann’s in unpopular legal jeopardy for calling Erdoğan a “goat fucker”; poems vs cartoons; Turkish minister: where’s our €3bn check?

Juncker: EU army needed to “convey a clear message to Russia” about defending values

EU accuses Google of rigging mobile app market with Android; broken Google shopping links, Crackpot Labs: Google DNS hoses Twitter URL shortener; JCD on telegraph sabotage

“Vagrants” rounded up for 1988 Seoul Olympics, sent off to be raped, tortured, and killed

Volkswagen 500k vehicle buyback; Mitsubishi admits data falsification; Gina McCarthy at Sustainable Prosperity Conference on sustaining momentum; Bill Nye’s climate wager with Joe Bestardi, “so come on, champ, show us how tough you are” (CotD)

In-Q-Tel investment in Skincentral Sciences blemish remover and DNA collector

ABC Rogue One native ad (aborted); 2k tanks sitting idle in California desert
817 Sellout Politics (2016-04-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m just going to leave this here.” (1:56:26)
0:00:32 Hot and muggy in Austin, ACC’s eyes acting up due to mold
0:02:11 Democrat debate: “schools decimated” in Gaza, Hillary takes credit for peace, Morsi attended USC; Hillary: no questions about abortion; Sanders’ Vatican visit, goofy “this is important!”, CBS slips in Pope’s old “building walls” comment; Juan Gonzalez on Hillary campaign distortions; Bernie: “enormous amount of money” for displaced energy workers, “this is what you do”; calls out racist term “super predator”, “broken criminal justice system”
0:25:53 Nixon’s misuse of war on drugs; Robert Scheer & Torie Osborn bicker about Clinton “sellout politics”; EMILY’s List CEO on “corporate Democratic whores”, “so shocking to hear”; ABC’s flattering Hillary photo, Bernie not so much; Hillary “called out” banks, Bernie releases 2015 2014 tax returns, ACC nonexistent transcripts theory: “straight-out bribes”; Bill summarizes Bernie’s position: “just shoot every third person on Wall Street”; Pelosi on Obama “metrics”
0:46:53 Cruz bombs at Republican dinner; Carson on RNC rules: “during the Jim Crow era, those were the rules too”; David Brooks on “amoral bankruptcy laws”, CBS “Republican party is not scheming against Donald Trump” opening, Major Garrett vs Trump; Ross Perot nostalgia
1:04:10 No charges for Cory Lewandowsky: “reasonable hypothesis of innocence”
1:06:46 Producer Segment
1:19:14 Josh Earnest on zika bill: “two months late and $1.9bn short”; ebola fund transfer to zika fund, $1.9bn in unpaid pledges to ebola fund, NGO recipients, JCD: “this is like the the Haiti thing with Bush and Clinton”, $631M for DoD, ACC: “this is laundering money!”
1:36:16 Presidential podcast on FCC cable TV reform and standardization, JCD: “somebody at Comcast or Warner didn’t cough up some money”, ACC: “the President is actually lying”, FCC’s Downloadable Security Technology Advisory Committee DRM API, HTML5 DRM
1:43:29 Earnest downplays Russian jets buzzing destroyer, 1972 Incidents at Sea Agreement
1:48:02 JCD on cognitive dissonance and journalism school “one positive, one negative, one neutral” rule, self-contradictory speed limit report, 33k deaths over 20 years vs “the fatality rates have dropped dramatically”, unaddressed discrepancy
1:56:51 CDC on zika vs reproductive rights, “epidemic”, Planned Parenthood; ACC on danger to LGBBTQQIAAP community from PrEP pre-exposure prophylaxis, CDC on syphilis rates
2:00:49 Bill Nye seems all-in on jailing climate deniers; JCD Barbara Boxer story, Boxer to priest: “I don’t appreciate getting lectured by a philosopher about science”
2:12:12 Donation Segment
2:23:16 ACC’s new foot-activated cough/sniff switch; Amazon’s idiotic recommendation e-mails
2:37:17 DHS “human capital officer”: “flexible” hiring for dudes named Ben; CBS on phone hacking, “ace hackers” skit, JCD: “you want a fat guy?”; AT&T gigabyte fiber ad-injection scheme
2:44:49 Sandy Hook Bushmaster lawsuit to proceed; Hillary: indemnification unprecedented
2:46:36 David Cameron YouTube pre-roll anti-Brexit message, EU “reform”
2:50:19 Clip Blitz: assault with frozen turkey; UN: Falklandis belong to Argentina; UC Davis spent $175k burying pepper spray incident; school “how privileged are you” questionnaire; protests in Egypt over island handoff; missed flights due to TSA; Afghan fighting season
816 Dehydrated in China (2016-04-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “They have plenty of stuff – they stole it from us.” (1:05:01)
0:00:34 Former New York banker while fetching coffee & pumpkin loaf
0:02:06 Panama papers and US vs European “banking war”, 2008 HSBC data leak, Mossack Fonseca used, whistleblower Hervé Falciani: Snowden in Geneva; Lagarde proposes global tax; Russian cellist Sergei Roldugin: “musical instruments are expensive”
0:13:19 Democracy Now’s horrible audio on the road
0:15:31 Bank of America: “Europe looks frightening”; Nick Ferrari on “bilious intent”, Dennis Skinner “a man more left than an Albanian keep left sign”, “Dodgy Dave”; response to Dutch referendum to be announced after Brexit vote; anti-Brexit pamphlet, bookmaker: Brexit odds low; Farage celebrates Dutch referendum, “big battalions of vested self-interest” Voltaire reference, asked about “celebrating a referendum which the only winner is Mr. Putin”
0:37:53 Dutch newspaper NRC predicts revolution in May; Lagarde proposes “one-time” 10% tax, Dutch “Kok Quarter” gas tax, Golden Gate Bridge tolls, JCD: “Fifi’s not an independent loudmouth”; Mark Toner dodges question on Yatsenyuk’s resignation and US loan guarantee; close calls with Russians, ABC News shows jet “hovering” over ship
0:50:40 Obama to Fox News: “I would say this: there isn’t a president who’s taken more terrorists off the field than me”, JCD: “did he say he’s comforting imams?”, “diffident”; Pentagon spokeshole Steve Warren: degrade & destroy dismantle “phase one … is complete”; Bono to Congressional hearing on violent extremism: “I’m suggesting that the Senate send in Amy Schumer and Chris Rock and Sacha Baron Cohen” (CotD)
1:07:42 Producer Segment: kale kidney stones, “dehydrated in China” JCD story
1:26:51 CNN Republican family sit-down events, creepy identically-dressed Cruz girls, “Von Trump family singers”, “they don’t like it when I put up my own money”, on Bernie: “he wins, he wins, he wins, he wins!”; Ivanka vs Melania and language barrier, Ivanka the chatterbox, Melania on “nice language”, “he will attack back”; CNN breaking news: Trump tweet; Trump on avoiding alcohol and drugs, ACC: “I know why he doesn’t drink … he’s a Muslim”, “I move other problems, and we won’t talk about them” dropped by Pooper, London dominatrix scandal; Trump “bubble” meme
1:54:54 ABC Trump hit piece: two children not registered for primary, death threats for Indiana and Colorado delegates, Roger Stone: “we urge you to visit their hotel, and find them”, “as the Trump tirade continues”, Tom Llamas: “we don’t if the Trump campaign condones this, we don’t know if the Trump campaign condemns this”; Charlie Rose to Kasich: “why are so many Republican voters voting for them, walking the path of darkness?”; Joel Benenson on Hillary advising Obama on “decisions about whether or not to go after Barack Obama”
2:08:54 “Goodnight and goodbye” from Al Jazeera America
2:09:58 Hillary: Vermont has highest “per capita” number of guns used in New York crime, 55 of 4600
2:13:32 Katrina Pierson to Brolf on Cruz “Gestapo tactics”: “where was all this hostility and concern when Mr. Trump was being called Hitler?”
2:18:34 Thirteenth Amendment and lawyers in public office
2:20:12 Syracuse University debate rescheduled, NPR’s podcast woes and slow-motion crash, Earwolf
2:31:23 Donation Segment
2:42:33 Dennis Skinner kicked out of Parliament for “Dodgy Dave”, ACC: “those guys have too much fun!”; ACC’s Amazon Echo hack not to be disclosed
815 Political Perp Walk (2016-04-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are you really defending Ted Cruz? You know, you know he’s anti-Semite.” (2:07:51)
0:00:33 wherethecstandsfor.com; ACC at semi-Obot New York banker cocktail party; three startups looking for venture capital, pharmaceutical Groupon, family intranet app, ACC suggests Bitcoin; “got any weed?” from bedazzled Birkenstocks wearer; “between teardowns”
0:09:18 New York banker agrees on Madoff in Panama papers; fire at IRS headquarters and former Madoff partner’s apartment; Treasure Islands author Nicholas Shaxson: Panama “one of the seediest jurisdictions”, US as tax haven, Nevada shell companies; Gerard Ryle: “our clients are the big banks and the big accounting firms”, “top five” meme
0:25:05 State Department spokesperson agrees with Matt Lee that Putin’s assertion about US involvement “was not completely wrong”; Ryle on getting “access” for journalists, “we’ve managed to get Vladimir Putin to come out and give a press conference about it”; Deutsche Bank under fire, story absent from most media outlets, spot the spook challenge; ACC: fishy 2.6TB size probably backup tape; JCD story about visiting Swiss mountain data store
0:43:23 Comey on putting tape over his laptop camera, JCD story on Mevio camera tape
0:48:32 Producer Segment: Seed Man vitamin B-12, “pervy” Glenn Beck
1:07:02 Owner of 900 radio stations about to go belly-up; transmitter link porn hack
1:10:08 Little fanfare for Operation Fast and Furious document release; triple-tap drone strike in Afghanistan, “they hate our freedom” meme disappearance; Andrew Bacevich to Amy Goodman: fruitless 40 years in Middle East, “arguably, our military efforts are actually making things worse”, JCD: “I actually would have expected her to say, this has what to do with global warming?”, 1980 Carter Doctrine shift in attention to Middle East, JCD on Carter and homelessness, Hands Across America, Bacevich on “first Iraq War”, American exceptionalism
1:24:49 Democracy Now on abject failure of $113bn Afghan reconstruction; $3bn Tunisia-Libya wall
1:28:39 Transgender woman on North Carolina “toilet law”: we’re not moving out of state; GSAFE document “What the heck is a PGP”, Preferred Gender Pronoun, JCD Jane Austen ze/hir replacement exercise; “calling a male hairdresser a faggot is not homophobic”
1:42:17 Bernie Sanders clobbered by Charlie Rose, Sandy Hook vs Iraq deaths, “thank you! always a pleasure”; Bill Clinton responds to BLM, Don’t Mess with Bill jingle; Hillary’s inoperable blood clot, VP predictions
1:58:45 Matt Lauer’s Hillary interview, Republican hope for “political perp walk”, FBI “security review” of e-mails, “Hillarytard” Joy Reid: “since the founding fathers has anyone tried to run for president with more on their resume?”; fake Boston Globe anti- Trump 2017 headlines, “deportations to begin”; Toobin on Cruz “New York values”: “money and media is Jews”; new Trump convention manager Paul Manafort, Gerald Ford’s 1976 delegate bribes
2:12:03 Mashable pivot from hard news to video
2:14:50 Donation Segment
2:22:08 40% of student loans behind or in default, JCD: “we’re number one!”
2:24:52 Obama’s racist Merrick Garland joke: “yeah, he’s a white guy ... sorry”
2:25:57 New micro-satellites launchable for $3k, No Agenda relay satellite
2:28:33 Daily FBI & DHS surveillance flights over “major US citizens”; TSA’s Peter Neffenger grilled over Atlanta airport gun-running operation: “there’s been a lot of movement to greatly enhance the oversight of that insider population”; more VIPR teams in the future
2:37:47 “Hug a Brit” “love bomb” anti-Brexit campaign; “Russian propaganda” and Dutch referendum
814 Produce & Pipelines (2016-04-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “What?? We were doing it for you, Obama!” (2:42:18)
0:00:38 JCD back from New York, new windbreaker with New York grime; ACC’s 35 tins of Sucrets
0:03:53 Dutch referendum: thumbs down on Ukraine deal, “embarrassment for the Netherlands”, JCD: “now it’s like a printing press”; “produce & pipelines”, Chevron deal; Ukrainian “champagne” and “feta” exempted, JCD recommends Bulgarian feta, French winemakers dumping tankers full of cheap Spanish wine; “vote yes” radio spots
0:22:26 Panama papers and referendum timing; BBC: “you can use those complicated … structures to hide and disguise your ownership and control of assets”, International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, 11M documents; Icelandic Prime Minister Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson’s wife’s bank investments, compensation for UK & the Netherlands; Russian cellist Sergei Roldugin’s laundering operation
0:31:20 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s new book
0:44:30 Well-named Panama papers, JCD: “orchestrated by a major, major intelligence agency”, ICIJ funded by Soros, Rothschilds, USAID, Omedyar; Obama: “a lot of this stuff is legal”; uses for shell corporations from legit to not so much; JCD: Bernie Madoff money, legal “dry testing” to gauge product interest; FIFA busted; Mossack Fonseca CEO outraged; imprisonable offense in Germany to insult head of state; NewsHour on Poroshenko’s “blind trust”, ACC: “this is foreign policy by blackmail”, “offshore investment”, “so-called Panama papers”
1:10:58 Democracy Now: Iceland’s Prime Minister “first major casualty”, Pfizer-Allergan inversion abandoned; British Virgin Islands and Seychelles
1:27:23 Matt Lee accepts ACC’s drinks invitation; Lee flusters State Department spokeshole with question on Iranian money-shuffling “coaching”, “loopholes”
1:34:06 Mississippi “religious freedom” bill signed into law, Lance Bass “please turn your clocks back 200 yrs” sign tweet, ACC: “hello Sharia law!”; odd premarital sex provision; Roger Severino to Don Lemon: “the word sexual orientation appears nowhere in this bill”
1:50:00 JCD’s New York City meetup rundown, note and Champagne from the Duke and Duchess of Japan, “we pretty much had one waiter dedicated to our table”; forty attendees at the bar; ACC renames Alexa to “Book of Knowledge”
2:06:24 Donation Segment: JMD’s new nickname “the princess”
2:18:06 White House edit of Hollande’s “Islamist terrorism” a “technical issue with the audio”, ACC: “cheap, cheap, low-ass excuse”
2:19:36 Trump predicts massive recession, adult coloring books as depression indicator, JCD: Mimi & The Princess working on them on flight, needlepoint & samplers
2:24:52 Obama at nuclear summit: drone strikes kill civilians, JCD: “I got it – he just found out”
2:26:10 Huma Abedin to Call Your Girlfriend podcast on “fangirl moment” the first time she met Hillary: “I remember thinking, oh my God she’s so beautiful and she’s so little!”
2:30:25 John Podesta predicts uptick in “heat-related deaths”; Bill Nye: climate deniers are all geezers, Republicans need millennials
2:34:58 “Be aware of your surrounding at all times” iso; Hillary Bernie meme-fest for AFL-CIO
2:36:51 ABC News back-to-back anti-air travel stories, Hawaii “overburn” turnaround, arrested American Airlines pilot footage
2:40:58 Obama to millennials: college students shouldn’t be coddled, dead silence
813  Clinton Condign  (2016-04-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “Here’s how I’d like to punish women: first I’d like to punch ‘em in the gut!” (1:23:58)
0:00:38  JCD in New York City, “rush ticket” and waiting strategies for Broadway musicals
0:08:48  Frans Timmermans: “diversity is humanity’s destiny”, “not giving up our values to refuse diversity”; Soros funding for Dutch Ukraine-EU referendum campaign with Till Eulenspiegel
0:23:46  More Hillary voice masculinization by JCD; dilated pupils in interview with Rachel Maddow, dilation in proximity to someone trusted or attractive, ACC: “there’s a lizard inside!”
0:31:09  White House sloppily censors Hollande’s “Islamist terrorism” in Syria & Iraq from official video (CotD); Ash Carter to ROTC serviceman on “mission accomplished” criteria: “we have to protect our own country” from people who have “lost their way”; Robert Gates on Libya: “I don’t want any military plans or options going to the White House that I haven’t seen”
0:43:47  JCD April Fools’ joke in Hoax Museum, OpenTable “lickable photos”; Musk a Jobs wannabe with Tesla S3X; Austin Chronicle Obama moving to Austin story
0:49:01  Debunking Anand Giridharadas’ claim that “the people who die in those coffins … have a racial make-up that is much browner and blacker than the rest of the country”, Sharpton: “there’s no doubt about it”; accidents first among causes of death
1:00:37  Producer Segment: JCD Argentine ant incineration technique recap
1:07:25  Burma’s unelected leader Aung San Sun Kyi, JCD: “this is the basis of corruption!”
1:09:55  Trump the woman-punisher, Cecile Richards ropes in entire GOP, Dawn Laguens: “that’s what their agenda is, day in and day out, they do punish women”; Trump’s comment on Chris Matthew’s hypothetical “what crime is it” question; Rachel Maddow’s smug account of “super intense” Hillary interview, “oh my God, what just happened?!”, “Donald Trump started pontificating on how would like to punish women”, Trump’s Catholic church pushback mostly edited out: “I am talking about your religion”, “I’m not gonna play that game”
1:33:16  Maddow: “I’m not in the habit of following people back to their offices after my interview with them is over”; Hillary: “outrageous and dangerous”, invokes Maya Angelou; JCD: “the Republicans are throwing the election”, hand-washing for 2017 collapse; Hillary: “inflammatory, destructive rhetoric … really on the outer edges of what is permitted under our Constitution”
1:47:01  Trump on NATO: “we spend a fortune on defending” Japan, Germany, South Korea, “they can’t believe they get away with what they get away with”; Hillary: “some countries … have really stepped up”, avoid defections to Putin, “this all is a very complex set of circumstances that I don’t think he even has studied or cares to understand”; JCD: 662 bases overseas; Milo Yiannopoulos and Trump the father figure
1:58:13  Andrew Napolitano: Hillary “at the vortex of a perfect storm of legal misery”, FOIA cases and evidence of conspiracy, “condign punishment”
2:03:47  CBS News millennial to “how ya doin’ Facebooks” Bernie on lectern bird: “you basically shut down the internet”, “do you have an animal spirit?”
2:06:42  Donation Segment: w1TEE’s new vanity call
2:12:44  Odd Antiques Roadshow “that’s terrible” reaction to $200-300k appraisal
2:14:35  JCD on Arthur Treacher’s Fish and Chips as depression food; PodShare and flophouses; ACC on limos and car services vs Über and Lyft, JCD on Lyft’s New York increasing market share
2:24:38  Molenbeek riots a perfect cover to sneak away; Turkish evacuations a response to ISIS threat against American and Israeli children; Algerian mafias in Europe
2:28:22  Ellen Show’s Jeannie Klisiewicz MKULTRA moment in Detroit school scandal story

544
JCD: “You need an E ticket for that??” (0:20:07)
JCD “I am the happiest principal on earth”, “unpronounceable Italian names” isos
Misogynistic and racist Elvis film Blue Hawaii
UNH “bias-free language guide”, Melissa Harris-Perry quote at beginning of document, “when we do not affirm another person’s identity … this makes them invisible, and for some it seems like a form of violence”, “going Dutch”, micro-aggression taxonomy, micro-affirmations; “people experiencing poverty”, JCD: “as though it’s a ride at Disney World”; JCD: “the guy has a little pooch named Diabetes”, “non-disabled”, American homosexual vs SGL, “gender reaffirming surgery”; JCD: “oh, look there’s a five-year-old woman”, JCD story on “representative” vs “spokesperson” at PC World
JCD on Georgia religious liberty bill’s possible Muslim connection: Atlanta’s gay population
AP native ad for TSA Pre✓, firings based on projected enrollment
Timing of iOS 9.3.1 update with iCloud login and FBI’s court order withdrawal
Producer Segment: New York meetup with JCD; tip: don’t mention ISIS in note
MSM “carpet bombing” Trump over punishing women for having abortions; female conservative journalists on Michelle Fields “assault” by Corey Lewandowski: “there’s no stopping him”, “domestic abuser” meme; A.J. Delgado: “if anything, she committed battery on Donald Trump”; Breitbart investor Robert Mercer all-in on Cruz; “ashamed” triggers female journalist on Pooper, chaos ensues, ACC: “he’s thinking to himself, that’s why I’m gay”; Josh Earnest: Trump “blaming the victim”; Ben Shapiro on simple battery charge, “they’re both thugs”
Hillary still hacking and coughing, Chuck Schumer’s “Hill-a-ree” chant and scream; Arizona town hall on Bernie voter suppression; legal justifications for battery: Bernie blackout due to his campaign finance position; Occupy founder Micah White on origin of movement, “the people in power don’t have to listen to protests”, “prefigurative anarchism”, Serpico’s lament on people wanting to be led
Trump “turn off the lights” chant; Trump plant: terminally ill former Miss Wisconsin with Mexican-American son, Trump: “we can’t top that”
Adam Carolla to do a twice-weekly clean “brand safe” podcast; JCD PC World helium joke
JCD’s “the problem with news”: man-on-the-street interview on California’s snow pack
Mark Hall’s Killing Ed being banned in Texas; State Department and Pentagon pulling staff out of Turkey, “abundance of caution”; Ash Carter on Expeditionary Targeting Force ETF in Northern Iraq, “overload their networks”; Trump on NATO countries getting “free ride”
Major Paris attack thwarted with discovery of “arsenal of explosives … unprecedented in scale”: “five AK-47 rifles, seven handguns, TATP … detonators, acid, and ball bearings”
Clip Blitz: NBC over $1bn in ad sales for Rio Summer Olympics; 7M people in US in danger of manmade earthquakes; Foxconn $3.5bn Sharp acquisition; Justice Department’s discontinued 400% over-budget aircraft for Afghanistan; police called to rescue postal workers from wild turkeys; Sanders “Enough is enough!”
811  Dead Men Can’t Sue  (2016-03-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “These guys are in a bubble.”
0:00:33  ACC’s “digital skywriting”, JCD: “do it again in script”, APRS, unimpressed Reddit user
0:04:52  JCD Mike Morell “right?”-fest (CotD); MSM ignoring Bernie crowds because of his “comprehensive campaign reform” support; Vox Media piece on millennials moving to Canada to escape Trump; Olbermann on ISIS vs Trump getting nukes
0:17:49  Brussels “March against Fear” cancelled because of fear, “far right wing football hooligans” at protest, on est chez nous a “sort of racist chant”; eleven FBI agents in Brussels; gay Salah Abdeslam and atonement; film shoot in Brussels; Verviers raid and “low level” instigators, ACC: “it could just as easily be us!”, JCD on “GaySIS” and Alexander the Great’s army
0:35:30  Gülenist journalists’ espionage trial over trucks full of aid supplies munitions
0:40:41  Marissa Mayer “we need all hands on deck”; Erik Prince under investigation for money laundering; “stemming the flow of refugees to Europe” in Libya, battling Islamic militants, opposing Nigerian oil theft; Prince trying to work with with CIA insider Gen. Haftar; potential EU border solution, “the ability to be a banker”
1:00:27  Producer Segment
1:09:25  “Hat guy” Faisal Cheffou freelance journalist and activist, ACC: “the big mistake is he doesn’t have a mike flag”; 26 killed in suicide bombing in Iraq at soccer game, JCD: “what if this is a test?”, Brolf “what are you bracing for” to Mike McCaul, “dark space and encrypted space”, “homeland” & “soft target” memes, VIPR teams; Democracy Now “spot the spook” skit
1:27:49  Derek Harvey to NewsHour: “this was not a lashing out”; Muslim Rep. Keith Ellison to Chris Hayes: “we’ve got to make sure that we’re monitoring people who actually are showing signs of radicalization”, “the greater majority of domestic terrorist attacks are not by Muslims at all, they’re by people like Timothy McVeigh”, JCD on pipe bombs; David Brooks: Cruz “just wants to sound like Donald Trump”, Mark Shields invokes Manzanar; nine arrests in Belgium, Schaerbeek tram stop arrest with screaming girl
1:46:18  Cruz affair story timeline; Stephen Miller blows up on CNN: “half a million US girls in this country are at risk of female genital mutilation”, insults women “every day” meme; David Brooks on loveless Trump, “authoritarian personality”; Brooks on Heidi Cruz tweet: “consistent attitude toward women which is the stuff of a diseased adolescent”
2:00:20  Google helps Hillary e-mail reveals help from Google in tracking Syrian defections
2:04:16  The “mealy mouth” tweet guy released; Belgian nuclear plants at risk of cyber attack
2:06:35  Emory University pro-Trump chalk “markings”; Connecticut to tax Yale’s $26bn endowment
2:09:09  $353k Clinton-Clooney dinner; “8 Things You Need to Know about Ted Cruz’s Sex Scandal”
2:13:15  Putin to Kerry about carrying own luggage: “probably you brought some money with you, to haggle”, JCD on Private Eye editor with suitcase full of dildos
2:17:47  National Union of Students’ LGBT+ Campaign: white gays not oppressed enough
2:19:34  Donation Segment
2:29:47  Apple’s serious iOS 9.3 WebKit issue; external dependency crisis over JavaScript ragequit, JCD: “it’s a copy-paste world”; Indonesian motorcycle taxi price war
2:41:14  Korean-American confesses to espionage in North Korea for South Korea and US
2:43:52  Tram stop guy Abderamane A. convicted for Ahmad Shah Massoud assassination, shooting fleeing suspects, JCD: “a dead man can’t sue”, David Muir “breaking news”; unexpected Belgian stock market bounceback
810 Karmonious (2016-03-24)

0:00:00 JCD: (stoner voice) “If I was, man, I’d be a lot different on this show!” (2:47:17)

0:00:33 Brussels suicide bombings: MSNBC playing “live” daylight feeds; Erdoğan revisited: “the bombs we’ve had in Ankara could easily go off in Brussels”, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui deported from Turkey in 2015, reported to Netherlands “on the attacker’s request”, Dutch Moroccan mafia, justice system compromised by Pedobear Joris Demmink; non-radicalized “third man” in Vierviers; 2015 Marie Harf “we’re killing a lot of them” clip, MSNBC “spot the spook” Evan Kohlmann on lack of integration; TSA chief “coincidentally” in Brussels

0:19:31 CSI-like instant DNA results; Andrew Napolitano on interrogators revealing details to press; possible nuclear plant insiders; Juncker calls for “unified security”; PBS on Belgium’s undersized police force; teacher forced to delete tweet about celebrating students, Richard Engel on ISIS tweets at “all time low”, “not enough tweets” skit; Kirby: ISIS now “hiring child soldiers”; JCD: why not blow up EU headquarters, EU-Turkey deal and passport printers

0:35:44 Kirby: “this isn’t about a religion”, JCD’s pre-9/11 world Muslimification site, Hillary: “I call it radical jihadist terrorism”; Hillary’s dreadful prompter read at Stanford

0:45:17 Cruz now “mister anti-Muslim” instead of Trump, Cruz on “political correctness run amok” with New York policies; Hell freezes over on The View: “I thought Donald Trump sounded really reasonable today”; Brian Williams calls reporter “Pulitzer Prize-winning communist”

0:59:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s upcoming ADSB “ITM” skywriting flight with Producer Charlie

1:01:20 Obama in Cuba at baseball game, ISIS not an “existential threat to us”, “one of my proudest moments as president was watching Boston respond after the Boston Marathon attack”, “a few days later folks were out, shoppin’”; Ash Carter grilled over overdue NDAA plan: “when we pass a law around here, it means something” (CotD); JCD Judy Woodruff clip epic fail

1:25:34 “Constitutional lawyah” Obama on separation of powers “across a lot of different institutions”; John Yoo on the rise of the administrative state

1:34:33 Rumors of a Ted Cruz affair at the last O-bot dinner, Anonymous promises to reveal “deep and dirty secrets”, “have you heard of the expression candy wrappers”; Cruz steals The American President “way out of your league” line; Trump on Obama “ISIL” usage “to bother people”, on Elizabeth Warren: “you mean the Indian?”; Larry Wilmore panel of black pro-Trump voters

1:46:56 Brian Ross on Belgian terror cell, Najim Laachraoui’s DNA and fingerprints at “bomb factory”; 400 Syria-trained in European “radical communities”; Piers Moron: listen to Trump; CVC on being misidentified as a Muslim; cameraman attacked in Swedish no-go zone; arrested in Ireland for “mealy mouthed reply” tweet

1:59:39 Feedback from millennials, JCD rebuttal: self-esteem movement; kids unable to read clocks

2:08:25 Donation Segment: JCD’s immortal 1993 Lexus SC 400 lightbulbs; donation from TtK


2:26:30 Houston cutting glass recycling pickup, JCD on CALPIRG bottle bill, ACC on sand smuggling, Sand Wars documentary, Maldives sinking; standardizing “sell by” food dates to avoid waste

2:37:43 JCD tweaks Hillary’s voice to sound like a man, ACC: “my face hurts”

2:38:46 Celebrity deaths: Dutch soccer player Johan Cruyff; JCD stories on Intel’s Andrew “Mr. Clean” Grove; Rob Ford, ACC: “hookers and blow is not always a good thing”

2:42:58 U.C. Davis anti-marijuana study of New Zealanders

2:47:31 Clinton looking worse; National Enquirer on “finger-wagging” Cruz’ five affairs; Easter attack
809  Velocity of Money  (2016-03-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “The report I saw he had no pants on.” (1:25:18)
0:00:31 ACC SxSW wrap-up, more indoor venues compared to previous years
0:04:23 UN happiness report based entirely on statistics; International Day of Happiness, Ban Ki-moon, “Angry Birds for Happy Planet”, “Honorary Ambassador for Green”, Maya Rudolph: “carry a reusable water bottle, guys”
0:27:15 Threatening letter with white powder sent to Eric Trump, Anonymous hack personal information; Lindsey Graham about-face on Cruz, Romney’s aggressive Cruz push; Sam Clovis threatens to leave party, David Brooks: party “trembling at the loss of Sam Clovis”, Brooks “Not Trump Not Ever” op-ed, recommends “fiddling with the rules” by elite; policy advisor Stephen Miller: recent ads “a little sampling … of how we’re going to go after Hillary Clinton”
0:42:35 Bill Ayers at Chicago protest, JCD on SDS meeting at California State Hayward; female student flips off camera: “fuck you, I won’t do what you tell me, I’m free within the confines of my own mind”, creepy SJW: “unless you are here to dismantle your privilege please find somewhere else to go”, RCP guy: Trump “organizing a fascist mob”, Emmanuel neuters police
0:57:00 Lecetron-stealing Jedidiah Brown running for Alderman, “I was not angry, I was passionate”
1:00:51 Elizabeth Warren dodges question of Hillary releasing transcripts, to Mika’s disappointment
1:03:21 Producer Segment
1:14:43 Kerry appears to defy White House in declaring ISIS genocidal, possible links to International Criminal Court and/or Russian pullout; Paris attacker Salah Abdeslam captured alive, theremin-like ambulance siren, ACC “nails it” with slide whistle, Deutsche Welle: Molenbeek an anti-police “warren”, Abdeslam openly gay
1:32:15 Erdoğan: EU states “dancing in a minefield” with PKK, ACC: “that guy sounds like a dictator”; controversial EU-Turkey deal signed, swapping illegal refugees for Syrians and another €6bn; Nancy Pelosi on Republican SCotUS amicus brief: “will they … suggest a religious test for prospective immigrants?”, Irish who “can’t even go home for a family funeral”, “not here, shall we say, fully documented”; American citizen CVC’s one-year passports
1:47:57 Douglas Rushkoff asked incomprehensible questions by millennials: “velocity of money”, “I just wonder where you leave the solution space for the virtuous global opportunities”
1:55:40 Donation Segment: 70 the “weird number”
2:04:18 John C. “Frank Roosevelt” Dvorak vs the Indian IRS scammer in boiler room, JCD: “I’m surprised that the IRS has such a crappy phone line”, scammer: “this is the auditing commission department so what else can you expect?” (CotD), (813) 614-5693, SSN 646-33-1115
2:19:44 Gen. David Goldfein to Senate appropriations committee: “I do not have a level of comfort that we are ready for a significant conflict”, “bench strength”, TtK the “bracket buster”
2:25:49 RT on Germany buying nuclear power from France
2:29:44 2015 California stabbing incident’s Faisal Mohammad self-radicalized
2:31:06 Hulk Hogan wins $100M judgment for Gawker sex tape; TMZ’s Levin a high-powered lawyer
2:33:18 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 back, “it’s never too late to get a vaccine”
2:34:02 Chaffetz to McCarthy on Flint water scandal: “don’t look around like you’re mystified!”,”if you want to do the courageous thing … then you too should resign!”

548
Happy Countries (2016-03-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “And I gonna, this, prediction for the Red Book, you watch.”

0:00:34 JCD at Warriors’ 50th home win, Stephen Curry the speed demon, Hispanic guy yelling “goall!”

0:03:23 Executive Order sanctioning North Korea, response from Uncle Don, peace regime proposal

0:09:37 Partial Russian withdrawal from Syria, missile defense system to be left in, JCD: quid pro quo with US, ACC on April OPEC-Russia meeting in Doha for oil output freeze

0:19:03 Supreme Court candidate Merrick Garland and 1992 “Biden rule”, Oklahoma City and McVeigh

0:22:30 Republicans contemplating voting for Hillary over Trump; Curley Haugland: “the media has created a perception that the voters will decide the nomination”, why hold primaries “a very good question”, ACC on Pim Fortuyn parallel, 1984’s Two Minutes Hate; delusional Chicago stage-rusher Thomas Dimassimo; two new anti-Trump ads, Trump National Doral tournament story; Bush 43’s WMD lie nuances; MSNBC outraged at Hillary barking dog video

0:48:24 Trump on “professional disruptors”, Bernie double standard, Kennedy the cheerleader; Michelle Fields witness meme, Breitbart resignations, JCD Red Book: they’ll end up with Omidyar’s outfit; “I think you’d have riots” if blocked at convention, Hillary: “people remember mob violence that led to lynching”, CBS interviews children: “are you tired of them being mean to each other” (CotD), “not all Muslims are bad” NLP meme

1:01:57 Producer Segment

1:14:03 CNN news model’s head explodes over 2008 Hillary campaign as origin of birther movement; Hillary “walks back” lie claim about Nancy Reagan’s AIDS advocacy, JCD on AIDS timeline, “at most seven years” for vaccine; Hillary lies about Sanders’ lack of involvement in 1993 healthcare push; Hillary: “we didn’t lose a single person” in Libya (bombing)

1:27:17 Millennials screaming over Bernie’s rail replacing trucks; Cruz: media highlighting Trump so Hillary will win, “two billion dollars in free media” meme, “I kept expecting Jerry Lewis to come out and make an ask for money”; Les Moonves: “we’re anticipating a record-breaking year” with political advertising, media snubbing Bernie because he’s all-in on campaign finance reform; SiriusXM 127 all-in on Hillary, C-SPAN call-ins; Anonymous April 1 Trump DDoS

1:37:39 Monica Mehta to Bill Maher on insurance companies exempt from antitrust laws since 1945

1:41:06 Kimmel Lie Witness News: L. Ron Hubbard Supreme Court nomination

1:43:17 Refugees stuck in Greece; EU-Turkey deal up to $6bn, expedited addition to “safe countries of origin” list, Martin Schulz on compatibility with Geneva Convention; Angelina Jolie visits Athens; Wes Clark on Erdoğan and Gülen, killingedfilm.com

1:56:32 Ms. Micky’s immigration story revisited; Congressional hearing on visa overstays and lack of exit process, biometrics, Ron Johnson: “would you agree with me in the private sector this would almost be like falling off a log?”; Trump’s website making Mexico pay for the wall

2:10:45 Latest news in Brazilian presidential corruption kerfuffle: biometrics.gov

2:12:55 Francois Molins to 60 Minutes: “Telegram, we can’t penetrate”, ACC; “well, I’d say honeypot”

2:16:22 NA iTunes review “two idiots” tweet; police raids in Brussels & Paris; ACC’s pinhole glasses

2:21:30 Donation Segment: 88 the white supremacist magic number

2:37:18 Melissa Harris-Perry to The View: “when I say mammy, I mean something very particular”

2:43:37 Democracy Now idiot on global warming: “layered approach that can stem from this research”, “seasonally adjusted” February predictably warmest on record, “bombshell”

2:48:26 Congressional hearing on what to do with fetus surviving attempted abortion

2:53:52 UN happiness report: Denmark is the world’s happiest country, and #1 in SSRI use
807 Thanks Obama! (2016-03-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “The brainwashing that is going on in this country is frightening!” (0:50:54)
0:00:35 JCD’s “the ants are on the move” intro; JCD’s new “piercingly annoying” Zenergy chime
0:04:54 Breitbart reporter Michelle Fields bruised by Trump campaign manager; Trump on Chicago
“organized, professionally staged wise guys”, Sanders outfit “not by coincidence” tweet, CNN
are on the precipice of something potentially very bad happening”, punch thrown by 78-year-
old, Rubio: “there’s only one presidential candidate who has violence at their events”, JCD:
“That’s because there’s only one presidential candidate that has anyone at their events”

0:21:54 Predictably civil Republican debate, NBC: “they may have overcorrected here”; “a few quid”
man overboard; Trump “a friend of mine” from Jimmy Kimmel, Carlin “happens to be black”;
Bernie: “I don’t think our supporters are inciting”, Hillary “play with matches” meme, JCD:
Bernie blaming the victim, Bernie and the Blacks; Rubio debate zingers, “law … to change
the weather”; Trump “I mean a lot of ‘em” on hatred from Islam, Carter’s Iranian Shiite ban,
Rubio: “I’m not interested in being politically correct, I’m interested in being correct”

0:43:38 Erin Burnett misquotes Vicente Fox “remembers me of Hitler”; Hillary lies about “personal
e-mail” server: “I’m not alone in that”; producer note on fellow students who want to
shoot Trump; Sacha Baron Cohen on standing ovations for Trump AIDS in new film

0:54:28 Erdoğan threatens top court over release of newspaper editors
0:57:30 Hillary at Democrat debate: “I will not deport children”, deport terrorists
1:00:17 Producer Segment: producer Roy on legality of automatic weapons
1:09:40 German election results, Julia Klöckner dragged down by Merkel; Greifswald nuclear plant
decommissioning, no RWE dividends for cities, Essen’s 8k refugees and 12% unemployment
1:22:26 Refugees squabble for food “thrown at them” on Macedonian border, “cold and flooded tents”,
“ISIS have a limit but the nature has no limit”; emerging EU-Turkey deal: JCD cycle predic-
tions, 1857 depression and $15T gold glut, Howard Ruff’s 1977 “we’re all gonna die” book
1:30:53 SxSW: Austin mayor says “work from home” because of Obama events, ACC’s motorcade
video, armed Black Panthers chanting “oink oink, bang bang”, ACC and the sniper
1:37:12 Obama invites “tech leaders” to be his propaganda arm, JCD: “I’m smelling free money!”;
stimulus “criticized by the other party”, “thanks, Obama”; “can’t comment” on Apple case,
kiddie porn meme, “everybody’s walking around with a Swiss bank account in their pocket”,
“fetishizing our phones”; ACC’s technique to startle distracted phone walkers; “world’s oldest
continuous democracy” vs Iceland, TSA & DUI checkpoint “tradeoff”, political swing “after
something really bad happens”, ACC: “did he just call for a false flag event?”

2:08:49 Donation Segment: $80.08 1337 “BOOB” interpretation
2:18:45 JCD’s Dale Earnhardt “duck call”; Polk County Sheriff on Tim Cook: “I’ll lock the rascal up”
2:21:07 Atrocities in South Sudan done by soldiers “in lieu of wages”, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”
2:26:40 Declassified information on domestic use of spy drones, denied request for pothole spotting
2:28:34 West Virginia decriminalizes raw milk, “then they all got sick”; JCD New York meetup
2:32:25 Wasserman Schulz vs Warren on payday loans; Iditarod sabotage, supposed cancellation
2:36:45 New LaVoy Finicum video, FBI covers up shots fired; $100k Bush 43 Wounded Warrior speech
2:40:30 NBC Putin hit piece on Mikhail Lesin’s death
2:42:30 Grandmaster Lee Sedol loses go match to AlphaGo; Google+ pros and cons
2:46:45 Federal government has pocketed most of the subprime lending bank fines
0:00:00  JCD: “You have to have radiation in your diet.”
ACC: “Radiation in your diet is fantastic!” (2:02:26)

0:00:36  Aric the Shill’s power outage; ACC on helicopter turbine engine coolness

0:02:21  Debates and town halls, Bernie “but!”, Univision Democrat debate timer Nazis, Bernie: “when you’re white … you don’t know what it’s like to be poor”; Hillary on Trump racism, “basta”, “I am not a natural politician”; Benghazi timeline, “this was complicated”; “pedestrian fence” votes vs Trump wall, “we have the most secure border we’ve ever had”, Mary Lou Leary on streets “flooded” with heroin from Mexico, Hillary on low apprehensions as proof of success

0:23:10  Clooney to hold Hillary fundraiser, “xenophobic fascist”, definition “fun fact”: Saturday Night Live Hitler skit, Romney robo-calls, “heil Hitler” pledge, David Brooks: “we might as well get the Nuremberg rallies to go with it”; “Sanders surprise” in Michigan; Trump: “I don’t want to say that” on Rubio as running mate, Trump asked about foul language

0:44:24  Janine Driver alarms Today Show host Natalie Morales with body language analysis: Hillary uncertainty, Trump creative thinking, Bernie judgment, Morales: “we’ve had you here enough”; phony “disgusting” comments from focus group on Republican debate, Megyn Kelly on fact checking: “who’s got the time or the energy?”; Rubio whines about Trump’s “earned media”; Pooper: “Donald Krun, Donald Drump”, John Oliver deconstruction by Stefan Molyneux; CNN Carol: “kind of fun” to ask Marc Lamont Hill about angry white men

1:03:47  Gary Johnson: “Trump’s a pussy”, ACC: “stop smoking your weed, man!”

1:09:54  S.524 Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act of 2016, Dutch “methadone bus”, prescription drug monitoring database, JCD: “you won’t be able to get a gun”, HIPAA

1:18:43  Producer Segment: JCD’s Zenergy chimes; Bernie “whoa whoa whoa” jingles

1:31:59  No Hitler memes in Euronews coverage; Michigan polls distorted by land line attrition; Wasserman Schultz vs Andrea Mitchell on Hillary’s Marines story

1:39:39  MH17 radar images omitted from report, Matt Lee grills page-fumbling Kirby: “you didn’t give any detail – not much more – there’s none”; insta-Ukranian Natalie Jaresko to replace Yatsenyuk; Nuland to visit Malta & Greece; Greece-Turkey refugee crisis meeting, “re-admission agreement”; western Balkan borders close, “illness is spreading rapidly” on Greece-Macedonia border; German newspaper comment sections closed; AFD party support up; Majorca nighttime alcohol ban; 48-hour doctor strike in Britain; Sweden’s new 6-hour work day

2:00:26  Chernobyl anniversary, defiant “babushkas”, radioactive Brazilian beach, Fukushima farmer

2:04:12  New South Korean sanctions on North Korea, phone hacking accusations

2:05:24  Josh Earnest on chemical weapon use by ISIL & Assad; Mosul Dam and Baghdad International Airpoint, JCD: “it’s like going from here to LA!”, Gen. Lloyd Austin on evacuation plans


2:27:20  Donation Segment

2:43:55  Jacob Lew on IRS, running “an agency that has no choice but to have such a bad performance record”, JCD: deliberate slowdown; Loretta Lynch on “climate denial scheme”, referral to FBI

2:52:17  African exports to China down 40%; Iran to reimburse victims and insurers $10.5bn for 9/11

2:56:50  Fireplaces banned in Carmel California; protests to change Harvard crest over slavery

2:59:29  Karen Bass: “many people would like to see an African-American on the Supreme Court”
805 Mono Nuptials (2016-03-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s always been that way, Tommy.” (2:55:56)

0:00:32 The many faces of the Zephyr; “this is Adam and he’s a podcaster” at spin studio party; gong and Zenergy chime gripes, crappy Apple earbuds; JCD on slot car tracks and trampoline parks; Bernie “whoa whoa whoa”, ACC: “all right, producers, go to work”

0:12:29 Republican party “leadership”, JCD: “it’s a secret organization”; Louis C.K. e-mail; Stephen Moore: “duplicitous” establishment not getting behind candidate, “hold my nose” Hillary meme, former governor Leavitt refuses to answer on Trump support, interrupts wrap-up; ACC: “here’s the European news: the war is pending”

0:25:46 CNN “armchair analysts” on Trump “egging his supporters on”, spitting on Muslims; Keli Goff: no one believes Trump can win, JCD: “she made that up”; Harry Reid: Trump denigrates “the disabled”, Republicans “appealing to some of the darkest forces in America”, Trump = Frankenstein sign, JCD: “bring Mary Shelley out from behind the shrub”; Lawrence O’Donnell: “militaristic operation”, Secret Service “thugs”, “Trumpism”, “21st century American fascism”

0:42:17 JCD explains 1924 Democrat party split; “lost voters”, Rubio on millennials’ bright prospects; Judith Miller on “mob-related companies”; Josh Earnest searching for scripted response on white supremacist “press corp”; fundraising vs “meet and greets”; Aussies on “Hitler-Trump political playbook”, “Donald Trump has long been known for keeping by his bedside books of Hitler’s speeches”, small hands meme

1:07:44 Producer Segment: JCD on millennial wine drinkers, André “champagne”

1:21:52 Hillary claims to be “most transparent public official in modern times”; Catherine Herridge jumps in with Mat Lee about Cheryl Mills’ e-mail handling tenure, Kirby: “do I even need to be here?”; Trump “no specifics” meme; how to medicate tired-sounding Hillary

1:32:23 Trump tries to invoke 9/11 at debate, “when a family flies into the World Trade Center”; right-wing radio guys gravitating toward Trump, Fox & ABC going easy; Bill Clinton: “I thought I was watching a sixth-grade recess fight”; Hannity & Cruz on brokered convention, “we will have a manifest revolt”; Rubio comedy: “when they’re done with the yoga, can I answer a question?”; Trump on Putin, “best people” enumeration, Snowden “a spy”; Nancy Reagan dead, JCD on Reagan’s empty promises, mental institutions; Sanders and black vote

1:54:29 Russell Simmons: “your earthquake and certainly all these storms are a result of factory farming”, sugar lobby behind Bernie; The People v. O.J. Simpson knife discovery promotion; “alarming health headline”: Elizabethkingia outbreak

2:02:09 Gülenist Zaman newspaper raided; CNN TÜRK and other outfits compromised

2:08:34 Donation Segment: botched Turkey “bit”; liwc.net Newsletter analysis

2:26:06 “Compelling international headline” that North Korea, “breaking news” replacement placeholders, Kim Jong-un’s “threatening rhetoric”, BBC walk-back: “pretty blood-curdling stuff”, “outside experts actually doubt that he could carry it out”

2:36:19 Donald Tusk on refugee crisis: common ground emerging, upcoming summit; refugees stuck at Greek-Macedonian border, mugged and passport stolen, “I’m thinking of committing suicide”, MSF on “squalid conditions”, disease & flooding, “you can’t swim and sleep”; Merkel’s party “bleeding support” to AFD; RT on Germany placating Muslims: dropping pork, skirt ban, fireworks, crosses; RT’s annoying voiceover-free slideshows, ACC: “we can sue them!”

2:53:37 Week off for women during menstruation; study finds fathers unimportant; “mono nuptuals”; “sexsomnia”; Mugabe: Zimbabwe to seize control of diamond mines
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804 Evidence Free Zone (2016-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: (stoner voice) “Hey, man, I’m hearing a ringing sound!” (1:17:12)
0:00:34 ACC home from “Fayette Nam”, Van Buren account; I-35 RV park, Time-Warner douchebaggery, Airstream bathroom grate design flaw, ACC: “you have a crosswind of about five knots”; Gary Johnson news, Trump vs his advisors, JCD story on Mondale’s comedy, Kasich the a-hole, Musk and McCain in bed over rocket engines
0:13:42 Academy Awards actually ended on time
0:18:23 GOP elite Romney vs Trump: “the very brand of anger that has led other nations into the abyss”, promises “as worthless as a diploma from Trump University”; Rubio pill-popping, JCD: “he should have one of the Pez dispensers”, Charlie Rose calls Rubio out on “con artist”
0:29:52 CNN’s Sally Kohn on turnout “math that will trouble both of you”, Hillary’s “impeccable and vast record of experience”, JCD: “she’s a felon!” “stopping us from becoming Nazi Germany”
0:34:52 Pooper fawns over Melania; I Am Cait on the road; Morning Joe on NYT editorial board leak, “they would never do that in a million years to Hillary Clinton”; MSNBC trying to reinvent itself, epic fail: black guy live at Trump event; Hillary “super predator” comment
0:49:29 Jeffrey Lord & Van Jones spar over KKK: “this is what liberals do, you are dividing people”
1:03:42 Reporter “does a voice” on Chris Christie outrage, Tom Llamas the shouter; Van Jones to Don Lemon: “there were tears in the eyes of people, camerapeople”, “it trended worldwide”, Lemon: “who wants to live in a color-blind society?”
1:14:37 Producer Segment: ACC’s bootleg Trump hat; Obama “no no no” Addams Family
1:24:04 ACC’s new Zenergy chime, gong acoustics
1:25:15 Yosemite changing signage for Curry Village, Delaware North trademark lawsuit
1:28:58 FBI request for Apple to unlock drug dealer’s phone thrown out; Outnumbered on “vicious guard dog” meme, “it’s kabuki theater”, FBI screwup, “they should call the Israelis”; John McAfee claims ability to unlock phone, “trivial”, JCD on Error 53
1:39:28 Comey to House Judiciary Committee: “vicious guard dog” meme, “Adam has discovered something big” in Newsletter; Darrell “car alarm” Issa on cloning data, defeating “ten and destroy”, JCD on inability to hire hackers, ACC: “hi I’m tnkgirl, I’m here to hack the iPhone”; Comey “drooling watch dog”, Trey Gowdy “evidence-free zones”, Comey: it’s for the children, Schmerber v. California, Comey: Apple engineers “kidnapped and forced to write software”
1:57:12 Comey on government requirement to “overcome” right to privacy, “warrant-proof places”, “how do we want to be”, whole-disk encryption ignored; Apple’s Bruce Sewell on “arms race” with hackers, JCD on ITAR export controls, bogative “Telegraph” app cited; Jim Sensenbrenner: “I can tell you, I don’t think you’re going to like what comes out of Congress”, “all you’ve been saying is no, no, no, no”, JCD: “where’s the bill, Apple?”; First Amendment and “speech Apple does not want to make”, JCD story on patenting football play
2:20:22 Donation Segment
2:26:10 Samantha Power on ISIS spreading “like a cancer” in Europe; Tusk: “I want to appeal to all potential illegal economic migrants, wherever you are from: do not come to Europe” (CotD), Hillary “history books” iso; France threatens Britain with Calais Jungle over Brexit; refugees now housed at Dachau, German government worried about Trump; grey vs colorful vehicles
2:37:13 Clip Blitz: Bill O’Reilly dragging ex down stairs; geezery fake Bill Clinton; NASA supersonic aircraft contract, ACC Concorde story; Google car hits a bus; Iraq’s Mosul Dam in danger of catastrophic failure; deputies charged with running gladiatorial combat
803 Joe Hitler (2016-02-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “I have a little thing, a little package.” (2:31:21)
0:00:34 ACC in windy Fayetteville, 20 people at meetup including two submariners, “Dutch tip” circumcision joke, JCD story on “no-show Gilbert”, “turtleneck Curry”
0:10:05 ACC at Bentonville Trump rally, “safe space” for protesters, TSA: no liquids, JCD story about no laptop use on airplane on ground; Star Spangled Banner before Trump landing; N757AF trackable only through FAA, 400-foot 757 flyby, Air Force One soundtrack, You Can’t Always Get What You Want, Tiny Dancer, “the gayest possible shit song ever!”
0:31:25 Short words in Trump speech patterns; on tax records: “you don’t learn anything about somebody’s wealth with a tax return”, Romney’s delaying tactic, “every year they audit me, audit me, audit me”, Carson on IRS dishonesty, Trump on audit “because of religion”; press hotties; “we’re gonna open up the libel laws”
0:45:22 “MILF weekend” at school, “I love your trailer, can I look inside?” oddity; “numbers don’t add up” meme for millennials, Killer Mike at phone bank: “he’s offering free school and healthcare”
0:50:00 Bad libertarian debate audio, JMD’s “aww!” reaction, ACC: “did you punish her on the spot?”
0:54:53 Kasich on gay marriage: “if you don’t agree with their lifestyle, say a prayer for them”; “Rubio screamer”, JCD story on Led Zeppelin shills; Rubio’s new comedy material, Trump “meltdown” backstage, makeup trowel; JCD story on comedy writers, “ten bucks a joke”
1:14:46 Producer Segment: meetup promotion rules; meetup gifts, JCD on terroir
1:35:45 Anti-Hillary NBC: Land’s End catalog Gloria Steinem interview sparks Facebook flood
1:53:27 Earnest on Sanders job numbers: “undeniable progress ... Republicans will continue to deny”
1:57:19 Democracy Now on Planned Parenthood videographer pardon, “highly edited” meme; ACC’s Planned Parenthood interview; Sharpton’s “ticket to get out of here”, crazy laughter
2:01:16 Nigel Farage and George Galloway agree on Brexit, BSE “Britain Stronger in Europe” vs bovine spongiform encephalopathy, Goldman Sachs funding; Farage: “it’s referendum season” in Netherlands, Hungary, “Mr. Cameron, doing his modern-day impression of Oliver Twist, went up to Mr. Tusk and said please sir, can I have some more concessions?”; Swiss criminal deportation referendum; strange barking sound from Tina Fey in Palin skit
2:16:20 The Intercept on corrupt Hillary pundits Stephanie Cutter and Maria Cardona
2:19:59 Donation Segment: meetup gifts: “hanging chad” ballot, karma card
2:30:57 Ash Carter on cyberattacks against ISIS, “cyberbombs”; Tech Syndicate podcast on encryption as munitions and Second Amendment; ENCRYPT Act of 2016
2:39:46 Tech News: Facebook’s new “love” button
2:42:15 PBS panelists on Academy Awards: “diverse audiences crave diverse content”, “95% whites in leadership positions”, queen of the non-sequiturs on Hollywood liberalism
2:53:37 Pedobear: Rotherham South Yorkshire child prostitution scandal; Dutch protesters arrested for wearing pig hats; Twitter possibly un-verifying journalists for negative posts
3:02:11 Kraft mac & cheese recall over “metal contamination”
3:03:56 Hillary indictment & Comey resignation scandal theory; National Enquirer Bill Clinton health crisis story; Melissa Harris-Perry’s open letter whining at MSNBC about preemption: “I am not a token, mammy, or little brown bobble head”
802  Warehouse of Souls (2016-02-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “So how can you cite no proof?” (0:47:21)
0:00:32 ACC heading for Arkansas; Zephyr schedules
0:02:41 Greece’s neighbors closing or strengthening borders, Tsipras “permanent warehouse of souls”; refugee crisis “splitting Europe”, “keep out, that is Hungary’s message to migrants”, ACC: “girls not allowed”, refugees on abandoned train; Greece not invited to conference in Austria, ACC: “it’s like the roach motel of migrants”; Brexit referendum, “don’t go out, what you are doing?”, “madness”, New York banker: Deutsche Bank and City of London; DH Unplugged pub crawl, JCD on Reykjavik airport wool shopping
0:22:02 Fayetteville meetup, Trump event; W1OER: Trump unlike Hitler, “lost voters”; History Channel German home movie documentary, Hitler’s 50th birthday party, “these people are insane”; Dutch attitude on Reagan transferred to American attitude on Trump; Chuck Todd on Trump inconsistencies, Alisyn Camerota: “show us when we’ve labeled somebody a xenophobe”
0:37:45 Trump Morning Joe “hot mike”, “just make us all look good”; Mitt Romney on tax record “bombshell”, “citing no proof”, “tough guy” lie (JCDPPotD); “see Russia” from Tina Fey, not Palin, JCD’s “newfangled” mouse misattribution; Mika on Rubio as vice presidential pick
0:57:45 CBS “I’m waiting to find the person who’s never told a lie” for Hillary; Ben Carson on racism from the left; MSNBC live report from gun range ( CotD )
1:02:55 Producer Segment: THC toothpicks; ant black pepper; Bernie’s salacious writings
1:23:36 Comey on Apple case: “I do think the larger question is not going to be answered in the courts, and shouldn’t be”, Apple’s superstar lawyer Ted Olson, inapplicability of probable cause; Tim Cook’s new meme: “software equivalent of cancer”, “this is about the future”, e-mails from the military, “the right place for that debate to occur is in Congress”, “public safety” meme
1:43:23 JCD Apple liability theory, “they don’t need a million lawsuits”, Family Guy: “everybody knows the best way to get any law struck down is to get the gays angry about it”; Bill Gates: “let’s say the bank tied a ribbon around the disk drive”
1:57:33 Producer feedback on MindUP program, Zenergy Chime
2:02:40 Sorghum shows up on Walking Dead: “that there is a criminally underrated grain that could change the game with our food situation”; Stephen King’s 11/22/63, ACC on Billions & Vinyl
2:07:45 Obama on Supreme Court: “let’s see how the public responds to the nominee we put forward”, Constitutional “advice and consent of the Senate”, “lame duck” definition, “we know Senators say stuff all the time”, Biden: “President Bush should … not name a nominee”; moneyball fantasy football
2:17:05 WikiLeaks reveals NSA tapped Berlusconi’s phone
2:18:37 32 new billionaires in Beijing, JCD: “so I’m thinking you were probably right on the gold idea”, gold vs real estate
2:23:28 Donation Segment: JCD story on disappearing Bobby Kennedy photos
2:37:38 “Ad tech abuse” at Mobile World Congress, Shine Technologies CEO Ron Porat on Google “extortion fee” for Eyeo, L.E.A.N. ads: “light, encrypted, ad choice supported, noninvasive”; RTS’s Conor Mullen: “both of you can pay me and we do a revenue share – happy days!”, Porat: “we’ve got a racket going”
2:53:21 ACC’s “hard stop” to fetch Airstream of Consciousness; JCD on “antique town” near Oklahoma border
2:55:23 UC Davis student: “I identify myself as she-her-he-him”
801 White Male Clerks (2016-02-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “To me, it’s the handshake of the devil.” (0:23:23)
0:00:33 Boring town halls and bogative polls, ABC: “Ted Cruz closing in”; Carl “CIA white hair” Bernstein predicts “stop Trump” & “end dynasties” efforts; Iraq “I guess so” to Howard Stern; angry producer e-mail
0:11:50 Bush drops out; student-hugging Kasich; Cruz’ breathy-voiced “awaken the body of Christ, that we might pull away from the abyss”, citizenship lawsuits; Cruz’ Photoshopped Rubio-Obama left-handed handshake, JCD: “your left hand is the wiping-the-ass hand”, ACC: “I use the shells!”, Katy Tur: Trump’s “lead slashed”, overmodulated Cruz clip
0:28:53 Millennials being prepared for Sanders loss, Hillary “numbers don’t add up” meme; Hillary screwup on telling truth: “I’ve always tried to”, booed over Bernie “not really a Democrat”, “it’s true!”, Bernie “honorary woman” story, Dick Van Dyke: “socialism has a whole new connotation now”, Social Security: socialism or not?
0:38:49 Hillary steals free school plank; Hillary potential coughing diagnoses, where’s Huma; CNN on Bush “unbelievable amount of money spent”, Citizens United; polls and strategic voting
0:50:42 Jeffrey Toobin on Scalia’s law clerks at funeral: “an overwhelmingly white male group”
0:53:11 Producer Segment: Nick the Rat’s Rat Radio
1:11:38 Fayetteville meetup; @mtnvortex on team; ACC failed to file intent on time
1:14:24 Apple vs FBI: Tim Cook’s letter for the sake of the company alone, obfuscates passcode security flaw; Cook plays the gay card: “love who they choose”; Rand Paul on FBI’s pile of 175 iPhones, “we just need to wait until someone dies”, remote password reset by Department of Health; 2nd vs 4th Amendment inconsistency; crackpot San Bernardino FBI setup subversion theory; ACC Red Book: Cook resigns
1:38:40 Ash Carter to Charlie Rose: Russia the “competitor”, “little green men”, “heavy equipment” and “persistent rotational basis” troops in Europe; German business suffering from sanctions
1:45:26 Ask Adam: Peter Bergen to caller on Fethullah Gülen: “I’m not familiar with the case”
1:49:16 Donation Segment: JCD’s USAID sorghum bag; ACC’s hug from Shaquille O’Neal
2:01:49 ADA section 508: “blinders”; No Agenda website accessibility “baked into our DNA”; easier to settle than call the legal team
2:04:32 David Cameron negotiates special status for Great Britain in EU, “no more something for nothing” on welfare; Deutche Welle: “deapness of drama”, “no second chance”, Merkel’s french fries, sexual antics in the bathrooms; Firage & Galloway cooperating
2:12:57 Goldie Hawn’s “MindUP” education system package on The Today Show: “a few times each day the kids pause, it’s called a brain break”, Pavlovian response to “brain break” chime, Hawn Foundation CEO’s $289k salary, ACC: “maybe they sell them on the site”
2:20:37 Melissa “I need some muscle” Click: “he ... came at me with a camera”, “it didn’t say professional journalist to me”, JCD: “you’re supposed to wear a fedora with ... a card sticking in it that says press”; Louisiana police captain Clay Higgins addresses the gang problem: “if you raise your weapon to a man like me, we’ll return fahr with superior fahr”
2:29:41 Neil deGrasse Tyson quotes Galileo on consensus science; JCD on Fort Jefferson in Florida Keys: “where’s the rising tides?”
2:34:34 Kerry tweet after Hollywood studio exec meeting: “great convo”; CDC sleep deprivation study, “college education or higher”

556
800 Toilet Wars (2016-02-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “Wiggy, wiggy, wiggy!” (0:38:43)
0:00:33 Thanks to all the helpers and producers, ACC: “how amazing it is”; Nick the Rat’s Illuminati symbol in iTunes artwork, “destroy computers” mashup jingle
0:12:37 Hillary barking dog episode, jingles; CNN lies about coughing episode: “she choked up so badly that she struggled to speak for a few minutes”, ACC: “I think she’s suckin’ on a bong, man”, “where’s Huma?”, sniffing on stage
0:24:40 JCD retrospective of Hillary’s lies; Russian uranium deal and Clinton Foundation donations, panel exempt from public records disclosure, ACC: “Bill’s gotta go”; second former Russian anti-doping chief dies; debate over whether South Carolinians hate Jews
0:32:48 Republican town halls, Bush 43 reading anti-Trump speech, Jeb’s gun tweet, Trump family “village of braggarts” tweet, Trump on RNC dirty tricks: “double-edged pledge”, on 9/11: “you may find it’s the Saudis”, Obama “wigs out” on Trump: “they’re all denying climate change ... since the science is unequivocal”, nuclear codes meme; possibility of Ross Perot treatment for Trump; Scalia murder conspiracy theories; ACC’s Valentine’s Day biplane ride
0:48:42 Mika Brzezinski “who am I describing” with Sanders to Trump, JCD on China’s currency devaluation, Apple scales back Apple Store freelancer hours; Trump on military budget: “we’re buying equipment that the generals ... don’t want”
0:54:56 Social Security fraud and Death Master File, 1.4M aged 112+ still with no death information; IRS digitization mess, direct deposit onto untraceable credit card
0:59:48 Producer Segment: vapeyourkale.com; JCD’s lightning strike; KLBJ NA call-in promo
1:26:30 Trump on San Bernardino iPhone: “Apple is absolutely in the wrong”, Carson: “what we need is a public-private partnership”, JCD: “heil Hitler”, Rubio on alternative encryption products, “Silicone Valley” partnership, Cruz on 4th Amendment; Apple ordered to disable auto-erase, enable passcode submission, disable delay, via signed image file, real legal question: forcing Apple to work for hire; ACC’s six-digit passcode, fingerprints not Constitutionally protected
1:51:32 Rubio’s college affordability plans: alternative accreditation, “student investment plan”, JCD: “this sounds like indentured servitude ... or Bowie bonds”
1:54:48 K5ACC news on Dutch repeater network amateur radio news, ACC causes a “pileup”
1:58:01 US Marshalls arrest Texas man for delinquent student loan; free ambulance services
2:01:31 Yatsenyuk survives no confidence vote, rampant corruption, new constitution “contract on a clear geopolitical goal ... which consists of becoming a member of the European Union and NATO”; Russian Obama posters; Bolivian referendum and Morales’ girlfriend, $500k from National Endowment for Democracy, Chinese companies on the scene, ACC Red Book: zika
2:13:06 Gas price comparisons, Deutsche Welle on output freeze proposed by Russia and Saudi Arabia, $1.5M barrels per day excess; old-fashioned gas pumps, two-stroke pumps with oil, Saab 92
2:20:34 Donation Segment
2:38:56 Production issues at Grammy Awards; Stevie Wonder accessibility reference
2:41:59 “ADA 508 trolls”; Google e-mail security-shaming; JCD error 53 article; Seattle “toilet wars”: man legally enters women’s locker room based on “gender identification”; gay misogyny
2:53:52 Lawrence Summers: “halt the printing press” on $100 bills; Bill Clinton: “we are all mixed race”, ACC: “you coffin is over here, Mr. Clinton”; CBS: Obama voted for Alito filibuster, Joy Behar: “his color has something to do with it”, the “Whoopi poopie”
3:01:52 Tavis Smiley “musical plenty” vs Napster
0:00:00 ACC: “Uh, honey, can you get the Viagra vape? I’m ready!” (2:41:34)
0:00:33 Valentine’s Day Facebag tips; Stitcher and Mailchimp woes
0:05:44 Reporter ditches Ronald McDonald House event to cover Antonin Scalia death in Marfa; David Axelrod: “Aaron Sorkin could not have written this script better”; Moneyball analogy; Rachel Maddow: nominate J’Johnson, Axelrod: Kamala Harris; pronounced dead “of natural causes” over the phone, John Poindexter’s ranch; Rubio hands it off to Cruz, “one Justice away”; handpicked Republican debate attendees
0:31:02 Wasserman Schultz answers Tapper’s “rigged” question, “unpledged delegate”; Trump calls out Cruz’ dirty tricks, “hey Ted!”; Trump profanity, bogus bleep, Kimmel’s Unnecessary Censorship; eminent domain in Iowa
0:44:15 Democrat debate: Sanders on Kissinger’s legacy, “Khammer Rouge”; Sanders’ low superdelegate count; Susan Sarandon on “FDR kind of plans”; JCD Red Book: audience rigging against Sanders; 2008 Elizabeth Warren video on Hillary’s reversal on bankruptcy bill; Cruz anti-Rubio “dumb for trusting him” ad with “former porn star” Amy Lindsay, Jake Tapper interview; Black Caucus PAC’s Hillary support, Jeffrey Sachs on CIA & Gaddafi
1:01:57 “D.C. madam” records “relevant” to election, Huma Abedin & Secret Service, Bill Clinton: “it’s rigged because you don’t have a President who’s a change maker”, JCD: “Debbie better get her shiv out”; Alec “tech guru” Ross on Hillary’s e-mail server: “that was the other guy”
1:15:27 Donation Segment: CVC’s dislike of Valentine’s Day
1:37:17 Iran cracks down on Valentine’s Day
1:45:15 North Korean satellite launch watched by “brash young leader”, Pyongyang Marathon, satellite “roughly the same size as a nuclear warhead”, missile defense system talks
1:49:37 Turkey threatens Europe with 50k more refugees, Hungary’s Orban accuses Germany & Turkey for secret pact, Merkel’s “coalition of the willing”; Cloney’s marriage woes; Greek farmers attacking riot police with shepherd’s crooks over austerity measures; London Über strike, JCD on cars vs horse-drawn carriages; Concours of Elegance cabs; Paris Airbnb crackdown, JCD on pre-internet house-trading catalogs; breathing.mp3 theremin file found
2:07:25 Bizarre Obama Valentine’s Day greetings on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, “hi honey, and hi Barack”, “somebody call the Situation Room because things are about to get hot”; JCD reads pun competition entries
2:15:01 Donation Segment
2:22:04 ADA web accessibility scam, serif fonts to be forbidden, SSB BART Group, ACC: “Y2K scam”
2:30:50 Record-breaking cold weather fearmongering
2:33:06 US-made cluster bombs in Yemen; anti-Hillary Michelle Alexander article; Grammy Awards tribute controversy, Russell Simmons’ Oscars alternative; new “400 years” meme
2:40:01 Duncan Hunter on anti-vaping bill: “you’re going to be able to inhale your Prozac”; ACC: “I don’t have Obamacare”; no 500 signatures yet for ACC
2:45:33 Davutoglu accuses Russia of ethnic cleansing in Syria
2:47:12 The state of US greyhound racing; the war on €500 notes
798 Dangerous Speech  (2016-02-11)

0:00:00  (Repeated three times) JCD: “Yeah, they’re going nuts.” ACC: “Yeah!” (0:43:33)
0:00:35  JCD won Super Bowl prediction; not a cheerleader to be found; The View on Beyoncé controversy, “social justice crisis”, Red Lobster up 33%, Sheriff David Clarke on white band in “hoods and white sheets”; JCD on Bubba Smith
0:13:43  DoJ Ferguson lawsuit, consent decree, Loretta Lynch: “they have waited decades for justice”, debtor jails, police privatization; Taser “drive stun mode”
0:23:23  “Trump pulverized his closest rival”, Howard Dean yell, Cruz “he pretends to be a Republican” ad; “asshole” Kasich; Deutsche Welle on “TV star” Trump; Joe Scarborough on Rubio Christie-bashing “dark money” ads; Joe Klein on “low information” Trump voters, “things aren’t so bad here”; ABC reporter goading Rubio into going after Trump; Rachel Maddow: Republicans aligning with “hard right European-style nativist movements”; Trump victory speech and “phony” employment numbers, ObamaCare costs, Great Wall of Mexico & cheap heroin
0:43:36  Sharpton hug for Sanders, “huge” meme, Rubio robot meme; Arne Arneson on anger buoying Trump & Sanders; Hillary’s super delegates; Arneson on out-of-touch comments by Steinem & Albright; millennial: “the free college aspect is awesome”; Obamacare & Enron; continuous hospital-insurance negotiation
1:00:21  Hillary “changed a view or a vote” revisited, Morning Joe on transcripts, praise for Wall Street, Clinton disclosure issues, “has to be bought”; Jen Briney “chip in”; Albright damage control; Jennifer Granholm: Cruz “should get a declaratory judgment”, JCD: “totally responsible for ruining Michigan”
1:15:51  Jen Briney’s show on how to get on ballot, ACC strategizes run for House of Representatives; JCD: lifetime pension on reelection
1:26:32  Producer Segment: Show 800 artwork requirements; milehigh.noagendanotes.com
1:40:09  Tech News: James Clapper testimony on IoT, as written vs as delivered, Feinstein on ISIL: “all they need to carry out an attack in the West is an internet connection and an encrypted message application”, Clapper PDF: “new opportunities for our own intelligence collectors”, HVEs “Homegrown Violent Extremists”, Russian space-based weapon programs; Mexican heroin; turbulence in Moldova; Comey on encryption risk: “a really bad guy will go free”, “going dark”, locked San Bernardino phone, “I don’t want a back door, I don’t want a window, I don’t want a sliding glass door”
2:02:02  Twitter Trust & Safety Council’s “dangerous speech” criteria; University of Texas citation, “someone was offended, it’s against the law” (CotD); lithium batteries on airplanes; eltoro.com IP address database; Google deceptive download button blocker; $19bn cybersecurity action plan; the dangers of “blue light” in mobile devices
2:20:52  Moscow bulldozes 100 small businesses; Iran wanting oil payment in Euros
2:24:49  Supreme Court blocks coal plant rules; Neil deGrasse Tyson flat earth segment, “being wrong becomes being harmful”, “can I get an amen”, mic drop
2:31:34  Donation Segment: NPR’s podcast measurement guidelines
2:44:21  Yanis Varoufakis back in the news
2:46:50  Atherton opts out of paying for Obama visit security
2:50:33  California to hold Google responsible for autonomous vehicle accidents
2:53:15  $1.8bn to combat zika virus; pyriproxyfen insecticide
JCD: “I, this is stupid is why!” (0:21:54)

BART gearing up for 200k Super Bowl fans, J’Johnson: DHS “working overtime”, looking for “counterfeit merchandise”, X-ray trucks; Uber protest, Alexa’s Uber woes, JCD: “this machine is broadcasting subliminal messages”; ACC predicts Panthers, Beyonce album “drop”, basketball “drained it”, ABC promoting Oscars via #OscarsSoWhite, JCD predicts Broncos, lame Super Bowl City vs US Open

BART swapping out fake security cameras for $1.4M; Coast Guard “maritime exclusion zone” for San Tomas Aquino Creek, JCD: “maybe some Viet Cong could be coming up the creek”

ACC now officially K5ACC; Bruce Perens introduces amateur radio: “when the apocalypse comes we’re the guys who are gonna save the world, right?”

Democrat debate: Hillary on “hedge funge managers” loophole, Chuck Todd asks for transcripts; Carl Bernstein: White House “horrified”; classified e-mails to Colin Powell; Sanders on Goldman Sachs’ $5bn fine; Hillary’s gender card, female college students offended; Madeline Albright: “special place in Hell for women who don’t help each other”; Hillary on Sanders’ “artful smear”; “my constituents”; Chelsea “President Sanders” flub

Republican debate: low ABC production values, alpha male arm pats for Trump, crap makeup; single blue Trump frame; Trump reveals “we have all donors in the audience”; Barbara Bush: Trump says “terrible things about military”, “I think about Jeb”

Bush 43: “the first job of the president is to protect America”; sports recap skit; Rubio “Killary Clinton”; JCD Jeb “word matters” mashup; Rubio & Jeb on women and the draft, ACC: “isn’t he gay?”, Jeb on “gutting the military budget”; Rubio’s ISIS “most dangerous ... in the history of mankind” claim; ACC on amped up Rubio, JCD on nose moves, Dabiq apocalypse; Trump: “you’ll find out” what’s worse than waterboarding, Peace Prize nomination; CNN on “Trumper tantrum”, Trump: “I love that phrase”, Ben Carson damage control by CNN

Producer Segment: “clippety-clop” origin story

Rev. Manning’s church in foreclosure, “this ain’t no fag house”, “until I see you pull a baby out yo’ ass, you ain’t gonna pull this church out from underneath us”; “fag” origin

Kerry: Syrians “reduced to eating grass and leaves”, $4.5bn for refugees; refugees in Jordan; EU and UN responses, French ambassador blames Assad for breakdown, Russian ambassador blames rebels; Calais “jungle” refugees attempt Channel crossings

Kirby resurrects “Daesh”; Gayane “RT hottie” Chichakyan asks for proof of Russian jet in Turkish airspace, Kirby: “when you’re done I’ll talk”, “it’s not an accusation, it’s a fact!”

Somali plane explosion “laptop bomb”; JCD on sniffer false positives

UN rules Assange “arbitrarily detained”, Assange: “victory of historical importance”, Britain rejects ruling, no recognition of political asylum

Texas HB2 requires admission rights which hospitals are denying; Sanders targets big pharma; Martin Shkreli Shkreli takes the Fifth, “I intend to follow the advice of my counsel, not yours”; Cummings: “bad boy of pharma”; Sanjay Gupta on zika virus in saliva

Dane Sarah Harris famous in Australia

Donation Segment: ACC’s jury duty woes; wife douchebag callout

#RIPTwitter and algorithmic content, ACC: “short Twitter”, JCD “what you missed” gripe; LinkedIn mission creep; JCD dog head story

Asra Nomani on Muslim women “separate and unequal” at mosques; Obama Hadith correction
796  Bomb Denmark  (2016-02-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “What the Hell is a cylinder of excellence?” (1:54:26)
0:00:33 ACC’s town hall, JCD: “the questions were in the lower third”, Hillary on Goldman-Sachs speeches: “that’s what they offered”, “I wasn’t committed to running” lie, “they’re on notice”; Maddow on counting people “in herds”, Brian Williams: “we hopefully will be the purveyors of truth and justice here”; Hillary’s convoluted “about what the way we have to keep the balance of power in our society is”; Williams on MSNBC f-bomb: “a bit of French that snuck into our English-language translation”, ACC on MTV and basic cable
0:02:44 CNN town hall, JCD: “the questions were in the lower third”, Hillary on Goldman-Sachs speeches: “that’s what they offered”, “I wasn’t committed to running” lie, “they’re on notice”; Maddow on counting people “in herds”, Brian Williams: “we hopefully will be the purveyors of truth and justice here”; Hillary’s convoluted “about what the way we have to keep the balance of power in our society is”; Williams on MSNBC f-bomb: “a bit of French that snuck into our English-language translation”, ACC on MTV and basic cable
0:04:36 Trump-Cruz tied due to rounding, Joe Scarborough urges Trump to spend more; Cruz’ dirty trick, Cruz: “is it a dirty trick to pass on your news stories?”, CNN rebuttal, JCD on annoying competitive debaters, Cruz “Trumper tantrum”, “nuke Denmark”, breathy-voiced preaching; CNN on balleting: “that’s what makes this so exciting”; Jeb Bush “please clap”
0:06:30 Krauthammer to O’Reilly on “Comey primary”; Clinton-appointed judge orders HSBC money laundering report unsealed; Dan Bongino on e-mail server compromise; Hillary on top secret State Department e-mails: “the facts are quite helpful here”; amped-up Hillary crescendo (CotD); “Marcosoft” from Gates donations
0:07:18 Kerry on Iran’s $150bn $55bn and “long-term commitments” to China
0:07:56 Syrian peace talks rescheduled, Syrian government may not attend; Finland to deport 20k refugees; EU attempts to raise another $8bn; Balkan countries to standardize registration; Australia to park refugees in Nauru
0:08:59 Obama’s during mosque visit: “I refuse to give them that legitimacy”; “basic facts” epic stammer, “they be obvious”; Obama’s invokes Hadith; poet Ashraf Fayadh’s death sentence overturned in Saudi Arabia, replaced with 800 lashes; German parliament “trojan viruses” attack blamed on Russia; Farage on Russia in bed with ISIS
0:10:08 WHO “concern” over zika virus sexual transmission in Texas, vaccine efforts, ACC: “this is the ebola script”; ethicist calls for Brazil to give up Olympics; WHO guy on microcephaly and Guillain-Barré syndrome: “why do we not see it in other places yet?”, “vaccines, even” as factors; ATCC virus sample collection, zika sample from Rockafeller Foundation; JCD’s pharmacist on flu vaccine: “I wouldn’t get that shot”
0:10:55 John Fletcher My Sharia jingle, ACC: “I want the whole song, please!”
0:11:22 HTTPS Everywhere revisited, Mozilla’s switch from Google to Yahoo, “you’re safe with us” and Facebook browser combining Bing with “like” history; autism diagnosis may be possible via fMRI; $1k-per-pill hepatitis C drug from VA doctor Raymond Schinazi, “the person that’s responsible always seems to retire just before the investigation starts”
0:12:54 Snowden on EU-US privacy shield: “it’s an accountability shield”; submersible data centers, ACC: “looking for Dude Named Ben with wetsuit”
Trump Head (2016-01-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Google’s saving them, keeping them all safe, safe from bad webthiteth.” (3:11:41)
0:00:35 JCD’s MIA gong mallet, “two-gong household”; ACC on new MIDI controller, AudioRack Suite by the Funk Brothers
0:01:58 Dinner with the O-bots: glee over Ted Cruz affair rumor; baseball player Darrell May “coaching a little bit of baseball”
0:12:24 Chuck Todd on Trump fundraiser: “like a Phish concert, or Dead heads ... Trump head”; JCD 3x3: CBS hit piece, Christie “snit”, Jeb Bush “mission accomplished”; Hillary New York Times endorsement “one of the most qualified candidates in recent history”; Van Jones Trump rant cut off by Don Lemon; O’Reilly unsuccessfully woos Trump back to debate; Trump runs the kids through his plane
0:33:14 Note from Wounded Warrior Project PR director, Chip Reid “I got a job, you got a job”, CBS: WWP on Charity Navigator watchlist; Form 990 deconstruction, IP lawsuits and WWP, book sales at rallies; Trump drops WWP, CBS drops story; Major Garrett’s Trump beef
0:49:00 Kasich: “it’s best not to talk any more about back doors and encryption”; Bill’s quavering “who will do the most”; Bush “so did you, Marco” diminuitive
0:54:36 Joe Scarborough slyly refers to inside information on FBI Hillary investigation, FBI “have never been big fans of the Clintons”; Elizabeth Warren tweets
1:03:38 Producer Segment: how caucuses work, agenda31.org; ACC’s vanity call K5ACC
1:57:35 13-year-old German girl’s story of rape by migrants turns out to have been fabricated; migrant drownings and strandings near Greece; Dutch response to “have a nice day”; Europeans analyze Trump, Belgium the “rat hole”, “Donald Trump is his ideology”; hand grenade for shelter in Germany; Frauke Petry: “police should have the right to shoot at illegal migrants”; Sweden to deport up to 80k; Thom Hartmann to Bill Maher on teaching immigrants the language: “your culture’s fine, but here’s our culture”
2:15:39 Charles Barkley on “racial component” in Super Bowl: “the best way to make talk radio good is to make it racial”; Idris Elba at SAG Awards: “welcome to diverse TV”
2:22:24 New consent laws in California and New York, man on the street: do they cover kissing; California “consent carnival”, five types of consent, Orwell’s 1984; No Agenda consent app, Kleiner Perkins lawsuit, we-consent.org
2:34:34 Ask Adam: Obama on Hillary “she can govern”, “more experienced than any non-vice president”; Glenn Beck “we’re entering really serious and dangerous times” Goldline ad (CotD)
2:39:53 Donation Segment: soap berries
3:02:28 Tech News: HTTPS Everywhere, Tor connection, ad blockers, new “X” icon for non-HTTPS sites, “big scary burglar” on dvorak.org, ACC: “mark my words, this is about advertising”
3:11:52 TtK worried about ACC’s fake accent pissing off the Dutch
3:12:30 Zika virus outbreak in Brazil, JCD: banned pesticide, “if you have any symptoms when you return, see your doctor and use repellants”, “the repellant”, “the Americas”; WHO spokesman: “there’s very little evidence to connect the two with cause and effect”, Guillain-Barré syndrome, “everybody has learned from the ebola lessons”, “vector control”
794  Party Boat  (2016-01-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ooh, oh, oh, I didn’t know this was gonna happen!”
0:00:33  ACC’s new low-latency and better-sounding setup
0:02:01  Democrat town hall with scripted questions, Sanders on college degrees now vs then, JCD on higher education as “moneymaking scam”, new buildings galore; second-guessing Hillary supporter meme, Hillary questioned about dishonesty, “I have had many, many millions of dollars spent against me” by drug companies; “Secretary Sand… er, Clinton … I can see why they have you this question”, ACC: “get some real actors!”; O’Malley “climate change” accent, “greatest business opportunity”, “clean Iowa wind”
0:17:54  Trump to ditch Fox debate, NBC “petulant” meme, Chuck Todd: “debates haven’t been Trump’s best moments”; Glenn Beck: “Donald Trump is a progressive”; Ann Coulter: Fox “not always our network”, Roger Ailes’ arrogance, CNN on “hostile takeover” of party
0:28:45  CBS on Wounded Warrior Project’s “out of control” spending, “alcohol” meme, Form 990 deconstruction, 11-minute package already in the can, CEO Steven Nardizzi’s grand entrances
0:41:55  Trump on evolution of Reagan’s conservatism; on ISIS: “wouldn’t it be nice if we could surprise them and knock the Hell out of them?”, Tom Marino: “we have to kill them all”; Mitchell & Matthews on Bernie Sanders “chaos”, what Hillary has “been through”; Susan Sarandon’s tearful “I give you Bernie Sanders” (CotD), JCD “great analysis” iso; Carson misrepresents history of journalistic objectivity (JCDPDPotD)
0:52:10  Grand jury indicts Planned Parenthood video producers, “tampering with a governmental record” felony, CBS This Morning “I don’t know any journalists that use fake IDs”
0:59:29  Producer Segment
1:03:37  Drunk or not drunk Megyn Kelly, Diane Sawyer’s wine and pills
1:05:28  “Oregon Oather” LaVoy Finicum killed, “compound” meme, conflicting eyewitness account, Sheriff Dave Ward: “some of these folks have spent a lot of time in town, trying to stir some issues within the community”, former fire chief Chris Briels on undercover FBI at armory
1:14:38  Six-Week Cycle: FBI Samy Hamzeh “sting” in Milwaukee, Masonic temple
1:19:39  Depression screening for all adults pregnant women; CVC’s Asperger’s diagnosis via CT scan; ACC & JCD take the mentalhealthamerica.net Pfizer survey, JCD: “no guns for you”
1:40:09  Donation Segment: JCD on stellar Ljubljana pastry shop
1:56:10  Indignant e-mail exchange on Oscars; Danny DeVito: “we’re a bunch of racists”
2:03:21  Tech News: ACC discusses new laptop, Core Audio, Spotlight; Yahoo pipes
2:11:14  JCD: adding cider vinegar to water is “bullcrap”, live vinegar dangers, ACC’s heartburn
2:16:11  Anonymous producer on NOAA “party boats”: “think US Navy minus any training or oversight”, sex party scandal; GPS satellite time “glitch”; correction: Germany is not landlocked; Mennonite producer
2:23:58  20% jump in Weight Watchers stock after Oprah’s insider trading tweet; ABC Trader Joe’s and real estate value native ad, entire D-block devoted to Budweiser Clydesdale native ad, JCD: “how is this news??”, ACC Budweiser website story
2:33:13  4000 responses to Australian petition to ditch Queen; Joni Ernst: “there’s no war on women”, cougar vs major; corny Jeanne Moos package on kids who adore Trump (CotD)
2:43:41  Things the Media Will Not Say: Orrin Hatch on ACA co-op sanctioned book-cooking
2:49:22  Vanity Fair Trump hit piece; “what say you” on Trump’s Iowa ground game run by Chuck Laudner; debate ratings predictions
Divide & Ruin (2016-01-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “John, this is it, they finally got it out!”
0:00:33 Late start, ACC’s upgraded software
0:03:27 Cruz gaffes: “national security exports”, “living or dialing by the daily polls”; Rich Lowry “Tonaal Drump”; JCD 3x3, John Heilemann: National Review hit piece “like an in-kind campaign contribution”, “a tapeworm invading the weakened body of the Republican party”, Barbara Bush weighs in for Jeb; JCD on Thursday news show superiority; Sarah Palin vs Glenn “this dopey guy” Beck endorsements, Palin son’s PTSD and assault arrest
0:21:38 Buchanan advisor’s Trump campaign prediction, big five talk radio guys’ positions; Beck anti-trump rant, identical-sounding sidekick, ACC: “that is an old top 40 DJ trick ... so you can go do coke in the bathroom”, Beck: “I’m not getting rich by saying that”, Trump = Obama, Goldline ad, ACC: “buy some seeds while you’re at it, too”; Trump: “I could stand in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot somebody” context, JCD on Trump repetitiveness; Elizabeth Warren “skip the quorum” moment, ACC: “I’ve still got my eye on her”
0:39:41 Sparse Hillary e-mail coverage, “inter-agency dispute” to Broff; spokeshole Finney: “that’s one Inspector General, there are others that disagree”; Toobin on political vs legal issue, Comey the Republican; State Department blames blizzard for delay on 7k remaining documents
0:53:19 “Snowpocalypse” arrest threat, sledging families in Times Square; National Guard in D.C., drunk or not drunk Luke Russert; Chris “right?” Hayes: 2015 the hottest on record, storm surge threat due to climate change; NOAA guy: “this isn’t a climate change storm”
1:01:12 Lisping Leonardo DiCaprio at Davos: protect climate from “irreversible damage and devastation of unthinkable proportions”, JCD: “it’s like listening to Sylvester the Cat”; Todd Stern hems & haws on climate change believer attrition; Los Angeles methane leak absent from Jerry Brown’s SotS, JCD: “I think a flare gun’s the way to go”, methane dangers, relief well
1:16:47 Producer Segment
1:22:14 Communist flags at Calais refugee camp “the jungle”, “unaccompanied minors” attack journalists; 16-year-old German girl’s deleted Facebag account, Angela “Fatima” Merkel; rise of German anti-Semitism, European expats in Israel; grace period for license-less drivers in Sweden, Finnish culture classes: “you can’t buy a wife”; sanctions hitting Russian investors; Elementary No Agenda theme episode
1:43:45 DiCaprio documentary Green World Rising partner CTX carbon exchange
1:48:51 Iranian foreign investment and tourism, Kerry: sure, some of the money will fund terrorism
1:52:06 El Chapo Guzmán’s Barrett .50 BMG Fast and Furious link, Earnest: “let me take a look at that”, Loretta Lynch: no decision yet to comply with court ruling; Mena Arkansas and Bill Clinton; new Army secretary Fanning asked “are we winning?”; Kurdish “divide & ruin”
2:03:01 Obama in Detroit predicting ubiquitous self-driving cars
2:05:37 Donation Segment
2:13:45 Tech News: new GM ride sharing program; JCD on driving with Paris plates, Solex bicycle motors; DHT-based IPFS Interplanetary Filesystem
2:28:58 ACC thumbs-up for Straight out of Compton; Ice Cube on Oscar controversy
2:32:53 Norway’s DNB bank pushing cashless society; British government de-radicalization program: “if children start to mistrust the mainstream media and show anger towards the government, it could be time to worry”; Saskatchewan school shooting; JCD Petaluma murder epic fail
2:38:27 Haitian election protests; Epic No Agenda beer plug; “gloves are off” for Clinton & Sanders
JCD: spitting sound, ACC: “Very close.” (1:15:42)

JCD’s empty passenger trains; kefir-drinking Chechynan listener BNSF slowdown, rail fans “foamers”, JCD on empty rail cars as sign of downturn; new “suckin’ in soot” jingles

British Parliamentarians debate Trump ban, “bonkers”, “wazzock”, “buffoonery”, “up close we might also get to see just what is under that hair”, “unacceptable behavior criteria”, Trump’s “views on black people”, “he is homophobic and misogynistic as well”, “Megyn Kelly Stiles on Fox News”; ACC’s Trump endorsement on Wikipedia; Jack Dromey: Trump “daft and offensive”, “freedom of speech is not an absolute”, ISIS’ “strategy to radicalize the vulnerable, in particular those with mental illness”; ISIS “match.com style” blog, “jihotties”

Scottish “harpy”: “he’s talking about my children”, Kwasi Kwarteng: “Mecca has been banned for Christians for hundreds of years”; French BNP party membership, “what we need to do is put those voices out there in order to slam them down”; ACC’s Sharia-bot

Tusk predicts Schengen collapse in two months, ACC on Germany’s lack of beaches, CEO at Davos: “the euro and the union are a jeopardy”; Dutch riot in Heesch over asylum center, “I’m pretty sure that we will see more of these kind of attacks on authorities”; proposed EU-wide gas tax; Austria to toughen migration rules; CVC on Rotterdam mayor’s misogyny; UAE & Qatar buying land in Macedonia, 200 mosques in Kosovo; Soros: EU on “verge of collapse”

Producer Segment: “suckin’ in soot”; $333.33 “throng of threes”

Janet Hubert on Jada Pinkett Smith’s Oscars boycott: “blacktresses”, “maybe you didn’t deserve a nomination”; Michael Moore: “an industry that’s so white and so male”, “there needs to be real affirmative action”; Chris Hayes’ new “right?” record ding-fest (CotD); Stacey Dash on getting rid of BET and Black History Month, Sharpton jumping on board, Hollywood-Obama non-sequitur; death of “President Blowfly”; The View: Whoopi damage control for ABC, Chris Rock boycott “seems just as bad”, blames moviemakers, JCD: blame the Chiners

Democracy Now jingoism for Sarah Palin’s Trump endorsement, “I’m With Stupid” headline and son’s assault; Facebag anti-Palin misogyny; Iowan Palin clone: “I’m wondering where she went?”; Chris Matthews hounds Omarosa Manigault about Palin presidency; Trump “nobody likes him” on Cruz, Cruz “Nasty” tweet, Limbaugh on “wolf in sheep’s clothing”; Rick Wilson: Trump supporters “childless single men who masturbate to anime”

Ash Carter may strip Petraeus of two stars; SAP “super top secret” Hillary e-mails; Mika Brzezinski on lucrative Goldman Sachs speeches, Elizabeth Warren as running mate, JCD: “the party will not allow it”

Josh Earnest on “coincidence” of $1.7bn payment to Iran and prisoner release, Kerry statement on 35-year saga, 1979 Hague Claim Tribunal and $2.5bn in escrow, secondary Leibovitch v. Kerry lawsuit, ACC: “this is Jew versus Arab”; overlooked “their passports are examined” in Iranian sailor capture

Moldova unrest on heels of Nuland visit; video of Lavrov avoiding eye contact with Nuland

Koch Brothers’ Nazi-sympathizing nanny, father’s oil refineries for Stalin; Koch Industries memo on Winkler Koch’s international oil refinery deals

$26M IRS phone scam threatening to “put you behind the bars”, “the real IRS never threatens”
791  Shunt Unit  (2016-01-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Well, I don’t know if I should drop this bomb on you now.” (1:39:17)

0:00:34  JCD’s incineration method for Argentine ants

0:04:41  ABC news “just sayin’” on Oscar nomination diversity; Academy’s secret membership, Ed Begley Jr. in charged of male nominees, Chris Rock hosting, #OscarsSoWhite

0:15:30  Melissa Harris-Perry on Chris Christie’s “petulant child” as “boy”, Dave Winer “shocking racist dog whistle”; Tavis Smiley: “black folk have lost ground over the past ten years”, unimplemented Obamacare preexisting condition clause, CVC’s bleeding gums, Obama: “your premiums will go down” bullshit

0:30:00  Republican debate: Fiorina’s face fillers, Cruz & Trump on “New York values”, New York Daily News “drop dead, Ted”; Glenn Beck paints Trump as “New York liberal”; Trump on Cruz birtherism: “I choose him as my Vice-presidential candidate and the Democrats sue”

0:45:13  Cruz “damage control” over Goldman Sachs loan; David Brooks “I have no confidence in my judgment”; CVC’s autism diagnosis, Dutch healthcare; Ben Carson on divisiveness vs values

0:58:16  Producer Segment: double nickels on the dime “No Agenda Minuteman” origin

1:14:59  Ask John: Obama on 1970s “Reagan-era” California smog, “y-you might dah”, “suckin’ in soot”, JCD on photochemical smog, tetraethyl lead as valve lubricant, lead poisoning and violence; Obama “no no no” on Michelle candidacy, “because the Constitution”

1:34:33  ACC requests remix of USA Freedom Kids Trump song; “I guarantee I’m not paying for this nuke”; rules leaving questions of Presidential eligibility rules up to Congress

1:39:30  Donation Segment

1:47:58  JCD’s bombshell: Yosemite locales Curry Village and Ahwahnee Hotel being renamed over $54M trademark dispute, ACC on family history, “why don’t they just call it Camp Verizon?”

1:53:14  Barbed wire at the borders, BBC: “the welcome is cooling”, empty UN Human Rights Council buildings; Deutsche Welle on Merkel “under attack from all sides”, “we have not seen a story like this with Angela Merkel ever before”; Davos on Nuland’s itinerary; Switzerland also to require asset surrender

2:02:23  Schwab analyst Sonders discusses market plunges on NewsHour, “unfinished business from 2015”; JCD on bogative Chinese numbers; ACC on Y2K compliance required by SEC; White House’s “The Great Recession”; oil price analysis, Brent vs WTI, China “golden goose” on demand, lifting of Iran sanctions, pumping to “make up for lost revenue”, bottom of the market Red Book predictions, echoing JCD: “the big one is in 2017, and it’s going to be frightening”

2:25:08  “Have more kale”, “eight superfoods” for 2016 rundown: dumpster salad, kelp, moringa, teff, JCD quinoa & birds story, JCD recommends Lifeway kefir, warns about kombucha, “new quinoa” amaranth, pulses, bugs at #1, “the next climate-friendly superfood”, ACC: “hey, cricket mac & cheese”

2:40:05  French painkiller trial results in brain death, JCD: “I think somebody just got a hot dose”, ACC: “I blame this on Common Core”

2:44:20  Astronaut Tim Peake’s helmet water blob at ISS, swimming pool conspiracy theories, “suspicious points” on shoulders, ACC: “what have they ever done on the International Space Station except fix the damn thing?”, “perfect framing right there”, “sequential shunt unit” dummy load, mission control: “try to drink it and note the taste”

2:51:08  ACC’s Facebag Murdoch/Hall joke response: “what ever happened to you should be able to marry the person you love, hypocrite?”
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790 Climate Disobedience (2016-01-14)

0:00:00 Gong; ACC: “Jihaaad!”

0:00:32 New White House “engagement director”, scripted celebrity tweets, SotU “quagmire” gaffe, JCD: “it was a pack of lies”; Silicon Valley douchebag Jason Goldman’s condescending “I think you guys do this really well with the Today Show”, Matt Lauer’s “hungry for hope” question, Obama on Trump: “talk to me if he wins”, Trump SotU in a “Saturday Night skit”

0:10:51 American sailors detained in Iran, “a meal is served”, ACC: “this was a distraction from the Hillary Clinton e-mail release”, Kerry on Iran’s “quick response”, Catherine Herridge on FBI probe, Hillary: “unsourced, irresponsible claim”; humiliation a Geneva Convention violation

0:20:21 State of the Union: DNC’s Donna Brazile as commentator, guests Kim Davis and “head-scarves”, ACC on makeup: “the President looked like a Cheeto!”; Nikki Haley attacks Trump in rebuttal, “we’ve never in the history of this country passed any laws … based on race or religion”; JCD: “he was smacking his lips … constantly”, Obama “Pre-K for all” and retraining, building a “twenty-first century transportation system”, as written vs as read, 48-hour speechwriting binge, “recklessness on Wall Street” and financial crisis, wages determined “in the boardrooms”; ACC on “two nuns, two beards” shots; Obama brags about military spending, ACC: “look at the girth of our army!”, “I believe in change because I believe in you”

0:46:56 Obama on political rancor, flashback to 2008 Democrat majority, JCD on Democrats “turning out the lights”; Obama: “we have to change the system to reflect our better selves”, Koch Brothers and Hitler meme, on voting: “modernize it”; Kim Davis praying for Obama; Kathleen Parker “Obama bukkake”: “high value of emotional intelligence”, Charlie Rose: “is he one of our brightest Presidents?”, Jon Meacham: “he speaks in these wonderful paragraphs”

1:04:52 Producer Segment: JCD on Land O’Lakes boob gag

1:10:50 Trump to Erin Burnett on disavowing white nationalist robocall: “how many times you want me to say it?”; JCD history of Jared Taylor, Shadows of the Rising Sun

1:19:31 Pelosi: Bill Clinton would be fair game “if he were running”; Donna Brazile: Trump “smearin’ Muslims”; Hillary to Alisyn Camerota on “enabler” role: “I have no response”

1:26:58 Things the Media Will Not Discuss: Clinton Foundation protest over Haiti, Joe Scarborough on Jeffrey Epstein: Trump “more dangerous than any person out there”

1:31:50 JCD 3x3: Tonight Show going easier on Trump

1:33:37 Chelsea Clinton: “Sennor Sanders wants to dismanlle Obamacare”, the “era” before ACA; Sanders on White House as “public housing”, Jerry Brown’s apartment; women all-in on Bernie, Dave Winer: “too Jewish”; State Department Global Engagement Center, social media startup funding; Al Jazeera America shutting down, Peyton Manning lawsuit

1:46:30 New vape packaging bill to force the little guys out of business; neighbor Seth on hoverboard emergency room injuries; David Bowie Street, satanscheerleaders.com, Obama “thank you Satan”; Patricia Paay Bowie hookup “whore” meme, Jerry Hall the 60-year-old golddigger

2:04:26 Donation Segment: Sir Richard Leiter’s National Survey of State Laws

2:11:35 “Necessity defense” for “Delta Five” oil train protesters, climateobedience.org

2:15:39 New Catalan secessionist president; EU interference in Poland; Canada rejecting single male refugees; Turkish bombing a tourism threat; Baltic Dry Index, bogus Chinese numbers

2:29:35 War on Crazy: Glenn Beck on doctors’ laptops and DHHS; Andrew Napolitano on published Executive Orders vs secret Actions

2:34:33 “DARPA is bringing back the vacuum tube”, ACC: “I’m in the market now for a Collins set”
789 Kidults (2016-01-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re not following the rules, not following the rules!” (0:07:49)
0:00:35 “Headbuds”, Steve Jobs documentary; ACC in Dallas for meetup, JCD’s misadventures with meetup.com, ACC power adapter “jiggle the handle”, JCD’s “tours of the Airstream studio”, ACC: “here’s where I sleep, here’s where I poop!”, JCD’s Mailchimp regional messages
0:15:13 Obama gun control town hall, Pooper intro: address “not just people who agree with him as so often happens at Presidential news conference”; Obama on Jade Helm loonies; seatbelts and “smart gun” technology, JCD: “I always keep one on the table, I usually put it over by the crib”, Colt boycott, violent crime drop “something we don’t celebrate enough”
0:29:53 Secret Service issue with Sir Kris’ Knight ring, “no gun for you” retailers, fewer ATF agents, “not because of my budget”, “a whole bunch of responsible gun dealers out there”, Father Michael Flager: “thank you for your courage and your passion, and keep pushing”; Obama “yes, that is a conspiracy” on martial law
0:44:06 CNN packages: Grassley on “tyrannical government”, Trump the kook, gun store hecklers, owner’s Occam’s razeo: “how else do you make fewer guns, they don’t evaporate”; Philadelphia cop shooter’s stolen police gun; NRA opt-out because “we were offered on pre-screen question”
0:54:34 Mandatory mental health screen for college students, JCD on Cassius Clay’s cannon; Rand Paul on The View, Whoopi reiterates “there’s no reason anybody needs to have an automatic weapon”, ACC: “maybe she’s retarding over time”
1:03:05 Producer Segment: Satanism revisited; his & hers drunk & not drunk note
1:27:34 “Facebag” catching on, Oregon rancher subsidies, “cracker terrorists”; Northern Paiute claim, “they gave us ten acres at the city dump”, ACC: Bundy brothers in Ferguson
1:38:59 Gayane Chichakyan on $25k Hellfire missile lost in Cuba
1:41:59 Andrea Mitchell pisses off Kerry over North Korea, “we have had meetings, we have had constant consultations”, Kirby to “lay out the entire tick-tock”; Kimmel “Liewitness News” congratulating Kim Jong-un
1:49:48 Merkel responds to Köln New Year groping incidents, Nigel Farage on police & media cover-up, proposed code of conduct for women, “I’m quite surprised ... that she didn’t suggest that in future they just say stay at home”, Malmo rape capital of Sweden outlaws perp ethnicity disclosure, Kristin Spitznogle on hijab vs “Norwegian whores”, Norway’s immigration numbers; UK “Sharia court this way”
2:14:30 Dutch not all-in on EU-Ukraine trade deal, Juncker predicts “enormous crisis in Europe”, ACC sexy Dutch pillow talk, JCD: “adam@curry.com, Dutch girls”
2:18:17 Mostly fraudulent traffic for Yahoo ads
2:19:22 Donation Segment: “ditto” at meetup for N5ADA
2:35:49 JCD gripe: customs confiscating “bad meat in Europe” salami, sheep casing salami recall
2:38:03 Leonardo DiCaprio to Charlie Rose on scientists “screaming out loud for decades”, “90% of the scientific community”; Good Morning America’s Lara Spencer on “big transition away from carbon dioxide”, “bring your own mug” or Molly Wood’s bamboo utensils, “little Leila” on polar bears: “I don’t know how to fix it”; new “anthropocene” epoch “simply being descriptive”
2:48:46 “Kidults” going to summer camp, “inner child work, shaming, and successful aging”
2:50:37 “El Chapo” Guzmán recaptured thanks to biopic planning
2:53:21 Chris Christie on technology in education: “when any adults have problems with their smartphone, you hand it to your thirteen-year-old”, “every kid should just be carrying an iPad”

568
788 Mental Defectives (2016-01-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “I got a really disturbing note on my door today.” (2:43:40)
0:00:32 Lumosity dinged $2M for misleading “neuroelasticity” claims in NPR ads underwriting; CNN’s three-minute native ad plan, CES native ads; NewsHour: “we need more taxonomists” with ants; 1.6bn gallons of water diverted in California for 40k people
0:11:19 “Oregon Oathers” O-bot memes; “Bundy boys” Citizens for Constitutional Freedom moniker, Obama gun action synchronicity; David Love: “if the group had been black or brown and Muslim, there would be … a violent response”, “armed to the teeth”, Joe Scarborough: send in Chicago PD; former FBI on “homegrown white anti-government terrorism”: “a guy with three teeth, a dog, and a pickup truck, and a gun”, “federal building” trigger word
0:30:31 Obama Executive Actions: “America’s parent-in-chief” “openly wept”; NBC “unprecedented” White House access for SotU; on Sandy Hook: “it gets me mad”, “streets of Chicago” ad-lib, “a violent felon can buy the exact same weapon over the internet with no background check”, 7 per 100k to 3.8 over term; NICS 24/7 transition; Obama “mentally unstable”; on Second Amendment: “it’s there written on the paper”, “I taught Constitutional law, I know a li’l bit ‘bout this”: Chris Hurst “wishing that I could return this contract that I signed”
0:51:25 HIPAA “protected health information” for NICS, “court, board, commission, or other lawful authority”, “mental defective” definition: “marked subnormal intelligence, mental illness, incompetency, condition, or disease”, Thom Hartmann: no guns for climate skeptics, Sir HMFIC on PTSD; JCD predicts “we must do more” speech; Valerie Jarrett two-thirds suicide; national SSRI figures; narcissistic Obama gun control medley, “thank you Satan”
1:13:18 Producer Segment: $15M for smart gun technology, “iGun”
1:19:39 Louis Farrakhan on Trump “exacerbating the race situation in America”; The View’s Joy Behar: “it’s her policies that really matter”, “they’re both dogs … but I still will vote for Bill Clinton”, JCD: “she would also be all-in for Idi Amin or Stalin”
1:26:38 Köln assaults on women blamed on women by mayor, no “blanket suspicion” for migrants; CVC clobbers a Moroccan thug; ACC recommends Lilyhammer integration center subplot
1:33:53 B-roll Moroccan footage in Trump’s Mexican wall ad; Bill Clinton vs Bill Cosby; dirty trick and “five thousand miles away” meme; Cruz to ABC on Hillary’s enemies, Trump flip-flops on Cruz birtherism, JCD Red Book: Trump bows out and supports Cruz
1:49:03 Nora Roberts “num” on Zuckerberg home AI
1:52:00 Donation Segment: Eagle Scout congratulations
2:07:43 Flint, Michigan lead-contaminated water back in the news; CES hoverboards, UHD & HDR
2:12:53 “H-bomb” for Kim Jong-un’s 33rd birthday, bellowing news woman iso, State Department spokesperson “many entreaties” lie; Siegfried Hecker on deterrence: JCD on obnoxious Navy captains, Kirby refuses Matt’s invitation to condemn Saudi beheadings, Saudi Foreign Minister on Iran sanctions and travel ban, Bahrain & UAE all-in, Saudi oil production way up
2:34:00 UK vape license for smoking cessation, ACC: “Dexter’s gonna have a yacht”
2:36:17 Lincoln statue’s missing hand; Berlin statues of Manning, Snowden, and Assange
2:37:52 Payday loans thriving under big bank consolidation; ISIS takeover of Afghan drug trade
2:43:40 ACC’s invitation to “cornhole with your neighbors”; JCD story compilation project, elephant gun massive bruise story; 787 early ending outrage
2:51:07 Nigel Farage assassination attempt; Gary Johnson enters race
2:53:51 American anger statistics; Mimi’s “coalition of haters”, JCD: “take over your towns, people!”

569
787 Climate Deaths (2016-01-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, you wanna come to my bomb shelter, kids?” (1:35:25)
0:00:34 JCD: “it’s a police state, why should I go out?”; Austin fireworks at 10:00
0:02:17 Texas open carry begins; drunk Obama “happy New Year everybody”, gun lobby “loud and well-organized in its defense of effortlessly available guns”; unloadingyour401k.com divestiture push; University of North Dakota professor: stiff restaurant owners who allow open carry of “high-powered automatic weapons”, JCD: “it’s premeditated if you bring the card in”
0:04:34 Obama’s Instagram Star Wars photos; Bush Sr.’s unwillingness to mock political opponents
0:09:08 National {Mentoring, Slavery & Human Trafficking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month
0:21:00 We’re doomed in 21 days according to Al Gore; The Verge: Miami is doomed, 9.9 meter sea level rise, “Atlantis-like future”, India’s 2200 “climate deaths”; USGS maps for JCD
0:24:37 “Oregon Oathers” Malheur Refuge takeover, “militia” meme, re-arrest under oddball 1996 arson = terrorism law, LZ Granderson: “could you imagine what would have happened if a black man ... stood in defiance of the federal government with semi-assault rifles?”
0:27:37 Tel Aviv shooting, Paris mosque ramming, Munich train station shutdowns, 3k police in NYC, “general permanent terror threat”; Munich Olympics shooting, 1975 LaGuardia bombing flashback; Brussels fireworks cancellation, car pushed into train station on YouTube, Munich “concrete information from the intelligence of a friendly country”, JCD on bomb threats
0:37:08 Six-Week Cycle: Emanuel Lutchman “pressure cooker bombs and knives” plot, “mental health issues”, “a couple of FBI informants” for $25k, “mental hygiene” arrests, “machete, duct tape, ammonia, and latex gloves” Walmart purchase, ACC: “they chose the black checker”
1:04:08 Producer Segment: railax.com
1:20:41 State Department’s 2015 “peace and security” for Syria achievement (CotD)
1:21:56 Hyperventilating Palmieri revisited on “ISIS recruiter” Trump meme “being used in social media”, “she didn’t have a particular video in mind”, Trump “starring” in new slapped-together video, “not by ISIS, as Hillary Clinton predicted”, Trump: “Hillary Clinton created ISIS with Obama”; al-Shabaab video for African-Americans; Howard Dean: “you just don’t mess with Bill Clinton, you’re gonna be finding yourself six feet under”
1:33:27 Hillary terrorizes boy with scripted mental health question; JCD on bomb shelters
1:35:55 Bill’s “fourteen??” women, JCD: “nice fabric”; new Trump ad spend, “Stradivarius” meme
1:38:49 Oakland University “America’s first cannabis college”; Oregon 25% tax
1:40:10 NYC wireless IFB frequencies in or near the 70cm band
1:41:48 First female President for Taiwan, JCD on Taiwan-China history, $12bn in arms sales
1:49:23 Erdoğan extols Third Reich’s executive power, Turkey-Israel oil deal, ISIS training camps; Russia: NATO expansion a security threat, “not an inch east”, Ukraine-EU agreement
2:00:10 DH Unplugged hiatus; La Vie closure, appointment callbacks, ACC: Austin “guns and bugs”
2:04:48 Corsican independence; Mali-Senegal border, Muslims “do not accept the law of the state”
2:09:08 Donation Segment: mile-high “solo” club
2:16:44 ACC: Mexicans not up in arms over Trump deportation threats, JCD: “as opposed to those bloodthirsty Muslims”; RT on Saudi beheading-fest and Iranian backlash, US Shia-Sunni divide & conquer strategy, “civil war” oxymoron, new proxy war with Russia; riots in Bahrain
2:29:13 Millennial on “obsolete” Pentagon mainframe audit: “COBOL ain’t dead”, JCD: “there is corruption afoot”, Rumsfeld 9/10 flashback, omnibus bill defense increases
2:35:26 Facebook’s verified users and the police state
0:00:00 ACC: “You chaps have more cheek than Kim Kardashian.” (1:10:58)
0:00:33 JCD’s new gong; Tom Waits a No Agenda listener; JCD-ACC Photoshop job with Motorhead’s Lemmy; “rampant misogyny” e-mail; Poppy Harlow MKULTRA; Texas open carry
0:10:30 Brussels New Year fireworks cancelled, eight Belgian military guys’ orgy with two policewoman, Belgian plan “inspired by ISIS”, CNN: “authorities across the world on alert for terror”, “historic sites” attack plan, “not directed by ISIS”, NYC “no credible threat”, J’Johnson addresses police academy; nine-year-old stabbing a “botted ISIS audition”
0:18:01 BS of the Day: Real ID Act; House Resolution 569 condemning “hateful rhetoric” toward Muslims, JCD: “the First Amendment’s got to go”; FBI in on bacon mosque “hate crime”, brick through window in dinky strip mall mosque, pulled Salon article on Muslim vandal; five years in jail for UK “emotional bullies”, JCD: “you’re not gonna wear that are you?”
0:31:05 New Anonymous anti-Muslim “op”; Seinfeld & Obama, Trump as 1963 Corvette Stingray
0:34:44 Financial Times: Trump “the Kim Kardashian of the political and economic world; John Dickerson’s Face the Nation objectivity on Trump’s small donors, Bush "hasn’t spent forty million, he’s wasted forty million", Savannah Guthrie epic fail with Clinton’s "alleged extramarital affair"; irrelevance of Citizens United
0:42:55 ACC Chi-Raq review, Lysistrata, anti-gun message, “it’s like watching CNN in a movie”
0:45:56 New Mein Kampf critical edition, battle over Diary of Anne Frank copyright
0:49:05 JCD 3x3: ABC D-block in-house Star Wars native ads; Disney still wheeling and dealing with Star Wars marketing; ask Adam: top three Beatles streaming hits Come Together, Let it Be, Hey Jude: anti-Trump, pro-Hillary, anti-Semitic
1:00:01 Producer Segment: JCD’s semi-finished books; ACC “the Uber of trains” truber.com
1:24:52 New topical No Agenda CD “AGWWTF”; truther CDs in San Francisco; meetup.com/noagenda
1:27:07 Chelsea Clinton: please “chip in”; Whole Foods product stories, “small batch”; Hillary cackle for kid’s “she deserves to … get more money than my father”; Archie Bunker and the war on men; ISIS sex slave owner’s manual: no mother-daughter trysts
1:38:34 Amy Goodman on worldwide “extreme weather fueled by climate change”, tornado expert: “nothing is conclusive”, ACC: “ruh-roh”; “seems to be” overuse
1:47:10 Israel miffed by White House spying on Netanyahu, Congress surveilled as side effect; Jewish demographics at large vs in Congress: 2% vs 7%; NYC penalties for using wrong pronoun, discriminatory dress codes; “front-stabbing”
1:54:34 Arabic subtitles for Merkel’s New Year speech, €17bn refugee budget; more bank bail-ins
1:58:21 Obama’s last-ditch Gitmo closing effort, Chicago’s Homan Square; Pentagon to be “audit-ready”; Army’s unaccounted-for $5.8bn, obsolete COBOL mainframe systems blamed
2:08:25 Hillary’s Secret Service agents injured in head-on collision; journalist Naji Jerf assassinated in Turkey; Debian’s Ian Murdock suspected suicide, ACC: “It could be Rita Katz for all I know”
2:14:57 Donation Segment: Dame Clyde Astrid; Thai 55 = “ha ha”
2:26:34 Canadian ThothX space elevator with NASA funding; Bosch dragged into Volkswagen scandal
2:34:25 Zuckerberg’s internet.org walled garden free internet shut down in India and Egypt
2:40:26 New Year predictions, ACC: death of apps, JCD: cloud is dead
2:45:28 Colorado nonprofit raising homelessness awareness by passing out joints
2:46:15 McLaughlin Group prediction: Obama’s defining political moment skipping “Charlie Hebdo’s Magazine march”; Obama considering Pentagon plan to keep JSOC hub in Afghanistan

786 Come Together (2015-12-31)
785 Hispandering (2015-12-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s the bomb, it’s the cat’s butt!” (1:52:32)
0:00:33 “Officially licensed”; Dallas tornadoes and flooding, “scientists say not so fast” on climate vs weather; ACC’s “alcoholic-related” gifts, “I do not park the hoverboard under the tree”; JCD’s “Aflac” buck deer call from JMD, mouse call, “here is The Hoff” keychain
0:09:10 TtK learning about Clinton body count, Nichols’ The Clinton Chronicles, Bill to become UN ambassador, then Secretary General; arson at Bill’s birthplace, “55” graffiti numerology; Boy’s Town documentary Conspiracy of Silence, Kern County Pedobear documentary; private rail cars on the California Zephyr, aaprc.com, JCD: “this is one step up from the Airstream”
0:19:23 Larry Nichols’ Clintons as underdogs theory; “seven ways Hillary is just like your abuela” “Hispandering”; Sanders’ fired DNC database guy Josh Uretsky an NGP-VAN plant
0:25:41 JCD Star Wars spoiler-fest, “there was too much running”
0:39:52 Report from “no ebola quarantine for me” girl: “every year children do die of the flu”; Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome drug from 1970s resurrected for FDA approval to the tune of $100k per year, “only rich country in the developed world” meme; ACA co-ops dropping left & right, CDC to change OxyCont in guidelines, opposed by big pharma lawsuits
0:54:43 London police to leave wounded to die; Theresa May “pernicious issue of cyber-bullying”
1:00:47 Black Lives Matter shuts down Minneapolis venues over police killings and “rising Islamophobia” (CotD); 19-year-old Jalil ibn Ameer Aziz indicted by FBI for tweeting; ACC on The Wire tightrope walking gear at customs; JCD: “take his passport and ship him off to Syria”
1:14:51 Producer Segment: “I believe” & “I think”
1:54:03 Producer: Star Wars’ only black character a janitor; JCD on Christmas gift lists; BLM using Islamaphobia to draw in Minnesotan Somalis; US Council on Muslim Organizations: “if you engage in Islamophobia ... we’re gonna take our souls to the polls”, “there will be another organization that might be formed from the community”; Sloth-like Obama to Steve Inskeep with “death rasp” on ISIS; Reuters millennials on ISIS green light for organ harvesting from “Research and Fatwah Committee”, ACC: “this is a Bat signal to Rita Katz!”, lapse in camel urine quality assurance; Vienna terror attack warning from “friendly intelligence service”
2:21:21 Seymour Hirsch London Book Review article on Turkey as ISIS arms source, Dempsey slipping intelligence to BND, Amy Goodman steps on Hirsch’s “at least here I can have more than three or four sentences”, Dunford the White House lackey, Obama’s private meeting with “Erğodan”, ACC: “that’s rich, Amy Goodman correcting somebody on pronunciation”, Turkey attacking Kurds and Syrian army, UN pass for Saudi Arabia & Qatar
2:20:49 Czech President Miloš Zeman: refugees “organized invasion”; “cyber-chaos” in Turkey; Erdoğan talks down bridge jumper; Cyprus reunification talks; JCD: “it all leads me to believe that Obama is a Muslim!”, Daniel Pipes’ articles, Muslim spotter: “Michelle might be”; State Department bumped human rights records for Oman & Malaysia
2:30:08 ISIS threatens Israel attacks on heels of Russian strikes; Lawrence Wilkerson on Assad chemical attacks: “I said bull”; possible Schengen status for Georgia & Ukraine; Matt Lee to Kirby on Assad’s “stay” vs “go”: “there has been zero movement on Assad for three years”
2:40:29 Donation Segment
2:50:37 North Korean “super EMP warheads”; $1.8T budget, visa waiver changes; “techno-skeptics”
2:59:12 NewsHour lump of coal for Republicans; medical marijuana enforcement defunded; Robert Downey Jr. pardoned by Jerry Brown; NewsHour on parody origin of White Christmas
Hot Rhetoric (2015-12-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ugh, hey hey, when you show up for a Christmas show, you get a show!”

0:00:36 “The Trump & Putin Show”, ACC beer break

0:02:01 Miss Universe 2015: entire franchise sold by Trump, co-winner strategy, Perez Hilton: “thankfully, Donald Trump no longer owns this pageant”; ACC: “he’ll be the first to go”; mixed race, duckface, Steve Harvey’s small font cue card; ACC pageant judging with Boy George; Philippines on US military bases, Harvey: “nailed it!”, USA on gun control: “pay attention”, Harvey: “we need some gun control” vs Tavis Smiley “give every negro a gun”; “why should you be the next Miss Universe” for finalists, no interpreter for Colombia, JCD: “Miss USA thinks this is great!”, ACC on reel-to-reel loops, JCD Audacity 1000x speed vamp, Harvey: “please don’t hold it against the ladies”, JCD: “Fox screwed the dog on this thing”

0:29:34 Hillary’s hyperventilating communications director Palmieri backpedals on Trump video accusation, “hot rhetoric”, “SITE International Group” saying “he is being used in social media by ISIS as propaganda”, Jersey “alleged mystery video” (CotD), Katz/Palmieri skit; “fornicator” Bill YouTube video from Japanese jihadi site; Trump: “she’s a liar!”

0:39:17 Hillary’s pee break, “shlonged”, “Big Dick Club”, Trump on journalists: “I would never kill them but I do hate them”; Trump and Stephanopoulos spar on Putin vs Clinton body count, Russia selling Iran “beautiful new modern missiles”

0:56:18 Producer Segment: PewDiePie/Nick the Rat art feud; further Serial deconstruction

1:27:09 Fiorina: “we are using the wrong algorithms” to find terrorists, aborted “in World War II” analogy, “not using” Palantir capabilities vs USA Today “climbing its way up the tech ladder”; Tim Cook to 60 Minutes on privacy vs security: “we’re America, we should have both”, “it would cost me 40%” on taxes, “total political crap”, Chinese manufacturing vocational skills

1:44:18 Reuters millennials: Republicans all-in on climate change, JCD: “they never mention that it’s snowing like a sonovabitch in Oregon!”

1:48:32 Slightly overmodulated ISIS Christmas message: 0/5 Dvorak millennials know “jack move”

1:51:52 Five Skanks The Real mirror-kissing; Ask Adam: Alanis Morissette The Talk off-key medley

1:58:05 USA Today self-driving car update; Roko’s Basilisk autonomous millennial thought experiment: “the possibility that capitalism is an alien mental illness”, “this is why thought experiments are bullshit”; Hello Barbie “smart toys” and Mattel server farm, JCD: “give me your parents’ Social Security number”; 3200 inmates released due to “good time glitch” over 13 years: $80M in oddball tax refunds from IRS “glitch”

2:08:18 Yale Ami Horowitz petition for First Amendment repeal, “I think the Constitution should be one big safe space”; the No Agenda petition dodge; JCD racist queue tip: choose the black checker, ACC: “you should say, you’re much faster than them white people”, Chinese girl’s cash back in quarters at Target

2:14:55 Donation Segment: JCD: avoid women at passport control

2:31:05 Tariff rates dropped on Japanese turbine parts by Executive Order; Matt Lee on the road

2:35:21 Now coffee is good for you again; Canadian canned air in China

2:38:18 Elderly Wisconsin woman calls 911 for “ISIS is great” pillow talk

2:39:47 Honolulu police requiring doctor’s note for gun permit; LA police shooting of Noel Aguilar

2:44:15 Colorado favored stocking stuffer an $80 “comically large joint”
783 Bernie and the Breach (2015-12-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Usually I’m just spinning.” (0:38:15)
0:00:32 VoidZero’s new human resource
0:02:49 Democrat debate: “Bernie and the breach”, “our staffers said, whoa, what’s goin’ on heah?”,
CEO Trevelyan worked for Clinton-Gore, DNC “shut off our access to our own information”;
apology to Hillary; Washington state Democrats to go with caucus process; no National An-
them, ACC: “Hillary’s outfit – it was like a burlap sack”; Hillary’s extended bathroom break,
“we believe Secretary Clinton will be coming around the corner any minute”, “jack move”
0:22:40 Hillary on San Bernardino: “most important job of being President”, NewsHour on #1 job;
Trump “becoming ISIS’ best recruiter”, O’Malley’s Muslim friend’s kids, Clinton communica-
tions director: “not referring to a specific video”, ACC: “I’m sure Rita Katz is gettin’ the call
right now”; encryption “Manhattan-like project”, confidence in “our tech experts”
0:34:44 Hillary on gun manufacturer immunity; The View on majority opposition to AWB, Goldberg-
Behar call and response, Whoopi: “how ‘bout an assault weapon wall?”; Hillary “no, not at
all” on ground troops, “we were attacked from Afghanistan”; Sanders: “Wall Street is gonna
to like me even less”, Glass-Stegall
0:47:07 Trump’s mocking voice: “Putin called him brilliant, that’s not good”, “World War III,
for what?”; ABC “political strongmen”; Jeb Bush #ChaosCandidate and Romney “thug Putin”
tweets; CBS Muslim focus group with stooge Frank Luntz, uptick in hate crimes according
to CAIR; NYT replaces paragraph on Obama’s cable TV comment to “save space” with two
paragraphs, Krauthamer: “his usual professional condescension”
0:58:45 Producer Segment: sloths and Zootopia; WWII shibboleth Scheveningen
1:11:57 C-SPAN “if I can shit in your mouth” call-in question, coordinated truther call-ins and ex-
pensive digital delays, ACC: “dumping out is a skill”
1:15:25 Bear Grylls: Obama climate plan “the most significant thing any human being has ever done
to protect the earth”, Obama: “when I started looking at the science, it was indisputable”,
Republicans as outliers; 2008 “genocide and disease – all of the candidates ... share these goals”
1:23:05 Ted Cruz’ resemblance to Green Acres shyster Mr. Haney, Joe McCarthy
1:25:49 Lagarde in hot water over Adidas and RMB/SDR deals, JCD: “she looks like a baseball glove”
1:29:27 Omnibus spending bill, CISA vs Star Wars, leaked White House document on “narrowly
targeted” liability protections, no immunity for failure to act, over-sharing incentive, DHS
NCCIC’s exclusive purview, “cat’s meow” EINSTEIN
1:39:02 Tech News: cautious driverless cars vs insane humans “to keep up with the rest of us scofflaws
on the highway”, new California laws, Bloomberg Betty: “but can it ever be really figured
out, Keith?”, $10 timeframe bet; Juniper Networks breach via three-year-old NSA patch
1:57:44 Turkish MP Eren Erden: ISIS producing sarin in Turkey, Erdoğan’s “Ottoman Hearths”
2:03:13 Miss Universe predictions: Ukraine, Spain; Paris €75k fines for “too skinny” models
2:07:20 Donation Segment: JCD peanut “shake shake shake”
2:17:51 LifeLock class action suit; new to Austin cuisine: “micro greens”, ACC: “microveggies”
2:22:50 Second Half of Show: “flat earth society” lighthouse visibility; NASA composite earth photos
2:30:26 Polish demonstrations organized by yet another NGO, Jarosław Kaczyński, Nord Stream 2
Poland bypass, JCD: “has Nuland visited?”, Chicago enclaves
2:39:02 Grassley on EB-5 visa extension, $500k and 10 jobs; Canadian citizenship for sale; Morning
Joe on DHS visa social media memo, firewalls “to keep people from goofing off on the job”
0:00:00 ACC: “Well, but do hookers have a certain walk?” JCD: “Well, yeah!” (2:25:51)
0:00:36 Republican debate: camera-blocking heads in crowd, no audio from Reince Priebus, why Melania Trump has coat over shoulder, JCD: “boils”; Trump vs Citizens United, Koch Brothers; Bush “I know what I don’t know” on Putin, Trump endorsement from Putin, clueless Jeb: “insulting his way to the Presidency”; Christie all-in on shooting down Russians, “feckless” Obama meme, Rand Paul: “if you’re in favor of World War III, you have your candidate”, JCD: “what is the point of a no-fly zone?”; Carson on killing children by the thousands
0:24:15 Trump on killing ISIS families, Jeb “lack of seriousness”; Santorum: “we have entered World War III”, Graham: “the next 9/11 is coming from Syria”; Joe Scarborough on Trump-Cruz deal; Cruz on carpet bombing Iraq vs Syria
0:36:00 “Secret policy” to not use social media in visa screening, Kirby: “obviously, things went wrong”, “you’re not here to spend all day on Facebook” skit
0:42:34 Heidi Cruz possible next target, Carolyne Heldman “fired for her thighs” story; Fiorina’s lipstick and fillers, “lumpy lips”, Christie’s disarrayed tie; Fiorina: Twitter in existence for “several years”, Fiorina’s NSA truck; Tapper on Trump Muslim ban, ACC Muslim Rorschach test, “less safe” & crazier than Cheney memes; CAIR on Islamophobia
1:03:19 New Norman Lear anti-hate speech campaign; New Yorker “welcome to Canada” satire; JCD on “smoke-filled room” process and brokered convention meme, “pledged to Trump”
1:13:11 Pennsylvanial Walmart layaways paid off again this year
1:14:42 Producer Segment
1:20:58 Earnest spins Bergdahl case as Obama “no soldier left behind”; Serial season 2, approached by Mark Boal of The Hurt Locker with recorded conversations, soldier: “is he like CIA or what?”, ACC: extraction botched by Obama
1:37:00 Rebel Without a Cause clip to goad ACC to watch
1:39:00 Facebook, Twitter to delete anti-refugee “hate speech” in Germany, “criminal expression”; €300M for “rapid reaction team” border guard by 2020; Geldermalsen refugee center riot
1:47:36 Los Angeles school closing over “credible threat”, “army of supporters”, “me and my 32 comrades”; Comey alliterated metaphor-fest, “primary tumor of terrorism”, “culture of core al-Qaeda”, “come or kill”; CNN on “gold standard” propaganda videos, Call of Duty style, “multiple takes”, “army of videographers” and al-Adnani
2:03:28 Proposed South Carolina law to maximize difficulty of obtaining Viagra
2:05:34 Donation Segment: Newsletter sloths
2:19:13 JCD anesthetized watching Kerry: not seeking “regime change as it is known” for Assad, JCD: “I’m pleasantly floating in the air, thinking of the wizard”; Putin’s KGB “gunslinger’s gait”, JCD Brazilian Microsoft milieu story; Austin Apple Store training campus
2:28:58 New “neurodiversity” school program to defund special education
2:30:11 Native Ad of the Day: Chipotle “central kitchen”; Vox Media goes mainstream
2:33:03 53% of New Yorkers oppose AWB; Amazon “pervasive and lethal” toy gun ban
2:36:14 Ash Carter in Iraq: “this fight has to be fought; it’s for civilization, against evil”; new Trump supporter “he is resonating” and antenna theory, JCD: “play the theremin”
2:40:48 J’Johnson on new NTAS propaganda “news leaks, anonymous sources”, “increased presence of law enforcement across communities in the weeks ahead”, Twitter cyberattack warning
2:48:12 The Verge counts “cyber” occurrences in budget bill; CISA slipped in
781  Gun Disease  (2015-12-13)

0:00:00  JCD: (falsetto) “Ooh, where’d you get this recipe?”  (0:46:57)

0:00:34  JCD poetry; new Podfather claim and NPR model, Dave Winer on history of podcasting

0:03:26  Journalists cheering at COP21; Obama narcissism; Amy Goodman shifts into breakneck speed; “political ecologist”; 2.7°C, ratification by Executive Order; IIGCC $3T; protesters’ “mike check”; Harrison Ford: “the planet’ll be OK, there just won’t be any damn people on it”

0:23:02  deGrasse Tyson: no opposing views needed in science stories, “emergent scientific truth”; “200 years of scientific literature” and “publish in journal” memes; climate scientist John Christy calls for research “red team” funding, Germany & Japan adding coal fired power plants

0:38:47  Dinner with the O-bots: George the big data guy; JCD gripes about pre-dinner waits, “I have some appetizers, it’s usually like a stuffed egg”, Carolyn denies all knowledge of dime on the Moon; Trump passport meme; museum curator’s traumatic border checkpoint experience

0:57:51  Justin Trudeau greets refugees to be housed on air force base

1:00:41  CBS CEO Leslie Moonves on campaign spending: “go Donald”; producer note on “Trump’s lies”; Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! anti-Trump tear, “maybe he just meant he’s never leaving the white race”; Trump on Cheneythe extremist; Whoopi: “I think maybe he should be on the watch list”; Hillary: gun grab “totally untrue”, Trump “no longer think he’s funny” meme

0:18:43  New editor in chief at The Economist; Dutch Trump “nothing but disaster” headline, journalist Michiel Vos: “slogans all the time”, Vos married to Nancy Pelosi’s daughter; BBC “democratic secret agent” conspiracy theory; WSJ mob connections story, Trump dirty trick; “we gotta knock the shit out of these people”; Anonymous Trump Towers web site takedown

1:34:44  Producer Segment

1:40:35  JCD requests Christmas-themed jingles, beer sound effect

1:42:14  “Gasps were heard inside the Supreme Court” over Scalia’s “less advanced” school for black students comment, “Twitter ignited”, last year’s Clarence Thomas opinion ignored

1:49:49  Blumenthal: “up in arms” over 30k flu cases, “epidemic of gun death and gun disease”; Josh Earnest on “scrubbing the rules”, record-breaking Black Friday NICS number a “tragic irony”, “proliferation of violent weapons of war has not led to fewer gun deaths” lie; Comey clueless on internet gun sales: “I assume it’s shipped to you, but I don’t know for sure, actually”

2:01:05  Man finds his stolen truck for Santa Cruz police; Marina DUI checkpoint success measured by number of cars stopped; “am I free to go” skit

2:06:06  Eric Schmidt NYT op-ed: build tools to censor internet, ACC: “heil!”; “fear guides”, Obama: “in recent weeks our stikes have taken out the ISIL finance chief”, ACC: “we killed the CFO!”

2:14:19  Enrique Marquez 2012 plot with Syed Farook; DHS official utterly unprepared for House hearing; passport printing machine and blanks stolen in Syria; Ukraine art theft scandal dud

2:28:53  Donation Segment: .223 ammo information from producers

2:38:04  Second Half of Show: Kubrick fake moon landing hoax a promo for Moonwalkers

2:42:44  Boston commuter train takes off without operator; Linzie “duckface” Janis

2:44:20  Putin to military: “act tough”; Turkey claims ethnic cleansing; IED in Homs

2:46:42  Austin hate; Trump support up; National Enquirer “spot a terrorist”; Dr. Drew on clock boy

2:54:37  Kirby loses his shit on Gayane Chichakyan: “another ridiculous question”

2:57:21  Friends of the Earth guy: developed nations “grown fat and rich from carbon pollution”

2:58:51  Where in the World is Victoria Kagan Nudelman: Georgia; Taliban infighting, AUMF

3:01:49  Note from high school freshman: CNN “gem” on danger from North Korea
780 Dustbin of History (2015-12-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Is that right before or after my vape explodes and blows my teeth out?”
0:00:33 El Niño; Katie Perry UNICEF weather report; trigger warning outro
0:03:47 Katie Turd on Trump Muslim ban, Obama MLK “freedom of others”, proposed British Trump ban, Stephanopoulos “so you’re for internment camps??”, Josh Earnest: “disqualifies him from serving as President”, St. Petersburg mayor’s proposed Trump ban; recently-overturned HIV ban, Chinese Exclusion Act, Earnest “dustbin of history” quality, “fake hair”
0:18:52 Jeffrey Toobin: not Constitutional; JCD on “awful and Constitutional”; J.K. Rowling Voldemort tweet, Trump’s “radicalized” London areas, Amy Goodman name-drops Marine Le Pen
0:28:50 Gaffney’s CSP surveys “will be recognized as a hate group in the coming year”; anti-Trump Boris Johnson; pig head at mosque; CAIR: Trump “playing into the hands of ISIS”
0:36:33 ACC Christopher Buckley “stupid internet” story; Goodman: all attackers Belgian or French, Teju Cole “dangerous clown” post; Brokaw editorializes on internment camps; Flashpoint’s Evan Coleman: crazies “surrounding mosques with assault rifles”, “I hear the word Jew”
0:49:25 Trump: “stop calling them masterminds”, see Bill Gates about “closing that internet up”
0:52:29 Producer Segment: JCD’s breath work theremin clip
1:06:40 Comey on 109 encrypted messages to “overseas terrorist” in Garland, blame DHS, “good news” on encryption, “unlock” ambiguity, “government doesn’t want a back door” lie, “business model question”; Comey-Obama NICS check vs watch list; San Bernardino shooters “courting or dating online”, K-1 visa; building to “remain closed indefinitely”; .223 ammo debate
1:23:22 Trudeau: “we stand behind our screening process”, JCD on gun vs auto deaths
1:28:57 New Shit Has Come to Light: Hillary e-mail spelling out imminent danger in Benghazi
1:31:24 65 country list found; Ash Carter: “have to do more in Libya”, “rebranding” as ISIL, “little patches of ISIL”; McCaul: “terrorist group on the match”, new DHS threat scale, “if you see that your child is on the internet, you have to ask yourself, should I talk to the authorities?”
1:41:26 Richard Dear in court: Batman shooter’s lawyer; Cecile Richards on “hateful rhetoric”
1:50:23 NHK on Chinese in Africa; The Professor’s Facebook Post: D.C. vs Heller; next O-bot dinner
1:58:26 Donation Segment
2:12:25 Jung’s “enanteodromia” applied to millennial entitlement; Yale Halloween pushback professor resigns; ACC: “unfortunate aviation incident” for Trump, Hillary sleeping through meetings, Tuesday debate numbers, “uneducated” Trump supporter poll; Every Student Succeeds Act passes in Senate; Burnt Toast Podcast “onions caramelizing” iso; Lebanon Valley College students demand name change for Lynch Memorial Hall
2:26:30 COP21 36k attendance, new 2°C figure, war on meat; Kerry’s “extraordinary signal” for marketplace, “legitimate concerns that the sea will swallow their nations”, “mobilize climate finance”; Democracy Now on deniers writing white papers for hire; Patrick Moore on anti-science Greenpeace; Kerry: “it’s happening faster than scientists predicted it would”, “cockamamie ideological hypothetical”, Flat Earth Society; Elon Musk: enact carbon tax
2:40:25 Hoverboard Li-ion battery fires, “it’s on fire!” package, ACC’s trash chute forays
2:44:23 Ask Adam: 13th amendment anniversary and Obama MLK “bigotry in all its forms”
2:45:39 RT on European vaccine shortage and refugee diseases, Lisbon Treaty public health arrest powers, proposed “rapid response border control force” for Greece, ACC: “FEMA camps”
2:49:55 “Jeb bush has been hacked” via jebbush.com redirect, seanhannity.com
2:51:26 Incoherent Daisy Ridley Star Wars “sensory overload” clip; ACC reading The Power of Myth
ACC: “Whadd’ya think of Megyn’s new hairdo, with it kind of tied back?”
JCD: (falsetto) “Love it!” (0:32:21)

Trigger warnings to end in January

Jeanine Pirro: “number one: get a gun”; breaking: Oval Office address; NYT front page editorial, “weapons of mass killing”; The Professor’s Facebook Post: “I find it interesting you are defending the 2nd Amendment”, repeal2.org; NYT “slaughter of innocents”; Obama: “fourteen families whose hearts are broken”, widow: “he’s very upset”; Feinstein: “open stores, guns on display everywhere”, “society that has kind of bought in to the Kool-aid”

Boxer’s oath to “protect and defend the American people”; Alison Parker’s father on “thoughts and prayers”, ACC: “love and light”, politicians “acting in a treasonous fashion”; no-fly list “loophole”, Rubio due process reminder; Trump on Parisians with guns “on their shins”; JCD: “you see people coming in in ninja costumes it’s not an average workplace violence”; Sahar Aziz: not ISIS, breaking news: it’s ISIS; Andrea Mitchell on “anti-Muslim rhetoric”; guns and magazines illegal in California, JCD: how many shooting victims do you know; Erin Burnett: postpartum psychosis; JCD: Mimi explaining memes, council run update

Former FBI on CNN: attack had “nothing to do with climate change”; Melissa Harris-Perry on Muslim “double standard”; Gates back to PBS, FBI and “digital fingerprints”, al-Baghdadi Facebook post, Comey: “no indication that they are part of a network”, “no links” meme; FBI: “stupid” to have gotten rid of NSA; SUV blacked-out windows illegal in California, multiple SUVs; apartment opened to press; Loretta Lynch at Muslim Advocates Dinner: “investigations into acts of anti-Muslim hatred, including rhetoric, and bigoted actions”

shootingtracker.com mod’s “fascination with propaganda”, pellet gun stats; apartment destruction of evidence; FBI guy: “fight with aggression” as last resort; JCD: 130k US schools; British “run, hide, and tell”; London tube “for Syria” knife attack, “Britain has just begun launching terror attacks on ISIS”, JCD: “if you see something sell something”

Producer Segment: JCD’s restaurant review show “amazing” barrage; ACC producer tips

ACC’s MKULTRA breath work session in San Antonio; Russian history professor

Mike Morell bell-ringing “right”-fest, “what are the consequences, right?”, “that’s bogus” iso

Douglas Murray on Yale crybullies: “you’re a useless person”, “if you don’t want to sleep with Caitlyn Jenner you’re an even bigger bigot”; Brendan O’Neill at Oxford Union Society on “right to offend”, “duty to offend”; Chinese anonymous question-answering app for schools

Kerry: Assad may stay in power temporarily; Russian history professor: Putin will help Assad retire; Signal call to ACC from Ukraine on upcoming scandal

Five FIFA officials plead guilty, sixteen more indicted; fourth attack on MSF facility

COP21 draft, ACC: “these guys are nowhere near a deal”; “peak coffee”; Schwarzenegger: “there’s no scriptwriting”; Modi opts out; hybrid energy bicycle (CotD)

Donation Segment

NYT on Trump linguistic analysis, Republican Jewish Coalition speech “you as business-people” called out as anti-Semitism; Trump on hillary’s corruption and incompetence, “she responded to her friends, you know the friends we’re talking about”
0:00:00 ACC: “Who’s that one A-hole?!” (1:46:38)
0:00:35 JCD’s 100% chance of rain; “Satanic message” trigger warning
0:02:31 San Bernardino shooting: BBC: “just another day in the United States of America”; Colorado Springs “baby parts” shooting; Syed Farook brother-in-law’s press conference set up by CAIR; Obama to Norah O’Donnell: no guns if you’re on the no-fly list, JCD on frequency meme, one-week cycle, Charlie Rose girds his loins; bodies still in building; Paul Ryan on no-fly list and due process, Gail: “it keeps happening, it keeps happening”; Farook’s recent Hajj visit to Saudi Arabia; criminologist Casey Jordan: “it was a holiday party, it may have been offensive to him”, “terrorism and disgruntled employee can be a mashup”; Matt Lauer’s “cell” question
0:25:34 JCD on police practice: “you don’t get sued by a dead man”; nearby training exercise, regular active shooter training; “long guns”, “boom boom boom” guy with brain disease, guy with Masonic hat, father-daughter and “pray for us” memes, “my d… my loved one is safe”, “far too often” meme, police chief spells shooters’ names; real-time police radio, DoD or EOD, “massive mi… police presence”, “multiple soldiers … multiple police officers”, “that’s a detective?”; more hiding daughters who saw nothing; matching wounded with locked-down hospitals, “curtains covering them”, ACC: “guaranteed this place is rubblized within a year”
0:48:24 “Tased” Catherine Herridge on Colorado shooting “carbon copy”, FBI and ATF on scene; J’Johnson family gifts from Qatari officials, “to avoid embarrassment to the donor and the US government”; Eagles of Death Metal song San Bernadino Sunburn predicts Amarillo and Dallas as next targets
0:56:48 Producer Segment
1:12:51 “They seen bodies on the floor”, fire department triage area, “long guns”
1:17:05 Planned Parenthood shooting as “six cycles per week”, “baby parts” meme, ACC organization “rolled out everybody, John”, Vicki Cowart on rhetoric “much of which is false in nature”, Pooper on shooter’s “anti-government views”, Cecile Richards on “hateful rhetoric”, “rhetoric” definition, leaders’ “responsibility to think about the words they use”; Larry Wilmore Fox “baby parts” montage; AK-47 meme; Ruth Marcus: “when you use inflammatory rhetoric you inflame people”; Obama: “this just doesn’t happen in other countries”; “toxic” meme
1:39:49 Obama and Bill Nye attribute Paris terror attack to climate change, ACC: “they were French nationals, ya douche!”; low-energy Obama on “global consensus”, new 99.5% number, $2.2T carbon budget, “fish are swimming through the middle of the streets” in Miami; divestment call for Bill Gates, “call out the deniers” campaign, JCD on divestiture to boost dividends, 350.org uptalker: “rogue industry” (CotD); fired French meteorologist hired by RT
2:09:06 Crybully demands for Lewis & Clark College; Oklahoma Wesleyan University President’s “this is not a day care” letter; irony: calling Trump narcissistic on Facebook
2:19:08 Donation Segment
2:25:47 Ballmer “bullshit” on cloud revenue numbers; brain professor’s Facebook post in Islamophobia invoking 1930’s Germany, debunked religion vs altruism study
2:34:29 Ash Carter: “we’re at war”; the mysterious 65 nations; Carter’s “virtual… virtuous cycle” from unilateral force, “we’re going to win” in response to “are we winning?”; Vladimir “Putler”, Russia accuses Erdoğan of smuggling ISIS oil, State Department: nothing to see here, Russia bans Soros; British airstrikes begin after vote; McCaul: “foreign fighters” in Paris, more funding for DHS, Schiff: “resource challenges”; Carter on retaking Sinjar
777 Pop-Up Terrorism (2015-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Turkey’s long overdue for rubblization.” (1:50:14)
0:00:33 Cold in San Antonio; “trigger” trigger warning; “little pink pill” a flop; 776.5 a success; new “my hand is dripping wet” juice clip; heritage turkey adventures
0:09:01 Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood shooting; overuse of “scene”; attacker’s “baby parts”
0:14:46 Protests in London over bombing in Syria; Chicago Laquan McDonald protests, “professional stare-down artist” Lamon Record, Megyn Kelly: “it’s not a question of what his constitutional rights are, it’s a question of what’s appropriate”, JCD’s clove of garlic, Jesse Jackson comes to town, Rahm Emanuel skit, teachers unions; “police coming forward with information” gaffe
0:25:28 Worldwide COP21 protests, Prince Charles “absolutely” on link between refugees and climate change, “this is one thing I can do” millennial New Zealander; Obama on Paris as “powerful rebuke”; Brisbane mining protests, Manila protests “to allow the Phillipines to stay above sea level” (CotD); Obama on “climate finance”, $62bn target reached, “smart investment”
0:35:29 Global Innovation Lab for Climate Finance, Climate Investor One fund, “large single check to fund construction”, “climate resilient technologies”, “cutting-edge climate finance instruments”; Todd Stern: “we’re looking for something that is not binding”; GILCF African members, AIDS deaths in teens way up, “long-term foreign exchange risk management instrument”; Tokyo protests over climate change extinctions; TCX fund
0:58:37 Producer Segment
1:09:55 Tulsi Gabbard: “the US and the CIA should stop this illegal and counterproductive was to overthrow the Syrian government”; Mossad front Vocativ on “Iraqi Rambo” Abu Azrael
1:27:26 Mike Morell gleefully explains not destroying oil tankers, “environmental damage”, Steven Warren: “they ran out of ammunition before they were able to do that”; Obama’s “pop-up terrorism”, “the media needs to help in this”, “they’re a bunch of killers with good social media”; Obama blames intelligence “shaded by politics”, the elusive 65 countries
1:42:06 Kurt Eichenwald on pre-Iraq Bush-Chirac phone call: “Gog and Magog are at work in the Middle East”. Imam: Gog and Magog are European Jews, JCD: “Victoria Nuland: Magog!”, Nuland headed to Turkey; Russia-Turkey border closing and economic sanctions over warplane “downing”; Assad interview on Hong Kong television; Chinese dissent crackdown
1:54:33 Feinstein on encryption: “black web”, Playstation, bombs that can “explode a plane”
1:57:33 Donation Segment
2:15:43 Hilarity on Good Morning America with Jeff Bezos’ successful Blue Origin launch
2:18:48 Second Half of Show: “a mouse has been found on Mars”
2:19:58 Sports news: LSU Tigers coach singing alma mater
2:21:46 KTLA GMO salmon native ad fail: “why would you eat something modified?”, skit
2:24:26 UnitedHealth profit margins down, danger of leaving exchanges, ACC: too big to fail?
2:27:31 ACC’s proposed Dvorak’s law corollary: “the hookers also get younger”; BBC on refugees at Greece-Macedonia border with mouths sewn shut
2:35:38 New millennial term trypophobia “fear of objects with small holes”; Sherry Turkle on empathy reduction in presence of phone; more millennials living at home “since the Great Depression”
2:45:55 Erdoğan the Mussolini-esque speech-screamer, WWII; Operation Hornet’s Nest creating ISIS, Daesh as slur; Crimean power grid attack
776.5  *No Agenda* Funnies (2015-11-26)

0:00:00  ACC: “Tape is running.”
JCD: “Tape!”

0:00:33  Not the first third party Thanksgiving show; JCD on Sir Cyber’s “genius compilation”

0:04:30  Trigger warning: “however, your anal leakage is fresh”

0:04:43  JCD “feet in the water” dramatic reading; “you’ll love your super cool smaller plate”; PSKmail
PSKmail; Sharpton “asstick”; other podcasts; coughing reporter in Istanbul, “big meeting tonight” skit; Sharpton “obstreck”; Pat Leahy drunk or not drunk; “don’t raff” (CotD)

0:14:47  ACC describes spin class; stop ACC from singing; George Michael’s career-ending video; “he’s a constitutional lawyah!”; ACC: “we haven’t positioned Anderson Pooper yet”; cruise missile up the ass; “taser taser taser!”; Kim Novak the muppet; Nuland handing out per diems

0:18:41  JCD’s skunk awareness week; prison prep; “you sound like a Dutch retard”; donkey show; Robert Redford’s crusty lips; “they do not highjacks taxis”; Alvin Holmes: “she gonna have a little black baby”; more Dutch practice; can’t win by throwing pancakes; ACC’s Grey Poupon

0:28:50  Bitcoin Bonanza; *No Agenda* Kids; men need one room; RuPaul’s testicles; idiotic Miss America 2011 Q&As, Teresa Scanlon’s religious gesture (JCDPPotD); salami code of practice; Julia Gillard’s sandwich dodge; Bill Clinton’s love child with a hooker

0:43:30  Bill dies in the saddle; naming your kid Rand; Karl Lagerfeld: this is my wife Fluffy; Dutch *plasser*; banker Charles Plosser; Loretta Sanchez F-35 rambling, Caitlin Upton Miss Teen USA 2007 rambling; *Murder in the Chatroom*; Obama’s “modest encroachments”

0:53:27  Idiotic Miss USA 2013 Q&As

1:06:45  Donation Segment (sort of)

1:08:14  FBI purchasing ham radio equipment; James Manning “go to Hell” rant; Alex Jones on BBC; Holder: “violence spikes in some of our greatest citicies”; South Korean never heard of foot-and-mouth; Sharpton “skillets and iced tea”; Manning on munchies; Dvorak’s law on Wikipedia

1:19:22  Ninjas for Putin; JCD hates A4 paper; centrifuge him!; Obama epic stammer Mk I; Obama epic stammer Mk II; JCD: “the guy on PBS is an idiot!”; ACC: “are you proud of me mom?”; JCD’s mother’s microwave, “it sparks!”; John C for “cash” Dvorak; ACC’s lava-lava

1:37:01  Schumer goes Lucifer on Snowden; producer: JCD the Zionst shill; mac & cheese plus cat food; John McLaughlin’s drug addict 11k crimes (CotD); Sharpton: Cruz “US Senator from birth”; Manning: “we gave him everything, and the nigga failed”

1:48:30  Kerry: “ninety, I think to be precise, maybe slightly shorter”, Putin calls Kerry a liar; Syrian ambassador: “where is this Barack Obama?”; jiggle the handle; McCain horny for “heavy weapons”; McCain giddy for “stacks of dead bodies without a mark on them”

1:56:09  PBS porcupine handjob; Greenwald’s thumb drive suppository; Disney Jr. salute to military; ass cream with bear fillings; JCD Tahoe motorcycle hypothermia story; Miss Philippines USA 2013 “seeing is believing” fail; Willie the Weasel “yeah yeah yeah”

2:05:52  *Silk Road* “heyy, man, this stuff was nasty!”; Obama pardons turkeys Mac and Cheese; Republicans as major storms (CotD); JCD: “like us on Facebook!”; JCD on rendering kale edible, “have more kale”

2:10:09  Bacon and kale now ironically incompatible because of cancer scare

2:11:06  Outro. JCD: “the goal of being funny is to get the other guy not to notice”
776 Climate Justice Cancelled (2015-11-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “We are just inundated with propaganda that we’re going to be attacked any minute!”
ACC: “Yes.” (0:58:25)

0:00:36 News outlets phoning it in for Thanksgiving week

0:02:22 Mokhtar Belmokhtar resurrected for Mali hotel attack, Atlantic Council’s Rudolph Atallah: Al-Mourabitoun group, Nick Turse to Democracy Now on American interest in Africa: “difficult to say for sure”; Washington Post video “inside the surreal of Islamic State’s propaganda machine”: “medieval reality show”, “previous jobs in news organizations, media organizations, software companies”, “the organizations reach is, if anything, expanding”; No Agenda tip: memorize the Shahada or Mohammad’s wife’s name

0:21:06 Robert Gates: Obama should seek help from tech companies on “highly sophisticated encryption devices”, Greenwald: NYT editorial calls Brennan “a pathological and inveterate liar”; King Abdullah to Charlie Rose: “this is a third world war by other means”

0:35:28 Millennials OK with censorship; “my liberal students terrify me” article; Princeton students protest Woodrow Wilson, the war on “master”, challenging students’ beliefs now off limits; King Abdullah’s education, trips to San Francisco; ACC’s Jordanian Über driver: can easily turn into Syria; Biden fills in for Obama in podcast, rebuttal by retired USAF Martha McSallie: “those attacks could have happened here”

0:53:58 Mali hotel peace negotiation; Robert Kagan WSJ editorial “The Crisis of World Order”; Jeb Bush calls for no-fly zone and ground troops; Putin’s giant monitor full of Skype windows, puppy for France to replace Diesel the dog

1:04:09 Producer Segment

1:13:48 Presidential Thanksgiving proclamation; JCD Maker’s Mark sweet potato recipe

1:25:26 Obama drunk or not drunk in Malaysia: “the United States will be rele’less”

1:26:20 Refugee crisis: border controls tightened in the Balkans, Greek riot police; Godwin’s law: Nicholas Kristof parallels Syrian refugees with Jews in 1939, “shameful”; Saudi Arabian Twitter ISIL supporters, Hillary calls out Saudis at CFR; Gülen-linked political contributions, on Kelly Ayotte: “he’s a good guy”; Saudi outraged by Hillary skit, ACC: “gimme Bill … Allahu akbaaar!”; hawala money brokering system, ACC: “why don’t they use Bitcoin?”

1:42:13 Reuters pushing Telegram app again; Putin: ISIL funded by 40 countries including G-20, $1M revenue per day from “hard to track” oil; Brussels on lockdown, porous borders and “military-grade” weapons in Paris; “coincidental” Paris drill, “like Call of Duty”; preparing for chemical attack with “military grade atropine”; Captagon the jihadi amphetamine, Trey Gowdy: “premedicated, premeditated depravity”

2:03:01 Donation Segment

2:12:36 Jonathan Pollard released after 30-year sentence for spying for Israel

2:16:11 Christiana Figueres’ February anti-capitalism remarks finally unearthed; climate justice (march) cancelled; Jim Inhofe: “no binding agreement from COP21” according to Kerry; Obama scarifying Malaysian children with “the carbon emissions we send in”, “feedback loop”; Star Wars mac & cheese “room of lies” advertisement, ad agency skit; mealworm farm Kickstarter, high-end grasshopper hamburger, soy sauce “bug juice”

2:37:14 Merkel in a bad odor with Bavarian CSU; lines of refugees to the horizon not show by MSM

2:41:04 ACC received Lima NAS dongle, software “not ready for prime time”
775 Fear is the Product (2015-11-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ohooo yah!”
0:00:32 JCD’s “sauerkraut time”; SlaveSpeak trigger warning; history of printer drivers
0:06:16 Schweppes can bomb in Da'biq Magazine; 60 Minutes’s John Miller on ISIS video “nudge”, “the product is fear”, video “discovered” by SITE Intelligence Group, “quickly put together” issue, ACC: “you would be proud if this was our No Agenda Newsletter”, Miller’s “diagram” lie, ABC’s exploding plane B-roll, Under My Sharia Law jingle, “long-range Bomburs” iso
0:25:55 Reporters flocking in Paris, Amanpour on Paris “stoking the fires” of anti-refugee sentiment; Nuland’s recent doings, Obama: “if they think that somehow their advisors are better than the Chairman of my Joint Chiefs of Staff ... I wanna meet 'em”, ACC: “it’s a think tank war”; RT on Putin’s air escalation, greeting French “as allies”, “heavy-duty” hardware including White Swan fighter, targeting oil convoys; Gayane Chichakyan on new US copycat bombing
0:50:11 Hollande extends state of emergency, Article 42.7, ACC: “The Netherlands is looking for the bullet as we speak”, Feinstein pushes Article 5, “they have apps”, “we’re going to have to look at some new teams, new themes”; France’s Russia vs NATO decision; Kalashnikov ban
1:01:10 Chris Christie: “ISIS is now a global threat”, Brennan on ISIS attacks: “that is an inevitability for at least as far as the eye can see”, 2009 Feinstein “three to six months” clip; Elisabeth Hasselbeck and Josh Earnest squabbles over “words matter”, ACC: “he hasn’t slept and he’s on coke”; Obama “two brothers and a crock pot”; triacetone triperoxide “mother of Satan”
1:10:47 Donation Segment: new Hillary e-mails, Huma: “she’s often confused”; jingle app
1:24:00 Hillary campaign upset over Laugh Factory “divorce Bill, and then you marry a bitch” routines, right wing talk radio ignores content; Farage: “Saudi Arabia is funding this extreme ideology”
1:32:27 33 Governors ban Syrian refugees, Ben Rhodes on vetting process, “women and children, orphans”, Lynch and Comey on lack of reliable data, Peter King: “why people like Ben Rhodes continue to say this is beyond me”, Brennan “melting plot”; Whoopi on The View: “Hitler was a Christian”
1:40:48 New Polish Minister for European Affairs says no to quotas; “mini-Schengen”; Brexit vote
1:46:25 Air France bomb threats, J’Johnson’s “you will obey” voice, ask Adam: where’s the NSA?
1:49:58 Anonymous ISIS Twitter “takedowns”; CNN’s definition of encryption: “conversations chopped up into a jumble by mathematical algorithms”, Telegram messages that “self-destruct”, “use Tor, which is of course the dark net”; WSJ on “tech tutorials” ranking app security courtesy of SITE; ISIS security via Gameboy, Benghazi Eve Online communications; “on your knees, show me your back” in English; ACC: Oslo next up, JCD: Eiffel tower left lit up
2:09:56 Producer e-mail on odd nationwide electrical grid drill; South Park on native advertising
2:16:07 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Second Half of Show: ACC & TtK investigate the Marfa Lights
2:29:40 Brennan blames climate change for refugees: Oren Cass testifies about the $2.5T India claims it needs; Thom Hartmann on Exxon investigation, bogus cigarette company analogy
2:46:26 FCC wants CALEA authority to shut down web sites
2:48:22 Gates Foundation $120M Family Planning 2020 grant
2:49:53 Democracy Now: Ben Carson “struggling to comprehend foreign policy”, Judy flummoxed by “he’s not my advisor”, Carson: “I know a lot more than I knew a year from now”
2:54:03 Chinese Tesla knockoff Faraday Future; Spanish arrest warrant for Netanyahu; $1.29bn weapons deal with Saudi Arabia, 150 executions this year
Morally Defunct (2015-11-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’d be there for days trying to find your passport!” (1:07:05)

0:00:33 ACC in Marfa TX, heard about Paris attacks on 80M net

0:04:44 Paris attacks: government unpreparedness meme, “the French have very good intelligence”, Geraldo’s network numbering “scores”; four GIGN officers killed, Tom Clancy Rainbow Six; anti-encryption meme; “soft targets”, Kalashnikov meme, convenient passport, odd choice of venues; Mike Rogers on border closing & refugees, border closing continuity problem, ACC: “there’s not … a big train crossing gate that comes down”, airport still open; crazy theories: 1307 Knights Templar killings, The Economist cover, American band at musical venue new Charlie Hebdo; “sophisticated attack” meme; Bataclan music hall ownership

0:27:29 ACC: “who did this, we’re never gonna find out”, NATO’s Operation Gladio, ex-CIA Operation Pundit crowd on CNN, “there’s no question about that: they live among us”, Buck Sexton on “essence of terror”, U2 cancellation, Philip Mudd on probable “support network”; Obama: “attack on all of humanity”, Rand Paul war bill, NATO Article 5, Hollande invokes Daesh, Obama “shoulder to shoulder … time and again”, ACC: “freedom fries, anybody?”, icon changers all-in, Obama “pursuit of happiness” ad-lib; unfortunate “we have contained them” gaffe; Obama ISIL/Daesh transition, Putin lockout

0:51:39 Pope Francis on “piece by piece” World War III; ISIS responsibility claim from SITE, suicide belt “strategy shift”; recent Brennan visit, drill in progress; Michael Weiss: “you deposit your passport to the ISIS HQ in Raqqa”; JCD: good time to visit Paris; COP21 publicity

1:14:43 Producer Segment

1:28:02 Sweden “#1 rape capital of Europe” Youtube video; new Norwegian Arctic “reception center”

1:31:37 ACC: “cry-bullies”, “physically and emotionally unsafe” students, fundamental “right to move through the world unharassed”, “white privilege in the ability to make this conversation about the threat to freedom of speech”; Alan Dershowitz to Megyn Kelly on “free speech for me, not for thee” on campus, “fog of fascism”; South Park “In My Safe Space”

1:46:53 ACC’s Marfa adventures: McDonald Observatory tour, hot astronomers, off-spec Hubble; Buns N’ Roses quonset hut, Building 98 Rotary get-together; Turkish rug-seller afraid to return to Turkey under Erdoğan, JCD’s Afghan war rug

2:06:25 Joanna Lee found guilty for fake Boston bombing injuries

2:09:16 JCD’s “unneeded wordage” glossary page, slavespeak.com, upcoming “amazing” medley

2:16:40 Donation Segment

2:26:16 Marfa’s high gas prices; JCD unimpressed by ACC’s ten-meter telescope rotation video

2:28:07 ACC: Democratic debate a television catastrophe”; Sanders: “climate change is directly related to the growth of terrorism”; Trump Fort Dodge attack on Ben Carson, Shields and Gerson perplexed on NewsHour, “Trump was vile and vulgar and vicious and morally deformed”

2:36:29 Bataclan venue sold to Qatar-linked Lagardère Group on 9/11 2015

2:37:30 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Hillary’s claim to have applied to Marines: “why on earth are we talking about this?”; Ash Carter’s assistant Ron Lewis fired for misconduct

2:42:21 Charlie Rose “suppose, suppose, suppose …” Snowden had contacted NYT editor, “I would have given him a back massage”; Aung San Suu Kyi to “wield actual power”

2:45:31 AT&T wins $3bn EINSTEIN 3a contract, JCD: “AVG Free”

2:49:07 Executive Order freeing up funds for DoD “humanitarian” activity in Syria
0:00:00 JCD: “No.” ACC: “Huh! It’s our buddy!” (1:52:17)
0:00:33 JCD on dirty BNSF trains; new No Agenda trigger warnings
0:03:32 Republican debate: Trump/Eisenhower “Operation Wetback”, bracero program, Trump to Mika: “you’re going to have a deportation force”, ACC: “why don’t you just hand out arm-bands?”; Kasich interruptions; Fiorina’s F-Russia actions “right under his nose”
0:16:41 Ben Carson hit job, Marc Lamont Hill on self-made Carson, “you didn’t build that” meme, Ifill’s nervous cackle, Hillary defense, The View on Carson’s book and The Cat in the Hat; JCD on farsightedness in women, Rose flirts with Gisele Bündchen; humor predicting dementia
0:30:36 Rand Paul interrupted on no-fly zone, Trump booed for “why does she keep interrupting everybody?”; ACC on lousy venue; Rubio: “the most important any of us will ever do is the job of being President” and Hillary “ban the box” comment; ask Adam: Rubio extolls military might; NBC offers time slots for Saturday Night Live; Trump “keep going you dummies”; Bush can’t answer a yes-no question, Cruz sugar subsidy gripe; Progress 127’s Michelangelo Signorile
0:49:26 Rep. Gohmert’s same-sex couples on island study; Kevin Swanson: “I’m pointing out the problem!” “don’t you dare carve happy faces on open pussey sores”
0:56:43 Producer Segment
1:10:55 Yale social justice warrior explains Halloween “culturally appropriative” message, “creating space for violence to happen on campus”, residence hall “masters”; Missouri’s Melissa Click: “I need some muscle over here!” edited out by CBS; reporting “hateful and hurtful speech” to police; unsubstantiated poop swastika; 1839 slave sale, land grant, white underrepresentation, “white privilege” demand, Missouri racism, football game cancellation; Ben Carson on “raw emotion” manipulation; ACC therapy: white privilege shaming (ACCPotD)
1:38:20 Nonconfrontational millennials, American Airlines Twitter fuel leak photo
1:41:36 Metrojet 9268 ADSB data slow descent and nonexistent wreckage; Michael McCaul’s “high degree of confidence” it was ISIS bomb; United 93 similarity, Rumsfeld “shot down the plane”, Bill Clinton on StarTalk: “the Pentagon’s bombed”
1:53:18 JCD 3x3 refugee report: 1M “milestone”, seven dead children in Greece, piles of life preservers; Athen producer on €500 notes at kiosks, Finnish producer on Norway passage; Merkel invokes Dublin III Regulation, Zuckerberg to help with policing xenophobia; Valletta Summit in Malta; pepper spray flying off the shelves in Germany; With Open Gates video; German BND accused of illegally spying on diplomat, trigger words meme, Tumblr preferences to avoid pages with trigger warnings; flak for Target over OCD ugly Christmas sweater
2:12:31 Donation Segment
2:25:09 Hot pyramid stones in Egypt: “that means something!”
2:26:25 Second Half of Show: Vandenburg runway closures and Trident II D5NK.6 Mod 1 LE launch
2:31:15 1.8M year old humanoid settlement in Georgia, elephants at Boston latitude; Bill Nye on carbon taxes: “right on!”, “we have a fee, we cannot ever use the word tax” to fund “people who can weld”, JCD on welding meme, ACC helmetless welding story; NPR “deforestation linked to climate change” story on carbon offsets, “fifty-two million trees … for one coal plant”; divestment vogue, reducing one’s own energy consumption as denial
2:48:51 JCD: Good Girls Revolt “the worst”; World Vasectomy Day “all juice & no seeds” video (CotD)
2:59:15 Media picking up on Warren Buffett and Keystone XL; Obama & Kerry gloating
3:03:14 Portugese regime change, Catalonian secession vote; British MPs eating bugs
ACC: “I have the Fire TV Stick.”

ACC’s “drop the mike” effect; trigger warnings in educational materials; Republicans: freedom & liberty, Democrats: justice & equality

Obama shoots down Keystone XL for Buffet & Gates rail, Obama blames Kerry, pipeline “would not serve the national interests of the United States”, jobs report timing

Global warming “bad for our sex lives”, Africa and population; Bill Nye’s Global Meltdown on National Geographic pushing cap and trade; Washington Post on UN report’s “grim math”, “emissions gap”; fourteen recent weather events made worse by climate change; Joy Reid in 2014 on “big difference between climate and weather”; Brzezinski’s book explains Bill Nye’s influence; Bill Gates: climate salvation through socialism

Republican debate overnight rules; equal time rule vs Fairness Doctrine; Ben Carson “firestorm” over West Point scholarship claim, Trump-Carson poll drama. Chuck Todd: “Ben Carson was supposed to be different”, “personal theory” on pyramids at 1998 commencement speech; Michele Bachmann on Israel and end times; equal time rule and paid programming

David Rivkin insists to former prisoner there was no torture at Guantánamo

Producer Segment: Rohrabacher on European “envelopment”; rocket launch; Osaka ITM

Hungry crowds at Austria-Slovenia border; new Russia-Norway bicycle route; German producer on Merkel building low-income housing with EU money; Hungary to battle quota system in courts; Victoria Nuland recently in Romania, nightclub fire and student demonstrations; Nuland to Foreign Relations Committee: Russia spending “two to four million dollars per day” in Syria, barrel bombing meme; $80bn stealth bomber contract for Northrop Grumman; Ash Carter: “make no mistake, the United States will defend our interests and our allies”

Note from Ex-GCHQ producer: “wiping out some shitizens in a plane crash for the common good isn’t even debatable”; Theresa May on “unprecedented” new snooper’s charter

Egyptian official on Metrojet 9268 voice recorder last-second noise; social media “chatter”, “mole” theory, Obama on bomb “possibility”; Russian ships in Eastern Mediterranean; NewsHour: intelligence “clearly points to it being a bomb”

JCD on Vandenburg rocket launches; Southern California missile test, LAX Pacific airspace restricted by secret military activities, unusual last-minute NOTAM, ACC: scalar weapon

No Agenda Sports: Lenny Dykstra on blackmailing umpires (CotD); IAAF’s Lamine Diack under investigation for Russian doping corruption; soccer sex tape blackmail investigation

Donation Segment: funny clip show 776.5 for Thanksgiving

Producer “take advertising” note; Mailchimp Newsletter irony; V4V ubiquity

NPR’s earbud.fm flawed media network (ACCPotD); lost “pissed off Adam Curry” jingle

Thom Hartmann shocked by Mexicans’ “constitutional!” right to grow weed, Peña Nieto on “commercialization”; Hillary: “we haven’t done any research”

Euro falling toward dollar parity

Tech News: 50% Bitcoin value surge in wake of EU currency designation, new Blockchain branding exercise; C-SPAN’s Charlie Cook on obscure pollsters: “polls have become a commodity”, No Agenda polling outfit, “Political Fact Check Podcast”; Amazon Fire TV Stick to ship with Alexa

Lufthansa cancellations due to cabin crew strike, no updates on Lufthansa app

Jeb Bush: “I eat nails when I wake up”, “I’m on Grindr” “I’m a grinder”
Hunger Winter

0:00:00 ACC: “Ham radio could save your life, man. It’s not just a hobby.”
0:00:33 Remember, remember the Fifth of November

Dinner with the O-bots: Professor Jamie Pennebaker and performatives, liwc.net Linguistic Inquiry Word Count system, use by intelligence agencies; LIWC debate analysis: Cruz & Sanders most truthful, Hillary least truthful, Trump & Carson dumbest, Rubio knows he’ll be nominee; Ruth Pennebaker’s “voting for Hillary”, ignorance of migrant crisis, “blotto” on cognacs, “ignoring your white privilege” shitstorm; Jamie on global warming: “you’ll adapt”; running follow-up e-mail through LIWC; breast cancer attitude shitstorm; TtK to the rescue on tiny houses; ACC heading to McDonald Observatory for tour; ACC: “I knew I was pretty drunk when Tina said, ‘do you realize you’re riding your hoverboard through the house naked?’”

0:36:08 ACC’s half-gigabyte storage expansion, Obama American dream clip rediscovered, Kentucky Rep. Greg Stumbo on “the middle-class dream of every American”; NewsHour on skewed Kentucky polls; Deport Racism “fuck you racist fuck” video, deportracism.com JavaScript pointing to Bernie & Hillary; JCD: Republican dirty trick

0:47:53 “Fan favorite” sports patriotism and Pentagon tax dollars, network conflict of interest

0:53:44 Producer Segment: Australia ditches peerage, Dutch 1945 “hunger winter”

1:04:30 Chad Williams “mighty men of valor” Biblical themes deconstruction; Ash Carter on ISIL: “we are ... the noble and they are the evil”; Obama to Lester Holt: “we are not going to be fighting like we did in Iraq”; Kirby on policy change: “I don’t know that he ever ruled it out”; spokeswoman Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau’s “premature” meme on Free Syrian Army meeting Putin, “conversashuns” Gayane Chichakyan: where is hospital supposedly struck by Russia, Trudeau: “maybe you should speak to the Russians”, Matt Lee to the rescue: “they say that you’re wrong”, “targeting civilian infrastructure”, Syrian-American Medical Society

1:22:19 Clapper: no evidence of “I-S-I-L” involvement in Metrojet 9268 crash; rumors of bomb on board, former NTSB head on TWA 800 “nanosecond” of sound on black box, TWA 800 shootdown video, “all conversation recorded between the crew in the cockpit is protected by Federal privacy laws”, MH17 2.3 milliseconds of audio; Blue Skies American-Israeli air drills; Chinese media blaming metal fatigue, JCD: “Bondo”; overloaded plane crash in Africa

1:40:36 Paris pollution; NASA: Antarctic ice increasing, ignored by media; French meteorologist firing for “crime of opinion”; Yemen cyclone landfall “first time in recorded history”, JCD: “Amy Goodman, you’re an out-and-out liar”; JCD on elite anti-war anti-petroleum strategy, ACC on IPCC economics; Albert Pike “3 World Wars” letter; China burning more coal

2:02:34 MARS coronal mass ejection exercise, JCD: “first of all it takes all the Teslas off the road”; JCD: climate change the straw hat of our times; coital frequency heat wave drop

2:10:57 Donation Segment: Photoshop contest

2:22:36 White middle-age male death rate on the rise, suicide and heroin overdose; Georgia “food stamps” outage, “this food stamp card ain’t got nuthin’ but seventeen cents on it!”, “glitch”

2:27:23 Hillary’s reforms so “former Presidents won’t have to declare their criminal history” (CotD)

2:31:22 New refugee numbers; Bavaria to bus excess to Merkel in Berlin; Volkswagen brake recall, Moody’s downgrade, Deutsche Bank $258M fine, 35k firings; Theresa May introduces revised “snooper’s charter”, bulk metadata collection, end-to-end encryption ban

2:47:42 Erdoğan win, proposed Constitutional power grab, opposition journalists arrested

2:52:23 Larry Lessig drops out of race, “under this new rule I am just shut out” of debate
770 Mighty Men of Valor (2015-11-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “What, are we going to wear dancing slippers?” (0:42:12)
0:00:33 Time change reminder from JCD, JCD’s CRT iMac alarm clock, DST heart attack fun facts; flooding in Austin, reporter in tree
0:06:58 National {Adoption, College Application} Month, “a college degree is the surest ticket to the middle class”, National Apprenticeship Week, National {Diabetes, Military Family, Native American Heritage, Alzheimer’s Disease, Critical Infrastructure Security & Resilience} Month
0:13:54 Federal CIO Tony Scott’s $50bn CSSIP Cybersecurity Strategy & Implementation Plan
0:18:12 Metrojet crash ISIS tweet from CITE Intelligence Group, “their cell phones ringing in the debris”, John Cox on slowdown and descent; Bondo meme, MH17 parallel
0:25:46 Obama “boots on the ground” compilation, ACC: “the boots are attached to ankles”, “advisors” in Vietnam; Josh Earnest on mission change: “to say that, Jim, would only confuse the situation”, role “in no way diminishes the amount of risk”; former Navy Seal Chad Williams’ “mighty men of valor going over there for a righteous cause”, Kurds “good sled dogs”
0:42:53 Elizabeth Palmer on advisors in Northern Iraq, Mike Morell and Christopher Hill all-in on Kurdish autonomy, ACC: human shields vs Russia; Port Asalouyeh pipeline; Kerry repeats Daesh meme at Vienna meeting, name leaves out “Islamic”, Syrian vote to include diaspora
1:01:46 Producer Segment
1:19:06 EU concern over human rights in Turkey, Erdoğan poised for election win, actor Levent Üzümcü: Istanbul’s state-sponsored theatre “slaves to authority”; EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan “solidarity, togetherness, and efficiency” to the tune of €7bn; Turkish E-bots
1:30:02 German morale suffering, another 30k refugees for Greece, Merkel at the mercy of CSU; EU border authority coordinator Frontex, Snowden anti-deportation resolution, ACC: “this is World War III”, CVC bug-out order; polio & syphilis; USA Today finally covers Gülen “Shirley Jackson Jones” trips, rug dealers’ celebrity photos; Where in the World is Victoria Kagan Nudelman: Ankara; Congressional Azerbaijan trip investigation
1:50:14 John Sifton eroding tolerance in Indonesia, JCD on Indonesian women as sex symbols
1:53:51 Another “e-cigarette” explosion, DoT checked luggage ban
1:59:06 Donation Segment: JCD takes credit for Ham Nation’s existence; bad ham = “lid”
2:11:22 Putin’s “climate change silence”, “Russians could spend less money on fur coats”; Bill Nye & Arnold Schwarzenegger “climate change grief” sketch; Ted Cruz grills Sierra Club president, warming pause “not up for a scientific debate”, Cruz: “climate change is not science, it’s religion”; climate change doomsday cult
2:28:51 Tech News: Chipotle closings over E. coli outbreak; FBI: just pay up if you get hit with ransomware; OpenDNS bought by Cisco, JCD: “at least it didn’t go to Oracle”; Apple TV’s lack of 4K support; Amazon Echo Alexa Skills Kit API
2:37:28 Ask Adam: what does Alanis Morissette mean with “these conversations being very sacred to me although definitely imperfect and not precious”, ACC: “I think it’s about juice”
2:40:10 Republican party ditches Telemundo debate over petty CNBC questions, Chuck Todd on “premeditated attack” on media; Charlie Rose to Rubio: “you called Hillary Clinton a liar”; hysterical Hillary in Atlanta, ACC: “we can do coke without goin’ to jail, whoooo!”; Camille Paglia on Hillary: “she’s a fraud”, Bill a “sex criminal”
2:53:00 Bubonic plague case in Oregon

588
Erectile Dysfunction (2015-10-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “A lid. A lid.” JCD: “A lid.” (0:43:23)
0:00:32 No Agenda eighth anniversary; ACC to flee mold next year, “I should get just scuba gear”

0:03:52 John “douchebag” Harwood: “for the record, the debate was always gonna be two hours”; Cruz: questions “illustrate why the American people don’t trust the media”, Becky Quick’s “moderator’s discretion”; Trump on Kasich’s Lehman Brothers role; Lindsey Graham’s “clenched fist or open hand” for China; Kasich on deporting “ten or eleven people”; Carson’s “quiet coup” in polls; Hillary ads, Huckabee on fighting Clinton machine: “I lived to tell about it”, National Enquirer on Vince Foster murder, Hillary on House of Cards: “another murder, I mean really”

0:29:23 Mika Brzezinski calls out Hillary for playing sexism card: “I’m gonna get killed”; “we know she’s going to win” meme; Sanders’ wife: “Christmas party, or holiday party”; Rand Paul on democratic socialism: “if you will not listen ultimately … they exterminate you”; ABC mocks Trump’s “Iowa erectile dysfunction”; Ben Carson on throwing rocks at cars

0:40:16 South Carolina kid on first date killed by police over a “lid” of pot, younger cops making it hard for the older ones, Ray Kelly on the “James Cobey” “Ferguson effect”, Obama at police conference: “we’re not just sending you out there to do dirty work and then hang you up to dry if it doesn’t work out well”, JCD on Baltimore PD rebellion

0:49:55 Producer Segment: history of Kingsford charcoal

1:01:14 CISA sweeping “cyber threat indicator” definition; Ifill distorts nature of Brennan’s hacked email; Ted Koppel to NewsHour on electrical grid vulnerability, Panetta “cyber Pearl Harbor”, Napolitano 80-90%, J’Johnson “radio with extra batteries”, ACC: “I’m gonna give them a signal report, you’re five by nine here”, Koppel: “three to six month supply of food and water”, internet “weapon of mass destruction”; Club of Rome’s climate change focus (JCDPPotD)

1:22:49 Processed meat cancer hysteria, “cigarettes and asbestos”, CBS pushback for advertisers; WHO panelist Mariana Stern’s vegan climate change agenda; identical article on bogus websites; note from professor on “fundamentally flawed” epidemiology; Gina McCarthy: “we’re already feeling the impacts … now”: NOAA denies Lamar Smith subpoenaed report data

1:40:52 Harry Reid on “LBJ” progress; D.C. high heel drag queen race; Germaine Greer: Jenner not a woman, “I’m not about to walk on eggshells”; SxSW sexual harassment panels canceled

2:03:36 The View outraged by virgins in their 30’s and 40’s

2:05:58 Donation Segment

2:17:18 Ash Carter on “advise and assist” mission, “this is combat, things are complicated”; NDAA and Social Security; Carter to Tim Kaine: ISIL “uses the webbuh”, Kaine on outdated AUMF

2:26:54 Ask Adam: two NCIS blunders; ACC calls JCD for No Agenda chicken recipe

2:32:13 North Korean NGO spying for Pentagon; Danish medical researcher on big pharma mafia

2:37:07 NBC on Hurricane Patricia “one-two punch”

2:39:21 China’s response to US destroyer near air base, Show 723 “this is Chinese Navy” clip

2:43:04 ACC running out of drive space on production machine; Steve Jobs movie a flop

2:46:36 Another MSF hospital bombed, White House at odds with organization

2:48:49 World Series “glitch”, Google apology; IBM Weather Company buy; escaped JLENS aerostat

2:55:54 Google Play terms of service; Russia lurking around data cables, Putin blamed for refugees

3:06:09 Gülen school stats correction; cryotherapy manager found dead; Republicans hate government
768 Terror Tuesdays (2015-10-25)

0:00:00 ACC: (Dutch accent) “And we see, the tents are burning, tents are being burnt.” (1:39:39)

0:00:36 Official eight-year anniversary celebration on Show 769

0:01:36 ACC better post-rain; “perfect storm” Patricia, Eric “crybaby” Holthaus “It’s Undeniable” headline, NewsHour: “the most powerful hurricane that has ever existed on the planet in all of history”; Saturday’s “35mph winds”; Weather Underground guy: “cat seven range”, “mudslides and floods are also going to be a real issue”; Rothschild Weather Channel acquisition; CBS reporter phones it in: “much warmer than usual sea temperatures”; ACC’s leaky apartment; Kerry: deniers “disqualify themselves … from high public office”

0:28:15 Benghazi hearing, November classified interviews; Hillary alone “the whole night” cackle; no office computer, spokeshole: “e-mail’s a relatively new beast”; “planned attack, not a protest” question, Hillary: social media “where the the Ansar al-Sharia claim was placed”; Patricia Smith on “February 17th” people, “she lies”; Woodruff: “why does it matter” that Hillary lied

0:47:08 Producer Segment

0:59:40 Ex-CIA Mel Goodman to Democracy Now: “what was learned was irrelevant, what was relevant wasn’t discussed”, CIA weapons buyback, “we came, we saw, he died” regime change; Hillary’s pee break, answer-reading cadence, medication, JCD: “she sounds like Kathy Bates”; Goodman on “gotcha questions”, Republican clowns meme, merger of CIA and Pentagon, politicization of intelligence, “President Obama has been intimidated … by the very military industrial complex that Eisenhower warned about in 1961”

1:10:26 CISA advances in Senate, OPM $37M emergency funding removed

1:11:10 Tony Blair apologizes for faulty Iraq intelligence; Lavrov on Syrian elections, Free Syrian Army, Kerry on “fight against Daesh”; new videos on SITE RSS feed, “slickly-produced” anti-ISIS al-Nusra Lucas Kinney video, Hanna’s Got Herpes; Jack Dorsey mock beheading

1:25:08 ACC recommends Mark Hall’s Killing Ed documentary; Kucinich on Libya in 2012: “we want to stop the attacks on our embassies, let’s stop trying to overthrow governments”

1:32:39 Jeb Bush whining: “elect Trump if you want that”

1:35:09 Slovenia getting Croatia’s refugees; German pro-refugee propaganda; Swedish swordsman attack; WWIIIII, Safe Harbor ruling against Silicon Valley; Volkswagen’s multiple defeat devices

1:44:37 Tech News: CNET’s Halsey Minor’s art collection heist; clock boy emigrates to Qatar; Amazon fake review crackdown, fiverr.com native ad, ABC-McDonald’s skit; “Remote Command Injection on Modern Smartphones”; question of conscience; Facebook photos in biometric database; iPhone-unlocking court case; Scahill on Drone Papers, “Terror Tuesday”, pedophiles on British list, Djibouti drone base expansion, ICARUS project, EKIA = dead civilian

2:08:54 Donation Segment

2:21:29 Odom’s “herbal supplements”, ACC: “a guy has saved his marriage with hookers and blow”

2:22:00 Sir Atomic Rod: 1960s reactor core “could fit under my office desk”, modern lifespan 33 years

2:24:31 Note on Fycompa side effects: “murder, forceful actions, fury, anxiety, and anger”

2:29:00 Montenegro protests following Nuland’s July visit; Polish elections; Portugal’s Silva’s oddball coalition; Dutch Safety Board used no radar data

2:32:25 Chelsea Clinton asked about Webb Hubbell as her father; JCD on Bill’s vasectomy

2:35:48 CIA lawsuit documents stolen from UW’s Center for Human Rights

2:37:14 JCD 3x3: CBS spot for GOA’s Larry Pratt, Texas open carry in 2016

2:41:44 Classroom standing desks package; Lois Lerner off the hook; Icelandic bankers sentenced
0:00:00 JCD: “You’re a boasting … you’re a boasting A-hole.” (2:01:28)
0:00:35 Rainstick-induced rain in Austin, ACC still sick, JCD: “mold honey”
0:03:19 Benghazi hearing, “what difference” recap, witnesses disappeared to Germany, Pickering: security requests “not responded to … positively”, ACC: “a shit show for six hours watching nothing but lies”, James Carville: Trey Gowdy “a creation of the Koch Brothers’ rant
0:09:28 Justin Trudeau election, Democracy Now on Harper’s sins, promise to leave US anti-ISIS air campaign, NDP’s Tom Mulcair’s gay aura, Trudeau’s lisps; support for “Canada’s Patriot Act” C-51; Harper “epic enemy of First Nations”, Pierre Trudeau’s 1969 White Paper
0:29:39 Home Office releases Counter-Extremism Strategy, extremism “vocal or active opposition to our fundamental values”, Theresa May on countering “messages of hatred”, promoting “mainstream voices”; UN Strong Cities Network, “online information hub”
0:38:46 John Brennan & J’Johnson e-mail hack by stoned 15-year-old, dormant AOL account with draft security clearance form, Michael “dumbo” McCaul off script: “this is the breach at OPM, twenty million security clearances stolen by China”, Brof steers him back into script, “a big data theft is not done for criminal purposes”, China blamed for power grid attacks; Raytheon cyber-hardening promo, JCD: “somebody should hack Raytheon”; Wikileaks e-mail release and CISA; JCD CloudFlare meeting, Turkish hooker DDoS attacks from Northern Iran
1:01:45 Producer Segment: JCD on stealing your employer’s formulas; using credits on match.com
1:15:45 Netanyahu blames Muslim leader Husseini for Hitler’s final solution, “burn them”
1:20:00 Bogus expert Eliot Higgins tweets thanks for Google for Media funding; Corey Flintoff: “likely that the BUK was operated by a trained Russian crew”; Assad’s Moscow visit, Richard Engel: “Russia is milking the conflict for every drop of propaganda”; Victoria Nuland in Macedonia, Turkish Stream; Merkel on sharing “Turkey’s burden”, EU membership, €3bn for Turkey; Starbucks and Chrysler billed by EU for back taxes
1:43:16 Producer note on VICE as advertising platform, Ad Age on Washington Post producing native ads in-house, JCD: “sponsored by the Global Warming Committee, here’s the weather”; Monday Night Football “coverage of tonight’s National Anthem is presented by USAA”, CBS “Eye on Money”: no retirement until 75, sponsored by Voya Financial
1:58:12 Donation Segment: “We Told You So” jingles to remain retired; Killer Ed screening
2:12:48 JCD: native advertising aimed at ad-immune millennials
2:14:53 Election 2016 Clip Blitz: Jim Webb drops out, Democrat “hierarchy is not comfortable with many of the policies that I have laid forth”; Chertoff’s list of all the great things George W. did after 9/11, “we expanded our intelligence capability”; Morning Joe on Trump’s pre-9/11 bin Laden predictions, ABC giving up on Bush: Trump “top pick on strongest leader”, Joy Behar: “I’m starting to warm up to Trump a little bit now”, Trump “ground game”, “we’re all doin’ our part”, ACC: “John, these are goombals”, Trump’s mob connections; DNC approves BLM town hall; reporter Jacqueline Sutton found dead in Istanbul airport bathroom, Lord Ashcroft’s mysterious illness, Vatican denies Pope illness
2:39:41 Ebola relapses “frontier science”, ACC: “you know I think? we should send more troops to Western Africa”
2:48:50 Caitlyn Jenner: Glamour’s Woman Of The Year
766 Cyber Soldiers (2015-10-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “I didn’t violate anything!” (2:32:13)
0:00:34 ACC rainsticking to get rid of the Alternaria mold
0:06:08 2.4M Volkswagens to be recalled, potential cost €6.5bn+, police raids on Volkswagen and Lamborghini in Italy, JCD: “every time I see a Lamborghini I feel like I should T-bone it”
0:10:53 John Kerry’s overmodulated Italian like a crazed ham, “shittalicious” pizza
0:14:38 NBC on MSF hospital bombing: investigators destroying evidence with APC, gunship crew questioning order, possible war crime, MSF: “today we say enough”; Obama on Afghan “fighting season”, JCD: “I think there’s pre-season ... and then the playoffs”, 9800 troops to be unchanged, 5500 troops for embassies, Ash Carter’s shit-eating grin, Comey and money laundering; OPM data breach spun into story of Kosovo “hacker” arrested in Malaysia, tear gas in Kosovo Parliament, ACC: “perhaps it’s time for some regime change”, Nuland in Kosovo
0:36:28 Additions to Genie Energy Advisory Board one month before Golan Heights oil discovery
0:40:23 Russian numbers stations back on the air, COLLAPSE callsign returns to SKYKING
0:42:30 Producer Segment: secret Navy “basketball nukes”
0:55:05 ACC: hints about Gary Anderson from crisis PR guy at party; Katy Tur on Trump’s $4.2M vs Hillary’s $25.8M spending, “self-funding”, Jeb’s “disappointing” $13M; Sanders’ union donations; Citizens United Republican benefit myth/strategy; Trump & Carson want shorter debate; Sanders’ role in VA scandal, Maher & Sanders on socialism: “un-demonize this word”
1:21:27 Rand Paul’s 181% “burn rate”; Biden avoiding paying for Air Force Two; Jeb Bush dodges military industrial complex question with F-35, ACC: “it’s a turkey, Jeb!”, 71-minute militaristic F-35 ceremony; Hillary meets with BLM again, ACC predicts candidate endorsements; Hillary’s new cackle, pseudobulbar affect ad
1:40:04 Producer note on cost of automotive recall due to wrong sun visor label: $5k per vehicle
1:41:54 Department of Transportation drone registration proposal
1:44:33 Gay Ambassador to Denmark Rufus Gifford, JCD: “who names their kid Rufus?”, raised $1bn for Obama 2012, “we get to have our fairy tale”, reality show Jeg er ambassadøren fra Amerika
1:53:11 Twice-teased story about possible Dyson sphere 1500 light years away; JCD on mudflat tires
1:56:11 Pro-refugee mayoral candidate stabbed in Cologne; Hungary-Croatia border closing; Calais camp “the jungle”; refugees as Erdoğan’s leverage over EU
2:05:06 Climate study: too late for Miami and New Orleans, 4-6m rise by 2100, “Sacramento has until 2050”; Bill Nye: “deniers, quit denying and we can all get to work”
2:10:49 NPR down 20% in under-55 listenership
2:12:40 Donation Segment
2:18:38 Kent State documentary: “shut up slave” moment; JCD on “Question Authority” stickers
2:24:50 Ebola’s nine-month lifespan in senen story resurrected, troops in Cameroon
2:28:23 Tech News: terror watch list “crash”, NSA advertising for “Cyber Soldiers”; Iranian missile test as violation of sanctions, JCD: “how are they violating the sanctions?”; 23andMe DNA subpoenas, Texas forensic lab DNA problems going back to 1999; $5.5bn China-Indonesia deal for Jakarta-Bandung railway, Burbank-San Jose project; Tesla autopilot software update, eventually “you could be asleep the whole time”, random Tesla reboots; Ted Kaczynski’s forthcoming Anti-Tech Revolution: Why and How
2:43:13 JCD recommends Junípero Serra Wikipedia entry, decapitated Monterey statue, lupus cure
2:47:21 Jihadi John forced Danish photographer to tango; producer: Turkey wants in on Schengen
765  Smart Power  (2015-10-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ooh, ooh, that’s his mike I think, I think that’s his mike.”
0:00:33  ACC’s new sash from Dame Melody
0:02:11  MH17 report from DSB headed by “the masher” van Vollenhoeven, missile animation video, Buk maker: obsolete model used by Ukraine; RT’s Gayane Chichakyan exposes bogus expert Eliot Higgins; CBS on “defense analyst” Higgins’ “social media evidence”; Vice’s Shane Smith lies to Colbert: “I still own the company”; JCD on Mitchell Brothers shooting animation
0:22:46  Democrat debate: Hillary’s A-frame jacket, Huma pre-show podium check; Suffragette ads, London red carpet lie-in; Pooper whines about Clinton Global Initiative gig, ACC: “please pay no attention to the fact that he’s ex-CIA”, Pooper’s Glass-Steagall cheat sheet; JCD: O’Malley looks like Linus Pauling; Chafee only “Republican” to vote against Iraq; media goading Biden to run, “honey, it’s going to be OK” ad; Joe Scarborough on “Trump deniers”, Pooper: why isn’t Trump buying ads; debate proper delayed 20 minutes by ads
0:48:33  Hillary: Gaddafi “had American blood on his hands”, European allies “burning up the phone lines”, “Arabs”, American response “smart power at its best”; Snowden’s whistleblower protection, “he stole very important information that has … fallen into a lot of the wrong hands”
0:53:56  Jim Webb on gun control and self-defense; ACC “our country”; JCD: Hillary’s odd cadence; Hillary to Buzzfeed girls on hypohydrosis: “I was constructed in a garage in Palo Alto”; Van Jones: Hillary = Beyonce; JCD on National Anthem at baseball games, ACC standing up for anthem at home; Hillary butts in on Syria, on losing to Obama: “he values my judgment”
1:13:08  Producer Segment
1:22:02  Black guy at Trump rally: Obama “helped that I have my young people get killed by the police department”; The View lusting after Martin O’Malley, “gird your loins”, ACC: “the single most sexist moment on mainstream television this week” (CotD); Google Hangout with Rand Paul: “I wouldn’t be doing this dumb-ass live streaming if I weren’t”
1:39:21  Treasury Department video on $10 bill redesign, #TheNewTen
1:43:26  Ten-minute NPR piece from April 2014 on US Toyota Hilux deliveries; RT needling about 20 US strikes per day; Steve Kroft to Obama: Putin hijacking US leadership; JCD on American face-saving; EU divided on Assad
1:54:43  Jeremy Corbyn vs the teleprompter, “(strong message here)”
1:56:52  Volkswagen’s strangely low death & injury claims
1:59:10  Letter from Obama to Senate: 90 troops deploying to Cameroon, Chad-Cameroon pipeline
2:01:09  Donation Segment
2:11:10  Nation of Islam’s Tony Muhammed on vaccines engineered to kill black and latino boys, cdctruth.org; Rep. Bill Posey: whistleblower Dr. William Thompson on race effects and “autism-like” effects suppressed from CDC study; opium acreage down in Afghanistan
2:24:42  Chicago school superintendent’s fraud indictment; “school based universal behavioral emotional screening system” letter, “parent caregivers”; Jindal on Obama’s arrogance toward governors; Seed Man getting divorced
2:33:57  IPCC Paris coming up; EPA’s $75M militarization; Siberian virus; French meteorologist fired for book critical of IPCC; “climate justice tribunal” proposal; SodaStream CEO on “pollutant”
2:40:57  Assange’s $17M police vigil ends; “lawfare” in secret Alexandria court; Operation Mockingbird
764  Can You See That Juice  (2015-10-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “And I was stunned by this!”
0:00:33  ACC “glitch!” with truncated file, bathroom sink overflow; San Francisco 2.0 on Silicon Valley real estate; “oh my gosh, can you see that juice?”
0:12:00  Turkish government blamed for Istanbul bombing; recorded false flag planning; Suleyman Shah’s tomb; Incirlik Air Base to expand 5k troops to 7500; Dutch protests over refugees; Comey and J’Johnson on “asylees” in US; Juncker’s “conscious uncoupling from Washington” on Russia sanctions, Biden “leadership” vs bullying; Sukhoi sanctions reversed for NASA
0:29:13  Russian naval bombardment, Barbara Starr and Richard Engel on four new Kalibr cruise missiles in Iran, diverted US drones planes; Lavrov on Syrian illegitimacy now vs legitimacy on chemical weapons negotiations; US not sharing ISIL position information, Istanbul bombing and Article 5, Carter: “I wasn’t satisfied” with previous failed rebel training efforts; McCain: Russian targets “funded and trained by our CIA”, “this is an Orwellian experience”
0:47:07  JCD 3x3 rehash failed $500M rebel training program from Show 761; Russian “record 67 sorties” propaganda, Sukhoi Su-30 promo; protests in Lebanon; David Kramer on News Hour: “there are bad decisions that have to be made here” on no-fly zone; no more beheading videos
1:01:47  Oil deposits discovered in Golan Heights; Israel stabbings
1:04:24  Producer Segment: green poop confirmed; Home Shopping Network “juice”, “yum” clips
1:14:24  ACC on Houston Vape Summit IV: e-liquid “juice”, Tobacco Control Act and substantial equivalence; Dexter’s chemist friend’s certification business, alligator gar video; ACC’s new smart scooter with Chinglish manual: “please take care head safety to avoid bruising hair”
1:26:26  Progress with Thom Hartmann on SSRIs and mass shootings, “we are the source of funding for the whole pharmaceutical industry”; University of Texas “cocks not Glocks” protest; Ben Carson “if the Jews had guns”, Anti-Defamation League: “historically inaccurate”, Brolf reformulates question for sound bite, “bunch of crap” on Stephanopoulos seizing on single detail; Murdoch “real black president” tweet, Rabbi Menachem Margolin: arm EU Jews
1:47:25  People “At Home with the Trumps” with Photoshopped wart; immigrants a potential “Trojan horse”, Comey on narco-terrorists: “not just bad news, it’s awful”, “the center, ground zero for this plague, across the drugs, is Mexico”; cyber-attacks on Hillary’s e-mail server
1:59:58  North Korea 50th anniversary, “very large numbers of tourists”, ACC: “I Rove Raundly”
2:07:03  Donation Segment: ACC proposes Vegas Duke meetup
2:13:27  New amateur satellite, Russian project to investigate Apollo landing sites with microsatellite; Airbus bunk bed patent: “no telling how they’re going to stack ‘em up in coach”
2:16:49  New emissions cheaters, Volkswagen CEO: “this was a couple of software engineers who put this in for whatever reasons”, “I agree it’s very hard to believe”
2:20:40  FAA late in releasing drone regulations, “a hundred a month” aircraft incidents
2:27:34  Clock boy “world tour”, father’s second Facebook with 9/11 conspiracy videos; China-Thailand railway agreement; “Alexa: play the latest No Agenda episode”, promote the show in blog comments; stop sending VAWG notes; Megyn Kelly: Palin abandoned by feminists
2:38:11  Gun owners at Roseberg protest, Obama: “we’re going to have to come together as a country to see how we can prevent these issues from taking place”; producer: Rosebury Beacon editor seen as a nut; ACC on Amendment as prohibition on government
2:43:55  7k refugees arriving in Lesvos per day; Eritrean refugees heading to Sweden
2:45:20  “Moonbeam” Jerry signs renewable energy bill; California charging station rage
JCD: “And you get to wear a tux and you get to look like James Bond!” (0:04:25)

Nasty note for JCD: prep more; ACC’s horrible allergies; picture of Snowden with Hayden

War on Crazy: Hillary claims “comprehensive” gun control plan, “epidemic of gun violence”, “Charleston loophole”, ACC: “Ve must make a list!”, “precious children” voice quaver, “take back the Second Amendment from these extremists!”; Rosebury Beacon publisher to Bill O’Reilly on Obama Roseberg visit, Westboro Baptist Church rumor, JCD: sign sales; “wisdom from Whoopi”: “this country” meme, idiot Joy Behar: “it’s easier to get a license to drive a car than to get a gun”, Whoopi: “I need to know the background of your family”

Nevada Assemblywoman Michele Fiore calls for SSRI mass shooting study; $600k settlement for Sarasota County principal “hynpnosis victims”, Vyvance “vance”, MDMA PTSD therapy, JCD: “my pop screen feels so good on my lips!”

Burger King “green poop” burger; ABC McDonald’s native ads, manager kicks out news crew

Ben Carson attacked for leaving “souvenirs” in patients; hatred for Fiorina from HP stint, high CIA clearance; Carson “rush the shooter” firestorm; McCain: President “vetoing a bill that authorizes the ability of Americans to fight this... to defend this nation”; Josh Earnest on MSF hospital bombing investigations, General Campbell: decision made in “US chain of command”, “in-depth training in order to review all of our operational authorities”, blame Taliban, McCain on plurality of “options” to discredit Obama, to CNN: Free Syrian Army “the CIA-run operation” and “the DoD-trained one”, “abdication of American leadership”

Brian the Gay Crusader on rentboy.com DHS raid, connections to Loretta Lynch and David Geithner, more FBI blackmail fodder; Facebook and AMOS-6 satellite, Google Fiber in Africa

20-mile “close encounter” with Russian jet; radar-lock on Turkish F-16, Jens Stoltenberg on airspace violation; Russian Defense Agency: US not interested in fighting terrorism

“They love laundry” on The Soup, old washing machine “the pounder”

Hillary town hall: “thank you for your candidacy”, “shaken not stirred”; MSNBC Hillary-bashing focus group; MSNBC News “exclusive” first look at Biden ad, to Human Rights Council: “transjester”, “there’s homophobes still left, most of them are running for President I think”

Donation Segment

DraftKings insider trading, podcast advertising; “you’re the product”, JCD on Ziff-Davis specialized magazine audiences for specialized advertising; Adblock Plus acceptable ads guidelines, acceptableads.org manifesto from Adblock Plus developer

Jimmy Kimmel man on the street segment on Trump tax plan, “he’s a caricature” mind-control kicks in; “ermahgerd I just really love it” selfie-taker, Evel Knievel “all this can be verified” kook; Joe Friday lecturing hippie kid vs millennials

JCD hyper-sweetened CBS News Syria clip; ACC vape convention report next show
762  400,000 A-Bombs (2015-10-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “I've given my location away. Pack up the van!”  ACC: “Let’s go, let’s go”

0:00:38  Umpqua Community College shooting; ACC’s “flying the false flags at half mast”, half mast Presidential Proclamation; Obama: “so the main thing I’m going to do is I’m going to talk about this”, Hillary’s “sensible” measures, ACC: repeal the Second Amendment; Jon Karl to Obama: “I have to get you to respond to something Jeb Bush just said” on “stuff happens” comment, Obama: “I don’t even think I have to react to that one”, Jon Karl ABC Bush defense; Brof: modern countries “don’t have these kinds of mass shootings”; Obama directs news organizations to tally terrorism vs firearm numbers, NBC obeys; “make it hard to get like a driver’s license” meme; Chris Hayes on speech “one of the most powerful and angry of his Presidency”, “the scale of the response” to ebola; Major Garrett on “evolving anger”; three-name shooter Christopher Harper-Mercer, student who “heard nothing at all”

0:30:25  Douglas County Sheriff’s letter to Biden after Sandy Hook; Chris Cuomo badgering; testimony before Oregon House, Paine’s Common Sense; Sheriff’s Facebook link to Sandy Hook conspiracy video, ThinkProgress on “tentherism”, constable vs sheriff, Oath Keepers’ “paranoid rhetoric”, on video: “that’s not a conspiracy theory belief that I have”; provision of Oregon marijuana law went into effect same day; Sheriff casually discusses media reports with reporter; planned drill with fire department and ambulances, FBI on scene about three hours later, reports of US Marshals, ACC on the war on crazy slippery slope; JCD: “what drugs was he on?”, Toujeo and Latuda side effects: “impairment in judgment”; Juan Gonzalez: “we’re seeing … one of these mass shootings every day, on average”; “acquired legally” meme

1:12:09  Producer Segment: Tesla X rollout with Airstream

1:25:15  ACC clears up Show 800 vs eighth anniversary donation confusion

1:26:35  CNN’s Two Degrees: edible cricket “farm of the future”, ACC: “then we should eat Hillary Clinton, she’s cold-blooded”, crickets in Austin; Al Gore: “400,000 Hiroshima-class atomic bombs exploding every day”, “fish swimming in the streets” in Miami; “pestaurants”; Australian climate modeler David Evans fixes two errors, undermines IPCC

1:41:23  Peeple CEO Julia Cordray basking in the limelight: “every major media outlet is calling me and fighting for my time”, ACC: “I predict heroin overdose for her”

1:50:08  Lavrov waiting around for tardy Kerry; Ash Carter on Russians bombing non-ISIS, Kerry on “mil-mil talks”, Lavrov: “if it looks like a terrorist … if it fights like a terrorist, it’s a terrorist”; Russians not using smart bombs meme; US MSF hospital bombing in Afghanistan; News Night “agree to disagree” with Assad spokeswoman on barrel bombs

2:02:27  Poorly-translated statement from Putin on fighting Russians Chechens in Syria

2:05:52  Donation Segment

2:14:21  Tech News: former Boeing CFO James Bell joins Apple board, Kevin Lynch previously worked on Flash; Google’s Sundar Pichai: “all of us enjoy amazing services like search”, “acceptable ads”; Snowden joins Twitter just in time for CISA; “I learned it from you, OK?” ad

2:33:12  Low-sulfur diesel and catalytic converters; News Night reveal revisited; Dutch producer on “test mode” ubiquity; Mercedes “we do not manipulate” memo; AdBlue urea liquid

2:50:10  Data from 15M T-Mobil customers lost in Experian data breach; Six-Week Cycle offset by two weeks; Norah O’Donnell asks Jack Lou about ten-dollar bill redesign

2:57:07  National Enquirer: Hillary has six months to live; Warren Planned Parenthood speech; ACC’s friend told “if you don’t vote Democrat, you hate your vagina”
761  Deconflicting (2015-10-01)

0:00:00  JCD: “You said I could stop it whenever I wanted!” (0:48:02)
0:00:32  JCD two-point font in printout; ACC wiped out by 400-mile Lubbock-Austin drive, abandoned hooker stations, “hey Adam, good to see you” gas pumps and ATMs; tattooed trailers “The Raptor”, “Qwest”; Airstream quality slipmap, carbon fiber trailers (ACCPBPotD); quonset hut + house = compound, ACC: “which is exactly what the press will call it when I’m shot by FBI agents”; Albuquerque KOA dysentery alert; planning next leg of I ♥ Laundry
0:21:03  Planned Parenthood hearing: Cecile Richards grilled about apology after first video, “perpetrator”, Jordan: “which statements were you apologizing for?”, subpoena vs restraining order for videos, $22M transfer from 501(c)(3) to 501(c)(4) and PACs, 2012 $12M in advertising for Democrats; Richards’ $600k salary, $5M for travel, celebrity parties: Dan Pallotta TED talk on nonprofits; ACC: spin off and rebrand; PBS on “clandestine videos”
0:41:50  Benham brothers on Muslim prayers in school meme; Bill Nye incomprehensibly discusses fertilized eggs, “a lot of men of European descent passing these extraordinary laws based on ignorance”, “a book written five thousand years ago”, JCD: “he’s an anti-Semite!”
0:50:59  Secret Service digging for dirt on Chaffetz
0:53:58  Sheldon Whitehouse wants climate change deniers investigated under RICO, Thom Hartmann to cfact.org guy: “Paul, why should you not be in jail?”, “you’re taking money to deceive the public in a way that’s killing people”, oil depletion allowance not a subsidy; huge new German coal plant; CNN Two Degrees on burping cows with dumb Texan
1:10:50  Producer Segment: Edward Snowden/Scissorhands interview with @fart
1:28:54  Taj Mahal cleaning, cow dung burning ban; Bob Marley’s friend’s “hotter than coal” joint
1:31:44  Pope’s “secret” meeting with Kim Davis, hug and “thank you for your courage”, Lester Holt: “Davis … claims he thanked her for her courage”
1:44:32  Charlize Theron muddling through AIDS speech to UN, “ending AIDS by 2030”, 2030club.org; social justice warrior Anita Sarkeesian: “I have been the target, for three years nonstop, of egregious online harassment”; ACC and TtK in Dutch press, JCD’s $5k “scandalous” photo; JCD on erudite Variety online comments; brain professor shmoozing
1:54:56  Presidential Memorandum waiving Child Soldiers Prevention Act coverage on $20M for Yemen; ask Adam: why does Obama say getting rid of Assad gets rid of ISIS?, producer: ISIS “taking a beating on every front” from Russia; Pentagon suspends training program, Putin: “first they are armed and trained, then they defect”, French airstrikes, Ash Carter “miffed” at one-hour notice of Russian activity: “this is not the kind of behavior that we should expect, professionally”, hit man code of conduct, “deconflicting” collision avoidance coordination used mostly incorrectly, “we do not want an accident to take place”; Mike Morell dodges “Obama outmaneuvered” question: “I think the real problem here, Scott, is…”, “negotiated transfer of power from Assad to something else”; Putin’s broke meme, McCain tub-thumping for Petraeus, “dictators who have domestic problems sometimes strike out”, ambassador Ryan Crocker; Trump: “maybe we should let them do it!”; War College guy: Russian “voice and a veto” in Middle East; declassified documents on ISIS antiquity smuggling
2:26:07  Donation Segment
2:42:46  National Prescription Take-Back Day, Old Faithful syringe box, Obama: “between 2013 and 2014 we show a 33% increase in the number of heroin users”
2:48:17  “The most popular candidate running for President right now is not running, it’s Joe Biden”
VAWG (2015-09-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh, please! This just gets worse!”
0:00:33  ACC in Salt Lake City; Old Faithful and Beehive, rude Chinese everywhere; JCD: do a runaway truck ramp dry run; “live mouth-hitting exercise” for producer’s wife at meetup; Microsoft store in Tehran, “Rich Kids of Tehran” Instagram; “Islamophobe” No Agenda tweet from Media Matters guy; Don Lemon on Ben Carson comment: “Muslim is the new black”
0:17:57  JCD 3x3: ABC on Jeb Bush “free stuff” comment; Turing CEO Martin “douchebag drug guy” Shkreli as scapegoat for entire industry; Trump’s “shrill” comment, ACC: “I saw Carly Fiorina move her eyebrows”, JCD on Nixon “dirty trick” enemy, Fareed Zakaria “fact of the matter” on Hillary: “she has trouble with the sort of charisma element”; Trump to 60 Minutes on “thin-skinned”: “I don’t like lies”; Christiane Amanpour: “the top Republican candidates have decided to make a war on Muslims” and “interfaith dialogue” meme; Katy Tur anti-Trump propaganda, audio speedup
0:40:29  CNN al-Qaeda vs ISIS reality show Keeping Up with the Caliphate
0:47:00  John “crybaby” Boehner quits, “the crazies are taking over”, Pope’s “pray for me”, Susan Sarandon Pope assassination theory
0:53:52  JCD unceremoniously jettisoned from TWiT
0:54:50  Producer Segment: Denver airport horse “Blucifer”
1:16:55  Paris diesel engine ban: European Commission pushed diesel to lower CO2 instead of real pollution; diesel and catalytic converters; Volkswagen software outed on December 2014 News Night (CotD); ACC: “the Germans have killed people!”, JCD: “with gas!”; “EU-wide inquiry”, Switzerland suspends sales; similar situation with BMW; JCD on Volvo’s test track in Sweden; Moby on climate change: “I choose to be a vegan”
1:38:32  EU $1.1bn to address Syrian migration, Tusk: biggest tide yet to come, “we need to correct the policy of open doors and windows”; Shakira to UN: drowned kid “should humanize the plight of the refugees”, demand “just exit to this humanitarian crisis”; Assad: “the West now is crying on the refugees with one eye, and aiming at them with a machine gun with the second one”; Ukraine NATO membership
1:46:53  Tech News: Windows 10 to use Baidu in China; XcodeGhost malware in China affects Perfect365, CIA technology demonstration in 2012; NSA now spying on all employees, economic hit man on Arabic and lousy assignments in Middle East; Mike Rogers grilled about private e-mail servers; Facebook RSS: JCD trolling TrK for Newsletter pictures; Facebook “Daughter’s Day”; C-SPAN state dinner camera, Tim Cook’s date Lisa Jackson; clock boy to visit Google science fair and UN, ACC: “I guarantee heroin overdose for this kid”
2:27:02  Donation Segment: meetup chili from lunch lady nutrition service worker
2:53:01  Second Half of Show: ACC attending Secret Space Program Conference; blood moon eclipse
2:54:54  Ask Adam: car with jammed cruise control never identified; “health monitoring car seat”
3:01:30  More North Korean nuclear saber rattling; Xi Jinping in Korean giant voice system crisis; China to build Kra Canal in Thailand
759  Geopolitical Chernobyl  (2015-09-24)

0:00:00  ACC: “Start over! Worst show ever!”

0:00:32  ACC in Jackson Hole with Tina the Keeper, 11am checkout time, running on car battery; 758 “glitches”, Airstream in spot 33; Santa Fe & Colorado Springs meetups; picking up Tina low clearance adventure at Denver International Airport, “blue horse of death”; Cheeba Chews; Wyoming crosswinds; Kerry on refugee resettlement “floor” increases; ACC recommends Bin22; ACC: “were you knocking? you’re an asshole!”

0:18:07  “Stinking, sprawling refugee camp” in Lesvos, Afghanistan in the mix; diplomat William Swing: have to “help everyone to learn to manage inexorably growing cultural, ethnic, religious diversity within our countries”, ACC on Fortunyn and van Gogh assassinations, Timmermans on registering refugees promptly; ACC on Volkswagen as possible retaliation, JCD on roadside emissions sensors, graphics card rigging; Hungary and others to sue; Saudi Arabia to head UN Human Rights Council; refugees in Edirne Turkey sent back to Istanbul; clock boy tease

0:38:41  Producer Segment

0:50:39  Irving TX prohibition on Sharia law; Mark Cuban to Bill Maher on clock boy’s sister prompting: Glenn Beck guest: sister claims to have been suspended for bomb threat, CAIR and “civilization jihad”; Irving Mayor Van Duyne to Glenn Beck: family is not allowing record release, school less than 10% caucasian, “the teacher was reacting to the device”, family no-show for press conference, timing of Obama’s “cool clock kid” tweet; Bill Maher on activist Ali Mohammed al-Nimr to be crucified and beheaded in Saudi Arabia

1:08:04  Ben Carson: Muslim President not a good idea, CBS: Trump “slipping”, no religious test in Constitution, Trump on Muslim in White House: “some people have said it already happened”; CAIR on Carson: “unfit to lead”; ABC on Trump “speaking to a half-empty room”; Hillary the birther, Katy Tur quotes Fox News: “Trump doesn’t seem to grasp that candidates telling journalists what to ask is not how the media works in this country”; Mika Brzezinski deconstructs scripted Face the Nation Hillary interview, new Hillary cackle, JCD on Hillary’s “gaggle of bossy women” at Fleur de Lis; FBI recovers “drip drip drip” of e-mails, JCD: “she is Leona Helmsley!”; ACC’s millennial friend reading This Town; cackle in “three words” context

1:37:01  Whoopi Goldberg’s take on Planned Parenthood, “get out of my… vaginal!”

1:41:35  ABC News Star Wars native ad, high school football player Apple Watch native ad

1:43:55  Donation Segment: JCD’s /mɛlk/ and /ɛ.lə.noi/ pronunciations

1:55:34  Colbert to Elizabeth Warren: “can you tell us why you’d be such a terrible choice to be President of the United States?”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz wants more debates

1:59:17  Staged migrant five-year-old with “discrimination” message for Pope, Jersey Vargas: “I won’t stop fighting until immigration reform happens”, different letters on CBS and ABC; Obama’s JFK/MLK intonation, JCD: “he uses the word believers the way a Muslim does”, “interfaith dialogue”; three Supreme Court justices ditch Pope’s address to Congress

2:07:26  Hillary’s proposed drug price cap in the wake of toxoplasmosis drug Daraprim price increase, Turing Pharmaceuticals CEO Martin Shkreli: “we can make a better drug for this disease”; Bill Nye Garden of Eden CotD was fake

2:16:19  Xi Jinping visits Boeing, 737s to be built in China, WTO violation

2:22:17  Trump invokes global cooling, “I believe there’s weather”

2:24:47  Obama to inmates: “thank you for taking the time to meet with me”

2:27:20  Eurasia Foundation guy on possibility of Brexit; Petraeus on Syria as “geopolitical Chernobyl”
758  Blue Waffles  (2015-09-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “Child abuse, I tell you!” (1:30:56)
0:00:32  Airstream of Consciousness in Santa Fe, ACC’s 10 MPG, Wild Bill “I don’t want people thinking I’m Exxon” story, book and jerky shop; Lubbock meetup, STD capitol, “raider rash” and “blue waffle”; SiriusXM “Progress” channel 127; Angela Castaneda’s excellent production job; Airstream “how do you like it”, renaissance fair millennials
0:26:16  September 23 Armageddon; Papal protocol advisory for Congress, “Presidential perp walk”
0:29:12  Workout and memory benefits of caffeine, “expresso”; Reuters native ads; cryotherapy
0:36:23  NHK explains Japanese Constitution changes: “collective self-defense” with US and Australia; McCain and “freedom of navigation” operations in South China Sea
0:42:15  Bernie Sanders to Norah O’Donnell on taxes under “Dwight David Eisenhower”
0:46:40  Producer Segment: award for Epic No Agenda Beer
0:51:43  European Parliament directive requires airlines to return refugees to country of origin at cost; pileup on Turkey-Greece border; Kerry on “modality” of Assad’s ouster; Kerchick: “we fell for” Russian chemical weapon plan; refugees’ dead kid banners; fake Syrian passports; Croatia-Hungary fence under construction; man tripped by camerawoman now a soccer coach; UK counterterrorism bill’s definition of extremism: “vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values”, JCD: “I don’t like crumpets!”, man arrested by FBI for retweeting ISIS, proposed University of California “free from expressions of intolerance” policy
1:19:55  “Clock boy” recap, politically active father, CAIR involvement; at press conference on meeting with police chief: “not without my lawyer, no”, prompted by CAIR woman, “we don’t have definites on that yet”; CAIR rep to Chris Hayes: CAIR involved on day of incident, MIT astrophysicist: “you are my ideal student”
1:31:11  JCD 3x3 Trump hit pieces moment over “Obama is a Muslim” question, McCain in 2008: “he’s a decent family man citizen”, JCD: “birth control certificate” mixed in, Daniel Pipes’ “Was Barack Obama a Muslim” article; bogus NBC fact-checking, “truthful hyperbole”, agent provocateurs in the chatroom, “buy his way into the Presidency” meme; Fallon to Hillary: “is it possible that you have too much experience?”, Bernie Sanders endorsed by 128 artists and “cultural leaders”, ACC: “is that an arrogant bunch of shit or what?”
1:52:36  Letter encouraging Biden to enter race, Plan “Kill Bill” possibility; Whoopi Goldberg on Reagan and Lanterman–Petris–Short Act, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, “they dumped mentally ill people on the street”, air traffic controllers; Mika Brzezinski’s Fiorina “girl crush”, Stephanopoulos on Planned Parenthood video “analysts”, Fiorina: “Planned Parenthood needs to be defended”, Rev. Patrick Mahoney on “meaningless” defunding votes
2:07:42  Donation Segment: JCD recommends Slovenian wine
2:18:24  Noah’s Ark sculptures at IPCC meeting; Robert Redford to Larry King on speaking at UN on climate change. JCD story about meeting Robert Redford with girlfriend Lucy, Redford on Obama and Arctic drilling; Bill Nye: “the Garden of Eden was in Missouri, and you can know this by looking at the neutrons in the ice” (CotD)
2:29:18  Greek snap election, “cliff hanger”
2:30:53  Cheney making the rounds; Lawrence Wilkerson: “Dick Cheney oughtta be in jail for war crimes”, “we wouldn’t have to listen to him except through prison bars”; Trump piñatas
2:33:21  Tech News: “blockpocalypse”, Daily Mail’s Jon Steinberg endorses click fraud; Arabic input; Dubai prince dead at 33 of heart attack friendly fire; Doritos rainbow chips; Vegas bullet train
757 Dairy Air (2015-09-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ehh, you feel a little slimy, I dunno, you never, you don’t, you feel a little dirty.”

0:00:34 Rain and snow in California, wine harvest; ilovelaundrytour.com promo video

0:03:01 Antebellum v2.0 and “clock boy” Ahmed Mohamed, dudes named Ben and brain professor all-in on Texas racism meme; Biden: Trump xenophobia and the Know-Nothing Party, JCD on history of race riots, Sanders: US was created on “racist principles”; iOS “Adblockapocalypse” and closed systems, AOL keywords; ACC “new civil war” theory

0:24:54 New York mental hygiene laws and brainwashing; JCD’s new Miss America watching strategy

0:28:22 Killing Ed documentary, Gülen schools and Germany; 2014 International Crisis Group report; breathy-voiced question for Michael McCaul: “how do you balance these urgent humanitarian needs with national security?”, Assad-removal meme; EU Parliament directive instructs airlines to keep refugees out in spite of Geneva Convention, EU Naval Force Mediterranean to target refugee traffickers; British boat tours in Turkey; McCaul on Papal security

0:45:16 Kirby on US “policy of regime change”: “I’m not going to dignify that with an answer”; 22% of Syrians like ISIS, 82% think ISIS a US creation; CENTCOM’s Lloyd Austin reveal special forces in northern Syria; disgruntled DIA analysts, Austin on reports not going directly to White House; enhanced drone strikes and “collateral damage”; Karzai on al-Qaeda: “for us they don’t exist”, Adam Curtis documentary, new al-Zawahiri audio message from SITE

0:59:45 Producer Segment

1:09:03 Republican debate: warmonger Lindsey Graham, JCD: “sad single man with no children and he wants to die”, “libary” pronunciation; Jindal is Kermit the Frog, Trump is Jason Calacanis; Fiorina’s Botox non-smile; John Kasich unsure if he flew on Air Force One; “GOP Candidates Butt Heads”; Jake Tapper to Kimmel on Trump coverage chicken-or-egg; strange Obama “America’s” tap tap tap tap “winning right now”; Fiorina the warmonger: “we need about fifty Army bigades”; Miss America pro-Bush answer slamming Trump; Cruz on $100bn for Iran as financing terrorism; Fiorina “ny turn next”

1:35:31 September 23, JCD: “you might as well send us all your money because we’re all gonna die”

1:36:23 “Gender-fluid” reporter Jonathan Rachel; Hillary lookalike over Tapper’s shoulder

1:37:57 Executive Order for using behavioral science, “nudge theory”; Michigan avoids “if you see something say something” with “OK to say”; ACC outraged at sexist Kickstarter for home security system “Angle”

1:45:56 Miss Colorado: put Ellen DeGeneres on the ten-dollar bill, ACC: “we’re doomed”

1:51:23 Benghazi and arms dealer Marc Turi, Napolitano: “Mr. Turi paints a picture of a government totally out of control”, Benghazi insiders now with Clinton-linked Beacon Global Strategies, Turi: “when this equipment landed in Libya, half went one way and half went the other way”

1:57:30 Donation Segment

2:13:29 Broadcast Board of Governors RFQ for software to decode HF MFSK32, MFSK16, etc.

2:17:56 Prank Putin call to Elton John; House of Cards gay-hating meme; Putin to continue Assad support; Rand Paul on Saudi Arabia not accepting refugees

2:26:58 Miss America: plain and chubby contestants, Miss “come smell our dairy air” Wisconsin, winner Georgia opera number, Mississippi “fiddle” solo, “Oklahoma, move up a little bit!”, Georgia botches Q&A on deflategate; Planned Parenthood, BLM, gun control, Kim Davis

2:43:58 Eddie Bernice Johnson all-in on “carbon pollution” health impact

2:49:38 Vaping story revisited; deadly synthetic marijuana in New York, screaming drug user
**756 Shemitah Cycle (2015-09-13)**

0:00:00 JCD: “Right, I was trying to get you to go to bed with her.” (1:10:45)

0:00:34 JCD’s “soybean gondolas” on the rails

0:01:05 Six-Week Cycle: Joshua Ryne Goldberg Kansas City 9/11 plot, “distribution of information related to explosives, destructive devices, and weapons of mass destruction” via links, honey-potted via Twitter, “he did that, most likely, at the direction of the FBI, [he] wasn’t in total control of this operation”, pressure cooker bomb with rat poison, ACC: jihadi Jews

0:13:57 Military analysts’ “targeting packages” being manipulated by higher-ups, Morell: “analysts get to say what they think without any interference”, inter-agency turf wars, Clapper orchestrating Senate panel, Rogers on cybersecurity: “are we gonna start to see a focus on the manipulating or changing of data”, Comey on Tor users: “they’re kiddin’ themselves”, on encryption difficulty: “my reaction to that is, really?”; Rogers: kinetic and cyber operations directed only by Executive branch; small fry ISIS propagandist Junaid Hussain droned

0:31:01 CISA vote delayed until October, FireEye zero-day; GCHQ recommends “fewer and less complex passwords”, JCD on TV “keep him on the line” gimmick, NCIS magical password guessing

0:36:52 RT on ISIS masquerading as refugees in Hungary; police throwing sandwiches to crowd, Fox News and Obama blame Putin, Nigel Farage on definition of refugee; David Muir tries to ask “why the exodus now”, JCD on hobo code, ”Rick Steve’s Guide to Migration to Germany”; Reddit AMA with refugee in Germany: “are there ISIS jihadists among the refugees?”

0:55:32 Producer Segment: Angela Castaneda producing the I Laundry Tour

1:09:22 Bernie Sanders’ people giving away buttons and bumper stickers, ACC’s O-bot neighbor, giddy millennials, Mark Levin’s anti-trump clips; compliment for Sarah Palin; Rick Perry drops out; Dan and Farris Wilks the new Koch brothers, “grew up in a goat shed”; House of Cards consultant media buy cut; Trump on Fallon, Biden on Colbert, JCD on Colbert as Jack Paar

1:30:07 Paul Poundstone Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! rant on dancing celebrities, Ellen to Hillary on e-mails: “I personally believe that women are held to a different standard than men”, JCD: “tell that to Petraeus!”; giggly Kanye announcement reaction

1:35:15 Tim Cook: the iPad “instantly transforms into anything that you want it to be”, ACC recommends Triage e-mail app; Apple maps transit addition

1:38:02 Joe and Mika bicker over Schumer’s Iran deal opposition; Rep. Bill Johnson’s apology to “Iranian nuclear attack” survivors in 2030, “smoking ruins of leveled buildings”

1:49:01 Westwood One podcast listener statistics: “most of listening is done at home”

1:52:27 Producer Segment

2:04:21 Second Half of Show: September 23 event, “33 things that will happen in September”; CERN Tara Shears: “2015 is… may provide the answer”; Google map “glitch” with underwater highways; Jerusalem numerology, French foreign minister: “we have 500 days to avoid climate chaos”, seven-year Shemitah cycle, “you mays be noticing quite a few sevens in all of this”

2:17:36 Welsh town Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch

2:18:51 A week in the burn unit from vaping with an “e-cigarette” (CotD)

2:22:24 New ABC show Quantico: FBI “protecting our nation’s best secrets”

2:24:06 CNN breaks down 97% of scientists meme, “97% of that one third”

2:28:15 War crimes in Yemen; sexist spacecraft plaques; new Facebook icon changing feature

2:33:55 Allstate driver monitoring patents: selling data, driver physiology & behavior

2:38:55 ISIS selling antiquities on the black market
0:00:00 JCD: “Get back to what you’re supposed to do, slave!” (1:47:39)

0:00:31 “Hail Apple” for the big event; DH Unplugged donation link in Newsletter; all major predictions wrong, iPhone 6S “peek & poke” e-mail feature, ACC: “they had the Apple logo made out of coke, man!”; Tim Cook “ah-ma-zing”

0:08:18 “I love laundry” jingles; ACC at KOA franchise in Bastrop on Mr. Robot binge, “this is the television event of 2015”; therapy Junior Adam Burger King dog in trunk vs homeless guy

0:16:32 Dan Barber “food trash into treasure” juice pulp burger, “dumpster dive salad”; producer squirrel feedback, British squirrel and vegetable pies, Faces of Death monkey brains

0:27:03 Hollande to fly Syria sorties; Merkel mask in EU Parliament, Germany needs 500k migrants per year, dibs on the Syrians, Le Pen: Germany recruiting slaves, Danish anti-refugee ad, Millibande: US “a world leader in refugee resettlement”; Turkey sending Syrian refugees to Europe; Jolie trots out the old “raped repeatedly” stories, ACC: little pink pill meme; 30k spots in Siemens campus; Hungarian camerawoman kicking refugees; Front Page magazine on hijrah “jihad by migration”; News Hour: Russian military on the ground in Syria, Antonov An-225; April Irish fishing trawler and Russian submarine conspiracy theory debunked

0:50:21 Cruz on Iran deal: “people will die”, EMP to “kill tens of millions of Americans”, Starfish Prime; Sarah Palin on “Orwellian Obama world full of sprinkley fairy dust”; Trump guarantees prisoner release, Iran shift border hiker; Roger Stone: Clinton Foundation “a slush fund for grifters”, e-mail from Chelsea on Haiti incompetence, more visits there than Middle East

1:05:08 Hillary’s ABC “apology” with old lady makeup and demure voice, David Muir propaganda intro, cadence comparisons; Andrea Mitchell: “rebooting her campaign” on Ellen Show; Gaddafi “Lady Macdeath”, “aboveboard” meme; formal Huma Abedin investigation, ACC: Mary Steinberger the actress girlfriend, Jack Wheeler op-ed on in flagrante delicto with “squeeze”

1:24:02 Producer Segment: amab.com “assigned male at birth”, “shit cis people say”

1:44:24 Expanded CIA ISIS drone campaign, analyst complaints about inflated numbers; latest Inspire magazine: target Bill Gates; Bob Baer on Wait Wait...Don’t Tell Me!

1:53:44 Xeni Jardin on TWiT: breast cancer and “new religion” of science; PR girl: “Twitter fits very intuitively with religion”, Twitter “monitoring” Papal naysayers, “if things are violating our rules, they are taken down”, improvements to avoid “another global glitch”, prediction: iPope

2:01:24 Bob Guccione Jr. on WTF: Discover article on 100% sunspot-temperature correlation, Maron: “but you’re not denying climate change”; Jerry Brown failed attempt to cut oil use by 50%, “this is an existential threat to your children”, California über Alles; Atlantic’s “quieter” hurricane cycle; Tom Vilsack on giving vegetables “cool names” like “X-ray carrots”

2:16:17 Two Missouri radio hosts suspended for speculating about Virginia TV shooting

2:19:07 Donation Segment: No Agenda beer arrival, JCD recommends Hopp Zombie

2:30:07 News Hour on Kansas anti-Semitic shooter giving Nazi salute in court; CBS Hitleresque waving Trump still; ACC’s O-bot friend’s Facebook post: “I should be, and am, terrified of this man”

2:35:59 Arizona I-10 shootings “domestic terrorism”, ACC: “hey John, why do you think he’s yelling at us?”, JCD: “it chaps, it grinds!”; Bill Maher quotes anonymous caller on enslaving immigrants

2:42:11 Rep. Trent Franks in Planned Parenthood hearing: “the only time this little baby was ever held by anyone in his short life, was by those who cut his face open and took his brain”

2:44:37 Thomas Sowell to Hannity: “I’m afraid that no lives really matter very much to them”

2:45:52 I Love Laundry Tour itinerary; JCD on Saskatoon: “I’ll fly in”
0:00:00 ACC: “Wait a minute, one of the symptoms of the drug is you see the cat?” (1:42:18)
0:00:34 ACC on Galveston Island; Labor Day vs May Day; no more wearing white clothing
0:03:38 Fiber vandalism in Northern California, “there’s no second line”, JCD: “gophers”; Galveston 1899 seawall, tile benches, Ray the blood-pooping panhandler, high beach bacteria levels; hammerheads in California; ACC: “who needs a house?”, search for the Airstream’s name
0:15:10 Marine veteran Michael Whaley “viral” anti-BLM video, to CNN on no-snitch rule “they not gonna admit the troof”, Megyn Kelly “I got it”; Montel Williams to Don Lemon on “tipping point”: “99% of this are committed by us, on us”
0:27:27 September 15 Six-Week Cycle; networks converge on refugee crisis, no mention of charges for Guatemalan President Pérez Molina; dead kid on beach had lived in Turkey, childhood photos mysteriously intact; Emma Thompson on climate change and migration, “entire swath of the earth that will become uninhabitable”; Syria crisis in five minutes cartoon; Frans Timmermans’ background with ACC, “moment of truth in European history”, African: Germany the “best thing on this earth”, Muslims converting to Christianity “in droves”, first trains of refugees arriving in Munich, Jolie still MIA, JCD: no icon-changing because no Hillary techno-experts
0:51:20 George Monbiot cooking squirrels on BBC; Secretary of Agriculture Vilsack on school nutrition “between the months of Juloon and September”; Monbiot’s squirrels “a little tough”
0:58:27 Producer Segment: CotD YouTube channel
1:07:19 JCD “why am I playing this clip” segment: History Channel on German superiority, self-esteem movement and score-less sports leading to fascism
1:10:08 CNN ties OPM hack to Ashley Madison, “massive database analysis”, government cybersecurity not “up to the par of the private sector”; CNN: Kiev riots “now turning deadly”, “Russian troops” in East, Predator drones in Latvia, F-22s in Germany, blame Putin; slow news weekend, return of patronizing Megyn Kelly, JCD: “she epitomizes being constipated”
1:20:37 Producer pet peeve: “18-month veteran of the department”
1:22:48 RT on 25 new Russia sanctions, Deputy Spokeshole hemming and hawing, guilt by association; Frontline “Putin’s Way”, Yeltsin-era corrupt business as usual, Putin never head of KGB, apartment building bombs Chechen false flag, similarity to first Chechen war and elections
1:35:35 ACC recommends Zen TV Experiment; creepy Globe Magazine “exclusive baby monkey doll”
1:40:40 “Nightmare-inducing” boneless cat Belsomra ad, “do not take Belsomra if you have narcolepsy, sleep-driving, aggressiveness, confusion, agitation, or hallucinations”, “risk of suicide”; Nulasta “ruptured spleen”; Truvada 86% success “corrected” to 100% by Kaiser study
1:54:08 Donation Segment
2:03:29 Hillary to Andrea Mitchell: “I was not thinking a lot when I got in”, condescending “I am sorry that this has been confusing to people”; producer hrodr.tar text archive; Brianna Keilar grills Brian Fallon about thumb drive full of headerless PDFs; sysadmin Bryan Pagliano taking the Fifth, spokeshole to Matt Lee on hiring for “IT job”; National Enquirer on “secret lesbian lifestyle”, “beauty in her early 30s”, Benghazi as a pretext to out her?
2:32:38 Trump signs pledge not to go independent; Iran deal commits US to defend Iran against Israel; Uncle Don op-ed in favor of deal, secular Persians
2:41:40 Burning Man naked revelers in dust devil; flakka used with e-cigs, cop: “what they’re vaping, I cannot determine”, ACC: war on vaping; national SAT scores down, 42% not college-ready; ACC stunned at fraternity dues, JCD: “most of the benefits have to do with cheating”

754 Juloon (2015-09-06)
ACC: “If I get an electric car I’ll save the refugees, or some crap like that (1:01:47)

UN: journalists should use “refugees”; ACC's birthday, JCD on going farsighted with age

National Wilderness Month, We the People petition: Obama to “drink own urine” on Running Wild, National Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery Month, NBC: talk to kids about alcohol at age nine, National {Childhood Cancer Awareness, Childhood Obesity Awareness, Preparedness, Prostate Cancer Awareness} Month

Dinner With the O-bots: Mayanist Dave Stuart, JCD: “you should’ve gotten his autograph … have him do it in Mayan”, wife Carolyn and McDonald Observatory, Giant Magellan Telescope, Neil Armstrong’s dime; “cue Adam” moment, Obama great achievement review; PBS ombudsman scolds Ifill over “take that Bibi” tweet, JCD Twitter journalist bias sub-project

NBC Arctic “climate change refugees”, $300k per person to move 12 miles away

Obama in Alaska: 75 gigatons of ice loss per year, “sea levels rose by about eight inches over the last century”, “another one to four feet this century”, “submerged countries … that’s not a future of strong economic growth” (CotD); Putin & Medvedev workout video, 41 Russian icebreakers vs our two; Obama’s spawning salmon, red kitchen gloves, “happy to see me” punchline, networks protecting from ridicule; RT Crosstalk on climate change migration

Photos of Syrian refugee boy’s body on Turkish beach; stranded and “kettled” in Budapest train station for lack of Schengen visa, “we need a little bit of human rights”, emerging orange-shirted spokesman; Hungarian Prime Minister: “nobody would like to stay in Hungary”; JCD on history of passport control; ACC: majority from Syria, JCD: refugees “high-ambition”

RT: Turkey bombing Kurds instead of ISIS; Gazprom: may join Arabian pipeline

Producer Segment: La Cucaracha “no no no”; NA saves child from aspartame headache

University of Tennessee 1970’s te, ter, tem fractal/cycle, State Representative vs Vice Chancellor of Diversity and “if you do a Google” Inclusion, “gender nonconforming” vs “they probably need to have the Office of Suck It Up”; Harvard registration pronoun choice; WSU to penalize use of “male” and “female”, “there are rules in the world so you kinda have to follow them”

rhinothebearded.com; portable remote backpacks, Leo’s SxSW rig; ACC’s Verizon booster RF burn, on beach for Sunday show, JCD: “you’re going to be the greatest old fart ever”

NOTAM on TCAS unreliability in Southeast due to DoD exercise; DHS low-flying helicopter radiation measurement in San Francisco, blade flap, JCD’s wing-over in Kauai, mast-bumping

New batch of Hillary e-mails, bullcrap “they didn’t know it was you”, gefilte fish, Axelrod’s “domestic messes”, Boehner the lazy alcoholic, Clinton’s multiple addresses, “top aide” Abedin in Trump crosshairs, “highly unusual for a Presidential candidate to go after an advisor”, ACC: classified by nature and not by stamp; Project Veritas Canadian button-buying video

JCD 3x3, ABC-only police shooting footage “purchased by ABC affiliate KSAT”

Donation Segment: Tina “The Keeper”; “illegal books” from Sir Patrick; eight of diamonds

Today Show and ABC Monday C-block native ads

MTV VMAs: Michael Jackson Video Vanguard Award for Kanye, weed-fueled candidacy announcement, airbrushed abs, Taylor Swift “happy that ... girls can play soldiers”

Increase in police ambushes; DHS perceived terrorist threat survey: sovereign citizens #1, SPLC video on warning signs, “without prejudice” on contracts, Timothy McVeigh et al “a catalyst for the birth of armed militias”, Ron Paul bumper stickers

Margaret Sanger: “I think the greatest sin in the world is bringing children into the world”
752 Gender Binary (2015-08-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Swallowing! gulp gulp gulp” (1:34:21)
0:00:33 ACC at Google self-driving car event, ACC: “this was the stupidest thing I’ve ever been to”, staff pass lying on ground, phase one for training people how to take over in 2020, banjo band
0:05:32 ACC back in Austin, iPhone overheating “glitch” on the stream; Verizon MiFi and credit history; corrupted .m4a file, stream backup
0:09:04 HSBC “glitch” halts BACS direct debit system in United Kingdom
0:13:28 Robert Blagojevich on witness protection & CIA data lost in OPM breach (CotD), Hunter Biden on Ashley Madison account: created by Russians, McAfee: inside job
0:22:23 North and South Korea to hold follow-up talks, joint exercises “swagger on display”; generals “dismissed”, “more heavily surveilled than any other officials there”
0:28:53 University of Tennessee at Knoxville Pride Center’s gender-neutral pronouns for “people who do not identify within the gender binary”: “ze, hir, hirs, and xe, xem, xyr”
0:37:03 Fundamental Common Core goal failed because of states creating their own tests
0:38:37 Black pastors demand removal of Margaret Sanger bust from Smithsonian, “Margaret Sanger was a white supremacist”; Hillary’s 2010 Margaret Sanger award
0:42:10 ABC’s Hillary word cloud: “liar”, Trump “bizarre” toupee check, Jeb Bush ABC/Disney connection; Bill Clinton’s proposed speeches in North Korea & Congo, $48M total; Hillary on deportations: “put them, I don’t know, in buses, boxcars”; Bill Maher on Mexicans who “exploit us by picking our fruit”, Jorge Ramos “get out of our country”, Univision-Clinton connections, “$50 for each confirmed kill” redneck humor, Wendy Davis: “he’s race baiting, he’s race baiting”, “European-style demagogic politician”, Maher plays the Hitler card
0:59:30 Trump-Cruz Zionist Organization of America event; Nazi train discovered in Poland; Cruz evangelical speaking style, “Death to America Day”; Trump to Katy Tur: “you’re going to see something very interesting”, South Carolina requires support pledge, JCD: write-in candidate, $10-17 in tax money per person to run a primary (JCDPPotD)
1:18:54 Producer Segment: Grimerica knighthood; Lance Ulanoff podcasting article
1:29:05 New segment: fact check of the day, Pedobear archbishop dead of “natural causes”
1:30:42 President’s podcast on Alaska tour, “six to twelve degrees” by 2100, “beginning to swallow one island community”; Maher Santorum-baiting with Pope; House hearing on aircraft emissions
1:42:01 Virginia newscast shooting “photographer” and early hours explained; Trump: “this isn’t a gun problem, this is a mental problem”; Andy Parker to be the “John Walsh of gun control”, “if Alison or Chr… or, or Adam had been carrying an AK-47”; American Public Health Association’s shootingtracker.com wiki, “one a day” meme picked up by Bill Maher; ACC: Chris Hurst is the crazy one, “he has tried to create a narrative; that is one that I hope everybody quickly quickly forgets”; no wire from camera to van; ACC: “it was a gay lovers’ spat”
2:03:13 Donation Segment: Airstream crack, “caulk”, “moist” word aversions
2:16:41 Refrigerated truck full of dead “migrants” in Austria, coincidental EU-Balkan meeting in Vienna, EU unprepared, 50k Italian arrivals in six months, Iraqi refugee’s story of being packed into refrigerated compartment, Germany’s 800k applicants, Theresa May says “no” to quota, blames “criminal gangs”, ACC: “we will have to take out Assad”, Austrians handing out clothing, Richard Engel “trail of tears” meme
2:38:03 Regime change in Guatemala, Pérez Molina on CIA payroll, situation “out of control”
2:44:36 Sharpton moving to 8:00 Sunday
JCD: “Who does these things at a quarter to seven??” (0:40:16)
ACC “out in the sticks” with the Airstream at McKinney Falls park
Upcoming O-bot dinner to be attended by Mayanist Dave Stuart
Virginia journalist shooting, Obama: gun-related incident number “dwarfs any deaths that happen through terrorism”, “photographer” not cameraman, criminologist: “you get peripheral vision”, no knockback or blood; boyfriend Chris Hurst’s 6:10 tweet, binder full of photos, police: “Alicia Parker and Aaron Wade”, Megyn Kelly’s cameraman “speculation”
CIA superwoman Alison Parker, Alpha Phi and Valerie Plame; Walmart spokeshole on curtailing firearms sales; father Andrew Parker and Sandy Hook’s Robbie Parker; 6:45 am interview on tourism; Andrew Parker the consultant and Broadway actor; DeRay Mckesson tweet: “whiteness will explain away nearly everything”; cherry-picked “manifesto” faxed to NBC
White House fence-jumper Curtis Smith shot, ACC: “I’m thinkin’, this guy knew too much”; JCD: “half the country seems to be working for an intelligence agency”; Belgian medal for French train heroes, EU train security legislation, Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”
Mike Rogers’ Something to Think About dog story; Stephanopoulos “wash your hands”
Producer Segment: new No Agenda brain scientist; JCD “byclist”
Hurricane Katrina retrospective, “category six”: Fiorina’s over-Botoxed face: no new California reservoirs thanks to the likes of Jerry “moonbeam” Brown; Botox “can’t feel emotions”
Dan Rather: “I’m a little suspicious of this battle between Trump and Fox”: ACC’s Subway “veggie combo” revisited; Trump and the art of the shaggy dog story, Jorge Ramos
Josh Earnest: Biden “better decision than the Secretary of State he chose”; “you’re listening to noagendastream.com” glitch; Caroline Kennedy e-mails; Lois Lerner’s secret “Toby Miles” account; Trump on teleprompters: “dee dee dee dee dee”
ABC Monday C-block native ad: Honest Tea survey on honest cities; Peace One Day McWhopper: keyless ignition carbon monoxide lawsuit Ford and Volkswagen hit job; This American Life soliciting donations, reasons large corporations like Boeing support PBS
Donation Segment: Amy Goodman: David Duke endorses Trump; ACC to deport Micky
Red Book kid eating weed prediction confirmed, ACC: “hyperactive? that’s some shitty weed”
NATO training exercises, F-22s in Europe; Lavrov: signals that US wants reconciliation; RT on couple getting married at Chernobyl
Wes Clark Seven Lebanon up next for regime change; Erdoğan and ISIS corridor, stolen oil sales; Kirby on trafficking in artifacts, spells out I-S-I-L twice, ACC: “everybody in marcomm knows that you need to have the brand be consistent”, Baal Shamin temple “pile of rubble” in Palmyra, JCD: “what is one of the real irritating aspects to building what you want to build?”, Amy Goodman’s new fact: “Turkey entered the fight against ISIL last month, opening up an air base in the United States”; 16-year-old Manchester girl charged for possession of Anarchist’s Cookbook; ACC: “this is the razing stage”, ISIS czar John R. Allen
Department of Defense seeking $850M cyber-training contract, “Minority Report -like monitors” to attract and retain millennials
Agreement between South and North Korea to shut off giant voice system and express regret for land mine incident, end “quasi state of war”
750 Gas Jackers (2015-08-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Do you have chardonnay?”
JCD: “I want it cold.”
ACC: “Cold for a meaningful conversay-shun. I may even have some nuts.” (2:12:54)

0:00:37 “There’s bears in the pool!”; Cecil the lion and Zoo; ACC’s suitcase fail in Chicago with Tina, “unfortunate sexual incident” wrist sprain, her family of No Agenda listeners; architectural boat tour; embarrassed beggars; sneaking Tina thru pre-check, “your wife’s not pre-check!” at Midway; Rick Perry on same Southwest flight, “how you healin’ son?”

0:17:10 Chicago “gas jackers” exploiting “glitch”; Chicago meetup

0:20:07 Airstream coming Tuesday, decal donation, “I ♥ Laundry Tour”, Verizon booster boxes

0:26:17 Ted Cruz on 14th Amendment then & now, ACC: choose dual citizenship on 21st birthday; Bush “anchor babies” flip-flop aimed at Trump, NBC fake “offensive” dictionary definition; Trump Alabama rally fly-by, Van Halen Trump!; Paul Begala to Pooper: Trump “appealing to angry white men which, we call them now, Republicans”, “what’s gonna croak him?”

0:40:35 Mika Brzezinski takes Huffington Post douchebag to task for entertainment section policy, Jeremy Peters: “you want me to indict and damn Hillary Clinton ... I’m not going to do that”, JCD’s Chronicle editor went to work for Feinstein; Hannity on disqualification for office, obstruction of justice; aides in the crosshairs: Huma Abedin, DCoS Jacob Sullivan, CoS Cheryl Mills; Jon Stewart debate moderation petition; Roger Stone on Biden-Warren chances; McLaughlin Group predictions; Politico Google result ordering election impact study

1:02:22 Producer Segment: three double donor show; new No Agenda comedy compilation
1:20:32 Free catheter sample pack; producer note: “little pink pill” for antidepressant users
1:25:12 Producer note on “the Donald”, “teflon don” as belittling

1:26:06 JCD: “Caitlyn Jenner is annoying”, ACC: “we wanna see your junk slapped between your but cheeks!”, show highjacked by GLAAD, ABC story on possible charges over car accident

1:32:21 North Korea not fond of giant voice system, sketchy timeline for “temporary pause” in exercises
1:36:00 Tsipras resigns; Germany to run Greek airports, ports, and trains, hrafd.com catalog; Libyan refugees arriving in Lesvos, PBS ITN story on Syrians refugees and Macedonian border violence, ACC: “this is perfect, the Germans are running them on trains”

1:48:20 Third American involved in French train story, no medal for Brit, JCD: “where was the NSA?”; Southwest announcement comedy; “all right, get out”, “two more steps” from the bathroom

1:52:21 Donation Segment

2:06:47 ACC: Hillary’s BLM meeting was scripted; spokeshole to Brolf: Tamir Rice “shot literally for playing”, Sandra Bland “the case that everybody knows”, “all lives matter” a “violent” statement; Oklahoma sheriff: MSM “propaganda wing for this movement”, “drownd out”

2:15:07 Science as new religion note from theology PhD: a god is something one trusts in, original sin, JCD: “hail Apple”, “my wife hates your show”; everyone headed to Subway

2:21:33 News Hour’s weak analysis on Biden’s prospects, Trump “devastating” the party, “pale versions of Trump”; Taibbi blames Trump for Hispanic homeless beating

2:26:39 Ex-Mossad Ephraim Halevi explains IAEA-Iran deal, “let’s not have another Yom Kippur in reverse”; roadmap document dissection; “red gold” saffron, rugs, and caviar

2:38:13 Agenda 24 2030: climate scientist John Christy: climate “not very sensitive to carbon dioxide”
2:40:29 “Hangdog” Ash Carter on closing Gitmo; Gitmo theme park

2:43:14 10% market correction: News Hour vs CBS “cleanest dirty shirt” analogy
749  The Big Jump  (2015-08-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “Ho, that’s very funny, someone who’s not a scientist telling a scientist what to do!”

0:00:34  Fires everywhere in Washington; honor system farmers markets, geese heading south

0:04:39  The “little pink pill” female Viagra “Addyi”, PR campaign to lobby FDA; spokeshole Amanda Parrish making the rounds with “pretend to be asleep”, “light switch” memes, HSDD in DSM, “as sedating as four drinks”, Ashley Madison distraction; News Hour: “women are more complicated than men”, ACC: “have four glasses of wine, smoke a joint, and bang like bunnies”, “the pleasure center is the brain”, JCD: “I’ve always found a good head massage, and scratching of the scalp, to be most effective”; bonanza for Sprout Pharma; Yale “fancy term” doctor: “I wish we knew exactly how it works”; JCD “old virgin” real estate story

0:28:56  JCD Prosecco and Champagne recommendations, Kirkland “the little pink bottle”

0:34:29  Ashley Madison and OPM data, fake accounts like JCD’s jdate.com, bulk bogus women’s accounts; Subway Pedobear Jared Fogle arrest, ACC’s Subway people-watching tradition

0:41:01  CBS shilling about super-lice, “triple genetic mutation”, JCD: “giant cootie from Hell”, “call your doctor”, nit comb, National Pediculosis Association headlice.org, JCD: “kerosene, now that’s the other method!”; dentist producer: fluoride not linked to cavity risk

0:50:48  Native ad of the day on ABC: Starbucks and Papa John’s back to back

0:53:05  Producer Segment: JCD Twitter harasses Kristin Chenoweth into listening

1:08:20  Trump “low information voter” meme; “anchor babies”, “look it up in the dictionary, it’s offensive”, 14th Amendment “subject to the jurisdiction thereof”, ACC on $420 for biometrics

1:15:50  Huffington Post: “cis male”, “white feminism is feminism that ignores intersectionality”, “most white feminists are white”, “white, cis, and straight”, “sometimes as white ladies, we just have to shut the fuck up”; Killer Mike on Tavis Smiley: “how can we self-segregate our dollar”, 2nd Amendment, Smiley: “if you really want to solve the gun crisis ... give every negro a gun”

1:30:03  Akiko Carver at 1993 march on Washington: agenda run by “a few rich white fags”, “if you want gays in the military, it’s because you’re racist”, ACC: “she needs a little pink pill”; Black Lives Matter to Hillary: “partially responsible” for incarceration rate, Hillary’s “out” from handler, “original sin” meme

1:47:46  Hillary e-mail mash-up of lies and retractions, “I love it, those messages go away all by themselves!”, “bathroom server” testimony; Petraeus parallel, Huma Abedin; MX Logic’s peculiar dual-priority servers; Michael Hayden: “I would move heaven and earth to private e-mail account of a foreign minister”, “original sin” of account commingling; Chelsea Clinton Webb Hubble offspring theory, the vasectomy look revisited

2:04:28  Donation Segment

2:17:31  Second Half of Show: space elevator patent; Frank Lloyd Wright’s mile-high Chicago skyscraper

2:20:37  Religion and happiness study; “the nones” religion-less generation, Professor Russ “science is religion” Twitter war, Ott’s Law: ISIS comparison; Ben Carson on “In God We Trust”, Austin Stone church

2:34:26  Tom Hartmann on “the big jump” where “global warming really takes off”; Institute Research Institute: “better climate prediction scores” from El Niño

2:38:16  Amazon working conditions slammed, JCD: it’s the unions, Amazon spokeshole Jay Carney; CNET’s Bridget Carey on Amazon Dash buttons: “who doesn’t need a mac & cheese panic button?” (CotD)
JCD: “I’m goin’ to kill in place!” (2:34:36)

JCD’s Sunday Skype call-back, fake space shuttle alien movie, Intel Compute Stick losing cycles after RAM upgrade

1:09:00 JCD’s “three networks, three weeks” study, Richard “liar” Engel’s Billy Mays NBC cadence

1:13:21 Greek bailout agreement reached; deluge of “visitors”, island “reception center”; refugees in Calais trying to get into Great Britain

1:26:37 New Planned Parenthood video; Ben Carson: Margaret Sanger “not particularly enamored with black people”, admired by Hillary and the Nazis, Ehrlich’s The Race Bomb

1:35:49 Shinzo Abe: “no more apologies”

1:42:03 AT&T’s spying collusion with NSA

2:13:33 ACC to be on Newhouse School panel with Jarl Mohn in Syracuse, no honorary degree for you, JCD the Kentucky colonel, “broadcast radio is the cockroach of media”

2:20:32 Los Angeles reservoir “shadow balls”

2:22:27 Today Show Baltimore blue crab shellfish allergy reveal, “there’s nothing in mine!”

2:25:11 Cyber season: CISA, PCNA, CSEA, EINSTEIN Act, $9.5bn DoD appropriation

2:27:01 Brolf at Aspen Institute, Comey: “ISIL is not your parents’ al-Qaeda”, “crowdsourcery terrorism”, “troubled souls”, “kill where you are”, “talk to a terrorist” skit, @talktoterrorist; on end-to-end encryption: encrypting data “in motion”; can reveal “not much” about July 4 attack, “inspired, directed, or enabled”, “kill kill kill”, “ISIL tweeters in Syria”, hates “crypto wars”, “you love your country, you love your children”, JCD: “I think she’s at the playground right now, do you love her?”

2:49:10 Brolf: “why do you dislike the term lone wolf terrorist”, JCD: “they got a focus group!”, Comey: “lone rat”; Foreign Policy Association’s Gail Harris: “have we seen them plan to use cyber as a weapon?”, “that’s a great question”
747  Heteronormative  (2015-08-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “I dunno why, why is anybody, eughh, I dunno why anybody’s likin’ this guy.”

0:00:35  JCD closing out Red Book volume 4, Red Book Trump North Korea prediction comes true; happy left-hander day; Chris Hayes on Trump: “go talk to the median Mexican”; Kerry “no no no”, Trump “bing bing, bong bong”

0:08:46  Kerry: “very possible” Russians and Chinese are reading his e-mail, “very complicated and fast-moving world”, Black Hat “a meeting of hackers”, “going after people’s cyber”, JCD: “don’t touch my cyber”; Facebook criminal activity detection, Metaverse Mod Squad, donation from fake Syrian address, “manage buzz”; “IT consultant named Ben” breastfeeding story

0:25:18  JCD’s “three weeks, three networks” nightly news study, ABC native advertising; Disney’s three transgender-centric shows, banal I am Cait train wreck, Seacrest’s schedule

0:35:44  Rep. Brad Sherman on Iran deal vote: resolution of approval vs disapproval, Kerry on BRICS and TTIP, sanctions a win for Russian farmers, Wikileaks TTIP reward; pervasive pharma-ceutical ads on news, circadian rhythm sleep disorder

0:51:22  Producer Segment: Boeing 747 introduced in 1968

1:07:21  Networks have turned against Hillary, anti-Hillary Secret Service, CBS report with “blue phone” photos, HDR images emphasizing facial lines, two top secret e-mails, ACC’s defensive “look, Mimi” message from campaign, CBS: 10% of e-mails classified, “personal communications from my husband and me”, ACC: “you better stop going out with that fucking bimbo; she’s mine!”, Colorado anti-spam site archive, ACC on postfix SQL database auto-backup, FBI: all investigations are criminal, Sanders 7% lead in New Hampshire

1:22:23  Larry Lessig’s “referendum president” campaign, JCD: “obviousity” of media corruption; Sanders to nurses: free college for all; Warren vs Fiorina; Bill’s death as Hillary’s way out

1:32:59  Trump on Sanders “weakness” in Black Lives Matter takeover, “that’s not gonna happen to Trump”; Amy Goodman devotes more time to Trump “Megyn Kelly period” comment than to German treason charges and Mexican mass graves, Trump “writing on Twinner”, 1.5 minutes for Hillary’s “slashing women’s healthcare funding” comments, Kelly: no apology “for doing good journalism”, Trump “won a staredown with Fox News”, “war on women” meme

1:49:10  MSNBC on party treating Trump like Ron Paul; Trump to Chris Cuomo: “I keep whining and whining until I win”; scripted websisters.com call and response duo dodge Don Lemon’s backing question; Trump’s refusal to apologize, JCD on Mondale’s fakeness, no 14-point plans of Trump; MSNBC on UKIP populism; Rand Paul on name-calling

2:10:41  Cory Booker on drug incarceration rate disparities; SAFE Justice Act for prison depopulation

2:13:27  Donation Segment: mile-high club; San Francisco rents; credit union Airstream loan

2:32:20  Greece agrees to austerity, Merkel: let entire EU guarantee loan; Norway’s natural gas supply; DSB MH17 report: possible Buk parts; Portugese Espírito Santo bank customer protest

2:38:50  Boyfriend-shooting Obama advisor Barvetta Singletary

2:44:07  “Take space” meme from Black Lives Matter professor, candidates represent “white supremacist heteronormative patriarchal capitalism”; Hillary’s “enthusiasm problem”

2:52:40  New SITE Intelligence Group video with ISIS blowing people up; Erdoğan vows to wipe out terrorists, Syrian “safe zone”, “equip and train”

2:58:37  Art Bell: knowing Adam Curry “from VH-1 days”; JCD: tweet about No Agenda to celebrities

3:03:12  Buffett $30bn Precision Cast Parts acquisition, pipelines and war; Zirtual’s CEO Maren Kate on its “completely unsustainable business model”; ACC’s tour plans, JCD news teases
0:00:00 JCD: “Sounds like a warmonger if you ask me.”
0:00:33 ACC always aware of the date because of doing the show
0:01:00 Republican debate 24M ratings; varieties of “F” Facebook logo seen by each candidate, “flunk”; Trump’s bad lighting, bashed by focus groups, “best crony capitalist” slam; Carson the torturer; Trump on raising immigration issue: “the reporters, because they are a very dishonest lot, generally speaking, in the world of politics”, “I don’t mind having a big beautiful door in that wall”, “our leaders are stupid”, Mexican “how to sneak into the US” comic book; “happy hour” debate, Graham: “I’m not married, I don’t have any kids”, “queery” follow-up
0:19:40 ACC’s Echo waking on “election”; Rubio “that’s a great question”; Paul’s manager: he “won the debate in the first two minutes”; Trump singled out with independent pledge, took over debate; Fiorina “not a member of the political class” closing statement; Graham closing statement: moderate Iranians all dead; Trump on his donations to Hillary
0:30:01 Millennials hate “toxic” Hillary, love Sanders, slanted isidewith.com; Mark Shields on misogyny: “it isn’t like you’re attacking … Judy Woodruff or some of the liberal elite establishment”, JCD on Fosbury Flop, The Viewers View “I stumpin’ for the Trump” call and response
0:51:30 Producer Segment
1:02:23 Only 16 participants in Dutch “sexist thermostat” study; Sir Trotsky on “placebo thermostats”
1:08:03 2016 Intelligence Authorization Act Section 603 requiring “terrorist activity” notification
1:09:31 Contrasting reports on California fires, Amy Goodman can’t resist “warmest on record”
1:12:43 Obama pushing Iran deal as only alternative to “another war in the Middle East”; on timeline: “six months from now”, “alternatives to military action will have been exhausted once we reject a hard-won diplomatic solution”; “maybe not three months from now, but soon”; Nobel Peace Prize vs “I’ve ordered military action in seven countries”, progressive Iranian youth
1:22:23 Greek refugee numbers up 750%, Farage on 5k ISIS fighters; Australia sending refugees to camps in Papua New Guinea; H.R.237 terrorist passport revocation, ACC: “maybe Snowden’s ready to make a move”, exit interviews
1:28:04 Selective eating disorder as indicator of psychiatric disorders, JCD: “drug ‘em!”; anti-doping and 800 athletes with suspicious blood tests
1:31:57 Pentagon e-mail attack attributed to Russia, Earnest “not in a position” to attribute
1:35:00 Ask Adam: lame new News Hour sound effects, Charlie Rose’s new PBS weekend show’s upcoming “important events” native ads; Bobbi Kristina Brown lawsuit
1:43:42 Family Research Council’s Ken Blackwell on Planned Parenthood targeting minorities, eugenics; Japanese professor on importance of religion in American society
1:48:06 Donation Segment: New Horizons ten-year download, Martian crab
2:07:09 NASA’s ten-year project to explain Death Valley’s “wandering rocks”
2:12:59 Tech News: Tesla throws down the gauntlet on car hacking, FireEye stealing fingerprints from Android phones; new amateur radio FSQ digital mode
2:16:39 North Korea’s new time zone, “they already control when people wake up in the morning”, reverting to pre-Japanese time zone, JCD: Trump and Kim Jong-un will be equated
2:21:55 Kermit and Miss Piggy “will be seeing other people, pigs, frogs”, ACC: “gay thing” coming
2:24:21 Khalaf Ahmad al Habtoor supports Trump, Middle Eastern “one great man” culture
2:28:12 Kentucky post-fluoridation cavity uptick; Mimi’s City Council run; CIA fluoride use
2:32:24 Kurds running petroleum distillation in Northern Syria
745 Unicorn (2015-08-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Twenty kids were killed!” (0:20:41)
0:00:33 Three North Carolina preppers arrested, milsurp FBI informant; PayPal cancellations
0:02:54 War on Crazy: Nashville Airsoft “active shooter” Vincente David Montano, Pooper: “it shoots BBs”, two cops right around the corner, PIO cites Mad Max twice, “the officer saw the trigger being pulled”, CNN: “gunman opens fire”, “you hear multiple rounds there”, cop: “at this time we’ve not located the firearm”, backpack “hoax device”; theater recording device bans
0:15:48 Handcuffed eight-year-old with ADHD, nine-year-old girl with “ADHD”, NBC edited package on “twenty incidents causing death”, CNN on 2011-2012 70k restraints, 75% with disabilities, “calm down” screech evergreen, JCD “these kids need more drugs” theory
0:26:17 Trump sons Cecil-shamed; Zimbabwe lion woes; airline trophy bans; Cecil Beanie Baby
0:30:02 Planned Parenthood Executive V.P. on unedited videos: “this has been a strategy to deceptively edit in inflammatory ways ... claim that they’ve put out the full tape”, fifth video out, ACC: “in full length, these are dynamite!”; terminating due to race or gender, “we don’t want to know”; Josh Earnest “yeh” to Tapper on full video availability, “a rule that this administration has not just followed but actually supported”, Tapper: “somebody at the White House should maybe watch the videos in full”; Ben Carson “sucker punch” for Tapper: “I thought that they were able to get all those things based on Obamacare”; new “no no no” jingles
0:47:00 Producer Segment: ACC on Chicken Dance in Belgian discos
0:56:54 Air Wars vs US civilian droning estimates: 459 to 2; State Department human rights report delay; dual MH17 investigations, Dutch Safety Board’s Peter van Vollenhoeven the masher, Russian ambassador on tribunal vote timing; State Department to RT’s Gayane Chichakyan: new sanctions unconnected to veto, “no specific date or anniversary ... we do this all the time”, JCD recommends Rain vodka; State Department in “close consultation” with Congress on defending anti-ISIL forces in Syria, producer: US policy turning against Kurds, Jaish al-Fatah rebels, Richard Engel on launching strikes from Incirlik Air Base: “master bomber” al-Asiri cover blown over op-ed, “new generation of underwear devices” (CotD), surgically implanted explosives meme, vs ISIL: “they don’t have the same type of network on Twitter”
1:26:41 “Sexist” air conditioning, “it is men who control temperatures”, “emergency cardigan”, Google Nest ads, JCD: “gay couture” to humiliate men; Glenn Beck “where is the media?”; Lenny Kravitz’ “Penisgate” on The Today Show: “men, apparently, see this differently” (ACCPotD)
1:43:54 KQED on bicycling in San Francisco, JCD on deserted bicycle paths, “getting hit all the time”
1:49:13 Drunk or not drunk Greta Van Susteren “presidential cannits”, “breocracy” (CotD)
1:54:11 Donation Segment: $52.80 mile-high club
2:20:59 Unicorn watch; Trump capitalizes on released phone number; Kelly Osbourne: “if you kick every Latino out of this country, then who is going to be cleaning your toilet, Donald Trump?”; breast pump “you’re disgusting”; Trump call with Bill Clinton, “conspiracy theories”
2:37:37 MH370 flap: “we’re looking at every ass”
744  Toxic Speech  (2015-08-03)

0:00:00  ACC: “Auuugh!”

0:00:35  Iranian 165° “heat dome”; subjective Mercalli scale vs Richter; eleven kids locked in cars dead; Erica Hill-Yount; hysterical ABC on FDA “unprecedented” hackable infusion pump warning, “no specific hacking attempt”; NBC “exclusive” Chinese hacking map; CISA up for debate

0:12:20  ACC’s seedy Virgin America flight to Dallas


0:41:46  ACC’s Podcast Movement Hall of Fame Award; JCD on Texas Giant roller coaster tower “to see if anybody on the coaster is dead”; event hosted by Colt Cabana, shoutout to Leo, “crappy things Leo has said about him” Youtube comment, “go podcasting!” vs “go Cleveland!”

0:56:51  Producer Segment: link between chemicals and Parkinson’s; Princess Leia and Hillary

1:18:45  Love Field Venezuelan shoeshine guy’s 200 acres confiscated, “civil war, guaranteed”; no IMF Greek money, Wolfgang Schäuble and reunification, KfW Lehman Bros. €300M margin call

1:24:47  Cecil the lion’s brother Jericho: alive or dead?, Trump kids’ photos with trophies, JCD: “I like that band, by the way, Dead Leopard!”, Zimbabwe NGO propagating the story

1:28:20  Planned Parenthood and H&HS budget, Josh Earnest on seeing videos: “I suspect somebody has”, “it’s another boy!”, Earnest information “based on the public comments of Planned Parenthood”, “the high ethical standard that they live up to”, “highly edited” meme; Sylvia Burwell to Roe: “I have not seen the videos, I’ve read the articles”, “eyes, degenerative diseases, Down syndrome, autism, or the issue of belief”, Roe’s ultrasound talking point

1:41:55  Tom Wheeler: “boy am I glad you asked that question” to scripted question on “seventeen different forms in one envelope”, “we just won a prize”, JCD: “stuffing the ballot box”, Association for Federal Information Resources Management affirm.org NGO Oracle partner

1:47:37  I am Cait not performing too well, “L+3” ratings, Fox & Friends laugh-fest at accidentally detonated suicide vest; car hacking controversy with Sir Gene

1:55:40  Haitian bonbon terres dirt cookies; Afghanistan’s bacha posh “secret third gender”

2:02:03  Baltimore murder and shooting rate “soared” in July, #blacklivesmatter vs #alllivesmatter, JCD police “let’s back off” theory, No Agenda #nolivesmatter

2:03:39  Donation Segment: NASA Kepler-452b fabrications; bin Laden plane crash teaser

2:13:17  ACC on bin Laden crash at Blackbushe: Embraer 300 “needs the entire runway”

2:15:06  RNC strategist on an absolute “at the end of the day” tear, JCD: “every nine seconds”

2:17:48  Dempsey singing for kids: Hulk Hogan’s “consequences for utilization of toxic speech”

2:24:30  MH17 tribunal vote brought by Malaysia, removed from human trafficking list two days later; Northern Syria no-fly zone, Turkish Kurd bombings, PYD & PKK

2:31:33  Joe Biden “90% in”; Mark Toner: no “information that should have been classified at the time”, Giuliani: investigate “five different crimes”, ACC on fake Abedin-Weiner marriage, Hillary’s $600 haircut; Chris Matthews to Wasserman Schultz: “what’s the big difference between a democrat and a socialist”; Bernie Sanders’s “commonsense solution” on guns

2:47:47  Global Zero celebrity “dude, ‘cause we’d be dead” video pushing Iran deal
743  Misgendering (2015-07-30)

0:00:00  JCD: “...bout I think, I think, I think.” (2:21:16)
0:00:31  Still watching for Jade Helm; distraction of the week: Cecil the lion, conservation money for poor African countries, Texas oryx, Trump kids takedown
0:23:32  War on Men: women freezing in offices, EMILY’s List “female friendly” thermostat; ACC recommends The Chalice and the Blade
0:27:30  ACC’s Airstream shopping 630 credit score fiasco; creditrepair.com; Elizabeth Warren’s husband the economics professor; ACC’s branded checkout clerk: “are you going to get rid of all your stuff and live in it?”, JCD: get a loaner, co-signer “I’ll make it worth your while”
0:39:44  JCD didn’t finish Adam Curtis documentary he recommended; DoD’s botched/abandoned Mullah Omar assassinations, BBC: died in 2013; Curtis on origin of man on the street reporting, movie theater magnetometer interviews: “problems with like movie theater shootings and stuff”, “bad agendas”, JCD estimates chance of being shot in theater
0:50:27  Producer Segment: Obama “no no no” Jarabe Tapatío
1:04:12  I Am Cait, producer: Jenner bad for trans community; Danielle Moodie-Mills: “we need to stop misgendering people”, “you should be fined by the FCC”
1:07:18  Millionaires in aviation, ACC’s psychoanalyst, Al Roker hypnosis, MKULTRA
1:16:00  Producer message on Chrysler lemon law suit and Wired article; JCD has no luck contacting Chrysler; EVTV podcast, right to repair movement and DMCA waiver, tax benefits of recalls
1:27:29  Sheldon Whitehouse: “the consensus position on climate change”, Trump an obvious NA listener: “I call it weather”, Hillary: “I’m just a grandmother with two eyes and a brain”, “three thousand premature deaths”, 500M solar panels, Kentucky Fried Movie “zit power”
1:39:40  Santa Cruz girl killed by neighbor, no mention of SSRIs (JCDPPotD); NPR native advertising
1:49:40  Donation Segment
2:01:55  Acceptance speech planning for ACC’s Podcast Movement award
2:06:56  Today Show’s new “senior food analyst” Sam Kass; Bobbi Kristina Brown inheritance battle
2:10:01  Russia vetoes MH17 tribunal, attractive Australian Foreign Minister Julia Bishop: “a veto should never be used to deny justice”; Australian cat curfew, 2M feral cat cull
2:16:47  Follow-up: Chattanooga victim Skip Wells appears not to have died in 2009
2:19:10  Movement in favor of Springtime for Hitler from The Producers play
2:21:01  NewsHour on murder & slavery on the high seas, 90% of world’s goods on ship meme, environmental crimes like dumping oil, no enforcement; BBC on child sexual exploitation in US, ACC: “do some investigation on your own turf, BBC”
2:34:17  Six-Week Cycle “mini-event” with Florida “timer bomb” to be detonated remotely
2:35:42  $5.4bn in PAC-3 missiles for Saudi Arabia; Kerry: it’s not a treaty because passing them is “physically impossible” (CotD), McCain: “how did that North Korean one, deal work out for you?”, Kerry: “it didn’t work out for me, I didn’t cut the deal”
2:42:38  Chatroom “sniff count +1” annoyance; JCD on stretching and winking tics, MTV “jaw thing”
2:47:27  French manure-dump protests over artificially low milk and meat prices
A.Q. in the Maghrim (2015-07-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m the queen, and she has this [?] way of talking, this lot, lot, wuhhh.” (1:28:02)

0:00:36 JCD’s Skype “is this ad relevant”; Newsletter lack of opens mystery; shirtless guys passed out in pools of vomit at the Crackpot Condo; ubiquitous “it’s so funny”

0:13:10 Self-esteem movement feedback from millennials, Barney the Dinosaur’s “everyone is special”

0:19:02 Sandra Bland high-quality dashcam audio; Alan Dershowitz on “contempt of cop”, “do not exercise” Constitutional rights, “soccer mom” case Supreme Court ruling; Martin O’Malley “all lives matter”, JCD PC World “spokesperson” as code word story, MSNBC twerps giggling at Black Lives Matter representative’s “any opportunity we have to shut down a Republican convention, we will”, founders with three different nonprofits, National Domestic Workers Alliance Soros-funded to the tune of $33M, JCD on NWO as war insurance for the rich

0:45:00 Obama “no no no” to Jon Stewart; volunteer “guys in T-shirts” for healthcare.org fix, US Digital Service, JCD: “Stewart’s just sitting there with his thumb up his ass” (JCDPPotD), Ashley Madison producers on clientele, Digital Service “scrubbed in” promo video (Show 693); Obama: hope posters “no no no no”; Stewart cuts off Obama to go to commercial

1:01:02 Producer Segment

1:16:40 “Croissant boys”; commentators sneering at Donald Trump in spite of high numbers, MSNBC shake-up, “something is amiss here” on Hillary’s low numbers, Hillary’s haughty “one-word-at-a-time” diction on “inaccuracies” in classified e-mail report, ACC: “her hair looks dynamite!”; Jake Tapper asks Joe Arpaio about Obama’s birth certificate: “you say that because there are glitches in some of the printing?”; France vingt-quatre on Obama Kenya visit: “the country’s most famous native son”, sweetened or milked-room clip of Obama joking about birth certificate in tent; La Raza Trump-bashing, Hillary: “¡basta!”

1:39:14 Kerry on Iran deal: “the rest of the world thinks it’s a good agreement”, Israeli attack on Iran an “enormous mistake”, “then you’re gonna hear everybody say, uh-oh, we gotta go bomb them, now”; Fox News Kerry “demonstrably false” statement compilation; Josh Earnest on classified IAEA side deals

1:50:39 Comey stint at the mysterious Bridgewater, Palantir “killer app”, douchebag Alexander Karp, EINSTEIN 3; Aspen Institute event moderated by Andrea Mitchell, Loretta Lynch asked about “most serious threat to the homeland from terror”, threat “morphing”, al-Qaeda “old-school”, “the Maghrim”, ISIL and “the independent contractors of terrorism”, “splintering and morphing”; Lafayette theater shooting, “known anti-government websites” being searched; Chattanooga victim Skip Wells appears to have died in 2009

2:10:57 CNN’s Rachel Crane: “when I see bugs I wanna stomp on them”, Mexican bugs, JCD: “where’s the eat local theme?”, “it’s really weird to open up the taco and see a bug in there” (CotD)

2:16:12 Donation Segment

2:26:53 JCD archival story on Al Gore sexual assault allegation: Bruce Jenner car crash video released

2:32:49 Second Half of Show: dead “part alien” operative Jeffrey Lash, $5M in guns; “kill bag”

2:36:52 War on Crazy: Sam Johnson, “President Obama is at it agin”, Social Security gun grab; Obama “commonsense” meme on BBC; “mental defective” à la VA; “moviegoers are dying”, Carol CNN on CDC gun violence study vs defunding: “I know you can’t comment”

2:47:53 NASA discovers earth’s “closest twin” Kepler-452b

2:52:34 Malaria vaccine Mosquirix developed by GSK and PATH; Lord Sewel “hookers and blow” resignation, JCD on Michael Wolff Rupert Murdoch biography
741  Bad Optics  (2015-07-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “Like, why do you want that turned down?”  (2:38:54)
0:00:32  Jade Helm begins; ring of fire; NASA “seas are rising” report, “five times higher than previous predictions”, coauthor James Hansen, June 2015 “hottest on record”, Pakistani morgues, ACC: “can we change this Ramadan to the winter?”, “high level activist” Hans Joaichen Shellenhuber “induced implosion of the carbon economy”; Schwarzenegger video for evangelical conference
0:14:05  ACC’s drone sighting; new sniffing tic, JCD: “I don’t think Adam on coke would be pleasant”
0:18:10  Cameron on “ideas which are hostile to basic liberal values”, “warped worldview” of 9/11 conspiracy theories, treat it like kiddie porn, “put out of action the key extremist influences who are careful to operate just within the law”, “despicable far-right groups”
0:26:47  Feinstein: Chattanooga shooting a “classic lone wolf terrorist attack”, “encrypted app”, internet document “stack”, JCD: Inspire a methodology to “blow yourself up”, ACC on Steal This Book; “senior” contributor Mike Morell: “you can have a man who may not be in any contact with a foreign intelligence org... a foreign terrorist organization”, “in his basement” meme
0:43:23  Wired vehicle hacking article, legislation to mandate “technology that can stop a hack in real-time”, producer: wipers, transmission not wired to UConnect, brakes decoupled, UAW Fiat Chrysler hit piece theory; $80k research grant; ACC: reopen Michael Hastings case
1:07:05  Producer Segment: ACC Portugal superstar story; new DEFCON Dude Named Ben CDs
1:26:18  Trump: “I would take away the oil ... bomb them!”; pundits’ “peak Trump”; Chris Rock on McCain: “he a war hero that got captured – there’s a lotta guys in jail that got captured!”; CNN International pro wrestler comparison, bemoans “all Trump all the time”; Pooper called out on obscure poll, “people don’t trust you”, Pooper: “right”
1:39:15  Rubio: McCain criticism “insult to all POWs”, Hillary weighs in, Rubio’s consultant-induced fake smile; can they “Ross Perot” Trump?; Rubio’s “I think”; Reagan ’76 cycle; Trump: “I would get along with Putin”, politicians “weak and ineffective” lobbyist slaves, reporter anti-interruption “excuse me” technique; CNN on $213M for The Apprentice vs Seinfeld; Charlie Sheen “cat farts” tweet; CNN analyst on debates: “I won’t be watching, thank you”; historical “we need more businessmen” meme; self-esteem movement tease
2:04:32  Donation Segment: Sounds of No Agenda iOS app; unbranded sealing wax
2:13:59  Real Sports on self-esteem movement: trophies for all “to make them feel special”, trend from 1980’s California, “none of it works”, ACC’s high-jump “poodle prize”; teens getting first C in college: “often they freak out”, trophies “lead to delusion”, JCD: “this is noodle boy”, ACC at Mevio standing outside with clock; preschooler “I am special, look at me” song, parents buying trophies for whole team, “we don’t keep score”; partial reinforcement extinction effect
2:31:02  Planned Parenthood “bad optics” from Deborah “ghoul” Nucatola; No Agenda tip: in-flight chat handle “Pilot”; MSNBC’s donated blood “transported to the hospital” vs Red Cross sales; ghoul: “in negotiations the person who throws out the figure first is at a loss, right?”, JCD: [talk] a little louder into my flower”, using a “less crunchy technique”, JCD: Cecile Richards as fetus-swallowing V reptile, more videos to come, ghoul: “I want a Lamborghini”
2:46:07  Martin O’Malley booed for “all lives matter”; Loretta Lynch on Storm Roof 33-count hate crimes indictment: “the parishioners had Bibles, Dylann Roof had his 45-caliber Glock pistol”
740 Losers to Lions (2015-07-19)

0:00:00 JCD “OK Google! OK Google! OK Google!” (0:22:36)
0:00:33 National ice cream day, “that’s swag”; ACC Academy of Podcasters Hall of Fame induction; *Serial* and NPR podcasting “Kodak phenomenon”
0:09:10 Producer Segment: Gmail spam filter changes; DEFCON 23 *No Agenda* CD meetup
0:24:59 Mainstream media portraying Planned Parenthood organ sales as “tissue”, Ted Cruz cites three possible criminal violations, including changing abortion method; Nurse Tracy: optimal age 20 weeks, JCD: “well, we have to assume that with Congress on the case, that they will never get to the bottom of it”
0:32:07 Six-Week Cycle: Alexander Ciccolo entrapment, only charged with weapons possession; Chattanooga shooting, antidepressant not identified, identifying terrorists “thorny problem” for Twitter vs selling “firehose”, “losers to lions”, Abdulazeez failed nuclear plant background check, drunk driving charge, Andrea Mitchell asks about guns: “was that just part of small-town Tennessee activity?”; al-Baghdadi directive: fade to black for the beheading
0:49:37 Wes Clark on “self-radicalized lone wolves”: “we put ‘em in a camp, they were prisoners of war”; JCD: schools pushing anti-Americanism; Tunisia now “major non-NATO ally” to get around $60M cap on arms sales; military base gun ban, JCD: “when was the last time somebody shot up a Whole Foods, a place that deserves to be shot up”; McCain pushing S 1376 to shift purchasing decisions from Defense secretary’s office to services, unauditable DoD and WTC 7
1:04:48 McCain: Trump “fired up the crazies” with Mexico comments, Trump: McCain offered Vietnamese military info for medical aid; Trump: “I deal with politicians on both sides”; millennial producers on Bernie Sanders’ appeal; Sanders: “media is controlled by large multinational corporations”; Warren at Netroots Nation: “equal marriage” gay Howard Dean screech, “Confederate flags comin’ down”, Palin & Trump slams, money in politics, JCD on UC asking for money, Warren money from bank-defending law firms like Brown Rudnick, George Carlin “it’s a big club, and you ain’t in it” clip
1:32:12 Producer note on transracial Rachel Dolezal as groundwork for Warren; NYT: Trump bubble
1:36:21 Valerie Jarrett explains Obama’s Amazing Grace rendition at Aspen Institute
1:40:06 Caitlyn Jenner ESPY a Disney deal for PR & Diane Sawyer interview; ESPY comedy writers
1:43:28 JCD: Mimi all-in on Uber, standing in puke cab story; billion-dollar idea: Uber medical
1:47:55 Donation Segment: JCD caller: “who’s this?”; Tourette’s man on the street; Sir K5ITM
2:01:18 Rep. Buddy Carter: “I’ve only been to two counties in my life, and that’s one more’n I wanted to go to” on Air Marshal airport fees, flying first-class
2:07:08 Ivar Giaever: 0.8°C rise, “everything in the world has gotten better”, Obama “dead wrong”
2:12:11 Tech News: Molly Wood on net neutrality pre-crime, it’s not broken so let’s fix it
2:14:52 Fired Reddit AMA manager focus of “women targeted” meme, Pao the hatchet man; Vonda Shepard Kickstarter CD
2:19:55 Ernest “Mouffant” Moniz “wing man” for Kerry at Iran “depoliticize the issue” negotiation in wine cellar, no nuclear program dismantlement
2:25:23 American Psychological Association to label religious objections to “commonsense matters” a mental disorder; Jim Carrey op-ed on California school vaccine requirement
2:29:16 Wendy Sherman on Iran deal, Constitution “treaty clause” vs UN and Executive Order
2:35:34 Seinfeld’s McCartney bit for end of show; JCD’s previously-played Greek bailout clips
2:38:39 Richard Blumenthal: FIFA a “mafia-style crime syndicate”, “almost insulting to the mafia”
739  Trolling for Majors  (2015-07-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “Stardate 1414. Tonight a star will be in the sky, just above Venus.”  (2:05:42)
0:00:37  12AX7 tubes, telephone party line reminiscences
0:03:48  Greek austerity deal, $96bn bailout, #thisisacoup, “the privatization of its energy transmission network”, German bank KfW, 2008 €300M transfer to Lehman Brothers, Fifi Lagarde and “enforcement”; EU TTIP approval vote
0:10:53  ACC dinner with Patricia, paparazzi, MILF-cougar-major hierarchy, JCD: “she’s gonna make it to colonel, that’s for sure”, ACC plan to visit Uganda with Tiffany
0:18:05  New Horizons compressed Pluto photos; NASA Mars simulation in Hawaii, “still convinced Hawaii can look like Mars?”; $640k Bill Nye fan film Kickstarter, JCD: “send him to Mars”; Caitlyn Jenner ESPY, Red Book: switch back to male after two years, $28M Kardashian app
0:31:30  Planned Parenthood organ sales, form 990, JCD: “crushed babies, line ten”, surgical “providers”
0:36:34  Ant Man “the beginning of the end” for comic book films; South Park shape-shifting Jews
0:40:55  Six-Week Cycle: “Dark Code” script kiddie hacking forum busted, “conspiring to send malicious code”; Cyber Command’s Brett Williams: OPM breach “past the wake-up call stage”, “a guy hiding in the closet for five months who’s putting on his night vision goggles”, “how many of these people are already in places that we really care about?”; Administration Cybersecurity Efforts 2015 fact sheet, emphasis on automation and information sharing; ex-Google Alan Davidson to be director of digital economy; OPM “hack” six times larger than thought
0:56:50  Cokie Roberts on Hillary grandmother meme; Obama at ageism conference: “John [Dingell] was elected to Congress when he was just twenty-nine: an overachiever”; Obama 1: “you’ve got the NAACP and the Koch brothers”, “call it like you see it”, Obama 1 “the shouter”
1:05:37  Producer Segment: Epic No Agenda ale
1:27:56  “Stuttering Obama” on Iran deal: “they’ve got some ‘splainin’ to do”; far right “giving Iran billions of dollars” meme over frozen assets; Obama to Major Garrett on pre-written question about Americans held in Iran: “I’ve got to give you credit, Major, for how for you craft those questions”; Rosie Perez on The View: “sometimes you have to make your enemies your frenemies”; Wendy Sherman: “the tears are largely exhaustion”, Kerry’s teary off-camera statement; ex-CIA Flynt Leverett on civil nuclear programs as sovereign right, unexplained non-nuclear site inspections, eternal “three to five years” from nuclear weapon; Netanyahu: “Iran’s support for terrorism will actually increase after the deal”, “what a stunning, historic mistake”, Brzezinski: “I think he’s not a very serious person”; Graham: “a fantasy is to believe that when they chant death to Israel they’re just kidding”; JCD: look for dip in oil prices, crosshairs on Saudi Arabia and Russia; legal definition of “treaty”; Dvorak’s law confirmed
2:03:18  CNN explains sunspot cycle and possible Maunder Minimum
2:05:58  Obama on Medal of Freedom revocation, “no tolerance for rape”, Larry Sinclair
2:09:37  Bernie Sanders “underground phenomenon” with the millennials; 350.org fossil fuel pledge; Carly Fiorina: Hillary has “blood on her hands”; Betsy Woodruff on reporters’ anti-Trump bias, Morning Joe on widespread Trump support; super PACs as “destroying machines”; Chris Cuomo to Santorum: “why aren’t you more like your Pope?”
2:28:19  Donation Segment: ACC: “you’re an Elmer”, JCD: “jeez, it does sound gay”; sashes
2:41:27  “El Chapo” Guzmán escape, Sinaloa-DoJ collusion, Gawker’s unprecedented access to tunnel
2:46:22  Male breast cancer from Risperdal; Seed Man: “fact, fact, fact, fact, fact!”
2:48:28  White House hosts Paul McCartney’s Gershwin Prize party
738 Busted Router (2015-07-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “But Mimi says that she saw a bald eagle flying ... carrying a small kitten.” (2:28:49)
0:00:38 Live stream technical issues, “jiggle the handle”, chatroom snark vs phony Facebook
0:05:55 Falling thru window video, Universal Hot vs Crazy Matrix; ACC: French internet “sucks balls”
0:10:22 No Greek deal yet, Varoufakis resignation “gaming the system”, US stimulus vs European austerity, European Stability Mechanism, Finnish minister: “we need ... clear conditionality”, Farage’s “get out”, French not allowed to work over 28 hours per week, bank closures, BBC recommends Bitcoin, hosting service skit; “chip and sig” cards in Netherlands
0:27:31 Seed Man “Satan!” clip, new Obama “no no no no hey” jingles
0:29:09 British budget, Osborne announces National Living Wage increases, two child policy vs immigrants, Nixon’s reverse income tax, robot economics
0:38:24 “Three glitches made for a difficult Wednesday” for WSJ, NYSE, United, ACC: “we want a 404 glitch page ... and put a goatse on there, would ya?”, United “busted router”, producer: United self-DDoS, ACC on Freedom Controller “glitch”, NYSE shutdown due to software update, Schiphol Wi-Fi takedown and rollback
0:50:37 “Thwarted” July 4 terror plots, “plans that included guns, knives, and other weapons”, brass knuckles vs roll of quarters, Usama Rahim tied to July 4 plot in spite of already having been killed, Comey: “there is a device ... saying kill kill kill kill”, WhatsApp & Threema; Feinstein to Comey: “some kind of front door key?”; child pornography dodge, Ron Wyden on encryption key “stockpile”, Martin “brown-noser” Heinrich
1:12:04 Roy Blunt on overseas services, Comey: “I love strong encryption”, on Twitter shutting down ISIL accounts: “I think it actually led to ISIL to threaten to kill their CEO” (CotD), social media “works to motivate troubled souls to do bad things”, the long road to “see something, say something”, JCD: “if you see something... uh... refer to the police”; Obama: “we’re speeding up training of ISIL forces ... in Anbar Province”; Sawab Center video on ISIL social media “hijack”; Obama “no no no no” Batman theme
1:35:18 Producer Segment: .htm files, clunky ham radio sites; Geocities archive
1:53:30 ACC: “Donald Trump is producing a reality show and we’re in the middle of it right now”; CNN out of context clip montage, comments on illegal aliens; Chris Matthews compares Trump to Saddam Hussein
2:07:27 JCD: “what would Horrible Hillary do?”, on the female $10 bill: “I want a woman on the bill”, “I don’t like the idea that ... you would basically have two people on the same bill” (CotD)
2:12:15 Possible 2030 mini ice age; Rohrabacker to Gina McCarthy: “what percentage of the atmosphere CO2?”; Michelle Obama to Native Americans: “we are finally beginning to embrace the wisdom of your ancestors”, JCD reservation cliff trash dump; JCD on pesky bald eagles
2:29:23 Russia unveils “straight flag in a bid to combat ... gay fever”, rainbow flag ban, Day of Family Love & Fidelity, flag designed by French group; Joseph Dunford on Russia as “existential threat” vs Romney ridicule, John Kirby won’t answer “do you agree with him” question, “Defense Department equities”; Dunford won’t point at Chinese with OPM breach, Iran-Taliban vs ISIL meme
2:44:26 Donation Segment: War of 1812 donation feud a tie
2:59:19 Peter Schweizer on undecipherable laws and regulations: “if you can write a law that has teeth ... you’ve now got a business model”, Dodd-Frank writer now a Dodd-Frank consultant
3:03:28 Kerry still at the Iran negotiating table; Today Show on nail polish/shoe match
737  Sculley and Heil (2015-07-09)

0:00:00  JCD intro
0:01:23  John Sculley interview
1:01:49  JCD dvorak.org/na plug, Bob Heil intro
1:02:35  Bob Heil interview
2:09:46  JCD outro
Show 200.7 Redux (2015-07-05)

0:00:00 JCD: harmonica “How long does it last?”
ACC: “As long as there’s mold.”
JCD: “There’s always mold!”
ACC: “Right, but it’s…”

0:00:40 JCD sounding different sans audience; history of 200.5 and 425/200.6; future deconstruction show will be done from scratch; “end of the day” and “essentially” proliferation; JCD Skype dropouts, improvements due to Universal Audio, headphone-less JCD, “turn down your speakers!” clip, JCD’s M-Audio box; ACC now able to listen more closely to JCD; JCD not replaying clips

0:15:20 Show 200.5, first half
1:13:45 JCD putting up with ACC’s bullcrap; ACC’s show prep now revolves around Freedom Controller, evening before clip-gathering, morning before organizing; JCD on hard breaks, writing to a word count; ideal show length and show count; top artist turnover, high jingle quality

1:32:02 ACC’s dark studio, moving blanket; JCD’s Chinese CAD mike, noise gate on/off demo; “abyss” room-deadening velvet, change in ACC’s sound on Crackpot Condo move; VoidZero running the infrastructure; Wikipedia page, seven pages of Google supremacy

1:41:50 ACC’s Sound Byte software, segmented beds, three-element opening; medley of short clips; producer-driven evolution; upcoming Sculley, Heil interview show

1:49:39 Show 200.5, second half
2:19:07 Show 425, last words
2:23:19 ACC on getting in contact: tweet one of us and watch for “favorite”, timestamps; e-mail quantity comparison, JCD FIFO and e-mail printing; pre-show clip review and scheduling

2:31:33 Thanks and shout-outs; the vast No Agenda demographic; JCD’s Newsletter wizardry; meetup plans for the coming year; pre-stream activities
0:00:00 JCD: “And you can look this up, in old newspapers.”
ACC: “Oh yes, the lesbians took over.”

0:00:32 ACC in Rotterdam amidst heat wave; Taxi Eric stories, Rotterdam taxi network vs Uber; “lazy Greeks” meme; Tunisian terror tension

0:07:41 No Agenda travel tips: waltz right up to first class, request special meal; brand-new Airbus

0:13:06 Greek referendum backgrounder, Amy Goodman butchers Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem’s name “Jukhelblom”, lenders admit unsustainability either way; Goodman “J’Johnson”; yuppie former ambassador on Greek alienation, Syriza resignation vow, JCD: “no”, ACC: “yes”

0:26:38 Dutch law firm surveillance case win, new telephony retention laws; FISA overrules Appeals Court ruling, JCD: “heaven forbid you lose a couple of days’ worth of data!”; Peter King July 4 terror warnings: “great deal of chatter”, Obama “no no no” jingles, “they like to target this sort of thing”, ISIS “multi-level sense of operation”; Megyn Kelly on NYPD sand-filled garbage trucks, manhole welding, snipers, King: “I’ve never seen this level of concern”, “ISIS wants to carry out this attack”, JCD: “overtime scam”; Morten Storm points to Ramadan, Megyn Kelly: “they tell you they are gonna do something and then they tend to do it”

0:45:18 Recorded Future’s report for Foreign Policy Initiative on Iranian involvement in Saudi Wikileaks, “increasingly the Saudis do not trust us, the Iranians do not fear us”, cyber-warfare by script kiddies, Ahlberg: “this is not just a guy in a basement”, “little green men”

0:57:46 MSNBC on Obama “smackdown” on “transgender undocumented woman of color”, ACC: “she should’ve had a wooden leg and a glass eye!”; Amy Goodman “LGBTQ”, JCD on lesbian acronym takeover, gay vs lesbian “war”; Larry Wilmore on prospect for gay married President; McLaughlin Group: “do you think polygamy is next in line for legitimation?”, JCD on polygamous divorce complexity, Marion Pat Robertson: “most gays, if they’re havin’ a wedding, they don’t want pizzas, they want cake”, bestiality up next, Muslim “I divorce you”

1:30:18 Joe Scarborough on Obama’s 2012 gay marriage opposition prior to Biden interview; Jeffrey Toobin on interracial marriage: “the parallel is precise”; Chuck Todd: “rural America” and the “progressive tide”, ACC: “rurr ‘Murica”; Obama’s “good week”, “we’ve made our union a little more perfect”; Jon Stewart to Kirsten Gillibrand on Republicans: “do you think they have mental problems?”; Hillary’s record-breaking $45M, ACC’s “chip in” e-mail; Hannity on Hillary e-mails in foreign hands, ACC: Huma Abedin “emoji zucchini”; NBC ditches Trump

2:00:44 Kindergartener suspended over new haircut

2:03:03 Donation Segment

2:16:26 CVC’s ex Dexter’s vape business, BordO2 liquid, propylene glycol, butter flavor diacetyl lung cancer link; No Agenda e-liquid; Dexter’s 72-watt mod; “I Can’t Believe It’s Not Bordeaux”

2:27:49 Suicide leading of cause of death for Japanese men ages 20-45; leap second a dud

2:29:35 Tech News: SpaceX Falcon 9 explosion, odd warning not to use cell phone near debris, Russian RD-180 rocket motor, secrets of tungsten welding; Chicago 9% “cloud tax”; Neil deGrasse Tyson claims Millenium Hotel is tallest in Eastern Seaboard

2:40:53 No headway on nuclear deal with Iran; humanitarian crisis in Yemen

2:44:38 Producer Derek’s NPR climate change negotiation report compilation; US-Brazil renewable energy agreement, President Rousseff cut in NSA spying; Ban Ki-moon: “it’s like snail’s… moving snail’s pace”, Morgan Freeman What’s Possible film voiceover (end of show clip)
734 Peak Oil II (2015-06-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “I dunno, let’s start a spy agency and play spy, we can all be cool spies!” (1:12:42)
0:00:35 Celebrations over SCotUS gay marriage decision; CNN on “unnerving” ISIS dildo flag at London gay pride march, “clearly not Arabic, in fact it looks like it could be gobbledygook”, “about fucking time” stand-up background; ISIS throws four gays off building; Franklin Graham: “God does not change his mind”, Ron Fournier: Huckabee “on the wrong side of history”, granddaughter Alveda King: “praying and waiting to hear from god”, echoey JCD God call-in skit: “I should’ve never signed with this agency”!; White House ready with rainbow lighting; JCD: Hillary outing insurance; unanticipated LGBBTQQIAAP divorces; Putin memes

0:32:49 Real Sports hit piece on Qatar migrant worker conditions; Ben Affleck to direct FIFA film, no best director for Argo; Qatar’s habit of buying overseas sports teams, dismal living conditions in camps, sports academy head: “comfortable and healthy environment”, terminates interview; stadium with artificial cloud quadcopter; journalist untouched by police; McDonald’s & Coca-Cola outed, Qatar sports ties to al-Qaeda

0:52:39 ACC Planned Parenthood/Save the Children encounter; Save the Children’s $657M
0:59:05 City of Waco trying to block biker brawl surveillance video subpoena
1:01:26 Producer Segment: new Canadian spy agency CSIS; ACC heading to Rotterdam
1:14:33 Storm Roof shooting families to receive $29M from DoJ; prison escapee poster with “killed” label, “big shlong” guy; Office for Victims of Crime $9bn; Clementa Pinckney on black Confederates; eulogy by “the other Obama”: “he surely sensed the meaning of his violent act”, “he didn’t know he was being used by God”, God skit recap, Amazing Grace cock-up, autotune
1:35:43 Trump Tower fire, Ross Perot pull-out, JCD: “shot across the bow”
1:37:00 Tunisian shooting linked to July 4, JCD “run run run” evergreen, Quilliam Foundation guy: “soft target” attacks everywhere stepped up for Ramadan, ironic “first decapitation on French soil”, Britain “overdue” for an attack; NSA French Presidential spying leak by Russia, Ukraine gas discount discontinued; Pentagon to standardize on single IT service provider; Chertoff’s Einstein 3 intrusion detection system, “shooting down an attack before it hits its target”; DHS EAGLE II “Enterprise Acquisition Gateway for Leading Edge Solutions”, $22bn budget
1:54:42 Greek aid to end on Tuesday, Dutch-accented ACC: “fuck ’em”, ATM runs, DH Unplugged discussion on Russian bailout, euro hoarding; New York banker predicts euro spike
2:03:35 Donation Segment: JCD’s mother: brown eggs “polluted”; War of 1812 donation feud
2:25:29 Trains Good Planes Bad: trains of the future to be fueled by sewage
2:26:38 Tech News: IRS erased two years worth of Lois Lerner e-mail backup tapes; JCD on the demise or nonmigration of public relations agency databases; JCD on Seagate 200GB OneDrive offer; surge.sh CDN; whois data to be de-anonymized in ICANN internationalization; Chrome out-of-band “OK Google” microphone activation; leap second of doom
2:41:27 San Francisco probation officer in hot water for leaving a handgun and cocaine in hotel room
733 Fusion Cell (2015-06-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “The entire US Navy’s running 100% on XP.”
0:00:35 JCD’s printer on cleaning cycle; ACC: “we are the Oprah of dryer balls”
0:07:54 Bill Nye “emoji science lab” funded by GE; Dutch court orders 25% below 1990 levels; Rick Steves on Dutch efforts to shore up dikes; EU 40% reduction target; EPA strategy released, Gina McCarthy: “saving thousands of lives”, acreage “destroyed by wildfires”, cnn.com/2degrees promo video: “mass extinctions”; White House Public Health and Climate Change summit, McCarthy: “wake up, now!”, “it’s toasty outside, I wonder what that could be all about”, 57k deaths by 2100, “frankly, it’s all about this kids”, deniers vs “normal human beings”; Ted Cruz on energy industry tax breaks, “infamous” $13bn wind tax credits
0:32:11 Office of Personnel Management hearing, producer notes on scope of information exfiltrated, Chaffetz grilling Director Katherine Archuleta, CIO Donna Seymour reveals documents lost in March 2014 breach, JCD: “it’s like storing your password in a file called password-dot-text”, Mark Wahlberg: “it’s a Pearl Harbor”; Ted Lieu on contractor USIS fraud, $30M in bonuses for top execs; identity of hackers classified; uptalker Ann Barron-DiCamillo on “lack of logging”, JCD: “how many terabytes are these logs gonna be?”, OPM letter for Newsletter
0:54:50 Benghazian person of interest droned in Iraq
0:56:00 Michael Wolff on net neutrality: “the digital guys will be surprised” by regulation
0:58:07 Hayden on Snowden foreign sponsor, inductive vs deductive; on USA FREEDOM Act: “cool! wheeze”; operation Overhead droned explosives-implanting doctor; JCD recommends NA-themed Josie and the Pussycats; French outrage over NSA spying on three presidents, source: Russia; Eastern European countries to “host” US weaponry
1:07:05 Producer Segment: “gay on meth” message
1:16:44 Upcoming Human Rights Report; Hostage Recovery Activities Executive Order, Obama cites Phillips and Buchanan rescues, Diane Foley on efforts as “annoyance”, Obama: “that ends today”, new FBI HRFC “fusion cell”, “intelligence sharing”, EO 12333 Section 2.3
1:27:48 Final fast-track authority vote, Democracy Now names names, News Hour on attachment to African trade deal, Democrats voted against worker assistance
1:33:58 Confederate flag-pull continues; history of the Confederacy, Marx on slave votes; Governor announces removal; Don Lemon on Jefferson Memorial; Alabama flag removal, Democracy Now removal rundown followed by report on white supremacist killings; Dylann Storm Roof Photoshop evidence, producer Suboxone stories; 2016 22-51% insurance premium hikes
1:55:23 Greece to kick can down the road, Larry Summers on loans flowing back to creditor banks, Varoufakis a game theory expert; Queen Elizabeth in Germany, Belgian Waterloo coin kerfuffle
2:06:07 Kale on Orange is the New Black; fastest train in the world: 127.1 mph in 1905
2:08:43 Donation Segment: JCD recommends “stunning” 2011 Renaissance Bordeaux
2:19:34 Obama epic “nah nah nah nah no no no no” to heckler a “smackdown” according to CBS, “you’re in my house”, JCD: ditch iPhone video, mug for the C-SPAN camera; “shame on ya”, crowd chanting “Obama”, “or we’ll have to take ya out” (CotD); NPR Obamacare segment underwritten by Athena Health Group
2:30:51 Tsarnaev “awkward” post-sentencing apology asserting no one else involved
2:37:44 “Podcast history” with Marc Maron Obama WTF interview, “saying” vs “using” the word; Obama “it’s just a podcast” comment
2:37:44 UN sexual abuse in CAR’s capital “Bangui” (CotD), whistleblower suspended

625
Psych! (2015-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “How ’bout... a big bouffant?” (0:43:56)
0:00:34 ACC patch panel woes, new hardware, no Apple Store discount for the podfather
0:06:48 “Hail science”, “it’s just incredible” evergreens; Jane Seymour “Crepe Erase” infomercial; dryer sheets for NWO population control, wool dryer balls
0:14:07 ACC handshake “psych!” to Planned Parenthood canvasser; hexagonal awareness month
0:19:05 Yatsenyuk: $25bn going directly to creditors; Donald Tusk: Greek “game of chicken”, proposed Euro Summit, New York banker warns of default, News Hour on Putin’s “look of satisfaction”; troubles ahead for Deutsche Bank, Primates of Park Avenue “wives’ bonus”, BBB+ rating worse than Lehman, selling retail arm, ACC Red Book: tits-up within three months, JCD: “soft shoe” delay; No Agenda tip: avoid the Broken Spoke unless you’re a good dancer
0:33:00 Obama podcast on fast-track authority: “relentlessly changing economy”, need to be “rewriting the rules of global trade to benefit American workers”, “or I wouldn’t be doing it”; Kevin Zeese on TAA being attached to African trade bill
0:41:44 Crazy-haired Energy Department Ernest Moniz, mullet-bouffant: “mouffant”, Iran balking over interview requirements, Moniz: “we are aiming to complete the deal”, “White House milieu” cadence; ACC’s former tea-drinking ways; Middle East arms race recap, Saudi Arabia deal with Russia to build nuclear reactors; Saudi diplomatic files from Wikileaks
0:55:53 And Now Back to Real News: “comic and Dancing With the Stars alum” Tommy Chong cancer; Ohio marijuana legalization grower monopoly bill, billion-dollar back forty
1:03:29 Producer Segment: “hissy fit”; LEED “leadership in energy & environmental design”
1:17:47 CVC’s beautiful Father’s Day message
1:20:33 Paul Ehrlich’s sixth great mass extinction, Frank Fenner: humans extinct in 100 years; Biden on climate change deniers: “they also deny gravity”; William Hurt to Tavis Smiley: AI not on par with “issues as monstrous as global warming”
1:29:38 Brian Williams at MSNBC, Rachel Maddow “really happy” about it, “he has been through the most fantastically humbling experience that you can imagine” since leaving “Nightly”, Williams’ “workhorse agreement”;
1:36:05 Dylann Roof on Reckitt Benckiser’s Suboxone; Comey: not terrorism because not political, no mention of manifesto; manifesto on lastrhodesian.com registered in February, EXIF-less photos, rt888.txt, 88 “hell Hitler” code, Romper Stomper front page, Rhodesian pro-apartheid patch, James Earl Ray connection, “1488” code, gaydar hit; CNN tl;dr, “European” meme; black friend: “primary target” school, not church; mainstream hate crime focus
1:59:36 Confederate flag & SPLC; “violence everywhere, it’s almost non-stop”, Obama: no mass violence in advanced countries, Todd Rutherford: Fox News hate speech, Maher compares Fox to al-Awlaki; JCD Clementa Pinckney corruption hit theory; EMS producer note
2:17:01 Donation Segment: Father’s Day callouts; new branded sealing wax
2:28:05 Stephanopoulos to Mindy Kaling: “it really does make you feel like you’re inside this eleven-year-old girl”, “in a profoundly wholesome way” (CotD)
2:29:33 DHS active shooter threat instructor training program June 15-19 in Charleston
2:30:41 Hillary Duff The View Tinder vocal fry-fest; Tia Mowry’s mushroom sautéing technique, quinoa & kale chips; No Agenda seared tuna; Dempsey on “stiffening” Iraqi spines
2:45:08 Donald Trump on 20% “real employment”, “big league”, News Hour: “the other fellow”, Morning Joe on appeal to television-shouters, “human IED”; JCD on 40-year Reagan cycle
731 Culture Vulture (2015-06-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “And just beat the crap out of him in the courtroom.”
ACC: “Nice!” (1:03:24)

0:00:35 Warriors won; alternative No Agenda openings

0:01:56 “Anticipated” Papal encyclical, Brazilian theatrical trailer, PBS “leaked version”, “the embargo has been lifted”, “very solid scientific consensus”, “I’m going to take the science for what it says”; “the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor”, “extra sweater”, Holdren: nine or ten billion in 2050, renewables and nuclear, “the challenge of the Valley of Death”; Biden: US “epicenter of energy”, renewables to “increase exponentially”, no mention of gas

0:24:32 Russia to add 40 ICBMs to arsenal in “nuclear saber rattling”, ACC in Dutch accent: “our air force will be out patrolling when we have the sufficient coal to fuel them”, Pentagon to station store tanks in Eastern Europe; Lithuanian army website “hacked”: NATO to annex Kaliningrad; Pope gives Putin peace medal, JCD: “ten bucks it’s got a bug in it”

0:32:58 IMF Ukraine “lending into arrears”; Bill Clinton on lobbying for Boeing, Haiti money; Le Bourget Air Show, huge Boeing orders from Russia and China, new Air Force One; Clinton on donor influence on State Department: “nobody even suggested it or talked about it or thought about it”, State Department “economic diplomacy work”

0:42:39 Trump to Stephanopoulos on Hillary’s e-mail manipulation; Amy Goodman: “rambling kickoff speech” branding Mexicans “criminals and rapists”; visa woes from Oracle upgrade, hardware blamed; Trump promises “great wall”; Trump vs Reagan; hide under UN roof evergreen

0:56:35 McLaughlin Group crime spike prediction; Dylann Storm Roof church shooting, Mayor: “filled with hate”, license plate LBF330, plenty of Feds on scene; Ali Shukri Amin case in Virginia, adult guilty plea, attorney Joseph Flood: “very socially immature although very bright kid”, FBI imam; CNN on “active consumers of ISIS propaganda”; Rep. Michael McCaul on “internet terrorism fone viral”, “dark space of the internet”, July 4 small-scale event prediction

1:26:32 Producer Segment

1:40:34 Rachel Dolezal whipping up Baltimore crowd; interview on white people playing black film roles; trans-race “identify as black” meme, JCD on Black Like Me promotion; Howard University discrimination suit over artwork, “her blackness is a performance”; Black History TV man on the street: “orange is the new black”, “epitome of a culture vulture”, whites now “Europeans”, “white spaces”; Paul McHugh WSJ article on the danger of transgender hype

2:11:40 Two North Carolina shark attacks: Shark Week or Jaws promo?
2:15:19 Dannemora prison escape: cutting torch not power tools, wrong heights in mug shots
2:17:25 Donation Segment

2:25:19 ACC’s Mac overheats, shuts down; “box mod” vaporizers; ITM: Instantaneous Thought Manifestation; Bush’s “Jeb!” branding, “President with a period” joke, ABC News chirping bird

2:30:42 Delfi AS v. Estonia ruling: web site liable for user comments; Richard Prince rephotographing Instagram photos under fair use

2:37:03 Tech News: AT&T to pay $100M for throttling unlimited data users, “download a speed app” bogus tip; German researchers warn about “apps”; Josh Earnest on OPM hack: “sensitive data”, Katherine Archuleta grilled by Chaffetz: “we didn’t ask you to come read statements, I wanted to know why you didn’t encrypt the information”

2:49:56 Watch-fumbling Kirby on Iran concessions: “put a fork in it”, “it’s just that simply true”; Hannity gives away “leg chair”, “that’s not what we call it, Sean”
0:00:00 ACC: “They’re not... it’s a sales job; it’s disgusting what these people do.”
0:00:33 “Hungry Hungry Hippos” on the loose in Georgia
0:02:13 Pervasive neurolinguistic programming, Charlie Rose “the Straits of Times” short-circuit
0:06:24 Show 729 mystery jingling: X-ray bin rollers; Sir Cyber’s two-hour “NA funnies” clip show
0:12:06 Larry King’s no-prep interviews, Neil deGrasse Tyson: “we tell ourselves we live in a free country”, denial by elected officials “recipe for disaster”, “dare I use the word holistically”; ACC compares Sandy 9.41-foot surge to 1821 13-foot surge, subsequent New York hurricanes; Tyson’s disdain for “Elon!” Musk, “we need those people in society”; 2008 ABC prediction for June 2015: “gas has reached over nine dollars a gallon” (CotD)
0:39:10 DeFazio on TPP labor standards: “the use of the word may does not sound like a binding standard to me”, secret tribunals, country of origin meat labeling repealed
0:50:23 ACC’s New York banker feedback on bond liquidity, banking “no fun any more”, Greek default prediction, global warming “point of no return” fractal, Horowitz in on Greek banking
0:56:13 Producer Segment
1:10:59 NAACP fake black woman busted by family
1:12:31 Odd Mom Out: “after three kids, my vag is like the Holland Tunnel”; Unreal, Jerry Springer rewards list; ACC 9lbs 2oz birth weight
1:17:27 California drought attributed to divine retribution for liberal abortion laws
1:19:23 Josh Earnest on fifth Iraqi base: “450 is the number that’s required to carry out the mission that has been expanded to Taqaddum air base”, “what is also true…”, Dempsey weighs in
1:23:49 Amy Goodman “shaved ice from the remnants... um, from the remnants of...”
1:25:08 CIA documents on pre-9/11 reluctance to assassinate bin Laden, 28 pages blackmail; Matt Lee grills spokeshole over Iran’s IAEA access agreement timeline, quotes Kerry
1:36:18 WHO MERS advisory: avoid drinking camel urine; No Agenda camel pee shampoo
1:44:21 Moral self-licensing via tampon selfies
1:47:42 NPR on passport and visa “glitches”, no mention of Oracle; yet another Office of Personnel Management data breach; John Chambers to Charlie Rose on internet leadership: “you put the electricity of the whole country on the internet”, ACC: “don’t touch the modem, kids”, “disrupt or be disrupted” (CotD)
1:58:45 Donation Segment
2:05:39 HHS Sylvia Mathews Burwell: more deaths from overdoses than from car accidents, 259M opioid prescriptions in 2012, “let’s go to the solution space”: medical record sharing, “incredible hulk” naloxone use; ACC: “this week in flakka”
2:18:34 The Weekly Hooker Report: $15 oral sex in Tokyo; child sexual abuse by UN peacekeepers
2:21:11 News Hour NLP links painkiller abuse with “the case against generics”; STD’s on the rise in elder care homes thanks to Viagra
2:23:37 Slick Rafael Iron Dome promo, i-HLS video with sweetened audio
2:32:59 Dutch social studies textbook with picture of clawed Russia eating Ukraine; note from teacher using No Agenda CDs in social studies class, npg.org propaganda
2:39:35 Obituary for CIA agent name publisher and Jim Garrison memoir publisher Ellen Ray
2:41:01 Merkel cell phone tap investigation closed in Germany
2:42:01 Botox chronic migraine advertisement: side effect? headache; ACC: Viagra defense
2:44:52 JCD to meet John Perkins, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man second edition
JCD: “So this was the scam of the scams.” (0:14:36)

Obama: climate change “one of my highest priorities”, using TPP; JCD: wood the ultimate renewable; ACC’s meeting with Rod Adams, Stanford “renewable revolution”, no backyard nuke fuel due to Russia sanctions, decommissioned submarines; EPA to regulate airline emissions; TSA failure to identify 73 watchlisted airport workers, mysterious airport jingling sound

Six-Week Cycle: White House, TSA hearing bomb threats, Earnest dodges question about press relocation; USA FREEDOM Act “coincidences”: December OPM, Syrian army.mil hacks; Air Marshal testimony at TSA hearing: deputy Air Marshals, emergency shotguns, JCD: Brinks armored truck port, spontaneous human combustion

Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder in DSM-5; “lintitis”, JCD: avoid dryer sheets

Amy Goodman: wettest month on record “linked to climate change”, G7 “carbon elimination”, egregious Goodman headline run-together: “her death was confirmed by her partner Donna, an immigrant teenage mother”

Earnest on mysterious Obama smokes: “he does not”; “Grüß Gott”

Proposed WTC 2 “stairway to heaven”

Google “smear window” for leap second due to climatic effects; “make it a great day, enjoy”

JMD’s friend increasingly seeing hexagons everywhere; JCD “to an extreme” medley

Producer Segment: ACC heading to Ham-Com; No Agenda Player show notes integration

News Hour leads with market news; Deutsche Bank resignations; South Korean interest rate lowered because of MERS, huge Asian malls; Max Keiser on Greece: “this is what happens when you scapegoat a population, steal all their money, and start putting them into camps, and then exterminate them”; Bilderberg agenda, Seed Man: “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer!”

Theresa May on new British antiterrorism legislation; State Department 50-person countermessaging campaign @ThinkAgain_DOS, former head: “magic social media … pixie dust”; ISIS vs mercenary trigger discipline: ACC on “about face!” trip to Iraqi training camp, Operation Iraqi Sunrise; Obama “no complete strategy” meme, Zakaria: “technocratic problem”

News Hour melodrama with Panetta, Zinni, Flournoy, & Bacevich: Panetta homeland meme, no question “that our national security interests are involved here, otherwise why would we even be there in the first place?”, Syria punchline; Khamenei: ISIS like US federal police

Economic hit man in Burma, headed back to Africa

Tech News: Apple Music antitrust investigations, Spotify benefits labels while Apple benefits artists, Spotlight enhancements as assault on Google, anti-Google culture due to Android rip-off; net neutrality kicks in tomorrow

Donation Segment: $68.84 Richard Quest donation

Greta Van Susteren’s strange mouth; Al Sharpton called out as a pimp in Hartford; Seinfeld on political correctness in comedy, “gay French king”; Ellen Pao on subreddit bans, “free speech” vs “free expression”, on fake accounts: “we have ways of finding them”

Former FIFA vice president accused of diverting Haiti Earthquake funds

Elon Musk to provide internet from space; escaped inmates “getting even more desperate”, manhunt a Watertown repeat

728  It’s the Mold!  (2015-06-07)

0:00:00  JCD/ACC “yeah no” medley (1:44:25)
0:00:38  ACC mold update
0:02:33  Pamela Geller reaction to beheading plot: “Islamic terrorism is here”, positive results from “Garland jihad shooting”: thousand mile trip for shooters, “I understand the enemy”, “enormous amount of intel” from computers, Boston police “superb job”; heard about plot from CNN, secret meeting with officials, attack by Tsarnaev and Awlaki mosque; to Cuomo: “they’re going to come for you, too, Chris”; TSA becoming “über-douches” in wake of “red team” fail
0:13:40  Sweaty Rick Perry; Jeb Bush PATRIOT Act recap; ACC’s ready for Hillary poster
0:15:48  Supposedly China-originated Federal employee data “hack”, PBS: “their goal: to find and potentially recruit spies inside the US government”, “does that come with hookers?” recruitment skit; Dennis Hastert blackmail proof of concept, nine-year-old allegation media fail
0:23:58  Bill Maher’s Catelyn Jenner bigotry, JCD vasectomy analysis, “gay seems so simple now!”; ACC: do we use “she” in the past tense for Olympic medals?, “Catelyn, call a sistuh if you want to run for office, I got yo’ back”; Maher on ISIS pigeon breeding ban, ISIS now following ACC’s advice and throwing gays off buildings, headquarters bombing thanks to ISIS selfie
0:39:30  The War on Chicken: bird flu impact on egg prices; ACC on women’s food texture aversions
0:45:53  Tech News: JCD on *.science TLD spam origin
0:48:14  Producer Segment
0:57:21  NOAA global warming pause data “glitch” fix, “bias correction” methodology for “temperature anomalies”, “empirical orthogonal telecorrections”; coauthor James McMahon of huge consulting NGO LMI, $132M from DoD in 2013, $104M in salaries; 2°C the new 350ppm; JCD on mind control experiment, social media trolls and celebrities
1:23:02  New EU European External Action Service to counter Russian Ukraine propaganda; Turner-funded UN Foundation’s “squadron of journalists and subsidized media content in 33 countries”, promo video, five-day training courses in UN jargon translation for journalists
1:32:44  Chocolate for weight loss media-bait hoax, “journalists are lazy”
1:35:05  Donation Segment: Samsung Galaxy advertisement “yeah no”
1:47:36  Obama “punches above its weight”, “strongest allies” medley; US soccer win vs Netherlands
1:51:42  Jade Helm Blackhawk in Austin, explosions in Flint MI, City spokeshole: “we obviously have to respect the Army’s wishes”; Denver shoplifter hideout demolished by police “paramilitary thugs”; New York citizen mugger takedown
2:01:14  Democracy Now elaborates on Red Cross Haiti false claims, “boost employee salaries” story
2:03:12  Trevor Aaronson TED talk on FBI terrorism; ACC Martha Stewart meme appropriation; Khairullozhori Matanov charged under Sarbanes-Oxley for clearing browser history; Deutsche Bank co-CEO resignations; PayPal scam resolution vs FBI Nigerian e-mails; Snowden on surveillance increase, “spiking the football” NYT op-ed; fishy root certificates in iOS beta
2:17:29  Hillary’s push for automatic voter registration, JCD: “prelude to internet voting”
2:20:10  Rose and “drool-face” Goodman botch EPA fracking report, consumption vs contamination
2:25:33  Lavrov on possible 30 years of sanctions, Putin’s actual opinion on FIFA, on Greece: “you are contaminated by the American philosophy, you always want to tell people what to do”
2:32:55  Student loan strike over predatory Corinthian Colleges lending
2:34:11  Catherine Herridge story on “Taliban five” recruiting failure
2:38:11  Feminist award for Miss Piggy from Gloria Steinem

630
727  Win By Losing  (2015-06-04)

0:00:00  ACC: “Hey, I know a lot of really hot sixty-five-year-old women!”  
JCD: “Fine!” (1:48:34)  
0:00:33  ACC overcome by black mold  
0:03:03  Live anthrax spores sent to 51 laboratories, contracts for anthrax detection systems  
0:07:31  Six-Week Cycle: TSA “failed miserably” at detecting 95% of tests, Jeh Johnson demands answers at TSA headquarters; PATRIOT Act expiration, USA Freedom Act passage; Comey’s “long, tricky game”, hoax airport bomb threats, FBI investigation, NSA drops the ball again, unquestioned; Usamaah Rahim’s “allegedly sinister and gruesome” Pamela Geller beheading plot, FBI intercepts Amazon package with knife and sharpener; community leader on video: “I would 100% collaborate with what the commission had just stated”; Geller to Burnett: “showdown for American freedom”, “ISIS is here”, on SPLC; “really, Erin?”; “King Pils” to Obama on the “Rosies” (the Riveters), “facing ISIL”; Amanpour: not taking ISIS seriously enough, comedians defeating ISIS; Comey: “this is a very interesting trickedy-doo thing here”, Dawlat Al Islam Qamat anthem revisited  
0:37:02  FIFA “king makers” force Blatter resignation, Canada trip cancellations for fear of extradition; dry run for IOC takedown, Bill Clinton’s World Cup 2022 involvement, IOC cease and desists in Olympic Peninsula, ACC predicts IOC sex scandals  
0:46:43  Producer Segment: the No Agenda Club for all show number donations  
1:08:14  Santorum to Pope: “the church has gotten it wrong a few times on science”, Alex Wagner: “perhaps Mr. Santorum should work on his own science cred before taking on the Pope”; Richard Horton The Lancet article “What is Medicine’s 5 Sigma,” on incorrect scientific papers; Obama Starbucks cup speech to South Asian students, "the United States is the most respected country on earth", "I will never engage in a politics in which I’m trying to divide people", enforced gender alternation for question askers  
1:27:13  Lindsey Graham Presidential bid: “there are no moderates in Iran”; Jeb Bush on Bob Schieffer Meet the Press send-off: “not a shred of evidence that the metadata program has violated anybody’s civil liberties”, “protect the homeland” number one duty, ISIS greatest threat to national security; NBC on “vanity candidates”, “win even by losing”  
1:36:32  Amy Goodman “Abercrombie & Finch” Supreme Court hijab case; CVC’s part time job  
1:39:29  Don’t participate in ice bucket challenge chain letter: motor neuron disease diagnosis  
1:54:34  Donation Segment: ISIS signet rings confiscated; Quigley Tragedy & Hope PDF available  
2:07:12  NPR: only six permanent homes built with American Red Cross funds in Haiti, possible Clinton smokescreen  
2:13:03  Sheryl Sandberg Facebook post: Goldberg’s instant death vs weak vital signs story  
2:15:55  Strange earth noises confirmed by NASA, JCD on distant booms; Michelle “Renaissance fair wench” Thaller dancing video, ACC: it’s a fetish, JCD on sex and furry costumes; 257 female porn stars removed from millionairematch.com, JCD’s Online! The Book on dating site fraud; life sentence for Dread Pirate Roberts; JCD on real estate 2017 collapse insurance, new CBS “poverty porn” show The Briefcase, JCD recommends Mr. Robot (again)  
2:36:01  ISIS push in Aleppo, Syrian military accused of collaboration  
2:37:00  White House rejects Snowden amnesty, cut loose by CIA
More flooding in Texas, “weather whiplash”, “climate change is stretching out our variability”, Bill Nye “ready to fight the haters”, “many conservative climate change deniers went berserk over his post”, “documented denier” Ted Cruz, Nye tweet: “no weather-caster may utter the phrase Climate Change”, cigarettes and cancer meme, on hurricanes: “it’s very difficult to connect any one weather event to this global phenomenon”, hurricanes “decapitated” off African coast

University of Colorado science denial panel, Michelle “Renaissance fair wench” Thaller on 2012 apocalypse, “whole cloth made-up”, “we’re trying to draw back into our skills as storytellers”; Chip Berlet “haiku for climate change”, right-wingers believe “climate scientists are all agents of Satan”, JCD: “this guy is an out and out bigot”, end-times mentality, largest Republicam voting bloc “conservative fundamentalists and evangelicals”, “corporate profiteers who … are gonna finish their Château Latour before the earth turns into a dustbin”, “tiny group of anarcho-libertarians who just read conspiracy theory websites”, apocalypse as self-fulfilling prophecy, “abortion is sin and gay people should be shot”, “shit in your own kitchen”
725 Cricket Flour (2015-05-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “And so you buy these intangibles and you get nothing, really.” (1:37:01)
0:00:33 Rainsticks for California, “heat wave and floods”, fossil fuel protests, University of Hawaii divestiture, Chris Matthews: “increasing heavy rain, and snow events, and more intense droughts, all at the same time”; Columbia University guy: “this is gonna be the hottest year on record”, NOAA hurricane drought prediction, the end of “weather isn’t climate”; Obama Coast Guard “dereliction of duty”; Young Turks on Tea Partiers “who’ve grown up and just don’t trust what trained professionals are saying”; Jules Feiffer on origin of government distrust on the left with nuclear testing, “Question Authority”, PBS Standing on Sacred Ground: “fighting intolerance and climate change”; Neil deGrasse Tyson to Charlie Rose: “invest your brain energy to recognize when something is fringe”, Carl Sagan on scientific skepticism; Bill Nye: “that just makes no fucking sense”; Seed Man: “get out of the damn coma!”; National Geographic science-doubting article; deGrasse Tyson: moon landing an act of war, world war story pitch, Rose: “tell us what an asteroid is”; ACC “tech hornies”
0:43:37 Producer Segment: new Scott McKenzie story Conscience For Sale
0:56:10 US Attorney General has Adam’s weed?
0:59:50 Queen to Parliament: “my government will...”, EU renegotiation vs in/out vote; EU military to intercept refugees migrants; Thom Hartmann: toxic Chinese cat food killed Higgins; JCD: Michael Butler learning butchering; Newsletter “your best anal...” subject line cutoff
1:17:05 Loretta Lynch goes after FIFA, payback for Qatar 2022, Swiss housecleaning, raids in Zurich and Miami, Qatar 124° temperatures; Lynch “sports marketers”, bribes from “a major US sportswear company”, Comey weighs in, fifa.grumpyradio.com infographic; possible Clinton Initiative connection, call for Blatter resignation for support of Russia 2018, Palestinian call for Israel FIFA suspension; ACC: why no ISIS in Israel?
1:36:03 Minneapolis Walker Art Center “intangibles” as artistic experiences, “zip drive” full of images
1:41:07 Chocolate zucchini cupcakes with cricket flour
1:42:56 Hillary “news making”: “I’ve been coloring my hair for years” to cackling audience; Castro brother as possible running mate; Pataki announcement, surplus campaign fund rollovers
1:48:34 Lynch pre-FIFA FISA announcement in favor of USA Freedom Act; Section 102 emergency authority, Section 105 indemnification, Section 106 compensation, Section 701 sunset bump
1:55:16 Donation Segment: ACC 14C reflector post Ham Nation net checkin
2:08:18 Tech News: Reddit bullying crackdown, TOR funding partner; Singaporean Airbus 330 dual engine failure: “maybe this was a glitch in the program”; iPhone text message crash; JCD IoT article Surveillance State in Disguise; Vint Cerf on MCI Mail shutdown, IPv6 for IoT, router “buffer bloat” network congestion; Cisco: half of world population digitally connected in five years; Paul Krugman article The Big Meh: zero contribution to economy since 1980’s; SpaceX certified for military launches, Airbus vs Boeing space wars; Slack Hushmail invitation
2:32:25 Frontline follows up torture story with boots on the ground chlorine gas propaganda
2:34:29 Bob Woodward: Bush was a WMD skeptic, “momentum” took us into Iraq
2:37:16 Memorial Day parade drone crash; Six-Week Cycle, Patriot Act sunset on June 1, EMP meme; hostage Cantlie’s new article in Dabiq. JCD: “that’s a bad name, sounds like a fountain pen company”, ISIS to acquire a nuke; Aurora Joker shooter’s crazy notebook; South China Sea spy plane debunked by producers, JCD: “there is no Chinese navy”
2:42:14 Kelly Rippa on kids’ money-less “life experience trip”
724 Nice Fabric (2015-05-24)

0:00:00 Applause and cheering

0:00:36 “Jiggle the handle” at Central Park That Guitar Man concert; crappy Delta terminal restaurants; new Dyson hand dryers, JCD on the virtues of paper towels; “interesting” flight to Austin, Nicaraguan Uber spy to the rescue; no TSA Pre✓, “made some friends” in opt-out

0:14:54 Open carry law passes Texas Senate, ACC: “I cannot wait to go to Whole Foods”; Bill Nye’s Rutgers “science and the useful arts” an artificially truncated intellectual property doctrine

0:21:46 Before-and-after Donetsk airport photos; Nuland’s Susan Rice uptalk cadence; Poroshenko predicts Russian offensive, “we want to have this level of cooperation … to build up very pro-European army here on the East”, Kerry give-away: “I’m trust and I don’t think any suspicious that Ukraine would be traded on the relationship between Russia and United States”; possible regime change on €3bn bond maturity, corruption rumors; Finland checks in with reservists, “relations are definitely icy”; ACC on downcast-eyed “I’m from Russia” café girl

0:36:44 Uncle Don Pot Shards South Korea tour, TV interview execution skepticism, 2010 op-ed on Cheonan sinking “sort of made me the skunk at the garden party”, ACC: “republikskunk”; “no audience who would applaud” Obama DPRK relations, “debates within the military industrial complex”, China happy with division, THAAD big bucks for Lockheed-Martin

0:48:32 Frontline on CIA torture report: unreleased parallel Panetta report leaked to Feinstein committee, CIA apologist Laughlin: ex post facto interpretation; Brennan tried to keep everything under wraps, 2014 Republican victors including Rubio sweeping reports under the rug

1:19:13 Guatemalan ministers arrested for rigging contract in favor of “pharmaceutical firm”; San Francisco topless protests over female police killings; The Talk black stereotyping from Sheryl Underwood on Cannes high heels: “I woulda cuss dey ass out when I was wearin’ high heels but all dis damn walkin’, my big ass walked it down to a flat”; Obama Jewish Heritage Month speech: “honorary member of the tribe”; ironic paddles in Seattle protest with plastic kayaks

1:31:40 ACC: cricket flour cupcakes in Red Book, JMD and friend eating sample bugs

1:34:43 HR 1508 establishing asteroid property rights; International Flag of Planet Earth proposal

1:41:51 Yoko Ono’s “brief romantic fling” with Hillary; Monica Langley “grabs Hillary’s knee” interview; 300 e-mails released, one re-classified by FBI; ACC: coming-out “would clinch it”

1:49:12 Donation Segment: Chinese funeral strippers; Show 724 “ISIS Slave” art NSFW?

2:03:30 JCD’s nuking Middle Eastern oil theory revisited; ISIS Palmyra takeover, UNESCO call for cease-fire to preserve “antiquities”, McCain: “key area that connects different parts of Syria”, 10k boots on the ground needed, WWII Palmyra pipeline war; 2012 DIA document calls for rist of “Islamic State” to isolate Assad; ITN report with weapons cache and Assad poster, atrocities “too graphic to show”, B-roll plaster-smashing; $2bn sale to Saudi Arabia, Yemeni bombings still going on; Qatari scimitar beheadings, 2016 “Corrupt Cup”, BBC on working conditions for migrant laborers: “our arrest was dramatic”, ITN = CIA

2:25:11 UK 1400-man Pedobear investigation; AVN dingbat: “all the people in the world should do DPs because that would bring world peace” (CotD); new Colonel Sanders: “dip yourself in poo”

2:31:34 Tech News: June 30 leap second “Y2K’s distant cousin”; Google click-to-buy banner ads; ACC’s Airbnb bath mat eating Roomba; Clooneys’ Tomorrowland climate propaganda
723 Axe Man (2015-05-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “I think a lot of it has to do with the texture of the meat, and the flavor. (2:23:20)

0:00:34 JCD “brown goo” overcast; opening do-over; ACC in New York for Fleet Week, It’s Only a Play with selfie sticks, JCD at Golden Gate Bridge “selfie stick central”

0:09:10 Letterman’s final show, degraded quality of archival material, ACC “fifteen minutes of legacy”, few surviving Ampex 2-inch machines for years of material; JCD’s new Tascam DAT

0:13:58 FBI ISIS warnings for New Jersey high schoolers; “trigger warnings”; NCIS “crude version of Morse code” terrorist messages embedded in music

0:21:33 Bin Laden’s bookshelf, explicit Seymour Hersh disclaimer, “CEO of al-Qaeda central”, online membership application: “who to contact if you become a martyr”, “treasure trove”, “Abbottabad” first syllable stress, “favorite wife”, other wife to remove fillings as possible Iranian trackers; Mike Morell grilled by Chris Matthews on Bush-Cheney briefings; Hillary: “I made a mistake, plain and simple” on Iraq war support; Morell: “… we think you’re wrong, right?”; Bush “hatchet man” Cheney; Morell on $25M payoff: “um, not going to answer that question”, burial at sea, Osama selfies, “I watched the video and I saw pictures”

0:52:39 Catherine Herridge on DIA memo: Benghazi planned ten days in advance for 9/11, ISIS rise predicted, gun running to Syria, Morell on CIA tracking it: “can’t talk about that”, “yes, we played no role – now, whether we were watching other people do it, I can’t talk about it”

0:59:27 Producer Segment

1:06:34 “How to fix this” questions, multi-million-dollar crowd funding examples, local activism

1:12:37 Aviation insider note: accessing avionics from entertainment system impossible; Chris Roberts on Security Weekly podcast: “called bullshit” on GAO report via Twitter; “obviously you’ve got the iPad issues”; previously worked for FBI veteran Kevin Knierim at Cyopsis LLC; DHS I.G. John Roth on $3.7M for TSA background checks a “massive, massive challenge”

1:33:37 RIAA, MPAA lawsuit dry-up, Spotify adding video and podcasts of IPO, JCD explains $8.4bn “valuation”; Trannies on Acid extortion business

1:39:51 New “flakka” drug and LAX security run-through: “he had a strange smile on his face the entire time”; new heroin synthesis, ACC: “we won’t need any more wars”; cocaine “booger sugar” protocols and Rand Paul filibuster, separation of powers collapse and Executive “behemoth”

1:53:00 New Obama Twitter account; “we can’t then axe the police to be the ones to solve the problem”

1:55:11 Donation Segment: ACC saw The Seed Man at Bar Chi Sushi

2:08:37 Bill Nye cites Constitution Article 1 Section 8 “science and the useful arts” at Rutgers commencement; Obama to Coast Guard Academy: “the science is indisputable”, CO2 800k year high, Charleston flooding at high tide (chatroom: it’s below sea level), naval bases to be “swamped”; Impossible Foods CEO on “hard core meat eaters”, animal farming “single biggest environmental threat in the world today”, 4k glasses of water per person per day; Nigerian restaurant shut down for “long pig” human flesh

2:28:14 Upcoming Irish referendum on gay marriage, ACC demands Apple pull-out if voted down

2:30:27 ISIS in Palmyra; Khamenei: no nuclear scientist interviews; Iran vs Saudis on Yemeni relief

2:34:35 CNN on P-8A Poseidon “classified US intelligence flights”: “this is Chinese Navy, please go away quickly”; North Korea cancels Ban Ki-moon’s Kaesong park visit, execution over military food supplies; Ash Carter on Russian Pentagon computer attack; Morell on foreign governments in Obama’s unclassified e-mail

2:48:56 Double mastectomy, hysterectomy from son’s DNA test, Color Genomics $249 test promotion
722 Moral Debt (2015-05-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ayy ayy ayy, how ya doin’?” (2:33:31)
0:00:32 JCD “chewin’ and shakin’” airline peanut-eating gripe
0:04:13 Chris Roberts airline “hacking” incident FBI warrant: CLB “climb” command to one engine, “thrust management computer” vs FADEC
0:13:41 Amtrak 188 derailment: FBI investigating windshield breakage, three trains possibly hit by projectiles, engineer concussion; Chris Matthews: Republicans “treat trains like Hispanics”
0:18:24 Jeh Johnson to Greta Van Susteren: police front line of defense against ISIS “given how the global terrorist threat is evolving”, “vertical information sharing” with local law enforcement, lone wolf “independent actor” “doesn’t accept orders overseas”; Mike Morell: “in time, they are gonna be able to come here and conduct a 9/11 style attack”; Barbara Starr: ISIS “using the cyber world as a weapon”, #texasattack, RAND Corporation expert on “deep web”, “Pentagon scientists plan to go in and chase ISIS down”; ACC: “FTP me to the dark web”, MEMEX search engine
0:37:00 ISIS Abu Sayyaf killed, wife in custody, “slave” rescued, “a no kidding old-school firefight”; Ash Carter on 1500 more boots on the ground; Sayyaf not on Rewards for Justice list; Jerry Boykin to Jeanine Pirro: Sayyaf’s wife a “treasure trove of information”, “she will talk” (CotD)
0:51:56 Producer Segment: end of show “by the way” jingle
1:04:37 World Trade Week, Armed Forces Day, {Emergency Medical Services, National Safe Boating} Week, “paddle in Seattle” protest, International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia
1:08:06 Dayton Hamvention, ACC: “I’d love to go but I couldn’t get the wheelchair and oxygen in time”; government not required to disclose Standard Operating Procedure 303 emergency cell service deactivation plan; ACC demonstrates new Amazon Echo reordering feature
1:14:01 Stephanopoulos apology for not disclosing Clinton donations, ACC: “fall on the sword, George”
1:18:40 Nuland visiting Russia for Ukraine talks; Radio Free Europe on Poroshenko corruption; Turkish Stream pipeline, possible Macedonian color revolution; Putin podcast: Chechnya terror backed by CIA; anti-Russia NATO exercises; drunk NATO ministers singing We Are the World
1:27:01 JCD passes out No Agenda disc with 2013 highlights; former Obama law student on unelected judges vs Obamacare; Indian vs Indian proxy war in War of 1812
1:33:51 McDonald’s lispy gay voiceover for sirloin burger; ACC Field Day PSA
1:38:26 Death sentence for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, CNBC: “we could be talking about ten years”; Governor on backpack video; Let the Fire Burn Move bombing documentary, onamove.com
1:44:58 Hollande in cuba, accidental Haiti reparation promise, “moral debt due to slavery”
1:49:34 FCC ruling to limit joint sales agreements to screw local news outfits
1:53:38 Broccoli aphids – “ginormous bugs” – in school cafeteria; exoprotein.com “crickets are the new kale”; JCD sandwich fly photo in school paper
1:58:13 Donation Segment: JCD Macon, GA gas station foot-high zapped bug pile
2:13:44 Second Half of Show: Columbia University professor on dangers of electromagnetic radiation, petition to UN; ACC RF burn from eight Watts
2:21:03 FAA drone regulations requiring line of sight, 500-foot ceiling
2:24:58 Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark exempt from EU refugee quota; Danish Central Bank to stop printing money; Telegraph: ban cash to prevent “boom and bust”; Bitcoin analysts
2:34:56 Debate over selling San Quentin
2:37:31 Eurovision Song Contest prediction: Armenia or Denmark
721  Effer in the P Me (2015-05-14)

0:00:00  ACC: “Public radio is ready for capitalism!” (1:01:33)
0:00:33  JCD in Port Angeles to see Puddles Pity Party; Austin rain; Facebook rage quitting
0:05:00  Amtrak derailment amid funding battle; 30 year anniversary of Philadelphia Move bombing by police, survivor Ramona Africa on hoses, tear gas, shooting; May 8 FBI warning about stolen dealers; Luke Russert on Congressional staffers “desperately” using D.C.’s Metro
0:18:13  Vergara-Loeb female embryos follow-up; Nigel Farage withdraws resignation, as predicted
0:19:45  New British counterterrorism bill, police approval required for social media posts; BBC interviewer to Theresa May: “a law that says these are our values, and if you don’t agree with them, then ... are you going to jail them?” ACC: “this legislation could be solely created just to arrest Nigel Farage”; Prince Charles’ newly-published letters vs royal neutrality
0:34:46  Seymour Hersh bin Laden story, Pooper: “what you’re alleging is a massive conspiracy involving what would have to be dozens of people”; courier thesis of Zero Dark Thirty vs Pakistani walk-in; R.J. Hillhouse “plagiarism”; Josh Earnest on Mike Morell’s “every sentence was wrong” assertion; Democrats loved Hersh when he was Bush-bashing; Peter Bergen on raid as “performance art”; Hillhouse credit fail
0:59:47  Knight Foundation $1M Radiotopia investment, Ira Glass “ready for capitalism”
1:04:34  Producer Segment
1:10:15  Hurricane “drought” “basically boils down to luck”; John Christy on fitting climate models
1:17:46  Verizon America Online acquisition as FCC $9bn broadband subsidy grab
1:23:50  Keith Olbermann on bought-and-paid-for NFL salutes to military, “prepaid patriotism”
1:27:04  Monica Crowley on North Korean Defense Minister’s execution via anti-aircraft gun: “this is how communist dictatorships behave”, random satellite photo of site
1:32:15  USA Freedom Act as setup for more spying thanks to indemnified companies like FireEye; Frederick Kagan report on Iranian cyberthreat, collaboration with phony attack map creator Norse Corporation, “collecting information” = attack, attacker “can do an enormous amount of damage to our critical infrastructure, and cause a lot of people to die”; Steven Kim released
1:48:07  Obama on Fox News’ “effort to suggest that the poor are sponges, leeches”, hedge fund managers “society’s lottery winners”; Arne Duncan on schools “with a wide variety of after-school programming”, public boarding schools; Blackish “Junior is a Republican”; CSI: Cyber renewed, NCIS competing agendas, Minority Report premise change; Obama library to be on Chicago’s South Side; kid’s show “Adam has the apple now”
2:09:32  Donation Segment: student teacher doing “breaking the media mind control” unit
2:20:38  Warren-Obama trade promotion authority feud; Barbara Boxer on TPP security; Obama’s “insult” calling Warren a politician; CNN panel gives Rodham brothers a pass; Harriet Tubman proposed $20 bill replacement; Santorum: “bomb them back to the seventh century”
2:39:25  Vienna hosting Eurovision Song Contest with new LGBBTQQIAAP street crossing signs; ISIS making gay passes to find victims; Swedish anti-Putin gay “singing sailor”; Kerry in Russia
2:46:00  “Effer in the P Me live on TV”; miscreant fired for sexual harassment
2:50:04  Retired Gen. Mark Hertling on “posse comitatis”
2:51:34  Matt Kenny cleared in Madison, WI Tony Robinson shooting
2:53:18  Arab leaders’ Iran summit Obama snub, “a couple of them, quote, didn’t feel like it”
2:55:20  Cuban lung cancer “vaccine”; Kissinger on Theranos board; anti-ICD-10 HR 2126
2:58:49  Tech News: Mozilla Foundation to deprecate HTTP in favor of HTTPS, letsencrypt.org
720  Pollen Tsunami  (2015-05-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Eat bugs.”  (1:18:19)
0:00:35 Kofi Annan: “eat bugs”; Mother’s Day; ACC at Swan Lake; Nazi uniforms by Hugo Boss
0:07:50 “Dramatic” British election results, “electoral arithmetic” and proportional representation, 13% of the vote: one seat for UKIP, Farage resignation; Whitehall demonstrations; Ed Balls
0:18:04 Germanwings data recorder detected side stick pressure 33 seconds before impact
0:21:22 New meme: EMP attack, NORAD moves back to Cheyenne Mountain, Huckabee: “take this country back to the Stone Age in a matter of minutes”; Iran missile “failures” at same altitude
0:26:18 Mike Roger’s new outfit Americans for Peace, Prosperity and Security (APPS), “the threat matrix facing America today has never been broader”; Grover Norquist
0:35:22 Sophia Vergara’s ex Nick Loeb suing for embryos, raising “when does life begin” question
0:48:24 NSA bulk collection ruled illegal; new bogus explanation from Clapper on his lie to Congress; Congress opposes SEC insider trading probe, staffer Brian Sutter’s Medicare insider tip
0:52:25 Medicaid “bundled payments”, price fixing
0:59:37 VE Day in Poland and elsewhere; Soviet Victory Day on May 9; Gary Kasparov to Bill Maher on American troops on Ukraine-Russia border, Maher: “wake me when he takes Poland”, defense.gov Atlantic Resolve interactive map; Charlie Rose’s Apple Watch, TWiT “heil Apple”; International Rescue Committee rescue.org spies aid workers released in Eastern Ukraine, $36M from USAID, $62M from DFID

1:18:55 Producer Segment
1:29:30 State Department to Matt Lee on how Hillary was free of donor influence; Clinton Health Alliance Initiative; Japanese yakuza golf course fees for extortion
1:35:15 Breaking news: threat level raised at US military bases, “no specific threat”; MSNBC “terrorism expert” Evan Kohlmann on Pamela Geller: “people that exercise the freedom of speech also have a responsibility to understand that words have meaning, and that they can cause harm”; Schenck v. United States “shouting fire in a crowded theater” SCotUS ruling; European blasphemy laws; Lawrence O’Donnell decries using “thug” to describe “those people”, JCD story about PC World changing “representative” to “spokesperson”, O’Donnell “thug” montage; Cory Booker: we need to “get memes to go more viral”

1:57:54 Donation Segment
2:05:46 CO₂ 400 ppm mark reached; Tony Abbott’s business advisor Newman: climate change a UN hoax; University of Bristol paper on denialists’ effect due to psychological effects: stereotype threat, pluralistic ignorance, third person effect; Austin’s “pollen tsunami”

2:19:45 Center for Media and Democracy report on lack of charter school oversight, $200M in fraud in the system; Gülen’s charter school network; replacing public schools in Chicago, student roboticization and autonomous trucks; Ray Kurzweil on News Hour projecting Moore’s Law on genome project, JCD: the 98% problem in OCR: the dulcet tones of “Melissa” Meyer’s laugh, ACC: “I could put my hand over her mouth”
2:35:36 European Commission’s Digital Single Market, copyright law “modernization”, linking to copyrighted material to be deemed infringement
2:38:56 “Meaningful Use” to require Medicare providers to use 15% Electronic Health Care or face reimbursement cuts; JCD: short Apple when the first store closes
2:43:09 Nike promising 10k US jobs on TPP approval, ACC on cost of importing candles
2:46:51 Waze directing rush hour traffic to quiet neighborhoods; Army discontinuing Morse code
JCD: “Well, it’s crowd control, let’s face it, that’s what it amounts to.” (1:52:34)

JCD’s “tower of terror”, rain in Austin, ACC at LBJ All the Way play, iPhone weather alert, three instances of “what difference, at this point, does it make”

All the Way play, iPhone weather alert, three instances of “what difference, at this point, does it make”

Google acquires Timeful, Frog and Toad Together to-do list video; JCD on Microsoft’s Ignite 2015, patch Tuesday going away; Alix Steel on lithium production: “you pound it into what winds up looking like cocaine”; no decent chemistry sets to be had, Salem teacher arrested for Tesla coil burn, JCD: “this is where STEM is headed”

Sheryl Sandberg’s husband David Goldberg’s death, 36-hour delay announcing cause, head trauma & hypovolemic shock, SurveyMonkey donations to douchey Humane Society, 6:30 to 7:00 time change, brother Robert suddenly on scene; David on long-distance relationship; 2004 marriage immediately after Sandberg divorce; Robert “bogus bad boy” Goldberg sold company to Topps, Facebook a significant client; leaked Sony Goldberg/Linton strategy e-mails

Hip-hop determined to be most influential genre in last 50 years of popular music

Producer Segment: proposed No Agenda art exhibit

Bernie Sanders: “if an institution is too big to fail, it is too big to exist”; Ron Paul supporters watch-listed, possible honeypots; Stephanopoulos Huckabee interview: “Clintons know how to win”; Bill Clinton Today Show Africa packages, “there is a very deliberate attempt to take the Foundation down”, on speaking gigs: “it’s the most independence I can get”

“Obama Global Initiative” My Brother’s Keeper Alliance announced, to be run by former Deloitte CEO Joe Echevarria; Colin Powell, Eric Holder on advisory council, no Sharpton

Garland Texas not a Six-Week Cycle event; SPLC’s Potok declares portrays AFDI as hate group; Robert Spencer on CNN, “free speech vs provocation”; Geller, Wilders SWAT selfies; “shout fire in a crowded theater” meme on Chris Matthews, 1942 Supreme Court Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire ruling: no protection for “fighting words”; Dutch “fuck the King” arrests; French shitstorm over bogus Béziers Mayor list of Muslim students

FireEye Inc. certified as middleman for DHS information sharing

NCIS on “The Calling” terrorist cell recruiting children on the internet

CJCS nominee Joseph Dunford epic stammer to committee on Defense Innovation Unit cost; Elton John to Senate panel on AIDS, Lindsey Graham on PEPFAR sequestration

Donation Segment

JCD’s pointless Staples commercial with overcaffeinated woman

“Chilling” disclosure of Andreas Lubitz rehearsing for descent, captain also left flight deck during first leg of flight; flight data recorder found to no media fanfare, Lubitz’ iPad discovered

Soledad O’Brien: “thug is a proxy”; Daily Kos pushed meme in 2014: Marilyn Mosby to prayer group: “they are not thugs, they are our children”; Freddie Gray’s 30 arrests; Juan Williams calls back to 1965 Moynihan report The Negro Family: The Case For National Action; Democratic racism in civil rights era; Rialto body cam experiment, invest in evidence.com

British elections: possibility of Queen stepping in, probable coalition

Autonomous semi trucks; Germany to lose 18M jobs to robots by 2030, “concierge economy”

Chuck Norris “wacko” Jade Helm op-ed, Six-Week Cycle July 15; Armani Nazi uniforms

CO₂ at levels not seen in 2M years; Al Gore loves Pope Francis
JCD: “Is that not the most insulting thing you could do?”

May 1 Law Day U.S.S. to celebrate Magna Carta, Loyalty Day, National {Small Business, Public Service Recognition} Week, National {Asian-American Pacific Islander Heritage, Foster Care, Building Safety, Physical Fitness & Sports, Mental Health Awareness, Older Americans} Month; Older Americans Act of 1965, 60 and older

Melissa Harris-Perry: “little tiny producer but very invested in boxing”, JCD: “she’s a sizeist”, “why do we care about little guys fighting?”; Mayweather’s sideways boxing style

Professionally printed signs in Baltimore from 300menmarch.com run by corcommunity.com a.k.a. keycenters.org, no form 990: homicide charges from Marilyn Mosby, married to Council member Nick Mosby, $5k from Gray black elite family attorney Billy Murphy, to CNN: “we’re enthusiastic about the new prosecutor”, “80% severed spinal cord, and three broken vertebrae, and that’s not good”, guilty cop promotions; Murphy a Bob Ehrlich supporter, Obama jokes about Martin O’Malley candidacy, corrupt “humbles” arrests under O’Malley

John “projectile dick” Kasich election bid, David Wildstein bridgegate guilty plea

Columbia linguistics professor: “black people saying thug is not like white people saying thug”; poverty’s deleterious effects on brain development, phone video of Billy Murphy on HIV spread in jail, Bill Gates’ father the eugenicist; Sharpton calls for Justice Department to step in

Producer Segment

Jon Huntsman’s Republican debate tā bù tài liǎojiē zhège qíngxíng; Obama thanks Shinzo Abe for karate, karaoke, manga, anime, and emoji

L.A. County sheriff’s $700k for profiling; Pakistan drops drone strike charges against CIA chief

Harf calls out Azerbaijan for imprisoned bloggers “Free the Press” campaign: “the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers his detention arbitrary”; Ankara Mayor’s “come on blonde answer now” tweet; The Matt and Marie Show: “given that you have vast experience in the social media realm”

Cameron: “this is a real career-defining... country-defining election”

Obama initiative for free e-books for low income children; Project Gutenberg, Tom Swift

States moving to restrict police filming by citizen journalists, JCD recommends Nightcrawler

Warren Buffett on predatory lending accusations; retirees paying $300k for $25k mobile home

Austin Indiana AIDS epidemic due to pain killer reformulation

Matt Salmon on tunnel from Mexico, ISIS camps near border, Comey: “nonsense”

Donation Segment

Dreamliner software “glitch”; Richard Quest on German Airbus spying; Field McConnell Germanwings crash analysis, impossibility of hand-flying straight at 400 knots, remote control via uninterruptible autopilot first seen in Lufthansa, Mirage shoot-down, Abel Danger connection

Milan Expo opens in face of protests, World’s Fairs no longer in vogue with Americans

Another year of service for A-10 Warthog; Boko Haram releasing 200 girls; CDC on possible ebola sexual transmission from survivor

Tech News: iPhone not correcting isolated “s” to “a”; Tesla Powerwall, Li-ion batteries restricted by law to AA-size, JCD predicts Tesla factory will burn to the ground

U2’s album Songs of Innocence pushed by Apple deemed gay propaganda in Russia

Bernie Sanders announces candidacy: “that’s not raising an issue, that is winning an election”
717 Juice Jacking (2015-04-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Baltimore’s a shithole, let’s start with that.” (0:51:05)

0:00:33 May “Masturbation Month”; ACC at “star party” for music & astronomy; Leo: “I can actually go see the dark side of the Moon and verify that Adam Curry’s wrong

0:08:43 Note on Newsletter photos: standing and firing gun with bipod “makes them feel cool”

0:10:26 “But at work, it’s the President and [Reggie] Love who play the role of the old married couple”

0:11:43 Baltimore “thugs and misguided young people”, leadership black and Democrat since 1967, voter registration forms; Councilman: “so calling them thugs… just call them niggers”; white Maryland Governor front & center; MSNBC: “the T-word is the new N-word”, ACC: “tits just called, they’re pissed off”; Brooke Baldwin’s “please, let’s move on” apology for calling veterans “ready to do battle”; MSNBC: “white supremacy is so insidious and ingrained … you don’t even have to have a white person around”; Mayor tries to explain away “we also gave those who wished to destroy space to do that as well”, police chief: crackdown makes it worse

0:37:07 Black mother whup-ass “at the end of the day” montage; black vs white “go mom” vs “call CPS”; black liberation theology; Rachel Maddow on police “out of control” throwing projectiles back; gang member to Touré on blood/crip alliance: “we’ve made ties with the right political officials”; stadium placement, The Wire

0:53:23 Producer Segment: Über-recording legality: single-party consent in Texas

1:20:45 Jeh Johnson to Rand Paul on NSA collection: “that is beyond my competence as the Secretary of Homeland Security to answer in any intelligent legal way”, Paul: “if you have a warrant, I’m fine with you getting and unencrypting data from people”; “hands clapping, thumbs up”

1:26:53 Bill Clinton pumphead confirmed; to Larry King: no Parkinson’s; emergency landing in Tanzania; Stephanopoulos on Clinton Cash; journalists have stumbled onto form 990; Clinton Justra Enterprise Partnership donors; advance warning from publishing industry moles

1:37:55 Holder on legacy: “this department is restored – it’s restored to what it always was … and what it must always be: free of politicization”

1:41:02 For Sunday: interview with pilot on Germanwings crash; American Airlines iPad “glitch”

1:43:40 Lackluster history, civics, geography in 8th grade, Cooke Wonderful World clip

1:45:25 Rumors of Jerry Brown for President, dramatic greenhouse gas cut, California Über Alles

1:47:34 6400 missing Lois Lerner e-mails found; Boston “never seen before” Tsarnaev finger video

1:53:18 Earnest on Jade Helm 15: “my understanding is that the individuals who are participating in the exercise won’t be traveling incognito, that they will be wearing armbands”

1:56:59 SCOTUS on gay marriage: Alito raises specter of four-way marriage

2:02:22 Armenian genocide: Young Turks revisited, Producer Joe: monuments & reparations; pipeline through Armenia and Azerbaijan; Kurdish involvement; German schism, “they still hate them”

2:14:00 Donation Segment

2:25:46 CSI: Cyber “FBI! everyone unplug!” as fat programmer explains “juice jacking”; Facebook friends API shut down; LinkedIn app contact scanning; Apple Watch = slave bracelet; NPR money show “ginormous”, “bajillion”; FCC to approve 2200 meter amateur band, VHF/HF bridge in Nepal, 14.205 MHz on websdr.org; JCD on Rand Paul answering machine


2:55:26 Pope Francis all-in on equal pay for women
ACC: “Oh my God, that’s a Republican lesbian!” (1:38:53)

BitTorrent Sync 2 broken; JCD Segway spinning incident, ACC’s $500 valuation at customs, used at Belgian castle; ACC’s witch doctor house clearing, negative studio energy, bedroom portal, *Pipelines and Pedophiles* book, Trail of Tears tour; Austin Food and Wine Festival

CNN White House Correspondents’ Dinner coverage: if you want Baltimore news, go to Twitter; Marie Harf arrived with Brolf; Obama anger translator skit; Cecily Strong routine: “a Libertarian is just a Republican that you have to block on Twitter”, *mein Lieder* Michelle; ACC on Michelle’s dress: “it completely obfuscated that fact that she’s a dude”; Jason Rezaian meme; drone strike apology, American killed in 2002 Yemen drone strike, economic hit man Warren Weinstein, Jeh Johnson: “we hit unintended unintended um... objects, human beings”

Ask Adam: *Diamonds Are Forever* Amstel scene with Magere Brug “Skinny Bridge”

Uber Spies: “*No Agenda* fact checking department” skit, “smokin’ hot” Nicaraguan driver, electrical generation all Chinese-owned, brother’s eminent domain fight, moved to US because of Ortega; “nothing good happens after midnight”

Producer Segment: producerships on LinkedIn

Clinton form 990 resubmission scandal, Uranium One sale to Russia for $2.3M donation, Hillary in *New York Times* crosshairs; “conservative writer” Peter Schweitzer book *Clinton Cash*; ACC story on gap-toothed Patricia hit on by Bill Clinton, “pumphead” brain damage from heart surgery, gooey-mouthed Bill on Gates Foundation; ACC to interview Planned Parenthood canvassers about Margaret Sanger

Bruce Jenner coming-out a brilliant population-reduction coup, Sawyer: “do you have a song?”; CVC: Jenner’s sister a Republican lesbian, Sawyer: “are you a Republican??”; *News Hour* on SMASS, Sexual Minorities and Straight Supporters, depression from gender conformity issues; CVC predicts a Jenner “flip”; Atrazine sexual side-effects; Harvard Professor Alex Myers; dangers of sexual identity early intervention; *Bubble Guppies*: “tickets are a reminder that you have to follow the rules”

Bill Nye Obama interview; cooling effects of volcanic eruptions; Nye: “ten years old is about as old as you can be to get the so-called lifelong passion for science”, Obama on “climate denier clubs” in Congress; upcoming O-bot dinner; Beatles “Hello, Goodbye” “Yeah No” jingle

Denial of service attack on Common Core tests conducted by Prometric in Minnesota; JCD recommends *The Technological Society* by Jacques Ellul

Blog post “why does the West hate Putin? the secret reason” on NATO attack on Syria foiled by Putin
0:00:00 ACC: “You wrote it down and you didn’t catch yourself?” (0:13:28)
0:00:33 Cities converting traffic lanes to bike lanes, US bell-less bicycles; ACC’s “douchebag beard”, CVC: “beards are push-up bras for men”, Movember; ACC’s Nokia E71 lost at Yellow Rose, text messaging No Agenda style, Hillary phone photo; Newsletter “whatever the case”
0:13:29 New moral self-licensing challenge: eating limes for Lyme disease, JCD: “we’ll know it caught on if Leo does it”; Leo’s TWiT “yeah no” gripe, ACC won the New Screen Savers bet
0:17:21 Six Minnesota idiots arrested for trying to join “the Islamic State Group”; Bill Clinton: “ISIS is a terrorist organization, an NGO” (CotD)
0:22:41 Jeh Johnson at RSA Conference: “cyber-security must be a partnership between government and those of you in the private sector”, National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, the “NCCIC floor”, “capability to automate publication of cyber-threat indicators in a machine readable format”, ACC: “they’ve made an RSS feed!”
0:40:34 Revolving-door US Digital Service, immunity to “civil and criminal liability” for information sharing; private Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations; Secret Service investigates cybercrime, Vladimir Drinkman, Coast Guard, “I’m determined to root out any turf battles”, “I have an ask” on encryption; State Department’s Heather Higginbottom: “we are attacked every day, thousands of times a day”
0:57:52 Producer Segment
1:14:54 Craptock Jade Helm Walmart closing theories; insider: fiber & network plumbing, remodel
1:21:30 EU accuses Gazprom of price gouging, NPR cuts out discussion of alternative Yamal-Europe Pipeline; terrorist attack thwarted in Paris, “fighting off the virus of Islamic violent extremism”
1:28:25 Ohio “hero cop” hailed for not shooting murder suspect on body-cam, Taser poised to profit
1:34:31 Michelle Obama unable to answer how long she’s been married
1:35:35 Students in Ohio passing test with subpar reading proficiency, 96% pass rate; Pearson STAR test “glitch” in Texas, Los Angeles cancels $1.3bn Pearson/iPad curriculum
1:42:14 Nurse Tracy reports ICD-10 M23.90 including “locked knee”
1:43:20 Radioactive drone found on Japanese Prime Minister’s office roof; South Korean OPCON handoff delayed until 2020; Japanese missile launch
1:47:36 CNBC bullish on oil: “I think we see sixty dollars before we see fifty dollars again”
1:48:55 Louisiana House Bill 195 prohibiting cash transactions for secondhand goods; J.P. Morgan prohibits cash in safe deposit boxes
1:54:32 Walmart “empty shelves” YouTube clip, police around “perimeter”
1:58:04 Lynch confirmed after Obama “enough”; Samantha Power in 2008: Obama a “true friend of the Armenian people”
2:02:01 Snoring man stabbed with pen in “air rage” incident
2:07:21 Yanis Varoufakis: no expulsion from EU for Greece; Greek An Honest Liar documentarian: we want the drachma back, interview for MTV documentary; ACC’s P.O. Box bonanza
2:16:19 Donation Segment: posthumous Damehood for Crash Helmet Kathy
2:28:56 Morsi sentenced to 20 years; “Mediterranean migrant” vs refugee meme
2:33:45 Earth Day “calling all humans” myearthpledge.com message
2:36:33 FBI lab hair analysis, Innocence Project, potential Obama pardon bonanza or anti death penalty move, no manslaughter charges; Freddie Gray death, $5M compensation fund
2:44:33 The tomtato: a tomato/potato graft
714 Gay Siri (2015-04-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, Austin seems like a stretch.”
0:00:33 714 Jack Webb’s badge number; Chicago’s $5M settlement for Laquon McDonald’s family, $5.5M reparation fund for suspects tortured under Jon Burge; demonstrations over Armenian genocide centennial, Obama can’t acknowledge because of Turkish pipeline
0:06:43 JCD on Haitian Uber segment: bogus zanmann almond
0:08:48 ACC lost in Vegas demolition zone, nearly missed flight; Bandana Ball rehearsal hail storm
0:13:25 New Star Wars trailer a nice distraction from WikiLeaks Sony e-mail repository, cozy Jarrett/Linton messages, RAND Corporation Politics Aside convention, Linton “opportunity for you” to Carney, military sexual assault PSA celebrity recruiting, Jarrett on Finding Your Roots, Democracy Now backgrounder, 100 government e-mail addresses in archive; MPAA and Nesbitt & Whitaker
0:27:13 NBC’s Richard Engel busted for fake 2012 kidnapping supposedly by Assad’s Shabiha militia, role of Free Syrian Army revealed; “Angry Arab” As’ad AbuKhalil: “I was skeptical about the entire enterprise of Western journalistic coverage of Syria”, FSA “criminal gangs and thugs”, “war lobby” for American involvement, Engel’s propaganda video in front of fresh-painted wall with green spray paint, shabiha colloquialism for “thug”; Engel’s award list
0:40:43 McCain “do you agree” question on North Korean mobile warhead system, “unpredictability of this overweight young man in North Korea”
0:47:10 Earth Day coming up Wednesday; Austin to regulate smoke from food trucks; Bill Maher: global cooling in “one article in Newsweek”, the “Dewey Defeats Truman of science”; Pope to issue encyclical, to meet Ban “insurance for the planet” Ki-moon; Obama Earth Day podcast
1:02:33 Producer Segment: how to become a Black Knight; $222.22 “row of ducks”
1:28:45 Homophobic Siri in Russia
1:32:43 Uber spies when boot-shopping: Southern Nigeria has the oil, Christian minority, President-elect Buhari from the North; migrants throwing Christians overboard
1:41:28 Minimum wage protests at 157 Central Park West; Walmart closings over plumbing issues, Jade Helm 2015 DHS tunnels theory, unionization theory, privatization theory, JCD minimum wage inflation theory: $15 per hour “a steal”, comparison with car prices
1:52:04 Outernet project propaganda outlet for Soros’ Open Society Institute
1:55:07 O-bots on Harry Reid beaten up by mob, Ted Cruz supposedly pushing religion; Bill Clinton’s impending martyrdom, Warren may jump in if “drafted”, Harvey Keitel: “she deserves the job if she wants it”, America Rising Hillary hit piece; JCD: Scott Walker will win in 2020
2:08:50 Donation Segment: ACC’s NASCAR experience, limoncello gifts
2:22:46 Homeschooling demographics; JMD’s job grinding up rabbits; Detroit homeschooling double murder an excuse for more intrusion; Long Island superintendent on supporting Common Core opt-out: “legally I can’t”
2:31:20 Uber spies part deux: Jordanian driver, Iran “the worst of the worst”, explanation of Sunni vs Shia, Israeli brainwashing, prophesied Middle East war with Russia; JCD on the origin of Muhammad Ali’s name
2:40:02 Former IMF head Rodrigo Rato arrested for money laundering; Greece joining AIIB rumor
2:42:49 Autogyro pilot alerted Tampa Bay Times about plan; Capitol “tax the 1%” suicide
2:45:00 Hillary’s changing position on gay marriage
ACC: “Nothin’ says I’m Muslim like runnin’ around naked.” (1:47:19)
ACC at Foley suite in Las Vegas; no Podcast Award; PodcastOne, no Nielsen equivalent, Leo Laporte the “fantastic pitch man”; Jennifer Briney in Japanese schoolgirl uniform; NAB Show, how to wear a Countryman microphone, intermittent patchouli odor, badge-scanning booth babes, ACC: “nein! nicht scannen!”, parking tips, giant quadcopters; Capo’s Speakeasy
Luggage thieves caught on camera, TSA theft and groping firings, ACC: “they need to go to jail”; White House “broom stick” autogyro landing, idiotic MSNBC coverage; CNN on aircraft hacking “alarming government watchdog report”, “all you would need ... is a laptop and a Wi-Fi connection” based on a single paragraph, “they are more connected to the network”, “it’s like a flying router”; inter-aircraft communication via ADSB, Internet Protocol, not internet
ACC on computers flying planes: “people will die”; socialist robot utopia; Global Conference on Cyberspace 2015 in The Hague, “innovation room”; Ted Kaczynski on human need for challenge, Idiocracy societal meltdown scene
New execution show: Dead, based on acceptability of televising police shootings, celebrity firing squads, ACC: “it might be funny to have a super gay guy to host the show”
Ted Cruz on Constitution’s notion of preexisting rights; Megyn Kelly and gun banner’s talking points, Kelly: “and yet, guns are a lot like lawyers: you don’t want one around until you need one”, “I’m not breaking onto your house”, JCD: “it’s the whole point!”; Operation Chokepoint apparently still leaning on gun shops, Sir Chris’ letter on opposition to AB-66 body cameras which would require officers to read Miranda rights to victims
Wasserman Schultz on Rand Paul’s abortion position: “would Rand Paul let a woman die?”
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank; Lagarde: “what we risk is the new mediocre to become reality”, ECB’s negative interest rate impact on mortgage principal; FEMEN “end the ECB dictatorship” protester
Paid internet propaganda trolls in Russia, JCD on Microsoft “munchkins” trolling OS/2, Ballmer crash disk, Hillary’s techno-experts
Six-Week Cycle: Sheriff Gary Painter on ISIS in Mexico: “people ... have found Muslim clothing, they have found Koran books”, Show 650 clip with same script; CyberCaliphate’s posting of law enforcement names and addresses by “right wing sympathizer”; Germany’s proposed ten-week data retention policy, “terrorism and organized crime”; Facebook chat spying by CIA-backed In-Q-Tel funded Recorded Future
Google accused by EU of monopolistic practices
Donation Segment: new Isaac Pigott “shocked, shocked” $256 promo
Maryland “free range” children taken into custody, “safety plan”, ACC’s mother’s slide whistle, JCD’s bicycling adventures
Walmart closings for “plumbing repairs”
Iranian nuclear deal falling apart, Rouhani “deals with world leaders, not lawmakers”
Rachel Maddow: “privatizing the VA ... is a sleeper issue for the 2016 campaign”, head of VA torpedoes the theory; producer ICD-10 feedback
712  Kalette (2015-04-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well this is an outrage, we have a master bomb maker on the loose.” (2:34:06)
0:00:34 ACC heading to Las Vegas for Podcast Awards and NAB Convention
0:02:18 Podcasting patent invalidated, “unpatentable”; Personal Audio related episodes screw-up; EFF’s lawyers from Greenberg Traurig
0:14:17 Harf on program to fly in children of “legally present” parents, “the price tag? I don’t know”
0:16:25 Obama on climate as “primary security threat” according to Pentagon; new Surgeon General Vivek Murthy on insect-borne diseases like dengue, chikungunya, JCD: “he’s mixing up his diseases with his Indian food”; Obama’s daughter’s asthma: climate or second hand smoke?
0:20:53 Response to Show 711 vocal fry segment, “sexism”, perception of creakers as “knowledgable and educated”, lowering of voice pitch; Nilai Patel checks in with The Rack on Apple Watch, JCD: “you’ve captured fry plus uptalk”; producer on vocal fry damage
0:29:39 Veterans’ treatment delays worse than ever
0:31:24 Kerry certifies Haiti’s elections steps; Uber spies: Haitian driver on Clinton gold mines, 160k still in tents, oil and sulfur, earthquake “could have been manifested”, Sean Penn a “good guy”, “Haitians do not want to unite for greater good of their country”, “the government here and there will wipe that 10% out”, Bush 41 Haitian currency wipe-out, new “cockroach” Pras, Young Haitian Entrepreneurs, Pfizer steps in on anti-hypertension tropical almond “zanmann”; ACC sideswiped on return trip, JCD “now we’re even” cab accident story
0:56:37 Producer Segment: ACC’s new Spotlight jingle search; new backup recording device
1:17:19 Hillary clip medley; stealing White House furniture; “declaring as we speak” on social media; Rand Paul not naming neocons he opposes: “I don’t want to make this about personalities”, Megyn Kelly “irregardless”; Biden “filling in” for Obama in podcast; Hannity on Hillary’s temper, lesbian subtext, “why take a chance” on Hannity
1:37:43 Craig James caller on Pentagon gay bomb; Tranny Lucille to ACC: you’re a republican, BtGC response: ACC is an ally
1:42:21 Six-Week Cycle: John T. Booker Jr. plot, “mentally ill”, 2014 voluntary commitment, FBI interview, JCD on “super salesmen”, “vehicle-borne” VBIED; Alexander E. Blair “misprision of a felony”; JCD on impossibility of staying within the law in Russia with luggage cart
1:57:21 ICD-10 feedback; V97.33XD “sucked into jet engine subsequent encounter”, W61.62XA “struck by a duck”; Dude Named Ben on ICD search engine; ACC vs JCD debate on reimbursement
2:12:45 CSI: Cyber bomber: “people have to know that we are a society addicted to technology”
2:15:15 Donation Segment
2:21:43 Theory for Comey’s Six-Week Cycle event clusters: more, smaller events for home-grown terror budget and cyber operations; NBC homegrown terror arrest rundown, Keonna Thomas allowed to wear niqāb in court; CIA “operative” Bob Baer on Tsarnaev’s bomb mods: “these two knuckleheads didn’t do this on their own”, Tapper: “re-jiggering, rewiring”
2:36:16 MSNBC’s “thirty-second briefing” on ISIS
2:37:58 Modi-Hollande Mirage deal; A-10 Warthog vs Scorpion “barbie plane”, titanium “bathtub” for crew; James Post III fired for treason threat; JTAC guy: 30mm gatling gun “the sound of don’t mess with me”, A-10 sound clips; PBS: “could you fart your way through space?”
2:51:38 Tech news: Amazon same-day delivery in Austin; KRON Apple watch “new best friend” story; fanboys on Apple’s new “line minimization”
2:58:46 Kale + brussels sprouts = kalette; Here and Now: kids “hooked on kale”
0:00:00 JCD: “Everything would not even be an issue if we’d all go vegan.” (0:51:52)
0:00:34 D.C. power outage; Android/iOS app “maintenance”; Amazon Pot Shards Ranch Hand recommendation; Uber-Starwood deal; Austin’s Yellow Rose, ACC’s neighbor Stephanie Colorado
0:10:33 Alcoholism in DSM-5; “drug craving”, “behavioral addictions”; JCD: “does it include visiting The Yellow Rose three times a week?”, social media & caffeine; WHO’s ICD-10 68k billing codes, October 2015 deadline, small practice nightmare, “contact with knife, sword, or dagger”
0:22:56 Russian State Department “hackers”; Michael Flynn: “very high” chance of Clinton hack
0:29:56 Vocal fry: Jill Abramson, Faith Salie: “America’s young women are running out of oxygen”, upward mobility signal, Abramson: “digital worrrk” ejective “k”, looped “froutrunnerrrr”
0:38:53 California water usage EO B-29-15, $500-per-day fines, lawn replacement, “fee structures”, Water Energy Technology “WET”, eminent domain; Obama: “the number of climate deniers is shrinking rapidly”, asthma; Christiana Figueres: “exceeding the planetary carrying capacity”, “by curtailing population, then we have solved the problem”; Cowspiracy 660-gallon burger
0:56:10 Producer Segment: “yeah no” contranym; IFTTT bat signal recipe
1:11:18 Wonder Showzen: “I think the CIA is controlling my thoughts”, “Uh, no we’re not”; Snowden statue in New York City park; John Oliver interview, Snowden sounding like PR guy, man on the street “no idea who Edward Snowden is”, “yes, I miss Hot Pockets very much”, truck nuts
1:21:06 Josh Earnest on Corker bill requiring Iran to renounce terrorism “unrealistic suggestion”
1:24:28 Walter Scott shooting: police chief on dash cam footage to come; European Convention on Human Rights OKs deprivation of life “in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully detained”; Sharpton pushing Federal police laws, 10th Amendment a clarification; James Clyburn blames ALEC “vigilante” stand your ground laws
1:32:53 British media all-in on “too close to call” elections; applause sound effect for UKIP; former Google exec and former Michelle Obama aide Christina Shockey hired by Clinton campaign
1:38:37 Net neutrality: vulgarity on amateur radio; Kristin Holmes arrested for “Facebook thuggin’”
1:44:16 Obama the weapon sales champion: Bush down $30bn, “spinning out of control now”; former CIA director Woolsey in 2006: “we are going to win because we are on the side of those whom these regimes most fear: their own people”; Lockheed Martin’s female CEO; NORAD’s Admiral Gortney “the person that owns the trigger” on missile defense “advanced kill vehicle”
1:57:59 60 Minutes Jeh Johnson interview, Stahl: “how serious is this threat, is it hair on fire?”, “reading the web and being radicalized”; background justifying droning al-Awlaki and son, “it was actually easier to say yes than it was to say no”, Win Lose or Drone; al-Shabaab jingle
2:12:41 Donation Segment: No Agenda tip: how to avoid corkage fees
2:24:10 Common Core: testing coordinator’s P.A. announcement, “15,000 steps”
2:26:35 Russian loans, gas discounts, import ban exemption for Greece; WWII €278.7bn reparation demand vs €240bn in bailouts; massive London bank heist; global oil chokepoint list
2:36:44 Tsarnaev guilty of all charges; Judge Napolitano on Judy Clarke’s sloppy defense; Putin-hater Masha Gessen on Fresh Air, on definition of “self-radicalized”: “nobody knows” (CotD); Anarchist’s Cookbook given to New York women by FBI, pressure cooker joke
2:47:06 Tech news: Signal.app good, Telegram.app bad, “don’t roll your own crypto”
2:49:11 Alan Dershowitz on Pedobear accusation: “affidavit categorically denying the truth”
2:53:12 Chicago Med hand grenade wielding terrorist, “you thought ebola was a nightmare”
2:54:23 Foundation for a Secure and Prosperous America ad: “Rand Paul is dangerous”
710 Joy Brigade (2015-04-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “That’s the kind of idiot she was.” (1:38:15)
0:00:32 ACC & CVC at Stevie Wonder concert, harpejji; American Uber drivers, Uber spies jingle
0:05:03 “Happy birthday to all ships at sea”, Mimi the “gift Nazi”, Christmas stocking mandarin orange tradition; Steve Wonder “admits” he’s not blind; JCD’s Biz cleaning tips
0:11:40 Obama on Iran “framework”, “a” vs “an historic”, “no greater responsibility than the security of the American people”; Harry Reid beaten up by alcoholic brother; Obama’s three options for Iran, “the second option is we can bomb Iran’s nuclear facilities”, 2016 election connection, following through on campaign promise, “international unity will collapse” in case of failure, “our tireless, and I mean tireless, Secretary of State John Kerry”
0:26:17 Netanyahu quotes unnamed Iranian general: “Israel’s destruction is non-negotiable”, “bad deal”; Cotton: “the terms ... are not as bad as I had feared, they are worse”, dodging religious freedom law question: “in Iran they hang you for the crime of being gay”; Brooks: “Barack Obama will go down in history and he’ll earn the Nobel Prize he got, whenever he got it”; Iranian diplomat on US as source of instability; oil down, Dow up, food prices down
0:46:15 Producer Segment: JCD on 7/10 bowling split; Telegram Messenger app
1:04:39 Producer note: “off-OPEC is just another name for oil bunkering”, militants protecting supply Navy’s supply; OPEC member rundown, you don’t use your own oil or cocaine
1:10:49 No Agenda detractors on Twitter & Reddit, “citric acid is vitamin C”, Show 709 topic rundown
1:15:03 CNN on Kim Jong-un reinstating female “joy brigade”; hrnk.org, Gary Kasparov on advisory council; JCD recommends The Loved One
1:24:30 New York female “terrorists” possible Six-Week Cycle, “stockpiled some dangerous materials”, “several canisters of propane gas”, jihadis going to Syria skit; “was your wife a caring person or a terrorist?”, The Anarchist’s Cookbook, Feinstein: “these documents are not ... protected by the First Amendment and should be removed from the internet”; Attorney General nominee Loretta Lynch leading prosecution; JCD Feinstein story: chained file room door
1:38:45 New Tsarnaev video: “the evidence you’ve never seen before”, Whole Foods plug, ACC: “that backpack is pretty flat to be containing a pressure cooker”
1:43:59 Monica Lewinsky TED talk: “the click that reverberated around the world”; ACC’s No Agenda vs Dutch celebrity; “public shaming as a blood sport has to stop”, chatroom “jiggle the handle”
1:52:13 Donation Segment
2:05:31 CBS This Morning “your world in 99 111 seconds”; Nicki Minaj crying kid insta-puberty
2:10:47 Trevor Noah to replace Jon Stewart; Don Lemon, “culture and race blogger” Wendy Todd, “I’d like a conscious person of color at the wheel” Washington Post op-ed, Jay Thomas: “that thing is evil, that Twitter thing”
2:20:09 1977 ABC video: “an ice age is returning to the earth with glaciers down to the Mason-Dixon line and freezing temperatures south of that”
2:22:40 Douchebag call-out to Hershey over grey market British Cadbury products, JCD Löwenbräu story; Yorkie bar vs York peppermint patty
2:28:31 Tech news: JCD’s unfiltered Gmail spam, “I didn’t sign up for Hebrew!”; Tesla’s April Fools’ “Model W” watch joke, stock price spike; EFF on DMCA protection for automotive computers; Amazon Echo easter egg list, ACC on stellar tech support, Prime Pantry; US Army report on trees as antennas, Alexander Stepanovich Popov as inventor of radio
2:45:07 Islam poised to overtake Christianity around 2050
709  Terror Factory  (2015-04-02)

0:00:00  ACC:  “A little less jingles, really?”  (1:08:32)
0:00:33  Mysterious “booms” in California and Washington
0:01:59  Religious Freedom Restoration Act “national outcry”, “Republicans hate gays” meme aimed at LGBBTIQIAAP community, Tim Cook Facebook post for the fanboys; GLAAD on anti-gays’ “Satanic influence” accusations; Letterman weighs in; JCD: next, appearance discrimination
0:10:18  Robert Menendez, Florida eye surgeon Salomon Melgen friendship vs bribery, JCD: “he’s a US Senator who likes hookers … that’s a stunner”; Harry Reid’s departure; Steve Wynn, Joe Francis casino tab feud, Francis’ Girls Gone Wild T-shirt as legal release
0:22:50  George Soros cancels April 15, Six-Week Cycle, Berkeley speaking engagement; Soros prepared to invest $1bn Ukraine; IMF sanctions on Ukraine, 300% gas price hike; The World is Not Enough: “I’m trying to build an 800-mile pipeline through Turkey … and you, Mr. Bond, have come all this way to tell me that I might be in danger?”; Little House on the Prairie; Brzezinski: Ukraine as part of EU, not NATO; Greece to run out of cash by April 9, Russia steps in; Sir Gene’s proposed Russia trip, JCD on Hermitage Museum’s deteriorating/fake holdings, JCD: “I got as close to it as I could to see if I could smell the paint”
0:45:44  Germanwings war on crazy; bogus initial “emergency, emergency” reports; inaudible breathing sounds and door alarm, nonexistent autopilot beep; Régis Le Sommier on “final seconds” video, “we don’t have the video”, Today Show: “incredibly poor taste” to show it to a reporter, slippery definition of “real”; Jan Cocheret predicted crash two months ago
0:58:40  ACC’s CD-less Über sources: Nigerian driver predicts Goodluck Jonathan defeat, $270M monthly from “off-OPEC” oil; Syrian driver: Sunni-Shia war, Farsi empire to balance Saudis; new economic hit man: Iran to balance Saudi Arabia & Turkey, centrifuges in series vs parallel
1:13:40  ACC’s producer段落: 708 art by John Fletcher, “internet!” scream; “send your cash” rap
1:14:04  DIA’s Michael Flynn on “policy confusion”; CBC caller: The Terror Factory (CotD)
1:42:04  Obama’s to visit Jamaica, Red Book: terrorist cruise ship attack; ripped jeans, Sneaker Pawn
1:47:39  Reading from Ted Kaczynski’s 1971 “unnamed essay”: “creative nonconformity”; News Hour on unconscious racism, “not the way that 51% are showing it”, quickness-to-shoot test
1:54:57  Earth Hour Pocoyo preschooler cartoon; Earth Hour lights-out; Atlanta school cheating rack-eteering convictions, “illegical activity in the guise of a legitimate enterprise”
2:13:58  Donation Segment: JCD on inadvertent PC Magazine deal-queering
2:16:30  Let’s Get Social trifecta for end of show
2:36:57  Warren hounded by Savannah Guthrie, “I’m not running, and I’m not going to run”, Lauer: “Darius, I don’t think she’s running”; Carly Fiorina’s “more than 90%” chance of running, government workers who “watch porn all day” and get paid the same
JCD: “With like their arms straight down and they’re real stiff and they’re just bug-eyed.”

New bat signal providers Pushbullet & Pushover

ACC: “breaking news, the Germanwings pilot had a club foot and narcolepsy”; torn-up doctor’s notes, “psychological autopsy”, vision problems an SSRI side-effect; Airbus dyslexic evasion maneuver change; TCAS “pull up! terrain!” vs “the only cockpit noise, the sound of the co-pilot breathing normally”; Andreas Lubitz’ “torn-up sick notes”; Germanwings air crew who won’t fly A320; Mayor: “there’s no proof so far that the media are what really happened”; Boeing’s News Hour sponsorship, “in-depth, independent journalism”; backstory fix: European Aviation Safety Agency recommends two-person cockpit rule; three flightradar24.com entries, register 40 flight management control data, altitude control 38k vs 96 feet in final frame; Large Hadron Collider, bank investigators theories

Dinner with banker: “capitalism is gossip and power”; Walter Winchell father of modern gossip journalism, biographer: “that empowers you”; Winchell: “Mr. and Mrs. North and South America and all the ships at sea, let’s go to press”; Paul Harvey on 60 Minutes; JCD: The Wendy Williams Show gossip tour de force; politicians as celebrities; Alex Jones: “for twenty-plus years they’ve had glow-in-the-dark dogs you can buy, they’re part jellyfish!”

Man on board e-mail: “the tone of your show seems to angry”

ACC Über intelligence network update: Kashmiri driver on MH370 “disappeared”

Producer Segment: DEA “sex parties” in Colombia; Easter $45.15

Ukrainian official suicides; Boston bombing veteran police officer shot in face

P5+1 Iran negotiations’ impact on Syria; Charlie Rose interview with “dictator of Syria”, “every dialogue is a positive thing”, “there is no direct communication”; Iranian nuclear expertise; backgrounds of P5+1 negotiators, Mohammed El-Baradei of International Crisis Group, Wendy Sherman of Albright Stonebridge Group; Saudi “Decisive Storm” coalition, Boom Bust predicted Houthi crisis as Saudi Arabia threat, Sana’a bombing, Houthi capital in Aden, shipping chokepoint, Djibouti drones; News Hour resurrects chemical weapons meme

Ted Cruz candidacy: Gwen Ifill’s sneering “as if”; Bill Maher vs actual clip on “my music taste changed on 9/11”, win for country radio, country music writing songs vs benefit concerts, Ebony’s Jamilah Lemieux: “nothing says let’s go kill some Muslims like country music”

Oakland Zoo program for patrons to bring food for animals: “fruits and veggies”; Europeans opposed to feeding chickens insects; Ghent “veggie Thursday”

Massive Dutch power outage; producer note on Irish water: citizens fighting smart meters

Bowe Bergdahl backgrounder, “great question” about jail time, Pentagon to avoid jail time

Weekly Hooker Report: H.Con.Res.29, climate change makes women “vulnerable to situations such as sex work, transactional sex, and early marriage”

Budget to reduce deficit by cutting health benefits, not military

Jade Helm 15 exercise, Seed Man’s previously-published “secret document” (CotD); JCD on “frozen” agoraphobics at Andronico’s; the “I hate whales” gambit

Donation Segment

Chinese Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, renminbi as reserve currency; everyone all-in on BRICS: DH Unplugged on bogus Chinese numbers creeping toward reality; ACC on huge Austin bank buildings; Obama podcast on payday loans: “protecting Americans’ paychecks”; APR comparison: 391% vs credit card 965% vs utility bill 1203%
707  Bandwich  (2015-03-26)

0:00:00  JCD: “Where’s the FBI?!” (2:16:12)
0:00:33  Heinz-Kraft merger, “Warren Buffet loves food ... now you can add mac & cheese to the list”, 33% stock price boost
0:03:02  No Agenda ahead of the media identifying Bowe Bergdahl as a deserter; Susan Rice former employee of Ted Cruz’ wife; The View hysterics over Cruz’ former dual citizenship, Whoopi Goldberg: “are you talking for the Cuban sahd, or the white sahd?”
0:12:58  Richard Quest Germanwings crash comeback; pilot leaving flight deck; Rachel Maddow blames Bush for reinforced doors, hijacker theory, ACC: “that is as likely as me being able to fix you of your lesbianism”, two-person cockpit protocol; anonymous officials in NYT story; JCD’s DisplayPort woes, ACC’s aviation forums; missing “memory card” from armored data recorder that can withstand 7200 g’s, sounds of breathing
0:33:51  Airbus 320 fly-by-wire, Paris air show crash, autonomous pitch decrease, Boeing vs Airbus, cockpit fumes incident; no more flight engineers; automatic descent “button”; ACC: “aviate, navigate, communicate”; historical five deliberate crashes; Merkel & Hollande at site; CT scanner delete key adding zeroes to dosage; Eurocopter Windows NT in-flight reboot; JCD’s Ford Sync crash and two-hour reboot; France to limit cash transactions to €1000
0:54:35  Maddow “these nude tails”/“these new details”, Crystal Gayle “newest tits”/“newest hits”
0:58:03  Producer Segment: JCD on useless DisplayPort FAQ
1:06:41  Bowe Bergdahl’s attorney a massive “I can’t tell you” dud on News Hour
1:10:51  Monsanto consultant Patrick Moore declines to drink “not dangerous to humans” glyphosate, “you’re a complete jerk”; tough interview stories; Bill Maher to mother of five children: “they’ll be takers of water”, Kissinger’s “useless eaters”; “biotech fruits and vegetables” approved by FDA, WHO study linking Roundup to cancer; Cartagena Protocol vs USAID; suicides in India
1:26:04  Caliphate: Carter Ham on “corrupted” social media information; NCIS military social media episode; expanding military budgets; new AUMF with three-year sunset clause, Dempsey: “derived from the fact that we will have a new President”; MIT pre-ISIS Twitter analysis
1:40:50  Lawrence Ferlinghetti on Silicon Valley types: “bags full of money and no manners”, “fogeys gonna foge” comment; Norman Lear’s 15 Central Park West condo; Facebook positioning itself as news site: full circle to AOL, MTV’s AOL keyword
1:49:31  Proposed Irish water bill garnishment, fees, penalties
1:53:48  Candidate to replace Andrew Jackson on the twenty: Margaret Sanger
1:56:57  Donation Segment
2:05:08  Obama to secure legacy “by hook or by crook”, Carolyn Maloney: “he saved the internet”
2:10:26  Net neutrality and Comcast/Time Warner; White House Expanding Broadband Deployment memo; absurd FCC E-Rate “bandwich” requirements; Philly school ransomware incident
2:22:04  TWiT Brick House bomb threat; Dutch Uber office raid; Jordanian Uber driver: female UAE pilot shot down “burning man” Jordanian pilot; downside of taxi/limo back seat
2:27:10  Angelina Jolie now has ovaries yanked; Danish documentary on Gardasil dangers
2:31:06  Lanza home demolished, contents incinerated; Utah to reinstate backup firing squad, Silicon Valley “sure!” response to question, No Agenda firing squad game show
2:38:03  State lottery money for education a replacement, not a supplement; Dutch postal code lottery
2:42:48  For Sunday: China crisis; John Hamm rehab to promo Mad Men
2:45:02  Abby Martin at ZDay: “I don’t just wanna react to mainstream media’s circle jerk of fuckery”

651
706  Scrub In!  (2015-03-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s kind of like the herpes of computers.” (2:40:22)
0:00:35  California’s impending lack of water story Los Angeles Times clickbait
0:03:37  iPhone fingerprint setup vs Global Entry five-second four-finger scanner; explosives felon passing through TSA Pre✓; Dublin and other locations doing customs work pre-boarding; SXSW survivors hitting Uber drivers up for weed; Uber, Lyft airport deals
0:18:18  Mont Saint-Michel re-islandification by sea level rise “super tide”; Patrick Moore on Greenpeace position: “humans as the enemies of the earth”, “we are in an ice age called the Pleistocene”; Executive Order to “maintain Federal leadership in sustainability and greenhouse gas emission reductions”, “Green Button data access system”
0:28:59  greenbuttondata.org  Megan Smith video: “I’m sorry I can’t be with you guys to scrub in on this so important topic”, “instigation job”, JCD: “is she having a conversation yet?”, “datapalooza”, “contest launching excetera”; fuel cell, modular nuke mandate
0:45:27  No proclamation for Down’s Syndrome Day; Kurdish female ululating, Fletcher “rubblize!”
0:50:08  Producer Segment
1:00:40  Weekly Hooker Report: North Carolina ethics law says sexual favors not reportable gifts
1:04:51  Napolitano apology for “we don’t have to listen to this crap” about protesting students; cheating high school students in India, Saudi Arabia treats women better than India
1:17:57  Germany Economy Minister not big on TTIP; German intelligence service BND’s €1bn new facility, sabotage, water damage; Five Eyes: Germany wants in; RT to Jeff Rathke: “why is it that US exercises do not raise tensions?”; A.N.S.W.E.R. on exercises “surrounding Russia”
1:28:01  Stephen Cohen on Ukraine: “anybody who was going to tamper with this delicate balance … either had an evil deed on his or her mind, or didn’t know history”, “proxy American-Russian war”, No Agenda name for Cold War II, “fog of war” = misinformation, American WWI propaganda, Edward Bernays, JCD: “the only guy that mentions our show is Leo”, Cohen: “it comes down to the fact that the facts are all bad, and dangerous, and getting worse”
1:50:38  Dr. Pepper native ad with 104-year-old woman, “she fell in love with the soft drink’s trademarked 23 flavors when she was in her sixties”, ACC: “the CEO is there!” (CotD); Mexico buys four-minute James Bond script rewrite, “see that, North Korea, no need to hack, just cut a check”; Apple’s “top secret” exercise lab, ACC: “human resource: time to stand!”
2:01:38  New spokeshole Jeff Rathke on Iran talks: “we’re … focused on getting a good deal”
2:04:07  ISIS using cute animals and merch for recruitment, ACC: “an ISIS hoodie would be nice”
2:07:56  Charlie Rose to female reporter: “next time, dinner and a warm fire, Nora”
2:10:03  Donation Segment: e-mail from former Adam Lanza friend
2:20:18  Netanyahu on US security vs Israel survival; 137 dead in “Islamic State Group” Yemen bombings; “Ash” Carter grilled by Walorski on climate change vs budget as top threat
2:30:54  Google AdSense terms and conditions as “lawful content” preview
2:36:39  Bloomberg going after Kaspersky over legal director Igor Chekunov’s FSB contacts, “cyber isolationism”, JCD: revenge for Stuxnet reveal
2:40:36  British Cottonelle “loo paper” advertisement “so you can go commando”
2:42:20  Ezili Dantò on Clintons using Haiti as “their private asset to liquidate”, ACC: “the Clintons are going to start whacking people pretty soon”
2:47:15  Venezuela declared a threat by Executive Order
2:50:20  Police resignation over Chicago’s Hommen Square “black site”, civil rights lawsuit

652
0:00:00 JCD: “Some skank from the hood.” (1:59:09)
0:00:33 New Dutch listeners, ACC the Dutch media distraction; Perfect365 insta-selfie-makeover app
0:05:58 No proclamation for Registered Nurse Day; iOS mixed language woes; Italian tampon non-use
0:10:11 Senate sex trafficking bill dead in the water over abortion provision; JCD on three-year Berkeley prostitution legalization window; European historical attitudes
0:19:20 Iran and Hezbollah off the state-sponsored terror list due to “formatting change”, John Bolton: “the people who would say this is a format change are weasels”, “lying weasels”; Cotton vs Kerry on legally binding or not; Mike Mullen fears Iran more than ISIS; Kerry all-in on negotiating with Assad, Psaki doing White House damage control; Brennan to Charlie Rose on coalition “moving Assad and his ilk out”; NewsHour Syria backgrounder, ACC: “B-roll bonanza”; Tikrit “piles of concrete rubble”, “bomb them into the Stone Age” meme
0:39:55 Protesters trying to burn new European Central Bank building, Spanish bank runs; EU “peacekeepers” to Eastern Ukraine; Russia’s PR firm, JCD on Pearson cloning tech books
0:49:59 Producer notes on CCRAP PARCC test “glitches”; ISIS recruiting in sign language
0:52:57 Producer Segment: Boston’s 108.6 inches of snow, Vanuatu cyclone, State of Fear setting
1:07:55 Waxed-up towlette possibly from MH370
1:09:00 Goofy Ashton Carter introduction; Fresh Prince of Bel-Air lyrics on C-SPAN call-in
1:13:15 American Association for the Advancement of Science signups, Gulf of Mexico survey
1:14:53 Netanyahu election victory after media’s standard “too close to call” run-up, “Gallup-NBC” poll, Vegas bookie model; Obama mandatory voting comment; Office of Administration now FOIA-proof, JCD on journalists: “we’re not Hemingway”
1:27:08 First Look tl/dr story on FBI agents’ taped comments from Christopher Lee Cornell episode; editor needed for Greenwald’s overly-verbose style; Snowden at SxSW
1:35:44 DEA’s Michele Leonhart on heroin coming from Mexico
1:38:28 Civil forfeiture lesson in The Mysteries of Laura, Rosetta Stone native ad; The Magic of Science Gardasil native ad: “firecrotch?!”
1:41:58 Donation Segment: ACC & CVC early return flight; antiwar.com dropped by AdSense
1:53:48 Psaki on “ludicrous” accusations of coup attempt in Venezuela, “as a longstanding policy the United States does not support political transitions by non-Constitutional means”, Matt Lee: “how longstanding is that?”; “touché”, ACC’s fencing career
1:59:43 Second Half of Show: Obama responds to Jimmy Kimmel question on Area 51: “the aliens won’t let it happen, you’d reveal all their secrets; they exercise strict control over us”; Obama train of thought derailment on Sandy Hook and gun laws, “there are neighborhoods where it’s easier for you to buy a handgun, and clips, than it is for you to buy a fresh vegetable”, “have machineguns in bars” (ColD); Texas open carry passed
2:11:42 San Francisco church evicting the homeless by dumping water on them, “needles and condoms”
2:15:54 Upcoming Supreme Court gay marriage ruling as States rights issue
2:19:14 Oil stockpile space running out, hedge rollover, possible second crash; Reagan-era Saudi production pullback led to loss of market share; Arnie Gundersen “Chernobyl on steroids” article over proposed Westinghouse AP1000 reactor in Ireland, Sir Atomic Rod weighs in
2:27:40 Boston bombing trial continues, sans bomb placement video
2:28:46 Dr. Joseph Roche the latest Mars One “man overboard”, ten-minute Skype interview
2:31:38 Kraft Mac & Cheese recall; write-off accounting tricks; JCD recipe for Sunday
704  Faschtech  (2015-03-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “D.C. gay bar.”
0:00:32  ACC  Ride of the Valkyries singalong fail; meetup with Patricia, store opening
0:03:20  Putin to appear in public again; STRATFOR’s George Friedman on European war, “there is no Europe to have a relationship with”, Germany and Russia combined would be a threat, General Hodges medal-pinning in Ukraine, extra-NATO arms pre-positioning, cordon sanitaire around Russia, “Internarium”, “we get to invade people and they don’t get to invade us”; Robert Scales: “the only way the United States can have any effect in this region ... is to start killing Russians”
0:33:05  Republican Senator letter to Iran, Presidential interview trailer by Vice: “I’m embarrassed for them”; payback for Obama’s Boehner backstab; “hi Andrea, hi Jen!”, Psaki: “the negotiations remain between the negotiators, so do we think this is going to have a direct impact on the room? no”, “nearly unprecedented” meme; Howard Dean: “Cotton doesn’t get it”, Cotton a Bill Kristol protégé being groomed for Vice President run, “Tim Cook gay”, Anonymous: Cotton photo from gay bar, JCD: “can you guys tell me where the girls are?”; Obamas celebrating Nowruz early, continuing Iranian emergency extension; Maginot Line
0:56:47  Suicide church bombings in Lahore; ACC’s Über driver on Durand Line; Israel’s 80 nukes, blowing up the Ka’aba, “blood on the Moon”, Blood Moon Prophacy
1:03:48  Producer Segment: John Fletcher-fest donations, Janis Joplin, standing waves
1:25:37  Native advertising in Danielle Steel; CNN two-camera native ad for new stealth bomber ending with “remains to be seen”; Valley Girl, Jeannie Mai The Reel screech, “faschtech”, “wearapist”
1:39:27  Kerry on climate change: “by what right do people stand up and just say, well I dispute that or I deny that elementary truth?”, “last year was the warmest of all”; Climategate e-mail PDF in show notes; Show 703 “man overboard”
1:46:01  Common Core: producer note on infrastructure upgrades required by PARCC, FCC $5bn E-Rate upgrade program, Chromebooks; Nurse Tracy on wheat-chaff separating tests in medical field; Harvard Club symposium for charter school investments, facilities financing; Dutch Common Core; self-driving trucks, Red Book: truck accident campaign, jihadi truck drivers
2:02:30  Yanis Varoufakis on Paris Match celebrity shoot: “you will allow me not to comment on particular stories in the press”; Farage’s Juncker jab from Dad’s Army theme Who Do You Think You Are Kidding, Mr. Hitler?; Jeremy Clarkson’s Top Gear departure as PR stunt
2:08:34  Guess the Movie: bad acting from Keanu Reeves in Walk in the Clouds
2:10:04  400-page FCC document released; repeated mention of Free Press lobbying group, Robert McChesney: news a “public good”, “the fight over hyper-commercialism”; 4 million comments meme; internet users “consumers”; backroom “ex parte” meetings; ban on “blocking, throttling, paid prioritization”, “lawful destinations”, “lawful internet”; Google appliances as “consideration, monetary or otherwise”; “a little neglect may breed great mischief”; BIAS “broadband internet access service”, dialup exclusion; JCD: metered usage
2:35:06  Valley Girl: “feel the rhythm, feel the rhyme, get on up, it’s crowdfunding time!”
2:36:12  Donation Segment: “No Agenda will get you laid” Facebook post
2:45:02  Lean In still being milked: Today Show on feminist confidence bluffing, JCD: “Damn, the gauge is at critical, what do I do?”; “amazing women” vs “amazing shoes”
2:48:24  JCD’s talentless mockingbird, “all the mockingbirds get a couple of car alarms”
2:51:51  Charlie Rose to Kevin Spacey: “OK, let’s just talk about your bromance with Bill Clinton”
703 Lowjistiks (2015-03-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “They don’t know anything, they’re idiots!”

0:00:33 ACC Gitmo Nation Lowlands report: visit to Lex’ country house, dinner with Patricia, Lex’ wife’s Iram report, Mike Morell centrifuges revisited; *tadik* rice

0:07:43 Feinstein on ISIS: “I think this is going to go on and on and on”, “enduring language”, “lowjistiks”, Iran’s “major role”, “you cannot settle Syria and leave Assad in power”, necessity of nuclear agreement, Netanyahu’s actions not those of an ally; Kerry: we can’t “knock out” ISIS and just leave, “kinetic activities”; Lex weighs in on burning man video; new video with Glock 21 wielding kid, *Dawlat Al Islam Qamat* music, JCD: “you’re self-radicalization yourself; put your pants back on”, JCD recommends *All’s Quiet on the Western Front*

0:25:08 Christopher Lee Cornell interview on Ohio local station, “we want to show you what the Feds want to see, and what his attorneys don’t want you to see”, “it was a mix of both of our ideas”, “we’re in Texas”, planned attack on Israeli embassy; next cycle at tax time

0:45:02 Kerry responds to heckling Code Pink guy; ACLJ’s Jay Sekulow: ISIS “as toxic as the Nazis”; JCD: authors of Iran letters will “sneak out the back door”; Sky News ISIS translator on beheadee calmness due to routine execution rehearsals

0:59:29 Farage’s response to Juncker’s call for EU army, Eurocorps “virtually goose-stepping that ghastly flag ‘round the courtyard”, global military spending breakdown, “Mr. Verhofstadt I know that by heckling you increase your hits on YouTube”; US “red line” wargames and Russian planes in the Baltics; ACC on Dutch train conductors getting beaten up; No Agenda subversive comment skit

1:19:31 Producer Segment: Letterman “33 years”, Women’s Day joke; McDonald’s kale

1:45:20 Hillary Rosen: “the only reason we can even judge these countries is because of the total transparency of the Clinton Foundation”, JCD explains “scathing report” extortion racket, Clinton explains employee mail maintenance responsibility, JCD on e-mail archives; Matt Lee on Russian hacker access to State Department, Psaki: “there are thousands of attacks we deal with every day”; Hillary’s iPhone and Blackberry; Feinstein on “unclear” regulations

2:06:21 School walkouts over Common Core PARCC tests, JCD teacher firing walkout story, eloquent 12-year-old Raisa Rubin-Stankiewicz explaining issues with test; 11-hour testing session, technical issues; promotional video: “the old standardized test merely evaluated Tommy’s ability to memorize basic facts”; Common Core third grade sample test propaganda; “what the tests primarily measure is the wealth of their families”; $1.4bn Lumina Foundation Form 990 analysis: investment vehicle/drinking club; hedge funds betting on charter schools

2:30:10 Obama on student loans: “let’s just give the money directly to the students”, “then we fought to keep interest rates on student loans low”, 10% of income repayment cap, “student aid bill of rights” (*CotD*), ACC: “sehr gut, Herr Obama”

2:37:56 Record drug price rise, hepatitis C drug costing $80k for 12 weeks; usury law repeal

2:42:52 Donation Segment

2:53:31 Dollar vs euro; Gigaom woes

2:54:12 Tech News: Tim Cook, “you can receive calls on your watch!”, return of Morse code: haptic feedback; tumors from ubiquitous microwaves; Visa refrigerator ads; gold Apple Watch = douchebag alert; producer on Siri being activated by “Syria”; Oracle catamaran seized

3:02:40 New Yorker MH370 article: Putin did it

3:04:37 CIA trying to break into Apple products, including Xcode
702 Toddler Wage Gap (2015-03-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’d go in pretty far with the, with your, hose.” (2:20:39)
0:00:33 International Women’s Day; dementia leading cause of death in women; women only get 23 hours because of Daylight Saving Time; Sheryl “Donna” Sandberg on “toddler wage gap”
0:05:44 One-year MH370 anniversary; new report exposing expired beacon battery, “computer glitch”; JCD to Boeing engineers: who’s the worst carrier
0:09:03 ACC in Rotterdam; No Agenda travel tip: special order meal; CVC’s kickass internet; proxy servers into Netflix; House of Cards big data nosedive into the toilet
0:18:02 European ISIS propaganda; arrested Al Jazeera reporter cut off on News Night
0:22:27 “Shocking” Ferguson memos; DoJ refutes “hands up”; Van Jones to Pooper: “we’ll never know what happened”, “white and watching” construction workers; JCD roundtable talk show analysis, Washington Week in Review single-expert vs Fox opinionated group
0:32:20 Agenda 21: Sheldon Whitehouse’s insider investments in big oil; slamming Inhofe: “or you can believe the Senator... with the snowball”, “predictions ... as they increasingly come true”; Bill Nye gushing over Monsanto: “when you’re in love you want to tell the world”; Brian the Gay Crusader’s $50 per year American Association for the Advancement of Science membership; Amy Goodman: snowstorms “extreme weather driven by climate change”; James Gleick 1985 NYT article on NYC as Daytona Beach in a century
0:49:08 300k deaths in Sudan, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”; Clooney divorce gossip
0:51:10 Producer Segment: JCD’s oatmeal recipe in the show notes
0:58:56 LegitScript domain name registrar extortion, “illegitimate websites”
1:06:43 Anti-bullcrap, not anti-science; Gardasil marketing “pre-cancerous” campaign of terror; One More Girl movie Dr. Diane Harper on 95% of HPV infections clearing spontaneously; Lucija Tomljenovic on links between Gardasil and multiple sclerosis, encephalomyelitis; Vaccine Compensation Act; new “biosimilar” Neupogen clone, similarity to Marvin Gaye lawsuit; JCD’s “I got nothing” for show title; $100k per year cancer drug
1:22:26 Dallas “possible hate crime” Ahmed Al-Jumaili killing, ACC: “when it snows we get really confused in Texas”; Jesús “Chuy” García on Rahm “pay to play” Emmanuel Chicago Tribune post-exposé endorsement, Garcia promising to end “red light ripoff”; Emanuel-Garcia Sun-Times “dead heat”; Emanuel ad: “I own that” on being a jerk; teacher’s union rep quoting Emanuel: “25% of these kids are never going to be anything”; veterinary HMOs; Harrison Ford’s emergency audio: “53178, engine failure, immediate return”
1:39:26 Donation Segment: “pigs in human clothing”, Kill la Kill not Archer; “certainly” = Siri
1:54:49 Dutch news: Jihadi John the kidnapper; terrorism fund to be handed out by Kerry; ISIS bulldozing Nimrud; Denmark debating including Muhammad cartoons in education, New York City school calendar Muslim holidays; eliminating foreign accents, working with Windows 3.1
2:06:25 Deputy National Security Advisor Tony Blinken’s Obama milieu Josh Earnest cadence; Susan Rice exaggerating last word or phrase; Clinton Global Initiative money story buried; Tony Rodham gold mining in Haiti in new Peter Schweizer book
2:14:27 FBI mosque infiltrator instructed to sleep with Muslim women, slapped with restraining order; Brennan on CIA “covering the entire universe”, Directorate of Digital Innovation
2:18:24 Another Bakken crude derailment in Illinois, JCD on fighting oil fires; flammable American architecture; RT on Saudi oil production undercutting domestic; chemical plants near refineries, JCD’s giant bag of ammonium nitrate, ACC’s homemade flash paper
0:00:00 ACC: “This is Radio…”, vocal sound effects (0:47:15)
0:00:36 JCD drinkin’ on the job; Podcast Awards, postproduction; Apollo Twin software update
0:10:18 Cal Thomas: “everything is right on schedule” for “end times”; Texas ice storm school closings; Jeff Sessions grills Gina McCarthy on soil moisture, hurricanes: “well Mr. Chairman I’ll just say that this is a stunning development, that the head of the Environmental Protection Agency … doesn’t know if their projections have been right or wrong”
0:24:06 Women’s History Month, International Women’s Day, National Consumer Protection Week for consumer bill of rights, National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month, JCD: “we’re still living in the dark ages of medicine”, JCD oatmeal how-to
0:34:09 Smoking gun Boston bomb placement video finally revealed as fabrication; Tsarnaev’s attorney’s anti-death penalty agenda; store CCTV in the media, “there was other video shown today, simply too graphic to show you”; Hollywoodification of terrorism, Sam Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch; ACC disses Radiolab (again), JCD on same-building remote at Tech TV
0:49:29 Royce to Nuland on Andrew Lack returning to NBC from “defunct” Broadcast Board of Governors “after six weeks on the job”; Sharpton’s $750K salary revealed in Byron Williams lawsuit, “it’s racist to even believe that Al Sharpton is go-to person”, legal extortion by “the least expensive negro”, “give him fifty thousand and a bucket of chicken”
1:04:04 Producer Segment: Top Ten Gentlemen’s Club with Alex Jones DJ
1:20:49 ACC off to Rotterdam
1:23:35 South Korean Ambassador Mark Lippert slashed
1:26:55 Snowden’s bungee-cord extraction
1:28:34 CSI: Cyber: “any crime involving electronic devices is by definition cyber”
1:35:13 Hunter Biden’s boss Ihor Kolomoyskyi financing ¼ of the Ukrainian military; Dana Rohrabacher to Nuland: “hey, it’s not your time”, Nuland’s endearing smile trick; Dutch MH17 findings report: Russian buk missile, RT refutation
1:51:32 HSBC insiders in BBC; Netanyahu to Congress on Ali Khamenei tweeting
1:57:29 JCD’s wine store “what I have for you today” pet peeve; spin class comedy routine; the demise of Dutch co-ed showers; ACC’s selfie stick
2:05:20 Zetas cartel leader arrested
2:06:56 Petraeus plea deal, no prison time; Judge Napolitano on Clinton e-mail, “disqualification from holding public office”; Josh Earnest on Petraeus “improper handling” misdemeanor; hdr22@clintonemail.com: Marie Harf on “class” vs “unclass” systems; ACC: deliberate distraction from Clinton Global Initiative scandal, hacker “Guccifer” discovered account in 2013; Morning Joe on Michael Schmidt’s “fear of retribution”
2:35:19 Donation Segment
2:44:33 Johns Hopkins patient guide: danger posed by recently vaccinated to the immunocompromised
2:49:27 “Moderate” US-backed Harakat Hazm being folded into Jabhat al-Nusra; Saturday Night Live ISIS skit, MSNBC: “is the risk worth it?”; JCD pet peeve: “that’s my personal opinion”
2:55:20 Ben Carson: “that does not require changing the definition of marriage” (CotD)
3:00:39 Snowden’s reassuring “no death penalty” guarantee; Daniel Ellsberg clarifies intent of Espionage Act, Snowden: “there is no fair trial available”, classified evidence
3:05:39 Net neutrality EPA Supreme Court precedent, “tailoring authority”; Netflix appliances
JCD: “Maybe she should’ve cried more.” (2:27:42)

Love tune-up; JCD Java update story; ACC’s loud “amen, fist bump” before spin class

Secret Agent Paul’s At the End of the Day jingle, ACC: “you sound like Johnny Cash on heroin”; producer’s wife picking up “yeah no”; the “stupid dress thing”, 3D posters; CBC’s Daniel Riskin: “to be anti-science would be unthinkable”; new Gardasil 9; Pachauri MIA

ACC headed to Europe on the 6th to see CVC and gangster friend Michel; Yanis Varoufakis’ TEDx talk on EU: “unscrupulous bankers, inane politicians, conniving entrepreneurs, cynical academics, uncritical citizens who are all being unmasked”, proposes federalism; “amen, fist bump” as “yeah no” replacement; Loïc Le Meur; Eurovision Song Contest: Wurst’s “bidentification”, Finland’s 2015 entry Down’s syndrome punk band Perti Kurikan Nimipäivät

Producers: NA unblocked in China, conflicting ghost city accounts; Yiwu-Madrid railway maiden voyage, JCD Autodesk self-driving car speech story: trucks more efficient than rail

Boris Nemtsov murder: Putin telegraphs martyrdom; Russian polonium vs CIA two-to-the-head; hot Ukrainian girlfriend untouched; garbage truck video; RT on pre-planned march vigil; connections with Yulia Tymoshenko; RT on immediate Western blame: “critics of Putin, beware”; Russian propaganda playing defense; Gilbert Doctorow’s cui bono; Jen “her boobs are huger than ever” Psaki on Russians lying to Kerry’s face: “I think he is conveying that any statement made ... by any Russian official...”; Matt: “is a lie”

Doctorow on Nemtsov talk at Columbia advocating sanctions four years ago; Matt Lee’s protege Arshad Mohammed; former MI6 chief on “threat posed by Russia”; Lithuania to import gas from Cheniere Energy via Baltic; Stephen Cohen: Poroshenko on “shaky ground”

Producer Segment: “Putin hates gays” in House of Cards; Norman Lear’s rich cougar ex

Abby Martin’s tearful final Breaking the Set: “remember that nations are invented, borders are invisible, prejudice is learned” (CotD); takes credit for net neutrality “victory”

Clapper: 2014 a great year for terrorism in Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan; data from DHS-funded National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism – START; Shahid Buttar arrested for asking Clapper questions, “why is your agency above the law?”

Cotton prices down due to China stockpiling; JCD on Chinese undercutting Japanese in silk

Net neutrality: Verizon Morse code response, Morse Machine Android app; Al Franken press release; Eric Schmidt “free and open internet”; EFF: “thanks for listening to team internet”
699  50 Shades of Terror  (2015-02-26)

0:00:00  JCD: “This is designed for porn.”
0:00:33  JCD’s Red Book Brian Williams suicide in The Globe; “Typhoid” Mary Mallon
0:06:00  Jeh Johnson threatens Mall of America over DHS defunding: “you’ve got to be vigilant”, “if you see something say something”, “if anyone is planning to go to the Mall of America today they’ve got to be particularly careful”, Josh Earnest’s damage-control talking points: “vigilant”, “no credible plot”; Johnson: “whole-of-government approach”; Barbara Mikulski on grants “to our local law enforcement, and to our local fire department, who are on the first scene, any scene, twenty-four... seven”; CNN student news on al-Shabaab
0:26:15  Six-Week Cycle: Comey’s 50 states; New York, Florida lone wolves picked up for “plotting to travel”, “maybe hijack a plane to Syria”, “bomb Coney Island”, Obama threats on “Uzbek web site”; “Tina” Perino on Netanyahu politics; retired John Allen on ISIL’s leadership reduction: “we actually do have pretty good intelligence on this matter”, “accretion versus degradation ratio” question, “the numbers are up because we’re now tracking the numbers in ways we haven’t before”, “decimation” plan; ISIL cage video with keys dangling from lock; Fox reaction to Kerry’s “less threat ... today” statement: “tell that to the families of the Americans that were beheaded by ISIS”
0:53:28  Kerry requests more anti-RT propaganda money; RT responds with budget comparison; Krauthammer’s final dig: “wait until Iran has the bomb”; Miss USA “we need to kill them”
0:57:33  Lindsey Graham all-in on DHS funding bill: “I’ve never seen more terrorist organizations”; Disney anti-Nazi propaganda film on Youtube
1:00:31  Producer Segment: JCD on speech recognition: “format drive C!”
1:21:50  Producer note on five-year-old threatened with suspension over finger gun
1:24:00  FCC net neutrality vote today; usenet’s historical anti-commercial attitude; Ford Foundation, “free and open internet”; ACC: “for all your porn needs, type in porn need, space, Tumblr”, CEO on AT&T expenditures: “it’s just not true, it’s just been disproven”, flat-footed fail; Mark Cuban’s $5.7bn broadcast.com redirect; Red Book: thrown out or endless litigation
1:42:56  Ancil Payne Awards for Ethics in Journalism; Ellen Pao Kleiner Perkins lawsuit, Segways and flaming Fiskers, ACC story on receptionist angling for lawsuit fodder; IPCC chair Rajendra Pachauri resignation, ACC reads from his adult novel Return to Almora; GlacierGate
2:06:16  Donation Segment: Newsletter easter egg hunts; listeners falling overboard
2:19:54  The Guardian podcast: “climate change research, that’s where the money is”
2:21:28  Merkel-Putin closed-door meeting, minor win on Lithuanian weapons cancellation; Ed Royce: “why do they lie?”, Kerry: “you askin’ me?”, “overt and extensive propaganda exercise”, Nuland on RT: “to understand what happens when you broadcast untruths in a media space that is full of dynamic, truthful opinion”; Kerry: “misrepresentations, lies ... to my face”; Charlie Rose goes off script with Susan Rice on “eastern flank”
2:30:35  Netanyahu’s Congressional address kerfuffle; leaked South African Mossad memos contradicting Netanyahu’s Iran warnings; Bertha Foundation-funded films; Israel’s water-sucking plant
2:42:55  Rahm Emmanuel’s run-off with Jesús “Chuy” Garcia, JCD on Mexican takeover of Chicago
2:46:39  Ken Silverstein leaving First Look Media, Ronan Farrow fired
2:47:25  European energy union to enforce centralized buying; Greek payback agreement PDF leaked, author Declan Costello; Bild NEIN! “greedy Greeks” article; Red Book: Warren or Clinton toss Yellen out, Yellen fesses up about U6 vs U3; Snowden’s girlfriend Lindsay Mills at Oscars
698  Citadels of Censorship (2015-02-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “So they call him Ash.”
ACC: “Mm-hm, the big Ash.” (2:39:23)

0:00:33  ACC still sick, allergy season; trip to Gruen with Nurse Tracy, “this is how we drive in Texas”

0:05:27  New ISIL video with caliphate mike flags, JCD: “they’re gonna have their own network pretty soon”; News Hour, David Brooks on “violent” vs “Islamic” extremism, Sudanese President’s CIA/Mossad statement revisited; Brooks: “they think there’s going to be some cataclysmic battle and Mohammed will come down”; Kerry: “you cannot defeat what you do not understand”, JCD: “is he talking about terrorism or Hillary Clinton?”, poisonous ideas from “the pretty woman on a radical website”; Pirro/Harf “kill them” mashup; Rob Reiner suggests European anti-Semitism is at WWII levels; Linda Sarsour to Rachel Maddow: “kids being executed”, “shall I cut myself in half?”, “bubbling up” meme

0:31:40  Countering Violent Extremism summit: Anti-Defamation League’s Oren Segal: “95% of murders against Americans ... have been caused at the hands of right-wing extremists” (CotD); Susan “the twerp” Rice on training women to be radicalization-detectors; UK’s three Syria-bound girls, “I think the idea that you can give your life meaning by performing jihad, and that’s very exciting”; Kerry on recruiters’ Islam for Dummies; Earnest on Comey’s non-invitation: “his boss was”, “violent extremist ideology that’s propagated on social media”, “countering” vs “combatting”, FSB human rights jab

0:58:20  RT needling on Ukraine coup: “the next month, the Vice President Joe Biden, he popped in to say hello as well”; Moscow anti-Maidan rally, JCD on Putin’s botches, “how is this a great chess master”; Germany cancels Lithuanian armored vehicle purchase, Poland €33bn military shopping spree; Matt Lee to Psaki on violation counts from Ukraine government: “you accept their figure of 250 violations?”; World Press Photo contest: “Homophobia in Russia”

1:15:43  Producer Segment: history of mac & cheese, “nine grams of protein” advertisement

1:35:33  ACC dinner with the banker: Greek theatrics, bank runs, on American banker salaries: “we won”: Mechanics Bank sold; Whole Foods, JCD recommends Newman’s Honey Flax Flakes

1:42:10  Academy Awards extremen, ACC: “it consists of a shaved beet and some horseradish on a spoon”; Spielberg thanked more times than God; Citizenfour, Fashion Police

1:48:18  Banker on China: big trouble; Chinese tourists buying Japanese bidets; the move from best price to marketing; Chinese soccer schools, ghost cities; new TPP push

1:59:38  Al Jazeera background screaming guy; video producer “Final Solution Productions” arrests

2:05:45  Ebola drug brincidofovir trials cancelled; Eastern US “big chill”, D.C. low breaking 1896 record; National Geographic “War on Science” issue; MSNBC to Bill Nye: “amen, fist bump”

2:13:02  Donation Segment: producer Toyota Hilux rebuild

2:24:03  Mars One reality show: ACC: “Dutch not so well known for their space exploration”; business plan: “exclusive partnerships”, “sponsorships”, “broadcast rights”; semifinalist Sonia Van Meter story; producer note on pro-choice people being all-in on mandated vaccination

2:35:32  Bill Clinton to Mexico on drug trafficking: “we ran it overland”; current Sinaloa situation

2:39:07  Ashton Carter on retaking Mosul: “even if I knew exactly when that was going to be, I wouldn’t tell you”; UN guy on “lisstss” of Syrian war crimes; ad-hoc tribunal as ICC workaround; Presidential memo on arming “appropriately vetted” rebels

2:45:16  89 children abducted in South Sudan; British schools as “citadels of censorship”; new French law requiring ISPs to block terrorist and Pedobear sites
697  StoogeLand  (2015-02-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Okay Google!” (2:29:47)

0:00:34  ACC post-New York flu; herd immunity revisited; JCD: “you want codeine”

0:03:06  Smith-Mundt repeal revisited; sad news: Ashton “Ash” Carter throws Kirby under the bus; pregnant Jen Psaki moving to White House, JCD: “oh, she’s gotta be the worst boss in the world now she’s pregnant?”; “American State Department” Marie Harf on Hardball, ACC: “in her idiocy, she’s become a genius!”, “it’s not just about dropping bombs on terrorists”, “we’re killin’ a lot of ’em, and we’re gonna to keep killin’ more of them”, on job creation: “what makes these 17-year-old kids pick up an AK-47 instead of trying to start a business”, AUMF “not to take it to politics”; Hayden: “unless you change conditions on the ground, you get to kill people forever”, “where we have been less good, is the production rate of those who are going to want to come and try to kill us one, three, or five years from now”; Harf: “we are killing them and we will continue killing ISIS terrorists that pose a threat to us”

0:30:39  Carol CNN on ISIS recruitment of young Western women via Nutella, kittens, and emoji; Wes Clark: “we need the authorization to follow the leads, put the troops in, and play this”, zealots to fight Hezbollah, Ukraine-ISIS connection revealed

0:38:44  New beheading video with freakishly tall terrorists; Quilliam report on Libya as “strategic gateway”, “launching platform” to attack Europe; Toyota Hilux for rebels; Sisi on unfinished Libyan mission; Sudanese President: CIA & Mossad behind Boko Haram & ISIL (CotD)

0:53:51  Obama on “terrorist Twitter accounts”, “your stuff is often boring … you’re not connected, and as a consequence you’re not connecting”; ISIS burning bodies and harvesting organs; “no form of atrocity or … gruesome death that they haven’t thought of” vs drawing & quartering

1:08:40  Producer Segment: John Fletcher Johnny-on-the-spot with “Kirbyyy!”

1:25:52  JCD’s new Max Flat-Clinch staple

1:29:28  Greece’s new bailout loan agreement; Yanis Varoufakis not a Syriza member; Lisbon Treaty makes EU membership irreversible; BBC Channel 4 UKIP mockumentary

1:40:23  “Governor Palin” title retention, “Dr. Dvorak” in Brazil; Eric “lazy eye” Holder on whistleblowers: “I’ll use an extreme example, perhaps unfair”, Manhattan Project; fake whistleblower John Kiriakou espionage charge over business card

1:54:48  NOAA’s 2013 58.24° vs 1997 62.45° average temperature; Cliff Mass’ Weather Blog; NPR “science denial” vs Nature article on origin of life; H&HS national adult immunization plan: flu, HPV, hepatitis, “catch-up” vaccines; mysterious doctor deaths including HPV vaccine originator; Pew research on anti-vaxers: mostly young, anti-GMO: everybody

2:09:34  Telegraph political editor Peter Oborne resignation, native advertising

2:12:21  Donation Segment

2:22:30  Drug-resistant CRE bacteria spread in UCLA hospital; 60 killed in Haiti parade accident

2:24:30  Kaspersky reveals $1bn in bank hacking incidents, HDD mal-firmware

2:26:41  Tech News: Hadoop big data promo video: “that’s the scoop with Hadoop”; ACC on Google Now vs Siri vs Echo, Apple should buy Amazon; Koch brothers pro-Tesla on direct sales

2:39:04  Al Jazeera on West Virginia oil tanker crash & explosion, Bakken crude volatility; flimsy DOT-111 “the Ford Pinto of rail cars” banned in Canada; PBS silent on issue; “maybe we dodged a bomb, we got hit by the bullet”
0:00:00 ACC: “It’s bootstrapping on its own complexity in an exponential way.” (1:18:35)
0:00:34 JCD’s “two problems in my life”: losing flashlights and malfunctioning staplers; ACC’s Amazon Echo pseudo-review: “if it had an Apple logo on it, everyone would be crapping themselves”; Jacques Ellul pre- and post-PC
0:11:36 CIA headquarters now on lockdown; ACC back from New York, Empire Bar & Grill strippers
0:13:51 Cyberattack prevention Executive Order; Kara Swisher “Mr. Tech” Obama interview: “we’re hugely vulnerable”, Red Book: air traffic control systems, “digital base”, “we’ve got to be able to pull those companies together so they’re working together”, JCD: “it’s called collusion, it’s against the law”, antitrust protection, “capacities to scoop up information”, “commercially driven” European protectionism & Stasi, “we have owned the internet”; “I’m a strong believer in strong encryption”, “our law enforcement is expected to stop … every bomb on a plane”, ACC: “you wanna put it in the book?”, “folks who want airtight encryption also want to be protected from terrorists”; “everybody’s got to learn how to code early”
0:42:32 “Coincidental” Kaspersky disclosure of multi-bank malware hack; producer note on crappy Anthem infrastructure and IT staff; “the cyber-secure smart home”; ACC on all the dating sites, PBS on niche dating sites like purrsonals.com, Paul Oyer on “firm-specific human capital”, need to settle for good enough, ACC story on recognizing person from Tinder
0:58:49 Producer Segment
1:16:12 Jason Silva: “exponentially emerging technologies”; sketchy Singularity University
1:25:14 “Happiest place on earth” Denmark shooting, cafe attack; Kurt Westergaard on self-censorship; Ashton Carter confirmation, European call for “removing internet content that is deemed to promote terrorism or extremism”, airline data sharing; Helle Thorning-Schmidt: “high alert”
1:32:05 AUMF hearings: Michael Flynn, Project for a New American Security; “inherent right of self-defense” paper; START terrorism database; Canadian “planned mass shooting” arrests
1:40:29 Obama goodbye to Ron Klain: “we have risen to the challenge”; ebola “get to zero” summit with the usual tech NGO suspects; Mill and Belinda Gates at Davos with Zakaria, US education system “fundamentally broken”, digital tools “the key key thing in education”; Nicholas Kristof on “evidence-based solutions” in education
1:55:01 SNL Shark Tank skit: “we’re hearing ISIS, ISIS, ISIS, but your pamphlet says ISIL”
1:58:01 Ukraine cease-fire, Poroshenko’s phone calls during talks, Red Book: real Russian invasion within a month; Pravda on Putin’s 9/11 evidence; Sarkozy on Crimea’s right to join Russia; former Soviet ambassador on possibility of “another nuclear arms race”; Georgia’s Mikhail Saakashvili to be Poroshenko aide; Ireland needs more jets; new $7.5bn IMF Ukraine bailout
2:06:31 HSBC’s Swiss division misdeeds revealed; Comey’s HSBC, Bridgewater connections
2:11:00 Oxford BioChronometrics research: 88-98% of clicks by advanced adbots
2:14:23 Donation Segment: Viscount’s Camplite 16DBS trailer offer for Hot Pockets Sorrow Tour
2:29:05 Netflix coming to Cuba; NBC: Congress 27.65% “unanimous” on vaccination; $3bn in vaccine injury compensation since 1990; new Cuban HIV strain; synthetic polio vaccine research
2:33:38 Sir Tom the Minuteman Knight claims “double nickels on the dime”; no No Agenda militia
2:35:57 John Podesta tweet on failure to release UFO files; Philip J. Corso’s The Day After Roswell
2:38:00 West coast port labor dispute, JCD: “they dont want to give anyone any ideas”
2:41:26 Biden “butt buddy” comment; Josh Earnest on danger of climate change vs terrorism
2:44:03 Michio Kaku to speak in Austin vs John Kiriakou out of prison

662
Accidents (2015-02-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Aagh, hold on, he told us and then it happened, oh my God, it’s amazing how that works!” (0:58:24)

0:00:34 Vaccine-induced mumps in Pacific Northwest; JCD’s Comcast squirrel woes fixed, ACC: “these fuckers are worse than ISIS”; “we need to kill them” Colonel Bogey March

0:04:36 ACC in New York City’s Hotel Pennsylvania with tiny bed, window stuck open; snowmaggedon flight cancellation disruption; police tape over hotel doors; data limits and tethering; I Can Make You A Supermodel and Ugly George; Book of Mormon; ACC move to NYC logistics

0:21:41 Everyone using Houthies /ˈhu.θiːz/ pronunciation now; “scattered reports of beatings and even stabbings”, “they’re trying desperately to reach out to the United States”, “death to America” slogan, “that’s just a slogan, we don’t mean it literally”

0:36:12 Obama’s proposed AUMF: “inherent right of individual and collective self-defense”; 3-year term; “enduring offensive ground combat operations” not authorized, Operation Enduring Freedom’s 13 years; “associated persons or forces” broadly defined

0:49:22 Video experts on burning man as Hollywood re-enactment; Producer Nathan on Twixtor vector stretching in slow-motion; Assad’s Russia invitation; Kirby on Abdul Rauf droning: “he decided to swear allegiance to ISIL probably no more than a couple of weeks ago”; 20k foreign fighters meme; Michael Steinbach: “legitimate citizens’ traveling abroad is not something that we choose to curtail”, JCD: “why don’t we just find these 150 people and give ’em ten grand each and tell ’em to stay home?”; Anonymous ISIL social media takedown, ACC: “pick one slogan!”; history of The Jon Stewart Show; Rand Paul blames Hillary Clinton

1:18:34 Producer Segment: “jipped” alternative spelling; No Agenda CD companion disc

1:42:28 Ukraine: Carol CNN apologizes for “Obama considers arming pro-US troops” banner; McCain pushes sending “defensive arms”; Munich Security Summit, “Normandy format” talks; Putin on surrounded Ukrainian troops; Merkel at White House, Obama: “these are the facts”; Dutch MH17 documents, 19 of 254 to be released heavily redacted; Cyprus allowing Russian military in; McCain on cluster bombs: “it’s partially our fault”; new Black Sea gas pipeline

2:01:25 Greece: Lagarde to reconsider Greek bailout proposal; toxic Greek bonds; cluster bombs only forbidden against civilians; Greek bailout expiration, Six-Week Cycle at end of February

2:08:25 Rachel Maddow calls out the NBC execs for not coming on MSNBC about Brian Williams suspension; Lester Holt: “rooting for him”; The Today Show “best wishes”; “truth and transparency is our trade”; Joe Scarborough: “it is fair to say, looking straight into the camera, I’ve seen a lot, I know a lot”; fabricated Sochi phone hacking story; Red Book: suicide

2:21:01 Donation Segment: Newsletter outrage over missing ACC selfie; Hotel Pennsylvania selfies

2:35:56 California Psychics as sign of depression cycle; No Agenda Psychic Friends Network skit

2:41:06 Second Half of Show: Neil Armstrong’s camera found

2:44:24 Transitioning from “fighting” to “extinguishing” ebola; Patty Murray shilling for vaccine manufacturers: “we need to be vigilant about breaking down any barriers that families may face when it comes to accessing certain vaccines”; CDC numbers on HPV vaccine take-up rates

2:49:04 Keystone pipeline bill passes both chambers, veto predicted; Psaki’s breast morphology revisited; Matt Lee on agency recommendation submissions, “what happened to this transparency idea?”; ACC: “he’s just saying, jeez, lady, your boobs are on your back and you’re talking crap”

2:54:02 New York City arrest for police & gun emoji post; UK anti-Semitism ASBOs, “wherever you spread hate, that’s not going to be legal”
694 Bend it Down (2015-02-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “And I’ve had people write in saying *aw, that guy’s full of crap!*”

0:00:34 Rain in California, snow in New York thanks to rainstick; ACC New York meetups

0:02:08 ACC on zombification trend confirmation at Beatles Rain tribute, selfie with Nurse Tracy

0:08:47 JCD on the origin of modern hugging, Bill Clinton as setting the country’s moral tone with hugging and oral sex

0:12:59 Brian Williams scandal as second salvo in network war started with Disneyland measles; Hurricane Katrina lies; Howard Kurtz: “a credibility crisis for *NBC News*”; Williams to Alec Baldwin on “rounds coming into the airframe” (CotD)

0:22:50 Biden at Munich Security Conference on arms sales to Ukraine “not to encourage war, but to allow Ukraine to defend itself”; Poroshenko: “immediate release of the khostages”; Hollande on possibility of war, Lindsey Graham on Merkel’s decision not to arm Ukraine: “when you turn down a reasonable request to help defend one’s self, is not our finest hour”; Dutch debate over draft reinstatement; John Mearsheimer to Iffil: “it’s NATO expansion that’s the taproot of this problem”; bloody-lipped new economic Minister Jaanika Merilo; Steven Pifer: “zero enthusiasm in NATO ... to enlarge to Ukraine” vs “command centers in Eastern Europe”, old car sound effects on *News Hour*; Pifer: “it’s really kind of 19th century”


0:46:56 Producer Segment: ACC Kennedy “pain in the ass” jet ski story; McKenzie’s *Perp Walk*

1:02:22 Producer ISIS burning man video feedback; Jordanian airstrikes vs ISIS “propaganda” of Raqqa schoolchildren; Prince Charles to meet with King Abdullah; Crusades meme at National Prayer Breakfast, Islamic civil war meme in the media, “high horse” meme; history of the alley-oop; Zakaria on ISIS plan backfiring; Obama: “so as people of faith we are summoned to push back against those who try to distort our religion, any religion” (CotD)

1:27:18 James Dean in *Rebel Without a Cause*: “if he had guts to knock Mom cold once”; Mika Brzezinski on hairbrush spanking, “bristle side down”

1:33:23 Ireland hospitals restricting visiting due to flu outbreak, strain “drifted”; White House vaccine-refusal mental disorder petition; Merck MMR vaccine lawsuits over falsified trial data, Mimi’s measles diversity research

1:39:20 Donation Segment

1:49:59 Tech News: Wheeler’s 333-page net neutrality proposal, FCC not allowed to change Title II

1:55:33 Obama podcast on stellar jobs numbers; Gallup article on 5.6% unemployment lie, Gallup CEO: “I don’t think the government is misleading us at all ... I need to make that very, very clear so I don’t suddenly disappear, I need to make it home tonight”

2:04:13 Jesse Draper’s *Valley Girl* shilling for Bitcoin: “you can give it to somebody else without any shadow of a doubt”

2:08:57 Susan Rice’s contagious cadence, on climate change: “the science is clear”, “groundbreaking climate commitment with China that will ... bend down the climate curve”; Christiana Figueres on the task of changing “the economic development model that has been reigning for at least 150 years since the industrial revolution”

2:13:49 Obama’s former “body man” Reggie Love to be Cameron’s “chief of stuff”

2:14:58 Queen Elizabeth head waiter: passengers can order “literally anything”

2:18:14 Jeffrey Epstein victim reporting FBI blackmail; Pentagon Viagra ration

2:19:54 Anthem as “second largest” insurer, China blamed, JCD: “this is industrial espionage”
693 Kunzite (2015-02-05)

0:00:00 bell, JCD: “Okay ... we're stopping the show, and we're going to talk about this” (1:35:53)
0:00:37 ACC admits to being a neat freak; reaction to Hot Pockets: The Tourette's Tour
0:07:02 New ISIS “burning man” video; professionals: very expensive production; new Jordanian uniforms, pilot’s slow motion walk to cage; Red Book: Assad falling to Jordan; Jordan’s King in D.C., Armed Forces Committee chair: Jordan’s need for “fuel, and munitions, and equipment” quickly, “reclaim the Muslim religion”; Wag the Dog vs burning scene, ACC: “if we had made that at Mevio we’d be like, high-fivin’”, Siskel & Ebert “dog of the week”; Brian the Gay Crusader points out Max Headroom episode similarity
0:25:28 McCain on missing American leadership; Syria’s neighbors’ boots on the ground meme; Andy Carvin reported.ly post: “there is no way in Hell I am going to share this footage with the public”; Kirby: “it’s not tit for tat”; CIA guy: “the way it was released” skirting SITE connection, “very sophisticated special effects in this video”, “now using those skills to that regard”; Josh Earnest: “commend to your attention”, “process that’s been informed by experts”, “put forward a report today”, White House half-uptalk, “we’ll help chart a path forward”
0:45:54 Ashton Carter in confirmation hearing: “moderate Syrian forces and regional forces”
0:51:17 Secret Agent Paul’s Magical Shape-Shifting Jews jingle
0:53:03 Producer Segment: “sanity” in check memo; new No Agenda CD *This Week in Syria*
1:10:29 Koch brothers anti-Vietnam libertarian origins
1:11:40 American Heart Month, National Wear Red Day, African-American History Month, National Teen Dating Violence Awareness & Prevention Month
1:14:41 Josh Earnest on measles: “we don’t need a new law, we need people to exercise common sense”; Rand Paul kookification, “the natural crowd”; distraction from ineffective flu vaccine; Rand Paul’s strange voice; Roald Dahl’s daughter Olivia; Producer Nick’s friend’s ebola story
1:29:38 Japanese Producer on ISIS hostages in manga: “aren’t you responsible?”
1:32:43 Super Bowl “gyp” fight over unplanned interception
1:35:46 ACC’s crystal class, kunzite & rhodochroite; crystal for JCD to eliminate “yeah no”
1:42:22 Brian Williams’ RPG lie as Hillary Clinton callback, “I made a mistake in recalling the events of twelve years ago”; lie repeated on Letterman in 2013; Williams’ cosmetic surgery origin
1:48:07 Anthem database hack; electronic medical record mandate; White House CTO Megan Smith’s Digital Service promo video: “scrubbed in together on these fabulous cross-functional teams”; Anthem indemnification through sharing agreement; Pelosi: “they’re baaaying at the Moon”
2:00:06 Donation Segment: JCD drone on the ceiling story; dating app Facebook woes
2:15:05 Six-Week Cycle due on March 1; FBI’s Thomas Fuentes: “you’re not going to submit the proposal that we won the war on terror ... because the first thing that’s going to happen is your budget’s gonna be cut in half”, “keep fear alive”
2:16:18 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Jews’ “problem of assimilation”, anti-Semitism
2:18:23 Greek Minister of Finance Yanis “Dr. Doom” Varoufakis economist-in-residence at Valve
2:21:58 Hollywood Whackers, Randy Quaid video: “falsely arrested six times by TMZ”, “so Rupert, you wanna fuck me, I’m gonna fuck you”
2:28:28 Ross Ulbricht conviction: “an investigation that took place almost entirely online”
2:34:59 Putin has Asperger’s; Chasing the Scream’s author on marijuana legalization in Uruguay
2:40:34 Witches in Tanzania; The Imitation Game’s single mention of Polish cryptographers
2:43:03 Tom Wheeler on Title 2: “ongoing rules, in perpetuity”, “bright line rules”
692  Crone (2015-02-01)

0:00:00  ACC: “A withered old woman.” (1:51:42)
0:00:32  JCD fogged in, bay vs tule fog, hundred-car pileups in the Netherlands, fog lights MIA
0:04:24  New Dutch listeners after ACC marriage bombshell; Dvorak collective: new Hot Pockets Tour in Airstream trailer; Dutch gossip media difficulty conveying notion of podcast
0:15:03  Tarik Zahzah Dutch NOS hijack: “we’ve been sent by intelligence agencies to talk about things that are really heavy shit for the world”, post-event fade to black; outrage over Wie is de Mol reality show preemption; ACC: nightmare about losing ability to speak English on the show
0:26:25  FAA Super Bowl PSA: “leave your drone at home”; Jane Harmon Jeh Johnson interview: “there are magnetometers everywhere”
0:34:25  Producer Segment: Texas wines; slave barcode T-shirt at spin class
1:17:18  McCain: “get out of here you lowlife scum”, Kissinger: “people, and conflict, and chaos”
1:20:07  Goto_DVD.mp4 released, itm.im/gotohead, Brian the Gay Crusader analysis, ACC: “that’s a horrible Photoshop job”; Japanese producer on Kenji Goto Jogo taking wife’s name, no articles by him to be found; Haruna Yukawa’s Yoshiko Kawashima blog; Jihadi John’s boots
1:29:55  German warning to Greece: “we are difficult to blackmail”, “I hesitate to call it a government, it’s more a gang”; the reality of corporate loan servicing; RT hit piece on British banks grabbing homes; Greece apparently stopping large scale asset sale; European deflationary policy favoring banks; Greece not a signatory on condemnation of Russia in Ukraine bus bombing, possible inspiration for Hungary and others to break ranks; new Spanish anti-austerity “yes we can” party, JCD on Spanish subway system; Stephen Cohen on new Cold War; Victoria Nuland now a “crone”
1:53:44  The average Iranian is pro-American
1:57:47  Note on Attorney General candidate Loretta Lynch as Holder’s wife’s college friend; GWU professor testimony on DoJ “obstruction” and “usurpation of legislative authority”; Holder’s wife granted executive privilege over Fast and Furious; Sharyl Attkisson testimony: “one White House official got so mad he angrily cussed me out”; Lynch to Sessions on immigration: “I’m not sure if I know, if I understand the basis for your question”, JCD on misunderstanding question trick to avoid perjury, “legal framework”
2:16:21  Hayden on “what constitutes unreasonableness” in Fourth Amendment, on Boston Bombing: “a significant fraction of our population, and not all of them wearing tinfoil on their heads … says, why weren’t you tracking those guys on the web”, JCD: “how would they even know any of this if they weren't tracking them on the web?”, “what constitutes reasonableness is actually a product of the totality of circumstances in which we find ourselves in history”, “three thousand countrymen” meme
2:26:47  Donation Segment
2:47:46  Failed Idaho “Add the Words” bill covering gender identity and sexual orientation discrimination; JCD raises the Conchita Wurst self-identification situation, “sexual identity card”, driver licenses required to board plane, ACC: “I recommend a yellow star on the clothing”
2:54:52  African Union head Robert Mugabe behind closed doors: “a good white man is a dead one”
2:57:02  Canadian Communications Security Establishment’s Project Levitation, “giant digital X-ray machine”; Tom King to House of Lords: “I am not a tweeter, but we’ve got Facebook, we’ve got Twitter; somebody tried to explain to me what WhatsApp is … I don’t know about them, but what is absolutely clear is the terrorists and jihadists do”
Ten Minute Timer (2015-01-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is wrong with this idiot?”
0:00:32 JCD slurring intro, “I don’t drink!”
0:00:46 ACC’s Ms. Micky bombshell; CVC visit; ACC now in downtown Austin, “developmentally delayed” at age fifty, ACC: “now we can talk about important things like Tinder”
0:08:15 Podcasts as the next radio meme, No Agenda as pre-Serial
0:11:30 Miss Universe finalists: US, Ukraine, Netherlands, Jamaica, Colombia; incomprehensible Manny Pacquiao question on message to “global terrorists”; Miss Netherlands: “I’m ambassador for child prostitution”; Miss Ukraine on removing swimsuit competition: “I feel comfortable in anything”; Miss Jamaica on violence against women: “crime is a global phenomenon”; Miss Colombia on women learning from men: “I believe there are still men who believe in equality”; baby beauty pageant culture, “hot guys” comment in ACC’s spin class
0:32:16 Producer Segment
0:48:06 Northeast blizzpocalypse dud predicted by new National Weather Service supercomputer; Bridgeport Mayor: Al Sharpton “fighting the good fight on climate change”; Bill Nye weighs in; San Fransisco Exploratorium modelling-resistant n-body problem; UK Met office: 2014 not statistically distinguishable as warmest; Bill Nye inflategate break: “climate change is real!”, ACC: “Bill Nye is Alex Jones” (CotD); Nantucket power outage; Earth Institute’s Jeffrey Sachs: Republicans “just on the take”, Bono & Soros on advisory board, JCD: “crook” invites libel suit
1:07:54 No Agenda vs endlessly repeated media lies; Al Jazeera on Assad’s supposed chemical weapons
1:12:54 States considering mileage taxes due to efficiency and low oil prices; the ecological cost of batteries; automotive tracking systems; producer note on automotive exhaust sounds not penetrating “monkey shit” insulation, JCD on noise-canceling exhaust systems, “you’re too tall for a Lambo”
1:23:19 Drinks and dinner with Eric the Constitutional lawyer at Fixe; Austin full of lobbyists
1:26:52 Feinstein’s replacement Richard Burr to return Panetta report
1:27:58 Two new ISIS videos: from ransom to prisoner exchange, “Mosul time”, 24 hour stay of execution; SITE _Dvd.mp4 Final Cut Pro filenames, ACC: “I didn’t know that they use a lot of Macs over in terrorist-land”; Kirby telegraphs Mosul operation; James Kerchick on defenestrated gays Twitter photos; Geert Wilders on “real face on Islam”; News Hour on non-assimilating Muslims in UK; Denmark de-radicalization funding; Rotterdam’s Muslim mayor; wimpy millennials not standing up for verbal abuse victims
1:55:58 Donation Segment: “less than ten minutes to go, okay?” clip
2:10:58 Nicole Wallace on Letterman: Couric Palin interview; prompter fail at Iowa Freedom Summit: “the man can only ride ya when your back is bent”, JCD on hardcopy backup
2:19:38 Obama in India, Modi and Indian version of “peace through strength”, military modernization
2:22:26 Win Lose or Drone: quad-copter on White House lawn, PBS vs RT “they are essentially toys” versions; Obama on FAA regulation: “the drone that landed at the White House you can buy at Radio Shack”, Amazon drones
2:27:47 News Hour runs entire Koch Foundation advertisement
2:30:14 Candy Crowley to Obama on Cuba: “that you’re naive and they’re rolling you”, Obama: “chess master … outmaneuvering Mr. Obama and this, that, and the other”
2:35:22 Auschwitz’ 70th anniversary, no invitation for Putin in spite of liberation by Red Army
690  Win by a Gyp (2015-01-25)

0:00:00  ACC: “Wait until the Texas oil companies close, there’s gonna be hookers for 35 bucks, don’t you worry, there’s going to be plenty of it.” (0:46:00)

0:00:36  JCD slurring intro; ACC’s iRiver backup recorder; feedback on cross-cultural kissing, back-pounding, football butt-slapping; the search for high-five patient zero; toplessness in Europe

0:07:55  Greek election day: Antonis Samaras claims all undecided votes; no one calling Syriza “communist”; the Goldman Sachs “free money” scam; ubiquity of loan renegotiation; George Papandreou – where is he now?; European Central Bank quantitative easing: “lights were flashing red across our dashboard”; US dual citizenship laws

0:27:45  Oil price normalization, not deflation; Gail Tverberg to Glenn Beck: low price leads to low production, oil companies defaulting on loans, King Reagan synthoil “shutdown”, King Obama raising interest rates, Beck: Saudis staying in the game even at $10; Obama on energy, 2010 vs 2015: “for decades we have known the days of cheap and easily accessible oil were numbered”

0:46:31  Producer Segment: Harry Reid also beaten up tripped and fell in 2011

1:04:08  Huckabee on “six hundred radio stations”, explaining Mike Rogers’ DJ job

1:08:55  Mike Rogers to Brolf on Japanese hostage situation as “messaging deal”; Japanese TV analysis of fake video; “this terrorizes people enough that they think ISIS is actually bigger than it is” meta-analysis, jihadi competition meme, Rogers on Jihadi John intelligence: “you don’t want to disrupt any activities in that lineage”; delayed video; Kenji Goto audio recording in English, Haruna Yukawa still photo with oversized head on rump; Yukawa the homeless, genital-cutting, Manchu princess incarnation; Tom Brady on deflategate: “this isn’t ISIS”

1:35:44  Super Bowl predictions: Patriots “lose by a gyp”

1:41:52  NOAA 48%, NASA 38% likelihood of 2014 warmest year; Robert Papp pushing Frozen propaganda; Washington Post on “chemtrails crowd”, David Keith to Colbert on spraying additional 1% sulfuric acid into atmosphere, additional 10k pollution deaths, “you can do math”

2:00:41  Je suis Charlie identity card Citroën/Renault discrepancy; Iranian Uber driver on Netanyahu’s invitation as pretext for more settlements

2:06:22  Youtuber Presidential interviews; JCD story on doing Tech TV with Leo in his ear; Obama: “the reason we even have colleges is that, at some point, there were politicians who said, you know what, we should start colleges”; Hank Green: “I’ve not had a lot of time to debrief”

2:12:33  Donation Segment: “we need to kill them” ringtone

2:25:15  BBG’s Andrew Lack likens RT to ISIS; RT needling on Saudi human rights under Abdullah, Prince of Wales sword dance, instability prediction; Jordan’s king tricked out of crown

2:31:07  Boring Mill and Belinda Gates Foundation letter, sycophantic Nilai Patel interview

2:32:55  Yemen coup: possibility for Houthi-US partnership against AQAP, “Yemen’s politics and intrigue makes the word Byzantine seem simplistic”; Iranian Central Bank ditching US dollar

2:39:50  Ukraine: Mariupol bus explosion, “out of my face, please” American mercenary, Poroshenko with bus fragment in Davos, JCD: “so he’s a prop comic”, likened to MH17 and Charlie Hebdo, “we will win the terror”; Psaki “shut up slave” to Gayane Chichakyan on Ukranian Minsk Protocol compliance, Matt to the rescue; ACC on Psaki’s peculiar breasts

2:50:03  Hillary Clinton’s Putin/Medvedev comedy act

2:51:34  Kirchner backtracks on Alberto Nisman murder via social media; linguistic tea vs chai split

2:56:34  Tech News: healthcare.gov “consumer data” trackers; automotive exhaust sounds routed through speakers; The Imitation Game snubs Polish cryptanalysts
0:00:00 JCD: “She conked out!” (0:40:48)
0:00:31 JCD’s rainstick, ACC’s theremin app; ACC’s Ladybird Lake walk, LBJ Broadway play All the Way, martial Greg Abbott inauguration parade, “code 44” means “watch for horse crap”
0:07:18 State of the Union: lowest rated Obama SotU, JCD’s pile of pre-SotU “watch it online” White House e-mails; Obama: “no challenge poses a greater threat to future generations than climate change”, JCD: “including nuclear annihilation”, “I’ve heard some folks try to dodge the evidence”; Goddard Institute’s 0.02°±0.1° error margin, 38% likelihood 2014 was warmest
0:22:27 JCD’s network comparison: ABC’s ESPN-esque “next up” topic, superior PBS audio; Elizabeth Warren in bright blue; The Blaze MST3K treatment; channeling Clinton on ISIS AUMF: “this effort will take time”; notice of continuing national emergency from Exec. Order No. 12947; Democratic field organizer Rebekah Erler controversy; Big Block of Cheese Day feta
0:37:23 Senile Scowcroft with Zbig at Armed Services Committee hearing, “one of the big challenges in this world is cyber”, “could be as dangerous as nuclear weapons”; Ruth Bader Ginsburg SotU snooze; “who went to a real college?”; Zbig: “America, Russia, and China should therefore jointly consult” on Middle East, laughter at China’s “acquisition of cyber capabilities of a confrontational type”, “paralyzing an opponent entirely, without killing anybody”, sewers
0:52:51 Cybersecurity Legislative Proposal: RICO to include cybercrime, “wire, oral, or electronic communication intercepting devices” if damage is over $5k; Computer Fraud and Abuse Act modernization: “exceeds authorized access”; NSA malware in North Korea, preparation for “online guerilla war”; Snowden Nieuwsuur interview: “surveillance kings of Europe”, CIA fears French intelligence, Dutch work for US services; Obama’s disdain for “coders”
1:04:45 The Mentalist: “a woman named Vicki, I think, then a dude named Ben”
1:05:49 Producer Segment: Christopher Lee Cornell gun store owner in cahoots with FBI
1:45:54 Bill gates on Tonight Show, at Davos pushing mobile payment systems
1:49:30 Shape-shifting Jews article; CNN Coulibly surveillance video at “a Jewish institution”, “alleged” DNA: Vice on conspiracy theories, Alex Jones’ $10M; Boehner’s Netanyahu invitation flap; UK Producer on no go zones, integration; German PEGIDA Abendlandes (Occident)
2:08:47 Erdoğan convening Cabinet meeting instead of Prime Minister in apparent power grab
2:11:01 Magical shape-shifting Jews straight out of Borat
2:12:02 New ISIS video: 72 hours to pay $200M ransom for Japanese citizen; Scahill: “Anwar Awlaki was not even mid-level management at AQAP”; Australian “possible suspicious object”
2:19:10 AirAsia 6k feet per minute ascent: “not even a fighter jet would attempt to climb that quickly”, ACC: “wait a minute, did he say Allahu akbar when he went into that amazing climb?”
2:22:04 Bearded James Holmes courtroom sketch, “clean-cut, wearing glasses”
2:24:00 Chatroom suggests AirAsia climb gives lie to 9/11 maneuvers
2:24:25 Iranian Foreign Minister working on gas transit with Afghanistan; Bob Menendez on Obama’s “talking points that come straight out of Tehran”; No Agenda News Network Iran news feed
2:30:50 Donation Segment: “Jake Gyllenhorn” flub
2:47:08 Ferguson: no Federal charges for Darren Wilson, 40 FBI agents
2:51:07 Chris Matthews stumbles on female President TV conspiracy
2:53:28 Net neutrality now “free and open internet”, draft legislation “blocking of lawful content and non-harmful devices”; Michael Powell on FTC authority; CTIA promises lawsuits
3:04:43 QVC: “isn’t the Moon a star?”, “no, the Moon is a planet, darling” (CotD)
688 Threat Stream (2015-01-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “They’re turning us into Canadians.” (0:57:50)
0:00:32 The Prophet Muhammed and The Podcaster A. Curry; podcast awards
0:02:01 Everyone should speak French, except Kerry; Kerry’s Hollande hug, European cross-cultural hugging and kissing conventions; JCD: “does it include a slap on the butt?”; Kerry brings James Taylor to podium; depression in Denmark
0:09:43 JCD on Obama’s India trip security implications; Omidyar Modi connection
0:11:06 Twenty European terrorism arrests; Belgian troops after Abdel Hamid Aboud; Dutch confusion, rumors about MH17 results; Kouachi realtime dossier: “it’s here that the process of radicalization seems to have begun” in 2005; American Sniper interviews, Eastwood on Panetta Institute board; Kouachi al-Awlaki link, 30 police officers meme
0:26:43 Charlie Hebdo cartoonist fired for anti-Semitic cartoon; “magical shape-shifting Jews” theory; French freedom of speech limitations, “emotional hang-hover”, Eleanor Clift: “it shows the effort to find the line between hate speech and free speech”; RT on al-Awlaki: “who radicalized the radicalizer?”; new narrative: al-Awlaki’s son “blowed up” at barbecue
0:41:37 Bob Baer on ink cartridge bombs, hygroscopic underwear bomb; Mark Hartley: “we’re dealing with an adaptive enemy”, JCD: “this explains, now, how they get themselves into those little lamps that you rub”, “I’m very surprised we haven’t seen more attacks like occurred in Paris in the United States yet”; Verviers terrorist gun battle; Panetta Institute, journalists in The Interview; Jeh Johnson on new security measures “in reaction to some of the threat streams we’re seeing now”, D.C. smoke incident terror what-ifs, Canadian “what would it be like if it happened here”; CNN: “ISIS has created a really successful brand”, Let’s Get Social
1:04:26 Boehner called out on Christopher Lee Cornell, FISA vs social media
1:05:56 Producer Segment: anonymous “bag check” douchebag callout
1:24:44 Religious Freedom Day; ACC drinking with banker friend, oil price analysis, euro screwed by Swiss, interest rates down for another decade
1:32:06 Producer Brandon on average temperature calibration; “federal scientists”, “literally cooking their planet”; Bernie Sanders Keystone bill “denying science” trickery
1:40:18 Cameron & Obama lobbying against further Iranian sanctions; P5+1 nations, Iran’s increasing gas production; Kirby: several hundred “trainers”, “enablers” for Syrian rebels
1:53:58 By Executive Order: Law Enforcement Equipment Working Group, ACC: “hey, these bayonets are all bloody; let me send them back”
1:56:55 News Night all-in on fascism with Greenwald, JCD “he’s never once mentioned blackmail”; Poitras/Appelbaum NSA man-in-the-middle botnet article; Exploring Constitutional Conflicts article on privacy decided by case law and the role of the Ninth Amendment
2:07:01 Rep. Richard Neal on “high speed rail”: “that train got up to 79 miles an hour”
2:09:49 Donation Segment: Whole Foods as nice hangout and pick-up spot
2:26:45 Sharpton’s emergency Oscar meeting, Marc Hill: “but let’s be clear, Hollywood is racist”
2:32:01 Harf on $4bn Afghanistan narcotics program vs opium increase: “let me check with our folks”
2:36:53 Book TV on Reagan’s nemesis Robert Kennedy; ACC reading Tragedy and Hope
2:41:35 Russia to lift import ban post-Grexit; Schengen, ESTA visa crackdown; RT on Lithuania’s Russian occupation survival manual: “perhaps you can resort to drinking out of the toilet”
Cyber Caliphate (2015-01-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Wow, it’s pretty good. Yeah, it’s pretty good. Whoooooo!” (2:15:45)
0:00:34 Chemtrails over ACC's house
0:01:00 Charlie Hebdo: hoax, false flag, or real?; world leaders made to look like part of larger group; White House apology; Earnest: Americans “stand foursquare” behind France; Kerry’s bad French; MSNBC: anti-Semitism “of concern throughout Europe and particularly of course in Germany”, “what’s behind it?”; Jimmy Carter on Palestinian problem; Netanyahu now winning election polls; Edouard de Rothschild’s 37% stake in Libération; Dresden anti-Muslim protest
0:22:31 Richard Engel on ISIS/al-Qaeda “dangerous rivalry”, al-Awlaki implicated, new call for boycott of West; joint statement on internet material “and the condition of its removing”; Cameron proposes encryption ban: “we have a better system for safeguarding this ... power than probably any other country I can think of”; Muslim on street: “in general we are not upset”; self-censoring media outlets, Glenn Beck: “this is a slander on the Prophet Muhammed”
0:44:30 FBI arrest Christopher Lee Cornell, plot “inspired by ISIS”, “saw al-Awlaki as inspiration”, Cornell’s mother’s scripted plea, father on FBI coercion; FBI analyst on coercion strategy, Six-Week Cycle; Giuliani: “you’ve got to be responsible for the words you utter”
0:57:07 White House avoiding “radical Islam”, Earnest: terrorism vs “invoking the religion Islam in their own deviant view of it”; Judge Jeanine Pirro: “we need to kill them; we need to kill them!”; Martin “sibilance” Dempsey on brothers’ training: “inspired in some way”, “inspiring groups that already exist to rebrand themselves”
1:08:20 Producer Segment: Sir Mad Hatter on “information sharing” as one-way street
1:20:05 Pooper: “heightened state of vigilance”; Bob Baer on “swearing allegiance to the caliphate”, Inspire magazine bomb plans; Kerry’s “explode volcanoes of jihad” quote; Peter King against defunding DHS; Terrorism Risk Insurance Program reauthorized
1:32:03 Cameron encryption ban “absolutely right for a modern liberal democracy”; Zimmerman PGP harassment; Netherlands phone tap leader; Centcom Twitter “hack”, Beck: “the Pentagon was hacked into”, “that’s their Tweeter handle: caliphate”, Bill Richardson on preventing “cyber breaching of classified information”; return of CISPA, DoJ cyber threat center, no liability when information is shared; JCD on Kaczynski, Manson autograph values; CSI Cyber premiere
1:50:31 Obama at FTA on free credit scores, consumer privacy bill of rights, Student Digital Privacy Act; AdNauseam browser plug-in; Obama pushing CISPA: “if we’re going to be connected, then we need to be protected”; pushing Cedar Falls municipal “faster broadband”
2:08:36 Producer e-mails on DRT boxes: everything scooped up, military use in Afghanistan and Iraq
2:13:45 Why are they applauding Kelly Ripa for eating chocolate?; foreign objects in McDonald’s food
2:19:06 Donation Segment: Producer Eric on his son’s vagina = agenda logic
2:31:09 NBC on Disneyland measles, JCD predicts network war; KPBS on smoking “vaccine”
2:37:16 Haiti protest in New York, clip MIA
2:39:52 James Holmes jury selection beginning, “killed twelve” vs “24 counts of first degree murder”; insanity plea legal vs medical analysis; Tsarnaev trial coincidence
2:47:22 ISIS boy shooting Russian spies video
2:49:26 Yatsenyuk on WWII Soviet invasion of Germany; Monsanto’s IMF deal; Turkey gas reroute
2:52:53 Audio experiment: Diana Deutsch phantom words demo with the chatroom
2:54:37 Two convictions from International Criminal Court; Holmes life plea deal turned down
2:55:32 Male selfie psychopathy article based on men-only data
686  Fifth Column (2015-01-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ah, they had some really cool pictures of you with this hooker.” (2:08:46)
0:00:35 JCD’s lingering flu cough, ACC’s sore throat exacerbated by chocolate

0:02:15 France on board for the police state; Nigel Farage: “what happened in Paris today is a result ... of now having a fifth column living within these countries”, Madeline Albright on Czechoslovakian fifth column; Eastern European criminals being flown into UK; MSNBC on “racist and xenophobic” far-right parties in Europe; man on the street: “I don’t feel safe”; Hayat Boumeddiene crossbow photo; million-person “unity rally”; policeman’s brother: “he was killed by people who pretend to be Muslims”, no dead terrorist photos; Netanyahu: “the state of Israel is also your home”; James Kirchick on future of French Jews, modernity meme

0:26:18 Sleeper cells activated, police social media blackout; Mike Rogers: “candidly, it is a matter of time before something like that happens in the United States”; no-fly list meme; Ed Schultz on rethinking objections to militarized police; Brzezinski call for appeasement: “it doesn’t do any harm to be measured, even in humor” for those who are “confronting modernity for the first time”

0:38:33 JCD recommends The Living Daylights; ACC recommends The Arabs: A Short History by Hitti; police chief Helric Fredou suicide; ACC: “you’re next Holland”; JCD Robert Crumb story, Muhammed’s ass cartoon

0:57:30 Producer Segment: chicken shit bingo in Austin; NA karma as Papal indulgence
1:14:09 Obama podcast: “America’s resurgence is real”, “It’s real!”
1:24:02 RT’s Merkel/Putin deconstruction: Merkel’s sights on UN Secretary-Generalship
1:28:03 Radio Liberty on driver’s license non-issuance for transsexuals among others, Russian Federation 16440, WHO ICD-10 behavioral disorders excluding LGBBTQQIAAP
1:36:14 Germany’s post-Fukushima nuclear and coal shutdowns, high energy prices; Bernie Sanders nuclear question; Germany eying natural gas imports, BASF $5bn US facilities
1:45:49 Iran in the EU gas race with Iran-Azerbaijan pipeline; Elizabeth Warren on Keystone: “I didn’t come here to do favors for TransCanada”

1:58:01 CISPA revival; RT on FBI spying in public places; FBI blackmail history; Comey’s “big ass business” background, Bridgewater, HSBC; blackmail always involves hookers
2:09:58 ISIS tweet geotagging; Let’s Get Social earworms
2:15:42 Donation Segment
2:30:19 Twitter data, including photos, in Library of Congress
2:32:31 Boston chosen as Olympic bid city; Tokyo building new stadium for 2020
2:36:13 Dame Bang Bang research on Uber driver crackdown
2:38:16 Israel considering breaking up Leviathan gas field partnership; Texas fracking bankruptcy
2:42:18 Drug Policy Alliance report on Colorado legalization: “decrease in crime rates, a decrease in crime rates ... and an increase in jobs”
2:43:48 FBI seeking charges against Petraeus, possible book on Benghazi
2:45:41 Puffin-eating chef Tom Kerridge, JCD: “how could anyone eat one of those puffins?”; puffin terducken; California foie gras ban struck down
2:50:22 Sanford Rubenstein rape claim after Sharpton’s birthday, Viagra bottle bearing Sharpton’s name
685  Schwack the Nose (2015-01-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey! Bill, go drink some poop.” (2:12:59)
0:00:34 ACC has the flu; CVC coming from Los Angeles; ACC at Russian Orthodox Christmas party
0:06:50 Charlie Hebdo: je suis Charlie lameness, ACC: change Twitter icons to Prophet Muhammad; JCD: “if you want to see freedom of speech in action, go to France”; pervasive targeting of journalists; Pim Fortuyn and Dutch Islamification; “we avenge the Prophet Muhammed” in French, bloodless officer shooting blurred out; Stéphane Charbonnier: “without freedom of speech, we are dead”, Mark Stein on self-censorship: “they pixelated Muhammad out of it, so it looks like Muhammad has entered the witness protection program”; Josh Earnest on “foreign fighters”; CAIR on “Islamophobia movement”; woman with JCD’s dream accent
0:28:58 Obama on Charlie Hebdo: “these kinds of attacks can happen anywhere in the world”; Ministry of Fear clip; The Onion’s Joe Randazzo on “sensitivity to cultural issues”; Obama: French “with us at every moment ... from 9/11 on”, ACC: “have we forgotten freedom fries?”
0:36:15 Russian dinner rundown, Brian Brushwood appearance, “coy” Russian girls “not interested”; Herring Under a Fur Coat salad and mystery musical instrument
0:41:00 Alexei Pushkov on the real threat to Europe; “have that conversation” meme, self-appointed social media “experts”, Let’s Get Social; Howard Dean on ISIS as a cult, ineffective French gun control; Kirby: “we don’t have the ability to count every nose that we schwack” (CotD); JCD: where was NSA?; $2.4bn Abrams tank, “other” sale to Iraq, JCD: “how much of this stuff do we have to sell you before you don’t have it stolen every time?”
1:08:39 Producer Segment: Wired request for podcast recommendations
1:21:50 New Mexico methane cloud, methane the new meme replacing CO2; Texas earthquakes, no mention of fracking; JCD on “lubing up” the ground; diesel-powered windmills
1:32:11 Comey’s “right?” confirmation of North Korean involvement in Sony hack; Uncle Don on Kim Jong-il’s New Year’s message, ROK vs South Korea
1:36:50 Three-year-old Brolf flu clip
1:37:22 Harry Reid on exercise “accident”: “I didn’t get this black eye by sparring with Manny”, 33rd year in Congress claim, five years off; JCD’s Newsletter A/B split: kittens vs Reid
1:50:07 FBI on reasonable expectation of privacy exception for Stingray warrants; “DRT boxes”
1:55:37 Tech News: CES and IoT, Bluetooth lightbulbs, Foley awarded; ACC’s pedicure experience; PC Magazine best-of, selfie/belfie sticks, ABC on 2014 as “year of the selfie”
2:10:05 Bill Gates drinks poopy water, JCD: “this is a cry for help”
2:13:12 Donation Segment
2:23:32 Scorpion scoring high in the ratings
2:24:04 United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime report: poppy production at record high hectarage; heroin cheaper than meth
2:27:06 Chris Coons on new ebola strategy for Pentagon, JCD: “is Africa so pathetic that they can’t even build a building without American soldiers?”
2:29:38 Drone maker DJI Innovations explosive growth; JCD drone-shopping, drone protection system via nets, ACC: “own the drone!”
2:35:20 AirAsia owner Tony Fernandes dumping shares of Toon Insurance Holdings; “weather caused the crash”, -121° cloud temperature
2:40:41 David Foley to TSA agent: “isn’t your goal to provide screening for safe travel?”
2:42:25 Taylor Swift secretly dating Karlie Kloss according to OK! Magazine
684 Polymorphic Analysis (2015-01-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “They should’ve started booing and throwing paper balls at him” (2:04:57)
0:00:33 ACC watched football game at JCD’s behest, JCD: “I love a lopsided slaughter”
0:04:46 Show 682 Tourette’s catalog feedback; Taylor Swift’s butt and lips
0:10:09 National {Mentoring, Slavery & Human Trafficking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month; getting off JCD’s Twitter, e-mail block list; USA Today Facebook sign-in for comments; net neutrality action coming up, secret “Title X”
0:25:14 Obama Executive Order slapping more sanctions on North Korea, “provocative, destabilizing, and repressive actions and policies of the government of North Korea”; KOMID weapon manufacturing and sales, Middle East sales offices; Park Sang-hak’s The Interview DVD airdrop; Blackhat trailer; Red Book: security failure at airport right before DHS re-funding; “broken” immigration meme; Rumsfeld’s 9/10 unaccounted-for $2T
0:40:11 NPR Obama interview: “yeah, well, I I d… here’s what I do think is true ... I have spent, six years now in this office”; C-SPAN call-in rant; Obama calling only on female reporters; millennial on Youtube: “without the President’s help we would not be free right now”
0:48:27 Drunk History; Legally Drunk; Win Lose or Drone; Chinese Wing Loong drone; Kill Decision
0:54:19 Guess the Country: Japanese tourist gang-raped in India
0:56:36 Producer Segment
1:04:04 San Antonio tourism promo with mush-mouthed voiceover; ACC’s dearth of voice gigs
1:07:12 Transgender Lila Alcorn suicide; JCD on good vs bad journalism; Alcorn “put on medication to treat depression”, JCD: “try calling your doctor”
1:19:21 Classic 2014 clips: “toothpaste tubes could be used to smuggle bombs onto planes”; heatless rooms, undrinkable water in Sochi
1:23:39 Joe Weisberg on getting CIA approval for The Americans storylines, never write about cover jobs; “Putin is helping you”; KGB agents marrying secretaries; Oliver Stone on Russia; Lada overtaken by Kia
1:33:40 EU resilience video: “at least 20% of the EU budget will be spent on climate action”; ocean acidification charts starting in 1988, Colorado College a CIA “feeder school”
1:42:56 “Grexit” in the news over upcoming elections
1:46:20 Anonymous letter on CNN Great Firewall of China self-censorship, Eason Jordan op-ed; Mark David Chapman under MKULTRA
1:50:20 Donation Segment
1:59:22 Classic 2011 question non-answer clips: malware attribution via “cross-disciplinary polymorphic analysis made possible by the fusion of data and analytical systems”, “propagator code”
2:10:42 Sandy Hook kid in Pakistan school massacre as a way to discredit alternative media; Arizona self-rape hoax picked up by change.org with fabricated 911 call video
2:18:03 Obama using ISIL instead of Daesh, JCD; “maybe the other Obama uses Daesh”
2:19:22 Shanghai Yangshan Deep-Water Port; Moscow-Beijing high-speed rail
2:22:08 Mark Cuban on student loans coming only from US Treasury
2:26:15 Academi lobbyist Jeff Shockey to be Intelligence Committee staff director; Harry Reid’s latest “accident” on exercise equipment, 2011 “slip and fall” incident
2:32:26 Abbas signs on to International Criminal Court; Prince Andrew, Epstein sex scandal resurfaces
2:34:39 Tech News: Morse code on Asus phone tease: “optical zoom”; ACC Honolulu QSO
2:36:20 Syrian refugees on cattle boat to Italy, ACC: “where’s Angelina Jolie?”
0:00:00 JCD: “Get some rockets, we’ll give you some rockets!” (0:47:39)
0:00:32 Happy New Year: freezing rain in Austin, ACC Uber trip to party in the hills with fracking nouveau riche, big box of weed, queso “West Texas magic sauce”, homemade Louisiana terducken, originated by New Orleans surgeon; French oyster tradition; black Uber driver on current politics
0:17:30 Jason Riley on left not trying to be post-racial; JCD on interview photo shoots: “just say no”; Ben Carson Uncle Tom’s Cabin reflections
0:26:48 New Year’s Eve then & now: no public toilets vs “bomb-sniffing dogs and radiation detectors”; ACC 1987 live from Times Square crowd story with Paul Reiser; JCD airplane backpack pushing, “get that backpack out of my face!”, purse-size backpack subway tomato juice story
0:38:01 Lithuania joins euro; Greek parliament dissolved; KPMG, VAT collection systems for internet sales, two-hour line at airport for VAT refund; Lithuania seeking protection from Russia, and possibly rockets
0:47:45 Producer Segment: noise gate vs Bluetooth speakers
1:17:57 CNN AirAsia coverage, with Richard Quest on meth; coffins 001 and 002; ADBS 6k feet per minute nose-dive; cumulonimbus clouds, ACC: “that, son, is something you do not fly into, ever”; mysterious rumors of data-recorder’s limited usefulness; JCD on pleasant cloud-evading flight; meth & benzodrine
1:27:21 Liberty Kids show: “give us Black Dick and we fear nothing”; ACC Nobu “black cock”
1:29:21 Feinstein “next three to six months” revisited, Blair: “an attempted attack, the priority is certain”; January 2012 fearmongering over Iran and Strait of Hormuz: “this situation could escalate very, very quickly into full-blown military conflict”
1:34:29 Guess the Word of the Year 2014: Jake Gyllenhaal: “the fact that it works … is such an amazing feeling, and the fact that it gets acknowledged anyway is pretty amazing … my sister got nominated too, so that’s pretty amazing”
1:36:57 Kim Jong-un’s actual voice on reunification talks; State Department’s Jeff Rathke on Norse’s FBI brief; Norse boards; “Dark Viking”, norse-corp.com “watch live attacks” map page, JCD: “this is one of the best web pages ever”; FBI warning about anonymous USPER2 news organization, Wall Street Journal on Sony phone tree; Regin exploit official pronunciation, another US/Israel project, Symantec on target industries; North Korea outage confirmed
2:03:02 No Agenda sacred texts, JCD: “The Merck Index”, Quigley Tragedy and Hope
2:09:22 Bill Kibble on 2014’s record high temperatures vs polar vortex and “wood and kindlin’” yokel; women object to NA ridicule, ACC on Australian woman at party “gun culture” freakout
2:16:50 Bones: “I ran the typeface through the Library of Congress database”; Scorpion numbers
2:38:48 2013 clip: obesity saves lives, “that has to be utter @#$%&!, excuse my French”
2:42:12 Mat Lee to State Department Press Office Director on Hamas representative’s Turkey visit: “is that the extent of it, you just say we’re concerned?”
2:46:52 Bow Bergdahl and poppy kingpin; NATO drug dealer kill list; No Agenda sacred movies
2:50:23 NSA: encryption combinations “catastrophic”, ACC recommends GPG Tools and Mail.app; Appelbaum & Poitras in Der Spiegel; Berlin Chaos conference
2:56:23 Gazprom’s 50% stake in Dutch South Stream Transport BV; Academi to train Ukraine military in urban combat; meme of the day: “Putin goes medieval”, JCD: “is he eating terducken?”
Sir Duke Don Tomaso Di Toronto Presents “Global Shot”
(2014-12-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “By the way, we should mention to the Chinese that if we get screwed, the whole world’s economy collapses and they’re screwed too.”
ACC: “Oh yeah.”

0:00:38 Fights at US malls, county fair, ACC’s youth, and Georgian parliament

0:07:08 Christmas show reception, withdrawal

0:09:18 The Interview man on the street; Obama “y’know that’s not who we are” on self-censorship vs bin Laden photos; The Interview on John Kerry: “forget that oak tree looking fuck!”; JCD: “do not spend any money on this piece of crap”; Norse’s Kurt Stammberger on insider “Lena” with “deep technical background”, “the original demand of the hackers was for money”

0:21:06 The Matt & Marie Show: “how could Sony legally accept compensation from North Korea?”, “may I ask you, if the legion of internet users in North Korea should expect to face further disruptions ... of their service”; Loxley Pacific; Security Council human rights meeting

0:38:25 2014’s worst journalist not Richard Quest, it is Don “the using of the teeth” Lemon

0:42:19 Producer Segment: producer on Warsaw Über; UK drunkenness zero-tolerance proposal

0:55:53 NSA oversight report FOIA release, number of incidents redacted; LOVEINT incident; “there were incidents of involving the use of improper retrieval strategies against raw traffic files”, analyst targets own phone; National Cooperative Research and Production Act of 1993 protection for Consortium for Homeland Security Technology among many; OGSystems CEO kid at hackathon: “figured out the strengths and weaknesses, and they crushed it”

1:11:29 Secret Service using volunteers to drive motorcade vehicles, ACC: “it’s an Über driver!”

1:14:48 Russian NDAA-like military doctrine released, through 2020: “development of the Arctic zone”; NATO’s destabilizing influence, missile defenses, “global shot” space weapons; Russian $50bn vs US $567bn military budget; BRICS, CSTO, Shanghai Cooperation Organization

1:24:38 Florida Bitcoin Bowl, St. Petersburg business accepting Bitcoin; to watch: Russian RSX fund

1:26:12 Oil prices: Kerry 9/11 Saudi Arabia visit, uninterruptible production from saltwater fracking; China-Russia currency swap bailout; Nicaragua Canal groundbreaking

1:35:11 #AskDrH question for Holdren on permafrost and Arctic Ocean “carbon stocks”, meeting goal requires “global emissions ... close to zero by 2100”; OPEC 31.6M barrels per day; European children will never see snow: 15k stranded in French Alps snow

1:42:10 Quiz: what’s missing from NBC “what does Christmas mean to you”?: nativity pig head

1:47:36 Obama’s Christmas podcast: “I’ll act on my own when it’s necessary”, JCD: “heil Hitler!”

1:50:50 Ben Carson, Alan West countering the anti-police memes; President’s Taskforce on 21st Century Policing, ACC: “how much you want to bet Sharpton’s on this thing?”

1:57:10 Colorado pot update: overdose leads to jumping off buildings

2:03:07 Stanford Tourette’s football player Austin Tubbs; the No Agenda tic catalog

2:10:58 Donation Segment: Seth McFarlane, Ballmer have Tourette’s; pot + Tourette’s = slow tics

2:33:50 Eleanor Clift: “rushing to get to Cuba before it turns into Miami Beach”; ACC’s Lada, JAWA; Barbara Walters driving with Castro “with his gun on my lap”, post-embargo beard shaving

2:42:05 The Matt & Marie Show Part Deux: Russian Deputy Prime Minister Rogozin in Havana unnoticed by State Department; Harf called on nonexistence of Iraqi Air Force; China NGO regulation: “NGOs should be able to operate freely”; Gülen extradition request

2:51:29 Egyptians medical test for homosexuality; iPad vs book reading interferes with sleep
681 The Christmas Show 2014 (2014-12-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Last-minute Charlie works for me.” (0:58:45)
0:00:32 “Merry Christmas, slave”, out-of-order recorded special episode; Shows 200.1 and 200.5 don’t give the full origin story; *Confessions of an Economic Hit Man* on *Daily Source Code*; JCD reading *The Hindus* by Doniger; noagendabooksclub.com rundown; ACC reading *The Unabomber Manifesto* and other Essays

0:08:33 American vs Dutch discourse patterns, ACC: “oh, you’re a professional, John, let’s be honest, let’s just call a spade a spade”, JCD: “doing what?” (Show 11, 0:07:21); Dutch, Scandinavian forthrightness, JCD: “they’re not being sarcastic when they say they want to go to bed with you”

0:15:49 The Genesis of Modern *No Agenda* (Show 11, 0:14:57)
ACC: “Ah, you know, we don’t usually comment on news stories, but you know this story that’s been whipping around the blogosphere about the RIAA, apparently some lawyer in the court case stated that making a copy of a CD, that that would be deemed stealing”
JCD: “By the way, this is my PC Magazine column for this week, by the way, this discussion”
ACC: “Well, let me just see if we’re talking about the same thing”
JCD: “Yeah, we’re talking about the idea that if you rip ...”
ACC: “No, wait wait stop, no stop John, no no, I’m doing my research, listen to this, listen to this: it turns out that this started in a Washington Post article written by a guy named Fisher, I believe”
JCD: “I know, I know, I refer to this article. And then Steve Wellstrom at the Business Week and a few other guys have come out and said this is bull”
ACC: “No, wait, no no, no this doesn’t, no no you’re missing it, listen to me, let me finish this sentence”
JCD: “Well hurry up!”
ACC: “He only cited half of the quote; the quote that the person from the RIAA made was: if you rip a CD, put it on your hard drive, in a shared folder, that would be deemed illegal, and he chose not to quote that part in the article. That you didn’t know”
JCD: “Well, OK, fine”
ACC: “But that’s a big deal”
JCD: “They have been skirting ...”

0:18:26 ACC pioneer in *No Agenda* thought process; listening to reply vs listening to comprehend; the *No Agenda* autopilot listening experience

0:28:42 Silence, noise gates, video, postprocessing; guest pre-interviews vs postmortems! JCD’s *PC Telecommunications* radio tour; noise gate off; ACC breathing, JCD’s passing trains; NPR dead sound

0:45:26 Feinstein 2010 “next three to six months” revisited; stories *No Agenda* didn’t follow up on: Mary Kennedy hanging death, Obama “there are white folks, and then there are ignorant motherfuckers like you”

0:50:48 Producers: JCD pet peeve notebook, clip ADC/Audacity “last-minute Charlie” protocol, vs rehearsed interviews; “reality TV” as “unscripted drama”; ACC’s Freedom Controller feed aggregator, OPML archiver, Fission on Mac OS, show notes workflow; JCD’s serendipitous CNET Harry Reid wildfire NDAA passage clip

1:13:08 Vintage clip: Hawaii missile defense vs North Korea; fearmongering the key to ratings; Ed
Schultz: “O’Reilly, the next time you get on an airplane, as I got one on this morning … I thought about the flight attendants”

1:18:51 Catch the Gaffe: Sharpton “he was going back home, after buying an iced tea and Skillets candy”, “Skillets and iced tea”

1:20:15 Effect of green job hype in California; “compulsive hoarder of firearms” bath with disemboweled deer

1:23:15 Technological advances in digital recording for clips; Stolara side-effect disclaimers; No Agenda News Network RSS feeds; Buffet/Gates rail vs Keystone; iPad “app for apes”, Planet of the Apes movie connections; Mark Hawthorne former NYT reporter on homeless calendar; how news stories are chosen in mainstream, tech journalism “cheerleading”; ACC on third-party productions: “please, let us just do it ourselves”; JCD on podcast staff, history of radio advertising, CBS vs NBC blue and red networks

1:42:19 VoidZero running the infrastructure pro bono. Paul Couture’s Art Generator, JCD story on kid drawing teacher caricature; Sir Jeff Smith jingles, JCD on creativity constipation; virtuoso screamer John Fletcher; Secret Agent Paul jingle list; “yeah, no” verbal quality control; No Agenda for sanity; Kony 2012 producer Jason Russell running around naked in San Diego; hipster San Francisco “foodie underground” cupcake contest, JCD: “who wants to eat a cupcake, it’s a starch bomb”; Hands Across America, turning off lights for Earth Hour

2:00:04 Taylor Swift in No Agenda history, “the problem that I was having with the solo is that it, like, it’s getting a little noodly”; JCD names six Green Day songs

2:05:42 ACC: how long can No Agenda continue; The Larry David Show; anticipating vs dreading doing the show, Kaiser Permanente vs Brittany Maynard suicide enlightenment, Aunt Meg: “patriots”; articulation vs revelation; Charles Koch, anti-Vietnam libertarian, reviled by liberals; Koch ghost town

2:14:15 Concerns about podcast licences, “lawful content”; JCD: “I think you should do a product”

2:17:16 Geraldo Rivera on pot legalization: “maybe the bloom is off the bud”, ACC the weed expert, JCD the air pollution expert; Charlie Rose to Elizabeth Edwards: “why is sexual affairs so big deal?”; Gordon Brown: “next to Obama Beach we join President Obama in paying particular tribute to the spectacular bravery of American soldiers who gave their lives on a... on Omaha Beach”

2:21:02 The bat signal: #pocketnoagenda “we’re live” tweet; noagendastream.com countdown

2:24:17 Jingles work; ACC will be in Mexico, mass graves clip cut short for Ms. Micky’s benefit
Sir Thomas Nussbaum presents “Sponsored Content”  
(2014-12-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is he talking about? You don’t get a time out!” (1:12:50)
0:00:32 JCD under Argentine ant attack, Scripto butane lighter countermeasures, corpse architecture
0:04:20 Two more of ACC’s friends dead on Facebook; JCD’s “perfect breakfast” tweet
0:12:04 Megatron anti-selfie crusade: “you will not receive a selfie so long as you stand before me!”
0:14:35 ACC “we will see North Korea being very, very dangerous” quote from Show 677
0:18:56 Obama signs cyber-sharing bill: “I wish they’d spoken to me first”, Michael Linton: “to sort of rehearse for a moment the sequence of events”; Texas freshman Will Hurd chairing intelligence subcommittee, Libertad Act of “1986”, “that’s my background, that’s my expertise”
0:35:17 Producer e-mail: North Korea plus insiders, Bain Capital housecleaning in Sony; Imageworks digital division moved to Vancouver for tax reasons, crap movies, low morale; PBS on Hitler stopping Charlie Chaplain, “melting its hard drives”; David Brooks: “they’re out there all alone”; Obama on self-censorship, The Prophet (1976), Juan Williams firing, ACC Madonna story, NYT editors blind to self-censorship
0:47:53 Josh Barro “neoliberal”: “I think they should seize The Interview by eminent domain and release it”, “show it in post offices”; FBI statement: “Sony’s been a great partner in the investigation”, Sony hacked 56 times in last twelve years; CNN on Korean response: “it can prove its innocence without using any torture methods”; Park Geun-hye’s recent reunification talk; Matt to Psaki on Innocence of Muslims: “there is a history of movie criticism ... from this building”, “allegedly leaked e-mails”; Obama compares Boston marathon to “cyber-hackers”, “cyber-vandalism”; Obama’s time-out before fourth quarter, “Seth Rogen and James Flacko”

1:03:11 Producer Segment
1:26:11 Libertad Act of 1996, Obama hobbled without congressional intervention
1:27:45 Tony Abbott: “the delicate balance between freedom and security might have to shift”; mass stabbing; 2014 Foreign Fighters Bill “control orders”, ten year sentence for travel to a “declared area” like al-Raqqa, “advocating terror”, passport suspension, whole-family visa cancellation
1:35:35 1500 more troops to Iraq; ISIS rebranded as Daesh; 2010 60 Minutes on IED detonation via “new and secret technology”; Ash Carter focused more on Southeast Asia than Middle East
1:42:36 “Putin hates gays” meme resurrected; Apple price hike in online sales due to ruble volatility; IKEA run; Kim Jong-un to visit next year for pipeline talks
1:47:55 Jack Lou: retirement and disability funded for 19 years, disability alone only for two; rich-poor gap at all-time high; 60 Minutes: Tom Coburn “godfather of the Tea Party” on Obama: “I just love him as a man”; Colorado pot legalization lawsuit by Nebraska and Oklahoma

1:56:49 The Guardian sponsored content: “sponsored by” vs “brought to you by” vs “supported by”

2:12:18 Donation Segment: iOS podcast app top client
2:27:13 Uncle Don’s Goldman Sachs contract; to Regional News Network on outsourcing torture to “two yahoos” for $80M, “we’re lousy torturers”; Canadian Maher Arar tortured by CIA
2:35:43 Snowden, German pop icon; Berlin the “honeypot city”; Snowden’s missing teeth
2:40:20 New York double cop-killer “suicide”, Sharpton in White House; police union back-turning
2:44:00 Jeh Johnson on “removal priorities”: “we’re offering people the opportunity to come out of the shadows, submit to a background check, and be held accountable”, JCD: “oh, I’m in Hitler’s Germany, I can now change my name back to Rabinowitz”
Sir Reeshmeister Presents “Self-Starterism”  (2014-12-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Six-pound rodents!” (2:13:00)
0:00:33 JCD British Parliamentary booing evergreen
0:01:27 ACC & Ms. Micky divorce story resurrected by *De Telegraaf*, ACC: “I look even goofier”
0:05:54 ACC: “you were right” on Fox “trannies”
0:06:29 Dershowitz: Sony hack a “war on Christmas”; Caroline Baylon on malware black market; 7000 layoffs at Sony digital; *The Interview* brought up by media, bogus “Konglish”, dialect differences; ACC to Don Gregg: have Kim Jong-un promote film; FBI 99% certainty; Zakaria on getting “back in”, Rather: “finding a way to get this movie out … is now imperative”; Zakaria: “what is the message ISIS is going to take from this?”; hard-coded paths and passwords
0:22:22 Mitnick peddling his wares; Jay Carney: “President Obama and other leaders should speak out for the First Amendment”; 9/11 type attack meme; Burnett: “act of war” vs Stuxnet; Gingrich: “America has lost its first cyber-war”, Carl Bernstein on capitulation; Buck Sexton “on American soil” meme-fest, “it’s a god day for tyranny, a bad day for freedom”
0:38:46 Probable reaction to an Obama assassination film; Japanese hate Koreans; Cuban arms shipment to North Korea, scaring corporations into information sharing, word “encryption” never used; insurance policy against downsizing, JCD: “USB 3.0 will really pull stuff down fast”
0:52:20 Producer Segment: Texas ISIS Ford F250 story; David Foley deckthehousemusic.com
1:06:08 *NCIS* LA: “this bug could crash the entire nation’s grid for weeks”
1:07:34 Cuba: July 2014 Russian $34bn debt write-off, possible oil deal not mentioned; producer predicts increase in anti-US propaganda, corruption, prostitution; anonymous spy barely mentioned; Obama on credit cards; Canadians buying up real estate
1:17:39 Putin monthly three-hour live podcast: *BBC* Cold War question, Putin’s declawed bear analogy, asked “do you have love”, hot girlfriend Alina Kabaeva; effect of ruble collapse on EU; Eurasian Economic Union kicks off in January, timing of oil price collapse
1:33:08 Lindt attack: Ali Soufan on flag confusion, “bin Ladenism”; AU $10bn over budget presented at same time: Morell: “it shouldn’t surprise people when this happens here sometime over the next year or so, guaranteed”; Philip Mudd: “if you want to try to find those guys, have a good time because I don’t know how you do”; ABC running Radio Liberty footage; humorless Mudd on Colbert; Maajid Nawaz to Pooper: lone wolves vs “phenomenon of the atomization of self-starterism”; five-year-olds being trained for combat in Syria; scorpion bombs; McCain on Pakistan school attack: “it’s going to be a lot worse unless we leave a force behind”, “Taliban inflicting more of these kinds of hee-nous outrageous attacks and murder and mayhem”
1:57:07 “So you’re looking for a job in national security” ad from theintelligencecommunity.com
1:59:08 Bush 43 Switzerland trip scrubbed for fear of torture arrest; *Vice* torture psychologist interview
2:00:28 Donation Segment: Kickstarter TAPR amateur radio videls
2:12:05 Six-pound rat in New York City
2:13:06 The *juris doctor* take on anonymous voting reducing corporate influence on committees
2:14:46 Toys-R-Us layaway meme spreading, “a Pennsylvania Walmart”
2:15:40 Kony Invisible Children outfit spent all their money, shutting down
2:17:56 $75 *Breaking Bad* tours in Albuquerque
2:19:45 Nebraska school document: twelve easy steps to gender inclusiveness, “gendered space”
2:30:11 IPCC Lima all-nighter result: a lame “framework”
2:33:08 Lee to Psaki on Turkey in NATO: “there’s a lot of things enshrined in a lot of constitutions”
Sir London Foley Presents “Lustration” (2014-12-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “You’re an automatic chick magnet.” (1:56:53)
0:00:32 JCD “slippin’ and slidin’”, Greenpeace signs
0:01:10 H.4681 Intelligence Authorization Act section 309, Procedures for the Retention of Incidentally Acquired Communications, including “electronic storage”, “not otherwise authorized by court order”, five year limit extendable under “imminent” threat, 30 day reporting limit; 31% govttrack prognosis; author Mike Rogers
0:10:35 Hayden to Tapper on rectal rehydration: “stop, stop, that was a medical procedure”, “Jake, I’m not a doctor and neither are you”; Shields, Brooks on News Hour: “it wasn’t just CIA, it was the whole country”, Woolsey: “I think it would be ridiculous of them not to inform the Congress of some major step like this”; CIA throwing Feinstein under the bus; Rockafeller: “we couldn’t talk to each other on the way back from one of those meetings”; NSA retaliation against CIA; Don Gregg letter to NYT on CIA as jailkeeper and interrogator, implicating Bush & Cheney; RT on 66 countries with secret prisons
0:32:13 Obama’s required yearly report to Congress on use of War Powers Resolution
0:38:43 Producer Segment: Pseudonymous Order of Pugner knighthoods
1:13:46 London NATS flight plan filing “glitch”, Richard Deacon: “we’re going to be moving more towards internet-based systems which are … much more resilient”; National Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure Protection Act cyber-sharing information and analysis centers; section 205 prohibition on collection for “the purpose of tracking an individual’s personally identifiable information”; JCD on do-nothing Congress: “nothing could be better”
1:30:11 “Gilen’s flatline” on Jon Stewart; Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, House Committee of the Whole, electronic voting machines, emergence of lobbying groups; secret ballot debate
1:49:17 Toys R Us anonymous layaway payoff native ad; Massachusetts $20k mass payoff
1:56:56 Sony Pascal & Rudin e-mail apologies; ACC: “this is Sony being taken down”
2:01:21 Ex-banker over drinks to ACC on Dodd-Frank derivatives analysis
2:05:08 India/Russia $100bn oil, gas, nuclear, military deal; RT on South Stream alternative with Turkey; Ukraine purge of former regime “lustration”, Interior Minister: “don’t behave like savages, Ukraine is a European country”; Erdoğan’s alternative media shutdown; Ukrainian French Ambassador on censorship: “it’s the matter of making this message more efficient”, NATO “the best collective security organization in the world”; Turkey not playing ball vs ISIL; is there an Archduke Ferdinand type trigger? ACC: Erdoğan assassination
2:18:56 Donation Segment
2:27:49 ISIL rape and sex slave manual found on “jihadi web site” distilled into slick animation, “window into the ISIS organization”, blurry voiceover, “the living Hell that these female slaves are living through”; Kobani footage with sweetened audio loop with ricochets; TRAC/Quilliam Kassig video analysis: $200k budget, continuity errors, ACC: “yeah, it’s for the director’s cut”; trackingterrorism.org promotional video, Beecham Group connections
2:46:32 Elizabeth “big talker” Warren “the liberal wing’s newest star”
2:48:02 Italian anti-austerity protests; Spanish protest restrictions; Hungarian PM on drug testing
2:51:27 TOR blog post anti-harassment statement: “we don’t endorse online or offline abuse”
2:54:54 Greenpeace Peruvian hummingbird defacement scandal; Sony hackers promise Christmas gift
2:57:09 Millennial drone operators: “you drink a lot and that’s pretty much how you deal with it”
3:01:52 Candy Crush playing member of British Parliament, photographer to be investigated
677  99 Lines of Code (2014-12-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Uh, your babe.”
0:00:32  Stormageddon skit, some metal flashing torn off JCD’s house
0:05:36  LeBronGate; CosbyGate: somnophilia
0:08:45  Mistake-filled Newsletter; JCD’s 60 clips; “what do you think, Wolf Blitzer?” evergreen
0:12:07  Torture report: everyone spewing the same talking points; week beginning Wednesday December 10 declared Human Rights Week; Fox/PBS “torture is good” clip medley; “tonight Americans at home and abroad are at greater risk than they were 24 hours ago”, “Khalid Sheikh Muhammad getting some water splashed in his face”; rectal feeding; Don Gregg: why was CIA told to do this in the first place, the CIA: Tenet/Goss/Hayden op-ed: Ari Melber: “sometimes in war you do war crimes”; Lawrence Wilkerson on Phil Mudd’s meddling: “these people lied in my presence, they lied to Condy Rice”; Feinstein report redactions; Wilkerson on al-Libbi torture intelligence later recanted

0:32:06  Hayden’s new eye-blinking tic; Rodriguez indictment fears; 6M documents instead of interviews; Richard Engel on Sharpton: “I think the country went rogue”; Brooke CNN: Putin wouldn’t release this kind of report, “vacation domestically” recommendation; Major Garrett to Earnest on timing of report; $1.1T spending bill eclipsed; Leahy anecdote on spook joggers; Hayden: “lying is intentionally misleading someone”
0:56:45  Selling arms to Poland; Don on lack of CIA whistleblowers, John Kiriakou; Col. Jack Jacobs subtle threats on Senate floor immunity; NDAA folded into appropriations bill, “buying back the sequestration”; Obama: “don’t throw stones in glass houses” as Biblical reference
1:10:17  Producer Segment: nine-cent checks from Flint, MI
1:19:08  Hour of Code promotion; code.org donor list; public school brain drain, prison conduit
1:36:15  Appropriations bill: Boehner promised 72 hour bill posting; tenfold increase in donation cap; DoJ anti-heroine taskforce; Kerry wants new AUMF
1:45:41  ACC’s body camera federalization revisited; BET question to Obama on “dealing with white privilege”; Center for American Progress Aisha Mills: “every single poll shows this ... white people are running away from Barack Obama”; Holder’s Institute of Justice, justice opposite of poverty meme; Obama: “we’re going to provide more to folks who are doing the right thing and we’re going to be investigating folks who are not doing the right thing”; Eric Holder on “court enforceable consent decree”; Obama: “national problem that’s going to require a national solution”, civilian national security force; JCD on law enforcement vs policing
2:07:26  Dutch Mocro Mafia crime wave over cocaine shipment
2:11:01  Donation Segment: Angela Kumbera’s anonymous gift; JCD’s Fox “tranny” theory
2:26:01  New belt outside Van Allen belt, Apollo “didn’t linger”; anonymous note on dumpstered Saturn V documents; JCD Dell publishing art story, Silicon Spin tapes in basement
2:32:50  Dominique Strauss-Kahn to head National Bank of Ukraine; Poroshenko to investigate critics
2:34:06  First Look social media reported.ly team; Megyn Kelly rap cadence
2:39:16  NPR: 70% of parents would take kid out of daycare if 25% unvaccinated; JCD on indemnification like gamma irradiation promoting negligence; federal fund for vaccine victims
2:47:07  Benjamin Edelman vs Szechuan Garden over four dollars; leaked Sony e-mails
2:51:48  Brennan: no useful information from torture; why do it if it doesn’t work meme, JCD: sadists
0:00:00 JCD: “A threatening note in broken English.” (1:32:08)
0:00:33 JCD to take up fabric dyeing; Pantone “marsala” #955251
0:04:37 JCD settles the butter refrigeration controversy
0:07:11 National Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day; Robert Kagan introducing McCain at FPI: “the least partisan person I know”; McCain: “I think the first thing we really need to address is sequestration”, “cyber issue continues to evolve”, Richard “beach access” Burr, Graham, Corker committee assignments; military cost overruns; “the beheadings had a huge effect on American public opinion”, “the American people need to be told”
0:26:04 Peter Pomerantsev on News Hour: “incredible mix of secret services and television producers”; Institute of Modern Russia link; Elementary: “the Trusted Traveler program you gave your prints to, it interfaces with our system”; info-weaponization meme, RT conspiracy theories
0:38:33 Hollande “impromptu” Moscow visit, Mistral carrier deal, House Resolution 758 urges NATO to buy the ships, “capable of being nuclear” meme; Mistral electronics theft; Max Keiser on Russian gold-for-energy; McCain warns Bulgaria off South Stream, Juncker: “we will not accept any blackmailing on energy matters”; more Resolution 758 disinformation
1:07:39 Producer Segment: JCD recommends Taylor’s Vintage Port
1:25:41 Ebola Czar Ron Klane is done
1:26:31 International Criminal Court drops all charges against Kenya’s President, Producer Paul: prosecution never asked for phone records
1:31:04 Threatening e-mail sent to Sony employees; “mundane, formulaic Adam Sandler films” memo
1:34:35 Ferguson: use of the terms “verdict”, “homicide”, ACC: “a hunting accident (hello Dick Cheney)”; body cameras, Federal Protective Service; France 24 take on New York riots; Melissa Harris-Perry on arson “not necessarily violent”; Chicago police radio Stingray reference
1:45:45 MH-17 victims seek UN investigation
1:48:17 The Matt & Marie Show: Psaki “hot mike” incident, Lee: “what you said says nothing ... it’s like saying well, we support the right people to breathe”, Psaki: “that Egypt line is ridiculous”
1:53:32 Spot the gaffe: David Brooks “yeah, no”, “y’know” analysis
1:56:46 Botched SEAL Team Six Luke Somers rescue; Somers worked for Al Jazeera; South African Gift of the Givers Foundation irked about Pierre Korkie death; Baghdad vicar Andrew White: “they chopped all their heads off”
2:11:13 New EU hero “Captain Euro”, David Cameron and the “F” Word “federal”
2:20:41 Donation Segment
2:27:20 Condoleezza Rice on NCAA playoff selection committee; women’s field hockey
2:30:10 Australian surveillance drones; ACC pilot license test sunbather story
2:33:18 Brain professor also got flu from the vaccine; CDC apology plugging Tamiflu, Relenza
2:40:16 Candy Crowley fired; Marseilles homeless to receive ID cards and a yellow triangle
2:42:13 Lanza home to be given to Hartford, contents incinerated
2:43:54 David Cameron wants algorithms for social media terrorism policing
2:45:32 Cop cut off after raising Garner chokehold as a felony; supervising sergeant also black
2:47:35 EU to allow GMO crop bans; giant white truffle auction, Chinese bid turned down
2:50:52 Tech news: Merkel calls for “fast lanes”; Ashton Carter directed energy weapon research; Saturn V rocket blueprint search
2:54:29 Obama’s sore throat CT scan; CVC’s acid reflux; generic drug prices skyrocketing

683
675 Aristocrats! (2014-12-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Buy the gas from us but you must also buy a rug.” (1:25:03)
0:00:34 Race war finally achieved; de Blasio urges nonviolent protest over Garner chokehold; Democracy Now: “burn this bleep down”; journalist jury duty disqualifications; Obama: “making sure that we have a country in which everybody believes in the core principle that we are equal under the law”; $263M for cameras & training, Seattle ditched body cams, Taser stock price up; taxpayer-funded lawsuit settlements; 3/5 a person meme, Mychal Smith foundational racism quote revisited, Constitution Article 1 Section 2 “three fifths of all other persons”
0:22:28 PBS America Reframed on St. Louis projects: “twelve thousand people were originally jammed into these 33 buildings”, “we’re giving you money; we want to be able to control you”; men not allowed to live with families; ACC: “we don’t have a radio and there’s no Jews in the basement”; Ben Carson defends “Nazi Germany” to Brolf; New Black Panther Party, Muslims for Ferguson courtesy of CAIR; upcoming Selma movie, JCD: “thanks Oprah, good work”; Russell Simmons’ manager; Sheriff David Clarke “this pissed me off” on Eric Holder
0:44:45 Cosby portrayed as white-privileged; ubiquitous drugging suggests necrophilia, Tennessee Williams’ New York necrophiliac sex club; Jimmy Savile accusations
0:52:13 Producer Segment: In Flight UTC watch
1:07:13 Putin’s State of the Union: “even in a situation when certain governments are trying to erect something like a new iron curtain around Russia”; new Ukrainian Finance Minister Natalie Jarosko a US citizen, USUBC’s USAID connection; South Stream pipeline to run straight into Turkey & Greece, Erdoğan’s joke about joining Shanghai five; Murmansk prostitute price hike; Turkish over-9% inflation rate
1:30:11 Ashton Carter Secretary of Defense candidate instead of Lieberman; A-10 Warthogs to go to Middle East; NATO meeting on ISIL strategy, Iranian airstrikes, “aging F-4 Phantom jets”; new ISIL warnings to service-members, “no indication of a specific threat or target” as usual, JCD: “this is an insult to the American soldier”; Khorasan Group theories; World Food Program out of money, no support for Syrians, WFP debit cards, Safeaway in Jordan, JCD: “how can we make money off of refugees? wow”; Red Cross $2.2bn blood shenanigans
1:44:11 Toyota to sell hydrogen-powered cars, $4.3M refueling stations; Transatomic Power “waste-annihilating molten salt reactor” WAMSR; gasoline tax increase douchebaggery; 60 Minutes Chernobyl propaganda vs Pandora’s Promise
1:52:54 Donation Segment: JCD on EnerGel pens; 12/13/14 “Insta-Knight Presents” title proposal
2:04:54 Second Half of Show: Orion launch scrubbed until tomorrow, NASA video: Van Allen belts “an area of dangerous radiation”, “we must solve these challenges before we send people through this region of space”, 3600 vs 238k miles, loss of tapes and blueprints
2:11:59 Obama at NIH: virus cloning “gel electro… uh… phoresis”; BRAIN Initiative, Adam Voorhes University of Texas brain book Malformed, connection to stolen brains hoax, powerHouse publisher of Vice Photo Book; Shane Smith, Jeff Jarvis on buying “distressed media assets”
2:23:44 You Never Die Twice drone report, on three attempts to kill each high-value target
2:27:56 Assad statement on ground troops needed against ISIL
2:30:06 Snap elections in Sweden because of UKIP-like Sweden Democrats; FRA spying on Russia
2:34:46 Venezuelan opposition leader Maria Machado investigated over Presidential assassination plot
2:35:57 British guidelines on criminal online posts, “grossly offensive, indecent, obscene, or involve the communication of false information … which results in adverse consequences”
674 Non-linear War (2014-11-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Absolutely. Let’s get some dirt on this and show that it’s bogus.”
0:00:37 Idiotic web IQ quiz; take survey to read article; sweetened Theresa May “powers we need, powers we need” clip
0:03:11 Everyone back at home base, ACC back in TSA good graces; ACC’s interesting Uber driver from Ethiopia; U.C. Davis professor: “the American dream is an illusion”, published by CFR
0:09:31 Red Book: Afghan “bird bomb” shootdown
0:11:47 Looney Tunes “yeah yeah yeah”; Newsroom global warming meme-bomb: “the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has passed a long-feared milestone”, “poison gas”, Kaplan 91 revisited; World Bank “new climate normal” mitigation report, Potsdam Institute, “do not necessarily reflect” disclaimers
0:24:03 US asylum for 969 Russian gays, Radio Free Europe’s James Kirchick: “horrific anti-gay legislation that Vladimir Putin has signed into law”, FPI fellow; Institute of Modern Russia: Kremlin “weaponizes” information, culture, money, “Kremlin Tool Kit” chapter, “non-linear war”, disinformation rating scale via NGO, “charter of acceptable and unacceptable behavior”, counter-disinformation editors, libel fund, Kirchick on strained German-American relations, RT “conspiracy theories”
0:49:18 European Council on Foreign Relations “Regime change in Russia” memo; Russian oil consultant on South Stream: “without Russian gas, the situation in Europe will be extremely difficult”; Sergey Lavrov: West using sanctions for regime change; Finnish producer: Putin always on front page; Uncle Don on his Putin portrayal
1:04:18 Producer Segment: JCD’s NPR podcasting interview
1:33:24 Elvira King on Ferguson cleanup; Keystone pipeline runs under Ferguson; “hands up don’t shop”, Oakland transit shutdown; Keystone FOIA requests; Austin vest shooting
1:40:43 Hagel kicked out by Susan Rice over memo; Michèle Flournoy’s Center for a New American Security, Red Book: Lieberman for Secretary of Defense; McCain’s al-Baghdadi Twitter photo
1:51:34 Woman’s finish line screech; millennials in medicine, video streams and happy hour, “we absolutely consult Wikipedia, not the library, to find the most up-to-date medical research”; patient sharing
1:59:05 Kerry on American refusal to pay ransoms; botched Bergdahl ransom attempt; Foley’s mother on information vacuum; JCD: “Bill Gates is kidnapped by a terrorist group. The world’s richest man. What happens?” ACC: “fuck him!”
2:03:32 Moldova EU vs Russia referendum; Swiss gold repatriation bill; Obama nesting doll with Jarrett, Michelle, Michelle’s mom, Kerry’s head, Power
2:07:26 Pope Francis to European Parliament: Europe a barren grandmother; MSNBC on Brittany Maynard euthanasia, California law: “they seem to go with Catholic religion”
2:13:05 Tech news: Apple price hike in Russia; article on Taibbi/Omidyar woes
2:16:55 Donation Segment
2:26:55 Chinese pollution B-roll vs sandstorms
2:32:25 World AIDS Day, National Impaired Driving Prevention Month
2:33:56 “Three sticks of butter” Thanksgiving according to Calorie Control Council
2:35:12 David Pook on Common Core: “the reason why I helped write the standards … is that as a white male in society I’ve am given a lot of privilege that I didn’t earn” (CotD)
673 Imperial News (2014-11-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Apparently I’m an idiot.”
0:00:34 JCD live, 2100 miles from Ferguson; ACC, JCD, & Aric the Shill all on the road
0:02:06 JCD’s slightly abbreviated Thanksgiving deconstruction; Obama “Mac and Cheese” pardon, “food and clothes to wear”; Presidential Proclamation: “a group of pilgrims left their homeland”, slick “native tribe who extended a hand to a new people” immigration reference; JCD: “he’s avoiding the fact the Mexicans are here to kill us!”, “country of immigrants” meme; epic Obama stammering at coordinated hecklers, back to prompter for “I just took an action to change the law, that’s point number one”, “it doesn’t make much sense to yell at me right now”; on stay-at-home parents: “that’s not a choice we want Americans to make”
0:25:44 Obama “as many of you know, a verdict came down” Ferguson flub; Tapper, Pooper, Williams, Lemon on scene; Lemon “fuck CNN!”, stoned or not stoned, “obviously there’s the smell of marijuana in the air as well”; Dutch coverage: “Americans = racist bastards”; Tamir Rice shooting; Giuliani on “training the community”; St. Louis investigation takeover; 100 SWAT raids daily, Rise of the Warrior Cop; Farrow: “incendiary announcement” vs “burn this bitch down”; Mychal Smith: “the foundation of this country is racism and white supremacy”
0:51:53 Ms. Micky in L.A. asks JCD about best wine with turkey: recent beaujolais
0:53:52 Producer Segment: JCD recommends Birdman; amateur radio “clear on your final”
1:22:20 Brian Williams Ferguson intro: “there are still shell casings here underfoot”; Zwarte Piet anger; cops shooting dogs meme; NBC “Imperial News” music; Ferguson = Baghdad; Federal civil rights case or civil lawsuit; Sharpton: “Michael Brown will not be remembered for the ashes from buildings burned in Ferguson”; grand jury as prosecutorial “punting”
1:39:22 DoD “unlawful enemy combatants” now “unprivileged enemy belligerents”, “retained personnel”, “civilian internee”, ACC: “FEMA camps, bring it on!”; Hagel resignation, conflict with Susan Rice, Uncle Don on NYT article: “I had sensed all the things that it alluded to during Hagel’s tenure: too bad”; “twerp” not a reflection on stature; Michèle Flournoy opts out
1:53:51 Theresa May on proposed Gitmo Nation East antiterrorism legislation: “we must have the powers we need to defend ourselves”
1:58:28 Catch the gaffe: AC/DC drummer Phil Rudd “the six-year old”
1:59:30 Juncker’s €315bn road-building plan, investment “third lung”; Haiku Herman’s farewell tour, bronze bust; High Dutch speaking elites in the Netherlands
2:09:21 Donation Segment
2:29:24 The new diagnosis du jour: sluggish cognitive tempo
2:32:46 JCD The Wolf of Wall Street, Birdman plug; Tuesday toilet clog; Ms. Micky a Katherine Heigl look alike, State of Affairs: Russia will “shop the rest of that intel to Iran, to North Korea”; Pyongyang anti-US demonstration, UN human rights report: abuse “exceeds all others in duration, intensity, and horror”
2:38:45 New mission in Afghanistan: fighting the Taliban: “white heroin” warnings in Amsterdam
2:40:54 “Discussions about topics that get a little heated at the dinner table” good for kids, JCD: “No, it’s about, who was that slut you were with last night?”, gay Canadian television
2:44:29 Cowardly Lion, Casablanca piano auction; New Jersey bill: lying = rape (CotD)
2:52:09 Gates, Buffet benefit from rail oil transport, John Fletcher “Buffet!”
2:54:36 Hot Russian spy Anna Chapman on maneuvers with Russian tank unit
2:56:48 New York Times net neutrality video: “all packages must be delivered at the same rate”
672 Taboose (2014-11-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, right, you probably stunk.” (2:07:43)
0:00:31 ACC in the Netherlands an hour early on the live stream, JCD off North after the show, JCD suggests early start “for your sake”; the Netherlands grey tunnel; ACC at Wagamama with CVC, Polish servers, ACC: “how’s that visa situation?”; trashy Uber Austin airport trip; “sky partner”, “KLM Pearl”, JCD’s TSA; Røde Procaster as C-4 canister or dildo
0:12:03 Sinclair Lewis’ Babbitt; P.O. box junk mail; L. Ron Hubbard’s The Science of Survival
0:16:29 Dutch newspapers on secret gold reserve repatriation, Red Book: retaliatory gold price drop; Dutch board game, electric car advertisements; Poke & PIN dollar vs euro: $1.2386 vs $1.2952 scam, still requires signature, no PIN, ACC: “the Starbucks girl was really funny”
0:24:19 The war on chicken: avian flu in Netherlands, “farmers are biting their nails ahead of the make-or-break Christmas season”, 11-year avian flu cycle, not burning carcasses yet
0:29:23 Countdown reunion photo shoot for cheap Veronica magazine; economy-class downsizing
0:33:45 Producer Segment: Aftermath film; Dos Equis & Dutch dominatrix
0:46:36 Al-Shebab executions for those unable to recite Koran; Curry family Psalm 121 going-away prayer; Tournette’s neat-freak OCD; British beheading plot suspects
0:53:09 UKIP wins another seat; “Single Supervisory Mechanism” Haiku Herman’s last gasp: “revolution in Europe’s financial architecture”, JCD: “I’m surprised they’re not pinning medals on each other”; “we must put aside tabooose”; Germany on Merkel NSA spying: “never mind”
1:03:24 Disney Jr. salute to military: JCD: “I like to play with my dad and call him a Russian?”; Halifax “Fortress North America” trade show with McCain, “largest Congressional delegation ever”, ISIS a “direct threat to the United States of America and that of course means Canada as well”; RT needling on Serena Shim vs cement truck in Turkey, World Food Program connection; Biden promises more humanitarian aid; Shim’s minimalist past-tense Wikipedia article; Red Book: Erdoğan assassination; French jihadists, internet “prize hunting ground”
1:38:39 Uber Sarah Lacy story broken by Lyft investor Buzzfeed; ACC on slave taxi business; 40-year cycles and the decline of hitchhiking, JCD Tahoe motorcycle hypothermia story; France vingt-quatre on petition against dating coach Julien Blanc
1:51:56 Immigration Executive Action: “prosecutorial discretion” absent from posturing; Juan Gonzalez on “temporary resolution”, Republicans “anti-immigrant, anti-women, anti-poor, anti-women”; Task Force on New Americans, “felons not families” discretion, DHS Brownshirts, Cheng Life and Death in Shanghai, Lewis It Can’t Happen Here, Ms. Micky’s border checkpoint run-in; JCD Canadian flu shot story
2:13:33 Lauren Smith’s moral self-licensing essay follow-up
2:15:42 Donation Segment
2:29:12 Academic paper on No Agenda gender roles: JCD “assumes the role of the placating husband”; stammering and tongue clicking
2:39:32 Vice story on Fukushima radiation “continuing and serious concerns”, coverup meme, “radiation levels 168 times worse than Hiroshima”; Atomic Rod on Cs-137; Vice worth $8bn?
2:52:01 Anthony Bourdain in Paris tweeting food selfies (CotD)
2:55:16 Prosecutors urged to stop foot-dragging and question Assange in London
2:58:03 Tech news: SPDY reaction; Bitcoin billionaire saves OpenBSD; Li-Fi; WhatsApp “blue dot”
671  White House Moat  (2014-11-20)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’m shakin’ in my boots now.”  (0:42:06)
0:00:34  ACC’s wind machine on-location news summary
0:01:47  The Bill Cosby hit job: drugged women waking up exactly when being undressed; Ferguson and Zwarte Piet connection; Cosby removal needed to propagate a race war; I Spy intelligence connection; Cosby’s half-million-per-night earnings story
0:07:22  ACC once again denied TSA Pre✓, useless tweet reply
0:12:25  Don Lemon to Joan Tarshis on “the using of the teeth”, ACC: “thanks, Don, for the tip”
0:16:10  And Now Back to Real News: NBC attributes warming lull to small volcanic eruptions; White House “ask Dr. H” questions for Holdren, toolkit.climate.gov; IBM Watson at NOAA
0:22:52  Keystone pipeline vote: Barbara “I need a ride home” Boxer’s Photoshopped refinery with impossible black smoke, “the dirtiest oil that we know of”, “all we hear is jobs jobs jobs”, “big oil, big coal, or the Koch brothers”; clueless Elizabeth Warren interrupted by Lakota prayer: “Sergeant at Arms will restore order”
0:36:33  Chambliss on Leahy amendment telecom metadata access: “thousands of opportunities for the privacy rights of Americans to be breached”, “if it’s Americans they’re trying to recruit, we can find out about that”, ACC: “John, are you committed to jee-had?”; NSA blackmail
0:45:05  Six-hour Uncle Don talk: NSA “take everything” culture, Snowden empathy; Pacific Century Institute for business with North Korea, serious about tourism; Matthew Todd Miller “spook wannabe”; Gregg a Kim Jong-un fan; Kerry: “the more you know the guy the less I like him”
0:56:28  Producer Segment: new John Fletcher “Black Pete!”, “Bill O’Reilly!” clips
1:12:19  Uncle Don: Kerry derailed leap day agreement, US upcoming operational control pullout, “military-industrial complex”; Obama takes credit for Bae release through Clapper; “tortured some folks” outrage; Ms. Micky: “you know anybody in Panama?”; Kagans: “I don’t like ’em”; Russia building in North Korea, Russian patriotism, reckless NATO expansion; pre-baked China 2030 agreement; ISIS beheadings; Bobby Inman intro
1:32:26  Scorpion: “they had an override Word macro trigger to delete it”
1:35:00  Heidi Heitkamp: “over two million miles of pipelines in America today”; Sheldon Whitehouse: “you will see houses smashed to flinders”; Congressional Apple investments; Ed Markey: “we’re going to build a pipeline for the Canadians so they can use us as a straw?”; China tar sand investments; Jon Walsh on Montana oil “on-ramp”; James Bond pipeline pig
1:45:33  Upcoming film Boston Strong; cancelled ABC show Selfie; Congressional hearing on Secret Service: White House moat; Gwen Ifill on Washington school arming its officials
1:53:00  CNBC on Denver “a lot of people smoking a lot of pot”, “the reality is, it is a gateway drug”
1:53:55  Donation Segment
2:07:50  Peter/Abdul-Rahman Kassig beheading; SERA International, Conscience International, US-AID funding chain; Kassig affiliated with “killing machine” JSOC, McChrystal; Wes Clark on seven as Soviet client state cleanup; Iran to sell natural gas to EU via Azerbaijan; Halliburton to buy Baker Hughes; no gold in Ukrainian vaults; Polish apple industry suffering, Polish visas, ACC: DHS “Hitler-esque assholes”; Russia sanctions an attack on EU economy
2:38:29  “Sunday all Hell breaks loose” in Ferguson
2:39:13  Tech news: Über hit job, #deleteuber; Google SPDY; Robert Ballecer on internet meanness: “that explains Adam Curry”
2:49:12  Water to no longer be free in Ireland; Barbara Boxer NRC hissy fit; atomicinsights.com
670 Terrorist Narrative (2014-11-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I'm not superstitious, start the show over.”
0:00:32 ACC in New York, battling for connectivity; TSA: no Pre for you; Ranch Hand lubricant
0:09:14 ACC’s decent Uber experience in New York; forgotten mike mount; JCD’s travel checklist; Carole King musical Beautiful, “no photography!”; 1964 costume birthday party
0:18:29 “Hundred likes club”
0:22:18 Dutch Zwarte Piet protests; Verene Shepherd redux; protesters bussed in to Gouda from Amsterdam; Zwarte Piet Niet, other UN-backed organizations, Michael Brown’s parents in Geneva, committee against torture, policy of racial division; Anonymous exposing Ferguson KKK members; Russian photos of Ukrainian fighter shooting at passenger plane
0:39:01 Obama at G20 meeting; “the appalling shootdown of MH17”; Hollande handshake, Merkel on Putin’s side; Putin portrayed as blowing town early; Swedish spending on enhanced submarine tracking system; Hagel defense forum keynote: “we face the rise of new technologies, national powers, and non-state actors”; White House on “new weapons systems”; Cameron at G20: “extremist narrative” the root of terrorism
0:52:05 Producer Segment
0:59:15 Peter Kassig beheading video, obvious green screen; hi-res video from Site Intel Group, Rita Katz’ family persecuted by Saddam regime, undercover pro-Palestinian group investigations, interview on Denver ISIS girls: “what is very useful here is our jihadi database”, “they were able to import the war from the password-protected to the mainstream media”; Dempsey on ISIL as “bunch of midgets”, ACC Michael Jackson standing on crate story; bogus Syrian boy rescuing girl footage; attempt to untangle reasons for Saudi Arabian involvement
1:33:30 Donation Segment: attractive Croatian women; Sir Tom’s posthumous knighting
1:45:59 Robert O’Neill on O’Reilly, ACC; “oh, we threw him in the ocean because, y’know we didn’t want the Muslims to be angry, hey, how’d that work out?”; donating shirt, flag to “room where Osama was living”, “I was sort of on a stage to give an impromptu talk”; brick from bin Laden compound at 9/11 Museum; Bin Laden walkthrough
1:58:54 Philae comet lander update; Matt Taylor’s “misogynistic” shirt
2:04:31 Glenn Beck’s illness, actors’ ability to cry on demand; “disco ball” neurolinguistic programming, ACC’s Senseo belch, stop sign
2:09:55 Return of Feinstein-Chambliss Cybersecurity Info Sharing Bill, indemnification; Jim Langevin, Richard Clark, “deep dive”, self-destructing generators; CERT alert, Dudes named Ben on crappy Windows control systems; “non-state actors”, “aperture of vulnerability”
2:19:40 Presidential Memo to USAID on ebola contractor indemnification; Band Aid 30 press event with Bono; bleeding eyeball Twitter icon
2:26:53 “Do we have time for search warrants?” trailer; search warrant in missing girl lockdown
2:30:21 Juncker’s secret Luxembourg tax deals with companies; Catalonia pro-secession vote
2:34:35 ACC answers Dvorak-Horowitz question on insurance enrollment windows: “if the window was always open, you would more than likely not get insurance until something happened”; pet health insurance, minimum $350 vet bill; Ms. Micky’s thyroid medication
2:41:07 Dr. Kiki: “the thing that you … hope for is that you get a flu that will be dangerous for the average person”
669  Strategic Patience (2014-11-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “Throttle ’em! Let’s throttle ’em! Let’s throttle ’em!”
0:00:33  JCD: “there’s this strange liquid falling from the sky”; Michio Kaku on superstorm Nuri: “all Hell breaks loose”, “bombogenesis”, ACC: “that’s today, John, it’s peaking!”; CNN Carol spouts the 98% meme to Ron Christie on global cooling, “who’s your source, Rush Limbaugh?”; O’Reilly slips in “counter to most scientific opinion”, 31,487 scientists on petition; Climate Science Legal Defense Fund’s new executive director Lauren Kurtz; G20 in Brisbane after repeal of carbon tax; China climate and tariff deals, “doing nothing for sixteen years is politically unsustainable”, Michael Oppenheimer: “this is huge as far as I’m concerned”; CSLDF to prevent future Climategates
0:24:07  Xi Jinping’s precarious position: “Xi did well for himself”
0:27:25  David Sugarman organized Dennis Rodman trip to North Korea, “New York channel”; e-mail from Uncle Don, public radio interview, UN human rights report, “I’d rather talk to them than fight them”, “I was in and out of the White House in twenty minutes” with note from Kim Jong-Il, “strategic patience”
0:43:55  $1.4bn in missile sales to South Korea, 2015 defense handoff from US to South Korea; questions for Don, JCD: “you work for us now; you bring more basketball”; Russian patriotism
0:53:27  Al Jazeera: Russia lying about military involvement for domestic audience; Brolf: “Russian tanks and Russian troops are rolling across the border; Russia denies it”, Breedlove: “we see forces that are capable of being nuclear”; Russian bombers in the Gulf of Mexico, “provocative routes”, “tensions very, very high”
1:07:09  Producer Segment
1:18:13  Editor-in-chief John Cook leaving First Look Media, hot on Matt Taibbi’s heels; Greenwald obit quoting Scahill; JCD: “bring in somebody from TMZ”
1:28:15  Hawaiian anto-Obama “Dissapoint-mints”, “Lemon Flavored Eaves-drops”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz not answering Gwen Ifill’s “which is worse?”; ask Adam: “deep dive look”; Chuck Hagel’s face vs kitchen cabinet door
1:34:35  ACC depressed and drinking with Eric the Constitutional Lawyer over proposed net neutrality rules; Obama “buffering…” video: “there are no toll roads on the information superhighway”, ubiquitous “consumer” meme, no blocking if “the content is legal”, forum response on kiddie porn; encryption ban; no throttling, Netflix appliances; JCD’s Comcast bandwidth woes
1:54:50  “Last mile”, paid prioritization “slow lane” ban; AP: “consumer groups and content providers hailed Obama’s move”, JCD: “hail Obama!”; Ted Cruz: “net neutrality is Obamacare for the internet”; no free speech on ham radio, cable regulation an FCC goal; Ms. Micky’s brassiere options, Megan Kelly “Mike Huckabee who’s host of Fuck… of Huckabee”
2:09:57  Donation Segment: ACC: “ve haff vays of making favorite horses die!”, CNN Rachel Crane
2:26:47  JCD’s squeaky mike stand and Ranch Hand spray lubricant
2:28:00  Upcoming DSM entry orthorexia nervosa; “DDT truck” conversation with Ron & Peggy
2:34:40  American Dad “zoology” mispronunciation; Guess the Movie: Private School; ACC recommends Sex Tape
2:39:30  Ebola: Bob Geldof and Band Aid 30; DoD budget; Google & Facebook raising ebola money; ebola in Mali; Geldof on UN bankroll
2:46:20  Mexico on the brink of revolution, state congress building and presidential palace door torched, Mexican military “fancy ideas”; Tlatlaya massacre trial
668 Exploding Generator (2014-11-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “You guys are kind of entertaining but I’m out.” (2:03:16)
0:00:32 Taylor Swift Spotify kerfuffle; Soundcloud up and coming; record labels investing; “70% of all revenues” to the “music community” go to labels, songwriters get next to nothing
0:09:51 Wall Street Journal article with ACC; NPR Serial podcast $25-40 CPM, cost per mille; Podtrac an attempt at Nielsen-like numbers; ACC “I don’t have to have any meetings” quote
0:17:27 Veterans Day concert, Obama on stage with Willie Nelson; World Freedom Day; Roman Polanski saga, Hollywood anti-Poland sentiment source of repurposed Nazi “Polack” jokes
0:28:15 Robin Williams’ toxicology: no illegal drugs, no names disclosed; suicide linked to lowered inhibitions; no insight on Deutsche Bank suicide
0:33:55 Producer Segment: the “talk to all the lawyers” divorce strategy; dronelicense.com
0:47:32 Clapper involved in North Korea release of Matthew Todd Miller and Kenneth Bae; note from Obama, ACC: “Dear Kim, I’m in the shitter; please help me turn the news cycle away from my lameness”; Miller a spook; Free Kenneth Bae campaign’s David Sugarman a sports promoter; Red Book: basketball North Korea’s national sport
0:58:45 Soccer corruption; Lick Observatory funding; student loan Social Security garnishing; Eisenhower’s “military industrial academic complex”; IRS bank account withdrawals; private collections contractors; KSBW weather: “I wish the rain was pink” (CotD)
1:12:12 Evil clown attacks in France; Red Book: ISIS clowns
1:17:26 Google, NRG Energy Systems seeking Federal grant to pay off Federal loan; John Kutsch on solar cell costs and vulnerabilities: “I am at the fucking end of this shit”; solar collectors in the 1970s; German industry hurting from energy costs; World Vasectomy Day November 7th
1:28:16 Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit; Clapper on Russian dollar collapse plot; Martin Kaplan’s 91 shows redux; “they’ll recover, we won’t”; dollar creeping up against euro; J.P. Morgan Gazprom bond; Kerry on information exchange agreement: “we do have some disagreements about some of the facts on the ground with respect to Ukraine”; Russian government-linked “black energy” hacker attack on infrastructure, Homeland Security’s exploding generator, CERT has nothing on Russia, “implement policies requiring the use of strong passwords”; JCD predicts CSI Cyber: “you work dark alleys, I work the dark net”, “it’s not the perfect crime, it’s cyber-crime”
1:44:14 Clowns again: Steven King’s upcoming It remake
1:45:39 Tech news: Amazon Echo; NA Magic 8-Ball assistant “Dude”; vehicle kill switches, log-based ticketing; Governance magazine on States’ financial difficulty, Dutch poke-and-pin cabs
2:00:12 Donation Segment: ACC on EnerGel pens; $56.78 Tom’s posthumous knighthood donation
2:12:44 Stephen Cohen on “so-called Russian incursions”, “do we expect the Russians not to react?” to NATO buildup; specific mention of Sweden, possible Assange or North Korea connection; Philip Breedlove on “little more provocative flight path”; Catalonia’s illegal independence “referendum”; UK on Brexit plan for EU payment; yen and commodities down
2:24:52 Latvian foreign minister #proudtobegay; The Advocate person of the year: Hitler Putin
2:31:18 Another ISIS strike, al-Baghdadi possibly killed, ACC: “how may times are we going to kill this guy?”; Politico call for Jarrett firing
2:33:12 BBC on new end-to-end encrypted Android OS to chagrin of GCHQ; “techie guys”, 800k people had access to Snowden files
2:41:43 Fake bleeped word clip from Kimmel; Charlie Rangel on “dixiecrats” and slavery
2:48:33 ACC to play basketball with Ms. Micky, ACC: “I’m sure she knows how to dribble”
JCD: “These women don’t listen to the show.”

Explanation of “bat signal” forthcoming on Christmas meta-show; conversations that never make it on the show; ACC upcoming New York, Mexico trips, Europe “secret mission”

Berkeley large soda tax, doesn’t apply to diet, Rumsfeld aspartame connection; Molly Wood’s bamboo utensils; Greg Abbott new Texas Governor, legal open carry campaign

Election results: Republicans scared their way to victory; McCain to chair Armed Services Committee, FPI on “rebuilding” US military; 55% of Republican voters concerned about foreign policy; bogus inflation and unemployment numbers, Gwen ifill laughing at the shitizens; Van Jones “other America” voting; Michaela Pereira to Mia Love on “fair shot at getting a seat at the table”; Obama “drink with Mitch McConnell” before & after; prospects for Republican TPP support; Democrat female vote strategy; two new “weed” legalization initiatives

Ebola: BBC “soundseeing tour”, WHO numbers; Presidential $6.5bn ebola emergency appropriations request to Congress, positioning video with musical background; Psaki on Samantha Power’s “low risk” Africa tour, “hand washing protocols”; Dempsey: “they’re not health care workers”, “we did factor in science; physics is the science we factored in”, “major military operation, big things on a global scale”

Isha Sesay on Sierra Leone lockdown: “there are people dying of hunger because they can’t get out to the farms”, the fine art of listening, haircut meme; $6.5bn breakdown, $333M for Public Health and Social Services Emergency Fund, $2bn to USAID; Anthony Banbury, formerly regional director for arms-dealing World Food Program, Bob Geldof fundraiser, Burkina Faso military coup, rubblize areas around our oil, arming a-holes

ACC’s call from Wall Street Journal about Mailchimp

Ban Ki blunders: with Conchita Wurst in “Australia” Austria

Routing money through Luxembourg, “IKEA Bank”; Joe Kernen: “you have euros in Ireland?”

The Halloween scare story: meth Pixy Stix; “honey hash oil” explosion

Reuters Russian Steve Jobs memorial story debunked: it was broken

NSA head Admiral Mike Rogers on sharing vulnerabilities, NSA discovered Heartbleed and shared it with private sector, “you don’t have to tell anybody this came from NSA”; Kaiser Alexander’s financial disclosure forms, investing in NSA-related AT&T-related company

Agenda 21: theelders.org “pioneering women”, “changemaker”; Kerry: “that still wouldn’t be enough to counteract the carbon pollution coming from China and the rest of the world”; Christine Milne: “do you want death or do you want coal?”; Australia trip planning

William Engdahl on Syria’s refusal to sign agreement for US-favoring pipeline from Qatar; Unocal Trans-Afghanistan pipeline; Jason Calacanis “conspiracy theory” tweet

Nicaragua Canal opposition, Chinese going door-to-door with police, “no Chinos” signs

Hungary backpedals on internet tax; Spanish Google tax; Merkel giving up on keeping Great Britain in the EU; precious metals and oil down; Republicans and Democrats both bribed by natural gas lobby; Saudi Aramco hit

Brittany Maynard’s suicide, Compassion & Choices formerly Hemlock Society; Medicaid, Kaiser funding for study of reducing “unnecessary hospitalizations”; “dead mom” stories; distinguishing terminal illness and major depression; death industry up-selling
666  Slavery Enrollment Month  (2014-11-02)

0:00:00  JCD: (in tube) “Beyond stupendous!” (1:18:58)
0:00:36  Show 666 is here; ACC’s Halloween in “the ghetto”, “celebration of sluts”, 1970s Berkeley hookers, sexy ebola nurse
0:09:26  National {Slavery Enrollment College Application, Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness, Family Caregivers, Native American Heritage, Adoption, Entrepreneurship, Military Family, Diabetes, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience} Month; ACC Smokey Bear kit story
0:21:59  No Agenda Mark of the Beast song
0:23:05  Boko Haram update: girls now converted to Islam and married, ACC: “divorce our girls”
0:24:58  Antares Russian-made rocket explosion a self-destruct; amateur radio satellites on board; Virgin Galactic experimental fuel explosion, Ms. Micky approached by company, Joel Glenn Brenner on enthusiasm vs technology gap, “I don’t see them at least being able to carry anybody into space in the next ten years”; China’s unmanned lunar mission recovered
0:36:51  Dvorak-Horowitz on QE not really ending due to reinvestment; European interest rate 0%, euro dropping; JCD recommends Chinon wine in France
0:41:35  Elementary Sherlock Holmes pronunciation of “zoology” as “zoo-ology”
0:42:58  IPCC report just in time for the elections; billionaire Tom Steyer campaign; Graham Nash on Morning Joe: “I often wonder, don’t the Koch brothers have children?”; Ban Ki-moon: “three-cheese messages”, “science has a-spoken”; John Coleman on Reliable Sources, Weather Channel “cofounder”, “if you’re going to get the money, you gotta support their position”
1:08:07  Podcast renaissance, 99% Invisible Kickstarter, commuters sick of commercial-filled radio
1:12:11  Weather channel Coleman rebuttal: “the science is pretty clear about climate change”
1:15:35  Producer Segment: Art Generator makeover
1:42:23  Aeroflot naming new low-cost line Victory; Russian supermarkets doing well because of European food ban; Europe paying for Ukraine’s gas to keep Russian shutoff, ACC: “yes, people of Ukraine, you will have gas to heat your home, unfortunately your home will be a tent”
1:46:17  Tech news: IBM/Twitter Watson partnership: “the new natural resource, comparable in impact to coal to iron to iron ore”; Two Techies podcast propagating Apple “mid-seventies” 1990s post-Steve decline myth; FTDI USB controller chip driver bricking counterfeits; FCC hybrid common carrier plan backed by Mozilla Foundation; Condé Nast owns Ars Technica
2:13:22  Donation Segment: Mimi’s birthday
2:31:16  SARI radiationeffects.org letter on costs of Fukushima evacuation
2:34:27  Tim Cook outed years ago; “soften the blow” for Hillary & Huma, Red Book: Hillary out after series of high-profile outings
2:40:10  Castle clip: “you know the problem with anonymity, there is no accountability; it empowers cowards to be bullies”; Martin Kaplan “91 different television shows” revisited; buyout skit
2:46:43  Americans can’t get bank accounts overseas; German finance minister: “banking secrecy in its old form is obsolete”, 2017 transition, 2018 for Switzerland; difficulty and expense of wire transfers to offshore banks; Dutch “poke and PIN”, have to check out of transportation to stop the meter, no truly anonymous cards; ACC 15-year-old Dutch IRS tracking story
2:55:00  ACC: most recent Newsletter “one of the best pieces of work you’ve ever done”
2:55:56  Eric Frein love triangle, US Marshalls involvement; “getting your face shoved to the ground is a very small price to pay”
2:59:34  NSA SIGINT director Teresa Shea’s resignation

693
0:00:00 ACC: “Excuse me, we’re talking about quarantine from ebola, not haircuts!” (1:37:02)
0:00:36 San Franciscans burning down city over sports win; BitTorrent Sync plug; JCD on dismal Costco wine situation
0:06:42 Tech news: Tim Cook out of the closet; Red Book: government blackmail and Apple Pay sabotage over encryption; new FBI criminal procedure regulations on electronic search and seizure, ACC: “you can tweet: hey, we just searched your drive”
0:15:01 The sorry state of tech reporting: “suspicious cyber-activity” on White House network, “tip from an ally”, “Russian hackers”; Phoenix computer system: “people trying to access the web site in their internet-based system”; John McAfee the virus inventor, John Markoff taken of Morris worm story; DDoS to “get into the system”; Scorpion: “we’re accessing his car’s operational mainframe”, “raising engine temp”
0:34:59 CBS News president Rhodes’ brother counterterrorism director; Sheryl Atkinson’s iMac “wiping out files at hyper-speed”, no interviews until her book is released
0:40:31 Hungarian internet tax protests, South Stream pipeline hosting, Victoria Nuland: “the twin cancers of democratic backsliding and corruption”; Putin’s pancreatic cancer rumor; “startling” Russian flights over Europe; Russian hackers messing with White House; Psaki questioned on Valdai speech; Reagan dropped “evil empire” term after visiting, made Saudis drop oil to $10 per barrel; where did Ukraine’s IMF money go?
0:58:06 Producer Segment: NA artwork on checks; April Australia & New Zealand trip
1:18:22 Reflections on seven year anniversary; Shows 200 and 200.5
1:19:52 New York Times “where are the ebola patients?” article; WHO on ebola slowdown; Dr. Fauci on monkey vaccine development ten years ago, BARDA tasked with “biodefence medical countermeasures”, power to force vaccination; Johnson & Johnson in the game; Elizabeth Warren on Christie’s involuntary quarantine, “we put money into funding ebola”; Josh Earnest on military quarantine as haircut; oil in Congo; Gardasil FAQ: no reduction in cervical cancer
1:39:28 JCD’s scam e-mails from Comey, PayPal, scam@paypal.com, FBI has no such thing; McDonald’s anti-McDonald’s advertisement; McDonald’s infographic PR e-mails
1:44:05 University of California Bill Maher cancellation petition; European Muslim tinderbox
1:49:31 Turkey allowing Peshmerga; Chambliss: “killing them is the only option”; Frontline on Iraqi military collapse in Mosul; Michael Leiter: ISIS “going after jihadi cool”; Kaiser Alexander not playing along with Cavuto’s “loosen spying reins”; Feinstein on “lone wolf phenomenon”; Canadian on Rob Ford’s departure: “it’s like ISIS coming to Toronto!”; CSIS funding bill up for review at time of shooting; Wolf of Wall Street recommendation
2:12:32 Obama in Wisconsin: “you can vote all week!”; Rebel Pundit anti-Obama video; blacks too all-in Democratic to have any political clout
2:17:42 Donation Segment
2:26:41 Democracy Now guy kicked out of Urban Shield convention; Tsarnaev supposedly found via infrared camera, Coburn sets the record straight
2:31:55 Race = nationality meme; Martin Couture-Rouleau’s portrayal as racist; Farage the racist
2:38:56 Hagel at Atlantic Conference: “I think we are seeing a New World Order”
2:40:49 FCC’s Tom Wheeler letter on de-bundling cable and local content through legislation
2:48:00 Today Show at haunted Eastern State Penitentiary
2:53:00 Castle “it takes 20 minutes to reboot!”
664 Boss Ass Look (2014-10-26)

0:00:00 JCD (drunk voice): “Hey glad to see ya. Hell yeah!”
0:00:32 Seven-year anniversary cupcakes from Ms. Micky; Jack Bruce dead at 71; Henry Ford: “history is bunk”; daylight saving time in Europe, UTC leap seconds, ACC’s “UTC watches?”
0:07:18 Marysville, Washington shootings; KTLA violent news teasers; number 33 football jersey pictures; Russia Today on love triangle cousins; producer on Frybergs as a-holes; SWAT training held the day before, witness 594; more realistic than Sandy Hook
0:18:15 Caliphate in Canada, sports militarism “boss ass look”; “somewhere Obama bin Laden is laughing”, rumor of bin Laden’s body brought back; Peter King: “I don’t want to scare anybody, nobody should feel safe”, “we should not be politically correct” for Muslim shakedown
0:26:31 Chinatown tour bus guide berating Chinese: “fuck your little seafood fucking markets with your turtles and your frogs” (CotD)
0:30:07 Turkey not taking the Kobani bait; football tailgate at the border: “feeling that Turkey’s more comfortable with the Islamic State on its borders rather than any incarnation of a Kurdish state”; $2.77 gas in Texas; Wes Clark on Tavis Smiley, new book Don’t Wait for the Next War, top five list of challenges, comparing Putin to Hitler; Holocaust Museum Syrian atrocities exhibit, witness “Caesar” photos with no EXIF data, Chertoff on Museum board
0:46:57 Elections in Ukraine, Daily Beast “Ukraine Rebels Love Russia, Hate Gays, Threaten Executions” headline; Soros op-ed; Putin at Valdai Discussion Club: US “supporting some very murky activists, from open Nazis to very dangerous Islamic fundamentalists”; RT MH17 documentary on State Department involvement in Ukraine crisis; JCD’s school report on Russian front groups; Putin’s answer for Toby Gati: mercenaries, “Russia does not seek confrontation”; high end stereo magazine code to placate advertisers
1:18:39 Producer Segment: ACC: “no, it’s not awesome; immaculate conception is awesome”
1:37:46 California college foot fondling arrest
1:38:50 Britain’s extra €2.1bn EU membership dues; 59% of EU budget for “sustainable growth: natural resources”; Lithuania’s “Iron Lady” Grybauskaitė: “I’m sorry but better to be more precise with calculations”; Nigel Farage on need for British referendum; bank stress test results in; Strauss-Kahn parter Thierry Leyne, Deutche Bank lawyer suicides, Libor connection
1:56:52 Increase in Twitter use for sending links to ACC
1:58:32 Economic hit man weighs in on ebola; scathing inspector general report on DHS preparedness; Nina Pham’s dog quarantined at Dallas “old military base”; ebola Halloween decorations, JCD’s local Herbert the Pervert; “wearing mask” “as a precaution” at airport; Bill Maher: “those morons in that fucking hospital in Dallas”, “they love their freedom down in Texas”
2:17:14 Donation Segment: $77.66 ghetto pass reinstatement donation; tweet Knight certificates
2:33:34 Producer Red Book prediction: Walmart post-chip-and-PIN data breach
2:35:29 Do-nothing Bonn climate meeting; 2015 trip to Japan with CVC
2:37:24 War on Twitter: “trolls on Twitter” meme; The Real vs The View, Whoopi Goldberg on cardinals overriding Pope on gay policy; NPR pushing gay-friendly Bible meme, Bible copyrights
2:43:30 Tech News: bad Apple iPhone advertisements; White House computer outage; sunspot news, ACC’s handhelds in Faraday bag, the uses of aluminum foil; USPTO opts to do nothing on “patent trolls”, stupidity of software patents
2:55:10 War on Chicken: California to ban eggs from small-cage farms
2:59:13 CSI bad acting clip, “stripper named Tangerine”; Hillary bad acting clip on trickle-down
663  Pupil Progression Plan (2014-10-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Everybody looks like a douchebag now.”
0:00:39 ACC ill but soundin’ good; Pop Austin art get-together; 102.9°, witch in the house on the hill
0:08:25 Nigeria ebola-free; WHO 42-day magic number; Ron Klane’s atrocious toupee, world population clip; Obama “broken travel” revisited: “countries where there is a disease in place”
0:13:08 Persons of Interest: “we can go to NSA’s sources, the back doors; I’ll do Google, you take Yahoo”; Ron Farrow obsessed with bats, ACC: “hey Ooga Booga, did you bring the hand sanitizer?”, “is this also inadvertent contact of other kinds with these bats?” debunked; Kirby on rapid response team and Posse Comitatus; Red Book: Gabon next for ebola given Shell gas discovery; NBC cameraman “no more virus in my blood” meme; DHS designated airports
0:18:01 Ted Cruz flight ban fear porn; GlaxoSmithKline CEO on vaccine development, indemnification; Ronan Farrow obsessed with bats, ACC: “hey Ooga Booga, did you bring the hand sanitizer?”, “is this also inadvertent contact of other kinds with these bats?” debunked; Kirby on rapid response team and Posse Comitatus; Red Book: Gabon next for ebola given Shell gas discovery; NBC cameraman “no more virus in my blood” meme; DHS designated airports
0:41:42 Canadian Parliament Hill attack, ACC: “welcome to the party Candinavia!”
0:42:13 Producer Segment: DM1 aluminum wallet; Twin Engine coffee; Ramsey Cain print tutorial
1:03:49 Dr. Kiki “it was worth it!” revisited; JCD busted for “craisin”
1:05:13 Producer Segment: DM1 aluminum wallet; Twin Engine coffee; Ramsey Cain print tutorial
1:05:13 Hunter S. Thompson 9/11 reading: “baffled little creep like George W. Bush”; coalition coincidences: PBS: “mass shooting”, CBS: “this is a new kind of event for Canada”, Mansbridge: “people crying in the streets”, NORAD alert, Arlington security, ACC: “those jihadists are now attacking our dead people!”; Obama: “obviously we’re all shaken by it”; FBI and DHS lone wolf warnings for local police; Sharpton: “what’s the latest tonight in Iowa?” (CotD)
1:21:25 Red Book: war on Twitter; Monica Lewinsky’s anti-bullying campaign, JCD: “I heard the campaign sucks”, “I was patient zero, the first person to have their reputation completely destroyed worldwide via the internet”; proposed British “internet troll” law
1:32:52 Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications Welcome to the Islamic State land propaganda; air drop training hand grenades; Lebanon being roped in; Denver teenage girls, “Islamic State Group”
1:46:11 White House fence jumper “attempted to kick the attack dogs”; Nashville police asked by Secret Service to “wave a piece of paper” to fake a warrant
1:54:15 Hillsborough County “dropout” ban; no grades under 50% in Orange County “pupil progression plan”; JCD: “what are they, wine tasters?”
1:57:09 Donation Segment: ACC’s ghetto pass revoked; ACC running out of steam
2:14:03 Patrick Moore & Irwin Jackson climate change debate on Australian TV, “I’m actually not a professor”, NASA misquote, four atomic bombs every second meme
2:28:48 Defective airbag NHTSA advisory for “Southern red states”; CNN swapped out for MSNBC on JCD’s dish system; Hollywood Reporter on television disrupting internet, Adobe spyware
2:36:56 Palin brawl “best minute and a half of audio”
2:38:55 Azar Nafisi: books “taught as handmaidens to something political or ideological” in college; Sinclair Lewis’ Babbitt; Common Core
2:46:11 JCD on best projector choice
2:49:42 Russian sub off Sweden, commander: “I would even go so far to say, as that’s fucked up”
2:51:18 Total Oil CEO: $30bn Total/Gazprom deal
2:53:17 Apple, Facebook paying for egg freezing, Sarah Elizabeth Richards: “so they froze for love”
3:00:48 On the Media Jacob Appelbaum interview in the sauna
662  Barama (2014-10-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Bup... flash, flash flash!”
0:00:32  JCD’s professional musical siren; “we don’t like to foster a competitive atmosphere” clip
0:01:37  Dr. Kiki’s flu shot: “it was worth it!”; herd immunity
0:04:33  Ebola jingles; White House “ebola czar” Ron Klain, Josh Earnest: “not an ebola expert, but rather an implementation expert”; Obama/Klain skit, “whole-of-government approach”; ACC: “he’s a super-lobbyist”; travel ban would impact soldier health worker mobility; Obama talking to unnamed “world leaders”: “I think more and more of them are stepping up”, “I don’t have a philosophical objection, necessarily, to a travel ban”; even Ms. Micky having nightmares, Hollywood diseases with fifteen-second incubation, Scanners exploding head
0:23:06  Obama on travel ban effectiveness, “broken travel”, “I continue to push, and ask our experts whether in fact we’re doing what’s adequate”; CNN on “hysteria”, “we don’t have any direct flights”, Touré leaking bathtub “paint rubber walls” analogy; “trust-building exercises in government”; Republican “that’s a yes or no question” to Frieden; Sam Stein: “when you look at a travel ban, you have to look at it holistically”; vomiting D.C. tour bus rider, Presidential podcast: “you cannot get it from casual contact like sitting next to someone on a bus”
0:38:42  Johns Hopkins’ Michael Osterholm’s vaccine “plan C”, “getting it into somebody in Africa”, “cold chain”; Sam Stein: we would have vaccine if not for budget cuts; Ron Klain’s brother’s anti-Republican Twitter feed; LZ Granderson on ebola as election issue
0:50:55  Producer Segment: Kilbride’s No Agenda - Saving America: Shut Up Slaves!
1:14:56  Boko Haram defeated by bickering schoolgirls (CotD); no more Gamergate e-mails, please
1:20:36  “President Barama” rejected credit card joke at signing ceremony for Executive Order on financial transaction security, upgrade EBT terminals with Federal money; compromised credentials to be sent to government; Citibank/FICO credit score deal
1:34:16  Viagra advertisement with creepy British woman
1:36:42  Old food bank Hamburger Helper clip; New York’s Glorious mac & cheese restaurant
1:38:13  S.2826 Strengthening Forgiveness for Public Servants Act for partial student loan forgiveness
1:43:44  New UN initiative for Libya
1:45:24  Matt Lee asks Kirby about Hagel’s “revisionist Russia” army on “NATO’s doorstep”, “I’m pretty sure it wasn’t NATO who put little green men inside Ukraine”, “I barely got a history degree at the University of South Florida” meltdown, Psaki: “other countries feel threatened”; Chernobyl sarcophagus funding woes, Sir Atomic Rod: dome unnecessary
2:00:51  Producer note on impossibility of ebola contamination in hospital tube system; Thom Harman nurse (un)readiness interview; debunking Republican ebola conspiracy theories
2:08:26  Nieman Journalism Lab pushing native advertising: “you might think that the public would resent this trick but there’s no evidence to suggest they do”; “paid for and posted by Dell”
2:16:28  Donation Segment
2:29:22  Five-year-old “pop the pig” advertisement clip
2:30:03  Hunter Biden cocaine scandal, Joe: “we have a lot of bad judgment in our family”
2:38:13  Home Secretary Theresa May: “the collection of bulk data is not mass surveillance”; Russell Brand a distraction; Comey on CALEA – surveillance for lazy law enforcement – “encryption threatens to lead us all to a very very dark place”, “bad guys don’t back up their phones routinely”; “we want to use the front door with clarity and transparency”; Zuckerberg IMs: “they trust me, dumb fucks”
661 Speciesism (2014-10-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “I gotta go see this guy, who does he think he is? Oh, it’s the mouse guy.” (1:14:01)
0:00:34 GLAAD #spiritday
0:04:33 No Agenda Newsletter on politicization of everything; Obama ebola bumper sticker; fearmongering: Republicans on outside threats, Democrats inside; Obama at Andrews Air Force Base: “secondary effects of destabilization economically and politically that could lead to more severe problems down the road”; Anderson Pooper on National Nurses United changing guidelines claim, tube system; Obama kissing nurses; July NNU rally against Kaiser, no PBS coverage; CDC sign-off on Cleveland flight

0:22:08 NBC crew ignoring quarantine; CNN explains “clipboard guy”, “the optics of it are concerning”, “optics are not always right”: Amy Goodman on CDC admission of failure to act; Red Book: death panels; 10k cases per week meme, Kerry Carmina Burana “catastrophe”; Erica Payne Agenda Project “Republican Cuts Kill” video; Zuckerberg donation to the CDC Foundation, Kaiser & GE on board; Chris Matthews ties ebola to black voter suppression

0:47:51 Producer Segment: No Agenda QSO Party
1:09:28 Podcasting Hall of Fame; JCD “Broadcasting is Dead” article, Craigslist killed newspapers, podcasting as radio; Ze Frank; teensy checks from producer
1:22:06 Tom Friedman article on Saudi Arabia screwing Russia; ACC’s banker friend on EU subsidies for unskilled immigrants; falling oil, Euro; Russian recourse: pump more and force price lower
1:28:10 Kerry on Minsk Protocol, upcoming Milan meeting; Delaware Senate candidate advocating local gas for Europe; French proposal to change Sunday opening laws
1:37:30 National School Lunch Week, Blind Americans Equality Day à la Harrison Bergeron, formerly White Cane Safety Day, ACC: “if you want to talk about equality for the blind, outlaw JavaScript”; Kelly Atlas’ rescue chicken: “speciesism”
1:44:58 James Risen’s new book Pay Any Price, “homeland security industrial complex”, $4T price tag; Obama: “operation that involves the world against ISIL”; Turkish PKK air strikes, resistance to hosting coalition bases, Erdoğan the Islamist

1:58:40 New ISIL training video with US army tents, (meta-)“propaganda”, “this is something that the US Army ranger regiments has really practiced for years”; Hagel on sequestration “stunting and reversing the Army’s readiness”, JCD: “why doesn’t the President just tell him to shut up, or take a walk?”; Josh Earnest on effect of air strikes: “I’d refer you to the Department of Defense … they’ve conducted briefings a couple of times with maps”; “a new report says the Bush administration concealed the discovery of chemical weapons in Iraq”, “administration’s false pretext for going to war”; Dutch No Surrender Motorcycle Club to fight ISIL

2:14:13 Brolf ancestry.com native advertisement for AncestryDNA
2:16:01 Donation Segment: NPR fundraising skit
2:31:11 Queen Latifah on Massachusetts upskirt ruling, “judges have to adjust these laws to apply to today’s America”, Show 598 redux; Capital One front myjobchart.com; Grit Magazine
2:43:36 White House A/B testing e-mails: “jobs day” vs “job report de-wonkified”, “the typical minimum wage worker probably isn’t who you think she is”
2:47:38 Thom Hartmann: “Christopher Columbus was the ISIS of his day” (CotD); no banker and federal worker traffic on Columbus Day
2:50:26 Naval exercises near China, US arms sales to Vietnam, Army “Pacific pathways”; Hong Kong “pro-democracy protesters”, Beijing filtering all information about it
Clog the Pipes (2014-10-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “What’s the worst that can happen for making these choices?”

0:00:33 ACC growing a beard; Ms. Micky “if at first you don’t succeed try doing it the way your wife told you” tweet; dinner with producer Mark; February trip to Panama

0:05:38 “Award-winning writer and television producer” Terry Spencer Hesser Indiegogo-funded Fethullah Gülen documentary Love is a Verb, “self-imposed exile”, Sufism; post-9/11 Islam portrayal; Gülen-funded Niagara Foundation; Emmy nominations; Gülen’s “monkish” life

0:25:20 Sarah Silverman on “$500k vagina tax”; women’s rights in Middle East, then & now; Satya Nadella on women asking for raises; Naomi Klein taking No Agenda positions; no outrage directed at NFL; AAUW trusted because it’s an NGO; State of the Union $.77 meme; Milton Friedman on equal pay laws as apartheid, “reducing to zero the cost imposed on people who are discriminating for irrelevant reasons”; negative income tax

0:47:04 Obama’s Creating Opportunities for Millennials program, AAUW vs Independent Women’s Forum on Paycheck Fairness Act: victory for trial lawyers, new 7% pay gap number; AAUW’s $119M, $11M in Lighthouse fund, lost money on fundraising

1:07:25 Producer Segment

1:24:43 Question on lack of Côte d’Ivoire ebola spillover; WHO’s Aileen Marty on the “bluetooth” handshake: “it would be great to switch from the handshake into something that is going to reduce all kinds of infectious diseases”; “no one knows how it got to Guinea”, ACC; “whenever there’s bushmeat I’m right at the front of the line”, “bat bushmeat restaurant”; Russians have three vaccines; Psaki on airline policy: “I’m sorry, do you have a question?”; ACC’s grocery shopping ebola suit, USAID crowdsourcing PPE design; Nina Pham breaking news

1:47:26 Texas ISIS arrests; Khorasan set up to be false flag scapegoat; recent arms sales to Saudi Arabia and UAE; Kurdish protests in Kobani, Gülen “blowjob documentary” connection

1:56:26 Snowden documentary CITIZENFOUR, executive producers Stephen Soderbergh & PayPal’s Jeff Skoll; Skoll Foundation; Snowden’s pointless product recommendations

2:07:11 Kerry at climate conference: “if they’re wrong: catastrophe; life as you know it one earth ends”, “yeah yeah yeah” guy agrees

2:11:55 Donation Segment: Hilo airport outdoor baggage claim

2:26:48 Tesla’s Jerome Guillen to reporter: “thank you for joining us”

2:27:51 Westminster threatens to collect unpaid poll taxes in Scotland; upcoming Catalan referendum

2:32:51 Fight for the Future e-mail on FCC deadline extension, Comcast’s “attempted internet takeover”; Obama: “we don’t want to lose that or clog up the pipes”, on FCC’s Tom Wheeler: “now that he’s there I can’t just call him up and tell him exactly what to do”

2:50:14 Tech news: four-year-old clip on dungeon crawl game

2:51:32 Haiti: Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe, girlfriend Petra Němcová’s Happy Hearts Fund; development pushing people out of Port-au-Prince; electoral rules change; Kerry: we have a deep interest in the United States in helping to continue down this road of both democracy and economic growth and development”; Lamothe: “98% of the population has been relocated“; Němcová a spy?

3:10:58 Chimp personhood issue in New York appeals court

3:13:26 Upcoming US and UK bank collapse simulation
0:00:00 JCD (falsetto): “Oh really? You really work for CBS?” (1:27:13)
0:00:33 JCD’s turkeys, ACC’s “2004” in intro; “neurodiversity”, pedophilia recognized under ADA?
0:05:15 Obama’s “indispensable nation” in FPI executive summary; recommendation to repeal military budget cuts; Obama at Pentagon: “leaner, meaner”; “post-Assad Syria” part three of three-prong approach; Wes Clark: “as Vladimir Putin is finding, or as Gaddafi found out”
0:24:33 Executive Order reinstating Russian import duties; HBO Sochi documentary
0:28:11 David Marsh USA Today China SDR article, National Endowment for Democracy in Hong Kong; State Department outdoing CIA, Hillary “techno-experts”; RMB as reserve currency, “magic circle”. Frits Bolkestein, Ruud Lubbers on omfif.org board; Hong Kong the Zug of China; Endowment for Democracy USAID funding, Marsh OMFIF co-founder
0:43:37 Udo Ulfkotte on CIA recruiting journalists, Bundesnachrichtendienst Libya article request, “do you really think this is journalism, intelligence agencies writing articles?”, Bob Woodward Naval Intelligence background; Martin Kaplan on Norman Lear Center’s “free resources to writers who want to include climate change as one of the storylines that they’re working on” (CotD), Modern Family subclip, Gates-funded Global Centers, India and Nigeria top entertainment centers, “91 different television shows”; Gates illegal HPV vaccinations in India
1:07:45 Producer Segment: ACC’s T-Mobile support “awesome”, “mirific”
1:26:23 Chicks dig producers; ACC’s CBS secret; DHS guy: ebola “the ISIS of infectious agents”
1:30:14 Charlie Rose feeding lines to Matthew Olsen on NSA, cyber mercenaries, targeting Dudes named Ben; heroin in London; Bergdahl official story: “it’s hard to argue with getting an American back”; Khorasan “received an air strike”, “old al-Qaeda”, “what worries you the most?”; {Khorasan, aviation targets}; Rose Benghazi laughter, “we didn’t even have to articulate it” as terror attack
1:51:43 Dutch Ruppersberger with Brolf on FBI request for help identifying Midwestern American in Flames of War with bloodless executions; Comey on dozen American terrorists all known, “I don’t know what I don’t know” Thom Hartmann meme; Ruppersberger: “remember, ISIS is out there recruiting”, “it happened in the Boston bomber”; Mohammed Hamzah Khan arrest, “unless they’ve broken the law, all we can do is monitor them”, background Allahu akbar; London “public beheading” arrests, billionaire ISIS, “they have social media”; Khorasan R&D: “plastic bombs that they can put in iPhones”; Aric the Shill’s FBI honeypot theory
2:09:33 Australian National Security Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 criminalizing intelligence journalism on ASIO and affiliates; Keith Bristow of British National Crime Agency: “we don’t operate in a secret, we often have to operate covertly”; Adobe Omniture spying
2:26:07 Political family members as lobbyists
2:27:34 Donation Segment: Tony Bennet “in the morning!” on Cheek to Cheek track eight
2:39:50 JCD’s L.A. trip: Adobe Behance, Tom Leykis Show; unmarked duplicate boarding pass swap
2:45:54 SpaceX 2015 Falcon 9 landings vs 1969 lunar module
2:47:52 Ebola patient died twice; Obama: “epidemic”, “political stability and economic stability of this region”; British military to Africa; unusable computer software “glitch”; Frieden on ZMapp, vaccine; Brett Giroir, Texas A&M vaccine facility
3:00:00 CBS, Vox Media flu vaccine native ads; Gen. Rodriguez: no troops involved in treatment; $33bn cost; Tekmira stock surge; Spanish ebola dog petition; CNN Liberian kid lying down
3:11:35 Common Core: why 3 x 4 = 11
It's a Glitch! (2014-10-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ah, you’ve gotta have a positive attitude!” (1:28:04)
0:00:35 NBC guy Skyping from ebola quarantine; United 998 at Newark airport waiting for CDC; Belgian accidental polio release; National Center for Medical Intelligence at Fort Detrick; Farrakhan: “designed by white scientists specifically to kill off blacks”; “together with global climate change things are changing in the virus world”; global healthcare system meme, corpse on street comes to life; Erin Burnett: CNN calling the shots; Dallas hospital quarantine fail due to “records glitch”; Ms. Micky’s “no entry” cross-out; WHO fact sheet, Clooney’s malaria; Deloitte ebola vaccine, corpse-eating dogs, vaccine & ZMapp patents; melatonin article
0:29:48 SnoopWall guy on flashlight app malware, ACC: “honey, can I have the flashlight, I want to do some work”; China, India, Russia implicated
0:35:31 Upcoming Harrison Bergeron film 2081, Elizabeth Koch executive producer
0:37:10 Explanation of Sir Upper Decker’s title as toilet tank prank, metallic sodium flush prank
0:41:11 Red Book: ebola homeless round-up; quarantinable disease Executive Order, Lisbon Treaty
0:45:18 Producer Segment: Obama Porky Pig “that’s how we roll” jingle
0:59:04 Broadcast Board of Governors on Smith-Mundt changes, $700M annual budget, strategic plans “marrying the mission to the market”, “close coordination with the State Department”; to hire former NBC News president Andrew Lack as CEO
1:14:50 CBC “Too Dumb for Democracy” on Duke University study on will manipulation in elections, “gray” and “Florida” slowdown effect; examples in Common Core testing; “positive thinking”, JCD on smilling hippies and his mother, JCD: “I’ve got to get to Long’s Drugs and get some toilet paper because the Chinese are buying it up”
1:30:05 White House “Great Recession” capitalization; Obama potential resignation over pervasive racism or failed Presidency; Biden at Harvard: “isn’t it a bitch?”, Joplin “161 thousand” lost
1:38:28 ACC’s new health insurance, JCD on open enrollment; Obama: “premiums have gone up at the slowest rate in fifty years”; JCD’s doctor on hepatitis vaccine
1:44:33 Fred Kagan on News Hour; fire caused by burning deer carcass
1:47:25 Kidnapped Muslim Peter Kassig’s parents’ identical pleas, seramedic.org, Sphere Project, International Council of Voluntary Agencies in Geneva, Epworth United Methodist Church; boring Cantlie second video; Alan Henning beheading, Kasim Jameel: “I’m absolutely heartbroken”, Aid for Syirin Convoy events hosting radical preachers, anti-Semitic Facebook profile; White House statement on beheading; NPR on Khorasan Group as “core al-Qaeda”, Kirby: “the notion that we would just y’know make them up … is just absolutely ridiculous”, “in fact, two intelligence officials confirmed to NPR …”, JCD “yah yah yah” guy skit
2:08:24 Anbar Province, Iraq-Jordan pipeline, Amos Hochstein on Israel-Jordan gas deal, Noble Energy, energy as “tool for cooperation”, teams “on the ground” in Ukraine; European Energy Union, 2009 Russian Ukraine gas shutoff, “destination clause”, Israel as “energy superpower”
2:25:44 Donation Segment: Universal Audio kit project; writing regimens
2:42:03 Sarkozy allies charged in “Bygmalion affair”; Mexican police corruption and missing students; Ferguson success for Democrats; Hillary staffer on gerrymandering
2:48:36 The Examiner article on DHS corruption cases, plea deals and light sentences
2:52:22 New model quickly links weather to global warming; Optimum Cable “sun outage” predictions
2:57:46 Jean-Claude Duvalier dead; smart shopping carts; high school quarterback swap
3:02:31 David Cameron: “this is who we resent” (CotD)
657  bio-hacking  (2014-10-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “I can’t jump in an F-16 and take off.” (0:49:44)

0:00:35  Ebola in Texas, Alex “The Seed Man” Jones’ masks; Tom Frieden: “I have no doubt that we will control this importation or this case of ebola ...”, “ultimately, we are all connected by the air we breathe”; answering tweets on CNN; Zoe Chace variations on /l.ˈbɜːɡ.ɪl/; ACC: “she’s clearly a gray”; colonial powers Africa “re-divvification”; Nancy Writebol mild case or malaria, ACC: “where is the footage, where are the bodies dead in the street?” vs Palestinians

0:24:33  Holly Williams in Syria taking cover behind a chicken wire fence, “the only Kurdish armored vehicle we saw was a homemade one; it had been improvised from an old bulldozer”; McCain and Lieberman on Hannity, Lieberman advisor on Counter Extremism Project with Frances Townsend, possible Kagan connection, McCain on Obama’s “BioB”, “blame it on Bush”

0:44:27  British Home Secretary on EDOs “extremism disruption orders” criminalizing membership, “tens of thousands of foreign fighters”, “devise new methods to kill indiscriminately”, EDO campaign promise; ISIS social media recruitment: “come to jihad, bro”, jihadi mac & cheese

0:58:02  Pentagon spokeshole Kirby on misplaced mass media optimism: “no one should be lulled into a false sense of security by accurate air strikes”; 60 Minutes Obama interview: “this is not America against ISIL; this is America leading the international community to assist a country with whom we have a security partnership with”, “the overwhelming majority of Muslims believe in climate change are peaceful”, boots on the ground “Whack-a-mole”, ISIL “folks”, Clapper “meets the bus”, “many of them are poor, many of them are illiterate”

1:14:11  Obama: “we are the indispensable nation”, “that’s how we go, (stammer), that’s how we roll”, ACC: “that’s how we rooooll, finally, yeah!” (CoD); United 93 “let’s roll”

1:23:20  Producer Segment: No Agenda Karma app update; NA C-SPAN call-in

1:43:37  Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s Harrison Bergeron summary

1:47:30  National {Domestic Violence Awareness, Disability Employment Awareness, Breast Cancer Awareness, Substance Abuse Prevention, Arts & Humanities, Cybersecurity Awareness} Month

1:49:57  Year-old clip on “degrading the capabilities of the Assad regime”; Kerry’s chemical weapons proposal “rhetorical”; rundown of coalition contributions, British Brimstone missiles, “Redskins” vs Native American military hardware nomenclature

1:54:42  Coalition of the willing contribution breakdown: $90k from Estonia to support displaced families, mines from Hungary, Belgium: “we are positively inclined to contribute”

2:05:17  Homeland Security bleeding human resources, Chertoff Group “shadow DHS”

2:07:45  Julia Pierson grilled by Issa & Chaffetz over fence-jumper, Stephen Lynch: “I wish to God you protected the White House like you protected your reputation here today”; Hillary’s Secret Service purge; Lynch invokes ISIL; compliments from Eleanor Holmes Norton; Chaffetz set-up on elevator gun incident; ACC: DHS as Microsoft, rise of the contractors

2:34:47  Producer on Pennsylvania manhunt shutdowns; Valerie Jarrett The Good Wife cameo

2:40:24  Scorpion: “there’s computer hacking and more recently bio-hacking”

2:43:06  Donation Segment: No Agenda QSO party; Ars Technica discovers Executive Order 12333

2:56:04  FAA pushing NextGen system in wake of Chicago air traffic control tower fire; NPR’s Nick Carr on automation and “miswanting”; tongue clicking

3:02:27  Hong Kong police chief two-to-the-head; Kerry and Chinese Foreign Minister on “umbrella revolution”; Neil deGrasse Tyson: “if you don’t believe in climate change you’re an idiot”; JCD flying to Los Angeles
656  Gap Focused Thinking (2014-09-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’s some good crap going on that you weren’t paying any attention to, apparently.”

(2:50:20)

0:00:35 JCD on How to Get Away With Murder sex; JCD’s “Pakis” in 655, Koranic album art sacrilege
0:08:01 ACC drinking vs loneliness experiment, Dutch tabloid Photoshop divorce story
0:16:00 The Matt & Marie Show: the Matt Lee birthday special, “anyways, happy birthday Matt”
0:20:03 Holder resignation in the wake of White House fence jumper; Al Sharpton gushes over Holder’s accomplishments, “shock and disappointment” at Pelosi’s announcement; “right side of history” meme; proxy for Obama race card: “he is arguably the second most powerful person in the history of American politics”; Al Jazeera on failure to prosecute bankers; funereal resignation ceremony, Holder’s wife an “obie-gynie”

0:38:20 Fukushima certified as not contaminating Pacific Ocean; Kerry’s Mother Nature screaming redux; tech news on mixed oxide breeder reactor fuel

0:45:02 Pervasive “Homeland” meme; James Comey prosecutor in Martha Stewart case; iOS and Android encryption; cyber and “vector changes”, quiet phrase-ending “right?” tell, “doughnut of smart thinking, of creative thinking, of gap-focused thinking”; “I have taken the intelligence directorate out from under the national security branch”

1:03:30 Comey: “when someone says isn’t it terrible the government wants to break encryption on the internet – no it’s not!”; Eric Velez-Villar and Intelligence Czar Maureen “Mo” Baginski; “I believe the most effective security is that which enhances liberty”

1:14:26 Producer Segment: “Adios Mo-Fo” from Rick Perry
1:31:43 Sarah Palin at Values Voter Summit on “1400 Pennsylvania Avenue” – drunk or not drunk?
1:37:43 Obama podcast on ISIL strikes, “Russian aggression”, “right side of history” meme, “the growing threat of climate change before it’s too late”

1:46:48 House of Commons on ISIL; George Galloway: “ISIL itself is an imaginary army”, women buried alive meme, “deliberate sectarianization of Iraqi politics by the occupation authorities”; to Jackie Smith: “you killed a million people in Iraq”; getting American tanks away from ISIL

1:58:24 Holly Williams butt shots on Turkish border; Vice interview with Canadian “jihadi”, JCD: “you would never rip up an American passport”, “upwards of ten, fifteen thousand” foreign fighters; puzzification of the American male, “generation wuss”

2:10:45 Don Lemon on Oklahoma beheading: “so let’s talk about beheadings, shall we?”, “this ISIS style of killing may not be a coincidence”, “they are just starting to follow the threads”

2:17:26 Chicago ground stop: Scorpion on “fourth option” shoot-downs, JCD: “are you gonna go over the ocean like a good boy and get shot down?”; subcontractors are bad meme; three-camera news conference; Six-Week Cycle, Pennsylvania manhunt status report

2:33:18 ACC birthday video: “tonight we’re rocking for Greenpeace!”

2:35:17 Donation Segment: possible Schiphol Wi-Fi redundancy
2:45:06 FBI reports zero 2012 homicides for Newtown; Sandy Hook home schooling recommendation
2:50:15 Ronan Farrow Tiësto interview at Global Citizen Festival

2:54:05 Planet Money’s Zoe Chace on raising money for ebola vs $1.4bn for Haiti; “/i.ˈbəːlə/ is horrible, it is scary and wretched and miserable”; CDC 1.4M infections number, “worst, worst case scenario”; call Clooney, or Tiësto

3:03:42 Germany to legalize incest; F-bomb on How to Get Away with Murder

3:06:30 Homework assignment: Kurt Vonnegut Jr’s Harrison Bergeron; sport version of the Lada
655  Network of Death (2014-09-25)

0:00:00 ACC: groaning laughter (1:45:06)
0:00:30 Rain in California, ACC back from San Francisco
0:01:47 Josh Earnest on White House security breaches; National Examiner “Hillary’s Gay Crisis” headline; Secret Service Belgian Malinois dogs; Smith-Mundt repeal; antibiotics hearing
0:10:10 Dublin beef jerky; outliers in the global intelligence network, human brain filling media gaps; Raytheon missile, F-22 videos, lone white pickup truck being blown up; EU buying ISIL oil
0:23:00 Glenn Beck fear porn, Leo Laporte TWiT question, (re)definition of “imminent threat”; Algeria hiker beheading video, JCD: “can’t these guys go buy a machete at least?”, two subliminal frames in fade to black, blurred screen periphery; San Diego, El Paso terror alerts, “al-Bagaddi”; Feinstein & Kerry coughing “tell”, “and her head is gone”
0:40:17 Brolf & Amanpour split screen on same location, Giuliani on lone wolves, ISIS vs al-Qaeda intel; Amanpour Kerry interview anti-Islam meme, “lots of people on the ground already”
0:52:00 Khorasan Wikipedia page created September 21, Kerry: “we didn’t put a lot of public focus on it because we really didn’t want people partic… we didn’t want them to know”, “this will take time”, “we didn’t have the same kind of legality to go do chemical weapons that we do now have”, Resolution 2178; Cameron: “the peddling of lines, that 9/11 was somehow a Jewish plot”; spokeshole Kirby: “that could take years”; Bill O’Reilly on mercenary army
1:15:39 Obama A-Team jingle, “network of death”, “it is one of the tasks of all great religions to accommodate, devote faith, with a modern multicultural world”, Arab-Israeli conflict, “contesting the space that terrorist occupy, including the internet and social media”; Thom Hartmann “the stuff that you don’t know you don’t know”; Morell confuses Saddam and Assad, Lieberman: “there’s no reason why we can’t selectively use that air power against Assad”
1:32:42 Producer Segment
1:43:56 Jeanine “missing pages” Pirro fear porn: “tonight America faces the single biggest threat in her more than 200-year history”, “bomb them, bomb them, keep bombing them, bomb them again and again”; Haitian pontoon trucks; Tsarnaev trial delay; Pirro: “batten down the hatches” (CotD), JCD: “buy seeds!”; asymmetric warfare, Assad endgame
2:06:59 White House fact sheet on law enforcement and “Homeland” Security tools; “porous borders” meme, “domestic vigilance” Brownshirts, ACC grocery store “Allahu akbar” plan
2:22:26 Obama to UN: “urgent and growing threat of a changing climate”
2:23:36 New CBS show Scorpion control tower blackout scenario; “runaway hit” predicted by insider
2:29:53 Sprint iPhone glass breaking advertisement
2:31:10 New York climate march, bearded DiCaprio: “I play fictitious characters, often solving fictitious problems”; Kerry: “you can just wake up pretty much any day and listen to Mother Nature, who is screaming at us about it”; CultureStrike MKULTRA butterflies, Robert F. Kenendy Jr. on Koch brothers, badgered by interviewer
2:49:10 BBC vs Indian media on el cheapo Mars mission
2:51:04 Donation Segment: disgruntlement at Na Agenda World Cup prediction fail
3:02:41 iPhone 6 post on Joan Rivers’ Facebook page
3:04:04 Ebola: IMF moving in; Ebola-Chan hoax
3:05:43 Six-day cycle; Paula Dean apology rounds; Google censorship policy video
3:12:42 Aging natural gas infrastructure hit piece on NBC; JCD compares with L.A. police shootings
0:00:00 ACC: “It’s the same outfit, it’s the same costumes!” (2:24:04)
0:00:32 ACC in San Francisco, both hosts in the same FEMA region; ACC’s FreedomPop device; PodShow reunion and dinner; Smith-Mundt
0:11:11 Involuntary Social Network Disorder; GamerGate; 2011 Occupy “progressive stack” “Step Up/Step Back”; Zbigniew Brzezinski: “I see terrible things happening to reduce the population of this earth”; WALL · E as a message from Steve Jobs; Union Square “selfie central”; birthday penis cake; LiveJournal/Myspace transition; old iPhoto monolithic storage format
0:31:52 Producer Segment: ACC power outage DJ session, “cue burn”
0:43:43 Scotland “no” vote: listener on Cameron win-win to get Labour out of power; Farage assassination attempts; margins of error in count, “yes” votes in the “no” pile
0:53:17 Kim Dotcom “Moment of Truth” New Zealand conference with Assange and Snowden, Greenwald: “the journalist in me will never die”; Dotcom lost the Maori Mana Party their only parliamentary seat, ACC: “if you want to change something you gotta assassinate some people, this is not gonna help!”
1:04:12 JCD working on NFL wife-punching theory, football players bullies in high school; ACC’s cheerleader girlfriend now dead of cancer; BART prohibition orders and domestic violence; Mimi “some women need to be hit” quote; months-old tape hits on anniversary of Violence Against Women Act reauthorization, ACC: “here is the meme I’m looking for: Republicans are wife beaters”; Ms. Micky wants a Glock
1:14:43 JCD’s substitutions: “weird becomes strange-balls”; Meet the Press “new moderator” Chuck Todd called “John” by Mike Mullen, two-table redesign, control room vs Chuck
1:22:23 Naomi Klein “five times more carbon” callback, Carbon Tracker Initiative’s 50-year carbon budget; OMB director at Center for American Progress: “climate denial will cost us billions and billions of dollars”, “climate solutions”; People’s Climate March, 350.org, avaaz.org & purpose.com, Disruption movie premier, ACC: “these people are rolling in dough!”, Van Jones; meatlessmonday.org; “social media experts”; grayisgreen.org. The POOP Project, JCD: “if you leave it in there long enough it’ll finally digest itself”; worldof7billion.org farting cow student video; No Agenda “Racing for the Green” proposal
1:54:37 Donation Segment
2:05:12 Oktoberfest begins in September
2:07:43 Caliphate: Kerry playing President at Security Council, responding to Bahrain’s Foreign Minister: “thank you for the important ... eh ... uh ... list of commitments”; “it is so decided”, Iran to be a player, “decimating and discrediting”; New York on high alert due to “chatter”; On the Media on ISIS vs ISIL; French air strikes by Rafale jets as marketing; Turkish drama trailer with beheading scene at 0:33; Foley collaborator John Cantlie video
2:34:15 “Big news from OxiClean!”
2:35:36 Alan Dershowitz on Constitution: “I don’t think we have to compromise our rights, I think we have to adapt them to the new realities”, learning about “dead baby strategy” from Israel, “targeted killing is so much better than untargeted killing!”
2:44:52 60k Syrian Kurds fleeing into Turkey, walking “maybe five or ten kilometers”
2:47:50 Tech news: still waiting in line for iPhones; Netflix under pressure to ban VPNs; Iranian cyber police; CBIT’s Fred Campbell on deliberate Netflix slowdown
2:54:41 Power-sharing deal for Afghan election
653  Evil Layer Cake (2014-09-18)

0:00:00  Obama: “And that’s the story.”
0:00:30  Five-hour delay due to JCD power outage
0:02:19  Podcast award trophies from Sir Patrick; Smith-Mundt Modernization Act
0:06:11  ACC on loneliness, air conditioner malfunction
0:08:42  Scottish vote outcome expected tomorrow; anniversary of Mukden Incident in China; message from the Queen, “freedom!”, “markets will be roiled, the alliance with the US damaged”
0:17:23  Six-Week Cycle: Eric Frein manhunt, “their warning: Frein may now actually believe he’s a soldier in combat”, police: “Eric, we are coming for you”, “police barracks”; Richard Mack to Thom Hartmann on county sheriffs as supreme law enforcement; bilingual Global Entry card
0:32:10  Comey on “core al-Qaeda tumor”, “metastasis”, cyber “evil layer cake”; Mufid Elfgeeh charged with attempts to aid ISIL, Times Square security step-up “no specific plot”; Holder on “local engagement” pilot programs; ISIL-rebranded Inspire magazine, “jihad cool”; CNN: “ISIS propaganda out of Syria and Iraq juiced up on steroids”, “the so-called lone wolves, and planes”; Obama at military base on ISIL: think of the children, Liberia “air bridge”, military vaccine guinea pigs, “and that’s the story”, “if there’s a need for a rescue mission ... it calls on America”
1:04:40  ISIL code: “peanut butter and jelly” = “jihad”; JCD on FBI cases: “what are you doing today means let's kill all Americans”; Peter King: “ISIS has thousands who can come to the United States”; Mossad “Israeli Secret Intelligence Service”, or ISIS; Psaki: Foley beheading “helped”; McCain vs Dempsey on Syrian opposition; helping Sunnis here, Shias there
1:22:57  Producer Segment
1:35:16  More iFluenza naming proposals; phantom vibration syndrome; Tim Cook: “we’ve added more and more con to it, or content to it”, iOS 8 end-to-end encryption
1:42:11  Kid left behind on school field trip, “they should have done a body count before leaving”
1:43:36  Ebola immunity after recovery, “if I went to the Dominican Repub... Democratic Republic of Congo”; Obama: “it’s not a mystery, we know the science”, “we can’t dawdle on this one”; “a top national security priority”; American Enterprise Institute neocon on ebola in US, “we need to be pulsing resources into other nations there as well”, Cheney on AEI board
1:57:15  Guess the TV Show: Dragnet
1:59:40  Joni Ernst “castrating hogs” political advertisement; Charlie Rose Starbucks native ad
2:02:05  Naomi Klein’s new book This Changes Everything; DiCaprio’s UN position vs Clooney, no one attending climate summit; Klein on fossil fuel companies “willing to dig up five times more carbon than our atmosphere can absorb”; Amy Goodman Truthdig op-ed; Neil deGrasse Tyson Wikipedia made-up quote cleanup
2:12:57  Amsterdam tomato fight sponsored by Siemens
2:16:05  Uber recruiting veterans, Robert Gates Chairman of the UberMILITARY board
2:20:45  Donation Segment
2:30:35  Miss America 2014: winner New York, rehearsed answers on a 20-second clock, 2nd Amendment question prompter flub; The Real show “skanks”, “this is like Jesus sent this to the black people”; TSA run-in over Chanel Bleu cologne
2:54:45  Common Core: ClassDojo app, “thought partners”
2:59:37  Bill Maher blames Fox News for polarization, JCD: “when did the John Birch Society come to your door every year?”; Rachel Maddow on Flames of War trailer: “it is disturbing because it’s a propaganda video”
652  After Spin Class (2014-09-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are... do you subscribe to Out Magazine?” (2:29:26)
0:00:31 The No Agenda weather report; “caused by measles” redux; global cooling at the Constitutional lawyer’s wife’s retirement party, upcoming unlawful content dinner
0:03:50 American sentenced to six years hard labor in North Korea by request
0:07:01 Obama “highest priority” medley, scholastic.com Presidential duty list, Randy Tobin
0:12:29 Carney’s “the threat prosed by ISIS”; Josh Earnest: “ISIL forces wreaking havoc in this already volatile part of the world”; Buck McKeon “soldiers on the ground”; Reid on Title 10 spending to “train and equip rubbles”; four-President Iraq medley; ISIL headless like Anonymous
0:26:02 The Matt & Marie Show: “why do you always focus on what people say they won't do instead of the plethora of things they said they will do?”; “everything does happen in real time, Marie”
0:30:11 Foley’s mother on ransom money prosecution threat, Kerry denial, ignored by feminists
0:34:00 Kerry in Egypt working on Sisi, coalition to fight ISIL worldwide; “degrade” vs “wage war”; nctc.gov Matthew Olsen: HVE “homegrown violent extremist”; Obama generalissimo photo
0:40:27 David Haines beheading: knife sound effects, Handicap International USAID connection, Non-violent Peaceforce, ACTED UNFPA connection; Dan Rather: “I say in my own mind, are we certain that they have actually beheaded those people?”, Jeff Greenfield: “they can sneak across the border and spread ebolavirus”, Rather invokes Hitler, JCD: “the only people who are in the big leagues with social networking are, is us!”; Susan Rice’s “IZLE”; Rather’s George W. Bush superscript “th” letter scandal; David Henning up next; proposals to suspend visa waiver policy; De Telegraaf on polder jihadis in top positions; JCD Carlsbad Cavern photo story
1:11:29 Producer Segment: Consumer Reports Mac & Cheese recipe
1:31:07 More tech illness naming proposals, “iFluenza”; solar flare scare man on the street interview: “you might even see a disruption to Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram” (CotD); Steve Jobs as “low tech parent”, the Apple religion, events as mega-church services, Kimberly Guilfoyle’s “big convert” line, idolatry, the TWiT acolytes; changing attitudes on phones in restaurants; ACC’s selfie on Facebook; post spin class phone flurry
2:00:36 Israeli moon bases from Show 141
2:04:25 Scottish vote: “because most of the mainstream commercial media would be against independence”; unexplained French opposition to EU membership
2:12:10 Juncker shill Jonathan Hill to head capital markets union; Hollande in Baghdad, music bed under European news stories
2:15:51 Missing 9/11 28 pages on News Hour; Patriot Day, National Day of Service and Remembrance; pages said to implicate Saudi officials; Bush, Clinton, Cheney interviews also unreleased; hit piece on Saudi Arabia, 20-minute Al Jazeera Dreamliner “dark side” hit piece; French hit piece on Germany’s “shameful role” in Namibia colonization
2:21:41 Donation Segment
2:29:16 Out Magazine to “shock the world”, Michelle Obama: “giant step for the LGBT community”
2:31:19 Meteorologist in football store: “they’ve got cups, they have keychains ...”; lanyards
2:35:29 Media not following Obama’s use of ISIL, sticking with ISIS
2:37:26 Today Show on “taboo” social media women’s body comments; ACC recommends The End of Absence
2:43:23 No Agenda Tourette’s Club new member, heel rotation and neck cracking
2:46:07 Francis Taylor on four groups of cyber-terrorists: spies, organized crime, terrorists, hacktivists
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651 Plague Grenade (2014-09-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Bayonets, one dollar.” (2:43:32)
0:00:31 ACC sick after Amsterdam return; Schiphol opt-out; customs chin-cam kiosk; Panama trip
0:14:15 Apple event: Eddy Cue the pink-shirted mobster; ACC: “enough with the U2 already”; Fox News’ Kimberly Guilfoyle: “Apples are fun, and tasty, and good devices”, “big convert”; Blackberry tablet requiring phone panned by media, JCD: “only Apple would be such a genius to think of such a thing!”; ACC observing iFluenza sufferers, Tesla blood alcohol level endgame; ditzy-sounding Guilfoyle former Assistant District Attorney
0:29:57 ACC’s Delta free economy comfort upgrade story
0:31:47 fightforthefuture.org internet slowdown, giving Comcast what it wants, EFF and porn sites all-in; illegal “forbidden by law” vs unlawful “not authorized by law” network traffic; Democracy Now: “we don’t want to crash the FCC website today”, slow lane meme replacing fast lane; ham radio “free speech” under FCC regulation
0:54:36 Producer Segment
1:06:18 MH17 preliminary report released, De Telegraaf “Russians shot” headline, “explosive event” outside aircraft
1:09:58 Erin Burnett’s 94% of Americans who have seen beheading video; Obama’s primetime speech: “force women into marriage”, Roosevelt the last President to use modern technology, Obama unable to chew gum and read prompter at the same time, post-speech analysis on “fusion cells”; H.R.5408 Terrorist Denaturalization and Passport Revocation Act
1:30:27 Jay Carney’s new CNN analyst position, The McCain-Carney Show, Newt Gingrich: “this speech is closer to a George W. Bush speech”, Donna Brazile: “hopelessly Congress will pick up the phone and say, Mr. President, we’re wit’ choo”, insiders use “ISIL”; Dutch excluded from coalition; Pooper and Tapper mocking “advisors”; Brazile short circuit, Carol CNN: “it’s just kinda weird”; “the President will outline a three-phase campaign to destroy ISIS during his speech tomorrow”, phony 65% popular support number; McCain on ISIS “Twitter traffic”; Gloria Borger: “this isn’t just going to be drop a few bombs and that’s it”; NPR: Toyota “a favorite of rebels and militias the world over”; cost of patriot vs Hellfire missiles; Feinstein on Iran’s involvement, Wes Clark on threat to Saudi Arabia; bio agent Laptop of Doom redux
1:54:41 Tech sickness naming proposals; 11% of workers to be replaced by robots
1:57:21 Caspar Milquetoast Chuck Todd Obama interview: “our inbox gets pretty high”, denied golf proposals, Todd analysis: “optics”, “compartmentalize”
2:15:10 Donation Segment: 60th birthday party not a good idea
2:31:17 Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth WTC 7 Times Square billboard
2:32:54 “Weird” Tide commercial: “makes this puberty thing easier on all of us”
2:34:33 Senate Joint Resolution 19
2:39:26 9/11 “if you see something say something” sound clip from Chicago Metra
2:40:31 Rand Paul on police militarization: “what purpose are bayonets being given out for?”, “I can give you a reason: none”; equipment not to be used for riot suppression; Six-Week Cycle replaced by six-day cycle; Koskinen: “yes, wherever we can we follow the law”
2:48:53 Megyn Kelly on ISIS recruiter “the guy that we interview… the FBI interviewed”
2:51:31 Performatives Professor James Pennebaker on similarity of function word usage predicting compatibility, relative status: use of “I” inversely correlated with status
2:58:16 Frontline on Sierra Leone ebola hoax meme; military involvement to rescue African economies
650 Summer of Blood (2014-09-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “C’mon we’ve seen this, the most sophisticated terrorist group we’ve ever seen!” (2:45:02)

0:00:34 ACC’s last Amsterdam show, JCD’s harmonica Happy Birthday, repertoire recommendations

0:04:20 Ebola “apocalyptic quotes” listicle; Sanjay Gupta: USAID’s Rajiv Shah “the new man in charge of the United States ebola response”: “at-scale response”, “increase of our investment”, “tamp this down”; escaping ebola patients; $600M price tag, ACC: “why doesn’t Bill Gates write a check?”, vaccine testing ground; WHO’s Margaret Chan on ebola 2.0

0:20:06 New York City HPV promotion; study showing half of girls denied Gardasil by their fathers

0:25:55 Note from Antonia on JCD’s misogyny, JCD: “there’s plenty of smart beautiful women, you know, if they put enough makeup on”; Michael Sam and NFL’s “nightmare situation” avoided, Charles Haley masturbating in team meetings

0:33:48 The Fappening as violence toward women; unlawful content; Kate Bush no cell phones request

0:44:30 ACC’s remote-viewing Tourette superpower

1:04:54 Obama stumbling on Ukraine cease-fire, “the only reason that we’re seeing this ceasefire at the moment is because of both the sanctions … and the threat of further sanctions”; Poroshenko’s nervousness; Steven Cohen: “there’s no democracy in Kiev because it’s a wartime government”

1:15:32 The Matt & Marie Show: NATO rapid defense force, “there is nothing confrontational about it”, “how can a defensive tool be threatening to Russia?”, ACC: “I hope they’re screwing”

1:27:49 Robert Kagan WSJ warmongering op-ed “America’s Dangerous Aversion to Conflict”

1:34:28 Stephen Cohen on MH17: “an agreement among the major powers not to tell us who did it, which suggests it wasn’t the rebels”, black box media blackout; Show 636 NEWFIP recap, article scrubbed; Obama’s “more flexibility” open mike; Frans Timmermans speaks Russian

1:54:16 Jarl Mohn on NPR profitability, “same number of units”, caught flat-footed by caller on pharma & Monsanto, podcasts vs NPR One platform; WPIX Whole Foods “bargain” native ad; Peach Pundit on media steered by PR companies

2:11:20 The Intercept sending draft stories to CIA press officers; Cameron & Obama Times of London ISIS op-ed: “countries like Britain and America”; Biden filling in on podcast: “falling underwater on their homes”, mediocrity the American dream; drunk or not drunk moment: “we will follow them to the gates of Hell”

2:30:57 Donation Segment

2:43:46 Man on the street on ISIS threat; al-Baghdadi not planning anything for 9/11 to avoid competing with bin Laden, Don Lemon: “every one of us has to be on our toes”, Texas sheriff’s biggest concern: “well, the fact that they’re already here”

2:51:41 Tech news: WSJ on Twitter timeline, CNN: “when the world is in conflict, Twitter takes center stage”, “unlawful use”, Twitter as ISIS recruitment platform; IKEA “book book” ad

3:02:02 Gilead Sciences to sell discounted hepatitis C drug Sovaldi in developing countries

3:04:15 Common Core: “they are quite comfortable thinking about their friend ten” (CotD)

3:10:50 Al Sharpton mispronunciation medley

3:13:14 Al-Qaeda India expansion; Dutch “jihad belt”; Texas ISIS flag arrest, ASSHAT rebranding

3:16:40 Agenda 21: 350.org Disruption movie; Biden invokes religion; fake 2050 newscast
649 Scottish Do Over (2014-09-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s a big deal your 50th birthday and so the people wanted to chime in on it.”

0:00:33 ACC’s 50th birthday card via Newsletter; Dutch bathroom birthday calendar tradition; ACC subverts Facebook; inappropriate birthday wishes; AgentOrange in from Kandahar, challenge coins; party at Mayer Manor, René Froger surprise appearance, Before They’re Gone book, JCD: “you got a Lytro?”; Johnny Walker Platinum vs Green vs Macallan Amber

0:28:22 The “Fappening” stolen iCloud celebrity porn, actresses going public to raise “awareness”; compare and contrast bathtub kiddie pics CPS reaction

0:40:50 September 20 PodShow reunion; solo podcasts cannot make money

0:59:58 “Quiet period” before Scottish independence referendum on 18th, predicted: “Braveheart moment”, prediction: yes by 2%, do-over, no outcome

1:05:04 Sister Willow in from Italy, influx of Libyan refugees, Lampedusa has changed from tourist destination to refugee camp

1:07:32 Steven Sotloff beheading video: SITE, finder of bin Laden beard, Foley videos; web-scrubbing technologies deployed by Silicon Valley, “companies are grappling with increasing pressure to impose more censorship on the web”; green screen, steady breeze from fan; Obama: “their horrific acts only unite us as a country and stiffen our resolve to take the fight against these terrorists”; we only memorialize journalists, not soldiers; image from producer in Syria of Sotloff running antiaircraft gun, winking head, Anonymous-style TV static transition, message primarily to Obama, “our knife will continue to strike the necks of your people”

1:21:32 SITE jihadist and white supremacist threat monitoring service, $2.5k enterprise service, D.C. and Bethesda mailing addresses at UPS stores, State Department and Qatar there also; Clancy’s Executive Order in which Iran & Iraq become the United Islamic Republic, attack Saudi Arabia, ebola release, China Taiwanese airliner shootdown; Clancy’s Executive Order in which Iran & Iraq become the United Islamic Republic, attack Saudi Arabia, ebola release, China Taiwanese airliner shootdown; al-Qaeda in India; ISIS on Mexican border meme, ACC: “we’ve got .50 calibers here, we’re no joke!”, Bob Baer on “self-sustaining” ISIS; Douglas Herbert “all awrong”, “basically” medley

1:33:57 Throttle the Net Day on September 10, battleforthenet.com, funding from Boing Boing, Cheezburger, Tumblr, EFF among many; dontbreakthe.net; timing with Fappening; argument skit with Ben the Acme Bolt Company CEO; JCD on FCC: “what else can we regulate?”

1:55:46 Donation Segment: JCD 0:00:00 quote

2:21:56 E-mail on No Agenda’s “pro-Russian” stance; Obama on “American boots on the ground” in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania; “rapid reaction force”, tracking Russian military and Nigerian schoolgirls, “digital divide”; Obama: “borders cannot be redrawn at the barrel of a gun”, “now let’s put to rest, once and for all, the distortions, or outdated thinking”, Jack Matlock: “What does Russia want? They want a Ukraine that is not a threat to them”; Obama: “The Russian economy has slipped into recession”, ACC: “I’m thinking Putin’s in on it”

2:50:33 Democracy Now on Luhansk: “that’s part of the reason why we felt it was so diffic… so important …” in front of Eiffel Tower, communications cut vs satellite phones; Putin’s “out of context” two weeks to take Kiev; Ali Kinani Blackwater’s Youngest Victim documentary

2:58:47 Over 600 Blackwater/Academi contractors killed so far in Ukraine

2:59:39 Joan Rivers dead at 81; Kia make-good on KPIX

3:02:29 Woodward John Dean interview zinger

3:04:15 No Agenda tip: don’t call Michelle Obama a transgender before you go in for plastic surgery
648  Centrifuge Him! (2014-08-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s a QSL bonanza.” (2:43:19)
0:00:30 JCD’s new router; ACC quality chatroom debugging: “jiggle the handle!”, 40MHz wireless bandwidth setting; remembering amateur calls, phone numbers, IP addresses
0:08:42 ACC Netherlands family dinner: “burgers and bullets you crazy American, that’s right!”, talking global cooling with Marxist Uncle Willem, “you say some very dangerous things”; Koch brothers, Tea Party fundamentalists, ACC: “how are those mosques working out for you?”; Volkskrant political editor on Foley video; Mexican drug cartel emasculations
0:22:57 Obama “yes we tan” suit distraction; Bill Clinton oral sex is not sex social norm; corporate dress codes; Obama: “I have the authorities to engage in the acts of terror that we are conducting currently”, “we don’t have a strategy yet”, route vs rout; threat to Jordan in the news; Australia Kurd airlift; Eisenhower 1957 anti-communism jihad endorsement
0:45:14 Foley’s OPCA award for Gaddafi video; Bake Family Trust oil connections
0:53:08 Terror Laptop of Doom “treasure trove”, Saudi cleric WMD fatwa, “basically it’s how to destroy the world”; Bob Baer: “you simply put somebody, a victim, in a centrifuge, you get the liquid out of it …”; Jihad for Dummies, 33-year-old “Minnesota martyr” killed, jihadi Disneyland recruiting video; Yale Law Journal on passport revocation unconstitutionality
1:24:47 Producer thirty-three theory on early days of radio using pre-produced 33⅓ records
1:27:48 Labor Day and various National Awareness Months
1:30:51 Producer Segment: Club 33 retrospective; ALS foundation finances
1:56:17 Donald Tusk, Federica Mogherini replace Haiku Herman, Catherine Ashton, both anti-Russia
2:04:40 Genev Convention violation by televising captured Russian troops in Ukraine; Samantha Power on Russian obfuscation, Ambassador Churkin: “stop trying to undermine a regime you don’t like”; Jonathan Steele on civilian casualties worse than Gaza; Amsterdam Teslas, Ukraine stealing Russian gas, German Nordstream & OPAL pipeline control
2:25:26 Nederlands Publieke Omroep de-nationalization; cheese and butter in Finland; Russia not recognizing Eastern Ukraine referendum; MH17 investigation secret agreement; Steele on Ukraine rejecting ceasefire out of desire for military victory, NATO candidacy delay
2:39:11 ACC cashless Rotterdam visit, €8.50 card, Muslims everywhere; JOTA vs JOTI; chip-and-PIN VISA cards, liability shift, “you’re going to be seeing those cards coming thick and fast in the near future”, ACC: “I don’t want anything coming thick and fast near me, lady”, replacement “literally in a matter of days”, “cash under the mattress”
2:48:08 Donation Segment: blowjobs for trans-Grand Duke ranks
2:56:32 Arrest by Interpol for taking five-year-old from hospital
2:58:53 Australian Attorney General George Brandis clueless on web surfing vs web address
3:02:06 Military spokesperson: “Philippino peacekeepers from both positions 68 and 69” (CotD)
3:04:37 Colombian Gardasil sickness in 200 girls; William S. Cohen in 1997 on earthquake machines, phantom moles, chemical & biological scares, ebolavirus & pathogens engineered for certain ethnicities; CDC cover-up of MMR vaccine adverse reaction in black Americans
3:10:53 Second Half of Show: Michio Kaku on neuroscience weaponization: “you can also weaponize a hammer so it becomes a sword or becomes a missile launcher”, MKULTRA “psychics and all sorts of cockamamie things”; patent US7629918 B2 brain scrambler
3:18:17 Lesotho coup, Assistant Prime Minister takeover
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647  Flood the Zone  (2014-08-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh wow, oh man!” (2:56:25)
0:00:35  ACC in Amsterdam, latency and Skype problems; JCD’s overheating router in the freezer
0:05:37  Friendly TSA agents in Trusted Traveler program, ACC’s microphone
0:14:02  Eric the Constitutional lawyer at the airport, worried about ISIS; polder jihadis, Foley’s Dutch jailer Abu Ubaida al-Maghribi; DoD guy at Steamboat Institute: “these guys are so bad that al-Qaeda has disavowed them”, “terrorist dark arts”; Dutch “hate imams”; Greta on Fox: “new proof: ISIS has plans to commit terrorism and the plans are global!”, “and the scariest part of all is right here in America, at least a hundred and forty of those jihadists are Americans”
0:27:26  Barrasso on 16% of French supporting ISIS: “it shows me that the threat to the United States is even greater”; London Mayor Johnson op-ed on arresting those who go to Middle East “without good reason”, “ghastly jihadi tourism”, “rebuttable presumption”, picture with white sneakers, Newsletter picture with jihadi actors praying in all directions; jihadi John’s shemagh tied SAS style, black-clad in 108° weather; size of Indiana vs Great Britain
0:45:53  Corker: “Congress should own whatever we’re doing militarily”; Graham: “hundreds” of Americans in ISIS, Jihadi Olympics; Mike Rogers: “one plane ticket away from US shores”; NPR On Point caller on proxy war, support from Saudi Arabia & Qatar; UK sources calling Foley video propaganda; Ben Rhodes on video as terrorist attack; OSU’s Peter Mansoor vs Harvard’s Steven Walt on threat; DoD guy on Iran ICBM, Sputnik
1:13:57  GlobalPost precursor GroundTruth Project run by Charles M. Sennott, RYOT News; Peter Theo Curtis release in Syria; Sennott orbiting terror attacks; Michael Hayden: “flood the zone”, “ground truth that enables us to conduct targeted operations with kind of exquisite intelligence that that really requires”
1:32:02  Producer Segment: jcd.moralselflicense.com; No Agenda marriage proposal
1:52:32  Charlie Kaufman BAFTA speech on media “mass produced garbage” consumer culture; Kia hit piece: “that Kia then slammed head-on into a canal”; Kia hamster car
2:00:45  Stingray use to continue in Tacoma: “it makes sense to have law enforcement to have access to the same types of tools to counter the type of technology that people who want to harm us are using”, “Patriotic Act”; Dutch bicyclists texting; Ted Kaczynski’s Industrial Society and its Future; new reality show Utopia
2:08:28  Scottish independence referendum; European structural unemployment, solution: war between France and Germany; “Putin’s butter” in Finland due to Russian sanctions; Dutch professor’s letter to Putin: “the way you and your nation are convicted of crimes without evidence is ruthless and despicable”
2:21:15  Chris Matthews on Pew poll showing 22% of Republicans believe Ferguson raises race issues
2:24:28  California gun grab bill for when the owner “poses a threat”; Texas school district arming some staff members; nine-year-old Uzi shooting, no video available
2:28:29  NPR Marketplace on kale, “the K-word”; TED “have more kale” evergreen; “greens”; Dvorak’s Greatest Kale Recipes with 200 blank pages, audio book read by ACC
2:38:26  Donation Segment: $140 Trusted Traveler donation
2:49:46  Tech news: McLaughlin Group on hacking driverless cars, “vehicles directed by a smartphone app”; “oh wow” to be banned; NextGov’s Aliya Sternstein: “agencies have to prepare for the unpreparable”, “ever-evolving threats that are hitting the internet”
3:06:44  Thom Hartmann on carbon tax to save us from “the greatest threat we’ve ever faced”
0:00:00 ACC: “Any other intro or is that good enough?”
JCD: “That’s good enough.”
0:00:33 Northern California 6.0 magnitude earthquake; wooden Bordeaux boxes best protection; Molly and Ms. Micky at pre-Emmy party, JCD: “Why’d you marry that guy?”
0:08:24 Unwatchable 2014 AVN Awards; ACC blames VMAs; branding theory: leave it to consumers
0:12:41 ISIS banker friend: everyone in sales, TARP 2.0 for EU; ISIL branding, too scary to name
0:17:49 ISIS planned from the beginning? Distractions in the media; Kardashian selfie compilation
0:24:44 Ice bucket challenge guilt theory: “moral self-licensing” in “political correctness, pro-social behavior, and consumer choice”, licensing one’s self for subsequent bad behavior, chain letters; baptism, bucket hits power line; self-aggrandizement; altruistic or highbrow thoughts correlated with self-indulgent purchases; NRA anti-Bloomberg advertisement, LaPierre called out by Giffords; Harf on no challenge for Federal employees; role of self-image in licensing
0:54:04 Producer Segment: $1k check scam with 45.8% interest; JCD’s Irish whiskey tube
1:24:47 Tom Hayden to Thom Hartmann on “long war doctrine” from 2004, same year as the Wes Clark Seven; Clark on CNN: “I want to see the Saudis show some leadership here”, “how could you have an Islamic caliphate if you don’t control Mecca and Medina?” (CotD); Harf to AP Matt: “his answer was, we don’t have evidence the governments are financially supporting ISIS”, ACC: “I think they’re dating”, Harf: “their barbarity is really boundless”, Matt counters Grand Mufti point with Saudi human rights; possible secret deal with Iran
1:41:42 Michael Hayden doing the rounds, apparently as punishment, 100 Americans in ISIS meme, “sooner rather than later”, “in a competition now with al-Qaeda Prime”, “there’s no way more powerful to express their street credentials among the jihadist community”, “we lacked imagination with 9/11”, “keeping the right people off of aircraft”, “exquisite intelligence”; German passports meme replaced with American; the road to Medina; Pentagon briefing with Hagel and Dempsey: “tremendously well-funded”
2:08:04 ISIS downtown Chicago building Twitter message
2:12:08 James Foley: attempted rescue; producers: terrorist John is left-handed, beheadings by blow to the back of the neck, Obama statement taken from Arabic; GlobalPost, families required to pay now, Bergdahl forgotten, Philip Balboni, Foley in Baghdad with USAID
2:29:03 Katie Couric “in-home” interview with Foley’s brother and MKULTRA sister, military family, Starbucks’s cup, picture falling off wall to no reaction; call from Pope Francis; Dan Rather on paying ransoms out of loyalty
2:46:30 Donation Segment: “penal” etymology debunked; Aric the Shill, customer service expert
3:07:39 Mac & Cheese Day: Wisconsin Gruyère; “this recipe doesn’t require you to pre-cook the pasta, which is amazing”; ACC tries Kraft mac & cheese, workers: “don’t eat that, man”; Thanksgiving mac & cheese confirmed as a black tradition; recipe with cottage cheese and bacon
3:16:52 “Wolcano” Bardarbunga, “the current aviation color code of Bardarbunga is red”, bid for control of European airspace
3:18:50 Johnny Bench advertisement for Blue Emu pain relief spray: “take it from me, it works fast and you won’t stink”
645  Ghost of Austin  (2014-08-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Look at me, boom!” (2:56:04)
0:00:32  JCD’s maintenance kit for his printer
0:01:45  ACC’s proposed four-week cycle of doing the show on the road
0:05:39  ACC: JCD would make a great Wizard in Wicked; pre-9/11 trusted traveler experience, touch the sides of a magnetometer to set it off
0:12:18  Ferguson: “war on black boys”; “change starts at the polling place”; Jason Riley on black on black violence: “but Al Sharpton didn’t head to Chicago, he headed to St. Louis”, Sharpton’s “peace mission”; Maddow: “extreme use of force police rioting”; Eleanor Holmes Norton: “is there something about the way elections are done in Missouri or in the county?”, test run for 2016; Bearcats and MRAPs, early days of Iraq when no one had body armor, Radley Balko on crisis negotiators vs Lenco Bearcat AC/DC promo video; Palestine sympathy protest
0:36:07  New show Stalker trailer with evergreen scream
0:37:43  Second St. Louis shooting paused video, Police chief: “Tasers aren’t 100%”; Sandy Hook Advisory Commission not deconstructing Adam Lanza; Hedy Epstein, “holocaust survivor”
0:53:38  Producer Segment: ACC to Amsterdam Monday; ACC’s Frank Underwood gig
1:08:37  Australian politician Clive Palmer on Chinese “mongrels”; “raised eyebrows”
1:11:48  Iceland volcano: ACC: “the most beautiful flying weather ever”, “European travelers be warned”, “molten lava is on the move”, producer: “nothing happening right away if at all”
1:19:46  Sir D. H. Slammer on “decimated”; “penal” and “testimony”
1:24:03  Foley beheading: ACC: “kill a journalist, it usually helps”; “that ship has sailed, Obama”; non-grieving family; retaliation vs ransom discrepancy; Obama: “for no other reason than they practice a different religion”, “so ISIL speaks for no religion”, “endless slavery to their empty vision”; JCD on Foley’s stoicism: “I’d be biting”; “systematically beheading children”; Western passports meme, British accent
1:45:58  “The Beatles” group, Red Book: McCartney outraged; Hayden: “we have got to take the wood to ISIS”, Waziristan; Mike “Jihadi Disneyland” Rogers: “single level threat stream” before 9/11, “the threat matrix is so wide and so deep”; Marie Harf: “ISIS or ISIL or IS or whatever we’re going to call it this week”; Imam on fighting ISIS branding, TASI “Terrorist Assassins of Syria and Iraq”; Ted Poe: “is there a connection between the Maxican cartels and groups like ISIS?”; phone skit; Harf hasn’t seen the Foley video
2:05:18  Katt Williams Boston Marathon, Christopher Dorner routine, ACC: “well I look forward to working with him when you’re dead”; “they just barbecued this nigga on national TV!”
2:10:47  Donation Segment
2:23:46  Elizabeth Warren: “Hillary is terrific”, whispered “it’s time to go inside” rescue
2:25:03  Second Half of Show: former Canadian minister of Defense Paul Hellyer on UFOs protecting us from nuclear weapons; Corso’s The Day After Roswell; St. Paul, Alberta landing pad
2:31:41  Tech news: Adam Carolla, Personal Audio settlement; JCD’s Vessyl cup column; JCD Scott Cook part with alpacas, Silicon Valley is bullcrap
2:44:57  Ms. Micky’s wall of fame makeover, studio ghost eviction
2:48:11  Kermit the Frog, Lindsay Lohan ice bucket challenge; guilt-ridden flagellants; donating lawsuit awards; social media international health crisis, celebrity “club”; Vin Diesel: “and Putin!”
3:02:58  Monday National Mac & Cheese day, black Thanksgiving tradition, Patti LaBelle recipe
3:12:42  Ebola in Germany; vaccine makers’ stock up; Show 666 on Día de Muertos
644 Why Why Not (2014-08-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “To grow pot, that’s what a greenhouse is for.” (2:01:07)
0:00:33 New York City latency, problems with interdevice communication; “weird” buzzer
0:03:23 Ferguson riots: protest in New York City; “hands up, don’t shoot” Brown quote meme; Zain Asher on “economic tension between blacks and whites”, St. Louis as “ninth most racially segregated city”; “murdered in cold blood and left like an animal in the streets”; “murder of Michael Brown… or the killing of Michael Brown”; Obama on journalist arrests; “subject to arrest and/or other actions”; issues with prosecutor Robert McCulloch
0:20:25 Rick Perry indictment causes amusement at the Gregg-Curry reunion
0:27:47 ACC: “you don’t concealed carry do you?”; fast-talking Ben Shapiro: “every government law is backed by point of gun”; Bill Ayers on Second Amendment: “I think we should disarm”; Shapiro: “they know you’re a racist sexist bigot homophobe who hates the poor”; ACC’s IRS experience, tax lien; rethinking military police gear
0:43:46 Gregg-Curry reunion: Pot Shards blurb by Tim Weiner, CIA took issue with covering Japan; tennis with the Brzezinskis, wants to be on Morning Joe with “Zbig”; Felix Rodriguez and Iran Contra; Aunt Meg CIA Russian ops bombshell; CVC: “they’re all on the spectrum”; Uncle Ren the rocket scientist on 1963 Mars crash spacecraft, lack of moon landing evidence, Elon Musk “modern day P. T. Barnum”; nothing from Aunt Meg on Putin
1:04:03 Column of Russian armored vehicles in Ukraine, no video
1:06:24 Responses to Samantha Power ISIS tweet “Christian who wouldn’t convert shot in head; 2 who did had throats slit”; Yezidis in Nebraska: “when he called his brother in Iraq, a member of ISIS answered”, selling Yezidi women in the market for $2; DoD spokeshole John Kirby on threat to Erbil: “put a hurtin’ on them”
1:22:19 Producer Segment
1:34:02 Airport stories: JCD TSA Pre✓ bottleneck, ACC “trusted traveler” tattoo, JCD henna recommendation; Canadian plastic bills; e-mails on Indians in Canada: doctors and Punjabis
1:50:06 Climate summit in September; Al Gore working with WPP on campaign aimed at young people, askwhywhynot.org; ice bucket challenge in midst of California drought, “gay Illuminati cult rites”, selfie do-overs; Kerry’s message: “what’s happening is the science! It’s screaming at us!”, “if you accept that science is causing the climate to change …”
2:02:51 JCD’s Nigerian scam e-mail from IMF’s John David
2:04:51 New York campaign finance, “independent expenditures” with words such as “vote”, “oppose”
2:12:44 Bill Bratton Minority Report “predictive policing”, “actually in some respects you are identifying the criminal … now everyone in the audience with your iPhone or your Samsung phone can do exactly what Tom Cruise was doing”, Domain Awareness program, “it will actually be impossible to come into the city of New York and not have your license plate scanned in some fashion” (CotD); FastPass Faraday cage
2:24:38 Bill Ayers on libertarianism: “they think that the market is holy”
2:29:33 Donation Segment: Sergeant Fred “in the morning!”; archaeologist cousin Burr and peerage
2:44:42 Comcast-Time Warner merger advertisement pushing net neutrality
2:49:35 Ben Shapiro rant on socialists and narcissists
2:53:35 $2k-per-night Peninsula Hotel opening in Paris, €900M investment
2:57:15 Judge requires statement from IRS on lost e-mail testimony conflicts, ACC: “someone’s going to burn for this”, Watergate tapes “Rosemary Wood stretch”
643  **Brand Snowden (2014-08-14)**

0:00:00  JCD: “Blind, and/or asleep”

0:00:32  Letter from producer on Elizabeth Warren’s appeal over Hillary; Obama on vacation, “my fears, doubts, insecurities, foibles, need for sleep, family life, vacations, leisure, is gone”; Warren vs Palin on meme production

0:07:59  Creepy hotels.com “he’s my lover” advertisement; effectiveness of jingles

0:12:52  Ferguson riots: “hands up, don’t shoot”, Sharpton heckled on scene, Jamilah Nasheed: “execution style”, black Americans “under siege”; Bob Avakian on the scene; 1917 St. Louis race riots, photos confiscated; daily occurrence in Oakland; JCD: “Georgia has a lot of potential for some good race riots”; getting the black vote out for Democrats in midterms

0:38:34  2014 Gay Games, JCD: “It’s like having the Negro Baseball League come back”, gayorbitz.com

0:44:32  Harf: Kerry at unsanctioned Myanmar hotel stealing towels: “Jen Psaki might, I don’t know”

0:48:01  Producer Segment: whatyoupayforsports.com; Scotch recommendation: Macallan 12; ACC on Daily Tech News 2299; No Agenda 33 car

1:07:34  New York Magazine article on the news causing depression; Hannity a Sharpton analog, “convert or die” debunked; Yezidis not Christians; Hannity on decapitation, Nazi Germany meme, “dying from starvation and the thirst”, 40k slaughtered; Brennan clip on caliphate as “fackless delusion”

1:23:34  Fred Kagan: “we may be weary of war, but war is not weary of us”, radioactive materials; ISIS rebranding; Lindsey Graham on “direct threat to our homeland”; McCain on al-Baghdadi’s “see you in New York”; Bob Baer to Pooper on IS crossing Mexican border, “death cult”; Marie Harf: “what we want to do is not allow them to take more territory”; Kerry on “iconic” severed head photo, Australian report on “class clown” Khaled Sharouf; selfie retakes

1:46:09  Guess the Spokeshole: Susan Rice at African food security event

1:50:20  Social media an international public health disaster, with terms like “viral”

1:57:43  Producer’s motorcycle accident; NPR “sponsorship, underwriting, advertising”

2:00:18  Donation Segment: Knight ring thefts; Brooke Baldwin

2:09:13  Wired Snowden interview, missing Burberry glasses nosepad, “brand Snowden”, difficulty of doing international money transfers, national security outsourcing pushback

2:21:30  Marlon Wayans on Robin Williams: “I think there’s something in these medicines”; lawyers in teen suicides connected to big pharma

2:26:55  CDC Frieden: “intentionally created infections which remain a real threat” (CotD)

2:29:49  Consular consolidated database issue caused by integration portal; ten-year lifecycle, fourteen-year service life; White House “Improving and Simplifying Digital Services”

2:33:07  JCD in Canada, passport control; request for info on huge numbers of Indians in Canada

2:38:31  Pussy Riot in new season of House of Cards; Erdoğan reelected; Haider al-Abadi new Iraqi Prime Minister, al-Maliki not stepping down

2:41:01  Clooney’s fiancée turns down Human Rights Council panel seat; possible governorship run; Iranian hand snap, on Iranian filmmakers: “as Iran becomes more and more integrated into the United St... into the world”

2:45:58  (No) tech news: “and the phone should be made out of bakelite!”

2:46:34  Geert Wilders reaction to ISIS demonstrations; European deflation

642 Walking Bear (2014-08-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “I wish he would have done that, now I just sound like a stooge!” (2:15:19)
0:00:34 JCD’s “weird” dystopian steampunk San Francisco dream; Ms. Micky moon awakening
0:03:06 The No Agenda Tourette’s Club natc.noagendanotes.com; Marilu Henner’s hyperthymesia
0:12:06 Elections taking place in Turkey; Kerry rushed off to fix Afghan election outcome
0:20:50 Iraq airstrike on artillery near Erbil, grainy Pentagon Youtube videos; Erbil’s 6000-year history, oil and gas convention in September, embassy and refineries; ISIS piling into truck video
0:31:56 Biden in 2006 on Balkanization plan, mixing up Sunni and Shia; al-Maliki refusing to leave, probable hot tub “accident”; Amy Goodman: “President Obombing”; CNN on “Christian Holocaust in our midst”; Obama on British and French partnership, “what we don’t yet have is a Prime Minister”; former Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari lauding US military; Ahmed Chalabi the George Washington of Iraq for Prime Minister
0:46:29 Marie Harf: “well look, we’ve been clear for months now, that ISIS is an incredibly dangerous enemy”, “took some strikes today”; Vice al-Baghdadi profile, “captured” US weapons; Howard Dean: “the Kurds are a real country”, “and the third section is divided between people who are pretty much like the Nazis, absolute terrorists and almost subhuman”; ierbil.com, ACC: “this place is more active and more hip than Austin”; Obama’s not-so-final final question, “as if this was my decision”; Muslim penetration of Europe progressing
1:12:26 Albright at Aspen Institute: “various arguments that go on, that’s what people like us used to do for a living”; Albright Stonebridge Group; Russia “off the record” conversation; Condoleezza Rice background; Robert Gates: “he doesn’t want to re-create the Soviet Union … he doesn’t want to be responsible for all those economic basket cases on the periphery”; Kiev’s history, “I always liked the definition of diplomacy as saying nice doggie until you could find a rock”
1:39:19 Producer Segment: “Foleey!”; Skyler the Dvorak family parrot
1:52:09 Pot Shards by Uncle Donald P. Gregg
1:55:30 High Rise Safety Initiative ballot measure for World Trade Center 7
1:58:15 Porn industry, Grindr, Kaiser Health News pushing Truvada, “health care providers need to step up their game”; twelve-year-old dead after Gardasil; The Economist guide to prostitution
2:12:14 ACC imitated in audio edition of Console Wars
2:15:29 Tech news: Google to favor https in rankings; JCD using Bing as default on phone; Vinnie the walking bear, JCD: “the bear was looking for a phone”; SpaceX firings; British visa backlog
2:21:31 The First Family Detail book on Hillary’s nastiness to Secret Service; Assault and Flattery
2:31:45 Donation Segment
2:48:26 Negative interest rates in Germany, European Central Bank quantitative easing, Portuguese bank bailout; Dutch railway station closed off to non-smart-card users
2:59:13 Sisi to build $8.4bn canal parallel to Suez; spending.gov unaccounted-for $619bn, $544bn from Health and Human Services; The Economist on Obama, Jarrett not understanding business, wat je zegt ben je zelf met je kop door de helft
3:04:52 JCD’s invite to ACC’s 50th birthday in Amsterdam
3:07:28 Greenwald’s no comment on second leaker; Snowden at Bolshoi without glasses
3:08:34 Ebola’s who’s next; $51bn for Nigerian electoral reforms; EU €845M pan-African initiative; Mozambique LNG facility, Tanzania; historical rural-to-city ebola pathway reversed
3:14:10 Man who filmed Eric Garner’s death arrested

717
641 Extractive (2014-08-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s all corrupt. Sorry.”
0:00:32 ACC “episode” stumble; stream falls victim to server migration; sleepless over “642 pipeline”
0:02:40 Road trip to Global Entry interviews, ACC’s new CBP bestie
0:11:54 Netherlands Business Support Office lunch; three-week immigration database “glitch”, hostage passports; Federal Reserve building tour, Symbols on American Money brochure
0:26:04 Criminal taunts police on Facebook, tracked by IP address; Google kiddie porn scanning
0:29:54 Toledo algae bloom: “climate change made it worse”; regulate small farms out of existence, hipster girl: “level the playing field”, “manure crisis”, “that’s a great question”
0:34:58 Doctor dodges question on who prevents research during ebola outbreak; Obama: “let the science guide us”; NIH Dr. Anthony Fauci: “mortality up to 90%”, IL-2 antiviral patent
0:44:26 White House summit with African leaders, Gambia’s Tahya Jammef in sheets with butt plug stick, O’Biden “the nation of Africa” à la Dan Quayle; Africa peacekeeping force for drug distribution; memorandum on expanding trade, investment; climate change fact sheet; Africa business Executive Order, $200M World Bank pledge to fight ebola; ebola dirty bomb warning
0:59:18 Kerry on Hard Talk: “we also have extractive”, “because we listened to people in Africa”, Chinese contractors in on Kenya investment: “we are doing this because we think it’s the best thing for Africa” epic fail; “less Boko Hams, less al-Shebabs” veiled threat; Africa “powerful addition” to Obama’s legacy; like Libya, evict Chinese and rubblize
1:17:47 Fauci originated “Brolf”; look for oil, mineral news in ebola countries; NYC anthrax drill
1:22:48 Producer Segment: ACC’s DAW setup; Ramsey Cain DefCon meetup; JCD anniversary
1:40:25 History revisionists on CA Proposition 19 not massing because of Oakland favoritism
1:44:14 ACC’s Tourette fast reflexes & number memory superpowers
1:47:55 More “words matter” in 640’s torture clip: “important for us not to feel too sanctimoniou”, stammer as lying tell, “ban some of the … techniques”; Pawn Stars “weird” vs “odd”
1:52:34 Ready for Hillary at Netroots: “we think it’s a really great value add”, Facebook valley girl: “driving conversations around that brand”, “um, uh, y’know” guy
2:02:06 “Squat girl” Meredith Levine at IAB: “good native advertising respects the independence and the sanctity of journalism and at the same time really, kind of puts the onus on a reader to decide do I want to engage with a marketer’s content”, “storytelling tools”; NYT now-obsolete ethics guidelines, JCD on junkets, bloggers’ obligation, negative reviews; “paid post partners”
2:21:48 Donation Segment: advice for a nine-year-old
2:33:11 Foul-mouthed Abby Martin on Liz Wahl: “I was getting all this international press and then she resigns live on-air”, Wahl a Foreign Policy Institute “fucking idiot pawn”
2:40:34 Jack Ryan Shadow Recruit Turkish pipeline; King Pils’ neighbor in Greece: Putin; Russian tank biathlon; Azerbaijan & Armenia; Russia-Iran $20bn oil deal; Sergey Glazyev roundtable on US role in Ukraine; as with Israel, no Ukraine atrocity coverage
2:49:43 Israel negative coverage seems designed to set off Muslims hordes in Europe, anti-Jew riots; al-Baghdadi a Mossad agent; “does Iron Dome actually work?”, Democracy Now jazz bed
3:02:34 Apple media event; Russian hacker story, JCD: “They won’t identify one site!”; Kaiser Alexander’s bogus tech company, Verizon’s “tech up”; Wikipedia editing freeze: Rumsfeld an “alien lizard who eats Mexican babies”
3:08:06 Arwa Damon drunk EMT-biting lawsuit, shapeshifter theory, JCD: “lizards can’t drink”
3:11:10 ACC ordering RadioShack items on Ebay as collectibles in face of bankruptcy
640 Putinism (2014-08-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Achmed, swallow the key!” (1:32:10)
0:00:33 ACC mike humming problem; replace “weird” with “odd”, new meaning of “share”
0:04:49 Kurt Eichenwald on conspiracy theories “harming the country”, medical experiments on refugee children; Michele Bachmann – foster parent to 23 children – on foster children as wards of the state; Agenda 21: “urban development, blah blah blah blah”, “grant trees the rights of humans”, JCD: “Hey man, my pine tree votes no!”; “anti-vacciners”
0:22:58 Eichenwald on truthers, muddying the waters in the wake of the 28 pages; Richard Gage of Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth, WTC 7 third worst structural failure
0:35:23 Climate consensus paper on 97.1% of the 31.3% who had an opinion; Environment and Public Works committee report on “billionaires club” running EPA, Sea Change Foundation
0:50:00 Ham radio Youtube video, ACC: “some guy looking at tubes?”, crazy stuff on 14.313 MHz
0:51:34 Feedback on media policies not showing Newtown blood but showing atrocities overseas; Tsarnaev brothers missing “money shot” video
0:56:09 Foreigners fleeing Libya, gunfire on Tunisian border, Obama in 2011: “No question that Libya and the would be better off with Gaddafi out of power”
1:03:11 Producer Segment: listen.noagendastream.com
1:22:54 NPR hushed-voice story on upgraded al-Qaeda “Mujahideen Secrets” encryption software: “it was like jumping from Windows 2.0 to Windows XP”
1:34:00 Kaiser Alexander has filed for nine patents, JCD: “Here’s a lot of money, just shut up and stay shut up”; Buzzkill Jr.’s phone drain identified as a Stingray operation; FISA court judges buying Verizon stock, USA FREEDOM Act compensation clause; GEO, Wackenhut getting a lot of money to house illegals
1:40:54 RDI one-page declassified summary, IT staffers’ “lack of candor”; Obama: “we tortured some folks”, spectacular Obama stammer, “I understand why it happened”, “the plane in Pennsylvania had fallen”, “sanctimonious”, JCD recommends The Third Degree on NYPD torture
1:52:23 Feinstein on unconstitutionality of CIA spying on the Intelligence Committee; Brennan: “we wouldn’t do that”, grimy hands on first printed copy of the Constitution lacking Bill of Rights
1:58:04 Sanjay Gupta play-by-play on Brantley arrival at Emory University Hospital, CDC on ebola vaccine, “airlines are on the alert to cull the herd”, TNT’s The Last Ship
2:09:01 Executive Order revising list of quarantinable communicable diseases, 2003 order added SARS, already contained ebola, VHFs viral hemorrhagic fevers “not yet isolated or named”, “cause or have the potential to cause a pandemic” influenza still in place, “apprehension, detention, or conditional release of individuals to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of suspected communicable diseases”
2:22:31 Donation Segment
2:38:00 Kale “the must-have superfood” in France
2:42:27 Obama on Russia: “short of going to war, there are going to be some constraints in terms of what we can do”; Harf: “At some point I think the Russian citizens are going to be pretty unhappy that because of his actions in the region and other countries their economy is tanking, so that’s what it is designed to do…”, AP Matt: “So in fact you’re saying that the goal here is to make it painful on the Russian people”, Harf: “Not at all”
2:48:26 Fareed Zakaria: “Putinism” spread to Turkey
639  Tangible Things  (2014-07-31)

0:00:00  JCD: “It was disgusting. I had to turn the show off.” (1:37:33)
0:00:32  JCD not a rule follower, but Christine Lagarde is
0:02:05  Demonstration of show notes search and noagendaplayer.com, ACC: “turn it down!”
0:08:18  Ebola to top of headlines after Newsletter release; Marburgvirus in Russian labs; WHO memos & RFPs to develop AIDS-like virus, *The Population Bomb*, Margaret Sanger’s Negro Project, African birth control via anal sex, Litton Bionetics at Fort Detrick; *The Population Bomb* outline as boilerplate; White House 33-page paper on climate policy as insurance
0:24:48  NPC1 gene essential for ebola, HIV; MH17 ebola connection; NSSM200 on mineral extraction; Harf: “The US missions in the affected areas have distributed messages … regarding the ebola attack”; Sudan, Zaire strains appeared simultaneously in 1976, Côte d’Ivoire in 1994; victim Kent Brantly age 33; Marburgvirus broke out in three places in Europe; Lisbon Treaty locking up communicable disease victims; infrastructure prevents spread outside Africa
0:45:39  Yale study on communicating climate consensus: pictures win, especially for Republicans; 970k climate scientists; “mega-fires” in the West “the front lines of climate change”; NOAA satellite data stolen; internal strife within Greenpeace over investment losses
0:54:08  Fed not raising interest rates; *bricsmap.noagendanotes.com*; China & Russia moving in on Argentina default; RT on China vs US in Africa; Chinese business practices “careless to the point of stupidity”, JCD Beijing & nasty Malay Chinese wine stories, Eric screwed by Chinese vendor on noagendanation.com, War on Chicken; M.P. Rifkin Russia “oil transfer” slipup
1:07:11  Producer Segment: *Jeopardy!* Hot Pockets and “in the morning”; ACC TWiT Twitter story; classicnoagenda.com podcast; new Scott Mackenzie giblet at noagendanovels.com
1:33:35  AP Matt tweeted ACC back; professor killed by macaroni-eating driver
1:35:47  Gaza saturating news media; PBS animal sex series, jerking off porcupine
1:38:10  *Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles* “controversy”; Hoffman’s *The Most Wanted Man*
1:41:46  28Pages.org: House floor immunity; Glenn Beck Massie interview; Israel in the headlines
1:47:38  WSJ reports healthcare.gov development cost $840M
1:49:25  Psaki on school explosions blame; Harf to Brolf on “unilateral”, oops, “unconditional” ceasefire
1:56:20  $700M Hellfire sale to Iraq; tanker of Kurdish oil off Austin, Ceyhan tanks full, fuel prices down; Turkish women’s laughter protest; more Gülenist arrests
2:00:47  Douglas Herbert on Russian sanction loopholes “large enough to drive a couple of giant warships through”, gas industry exempt, not allowing banks to unload dollar debt; Merkel-Putin secret “land for gas” deal; $50bn award to Yukos; backlash: McDonald’s “ass cream with bear fillings” banned, BP 20% stake in Rosneft; *The Economist* on Putin’s “epic deceits”
2:22:42  KQED vehicle donation call for action, Lumosity “leading scientists” superlative
2:24:59  Donation Segment: “Morning Jew… Joe”
2:37:04  No tech news: Personal Audio drops Carolla lawsuit, Carolla still raising money
2:47:10  “Oh my god that is a-ma-zing!” from *Archer* series, “but Iran was like, no way, cash only”
2:56:20  USA FREEDOM Act “tangible things”, Holder’s emergency authority; Buzzkill Jr.’s story on draining iPhones with Obama across the street; NSL now “prohibition of certain disclosure”
3:08:21  *Meet the Press* on NYT call for pot legalization, “a problem precisely for my mommy reasons”, “… eight IQ points, and … I don’t have eight to lose”
638  Parliment Update (2014-07-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “I have tech news.”
        ACC: “You have tech news, John?”
        JCD: “I actually have tech news; I have a clip.” (2:41:58)

0:00:34  Cold weather in California; ACC’s transmission woes; “pinch a loaf” air conditioner guy; JCD at drag race, No Agenda battery car 33 videos up

0:12:00  Happy Sysadmin Day; “Atlanticists” running the show don’t care about individual countries

0:15:03  “Yatz” resignation, Ukrainian parliament melee; Psaki a comedic figure in Russia; Harf on new weapons, Russian artillery firing into Ukraine, Matt: “Is there a Youtube video or something that you could point us to?”; Harf to Brolf on Kerry’s “dozen and dozens of phone calls”, Libya’s “decades and decades of dictatorship”

0:34:30  Vast number of recent oil & gas headlines, Hemlock Grove on Russian gay meme, Letterman on Putin: “kill the guy”; IMF and Ukraine

0:43:06  Illinois Republican on genital mutilation in Mosul; KT McFarland on “porous southern border”, jihadis “marrying up” with Americans, Saturday Night Live skit on white collar jihadis; Pistole at Aspen Security Summit on underwear bomber’s hygiene, Dempsey on ISIS and Europe’s “southern flank”; Germans promised not to move east; Dempsey: Russia “on a path to assert themselves differently”

0:59:14  Megyn Kelly Bill Ayers interview: “Diệm got a bullet in the head from Kennedy”; Dempsey on ISIS as “apocalyptic” group

1:10:00  Producer Segment: JCD recommends Portugese olive oil; Google Voice 666 message limit

1:29:52  Feedback on Lagarde numerology, 7/27, Siri “Opening Gates Of Hades”; Americans get honorary knighthoods; coal rolling; angry Untermensch note

1:37:29  Anthony Bourdain on Layover show: “big head equals success”

1:40:04  Michael Hayden to Erin Burnett: “and this part now, I’m making up a bit…”, cut off (CotD)

1:44:38  Israel’s image problem disproves Jews controlling media theory; Palestinian unity government includes Hamas, Egyptian tunnels under Morsi blocked by Sisi; Leviathan gas field; Bill Maher: “I don’t think you can be an athiest scientist in the Arab world”

1:59:32  Obama’s call for corporate economic patriotism; TX, CA tent cities

2:11:01  Andrea Mitchell on Elizabeth Warren; who gets Ready for Hillary money if she doesn’t run?

2:14:01  “A people cannot be responsible for the actions of their government” meme on Facebook

2:15:01  Donation Segment: No Agenda jingles being stolen and used in other podcasts

2:26:31  Deutschland Blitzkrieg: Jim Willie predicts Germany joining BRICS; some Russian banks kicked out of SWIFT; EU may be headed for dissolution; TTIP off the radar

2:32:46  Turkish election coming up, Erdoğan being called a Jew-hater; Greek prophesy

2:34:59  Putin nationalized Gazprom; only state-controlled banks being targeted for EU sanctions, privatization push; 1950 defense bonds ad: “ever-surging threat of red aggression”; benefit of controlled inflation to the government

2:41:58  Motorola’s phone-unlocking tattoo sticker; letter from mayors to FCC’s Wheeler on “free and open” internet, “freely access lawful content”; ACC: “I think I would like my tattoo to interact to the internet of things”

2:49:17  Shanghai Husi meat scandal
637  Common Sense Fact  (2014-07-24)

0:00:00  JCD: “Shakin’ and bakin’ in that thing.”  (2:34:05)
0:00:32  Eight Beatles songs on the pre-stream; Linda McCartney isolated mike prank
0:04:12  Texas coal-rolling
0:07:35  Mimi: “You guys move more than my dog moves its bowels”, another dead cat
0:08:55  MH17: Richard Quest the “aviation expert”; MTV’s Wang system; Ukrainian SU-25 5km behind aircraft, 28k foot ceiling, 33k foot maximum operating altitude, MH17 requested to descend to 33; $20bn Russian investments by German companies, Netherlands largest exporter in EU, Russian oil to Rotterdam, gas storage in north, “Dutch reacharound” tax haven, legal haven for Russian oligarchs; Juncker’s proposed energy union
0:25:10  Question to Harf on Indian Prime Minister; European Cockpit Association on countries who knew risks; Psaki benched? Nord Stream pipeline direct to Germany, Trans-Adriatic pipeline; “thugs”, last year’s Dutch/Russian tit-for-tatting, Remnick: Russian television “paranoid propaganda line”, “Putinism”; AP Matt to Harf: “what is it that’s other than social media?”
0:45:42  Harf on Ben Gurion restriction, passenger nervousness: “He and our whole team were very comfortable landing at Ben Gurion”; Bloomberg to Brolf: “…you’re implying that our government does things for political reasons, and maybe every once in a while they do”; European airlines pulling out, FAA reversal
0:53:32  Shah Deniz gasfield a Gazprom replacement, Netherlands a “passthrough country”
0:59:56  JCD @McDonalds douchebags tweet; woman arrested, fired for leaving kid at park
1:02:53  US support for Iranian insurgents via IWPR, Freedom House: iupr.net sponsors
1:08:21  Josh Earnest on SA-11 back to Russia, evidence “marshalled” from social media, “calculus”
1:11:11  Producer Segment
1:32:38  Adam Schiff on Russian “bellicose foreign policy”, how are sanctions not an act of war? Bill Richardson and Madeline Albright on 500k Iraqi children dead: “I stand behind the sanctions”
1:38:02  Afghan run-off election, runner-up becomes Prime Minister; BRICS to work on elimination of Afghan drug production; TAPI pipeline, Waziristan
1:42:23  Feinstein on MH17: “Putin, you have to man up”; Dutch Foreign Minister Timmermans on stolen wedding rings; two French ships for Russia, Air Algiers plane vanishes
1:47:17  Norway terror threat “aggravated”; Human Rights Watch on FBI-thwarted “plots” as set-ups, Newburg Four; 40% of FBI budget for counterterrorism, “pre-investigation assessments, gathering information in the absence of suspicion of wrongdoing or threat to national security for unlimited periods”; Kaiser Alexander’s million a month consulting for Wall Street
2:00:20  Lagarde’s 7/20; kicking Russia out of G20; anti-Russia propaganda aimed at Europe; Harf always prefixes “pro-Russian”, insincere MH17 memorial, “and second, a quick travel update for people…”; Producer Pierre on EU anthem in A Clockwork Orange
2:10:09  Donation Segment: No Agenda battery car 33; ACC’s rainstick works
2:21:37  “The new meth” war on hash oil in Washington State
2:22:49  Josh Earnest on cameras not allowed at Apollo 11 event
2:25:55  Thom Hartmann “people love it!”; Hillary at Google, Kerry on Sunday shows, “extraordinary moment of diplomacy”: “we’ve got to get over there” (CotD); Biden’s Air Force Two “office”
2:37:24  ITProTV clip: “this is Ben; Ben has a knack for technology and computers”
2:40:24  Hundred police chiefs arrested in Turkey, Erdoğan-Obama commns down; Turkey as “pass-through country”; Kurds using Turkish embassy in Mosul, Red Book: assassination
636  Appification Generation (2014-07-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “And what kind, what did you use for bait?”
JCD: “A plum.”
ACC: “A plum, perfect!” (3:04:44)

0:00:34 ACC post-move can’t find musical instruments, child’s “Putiiin!” clip

0:05:05 Predisposal to blame Putin for MH17, Russia Netherland’s biggest trading partner through Rotterdam; no, this is not MH370; no benefit to Putin; Hillary: “Russian insurgents”, Russian stock market drop, “diversify from Gazprom”, “put Putin on notice”; all focus is on the bodies

0:29:40 Yatsenyuk: “Russian-led terrorists”, “all these bastards”, “war against the world”; Obama: “evidence must not be tampered with”, FBI & NTSB, “there will likely be misinformation as well”, “no one can deny the truth...”; UN emergency session, Psaki on FBI conflict of interest

0:38:14 Julia Ioffe: “...downed by these boneheads with surface-to-air missiles”; flight plan mysteries, “commercial decision”; Air France & British Airways “scrupulously avoided Ukraine airspace”; ACC: “commercial aircraft have been flying over war zones for decades”

0:47:56 PBS on “drunken hoodlums in uniform”; Stephen Cohen on “orgy of political opinion”; CNN: “the deep suspicion is that Russians were directly involved in launching those missiles”; McCain: “Hell to pay”; another RT resignation; Peter King on “Pyutin” & “AeroFlat”

1:00:17 SA-11 “Buk”, JCD: (drunk voice) “let’s go launch a missile!”; targeting radar locks on mode transponder, secondary system illuminates target for missile; CNN virtual studio on “high-tech tracks”, missing missile; military planes “shadowing” civilian planes; June radar outages, NEWFIP “NATO Electronic Warfare Force Integration Period” exercises, jam transponder and advertise military mode, whoosh, done: false flag

1:16:09 Obama’s hundred six AIDS researchers on MH17; Brzezinski: “we can still give Putin the chance to redeem himself”, “the city of London has become a Las Vegas for Russian financial transactions”; Merkel pushback on sanctions; ACC predicts Bosnia-Herzegovina outcome; Cohen on US & Ukraine refusing ceasefire; Iran Air 655, KAL007

1:33:01 Producer Segment

1:46:48 Adam Curry arrested in New Jersey for heroin and guns; ACC’s Harrison/Harold mixup
1:50:48 NPR underwriter credit guidelines
1:55:44 Australia vote to scrap carbon tax
1:57:01 History of the 33 meme from 2009 show: hotel 33rd floor; old algae fuel clip
2:02:32 Confirmation that “five white men” was from Harry Reid
2:03:34 Listener complaint on loud harmonica, dismissiveness of ACC; ITMs at Post Office & Fry’s
2:13:15 Tech news: Mike Elgin on wearables in movie theaters, solution: gaffer tape; ACC rear-ended; 4K TV hanging with Geekatoo, “Geek Squad” SEO

2:18:25 Run, Liz, Run; Warren Netroots Nation “we believe” speech, “we’re willing to fight for it”
2:31:52 ACC on “appification of an entire generation”; impermanence of media

2:44:07 Donation Segment

2:54:56 Fake TSA groper an international banker; ING Bank on Bitcoin
3:01:17 Haiti Olympic sports complex open; Iron Dome explosion debris video
3:03:15 JCD’s squirrel trap, ACC: “this reeks of Caddyshack”, possum not deported
3:06:58 Ebola caused by climate change, danger of an ebola typhoid Mary
3:08:56 ginger.io behavioral health analytics
3:12:31 Thursday: PBS, Afghanistan, new Snowden player Runa Sandvik; NSA racy picture swapping
0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, oxidated silver, we can sell that on the show, yeah, yeah.”
JCD: “We could.” (1:22:55)
0:00:47 JCD: “Do not buy 2012 Bodegas Castaño Solanera Viñas Viejas” headache wine
0:01:20 MH17 crash, ACC: “McCain is over there, I think McCain has a beach house”
0:03:37 “BRICS fever” launch of $100bn reserve fund and $50bn development bank
0:09:04 New White House Russia sanctions; Putin & Merkel Brazil tête-à-tête; Gerhard Schröder at Putin birthday party; German sausage makers price-fixing fine; Germans using typewriters
0:15:30 ACC now in South Austin safehouse; Donagh’s show notes search code open source on Github
0:20:55 New Inspire magazine, NYPD Rebecca Weiner on US Open, “all roads lead to New York City”
0:24:13 MuckRock CIA cafeteria FOIA, JCD: “This is MSNBC at its best”; CIA humanizing itself
0:28:59 Moon landing anniversary; Bart Sibrel; Dutch flight company scam, JCD: “This is like the places that freeze your head”; Chris Hadfield on CNN
0:39:50 Dead pool on how long MH17 will stay in the headlines
0:42:48 Siberian crater due to climate change; CNN Carol: “If you noticed your last flight was unusually bumpy, get used to it”, clear air turbulence, “jet stream wind shears”
0:54:38 Producer Segment: Google image search useful for detecting charity bullcrap press releases
1:06:02 Lost Show 619 segment on FDA, WHO approval of Truvada PReP for HIV prevention, “bare-back without worry”; 30 pills for $1360.37, patent extension; Pfizer drops antibiotic research, no new antibiotics; oxidated silver & seeds; CDC fires eleven scientists over lab chicken deaths
1:27:02 MH17 another 777; dildo and heroin aviation expert back on CNN
1:28:38 FCC 14-93 giant voice system; FEMA “geotargeted emergency alerts”, e.g., pancake breakfast
1:34:17 ACC feedback on Palladian Rite “fascist”
1:36:55 #IAMJada on Ronan, “Twitter firestorm” against cyber-bullying; battleforthenet.com FCC comment form supposedly broke FCC website, deadline extended one week, DDoS or “glitch”? 1:44:55 MH17 took off from Schiphol airport; mint condition passport photos on Twitter, #prayforMH17
1:48:08 Ryan Block Comcast call, JCD to write article on Google, Netflix boxes; more on MH17
2:01:26 Hague no longer Foreign Minister, Neelie Kroes supporting Thorning-Schmidt; Nigel Farage on Juncker secret ballot: “we’re all going to be asked to vote, and we’ve got one candidate to vote for”; sash fashion; Mitterand and Kohl as Juncker’s heroes
2:10:04 Benghazi suspect Faraj al-Shibli dead; Warren vs Hillary for “five white guys” SCotUS
2:13:31 E-mail from millennial on reason.com listicle poll; the millennial beard, hair, tattoo look
2:16:13 Donation Segment
2:28:20 Dude named Ben: three more banker suicides, Extant A.I. named Ben
2:31:35 Inspire magazine keeping Eric Holder up at night
2:32:55 Dr. Oz “most memorable Facebook moments”; World Net Daily on $111k “social media person in Uganda”, State Department $630k buying Facebook likes, flu tracking via Twitter
2:42:47 Austin fluoride protester Lucier running for mayor; AT&T running fiber
2:44:40 Burmese Buddhist monks vs Islam in Mandalay
2:48:29 Libya lockdown, planes destroyed at Tripoli airport, Kerry’s “nothing to see here”
2:51:34 More on MH17; yoga program: “equanimity is such an amazing word!”; Ayn Rand “a twelve-year-old’s view of the world” on The Good Wife; more contradictory MH17 headlines
634  Rough Patch  (2014-07-13)

0:00:00       ACC: “I love how he has that Silicon Valley thing. Right? Right? Right?” (1:50:53)
0:00:35       ACC home alone on show day, boxes everywhere; repeater back up; ill-advised listening from Show 1, ACC’s desire to quit after Show 100
0:04:29       World Population Day on the 11th; International Conference on Population and Development, Ban Ki-moon on “dead-end jobs”
0:07:25       Curry family schlock parties
0:09:18       Don Lemon epic fail on Dear White Gays: Stop Stealing Black Female Culture article
0:16:09       Schumer on corporations as non-persons Hobby Lobby decision, Pelosi: “Really, we should be afraid of this court. That five guys should start determining what contraceptions are legal…”
0:23:16       Palladian bakery running out of ingredients, video of mountain of flour sacks; listener e-mails on Iron Dome effectiveness, US aid as “$3bn gift card to Raytheon”; Palladian Rite, three world wars leading to NWO, Albert Pike, Cecil Rhodes secret society for British rule, war on sovereignty
0:39:15       Eurocorps; Francois Brunagel of EU Protocol Unit on flag, anthem, slogan, and multinational army; official sash of the European Parliament, epsash.eu; “Act React Impact” Hegelian Dialectic; JCD calls BS on Albert Pike
0:49:20       Time opinion poll: millennials like socialism; Karl Marx on outcome-based education
0:52:11       The inbred elite; “Queen has no power” myth; sashes as “wearables”, regimental ties; same-sex partners in ballroom dancing; JCDPotD: millennial shopping practices
1:02:24       Producer Segment: fictitious business names; John Fletcher’s “beautiful shouting voice”
1:14:13       Camel’s milk the next superfood, camel urine in India; global warming causing kidney stones; Britain to experience blackouts unless “green balance” improves, JCD on California’s rolling blackouts; planetary weakening magnetic field
1:23:20       Feinstein’s S.2588 on calendar, “cyberthreat indicator” indemnification, ACC; “this should be called The Private Sector Indemnification Act from Spying on your Customers of 2014”
1:31:24       Pro-Palestinian War and Peace Report argument on human shields, war crimes with CIA plant Noura Erakat: “fourth largest nuclear power”, two-week-old Netanyahu “mourn every child” tweet; @CIA’s insulting tweets
1:44:09       Deutschland Blitzkrieg: relations at an “all time low”; Die Zeit editor: “many Germans think likewise”, “we have seen it in Nazi Germany”; Psaki on “rough patches”; station chief a casualty of the CIA-NSA feud? Jessalyn Radack: “this spy scandal is the biggest such eruption since World War II”; Ursula von der Leyen headed for the top
2:02:30       Donation Segment: ACC looking like drowned rat in Newsletter photo
2:17:29       ISIS seizes 90 pounds of uranium, plus Saddam’s sarin & mustard gas; “calculus” meme
2:19:51       Declassified documents on Guardian Snowden hard drive destruction
2:20:32       Poroshenko vows to kill hundreds of militants per Ukranian killed; Ukraine to sell off Ukrnafta, Odessa Port Plant; Hollande, Merkel, Putin three-way; Putin in Cuba, debt write-off
2:24:30       Kerry in Afghanistan ahead of UN audit; cholera in South Sudan
2:29:13       Phone bombs revisited, firearm-shaped foil cutout practical joke
2:31:35       Silicon Valley interns being paid $7k per month; Silicon Valley hookers; Google heroin death; ACC’s billion-dollar idea from airport mass-casualty drill: ham radio gamification
2:52:21       World Cup finals: JCD says Argentina wins; Papal handshake; ACC predicts German win
2:54:58       Next show will be at ACC’s new place; homemade sash with No Agenda challenge coins
633 Reverse the Curse (2014-07-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Good to see everybody who loves God in different ways killing each other. Good work everybody!” (0:53:01)

0:00:36 Early start on the podcast; Ms. Micky in Mexico for birthday, Dutch birthday traditions; Dave Jones the Freedom Controller guy visiting ACC

0:05:43 Brazil’s spectacular World Cup defeat, Dutch team only booked through semifinals; unrest in Argentina over Lear layoffs, sovereign bond default

0:18:01 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: yet another spy outed: “in a city with a rich and murky history of spying”; Greenwald to Tapper on “other media outlets” publishing NSA leaks; “a secret overseas nuclear project, double-dealing by an ostensible ally, and the identities of aggressive intruders into US computer networks”; new spy is in military, “substantial damage in public opinion”; Sarah Harrison keynote at Deutsche Welle Global Media Forum on “unaccountable power”, “both a legal advisor and a journalist”; Snowden’s German lawyer Wolfgang

0:39:38 Israel vs Palestine as harbinger of global meltdown, $3.1bn annually from US, “Jewish state of Israel” meme back; Iron Dome, Tel Aviv; Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood

0:56:27 Robert Kagan The Allure of Normalcy NWO piece, neocons shifting over to Democrat party; US as “the locomotive at the head of mankind”; distillation tower en route from Turkey to Kurdistan; listener on Iron Dome working, patriot missiles

1:13:22 Producer Segment: new e-mail template 35% open rate

1:42:27 JCD got a QSL card from KE0AMZ, ACC getting QSL cards by Ms. Micky

1:45:28 Afghanistan election: Abdullah Abdullah favored over our guy Ashraf Ghani Zana-e Bush “wife of Bush”, Psaki on “serious allegations of fraud”, Ghani TED talk

1:56:26 C-SPAN intro for discussion of internet freedom with Bruce Schneier; Michael Cops missing own irony on internet deregulation; ALEC, Council of Mayors behind State municipal broadband bans; Cops on political ad spending, Section 317, “so than when you saw those ads, you’d know who was trying to buy your vote”, JCD: “this is idealistic bullcrap”

2:09:41 War on men: Harry Reid on Hobby Lobby ruling by “five white men”

2:11:02 Corker’s Nuland call-out on nonexistent Russia sanctions: “wake up in the mornings and look in the mirror and practice talking tough...”; RT journalist to Psaki on citizens killed in air strikes, “Russian-backed separatists”

2:18:31 Obama on immigration in 2011: “...change the law myself, but that’s not how democracy works”, 2014: “to fix as much of our immigration system as I can, on my own”

2:19:39 Donation Segment: ACC & JCD daughter stories

2:33:18 Greenwald’s five Muslim-American leaders “fireworks” story catfight with Shep Smith, pre-Obama, “Mohammed Raghead”, no mention of Faisal Gill Senate investigation; Feinstein cyber-security bill accepted by committee, social media working group, “climate change event”, ACC: attention! this is Lindsay Lohan’s Twitter, telling you to cower in place!

2:54:24 TSA electronics power-on policy, “I’m a rule follower”

2:58:20 French law banning suspected jihadists from traveling, blocking jihadi web sites

3:00:20 Blackwater State Department investigator threat; S.1681 Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014, FBI consistently exempted from limitations

3:04:11 Elm Guest House Pedobear inquiry

3:09:53 For 634: Gates Foundation, Haiti virus, Spanish bail-in, DDPP “deep decarbonization” report
0:00:00 JCD: (echo) “Under the lights on Friday night: information competition, with double-A field dragsters going against funny cars!” (1:43:18)

0:00:37 Netherlands over Costa Rica in exciting nil-nil game; top Brazilian players out, Brazilian girl to ACC: “otherwise there will be big fire”

0:08:01 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: US spy in German intelligence agency arrested; Merkel in China; French LNG pipeline into Germany; 80-year war cycle; Russia-Austria South Stream deal

0:19:28 Boeing, Pepsi, Ford, GM big in Russia; Shell to develop Yuzivska field on dominant domain

0:25:32 Presidential podcast sans makeup; lame Republican podcast

0:29:01 New Stuxnet-like malware “Energetic Bear” from Dragonfly group discovered by CrowdStrike

0:31:47 Stormtroopers 33; Christine Lagarde numerology lesson on the “magic seven”, “compression of numbers”, “it will also mark the seventh anniversary of the financial market jeeters”, G7 & G20: July 20 armageddon? JCD: “it all spells Beelzebub to me”

0:44:25 Producer Segment: JCD’s first time on the repeater; dudenamesben.com shirts

1:06:45 Jay Rockefeller on e-cigarettes: “but nicotine is nicotine, little kids are little kids”

1:11:15 Stelara psoriasis drug ad; four-day Medina polka party ad

1:15:43 Reefer Madness, marijuana edibles killing people, “doses”, JCD Super Bowl brownie story; Colorado dealing with Federal banking laws; “Mini-Mart” fake pot funding terrorists: “as state sponsorship has declined, terrorism funded by criminal activity is on the rise”

1:34:16 Guardian Hillary interview on State Department social media use: “...to monitor their media, and to be not just passive observers, but to intervene”, “Voice of America and all of our related efforts”; donated everything to Clinton Global Initiative; “What was he doing downloading all the rest of this stuff, that could only help Chinese surveillance, Russian surveillance, al-Qaeda...?”, “the information competition that exists between the West and the rest”

1:43:43 The Intercept still dark, Snowden gives Washington Post 100k selfies pieces of target info

1:46:56 PBS story on supposed DHS threat to Intebbe International Airport, ACC: “we’re going to blow up something in Intebbe tonight, goodbye!”

1:51:41 Joan Rivers on Obamas gay, transgender (CoTD)

1:53:26 Donation Segment

2:01:29 Cloward-Piven strategy, overload system and institute welfare, immigration crisis in Southwest

2:04:27 Amy Goodman in Sweden at Almedalen convention, Kucinich: “the thinking is very deep”

2:07:53 “Solution” to Hobby Lobby ruling: make everything over-the-counter

2:12:44 UN considering refugee law amendment for climate change; redheads endangered in Scotland; Sir Bob Geldof pushing £11bn smart meter upgrades in UK

2:16:09 Westminster paedophile ring

2:19:11 Verene Shepherd slavery reparation shakedown, ACC: “I have a better idea: I say, cancel Christmas, cancel Sinterklaas, and tell the kids, she did it”

2:26:46 Colorado teen ratted out by pastor

2:28:23 Most of Niagara Falls diverted into hydroelectrics

2:31:45 Obama: “a new effort, to fix as much of our immigration system as I can, without Congress”; executive pastry chef, Michelle: “there is no crack in our pies”

2:34:20 whatthefuckismywearablestrategy.com: stop ‘The JerkTech

2:38:15 C-SPAN call-in from stoner on marijuana diesel, hemp American flag

2:44:06 Outro: John Cleese explains soccer to Americans
631 Micro Propaganda (2014-07-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Islamic state! That would work!”
JCD: “Exactly.” (1:54:31)

0:00:32 Facebook psychology experiment, micro propaganda; CIA Project Pundit ghostwriters

0:06:57 Enquirer’s “I’m Not Chelsea’s Real Dad” story, Bill’s “if I die” 2M votes; O-bots turning from Hillary to Warren, “where would even consider…” Twitter banner typo

0:16:18 SCotUS Hobby Lobby decision: Nightly Business Review produced by CNBC, Terry O’Neill: “the men who wrote this decision... have entered into a war on women”; contraception vs birth control, for-profit vs nonprofit; Cecile Richards: “women better pay attention to who’s running for office in November”, Frank Schaeffer on SCotUS “GOP lackeys”, Wasserman Schultz: “you have organized religions that oppose healthcare, period”; “the insurance companies shall bear the burden of this, as is the case with nonprofit religious organizations” (CotD in aggregate)

0:53:30 Producer Segment

1:05:47 Hospitals buying consumer transaction information from data brokers

1:08:19 World Cup: Italian soccer player bribes to the tune of $100k per player, referee bought in Finland-Liechtenstein match, fake team in Togo; low-scoring game easier to fix; “Tourette’s (TS) sufferer” Tim Howard; producer dinner with Brazilian ambassador: 2-1 Brazil-Germany

1:24:38 BNP Paribas $8.9bn fine

1:27:27 DHS reacting to “no immediate threat or plot”, “new generation of bombs”, “not a lot of metal parts”, first batch of Russian warplanes to Iraq, “spike in fears that the violence in Iraq could overflow onto American soil”, JCD: “Does anybody working at these networks actually understand geography?”, swab machines at gates, security fee increase and no cap


1:40:09 Offensive KLM tweet on Mexico victory

1:50:38 Amy Adams gives soldier first class seat (CotD), ACC: “I’m so emotional I need a Hot Pocket!”

1:53:06 ISIS rebranding to IS skit; Netanyahu all-in on independent Kurdistan; KRI pipeline, Genel Energy run by Tony Hayward formerly of BP; Iraqi parliament walkouts; Mike Rogers: “safe haven the size of Indiana”

2:04:42 Sarah Harrison acting director of new Courage Foundation, “scientific journalism”, “Berlin stands with Snowden”; Bolivian plane “forced down” lie redux: “extraordinary... that a President’s plane would be downed”; Greenwald bombshell delay excuses; “Glenn Greenwald who met, of course, with Edward Snowden and Laura Poitras in Berlin”; ACC: “Fifty Shades of Snowden?”; Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board now all-in

2:24:07 Donation Segment: Andrew Carnegie’s private box #33 at Carnegie Hall

2:38:37 Possible Norwegian circumcision ban

2:39:41 Newtown DoJ Office for Victims of Crime $7.1M hush money for victim families

2:40:48 News Hour changing to WETA for production

2:43:44 New Polish member of European Parliament on “war on global warming”, “humble” zero population growth movement; “carbon negative” meme; water as commodity


3:03:03 War on cash: UK Oyster-like card already in use, Lollapalooza going cashless

3:04:02 Ebola trending, 20% jump in number of cases
630  Double Twister  (2014-06-29)

0:00:00  ACC: “I think you’ve, didn’t quite say, outed Tim Cook!”
0:00:34  JCD: “I’m phonin’ it in!”; “dudes named Ben pounding the backend” on Gmail API
0:03:01  World Cup: Netherlands vs Mexico; Dean Karlan payoff formula; March 30 Simpsons episode with Homer bribed as referee; 2.83 goals per match; final call: Brazil-Germany 2-1
0:13:32  BitTorrent Sync DHT distributed hash table fix; faroo.com PTP search engine
0:16:27  African Growth and Opportunity Act changes for Madagascar & Swaziland
0:21:31  Worldwide minimum wage meme, #livingwage, State one-upsmanship game
0:25:18  Marie Harf’s inappropriate USA sweatshirt; NASCAR “competition yellow”
0:32:29  Kerry: “critical for Russia to show in the next hours, literally…”, Harf: “the Secretary wasn’t outlining specific timing for additional sanctions…”; Ukraine agreements signed in Belgium, Haiku Herman: “there is nothing in these agreements … that might harm Russia in any way”
0:39:54  Russian South Stream pipeline through Caspian Sea, Bulgaria cyber-attack & bank runs
0:41:41  Turkey blocking Euphrates to cut off hydroelectrics, “water war” meme, U.N. up in arms over Detroit water shutoffs
0:44:33  Obama requests $500M for “appropriately vetted moderate rebels”; ISW ISIS Baghdad battle plan; Israel on “independent Kurdish state”, Mika Brzezinski on ISIS, al-Qaeda merger
0:49:27  Gynecomastia Risperdal side effect; Mental Health Support Team, “involuntary mental health first aid”, “refuse to take meds” meme
0:57:36  Michael Bay’s The Last Ship meme-fest, “a virus of unknown origin”, “melting permafrost”, “you led the Russians right to us!”, “global pandemic”; Nebraska double tornado, upcoming Into the Storm film: “it’s splitting, there’s three, there’s four, they’re everywhere!”
1:06:49  ARRL Field Day; “doomsday prepper” arrested in Florida, “all they can do is pray”
1:12:05  Producer Segment: “go away bad guy” Postfix error
1:29:23  JCD’s new microphone, allegedly broke wind on 619; Rev. Manning “bingo boom shakalaka”
1:33:53  Biden: “my child has a drug problem… vast majority of parents face that”; National Review on Warren as Obama of 2016; Obama reneged on deal to support Hillary, Boehner; Indonesian “yes” culture; Obamas sleeping separately, cigarettes & junk food
1:46:55  Whoopi on hate speech: “spoken like a true white guy, I don’t mean it in a bad way”
1:55:14  Adeena Karasick on technology & media: “spectral, and virtual, and simulacric”
2:01:30  Tim Cook “outed” on CNBC; gay = ratings
2:09:54  Sonavault archiving e-mails before sending to IMAP/SMTP, Sonasoft “no access” to IRS e-mails; reports from listeners named Ben; Lotus Notes migration, Mr. Cool’s mea culpa on Brolf; “whether we couldn’t convert to a more searchable, more retainable e-mail system”
2:31:11  E-bay study on online advertising: nothing makes a difference
2:37:30  Donation Segment
2:45:53  Anniversary of Archduke Ferdinand assassination, killer memorialized with statue; Zakaria on 1914/2014 similarities; Nazi hipsters “Nipsters”; German government jettisoning Verizon
2:51:47  Polish blowjob comment: Poland not in ESTA; anti-Polish sentiment among Jews, Maus pigs
2:59:33  Norm Pattiz’ PodcastOne page, Kathy Lee how-to
3:08:24  Jimmy Savile the necrophile; Ofcom “television-like” podcast fee to “prevent hate speech”
3:13:40  UK bus service to go cashless, Oyster smart RFID card, allowed to go into negative balance
3:19:18  Alan Cohn on quadrennial homeland security review: “improvised nuclear device”, PPD-8; dirty bomb survival tips: containment control, distance, shielding, time
629  Passport Terrorists!  (2014-06-26)

0:00:00  JCD: “Give in, citizen, give in.”
0:00:32  D-STAR adventures, ACC: “It’s easier to register for the US Customs Global Entry System”, “You think that’s bad, you should try the Yaesu interface”, reflector 033C
0:06:20  BitTorrent Sync deprecated, µTorrent the future
0:13:57  Peculiar Australian holidays for donation themes
0:18:05  Anwar al-Awlaki drone memo on public safety exception overseas, not a word on 16-year-old son, Eric the Constitutional lawyer: “This troubles you, citizen? Stop thinking”
0:30:26  Boehner’s Obama lawsuit; EPA’s lost Pebble Mine e-mails; Eleanor Norton apology to “Mr. Cool” Koskinen, “without a scintilla... of evidence”, “conspiracy hunting”, Chaffetz questioning Jennifer O’Connor: “a dude named Ben”; Issa: “C: drive”, 6K e-mail limit, $1.8bn IT budget
0:52:25  Trey Gowdy on “spoliation of evidence”, “instead of the criminal code, you want to rely on common sense?”; why is Sonsoft not being questioned?
1:00:06  Hillary in San Francisco at Fleur de Lis, ordered vegetarian; Biden pandering to Manufacturer’s Association, “we’re the only non-xenophobic nation in the world as a major economy”
1:06:13  Supreme Court cell phone search ruling: Faraday bags, exigent circumstances
1:13:14  Producer Segment
1:30:12  Google I/O: “slave jewelry” wearables; Gmail API possibly killing IMAP like RSS
1:35:50  Late night chopper/dicer Obamacare consulting ad; Hyundai BlueLink kill switch
1:40:04  Google+ for ham radio; Yahoo groups now require profile; Marissa Mayer’s notorious tardiness
1:45:01  Telegraph on “fiddled global warming data”; Obama progress report: hundreds of billions cost by 2100, Obama on everyone but Congress all-in on global warming
1:50:08  Mike Rogers on ISIS “al-Qaeda minded”, “an unfair assessment of what we knew and how we watched it develop” accidental truth, “they want Lebanon”, Iraq foreknowledge self-contradiction; Rogers to become DJ, not high-paid consultant: blackmail?
1:59:29  Diane Sawyer leaving World News Tonight replaced by David Muir, Red Book: big coming-out
2:03:14  Helmetless Kerry in Baghdad; “Obama’s Spartan number” 300 sequel; Kagan ISW ISIS chart: Ceyhan pipeline gateways; Human Rights Watch on child soldiers; Executive Order on NDAA 2014 section 1206 “flexible funding mechanism”, classified Presidential Directive 23 “security sector assistance” clearing NGOs to use force, JCD: “We’ve deputized Greenpeace!”; Feinstein: “they’ve cut off heads”, “a brutal bunch”, “they do want to develop the caliphate”; why didn’t we drone these guys in jihadi Disneyland? Feinstein & Rogers on recruiting in Germany, “passport fighters”, coming German & EU visa restrictions; Muqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army back, “get outstanding tax receipts”
2:33:02  Donation Segment: JCD: “Home winemakers occasionally make world-class wine”
2:47:12  Polish Ministers on US blowjob; Albania considered for membership in Russia blockade EU
2:50:18  Angry Pakistani actor in UK, ACC: “it’s like a bad radio play”, Liam Fox on “greater powers of surveillance to monitor extremists from ISIS”
2:54:23  Juncker to replace Barroso; colony collapse disorder pinned on German pesticides, Friends of the Earth vs Germany and big box stores, FoE advisor Ian Illuminato
3:03:17  Mike Rogers on no-fly list: “the training camps have been unabated for years”
3:05:35  World Cup: Macau $645M betting ring breakup, Ghana’s plane full of money for players, FIFA corruption, ACC: “you guys throw the game or we kill Merkel”
3:12:47  German parliament ends Verizon contract over spying
628  Italian Lightning  (2014-06-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “Do they even know how to hold a taco?” (2:43:57)
0:00:32  Alameda Country fair open; ACC's Ham-Com report well-received
0:03:34  A. Nolen blog post on Kathy McMahon peak oil analysis
0:09:57  Glenn Beck on abu-Katala, fear-mongering Goldline promo
0:14:04  Reading from The Grand Chessboard by Zbigniew Brzezinski; Lagarde on IMF reforms, US dragging feet to avoid losing voting power to China; Mosul-Haifa pipeline, Hunt Oil George W. connection, new version to run through Jordan, Brzezinski: “Iraq as an entity… was somewhat of a fiction and we demolished it starting with 2003”; Robert Serry accused of funneling $20M to Hamas; kurdoil.noagendanotes.com, krg.org. Turkey being circumvented
0:37:27  Anne-Marie Slaughter’s disdainful laughter on NPR: “the Syrian people have been begging for our intervention”, Cruz: “Core al-Qaeda… have renounced them”, caliphaaate!, “al-Qaeda army”, blitzkrieg memes; “bring back our humvee”; 6K boots on the ground already, Obama: “American military advisors”, Levin: “US nonmilitary advisors”; ISIS gold grab
0:58:52  China-Canada tar sands deal; Greek rail improvement, British nuclear power & high-speed rail, Cameron: “The UK recognizes the rise of China as one of the defining events of our century”, CNOOC Royal Dutch Shell deals, China lowballed the French
1:05:41  “Cognac for breakfast” Juncker for European Council Presidency; Farage excluding Wilders & Le Pen from block vote; Polish Interior Minister & central bank Governor leak
1:11:36  Producer Segment
1:35:38  Kim Kagan’s sound-alike Reverend Melissa Scott was porn star Barbie Bridges; podcast app updates, BitTorrent Sync 50-peer limitation; JCD’s Detroit speech video available online, log in with Facebook scam; Inside the Bubble documentary on Kerry, “The more you get to know him, the less you like him”, underwear joke revisited
1:54:16  Michele Bachmann at Faith & Freedom conference: “chemical weapon cachets”
1:56:50  Guess the Network: NatGeo's Alien Invasion; Guess the Movie: Thor: The Dark World
2:01:38  IRS e-mails: Steve Stockman’s “Dog Ate My Taxes” bill; Sonasoft; John “Mr. Cool” Koskinen, Ryan: “I don’t believe you”, 20% drive failure rate after out of warranty; spokeshole Earnest: “there’s not a shred of evidence that substantiates Republican conspiracy theories”; teaser for Sharyl Attkisson interview
2:21:59  Michael Hastings’ handler widow Elise Jordan on “conspiratorial theories”, “tragic accident”, Bowe Bergdahl connection; sudden death of Sandy Hook lead investigator Podgorski
2:31:01  Climate hearing with Daniel Botkin; another memorable wrap-up from Senator Whitehouse
2:37:18  Donation Segment: ACC & Ms. Micky moving; Armando the postal carrier got married
2:49:50  Survey of online video advertising
2:51:10  E-mail, blog post from Sir Atomic Rod on French nuke pullback, Russia gas interests
2:53:44  Google & Microsoft on the kill switch bandwagon, California bill to make it opt-out
2:55:28  Biden with super-soaker: “Anybody who writes a bad story about me is dead!”
3:01:21  Craig Whitlock on drone crashes; Colorado “gas explosion”, “Italian lightning”
3:06:56  Ebola out of control in Guinea; experimental vaccine; Gardasil now approved for anal cancer
3:11:39  Sen. Tom Carper at dirty bomb hearing; Chicago street lamp sensors; Google Skybox acquisition, sub-50cm resolution
3:21:58  UK cashless weekend experiment; JCD: “don’t do business with Chase”
627 Scam Celebrities (2014-06-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “So we blew up the Brotherhood Pipeline.” (1:29:54)
0:00:33 synergy-project.org for screen management; tech press used to write about useful software; disdain for Amazon phone, ACC: “it’s a cash register”; meeting with MacUser staff: “Mac forever!”; T-Mobile UniRadio no data cap deal: where’s the outrage?
0:07:21 Mimi’s dog died, JCD learned of it on Facebook; MTV alumni group
0:15:33 World Cup prediction: FIFA bribes, German team, ACC: “by the way, they’re good at building camps”, Brazil JCD’s pick; Nigeria, Argentina restructuring deal rejected by US Supreme court; JCD at meat market for Mexican nil-nil; UK cocaine shortage
1:00:58 May 14 Defense Security Cooperation Agency planned $1bn anti-terrorism sale to Iraq; Yalies running the show; Lindsey Graham “open source reporting”, “Syria is a launching pad”, Cameron: “…are also planning to attack us here at home in the UK”; McCain in Iraq; Rubio: “including attacks here in our homeland”; Obama War Powers letter; Petraeus for President? “…extremists, who do happen to be Sunni Arabs”
1:25:19 Royal Dutch Shell selling majority of stake in Woodside over Leviathan pullout, Bill Clinton advisor to Noble Energy, Israel-Turkey pipeline in the works; Anderson Pooper live = setup; trying to get Kurds in control since 1990; Ceyhan tanker departure upcoming
1:37:44 National Day of Making 2014
1:37:57 Producer Segment: ultimate podcast device Universal Audio proposal
2:05:50 France ditching nuclear power, “going green”; Dutch windmill LLC’s, subsidies; Kerry: “at least 98, 99% of all the scientists in our country”; seagull plague
2:17:41 Dr. Oz FTC hearing, sharecare.com “knowledge partners” like Pfizer, “scam celebrities”
2:25:43 Hillary on book rounds, only 60K copies sold, Simon & Schuster say otherwise; Patricia Smith mother of Benghazi victim: “if it’s classified, fine, whisper it in my ear”; abu-Katala Benghazi mastermind capture, Psaki: “if you’re volunteering yourself for future endeavors…”
2:35:09 Cannes Lions American Express Silicon Valley gobbledygook: “do it in a real authentic dynamic fun way”, ACC: “Lady, just process my credit card transaction!”
2:38:50 Donation Segment: Modi-Omidyar connection; Dutch funny names tradition
2:49:20 John Temple joins First Look; Oliver Stone to direct competing Snowden movie
2:54:37 France 24’s social network bandwidth stats; Morning Joe on SCotUS Facebook threat case; JCD on new Twitter blocking process
3:01:38 Six more IRS e-mail archives missing; spokeshole Josh Earnest: “You’ve never heard of a computer crashing before?”; deserter Jenkins’ 40 years in North Korea
3:06:18 74 school shootings meme debunked; Delaware H.347 bullet-resistant whiteboards
3:11:25 Blue/red transitions, Texas “reliably blue”; high school NRA, Vatican firewall bias
3:15:52 FCC to promulgate regulations against traffic prioritization, no surgery exception
3:19:59 Late Father’s Day callouts
626  Preemptive Prosecution (2014-06-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “Squirrels are winning the cyber-war.” (1:45:08)
0:00:36  Father’s Day, 1910 vs 1972
0:04:30  ACC in the truck en route to Ham-Con fleeing tornado warning spawned by rainstick
0:06:12  Fallout from Mevio podcast feed, 301 redirect ignored, “app culture”, JCD: “Hey vending machine, you’re out of Mars bars”, Stitcher’s $18.7M
0:22:10  Ham-Com: emergency service controversy; D-STAR, HSMM-MESH on firmware-hacked Linksys & Ubiquiti routers, Disruption Tolerant Networking; pathetic flea market with Beanie Babies
0:43:05  Producer Segment: 22 executive producers
0:59:29  Iraq: McCain: Obama needs new national security team including Patraeus & Kagan, Institute for the Study of War; Boehner: Obama “taking a nap”; Iraqi deserter on generals leaving in civilian clothes, ACC on 2003 Iraq experience with farcical “training”; ISW predictions, Blogspot; ISIS promotional film, JCD’s Lebanese driver’s video on ISIS guys driving around with a .50 cal, ISIS/ISIL ten commandments for Islamic rule
1:13:29  Kurds sending oil via Ceyhan-Tbilisi-Botas pipeline from Iraq to Turkey; Mike Morell: “this is now an al-Qaeda army”, “base of operations from which they could attack the United States”, Iranian takeover thesis on NPR; 2011 Greek Orthodox prophesies on World War III; “mission accomplished” on regime change; State Department, Obama on $5bn Counterterrorism Partnerships Fund in $50-70bn Overseas Contingency Operational budget request
1:28:15  Constellis Holdings consolidates Triple Canopy, ACADEMI, and others, Ashcroft & Inman on board; Kerry on “transition”, “increased ramp-up assistance to the Syrian opposition”, “terrorism partnership fund”; Constellis’ Strategic Social
1:37:21  Project SALAM on “preemptive prosecution”; DEA sharing wiretaps with law enforcement
1:44:19  Chinese hackers believed to be able to blow up pipelines or shut down power plant; JCD story on squirrels as cable plague, got a taste for capsaicin
1:46:41  A-10 designer Pierre Sprey on F-35 uselessness: “it’s a turkey”, “the first thing to know about stealth is that it’s a scam”, “the point is to spend money”
1:53:19  Soufan Group’s Robert McFadden on ISIL’s huge wealth, oil fields in East Syria, Saudi money; enigmatic ISIL leader Ali Bakr al-Baghdadi; Soufan Group Qatari testimonials
2:04:40  Elon Musk patent giveaway
2:06:44  Donation Segment: Swedish war on cash
2:22:39  Business Insider native Venmo ad: “paper currency is the new gold”
2:25:34  Sharpton: “the GOP infighting is escalating. Politico says Democrats are outright jiddy”;
Obama officializes pronunciation of GIF as /ɡɪf/
2:29:43  “What is evangelicalism?” “great question”; Stewart, Colbert on Dave Brat’s God references
2:35:18  European radar “disappearances”, X-class solar flares unreported
2:37:26  Chaffetz on Lerner e-mail retrieval time; Sarbanes-Oxley 802(a) $1-5M private sector fines
2:44:50  Bloomberg Business Week Xiaomi “amazing stuff” in tech
2:47:24  Producer on Common Core “money making bonanza”
2:49:09  JCD on TWiT with Jolie O’Dell; Internet Association response to FCC; Netflix, Google cache boxes; FCC’s war on cable
3:00:05  Hillary “freezing pockets”, “free ride”; JCD’s Hillary medley; Greenwald’s “classified” uncorrected proof; Sotomayor at Hillary Costco event buying mac & cheese
3:04:36  Father’s Day credits
625  Touching the Stick (2014-06-12)

0:00:38 JCD’s peculiar caps lock situation with clip filenames; clipping methodologies; Dvorak on Telecommunications media tour with different radio station layouts

0:10:21 Bowe Bergdahl beheaded according to Kerry (CotD); to Hagel: “have you ever considered going to Landstuhl and talking to him there?”; Marie Harf thrown to the wolves, with Andrea Mitchell: “Marie, in fact, that was claimed initially...”, “the architecture of what this might look like, including in the Bergdahl case was briefed to Congress”

0:21:11 Miss USA pageant: Louisiana on Bergdahl: “I do not feel it is right that we subject ourself to these acts of terrorism”; 4th degree black belt Louisiana rigged question on campus violence against women; North Dakota’s “old bullies”; weird female six-pack muscle

0:36:20 Mevio feed gone, feed.nashownotes.com/rss.xml reminder; rainstick power in Netherlands

0:41:18 June 15 World Elder Abuse Awareness Day

0:42:53 Producer Segment: ACC to Ham-Com in Plano

0:50:23 Brian the firefighter on forest fires caused by bad logging policy; Libya locust outbreak; Bill Maher “bullshit” on mean temperature; hundred doctors meme on Years of Living Dangerously final episode, Obama: “It’s frustrating when the science is in front of us”; Beanie Baby Y2K debates on Silicon Spin, budweiser.com Y2K compliance; Eric S. Raymond Hoping for the Crazy article on warmists wishing for El Niño

1:13:22 Eric Cantor loss to Tea Party Dave Brat on a tenth of the money, no Koch money

1:17:45 Obama signs Water Resources Reform & Development Act of 2014, loan guarantees for public/private sector partnerships, Enron model of legal monopoly

1:24:59 Bodyguard Blanket advertisement; Miller Las Vegas shooting 17-second surveillance video shown once on CNN and faded to black; History Channel Boston bombing simulation video; Holder’s domestic terrorism taskforce, Australian gun ban meme; MSNBC “teacup television”: “who are constantly delegitimating and vilifying...”, debunked 74 school shootings claim, “Obamma Stammer” at Tumblr event, Port Arthur shooting equated with Newtown, Constitution a “tradition”, “I respect gun rights”

1:47:58 MAIG, SPLC mobilized immediately, Vianovo’s Matthew Miller on SPLC 800% increase due to racism, Potok on “patriot extremist groups” 200% decline after election, Bundy ranch as “huge victory”, “opening shot”, “I’m not sure I could prove it statistically” on numbers increase; Aaron Ybarra off antipsychotics, Anderson Pooper “voices in your head” piece, JCD: “He wears an IFB for God’s sake!”, ACC: “Come here, Anderson, kill Brofi!”

2:04:31 PBS on friendly fire incident caused by B-1 bomber according to Afghans; A-10 Warthog to be retired; “there is the possibility that fratricide may have been involved”

2:13:13 Donation Segment: ACC recommendation on dealing with son’s Tourette’s

2:28:06 Kimberly Kagan of Institute for the Study of War on Iraq situation, emirates forming around Mosul and Raqqah; $10bn Iran/Iraq/Syria Kirkuk-Banias pipeline to Mediterranean in competition with Qatar/Turkey pipeline; Qatar & Saudi Arabia funding ISIS

2:51:36 Common Core: PandoDaily report on Microsoft involvement; all new Pearson materials to run on Dell machines running Microsoft OS; OK, SC have withdrawn from the standards; pitch man Gene Wilhoit; Gates: “we fund people to look into things”, “I have no... y’know this is giving money away”; teachingchannel.org; “I expect my kids to know a superset of the Common Core Standards at every single grade involved”

3:03:02 JCD teaser for Japanese video game “Princess Powers” serfdom propaganda
624  The Sluggish Cloud (2014-06-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Dad, do I have to? Oh, Dad, do I have to?” (1:00:15)

0:00:32 Warship weekend on the ham bands, ACC QSO with U.S.S. Orleck, imitates HF SSB pileup

0:05:54 Secret Service social media sarcasm detector RFP; cynics’ Alzheimer risk; people like lists, listicles because of “cancel any time” completion factor; NA mailing list open rate spike from “hey” subject line

0:12:44 Media response to CIA on Twitter vs increased redaction of droning justification

0:16:26 D-Day National Remembrance Week 2014, National Flag Week; World Cup opening ceremony; Presidential delegation to Poroshenko inauguration in Kyiv

0:20:17 McCain at VA press conference on Bergdahl deal: “they are Taliban and al-Qaeda, don’t you understand that?”; producer(s) on Bergdahl family “hippie spectrum”, home schooling; Bowen, Walker, Murphy not killed in efforts to rescue him; Oliver North on “prisoner of war” vs “hostage”, “someone has paid an enormous ransom”; five-year twice-yearly prisoner exchange rehearsals; ACC has seen “Saving Private Lynch” and Saddam capture videos; “Rev” Sharpton “shut and dry”, no “precident” in Gitmo prisoner releases

0:44:19 School lunch expert with Sharpton on Obama lunch program; CNN Carol: “that was Mrs. Obama back in 2010 when she signed the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act into law”

0:54:44 Producer Segment: insta-Baron donates; Comic Strip Blogger’s show notes search JS

1:10:01 NPR on David Koch pulling funding for PBS Citizen Koch documentary; ACC on MTV planetary premiere with Michael Jackson “the king of pop” suffix

1:25:51 EU news: Lagarde will not run against Juncker; Athens Riviera in privatization agency; Dutch HMO-style insurance changes; Helle Thorning-Schmidt and Dalia Grybauskaite possibilities; Belgium’s Euroclear $201.1bn investment in US Treasuries, depression of 1857 caused by too much gold in the market

1:43:51 Orange is the New Black chick series, ACC: “hot lesbian sex by cute chicks”; Netflix Verizon error messages, over-reliance on streaming, Mozilla DRM, JCD on “sluggish cloud” vs 8TB local storage; VirnetX VPN patent lawsuit, Science Applications Informational Corporation a spook outfit, Apple will be compromised; Twitter stock closed at $33.33

1:57:56 Donation Segment

2:05:48 Sisi elected in Egypt, Assad in Syria, Haitian protests against Martelli

2:09:53 Carney on press corps knowing 15% of what’s going on, White House the “locus of power”

2:12:16 Global warming subcommittee: coal plants releasing more carbon than Korea, “more powerful rain bursts; "raise your voice, not the sea level“ promo video; Roger Wicker on insulting rhetoric, intimidation of witnesses, Ed Markey wrap-up: "we have heard today that climate change is having impacts on the ground right now“, ACC: "Oh no, not the oysters!"; 30% EPA reduction by 2030; "global climate warming", Yale climate change group on psychological impact of terminology, "reduce issue engagement"; USPS sea surface temperature stamp

2:35:41 Michelle Obama Senate run rumors, upcoming Diane Sawyer interview, JCD: “get used to it, Elizabeth Warren: our next President”

2:42:12 Kaiser Alexander lying on Amanpour: “everyone has substantiated that this is the right approach”, Wheel of Fortune analogy; Six-Week Cycle cyber-attack

2:48:51 South Stream Pipeline a big problem for EU

2:51:19 JCD teaser on Benghazi inquiry: contempt of Congress punishable by up to a year in jail; action on Holder, Lerner contempt not legally optional; Hillary will not testify
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623 “Fact Pattern” (2014-06-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s Khirullah Said Wali Khairkhwa” (1:34:17)
0:00:34 Joint Resolution 19: Sessions, ACC: “Did he just do a line of coke?”, Reid on the Koch brothers “wealthiest men in America”, “I felt so... unclean for lack of a better word”; Cruz on the top 16 donors spending on Democrats, Koch Industries #59, “the second canard is that money is not speech”; Citizens United explained; Schumer pretends to address Cruz
0:24:40 Joint Resolution cosponsors, JCD: “Tom Udall, the dumbest guy in Congress”, Cruz: nonprofits are corporations, “the ability to silence bloggers”; JCD calls Sessions’ office, video on subcommittee.senate.gov, JCD: “It’s a gold mine!”; Al Franken shtick
0:42:52 Obama on European Reassurance Initiative modernizing the Polish military: “We’ll increase the number of American personnel... continuously rotating through allied countries in Central and Eastern Europe”; $1bn request to Congress, Nuland on stage with Kerry, Kagan: “and finally my Kagan, he is my Venus, he is my planet Earth” (CotD)
0:51:14 Haiku Herman wows the Japanese Prime Minister: me ni aoba, yama hototogisu, hutsugatsu
0:54:20 Producer Segment: Old Crow Reserve bourbon; Bowe Bergdahl “sacred duty” meme
1:19:08 Bowe Bergdahl: Chris Hayes scripted interview with Pentagon spokesperson Kirby, “no negotiations with terrorists”; “we didn’t know they were going to Swiftboat Bergdahl”; Susan Rice on “last of the Americans”, “captured on the battlefield”, Carney: “last uniformed member of the military”; JCD CIA “big poppy-guy” Khirullah Khairkhwa theory, similar deal planned for Chris Stevens’ release? Friedman “long on psychopaths and short on leadership” tweet; Saxby after secret hearing on life not in danger; Marie Harf: “Google it on the web”, ACC: “I Googled Marie Harf naked”, “fact pattern”, “the very highest levels of this government”, JCD: “We have top people working on it”, ACC: “Poor Marie. I bet she popped a Valium right after that one, boy”; Rubio dodges “impeachable offense” question
1:49:02 Syria’s landslide Assad re-election; international observer boots on the ground; internet voting not a good idea
1:54:05 Richard Clarke on Democracy Now promoting Sting of the Drone novel, “attack that leaves no trace, that looks like a gas explosion”, frangible ammunition
1:58:51 NPR conspiracy theory series: 50% of Americans subscribes to at least one theory: “no matter how much disconfirming evidence comes in, you somehow convert that disconfirming evidence into part of the conspiracy”; Lancet and Harvard fluoride stories; cocaine in London water, drug money saving economy, ACC: “all economies revolve around drugging people
2:09:30 Donation Segment: Brazil Snowden interview, begging for asylum
2:18:30 Modern police vehicles lighting up like Christmas trees
2:20:46 ACC inundated with e-mails from fightforthefuture.org “reset the net day”; increasing anti-Google sentiment, Marc Andreessen on Snowden as traitor; teen question to Pelosi on NSA support; new NSA Director Mike Rogers interviewed by Trish Regan, exposefacts.org whistleblowers on NSA retaliation, Rogers on NSA facial recognition: “we do not do this in some unilateral basis”, repeated “US persons”, “we will encounter Americans persons in the wilderness out there, so to speak”
2:50:48 Sharyl Attkisson on her book Stonewalled on media manipulation; now at the Heritage Foundation Daily Signal
2:55:47 Harry Reid Joint Resolution 19 opening speech ending “I’ve got places to go”; Halsey Minor Bitcoin company
622 Operation Chokepoint (2014-06-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, things move fast in this world.” (2:36:58)
0:00:31 California weather’s turned cold
0:01:15 Bowe Bergdahl: another distraction from the Veteran’s Administration scandal; HMFIC producer on promotion upon capture, 12 killed or wounded in attempts to recover him
0:15:09 Operation Chokepoint: spread to firearms & ammo industries; similarity to FBI taking down Al Capone for tax evasion; Grayson amendment; Chaka Fattah: “the yellow pages for the internet”, ACC’s Internet Yellow Pages, “how people can create their addresses on the internet”, “to have us empower the Syrians or someone with control of the internet” (CotD)
0:43:49 Canadian Environment Week on JCD’s Google calendar, ACC on Google calendar permissions: personal information, e-mail “without owner’s knowledge”; African-American Music Appreciation Month, National Caribbean-American Heritage Month, Great Outdoors Month 2014, Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month, National Oceans Month
0:58:39 Producer Segment: Sharpton vs teleprompter part 2
1:14:55 NBC Snowden interview feedback: Kerry on violation of oath, which a contractor would not have taken; Deborah Turness supposedly texting questions to Brian Williams; missing glasses nosepiece may indicate interview was done in 2013, Snowden/Poitras/Greenwald/Miranda selfie in Russia dated May 22 without EXIF data, “Берлин” in Putin call-in chyron; JCD on Greenwald book: “everything that a Woodward book isn’t”
1:28:23 Obama not visiting Germany while in Europe: ACC: “Yeah, Germany’s got Snowden”; Sarah Harrison Deutsche Welle keynote, re:publica 2014, Kristinn Hrafnsson the new WikiLeaks guy; everyone’s in Berlin, JCD: “happenin’ place”
1:37:18 British GDP boosted by £10bn drug & prostitution economy; EU North African immigrants
1:42:05 Presidential podcast from Children’s National Medical Center on asthma exacerbated by CO2, “hundreds of scientists”, “carbon pollution”
1:47:10 Annoying spelling bee kid: “kabaragoya, I know it!”
1:48:20 JCD’s Catcher in the Rye joke from end of Show 621 a reference to Conspiracy Theory film
1:56:22 Carson Daly Snowden #Patriot vs #Traitor analysis, JCD: “what’s with the music?”
2:01:06 Donation Segment: credit to Mark Thompson & Marc Van Landuyt for Show 599 PBS bit
2:18:03 India’s rape problem: 25k yearly; police charged in refusal to file complaint; weird Indian “CNN on steroids” on Roku
2:22:14 Second Half of Show: History Channel on Area 51 alien varieties
2:39:10 Hillary: “politicization” meme, leaked Hard Choices Benghazi chapter
2:42:42 Thom Hartmann on Republicans being responsible for unemployment
2:43:56 Eurasian Economic Union between Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus; Vitali Klitschko taking heat as Kyiv mayor, Wladimir Klitschko, Hayden Panettiere engagement on Kelly Ripa
2:50:00 Long e-mail from Dutch Moroccan producer on Wilders’ Moroccan comment
2:53:49 France vingt-quatre on French canned wine, JCD on 1970s canned wine, can coatings
**621 Gun Extremists (2014-05-29)**

0:00:00 JCD: “I have to admit I listen to each show repeatedly, probably four full times start to finish.”
ACC: “Wow!”

0:00:39 Fixing ACC’s truck post-breakin

0:02:56 Brad Pitt attacked by Borat-like Ukrainian goofball at red carpet Angelina movie promotion; Kate Middleton’s butt photographed for Bild, bild.de vs bilt.de; ACC thanks W.T. and Bert B. for RSS news feed

0:08:10 Brian Williams Snowden interview as Greenwald book promo, Snowden in elevator like reality show: “Did you say earlier you were still serving your government?”, no mention of CIA, not “still on payroll”, no mention of girlfriend; grandfather working for FBI in Pentagon on 9/11; Russian blogger registration law, “free press” vs “free speech”; he still can’t speak Russian?

0:24:26 Snowdwn’s missing glasses left nose pad; of NSA: “senior officials are investing themselves with powers that they’re not entitled to”; Greenwald to name names in next revelation, NBC/Greenwald reporting relationship, Snowden insistence on government clearance; Greenwald: “my duty to my source is to bring the message that he wanted to bring to the world”; “being a patriot means… knowing when to protect your comptitution”; Kerry: “Well, for a supposedly smart guy that’s a pretty dumb answer”; Bob Baer: “he went to the other side, and that is a real problem for especially people like me that worked in the Cold War” (CotD)

0:59:14 Producer Segment: TrueCrypt, xkcd $5 wrench cartoon

1:13:20 Santa Monica shooting: DSM-IV; no word on three Asian stabbing version; substitute teacher Lenny Shaw: “I said if I ever had met anyone that fit the bill of a potential mass murderer, it was Elliot Rodger”, Studio Seven on psychic fair; Dr. Charles Sophie, LA County Beleagured Child Welfare Agency, Beverly Hills practice; Asperger’s producers on obsession target; doctorsophie.com, ACC: “This Dr. Sophie is a dangerous individual”; Simon Astaire interviews, medication question finally asked: Xanax, “I don’t know the legal side”

1:44:27 Moms Demand Action merged with Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “gun extremists” new meme; topsy.com hashtag tracking, #yesallwomen from two years ago; CNN Carol: #notallmen, “rape culture”, “do we tell men: don’t put drugs in women’s drinks?”; teen white girl misogynist hip-hop market; Salon’s Brittany Cooper: young white guy problem, terrorism; 70-year-old burglar; Christine Lagarde, “it would be hard for the European Parliament not to endorse her as she’s a woman”, in court for embezzlement when she was French Finance Minister

2:04:58 Donation Segment: simplyrugged.com holster for ACC’s Judge; notes on bank transfers

2:22:10 WISP Brett Glass on Security Now: “we don’t have a choice, we must carry Netflix, we must make sure that the quality is good. They have a choice, they could afford to either serve us well or not”; “two-sided markets”; who pays for gigabytes of software updates?; JCD on Air Pollution District mandate in 1955 to shutter in 1975, still in business; smart cacheing clobbered by DRM & licensing, ACC: “greed and power and non-smartness”

2:45:00 EU election: low turnout, Euro-skeptics “far right” 25-30% except Netherlands; anti-immigration over economic concerns, Geert Wilders Moroccans comment, van Gogh & Fortuyn killings, Dutch history of anti-Semitism; UKIP branded racist but did well; “ticking time bombs” in parliament

2:57:47 Pervasive media control: ACC’s daughter worried about lack of Winter, JCD: “no way out”, ACC: get rid of phone, replace with wireless tablet; JCD on uselessness of latest Google Maps on phone; phone and Facebook addiction; smokers and phone users out on sidewalk
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620  Dead Man Cuffed (2014-05-25)

0:00:00 “...the Calle Veinticuatro Latino Cultural District...” ACC: laughter (3:17:02)
0:00:40 JCD revisits his mouse prediction and 3-year-later column on why the Mac is a success
0:04:35 Atlanta customs: “you can solve this really easily by becoming an American citizen”
0:09:28 Obama: “…the Baseball Hall of Fame is a powerful economic engine”, propaganda walk to Interior Department; Zingerman’s visit with background checks and fake customers; White House doing its own photos, “reflective moment” on Rosa Parks bus
0:15:50 Back through TSA every landing, ACC’s super gay opt-out guy; unpacked electronics bag completely when leaving Japan; Takashita glasshole was with boingoing; Google translate
0:24:40 Nonexistent meteor shower on 13000-year cycle; john@curry.com, complaints@dvorak.org
0:27:08 Prayer for Peace Memorial Day 2014, National Hurricane Preparedness Week 2014
0:30:08 Santa Barbara shooting videos taken down, archived by Gay Crusader; pseudo-podcast “Hey Elliot Rodger here...”; war on crazy, women & guns; My Twisted World “manifesto” PDF-less on Scribd; Alpha Dog connection; Rodger lawyer: “high-functioning Asperger’s”, “Rodgers” vs “Rodger”; parent: “craven irresponsible politicians and the NRA”
0:50:35 Sheriff Bill Brown election on June 3, California State Mental Health Commission; knife victim son of anti-gun District Attorney? ACC: “Since when do we handcuff dead guys?”; knife victims’ “murder”; early reports of second suspect in custody; Brown: “very very apparent that he was severely mentally disturbed”; CNN too-horrific-to-release convenience store video
1:02:17 Risperdal/Risperidone; JCD: “I’d like to rent a handgun”; SPLC blogging immediately, #yesallwomen; iPhone videos? Peter Rodger’s “cheeky” photography
1:20:22 Producer Segment: refined definition of native advertising: PetChats
1:59:40 Obama to Afghanistan to deflect VA attention; veteran survey used to leverage Obamacare
2:02:04 Boko Haram barracks attack, 600 freed prisoners massacred by army; armed by CIA and/or army; China trying to get in oil industry; kidnapped girls rewards for barracks fighters; who used #bringbackourgirls first? Coup and rubblization predicted; 80 US troops to Chad
2:09:28 David Suzuki on Moyers: down from 41% to 34% concerned, “taken to court for willful blindness”, “intergenerational crime”; James O’Keefe fracking sting video at Cannes; Kerry at Clean Tech Challenge on “unprecedented” European temperatures
2:14:25 EU vote: “far right” on the upswing although Geert Wilders was not; 3-day voting window
2:22:48 David Remnick on Charlie Rose: “fascist countries don’t hold democratic elections”; Lavrov on Svoboda “neo-Naysies” Nuland meetings; Putin on Obama: “If he wants to judge people, why don’t he get a job in court somewhere?”; Georgia, Moldova agreement with EU
2:33:22 Coal mine fire in Turkey hurting Erdoğan; CIA the destabilization experts
2:34:35 NBC Snowden interview Wednesday; Greenwald $25k gigs; First Look shut up money; commencement speeches: Valerie Jarrett at Pomona College commencement: “and believe me, we have ways of knowing everything you’ve been doing online”
2:43:45 Donation Segment: ACC truck broken into; strange dreams
3:01:21 Fast food strike: McDonald’s CEO: “real career paths”
3:03:47 Mark Leibovich: “watching all the mafia families: the Clintons, the Obamas, the McCains...”
3:06:08 Fremont CA police state community-based surveillance and plate readers
3:06:56 Hillary post-brain damage: “rather than picking up the pace of where we had... moved toward”
3:10:41 Mimi no longer listening because iOS 7/iTunes podcasts are broken
3:15:30 San Francisco Mission District “Calle Veinticuatro Latino Cultural District” (CotD)
Droves of Jihadis (2014-05-22)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “When we’re in trouble I expect help from the chatroom.”
0:00:33 JCD in Ypsilanti, MI on Merit Network fiber, meetup at Rusty Bucket in Plymouth; University of Michigan professor J. Halderman’s censorship resistance, encrypted proxilless protocol for redirecting traffic, RT hard to get in Japan
0:07:36 JCD on Detroit desolation: “Turns out buying this stuff for a buck is easier said than done”, Little Caesar’s family owns most of downtown and the Tigers; square-mile Packard factory closed 1958, JCD: “she [Ms. Micky] would go crazy taking pictures”
0:15:52 ACC’s Tokyo Robot Restaurant experience: “pretty tall girl want to fight robot?”
0:19:05 JCD on concurrent law enforcement show: SOBERLINK SL2 sobriety monitor for “clients”
0:22:56 Self-driving cars vs police and municipal revenue, Google car’s 700k miles without a violation
0:24:41 Glasshole in schoolgirl-packed Takashita Street, later at Robot Restaurant; Google maps north-south inversion; Line is the new cool kids’ app; ACC illicit QSO in park with Elecraft KX-3, police upset over sitting on ledge; Japanese zombie walk, insane working hours; Kantō GE 60 Hz vs Kansai AEG 50 Hz; 2020 Olympics will bankrupt the country
0:50:40 Tsarnaev bombs supposedly Inspire-inspired, no mention of pressure cooker; FBI/NSA skit; United States of Secrecy part 2: Hayden cowboy movie analogy
1:00:02 ACC reading Greenwald’s book, Snowden vetted via CIA ID; Gelman 14-hour interview; Intercept: NSA intercepting call phone calls in the Bahamas; Kinsley Greenwald book review
1:05:41 Producer e-mail on changed mind re warming and net neutrality; JCD’s Q&A at conference on remote surgeon with no pushback
1:08:23 Producer Segment: ShortFuze rap song on iTunes, tokyo.noagendanotes.com
1:18:58 Packet inequality: TWiL with Nilay Patel, Berin Szoka: “I’m tired of talking about imaginary problems and imaginary legal authority…”, Patel: “Yes, no you’re a great guy. I gotta go”; Freedom of the Press Foundation homepage: “Save the internet. Donate now”; fallout from the Comcast/Time Warner deal? startup ISPs required to do freebies for local municipalities before laying fiber; FCC regulation will remove all competition
1:44:20 Podcast patent: Dr. Drew “we need to be as vocal as the NRA”
1:53:11 Recording went down for 20 minutes
1:55:03 Donation Segment: executive producer Scott fired from occult bookstore over No Agenda
2:08:18 China/Russia $400bn gas deal in local currency or SDRs; Holder on indictment of Chinese officers for “victim companies”: “We do not provide a competitive advantage to United States companies”, Matt Lee to Psaki: “Can you explain how this was not what what seems to be an epic timing disaster?”; possible reaction to United States of Secrecy
2:19:43 Russia military dependence on Ukraine parts suppliers, Ukraine may start supplying EU; Madeline Albright among election observers, Albright Stonebridge Group
2:24:55 Common Core: Rand Corp, EPJ on no shortage of workers with STEM backgrounds, wage suppression the goal; promotional video pushing charter schools by Walton Family Foundation
2:30:40 9/11 museum: JCD: “the burning building in a globe, in a snow globe?”; safety hearings: designed to come straight down; Tapper & screechy band camp girl on A&E 911 as wackos
2:45:44 Brahimi on Syrian election: “the Syria we have loved and admired for many many years”
ACC (Russian accent): “Coming to you from the top of the Kremlin, this is the voice of Russia.”

Skype connection falls apart right on schedule, JCD switches networks
FCC hearings with Mignon Clyburn: “...listening to concerns not just from my mother”, Re/code: “binge watch” “next Netflix”; dinner with the defeatists; Mignon meme-spouting; MSNBC: “net neutrality: it’s a wonky techie term you’ve probably heard thrown around the interwebs”; listener’s angry e-mail: “have fun in Japan”; remote-controlled surgery argument, ACC: “oh no, I want my packets from my open-heart surgery to be equal to Netflix”; Mignon: “potential for enforcement”; sexing up tech support

Preaching to the choir approach to hitting people in the mouth
FCC protests: “regulate the internet for the people”, “fuck the internet!”, Alliance for Global Justice sponsor of popularresistance.org, NGOs funding NGOs; 4K streaming will bring network to its knees

50-50 party: Morgan Fisher, Samm Bennett, pole dancers with JCD Club 33 audio, Ujino Muneteru, The 5.6.7.8’s, DJ Touretteso
Producer Segment: JCD Detroit meet-up; crazyjapan.com

Dame Astrid’s daughter; ACC in Akihabara

Vietnam-China conflict, Abe changing Article 9 of the Constitution, listener on Vietnamese school closings and flight from the country

Stephen Cohen may be a Russian spy; Kerry on Russia’s Syria vs Ukraine election position, Cohen analysis: “Secretary of War, not Secretary of State”, Eastern Ukrainian parties on the run; Cohen: Obama not listening to elder statesmen like Kissinger, Washington silent on Merkel’s roundtable, V.E. Day; S.2277 “The Russian Aggression Prevention Act of 2014”

Commerce Committee meeting on “malvertising”, Russia vs Eastern Europe, McCain to industry reps: “So someone loses their bank account, do you reimburse them?”; Hunter Biden joins Burisma Holdings, Kerry fundraiser Devon Archer on board; ACC: “Huma! We may not have to kill him!”. United Nations weighs in on Eastern Ukrainian human rights deterioration

Kerry on Syria: unverified “evidence” of chlorine use

Continuation of the National Emergency with Respect to Burma, 60th Anniversary of Brown vs Board of Education, World Trade Week 2014, Armed Forces Day, Emergency Medical Services Week, National Safe Boating Week, Tenth International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia

Marcy Wheeler quit The Intercept; Greenwald on Edward Norton possibly playing him in Snowden movie; no female editors at major newspapers

Donation Segment: rainsticks worked in Roanoke, Bosnia-Herzegovina got four meters
Halsey Minor starting Bitcoin exchange, Foundation losing members over Brock Pierce election
John Miller answers “what keeps you up at night?”; Resurgence magazine targeting “African-American converts”, “terrorism is theater”
Second Half of Show: HAARP shutting down, “we have other ways of managing the ionosphere”, last experiment June 15 on Six-Week Cycle
China’s unpaid workers, factory boss on moving to Vietnam or Cambodia
Alice Friend on Boko Haram “war against education” (CotD)
Outro clip: No Agenda rap song by ShortFuze
Climate Chaos (2014-05-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “The titles look good enough.”
0:00:40 ACC: “the minute we start the show, that’s when the Skype connection falls apart”; ACC in Tokyo; difficulty printing web pages; ACC’s preconceived notions about Japan vs reality, financial energy reporter at Ms. Micky’s show, Japanese pro-war Constitutional change, “women who won’t have sex with war-mongering men”, The Last Yakuza, Japanese schoolgirls and greywater management, safety helmets, watermelon and a pile of salt
0:34:18 Pre-departure police state rigamarole, pre-check line twice as long, Pistole on pre-check expansion, “free samples”; FBI video recreating underwear bomb
0:47:10 Sheldon Whitehouse on cyber-crime: “those that have been hacked, and those that don’t know that they’ve been hacked”: Michael Chertoff on medical device, automotive hacks, ACC: “the Chinese are gonna be brewing coffee through the internet”
1:00:25 Producer Segment: No Agenda BlackBerry Messenger Channel C0023653F
1:14:14 Report on Palestinian interrupted by Emergency Alert System
1:16:33 BBC forensic specialist on Boko Haram video of abductees with chroma keying and multiple cameras; four girls identified by parents; Global Hawk drone flying; JCD: “It’s another Nigerian scam letter!”; African names: “Cellphone”
1:24:46 Ronan Farrow on Pentagon zombie apocalypse plan, “Tunisia or Nigeria Scenarios”; MSNBC advertising targeting constipation sufferers; Chris Matthews cheerleading for Hillary, Karl Rove brain damage assertion
1:38:32 Eleanor Clift & Bill Mahr sticking to Innocence of Muslims Benghazi story
1:45:28 French Foreign Minister sticking to Assad gas attacks story
1:48:43 500 days to avoid “climate chaos”, KTVU on National Climate Assessment: “temperatures could rise by as much as 10 to 2100 degree”, JCD: “just above the boiling point of aluminum”; West Antarctic ice sheet “unstoppable” melting, “between 200 and 500 years from now”; climate change questions to Rubio at speech on retirement
1:58:17 “Open internet” the replacement for “net neutrality”, “hellooo internet” video, “rules which govern how it works”, FCC on “lawful content”, “brighter bulbs monthly subscription”; Comcast CEO Q&A prediction: “usage-based billing model”; good for Netflix, bad for Cachefly; TWiT not talking about podcast patent
2:43:18 Donation Segment
2:42:12 JCD on people stopping listening becoming complacent; Sir Mark and Same Astrid “no slouches”, do not watch news
2:57:59 Killer robot meme in the news, new X-Men and Transformers films; lame Japanese Transformers pre-roll
2:59:32 Guess the Movie: Pecker; Taxi Driver and Men in Black III on Japan flight
3:03:01 Michael Hayden: “We kill people with metadata”; Greenwald on CNN call-in show, World Trade Center 7 question
3:06:10 Conchita Wurst: “You know who you are. We are unity and we are unstoppable”; professional jury vote in addition to phone-in & SMS
3:07:35 New UK rules allowing tax money to be taken from bank accounts
3:08:55 Next show teasers: Stephen Cohen and John Miller; 50-50 party at Tokyo SuperDeluxe, clubs & pole dancers
3:13:22 Outro clip: Al Sharpton mispronunciation remix
616  Jihadi Disneyland (2014-05-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Broke the speed limit, broke the speed limit, broke the speed limit!” (2:06:40)
0:00:33  ACC headed to Japan tomorrow; podcast kit with Universal Audio box fits in a small bag
0:06:49  JCD’s slobbered f’s, stammer; dinner with the Republo-bots
0:11:11  Obama San Jose high-tech fundraiser, Buzzkill Jr’s boss at pre-event, Secret Service required
0:16:12  drinks left on table, Obama hustled away when talk turned to politics
0:23:09  Jarl Mohn eighth NPR president in eight years, top-40 DJ identity Lee Masters, hired ACC at
0:28:53  MTV (CotD); KPCC “no rant no slant”, “help wildly increase NPR’s revenues”; Buzzfeed, Sa-
0:34:46  lon “listicles” and slide shows the future of news; Mike Elgan on Google+ not going anywhere;
0:40:48  “dwarf tumble”; ACC: “five out of six gun holders agree Russian roulette is not dangerous”
0:45:21  National Women’s Health Week, National Small Business Week, Peace Officers’ Memorial
0:50:52  Day & Police Week, Texas police shooting of 93-year-old woman, National Defense Trans-
0:56:38  portation Day & Week, JCD on disappointing National Train Day, Mother’s Day Presidential
0:00:00  proclamation, JCD: “all mothers are Jewish mothers”
1:10:55  Producer Segment: Authorized Drone Strike Zone; ANSRVR, Youtube numbers stations
1:12:46  Brolf prodding Mike Rogers: “to go in there with drones and just kill these people, is that
1:20:20  what you’re saying?”; Rogers: “jihadi Disneyland”; Homs & Aleppo pipeline going nowhere
1:23:46  General Carter Ham on Nigerian “specialists”: “financial tools and access to banking records”;
1:37:50  how many girls were kidnapped? Producer Trevor: “bare-ass rock”, 2004 oil discovery; Gay
1:42:27  Crusader: anti-gay laws worse than Uganda’s; Hollande & Michelle Obama politicizing the
1:47:33  situation; ACC: “What is the FBI doing in Nigeria?”; Chinese $13.1bn East African railway
1:52:10  “Write your congressman” days are over, hashtag activism
1:58:51  Mike Rogers on Nigerian corruption, ACC: “hello regime change!”, “international problem”; World Economic Forum on Africa in Nigeria; Goodluck Jonathan incomprehensible
1:58:51  Syrian Opposition Council granted enhanced diplomatic status, “President Jarba”
2:05:41  Chinese partnering with Russia on Nicaragua Canal; postage stamp with erupting volcano;
2:08:48  Pew Research 27% Ukrainian separatist figure, “illegal” poll with $2000 budget, 400 Academi (Blackwater) troops on the ground; Haiku Herman headed to Kiev; billion dollar loan to hire Academi; Nuland grilled on Svoboda Party
2:10:28  Coldest year on record, worldunderwater.org, “sea level is for sissies”
2:19:18  Democracy Now pro-marijuana piece; positioned as something you can’t grow on your own; disappearance of seeds
2:35:56  CIA rendition network, Red Book: “people drone”; CNN produced 3D package on Florida drone near-collision: “just imagine a drone getting sucked up into one of the plane’s engines”
2:51:57  TWiT prep on packet inequality, FCC website throttled to 28.8; Snapchat settlement; Amazon
2:58:41  will be the last web company standing; Apple Beats rumor, Pandora still losing money, “buy more trucks”
615 Gravity Bomb! (2014-05-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “A4 paper is ugly.” (2:11:27)
0:00:39 ACC’s cart machine
0:02:31 Monica Lewinsky, an Elizabeth Warren development? Al Sharpton mispronunciation medley
0:07:45 Boko Haram Gamboru Ngala attack, 300 dead; other schools closed, girls in for test; changing story on recovery; Obama: “worst local or regional terrorist organizations out there”, interdisciplinary US team: military, law enforcement, “other areas”; NNPC oil discovery in Lake Chad Basin, Chevron & Shell, $49.6bn discrepancy; Boko Haram not terrorists under Hillary, “the Tourette’s terrorist”; Goodluck Jonathan’s wardrobe; NNPC Imelda Marcos chairman
0:23:34 NDAA amendments: indefinite detention still in, “near-term counterelectronics capability”, “high-energy laser mobile demonstrator”, “cyber-situational awareness tools”, JCD called Lamborn’s office on the meaning of *en-bloc*, “B-61 gravity bombs”, ACC: “as opposed to the bombs that fall upwards?”; “executive agent for cyber testing and training ranges”, cloud computing; directed energy weapons
0:44:24 No drones for the press; major Western US airport flight systems shutdown due to “glitch” detecting U2 spy plane; millimeter wave weapons
0:52:19 JCD story on idiot Tesla driver blocking him; Tesla white-knuckle syndrome
0:54:40 Producer Segment: Red Cross call for anthrax-vaccinated blood
1:17:25 National Climate Assessment: John Holdren “climate disruption” video, Janet Yellen on cold weather’s economic impact, NCA debunked by Cato Institute, US Global Change Research Program from 1990, 20 years and it’s too late; USA Today on CO₂ contributing to allergies, EPA’s Gina McCarthy, asthma, ozone meme; Harry Reid: “disastrous, disastrous climate changes”, ACC: “Drone the Koch brothers!”; John Coleman to speak at Heartland Institute conference in Las Vegas; Jehovah’s Witnesses at ACC’s door handing out anti-GMO info; Antarctica Wilkes Basin ice discharge as *State of Fear* scenario
1:47:17 Net neutrality = packet equality; Al Franken and noslownet.org, cannot block legal content; “brand safe content”, Tumblr gif porn; general infinite bandwidth misconception
1:53:58 Podcast patent lawsuit revisited: iTunes has already paid up, owner is not a troll, “it’s gonna destroy the fabric of America”, EFF fearmongering
2:04:47 Donation Segment: ACC’s OS X Mavericks experience
2:26:30 Common Core: “Belinda Milli-Gates Foundation”, Pearson NDA on New York tests, product placement, Staples “adheres to Common Core” merchandise; Holocaust debate homework, “Anne Frank is a fraud” (CotD); Indiana blackmailed by Department of Education to stay in
2:35:02 California anti-bullying law: misdemeanor on third offense, “alarm, annoy, torment or terrorize”; antidepressants the real problem
2:45:41 Obama Merkel meeting, relations still strained; Stephen Cohen on Putin’s call for delay in referendum, Merkel’s proposed roundtable; Psaki: “I hope he enjoys his visit to Ukraine”, Kerry & Psaki: “bogus independence referendum”, Matt Lee questions “no civilized nation”
2:55:33 Eurovision Song Contest: Putin’s voting camps
3:06:39 Yatsenyuk: “We are fighting with an invisible Russian agents”; British $19bn in Russian loans, Kissinger & Charlie Rose in 2009 on “New World Order” from fear of Russia; Yellen on deficit unsustainability, markets up
3:11:05 Justin Rosenstein TechCrunch buzzword orgy: “consciously moving the world in the direction of our dreams”
614  Fruity Drinks!  (2014-05-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Kinda gruesome, yeah.”  (0:54:34)
0:00:40  ACC still sick in bed taking quercetin twice an hour; MERS virus comes to US; ACC: why require vaccination for school if all the other students are immune?
0:08:24  German study finds stress contagious; youth anxiety on the rise due to climate change stories; Ms. Micky’s niece visiting; hipster burlesque boom
0:14:47  Six-Week Cycle: Waseca MN school plot, Shelton WA FBI setup, or not yet?
0:24:37  White House Correspondents’ Dinner, next year ACC & JCD want to do MST3K-style live commentary; “a lot of fruit-flavored drinks”; large numbers of celebrities since Obama took office; NY Times pullout, JCD: “the New York Times is just cheap”
0:40:35  Biden Corvette video; President started attending in 1981 with Reagan; Google Netflix Bash; Obama: “it’ll be harder to convince the American people was born in Kenya”
0:53:10  Producer Segment
1:02:20  On the virtues of Quercetin, JCD: “you have to take your corset off?”
1:06:01  Obama podcast: jobs #1 priority
1:07:29  Euroland elections coming up, a lot of euro skeptics running, media smear campaigns, ACC: “incumbent Eurocrats”; Geert Wilders on national sovereignty collapse
1:26:58  Obama: “For the German audience who perhaps is tuning into Russian TV...”; Bild on thousands of CIA & FBI “advisors” in Kiev; Sir Tony Brenton on economic price to Russia of a shooting war with Ukraine, OSCE everywhere
1:35:28  Geneva Agreement – all four paragraphs, ACC: “I have to agree to more when I use an Apple product”; IMF to change agreement if Ukraine loses East, Lagarde’s “economic outlook changing”; pipeline and train routes: Kazakhstan, Belarus, Poland, Germany
1:45:28  Eastern Syria and Western Iraq, al-Nusra vs ISIL
1:47:30  Global Entry date format used in China; whole show running on one MacBook Air, crappy Remote Desktop causing problems
1:49:42  Donation Segment: green building certification for architects; backyard chickens
2:05:54  Chase bank cutting off the porn stars under Holder’s Operation Choke Point; group of investors buying Mt. Gox, $200k wallet found
2:14:42  War on men: listener on “male privilege”, “thank you for your privilege”
2:16:58  Greenwald & Ohanian vs Hayden & Dershowitz on Munk Debates, “collect it all”, Dershowitz: “that’s Google, not NSA”; Hayden on Obama weakness with Syrian red line
2:28:23  McLaughlin package on isolationism; Putin hates gays meme dropped post-Olympics
2:32:46  Pelosi: “Benghazi, Benghazi, Benghazi”, possible Warren move vs Hillary; Tommy Victor: “Dude, this was like two years ago”; Issa on FOIA-revealed hidden e-mail, Kerry subpoenaed; Ralph Peters on Obama: “outright coward”
2:42:32  Joe O’Biden to MPAA: “Angela Merkel looked at me like what in the Hell is he talking about?”, ACC: “don’t infringe on my movie! that’s nasty, get a tissue!”, “global economic order”
2:48:33  Net neutrality: packet equality by deep packet inspection

745
613  Carbon Overload! (2014-05-01)

0:00:00  JCD: “Big Bang Theory, are you kidding? Who cares?” (1:18:01)
0:00:33  ACC sick in bed from the face-spitters, new cutting-edge podcast setup
0:07:18  Clooney innuendo on Letterman; Amal Alamuddin is Yulia Tymoshenko’s lawyer; we dropped the ball on getting Syria off Iran-Iraq pipeline and onto the one in Qatar
0:16:37  Putin playing chess, Obama playing checkers; Kerry at Atlantic Council still on bearded guy meme, “we cannot continue to allow allied defense budgets to shrink”, 2% of GDP, “carbon overload”; IMF $17bn for Ukraine; MasterCard and Visa out of Russia; Russia rail and pipelines to and through China; Kerry: NATO territory “inviolable”
0:37:04  Clarke, Inglis & Panetta “High Stakes in Cyber-Security” speech, McAfee virus marketing, “you have been hacked”, ACC: “right now, if I’m a CEO I’m pooping in my pants”
0:48:27  Producer Segment: neti pot = nose enema
0:55:23  Allergy remedies: honey and hookworms
0:57:34  National Physical Fitness & Sports Month, Jewish-American Heritage Month, National Foster Care Month, National Building Safety Month, Older Americans Month
1:01:40  War on pot: Bill O’Reilly on kids selling dope
1:03:38  Donald Sterling: edited by TMZ, Kerry on Israel apartheid, Sterling on Israeli racism
1:14:59  Barbara Boxer: “today Fifty Cent is a singing group, right?”
1:15:40  China’s ban on Big Bang Theory, The Good Wife, NCIS, The Practice
1:18:42  Cop going 53 in a 35 zone kills pedestrian, no criminal charges
1:20:06  Markey & Jeffries Hate Crime Reporting Act calls for report, Hate Crime Statistics Act; strange Toyota lesbian advertisement; EPA’s Gina McCarthy video for Hip Hop Caucus
1:29:03  London underground strike
1:31:23  Rats are the new bedbugs
1:34:07  Twitter’s nonexistent business model; USAID $1bn Global Development Lab; Netanyahu: “you are all slaves”; Urban Post-Disaster Housing Prototype
1:40:26  MH370 update: Boeing 777 fly-by-wire classified patents, Sarah Bajc slipping up: “leverage of assets”, “confirm or deny”
1:44:28  Donation Segment: Club 33’s scene of complete destruction (CotD)
1:58:29  Net neutrality discussion on TWiT, Leo now all-in on metering; Fight for the Future, leads back to the Protons Fund; Tim Wu original net neutrality document advocating metering; Michael Powell on why the internet should not be a public utility; Google fiber everywhere
2:16:33  Common Core: Louis C.K. tweet; @usteacherfaye propaganda, learnmoregofurther.org leads back to ACT; Gates Foundation headquarters plaque with vaccine vial tops; JCD: “I think the wheels are coming off the Common Core train”
2:20:29  Frontline “cradle to prison” show on prison system, is the Gates foundation funding halfway houses? Chains of propagandizing nonprofits springing up everywhere, inBloom will reappear rebranded
2:25:54  Shelter in place the new duck and cover; Truman’s security state; historycommons.org document tracing history of rights infringement, 90% post-1947; ACC 3-hour nightmare trying to set Ms. Micky up with Global Entry
612 Cradle to Career! (2014-04-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “Acclaimed internet pioneer!”
0:00:31 “Two fists away”, The King’s Speech, measuring distance to giant ribbon mike
0:01:22 Pecan in the allergy mix, Women & Their Work nonprofit auction, real estate going down
0:05:29 Dutch Queen’s Day now King’s Day, Dutch ambassador to Finland: war in next couple weeks
0:07:38 Rahm Emmanuel e-mail scandal
0:08:30 Ukraine Prime Minister on Russia trying to start World War III, similarity to Bosnia; Kerry: “propaganda bullhorn”; RT on Wichita Falls: “So get ready, Americans – poopy water!”
0:17:52 Kerry: “...that the CIA invented the internet in order to control the world”, “and the truth is there in social media...”; Kerry Export-Import Bank standing-O; Psaki: Lavrov’s “ludicrous” claims
0:31:24 New Silk Road, brought to you by Siemens, “sectoral sanctions”; Standard & Poor’s Russia downgrade; Germans in the streets; Russian investment in Algeria, talks to run South Stream pipeline through Turkey
0:42:39 North Korea wants to test a bomb, Iranian observers; $6t worth of rare earths in North Korea
0:45:04 Finland/Russia bad blood
0:49:06 AOL “digital prophet” Shingy at Next Web, “awesome”, “fabulous” sentence endings, “we’re going to the age of interest or context”, “pictures that explode”; Apple insider: “ghost ship” post-Jobs; locals shooting at Gates house during construction; Gates Foundation protests
0:59:24 Producer Segment
1:08:21 UN’s World Intellectual Property Day, Workers’ Memorial Day on the 28th
1:10:32 Radical feminists on Hillary, Elizabeth Warren; Globe magazine on “dying Bill”
1:15:53 Clooney gay innuendo medley from Fox
1:19:51 War on men: underrepresentation of women in media, STEM, JCD: “we need to put more women in prison, she’s right”; juniorachievement.org gender gap in children’s allowances
1:25:33 Common Core: listener on “Cheers for Queers Wednesday”; women’s vs men’s restrooms; New Tech Network promo video, “project based learning”, subsidiary of KnowledgeWorks, founder makes $500k per year, “student lending business conversion”, Strive Network “cradle to career initiative”; David Brooks: “all the schools I’m affiliated with”; KnowledgeWorks vast network of nonprofits; producer Andrew follow-up on barcoded scrap paper; inBloom closing down; New York baby school for $30k per year
1:52:33 State Department’s Free the Press event, JCD: “Where are they going to hold that, Mexico City?”, Psaki to Matt Lee on American journalists being harassed: “Uh, we don’t; I don’t have anything more to say on that case” (CotD)
1:57:22 Donation Segment: Reflective Air Podcast
2:10:09 Tokyo party: HotPockets Wasabi tour; JCD in Ann Arbor through May 19-22
2:12:12 Droning rationalization memo to be released; spokeshale Gibbs grilled on al-Awlaki’s son; ACLU multi-culty interviewee; douchebag Holder on rationale; “imminent” doesn’t require evidence of a plot; Brolf to Tony Blair: “So are you fearful of another 9/11?”
2:27:34 Set-ups for Six-Week Cycle; Mark Shields and David Brooks on NRA decentralization, 6-week events increases gun ownership
2:35:53 TWiT rehearsal: Cenk Uygur on net neutrality, JCD: “This is about Netflix”, problem is not enough competition in bandwidth providers; “no legal content may be blocked”, Spanish @HumorrNegro investigation, Anonymous using Airchat
Let’s Get Social! (2014-04-24)

00:00:00 ACC: “Ooh, I won a Pulitzer Prize! I’m all wet!”
00:00:34 JCD’s new mike; ACC needs better road rig
00:04:27 ACC adventures with the TSA: Dutch-speaking Mexican customs guy, Cancun Int’l airport security: “please keep your shoes on” signage, no slave scanner; compare and contrast Houston: “as of right now you have nothing”, lewd comments in Spanish; transition from State to Homeland Security; militaristic police recruitment videos, ACC: “Vote everybody out!”
00:19:04 John O. Brennan replacement Lisa Monaco on watching kids for radicalization: “we’ve crunched the data”, “we’ve looked at this very hard”, “comprehensive prevention model”
00:27:44 TSA Pre✓ extended to all military and DoD/Coast Guard civilians; JCD on deliberate line slowdown to sign more people up; ACC to buy epaulets and salute everyone; red X on boarding pass allowing shoes through magnetometer; uniforms turn people into assholes
00:35:06 New York’s #MyNYPD debacle; RFPs for “viral videos”
00:39:26 2014 Social Media Marketing World atrocious Let’s Get Social song; Jill Duffey on TWiT asking about Coachella
00:46:35 Cliven Bundy Alex Jones warmongering, ACC: “try not paying your taxes”; yet another bill in Congress to privatize income tax collection; JCD’s call from IRS for a John Dvorak in Kansas City, John Dvoraks, Adam Currys around the country
00:55:06 Producer Segment: ACC’s Oreo pic, illegal QSOs in Mexico; mailvelope.com; year-old clip of Taco Bell native advertising on ABC News, “dishes as daring as they are delectable”
1:39:58 NATO and Russian military exercises, attack on one attack on all meme, Mike Rogers: “we’re not dealing with somebody who has the same rational thought process”; surrender of Ukrainian military vehicles; Kerry no mention of Crimea, reaction to Jewish identification hoax
1:58:17 Matt Lee ambushes Jen Psaki on Donetsk bearded guy photos, ACC: “It’s been on Twitter, Matt!”; Douglas Herbert on Sloviansk, American mercenaries; Steve Cohen on Ukrainian civil war, Obama “containment”
2:16:58 Obama in Asia: “Asian Crimea” meme; military base agreement with Philippines; Red Book: Malaysian regime change
2:22:25 Red Book: Elizabeth Warren for President; Abacus Bank indictments, “a small bank wedged between two noodle shops”; Warren on student loans, to Mika: “I’m not running for President”
2:39:33 Donation Segment: $54.20 = stonation; Kilbride No Agenda – Saving America novel
3:00:47 Pearson Charitable Foundation to pay $7.7m settlement; English test product placement; barcoded Pearson scrap paper
3:07:20 Wyclef Jean Haiti charity ended; USAID housing: a quarter the housing at twice the cost
3:09:18 Chlorine gas in Syria; Portland pee
3:12:12 IRS bonuses for employees behind on taxes
3:14:27 FCC to “ruin net neutrality”; “fast lane”, “toll booth”; citizens broadband radio service
3:32:11 “and poppy cultivation was allowed right up to the fence” in Afghanistan
3:33:01 Chicken pox party recap
3:33:28 55 droned in Yemen
3:34:34 Zohydro native advertising skit; Arnold Schwarzenegger Years of Living Dangerously skit
610  Clip Show III! (2014-04-17)

0:00:00  Moooo! ACC: “Ughhh” Vwing!
0:00:34  Intro, thanks to Ramsey Cain
0:02:40  E. coli outbreak at Cleveland County Fair; printing Agenda 21 a good way to burn up toner cartridges
0:05:33  JCD working on a clip show; Ms. Micky’s Bobbi Eden shoot
0:07:40  Syria: charge cell phone with batteries in a glass of water, JCD: “The guy on PBS is an idiot!”
0:10:55  Obama won 2004 Senatorial race after release of opponent Jack Ryan’s scandalous divorce records
0:14:00  Climate change forcing women into prostitution, HIV risk; acid rain hoax, JCD: “if you think there’s a problem you cap, you don’t trade”
0:19:28  Dinner with the O-bots: Double Dip Recession Slave Stew
0:25:09  Mass media marketing films like Olympus Has Fallen, Gerard Butler: “We have a very powerful marketing department”, Rodman in North Korea working for Vice magazine, owned by Viacom
0:34:07  Rep. Diana DeGette on banning “magazine clips”: “the bullets will have been shot and there won’t be any more available”
0:35:58  $378bn in drug money laundered through Wachovia
0:39:38  Two affidavits in on the DHS Suzanne Barr sexual harassment suit
0:43:00  Lesbian bed death, JCD: “as long as one of the two partners is all cranked up on AndroGel things are great”
0:47:48  Hillary congratulates EU on how “unified and peaceful” it is; firebombs in Athens
0:50:32  Obama: “when it comes to national security, I mean what I say”
0:52:05  Chuck Hagel’s bizarre squeaking sound
0:53:33  Wacky The View opening for Israeli ambassador; Win Lose or Drone
0:55:10  Airbnb and Uber: reputation-based markets; VHS won because of recording length, not porn
1:00:22  Intelligence agencies planting propaganda in overseas media
1:02:35  Gwen Ifill on Todd Akin: omits that Claire McCaskill is running against him
1:04:59  Intermission
1:08:22  Mac & Cheese Hot Pockets; Bilderburg protest zoo and BBC rant courtesy of Alex Jones; Matthew Lesko question mark suit
1:13:52  South American countries weigh in on CIA; Bolivian President’s “forced landing” to Austria, standard pilot strategies for making unscheduled landings: fuel system or sick passenger
1:21:52  JCD on winning top prize, people’s choice at COMDEX chili cook-off, ACC: “you called a modeling agency?”
1:28:42  Iceland referendum: no to austerity measures; Gordon Brown calling Iceland terrorist state; puffin choking, JCD: “go choke the puffin on your own time”
1:33:04  JCD on factory work: receiving clerk or inspector, high productivity via amphetamines
1:35:37  Riots in Northern France; American system virtually prevents unrest
1:38:48  Performatives: “Let me say this about that”; Obama use of pronouns 100% female
1:46:08  Twitter bot @JamesMTitus from Web Ecology Project experiment
1:48:55  Andy Kunz promoting high-speed rail: “we have to build it”, nailed by Varney
2:00:27  Angela Merkel’s butt; 5000 Australians to testify on child sexual abuse cases; S.E. Cupp interview on millennial mindset
609  Johnson’s Johnson, Jump!  (2014-04-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Whatever the police tell you to do, news organization, do it!” (1:42:15)
0:00:38 JCD in Pacific Northwest, can’t find his dinger
0:03:00 Cold War version 2.0: Putin podcast with Snowden: “we are going to talk one professional language”; Arctic drilling corporate partnerships; Jen Psaki on “fact/fiction document”; Jay Carney on Brennan in Ukraine
0:19:21 Jenny McCarthy announcing engagement on The View
0:20:58 Zbigniew Brzezinski on Morning Joe, “you can’t win a military conflict by throwing pancakes at somebody”; Ukraine breadbasket, Donetsk coalbasket; Samantha Power on ruble at all-time low, stock market down 20%
0:28:09 Tom Friedman on Zakaria: “we just need Vladimir to do the right thing and turn the gas off”; JCD on embargo-era solar companies folding; Tesla credits, Space-X government money; SolarCity scam; douchey Tesla S drivers; ACC’s Rolls and Grey Poupon
0:38:14 Kerry “huddling” with Petraeus and Keane on Syria; Seymour Hersh on Turkey’s interest in US attacking Syria; no press on Obama’s visit to Saudi Arabia, Prince Bandar replaced; where’s Wolfowitz in all this?
0:47:21 Producer Segment: update on lesbian bed death syndrome; ACC’s Japan invitations
1:14:35 Video of AQAP gathering in Yemen, al-Qaeda has gone dark; Lieberman & Harman in subcommittee hearing on al-Qaeda numbers, Syria becoming “most threatening terrorist sanctuary in the world”, “sequel to Afghanistan”; Frederick Kagan on same panel; ACC: “Do I chew some qat or do I strap on the vest?”, we need more propaganda
1:31:33 Boston marathon rice cooker stunt, “the Boston police have asked us not to show live images”; Biden: “America will never, ever, ever stand down”, “it was worth it”; FBI “missed opportunities”, Flashpoint Global Partners, Inspire Magazine, ACC: “I can’t seem to get radicalized”
1:42:29 Skull and Bones Tap Day at Yale
1:42:06 Johnson loses johnson, JCD: “Now jump out the window, jump out the window, you can fly!”
1:44:35 Poitras directing Jeffrey Skoll Snowden film; anolen.com on identical “Snowden uses Tails and Tor” posts, JCD: honeypot
1:55:00 War on Weed: NPR psycho mom “when you’re a kid, nope”, “zero-tolerance policy … which involves urine testing at home if we think we need it” (CotD); University of Mississippi the single approved weed producer; Israeli academic research; pot farms causing California drought
2:03:31 “…and China, manufacturing the finest in Sesame Street toys, and pledge drive tote bags”
2:04:57 Donation Segment: readnoagenda.com resurrected on fanscribed.com; “stonation”
2:18:25 Sarah Bajc update: “I do still believe the plane was taken”, “the flight rebooted itself”, Burnett: “Something stinks”, CNN still way up
2:24:28 Matt Taibbi on HSBC money laundering: bonus deferments, no jail; “obstructing pedestrian traffic” for standing in front of your house at 1:00 am; Gawker’s John Cook to be Greenwald editor, “steady stream of shit-kicking stories”
2:34:50 JCD’s non-appearance on TWiT; Heartbleed logo done by Codenomicon, greatly resembling Danger Mouse image; Canadian arrest in “untraceable” Heartbleed exploit
2:38:10 The “anti-vaxxers”; “cyber chicken pox party”; vaccine effectiveness: JCD: “both doses??”; intelligence correlated with credulity; NY Times: “Parental Involvement is Overrated”; pltw.org $350k for CEO, “mission-driven organization”
3:07:21 JCD alerts the affiliates; Café Impact “social entrepreneurship”
0:00:00 JCD: “You can eat the walls!” (1:19:12)
0:00:31 Tax time; ACC allergy update, Sir Jean at 50th birthday party
0:02:41 Sina Weibo selfies
0:08:23 JCD’s e-mail from British producer: “if it came on Friday I’d have my wallet in hand”
0:10:09 New DSM entry: sluggish cognitive tempo disorder, JCD: “Kid’s daydreaming, he’s thinking about a better future? Drug him!”, Strattera
0:18:17 The hams weigh in on the pinger’s frequency agility; Richard Quest’s meth, dildo, and rope; ±1 KHz in the DK-120 spec; acoustical pings; new rule requiring 90 day life, ACC: “this is not a Heathkit”
0:26:16 Welcome to the USA, Mr. Greenwald; inevitable lucrative speaking tour
0:29:31 Mike Riley on NSA knowing about Heartbleed, NSA claims bias toward publicizing zero-day exploits; Google and Codenomicon, Howard Schmidt former Presidential coordinator, Dutch hackereone.com $15K reward to Neel Mehta, donated to Freedom of the Press Foundation; Greenwald back in the country to get his profile back up
0:53:13 Can’t say the word “Tsarnaev” on Meet the Press; Dennis Simmons sudden death
0:57:12 Producer Segment
1:05:00 Cody Wilson “transpiring threshold of indeterminacy” torture clip
1:11:59 “Clean energy economy”, “smarter infrastructure”, JCD: “Roof food! I want roof food!”, Our Year of Extremes: “Is it your sense that people will have time to get out of the way?”, New Meme Alert: Cli-Fi genre, “dystopian present”
1:30:08 Guess the Movie: Ghostbusters for JCD, Death Wish III
1:32:26 Japan turning the nukes back on; death row inmate release after 48 years, 95% conviction rate
1:36:51 Hillary’s shoe incident; producer on Carl Rove not thinking she will run, possible brain injury; Ted Cruz on Iranian diplomat’s visa denial, Saudi appeasement
1:49:05 Bundy BLM standoff, Harry Reid solar deal; Reid “Koch Brothers” compilation
1:54:12 Donation Segment: $69.69 discontinued
2:07:37 G20 finance ministers meeting, Charlie Rose one-on-one with Christine “Old Leatherhead” Lagarde; Charlie’s apparently a lawyer, inflation as inducement to spend
2:20:23 Haiti good news: Hilton Worldwide mid-price hotel in Port-au-Prince
2:22:28 FBI seizure of 81-year-old Indiana man’s museum; Crocs & socks
2:28:43 The Doctors on Coachella; matching the drug to the music, JCD: “don’t have sex on ecstasy, that’s the rule”
2:33:13 A Portrait of Putin, “an incredibly conspiratorial view of the world”, “greatest tragedy” meme, actual quote: “the demise of the Soviet Union was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century”; Masha Gessen book on Putin, ran Radio Liberty, upcoming book on Tsarnaev brothers, “I think he’s your run-of-the-mill mediocre dictator”, JCD: “hold on a second, everything she said there, Obama’s done”
2:44:04 12,000 UN troops to CAR, Muslim population dropped from 15% to 2%
2:47:06 Shadow Puppet Theater: Sebelius “I’m in” (CotD), “their stories are so heartening, about finally feeling secure and knowing they can take care of themselves and their families. Unfortunately, a page is missing”; new member of the revolving door club: Sylvia Burwell; Michael Taylor, ACC: “The United States Department of Agriculture, run by a Monsanto lobbyist”
2:54:37 Nine-month-old charged with crime
0:00:00  JCD: “I got a weapon right here!” (2:13:23)
0:01:28  ACC: “Congratulations, we made it into space”, Alex Zoghlin “Crackpot & Buzzkill” rocket
0:04:02  Kerry: “…use 21st century tools to hold Russia accountable for 19th century behavior”; Black-water in eastern Ukraine; picture of Reagan in Red Square with Putin look-alike, same picture used in 2009 after Georgia; Putin boomed in 2011 at wrestling match; Russia didn’t share all Tsuranov details; NASA on returning launches to American soil on the heels of budget proposal
0:08:08  Producer mail: EPA negotiator on TTIP
0:18:09  Dinner with Healthy Surprise Joe and Shannon; douchy hipster facial hair thanks to women; Shannon’s paleo business, Joe’s new jambosuperfoods.com “weed cake” outfit
0:24:32  National Equal Pay Day, based on 77 cents to each male dollar; CBS on White House gender pay gap; National Former Prisoner of War Recognition Day, Prepare-a-thon
0:29:49  Women who testified against Common Core: scripted math curriculum in kindergarten, ACC: “I think they’re teaching kids to run with scissors in kindergarten”; kids belonging to communities; “I want a little more broad with that idea”, “the new common core”, “knowing facts is not necessarily going to get you anywhere in life”; “critical thinking” meme, war on religion
0:39:07  Mike Judge’s Silicon Valley douchebag show
0:44:35  Investors deliberately killing good security products, Ebay’s bungled Skype acquisition, “acquire-hire”; war on VOIP, sucky SIP protocol; Skype Pro coming
0:50:07  Jessalyn Radack Greenwald e-mail; last Intercept story from April 4, Greenwald probably had writer; has Snowden stuff dried up? Red Book: Greenwald auto-erotic asphyxiation death
1:02:10  Producer Segment: JCD’s LIFO operation; naprivateauction.com, wutangauction.com
1:11:23  Fort Hood concealed weapons ban; Obama: “to keep firearms out of the hands of those who are having such deep difficulties”, ACC: “Wow, y’know, where’s the knock on my door?”
1:15:50  Sharpton “informant #17”; “forget about me”
1:20:23  Holder to Gohmert: “You don’t wanna go there, buddy”; “forget about me”; “good luck with your asparagus”
1:28:41  Years of Living Dangerously: “climate stresses”, Syria & Yemen, “Big Sandy”, sea level four feet higher; “global weirding”, “less dependent on the worst petro-dictators in the world…”
1:42:01  Elizabeth Warren possible Hillary rival, possible Republican red herring
1:48:27  Nomi Prins on Goldman Sachs; derivatives regulation; renminbi trading in Frankfurt; BRICS and IMF; Saudis no longer propping petrodollar after Iran détente; SDR next world currency
2:07:04  Donation Segment
2:18:07  Leo: “Y’know, I think it’s really a small minority of people who are worried about privacy…”
2:19:15  Pinger on “33.3 MHz”, frequency drift due to low power
2:25:38  Death Wish IV “dialogue of the decade” overacting
2:27:18  Sarah Bajc now in China, worked for Israeli high-tech firm and as a teacher in Beijing
2:31:17  Doctors making millions off Medicare charges; AMA 1979 injunction to keep payout info secret
2:33:28  Peter Matthiessen dead, Paris Review CIA front
2:35:13  Mozilla CEO story, 90% of Mozilla money from Google; Kara Swisher conflict of interest
2:38:14  Intelligence oversight bill to reveal black budgets; silence from economic hit man’s girlfriend
2:40:59  Heartbleed bug; Condi on Dropbox board
2:45:41  Murraysville school stabbing, no mention of medication
2:48:01  Schumer on media shield bill, ACC: “if you’re not getting paid, you’re not a journalist”
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606 Get Ready to Rubble (2014-04-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Who are these people kidding?”

0:00:32 National Volunteer Week (JCD guesses “S&M Week”), National Crime Victims’ Rights Week

0:08:21 Malaysia: Anwar Bin Ibrahim purchased radar as Defense Minister, “…they do not hijack taxis”; Sarah Bajc’s on Chinese briefings: “for many obvious reasons”, Chinese doctored satellite imagery, fighter plane accompaniment; no word from Indonesia and no one talking about it; someone appears to have dropped the ball; media ratings still climbing

0:27:50 Local news story on Chinese girl with GED getting into Columbia, constantly in tears

0:33:26 Women in the World Conference, Thomas Friedman prediction of Hillary as President of US and Christine Lagarde as President of EU: Gayle King: “It was interesting to see that reaction about women ruling the world”, “fact-based and evidence-based decision making”

0:42:14 State Department unaccounted-for $6bn; Hillary cancels trip to San Diego because of Benghazi protest; Mike Morell on Charlie Rose a day after Congress testimony

0:52:42 Tunisia strategic partnership re-affirmed, “half a billion dollars in loan guarantees”

0:54:01 Producer Segment: E-harmony bullied into spinning off LGBTQIAAP site

1:10:59 Jim McDermott: “a bill crafted purely to appeal to the Cock brothers…”; Dan Coates in wrong hearing

1:13:56 5-year-old hacks XBox 1, “inappropriate games”; ACC on violin-playing barefoot kid in tree at farmer’s market; Rahm Emmanuel with Motorola CEO, grant to early college STEM schools, ACC: “STEM slaves!”, taxpayer-funded apprenticeships and internships

1:26:07 Pollution in Paris: pine resin extract supposedly enhancing oxygen absorption; skyscrapers with trees on every other floor, bubble bath in fountains, popcorn as a packing material, rats

1:33:43 Kerry: “Denial of the science is malpractice”; World Bank climate change warning, “It feels like an all-out assault”; Journal of Agricultural Economics abstract on damage exaggeration

1:38:24 Ask Adam: what do protesters in Belgium throw at police? Oranges and cobblestones

1:40:15 Ukraine: Chevron not drilling under Russian border; NASA supposedly no longer working with Russia; Mike Rogers: “Russian intelligence services are cutting peoples ears off…”, “Remember, we have more KGB agents in the United States today…”; Rogers trying to quash short version of the Senate Intelligence Committee report; “Drunk Russian cuts off own ears”

1:49:17 Obama on Republican budget implying they want to grow deficit, says nothing to support it

1:52:03 Donation Segment

2:07:25 The Dutch “participation society”; JCD’s doctor spending all his time doing paperwork; Dutch banks not extending credit to hospitals for upgrades; Republicans never say insurance companies are telling doctors what to do

2:12:48 Heineken building a $100m brewery in Haiti, ACC: “wanna beer?”

2:16:25 War on the Post Office: would apparently be profitable but for the pension pre-funding requirement; Eric Holder on heroin in the mail system

2:24:58 Banker suicide meme: former ABN CEO Jan Peter Schmittmann and family killed; Iran/Russia deal on oil for goods, Rosneft/China oil deal in rubles

2:29:58 Mrs. Buzzkill Jr.’s meases, arthritic middle finger; Wu-Tang Scam, No Agenda Scam planning

2:39:29 Amy Goodman on bulk collection reauthorization; “hey Glenn, why didn’t you run the Zun-Zunio story?”; Amazon Dash, ACC: “do not bring this into your house”

605 Biostitutes (2014-04-03)

0:00:00 ACC: (stammering) “They were smart!” (2:10:56)
0:01:05 Putiin! clip clones
0:01:56 Robert Kennedy Jr. global warming clip with every meme in the universe, “biostitutes”, “barbecue the planet” (CotD); Michio Kaku: “they admit that now”, adaptation and mitigation, $100bn needed for mitigation research; Charlie Rose: “urgency and fear”; Brian Williams: “clear and present danger”; Christopher Field: “...capitalizes on opportunities for smart investments concerning adaptation”; California Climate Credit; “what’s not known and what’s not known”
0:28:47 Producer Segment
0:50:17 World Autism Awareness Day April 1, Cesar Chavez Day, National Sexual Assault Awareness & Prevention Month, National Financial Capability Month; ACC: “a scam is what’s in my wallet”; National Cancer Control Month, National Child Abuse Prevention Month, National Donate Life Month
0:57:57 Ohio Hot Pockets and Mac & Cheese-eating student (CotD)
1:00:53 ZunZunio the Cuban Twitter
1:02:44 Xi Jinping doing deals in Europe with Airbus, Daimler, Ely Group dairy; Dutch infant formula/milk shortages; Chinese free trade zones, Medvedev trying to turn Crimea into such a zone
1:10:12 Strait of Malacca strategic importance, MH370 as excuse to bring in the 7th Fleet, Malaysia blocking TPP, Malaysian incompetence meme; Philip Wood with an iPhone in his butt, Sarah Bajc; Yuxinou Rail Line
1:34:15 Russian troops removed; Kerry/Ashton meeting, reverse the gas flow from EU to Ukraine, Chevron fracking; Kerry on stepping up defense funding
1:40:41 Japan sales tax hike from 5% to 8%
1:42:17 ACC reading Flash Boys; drinks with a banker/economic hit man, European banks are screwed and American banks will only get bigger, flash trading operates on smaller stocks that follow the large ones
1:45:36 “Creepy clown” unmasked as marketing campaign for Fuzz on the Lens; “Big Papi selfie” sponsored by Samsung
1:50:20 Donation Segment: Club 33 to be in a quonset hut
2:05:12 LGBBTQQIAAP Mozilla-bashing from OkCupid; climate change killing the gays
2:11:49 Inuit “sealfies” vs Ellen Degeneres; winning lawsuit means you have to give everything to charity
2:18:12 Wall Street Journal tech reporter: “There’s a browser that’s become very popular, called Tor”, “that runs the source code” (CotD); Yahoo encrypting data centers; Amazon Fire Voice Search, ACC: “Do not allow this in your house”, JCD: “...play an endless loop of Disney’s It’s a Small World”; no computer can decode CW sent on HF
2:27:49 Homeschooling Legal Defense Association video; producer note on “frameworks” programming students like computers; impossible “college and career ready” claim; New York schools’ out-of-control early detection programs, ACC: “Off to special school with you”; so-called sex offender for peeing in the park
2:37:13 Guess the Movie: The Dark Knight Rises in Spanish
2:38:54 Hollande pulls plug on Prime Minister; The Chinese Dream
604  Dead Jellyfish (2014-03-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Name the song, Jimmy Osmond’s Hit”
0:01:09 Club 33 has burned to the ground
0:01:54 Turkey: false flag YouTube post, “first Twitter, now YouTube, what’s next, Facebook?”; tomb of Süleyman Shah, NATO, ACC: “YouTube has become the leader’s paradise”
0:12:35 Obama on CBS, Putin Soviet Union tragedy meme, “We have interest in encircling Russia…” ACC: “Why are we doing it then?”
0:16:53 C-SPAN’s crummy new interface with missing videos; HR 4278 “Ukraine Support Act” funding Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and Voice of America; Ed Royce on exporting natural gas to Ukraine, JCD: “You can’t ban flaring, it’s a relief valve”, “self-imposed sanctions”; Overseas Private Investment Corporation to invest in Ukraine
0:33:36 IMF reforms not in HR 4278; IMF 2010 Quota and Governance Reform, “multilateralism”, Dominique Strauss-Kahn framed and replaced by Chicagoan Christine Lagarde; SDR special drawing rights bonds to possibly replace petrodollar with NWO currency, Bretton Woods Committee all-in, SDR exchange rate based in part on GDP
0:49:51 Lagarde on 1914, 1944; JCD and ACC disagree on where this is going and China’s role in it, debate whether the Fed can print our way out of another crisis
1:05:08 Venetian and Sardinian separatism movement, “the system itself”, countries like Spain joining EU and borrowing money with no intent to pay back and subsequent enslavement; JCD: “Jack Lew saw one too many PowerPoint presentations”, compare to Michio Kaku publishing outside his expertise; Fed = banks
1:14:02 Producer Segment
1:20:08 SFO Customs & Border Control “glitch” fiasco; Joe O’Biden now pandering to Hispanic Chamber of Commerce; Joe Biden “fillin’ in for the President” on the podcast
1:25:41 Valerie Jarrett on PopSugar.com pushing ObamaCare: “we’re really good at nagging”
1:29:15 Flight 370: dead jellyfish
1:30:17 Six-Week Cycle: Tamerlan Tsarnaev defense seeking surveillance data; bombs were not meant to explode; Dick Donahue hit by friendly fire; Russ Baker “Danny” piece on AlterNet
1:37:53 Mike Rogers to host radio show on Cumulus, Dutch Ruppersberger playing spokeshole for NSA reforms: NSA “…maintain the privacy that we care so much about in this country”; Google user data privacy video; e-mail collection: “…citizens rights, and to protect our country”
1:50:47 Push to declassify redacted section of 9/11 Joint Inquiry implicating Saudis; asylum denial for gay Saudi diplomat Ali Ahmad Asseri
1:54:07 Donation Segment: Club 33 needs an independent arson investigation
2:08:22 Guess the Movie: The Hobbit/Breakfast at Tiffany’s
2:10:58 New autism explosion, autismspeaks.org, ACC: “If your kid is smart – autism”; ACC Tourette syndrome explanation; autism report from April 2012; “the A-word”
2:20:27 Natalia Poklonskaya, “Prosecutie”; expiration date on women of various ethnicities; JCD on the Mormon “look”
2:27:04 Venezuelan newspaper putting encrypted messages in crossword puzzles
2:27:57 Clip Blitz: Arne Duncan $5bn discretionary funds, Race to the Top, Common Core; AAP on testing middle schoolers for cholesterol & depression, teens for HIV; Mrs. Buzzkill Jr. gets measles from the vaccine, lawsuit-proof vaccine producers’ lousy QA, PREP Act “counter-measures”; Ebola vaccine; Ukraine “Right Sector”; Internet Party running Darth Vader
603  Revolution of Dignity  (2014-03-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hey, when I’m old enough I’ll be lifting the skirts with my cane.” (2:07:26)
0:00:40  Ms. Micky doing a nude photo shoot with hot spin class model
0:02:14  Nuclear Security Summit ludicrous opening video, Illuminati symbolism; 33 in all airplane registration numbers; Night Watch backdrop; Prime Minister Mark Rutte arrives on his bicycle; Obama press conference on Russian sanctions, one slow clap at the end; Obama on Manhattan nuke
0:18:04  Ibragim Todashev judgment: “as if intending to impale rather than strike”; JCD: “If it’s a broomstick what’s the worst that could happen?”
0:21:58  Kerry gives Sergey Lavrov two potatoes; North Korea missile launch; Marie Harf on #unit-edforukraine; Russian military near border, Chuck Hagel: “But no one’s taking that to the bank...”, report on the ground sees nothing; Siemens/Gazprom agreement extended; 50% gas price hike
0:29:49  Nuland “attaboy” to Romania on ten years in NATO, ACC: “We have killed a lot of people together. Good work, everybody!”; big Ukrainian shale gas fields; French fracking ban
0:34:42  Haiku Herman on energy security; privatization means our companies pump the resource, sell it back to the country that owns it; isolating Russia as retaliation
0:39:47  McCain PTSD warmongering; former Gorbachev administration minister’s analogy with Yugoslavia; Crimea on independence track already; Hillary set everything up and handed it off to hatchet-man Kerry, ACC: “long game, well played Madam”
0:50:55  Producer Segment: JCD’s April Fools’ article about Sioux City changing city name to Gateway City; plug for noagendaplayer.com
1:07:27  Greek Independence Day; “approximately” 280 deployed in Kony search, ACC: “Fighter jets! Fighter jets to find a guy in the jungle!”; “All Out” organization refusing to disclose financials
1:14:28  Chelsea Clinton “obsessed with diarrhea”
1:16:00  LGBBTQQIAAP: “homosexual” is a slur; Joe O’Biden at Human Rights Campaign: “barbaric”, “Pass ENDA!”; Cecile Richards on Hobby Lobby controversy: “basic healthcare”
1:38:50  Common Core: Next Generation Science Standards, “living at the speed of science” (CotD), Achieve, Inc., “knowledgeable consumers”; corporate-sponsored education contests; JCD recommends reading Marx and Engels, should be Engelsism instead of Marxism, The Civil War in the United States
1:56:39  Donation Segment: flag etiquette inside cover of economics textbook
2:09:02  Cass Sunstein’s new book Conspiracy Theories and Other Dangerous Ideas, Santa Claus conspiracy, let’s use shills
2:20:38  Margaret Warner in Ukraine, “Putin equal Hitler, he is crazy” “revolution of dignity”; Svoboda party
2:28:27  Rogers & Ruppersberger FISA Transparency and Modernization Act of 2014, no text available; reasonable articulable suspicion lower standard than probable cause; Snowden all-in; Rogers on Snowden as Russian spy; Obama “dialogue with the private sector” JCD: “While smoking Cohibas”
2:36:51  Santa Clara Levi’s Stadium ordnances: no bugsle, no lizards, no spilling
2:38:51  Jimmy Carter on snail mail

756
602  twitter mwitter (2014-03-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Why would she kill him after the election, she needs the votes!” (2:16:15)
0:00:55 Turkey: “twitter mwitter”, alternate DNS IP address graffiti, New America Foundation shill: no mention of non-Google DNS alternatives
0:10:26 Ronan Farrow on Colbert Report, Office of Global Youth Policy “policy fomenting shop”; negative effects of graduating college at 15, ACC: “Could you be any more American than Frank Sinatra’s illegitimate child?”; Farrow for President 2024; zombie plane scenario; Farrow not doing well on MSNBC
0:27:35 Dinner with the O-bots; Mary Ann takes offense over moniker; The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie; middle class = not starving, not billionaire: Common Core: programming is art not math; iWatch bet revisited; OECD study refuted; JCD recommends Jacques Ellul’s Propaganda; Baylor alums on science turning into religion; public defender: privatized probation services as the new bonanza, probation fee, setup fee; HPV as “slut cancer”
0:57:48 May 2, 2014 final O-Bot dinner, Six-Week Cycle, May Day highest holy day to the Illuminati
0:58:55 Producer Segment: “Crackpot and Buzzpill”
1:13:48 ACC and Ms. Micky at Bandana Ball
1:15:05 Obama secret meeting with Zuckerburg, Schmidt, Hastings; John Podesta on privacy and big data, whitehouse.gov/bigdata survey; NSA deputy director Ledgett at Vancouver TED, “minimization procedures”; Ashkan Soltani on minimization, ignoring “abouts” collection; creepy NSA video on Becky Richards, new Civil Liberties and Privacy Officer, “to protect privacy and civil liberties”
1:53:18 One Year Ago Today: NewsProNet native advertising platform, now NPN Media
1:59:48 Donation Segment
2:10:25 The War on Men: Obama on women earning 77 cents on the dollar, Al Sharpton: “Women make about 77 cents for every dollar man makes for doing the same job; don’t Republican needs to be more sensitive to issues like that?” (emphasis on the fallacy)
2:15:05 Bill Clinton’s imminent in-the-saddle assassination, restating Red Book prediction; ACC: “hello, hello, sex workers!”; Pedobear lawsuit, Jeffrey Epstein’s information on Bill’s trips to private island Little St. James; “Kill Bill” dead pool
2:24:27 Netherlands now Gitmo-ized because of nuclear summit; lunch to be served only by male servers over 25 years of age, no distractions allowed (perhaps); getting ICBMs back in Poland
2:27:47 Colin Powell chief of staff Lawrence Wilkerson on Thom Hartmann: on founding fathers, “they’d be astounded we hadn’t thrown some bastard out every generation…”, “certainly should have been used against George W. Bush”; Agnew and Nixon; Red Book on 6500 page document
2:32:17 New Neocon Madeline Albright, Albright Stonebridge Group Russia & China connections; Putin “new Czar”; Jack Matlock, Reagan USSR ambassador, what-if on Occupy foreign leadership; ill-advised NATO expansion; Uncle Don probably knows the guy; “Russia is now not going to give up Crimea”
2:41:04 Association agreement between EU and Ukraine signed but unpublished, first 3bn goes to Russia/Gazprom, “ambitious program of structural reforms”; three-class system with middle wanting to be European and lower controlled by Chinese triads; Ukrainian troops thrown off ships, Putin wants $11bn naval base lease back; possible Russian Orthodox vs Orthodox angle
2:47:24 Agent cleared in Ibragim Todashev killing; 60 Minutes on smoking gun Boston bombing video
601 Pilots of Terror (2014-03-20)

00:00:00 ACC: “Transnistria or Transmistria, which one is it?”
00:00:51 Flight 370 ratings bonanza, Martin Savidge in the simulator; news media shark-jumps: “A small black hole would suck in our entire universe...”; Dutch on alert for nuclear summit; Brolf on Tel Aviv “missile”, “last ring of trust” broken; James Hall on O’Reilly: “Was the aircraft being remotely controlled?”
00:11:08 Howie Mandel’s Deal With It paying public to humiliate itself
00:14:56 Zbigniew Brzezinski, McCain war-mongering on Ukraine, “Russia is a gas station masquerading as a country”; soldiers in black with AR-15s; Jen Psaki shut up slave moment about Russia shooting first tweet; Crimea situation in planning for some time
00:31:45 Liz Wahl on The View: RT “abusive relationship”; Neocon Foreign Policy Initiative tweets 20-minute Wahl spoiler, James Kerchick & Robert Kagan on FPI board; For the Record on 2008 China/Russia “economic terrorist attacks”
00:41:38 Hannity intro “we’ll put boot in your ass, it’s the American way” (JCDPPotD)
00:44:59 “The Bracketologist-in-Chief”; O-bot dinner on Friday, “Hillbots”
00:47:48 Carney on no Putin sanctions, “certain persons contributing to the situation in Ukraine”, “any United States person” JCD: “Let’s go get Curry’s stuff!”; White House scripted press briefings; question and non-answer on Kiselev’s “radioactive dust”; ABC propaganda piece on Russian ICBM launch
00:58:24 Producer Segment: executive producer ringtone level: $471.10; ACC invented “born on” for Budweiser
1:11:11 Six-Week Cycle: Nicholas Michael Teausant arrest; Inspire magazine issue 12 released
1:20:09 Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board meeting, James X. Dempsey questions on NSA vocabulary; terrorist@google.com; “abouts collection”; “service providers” not ISPs; end-to-end encryption by “providers” kills business model
1:40:23 ICANN takeover: Internet Governance Forum, IDHR Article 19
1:53:39 Syrian embassy suspension and staff expulsion; Assad “asshat”
1:56:08 Robot Snowden at Vancouver TED: “democracy may die behind closed doors, but we as individuals are born behind those same closed doors”
1:59:41 ACC: “the internet is dead, man!”; Fadi Chehadé not going anywhere; ACC’s Diner 24 glass-hole, ACC: “OK Google, show porn!”
2:03:35 Donation Segment
2:19:41 Nostalgia video: “Facebook was an actual face, and an actual book”
2:25:17 Ukraine: sanctions will not work; liquid natural gas; CFR guy on getting Putin to “alter his calculus”; Moldovan Transnistria region another Crimea
2:38:25 Human papilloma virus, JCD: “Do you think this could explain the raspy voice of some commentator who sells seeds?”, pap smear changed to produce high false positive rate, new Roche HPV test with flawed clinical trial: “whole hearing in the bag”
2:43:52 Neil deGrasse Tyson faith language: “science is not there for you to cherry-pick”, “the Bible is not there for you to cherry-pick”; “fact of the matter”, “matter of fact”
2:50:14 David Ropelk piece on Italian scientist prison conviction
2:52:14 Record number of FOIA requests denied by Obama administration
2:53:02 General Jeffrey Sinclair plea deal, no sex offender registration
2:54:03 PBS on San Francisco tech buses as limos/APCs; Democrat position on being pro-99%
600 Seven Proxies (2014-03-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “How very dare you, Glenn?!” (1:49:24)
0:00:33 Ms. Micky hanging out with DJ Tiësto; ACC: DJ Touretteso; SxSW hookers
0:05:59 Reporters at risk in Crimea; Margaret Warner on Crimean ballot: join Russia now, or join Russia later; Venice referendum to secede; JCD: Ukrainians are lazy; companies that do business in Russia worried about counter-sanctions
0:15:55 Kerry on exporting natural gas to Ukraine, “change the calculus”; Knight upset about Cheney-bashing; Federal Register, Section 301 investigation on copyright in Ukraine; Putin hates cripples
0:25:22 Snowden gang protecting the Googahoobook, seven proxies 4chan meme; Google’s search encryption announcement
0:29:27 Steven Levy on the difficulty of doing encryption, JCD: “It’s an advertising agency, they don’t care about encryption”, “They don’t sell it to the government, they do get reimbursed for supplying it to the government...”; internet “year from Hell”
0:44:06 ACC’s DNSSec and registrar transfer adventures; ACC’s tips on cheap porn; ICANN takeover by ITU; “digital prepping”; JCD: “This is why you need a ham license” Stingray device use by local police; opennicproject.org
0:59:07 Producer Segment: standing ovation for Cyber Security Command at UMd game; all episodes on archive.org
1:13:35 JCD: “I found a new show on TV that is the future of all news”: Right This Minute, YouTube clips as news
1:17:47 Mass Equality, NGO/PAC behind Sam Adams St. Patrick’s parade pull-out
1:21:45 Flight 370: Evy Poumpouras sneers “I don’t trust anybody”; Q&A skit with JCD being hauled out by security; transponder “squawk” codes 7500, 7600, 7700; ACC: “Hey man, I need, you got a right-hand engine for a triple-seven?”
1:36:13 Six-Week Cycle recap: specific to FBI, three-named patsy, fake cell phone
1:40:25 New book on Snowden by Luke Harding, former Guardian foreign correspondent in Russia (correction: donated, not related, to Ron Paul); Snowden doesn’t fit the sysadmin profile; Greenwald’s reaction in the Financial Times and pseudonymously
1:56:04 JCD’s pseudonym “Mark Pugner”
1:57:30 Donation Segment: Club 33 update: dry-rot; Mark Pugner, the universal No Agenda pseudonym
2:21:40 Ban Bossy: listener notes; pap smears and mammograms (covered under ACA) unnecessary; 66% of the work, 10% of the pay meme originated in 1986
2:30:17 Senator Ed Markey: “The planet is running a fever”; James Cameron series Years of Living Dangerously; Chris Hedges to Abby Martin: “well, because they’re not reported”; 3 trillion barrels of oil under Utah (CotD); YoLD trailer; Federal Climate Change Expenditures report to Congress
2:50:30 John Coleman, founder of the Weather Channel, YouTube video on origin of global warming: Roger Revelle, Al Gore, Maurice Strong; “you know what’s going to defeat them? time”; JCD: “we’re all gonna die, let’s get laid!”
3:11:01 “Scientists are dedicated” clip from Grimm
599 Nuclear Tipped (2014-03-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve gotta take a dump, I dont have the permiiit!” (1:00:46)
0:00:36 SxSW: backstage with Coldplay; drunk driving in a Prius
0:03:11 ACC to possibly become the Honorary Consul to the Netherlands in Austin: ACC: “but here’s the best: I get diplomatic license plates”
0:08:13 Glitches in the Matrix: disappearing plane; no evidence of a crash; transponders turned off all the time; half-ton of extra Li batteries waiver; Malaysian object detected by military radar; centralized identification systems
0:20:02 Carbon War Room; Aruba partnership; frontal attack on petroleum business; “cost-negative gigaton-scale carbon reduction potential”; Lady Gaga’s Form 990 revealed, guidestar.org
0:31:31 The war on “bossy”: Sheryl Sandberg “changed the conversation”, “the other B-word” ACC: “uh, bolo tie? Bolero?”; “it’s because they fear being called bossy, or being disliked by their peers”; 66% of the work, 50% of the food, 10% of the income, 1% of the property; Edmodo and other NGOs; ACC prays fervently for Hillary Clinton’s election
0:53:15 Producer Segment: No Agenda art branding rules and style guide
1:08:17 Flight 370: Bill Nye on Piers Moron, holding a box
1:09:07 Snowden “seven proxies” event at SxSW, pushing encryption to the exclusion of all else; new single-slide “leak” on Facebook spoofing; Ronan Farrow on hero/traitor “survey”; Snowden “firefighters”; Sean Wilentz: “…Putin is launching a cyber-attack on Ukraine with a malware and so forth”, “Vladimir Putin’s lawyer is his lawyer”, “mirrors within mirrors”
1:28:45 Feinstein on CIA computer search, John Brennan: “we wouldn’t do that”; oath of office taken on Amendment-less Constitution draft
1:36:20 Liz Wahl Amber Lyon interview on CNN unaired Bahrain documentary (CotD)
1:39:57 Aborted Donation Segment
1:40:10 JCD’s PBS donation clip (CotD)
1:42:07 Donation Segment
1:58:50 Careless listeners spamming ACC and JCD with Flipboard
2:20:25 Sebelius on Pre-K: “a birth-to-five proposal”, “evidence-based”, ACC: “learn important skills like pooping!”
2:24:11 Sheila Jackson Lee’s “some 400 years”
2:25:39 Obama’s appearance on Between Two Ferns; Risk Corridor Provision insurance company bailout; why have open enrollment in ObamaCare?
2:32:45 Guess the TV Show: Sub Purgatory; CNN interview with Cosmos’ Neil deGrasse Tyson, JCD: “How can this have anything to do with science when it’s transparently political?”; Harry Reid on climate-change all-nighter, evil Koch Brothers (CotD)
2:50:29 Xeni Jardin on NewsHour: “What if this problem is just design limitations?” as the universal answer
598  Experiential Evidence  (2014-03-09)

0:00:00  ACC: “Hello-ah”
JCD: “Here I come!”  (clippety-clop)
ACC: “It’s a Clydesdale!”

0:00:57  SxSW: tweets, Ms. Micky wants to see Lady Gaga; ACC’s Quercitin for mold allergy; being au courant a requirement for sending memos to NA; Twitter Google-bombing; Duvall, Redford aging: ACC: “Chapstick!”; JCD: “hey, there’s a couple Nobel prize winners giving a talk – Nah, no, Gaga!”

0:14:08  Malaysian Airlines 370: three Boeing stories in a row, possible Airbus connection; ICEO system and stolen passports; Anwar Bin Ibrahim, Jen Psaki

0:25:41  Drone poster Knight, all charges dropped

0:26:38  Producer Segment: varieties of Tourette syndrome

0:45:45  Obama and Wahl both call it “The Ukraine”; Liz Wahl’s “Pu’inst propaganda” on Piers Moron; Thom Hartmann MIA; Abby Martin’s “hectic” life; giggling Liz on Neil Cavuto: “I would not go to North Korea” ACC: “Hellooo Kalamazoo!”

1:06:39  Ukraine: Merkel raised in East Germany and studied in Moscow; “Gaseuro recycle”, sanctions would hurt Germany as much as Russia; mercenaries showing up; McLaughlin Group shout-fest; no one mentioning Ukrainian nuclear plants, ACC Red Book: nuclear disaster in Ukraine

1:20:43  Wes Clark Seven; Kerry as “the Trojan horse-head”; Obama: “according to my guidance”; Samantha Power on destabilization by referendum; gold reserves transfer myth

1:32:59  Alan Greenspan on the “great disasters of the 20th century” meme; payback for trying to go off petrodollar; T. Boone Pickens’ private army

1:41:51  Unprecedented bookings for Nuclear Security Summit in The Hague

1:44:20  Upskirting ruling: “Does it ever frustrate you that the letter of the law does not have common sense?”

1:49:17  Donation Segment: 33 bags

2:05:47  Adam Carolla “patent troll” lawsuit

2:18:35  Common Core: Chris Hayes the ultra-fast MSNBC talker; Chicagoland, 50 public schools closed, 50 charter schools named after rich white people opened, Gates Millenium Scholars, Rahm Emanuel’s finger

2:24:50  Google Doodle controversy

2:27:45  Fukushima anniversary protest coverage: “sixteen thousand people”

2:30:48  New meme alert: Christiana Figueres: “experiential evidence”; Eco Company kid’s show, ACC: “I’m getting a vasectomy”; trained by Al Gore; hiroshimasyndrome.com

2:37:23  Chinese Human Rights Record of the United States, ACC: “man, we are nasty buggers!”

2:49:18  Women’s Day: giant female symbol in the Philippines; Princess Project; 20 battle-axes with Code Pink shirts booted from Gaza
597  Prison Prep (2014-03-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “She should have rabies!” (1:21:19)
0:00:34  Show 600 on the Six-Week Cycle
0:01:42  Oscars:  No Agenda Anthem  filler; Kim Novak, JCD: “...and now she looks like a muppet”; native advertising, ACC on Spuds MacKenzie, Apple’s celebrity “loaner” program, Ellen tweet; European identifiable advertising; McConaughey’s God shocker; Pink MKULTRA activation
0:19:43  Abby Martin rant, JCD: “what Russia did is wrong; I don’t know anything about it”; Liz Wahl resignation, /puʔɨn/ pronunciation, Pooper interview in RT studio
0:39:26  Brolf and Amanpour on Ukrainian Nazis, ACC: “You do not argue with Brolf”; leaked Ashton/Paet phone call; Kerry: “He really denied there were troops in Crimea?”, “You just don’t invade a country...”; Nudelman’s brother-in-law Frederick Kagan; Obama’s got no lines
0:53:54  ABC anti-Putin propaganda with martial background music; new Muppet Movie with Russian villain; JCD: “I really don’t think they have a copy of the Arc de Triomphe in Kyiv”; Putin the “booly”; Ukraine ineligible for NATO if it has territorial disputes; JCD predicts this will linger forever; Stephen Cohen to Gwen Ifill on Clinton forcing NATO towards Russia
1:07:35  Bureau of Energy Resources Carlos Pascual; New York Times video: Gazprom Ukraine discount cancellation; TTIP; F-Russia executive orders, now and in the future; chemical company pushback; State Department did not anticipate Crimea development?
1:17:37  Snipers not Yanukovych minions, “gosh”, “you have to go lay flowers where the people died”
1:19:52  ACC gas leak or skunk? JCD Skunk Awareness Week; ACC on the one Javier passport
1:24:02  Producer Segment: 33 bags; February 28 Read Across America Day, Colorectal Cancer Month, ACC: “Whoo! Ass cancer!”, National Consumer Protection Week; ACC’s Capitol One credit card debacle
1:41:17  Oscars Domino’s after-party fundraiser for Haiti
1:44:27  California high-speed rail blockage, e-cigarette ban
1:47:26  Guess the Movie: Eraserhead, ACC: Blazing Saddles
1:49:50  ACC’s rumor from the elites on Obama banging Helle Thorning-Schmidt
1:51:51  Bill Gates reclaimed title of richest man, so much for giving it all away
2:01:31  Healthy Surprise: “nature’s most dynamic superfoods”; Dutch figure out the “biological” hoax
2:03:26  Ms. Micky: “we’re clear, it’s all good”
2:04:16  Subtle climate propaganda: pest insect kill-off, Diane Sawyer on “Jurassic” virus, Chipotle avocadopalypse: ACC: “talk about your forward-looking statements”, Tim Cook’s “take your money elsewhere”
2:11:13  Huffington Post Taco Bell, Ben & Jerry’s native advertising; “slate of articles”; World War I propaganda vs reporting
2:18:25  Donation Segment: Joris Demmink in court; pronunciation of Xinjiang /ɕíntɕjɑ́ŋ/
2:32:23  Zohydro “high-potent, high-dose, long-acting opioid drug” bumper sticker; crushable: ACC: “crush to snort!”; Zogenix marketing department skit; identical stories running everywhere
2:40:42  More Netanyahu “Jewish state”; JCD on firing and hiring ad agencies; rush toward native advertising
2:47:38  ACC & Ms. Micky going to Mexico for 5th anniversary; possible clip show April 20
2:51:36  British royal household nearly broke, ACC: “It’s a dump!”
596 Undesirable Nudity (2014-03-02)

0:00:00 Cacophony; JCD: “Hit it!”
0:00:54 Texas weather: 73° dropping to 28°, ACC: “The best little vortex in Texas”
0:02:46 ACC BBC interview on podcasting 10-year anniversary
0:05:04 33 dead and 130 wounded in Xinjiang, China, JCD: “It’s the North Dakota of China. If North Dakota was peopled by Muslims”; Edmonton knife attack, new meme alert, JCD: “Maybe the handle, when you grab the handle, it makes a honking sound”; ACC making people nervous handing out 33 bags
0:16:57 Average annual starting salary for airline pilots/officers: $22,400
0:20:54 Greenwald’s “produce great journalism”, “doing journalism”; Mark Ames PandoDaily piece on Omidyar-Ukraine connection; No Agenda producer tweets to Appelbaum; Greenwald crowd doesn’t seem to get social media; Pando follow-up on Omidyar involvement, no editorial firewall
0:35:28 Native advertising: Zohydro ER: “and David, it hits the market this month”; “hagiadvertising” style; Melanie Haiken Forbes article/advertisement with embedded Zohydro ad
0:44:05 99Rise guy in Supreme Court on Citizens United; Constitutional lawyer on Supreme Court: “like a freshman Senatorial hearing pandering to the New York Times editorial board”
0:52:07 Producer Segment
1:09:22 American Red Cross Month, Irish-American Heritage Month, Women’s History Month, International Women’s Day, Continuation of the National Emergency with Respect to Zimbabwe
1:15:25 News Hour on Yahoo webcam story, British/American reciprocal spying; CBS News on “undesirable nudity”
1:27:52 Oscars: Dirty Wars vs The Act of Killing
1:33:04 Pussy Riot: Putin Will Teach You to Love the Motherland
1:36:42 Ukraine: webcam girl Russia position survey; Brolf and Zakaria on suspending Russia from G8, Russia “surrendered during the Cold War”, 2000 troops hoax, Brolf’s Georgia “invasion” lie, South Ossetia, “attack helicopters”; “Are you Russian troops?”; independence referendum moved forward; Ukraine owes $2bn for gas, sweetheart deal on price
1:55:30 Latest Tom Clancy novel: “a dictator in all but name”; limits on bank withdrawals; Susan Power: JCD: “She’s starting to sound like Kissinger”; Odessa and “crocodile” drug; Obama still trashing Olympics; Bob Corker on G8: “autocratic petro-state”
2:11:33 New “jüdischen Stadt”/“Jewish State” meme, “right of return”
2:16:06 JCD’s “Putiin!” clip
2:17:58 Mt. Gox goes down in flames
2:19:10 Donation Segment: Club 33
2:36:39 My Brother’s Keeper Initiative: “Are you talkin’ about you?”; Tavis Smiley on Bloomberg, Emmanuel presence; charter schools; Mitch Kapor blog on the event; JCD: “this is the educational equivalent of Corrections Corporation of America”
2:52:09 Nightline on the new drug “wax”: “There is a new drug sweeping America that will apparently blow your mind!”
2:56:30 Thom Hartmann RadCast update
595 Ottomania!  (2014-02-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well I see the fat lady’s done, so hit it.”
0:01:11 ACC’s dental adventure
0:05:43 Crimea: Douglas Herbert on East vs West, Russian language; Sergey Lavrov on “Luxembourg partners”; Russian naval bases in Sevastopol and Sochi
0:15:21 White House statement on Ukraine, get the IMF in there; Victoria Nudelman/Nuland US-Ukraine Foundation (the usual suspects) speech, Kiev/Kyiv pronunciation
0:21:21 John F. “Jerry” Kerry with Andrea Mitchell: Russia on Syria, Libya, Ukraine, “This is not Rocky IV”; Yanukovich yachts and palace; North Korea death by dogs and 122mm shells
0:32:00 Samantha Power on Syrians eating cats and dogs; handing out Viagra to Libyan soldiers
0:36:02 Why hasn’t Chernobyl card been played? Carpathian Mountains as buffer zone; auctions of the rich and well-connected
0:39:57 Producer Segment: evil Kraut Brothers; georgeclooneyisaspy.com
0:50:49 New trend in media: no longer thank the guy on location; evolution of the co-anchor
0:55:00 SPLC on patriot/“militia” groups, FEMA camps; George Takei on Arizona SB-1062: “filled with right-wing extremist religious republicans”; God Loves Uganda, let’s blame all the gay-hate on Christians, Republicans, Scott Lively, and Alec Baldwin; the one anonymous listener who was about to donate but for ACC’s foul mouth
1:17:14 House of Cards second season; prostitutes who appeared in it; Hannity native advertising
1:21:05 Stoned dogs
1:23:27 Boehner’s “Blah blah blah” on Gwen Ifill; head lice from selfies; Angela Merkel’s (Photo-shopped) Hitler moustache
1:30:03 IBM’s Project Lucy with Watson: “Africa really has no choice but to embrace cognitive”
1:36:58 Always start your sentences with “definitely!”
1:38:20 Illegal building on Egyptian farmland
1:40:50 Mike Lofgren on Bill Moyers about Anatomy of the Deep State, national security state, Wall Street connection; yottabytes, “tinker-toy power grid”; Silicon Valley complicity
1:48:22 Donation Segment
2:02:12 Bilateral security agreement with Afghanistan; China moving in, Huawei; Psaki’s sexual innuendoes
2:06:20 Sandy Hook: Connecticut shuts down access to crime scene media, felony to provide media; Red Book: Connecticut as the go-to state for Six-Week Cycle activity
2:12:43 Common Core: New York outrage about Gates’ inBloom hoovering up student data, Aimee Guidera from Data Quality Campaign: “actionable data”, “ready to be prepared to live up their potential”; Peg Luksik on computer adaptive testing: “we are testing and scoring for the child’s threshold for behavior change without protest” (CotD)
2:36:44 Victoza advertisement with a solid 81 seconds of disclaimers “with or without vomiting”
2:40:12 New meme alert: Ottomania, JCD: “curiously, the Ottoman footstool is not mentioned”
2:41:43 Interruption in global warming caused by volcanic cooling effect; Obama on climate hubs; André Heinz consultant for Nordic Carbon credit trader; Anthony Leiserowitz of Yale Project on Climate Change Communication on “the dismissive”, JCD: “Yes, he’s right on all counts!”, CNN Carol: “lots of money”; NBC News on Fukushima Cesium; Nuclear Energy Institute 2014 Future of Energy, JCD: “I know, there are like guys walking around a prop plane with blinders on”; promoting coal, condemnation by association
JCD: “Why is anyone wasting their time, under any circumstances?”

“El Chapo” Guzmán arrest: crickets from MSM; retirement to Switzerland

Bob Costas Mikaela Shiffrin interview, ACC: “this is like the worst interview ever”; Putin’s visit to Holland House; Mika Brzezinski of MSNBC condemning money-making on Olympics; Gregory Feifer on PBS on Russian “poverty, alcoholism, disease”, corruption, JCD: “open tipping”

Pussy Riot “attack” as a music video shoot

Ukraine: Yulia Tymoshenko release; goofy-helmeted protester in all the photos; Richard Engel on parliament “passing law after law”; Nuland speech to oil execs in front of Chevron logo; Yanukovych flip-flopped over NATO security agreement; JCD: “it’s like making Kentucky part of the Warsaw Pact”; Khrushchev gave Crimea to Ukraine; Paul Ronzheimer, slick production, Wag the Dog; Catherine Ashton on “human rights violations”

Bosnia-Herzegovina “new era of discontent”; Initiative for Better and Humane Inclusion NGO funded by large UN organizations

Human Rights Watch on Yemen wedding drone attack: ACC: “If I were a human rights advocate I would say, my recommendation would be, don’t kill people; it’s not nice.”, JCD: “Gilbert Gottfried should be reading this”; ACC: “we’re really sorry for killing your bride, this is a recording”; Ibrahim al-Asiri the master bomb-maker, new and improved shoe bombs, JCD: “What, is that Sylvester the cat?”

Producer Segment: Mt. Gox crash; No Agenda tote bags; Ron Boyd’s album art book

35 more gay protesters arrested in Boise, Idaho

Detroit stray dogs and cats; debt that bankrupted Detroit $1bn less than WhatsApp sold for

Ted Nugent’s “subhuman mongrel”; Brolf lying about Nazis; Southern Poverty Law Center’s Mark Potok on Erin Burnett, 5x increase in SPLC assets; SPLC salaries, JCD: “they get to join some exclusive all-white club”

Dana Bash with Ted Cruz; Michael Savage ballistic on native advertising (Tea Party Express?)

Apple’s goto fail code released four weeks before PRISM documents indicated Apple was on board

Thom Hartmann RadCast update

The Great Global Warming Swindle on IPCC; Bill Nye the Science Guy talks evolution on C-SPAN; ACC: belief in global warming incompatible with belief in God; JCD on genetics “cascade effect”, dogs, cats and Toxoplasma gondii

Donation Segment

New meme alert: Josh Earnest the new spokeshole on the “wealthy and well-connected”

Michelle Obama to Jimmy Fallon promoting ACA: “young people are knuckleheads”; Mac & Cheese, kale chips, portobello mushrooms

Kerrigan/Harding resurrected for Olympics

outernet.is, funded by the usual suspects; cubesats, 400 MHz, jammable; JCD’s policy if the story comes up on TWiT
593 Abundance of Caution (2014-02-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “I don’t care!”
0:01:21 JCD: “You wore out a mattress?”
0:02:08 ACC at The Austin Club; Stuart Bowen; Texas Senate seat for $500k
0:06:20 World Day of Social Justice; Keith F. Burns (Kiev burns)
0:07:10 Ukraine: CGS one-minute wrap-up, “election that monitors said was rigged”, “economy is a wreck”; Obama’s red line; ACC: “I think it’s amazing that Putin hasn’t just gone over and punched somebody in the face”; Skull and Bones Kerry running the show; Obama on “the hopes and aspirations of people inside of Syria and people inside of the Ukraine, who recognize that basic freedoms…”; ACC: “Putin clearly disagrees with freedom of speech…”; Call Clooney; O’Brien’s attaboy; Putin may send in troops around Six-Week Cycle time

0:28:02 Venezuela situation compared
0:29:09 Kerry blew up Geneva 2; Syrian no-fly zones, salaries
0:34:17 Ukraine: Crimea separatism: ACC: “I want Texas to be part of Russia right now”, Pussy Riot beaten by Cossacks: ACC: “it was like a bad high school play”
0:42:28 Shoe bombs part deux; JCD on a DHS/TSA 10-day cycle; “stepped up the discussion of shoe bombs”, ACC: “Hey Mohammad! How are you shoes doing?”; JCD: “I love al-Qaeda!”; swab device not used in Europe
0:55:07 JCD on the 12-hour No Agenda show
0:57:01 Producer Segment: Austin seed man (Alex Jones): 60 employees; youwillobey.us
1:15:01 Register with UN to become NANGO; possible donation amount; nango.net, noagendango.com, noagender.com; base in Africa
1:21:15 Chelsea Clinton at Human Rights Campaign; LGBBTQQIAAP; Fashoda incident; Emergent Asset Management African land grab
1:31:27 PathAR social media software, “actionable intelligence from big data”; NSA tracked Occupy organizer by phone
1:36:28 “Inequality” the new buzzword; Perkins votes by net worth; JCD: “well, I think there’s a lot of potential for heads on a stick”; Tesla selling electric vehicle credits; Fisker Automotive
1:45:08 Kerry Jakarta speech: Maurice Strong; “no one disputes some of the facts about it”; climate change as WMD; carpool vs bus; Flat Earth Society; NextGen Climate Action
2:02:24 Bill Nye the Science Guy, Marsha Blackburn debate: PG&E statement; Antarctic, 320-to-400 change = 30% flubs/lies
2:11:03 Donation Segment: kale: “poor man’s lettuce”
2:25:38 Saving stray dogs at the Olympics
2:27:39 Queensland’s out of control party laws; selective enforcement
2:32:42 Stephen Tanabe “dirty DUI” entrapment scheme
2:35:21 General John Allen on Afghanistan mining: “trillions with an s”
2:38:03 Obama in Mexico for “Three Amigos” Summit; pallets of money for the Sinaloas?
2:41:47 Jesselyn Radack on detainment at Heathrow customs
2:50:13 First Look The Incest (The Intercept) hires Matt Taibbi; Polk Award funded by INN, in turn funded by the usual suspects; recursive journalism
2:55:15 FCC moves in on the internet, JCD: “the camel’s head is in the tent”; Meredith Baker FCC to Comcast/NBC revolving door; should be FTC, not FCC
3:01:12 War on passwords: SlickLogin; press “any” key, type in “password”
JCD: “Yeah, they’ve gotta wipe these people out.”

ACC drops the Valentine’s Day ball: “flowers, in Texas: not a good match”; *In the Next Room (or The Vibrator Play)*, people dropping like flies around ACC, Ms. Micky stops play

Edelman study; ski jumper on RT didn’t get the memo; Olympics tearjerking moments

Human Rights Watch Tom Malinowski now in drone meetings; Human Rights Campaign: $36m in 2012 revenue, $11m in salaries, paid $3.7m in grants; Human Rights Watch lockstep with the State Department; National Endowment for Democracy; World Press Freedom Index 4% decline, *reporterswithoutrboredom.com*; Samuel Moyn interview on human rights NGOs

Facebook’s new plethora of genders; smarmy GLAD PR guy: “gender-nonconforming youth”; gender neutral parenting boom, bullying; balkanization of the social norms; youth rights campaign; Ellen Page comes out; *No Agenda* officially crowned NGO

Producer Segment: JCD’s attaboy to the artists

33 bags are out; latest Healthy Surprise box “kale joy with must-eat mesquite”; “greens”, TED “have more kale”

Poitras family donated $20m to MIT Institute for Brain Research because of daughter with psych disease; SIM card switching bullcrap; CIA the only civilian security agency; Eisenhower's farewell speech

Olympic announcer: “it’s looking good” or “it’s fucking good”; the Sochi selfie, “who’s winning the social conversation?”, “billion of kilobytes of online chatter”

Obama to Hollande, Hollande to Obama “France and the United States are two countries”; Niger drone base; Africa modernization

Gallup poll: “America’s views of Russia, Putin worst in years”; JCD: “It’s about Snowden!”; Netherland’s RTL4 used the same drag queen package; Egyption/Russian $3bn deal on military equipment; Curry/Dvorak Consulting Group on improving Putin’s global image; Joe O’Biden: “in spite of who’s President”

Global warming ruining the Olympics; Michio Kaku: “the wacky weather could get even wackier”, “a swirling bucket of cooold air”; Alabama report poo-pooing Forbes global cooling paper; EU directive on increased flooding in UK; flood or rubblize, rebuild; *The Day After Tomorrow* (2004)

Donation Segment

Uber vs cab drivers in France; Lyft value for value, rating system; UAW attempt to unionize Charlotte VW plant, unions dead in US, Silicon Valley model of part-ownership; value for value system: co-op vs company; “RSS is dead”

2020 EU civil war; Germans on the dole; too many people for post-industrial countries; The Lancet on developmental neurotoxins, including fluoride, ADA all-in on neurotoxins

1600 Nazi scientists imported in Operation Paperclip: atomic, biological, chemical weapons; militarization of American society, seventh inning stretch switch to *America the Beautiful*

Clip Blitz: Bahrain still going strong; Syrian peace talks in Geneva round two: complete failure; southern Bulgaria mosque siege; four dead in internet drinking game “neck nominate”; “Taser taser taser!”

experiencenorthkorea.com

Snowden accomplice(s) to be revealed soon? Snowden firmly in the thief category
JCD: “I just can’t see you on a skateboard.”
Nuland said “dets”, not “deeds”; “Klitschi”, “Yats”, State Department hipster valley girl speak
Uncle Don in Pyongyang, “cousins with clearance”; Pacific Century Institute; Distinguished Intelligence Medal; Panmunjom high level talks, family reunions; Aunt Meg: “P.S. Don trip low key”; “creaky 40-minute crawl up the mountain” to North Korean ski resort
Russia perceived as still in 1985, fast modernization (except Haiti); ABC gay club: shot at, water attacks, gas attacks, morality patrol van; The After: “hate speech in itself is a crime”
USA down to #46 from #33 on press freedom, ACC: “reporters without boredom”
First Greenwald First Look blog entry, “exclusive photos”; NSA is running the drones, “death by metadata”/pre-crime; drone US citizen, Brolf: “like a scene out of Homeland” Tripoli delta force Anas al-Libi capture; Alberto Gonzalez on BBC: American citizen on American soil; terrorism “fought on US soil in the future”; General Spider Marks: “My answer to that is why not!”, Timothy McVeigh; JCD: “Hello Abdul is that you?” ACC: “No, no it’s Mohammad!”
JCD: “Scahill and Greenwald are not going to get along”, media whore Greenwald on fencing documents; Scahill on Adam Gadahn, “jackpot”, “touchdown”; Greenwald’s speech circuit; “we track ’em, you whack ’em”; Greenwald interruption skit; the day we fight back
Annual trust survey results: NGOs; survey as reason for NGO co-option; planetreebok.com; best face of the company: the guy with the hard hat
Comcast to acquire Time Warner cable
Phone & pen campaign goes on the road, $10.10 federal minimum wage hike; Costco, more expenses = better for the bottom line
Scott Adams on Perkins letter; egging the Microsoft shuttle
Janet Yellen’s voice: JCD: “she sounds like an old battle axe from Brooklyn”
Burgers in France
State dinner for Hollande; ACC’s Hillary invitation; “we respect each other’s sovereignty”
Central African Republic: US drone bases in Niger and Djibouti; Jay Johnson: “the threat has evolved”; Clapper: “morphing and franchising itself”; move poppy fields to CAR
Kerry on Israel deligitimization efforts; Scarlett Johansen, Roger Waters; SodaStream boycott
NANGO
Donation Segment
Mipsters
Central African Republic, “We can’t be seen to be taking sides”; Kampala embassy warning
Syria barrel bomb; Homs & Aleppo as pipeline locations
African La Sape hipsters, Fight Club
Panama Canal: Chinese flag on Costa Rican police cars
Gülen challenged by Prime Minister; Hizmet writer Etyen Mahcupyan says movement is anti-government; protest over internet censorship law
Osama bin Laden photos document from Pentagon, ACC: “be on the lookout for a sheet being dumped into the ocean photo”
Trouble in Bitcoin paradise; Forbes on No Agenda subscription app
RT producer asks Brian, ACC, JCD for comments on Russian laws
590 Jelly Side Up (2014-02-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “That’s enough rainstick for today.”
0:01:05 Rainstick update
0:02:12 ACC has lost the Olympic fever; opening ceremony engineer Avdeyev hoax; Samantha Retrosi on Amy Goodman: shilling for Verizon
0:10:52 Jane Harman to Brolf: “These suicide bombers or whoever…”
0:15:54 Dinner with the O-bots: Richard Engel “you will be hacked” bullcrap; Rachel Maddow and Martijn Krabbé – separated at birth; childless by choice; “Putin’s a power-hungry dictator!”; Koch brothers at it again; USPS; Islam; Tom Perkins & John Doerr
0:41:44 Producer Segment; ACC: “this vasectomy brought to you by Verizon” JCD: “Just like your calls get cut off…”; f-russia.com, waroncrazy.com, currydvorakconsultinggroup.com, slavestrong.com, sendkaletoafrica.com
0:53:54 “Fuck the EU” jingles; RT on the Nuland/Pyatt call; “…Biden to give the current Prime Minister an attaboy”; State Department no-encryption honeypot; “the audio was extremely clear”; conference call; poking Putin; Merkel reaction; Jen Psaki fishing boat joke
1:22:31 Dozens of gay protesters arrested in Idaho; four-person Swan Lake protest in London; Grindr message in Russia; Alyokhina & Tolokonnikova ousted from Pussy Riot; t.A.T.u. in opening ceremony; homoerotic ballet
1:32:15 Sarajevo rubble
1:34:15 Vicodin/hydrocodone as the gateway drug; poisoning heroin supply parallel with US government poisoning alcohol, Paraquat; Pat Buchanan: “Frankly, do you know who finished off the drug business in Afghanistan? The Taliban outlawed it and burned up all those fields…”; Harvard study on Facebook as a gateway drug
1:47:41 Donation Segment: clinton-divorce.com; don’t use candle wax as sealing wax
2:01:11 Nine months after Roswell incident, April 1948 births; JCD recommends The Day After Roswell by Colonel Philip J. Corso
2:07:07 Self-inflicted wounds from a nail gun
2:08:16 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: parking lot flu clinic; ice pick lobotomies; hysteria and the invention of the vibrator
2:11:57 JCD: “So Bill Maher is a douchebag” ageist rant with S.E. Cupp all-in
2:17:42 Presidential podcast: “year of action”, “pen and phone”
2:18:31 Samantha Power on Syria: voice pitch; Brolf & Jane Harman: “Syria is pretty close to Russia”, “Syria is the Afghanistan of 2014”
2:23:02 Michel Martelly of Haiti at White House; “rubble’s been removed”
2:30:06 Oman’s rail route to bypass Strait of Hormuz; Panama Canal delays, very large gas carriers, and Chinese Nicaragua Canal
2:35:55 Fed: bank drills and stress testing February 15 & 16; 6-week cycle March 15
2:36:37 Northern California power station attack; Brian Jenkins on Aljazeera: 1970s New World Liberation Front bombing campaign against the grid; prelude to March 15 cycle?; “there are commercial opportunities here”
2:44:18 Thom Hartmann RadCast segment (CotD)
589  Guards Gates Guns (2014-02-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “One-two. Alright, give me another cue.”
JCD: “Hit it.”

0:00:59 Art show shmoozing: ACC: “I’m half of a comedy podcast duo”; “slave strong”

0:03:50 What is heroin?; fentanyl shortage; opium in China; silver syringe sets; heroin on Long Island; Siegfried method; 2006 fentanyl epidemic; reduced pharmaceutical TV advertising; Sam Quinones with Gil Kerlikowske on PBS: ACC: “People need to get back on the regulated stuff”

0:26:50 Narcan/naloxone

0:33:46 War on generics: Drospirenone and right to sue generic manufacturers

0:39:08 3-methylfentanyl as a chemical weapon

0:41:00 Addiction as a disease vs syndrome; pot as alternative to opiates among football players; Facebook as gateway drug; big pharma pot

0:47:47 Super Bowl: low odds on safety in first play; Windows 8; 9/11 truther, ACC: “where was the red dot on his head?”

0:52:45 Producer Segment: 6969dudes.com, futureawesome.org

1:07:15 WHO on cancer spike; Wi-Fi and 4G; to double by 2030; 2030 omnipocalypse

1:11:56 Militarization of football; Bob Dylan the sellout

1:15:37 ACC: “Toothpaste is going to explode!”; Peter King the aviation expert with Brolf; Mike Rogers with Erin Burnett: “guards, gates and guns”, “fully robust intercooperative intelligence”, “black widows 2.0”; Richard Engel on Sochi “no expectation of privacy”

1:27:00 ACC: “I know, they’re killing dogs – yeah, that’s a good one – everybody loves dogs”; nutty Keith Olbermann clip; Red Book: dog on the field during opening ceremony

1:36:31 New Russian law on funding for NGOs

1:41:50 Victoria Nuland “fuck the EU” to Geoffrey Pyatt; Ukraine/Chevron shale gas contract; Israeli John Kerry parody video; compartmentalization

2:00:15 Still nothing on the German Snowden interview: has every news organization been NSL’ed?; Mike Rogers baiting James Comey on “fencing stolen material”; JCD: “I’m not sure I fully understand the question, but…”

2:08:54 PRX Radiotopia financed by the Knight Foundation; Andy Carvin joins First Look Media: ACC: “It’s almost like a honeypot for douchebags”

2:10:23 Donation Segment

2:22:22 Deal reached on European bank bail-ins – to go into effect January 2016; 14 inches of rain in Ireland

2:27:24 ACC got a Hillary 2016 bumper sticker; Hurley-Clinton affair

2:33:12 Fresh Air interview on All Joy and No Fun book

2:35:01 Panama Canal widening project dispute and Nicaragua alternative: ACC: “I don’t like the mushroom cloud on your stamp”

2:37:48 Google to change search results to settle European anticompetitive suit without revealing details

2:39:42 All Hell breaking loose in Central African Republic

2:43:14 Dale Hurd on Belgistan; poster of An-Sofie Dewinter in bikini and burqa; four wives
588  Velveeta Shortage!  (2014-02-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “I can’t, with authority, answer the question”

0:00:32  Licensed rainstick operators; now raining in Austin too; estimating the number of NA listeners: JCD says 100-150K

0:07:12  Stonerbowl; Boeing Seattle connection; snipers: JCD: “What are the snipers going to do?”; UK PM on crime dramas; JCD: “Its got bomb written on it you idiot!”; “level 1 national security event”; NFL tax-exempt

0:31:58  NPR on Velveeta shortage (CotD)

0:36:34  Real Sex episode 33 “Stocks down, sex up”

0:36:50  Producer Segment: “Death by Auto Pen” giblet; climateinequality.com

0:55:08  Thom Hartmann on 401(k) as evil Reagan plot

0:57:21  January: Thyroid Awareness Month; February: National Teen Dating Violence Awareness & Prevention Month, American Heart Month, National African-American History Month

0:58:47  JCD recommends House of Lies

1:05:53  David Medine from PCLOB speaking at GWU: “someone knew ahead of time”

1:10:36  Snowden interview on German TV ignored by MSM; Hamburg cell; Snowden on wiretapping the President, ACC: “I’ve got the goods, that’s exactly what he’s saying”; Snowden’s handler/girlfriend

1:19:49  National Enquirer: Michelle Obama wants divorce

1:22:06  Jake Tapper post-State of the Union interview with Obama on Clapper perjury: “rock and a hard place”, Clapper not following the script

1:26:23  EFF document on RSS feed: NSA SIGINT at Copenhagen COP 15 conference

1:28:50  CELAC summit: Bolivian President wants to spy on Obama administration

1:30:01  Breaking news: Philip Seymour Hoffman dead; ACC predicts heroin; Udall son heroin arrest, fentanyl-laced heroin

1:42:14  Donation Segment

1:51:27  San Francisco nude protest

1:53:26  Heiss white paper reaction from Dutch arm of Amnesty International; GLAAD making hay on F-Russia; JCD: “Say, what, bitch?”

1:59:19  Death penalty for Tsarnaev; poll: 33% want death penalty

2:07:46  Glenn Beck network panel on San Francisco clean crack pipe program


2:16:13  “One of the coldest Januaries on record”, icebreakers in the Great Lakes and Hudson River; EPA’s Gina McCarthy: “meet the needs of this President”

2:19:06  Guns on Facebook: “Mums Demand Action” #endfacebookgunshows pre-written tweets; Moms Demand Action run by former Monsanto communications executive

2:24:18  Insight from a listener on fentanyl; al-Qaeda bases in Turkey; Syrian chemicals to be destroyed at sea; 3-methylfentanyl
587 People the Board (2014-01-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Wait a minute, let me change my icon so I reflect my sympathy with the Ukrainians”
0:00:26 Seafood at Grand Central Station; JCD’s menu collection
0:02:28 Rainstick recap
0:03:28 Grammy’s-advertising integration; 33-couple wedding; dead segment; Katy Perry “Dark Horse” as advertisement for Disney’s Maleficent
0:11:40 State of the Union: 33.3 million viewers; JCD imitates hyperactive Brolf; ACC: “who styles these women?”; Obama’s pen and phone, JCD: “for one thing, they should have impeached him on the spot”; Costco speech
0:19:20 Tom Perkins letter; ACC & JCD debate danger of popular hatred of the 1%, wealth tax
0:33:17 Obama on income inequality; breathy-voice emphasis; “the best selling truck in America”; “screw the rich” meme; ACC: “Why are we all-in on pre-kindergarten?”; “climate change is a fact”; “God bless America” and lapel pins; wounded warrior applause; Constitutional basis of State of the Union
0:49:22 Feinstein in 2010: attempted terrorist attack in next 3-6 months
0:50:44 Senate Intelligence Hearing: buxom “you’re fired” Code Pink girls; “Eric”, “Edwin” Snowden; Snowden: “accomplish my mission”, “my government service”; Clapper performative-heavy non-answer on Executive Order 12333; DIA Michael Flynn on Snowden damage to military: “three miles high”; economic spying; CIA propaganda: publish it overseas; Red Book: wounded warrior result of leaks; Matt Olsen: ACC “so they stopped using Skype”
1:21:04 Producer Segment: ACC “you like Horowitz better than you like me”; liberals ditched art for STEM; JCD and ACC cruise control stories; 2030
1:40:59 Heiss white paper finally released; Uprising of Love, Arcus Foundation; Amnesty International concert with Madonna and Pussy Riot; JCD: “you might as well have three versions of Yoko Ono”; BBC at Sochi gay bar
1:52:14 Ukraine: Haiku Herman welcoming Putin to Brussels; Eastern Partnership: “pipeline states”; DCFTA: digitalmaidan.com: geographical indication phaseout, e.g. Champagne; homegrown-looking digitalmaidan.com by BWD Inc; Vitali Klitschko powder fire extinguisher video
2:17:10 Justice oversight committee: Leahy to Holder on domestic drones: JCD: “I’ll summarize: we’re getting drones”; Gitmo facts and figures: “dispose of some”; Grassley Amendment “now paying considerably more for their healthcare”; prison population grown by 500% over 30 years, 1/3 of Justice budget
2:27:54 Donation Segment
2:36:36 BBC interview with Gülen the “moderate Imam” in “self-imposed exile”; Turkish Central Bank set interest rates to 12%, Lira now lower; Erdoğan moving “too fast”
2:39:45 Obama to Jordan soon
2:40:57 Super Bowl prediction: Colorado flooding and shootings, ACC: Seattle, JCD: Denver
2:46:37 Natural gas prices up
2:47:00 Bitcoin: Charlie Shrem arrested on money laundering charges
2:47:58 Wine sales in China higher than France
2:49:37 Criminal Minds “taking a flu shot filled with cancer”
2:50:18 Schumer on the shield law: “people the board”
0:00:00 JCD: “I will not get a fair trial in the United States.” (2:21:36)
0:00:33 Rainsticks for California
0:01:23 Federal vs State law: Fed law trumps (Supremacy clause) State only if it pertains to an issue left to Congress to regulate
0:05:33 ACC: “Jews and Muslims: on the behalf of the rest of us, can you work this shit out already??”;
ACC’s father getting baptized; Dutch clandestine church; xrds.nl; ACC “I’m going to this thing, and when they get to my dad, I’m playing Cat Stevens!”
0:25:33 Producer Segment: ACC: “and, your speakers are muted again”; Bob Geldof on 2030
0:39:33 Davos: Marissa Mayer the oracle of finance; can’t tell who you met at breakfast; “victims of climate change”; ACC: Ban Ki-moon “has the personality of a dishrag”, “sustainable orban”, “transportations biodiversities”, “we have only tree years”, 2017 collapse reference?
0:50:59 Al Gore: “climate-related extreme weather”, “really hurt the fight to improve health”, “400,000 Hiroshima atomic bombs going off every day”; climate change responsible for Syria
0:57:57 Bill Gates pushing Monsanto, “development agenda”, “better seeds”, “I think climate’s got an awareness problem; Unilever CEO: ”climate change economy”, ”Future Awesome“ (CotD), ”get the Twitters, the Facebooks, the Googles“, ACC’s frenzied imitation
1:12:08 Six-Week Cycle: mall shooting vs Russian bomb maker; Death Master File; owner of Fire & Ice store plugging the store on newscast
1:29:30 Turkey: central bank intervention; Qatar pipeline; gold vs petrodollars
1:39:11 freedomhouse.org active in Turkey & Ukraine, supports “expansion of freedom in the world”
1:45:02 Human Rights Watch another State Department operation; Kerry on starvation as a war crime; new vocabulary item titushky a.k.a. agent provocateur
1:48:36 Vietnam protests against China over the Spratley and Paracel Islands, JCD: “gee, I wonder who’s behind this. And they’ve got the island meme!”
1:51:14 Producer points out Denver dispensaries meme as Starbuck’s commercial
1:52:38 Donation Segment: JCD’s strip club story; Club 33
2:09:24 PCLOB report concludes program is illegal, Obama has thrown data storage question back to Congress; minimal impact on Najibullah Zazi plot; JCD: “Peter King is a douchebag”; Board chairman sworn in five days before Snowden leaks, Board competence an unintended outcome
2:19:14 Snowden deal telegraphed by Holder in New Yorker interview; “acceptance of responsibility”; Snowden doing online chats with Jake Tapper; Mike Morell now at CBS, “incidents” in Hong Kong, “I think about it in three buckets”. JCD: “there’s no way Snoden’s got anything in the cloud”; JCD: “this guy will start at 50k”; hotshot attorney will make the deal happen
2:32:33 New York police chief arrested for child pornography; porn on Pentagon computers: Tor nodes; Lamar Alexander assistant Ryan Loskarn’s two-to-the-head suicide; “Hill happy hours”
2:41:29 BBC: prison population higher because of “effect of exhaust fumes on the brain”
2:42:14 ACC: “I have Olympic fever, I really do”; dire warnings to Olympians from Chuck Hagel; package on private security companies; Heteroflexible Man jingle
2:48:37 Guess the Movie: Terror of Mecha-Godzilla
2:49:56 Breaking news: Justin Bieber has been arrested
585  Dhimmi or Dead (2014-01-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “We’ve been here six years, we’re married, we’ve got two kids.” (0:45:28)
0:00:35  ACC has cedar fever
0:04:39  Weather juxtaposition clip: Minnesota vs California
0:06:22  BBC on Maunder Minimum, sunspot effect on climate; JCD: “When was the first time you
heard that if we don’t do something this year it will be too late?”
0:15:14  Geneva 2 protocol: Iran uninvited; Caesar the informant and Carter-Ruck; ACC: “When a
guy can’t say the word *reliability* you gotta think he’s lying”
0:25:33  Justin Bieber arrest Red Book debate
0:26:38  Montreux; Ban Ki-Moon on $6.5bn for Syria; Turkish Kurds; Eurabia and Dhimmitude: Theo
van Gogh, Pim Fortuyn, Ayaan Hirsi Ali; JCD: “Uhhh. Uhhh. Grand Theft Auto’s a good
game!”
0:49:16  Producer Segment: ACC: “a hail of bullets”; the term “meltdown” semi-legit; ACC’s impend-
ing purple roads gig
1:03:55  Olympics: Black widows in Sochi; press package skit; Hugh Laurie pouring vodka down the
drain
1:20:12  F-Russia: the elusive white paper; Putin links gays to pedophiles
1:23:17  Bill Maher on electoral college; JCD on media in favor of removing the college
1:32:18  Joris Demmink to be prosecuted for Pedobear activities
1:33:59  Donation Segment: SLAPP; JCD’s alternative reality reading list; Kindle Paperwhite
1:52:54  Obama flub: “Dominican Republican”
1:54:03  Silicon Valley shuttle buses: “income (in)equality”; Google bus rap song; JCD on trailer parks
2:03:13  DEA’s Capra lying about legalization: “In every part of the world where this experiment has
been tried, it has failed, time and time again” ignoring Portugal, “Billy and his bong in the
basement.”
2:06:53  Deferred prosecution agreement between Justice and HSBC
2:08:01  Litigation with EPA over gas-fired power plant permitting; Federal vs State law
2:11:38  Netherlands referendum on EU
2:13:56  Refugee numbers: “rubble-ization of the world”; “Call Clooney”
2:17:29  Native advertising: Nativo; “A Blow for Honda”; JCD: “The one food you didn’t know will
kill you”
2:32:59  International public service announcement on Voice of America: Rewards for Justice program
offering up to $10m to informants on Benghazi
2:36:11  ACC: “Proof that Davos has completely jumped the shark”, young global leaders: Randi
Zuckerburg
2:36:53  2030 Survival Guide
2:37:36  Ukraine F-Russia activities, Victoria Nuland: “protest for basic human dignity and justice”,
“...and America supports these values in every country on the planet”; Gulf Coast & East
Coast natural gas terminals
2:42:11  New TPP chapter leaked, Russia the source of outrage?
2:43:46  Fashionable protests in Thailand
584  Hybrid Pigs  (2014-01-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “I do have a little, uh, *entremet.*”  (2:31:39)
0:02:34  ACC: Tony Bennett performance
0:04:22  ACC serves up double dip depression slave stew and limoncello
0:08:11  JCD’s Windows 7 machine back up and running, zapped BIOS
0:11:17  Executive order 12333; SigInt PPD; Obama speech: ACC: “it’s like he has angel wings made out of American flags”; “moreover” as MS Word auto-correction; “...in which a bomb could be built in a basement”
0:39:30  ACC: “let’s go back to May 23, and listen to what the President actually said”; media shield law; non-journalist Snowden joining Freedom of the Press Foundation
0:45:23  Bill Maher with Greenwald, discrediting internet journalists; “...and then he says something totally batshit”
0:57:08  Executive Order 12333 amendment 13355; ACC “I can do color”
1:01:22  Feinstein and Rogers; ACC: “new bombs are being devised in basements in Boston”
1:17:28  Producer Segment: drunkenwebmaster.com
1:31:12  Drugs in Syria; Bennies; Bob and Ray
1:39:10  Bachelor’s Juan Pablo Galavis “no gays” controversy; marketing skit
1:43:08  Russia anti-gay white paper to be released; reaction to Colorado’s amendment 2
1:49:52  MIT report on Syrian rocket being fired by rebels; ACC: “Hey Bieber, Bieber, Bieber, throw some eggs somewhere, man, they’re onto the rocket shit!”
1:52:22  Panama Canal expansion project suspension
1:55:50  Occupy guy rant over megaphone
1:58:52  Donation Segment
2:07:29  Amy Goodman in Tokyo, anti-nuke propaganda “on the roooad”
2:23:02  *No Agenda* listeners and chatroom resources who think ACC & JCD are making everything up
2:26:51  New York State education bills: psych screening and parent support instruction programs
2:31:32  *Entremets*, ACC’s 142° for “what temperature”
2:33:00  Guess the Movie: *Conan the Destroyer*
2:35:29  Target debacle; Experian
2:38:04  Banking: who tracks the numbers? ACC: “What marketing genius told you that I have 15 thousand dollars laying around the house?”
2:44:28  Hybrid pigs in Fukushima: “Our smell makes them happy”
2:48:20  World Radio Japan News on TEPCO’s business plan
2:51:19  Proofpoint internet of things cyber-attack press release
2:56:40  PCI DSS
3:01:07  Turkish Lira hits a new low; protests against “draconian internet bill”; ACC: “Anderson Pooper to Turkey!”
3:04:31  The Austin anti-fluoride hunger strikers are gone
3:04:57  Egypt votes “yes”: 98%
583  A Pure Heart (2014-01-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “The Chinese disaster of 2030, I dunno what we’re going to call it.” ACC: “The Chinese population disaster of 2030?” JCD: “2030!”

0:03:06  Freedom Controller 2.0: “Pinterest for news”

0:04:06  Golden Globes

0:10:04  DEA/Sinaloa deal on CNN

0:21:49  Mein Kampf e-book sales; high-level military firings; JCD: “Mein Comedy Kampf”

0:26:44  the2030club.com

0:38:18  Controversy over spinning

0:43:32  Charlie Rose on Michelle Obama’s two dresses in Smithsonian; Michelle’s 50th, ACC: “Vay-cay!”; obamadivorce.com

0:53:56  Producer Segment

1:04:39  Universal Basic Income “mincome”

1:10:28  JCD “ruins the show” with a BSód

1:19:16  Section 215 panel: section215.org created May 2011; mixed MKULTRA messages from Mike Morell, 9/11 would have been prevented; Feinstein to Leahy: “my time is up, is that what you’re saying to me?”, “terrorism is up”, “we know they will come after us if they can, there’s a real litany here of fact”, emergency provision, ACC: “get the warrant later, don’t worry about it”

1:25:38  Cass Sunstein’s creepy Tourette/lying voice; Franken promoting his transparency bill; Jefferson Beauregard Sessions III: “government can get it quicker”; Ted Cruz on Boston Bombing; Stone on “political dirt”

1:51:56  ACC: “Metadata? Kindergarten!”: Clark’s Executive Order 12333 bombshell, JCD: “9/11 should have been prevented; why wasn’t it?”, Brennan and Holder hold the keys

1:59:13  Robert Gates’ “fall” down the stairs; “The question is…” verbal stunt; JCD: “he was blinkin’ like a madman”

2:07:14  Google, Facebook: give us your cell phone number

2:08:02  Freedom of the Press Foundation connection to Mother Jones

2:10:41  “…real authentic people that want to serve this country with a pure heart”; Hillary’s enemy list, Kerry’s “blackest of black marks”, Clinton body count

2:14:48  Donation Segment

2:28:12  Dutch outrage over King’s Olympic attendance; retaliatory Russian report on EU human rights policies; Billie Jean King: “we have not been told what to say, not to say…”, Rule 50 on “advertising, demonstrations, and propaganda” same as “anti-gay” law; American & Dutch anti-gay headlines; JCD on Hotel Mir’s painted-over microphones, Reagan’s “evil empire”; David Satter of Radio Free Europe kicked out for expired visa; Nobel Laureates’ open letter

2:42:52  Hassan Rouhani on nuclear agreement: “it means the surrender of great international powers before the great nation of Iran”

2:47:32  But in Israel you can still call a Nazi a Nazi

2:48:45  China: one-child law relaxation

2:51:08  Turkey: IHH charity raided by Gülenists

2:52:52  Nigel Farage’s warm welcome to the Greek EU president: “I suggest you call it No Democracy”
582 Eradicate Misery (2014-01-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ap, noop, ah, I’m always confused!”
0:00:53 Six-Week Cycle in 2 weeks; JCD predicts Indianapolis; producer Matt calls in to C-SPAN
0:06:53 “TTM” to JCD from San Francisco cabbie; JCD’s 21-year-old Lexus has never blown a light-bulb; 1000 hours
0:09:20 More on the Six-Week Cycle; Indianapolis on CBS News (show 581) and on PBS/BBC America
0:12:03 Turkish Parliament fisticuffs; organized protests; Gülen schools; ACC: “rubble is coming”; Cosmos Foundation; let the country rubble-ize itself then bring in the contractors
0:23:52 33 World News: 33,000 foreign nationals evacuated from Central African Republic
0:26:31 More nuclear engineers listening to No Agenda after Hiroshima Syndrome linkage in show notes; GE to develop backyard and neighborhood nukes; petrodollars
0:30:56 Russia’s 6bn dollar loan to Ukraine for nuke development; Chernobyl as weapons plant originally
0:33:24 “Alternative media” on TPA, TPP, TTIP; US gas for all; nuke for all
0:49:26 Phony jobs numbers; ShadowStats
0:53:00 “Heil everybody”: everything is just peachy
0:58:48 Stanley Fisher to be Fed vice-chairman
1:01:46 Christie-gate “I am a very sad person today”
1:03:01 Producer Segment: ACC’s dinner with the banker; desperate plea Newsletter pays off
1:18:38 Universal Basic Income petition in the EU; ACC: “Free money!”; JCD: mailing list scam à la Video Professor
1:30:31 Sochi Olympics: terrorist threat; Ron Wyden: “the very, very hostile hostile actions Russians have taken towards gay people” (CotD)
1:41:14 West Virginia chemical spill; JCD: “they wouldn’t even name the chemical”
1:49:23 India Club to close
1:51:43 French comedian Dieudonne M’bala M’bala “quenelle” salute; Hollande alleged affair
1:56:23 Vermont’s major heroin problem; ACC: “Four dollars for a bag of heroin??”
1:59:23 Two and a Half Men over the top sexual innuendo
2:01:25 Target admits 110 million people affected in credit card hack; ACC: “and time for some cyber-legislation, everybody”; Target’s cyber-forensics lab; Leahy amendments to CFAA
2:06:37 Global cooling reconfirmed: the snowy owls are, apparently, not what they seem; Al Roker freakout
2:11:20 Brian the Gay Crusader on his white paper
2:12:07 Donation Segment: NYT now doing native ads
2:28:58 Obligatory H1N1 segment; ACC: “Now you need a second shot??”; Tamiflu shortage; not a pandemic yet
2:38:15 JCD CES report: “we used to rush home to turn on the washer and dryer”; JCD dishwasher wisdom
2:43:02 AT&T and Verizon’s sponsored data plans; JCD: streaming 4K
2:44:19 John Miller on journalist vs intelligence officer (same thing); Geoffrey Stone on NSA metadata recommendations
2:47:15 EU popularity dropping
2:49:46 Ms. Micky’s Red Book: war is coming, starts in Turkey and spreads westwards; the “Micky hates Israel” meme
581  Message from the Future  

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s time for the thut.”
0:01:24  Sergeant Fred at the Podcast Awards
0:03:36  Marissa Mayer CES keynote; Katie Couric & David Pogue; JCD: “She sounds like Alex Jones!”
0:17:05  Ms. Micky photographing Professor Russ’ human brains
0:18:05  E-mail from Ryan on proposed “Shemales on E-mails” show
0:18:28  National Cervical Health Awareness Month (Gardasil promo)
0:18:52  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: flu tents; “pandemic” standards lowered; people “testing positive” for H1N1; younger victims; clip: “several months”; Tamiflu price hike due to ObamaCare
0:32:20  Red Book: Amazon pharmacy; IBM Watson reboot
0:35:31  Uncle Don and Aunt Meg meeting to happen
0:39:10  Dennis Rodman speaking coherently; North Korea “open for business”; Kenneth Bae
0:46:30  Greenwald crowd’s anti-Israel stance; Narus & Verint Israeli companies; NSA-Israel connection; US-Israel connection
1:06:12  Anti-CIA propaganda: John Rizzo on CIA coke to Hollywood, questions to Washington Post/Amazon on disclosure; CIA runs Gülen; Kim Dotcom targeted for being German
1:15:05  First Leviathan gas field contract to Palestine Power Generating Company
1:15:50  Angela Merkel’s cross-country skiing “accident” in Switzerland
1:17:30  Producer Segment: ACC outed as a time traveler
1:30:04  No Agenda Diet
1:31:45  Hillary 2016: Gates/Carney O’Biden screw job; facial hair = something to hide; Hillary’s new haircut; hillaryclinton.com e-mail list; Gates’ Medal of Freedom
1:42:47  Christie-gate: bully meme; CBS News: anonymous smoking gun text message
1:51:10  Virginia delegate Mark Keam’s proposed criminal cyber-bullying ban (HB 834)
1:54:02  Polar vortex as global warming; Al Sharpton’s bubbling laboratory: “global warming scientologist”; Joe O’Biden “global warmem, global warmer de… deniers” (proposed evergreen); John Holdren whitehouse.gov video
2:06:45  CBS News: “In Indianapolis, where Miguel Silva was shoveling snow…” messaging; JCD: “I think we have to keep an eye on them”
2:11:26  Fukushima: steam, not fallout; China all-in on nuke; KPIX hit piece on Geiger counter video
2:17:40  “Disgusting gurglings of Thom Hartmann”: U.S.S. Ronald Reagan is nuclear
2:18:52  Donation Segment: shows like CSI poisoning jury pool
2:30:02  Rob Ford media hit job
2:31:22  Target cyber-attack: cyber-legislation; cyber-weapons inspectors
2:34:22  Tweeting city clerk noodle boy
2:38:50  War on Crazy: “adjudicated as a mental defective”
2:41:26  Future of movies according to George Lucas; JCD: “Would anybody pay 150 bucks to go see Anchorman 2?”
2:44:41  McDonald’s counter to “Supersize Me”
2:46:30  No need to send us links to Conan local news pieces
2:47:36  Mac OS Snow Leopard Launch Services “Mac Molasses” fix
2:49:25  Hashtags in e-mail subject lines
2:50:34  Recycling as the career of the future
2:54:33  Diane Sawyer: drunk again
580  Hiroshima Syndrome (2014-01-05)

0:00:00  ACC: “Hey, dude, did you see my cookie?” JCD: “Hey man, I’m short one cookie!” (0:05:03)
0:00:37  JCD and ACC argue about Windows 8; JCD: “I wanna touch my screen”
0:02:35  Props to JCD for weed cookie prediction; smartcolorado.org
0:09:56  Key part of Utah bigamy law unconstitutional
0:10:29  NDAA 2014 swapped out and a new one signed; offensive military cyber operations; Principal Cyber Advisor; Council of Governors; cloud computing; cyber weapon proliferation, JCD: “Pings must be banned!”; Conflict Records Research Center “to facilitate research and analysis of records captured from countries, organizations, and individuals, now or once hostile to the United States”
0:39:16  Podcast awards; This Week in E-mail; Kickstarter for a new e-mail client; official No Agenda spelling of e-mail
0:49:09  NDAA electromagnetic spectrum grab; internet kill switch
0:52:13  Texas 5GHz mesh network running on old routers; ham snitches
0:54:36  Producer Segment: CES: ACC: “The Biebs Shows You How to Tweet”
1:15:56  ACC: “we don’t run any infrastructure; we can’t afford to”
1:16:53  JCD on Taco Bell sauce packet messages: “Holy crap, how many people are getting their proposal from a taco sauce package?” (Red Book)
1:19:38  War on Crazy: two new executive actions on mental health and guns
1:24:23  Bezos kidney stone; JCD kidney stone story, JCD’s travel tip: “drink more water when you’re traveling”
1:26:55  Robert Gates “fall” down the stairs
1:28:24  Climate-gate: Polar Star to the rescue; Spirit of Mawson, prices starting at $16,900 per person
1:38:21  Deep freeze USA: kindlin’ wood
1:44:37  hiroshimasyndrome.com; U.S.S. Ronald Reagan sailors with radiation poisoning; Thom Hartmann: “dirty bombs”
2:01:28  Pioneers of Television on PBS: Smothers Brothers cancellation; ACC: “within two months, Curry and Dvorak were never heard from again”; Pat Boone and Harry Belafonte; Nat King Cole; PBS won’t say who the sponsors were
2:11:13  Donation Segment: venison black bean chili, ACC: “Oh look, here’s the pictures of the deer it came from!”; Club 33
2:28:17  “IC on the Record” Tumblr “transparency” site, JCD: “No objections, done”; Robert Litt letter to the editor on Clapper lie to Congress: “when we pointed out Mr. Clapper’s mistake to him, he was surprised and distressed” ACC: “wow, best legal defense ever!”
2:36:52  Brand Snowden is alive and well; PRISM discontinued in 2011; Jesselyn Radack, lawyer or legal advisor? Kristinn Hrafnsson the new brand Wikileaks
2:53:43  Google’s attempt to conceal class action lawsuit on Gmail snooping
2:56:43  And Now Back to Real News: baby George; best dressed star of the year; Putin on ice at Sochi, freedom of speech zones; Glenn Beck on hetero-fascism
3:01:37  Russia white paper progress
3:03:03  Kim Jong Un’s 120 starved dogs
579 Warren, Melinda & I (2014-01-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eh, you do what you gotta do.”
0:00:38 National Mentoring Month, National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month, National Stalking Awareness Month
0:04:18 Hunger strikers outside Austin TX city hall against Fluoridated water
0:05:08 First baby born in 2014, MKULTRA mom: “so, lots of surprisees”
0:06:37 ACC: “John ended the year liking the chatroom”
0:07:20 ACC & JCD’s New Years
0:08:48 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 numbers up in young adults; H1N1 vaccine incorporated in regular flu shot; out of work 1-2 weeks
0:14:39 Adam’s hair
0:15:57 JCD on Windows 8.1 Pro preview: “it will reboot in two hours”
0:18:08 Bloomberg e-cigarette ban; ACC on snus; JCD on chewing tobacco
0:25:20 “What the Hell is wrong with Colorado?” (pot problem); equated with Netherlands bicycle traffic
0:33:36 Jordan Maxwell: USA as corporation
0:41:27 Warren, Melinda & I; Robert W. Wilson suicide
0:47:43 Taxes in France; VAT fraud
0:52:34 Business Insider on “The Wolf of Wall Street”
0:54:54 JCD on “House of Cards” and “Rubicon”
0:57:45 Neure Feu magazine invite to ACC on Sandy Hook and Boston; “Media Assassin” moniker rejected by US magazine; PBS funding: “Kaiser Medical Report, funded by... Kaiser”; Times Square; Roku 3
1:07:27 Producer Segment: first appearance of “Cuban cigars and single malt scotch”
1:24:10 Turkey and Erdoğan
1:24:50 Snow Job: Jacob Appelbaum in Der Spiegel; garage door openers and 13C3
2:37:05 Slow, compromised cloud backups vs cheap HDDs: ACC: “Hey Carbonite, have you ever received a request?”
2:42:00 If No Agenda had CNET’s sponsors: Carbonite account rep skit
2:45:03 Infowars on Potassium Iodide: 14M doses for H&HS by Feb 1 2014 (6-week cycle?)
2:46:18 JCD down to 2 or 3 Slingboxes, call for help
2:47:03 White House STEM student film festival; Bill Nye the Science Guy
2:49:21 Shooting spree/suicide fractal; Luisiana on bullying: Ben Freeman
2:53:36 Brian the Gay Crusader’s white paper
2:55:01 ACC to JCD: any pre-December short positions taken on Target?
2:56:55 USA Today: “more record lows than highs”
2:57:26 Cs-137 found in CA from Fukushima
2:57:35 Environmental damage from North Dakota train collision/explosion
2:58:03 “Hearts and Minds” document with Daniel Ellsburg on Vietnam; “Liars and fooling the public” clip; Vietnamese Tungsten
3:02:10 South Sudan: Chinese oil companies; rubble
578 Blast Wave Accelerator (2013-12-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah I do! Shaddap!” (1:51:45)
0:00:30 On e-mail attachment file sizes; usenet
0:07:32 mtv.com gopher server & UMN gopher T-shirt
0:12:12 Anderson Pooper roundtable on 2013 scandal buffet; JCD: “Who’s that laughing hyena?”
0:13:52 Christie neck-and-neck with Hillary (cycle starts 24 months out with candidates in dead heat)
0:18:29 NY Times ludicrous report on Benghazi (pro-Hillary propaganda)
0:23:04 Berkeley Freedom Club, Act of 1871
0:26:40 ACC: “This guy’s on the beach! With a Geiger counter! And it’s going crazy!”
0:29:00 Michelle Obama taking call in NORAD Santa Claus tracking over South Sudan, Rwanda
0:33:56 JCD watching, “House of Cards”; Duck Dynasty un-suspended (as predicted)
0:36:28 John Wayne Gacy execution clip from May 1994 on ABC News site run-down (CotD)
0:42:48 Sandy Hook: ACC: “Case closed, people!”; ACC: “How do you know they’re graphic if they’re redacted, lady?”
0:55:58 Producer Segment: Freddy No Agenda jingle
1:09:32 The Butler film: revisionism on JFK assassination and black-on-Jew violence
1:12:40 Shooting sprees ending in suicide; JCD: “Stay home, people! Be fearful! Do not leave your house!”
1:14:35 Producer Brad on FEMA’s Active Shooter Course; ACC: “saving the crap out of you”
1:23:14 Tyra Banks on fat talk
1:26:03 JCD’s column on code.org: “code.org is dumb”
1:28:25 Penalty for crack vs powder cocaine; Holder lawsuit not mentioned by NAACP
1:32:40 Glenn Greenwald’s hour-long keynote at Chaos Communication Congress; ACC: “doing shtick on a videoconference is not a good idea”
1:38:11 Lingerie football slaves; JCD: “Don’t work for free!”
1:43:41 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: “not too late” to get vaccinated; “I thought I was gonna die”; JCD: “How come she didn’t get the vaccination?” (CotD)
1:49:03 Vitamin supplements will kill you; ACC & JCD Centrum project manager skit; JCD: “We’ve already got a piece in the can, we’ll run it tonight!”
1:51:56 Donation Segment: why aren’t Branson and Musk doing moon landings?
2:07:39 Why is Clinton swearing in Bill de Blasio?
2:09:03 Why is only RT covering riots in Turkey? Erdoğan vs Gülen
2:19:45 New reality show: “Rich Kids of Instagram: Stuck on Ice”
2:22:37 British anti-bullying law; ACC: “all humans are born evil, I am convinced of it”; LGBBTQQI suicides attract the same pharma lawyers; IPNA
2:28:39 Obamacare heroin; healthcare.gov can’t verify Obama’s identity
2:31:26 Nutty lady from smartmetersmurder.com; internet of things; blast wave accelerator
2:38:24 Six-Week Cycle: Ciancia pleads not guilty; corneal image extraction
2:39:55 Charlie Rose: digital sound has dehumanized us; “holes in the data” superstition
2:42:22 Predictions: ACC will get into a row due to an iOS group chat; JCD will drop a phone; JCD will buy a new phone; ACC: a bioweapon will be released from a space station; JCD: Six-Week Cycle will end; ACC: San Andreas fault will rupture in SoCal; JCD: famous government stooge celebrity will be killed; ACC: Turkey will be invaded; JCD: Apple will fail
2:50:05 Outro clip: ACC “There is no necessity for a network of anything any more” remix
577 Scripted Fat Talk (2013-12-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “And it’s, it’s lame. It’s just lame.”
0:00:32 JCD’s crappy Skype connection; lame Skype on Windows 8
0:02:08 ACC: “the girls are here”; The Domain – Celebration FL clone with Windows store; vagina logic
0:09:26 Bart Gellman Snowden interview: “mission accomplished”; amnesty program in Susan Rice interview; “tech companies upset” meme
0:20:51 Susan Rice’s husband Ian Cameron former ABC News executive producer
0:24:29 Sticky-mouthed Mike Morell
0:29:16 Mike Rogers’ “Christmass cheer” on Snowden; “al-Qaeda on the rise again”
0:37:23 Obama press conference: “skip town”; ACC’s loud camera click theory: question never played, only answer
0:43:56 Snowden’s alternative Christmas message from inside a bucket, obviously written by a journalist; response from Carol Costello on CNN: “I don’t know how to feel about it”
0:52:38 Cleversafe, In-Q-Tel & Datatility; Chicago connection; 10-exabyte storage
0:56:05 Greenwald to deliver keynote at Chaos Communication Congress, South by Southwest
0:56:47 Dennis Blair interviewed by Zakaria in spite of lifelong nondisclosure agreement; ACC: “look out for them twits!”
1:06:21 Producer Segment: high price of ammo
1:17:28 Professor Russ on forensic evidence as junk science
1:21:17 LGBBQVI is the official acronym now; gay guy gets sex change and becomes lesbian – common occurrence; gay/lesbian on Russia
1:27:13 Freedom Club of Berkeley: straw man, fractional banking, quantum energetics; 1933 “bankruptcy”
1:45:23 Sailors suing Navy over Fukushima cancer
1:47:47 Ask Adam: who, what, when, where, why on Today Show clip on Justine Sacco tweet; ACC “What company?”; Dallas Buyers Club CYA ending
1:54:42 Matt Lauer accidentally tells truth: “you cannot believe anything you see in print or on television”
1:57:26 Fat talking: “it’s like you’re bullying yourself”: Kellogg’s Special K
2:02:32 Donation Segment: JCD story: Macon GA gas station pile of dead bugs; Club 33
2:14:08 Paul Walker Reach out Worldwide charity Haiti activities
2:19:05 Call Clooney: Not on our Watch Inc, The Enough Project, Satellite Sentinel Project, Center for American Progress, John Prendergast
2:25:45 Economic hit man on South Sudan: 2 minutes away from Rwanda-like genocide
2:27:59 Samantha Power on Central African Republic and Sudan: “…creating the best product possible”; rubble: FDR Drive from Bristol rubble
2:36:16 Turkey: Erdoğan vs Gülen split; Kenilworth Charter School FBI raid in Baton Rouge
2:39:10 Best of C-SPAN call-ins, ‘I’m tryin’ to get a penile implant”
2:40:17 Target’s POS systems made in China; Target-Walmart war
2:46:04 Clip Blitz: Cynthia McKinney on $50M for military Viagra (1998); postage increase: “…nearly $3M in losses”; TTIP; General Motors outgoing CEO; whitehouse.gov creepy picture of Obama
2:59:32 Eric Prince on Blackwater book: “unfortunately, dangerous things happen in war zones”; Blackwater bought by Monsanto
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576 Mysterious Erratic (2013-12-22)

0:00:00 ACC: “We’re really a comedy show.”
     JCD: “Hah! This news is funny.”
0:00:37 ACC: “jackboots on fresh show”
0:01:49 JCD’s ill-fated Linux experiment: “going to Linux is like dating a lesbian”
0:06:33 Google jails ria.ru
0:08:17 ACC hit by the Target hack; JCD: “where’s Richard Clark?”; Chase demonized by MSM;
     Duck Dynasty “scandal” buries Target news; NBC on the Olympics gay meme; China vs
     Ukraine as source; card sucker vs scanner; ratings bonanza for A&E (and ABC)
0:26:45 Obama’s facial tic
0:28:07 Russia white paper
0:29:15 Surprise party with the O-bots; Patrick Leahy on CNN: 54 incidents
0:31:30 John Bolton on Snowden: “then he ought to swing from a tall oak tree”
0:32:39 American vs European PIN credit cards; credit card insurance; fraud as cost of doing business
0:36:48 BBC on the list of US spying targets; blackmail and espionage; RSA contract; NSA kicked
     out of Black Hats; White House state secrets jeopardized by litigation in California
0:44:35 Petraeus speech at In-Q-Tel: internet of things; JCD: “he’s on spin cycle, get the sniper
     ready”; spy-on-a-chip; Snowden not on Google Zeitgeist 2013
0:54:06 Pierre Omidyar’s First Look Media venture; Gates Foundation funding private prisons: GEO
     Group; Gates cornered the market on McGovern/Eagleton buttons
1:01:06 Producer Segment: mail carriers
1:29:12 Kim Jong Un, Nam, and Chol; “erratic”, “mystery”, “ruthless and reckless”; Uncle Donald
     Gregg with Fareed Zakaria; DPRK defector on Un; Rodman/Obama
1:50:41 Memorandum to Kerry on nuclear relationship with Taiwan; China moon landing
1:52:37 ACC: “Turkey is on fire”; 600 Gülen schools worldwide; Tsarnaev/Gülen CIA connection;
     China rail; ukraineMgas.curry.com, Ukraine Balkanization
1:59:29 The Weekly Hooker Report: Canadian anti-prostitution laws overturned
2:01:55 Donation Segment
2:12:21 Steven Schneider on climate change: global warming now, global cooling then
2:15:52 Devyani Khobragade strip search: JCD: “she must have given them some outrageous lip”;
     Rupert Murdoch of India Raghlav Bahl: “one of those few media companies which has got a
     footprint both in entertainment and in news”
2:20:50 Obama commutations & pardons for terms already served; Deval Patrick crack-dealing cousin
2:23:15 CAR: big-voiced Adama Dieng; Samantha Power in South Sudan: ACC: “I didn’t sign up for
     this!”; approximately 45 soldiers to South Sudan under War Powers Resolution; oil and rubble
2:31:39 David Feldman Jon Stewart anti-union accusations
2:36:22 Bush/Clinton disaster recovery tapes to be destroyed
2:37:48 “Mass Shootings in America: Moving Beyond Newtown” paper; Arapahoe sheriff and Rachel
     Madow on writing suspects’ names out of coverage
2:46:17 Theater shooting trial: “infect a large portion of the jury pool with factual information…”; 7
     of 40 pages of ruling redacted
2:49:50 S&P Europe downgrade; CFTC underreported swaps market by $55t
2:58:10 JCD irked at idiotic Sprint ad with James Earl Jones & Malcolm McDowell
575  BIOS Brick (2013-12-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “They take it as truth. They take it as truth? They take it as truth.”
JCD: “Destroyed computers?” (1:07:18)

0:01:00 ACC sick from HAAM event, Texas “mystery flu-like illness”; CVC et al visiting for two weeks

0:07:52 Klayman, Strange case ruling NSA collection unconstitutional, James Madison “aghast”; Charles Strange father of Seal Team 6 soldier killed in Afghanistan; Klayman’s mike cut by Don Lemon; Feinstein on SCotUS

0:17:13 Advisory panel recommendations: Clark, Morel, Stone, Sunstein, Swire; etymology of “secure”; Chris Matthews Obama interview: “impose self-restraint”

0:38:17 Target credit card breach: “I just deal with cash now”

0:40:51 Carriers or third party to store NSA data; tech power suck-up at White House: ACC: “Eric Schmidt is laughing like a moron”, Marissa Mayer’s posture; Jake Tapper: “I think the American people, honestly, want security over freedom” (CotD)

0:47:56 Frank Church warning about NSA; CBS 60 Minutes NSA piece: “full disclosure”, Bezos CIA server farm; John Miller chosen because of security clearance, lifetime nondisclosure agreement; “bad books”; Anarchist’s Cookbook: ACC: “burn it!”; lowest form of journalism – ask question, pot down the answer, summarize in voice-over; war on sysadmins, eunuchs; “the standup”; BIOS plot to destroy computers (say it three times)

1:09:56 Apple, Yahoo, Google as “internet providers” asking for NSA limits

1:12:08 A.I. for online collection decisions; recommendation for “civilian” running the NSA

1:13:59 Kooky Ed wins the NSA Kobayashi-Maru test with a sheet over his head; JCD: “it could be lurking in the cables!”

1:19:55 Producer Segment; ACC: “this is not a family show”

1:27:59 Al Goldstein of Screw magazine dead: “fuck you Hammacher Schlemmer”

1:34:38 Devyani Khobragade strip search; $3.31 per hour; Marie “band camp” Harf

1:40:02 War on Crazy: FBI pissed off because Arapahoe shooting stole their thunder; Behavioral Threat Assessment Center, JCD: “prevention through entrapment”; Arapahoe’s armed security per NRA; ACC: “proud to be a socialist, oops!”; Tamerlan Tsarnaev heard voices; 90% fewer psychiatric beds than in the 1950s; oppositional defiant disorder

1:52:24 Entremet: Barbara Walters on Obama, “afformidable”

1:54:47 Stonehenge makeover; ACC’s Thailand trip to see the long-necks, “baht, baht, baht?”

1:57:57 Donation Segment: Club 33

2:05:02 populartechology.net: Leonard Nimoy video and articles on the coming ice age; climatenuxus.org

2:16:11 Chinese moon landing: “Jade rabbit rover basks in lunar bay of rainbows”

2:17:30 NHK on South China Sea naval near miss

2:21:12 Jennifer Lawrence: “why aren’t we regulating things like calling people fat?”

2:23:37 F-Russia: “so many people consider President Obama to be the first gay president”; “Elton John with a bra” Billie Jean King and Caitlin Cahow in delegation; RT all-in on anti-American and pro-Syria stories: rebels throwing children out of windows

2:32:33 Saab wins Brazilian fighter plane deal; Greenwald/Snowden open letter to Brazil

2:36:48 Bezos CIA contract conflict of interest with Washington Post; BitTorrent Sync; Gallup poll: 23% confidence in newspapers

2:47:56 Hour of code teaching “the commercial crap”
574  Make Happy  (2013-12-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “Do you have everything, do you have a spreadsheet? You have your lunch money?”
JCD: “I got no lunch money.”
ACC: “Did someone steal your lunch money?”
JCD: “No I didn’t get any, I forgot, I left it at home.”
ACC: “Well it’s not working too well is it?”
JCD: “Alright hit it.”

0:01:44  JCD’s Leo hand-me-down battery-hog HTC-1; “FBI Surveillance Van” wireless network

0:04:02  Six-Week Cycle: Wichita bomb plot by Terry Lee Loewen, “the bomb was a dud”, “Hell-bent on murder”, “without lawful authority”, “home-grown terrorism”

0:21:27  Arapahoe shooting; Littleton CO active shooter drill; “we did not hear another gunshot”;
Sheriff announced retirement day before; Denver Post removes the word “socialist”; active shooter drills the new duck and cover; Obama: “heal troubled minds”; Dr. Drew with Brolf:
“intervening when symptoms arise”; JCD: “it’s not the kind of marijuana we smoked, Bill, when I was a kid”; ATF botched Milwaukee operations; “did he have a car?” question to bonehead Sheriff; next 6-week cycle January 23-28

0:51:34  Need to rename Black Friday due to racial overtones; Amazon & Arsenio ban “slave”

0:59:38  “Furries for No Agenda”, JCD on furries at Buzzkill Jr.’s graduation

1:01:50  Producer Segment: dinner with the Republi-bots: “how ‘bout the big man?”

1:13:07  Peculiar Leahy comment: “you were either alive and walking or you were dead, there’s nothing in between”; Père Curry’s Austin-Healy

1:16:38  60 Minutes NSA story, Rick Ledgett on Snowden task force; 1.5 million documents; deal? Ledgett yes Kaiser no; Ask Adam: “Bethesda Maryland, why are you wearing camo?”; Franken-ramble, “out of the capacities of big data”; JCD’s SIM-less phone still getting weather

1:35:04  code.org’s “hour of code”, ACC: “when you get voted off this island you go down the conveyor belt into the fast food business”; Zuckerbergs’ scientists as rock stars event, Yuri Milner, ACC: “before you know it there’s a picture of him being boned by a tranny snorting coke”

1:49:15  Donation Segment: title transfer to firstborn girl question for Peerage Committee

2:02:23  Marie Harf on IMF loan; Ukrainian Russia hatred, drive-by kicks, ACC: “take your Polish bacon and your fags and get out of here!”; Trans-Eurasian rail theory, China-Vienna talks, Paris-Barcelona link

2:12:17  Fracas in the pressroom over Air Force One photography; noisy cameras

2:17:16  “The rabbit has landed”

2:21:03  Kim Jong Un executes his uncle: ACC & JCD: “stunned!”

2:23:36  Drone strike on a Yemeni wedding party

2:23:58  Stanley Fischer to replace Janet Yellen; Microsoft Dynamics advertisements: “Make Happy”; JCD: “honey, I’m going to see my relationship banker!”

2:28:35  Twitter’s temporary blocking change: ACC: “you can’t be blocking advertisers”

2:29:35  Jen Psaki: John Kerry “on travel”

2:33:31  Sexual harassment downgraded to misconduct for Colorado six-year-old; New York City requiring prescooler flu shots; JCD on China modernization and flu origin; H7N9 in Hong Kong

2:39:29  Nancy Pelosi: $1.50 for every $1.00 spent on unemployment, Republicans hate women; Hobby Lobby controversy on morning after pill

2:46:36  Hollywood Whackers: Ronni Chasen autopsy results; Russian cuisine
573 NEETS (2013-12-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oops. Oops, sorry.”
JCD: “What are you doing? Why are you jumping the gun on me?”
ACC: “Happy trigger finger. I’m just happy to see you.”
JCD: “Uh-huh. All right, I’m ready. Hit it.”

0:00:58 JCD’s on the laptop, the big machine borked; post-apocalyptic technology book; Buzzkill Jr wedding today; Dame Tanya at rehearsal dinner; Chad from Colorado staying at the Curry compound; Robert Plant lives in squalor

0:10:11 Mandela: crazy guy signing gibberish at ceremony; Obama and “Gucci” Helle Thorning-Schmidt selfie; biopic promotion, review: “instigatious”; Obama’s limo tracked by license plate reader toll system; arrest in UK for Twitter hate speech about Mandela

0:24:50 White paper; Jen Psaki on Indian Supreme Court LGBT ruling; Victoria Nuland handing out sandwiches in Ukraine; Euromaidan; Trans-Eurasian railway to run through Ukraine, with $8bn investment from China; Russia & North Korea open 33-mile line

0:37:41 Producer Segment

0:53:12 Jesse Jackson on Mandela (maybe)

0:58:25 Napping man left on ExpressJet plane in Houston

0:58:25 Top tech companies on spying; reformgovernmentsurveillance.com; “exploiting terrorist use of games and virtual environments”; Sibel Edmonds feud with Greenwald

1:14:20 San Francisco Bay rent hoax

1:17:51 Canada to claim the North Pole; Shell to drill in 2025; Sierra Club, Climate Depot guys on Don Lemon: “global weirding”; snow in Istanbul; massive wildfires outside Austin, TX; “many bad things will happen”; Physicians for Social Responsibility vs Richland WA nuclear plant; “secret” fracking liquid a waste product like fluoride

1:35:28 Moral Volcano blows the lid off No Agenda

1:42:10 Donation Segment

2:00:05 Mexican Cobalt-60

2:08:36 More media exposure = more stress; smart money is on the fair weather fan; FSA accounts for No Agenda donations

2:14:52 No Agenda’s Bitcoin Bonanza

2:17:43 NEETS: “Not in Education, Employment, or Training”, i.e., “bums”

2:19:03 European 16-hour negotiating session: bail-ins

2:22:02 Godfrey Bloom to European parliament: “...it won’t be long before they storm this chamber, and they hang you, and they’ll be right!”

2:29:11 One-year anniversary of Sandy Hook (which killed twenty first-graders and six educators); Newtown says “stay away”; mysandyhookfamily.org; G8 dementia summit, Avielle Foundation; smartgunlaws.org sans Form 990

2:41:17 “My Princess Boy” as shameless self-promotion

2:49:47 Gitmo Nation National Anthem
572  Uptalking Dudes (2013-12-08)

0:00:32  JCD: “Something blew up on my end.”; ACC on Skype: “They’re always upgrading the experience.”

0:04:36  ACC’s Nelson Mandela debates; Winnie Mandela necklace; Cornel West: “the Santa Claus-ification of Nelson Mandela”; JCD imitates Mark Levin; Free Nelson Mandela concert at Wembley Stadium

0:18:06  Clinton and Mandela BFFs: JCD: “I want Chelsea on the phone!”; Mandela on US terror list until 2008; South African toll roads; daughter gets news of death at the film premiere; Stephen Biko’s widow opposing ANC

0:28:22  Citibank Bitcoin analysis; rejection by China; traders

0:35:21  Kim Jong Un’s ski resort; North Korea as tourist destination; ACC: “why wouldn’t we make nice with North Korea?”

0:47:31  Producer Segment: tips on show art creation; DIY divorce

1:02:30  China high-speed rail clip (570 2:21:28) revisited: Shanghai Cooperation Organization; China’s 30bn euro loan to Turkey; ACC: “we are doing everything we can to slow this down”; Biden in China bringing up his profile; Baghdad railway; multi-gauge trains; Myanmar; ACC: “blowing up railroads: this is our culture”

1:24:53  ABC News on al-Qaeda, Haqqani Network (HQN) funded by US military contractors

1:29:02  French in Central African Republic

1:32:24  Shanghai out of control air pollution

1:35:44  ACC having fun with global cooling: storms in Europe

1:36:44  Yahya Hassan in Denmark; hate speech as hate crime in Glasgow

1:43:57  Greenpeace’s “Save Santa’s Home” video; geoengineering guidelines from Congressional Research Service

1:53:22  Healthy Surprise; JCD on cooking kale

1:55:57  Donation Segment: Alex Jones’ new product “as men age...” promo

2:05:10  Common Core e-mails: Huck Finn; Pearson By the People Chapter 29: “New World Order”; Twitter board member former Pearson CEO; listeners use compensation math; “yes dad, that’s a fact family”, “no, they’re all smart”, “can barcodes be used with people and animals?”

2:13:53  Hit piece on woman with service dog kicked off Southwest flight, JCD: “this was a pit bull!”

2:18:14  Hillary receives award from Lantos Foundation for “women’s rights & internet freedom”; FBI cybercrime most wanted list; CNN: “forget about it, there is no privacy”; Jeff Zucker sinking CNN with long form programming

2:30:27  Time Magazine piece The Morality of Listening to the Newtown 911 Tapes; second FOIA request on the State Police 911 tapes; dispatcher: “there’s a rumor it’s fake”; Marcia Lanza “earlier that week” vs “very little contact”

2:36:27  Clip Blitz: Empire State Building shooting; French prostitution bill; French food trucks; uptalking dudes, overuse of “amazing”

2:44:12  Pierre Omidyar tweet: “anybody who publishes stolen info should help catch the thief”; Sarah Harrison glam photos, Seven Oaks School

2:48:46  “GFE” with smiley face in NSA PowerPoint likely “Government Furnished Equipment”
**New World Odor** (2013-12-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “We were both cris-crossing Manhattan between the UN and the Global Clinton Initiative, but I don’t think we were ever in the same place at the same time until the end of the day. That’s often how it is during UN week.”

ACC: “That sounds like a horrible life.”

0:00:46 *Sinterklaas* and his Black Petes; wooden shoes

0:01:28 William Bratton re-hired as NYC police chief, stop-and-frisk “with respect”; Obama pardoned 10 turkeys, 39 humans, JCD: “he’s a mean bastard”

0:05:40 Black Pete controversy: Joachim Stroink apology; Martin Bashir resignation over Sarah Palin slavery rant

0:20:34 Representative Duncan Hunter on C-SPAN: WTC 7 caller, “did you read the 9/11 investigation by the committees?”; Hunter on Iranian liars

0:28:28 Dinner with the O-bots: “Twitter of our genome” line greeted by wall of silence; Professor switching to Linux: “iOSification of OS X”

0:34:34 betterthancash.org founders: Gates Foundation, Citigroup, USAID, UNCDF, Omidyar Network, Visa, Ford Foundation

0:41:58 Former chief of Dutch Central Bank likens Bitcoin to tulip-mania; Greenspan: “currencies, to be exchangeable, have to be backed by something”; mBTC

0:58:37 Producer Segment

1:10:22 Some of the Sandy Hook 911 “tapes” released: Touré on “…choosing nawt to air them”; Rachel Maddow: “and it’s a hard job and it is hard to do well”; Aljazeera won’t play them; Rick Thorn(e) the custodian: “I’m on the phone with dispatch”; ACC: “the State Police are standing right next to her!”; Andrea Mitchell: “no survivors in that family”; Christopher Dorner suicide; crotch bomber NSL; JCD: “oh okay, the only truth we’re gonna get is through that microphone; let me get my pen”; 6-week cycle predictions

1:44:08 Feinstein to Candy Crowley: “there are new bombs, very big bombs, trucks being reinforced for those bombs” (CotD), Mike Rogers: “they’ve now switched to this notion that maybe smaller events are okay”; six-year-old on no-fly list; Feinstein on printer cartridge bomb; Rogers: “Russian intelligence services, Chinese intelligence services”

2:01:34 Pierre Omidyar (“Pete O’Meteor”) on PayPal shutdown of WikiLeaks; two slides from FASCIA deck; JCD *PC Magazine* article on Bezos drone deliveries; Greenwald BuzzFeed leak

2:14:27 Donation Segment: Club 33

2:22:39 ACC moonlighting on CCTV (Adel EL-Mahoruky)

2:23:32 Post-Apocalyptic Technology Survivor Kit, JCD: “now you’re bringing in complications that publishers will not deal with”

2:29:29 The Troubles resurface in Northern Ireland


2:40:27 Vandenberg Atlas V national security payload launch

2:41:48 Amy Goodman speed-reading the credits

2:42:43 Clip Blitz: *High School USA!* Amish sex change; Chang’e probe launch; Chinese envoy in Egypt

2:48:08 BBC explains how you can avoid arrest for Tweeting or Facebooking: “simply do not blog, Tweet, or post”, “colour the jury”

2:52:42 Paul Walker accident: gas tank behind driver
570  Festival of Corruption  (2013-12-01)

0:00:00  ACC: “Mainstream sucks! Meh, all right.”  (1:42:52)
0:00:44  JCD apple dressing update; ACC’s weird/sad Thanksgiving, dying woman right before halftime at University of Texas game
0:16:49  Paul Walker possible two-to-the-head; Porsche Carrera GT exploding on impact, gas tank in front, engine in back, front end intact; Holder contempt of Congress appeal on Fast and Furious now Google-bombed; Sinaloa cartel partnership; producer memo on Iran/Iraq as lines on the map from World War I era
0:24:36  No Agenda single-handedly ruined Ms. Micky’s Thanksgiving with discussion of turkey/salmon “white goop”
0:25:29  AIDS Day, National Impaired Driving Month, National Minority Development Week
0:26:30  Abortive Producer Segment
0:27:24  Book of Knowledge on Carrera GT, JCD: “target locked, target locked!”; Myth Busters gas explosions; ACC: “fuck it, let a train go off the rails, we need to do something, people!”
0:36:30  Ready for Hillary campaign; upcoming Dinner With the O-bots
0:37:50  Sarah Silverman radical left comedy; Kanye West “seven black billionaires”, Katrina telethon speech with Mike Myers
0:47:26  Real Producer Segment
0:56:39  Pacific Rim a “mindless, really well done action movie”, Confessions of a Dangerous Mind
0:59:41  Chinese moon shot coming up
1:05:49  Chinese in Central African Republic: “the future of Africa is in the hands of the Chinese”; African euro; Bitcoin Bonanza; Chinese $14bn rail line
1:12:39  Producer Nick on San Francisco “startups, crime and homelessness”; ACC: “this is what the FEMA camps will be for”
1:20:51  “Master/slave” change to “client/server”; Democracy Now hour on slavery in the 1700s; ACC Tom Swift audio book, Huckleberry Finn
1:25:47  Common Core: compensation mathematics, “new math” fractal; healthcare.gov “running like a champ”
1:35:31  23andMe “democratizing” health like Twitter “democratizing” freedom of speech; Hill+Knowlton guy at last dinner
1:42:29  Greenwald on BBC Hard Talk, who owns the documents? “the journalist who he trusted”; “work with some of the largest and most respected media establishments”, JCD: “they’re his customers now, that’s why”; “whence it came”; non-journalism = publishing isolated slides out of context; Hollywood truther blackmail; “there is thing thing called the Iraq war...”
2:05:33  Donation Segment: Club 33; John on a coin
2:20:27  China: Obama says comply with air defense zone change; opening of high-speed rail line; American high-speed rail package, “ten thousand miles”, ushsr.com, Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”; high-speed freight
2:28:43  Clip Blitz: Greek Golden Dawn party locked up without evidence, “smaller than expected crowd”; Ukraine stalling on EU deal, demonstrations continuing, Swedish finger-wagging at Putin and Yanukovych; Bryant Gumbel Sochi hit piece, “festival or corruption and mismanagement”
2:44:42  An e-mail from Iran
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569  23 and Plea (2013-11-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah, well hit it.”
ACC: “Jigga jigga jigga jagga jugga.”

0:00:32  Someone’s tweeting in JCD’s name; Ms. Micky is in LA, radio reunion with unnamed Dutch superstar, Facebook cyber-sexting attempt

0:04:36  JCD on turkey cooking, apple dressing; “Make Kale Your New Friend with Benefits”

0:09:17  JCD’s annual Thanksgiving bogativity explanation; “on behalf of all the Obamas...”

0:17:46  JCD’s 7lb heritage bird; cheap turkey stench and white goop; ACC’s home for the holidays: cowboys and trannies; Rush Limbaugh on Thanksgiving as free market emergence

0:21:29  Upcoming Dinner with the O-bots: FDA 23andMe shutdown, “democratizing healthcare”, SNPedia & Prometheus; 23andMe spinning is as a data quality vs medical device issue; limited diagnostic value of genetic information; 23andMe’s “disruptive” Silicon Valley attitude

0:37:18  Goldieblox Beastie Boys lawsuit; Willie Brown on San Francisco class war, Twitter and Facebook slum locations; real estate prices JCD’s personal Bitcoin; 23andMe disclaimer

0:48:41  Producer Segment: Georgia juror survey with occupation: slave

1:07:09  Kerry on Iran: “none of this is based on trust”; tongue flicking as lie-indicator; “no right to enrich”; countries & companies allowed to buy from Iran, no payment in gold, we’re the broker; Israel upset over Leviathan field; GE centrifuge parts; ice cream sprinkles for Mohammad

1:26:06  Common Core: 1995 Steve Jobs interview, bribery, computers not a panacea, parents as customers; backlash against the program; code.org data-slurping; call center training

1:38:52  Hollywood under fire for animals hurt in films; Arnon Milchan outs self as spy; JCD recommends Confessions of a Dangerous Mind Chuck Barris; Tim Weiner Legacy of Ashes vs Enemies; Russ Baker Family of Secrets; Uncle Donald Gregg’s book in limbo

1:49:00  Weekly Hooker Report: French prostitution laws to target clients; German hookers on welfare; France 5-story brothel; Swedish professor on PTSD; Muslim immigrants, first Iceland mosque

2:02:10  Donation Segment: Club 33

2:12:44  War on printers: Steve Israel on undetectable gun law; Philadelphia 3D printed gun ban; Cody Wilson now in Bitcoin; Pennsylvania one of three additive manufacturing hubs; GE printing aviation parts; RAPID 2013 in Pittsburgh; licensure already in the Red Book

2:19:40  ABC News Murrow awards; entry fees: radio $120, television $200, web site $245

2:23:34  Sandy Hook 911 calls to be released;Creigh Deeds case; Adobe Reader-only compressed PDF, “chilling pictures” such as “examples of doorknobs”; footnote 53 on Bushmaster: “no positive identification could be made to any of the bullet evidence submissions noted”, victim DNA on weapons outside school, coroded bullet jackets

2:31:21  Child abuse documents in Lanza’s room, Dunblane massacre, locked door policy: keep people out or in? PDFs heavily redacted; police timeline redacted, Newtown Action Alliance (no 501.3c) lawyer Monty Frank: “is it really all that important that the details of what occurred at this school come out?”; Dr. Drew angry that people have rights

2:38:43  Amy Goodman back-announcing “I Spy”; Essential Information/Center for Corporate Policy’s Gary Ruskin on corporate espionage of nonprofits (CotD), Greenpeace vs Dow Chemical

2:46:42  NSA collecting porn activity; New York Times Snowden hard drive copies, six hours to search database; “doomsday cache” in “data cloud”; why hasn’t Greenwald been droned?

2:55:36  China extends its ADIZ, we fly B-52s into it

2:57:41  Scottish independence referendum, keeping the Queen and the Pound
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Heteroflexible Previvor (2013-11-24)

0:00:00 ACC: Ahh, it was a dark, dark November day. It was a Sunday in November. Dvorak was back in Cali-for-ni-a and Curry in Texas. But the prognosis was not good!
JCD: Y’know that’s funny ’cause that relates to a clip I have
ACC: Oh really, well then I’ll keep this one handy just in case. And we’re good to go!
JCD: Although your thing, that’s a little more dramatic, than, mine’s more subtle, but anyway, hit it!

0:01:30 ACC: “The Nordic outbreak!”; Willie Nelson’s bus crash

0:03:50 JFK Month of Remembrance, National Family Week, National Child Day

0:05:15 Transgender day: rainbow flag across street from Fred Phelps; JCD: “we have to have a flag!”; heteroflexible

0:09:37 Breast cancer previvor; breastcenter.com

0:17:42 JCD on TSA Pre✓ in Orlando; JCD & ACC: “leave your shoes on!”; “dildos show up orange”; bogus heart attack on ACC’s KLM flight

0:25:28 Bomb scare on Spirit flight; North Carolina teddy bear “bomb”; LAX hoax: “¡Andale ándale!”; school lockdown drill

0:34:42 Producer Segment: JCD’s Texas accent: “U.S.S. Shitcutter”; origin of “hat trick”

0:43:51 Correction on the etymology of strijktok blijven hangen

0:45:22 A plea for less bogus e-mail; “read more here” game of telephone chains; “hat tip” WTF

0:50:15 Adam C Curry’s Pet Peeve of the Day: dismissing dialogue boxes without reading message

0:55:30 Climate-gate: Amy Goodman in Warsaw; “cough for coal”; “climate justice”; ACC “another great chant!”; “climate debt"

1:03:55 “Peacemakers”; Prem Rawat on Free Speech TV

1:04:48 Amy Goodman back-announcing Chopin; climate change flag; Sir Jeans Netatmo setup; 90 companies produce $\frac{2}{3}$ of emissions, Jesse Jackson style shakedown

1:12:20 Netherlands to spend €70bn on windmills

1:13:16 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: GlaxoSmithKline H5N1 vaccine Pandemrix direct sale to the stockpile, containing adjuvants

1:17:43 CDC Predict the Influenza Season Challenge

1:21:31 Bitcoin: Patrick Merck RT interview; JCD: “pump and dump!”; ACC: “micro-Satoshis or millibits”; JCD four-year fractal based on Beanie Babies; FEC on Bitcoin campaign donations; Red Book: Bitcoin logo on cover of Time; Assassination Market

1:45:59 Donation Segment: “there’s overmodulation and then there’s just mke in your butthole”

1:59:38 Common Core: Promoting Grit, Tenacity, and Perseverance; Obama: “grit and determination”, “grit and resilience”; Data-Driven Instruction; ACC: “back to the car analogy!”; Raikes & Stupski Foundations; affective sensors (CotD); “the commands of government officials must be obeyed by all”; “if you have drank beer or alcohol before”

2:28:21 JCD’s emergency landing stories

2:29:54 NCIS music bed; Law & Order out-of-office track

2:34:33 healthcare.gov self-DDoS: “they don’t have backups”

2:37:14 Clip Blitz: High School USA! guns; Patrick Kennedy “railing” against legalization; ADHD on the rise; nuts are the new kale
567 Marketecture (2013-11-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m telling you, people on the plane were really annoyed with me playing this harmonica.”

0:00:36 JCD in Orlando, ACC in Amsterdam; JCD’s habit of canceling travel plans at the last minute

0:03:37 Dutch telethon for the Philippines, girorekening postal bank services, central NGO handling transfers; strijksstok blijven hangen; 1 euro per “like”; Japanese military on board

0:15:11 Weird Illinois tornadoes, time of year, time of day; Dutch climatologist study published in PNAS predicting ice age; explanation of peer review; COP19 walkout over compensation, “climate finance”

0:28:45 Report on Fukushima-induced hypothyroidism in children in Open Journal of Pediatrics

0:32:27 NGOs: ACC friend’s family NGO business in Kenya; JCD chewed out in London for giving a guy a pound, beggars in India; NGOs as bookers who don’t pay taxes; donation request deflection techniques: “no, I don’t believe in what you’re doing”; Code Pink’s Medea Benjamin

0:44:06 Someone at RT got the message: Erin Ade on Boom or Bust, JCD: “if she puts on number, their number one smile, maxed out... every tooth in her mouth”

0:48:56 Producer Segment: kale and quinoa; “Flugitive #4”; “marketecture”

1:08:27 The Dutch seem to think Congress is full of nut-jobs; Greenpeace 30 out on bail; Dutch King and Queen in Dutch Caribbean; JCD got Shatner’s autograph

1:15:17 Medals of Honor awarded, Gloria Steinem on Margaret Sanger’s heart

1:19:26 Congressman Trey Radel cocaine arrest, “colorful character”

1:24:57 Warren Buffet yukking it up with the billionaires and Charlie Rose on 60 Minutes

1:26:46 Jay Rosen joins Omidyar outfit, Sarah Harrison back in Germany; NSFWCorp piece The Extraordinary Pierre Omidyar, Greenwald: “not my beat”; “our first product” story on 33M Norwegian calls; Greenwald snarks at Bob Woodward

1:36:17 Elon Musk on Tesla battery fires: “no one has ever died in a Tesla vehicle”; software upgrade

1:40:55 Chuck Schumer on Bitcoin, “near anonymity” meme, takes credit for “digital wasteland” Silk Road shutdown

1:51:41 No one knows where Paul Anthony Ciancia is

1:52:57 GE finance guys in Tatarstan plane crash; ABC World news ignores this and runs a cute baby & dog picture; JCD in TSA, Southwest

2:00:31 Brittany Murphy independent lab report suggests poison

2:02:09 Russia proposing law to forbid planes over 20 years old; all parts have a lifecycle except parts of the frame

2:03:10 Donation Segment: Club 33

2:12:50 Euroland: anti-immigration parties forging ties; Golden Dawn party arrests

2:15:42 Laurie Wallach on TPP; Larry King: “no Jews like cats”

2:17:52 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: Common Core impact on college, colleges lowering quality standards to maximize throughput, education buzzwords like TBL (task-based learning)

2:21:45 Pearson is the major mover and shaker, JCD Pearson story on Que screwing authors out of royalties; America’s Promise Alliance, “creatively alive”; no critical analysis out there; rich math textbook writer James Stewart pushing Common Core

2:42:52 Butterball commercial masquerading as a news story
566  Bots & Girls! (2013-11-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Anyone ever gets caught with a hooker has to shoot himself.” (1:45:53)
0:00:32 Never buy a harmonica from China; ACC in Ms. Micky flight flight to Gitmo Lowlands, first class passengers seem to be auto-enrolled in TSA Pre✓, credit score now a factor, JCD: “you could have a credit card in dispute, and now be considered an enemy of the State”; Airbnb-style review rankings the future of commerce
0:10:43 JCD gripe: myth that porn was responsible for VHS victory over Beta; Sanyo V-Cord
0:13:17 Dreadful dollar-euro exchange rate; Sinterklaas and his Black Petes have arrived, one protester, 100% arrested; ACC: “you can’t mess with black people’s hair”; Welsh blackface tradition protected by UNESCO
0:19:59 Rationale for No Agenda not accepting Bitcoin donations
0:30:29 TrueCrypt backdoor, Swiss bank encryption method removed? Torvalds’ father, Minister in European Parliament, on Linux’ nodding “no” on Linux backdoor question; CIA financial database; Brennan’s Benghazi NDAs, attackers had inside information on the compound
0:37:59 Producer Segment: noagendaplayer.com
0:46:57 Deutsche Welle on Chinese labor camps closing, ACC: “they have FEMA camps in China??”
0:51:02 UK spy hearing with GCHQ, MI6, MI5: “global threat”; IRA trash can bombs; Mike Rogers: al-Qaeda bigger threat than before 9/11, “good paper” meme, al-Suri the “next bin-Laden”
1:01:35 3 million Adobe Cloud emails compromised, ACC’s one of them; worldwide kiddie porn roundup, five years in business, three year investigation, 350 arrests, government turning a blind eye to this and extortionware, which uses Bitcoin
1:13:34 Scripts for bombing podcast awards ready two hours before voting ended; JCD on winning top prize, people’s choice at COMDEX chili cook-off, ACC: “you called a modeling agency?”; bots & girls
1:18:36 Anderson Pooper on the ground for the super typhoon; $20M commitment, U.S.S. George Washington; Haiti debacle
1:23:20 What ACC’s is seeing in the streets of Gitmo Nation Lowlands: depressed, jobless; Andrew Sullivan’s $700k from blogging; Sunday morning intelligent talk shows all over blogging and self-publishing as a profession; “Tyler’s Bots”
1:30:07 Donation Segment: Club 33
1:41:41 Mike in Colorado predicts Wonder Woman movie in support of Hillary in 2016; CIA “sisterhood of the spies”, two-to-the-head sound effects in the clip; Secret Service cleaning up, expect more “suicides”; Red Book: Chris Christie heart attack scare
1:47:07 Student’s eloquent explanation of Common Core; number lines, fact families, number sentences; ditching Common Core for home schooling, school spokesperson: “you don’t have to answer that, Ryan, that’s a bit of an aggressive question”, Arne Duncan: “white suburban moms are upset that Common Core shows that their kids just aren’t brilliant”; flipping the classroom, iPads for all; keeping kids out of college; ACC on learning BASIC in school
2:05:28 Cody Wilson now working on Bitcoin wallets: “completely independent software stack”, “the Obelisk blockchain software architecture”, “trustless mixing”; LavaBit guy embarrassed over single master key; NA “Darkcast”
2:13:45 Clip Blitz: Canadian herbal supplement fraud; breastfeeding in the UK vs US; Brazilian research: salt causes snoring; French trucker protest; Larry Flynt not interested in seeing execution of guy who shot him; High School USA!, “O-M-Jew!”
Spy in a Bag (2013-11-14)

0:00:00 JCD: (harmonica) “Hit it.”
0:00:36 Chilly in California and Texas
0:12:13 Dinner with the O-bots: “Hillary is uniquely qualified to run our empire”, Castro brothers
0:14:44 Philippines hunger striker for Green Climate Fund at COP19, JCD: “apparently the food at COP is so bad...”; Clooney ups the “doctors” percentage to 99%
0:21:42 Philippines a convenient place to send aircraft carriers; Erin Burnett: “so what if a super typhoon like Haiyan hit the United States?”, “this is wreckage, wreckage, wreckage”; solar guy on cost of nuclear energy, JCD: “we’re all gonna die, but this is too expensive”
0:34:26 Producer Segment: The Black Cat sponsored by No Agenda
0:52:33 Distraction of the Week: spy in a bag; British IPNA “injunctions to prevent nuisance and annoyance”; Council of Europe conference on the spread of hate speech on the internet, JCD: “oh, there’s twice as many people, let’s change the law!”, ACC: “your veb site vill go poof”; Glitch Girl interview, JCD: “she doesn’t get a nickel!?”; definition of hate speech, “hey cripple”
1:10:46 Craig Ferguson on Fifty Shades of Kale; ACC ordering kale “because I’m convinced it tastes like crap no matter who makes it”; British kale promotion
1:15:36 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime: Afghan opium production at all time high, 5.5 kilotons a 49% increase over 2012; BBC report on “Widow’s Village” and opium smuggling, ACC: “just load it onto the C-47 as we told you to”, no flag-draped coffins, American Gangster
1:25:28 33M more Americans to take statins, ACC: “we don’t have enough black people on this drug!”
1:31:35 Donation Segment: 33andme.com; Club 33; ACC Cigar Journal/Silk Road story
1:43:39 Podcast awards popularity contest makes no sense for categories other than People’s Choice
1:44:34 msn.com click-bait the new model for online news; the “vasectomy look”
1:48:34 Bitcoin: explosion in exchanges, outrageous spread in prices
1:52:12 WikiLeaks TPP copyright chapter, EFF: “TPP leak confirms the worst”, ACC: “it’s the gas, you idiots!”; JCD on copyright terms; analysis by Knowledge Ecology International, the usual constellation of NGOs; Bloomberg on getting American gas into Japan
2:08:38 ACC taken to task by listener for being annoyed by homeless people
2:12:26 Perry Fellwock the original NSA whistleblower on smuggling, slave trade, inside information; 9/11 airline stock shorting; Church Committee, Richard Welch assassination, Fellwock blew the whistle on Echelon; Bobby Inman right down the street from ACC
2:22:10 Rick Perry rumor: next NRA chairman
2:22:42 Between 60 and 80 pieces of art to be returned at The Monuments Men premiere
2:24:22 Five Eyes RT clip: “main focus is political, diplomatic, and economic intelligence”
2:27:18 Turkey wants extended Patriot border deployment; Kimmel apology: Shanghai Disneyworld; Uncle Don’s book & Asian accents
2:30:39 Huma Abedin and “special government employees”; Clip Blitz: West sided with Islamists in Arab Spring, troops pulled out of Iraq enabled Iranians to enter Syria; India Justice Minister on gambling: “if you can’t prevent rape, you might as well enjoy it”; Valerie Jarrett on Obamacare countdown: “you have a good memory, unfortunately”; CBS Evening News: “Walmart, where over 400 people are promoted every day”
564 Summer of Snowden (2013-11-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t think you should be shootin’ up MSG.” (1:53:00)
0:00:32 JCD’s failing trade show pen collection; sock, flashlight, pen graveyard; listeners worried that JCD might bail on Miss Universe coverage
0:05:46 The Monuments Men premiere pushed back for more art finds: “that’s how powerful we are”
0:08:40 Red Book: typhoonathon; New Jersey residents screwed by insurance companies over hurricane vs super storm designation; podcast awards, webbies, entry fees
0:17:17 F-Russia: Dutch-Russian tit for tat with diplomats, Prince Pils pelted with tomatoes in Russia, Greenpeace prisoners, diplomat beatings, “now, there’s no connection with those events and today’s incident…”; sketchy Greenpeace Dutch money; Olympic torch spacewalk
0:25:52 Economic hit man in South Sudan, predicts big-time genocide there, Chinese everywhere, Nuer White Army vs Merle tribe, dripping hot plastic on kids; Clooney’s satellite and op-ed
0:39:28 Turkey going with $3bn Chinese missile deal, Erdoğan’s co-ed housing ban
0:41:57 Belgian child euthanasia bill and death panels; Vivek Kundra on healthcare.gov “embracing 1960s-era technology”, salesforce.com promotion, “cloud solution”
0:50:40 Chris Christie on Obamacare: “don’t lawyer it – People don’t like lawyers”; Obama: “only as part of the pool that people who don’t have health insurance would buy into…” with massive stammer
0:56:44 ENDA passes house; “hey I’m gay!” job security strategy for stack ranking
1:00:22 Producer Segment: 6weekcycle.com, Dvorak book at freehollowbooks.com
1:21:48 Bank, pharma fines, Navy hookers & Lady Gaga ticket scandals; Park Eun-Seon gender
1:27:04 Miss Universe: bikini segment burlesque music; Zeebox app; Saudi Arabia slam question, Spain: how can we get more women elected to political office? “I believe that in order to select a good woman, she must possess the good qualities in order to perform a good job”; Venezuela softball question: “what is your biggest fear and how do you plan to overcome it?”
1:42:55 US lost UNESCO voting rights over non-payment of dues, Israel miffed over our dealings with Iran; protests in Haiti, theclinton.com
1:48:51 Pfizer study vindicating Chantix; MSG in new mist flu vaccine
1:53:51 Judge urged to block release of Sandy Hook 911 calls, school demolition down to foundation; everyone thinks they saw videos that have never been released, only described
1:59:02 Guns & Ammo editor Jim Bequette fires writer Dick Metcalf over 2nd Amendment article, MSNBC: “tiny incremental changes to the 2nd Amendment”
2:05:03 Google Helpouts: have JCD help you choose from the wine list
2:07:06 Donation Segment: Club 33
2:19:39 Snowden: Jane Harman on Congress unwillingness to narrow Executive Order 12333; ABC’s Brian Ross “worst is yet to come from Snowden”, NPR piece on Ross; teen prostitution propaganda piece, “making a routine check of her daughter’s cell phone”, Linda Krittel, “internet safety expert”; Lavabit kiddie porn notification at same time as Snowden e-mail, Dark Mail Kickstarter, “little nonprofit”, “Summer of Snowden”
2:35:56 War on men: L’Oréal’s forgirlsinscience.org; two-year-old Barefoot College clip
2:41:17 Bill Maher racist comments on de Blasio tweet; Kimmel “kill everyone in China” stunt
2:48:26 Mark Windows’ The People’s Voice network
2:53:55 High School USA! on teen pregnancy: “ditching our third generation bestie is not an option”
2:56:04 Chuck Schumer proposes Justice Department fund GPS for at-risk youth
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0:00:00 JCD: “When Puff the Magic Dragon shows up then I’ll listen to your crappy argument!”
0:00:35 Bitcoin over $300, Silk Road back, 24-cents-per-ounce cocaine, ACC will sell at $1000
0:06:55 Toronto mayor Rob Ford busted by Gawker; Bill de Blasio born Warren Wilhelm Jr.
0:12:15 Six-Week Cycle: Paul Ciancia LAX shooting, witness Nick Pugh a Fox freelancer on 9/11; disappearing surveillance footage, ABC News animation; complaint filed by FBI agent, “on or about November 1”, “five magazine clips”, USC 37 “violence at international airports”; where’s the note? Erin Burnett: “Ciancia said he acted alone”, “conspiracy-minded anti-government patriot movement”, SPLC Potok on NWO, fiat currency, Federal Reserve in Ciancia note
0:31:20 Bush 41 “…New World Order, a world where the rule of law, not the law of the jungle governs the conduct of nations”, Zakaria on Robert Cooper “law of the jungle” double standard essay
0:34:29 TSA, Holder call for arming “officers”; Ciancia note “general rant about the usual stuff”; Goldie Taylor: “I am a firm proponent of the 2nd Amendment, but this bastardized version…”
0:45:25 New Jersey mall shooting, JCD on Six-Week Cycle checklist; CCSU lockdown, slave training
0:47:41 Distorted-voiced “DHS insider” on February podcast: “when the dollar collapses and the gun confiscation begins”; European giant voice system; PBS on mother of seven working for minimum wage, farm bill cutting SNAP benefits, “Candinavia”, “Texans are racists” meme
0:58:40 Jarrett e-mail on “who they are or who they love” ENDA, Carney video, introduced every year since 1974, affects hiring as well as firing, religious & military exemptions
1:07:34 Producer Segment
1:15:33 Nightline story on teen exposure to porn: “we are the pioneers”, porn/masturbation addiction, “compulsive pornography users do have parallels with substance use disorders”; kindergarten hands-on play ban, “zero-tolerance” rule, ACC dodgeball story
1:36:08 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Obamacare: “at the end of the day, Americans, we’re we’re we’re not not, only not mild, myzled by the President…”, JCD: “Sharptonesque”
1:38:48 George Stephanopoulos bids viewers a good evening “after a day of double trouble for the White House”, surfer dude reporting on friendly spying, Eric Schmidt: “it’s perfectly possible that there are more revelations to come” teaser; Sarah Harrison now in Germany; Appelbaum conference speech, “effective exile”; Corporate Car Online hacked
1:48:13 Munich stolen art cache discovered two years ago promotion for Clooney’s Monuments Men; Mothman film promotions; good movie criticism dead
1:54:22 Skeptics’ Guide to the Universe on climate change: “it really is folly to try to substitute you own understanding for the consensus of scientific opinion”; Pandora’s Promise director on Brolf, Van Johnson on cost of nuclear energy, carbon tax; pro-nuclear letter from James Hansen and others, “puff the magic dragon”
2:05:23 Donation Segment
2:18:14 Podcast award nominations in people’s choice & news
2:20:04 Manning interview with Obama classmate Mia Marie Pope: “cocaine smoking homosexual”
2:27:47 Poll has Golden Dawn party on top in Greece; barricaded broadcasters ousted with tear gas
2:32:56 Senate approves ENDA; TED drone week; CIA to keep drone program
2:34:39 University of Seattle obesity study on DDT exposure funded by Gates Foundation
2:38:28 Australia spying for US; spy gear in Asian embassies; PCLOB James Baker: “the FISA Court is a national treasure”; Leahy “it was instrumental in helping the FBI thwart one case”, sunset provisions, 2004 “lone wolf” amendment
Blotto (2013-11-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh! Everybody has their own taste!” (2:26:13)
0:00:34 JCD overwhelmed mail server with clips
0:00:53 Six-Week Cycle: LAX shooting, a single dubious photo; police chief on recent drill: “exact scenario that played out today... we played out today”, FBI facepalm, presence explained by “multi-jurisdictional” nature of airport; JCD questions 440-mile-distant San Jose as LAX diversion; helicopter activity; video of dummy in wheelchair
0:15:49 Conflicting descriptions of suspect’s clothing; victims taken to UCLA Medical on 405 instead of closer hospitals; witness: “well, were just putting our belongings on the belt to be screened...”, ACC Swamp Thing “blotto”, “we hit the deck”; early eyewitness Jose: “he looked like a TSA agent”, “two weapons playing the part”; Paul Anthony CIA-n-CIA
0:35:18 NWO, “pigs” note, “the accused gunman may have been a conspiracy theorist”, Barbara Starr on anti-government “rant”, NWO as “special authoritarian government”; SPLC exclusive on “manifesto”, patriot movement “growing by leaps and bounds”, “first black President”
0:45:49 O-bots listening to show before dinner; 4.7M unique visits to healthcare.gov, six people enrolled; Obama apathy extending to anti-gunners, MP3 boost from backfiring RIAA propaganda; Professor on Lumosity “neuro-elasticity”, psychology; managing hot-shot professors
1:04:22 Producer Segment
1:08:11 Daylight saving time as slave training, “convenience of commerce”
1:13:37 National {Diabetes, Entrepreneurship, Military Family, Native-American Heritage, Adoption, Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness, Family Caregivers’, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience} Month; Blackout movie a Doomsday Preppers promotion; PPD 21, FBI NCIJTF
1:20:29 Greenwald/CIA knows how to dole out the information to keep people interested; New York Times NSA article, Kaiser Alexander profile up for good board seats, ambassadors as justification for spying, deflecting blame from State Department & Hillary
1:25:55 Hillary $200k speaking fees as advance bribes, joining country club to placate yakuza; Rob Reiner on Maher: “the single most qualified person ever to run for President of the United States”; anti-Hillary Secret Service arrests, dismissals, suicides
1:39:28 Bill Gates a eugenicist at O-bot dinner; News Hour on food stamps, “rife with fraud”, JCD: “why don’t you do something about the fraud instead of complaining...?”; Occupy co-option
1:46:23 Kerry at SelectUSA: “we’re growing in manufacturing again”; Obama: “my top priority as President: growing our economy...”; municipal LED conversions, lightbulb lifespans
1:46:14 Donation Segment
2:02:46 Bob Woodward seems to call Markel a “he”; 45 wiped out in signature strike
2:05:41 Silicon Valley all-in on Leahy USA Freedom Act, targeting Patriot Act signing statement; Google hangouts, Twitter unprofitability, JCD: if you think you’re in a bubble, you’re not
2:22:53 Delusional Prudential fund manager on index funds, “there’s not an asset allocation or fund strategy that’s right for everybody”, JCD on “own taste” in wine
2:27:51 Gwen Olsen on impotence from low cholesterol, Lipitor and Viagra Pfizer’s top sellers; 401(k) fees; wild price variations for generic pharmaceutical
2:34:58 Clip Blitz: Brazil football beheading; Nairobi gang-rapists forced to mow the lawn; woman with 700 cats, ACC: “you think al-Qaeda is bad, we need to be looking at these cats”; Teen Kids News on terrorism, “if you see something, say something” (CotD); High School USA!, ACC: “I picked a bad time to quit drugs”
561 Neuroelasticity (2013-10-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, and then we did this, I’m great, I hope everybody listens to me!” (1:00:41)
0:00:07 $1031.13 donation opportunity missed; Andy Carvin’s iPhone to be displayed at Smithsonian
0:05:37 Halloween costumes; ACC speaker system with Wilhelm screams and Club 33 track
0:10:24 Boston wins World Series; dinner with the O-bots coming up
0:13:52 H.R.992 “swaps pushout” debate, David Scott: “712 trillion dollar piece of the world economy”, “wrongbuilding”, “shenanigans”, Dodd-Frank section 716, ACC: “Citigroup has probably about half of the world’s derivatives hanging off of their nutsack”, “the Citigroup bill”
0:22:36 Mike Morell on 60 Minutes, 33 years in CIA: “most serious compromise of classified information in the history of the US intelligence community”, “black budget”, NSA $10.4bn vs CIA $14.7bn budget, NSA 23k vs CIA 84k employees, where does NRO fit? Kaiser Alexander on the defensive; Morell on drones: “...another attack on the homeland that would have rivaled the scale of 9/11”; pallets of money to Karzai “foreign assistance”; Petraeus & Brennan purged
0:47:50 Omidyar as Greenwald’s “protector”
0:52:12 Booze, women, humor OK in CIA, no drugs; JCD speech to the fun-loving morticians; NSA MUSCULAR program GFE with smiley face “girlfriend experience”
0:59:18 Michael Hayden off-the-record interview tweeted; CIA drones grandmother; Greenwald: Alexander most powerful man in the military; Russian spying at G20 summit with USB stick “bug”
1:07:33 Mike Rogers: “you can’t have your privacy violated if you don’t know your privacy is violated”;
1:25:42 Peter King: “the NSA has saved thousands of lives, not just in the United States, but also in France and Germany and throughout Europe”; Greenwald’s lawyer, gay porn background
1:30:25 Producer Segment: Black Cat No Agenda film sponsorship; URL Googling
1:39:37 University of Colorado Halloween costume policy; Canadian school ditches honor roll; origin of “everyone’s a winner” culture, JCD bad podcast segment
1:46:52 whitehouse.gov Obamacare video with free Final Cut Pro loops: “it was very successful”;
1:57:38 CNN Carol: “President Obama’s people can be quite nasty”, “threatening your job”; @vj44
1:59:50 Donation Segment: “blood on the Moon” when real estate bubble pops
2:17:34 ACC’s APRS handheld NWS alert; for the evergreen file: “I’m concerned, it’s scary”
2:19:31 Russian gay propaganda ban; EU 60-page document on toilets and urinals; European banking union, Italian youth unemployment 40%, “far right” Golden Dawn party
2:32:12 Something will happen in Egypt on November 4; Muslim Brotherhood’s Al-Aryan arrested
2:33:34 “Hey he, ho ho” Napolitano protest; Mina the Code Pink lady’s “stop spying” glasses
2:37:21 Greenland lifts Uranium mining ban; stage zero cancer, “pre-malignant”
2:41:54 Automated Insights generated sports story; Lumosity “science of neuroplasticity”; contaminated Mexican, Indian spices; Airo bracelet, automobile black boxes, road tax, NA “slave-compliant” data transmitter, ACC: “oh my Gosh, he ate kale again!”, NA kale e-book
3:02:32 Big storms in Europe; Slave Compliance Data Inc; Dragon Day indie film
560 Hornet’s Nest (2013-10-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Heeey, you wanna cyber? Is that what you want?” (1:18:07)
0:00:36 ACC has Freddie the Firewall stuck in his head, similarity to Towelie from South Park
0:02:42 No Agenda’s six-year anniversary, JCD: “yeah, it has been a long six years”
0:15:09 Producer Segment: No Agenda beer special interest publication; No Agendroid app
0:30:00 healthcare.gov hearing: “no, I will not yield to this monkey court”; Sebelius: “well, the majority of people calling for me to resign, I would say, are people who I don’t work for”; QSSI tester on confirmation e-mail failure; change order to force registration, disallow “window shopping”, “mask the sticker shock”; CBS on Obama’s “if you like your insurance plan you can keep it”, ACC’s trip to the pharmacy, cancellation the new normal; decision to disallow browsing made in final days before launch; insurance companies stabbing Obama in the back; policies cost almost as much as COBRA
0:47:57 CTO Todd Park came from H&HS, founder of Athena Healthcare, sponsor of Health Datapalooza; Advisory Board Corporation, “patient tsunami”; November 30 “it’s going to work” deadline a dumb idea; Clay Johnson on procurement process, “in 1996 Congress lobotomized itself by getting rid of its technology think tank”, “baffling set of exchanges; it’s like watching my one-year-old argue with my cat”; ACC: “Github, hello!”
1:00:37 Single-payer subtext from Republicans, Dutch switch to Obamacare-style system; Obama ran on single-payer, would have doomed insurance companies; co-ops as “capitalistic socialism”
1:12:36 Kaiser Alexander interview with DoD blogger Jessica Tozer with eerie music, ACC: “the man is not well in his head”; 300 DDoS attacks, “exploitation of intellectual property”, iPhone “not as secure as your land line system”; “take a bath, dah-de-dah-de-dah”, “I liken this to holding a hornet’s nest”, “those people of NSA and Cyber Command, they’re the heroes, and they’re the ones that deserve the kudos from the American people”
1:33:53 Leahy shuts Alexander down on the 54 number; IRS, FBI using NSA data; Kucinich on spying advantaging American corporate interests; Stop Watching Us rally, Cameron: “what the newspapers are doing in helping him doing what he’s doing”; JCD bans Touré
1:49:32 Alexander: “the average analyst might be able to do one every 15 minutes”, JCD: “it’s about industrial espionage”; warning to allies on “what Snowden might release next”, free trade deal with Europe, BRICS connection
2:03:50 China-Turkey $4bn missile deal; Raytheon missiles will not hit an American target
2:08:47 EFF behind Stop Watching Us rally? EFF money from corporations and lawsuits
2:10:42 Donation Segment: ACC: “if you’ve ever been to Apeldoorn, Appeldoorn is pretty good”
2:34:06 Podcast awards coming up; Sunnyvale using Pinterest to reunite lost dogs with owners
2:35:42 War on Men: Sharon Stone’s Femme documentary, ACC: “this was like someone’s high school Final Cut Pro project”, Star Wars credit crawl; BBC women better at multitasking story; WIMF ATM equal pay stunt; scarcity of college men study; ACC: forget the companies, go after the religions, Sinéad O’Connor ahead of her time; college football “hostesses”
2:48:40 18th Annual Clown Convention in Mexico
2:51:05 Coach seats on American Airlines shrinking
2:52:53 National Geographic’s American Blackout; Bay Area Urban Shield drill
2:55:27 US vs BBC versions of Sandy Hook demolition, souveniers
2:57:18 Pennsylvania law banning touching a pregnant woman’s belly
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559  Tech Surge  (2013-10-24)

0:00:00  ACC: “Freddie the Firewall says, plug your ports!”  (0:59:28)
0:00:33  Dutch coffee and tea consumption, sprinkles and rusks
0:04:30  CNN on healthcare.gov: “eventually she had to go through and clean out all the cookies from her caché” (CotD); Sebelius to Sanjay Gupta on “tech surge”, “new eyes and ears”, Presidential Innovation Fellows, Carney introducing Jeff Zients, “working 24/7”; Zients not on LinkedIn, e-mail from Nancy-Ann DeParle who is no longer at White House, ACC: “I think the whole administration is running on one big Perl script”
0:26:43  @NatSecWonk Jofi Joseph fired, “when I read these tweets, I thought I was reading the tweets of a 15-year-old mean girl!”, “vacuous cipher like Valerie Jarrett”
0:33:42  Emily Dreyfuss feedback shitstorm; @NatSecWonk offline copy in show notes
0:41:03  Carney on Merkel spying: “the President assured the Chancellor the US is not monitoring and will not monitor ...”; US access to global financial database suspended in “non-binding vote”; Hayden at cyber-conference on “cyber-sins and cyber-sinners”, “weapon comprised of ones and zeros”, Rogers: “Freddie the Firewall PSA is coming to you real soon”
0:59:45  Producer Segment: opium and warm orange juice
1:12:52  OZMedia, Pando, TechCrunch venture capital funded media companies; Jay Rosen on On the Media on Omidyar; Scuhill on Omidyar leak on Jung & Naiv, “journalism-driven website”, “is this a new form of Wikileaks?”; Freedom of the Press Foundation’s SecureDrop based on Aaron Swartz’ DeadDrop
1:37:26  Saudi Arabia withdraws from the UN Security Council over handling of Syria, JCD suggests Chinese meddling, military spare parts, White House caught off guard, “secret US drone base in Saudi Arabia”
1:47:20  Australian bush fires linked to military exercises, Al Gore: “it reminds me of politicians here in the United States who got a lot of support from the tobacco companies...”; UN climate chief Christiana Figueres: “World Meteorological Organization has not established the direct link between this wildfire and climate change yet”, “what we need to do is put a price on carbon so we don’t have to continue to pay the price of carbon”, “zero net emissions”; Figueres’ husband Karl von Ritter of the World Bank, carbon finance assistance program for Africa; JCD on Union Oil being all-in on peak oil
2:07:04  Shale oil advertisement: “energy from shale”; Joe Rogan tweet on California being “fried” by Fukushima radiation; California’s 33% subsidy for renewables; Google “windmill fires”
2:11:48  Donation Segment
2:31:45  Brunei to adopt Sharia law in six months; Pope suspends “bishop of bling”; Texas 91-0 high school football game bullying complaint
2:36:43  Scientific American on serious side effects increasing pharmaceutical sales
2:39:04  $38k worker’s compensation for pepper spray cop; Zuckerburg’s $30k per seven minutes
2:40:56  Verene Shepherd’s UN letterhead letter on Black Petes to the Dutch President, “throwback to slavery”, “and what is wrong with the one Santa Claus, why you have to have two Santa Clauses?”; slavery compensation
2:50:58  Facebook un-bans beheading videos
2:52:37  Woman nearly passing out behind Obama from U.C. Berkeley
2:55:03  Free University of Brussels to try Ritalin on stutterers
2:55:18  For Sunday: Silk Road, kale
JCD: “Straight from Receda, here she is, Raven! Give it up!” (1:53:27)
0:00:34 JCD fogged in: “it’s the worst kind of fog”
0:02:14 National Forest Products Week, National Character Counts Week, inalienable vs unalienable
0:06:28 Ms. Micky still sick with West Nile; vitamin B as mosquito repellant; ACC at market dodging
Planned Parenthood solicitor with “parents suck”, kitty-corner vs catty-corner vs cater-corner
0:12:47 WHO on air pollution causing lung and bladder cancer, “even though the risk to individuals
is low”; oarfish found in Catalina Island, “the temperature of the ocean currents are definitely
changing up a bit”, Japanese legend of beaching before earthquake; Jaws V trailer
0:21:38 War on men part of Agenda 21, Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies for the Advancement of
Women, International Day of the Girl, Robert Redford: “I think the future should belong more
to women”; Sharon Stone’s Femme trailer: “any woman who knows how to run a household
knows how to run a world”, “what a real man does, he stokes the flame of the feminine”;
Marianne Williamson: “we look at how Mrs. Clinton did her role”; JCD bearded pack mule
in Berkeley; “otherwise the children won’t survive, otherwise our biosphere will collapse”
0:44:50 Producer Segment: power line shoes mark drug dealers; ACC’s Sandra Bernhard show
1:02:00 Brazil sugar fire; PBS vs France vingt-quatre on Australian wildfires, military exercise (CotD);
yacht owner killed by French special forces in “rescue”, botched police “meth lab” bust
1:09:30 Obama’s shutdown memes “no winners”, “cloud(s) of crisis”; “all of us need to stop focusing
on the lobbyists, the bloggers, and the talking heads on radio”, O’Brien: “I brought muffins!”;
White House tours operating in spite of sequester
1:17:27 Jeh Johnson taking over DHS instead of Ingels; former CIA, Hillary intern Tara Maller: Obama
campaign donor to the tune of $33,000, kill list legal expertise; 240k people in DHS; “there’s a
question of when the legal authority for this war has ended”; Johnson’s birthday 9/11; ACC:
“from now on he’s J’Johnson”
1:33:25 J.P. Morgan $28bn reserve for Justice Department penalties; “London whale” trader; smoking
gun insider e-mail to Jamie Dimon
1:39:28 ACC calling people out for NSA jokes; Eleanor Clift on Alexander stepping down to spend
more time with his family, less time with yours; ACC’s Google Voice to APRS setup; California
Bell data harvesting policy change, “big doo-doo”; 4:1 ratio of PR to news personnel
1:50:09 Donation Segment: $111.11 “making it rain” with Raven
2:06:26 Pregnant Erin Burnett on flesh-eating bacteria and Air Marshal upskirts, Burnett Wiki page
2:11:54 Chevy “official ride of Hawaii Five-0”, “hookers and blow”; Emily Dreyfuss on 23andMe: “it’s
so cool … and also it’s really scary”; No Agenda DNA Sequencing Corporation
2:20:19 Elsipogtog fracking kerfuffle with RCMP in Canada
2:21:56 Sylvia Burwell on bringing the government back up post-shutdown, “use of handhelds and
mobile devices and how those work after for 16 days, not being used”; Thom Hartmann blames
GOP-controlled states for overloading $600M or $97M healthcare.gov “portal”, $1200 for
original digg.com, ACC rails against the media’s use of “glitch”
2:36:02 Baidu accepting Bitcoin, day’s high $185, currency tracking mechanism?
2:39:52 “Dry ice explosive device” at LAX; laser pointing now a federal crime, ACC laser story
2:45:22 Cory Booker’s lame “the cynical attitude forgets” acceptance speech
2:46:58 War on bullying: “don’t fat-shame”, Olweus bullying circle
2:52:09 Chronic loneliness meme; House stenographer Reidy’s husband on why she went nuts
0:00:00 JCD: “And she found that she was the spawn of Satan.” (2:40:59)
0:00:34 Ms. Micky sick, in danger of spontaneous human combustion, “dastardly flu”
0:05:09 “Thank you for your courage” meme has taken hold
0:06:21 Government shutdown: Boehner controlling House floor; Obama saves the day; Mitch Mc
Connell’s $2bn dam funding, Pelosi and Reed took the blame; shutdown supposedly cost $25bn; effective date October 1; Food for Peace Act authorization, countering Lord’s Resist
ance Army, Homeland Security “other transaction contracting agreements”, Congressional
COLA prohibited; MSNBC Thomas Roberts to Marcia Blackburn: “do you hate Obamacare
more than you love your country?”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz on women solving problem in
a few hours meme; McCain: “one of the more shameful chapters that I have seen ...”
0:26:39 ACC New Zealander masseuse’s “nail and bail”, scaffolding business
0:30:07 Obama mega-performative: “I’ve said it before, I’ll say it again: I’m willing to work with
anybody, I’m eager to work with anybody ...”; Barbara Mikulski thrice-repeated “thirty-three
hours away”, signal for bond market spike; day traders and professional poker players
0:38:37 House stenographer Dianne Reidy rant, “Molly”, second clip with gavel; Abilify a common
denominator; dry ice “bombs” at LAX; Miriam Carey’s sister denied custody, lawyer arrested
0:46:53 Feel-good stories: “man overhears sad tale in diner, secretly pays for meal”, “Oreos are just
as addictive as cocaine!” (CotD)
0:49:36 The Fifth Estate Assange interview, Stephanopoulos needling about Sarah Harrison shacking
up with Snowden; Greenwald, Poitras in “effective exile”
1:02:05 Producer Segment: kale bulimia: kalemia; www.itmbox.com
1:20:23 Australian anti-biker gang laws: “since the 1980s there have been a hundred people killed in
gang-related murders”, Vicious Lawless Association Disestablishment Act 2013: “any other
group of 3 or more persons by whatever name called, whether associated formally or informally
and whether the group is legal or illegal”
1:29:46 Greenwald and Scahill leaving Guardian for online Omidyar outfit, “initial” $250M, JCD: “The
Whistleblowers Daily, from Palo Alto California! I’m your host!”; why doesn’t Greenwald
follow Andrew Sullivan’s example?; Chelsea Clinton on BBC News Hour as guest editor
1:45:38 Wells Fargo guy on children saving, “that’s a great question”; Chase forcing businesses to
upgrade accounts for higher weekly deposits; Chase metal Sapphire card for snobs
1:50:54 Donation Segment: Dread Pirate Roberts trial
2:02:04 Palo Alto pancake breakfast emergency alert, Project Safety Net, LGBTQQ; Red Book: ad
vertisements in Amber alerts; CMAS Giant Voice System settings for Android, ACC: “when
der Führer talks, then obviously you can’t turn that one off”
2:11:37 rdk.net “Red Book denial” e-mail on Inglis replacing Napolitano, “Red Book clearance”;
Kaiser Alexander to leave in six months, “Emperor Alexander”
2:17:17 New Mexico wild horse slaughterhouse debate, meaning of “inhumane”
2:24:02 Creepy William Swenson Medal of Honor ceremony, “the military says his paperwork was lost”
2:30:23 International Herald Tribune rebranding; Eleanor Clift “think less tweet more”
2:36:30 Workers demolishing Sandy Hook required to sign NDA
2:37:53 IBM’s Watson to fix doctor shortage; 23andMe “it’s just math” meme, big data, Amazon
dildo search poisoning prank, JCD motorcycle boulder analogy
2:47:58 ISS view of Russian missile test plume
556  Vape like a Ninja  (2013-10-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “He’s vaped himself off of Skype.” (2:21:31)
0:00:32 Austin’s 5½ inches of rain; Sir Scott’s armory, economic hit man friends, No Agenda tip for avoid biting into shotgun shot in game: “tongue your meat”
0:04:42 JCD’s quick trip to Portland; Oregon’s fondness for one-way streets, left on red logistics
0:08:55 Yankee Doodle “called it macaroni”, slang term for “cool”; Velveeta ham radio advertisement; ACC voice audition for Shear Madness
0:12:41 JCD’s TSA single arm disability, Portland TSA douchebags over boarding pass in pocket, “any inappropriate remarks or jokes concerning security may result in your arrest”; EBT stopped in 17 states after software upgrade, dry run, “it just takes a while to reboot these systems”; Dutch mayors promoting PIN-only Saturdays; supposed financial benefits of going cashless; American Blackout: “the current blackout is the result of a cyber attack”, British Channel 4 Blackout a month ago; SMR “small modular reactor”
0:26:37 Sheila Jackson Lee: “we have martial law, what that means, and my colleagues knows what it means, is that you can put a bill on in just minutes”
0:28:49 Air Force, Navy nuclear firings; other firings over misconduct
0:35:04 World Bank President on debt ceiling; J.P. Morgan Chase conference call, $318M loss, $9.2bn litigation expense, $23bn litigation reserves, they’re screwed but their stock is up; CCAR Comprehensive Capital Assessment and Review; spin class banker always on phone; people elected to Congress solely to kill Obamacare, Tea Party brand hijacked, Red Book: ceiling raised
0:53:28 Producer Segment: APRS plug; iTunes rep meeting, album art e-book; The Terror Factory
1:11:25 General Pulaski Memorial Day, Kerry on International Day of the Girl: “thanks to a number of global partnerships and programs led by the State Department”, Tech-Girls; Blind Americans Equality Day, blind cadence from robotic screen readers; International Failure Day in Finland, importance of failure for American entrepreneurial system
1:19:58 Nobel Peace Prize to OPCW; Syria narrative changed with rebel Latakia killings; Peace Prize history, JCD: “oh, this thing’s rigged”
1:28:05 Snowden’s Sam Adams award, Valerie Plame and Anderson Pooper: “Ed Snowden”; New York Times on Snowden CIA theory; Sam Adams Associates for Integrity in Intelligence part of GAP, whistleblower.org, lobbyists behind pink slime scandal; Who’s Who books; Piers Moron on the way out; NSA punchline on TWiT; divorce lawyers subpoenaing cell phone records
1:47:14 Donation Segment
1:57:17 Mutton and mead at Sir Scott’s dinner; JCD recommends smoked lamb
2:00:07 Eliquis “bleeding”, “up my game” advertisement
2:02:21 Keeping troops in Afghanistan; American Gangster
2:04:35 FAA to allow cell phones on planes, Southwest Wi-Fi; “arrival ceremonies” with empty coffins
2:12:54 Vapes; ACC: “it will not help you quit smoking”; EU to vote on restrictions
2:25:32 Red Cross food aid for United Kingdom
2:27:35 Turkey lifts ban on headscarves
2:30:17 Skype trials and tribulations
2:33:16 Producer Jim’s Shut You Down montage outro
0:00:00 JCD: “Look at what Audrey’s doing, yeah, she’s pullin’ a train!” (0:41:04)
0:00:37 JCD tambourine returns; CVC’s musician girlfriend’s theremin; JCD Otamatone battery dead
0:04:58 Leif Erikson Day, Friday the 11th Illuminati killing day, Taiwanese 10/10 parades
0:07:49 North Korean luxury ski resort Masik Pass; JCD on warm orange juice in Suzhou
0:12:34 Lousy reporting on healthcare.gov: broadcast.com, Oracle Super Bowl debacles; “the Obama administration has declined to release any numbers ...”; Jay Carney: “I’m glad you asked that question” on signups, “it’s an aggregation process”; Kayak meme on NewsHour; Wasserman Schultz: “to be insisting on data ... is a little bit unfair”, “servers” designed for 50k visitors per day, JCD: “how are they supposed to sign all these people up if they’re anticipating only fifty thousand?”; Jack Lew: “it’s the wrong question”; Sebelius: “we’re facing the end of Western civilization by having a market-based strategy”
0:35:50 NSA Utah facility power surges; 40k horsepower nuclear-powered sub; Navy submarine orgy
0:41:30 ACC’s Master of the House earworm problem on Seinfeld; dvorak.org/na version
1:04:48 National Geographic Channel’s cyber attack American Blackout trailer
1:07:08 Janet Yellen a midget with an annoying voice like old lady in Poltergeist
1:09:47 European Public Affairs blog on recommencement of TTIP talks vs shutdown; TPP is a go
1:12:36 Putin critic Mikhail Kosenko’s indefinite incarceration in psychiatric hospital; Gay Crusader’s white paper progress report
1:17:04 Government shutdown: Lagarde’s new Hillary haircut, “failure to raise the debt ceiling would be far worse”; insiders with call options on stock market; Ask Adam: FAA has to approve aircraft sale? Barbara Mikulski: “don’t we want to reopen CDC?”, “many people don’t know that they’re disease detectives”, “disease identification SWAT team”
1:27:27 Obama on al-Libi raid: “where you got active plots ... we’re gonna go after them” (CotD); Lisa Monaco’s porn name, “give it up for Raven!”; not answering questions on NewsHour; Obama on the “um-ometer”, JCD: “douchebag of the decade”, “captured ... in a very professional raid”, “tools ... in the toolbox”
1:57:26 “Worst Russian announcer ever” on Euronews
1:59:36 Bob Geldof at One Young World Conference against vuvuzela backdrop: “there will be a mass extinction event”, “it is in our interest to have the poor with us producing things”, “the scientists of the world said we may not get to 2030”
2:05:07 Donation Segment: $111.11 “makin’ it rain” donation
2:22:54 Producer e-mail on theistic Satanism, Satan the Gray, JCD: “Hey, how ’bout some donations then from Satan, cheap bastard”; Aleister Crowley
2:32:19 Haitian class-action cholera lawsuit against UN; Kayak a Chicago outfit
2:34:04 Producer feedback on antidepressant combos, Connecticut submarine base using ELF, Abilify the most-prescribed; neuroleptic malignant syndrome; Lucille Ball’s filling antenna
2:40:18 Argentine President’s skull surgery: “her head is her biggest asset”
2:41:07 Chinese hornet attacks; Monsanto to receive World Food Prize in agriculture
2:43:31 Brazilian protests: chaos and looting; Polish, Greek pension grabs; 2017 predictions
554 Slave Bracelet (2013-10-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t want to build a Raspberry Pi.” (2:35:31)
0:00:33 JCD’s “wet bird doesn’t fly at night” a Shecky Greene quote
0:01:12 “Thank you for your courage” meme catching on
0:01:33 Finland’s National Day of Older Persons, Speech Pathology Week; German-American Day, Child Health Day, Fire Prevention Week, National {Disability Employment Awareness, Arts & Humanities, Domestic Violence Awareness, Substance Abuse Prevention, Energy Action, Breast Cancer Awareness, Cyber-Security Awareness, Bullying Prevention} Month
0:06:51 Austin City Limits festival with RFID slave bracelets; automatic Facebook linking; invitation to Les Misérables from the Constitutional lawyer, ACC’s Master of the House earworm; JCD on Oakland A’s pitchers’ duel, unwatchable football games due to commercial time-outs
0:15:11 Capital Shield drill and Miriam Carey shooting; “travel records show she drove directly from there to Washington”, “diagnosed with depression and psychoses but had stopped taking her medications”; House “kill the bitch!” standing ovation for police; note from producer working with Capitol Police officer: “I was trying so hard to shoot the bitch but I just didn’t have a shot”; police APC; “take your pin off”; Chief Cathy Lanier’s regalia and stars, “the suspect has been pronounced at this point”, JCD: “maybe those are all viewing medals”
0:35:00 D.C. “shelter in place” Giant Voice System activation, Twitter alert system; media not naming medications, Carey’s boyfriend nowhere to be seen; Connecticut Assistant Attorney General on Lanza’s medical records not being released to keep people from going off medication; Connecticut commonality; “travel records” revisited, swiftness of response, seeking Aaron Alexis Connecticut connection; uselessness of Google & Amazon big data
0:54:34 Producer Segment: Drone Knight update; Otamatone vs theremin
1:11:29 BBC: Silk Road shutdown “major blow for the digital currency bitcoin”
1:16:18 Message from economic hit man: soldiers looting after Westgate Mall attack; al-Libi capture in Libya, “with the knowledge of the Libyan government”, al-Shebab capture in Somalia; Kerry in Bali; Ventura on Breaking the Set, Abby Martin and Kristina Hefner analysis, Ventura on Seal Team Six publicity, Martin not called out on “extrajudicial assassination”, Ventura on “someone would have talked”, E. Howard Hunt; Family of Secrets; Public Policy Polling conspiracy theory poll, 32% think sports rigged, third Presidential term theory
1:44:00 FDA furlough: “fewer inspectors means higher prices”; paid vacation; California schools losing $1.4bn in Federal funding per year from truancy; Gates Foundation study concludes that teachers praise Common Core, ACC reads the anti-CC talking points; amateur radio published test questions, Indian memorization skills
1:58:14 Donation Segment: ACC: go slowly when mouth-hitting spouses
2:10:12 ACC’s ex-wife Googling “schizophrenia” in No Agenda’s early days
2:12:18 Twitter war between James Ball, Greenwald, Appelbaum over redacted Tor vulnerability story; Greenwald: GCHQ documents available to “tens of thousands of people”, Rubik’s Cube meeting story, Bolivian plane and passport revocation lies revisited; Hayden and Mike Rogers kill list joke, Hayden currently in Chertoff Group
2:29:33 Adobe update services always running, data compromise for 2.9M users; arkOS for Raspberry Pi; coked-out virus marketer McAfee, Peter Norton’s “no such thing as a computer virus”; Panama the new go-to place
2:42:30 FAA study on electronic devices; ACC on 1-Watt RIM card, cockpit headset bleedthrough
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553  Hate-Spewing Hashtags (2013-10-03)

0:00:00  ACC: “It is only a question of time when popular self-government will be impossible and will be succeeded by chaos and, finally, a dictatorship. Hello 2013!” (2:00:18)

0:00:43  ACC has JT65 up and running; second Silk Road order

0:02:29  Kentucky town’s 4000 IRS agents; JCD Nigel earworm; Newsletter going straight to spam; government web sites unmaintained; KSBW: shutdown costing $300M per day x 7 days = $16bn per week?; Louise Slaughter: “300 million Americans who have no insurance”

0:15:25  Tom Shadyac’s I Am documentary; social media rage as root of all stupidity

0:17:37  Hearing on EPA’s John Beale posing as CIA, rigged computers to send post-retirement paychecks, Issa: “the head of each agency is given a list of anyone who is a clandestine agent working under their cover”, Intelligence Directive 304; Lisa Jackson ended up at Apple

0:24:07  Clapper: “eminent threats”, “Senator Feinstein’s superb statement yesterday”; Graham: Obama advised to “just watch the showdown, uh the shutdown”; Kaiser Alexander: we would have prevented 9/11; fifty plots meme; plots happening “as we speak”, “fifth-column movement”

0:39:10  “If they don’t, the shutdown could feel like a prick”

0:40:23  Producer Segment: Echolink 3373; Slingbox requests

0:46:20  Quantitative easing: taxpayers paying interest on bonds bought with money lent for virtually no interest; Alex Pareene CNBC appearance on Jamie Dimon & J.P. Morgan, “legal problems aside”, “the restaurant is making a lot of money, there’s only a little bit of poison in the food”, shill: “they’ve had their regulatory issues”, Bartiromo: “name three shady dealings”, “oh, the New York Times!”; CNBC’s aggressive Lehman Brothers defense; comparison to HSBC fine

1:03:32  Message from Zug: currency manipulation coming, Bitcoin Silk Road volatility; no perp walk, no victory claim; owner had two roommates; forum PHP code similarity; charges all “conspiracy”, murder-for-hire charge inconsistencies; Appelbaum, EFF tout Tor security, Tor a 501(c)(3), $127.5k to Formless Networking LLC, hit by Anonymous for Pedobear networks, funding from Internews Network which brought in $56M in 2011, ACC: “this is Hillary’s techno-experts program”; Silk Road logo on site seizure page; JCD honeypot theory; NewsHour ordering MDMA and opium; Bloomberg gun seizure event; media “quoting” indictment

1:38:21  Message from Nairobi: mall attackers left immediately via service tunnel

1:40:38  Donation Segment: shutdown Boehner’s payback to Obama; limoncello babe’s odd dream

1:51:51  Being Human 2013 transhumanist conference, Natasha Vita-More: “this type of immersivity, transparency, almost indistinguishable invisible-ty of technology”; 23andMe designer baby patent; Laughlin’s Eugenical Sterilization in the United States; Melinda Gates TED Talk: “these coercive policies weren’t even needed”; Ms. Micky: kill all the Chinese, Chinese tourism guidebook: don’t pee in the pool; Chris Anderson to Gates: “thank you for your courage”

2:16:46  Tom Merritt on Popular Science disabling comments: “this is not up for debate, it’s science”; Marketplace: “your predictable, boring diatribes are ruining the internet for the rest of us”; breaking news: shots fired in Washington; bozo filters and blacklists; current PopSci articles

2:30:08  “The hope is that the lights will be back on by in the morning ...”

2:31:03  The war on compounding pharmacies: H.R.3204 Drug Quality and Security Act

2:40:03  Obama: “the same way you’d shop for a plane ticket on Kayak or a TV on Amazon”

2:40:28  Thirteen Syrian rebel factions split to form Islamist Alliance; Twitter “hate-spewing hashtags”

2:44:32  “Shelter in place” on Washington D.C. Giant Voice System

2:45:19  Tesla fire: “oh that’s a Tesla, dude!”; Tesla stock down; JCD: “what collision?”
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552 Almost Certain = Fact! (2013-09-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh he like he’s cool, yeah yeah, so awesome, he’s awesome, he’s Tony Stark!” (2:48:05)
0:00:36 JCD’s Otamatone; JCD opted out of Miss World, Miss Universe coming up
0:03:09 Intelligence Committee hearings with Clapper, Alexander, Cole, Feinstein: “roaming incidents”, no collection when foreigners enter US, “the death and destruction we saw at the mall could have been at a mall in the United States” slam on NSA; al-Qaeda Inc with al-Shabaab and Twitter; Feinstein on Americans involved in attack; Holder testimony redux
0:16:01 Rubio: “history in this country of abusing intelligence information for political purposes, obviously not in recent times”, FBI kiddie porn bust after info leaked to AP; funny “we’re not quite sure who to believe anymore” auto-play coincidence; Feinstein: “much of the press has called this a surveillance program; it is not”, Kohl fumbling: “reasonable articulable suspicion”, Feinstein on upstream collection, e-mail “bundling”
0:34:15 Wyden on scripted questions; Dan Coats on classified information given to media, ACC: “I can’t even find out when my niece’s friend was in Japan”; The Fifth Estate out in three weeks; Greenwald-Scahl in on Dirty Wars, assassination program; Risen-Poitrans SYANPSE NYT article; Udall question on collection limits; ACC: “I’m opting out”; NYPD flyer pushing iOS 7 upgrades, Apple mass bricking patent
0:54:52 Producer Segment: ACC-JCD origin story; No Agenda Android app updates
1:09:50 IPCC report: meteorologist Eric Holthaus inspired to get vasectomy; executive summary out for policy makers; “even more certainty”, “another wake-up call”, “climate services”, “global carbon budget”; CBS on warming pause: “another inconvenient truth has emerged on the way to the apocalypse”; IPCC confidence scale, degree of agreement; 95-100% “very likely”, hundred doctors meme origin?
1:27:38 Eric Groten Clean Air Act EPA lawsuit, CO2 found to be toxic gas by SCoUS; patient zero James Hansen letter to Ecuadorian President against oil drilling; The Independent headline: “the financial markets are humanity’s only hope in the battle against global warming”; solar cycle implicated; Holthaus tweets
1:46:40 CFL lightbulb lifespan; 110-year Livermore lightbulb, Phoebus Cartel and planned obsolescence, solid-state devices not immune, JCD M-Audio device and modem 5-year lifespan
1:54:58 Donation Segment: one final Holthaus tweet
2:08:54 The sibling bullying scourge; ACC’s sisters’ stolen plates blackmail story; Calling All Parents PSA, funded by ESET Foundation
2:14:33 Bill Gates’ father in top Planned Parenthood management; Margaret Sanger an admirer of Nazi eugenics, 1932 editorial: “the Negro problem is one of the most complicated and important confronting America”; 23andMe dangers
2:22:39 Obama on gun control after Navy Yard Biden-endorsed shotgun incident; no backpack full of ammo in the “chilling video”; Rachel Maddow on Sandy Hook tapes: “honestly, it breaks my heart to think about the audio of those calls being released”
2:30:21 Hillary’s intro for Bill and Obama at Clinton Global Initiative annual meeting; Obama: “wherever we travel, all across the globe, we see the impact that it’s making every single day”, JCD: “rubble!”; Bill’s rambling Obamacare analysis, “we don’t need a four-year Presidential campaign” vs Ready for Hillary; differing opinions on the timing of Bill’s death
2:42:47 Kerry: “promote tolerance everywhere”
2:45:25 Distraction of the Week: SpaceX vs Orbital popularity
551  The Tolerance Podcast  (2013-09-26)

0:00:00  Female voice singing “No Agenda”, JCD: “Hit it!”
0:01:04  ACC audio stutters; Sir Greg’s opera-singing daughter; ozone action day in Austin, White House ironic closed-door bi-visibility conference; the kale report; ACC technical difficulties
0:08:46  Emmies: billion viewers claim downgraded, brazen Glee promo after Cory Monteith tribute; "Laura couldn’t be here tonight; she’s such a great actress that she didn’t even need to show up"; no one knew Henry Bromell died; Dalian Wanda $8bn Hollywood investment
0:21:52  Obama to UN: “we will ensure the free flow of energy from the region to the world”, Scahill: “he basically came out and said, the United States is an imperialist nation”; Obama calls out Russia and Iran over Assad, $339M more for Middle East, total $1.4bn; vetting process for Syrian opposition; Iranian filmmaker on US-assisted Iraqi nerve gas attacks, UN ignored investigations; Obama details Middle East policy, “respect the sovereignty of nations”; JCD: Cold War, bullying meme a fractal of foreign policy

0:42:01  Rockville public schools bullying report form: “teasing, name calling, making critical remarks”, “excluding or rejecting”; EU National Statute for the Promotion of Tolerance: “group libel”, e.g., “Muslims are terrorists”, National Tolerance Monitoring Commission, Holocaust denial criminalized, JCD: “we need a tolerance podcast!”; “the production of … films and television programs promoting a climate of tolerance will be encouraged and, where necessary, subsidized by the government”; Mass Media Complaints Commission

1:03:14  Producer Segment: JCD story on origin of “make it rain”; No Agenda CDs
1:18:30  JCD sounding better on sonic.net DSL compared to Comcast
1:23:44  Upcoming IPCC report; Clinton and Gore on stage at Global Initiative in New York, Gore: extreme weather “way more common and way more severe”; new 95% of scientists number, Pechari on fifteen-year pause; Michio Kaku on trillion-Watt laser weather modification, JCD: “my eyes!”, CIA use in Vietnam era, ACC: “in the control room: oh shit! no he didn’t! no, no! that’s classified!”; Savannah Guthrie: “alleged to”; Bill Gates “billionaire moron club”, TED talk on CO2: “bring that down to zero”, population control via “new vaccines”

1:42:38  Common Core: inbloom.org; Ripley’s The Smartest Kids in the World, Finland education turnaround; National Governors Association form 990, P-20 Data Systems, achieve.org
1:56:06  Donation Segment: upcoming show 555
2:10:03  Restaurant “what temperature would you like that?”, JCD: “dumbest thing I’ve ever heard”; food trucks with bandstand, JCD: “this is the Depression”
2:16:40  Touré: “Kenya is located on the northern coast of Africa”, Kenyatta: “we have ashamed and defeated our attackers”, “mall” meme, al-Shabaab claim that Americans took part; “jihadi rapper” shot by splinter group; Sir Jeff Nairobi report, Swahili “in the morning”; origin story with warlords on CIA payroll after 9/11; Mike Sonko; airport terminal rebuilt by Chinese, Kenya’s largest lender; “sleeper cells” in neighboring countries

2:32:23  Amy Goodman “deagbeat nation” Obama quote; Samuel L. Jackson: “be effing presidential”; Gavin Newsom at Americas Cup ceremony
2:38:52  Google execs parking jets at Moffett Field; ACC on red dyed farm diesel
2:45:05  DNI Clapper line of succession established, Red Book: two-to-the-head
2:48:41  RT top 40 radio style Snowden package, echoing “a stranger in Moscow”; JCD Maury clip
2:52:26  Ask Adam: media “acting responsibly” with Snowden documents vs Valerie Plame; ACC medical marijuana quality control; South Bay big data pre-crime program
550 Cyber Insurance (2013-09-22)

0:00:00 JCD: (harmonica), “Hit it.”
0:00:35 ACC in “nasal” mode; big delays in return flight; Emmys & Hollywood celebrities
0:07:31 Kenyan producers’ recent weirdness predictions, Westgate Mall attack, producer reports casualties underreported by government, al-Shabaab claims responsibility, Somalia part of picture, NY Times photographer Tyler Hicks conveniently on scene; No Agenda tip: memorize the name of Muhammad’s mother Aminah; deputy president William Ruto ditches International Criminal Court; CNN: “there can be the sense of watching people coming in who don’t fit the profile of usual customers”, slave training “lockdown procedures”, JCD on baseball park security ring; Hicks also in Libya; JCD on Nairobi airport robberies, ACC Libya disappearance story
0:26:46 Brilliant “Fragrance of Poverty” artwork; Aric the Shill’s prepper trailer
0:31:26 Emmy douchebaggery with special Cory Monteith segment, Jack Klugman ignored; Cher on singing at Olympics: “you can’t cross that line”; JCD meets Daniel Ellsberg at EFF Pioneer Awards, iPhone “journalism tools”, No Agenda tip: “it’s a scam to rip off Hollywood”, Larry Lessig name-drops President
0:45:18 National {POW/MIA Recognition Day, Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve Week, Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week}
0:45:49 Producer Segment: JCD cutie-deterring “I’m a podcaster”
1:07:36 US-China “new model of relations” agreement, “win-win cooperation”, Chinese in Kenya, tariff-free importation deals, Chinese cities in Libya; undiscussed dangers of electric cars
1:19:38 Issa at Benghazi hearing grilling Mullen on State Department’s sequestered witnesses; Barbara “ride home” Boxer: “the President who caught Osama bin Laden” will get to the bottom of this; Democrats ditch hearing prior to Patricia Smith testimony: “they all lied to me”
1:34:05 West Hollywood fur ban, pet owners “guardians”; Berkeley “grimm old bags” and incompetent drivers who don’t know how to make a left turn (JCDPPotD); Urban Shield Alameda County in October, GridEx 2 in November: “the electric grid … is the glass jaw of American industry”; Olympic College active shooter simulation; shouting “gun” in a movie theater, “officers say the whole thing started after a man urinated on a teenager in the back of the theater”; producer note on AT&T’s self-promoting “it can wait” campaign
1:59:40 Donation Segment: ACC’s smoking habits vs show quality
2:19:09 Team Rubicon veterans’ service group, teamrwb.org, Clinton connection
2:24:47 Navy shipyard attack: Trazodone, “some are using this issue to talk gun safety but try to stay on the NRA’s good side”, 11.4M Americans with “serious mental health issues”, Red Book: “we really don’t want you around children”, then yellow star
2:29:29 Obama on debt ceiling: “I just want to remind people, in case you haven’t been keeping up”, perception of “average person”; new “full faith and credit” meme
2:35:12 Gennifer Flowers outs Hillary as bisexual; Thom Hartmann on Citizens United as Hillary hit piece: “a black guy whose middle name was Mohammad
2:38:42 German elections; big money in cyber-insurance; Michigan tailgating shootout
2:42:14 ACC’s earworm e-mails: Harvard’s 2018 $6.5bn fundraising goal; driver vs cyclists in New Hampshire; Boston marathon bombing report delayed indefinitely
 Associative Propaganda  (2013-09-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “I did my part, I texted 1-0-1-0 and my ten bucks went over there, and went in someone’s pockets.”  (2:23:42)

0:00:37 ACC in Los Angeles, Hollywood ghost town, cab driver on FaceTime with Russian hooker; Gold Show “someone’s getting cornholed today” evergreen; dinner with Frank Coraci

0:09:07 Six-Week Cycle: enthusiastic tweets causing consternation with ACC’s friends; “war on crazy” origin in Aurora & Newtown; Navy Yard shooter “hearing voices”, two-name shooter, Am-bien Amazon shopping; Rollie Chance misidentification, ID by Aaron Alexis’ body, Newtown similarity; multiple shooters rumor; SWAT team stand-down, Boston BATF; AR-15 rumors, Remington 870 & handguns taken from police, “ELF weapon” on stock, 3-30 Hz, submarine communication, vs microwaves, “mindcasting” patent 4877027; “Alexis from Texas”; survivors in “top-secret secure closets”; ACC: “you never see Piers Moron ... until this happens”; Dempsey: can’t tell “whether it was a red flag or just something that flew beneath the radar”

0:31:31 NSA remote neural monitoring; binary triggers and video games, drugs; reporters speaking gibberish; Robert Connors’ MKULTRA successor “Operation Sedgwick” video, alleged Michael Jackson phone call, Project Monarch; Adam Curtis and useless “man on the street” interviews; ACC’s Hot Pockets Tour earworm countdown

0:52:13 Producer Segment: the JCD wake-up horn

1:02:16 {Constitution, Citizenship} Day, Constitution Week; Mike Thompson on “taking away” 2nd Amendment rights; Republicans losing women in droves; history advanced placement book: “the people have the right to keep and bear arms in a state militia”

1:13:05 Miss America 2013: ACC and Ms. Micky betting on Miss New Jersey; “listening to your phone calls from the nation’s capital, just kidding, I’m Miss District of Columbia”; Bob Barker, gay judges; JCD on timers: winner New York 22.79 sec, Florida booted at 21.69, Red Book: New York will step down because of Kansans the tatted reservist; Twitter hijacking

1:31:43 Marie Harf on Syrian biological weapons: “we’re worried about every possible bad weapon”; UN report: testing only done on survivors, sample size of only 20 survivors, vintage BM-14 rocket, launch radius assumes BM-14 launcher; Nuland promoted to Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs, Jane Harman: “John Kerry should be nominated for sainthood”; Kucinich wins Assad interview over Stephanopoulos, Charles Krauthammer: “brilliant diplomat and a war criminal at the same time”, Iraq “blowback” meme vs Fethullah Gülen and $40bn charter schools, brought into US by Graham Fuller whose daughter married Tsarnaev uncle, Red Book: Turkey rubblization; Haiku Herman €1bn to Somalia in five years

1:56:46 Donation Segment: World Airways; native advertising skit

2:13:14 Miss America advantage for hosting state; Dexter “hookers and blow”

2:15:31 Solidad O’Brien on Haiti’s 156 USAID houses, original goal 15k for $50M $95M, sub-sub-contractors; UN turned school into parking lot; 200 new jobs at five-star hotel, 90% unemployment; 300k in camps

2:23:50 CBC on government-funded research gag orders; “associative propaganda” with evolution

2:29:11 King Pins speech on “participation society” instead of socialism; Schäuble: Europe is fixed, White House: US is fixed, ACC rooting for Yellen and Clinton; Road to Roota gold standard theory and new $100 bill design, JCD on bundles of bills with drug origami

2:46:12 Brian the Gay Crusader on McCain’s Pravda op-ed reference to anti-gay law, $31.6k per violation as revenue stream from Hollywood; Six-Week Cycle on sixth anniversary show
JCD: “They talk about it quite a bit, but the one you want to listen to is the girl from Al-Jazeera. *tsk tsk*” ACC: “Yeah, *laugh*”

JCD’s “nine dog biscuits over two”; Free Flow of Information Act clears committee, rcfp.org all-in, Brof on steering committee, ACC: “Congress shall make no law”, journalistlicense.com; Whistleblower of the Year Award; Salon David Brooks hit piece, Adobe funding

Michelle Obama & Eva Longoria hyping bottled water, new Pepsi water, ACC’s Berkey purifier as seen on Infowars, ACC: “you could pee in this and it’ll come out clean”

Intelligence National Security Alliance, Negroponte: “catalyst for public-private and academic partnerships”, sponsors Northrop Grumman and Raytheon, speakers Rogers and Ruppersberger, moderator Fran Townsend, Rogers: Putin “invaded South Ossetia”, NSA “technical violation” due to “glitch”; ACC’s 94 mph speeding ticket, JCD: “did he call you *blondie*?”

Rogers: “Americans should be mad about this for all the wrong reasons that they’re mad about it now”, “bad guys overseas”, sentence-ending “right?”, “they stole that slide deck”, no information sharing with foreign intelligence; Ruppersberger: “it’s the lone woof”, doctors “putting plastic bombs in individuals”, Iran attacked Aramco, Russia attacked Georgia, $400bn in three years from cyberattacks; insaonline.org leadership
0:00:00 JCD: “I’m sittin’ here in the back of the class, I’m gonna make a meme!” (1:21:46)
0:00:33 Obama on US “unshakable shupport” for Israel (CotD); Charlie Rose to PBS on securing Assad interview; 9/11 birthday; Assad on evidence of chemical weapons: “you are a reporter, get this evidences and show it the public”, endless war due to “external agenda”, army “made of the people, it cannot be made of robots”, Rose on family control of military
0:19:05 Kerry: “the Assad regime is the Assad regime”, “we have no issue about the question here of responsibility – there is none”; Assad on “opposition” within and outside government
0:23:21 Putin NYT “plea for caution” op-ed taking issue with Obama’s “that’s what makes us exceptional”, abstract red hand graphic; Obama chiding Romney during election for calling Russia a threat: “the 1980s are now calling to ask for their foreign policy back”
0:33:22 Slick CBS Syria package on Kerry’s “he could turn over every single bit of his chemical weapons to the international community in the next week, turn it over!”, Obama tries to walk it back, Hillary: “Russia has to support the international community’s efforts sincerely or be held to account”; Nikolai Filchenkov landing “special cargo” at Port of Tartus; Tufts University professor on death toll based on “number of rockets fired, wind patterns” computer models
0:44:02 Producer Segment: JCD stories: Japanese cresote pills for nausea, Aric puking on plane
0:59:02 New Snowden documents: NSA sharing data with Israel, iPhone fingerprint reader; Jacob Appelbaum accepts 2013 Whistleblower Prize on Snowden’s behalf, “he wanted me to talk about hope for change”, “it is important to talk about what each of us have as our personal agency”, Poitras & Appelbaum living in Berlin, note from Snowden, “the first time that I read it, I cried”, gratitude “belongs to the young people in college with a civil liberty sticker on their laptop, and the kid in the back of a class in high school making memes”, JCD: “Greenwald wrote this”; 2013 EFF Pioneer Awards, 75$ general admission
1:30:33 Donation Segment
1:40:15 NPR trivializes restoration of YMCA copyright to writer
1:43:36 Anthony Weiner’s maniacal laughter with Lawrence O’Donnell
1:48:10 Kerry-Kissinger meeting on day of 9/11 Chilean coup; Victor Jara’s widow describes Allende speech being replaced by military marches on radio stations in 1973 coup, murderer Pedro Barrientos not being extradited from US; protests in Mexico against energy sector privatization; NSA spying on Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff and staff, former President: Obama “should personally apologize to the world”; Kaiser Alexander at Burning Man, replica Starship Enterprise bridge; ex-DHS official Stuart Baker on fictitious Iranian financial cyberattack
2:00:30 Hurricane estimates being revised “because there have been no major storms”; Nigel Farage on Daily Mail photos of Arctic ice increases, “between fifteen and thirty years of global cooling”; Agenda 21 induced ice age for population control
2:07:48 Revamped NewsHour: “Glen” Iffil and Judy Woodruff wrap-up with fist bump
2:10:28 Leo Laporte outraged at NSA revelations, “I wanted to believe in the government”; Hill+Knowlton person at next O-bot dinner; H&K shill Niyirah al-Sabah in 1991 lying about Kuwaiti kids in incubators, double sniff possible tell, JCD: “oh, these are nice baby potatoes”
2:22:42 “Sharpton cabal” extortion racket explained, “no blacks in board of Apple”, “looks like the Himalayas, because the higher you go the whiter it gets”; system perfected by Jessie Jackson
2:29:37 Kaesong Industrial Region reopened; watching Kenya; NSA smartphone tapping; San Francisco Giant Voice System test in English and Chinese; iPhone “mark of the beast”
546 Munich Moment (2013-09-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s all a great idea!”

0:00:32 Addressing “connectivity woes” via Mumble; JCD anewdomain.net “Are Americans Now the Enemy” column; ProPublica now in the mix, money from Sandler Foundation; JCD article on American public as “adversary”

0:15:31 Al Jazeera America on cryptosystems compromised by NSA, “coincidental” release of Pew Research poll, 33% want to avoid “hackers and criminals”; ACC on The President’s Analyst film with phone company running country; National Day of Prayer & Remembrance, National Grandparents Day; new Australian PM Tony Abbott, Clive Palmer “Farage down under”

0:28:21 Producer Segment: Berkeley hummer added to Urban Dictionary

0:36:19 Biden all-in on Janet Napolitano for Supreme Court

0:37:45 John Kerry shows off his French skills; Andrew Bacevich on Kerry promoting war with Syria; Kerry: “this is our Munich moment”; Bacevich on lack of results from decades of military intervention in Middle East; opposition fighter: bombing delay allows Assad to prepare; half-hour NewsHour litany of contributors, Margaret Warner on anti-American sentiment in Egypt

0:53:29 Need to widen Panama Canal for LNG tankers; Tokyo gets 2020 Olympics, Greek $60k per household; TTIP at Vilnius meeting, Obama “not drawing an analogy to World War II”, draws analogy to World War II, #TTIP, next round in October, almost derailed by Snowden; Pia Hansen on TTIP “red lines”, weapons inspection report not due until October

1:04:30 Feinstein on requesting DVD of evidence from CIA, “we are having that DVD multiplied”; videos leaked immediately, no female casualties; Samantha Power on UN’s uselessness

1:12:19 Assistance waivers for Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tadzhikistan; Sheila Jackson Lee: “this is a president who captured Osama bin Laden”; Obama video: “governments representing 98% of the world’s people”, JCD on Halabja chemical attack; Syrian ambassador: “where is this Barack Obama?”; “abhorrent” vs “hhhonored and humbled”

1:24:27 Bacevich on gas vs conventional weapons, “why is waging war the best means to advance a humanitarian agenda?”; “Sham-Elysées” refugee camp, 20% of population refugees

1:32:11 Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer launched

1:33:42 Donation Segment

1:40:20 Michio Kaku on LADEE looking at glowing lunar dust, cancer cure “old wives’ tale”, 2025 “Sputnik moment” with Chinese landing, “NASA, I think, is covering its back”

1:46:04 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: DSM-5 seminar, task force ran out of money, matched with ICD-10 billing codes, restless leg syndrome, potentially Bogart dissociative identity disorder; angry producer on β radiation properties

1:52:24 Al Jazeera America congratulated as “Al Zeera”, hot meteorologist Rebecca Stevenson; Marie Harf “this one time at band camp”

1:58:06 Unemployment at 7.3%, part-time jobs with “low wages and few benefits”; German “social contract” 22-hour work week; search for US Ultimate Podcast Device manufacturers

2:06:57 Der Spiegel on Germany’s costly transition to renewable energy, diesel wind farm backup; emergency Post Office rate increase; Christmas cards for top donors

2:16:51 Drone strike in Pakistan kills seven, Predator B-roll; NewsHour on Israel’s Tamar gas field, Noble Energy investment, JCD: “we’ve rubblized the Middle East!”

2:23:51 ACC trip to Marfa for O-bot art expo; JCD Alcatraz tour with Ranger Craig

2:25:30 Hollande backs down on Syria; NYT runs pictures of rebels executing Syrian soldiers

813
545 Lethal Aid (2013-09-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Why would they not be our lapdogs, they’ve been our lapdogs since Tony Blair.”

0:00:34 Producer note on listening to Show 490

0:02:22 C-SPAN “dog and pony show”; Deputy National Security Advisor Tony Blinken making the rounds, spook wife Evan Ryan, “negotiated transition”; Judy Woodruff asks about “lethal aid” for opposition, “so Judy” prefix; Debbie Wasserman Schultz to Brolf: “dozens of countries” with US, can’t name any, plays Jewish mother card

0:17:51 Ron Paul cut off by Brolf; Nancy Pelosi: “I am hopeful as the American people are persuaded that this action happened”, inane conversation with grandson; Bob Menendez: “this is not a declaration of war, but a declaration of our values to the world”; Blinken on “time-limited action”, unintended consequences talking points litany, “impunity” meme; Kerry on boots on the ground “in the event Syria imploded”; military producers: secret intelligence is German recording of Syrian military; Kerry: “Iran is hoping you look the other way”, “we have a map!”, “within minutes of the attack, ninety I think to be precise, maybe slightly shorter, the social media exploded”; Putin: “Kerry lies openly, and he knows that he lies – this is sad”

0:35:25 Kerry gets pissed at Rand Paul, Dempsey declines to back him up: “no not really, Secretary, thank you for offering”, goes off on Arne Duncan, “I’m gonna finish, Congressman”, “Mr. Chairman, point of privilege here!”; Code Pink “heckler” gives Kerry sympathetic last word

0:44:14 Obama in Sweden: “I didn’t set a red line, the world set a red line”, chemical weapon use “aborrent”; 2003 Syria Accountability and Lebanese Sovereignty Restoration Act; original “red line”, Wes Clark Seven, Obama: “my credibility is not on the line”

0:54:36 Nordic countries’ press release: all-in on Syria and TTIP “ambitious deal”, $10bn Qatari investment in Texas natural gas terminal to undercut Russia; Carl Levin on “war authorization”

1:07:00 Producer Segment: $333.77 “triple threes on the knees”; JCD recommends Eraserhead

1:17:18 Swedish morning show celebrates Obama visit by making mac & cheese

1:19:33 Carl Levin: “we were assured today there will be a number of company, uh countries that would join with us”; lawyers in Penn State case on Sandusky’s book Touched map to victims; Obama on Peace Prize and Syria: “I started the speech by saying that compared to previous recipients I was certainly unworthy” vs actual words; “calculus” meme

1:30:46 Nebraska Senator on Chuck Hagel’s assertion that Russia is providing chemical weapons, JCD: “Hagel is possibly a pathological liar”; Haiku Herman: “there is no military solution to the Syrian conflict”, possible Gazprom-Gasunie deal for UK; H.R.2771 Expedite Our Economy Act of 2013 for gas exports; investment possibilities, JCD: “it could be welding sticks for all we know”; Schmidt & Brin unloading vast numbers of shares

1:50:10 The War on Chicken: PETA study shows chicken reduces penis sizes

1:51:41 Clive Palmer accuses Rupert Murdoch of rigging Australian polls, “Hedley Thomas is like Black Caviar with a broken leg”, “Rupert Murdoch’s wife Wendi Deng is a Chinese spy”

2:00:46 San Francisco Oakland Bay bridge opens 6 years behind schedule and at 500% of budget

2:01:37 New Gates Foundation revamped NewsHour back on the air, new weekend show

2:05:22 Dinner With the O-bots jingle; producer note on San Francisco privacy rally, ACC: “what a bunch of retards”; Marie Harf “broadly speaking” drinking game, deliberate obfuscation

2:11:26 Donation Segment

2:29:34 ACC story: cable companies “ditch diggers” in 1980s; Anthony Weiner deli meltdown

2:36:00 BBC Fake-a-shima report on “deadly” 1800 mSv/h reading of β radiation at distance of 70µm
544 Arab Winter (2013-09-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “I hate Tokyo. And the portions are so small!” (0:59:13)
0:00:34 Young ACC’s glue high after building model airplanes; control line planes; light news day
0:03:40 Iranian Press TV: Syrian rebels admit “gas attacks” were their own cock-up; “killing their own people” meme; giddy McCain enumerates all the exciting Middle East chaos to Piers Moron, laughing “would you ignore the stacks of dead bodies without a mark on them??”, on rebel use of chemicals: “pigs fly!”, stacked bodies “just a façade”; Raytheon stock two-week high, Congress grumbling about not buying enough Tomahawk missiles
0:17:36 British Parliament vote to “short Raytheon”; Jay Leno: “why don’t we go bomb the runway … nobody’s being killed”, McCain: UN waste of taxpayers’ dollars“ because of bodies stacked up, British "our dear friends but they’re no longer a world power“; Obama on "global prohibition on the use of chemical weapons“; USA Today hit piece on Asma al-Assad, "kindler, gentler face of a brutal regime“; Obama "my military" flub, seeking authorization from Congress bombshell, War Powers Resolution; Obama in 2011: Libya transition "days not weeks"
0:36:32 Producer Segment: The President’s Analyst film; ACC March Tokyo trip
0:56:22 Labor Day, National {Ovarian Cancer Awareness, Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery, Childhood Obesity Awareness, Wilderness, Childhood Cancer Awareness, Prostate Cancer Awareness, Preparedness} Month; ACC’s upcoming 49th; British Parliament “unlock!”
1:01:27 John Kerry’s lizard tongue lie tell, JCD adds Kerry laugh track; producer Drew Kerry/Harf talking points banjo compilation for end-of-show; Kevin Rudd “weapons of mass distraction, destruction”; David Brooks delivers WMD O-bot talking points, Shields invokes Iraq, no mention of Libyan chaos, “Arab winter”, Brooks on lack of coalition: “you can find some British and French sailors and stick them on the thing but they don’t really add much”
1:16:10 “Free flow of energy” meme, $1.2bn sale of “other” to Saudi Arabia; Biden on prohibition on reimportation of “military grade firearms”; Prince Bandar offers Putin gas deal; Putin urges “Nobel Peace Prize laureate” Obama to show restraint, classified proof “below criticism”
1:24:02 O-bot dinner: no one interested in talking about Syria; DoJ marijuana directive; professor Russ: internet brain control a “parlor trick”; 23andMe, JCD: “I found out that great uncle’s uncle’s grandfather’s father was a Visigoth and he’s subject to toenail fungus!”, brain professor on immortality: “it’s just math”; ACC on short-circuited O-bot apathy; ACC’s watermelon gazpacho and overcooked lamb
1:42:35 Donation Segment
1:56:51 ACC using mutt(1) for e-mail; war on sysadmins due to Snowden
2:03:10 Iranian cleric’s Syria prediction: “victory will belong to the resistance”; JCD on revenge for Lebanon, ACC: “I think ultimately … the end goal is to just have everything be rubble”
2:06:48 Video on naming hurricanes after climate change deniers, “Senator Marco Rubio is expected to pound the Eastern Seaboard sometime early tonight” (CotD)
2:11:34 Democrat congressman: Obama “will explain what he’s doing to the American people” in Syria; Ms. Micky’s psychology training and subpersonalities; BBC “George Clooney is a spy!”
2:19:34 California bill to outlaw revenge porn, JCD preemptive ban theory, victim Holly Jacobs: “this is a form of domestic violence”
2:26:59 Marie Harf: “the words speak, uh, speak, uh, much quieter than actions” on Syrian stalling; CIA spokeshole skit; no record of any Harf CIA press event, JCD: “I think Psaki is probably working at a coroner because she likes to disassemble corpses, I collected five feet today”

815
0:00:00 JCD: “Turn around, make a U-turn, make a U-turn, make a U-turn!!” (2:42:17)
0:00:33 JCD “Kosovo protocol”, Eliot Engel on Kosovo-Syria parallel; Marie “dingbat” Harf refuses to analyze “historical event that happened some time ago”, reporter: “all historical events happened some time ago”; Phyllis Bennis: “no one in Washington” claiming “US is under threat”; “international norms” meme; red line vs ”change some of our calculations”; convention not signed by Syria; Obama to NewsHour on ”possibility in which chemical weapons ... could be directed at us“; Peter King on Obama’s authority; Russia gassing theater in Chechnya

0:14:50 Obama on “free flow of energy throughout the region”; Joe Biden in 2007: “I would move to impeach” Bush over action in Iran; other Obama obviously in play, Chuck Hagel on “law of international humanitarian standards”, John Kerry’s “despicable” speech, “with our own eyes we have all of us become witnesses”, ACC: “we’ve all see the YouTube videos!”, “additional information”; Marie Harf: “anybody who thinks that this could be manipulated evidence, that these videos could doctored somehow, need to check their conscience”

0:26:04 Jay Carney: “not about regime change”, no boots on the ground, reporter: “you mean boots in the air”; CBS News “punishment” meme, ACC: “bristle side down!”; Bennis on “proof” from Israel; Kerry: “I went back and I watched the videos – the videos that anybody can watch in the social media”, “anyone who could claim that an attack of this staggering scale could be contrived or fabricated, needs to check their conscience and their own moral compass”

0:35:16 David Cameron: “let me stress to people, this is not about getting involved in a Middle Eastern war”; McCain bangs away on the war drums, ACC on “fossil fuel industrial complex”; Obama NewsHour wrap-up paints Middle East as “ignorant sand bunnies”

0:44:33 Today Show on Syrian hackers attacking NYT & Twitter, missile sound effects, “the assault would come at night to reduce the possibility of civilian casualties”, ACC: “we haven’t positioned Anderson Pooper yet ... we’ve gotta get Brolf over there!”

0:52:37 50-year Martin Luther King “I Have a Dream” anniversary, lame NBC interstitial: “I have a dream that we can learn to listen a little better”, Obama “he’d like that!” of Obamacare, “health security”, “free prevention, free checkups”; Cornel West on Obama apologists on stage at event; JCD recommends Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy and Casino; FBI wiretapping, 1967 antiwar speech: “there are those who are seeking to equate with disloyalty”

1:00:14 Producer Segment: No Agenda: In The Morning! Reddit

1:05:47 Cyprus the Syria staging area: The International film explains banking: “the real value of a conflict – the true value – is in the debt that it creates; you control the debt, you control everything”, ACC Red Book: Hungary “crusin’ for a bruisin’”, Budapest trying to eject IMF, Viktor Orbán and possibility of EU exit: natural gas and Germany’s nuclear shutdown

1:28:49 Amy Goodman on “great victory” Vermont Yankee plant closure; Fake-a-shima “level 3” declaration only about wastewater storage tanks, IAEA puzzled by conflicting messages; right wing nuclear hysteria just what the gas producers want; UT Austin grad student paper not vetted or requested by DoD; anti-nuclear Hastings Group; “Radioactive Bluefin Tuna Caught Off California Coast” headline

1:37:23 Brookings Institution guy on US banking on Dmitry Medvedev as “new Gorbachev”; painting of Putin in women’s underwear seized

1:42:26 Laura Poitras Der Spiegel “I need to talk to you ASAP” article on David Miranda; Anthony
Tabatznik member of Jewish Voice for Peace organization allied with Muslim Brotherhood; Cass Sunstein to be on NSA oversight panel

1:49:45 Harris County Texas letter from District Attorney: “this letter is to inform you of the law”, unexcused school absences “criminal offense”; iPads for every student at supposedly cash-strapped public schools; producer “they taste so good” response to “save the wolves” petition

1:54:13 Janet Napolitano farewell speech: “the well-timed and coordinated emergency response that immediately followed the marathon attack was not accidental”, “I called for the creation and then the expansion of the department’s if you see something, say something campaign” lie, DHS list of partners including “business and faith-based community leaders”, predicts “major cyber-event”, “more weather-related events”

2:02:03 Mother Jones “five terrifying statements” from leaked IPCC report, “five to ten meters” sea level rise; BBC links warming slowdown to cool Pacific; “trompe” water-powered compressor

2:08:51 And Now Back to Real News: Dr. Phil “if a girl is drunk, is it OK to have sex with her” tweet; no war protests at MTV VMAs; CVC’s Namibia Jungle VIPs fake tribe debacle

2:20:05 Donation Segment: ACC bans listening to sped-up show; JCD Redd Foxx digitization

2:31:29 Beauty pageant contestant on preference among five senses: “seeing is the best sense that we can ever see because seeing is believing, and believing into what you see is perfect and out of all those senses seeing would really… be wonderful, because… thank you, that will be it”

2:33:46 Push to get rest of the world on Facebook, Zuckerberg on CNN India: “they’re gonna use it do decide what kind of government they want, get access to healthcare for the first time ever”; Opera browser central server compression model; StrongView taken aback by promotions tab; Google Navigator usability in the toilet, U-turn insistence; Sergey Brin getting divorced

2:43:56 Upcoming O-bot dinner, bogus brain-to-brain interface story, “too much cleavage” iso
Gender Dysphoria (2013-08-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “You with the Crocs, me with the dress, oh it’s those guys ... they’re so hip.”
0:00:34 More Fukushima fearmongering, “the country is getting ready to push the nuclear accident warning level to three”, “Japan’s top nuclear official is now comparing that plant to a house of horrors”, JCD: “whores??”; “GE Three” whistleblowers and The China Syndrome; upcoming IPCC report, depressed natural gas prices, Al Gore lies about hurricane category 6
0:11:16 Newsletter now being routed into spam as well as promotions, Google extortion racket, Facebook promoted posts, useless Facebook invitations, useless new newsfeed ranking algorithm
0:21:29 Producer Segment: new dog for the other Obama; No Agenda on CIA block list
0:48:54 John Kerry clears four officials suspended over Benghazi, speakhole stand-in Marie Harf, snotty “can I finish ... thank you”; JCD on Larry David sidekick black man wearing glasses; “I think you’re using the term review in a way that I’m not using it”, “making decisions about real people and their careers”, JCD: “this will be her last press conference”
1:01:05 Amy Goodman interviews two doubly gay transsexuals about Chelsea Manning, ACLU lawyer Chase Strangio on “gender dysphoria”, Mitchell “can you tell us your story”
1:17:50 And Now Back to Real News: Don Lemon’s message to Russell Simmons on prison origin of “saggin’”; Daniel Ellsberg to Larry King: rent Enemy of the State, director Tony Scott’s mysterious suicide, “they’re in your home right now, Larry, and mine”, “what they do is Tivo it”, “infrastructure of a police state”, Stasi blackmail meme; NSA increase and CIA cut; Robert Mueller preventing 9/11 meme; NSA “cooler”; film’s writer didn’t work for 12 years
1:34:48 NSA “LOVEINT” on romantic interests; Mueller on abridgment of Constitutional rights civil liberties, “understandable and absolutely necessary if you want to protect the security of the United States”; Obama on spying on Americans due to “technical problems that they didn’t realize”, “this isn’t gonna cut it”; unique “adamcurry1999” IDs; Kardashian placenta-eating
2:02:48 Everyone poised and ready in Syria, NewsHour on gas attack, reads long Russian statement with opposition as possible culprit; Marine colonel on DHS paramilitary, standardized police gear, “we’re building an army over here”; October FEMA region 3 event, CDC ordering antibiotics, November power grid drill; Obama meeting with the financial top brass; Larry Summers “end game” memo from Greg Palast, simultaneous global derivatives adoption
2:17:41 Obama heckled over Chelsea Manning and loses control of crowd, “we’re OK” to the goon squad, “hold on, hold up, hello everybody, hello!”; education cuts “like eating your corn seed”
2:21:45 Producer on public Wi-Fi MAC addresses logged for law enforcement; ACC to SPLC solicitor: “no, I hate them, they’re liars”; producer “I don’t believe in people getting on the ballot”
2:25:29 Ray Suarez unable to get Army rep to discuss Manning; Samoan lava-lava man dress
2:39:06 Rush Limbaugh’s ratings in the toilet, Obama on being told “I’m worried about what Rush Limbaugh’s going to say about me on the radio”
541 Huge Samoan (2013-08-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “We can’t afford to do the show.” (1:46:59)
0:00:31 Distraction of the Week: Bradley Chelsea Manning’s lawyer to Today Show’s Savannah Guthrie, switch from masculine to feminine pronouns after reading note; JCD Chelsea Clinton subversion theory, Bradley Manning letterhead; anti-Clinton conspiracy skit; 35-year sentence longest in history for leaking secrets, Obama’s war on whistleblowers, “chilling effect” meme
0:13:38 Glenn Greenwald on “partner” David Miranda’s “work product” detention at Heathrow, journalists having access to classified information; Miranda “microfiche” meme, JCD on ridiculous flight times and costs, 7am departure, ACC on annoying UK customs, JCD: “another Glenn Greenwald branding exercise”, “thumb drive up his butt”; Miranda: “not one question” about terrorism; The Guardian laptop-destroying Spy vs Spy shenanigans, hot female spooks
0:30:53 Intelligence community transparency website icontherecord.tumblr.com; Yahoo’s 60% of internet traffic; Gmail promotion black hole, Yahoo “meet singles in Berkeley” spam
0:40:36 Producer Segment: Google-Mailchimp whitelist scam
0:52:34 ACC recommends actually reading crappy software error messages
0:57:26 Michael Hastings autopsy report released after not being cremated, laundry list of drug residues, eyes “cooked”, purple vs red top tube in coroner’s vs toxicology report
1:04:56 The “so uh” scourge; “kid schools (someone)” video trend, Canadian anti-GMO teen interview; 12-year-old NPR call-in: “the name of my organization is Be Straw Free” (CotD); NPR CEO Gary Knell steps down, $250M bequest, bad podcast Steve Jobs cloud joke, “digital disruption”; dwindling local ads on NPR, national consolidation, dying media network model
1:28:12 British war games off Straits of Gibraltar; Mokhtar Belmokhtar back in the world of the living and teaming up with Malian jihadists according to SITE Intelligence Group
1:36:23 Samoa Air to charge by the pound, JCD: “oh for God’s sake, have you ever seen a Samoan?”
1:37:37 Al Jazeera America’s out-of-context Hillary and McCain snippets; UN cholera in Haiti, stalking Ban Ki-moon; crappy sound quality; Young Turks doomed
1:47:09 Donation Segment
1:58:31 University of Texas NPPP Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Project graduate student paper on preventing nuclear terrorism, hysterical report: “now researchers say those reactors remain vulnerable to attack!”; Arjun Makhijani’s IEER Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, Sir Atomic Rod interview, “I don’t like nuclear power particularly, or at all”, fuel pool fire due to terrorism, “demand management”, smart grid “curtailment of service”
2:16:01 1970s global cooling panic; Ann Curry: some Arctic natives “have even fallen through the thinning ice and died”, “more than our fare share” meme; Dr. Don Easterbrook testifies at Washington State Senate hearing, 1930s heat wave, 25% as many heat records broken, NOAA & NASA have “tampered with the data”, Democrat Kevin Ranker: “is this a conspiracy?”
2:26:53 Jon Rappoport on stories of interest to No Agenda: “these stories don’t have an ending”, “interagency warfare”; Austin–Bergstrom coffin probable suicide, ACC on emotionally distressed Marines in Iraq; Rachel Maddow’s rare moment of skepticism; Rappoport on NSA-CIA feud
2:36:41 Al Sharpton on Ted Cruz: “experts agree Senator Cruz was a US senator from birth”; Rev. Manning “we gave him everything” rant, “and the nigga failed”
2:39:34 Lara Tabatznik’s “self-hating Jew” father Anthony the origin of Bertha Foundation, ACC: “here is an example of a Jew influencing the media”; Roger Waters pushing for Israel boycott; Poitras’ My Country, My Country; David Miranda documentary footage theory
0:00:00 JCD: (stoner voice) “Hey, man, I’m in the demo!” (0:51:12)
0:00:33 Jesselyn Radack Salon piece exposing Obama’s lies about whistleblower protections applying
to Snowden; NPR hit piece on NYT’s insane migration to corporate Gmail, “that protection is
not complete”; YaCy peer-to-peer search; Gmail spamming its own promotions folder; Google
outrage “40% of internet traffic” meme, ACC: “it should be broken up like AT&T”
0:19:21 McAleghlin Group: “Chelsea Clinton is the new powerhouse taking over from her parents”;
No Agenda Bill Clinton dead pool; Bill in Africa asked if he is up to “one more race”; JCD Red
Book: rumors of Bill dying in the saddle with a hooker; flabbergasted John McLaughlin: “they
can’t keep drugs out of prisons??”, fascist Pat Buchanan all-in on keeping prisons full, John
McLaughlin: “the average addict commits eleven thousand crimes over a lifetime” (CotD)
0:35:12 ACC’s Silk Road drug buy, “mound of coke with the guy’s logo”, JCD: “Sinaloa or the FBI?”
0:44:33 Sanjay Gupta on Israel Ministry of Health marijuana research, compare and contrast with the
US federal government, NIDA National Institute on Drug Abuse mandate; 1.2M viewers for
CNN; legalization supposedly costing Sinaloas $2.8bn per year
0:58:46 Producer Segment: Canadian plastic bills with holograms
1:06:18 ACC drives Sir Gene to the airport, house with no furniture suggests CIA handler
1:08:00 Obama keeps propagating “better bargain for the middle class” meme; Michael Bloomberg
wants fingerprint readers to get into publicly funded apartment buildings
1:13:38 Russian gay law as Sochi Olympics promotion; ABC native ad on lawsuit against Canadian
store owner buying and reselling Trader Joe’s products, “knockoff McDonald’s”
1:18:36 Producer Brian consults Russian law documents in translation and agrees with NA analysis;
JCD on Russian literature poisoning readers’ mood, American literature recommendations
1:25:52 Jen Psaki expertly dodges Jake Tapper’s question on US supplies being used against civilians
in Egypt, “some steps to cut off certain forms of aid”, Tapper “tools of slaughter”, “civilians
on the ground”; Matt Lee ambush: are Egypt and Syria policies “worthy of a president who
not so long ago won the Nobel Peace Prize”; McCain & Graham flip-flop on Egypt aid at the
bidding of AIPAC American Israel Public Affairs Committee
1:36:32 “I’m fed up with having to put my bladder’s needs ahead of my daughter” Toviaz ad, “de-
creased sweating”, OAB overactive bladder; Ms. Micky in Napa Valley with Molly Wood
1:41:01 United States v. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev protective order “to ensure that discovery information is
not unnecessarily disseminated”; Six-Week Cycle clock reset, September 15
1:43:36 Fox News on activists in Philippines destroying GMO golden rice, “accessories to mass murder”
1:50:18 Donation Segment: Alex Jones 20-minute segment on GMOs a sales pitch for water filters
2:01:36 No Agenda October 26 papier-mâché anniversary; three missed Six-Week Cycle events, ACC
predicts September 15 solar flare “killshot” allegedly from Snowden, ham radio Faraday cage
2:11:05 Snowden Huffington Post e-mail disclaims father’s “emotional compromise for the sake of
tabloid news”; Snowden’s initial Greenwald contact, Laura “stopped at airports more than
twenty times” Poitras & Appelbaum, list of dumb questions for Snowden; Poitras’ Bertha Foun-
dation funding, Assange lawyer Jennifer Robinson, Link TV & Dirty Wars, communist gear
in Bertha logo; Rebecca Lichtenfeld; “Bertha” code for something
2:37:15 Gazprom buying from Azerbaijan, Trans Adriatic Pipeline competing with South Stream; JCD
predicts Turkey coup, ACC: “al-Qaeda on the Austrian peninsula”; ubiquitous “Caliphate”
2:46:12 CNN “savior” George Stroumboulopoulos; Soledad O’Brien child molester interview
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539 Assume the Position (2013-08-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “She is such a douche, and an idiot.” (1:49:35)
0:00:31 ACC all-in on Bitmessage; JCD on mean proprietress of Amsterdam elixir bar, book of crazy Dutch expat behavior in US; happy Assumption of Mary Day, JCD the lapsed Catholic
0:12:07 Ask Adam: numbers station CAPTCHA
0:15:56 Obama top priority “as commander in chief” clause, short list of duties; Eric Holder to American Bar Association on “values: equality, opportunity, and justice under law, were first codified in the United States Constitution”, “renewed and reclaimed nearly a century later by this organization’s earliest leaders”, “recalibrate” mandatory minimum sentencing
0:28:23 Tony Serra: “they can’t afford the number of prisoners that they have incarcerated”; unreported California hunger strikes; Eisenhower: “if you want total security go to prison”
0:37:30 NPR “call it whatever you want” revisited, Lady Gaga premature Applause leak
0:42:29 Kris Kardashian takes issue with Obama Amazon Kindle interview, “dream big, work hard, and you could have whatever you wanted”; Gary Johnson’s insincere hollering
0:50:34 Producer Segment
0:59:59 Obama body man Reggie Love describes day Osama bin Laden was killed: “we must’ve played fifteen games of spades”, nervous laugh describing Michelle as “brilliant person”, “I remember when he finally found his birth certificate”, Obama twins theory; Pete “hard-ass” Rouse
1:12:02 RT’s various unwatchable hosts; Saudis go after anti-regime activists, parallel references to Gitmo; hot Russian chick stereotype, JCD story: 1996 trip to Beijing, looking for Mao jackets
1:26:25 Curfews in Cairo, Mike Giglio “temporarily detained and beaten” in pro-Morsi camp; Obama trying to set up Robert Ford as ambassador; Russian pipeline deal with Azerbaijan
1:36:33 RT: John Kerry’s trip to Latin America “the first since he assumed the position of Secretary of State”, hot Russian chick and vodka ads; Kerry’s claim of “very real timeline for ending” Pakistan drone strikes contradicted by Jen Psaki & Marie Harf, “double tap strikes” on rescuers
1:43:00 Freedom of the Press Foundation all-in on media shield law; S.987 Free Flow of Information Act, Feinstein amendment with defines journalist, “salaried employee, independent contractor, or agent of an entity that disseminates news or information”, “substantially contributed ... to a significant number of articles”, ACC: “Goebbels is smiling”, EFF funding skit
1:54:25 Glenn Greenwald the official Snowden mouthpiece; ACC Twitter skirmish over Morales “forced landing”; Amy Goodman’s verbose Snowden and Greenwald quotes, Lavabit’s Ladar Levison on Snowden as client: “I believe that’s correct ... I didn’t know him personally”, no “is this true?”; June 2013 child pornography search warrant; Poitras’ Menschel Foundation money
2:08:19 JCD Israeli intelligence theory on Egypt; NYT article by probable spook Peter Maass
2:13:31 Donation Segment: producer note on gun magazines run by Obama supporter Leo Hindery
2:25:52 New Zealand Prime Minister “sanctimonious prick” John Key downplays concerns over GCSB spying, “I think they’re much more interested in the snapper quota”, likens spying to antivirus
2:34:05 Fukushima 300 tons of radioactive water story, Sir Atomic Rod debunks strontium-90 levels
2:40:18 The First Tycoon author T.J. Stiles on “con artist” Gloria Woodhull’s presidential run
2:44:13 American-US Air merger killed, CEO: “doesn’t decrease competition”; Delta’s 49% of Virgin
2:49:19 Jerry Brown signs law allowing transgendered students to choose bathrooms and sports teams
2:49:03 New Zealand’s Legalize Cannabis Party; douchey Anthony Weiner interviewed on the street, ACC Red Book: “this guy might wind up killing himself”; Ted Koppel on al-Qaeda shutting down US embassies “with a conference call”; Weiner at 10% in mayoral race
538  War on Weed  (2013-08-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Poor Google! They can’t do anything because the government doesn’t ...!”  (0:51:14)
0:00:33 Lavabit suspends operations; decentralized Bitmessage protocol
0:05:26 Austin DHS terror drill, Texas Military Forces threat advisory released accidentally
0:15:55 Snowden’s elusive “stripper” girlfriend, garage full of boxes
0:19:49 Obama at press conference: top priority “building a better bargain for the middle class”, “number one responsibility” fail; “Constitution” replaced by “values”, “we’ve already declassified unprecedented information”, “the intelligence community is creating a web site that will serve as a hub for further transparency”, NSA civil liberties position unfilled for two years, “people might want to jigger slightly the balance between the information that we can get versus the incremental encroachments on privacy”
0:27:12 Obama Executive Order lie, Presidential Policy Directive 19 whistleblower protection “within 270 days” language; Mimi’s week of Facebook-only news; This Town and $4bn lobbying industry; misleading NSA 1.6% of internet traffic meme
0:41:36 JCD on image hotlinking and out-of-control Windows processes
0:45:11 Obama: “I would be [concerned] too, if I weren’t inside the government”, “can we do this better” question; private meeting with tech giants, Samsung import ban; Jeff Jarvis all-in on Google saving us from NSA, “don’t be evil”; Obama vs Holder on Congressional phone taps; professor James Peterson on “physical surveillance” of minorities
0:57:34 Producer Segment: Obama “secure retirement even if you’re not rich”
1:15:56 ACC on Ms. Micky’s spin class, “you can’t breathe and then you’re dying”; ACC on naked Bangkok no-hands restaurant; “rapists, murderers, and burglars” amnesty petition man on the street; ACC “kill the whales” petition response
1:25:21 Ask Adam: Windows RT Google Ventures ad with Kevin “raccoon twerp” Rose, lone black guy working on “communities built around superfans”; CNET’s button proliferation, Real Networks dodgy business model; ACC on MAC addresses being collected through Wi-Fi
1:37:16 CNN’s horrible numbers, Piers Moron banned from No Agenda. Jeff Zucker “reboot”, ad revenues way down, ACC: “you can start kicking against one of the largest advertisers”; Sanjay Gupta’s abrupt 180° on medical marijuana. Weed documentary, “legitimate patients for whom marijuana works and nothing else did” (CotD), Brolf: “is there concrete scientific evidence that medical marijuana works better at treating certain medical conditions than pharmaceutical drugs?”, “someone dies of an accidental overdose ... every nineteen minutes”
1:50:03 Donation Segment: CVC’s gig in Namibia
2:03:40 Producer note on buying drinks for Marines; Obama’s “Ja... Russia” stumble may be Djibouti
2:06:20 European bail-in law; 2012 directive sets up Cyprus bailout, ACC; “they need to jigger it”
2:29:06 John le Carré on spy recruiting: “all sorts of factors at fault... at, at work”, East India “thin red line”, “add to that the public school system and you have a complete conspiracy”
2:33:25 Russian dashcam videos for economic hit man; Russian vodka boycott over propaganda law; Stephen Fry open letter to Putin; Putin walking home from event after death of judo instructor; boycott the Olympics meme, new color for Twitter icon-changers
537 Thick & Creamy (2013-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Holy crap, you mean they even believe that stupid old book, oh my Go... oh!” (1:27:08)
0:00:36 ACC’s new e-mail server; private rail car hitched to Amtrak; Austin DHS terrorism drill; ACC homecoming adventures with KLM, “agent” name tags due to Facebook stalking; TSA freakout in Atlanta, “honey Jack”, mail pileup handled by mail carrier producer
0:15:13 Producer Segment: JCD Inside Track 2013 e-book
0:32:05 ACC’s iRedMail setup, spam greylisting protocol
0:35:35 Obama’s highly scripted Jay Leno appearance, on Snowden: “we don’t know yet exactly what he did, other than what he said on the internet”, “none of the revelations show that government has actually abused these powers”, “the odds of people dying in a terrorist attack obviously are still a lot lower than in a car accident, unfortunately” (CotD), people “goin’ to ball games” day after Boston bombing; Leno starts randomly tossing out talking points; Obama on “whistleblower protection” Executive Order
0:48:01 Translation of Russian “anti-gay” law, “Cold War mentality” meme, Erin Burnett compares Russia to Nazi Germany; Leno “suddenly homosexuality is against the law” lie, Obama: Putin “headed up the KGB”; Obama “balance beam” Winter Olympics flub, “what’s happening in Ja... Russia is not unique”, “they can retire even if they don’t get rich, even if they’re not rich”; Snowden extradition and “underlying challenges that we’ve had with Russia lately”
1:03:45 Zillow “better bargain for responsible homeownes” Obama Q&A, “I was actually fortunate enough to refinance at historically low rates” shill question; JCD on Umpqua Bank
1:10:23 350.org Chevron refinery protest; climate change correlated with conflict
1:16:42 Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s mother’s work for disabled crazy conspiracy theorist Donald Larking, WSJ reporter waltzes into Tsarnaev apartment and grabs right-wing newspapers like American Free Press, 16-week “get acquainted” subscription, Inspire article “Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your Mom”, “jihadi autodidacts”, Tsarnaev’s Protocols of the Elders of Zion
1:27:48 Dodgy Tor network; annoyance over iPhone Giant Voice System Amber alerts
1:32:05 Lisa Kudrow anti-HFCS “thick & creamy” Yoplait ad, propaganda “work of art”
1:35:21 Jake Tapper on NBC news and entertainment in conflict with Hillary miniseries
1:41:52 Donation Segment: JCD & Mimi’s wedding anniversary
1:56:52 ACC and Ms. Micky’s (nonsmoker) anniversary; emergency vehicles at Austin–Bergstrom for fallen soldier, arc of water, eight more dead this week; The Lone Ranger premiere in Amsterdam with CVC, ACC propagates “brown people in sand” meme
2:07:10 Condescending State Department spokesperson Jen Psaki squabbles with AP’s Matt Lee on status of Egypt, “we have determined that we do not need to make a determination”
2:10:49 Glenn Greenwald “gaffe of the week” on Democracy Now: “as far as Mr. Snowden’s spying plans are conc... asylum plans are concerned”; Russian analyst on US meddling with planned flight through Cuba; Russian Navy back in Cuban waters
2:17:13 Bolivian “forced landing” revisited; Greenwald changes wording to “they caused the plane of Evo Morales to be downed in Austria”, US refusal to extradite criminals; Greenwald rant: Dutch Ruppersberger “the embodiment of the rotted soul that has become the Democratic Party”, “almost drowning in cash from the defense and intelligence industries”, secret FISA ruling denied to oversight committee; John Inglis on “specific warrant anywhere on the earth”
2:26:59 Greenwald on immunity from prosecution for anything said on floor of Senate; producer note: CIA Republican and NSA Democrat
536  Ready for Huma  (2013-08-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hey Abdul, guess what we’re going to do this weekend!”  (0:40:39)
0:00:33  ACC’s man-dress “the beginning of the end”, CVC on Out TV float in Amsterdam gay pride
          canal parade; JCD on Alexander the Great and Spartan gay armies; commercial floats, ACC
          on float with CVC, Behind the Candelabra tie-in; new “Putin hates gays” meme, illegal to
          promote non-heterosexual lifestyle in presence of children
0:16:06  Economic hit man predicts Russia sanctions over Snowden; Chuck Schumer: “poke in the eye”
          for US meme, JCD’s stream goes into Lucifer mode, “bullies pay a price”; Lonnie Snowden
          on going to Russia: “folks that I work with could set up communications”, “I’m only gonna
          share so much of his background”, “many relatives who were federal law enforcement officers,
          military, police officers … patriotic streak”, “the brilliant one” vs high school dropout meme;
          economic hit man note on Russian worry over regime change epidemic
0:34:56  Jake Tapper on alert for “potential” Yemeni terror threat, bogus weekend embassy closings,
          Juliette Kayyem on travel advisory to “check in with their state departments and consulates”,
          “long-term threat stream” and Benghazi, end of Ramadan, Bob Baer on al-Qaeda “disinformation
          over phone lines”, “I think they could do a couple lone wolf attacks”
0:42:52  Schiphol security requiring computer charger brick out, no attention paid to bag full of wires
0:46:32  Producer Segment: JCD dramatizes “ships at sea”; “how can they just lie like that??”
1:05:13  Jake Tapper on CIA “Benghazi secrets”; Colin Powell e-mail hack; Rep. Frank Wolf on Beng-
          hazi witnesses wanting to be subpoenaed; Holder “appropriate setting” dodge revisited; Trey
          Gowdy on Benghazi name-changing; Eisenhower’s farewell “military-industrial complex” re-
          visited; John Doerr also hacked by Guccifer 2.0, upcoming Six-Week Cycle
1:19:57  Kaiser Alexander “you lied to Congress” Black Hat conference heckling; “virtual lockbox”,
          “300 selectors” in 2012, “54 cases” as Congressional proof, lame abandoned outcomes list
1:26:13  Kaiser Alexander “I haven’t lied to Congress” vs Eisenhower military-industrial complex;
          Rijksmuseum old-timer “pandemic”; Iranian goat head hairy tongue delicacy
1:45:26  Decomposed human hand found on Oregon beach
1:46:47  Donation Segment
1:58:20  Dutch adopting German 29-hour work week
1:59:55  Anthony “the beard” Weiner’s mayoral run, Clinton patience running out; Huma Abedin
          “using the Hillary Clinton playbook” meme; “ready for Hillary” mailings, Bill’s unfortunate
          heart attack on stage like Tommy Cooper
2:16:05  ITAR amendment relaxing Libyan weapons sales restrictions; Presidential Memorandum del-
          egating to Kerry authority to ignore Somali use of child soldiers for purposes of arms exports,
          Wes Clark Seven revisited
2:22:48  Topless Women Read Books reading of Declaration of Independence; Michelle Catalano pressure
          cooker Google searches ratted out by IT worker
2:29:16  Responses to CA Democrat Eric Swalwell climate change “agree or disagree”, “we do agree
          that this is something we need to address”, “we don’t take a position on that issue”  (CotD)
JCD: “You could be pre-diabesity.” (2:35:11)

JCD’s intro list of Business Insider NSA PRISM trigger words, “MI-17”; ACC in Airbnb on fourth floor, global warming impacting prostitution industry, 1400 cities underwater in 2100; ACC’s jaunt to South of France with the elites, “Russians and Chiners”; everyone parked on BBC royal baby-watching, epic gun control argument, JCD: “rich slaves”

Star Jones propagates Chris Rock $5,000 bullet meme, Piers Moron “it works!” on British 5-year handgun jail sentence; Sardinia the new go-to place for rich Russians, Nikki Beach Saint Tropez champagne shenanigans, ACC: “poverty was very good for me”; Volkswagen Eos 43 mpg for Florence trip, eco-system annoyances; Italian war on cash, Berlusconi’s war on internet; 21% VAT and 11-month wait to see a doctor; replica statues, ACC: “it’s like Disneyland except all the staff is Grumpy”; gunpowder makes elites nice

JCD global warming “it is cold, it’s windy, it’s foggy”; ACC expired KLM gold card travel tip

Producer Segment: Gx2 on YouTube; JCD parrots Mimi

Obama Amazon “slave station” stammering ding-fest; “retire with dignity” and “basic bargain of this country” tweets and e-mails, “better bargain for the middle class” video, “health care costs are growing at the slowest rate in fifty years”, “grit and resilience of the American people”, new “highest priority”, “phony scandals”; Carney to Joe Scarborough on IRS scandal: “there is no question that activity that occurred at the White Hou... at the IRS...” (CotD)

Obama whines about job losses due to budget cuts, JCD on sequester cuts to budget increases; speculation about Bernanke’s replacement; JCD reading journalist Karl Marx, slave holders using slave votes to rig Southern votes in favor of secession, panic of 1847 rail bubble, 2017 collapse and 2020 war, JCD: “I think we’re gonna fight against our own government”

Nigel Farage on American “war on liberty and freedom”, Curry’s Law: “the more technology is centralized, the more it enslaves us”; “so uh” prefix

Hacker Barnaby Jack dead at 35, Sir Dr. Sharkey on medical device danger memes; Forbes car “hacking” video; Morning Joe on Glenn Greenwald: “not a journalist, he’s an activist”; Manning guilty of wanton publishing, “prohibition against anyone ... who wants to publish something on the internet that will make the government angry”, judge promoted mid-case, Pentagon Papers fractal

Donation Segment

79 killed in Santiago de Compostela high-speed derailment, ACC on Z-100 engineer’s train CD, Spain Europe’s top high-speed rail country, Dutch high-speed rail scandals, new €16bn deal and sabotage theory, “train bubble” economic collapse of 1847, civil engineer on sporadic monitoring, no mention of hacking scenario; ACC on douchebag former transport minister Camiel Eurlings joining KLM, JCD: “no, my mother’s saying, eh, this cabbage is no good!”

Two SWAT teams required to evict 63-year-old Idaho Springs woman

New word from Dr. Oz: “diabesity”, “prediabetes”, “it’s an epidemic out there”

Whistling Martin Dempsey on new secure network for iPhone “data processor”, “this phone ... would make even Batman or James Bond a bit jealous”, “federated App Store”, “I worry that adversaries will to seek to exploit that chink in our nation’s armor” (CotD); Dempsey on $23bn cybersecurity investment, not for “run-of-the-mill intrusions”, protecting the domains, “network speed” vs “swivel-chair speed”

JCD tip: buy Chanel No. 5 ahead of EU tree moss ingredient ban
533  Clip Show II (2013-07-25)

0:00:00  Intro with kudos to editor Ramsey Cain
0:01:37  Drunk or not drunk Pat Leahy (521@0:15:07)
0:03:09  NPR lisper on “magical tasty” processed foods like mac & cheese (492@1:11:16)
0:07:54  Beyond the Candelabra (517@0:23:17)
0:09:54  ARSONomics YouTube producer, NBN Lebanon TV producer’s first question: “are you the same Adam Curry as the MTV guy?” (418@0:33:14)
0:12:41  Benjamin Fulford and Chōdōin Daikaku on ninja Illuminati army (396@1:29:10)
0:18:45  Feinstein apologizes after forgetting to call Blumenthal (492@2:58:17)
0:21:31  Austin Moonlight Towers, Servant Girl Annihilator serial killer (484@0:10:34)
0:25:47  Pet food stamps, cat food mac & cheese with marjoram (492@1:15:57)
0:31:47  Julia Gillard dodges flying sandwich (517@2:08:16)
0:33:04  PBS runs David Koch hit piece documentary (516@2:06:01)
0:35:43  JCD’s Gulf of Tonkin printouts (517@0:01:57)
0:40:09  “If you’re one of over 50 million adults who suffer from a sore mouth...” (484@2:45:58)
0:40:35  Black market “oryx burgers” update (418@1:35:45)
0:44:46  ACC’s Super Bowl prediction, 33-minute power outage (485@1:28:25)
0:50:06  Rod Serling in 1950s interview on self-censorship, Lassie puppies feedback (488@1:35:37)
0:59:26  Intermission
1:01:04  British hookers on sale (522@0:02:56)
1:03:57  Come Giggle With Me stoned cooking show, JCD Legally Drunk talk show (520@2:38:19)
1:06:40  America’s Next Top Model “I feel terrible!” (396@1:35:13)
1:07:11  JCD on abolitionist Cassius Clay’s personal cannon (1@0:09:07)
1:12:28  Rampant 33 in Chelyabinsk meteor coverage (488@0:24:16)
1:17:32  Janet Napolitano: “I just don’t use e-mail at all”, JCD: “she doesn’t know how to use a computer at all”
1:21:17  Iceland film song You Can’t Say No to a Soldier (2000@20:00)
1:27:48  Cymbalta and “may cause death” Celebrex competing for worst-sounding side effects (418@2:05:53)
1:34:43  Sidecar and technology centralization, JCD: “that sounds like drone talk to me” (516@0:52:22)
1:37:05  Hollande does a Timbuktu victory lap after “no shots fired” victory (484@2:46:38)
1:41:10  Erin Burnett steamrollers Harvard law professor when he brings up “violence in our media” (484@1:39:40)
1:46:36  Al Sharpton drops pledge of allegiance “under God” in MSNBC ad (485@2:34:32)
1:48:21  ACC’s proposed Dutch bikes in Austin venture (485@3:08:34)
1:52:52  Outro
532 Red Cell (2013-07-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “What I thought was a snide style.” (1:29:49)
0:00:32 ACC in Amsterdam, “jet-lagged beyond belief”, airline bag-weighing; ABC interviews TSA thief; TSA’s “Blogger Bob” weighs in on valet car searches; ACC deploys “can’t raise arms” tip; Airbnb above massage parlor; ACC: “everyone’s drunk”
0:10:39 Median house price 33% increase in past year; Google stock down after lousy earnings report; Freedom Controller feed archive outperforming Google; Amsterdam “pop-up stores” selling deeply-discounted bankruptcy merchandise, no credit cards allowed, war on cash
0:22:36 Harry Reid on wildfires in the West: “the climate has changed”
0:24:24 Captive Nations Week, “as citizens of the oldest democracy on earth”, “opportunity to reaffirm America’s role in advancing human rights worldwide”, ACC: “this means we’re up to no good”; McCain threatens to block Martin Dempsey’s nomination over nature of Syria action
0:30:19 Helen Thomas dead at 92, Obama “shut up slave” moments, ousted from press corps for “tell them to get the Hell out of Palestine”; Mark Leibovich on the origin of This Town, “business cards flying” at Tim Russert funeral, Clintons “pros at sickness, at other people’s misfortune”; Janet Napolitano to make $570k at UC; Cornell West on possible replacement Raymond Kelly “poster child of racial profiling”, NSA’s Chris Inglis another possibility; JCD from Show 175 on tapping over computer monitor computers, “I dunno, the NSA perhaps”
0:45:12 Producer Segment: “knight me in the mouth”; celebrity mouth-hitter Rien van Rijthoven
1:03:27 JCD in contact with BitTorrent’s Bram Cohen
1:06:15 Detroit bankrupt, Obama in 2012: “we refused to let Detroit go bankrupt” (CotD), ACC: “you’ll regret them words on day!”; Obama: “Trayvon Martin could’ve been me, thirty-five years ago”, JCD on Obama injecting self into local politics, ACC on foreign perception of US
1:12:36 Texas Redneck Heaven Bar’s “anything but clothes” body paint days ruined by lone complainer
1:15:00 Bloody-faced Dzhokhar Tsarnaev photo released in response to Rolling Stone cover, Hollywood laser sight dot, police photographer “suspended for a day”; NBC “snide style” for Rolling Stone’s “serious and thoughtful coverage”; British vs US newsstands; ACC’s man-dress
1:26:01 Spector 360 employee-monitoring software animated video
1:32:45 Author Brad Thor on DHS “Red Cell” program to “help them plot what the next terrorist attack might look like”, “faction” books, “applying that creativity like I do for DHS”, next up: Federal Reserve; term “Red Cell” coopted from military
1:39:45 Donation Segment: “Groaning Again” Netherlands; “dry and boring” podcasts
1:49:25 Culture Creationism: pot-smokin’ moms in Beverly Hills on Good Morning America, “cannabis made me a better human being”, “spend more” Prozac slam, JCD tip on danger of eating raw marijuana, danger of prescription medications, “cannabis” meme, JCD’s hemp milk fudgesicles; stoned or not stoned Diane Sawyer
2:02:18 Sorkin’s The Newsroom “things get worse in Oklahoma” slam, Ms. Micky “nipples!”, JCD on Mimi noticing guy with dick hanging out
2:07:32 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: Marvel Superhero Squad Show global warming propaganda
2:11:38 Former Senator Gordon Humphrey sends Snowden best wishes; Bradley Manning “aware that terrorist organizations use the internet”, “treason” definition, JCD: “he violated his terms of employment”; Casino “why take a chance?”
2:25:06 Rep. Frank Wolf on Benghazi survivors’ nondisclosure agreements
2:27:43 ACC’s drinkin’ up a storm itinerary and show schedule
531  Quantum Dong  (2013-07-18)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s the continuum.”  (2:33:12)
0:00:32  JCD’s broken glass in driveway
0:01:43  SCotUS rules on Mutual Pharmaceutical Co. v. Bartlett, not liable for “flesh-eating side effect”
0:06:45  “Conversation about race” meme; MSNBC on “white shame”, “trifecta of American privilege, they are white straight males”; Zimmerman “not found innocent”, immigrants “people in hoodies”; Martin family lawyer on duty to be “social engineer”; Trayvon’s friend Rachel Jeantel explains to Piers Moron definition of nigga as “a male”, ACC; “nigga please!”, Ms. Micky believing “N-word” referred to Nicole Brown Simpson
0:21:19  ACC on race war distraction from 101M people on food stamps; Rev. Manning: “I been smokin’ dope, I got the munchieees!”; Andrea Shea King on narcotic brew “lean”, liver damage lie
0:33:44  Producer Segment: low-power FM “farce”; mma.nashownotes.com
0:45:20  Bogus Asiana 214 photos making the rounds; Boeing saved by Korean Air 11-plane order; tail number HL7742/HL7442 coincidence
0:51:53  Berkeley hummer Samantha Power UN small arms registry “um” ding-fest
0:59:31  BBC breaking news: “Snowden may soon leave the airport”; Greenwald to write surveillance book, Barton Gellman also in the mix; Rand Paul to Power: “was the recent military takeover in Egypt a coup?”; Greenwald on Snowden’s “very sensitive detailed blueprints”; Microsoft seeks permission to disclose NSA cooperation details
1:07:48  Matt Lee to dominatrix Jen Psaki on Snowden airport media event: “you’re disappointed that they let someone into their own airport, I don’t get it”, Psaki “propaganda platform”, “we believe, broadly, in free speech”; “Quantum Dong Dawn 2” exercise; Aspen Security Forum with bought-and-paid-for “journalists”
1:20:13  FISA hearing: John Conyers barely listenable even when sped up; Jerrold Nadler on Section 215 parallel with grand jury subpoena; Robert Scott asks about statutory limitation on what can be collected; unclassified setting caveat by chairman; JCD on expansion to general criminal investigation; Dzhokhar Tsarnaev on Rolling Stone, ACC: “it could be the kid next door”
1:43:13  Kimberly Dvorak: Michael Hastings “sent home in an urn” against family wishes; Abby Martin on Richard Clark’s “consistent with a car cyberattack”, Dvorak on speaking to drone manufacturers about car hacking, “triggering a sensor on the vehicle”; Rochester Airport valet parking company searching cars at direction of TSA, “Laurie said that she doesn’t mind the security measure at all”
1:55:04  NDAA H.R.5736 Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012 “to authorize the domestic dissemination of information and material about the United States intended primarily for foreign audiences”, “public diplomacy information programs”, “motion pictures, films, audio”
2:01:05  Donation Segment: “the destruction of our earth” e-mail, “Lord’s name in vain” note
2:18:53  JCD on ACC’s on-the-road rig blowing up, ACC’s 220V AC to 12V AC converter from Geneva
2:20:50  British energy Secretary Ed Davey calls climate change deniers “crackpots and conspiracy theorists”, insurance meme, “climate science is incredibly complicated”
2:29:03  New Flublok vaccine, “you don’t want to get grandma sick”, genetically modified insect virus
2:32:33  Executive Order 13649 HIV Care Continuum Initiative, screen everyone, JCD: “DNA grab”
2:39:50  NYT op-ed by al-Awlaki’s father; GlaxoSmithKline bribery scandal in China
2:45:36  US GAO Haiti report; Robin Hood Foundation; Hurricane Sandy donations in limbo, “future disasters”; Mort Zuckerman on McLaughlin Group propagates NSA “50 attacks” meme
530  Boston Brakes  (2013-07-14)

0:00:00  ACC: “Glenn Greenwald is out there, and he’s the hit man.” (1:47:54)
0:00:33  Riots or not in wake of George Zimmerman verdict, “he’s free and he actually killed Trayvon
        Martin for nothing”, Jesse Jackson “jury of peers” for victim; attorney John Burris on pros-
        ecution witness for the defense, “innovative” icon-changing and oak tree yellow ribbons; No
        Agenda riot checklist and printed signs; Martin Kaplan on “outrage envy”, “we’re like one of
        those rats that have a lever to push, and cocaine comes out”
0:17:10  Jay Carney on Obama-Holder meeting “in the Oval” regarding AP spying report, “wide range
        of news media stakeholders”, “protecting the American people by pursuing those who violate
        their oaths through unlawful disclosures of information”, media shield law blueprint, 45-day
        notification window, News Media Review Committee; Freedom of the Press Foundation’s
        Trevor Timm called out by producer, all-in on shield law
0:31:04  Distraction of the Week: KTVU “soccer moni” reads bogus names of Asiana 214 pilots, “Sum
        Ting Wong”, JCD story: KTVU anchor Dennis Richmond meltdown over “goodnight, I’m
        Dennis Richmond” left off prompter, racist ethnic accents
0:39:45  NTSB’s telegenic Deborah Hersman; lack of ambulances 911 call
0:45:13  National Macaroni & Cheese Day
0:47:21  Producer Segment: ACC story: great-grandfather’s baseball game
1:10:18  Snowden spokeshole Glenn Greenwald lies to fast-talker Chris Hayes about Snowden’s passport
        revocation and Evo Morales’ Austria landing, “ACLU and Amnesty”; Jay Carney on Snow-
        den’s “propaganda platform”, “unauthorized leaking of classified information”; WikiLeaks’
        Sarah Harrison and Human Rights Watch’s Tanya Lokshina in Moscow
1:27:21  China-Russia naval exercise; Kyrgyzgaz sold to Gazprom for $1; “Green Greenwald”: Snowden
        “threw away his entire life”, passing messages for family, Chris Hayes on Putin not “playing
        patty-cake”, NSA-Microsoft collaboration; Greenwald: US should “be on its knees begging”
        nothing happens to Snowden
1:50:47  ACC: Greenwald should beware “Boston brakes”; producer requesting public records related
        to Michael Hastings’ death, 911 call logs, “giant explosion”, no skid marks
1:57:19  FBI refuses to testify at Boston bombing hearing; amputee Jeff Bauman “quick healer”, “they
        were calling me Wolverine”; Cory Monteith’s death at Fairmont Pacific Rim hotel and Pacific
        Rim’s dismal numbers
2:05:36  Donation Segment
2:14:13  ACC’s mold allergy flare-up after dinner and cigars with Sir Gene, “at first I thought Gene
        had literally poisoned me”
2:17:35  Adamn’s Gonna Read His E-mail: TSA shoulder injury tip works in Australia, “I don’t agree
        with everything you say” meme
2:23:01  Janet Napolitano resigns from DHS, ACC Red Book: Ruth Bader Ginsburg dead within the
        year and replaced by Napolitano, Samuel Alito Boston brakes; Claire McCaskill plays robocall
        samples, 200k FTC complaints per month; ACC’s call from sexy-voiced Coalition to Reduce
        Spending woman
2:40:43  MERS and $5M bail for Saudi princess; ACC’s interference from powered-down cell phone
2:43:00  Military helicopters flying around Port Angeles; ACC’s single CVC emergency call
2:48:54  European abortion rules stricter than what passed in Texas, 19 vs 27 abortions per 1000,
        National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy report massages numbers
529  No Coup  (2013-07-11)

0:00:00  JCD: (Russian accent) “You like the redhead.” (2:27:42)
0:00:31  Recording early due to JMD’s 19th birthday; ACC’s European itinerary
0:07:32  Tsarnaev courtroom sketches, confession vs not guilty plea, new Russian accent; CNN 24/7
        Zimmerman coverage; “dozens” of victims face-to-face, “emotionally packed”, “dishoveled”
        hair, man on the street with two idiots; ACC: “of course he’s not guilty, it’s not even him!”
0:17:13  Charlie Rose The Guardian “we haven’t heard any specific national security concerns” re-
        visited; Zbigniew Brzezinski contrasts Daniel Ellsberg with Snowden, CFR’s Richard Haass:
        China & Russia international community “outliers”, “he’s a felon, he committed treason”,
        NSA apologist Brett Stevens contrasts MLK with Snowden, “Zip drive”, Zakaria calls for
        “happy medium”; “balance” and “tradeoffs” in pre-Snowden Obama speeches
0:33:04  Salon Laura Poitras interview on timeline, Poitras & Greenwald on Freedom of the Press
        Foundation board, Foundation for National Progress Mother Jones, $600k from Soros, ACC:
        “spook club”, Obama “knew this was coming”; Democracy Now perpetuates “forced down in
        Austria” lie; Poitras on meeting Barton Gellman on publishing leaks
0:51:21  Russell Tice on NSA going after Colin Powell and military, phone records of law firms and
        Supreme Court, “wannabe Senator Barack Obama”, Cheney implicated; no sequester for
        intelligence agencies, Abby Martin “shadow government”, Tice on Post Office storing addresses
1:03:27  James Comey’s confirmation, Cocaine Cowboys, Comey on “bumping into the media”, “front
        of mind” meme, shield law “carve-out” for national security; “Congress shall make no law”
1:10:40  Producer Segment
1:20:09  Obama 2012 “all your radio are belong to me” Executive Order and FCC’s 1,000 licenses for
        nonprofit low-power FM stations; journalist/spy Austin Goodrich dead at 87; JCD on NSA
        and cops going after hot women, “what do you think they were doing with Ross Perot?”;
        Clapper perjury and Holder dodge revisited, “wittingly” ruined
1:31:02  Kim Dvorak on intensity of Michael Hastings’ car fire, engine & drive train behind car, no
        skid marks, “Mercedes says their cars just don’t blow up”; Hastings on I Lost My Love in
        Baghdad, wife Elise Jordan to finish Brennan piece, Yale graduate, ACC: CIA handler
1:44:52  James Bamford on microwave interception satellites
1:51:33  Fox News Rand Paul interview, post-coup aid money for Egypt; Jen “what a day!” Psaki’s
        stint at Global Strategy Group, “a democratic process is not just about casting your ballot”,
        “there are millions of people on the ground who do not think it was a coup”; Matt Lee: “will
        you let us know when the heat from the flames of the burning hoops that you’re jumping
        through to avoid taking a position on this get too hot, or will that just be obvious?”, Psaki:
        “I’m not a lawyer and I’m not aware that you are either, but you never know”
2:04:08  Jay Carney on coup “change in government”; McCain: “it was a coup”; Obama in May: “I
        know that foreign aid is one of the least popular expenditures that there is”; Psaki asked about
        spy technologies “Highland, Vagrant, and Lifesaver”, push for UN internet takeover, “I just
        wanna make sure that the AP and Reuters stories are available to all the people of Singapore”
2:14:30  Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: douchebag requests free ammo in federal vs state debate
2:17:06  CNN on Spirit of the Czars vodka heist; Kimberly Guilfoyle McDouble chow-down
2:21:24  Donation Segment: Grimerica donation
2:39:00  Rick Perry’s sister vice president of corrupt United Surgical Partners International; veterinary
        price gouging; Lac-Mégantic rail disaster; George Zimmerman race-baiting icon changers
**Zero Risk Society** (2013-07-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “She can execute anyone at her own will.” (2:33:18)

0:00:33 JCD’s cricket sound effect

0:01:02 Six-Week Cycle recap; Asiana Airlines Flight 214 San Francisco crash, ACC on incomprehensible Chinese student pilots; cop hauls away survivor describing hole in fuselage; publicity where Sheryl Sandberg’s flight change; British reporter “um”-fest, out-of-action “piece of technology, a device which helps pilots to judge, um, distances and heights as they come in to land”

0:14:53 ACC analysis: NOTAM indicated runway ILS out of service until August, PAPI lights, attempted go-around, “pilot error”; Obama advised by Lisa Monaco; X-class solar flare

0:21:01 John Kerry on his yacht while Egypt melting down

0:22:25 Local news report with scary music on University of Washington arrest of Justin Miles Jasper with “cache of weapons and body armor”, “handful of Molotov cocktails”; Freedom Fighter Radio podcast; “first look at the man behind the ammo”, “anti-government literature”; journalist definition; ACC on e-mails used out of context in court; JCD on Mussolini’s crap novel

0:37:54 Tom Hanks to do *In the Garden of Beasts* film, possibly to keep people from reading it

0:45:40 Producer Segment: drone sonic boom tip fail

1:01:58 William Binney on FBI and DoJ in bed with Whitey Bulger, Michael Donahue murder; NSA challenge coin WAWY “we are watching you”

1:11:51 ALEC American Legislative Exchange Council “bill mill” producer on near-identical abortion bills; Amy Meyer prosecuted under “ag-gag” law for filming slaughterhouse, ALEC Animal and Ecological Terrorism Act model bill, “material support” language, undercover investigations as “economic terrorism”

1:22:49 Dinner with the O-bots: Berkeley hummer Ruth Pennebaker at pro-choice protest, mostly over-50 crowd, closing clinic numbers; brain professor demolishes blood type diet; “you’re being manipulated” stirs things up

1:35:11 William Pennebaker explains performatives; JFK “let me say this about that”, Steven Harper: “let me be very clear on this, I’ve been clear repeatedly”; Pennebaker’s pronoun analysis software, gender identification, Obama’s feminine language, pre-war dips in presidential “I” use, Tsarnaev tweets; NSA surveillance introduced in environmentalist court case

1:48:02 Lonnie Snowden brings in Lichfield & Associates lawyer Bruce Fein, global hunger mission statement; South American leaders on CIA influence; Evo Morales’ plane FAB001 “forced to land” in Austria, ATC radio “we cannot get a correct indication of the fuel indication so as a precaution we need to land”, ACC on standard pretexts for unscheduled landings

2:00:35 Jen Psaki “uh” ding-fest on Bolivian flight; NYT on FISA slippery slope

2:08:46 Professor Russ introduces 1987 P. Slovic *Perception of Risk* study, “zero risk society”, Three Mile Island hysteria; Book TV on manufactured crises

2:19:17 Donation Segment: Twitter wrangling over Asiana tail “fell off”; Aric the Shill on ring duty

2:37:08 3D printed napkin rings at O-bot dinner; ACC next up: *coq au vin* or oryx

2:43:45 AlBaradei the Soros shill; YouTube message for Obama: “leave us alone”, Smedley Butler

2:47:56 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Morsi viewed military as “tamed”, possibilities for Turkey; China-Russia joint exercises “show of strength”; smirking Putin press conference on Snowden; Laura Poitras now reporting spying on Germany in *Der Spiegel*, Greenwald Snowden “problem with nouns” tweet

527  Odious Selfies  (2013-07-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh, mac & cheese, oh, let’s get some mac & cheese!” (1:53:40)
0:00:35  Zombies on Twitter believing US is 2013 years old
0:04:12  NewsHour backgrounder on Mohammed Morsi ouster; Dempsey live on CNN; fireworks in Tahrir Square, ACC: “total Chiner operation”; Anna Chapman Snowden seduction attempt
0:11:50  Obama announces Power Africa initiative at Symbion power plant, mcc.gov Millennium Challenge Corporation; Mohamed ElBaradei, NGO spooks jailed, Obama caught flat-footed
0:24:11  Molly Wood and son visiting; Obama at Tanzania town hall: “if everybody’s raising living standards to the point where everybody’s got a car, and everybody’s got air conditioning, and everybody’s got a big house, well, the planet will boil over”; Muslim group files for Obama’s arrest in South Africa for war crimes; RT on George W. Bush war crimes, spying, and signing statements; Obama’s hundreds of signing statements, four-pager for NDAA; RT on depleted uranium by drones in South Sudan, “Obama the Odious”; Abby Martin the idiot; RT plays Obama “Predator drones”, Malaysian tribunal convicts top Bush minions in absentia, “odious” definition; “guilty of telling slaves the truth” producer clip
0:46:03  Producer Segment
1:07:15  NBC drone operator interview: sonic boom, guy with leg blown off “eventually … becomes the same color as the ground he bled upon”, “I’d become heartless”, “accomplishments” paper
1:17:08  Where in the World is Edward Joseph Snowden jingle; WikiLeaks statement modified: “United States have has”, Greenwald: “it was sort of flavored with person who isn’t Edward Snowden”, “suspended animation in an airport”; Barton Gellman re-hired by Washington Post for Snowden coverage, to Bob Schieffer on working with agencies, Century Foundation senior fellow; Dvorak’s Guide to PC Telecommunications written by group; BBC call-in show with spooks
1:39:51  Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: junior Army officers spending own funds on office supplies
1:41:42  506th Infantry Regiment to be “chopped up”, Dempsey singing national anthem at ball game; Michael Hayden: “I’m convinced the more the American people know exactly what it is we are doing … the more comfortable they will feel”
1:47:20  Donation Segment: EFF icon-change day; NDLS IPO
2:07:15  San Antonio 18-year-old Justin Carter jailed for “terroristic threat” over Facebook “shoot up a kindergarten” post, reporter’s sarcastic-sounding “yeah!” to father; Jeff Olson acquitted of 13 counts of vandalism in San Diego Bank of America sidewalk chalk case, similar case in Pennsylvania; HSBC $1.9bn fine and James Comey for FBI; Talk of the Nation’s Neal Conan: “ah, I see we have a truther with us … it’s derogatory because you’re talking scientific nonsense”, “I’m hanging up on you because this is nonsense!”, show discontinued; Los Angeles “show of force” by militarized transit police, July 4 “heightened alert”, “no credible threats”
2:24:37  Drunk or not drunk Diane Sawyer on “controversial” Obamacare provision, “tipsy”
2:26:03  Rachel Maddow on surprise Republican North Carolina abortion legislation, identical to Texas law, Hyde Amendment barring federal abortion funding, state clinic standards laws, ACC Red Book: $5000 RU-486 abortions; ACC told “you can’t just steamroll over the minority” in vote
2:38:11  ACC welcomes Croatia to EU and Trans Adriatic Pipeline; ACC on first show using Ultimate Podcast Device
526  #meh! (2013-06-30)

0:00:00  ACC: “And meh is close to baaa.” (1:34:39)
0:00:33  JCD show theme “liars”; Ms. Micky in Amsterdam, ACC’s post-lawn-watering thunderstorm
0:03:10  Arizona heat wave, ACC: “they cranked up HAARP”; presidential podcast mostly repeats global warming speech, “decades of carefully-reviewed research”, second Obama, “in a world that is getting warmer than it used to be, all weather events are affected by it”, conflates deniers with firefighters, “already paying the price” Yale talking point
0:11:25  2010 60 Minutes Bloom Energy hype, “its real, it works”, oxygen for Mars, “he reversed his Mars machine”, 35% tax credit, John Doerr: “we’re gonna change the world”, “discovered and funded Netscape, Amazon, and Google”, “clean energy was an emerging market worth gazillions”; Doerr vs Vinod Khosla, Khosla Seed high-risk VC; JCD: “it’s all fine-tuning what was invented in the 1800s”, JCD on hydrogen car “high-pitched squeal”, 10k PSI; WWII gasogene cars; Phoenix grounded flights due to heat vs “sheet metal and rivets”
0:33:42  Producer Segment: JCD wine auction, decade-long Hennessy taster “shut up slave”
0:55:09  Ask Adam: why no perjury charges for Clapper’s “not wittingly”; NYT opinion piece: American public “meh”; The Guardian editor to Charlie Rose: Snowden went to news organization for sake of privacy-security “debate”, consultation with administration on what to publish when, “we haven’t heard specific national security concerns”
1:09:55  Wes Clark: Americans “solidly behind the PRISM program”, “Snowden’s gonna disappear…from the pages of history”; Obama: “I’m not gonna be scrambling jets to get a twenty-nine-year-old… hacker”; Snowden’s “father”: “he has in fact broken US law”, revoked passport, JCD: “this passport’s no good!”; Syria as US-Russia proxy war; Snowden jingles
1:21:32  Lindsey Graham “welcome to America”; Anderson Pooper defends Greenwald from Peter King; Andrew Sorkin calls for Greenwald’s arrest, performative-laced “apology”; David Gregory walks back criminal charges question, Mike Murphy: Snowden “a felon and a fugitive”; JCD in Miss Venezuela pageant; European and US public “meh”
1:35:43  “Generals’ Row” in Washington D.C., speechwriters and personal chefs; Gen. James Cartwright investigated for leaking Iran cyberattack; former Stasi colonel on using collected information
1:45:19  Sherry Wolf “mike check” introduction at Socialism 2013 Conference; Greenwald on “award” of US Army blocking access to The Guardian; State Department document: “a passport will not be revoked when the whereabouts of the bearer is unknown”, passport “hit”
1:53:02  Donation Segment
2:06:54  Bill Maher “great!” for time to avert climate change, Vatican and Plan B and Gardasil, “God’s natural intended punishments for sluts who put out”, ACC: “he is the first on the train”
2:12:00  Maher’s “heroic Wendy Davis” and her eleven-hour filibuster against Texas Senate Bill 5 in “elegant white suit and comfy pink sneakers”, closing 37 of 42 abortion clinics meme, five-month abortion cutoff, apathetic icon-changers ignoring the real societal outrages (ACCPotD)
2:22:45  RT on Obama’s Africa visit, protests over unfulfilled promises from last time and military activities, Johannesburg anti-US protests; opiec.gov Overseas Private Investment Corporation, $7bn for electric grid development; ring of US influence around Mediterranean locking out Russia, Leviathan field at 33° North 33° East; ACC Red Book: July 12 riots in Ireland
2:34:26  Sanctimonious woman chews out prostitutes, Harry Reid on outlawing prostitution
2:38:18  Dementia from overuse of smartphones and tablets, Erin Burnett “broken record” joke
2:41:28  RCMP seizing guns from evacuated homes in High River
ACC: “What is an artisan?” JCD: “They’re guys who make pots.” (2:18:20)
DOMA Section 3 struck down by SCotUS, JCD: “run around in a circle, waving your arms, yelling ‘yay’”, California Proposition 8 wrangling, states’ rights intact, “marriage” definition
Al-Qaeda changing tactics because of Snowden, John Kerry: “people may die as a consequence of what this man did”; ominous William Hague: “in some countries secret intelligence is used to control their people – in ours, it only exists to protect their freedoms” (CotD)
Ted Kaczynski and technology; “Mister” Snowden meme, Ars Technica IRC log; McCain: Snowden not technically in Russia “old Soviet-speak”; John Bolton: officers “could have opened the cabin door and pulled him off the plane”; Putin in translation: “it’s like shearing a pig: too much squealing, not enough wool”; Bolton: “if they don’t turn him over we should start responding”, vast number of top secret clearances; ACC on drone sysadmin and root password; Ed Schultz: “this isn’t about you, dude, this is about the security of the country!”
Dead or not dead Mandela smiling at news of Obama visit; JCD’s USB speakers go haywire
David Gregory and Greenwald spar over “aided and abetted”; linguist James Hilselberger
Crypotme’s John Young and WikiLeaks, “Assangé”, lawyer Jennifer Robinson on Ecuador asylum application, Bertha Foundation, founder Lara Tabatznik on naked African schoolchildren, PR firm FitzGibbon Media to represent Assange & Snowden, Artist Action “earned media”; Wikipedia tracking Snowden page users, ACC: “I’m not even sure this Snowden exists”
Google smart house; ACC: “the smart meters have got to go”; FEMA wood gasifier plans
Obama on global warming action plan: “scientists had known since the 1800s that greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide trap heat”, “those who are already feeling the effects of climate change don’t have time to deny it”, 97% meme, “I’m here to say we need to act” performative; natural gas “transition fuel”; backyard nukes; gas lines for solar farms confirmed; “we don’t have time for a meeting of the Flat Earth Society”; oath of office “ultimate performative”
Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: call center “fuck” tip works with Microsoft support
Howard Stern all-in on NSA spying; stupid reporters jammed into Aeroflot flight from Moscow to Havana; Confessions of an Economic Hit Man and anti-Ecuador propaganda, $21M “leverage”, “one of the hubs for processing one of the chemical elements in cocaine”, Snowden’s “little martyr escapade … attention-seeking bizarre thing that’s happening”
Julia Gillard resigns as Australian Prime Minister; JCD story: using coca leaves in the Andes
JCD story: Barbara Boxer trying to pick up inspectors, Feinstein hissy fit over file room door chain; Feinstein on Snowden “clearly aided and abetted, possibly by the WikiLeaks organization”, Feinstein & Rogers believe they’re spies, “regulatory capture” and FISA court
German bank bailout 8% tax on account holders; Haiku Herman on information exchange to combat tax fraud; Bill Cunningham & Tamara Holder name-calling squabble on Fox
ShotSpotter in major cities; can’t disable iPhone presidential Giant Voice System
Paula Dean “nigger” scandal a shot fired in Victoza vs Dulaglutide marketing war
Marrakesh WIPO print disability treaty to combat file sharing, “war on the blind”
Shameless BBC story on spinning mummy statue in Manchester Museum
Texas abortion debate; State Department Bureau of Intelligence and Research
524 Bono Douchebag (2013-06-23)

0:00:00 ACC: *(unintelligible ranting)* *(0:44:32)*

0:00:45 Moscow airport Snowden skit, flight number tweeted by WikiLeaks; Wired article on Keith Alexander’s power, ACC’s CSS challenge coin; NSA whistleblower Russell Tice: “the situation is much worse, at some point I’d like to talk about that”, “I did my spying via space”, “40-some wanna-be senator from Illinois”; CNN “breaking news” with Greenwald; JCD on conservative vs progressive libertarians; NSA whistleblower Russell Tice: “I trust the underlying faith of the Obama indu… administration”; “Kaiser” Alexander

0:19:50 1.4M top secret clearance holders; pissing contest with Russia; ACC on Pandora’s Promise, “it is the worst piece of crap”, actual Chernobyl death toll, no radiation at Fukushima, reactor self-shutdown money shot sabotaged, gas backup at wind and solar farms

0:28:24 NYT Michael Hastings obituary dismissive of McChrystal story; 2012 “uphill battle” for alternative media, “I’m still alive, I’m still standing, they haven’t put a drone strike out on me yet, I’m not in Gitmo”; possible drone strike, explosion reports; UCSD presentation on remote car hacking, “including doing things like disabling the brakes”; Mueller on FBI using drones “for surveillance on US soil”; malicious WMA file; DARPA on dashboard display showing 140 mph in park, self-parking cars with steering under software control; Prius “floor mat” acceleration quietly ended, ACC: “keep that Lexus, John”, JCD’s hot rod, “hey girls”

1:44:20 Ireland’s Clare Daly on Obama visit: “given the almost unprecedented slobbering over them that the nation has been exposed to”, Michelle’s lunch with “Mr. tax exile himself” Bono, “by any serious examination this man is a war criminal”, “leprechaun hats decorated with a bit of stars and stripes”; Dutch tax and patent haven; ACC on Bono walking away from interview

1:53:56 Producer note on Obama “handful of yokels” stealing pastrami sum of $45M

1:55:14 Donation Segment: Noodles going public

2:12:03 Upcoming dinner with the O-bots, new attendee James Pennebaker author of The Secret Life of Pronouns, spotting lies through use of performatives, “I want to say one thing to the American people, I want you to listen to me, I’m gonna say this again, I did not have sexual relations with that woman”, JCD: “who ya tryin’ to kid, Curry?!”; ACC’s flag from Afghanistan; Erdoğan: same in Brazil as in Turkey

2:26:08 700 Eager Lion troops to remain in Jordan; TWA 800 and the Clinton body count; Obama “dead pool” including Andrew Breitbart and impressionist Steve Bridges, no cancer deaths

2:38:06 Obama on upcoming “national plan to reduce carbon pollution”

2:40:47 JCD on GCHQ building “three-point deal”; British Environmental Secretary on GMO technology “being led by funny professors with spiky hair and flapping coats”; Australian police shred Catholic Pedobear documents

2:44:33 ACLU lawyer on “secret oversight of secret programs allowed under secret court orders”
523  by Law and by Rule  (2013-06-20)

0:00:00  JCD: “Aw! You can’t do that!” (2:41:45)
0:00:30  Two arrested by FBI for mobile “death ray” plot to kill Muslims and President Obama, “these
men never posed any danger”, everyone they met with “informants or undercover agents”
0:05:10  Dvorak’s Law Wikipedia page flagged for removal, “does not appear to be a notable law”
0:07:57  Miss USA 2013: Utah on wage gap: “we need to try to figure out how to create education better
so that we can solve this problem”, Alabama on on NSA spying: “I would rather someone
track my telephone messages and feel safe wherever I go, than feel like they’re encroaching on
my privacy”, South Carolina channels Caitlin Upton on whistleblowers: “we have been given
specific documents for specific reasons, our lawmakers have put that into their decision for
certain reasons, and if we feel the need to have to show those documents, then I think that
we should show them”, ACC: “smoke was coming out of her ears, I think”, predictable winner
Connecticut on arrestee DNA testing: “I think we should absolutely do so”
0:21:16  Mueller on “ten or twelve” Section 215 cases, yaks about Khalid al-Mihdhar to “run down the
clock”, stopping 9/11 meme; David Gregory on Americans all-in after 9/11; Keith Alexander
to FBI deputy on hot mic: “tell your boss I owe him another friggin’ beer”
0:28:19  Charlie Rose playing handler for Obama, DUI checkpoints “may be intrusive”, whining about
Syria, “number one responsibility”; Pat Buchanan’s Constitutional Convention idea; Obama
on Chinese stealing iPhone plans; “a handful of yokels up in New York” stealing from ATMs
0:47:52  Keith Alexander on “allies and industry partners”
0:49:25  Producer Segment: NPR call-in mouth-hitting
1:00:26  Don Lemon on British G20 spying; Haiku Herman on G8 Syria decisions, “more actors” at
G20; riots in Brazil over bus fare increase; Belgian Muslim political party; JCD 80-year cycle;
Greek port finally sold at 50% discount, thermal springs for sale, frequency spectrum; global
tax avoidance jettisoned from G8 agenda
1:23:30  Incredulous Erin Burnett on US “murdering?” Snowden
1:50:46  Obama “in the footsteps of Reagan and JFK” at Brandenburg Gate, teleprompter issues
1:52:58  Donation Segment: ACC Red Book: cut off from PayPal
2:06:32  Fast and Furious: five entities from Sinaloa removed from SDN Specially Designated Nationals
list; $638bn defense bill passed; $588M defense sale to Libya, $200M to Kuwait
2:15:53  Organized 9/11 truthers calling in to C-SPAN; CNN’s Morgan Spurlock all-in on gun control;
Piers Moron cuts off Daniel Ellsberg to make time for Paris Hilton
2:26:22  Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: Avaya switches, call center “fuck fuck fuck!” tip; earworm
2:29:03  33-year-old Michael Hastings killed in car crash, Philippe Reines “fuck off” e-mail exchange,
ACC: “this has the Clintons written all over it”, WSJ sock puppet story; McChrystal “leaves
the dead dog on your doorstep”; Obama hanging out with journalists; BuzzFeed funding
and CNN partnership; Hastings agitated about Obama’s militarism, “knocking back a Sam
Adams” gay code; wrangling with Perry Bacon; ACC “kill an actor too” theory
2:53:01  Erin Burnett “was” for “were”; Russia-China deal; Pandora’s Promise
Hookers on Sale (2013-06-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Unbelievable!”
0:00:31 1000-word man overboard note, “Heil everybody!” for Father’s Day; British hookers on sale
0:06:08 Assad’s use of chemical weapons against opposition crosses White House “clear red lines”, based on “open-source social reports from social media outlets”; McCain recommends “cratering the runways with cruise missiles”; BBC on death statistics, Syrian Observatory for Human Rights one guy in a London apartment, UN report bases casualties on computer model; Zbigniew Brzezinski on “mass propaganda” of democratic war; DHS extends Syrian Temporary Protected Status for 18 months
0:23:37 Ms. Micky green card interview with the Gestapo; questions: Charlize Theron, Michael Jackson, and podcasting; two-year “checkup”
0:38:27 British MEP stutterer Andrew Duff, ACC comparison to Tourette syndrome
0:47:40 Producer Segment: Provigil test “what are you learning?”; No Agenda CD podcast
1:06:05 The war on whistleblowers, watching for Snowden smear campaign; Dutch Ruppersberger: “some people are saying that he’s a hero; he’s broken the law”, “all he had to do is raise his hand”, “high-school dropout”; Assange-whacking theory laid to rest; Jerrold Nadler to Mueller: “any terrorist … with half a brain in his head would assume that all electronic communications are vulnerable”, Mueller: “there are terrorists and there are terrorists”; JCD: Paltalk the big reveal; Jay Carney asked why White House has not expressed “more forcefully why it is necessary”, “protect our national security”, New York subway peroxide plot
1:26:13 Madoff victim Mort Zuckerman to McLaughlin Group: “I don’t feel that my privacy has been violated”; William Hague to BCC: “if you are a law-abiding citizen of this country going about your business and your personal life, you have nothing to fear”, “indeed you’ll never be aware of all the things those agencies are doing to stop your identity being stolen”; JCD hit credit card fraud; William Binney asked about Greenwald being targeted by HBGary in 2011; Mike Rogers: “you have to have dots in the box in order to connect”, JCD on “just number” meme
1:40:08 Robert Mueller contradicts himself to Jerrold Nadler; half of Senate skips NSA briefing; Feinstein on number of attacks prevented: “more than you think”; ACC: “they are now saying to people if you don’t want to get blewed up, shut up!”
1:49:54 Donation Segment: NewsHour to be made over after losing Gates money
2:19:38 Dinner with the gay guys, Battleground Texas woman, “we talk about the snowflake”, “kill the black guy in the White House” meme, ACC: “she yells at Sarah Palin on Twitter”, Moms Demand Action work, created by Shannon Watts with son who is “afraid to sleep”, aka Shannon Troughton, spokesperson for Monsanto and GE Healthcare, “living document” meme
2:37:20 Sandy Hook six-month anniversary event with reading of names, ACC reads two-week soldier name list; Pelosi on “oath of office to protect and defend the American people”, ACC: “that is not your oath of office, bitch!” (ACCPotD); JCD on MDA web page’s canned “Fact:” tweets for representatives; Hillary 2016 sticker
2:48:12 Louie Gohmert on classified FBI Sensitive Operations Review Committee, blasts Mueller over Tsarnaev brothers’ mosque founded by convicted terrorist Abdulrahman Alamoud, “I’ve answered the question, sir”; Elijah Cummings rants at IRS, to Candy Crowley next day: “the case is solved”; Jim Jordan grills Mueller on IRS case assignees, contact by FBI prior to investigation; Howard Coble to Mueller: Benghazi has “trappings of a cover-up”, “hangs in my craw, as my late granddaddy used to say, it makes my coffee taste bad in the morning”
521  Techno Boondoggle (2013-06-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Every time they catch him doing something like that he gets another star.” (0:20:05)
0:00:34 SquirrelMail customization; “Twitter Armageddon”
0:02:49 Dr. Kiki Google Hangout with Al Gore; Robert Redford: “climate change is happening fast”; Bill Clinton Father of the Year; evidence of Hillary’s security detail hiring prostitutes, Ambassador to Belgium Howard Gutman and under age prostitutes, big Hillary “bundler”
0:15:07 Drunk or not drunk Pat Leahy, ACC: “he is completely slathered!”; NSA Führer Keith Alexander calls for classified session because terrorism; Clapper on giving “least untruthful” answer
0:23:33 Condescending NSA shill calls in on C-SPAN to glorify Keith Alexander, “the thought that the government has time to read your chitchat ... is crazy”, ACC: no more contractors, Snowden “a tiny tiny little actor in General Alexander’s world”; Keith Alexander “protect American civil liberties from privacy”; Joe Biden in 2006 on not trusting administration; Alexander’s SIGINT work in Germany, 1978 electronic warfare degree
0:37:31 Idiotic Barbara Mikulski at cybersecurity panel on avoiding “techno boondoggles”, “protect dot-com”; Mary Landrieu Coke bottle analogy; Mikulski: “this is the new enduring war”; Deloitte & Touche Global Defense Outlook: cyber “new military domain”
0:50:32 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: stoned teenager “consulting group”
0:53:15 Producer Segment: producer magic number 43 theory; “Google No Agenda” comment
1:00:42 Producer notes on NSA & FBI involvement with telecom equipment; TOR Project’s Jacob Appelbaum keynote at Chaos Computer Club, Greenwald & Poitras Snowden video; Poitras MacArthur Fellow grant; Eric Schmidt warns about Patriot Act exposure; Michael Morell retires after 33 years, replaced by White House’s Avril Haines
1:01:18 Alexander’s British counterpart Major General Jonathan Shaw on secret checks & balances
1:21:37 Adobe Omniture data center in Utah near NSA; Adobe Government & Insight, “every phone call, credit card transaction, and visit to a web site creates a data point that is collected and stored in different systems”, Adobe Mercado; new Mac Pro same diameter as Hellfire missile
1:28:37 Martin Bashir on Snowden’s asylum option Ecuador, JCD Red Book: Snowden set up to kill Assange; RT oddball PRISM pronunciation; Chinese hackers “stealing patents” meme; 2007 “impeach” protest against Bush; Ohio Imam deported and disappeared; Japanese human rights ambassador Hideki Ueda: “don’t raff, why you are raffing, shut up!” (CotD)
1:40:18 “Don’t call him Shirley” in British Parliament, ACC on lack of alternative media in UK; Parliament shouting session; Rev. Manning musical “go to Hell”; Democracy Now in 2007 on Israel’s secret plans to use low-yield nukes against Iranian nuclear facilities
1:48:49 Donation Segment: Ham Radio Now podcast
2:01:24 Bosnian protests over inability to issue birth certificates; JCD on police whistle ban in US, speech balloon protest signs; ACC Bag 33 test run; Ms. Micky’s Gestapo green card interview; Gitmo care package; immigration sample questions
2:13:52 Broadcaster shutdown in Greece; Solar Impulse plane’s Dallas-St. Louis flight at 33 mph
2:18:02 No bids on DEPA energy company in Greek fire sale; Nicaragua green-lights Chinese $40bn canal; Ethiopia Nile dam project; DHS admits backpack bomb drill in Boston
2:28:10 WHO World Child Dental Fund milk fluoridation project; fascist Andrea Tanteros; Pat Caddell on mainstream vs political class views on surveillance, “new political cusp”
2:38:44 Chicago Fed dramatically underestimates employment growth targets; food services hockey stick, JCD’s college Taco Bell job; top-hatted Santa Cruz boy never missed a day of school
0:00:00 JCD: “The name of the talk show is Legally Drunk.” (2:39:28)

0:00:32 They Might Be Giants’ Call Connected Thru The NSA: Obama “people!” over lack of script, “I don’t want the whole day to just be a bleeding press conference”, JCD suggests scheißkopf, NYT’s Jackie Calmes asks Obama to “assure Americans”, Obama botches priorities again, “Constitutional right to privacy”, “nobody is listening to your telephone calls”, “there are some tradeoffs involved”, debate “healthy for our democracy”, programs “scrubbed thoroughly”, CEO “team” meme, “modest encroachments”, ACC: “it’s only the tip”

0:02:22 Obama reminded to address leaks by souffleur, “quote-unquote secret program”, “the last thing they’d be doin’ is taking programs like this to… listen to somebody’s phone calls” with suppressed laughter; Susan “the twerp” Rice’s halting acceptance speech

0:19:22 Obama: “If I walk out of here… sometime in the next three and a half years”; Clapper lies to Congress: “not wittingly”; Holder declines comment on wiretapping Congress, Mark Kirk: “the correct answer would be no”; The Economist guy to McLaughlin Group: tapping phones “what the NSA is for”; JCD on HTML5 as Flash killer; anti-Apple Adobe CTO Kevin Lynch, Mark Canter & Macromedia; Acrobat document tracking, EchoSign

1:43:18 Donation Segment: $69.69 jingle creator Greg Davies; Healthy Surprise “kale donuts”
519  Freemium Reporter  (2013-06-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hello stolen code!” (2:06:56)
0:00:31  Credit score scam; “Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail” earworm, effectiveness of jingle marketing; ACC’s eight-hour e-mail catch-up, No Agenda e-mail best practices
0:09:00  National {Caribbean-American Heritage, Oceans, Great Outdoors, Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender Pride} Month
0:11:05  Al Sharpton on Republican outrage over Susan Rice’s national security appointment: “slander and tried to obstreep”; Google’s $38bn per year in ad sales, Beyoncé sold 340k copies of Vogue; ACC rates popular podcasts, Joe Rogan Reddit IAmA, JCD on Tom Leykis’ show; Sean Parker $10M Game of Thrones wedding debacle and The Great Gatsby
0:24:45  The Guardian “Gardasil machine” full-tilt over Michael Douglas throat cancer “cumulingus” on-the-street interview; cymbal-breaking kid Cymbalta native ad; “freemium reporters”
0:33:46  Susan Rice’s double-dipping pension, Obama glued to the prompter, “she has defended Israel”, heckler outside the gate a sympathy ploy as with Michelle, “one of the things I don’t do, well, is this” flub, Michelle’s childish strong walk-out threat
0:43:40  Producer Segment: JCD & Ms. Micky foot photos
0:54:27  Fresh Air Robert Malley Syria interview; BBC on UN “grim findings”: child soldiers & chemical weapons in, beheading “by a child”, report based on phone interviews, chemical weapons agents “could not be identified”, ACC: “we have Tommy’s First Little Beheading Axe by Mattel”; pipelines and Al-Qusayr near Homs
1:08:19  Atlantic Council’s Frederic C. Hof’s background with Armitage International, Project for the New American Century, bomb Pakistan “back to the stone age”, ChoicePoint a.k.a. Lexis-Nexis, Armitage now on ConocoPhillips board; Condoleezza Rice on no-fly zone, “Syria is becoming the linchpin of a possibly exploding Middle East”; Margaret Warner “Sunni-Shia war” interviews; JCD on King of Jordan’s trips to San Francisco
1:33:46  Producer feedback: Obama on and off Adderall, possible Provigil prescription for jet lag, drunk or not drunk Diane Sawyer on Provigil “secret society of the successful”, skin rash side effect, JCD: “the learning part of the brain stops working”; coffee addiction in DSM-5
1:51:29  Hillary’s plastic surgery at CFDA Awards; Ask Adam: People’s Liberation Army Navy
1:57:54  Donation Segment
2:12:27  Reporter: Blackhawks “have had such a tremendous amount of sex... of success”; Loretta Sanchez on F-35 sounding like Caitlin Upton
2:17:06  Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: psychopharmacologist disgusted with school lockdowns; SWAT and helicopters for middle school drill; UNC “currently operating under normal conditions” page: Connecticut Play By the Rules™ program teaching second-graders definition of rape, “do I have to obey police officers?”, “chatrooms are not safe places to be while online”; JCD: “Murder in the Chatroom is the name of my next novel”, “it is illegal for anyone to possess a weapon”, online order form; No Agenda CDs and Book Club
2:37:57  Scalia weighs in on arrestee DNA collection, victims’ rights lawyer all-in on pre-crime; Science Daily on link between eye blood vessel size and IQ
2:44:50  Correct pronunciation of al-Qaeda; Martin Bashir: Republicans using IRS in “war against the black man in the White House”; Rohrabacher on cooperating with Russia against terrorism
2:53:18  Rev. Manning on folly of running Herman Cain against Obama, “go someplace and shoot yourselves” rant, “go to Hell Mitt Romney!”; ACC Hillary replacement vice president theory
JCD: “Come on down! All right, are you ready? Give it a good spin!” (0:45:45)

New issue of Inspire magazine, Barbara Starr: “cruelly devoted to the Boston Marathon bombing”; Paul Cruikshank’s repeated “inspire” sales pitch, Jake Tapper on “lone wolf homegrown terrorism”; Obama: “we cannot neglect the dawning challenge of terrorism from within our borders”, “partner with law enforcement when an individual is drifting toward violence”, “strike a balance” between security and liberty, “intercept new forms of communication”, “strong privacy and civil liberties board”, established in 2006; ACC: “dudes basically need one room”, JCD on “no girls” sign

0:45:45

Producer note on Obama “last full measure of devotion” and Gettysburg Address, Saving Lincoln “endless plague of war must continue” voiceover, Spielberg talks Lincoln, Lincoln-era epaulettes; Sears full of camouflage for kids; “still the most trusted sources” revisited

0:38:52

Producer Segment: ACC real-life “CQ ships at sea”; BitTorrent Sync; KD “Bubba” Martin show notes

0:58:32

BBC on European anti-banker protests, “pepper spray and batons”; Turkey’s secular history, Erdoğan’s crackdown on Taksim Square protest; CNN reporter’s Istanbul coughing fit, JCD “big meeting tonight!” skit; ACC Red Book: pipeline explosion

1:13:48

Nova “Manhunt” “they have explosives, some kind of grenades, they’re in between the houses now!” radio voice, “another pressure cooker bomb”, Tamerlan run over with cop’s foot on his head; FLIR and “shrink wrap” on boat; CMU facial recognition experiment with “artificial intelligence technique called machine learning”; “Keystone Cops” boat barrage, JCD: “what are they shooting at??”, ACC: “was there even live ammo in this script”, no reports of collateral, “still a hot scene”, ACC: “take 22”

1:31:08

FBI agents killed in rappelling accident; agent to Anderson describes throat injury as knife wound; Florida school district doing retina scan “eye swipes” on school buses; EyeLock “commercial” at elitist TED

1:40:23

Donation Segment

1:50:23

Spacecraft calls CQ on Star Trek TOS

1:51:15

Bill Clinton love child with hooker Danney Williams; Jimmy Iovine “douchebaggin’”, Daisy music curation plan; new show idea: street musicians

1:58:25

Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: claim that generals do not design their uniforms debunked by JCD; $3.33 cap gun rolls; Howard Zinn’s People’s History of the United States propaganda; Operation Early Victor Iraq precursor; “Grumpy Hams” and NA kid’s show, JCD: “and did you know your teacher’s a whore?”; ACC possibly unverified on Twitter due to surveillance order; DHS social media keyword list: “conventional weapon”

2:11:43

Frontline “Top Secret America”, Cofer Black and post-9/11 CIA, handing out money in Afghanistan, Black: “we went in to kick ass, and we did”, JSOC vs CIA; ACC bullied over first name; Pentagon Office of Special Plans claims Saddam/al-Qaeda connection; Nova vs Frontline on CIA, “has top secret America made us any safer?”; producer Dana Priest

2:35:33

Charles Krauthammer: “what was the President doing” during Benghazi, “stoned off his ass” rumor, YouTube video “white-line marketing”; White House redshirt dodging the Krauthammer question

2:41:28

“Congress shall make no law” revisited; Tom Brokaw: “not unconditional”; Bob Schieffer to redshirt Dan Pfeiffer: “why are you here today?”
517  Chubby Hitler  (2013-05-30)

0:00:00  JCD: “We do not do discounts!” (2:19:28)
0:00:32  JCD’s Gulf of Tonkin printouts; Dick Durbin on media shield law; “does it include a blogger?”; shield law national security exemption; Krystal Ball: “there will be more transparency” under Obama; First Amendment “Congress shall make no law”, ACC: “a shield law is by definition unconstitutional”; Martin Bashir WTF bumper Three Is a Magic Number

0:20:11  Ibragim “Kevin Rose” Todashev’s “kill shot to the top of the head”, FBI changing timeline; Nova Manhunt vs Beyond the Candelabra, Michael Douglas vs Liberace, Matt Damon ass shots; Manhunt Microsoft Kinect “domain awareness” system; “smoking gun video that has not been publicly released”, “leaving a backpack on the sidewalk not far from the second detonation site”, producer Miles O’Brien’s relationship with Xeni Jardin

0:36:48  Producer Segment: clippers.curry.com
0:45:07  “we’re live” on JCD alternative podcast; National Association of Broadcasters “still the most trusted sources” PSA; Smash cancellation, mainstream TV desperation; endless podcast opening songs, ACC on ham radio podcasts: “they all suck balls”

0:55:42  Robert Mueller’s proposed replacement at FBI James Comey, former HSBC money launderer; Ukrainian Liberty Reserve money launderer Arthur Budovsky; Sinaloa deal and Fast and Furious, AK-47s “walking” around Mexico, CIA agents under fire by Mexican police, widespread extortion, Zetas “military-minded” group, violence drop under Sinaloa

1:10:30  Disneyland “dry ice bomb” arrest; World Bank whistleblower Karen Hudes; JCD on Nazi Germany “bad scene”; Freedom Controller work; Patricia Paay’s tell-all book; Matt Rothschild’s You Have No Rights; Ms. Micky’s “parole”; Janet Napolitano “chubby Hitler”

1:27:53  Seventeen-year-old Grant Acord arrested for planning school attack with “napalm bomb”, PANDAS disorder, JCD on playing cowboys and Indians, disappearance of cap guns; University of Missouri Giant Voice System text message over professor with musket; Mount Vernon GVS for park trespassers, “if you’re not doing anything wrong, don’t worry about the cameras”

1:38:57  Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: seventh-grade short-circuit “felony arson” prank, “the kid who tried to blow up the school”, pedophile cop; school pastor on tactical response team paintball fight, “angry parent”; Serbian hospital staged car tire fire

1:50:37  Donation Segment
1:59:11  Tornado Fujita scale revised to Enhanced Fujita scale based on damage
2:03:01  Second Half of Show: Curiosity rover finds rat & lizard; WHO: MERS-CoV “threat to the entire world”; Julia Gillard dodges flying sandwich; Al Roker on “sixteen thousand ton” tornado chase vehicle; Al Sharpton: “they wanna put an asstick next his name”

2:11:55  Mokhtar Belmokhtar didn’t file his al-Qaeda expense reports on time and ignored meetings
2:20:05  Amy Goodman on data center energy savings “because the medium is the message”, C-SPAN caller: “you vilify Israel”, Netanyahu standing ovation ignored; Eager Lion 2013 in Jordan, Red Book: Israel chemical suicide bomber, Lindsey Graham “calling dibs on his office” tweet

2:29:15  Connecticut law to prevent release of Sandy Hook police documents and 911 tapes
2:31:36  Brookings Institute on radical shift in public perception of marijuana; William Brownfield on OAS drug study, UN drug conventions, pages of identical “eyes legalization” AP stories; JCD “slammed” on TWiG; potential Cranky Geeks reboot, ACC on pointless video podcasts

2:42:32  Advertisers concerned about Facebook “gender hate”; WAM Women Action and the Media shared address with YWCA


516 9/11 Generation (2013-05-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, let me see if I have any in the cupboard!” (0:44:45)
0:00:34 Code Pink co-founder Medea Benjamin interrupts Obama during drone policy speech, “I think killing innocent people with drones is rude”, on “sneaking” into event: “there are some secrets, Amy, that can’t be disclosed”; JCD story: planted screamer at Led Zeppelin concert, Robert Plant’s secret house in Travis Heights; Juan Gonzalez: “did you get a sense that … his people didn’t mind the interruptions?”; “behind the scenes” Secret Service scuffle
0:14:09 Obama on droning al-Awlaki “before he carried out a plot”, “the strike that took ‘im out”, “actively plotting” compared to sniper rampage; Jeremy Scahill to Rachel Maddow on attempt to kill al-Awlaki in December 2009
0:19:46 Presidential Directive “fact sheet” on use of lethal force, “only when capture is not feasible”, “continuing imminent threat”, “near certainty”, Major Dvorak “assessment” skit: “fire!”; “senior lawyers”, JCD: “interns”, screwball “noncombatant” definition; new military satellite to be used to “hunt terrorists using unmanned drones”; Rand Paul CPAC “don’t drone me bro!”
0:34:31 Greek prostitution up 150%; anti-Muslim protests in London after attacks on British & French soldiers; French Constitution drift, Stockholm burning vs Today Show Barry Obama homecoming photo; MI5’s attempt to recruit Michael Adebolajo, witness arrested at BBC
0:42:35 Theresa May on “what is being beamed into people’s homes” internet radicalization; reflections on FidoNet & CompuServe, decentralization, JCD: “that sounds like drone talk to me”
0:54:45 Producer Segment
1:04:47 ACC’s sympathy for the military; Obama Memorial Day warmongering “last full measure of devotion”, ACC: “they hate your guts!”, “our 9/11 generation”; Bruce Gagnon on Cold War restart for oil & gas extraction, missile defense encirclement of China, first-strike wargames; ITAR definition revisions in Federal Register to include spacecraft; Gagnon on Chicago’s Crown family fundraising for Obama, new $4-7bn General Dynamics Aegis destroyer
1:32:00 Ride sharing and Airbnb subject to government intrusion
1:35:06 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: Erik Larson’s In the Garden of Beasts and rise of German fascism; JCD’s podcasts you could be listening to; podcasts disparaging conspiracy theories
1:42:30 Donation Segment
1:50:14 Ed Schultz rants about “hero” teachers’ low pay and “Republican budget cuts” by Rahm Emanuel, “conservative plot to privatize education”; NBC “find a forest near you” PSA; The More You Know “super-cool smaller plate”
1:58:38 California “the big one” predicted; throw eggs at Silicon Valley douchebag shuttles; shhitizens worth $22 to Tumblr; Ms. Micky friended by fake JCD, ACC PSKmail signup
2:06:01 WNET David Koch hit piece; anti-Monsanto protests worldwide for GMO labeling, Whole Foods smelly envelope scare; Behind the Candelabra Liberace film; mysterious deaths near Montgomery AL port
2:13:21 Toronto Mayor Rob Ford: “I do not use crack cocaine, nor am I an addict”
2:14:37 Huma Abedin’s darting eyes in Anthony Weiner mayoral run video, Stephanie Miller: “if his wife forgives him, I guess I do”
2:19:14 Australian police warn against 3D printing guns, 100k downloads meme, “make no mistake about it … they will kill”, “if you are thinking about even considering making one of these weapons”, “homemade plastic land mines”; JCD Red Book: Six-Week Cycle around July 4
2:29:56 Chris Christie on Hurricane Sandy and global warming; Dutch Air Force to be run by Germany
515  Wantonly Podcasting (2013-05-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “That should be their slogan: Microsoft, it’s finger-friendly.” (1:10:92)
0:00:33 Horrible IRS hearing in a nutshell: “you’re sure you’re being square with us?”, “excuse me?”; Republican set-up theory at O-bot dinner; MSNBC: “why didn’t Romney make more of a big deal of it?”; Lois Lerner: “I have not done anything wrong”, takes the Fifth; IG J. Russell George dated Michelle Obama; Douglas Shulman: no application process for 501(c)(4)

0:16:29 Haiku Herman on tax avoidance; Nigel Furage on 12% tax rate for MEPs making over £100k, “the grave mortal danger of olive oil in dipping bowls has been removed by the officials!”
0:22:00 NCAA set-up theory at O-bot dinner; MSNBC: “why didn’t Romney make more of a big deal of it?”; Lois Lerner: “I have not done anything wrong”, takes the Fifth; IG J. Russell George dated Michelle Obama; Douglas Shulman: no application process for 501(c)(4)

0:38:39 New to DSM-5: hoarding disorder and “collectors”, BED binge eating disorder, skin-picking disorder, somatic symptom disorder vs hypochondria, electroshock for internet addiction

0:45:41 Bing’s Duane Forrester on “Bingbot’s crawl rate”, extortionist webmaster tools, “all clear” notification; Arie the Shill discovers Chrome pre-bot behavior; Microsoft douchebags promote Bing search app, “full-page experience”, “finger-friendly”, “boom, look at that!”

1:00:52 Operation Fast and Furious: Sinaloa cartel’s drug monopoly in US, Jesus Vicente Zambada Niebla immunity deal; identical scenario in Sons of Anarchy; Fast & Furious 6 Google wash; House panel report: result “regarded with giddy optimism by ATF supervisors”

1:10:25 Journalist Alexa O’Brien camped out at Bradley Manning trial, “wanton publishing” charge, WikiLeaks vs authorized leaks “to sell war or a particular political agenda of the elites” (CotD); unreleased Garani Afghanistan bombing video, Rumsfeld’s Abu Ghraib “worse to come”

1:24:51 JCD “can you turn off the fan, please” alternative podcast intro clip

1:35:59 Donations Segment: Click, Print, Gun produced by Jim Czarnecki

1:54:54 Molly Wood’s birthday, gadget-destroying Always On show; ACC under onslaught of live oak pollen, JCD on oak for smoking meat, “I have an oak tree that I’ve been eating”

1:59:16 BBC: lower short-term global temperature rise predicted; 1975 Newsweek piece on “the cooling world”, “were coming out of a little ice age”; Climate Reality Project The Price of Carbon video: “its time to have the carbon conversation”

2:06:56 Brolf frightens Moore tornado survivor’s three-year-old, ACC triggered by teaching kids to high-five, “do you thank the Lord?” to atheist; Carl Bernstein on Iraq War thanks to “Jewish NeoCons”; water.org Matt Damon toilet strike, “meeting of the Illuminati”

2:16:41 Court rules against release of bin Laden photos because they may “reveal intelligence methods”

2:18:48 New federal sexual harassment definitions featuring “unwelcome”; do’s & don’ts for DoJ managers, “every manager ought to be a vocal advocate for the LGBT cause”

2:25:19 BBC: lower short-term global temperature rise predicted; 1975 Newsweek piece on “the cooling world”, “were coming out of a little ice age”; Climate Reality Project The Price of Carbon video: “its time to have the carbon conversation”

2:32:39 ACC Red Book: Obama press conference “the day that the police state was finalized”
514 Patriotic Printer (2013-05-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “We make stuff, that goes onto stuff, that kills stuff!” (1:21:08)
0:00:33 Panic of 1837 & 2017 depression; Nixon-era “not sure I understand the question” dodge; Pentagon Papers parallel with DoJ AP scandal, James Goodale compares Obama & Nixon over Assange, “very easy to prove conspiracy, very hard to prove espionage”, secret grand jury, Assange warns of Pentagon Espionage Act reinterpretation, Obama’s 7M classified documents, Nixon: “it is time in this country to quit making national heroes out of those who steal secrets and publish ‘em in the newspaper”, on Ellsberg: “we’ve gotta get this sonovabitch”
0:20:47 Jeremy Scahill on “world is a battlefield” doctrine, “the Executive branch is effectively a dictatorship”; media shield law’s national security exception; Jay Carney to Piers Moron: “you’re concocting scandals”, “record on transparency that outdoes any previous administration”
0:27:04 DoD “defense support of civilian law enforcement agencies”; hacker goes after creator of Photoshopped Martin Richard image; US Cyber Command lauds “patriot hacker known as The Jester” for shutting down WikiLeaks
0:34:52 Obama visits pre-kindergarten to camera shutter racket; Biden reads letters from kids about guns; NBC: scandals “just a blip”, Obama “going Bullworth”, Red Book: Carney on the way out; Chris Matthews: “a piece of it is racism”; Ed Schultz: “for the greater good, which is in the Constitution”, “liberals, that’s who we are, we care about our neighbors”
0:47:36 World Trade Week, Emergency Medical Services Week; Eurovision Song Contest winner Denmark’s Emelie de Forest, song ripoff controversy
0:51:53 Producer Segment
1:02:46 JCD’s meeting with O-bots Mark & Laurie; JCD’s disastrous first meeting with Ms Micky
1:09:18 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: microphone-blowing principal announcing tornado drill
1:13:03 Producer feedback on Cody Wilson; State of the Union on 3D manufacturing hubs, DoD & DoE, National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute “war on hacker spaces”; farming parallel, JCD’s raw milk in Port Angeles; Europe’s war on seeds and olive oil; CVC now a lesbian; Sir Gene at the Maker Faire; ACC’s “some assembly required” misting fan “plastic shit”; Hamvention live stream, guy with antenna tower hard hat, open-source Fldigi
1:39:06 Huma Abedin’s consulting gig with Teneo Holdings
1:42:47 Charles Krauthammer on staged question for Lois Lerner on IRS targeting; Reince Priebus talking Republicans down on impeachment; cheers for Mike Kelly rant, “the American public should be outraged, and they are”
1:50:51 Donation Segment
2:09:38 Lindsey Graham all-in on presidential authority to put “boots on the ground” in Yemen and Congo, “I hope the Congress is okay with that, I’m okay with that” (CotD); Angus King pleads for Constitutionality in AUMF, “associated forces”, war powers “null and void”, “the way you read it there’s no limit”, ACC: “he’s gonna get a talkin’ to”
2:22:38 Obama “al-Qaeda in chief” viral meme in military; Ambassador Ford’s al-Nusra meeting, leader designated “global terrorist”, “makeshift oil refineries”, JCD: “this is bullcrap!”, proxy war with Russia in Syria; Baer Baer on ousted CIA Moscow station chief; Erin Burnett on Uzbek Fazliddin Kurbanov terrorism charges in Idaho “teaching people … to build bombs that could blow up a public transportation system”; CIA shadow government theory, ACC: “the next Republican president is Hillary Clinton”; Obama’s head cocked to the right, Red Book: Serene Branson gibberish attack; Joe Biden the hilarious president, ACC: “I’m excited now!”
Pre-Dead (2013-05-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Aww, you guys are just a bunch of skeptics and jerkoffs.” (1:36:21)
0:00:32 Start-of-show meeting: new Dame Lizzie “the No Agenda Show, like a kick to the crotch!”

0:01:58 Drunk or not drunk Peter King on “number two guy” Morell overruling Petraeus on Benghazi
0:05:27 ACC Red Book: IRSgate a “setup of massive magnitude” for Republicans targeting Tea Party; Lois Lerner conference call apology, acting commissioner Steven Miller’s resignation letter; Rachel Maddow finds revised criteria “ideologically neutral” ignoring mention of Constitution

0:17:51 NAACP’s Julian Bond: Tea Party “Taliban wing of American politics”; strange PayPal “compliance with regulations” donation messages; JCD tax audit tip: don’t take all possible deductions, ACC story: “we got your attention, didn’t we?” freezing bank accounts

0:27:17 Bitcoin increases not that it is under government scrutiny; Queen leaves British Parliament to horn cacophony, Ivanhoe kid’s show; producer thanks JCD for going braless tip
0:33:19 Angelina Jolie boob job double mastectomy the distraction of the week, coverage under Obamacare, push for gene sequencing, ACC: “you’re pre-dead”; BRCA “breast cancer” gene, blood alcohol “pre-drunk”, farfetched 87% accuracy; Mimi fighting “she’s so brave!” memes on Facebook: Pink Lotus Breast Center all-in; JCD: “hey, now they’re the same size, how ‘bout that?”; JCD “what you’re missing” comic book podcast sample

0:45:49 ACC “quit your job” on KLBJ Dudley & Bob morning show, JCD: “I’m livin’ the dream”

0:53:44 Producer Segment

1:04:13 JCD Google I/O summary: cheering; man overboard due to Google Gestapo rant; sturmbannführer Matt Cutts: “we also continue to work on hacked sites”, pushes Google Webmaster, “detecting when someone is sort of an authority in a specific space”, “a little more appropriate for users”, native advertising “advertorials”; North Korea on Google Maps the reason for Eric Schmidt’s visit; creepy “okay Google”, ACC’s TWiT prediction, spooky facial recognition

1:31:40 Two inches of snow in Shropshire; coronal mass ejection “bad for Hamvention”; Time Magazine’s Jeffrey Kluger on 400 ppm milestone: “we would be swimming at this address”

1:37:40 Eric Holder struggles to address FBI warrantless e-mail collection, reminisces fondly about “forty, fifty years ago”; tantrum at “yes, you didn’t want us to see the details” of Thomas Perez e-mails: “it is unacceptable and it’s shameful”; Doug Collins on AP probe: “did you not think those questions were going to be asked of you today?”, “Mr. Attorney General, you don’t control the time here”; indignant “I am the Attorney General of the United States”

1:55:14 Donation Segment: APRS ITM via ISS; JCD: no one teaching longhand any more

2:12:44 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: high school student suspected of being future Columbine shooter; “code blue!” trigger and armed resistance tactic; Kalamazoo “bend over and shut up”

2:23:25 Producer note on Mali “arsenal” of 27 RPGs, $4.22bn pledge of aid for BP & Total; Syria heart-eating rebel Abu Sakkar; $1.3bn IMF loan for Cyprus

2:28:32 Cody Wilson’s 3D printed Liberator WWII FP-45 callback; exploding version in Finland; disguised Aussie or British accent in Click, Print, Gun documentary, JCD: South Africa

2:34:40 Cost of maintaining a Gitmo prisoner: $900k per year, $50M for new Camp 7

2:37:47 Sharpton on Republicans “over-jumping the runway”

2:38:46 Jailed in Dubai for being gang-raped; 23 days in jail for kiss on the cheek; Emirates strong-arm “favorite carrier” tactic, gold-plated Holiday Inn; Obama congratulations for Pakistan election vs boots on the ground; no witnesses or evidence for bin Laden’s burial at sea

2:47:57 “Racist” Gadsden flag removed from New Rochelle armory
512 Club Sub (2013-05-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “You don’t know how to use the shells?” JCD: “Shells??” (1:43:31)
0:00:32 JCD on Twitter’s stupid “who to follow”
0:02:08 Jay Carney on Benghazi “deep background briefing”; JCD story: in the control room of Canadian radio program; ACC story: Tom Brokaw at MSNBC opening; Scott Pelley: “we’re getting the big stories wrong”, Nancy Lanza mea culpa; Richard Grenell on CBS & ABC News presidents’ siblings White House insiders; Pew’s 60 Minutes 33% credibility rating
0:18:07 Obama on economy, “sales are up, foreclosures are down”, credits “my new housing plan”; New York Magazine “four years to save the earth”, State of the Union climate change revisited; 400 ppm threshold crossed, 400.350.org; Yale climate change rebuttal cheat sheet; NRDC Natural Resources Defense Council calls for EPA to flex Clean Air Act muscles
0:39:15 National Strategy for the Arctic Region, national security talking point, “law of the sea” asset grab; Russian Leviathan port deal with Israel & Cyprus, warships in Mediterranean; UN’s Carla del Ponte: chemical weapons apparently used by rebels; British Home Office developing Discriminating Irritant Projectile; fun fact: TASER Thomas A. Swift’s Electric Rifle
0:52:58 Show 512 on 5/12 poorly marketed; show prep’s usefulness for dodging Austin fashion week; ACC’s vivid dream of President Biden, odd Obama “as long as I hold this office”
1:01:34 Producer Segment: Mother’s Day and National Train Day
1:06:33 Sandy Hook school to be demolished and rebuilt on-site; Persons of Interest trigger warning; “angry parents at a school” drill, “we’ve been dealing with this, cross-country, for years”
1:11:58 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: school lockdown and bomb drills; “secret window” drill
1:16:44 Anderson Pooper and Brof SWATted; Ms. Micky’s brother visiting, LiFi LED communication
1:24:12 Shameless Man of Steel National Guard ad, Obama “civilian national security force” revisited
1:26:47 Pre-stream “Dick Wagner” Cinco de Mayo, clueless UK quiz show contestants, foreboding background music skit; “love, it’s the most powerful thing on the planet” iso; “Val & Phyl”
1:33:14 Australian women and seniors encouraged to enter or stay in workforce
1:36:21 Diane Sawyer on “the openness of the vibrator” in “Foxy Knoxy” murder case, European toilet brushing regimens, poop shelf toilets, JCD: “hey, where’s your brush in here?!”
1:46:01 Donation Segment
1:52:55 Second Half of Show: dying former CIA agent talks Roswell and Area 51, “I got the mathematical code for reversing gravity on a three-by-five card”; Wilhelm Reich and desertification; esotericist Rudolf Steiner’s biodynamic agriculture and Farmer Chris’ onions, JCD recommends biodynamic wines, apogee/perigee and Six-Week Cycle
2:10:51 Tsarnaev brothers potentially linked to “another whose horror” on September 11 2011, “marijuana covered the bodies”; feds tight-lipped over mysterious slow airplane over Quincy, MA
2:16:12 Chinese carjacking victim “Danny” unlikely count to unlucky number four; drunk or not drunk Cleveland kidnapping neighbor Charles Ramsey interview with Anderson Pooper, ACC story: Countdown milk native ads, ACC: “get him more Red Bull!!”, auto-tune Dead Giveaway
2:28:22 Jay Carney calls IRS targeting of Tea Party “inappropriate”; Obama in 2009: “President Crowe and the Board of Regents will soon learn all about being audited by the IRS”, ACC: “you’re an asshole!”; IRS employee “not good at math”; patriots are bad meme, Gadsden flag
2:37:40 Forbes’ Andy Greenberg on 3D printed pistol; dodgy Defense Distributed; Chuck Schumer on In the Line of Fire parallel, “no-one wants to abolish” 3D printers lie; licensing prediction; “wiki weapons”, nonexistent nonprofit Defense Distributed
511 Warming Up to Iceland (2013-05-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Please, can you peel me another grape!” (2:15:37)
0:00:34 Obama heading for Austin, CTO Todd Park on “middle class jobs and opportunity tour”, new “open and machine-readable” Executive Order; ACC missing Texas “Dutch day” celebration
0:06:01 Top of the news worldwide: Cleveland kidnapping, Charles Ramsey: “I knew something was wrong when a little pretty white girl ran into a black man’s arms”; Ted “Golden Voice” Williams’ mother, Dr. Phil appearance, Kraft mac & cheese voice-over; fake Facebook ego-feeding, annoying chirpy “awesome!”, idiotic daily video podcasts, “you’re worth it” advertising meme; North Korea’s disappearance from the news cycle, boring C-SPAN
0:23:20 Aunt of kidnapped woman “okay?” press conference, ACC: “this was a brothel”, Benghazi distraction; fake CNN satellite interviews from same parking lot; institutions thanked for “feeding and giving beverages to the sheriff’s office officers”
0:31:25 Washington Post tweet: Benghazi watchers “rich, middle-aged men and Chick-fil-A lovers” with bogus demographics; Carolyn Maloney scolds public for “attacking Americans”; No Agenda theories revisited, Carney video lie to Jake Tapper; Gregory Hicks “stunned” by Susan Rice’s video claims on Sunday talk shows
0:49:01 Elijah Cummings takes witness to task for disagreeing with Dempsey on rescue time, “death is a part of life”; Jackie Speier offers Gregory Hicks a post “in a location that you desire”
1:00:13 Producer Segment: Peerage Office to consider Grand Gentleman; JCD’s Google blacklist
1:14:43 “Potential domestic terrorist” Buford Rogers arrested by FBI in Minnesota with “cache of weapons and explosives”, two-year-old Facebook post; Arizona high school student arrested for IED “not planning out on carrying any attacks”, delivered by housekeeper to authorities, “valid IED”; chemistry set reminiscences
1:25:16 “Government abandoning DSM” propaganda; Cracked author James Davies on DSM staff ties with pharmaceutical industry; producer Haldol horror story: “I wanted to die”; FOD Female Orgasmic Disorder; singer Lauryn Hill sentenced to counseling for believing conspiracy theories about music industry “pumping out mindless crap”; Obama at Ohio State: “you’ve grown up hearing voices that incessantly warn of government as nothing more than some separate sinister entity that’s at the root of all our problems”; Obama in 2007: “no more illegal wiretapping of American citizens”, “no more ignoring the law when it is inconvenient”
1:41:56 Drunk or not drunk O-bot Chevy Chase on failure to close Gitmo: “he chooses his priorities as he learns more”; Obama introduces Commerce Secretary nominee billionaire Penny Pritzker, ACC on Hyatt “slave quarters for Mexicans”; Elon Musk suing because his $95.5M grant wasn’t enough; Kleiner Perkins and Fisker’s $500M grant; JCD explains “tit in a wringer”
1:56:46 Donation Segment
2:10:16 Christine Lagarde disrupted by students yelling “mic check!” at Free University of Amsterdam
2:15:46 JCD tries out Google Glass, “you rub the side, you rub the side!”
2:18:29 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: “shut up or you will die” lockdown story from blind autistic student; kindergartner describes secret “lock it up” drill; producer chicken recipe; ATF bomb threat checklist skit, “what is address”
2:31:20 Icelanders vote down paying back £2.3bn Icesave bank bailout; UKIP gains in local elections
2:39:05 Today show idiots on 3D printed pistol: “the gun laws are so much behind every part of society”; Steve Israel on expiring “Undetectable Firearms Act”
2:43:31 Castle episode with military drone in New York, “we need a man who sees roses”
510  Furtive Movement (2013-05-05)

0:00:00  JCD: “Stay on your side of the street, and smile!” (0:53:51)
0:00:32  Cinco de Mayo; “blacklisted by the Google police” on Firefox & Chrome, prison-striped cartoon figure malware warning, snarky Jeff Jarvis Google+ post, ACC: “we need a truly independent browser”; “you will be also Twitter’s representative to the news industry”; ACC: “you passed on your Google AIDS to me, man”; “malware” actually an SEO hack; JCD When Did Google Become the Internet Police article; ACC to Amazon: “stop sending me Mother’s Day advertisements, she’s been dead for six years!”
0:28:32  Producer Segment: “science is everything!” iso, science replacing religion
0:38:10  NYPD “250” stop & frisk drill, tactic “designed to stop crime before it happens”, Councilman Jumaane Williams on “furtive movements” due to Tourette’s, DSM-IV link to ODD, Haldol; RealDolls for carpool optimization; NYT: sharp rise in US suicide rate
0:51:18  Gattaca “invalids”; British Parkinson’s sufferer arrested by surrey police for not smiling; producer in tears because situation is “hopeless”, watching Walking Dead as a non-zombie
0:55:47  People freaking out over study showing 29% of Americans expect armed revolution, Piers Moron: “where would the tyranny come from”, “I’m seriously against the right to have military-style assault weapons to blow kids’ brains to pieces”, “I don’t have an agenda, I just want to make America safe, and save lives”; O-bot AR-15 “I know where to go when the shit hits the fan” comment; Great Depression revolutionaries; Truman security state
1:04:43  Obama “maybe I should just pack up and go home”; Eric Holder and “most of the guns used to commit violence here in Mexico come from the United States”; Peña Nieto nixes CIA’s direct contact with Mexican twin, Obama waiting “to see what exactly they’re trying to accomplish”
1:17:01  Joe Biden on rape victims and Deliverance character “man-raped”; middle-class “people havin’ trouble – trouble they never had before”, “it’s a way of life”, ShadowStats vs official number
1:24:54  Four Benghazi whistleblowers to testify at hearing
1:26:00  Dinner with the O-bots: “big dead chicken” recipe, ACC: “he was giving me instructions like … I was defusing a bomb!”; Elyse Garling limoncello to the rescue; big pharma Rick’s work in “orphaned diseases”, Kickstarter would be “unethical”
1:37:20  Donation Segment
1:49:07  High school track team disqualified for finger pointed to heaven “celebratory gesture”; Western “utopia complex” and childhood antidepressants; Book of Knowledge “dickhead” gesture
2:00:40  Abby “Alex Jones with high heels” Martin on current “kill instead of capture” policy, “five thousand human beings have died just so Obama can avoid bad press”, ACC: “Abby Martin cannot read a teleprompter”; Jeff Zucker loading up on babes, Amanpour in every round table
2:07:43  Amanpour: “I hope we hear all of Dzokhar’s story”, domestic terrorism “biggest threat in the United States right now”; Bob Baer on al-Qaeda’s “standard procedure” to pose as lone wolf, bomb circuit changes from Inspire source; expensive tuition, Kazakh students’ BMW “Terrorista #1” license plate; IRA classification to be maintained; ACC interagency screw-up theory; Sanjay Gupta on “biological explanations for violence”, cave of septum pellucidum; mysteriously disappearing laptop; ACC Red Book: IRA connection
2:23:27  Psychologist Charles Hurd on impossibility of predicting Adam Lanza’s behavior, homicidal thoughts in 70% of college students; ACC: “your kid needs to get dirty!”, “reality camp”
2:34:20  Brainless women vying to become Miss Buffalo Chip at Sturgis Rally; Y-Indian Guides
2:39:31  CNN Becky on Facebook mobile; hagiographer on Obama legacy; “it won’t take long, will it?”

850
0:00:00 JCD: “Cause if you think there’s a problem, you cap.” (1:02:18)
0:00:33 JCD watching Shannon Bream tweets on Kermit Gosnell infanticide trial
0:01:59 National {Mental Health Awareness, Foster Care, Physical & Sports, Asian-American & Pacific Islander Heritage, Jewish-American Heritage, Building Safety, Older Americans} Month
0:04:52 Dinner With the O-bots, ACC: “we concluded that we are probably their wacky friends”; boeuf bourguignon “double-dip recession slave stew”; heads whip around at mention of gun ownership; Sarah Palin misogyny; Laurie the transhumanist and Google Glass
0:21:07 Alex Jones used to marginalize conspiracy theorists; Chuck Todd: Obama “hates” internet media, Ryan Grim to Martin Bashir: “a lot of them don’t trust the government either – Waco and Ruby Ridge”, Bashir to author: “this is about peddling books and advertising their brand, isn’t it?”, Steve Jobs got Glenn Beck fired; Salon: Alex Jones “conspiracy entrepreneur”
0:32:22 Scientific American conspiracy theory piece brings it around to climate change, by Sander van der Linden of Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, director Anthony Leiserowitz to Bill Moyers: “it’s really quite simple: it’s real”, body temperature analogy, ACC: “the earth is slipping into a coma!”, the “doubtfuls” & the “dismissives”, “many are what we would lovingly call conspiracy theorists”, JCD takes “Global Warming’s Six Americas” quiz
0:57:48 House Concurrent Resolution 29: climate change will force women into prostitution and give them HIV; cap and trade for acid rain, critical to put in place before mini ice age
1:05:10 Range Rover Make a Wish Foundation donation tweet’s odd “more debt for the poor” response
1:08:48 Producer Segment; hilarious barber shop Boston bombing narrative
1:23:04 JCD’s Frankie Avalon DeDe Dinah earworm, ACC’s Hot Pockets Tour earworms
1:26:12 Boston carjackee “Danny” silhouette & vocoder interview, ACC: “pop the trunk … I gotta load some bombs in your car”, “Manhattan” in Russian conversation; 32 bullet holes in Mercedes
1:39:14 Anderson Pooper on Jason Collins coming out: “the tide of history is moving forward”
1:41:33 Three Dzhokhar Tsarnaev friends arrested, FBI’s Tim Clemente on Tamerlan’s wife: “we certainly have ways … to find out exactly what was said in that conversation”; Burnett all-in on ubiquitous surveillance; Amanpour Eric Schmidt interview, coauthor “Director of Google Ideas”, “future terrorists are going to have to opt in to technology if they wanna be relevant”
2:00:06 Obama’s new lexical item “extremist activity”, danger of self-radicalization from pressure on “al-Qaeda core”, “more difficult to prevent”, ACC: “my dinner party friends will have me arrested”, JCD: “it’s for your own good”; Ms. Micky’s “anger management issues” comment
2:07:21 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: Buzzfeed sniping talent; The Morning Stream train wreck
2:14:41 Donation Segment: Kentucky Derby betting tips; bogus Sirius documentary
2:31:46 “Friendly tension” between France & Germany, socialist criticism for Merkel, “insolence from the French socialists”; Nigel Farage compilation from Sovereign Man conference: Slovenia up next, “in the modern-day pantheon of idiots that are running countries around the world, I think M. Hollande is absolutely the number one”, “hate tax”, Ode to Joy anthem
2:38:57 JCD on revenue splits with bloggers, advertisers switching back to TV, Federated Media layoffs; 75% French small business taxes; ACC’s French meat guy: “you lose points with me”
2:47:48 New FCC chairman vs Obama “you will not be able to work on matters you lobbied on” for former lobbyists; Feinstein’s husband and Perini-Zachary-Parsons $985 high-speed rail deal
2:52:36 Administration denies security clearance to silence Benghazi witnesses, Victoria Toensing, Obama pleads ignorance, Carney: “Benghazi happened a long time ago”; Eleanor Clift EoS
508 Lonely Crazies (2013-04-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s going to create a nuclear winter!” (1:46:00)

0:00:31 White House Correspondents’ Dinner: Claire Danes & Bob Schieffer with shit-eating grin, drunk or not drunk Tom “Brokejaw” recollections, Clare Danes “a big deal”, Clooney “serious guy in Hollywood”; BuzzFeed party, ACC reads job posting for reporters “to help us build a new kind of business vertical for the social web”, “no haters”; Obama’s price for not running

0:02:30 Producer Segment: Evergreen State College furries

0:03:19 ACC blamed for rainstick activity at outdoor house concert

0:03:13 Searching for an accurate and compelling description for No Agenda, ACC: “I think you and I pretty much realize that we’re never going to win an award for anything”

0:04:31 “Airplane apocalypse” meme, fee-funded FAA, Martin Bashere: Americans “would rather contract gonorrhea or the ebola virus” than respect self-interested Congress; “what could be the end of airport armageddon”, S.853 Reducing Flight Delays Act of 2013; Obama: travelers “who were stuck for hours in airports and on planes”, repeats self-interested Congress meme, proposed budget “replaces the next several years of these dumb cuts with smarter cuts”, “we’re creating jobs on a consistent basis” vs ShadowStats approaching 25% unemployment

0:05:02 Tamerlan Tsarnaev called his mother during police firefight, radio “get down!”, pressure cooker bomb, Tamerlan standing ground vs getting run over, FBI “found no ties to terrorists”, “had to stop monitoring” meme; Dzokhar had no gun, police friendly fire; Tsarnaev uncle married to daughter of CIA’s Graham Fuller; amputee Jeff Bauman: Tamerlan “didn’t look he was having a good time”; carjacking victim “Danny”; Boston Globe “controlled explosion” tweet

0:11:35 Peter King: beware components “from ball bearings to beauty products”, Obama putting “antiterrorism units” in place, more cameras meme, terrorists “constantly trying to kill us”

0:17:24 MIT’s Sherry Turkle on online radicalization, ACC Michael Jackson murder interview recap, Turkle: internet “where people go to find their home”, terrorism expert on Inspire: “shutting these things down is not particularly easy”, Burnett on Twitter “disgusting and awful people”

0:1:33:21 New York Post “bag man” Salaheddin Barhoumi’s name cleared; implied threat in disgusting ABC report on possible charges against Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s wife Katherine Russell

1:40:04 Adam’s Gonna Read His E-mail: 16-year-old on school bullying “day of silence”, “lockdown drill” for backpack drug dog sweep; bulletproof backpacks, “duck and cover” slave training; Crichton’s State of Fear speech transcripts, ACC: “no wonder they had to kill him in 2008”, reading for upcoming dinner with the O-bots, JCD: “arms will be folded”; producer: donate blood for No Agenda, donations from Skull and Bones’ Bob Gow, ACC’s NSA challenge coins

1:54:58 Donation Segment: Chelsea Clinton interviews Geico gecko on NBC news

2:08:03 Marriott’s high status in Asia; JCD story about sewer rats running toward new Marriott

2:09:49 Israel claims Syrians “frothing at the mouth” from chemical weapons; Dutch Ruppersberger: “we need to work as a team, like we did in Libya”; Patriot missiles in Jordan

2:15:12 Debate over chemical weapon ethics; sudden script change; King Abdullah II Special Operations Training Center in Jordan; Air Force 11.175 MHz; Red Book: attack on Jordan

2:28:09 Arizona cheerleader “hit list”; Dutch jitters over abdication threats on 4chan, checking out the eenzame gekken “lonely crazies”; New York middle school lesbian anti-bullying program

2:35:52 Nightline on guardian angels: JCD Google Glass hoax article, “glassholes”

2:39:00 FBI activity in advance of “Black Bloc” May Day protest; FBI and police raid in Oakland

2:45:49 Meme of the week: “muskets”; Diane Sawyer V-J Day photo end-of-show clip
507 Airplane Apocalypse (2013-04-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “I had this JavaScript thing that keeps interfering with my show.” (1:08:04)

0:00:35 Liberal application of rainstick

0:01:32 Tamerlan Tsarnaev in terrorist database, Janet Napolitano on travel to “Ryssia”: system “pinged” when he left; death penalty “lynch mobs”, Facebook all-in on death penalty; mother: “really big play”; MSNBC on online sources like Inspire, Joy-Ann Reid: Tamerlan a fan of “the Alex Jones website and conspiracy theory Infowars”, Maddow on “elaborate hoax” theories

0:17:22 Interagency Working Group to Counter Online Radicalization to Violence fact sheet; overly broad WMD definition, state fireworks laws “a part of what this story’s about”, “it’s very difficult to police something when each state makes its own laws”

0:25:34 Producer feedback on trouble with show as concentrated dose of media lies

0:30:57 Watertown resident on coming “face-to-face with the muzzle of a SWAT officer’s rifle”: “they’re doing the right thing”, “each time the SWAT team would rescue a family at the point of a gun”, Obama: “weapons of war have no place on our streets”, ACC on Fourth Amendment: “you might get over-rescued”; David Remnick to Charlie Rose: “how do kids like that get guns?”, Philip Mudd: no Zero Dark Thirty style torture, “two kids are pissed off”; drunk or not drunk Joe Biden at memorial: “knockoff jihadis”, “we have not yielded to our fears”

0:46:23 RAND Corporation’s Seth Jones goes over a timeline he couldn’t possibly know; Tamerlan possibly linked to murder of former roommate and two others, Dagestan radicalization; ACC on Rubicon; “internet-trained terrorist”, “This Week in al-Qaeda”; Brian Ross meme-fest

1:02:28 Repeated assertions that there is a bomb-placing video, governor: “it’s been described to me”, “pretty chilling” (CotD), ACC: “he is afraid for his life”; George W. Bush to Diane Sawyer: “I was deeply concerned that this could have been y’know another consp… organized attack”

1:07:07 Producer Segment: long-haired heavy metal guys and scotch

1:14:34 North Dakota news anchor’s on-air F-bomb; hacked AP account tweets Obama’s death, ACC: stock market manipulation and promotion for White House Down; suspected ricin mailer Paul Kevin Curtis released, Breaking Bad promotion, Diane Sawyer on Curtis “obsessed with conspiracy theories”; weird White House Down Lincoln “never be destroyed from outside”

1:25:00 Message from Aric the Shill’s wife on her niece learning how to get disability for ADHD

1:27:44 PayPal CEO on Bitcoin design; FIDO Alliance authentication “standard”, ‘90s biometrics

1:31:49 Diesel prices in US vs Europe, JCD on bogus EPA mileage tests

1:37:09 Question for Carney: how is civilian droning not terrorism; breaking news: Boston bombers intended New York attack; Carney: “we take great care in the prosecution of this war”; Rand Paul: “if someone comes out of a liquor store with a weapon and fifty dollars in cash, I don’t care if a drone kills him or a policeman kills him”, Paul: EPA pro-choice only on abortion

1:45:11 Ask John: ACC samples Ms. Micky’s chocolate covered bacon

1:46:39 Donation Segment: 14.033 MHz No Agenda watering hole; “Christina overboekking” note

2:03:02 ABC Nightline Taco Bell puff piece in wake of Diane Sawyer salmonella reveal

2:09:18 UPOV International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, Agenda 21

2:12:24 Passenger train derailing plot in Canada foiled by RCMP “Operation Smooth”

2:17:02 Sequester “Airplane Apocalypse” weather delays, air traffic controllers meme

2:22:15 West fertilizer explosion conspiracy theories, FEMA trucks; Alabama barge explosion witness: “it sounded like planes above you dropping bombs”, Rubicon parallel

2:27:15 Chertoff Group manages to get on every Sunday news show

853
0:00:00 JCD: “Tasty new weed!” (1:21:47)
0:00:32 Boston bombing: “keystone cops” nab Tsarnaev, sound-effect-laden backgrounder, “they told the driver they were the marathon bombers”, “Joker” Tsarnaev naturalized September 11 2012, explosion at 666 Boylston Street, ACC: “please, you’re insulting me now”; Dick Clarke to drunk Diane on $350M lockdown cost, $333M headline
0:11:52 ACC North Korea blind drop theory, market selloff; JCD on B-2 North Korea flyovers; bomb two at public library; Bob Baer to Piers Moron: “these guys didn’t just get lucky”; Tamerlan “golden glove boxer, pianist”, FBI screwup
0:27:11 Brolf asks police chief idiotic questions, “you have a bullhorn, you start saying come up with your hands up?”, on Dzhokhar firing: “my understanding, yes”; new vocabulary item “exasanguinate”; mother’s FBI set-up story same word-for-word on CNN and Russian TV, Peter King: “I don’t find any of it to be true”; Sharpton shouts over gunfire B-roll, NBC insults Erica Hill by making her do a stand-up; Richard Engel on “jihadi chat forums” celebrating, flag-waving applauders, JCD on police “jeepney from Indonesia”, ACC: “whose Blackhawk was that?”; Watertown Fourth Amendment issues
0:54:48 Inside Edition on ricin: “what in the world could have made this Elvis impersonator snap?”
0:57:30 Producer Segment: JCD story on crappy constable job; “worst bombing since 9/11” meme
1:05:26 “Crazy people do crazy things” Boston bombing theories
1:06:37 Foreign Operations and Related Programs Appropriation Act 2012 waivers for military assistance to Lebanon, Libya, Egypt, Yemen, Algeria, and Saudi Arabia; $130M in “non-lethal assistance” for Syrian resistance; 20k troops for Jordan; GE Healthcare approved for cocaine import, JCD: “well we’re gonna see a lot of activity over at GE!”
1:11:39 No state of emergency for West fertilizer explosion; Thom Hartmann: no OSHA inspection since 1985, “this is a good example of why we need big government”
1:15:23 DEA’s Michele Leonhart on medical marijuana: “more dispensaries than Starbucks” in LA, “do a little surveillance like we do on these dispensaries”; Huffington Post on dispensary and crime reduction; ACC to 4/20 celebrants: “you make everyone who smokes weed look like a dick”; Leonhart on Colorado “increase in car accidents”, “eight percent drop in IQ”; Dutch De Nationale IQ Test show; Jo Bonner states the obvious: “it’s also an illegal drug”; Dzhokhar Tsarnaev the pothead; schizophrenia danger; TWiT “federal law trumps state law” meme
1:38:13 Ageist Silicon Valley liberals; Sheryl Sandberg on BBC, JCD: Lean In “to show your tits”, “war on men”, Popular Science: Hillary Clinton picture improves women’s public speaking
1:42:14 Donation Segment: Ms. Micky’s Dallas airs; ACC Europe trip and podcasting “box”
1:57:41 Tylenol being pushed as anti-anxiety drug, “dulls the pain of social rejection”; BBC on American soldiers helping with the Afghan opium harvest
2:03:59 Drunk or not drunk Pat Leahy on gun control; Harry Reid: “33, 32, 33” Virgina Tech victims
2:06:42 “Happy Earth Gay” in Seattle; Al Franken: climate change and gay rights will cause Republicans to “run off the cliff like lemmings”; 350.org “Do the Math” movie: “biggest emergency the human family has faced since it came out of the caves”, Elizabeth Taylor on board; ACC reads eugenics parallel from Crichton’s State of Fear
2:22:09 Note from Sir Dr. Sharkey on constantly changing medical definitions, “pre-diabetes”
2:23:19 Max Keiser’s virtual currency patent explains Bitcoin position; ripple.com
2:27:04 Queen Máxima the hottie, idiotic coronation song; ACC’s chocolate bacon on a stick
0:00:00 ACC: “Whoah! 800 million for just dot-mil?!” (2:36:14)

0:00:34 Six-Week Cycle: Boston Marathon bombing, ACC Red Book “unicorns and rainbows will populate the earth” for Ms. Micky; ACC’s Show 500 prediction “they’re gonna have to light something off pretty soon”; JCD on Harry Truman as origin of 33 meme, police emergency QRT, age 33 in news articles, biggest gold decline in 33 years; JCD on editors altering copy; “the pricker” author Kevin Harris’ self-detonation, CIA pre-written revisionist history books

0:18:06 West fertilizer explosion: trooper refers to “anhydrous” ammonia instead of ammonium nitrate, invokes Oklahoma City; producer: drone strike; 2007 lawsuit against Monsanto

0:24:40 No one blamed yet for Boston; Bob Baer clueless with Piers Moron, Zawahiri “speculation analysis”, “I’ve made these improvised devices myself”, “someone knew what they were doing”, CIA trained Afghans to use pressure cookers in 1980s; Obama “any time(-)bombs are used”; Jake Tapper all over IED meme; JCD on Berkeley pipe bomber, ACC on DIY flash paper

0:33:03 Parallel Boston training exercises, bomb-sniffing dogs; gore Photoshopped out of photos, ABC disappearing blood reaction video; producer Chad and Ms. Micky on exposed tibia photo: probably not fake; 15 minutes before markets close, out of control spiral interrupted; confused mess with Kennedy library; Napolitano: “we need the public’s help in locating these individuals”, “this is not an NCIS episode”; no gun control anger from Obama

0:46:55 Giuliani: “the government has done a good job of interrupting many of these attacks”, Peter King: “we can’t be cutting back … on Homeland Security funding”; Roger Wicker ricin letter; local overreactions nationwide, “exposed wires in a light fixture”, breaking news: U-Haul truck in Oklahoma City; MSNBC tries to blame right-wingers: “this did happen on tax day, in Boston, the place of the Tea Party”, Harvard’s Jessica Stern blames “the far-right, neo-Nazi patriot movement”, Lawrence O’Donnell blames “the NRA’s effort to guarantee that America’s mass murderers are the best equipped mass murderers in the world” and lobbying against gunpowder taggants, David Axelrod tries to blame tax-haters, Southern Poverty Law Center’s Mark Potok links Patriots Day with Waco & Oklahoma City

1:03:00 JCD: “they’re gonna find some stooge to take the hit”; blithering idiot Erin Burnett: “I’m just saying as a layperson, why is there a mailbox there?”, Lawrence Kobilinsky: “the US Postal Service probably put it there”; six-liter pressure cooker; ACC: “this is like Benghazi”

1:07:30 Kerry grilled by Sen. Mo Brooks over Susan Rice’s lies about Benghazi, “can you give assurances to the American people that you will conduct an investigation that will find out why Ambassador Rice made so many false statements to America about what happened in Benghazi and that you will share your findings with the American people?”, Kerry: “no”

1:11:20 Producer Segment: JCD Bitcoin “Beanie Babies” on TWiT; Zydeco’s kids menu

1:23:08 JCD “I got sick and then I got better” iso; earthquake on Iran-Pakistan border, Iran-Pakistan pipeline “calls Washington’s bluff” vs Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline, more Waziristan dronings; Martin “bakelite nametag” Dempsey, JCD: “he could put stars on his forehead if he wants to”, Inhofe on threatening Germany with military base pullout and paying us to leave; half of Austrians think Nazis could come to power again

1:35:49 Obama signs STOCK Act online transparency rollback, records to be kept in basement

1:41:17 Failed Manchin-Toomey amendment would make gun registry a felony, NRA misinformation, 1999 LaPierre testimony all-in on background checks; Obama lies about 90% Senate vote numbers, “continuing distortion of Senate rules” of cloture, Biden percentage mathematics
fail; Harry Reid “no” vote; Feinstein on Lanza’s “extreme aversion to normal social life”, “he was homeschooled”, home “a veritable weapons depot”, ACC: “sign this woman to a book deal!”; “disgusting” and “disappointing” memes

2:01:14 Nigel Farage: “not even me in my most pessimistic of speeches would have imagined, Mr. Rehn, that you and the others in the Troika would resort to the level of common criminals and steal money from people’s bank account”, Cyprus the euro “death knell”; ACC fails money transfer to CVC due to “Christina overboeking” memo terrorism scare, wire department voicemail, ACC: “are you fucking kidding me?!”; Herman Van Rompuy on tax avoidance and “fight against tax havens”

2:14:53 Donation Segment

2:28:25 Second Half of Show: fireball over Madrid, HAARP plasma clouds; military incoming meteorite information classified

2:34:37 Whistling Dempsey on $800M budgeted for cyber “defending the .mil domain”, ACC: “you are a thief!”; Mike Rogers defends CISPA: “if you’re a 14-year-old tweeter in the basement”; White House Statement of Administration Policy recommends changes, “targeted liability protections”, HPSCI House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, remove “irrelevant personal information”, “civilian agency” DHS as portal to government, “promote appropriate sharing within the government”; IBM’s systems management business, 200 senior executives lobbying for CISPA in Washington, holocaust Hollerith punchcards, ACC: “is this really something we want IBM doing again?”; Edwin Black’s *IBM and the Holocaust: The Strategic Alliance between Nazi Germany and America’s Most Powerful Corporation*

2:48:07 The four essential ingredients in anti-North Korea propaganda: goose-stepping soldiers, trucks with giant missiles, forward summersault in field by guy with machine gun, Kim Jong-un with binoculars

2:50:07 *Smash* character uses “Adderall and Red Bull”; Ricin suspect Paul Kevin Curtis “paranoid conspiracy theorist”
0:00:00 JCD: “Gotta reunite these countries, put the Disneyland in there, and just go have some fun.”

0:00:35 Huma & Anthony on New York Times Magazine cover, hagiographer Jonathan Van Meter; Hillary: US “not even in the top ten” of Economist Glass Ceiling Index

0:07:54 Chelsea moderates female tech entrepreneur panel, Girls Who Code promo, ACC: “they have a brain trust, John!”, AT&T sponsorship, JCD: “run for the exits” at Chelsea’s mention of “mobility”, X10 home automation for JCD’s mother; ACC predicts Chelsea TED talk

0:17:51 AT&T shill: “think of the life that goes on in your home and your car”, “turning on the lights for your kids”, “life spaces”, mood-sensing “call management platform”, ACC: “it’s called an answering machine!”; commercial arm In Good Company at same address; “girls of color”; JCD on “code monkey” assembly line workers; ACC on Austin Google fiber and venture capital

0:35:31 Producer Segment

0:46:38 Drunk or not drunk Diane Sawyer: “staggering increase in people just getting by”; Social Security transition to CPI, Obama campaign promise: “let me be clear, I will not do either”; Melissa Harris-Perry: successful people should “earn a little more”

0:53:11 US tax day: Obama income down 20%, $150k in donations to 33 charities

0:54:30 ACC birthday party breakdown: nice asleep people, wide-awake people, and the mass of zombies; “yellowest liberal in the universe” Silicon Valley woman “automatic guns” and AR-15 discussion, “you condescending prick!”, JCD: “so she’s a lesbian looking for trouble”

1:02:44 War on Crazy: Carney on “sensible common sense” legislation, Pastor Rick Warren’s son commits suicide; al-Qaeda “spokesman” Adam Gadahn; Bill Maher: “the Second Amendment is bullshit” (CotD); Joe Biden to Morning Joe: AR-15s “like driving a Ferrari”

1:11:12 Glee school shooting, Sandy Hook “what happened on twelve fourteen” meme; Obama address taken over by DNC-connected Sandy Hook guest stars, SAG members, “end of a gun” meme, “the boy who would never come home” movie title, “common sense gun responsibility reforms”; Eleanor Clift predicts gun culture transformation; ACC on Photoshop’s ubiquity in media

1:28:58 Slate: 46% Americans have DSM-IV diagnosable illness; DSM-5 subdivisions; Colorado gun bills by Bloomberg’s outfit, American Institute of Justice study: no impact from 1994 AWB; Holder’s “brainwash people”; Dave Kopel: effort “to divide suburban women from the Republican party”, Chuck Todd on gun control “gender gap”; Colorado $20 temporary transfers

1:46:46 Donation Segment: JCD may bring up home automation on TWiT

2:08:27 JCD on propagating fruit trees, PBS on “cloning” Washington’s cherry trees


2:19:59 Gina McCarthy on climate change at confirmation hearing, Bernie Sanders vs Inhofe; Joe Barton on Keystone pipeline: great flood evidence of climate change; Michael Crichton on ugly State of Fear reaction; ACC reads nasty e-mail; racist Confederate flag

2:38:37 Tommy Vietor: Obama “cares deeply about limiting civilian casualties”; Michele Bachmann grills Brennan about drone strikes before Benghazi; Margaret Thatcher Pedobear funeral
503 Ninjas in Mongolia (2013-04-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh my god, you dog you!” JCD: “We’re old friends.” ACC: “She’s sexy!” (1:37:58)
0:00:36 Bitcoin “correction”, local news backgrounder, Mt. Gox DDoS, BitPay potentially screwed; 
Leo “Science!” iso; Feinstein “attempted attack” question, Blair: “the priority is certain”; 
JCD reads the headline: “bras make breasts saggier”

0:17:10 NYT Weiner-Abedin interview, considering a mayoral run; ACC on interviewing Weiner & 
Schumer, “Anthony Weiner is an asshole!”; NYT article by Clinton-bot Jonathan Van Meter; 
ACC listening to NPR fundraising, Austin Symphony salaries

0:28:08 Producer Segment: JCD 236 years old and 4’1” on Wikipedia; guardiansofreality.com

0:38:34 BBC on North Korea’s “midwange missiles”, “the wegion inches towards thermonuclear war”; 
“alarming new video”, “two mobile missiles”, “US officials” meme; ACC Red Book: one 
destroyed and one undetonated warhead near Japan

0:43:24 Biden’s “New World Order” speech Mongolia meme: fifth fastest growing economy, problem 
of “ninja miners”; asteroid mining

0:50:03 S.374 Fix Gun Checks Act of 2013; Amanpour lies: “the fact of the matter is that in states 
... where there are tougher gun laws there is lower gun crime”, ACC: “have you looked at 
Chicago?”, “sensible gun control”; Joe Manchin on “common sense maysures”; Biden: 3300 
gun deaths since Sandy Hook; Sheila Jackson Lee: “no one has challenged the Second Amend-
ment”, “automatic weapon” in Arizona; Obama corrects himself from “seminaumatic” to 
“fully automatic”; new Connecticut gun laws, “154 rounds in four minutes” discrepancy; Paul 
Barrett points out decrease in violent crime to PBS, increase in number of guns ignored

1:06:04 War on Crazy: Brady Bill 18 U.S.C. §922, unlawful to transfer to someone “adjudicated as a 
mental defective”, federal and state definitions, antisocial personality disorder; neurodiversity

1:16:55 JCD story about flying to Las Vegas for NAB Show with recent “dislocated shoulder”, 50+ 
handicapped parking spots at convention center; Sony 84” 4K 3D display, OLED 4K; Adobe 
”best podcast in the universe” guy

1:27:01 “This is a weekly test of the Giant Voice System”, appearance in The Purge movie; Whelen 
“chemical release”, “terrorist alert, a terrorism alert has been issued, please follow procedure”

1:32:40 Donation Segment: JCD’s NAB drinks with Kiki Stockhammer

1:44:32 FCC not at NAB because of sequester, lawyer: “fee-based organization”, low-power TV, 
improvements to all radio-frequency TV stations forbidden; new ACC scheme will “put Morse 
code on the map”, Samuel Morse the world-class painter; FCC ignoring GMRS abuse; Euro-
pean Audiovisual Media Services Directive broad “on demand” definition

1:59:37 Merkel as Auschwitz prisoner on Polish magazine; alleged Merkel nude; cross-bank bail-ins

2:03:11 Michelle Obama’s Twitter #AskFlotUS hijacked; White House “Memphis soul night”; Beyonce 
and Jay Z’s Cuba trip green-lighted by Treasury Department, people-to-people “educational” 
travel, not a Raoul “Dave” Castro birthday event

2:15:21 Al-Qaeda Iraq branch merger with Jabhat al-Nusra; AQECA al-Qaeda Electronic Cyber Army 
and TCA Tunisian Cyber Army attacks on Pentagon and State Department, energy sector 
mentioned in social media

2:22:05 Melissa Harris-Perry “kids belong to whole communities”; Louisville coach Rick Pitino ducks 
for cover at fireworks after NCAA win; To the Contrary invokes “Republican war on women” 
on morning-after pill ruling, JCD on Pedobear statutory rape

2:35:52 George Carlin “Americans love to eat” “big bowl of macaroni & cheese” end-of-show clip
JCD: “Bold and witty bedroom, barroom, and smoker dipsy-doodles.” (0:37:10)
“Dogs smell everything” and dog bad breath tongue scraper ad; JCD’s birthday
Bitcoin now at $161; Economic and Monetary Affairs Commissioner Olli Rehn: deposits under €100k “always safe”, European Convention on Human Rights: “no one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest”, deprivation of life to arrest or quell riot, no slavery except in prison, “lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of infectious diseases, of persons of unsound mind, alcoholics or drug addicts or vagrants”, privacy vs “protection of health or morals”
Google Fiber in Austin; fighting national security letters; Facebook bozo filter, ACC: “they’re doing it to charge people money to be de-bozoed”, “engagement metrics”
Michigan in Final Four; gruesome Kevin Ware compound fracture; IMDb actress age lawsuit
Australian Today Show interviews Doomsday Preppers guy, weapons-grade smallpox; previous show’s Giant Voice System for Chapel Hill campus, not military base; No Agenda Personal Giant Voice System kits, JCD: “do not remove under penalty of law”
Canadian media warn of wrongful convictions from Newfoundland budget cuts; Jay Carney: Obama budget not “what he would do if he were king”; Obama: top priority “to reignite the engine of America’s growth”, {“North Star”, “Department of Common Sense”, “wealthy and well-connected”} memes; new Sandy Hook parents on 60 Minutes; Michelle Obama calls herself a “busy single mother” (CotD); Kamala Harris “best-looking attorney general”
ACC’s fun with the “Obama-bots” at party; the misery of being rich; “I love guns!”; Burton the architect’s wife Fisher v. University of Texas affirmative action documentary
North Korean mobile missile launcher being tracked, “justified all-out war”, hazmat suits deployed; CNN’s Kyung Lah editorializes “he is essentially a man-child with his finger on the nuclear button”; Jay Carney: “we would not be surprised” at missile launch; pundit: legal marijuana explains a lot; State Department: no communication channels; Australian expert: “they’re not gonna commit suicide”; North Korean government web site defaced, “if the cyber-war continues, there’s a high possibility it could lead to a conventional war”, South Korean “cyber-soldiers”; Japanese habit of invading Korea; parallel with German reunification
Joe Biden: “the affirmative task we have now, is to actually create a New World Order”, our interest “that China prosper, that Mongolia prosper”, “nations big and large”
Chapel Hill Giant Voice System photo; Fortune on podcasting; NPR auctioning off old studios
Donation Segment: DIA challenge coin: “counterdrug document exploitation”
National Conspiracy Theory Poll’s surprising Democrat-Republican, male-female and race breakdowns, ACC: “it’s the Obama-bots who are the truthers!”
Hysterical Australian ad voiceover; Today Show entertainment report with fake American accent, “he’s joined Twitter!”; Julia Gillard broke “no carbon tax” promise
Australia’s tax-funded gun buyback; Red Book: no anything for you if you’re crazy; James Holmes’ psychiatrist warned campus police; using MRI to predict criminal behavior
Tepco: 120 tons of radioactive water may have leaked at Fukushima, natural gas up 4.5%
Canada vs US H7N9 stories; UK measles outbreak, “I know of people that know people”
ABN AMRO letter calls a halt to physical gold delivery
African Union calls off hunt for Joseph Kony, celebrities weigh in, invisiblechildren.com
501  Resume Normal Activity!  (2013-04-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Take your money out of the bank! Put it in the mattress immediately!” (2:32:05)
0:00:35  The rainsticks work again. ACC’s roof leaking
0:02:23  Clooney to Stephanopoulos: “you ought to get on the marketing team” for new film; Gerard Butler in Olympus Has Fallen interview: “we called Dennis Rodman”, Viacom financing for Millennium Pictures, Rodman in North Korea working for Vice magazine, owned by Viacom
0:10:54  Chuck Hagel’s bizarre vocalization, ACC: “he’s got a donkey up there!”, quotes George Little: “keep your answers short … and deny like Hell”; Little on preemptive strike: “we hope to preserve peace and stability”; BBC: “officials” say North restarting all facilities; CIA in media
0:24:33  Al Roker aghast at 37% who don’t believe in global warming: “two words, Superstorm Sandy”
0:27:12  Producer Segment
0:42:47  JCD retrospective: Reese Witherspoon on Haiti donation call, “have you ever spoken to an operator?”, Center for Economic and Policy Research report: “overall lack of transparency”, scathing critique USAID contractor Chemonics International, new CEO Susi Mudge “screwed her way to the top”, ACC on “hoity-toity bead-wearing orange clothes-wearing douchebags” (ACCPPotD), board member Dov Zakheim former DoD CFO
0:56:20  White House BRAIN Initiative announced on World Autism Awareness Day, Obama: “imagine if somebody with a prothetic limb can now play the piano”, “it could explain all kinds things that go on in Washington, and we could prescribe something”, “we can’t predict what that next big thing will be” vs No Agenda IBM Watson in medicine prediction; 20% ADHD rate in high school boys, one Alzheimer’s diagnosis every 33 seconds by 2050
1:07:04  North Korea “bellicose” meme; “common sense” meme, Obama: “the opponents of some of these common sense laws have ginned up fears among responsible gun owners”, guns in “rural Iowa”; Mark Kelly’s bogus numbers, ACC: “the NRA is not your friend”, Kelly talks to Giffords like she’s retarded, staged gun store trip 5’36” NICS check, NRA: Jared Loughner mental health records unavailable; Rep. Diana DeGette: “magazine clips” will “decrease dramatically over time because the bullets will have been shot and there won’t be any more available”
1:27:55  IRS “enforcement presence”; compliance monitoring for self-reported income
1:32:34  Donation Segment: JCD age donation; Saint Kilda prostitutes
1:47:17  Cloud Atlas hints about San Onofre nuclear plant event; Radiation and Public Health Project director Robert Alvarez, new report claims 28% increase in hypothyroidism; ACC: gas prices on the way up; central banks messing with Bitcoin; JCD recommends finviz.com
1:59:19  Chapel Hill AFB Giant Voice System: “all clear, resume normal activity”
2:01:15  Angela Merkel exposes her butt on vacation in Italy; 5k to testify in Australian child sex abuse investigation, possibly as many as 100k
2:08:04  Rewards for Justice expanded to War Crimes Rewards to get Joseph Kony
2:12:48  H7N9 bird flu kills two in China; Jim Rogers: we’re all gonna starve; Grozny City skyscraper fire; Conrad Black on American prison system
2:21:26  Colorado SB 13-013 Secret Service Limited Peace Officer Authority; ACA adds Ready Reserve Corps to PHSCC, epidemiological reserve corps; Morning Joe all-in on draft, “give back!”
2:31:17  Netherlands most indebted in EU; ING internet banking “glitch”
2:34:47  Revolution references “Governor Affleck in California”
2:36:16  ACC predicts Michigan in NCAA championship; pork butt becomes “Boston roast”
2:42:26  Millennial chatterbox to S.E. Cupp: “this is really the first global generation”
500  Codeword Austin  (2013-03-31)

0:00:00  ACC: “Your protection for, you know, the police state, stock up on mac & cheese.”  (1:50:39)
0:00:35  JCD: “very few people can do 500 of anything”
0:01:25  Kim Jong-un targeting “Hawaii, California, D.C., and – for some reason – Austin Texas”, retired spooks in Austin, Getty Images copyright; 1960 Civil Defense Austin nuclear bomb propaganda video with Ride of the Valkyries; CNN former Pentagon expert chuckling
0:11:24  Erin Burnett on dirty bomb in Times Square; “bellicose” meme; Rodman in North Korea with Harlem Globetrotters, ACC Red Book: Disney North Korea
0:20:19  Nelson Mandela obituaries at the ready, Time editor compares Obama to Mandela; Finnish producer’s kid’s English test calls Obama “Barry” with birther memes
0:25:31  Producer Segment: Pat Robertson on trains full of APCs; Infowars magazine
0:45:44  JCD retrospective: guy with camcorder filming underwear bomber, Obama on suspect’s father trying to warn US, Monica Crowley all-in on waterboarding; “wash your hands and get your flu shot”, WHO pandemic definition change, swine flu masks for California schools, 21-day booster, most creative word of 2009: “Dracula sneeze”, ACC: “these are the telescreens!”
0:58:55  National {Sexual Assault & Prevention, Child Abuse Prevention, Financial Capability, Donate Life, Cancer Control} Month, {Ford, Ram, Toyota} truck month
1:02:44  TEDx videos censored for being pseudoscience, ACC: “they’ve become a cult”, JCD: Chris Anderson is cheap, ACC: “this guy is a total spook”
1:07:31  Note from postal worker on OPM grabbing pre-funding money; ACC’s mail carrier
1:10:57  CNN tosses Soledad O’Brien out, replacement Kate Bolduan with Carlyle Group husband; O’Brien sign-off: “facts matter”; “spend time with family” means sex scandal, “health issues”, “write a book”, ACC: “I’ve always wanted to learn Morse code”, Hamnation a giant Icom ad
1:18:57  US Airways CEO: airfare tax rate comparable to sin tax; IMF paper: gas tax should be $1.33
1:22:52  Canada’s 2013 budget: bank depositor is “unsecured creditor”, bail-in “rapid conversion of certain liabilities into regulatory capital”; Jim Rogers on Cyprus “contribution”; UK Santander Bank note on “banking consolidation directive”; JCD on money moving from Europe to US banks; Ms. Micky’s Green Card update: $1070 biometric appointment
1:33:29  Donation Segment
1:47:06  Heineken announces plan for Haiti brewery after $15M Clinton Global Initiative commitment; macandcheeselife.com, JCD mac & cheese recipe with béchamel, Tillamook, and turmeric
1:54:45  Donors back out of Christopher Dorner reward, Riverside says conditions were unmet
1:56:29  Lanza warrant inventory released on same day as Obama “common sense” speech, ACC: “spot the things we could have found in John’s office … four pieces of paper with miscellaneous writings”: police not releasing witness name “for good reason”; Lawrence O’Donnell on National Shooting Sports Foundation located three miles from school, ACC: “are you shitting me??”
2:05:15  Contradictory Susan Ludwig story with dead kid being carried out: ACC on Six-Week Cycle: “they’re gonna have to light something off pretty soon”; Olympus Has Fallen theory, JCD: “they gotta get something that gets traction”, FBI bomb setup, “code word Austin”
2:18:22  Drunk Diane Sawyer: Eric Harroun arrested for using “weapon of mass destruction” RPG
2:21:29  JCD retrospective: Feinstein’s “likelihood of another terrorist attempted attack on the US homeland”; 14-months-later follow-up: even more likely; anthrax vaccine, Cipro side effects; ACC: “it has to be an IED”, EMP theory
2:33:12  PBS “inspired wisdom” word meaning wacko, Deepak Chopra’s “responsibility” definition
2:34:58 Israel shipping gas out of Leviathan; progress on No Agenda bags, JCD rant on dirty canvas bags and loose produce on dirty conveyor belt; No Agenda bag design meeting
2:44:26 End of Civil Defense propaganda film for end of show; Sarah Palin the “Joe O’Biden” originator
2:45:06 JCD retrospective: Democrats turning out the lights on Republicans, Rohrbacher’s one-minute Afghanistan rant, five minutes given to the Democrat
2:47:46 Show 500 thanks all ‘round
499  Spam Horse  (2013-03-28)

0:00:00  (Gitmo Nation National Anthem and jingles) JCD: “Hit it!”
0:01:49  Time for a big natural disaster; Six-Week Cycle timing questions; Bitcoin at $94
0:04:52  BBC on “biggest cyberattack in history” pitting CyberBunker against “Spam Horse”, “it’s
          using a machine gun, mowing down a whole crowd”, “the internet version of using a nuclear
          bomb”; Spamhaus protection racket, CloudFlare unable to mitigate; CyberBunker hosting
          WikiLeaks; JCD column brings the spooks out of the woodwork; ACC’s Mac Mini server
0:26:45  Defense of Marriage Act taken up by SCotUS, signed into law by Clinton; Piers Moron goes
          off Sandy Hook script, Alexandra Pelosi: “there’s something really sick and disgusting about
          this country”; laughs for Kagan’s “not a lot of children”; SCotUS rules on lying drug dogs
0:39:56  Morning Joe legal expert on DoMA “legal technicality” of states’ rights
0:41:20  ACC admits the millennial line-cutting phenomenon exists in Texas
0:41:52  Producer Segment: JCD talks up ham radio to Roku CEO; “guardians of reality”
1:04:31  Spamradio; JCD adds rimshots to new crazy hoarders show
1:08:18  CNN medical expert Wendy Walsh on Viagra for women: “just load the dishwasher, okay”
1:13:01  Jim Carrey Funny or Die anti-gun Hee Haw parody
1:15:40  Protests in Cyprus; “pension funds will be among the assets confiscated and transferred to
          Europe”, President: “brace for deep pain”, “no bank account anywhere in the Eurozone is
          safe”; Jeroen Dijselbloem on “ambitious measures”, privatization, Turkey nixing foreign
          deals with Cyprus because of Leviathan field; €300 per day withdrawal limit; ESM European
          Stability Mechanism “strong restructuring plan”; JCD on leveraged buyouts, “they’re making
          the Cypriots … pay for their own takeover”; Spain & Portugal next
1:31:24  Boris Berezovsky two-to-the-head, “it … appears very clear now that he did, or he was, hanged”
1:35:06  Musings on Clinton-Panetta ticket; Napolitano on trusted traveler and global entry “risk-
          based approach”; Dana Milbank shocked by “number of F-bombs being dropped by this White
          House”; Valerie Jarrett’s “payback time” and Michelle Bachmann’s campaign fund woes
1:45:05  JCD testimony tip: say “I’m not sure I understand the question”; Jay Carney’s slippery
          response to Syria question, “nonlethal assistance”; UK CONTEST counterterrorism strategy
          on foreign fighters from Europe in Syria returning to “carry out attacks using the skills they
          have developed overseas”; Syrian opposition coalition chooses Texan for prime minister
1:50:55  Donation Segment: JCD: “we’re both guests on a show produced by the listeners”
2:01:27  Anderson Pooper swims with the crocodiles on 60 Minutes to general mockery
2:05:13  North Korea stories linked to Olympus Has Fallen movie, Lauer’s accidental deconstruction
2:07:08  JCD pleads guilty to Larry David “chat and cut”, JCD story on airport line-cutting; how to
          merge at a traffic split in California
2:20:23  Chancellor of the Exchequer’s Twitter account; MIA Olympus Has Fallen interview
2:24:06  Mashable hipster video: “consider hitting up the Bitcoin ATM”
2:26:12  Matt Lauer to Gerard Butler: “you have arranged … to have the North Koreans make all kinds
          of strange gestures”; Anderson Pooper to replace Lauer
2:29:11  Erin Burnett on government surveillance: “a drone can already see what you’re writing”; the
          war on the Postal Service, “physical span” (JCDPPotD); ACC’s QRP rig sent by mail
2:39:07  Budget’s Farmer Assurance Provision courtesy of Monsanto
2:43:42  UK cold weather magic numbers; jet stream and global warming; Madagascar locust plague
2:47:50  Khloé Kardashian: “I’m excited to be amazing”; NCIS L.A. “aid and comfort” (CotD)
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498  Obey the Giant Voice System! (2013-03-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Uhhh, hit it!”
0:00:31 Happy {Greek Independence, World Tuberculosis} Day, Obamacare anniversary; no “heil everybody” in White House podcast, Obama on Sandy Hook: “as a nation, these last three months have changed us”, “epidemic of gun violence” lie, “the American people have spoken”, JCD: “I didn’t say anything, I was watching basketball”, “nine out of ten” meme, “military-style assault weapons”, “common sense”; Michael Bloomberg on requiring NICS check for all gun sales: “there’s no real debate among the American people”, “good common sense”
0:12:42 Washington Rep. Tami Green supports committing “potentially dangerous” people lest we have a “naked guy running down the street with a gun”, gunman’s father on danger signs: “rants about the world and how it ought to be”, ACC: “war on crazy”, Concord Monitor’s Annmarie Timmins on 26% mental illness population with “suicidal ideation”, USA Today: get annual mental health screening; Cymbalta vs “morphine will give you a stomach ache”, Bezos’ kooky Tourette’s laugh, Seth McFarlane’s Tourette’s, ACC’s “odd swallowing”
0:30:00 Drunk or not drunk Biden on Lanza reloading “three times as many times as he did”; ACC’s Austin beef guy hit in mouth; Ed Schultz: “anti-government partiot groups are now at an all-time high in this country!”, Oklahoma City bombing parallel; mental health FICO scores
0:45:06 Producer Segment: No Agenda on WCKG 1530; new “in the morning” language jingles
1:02:28 Hosts debate Julia Gillard taking to 2DayFM to avoid “white males who run the press”, “she is Machiavellian and she has outfoxed all the blokes”; JCD on Obama election pride, ACC: “Hillary Clinton is the devil, people”; Gillard to 2DayFM, ACC on Australian fines for blaming carbon tax, JCD on plastic bag bans, no more baggers, No Agenda cloth bags
1:20:15 1989 Ice-T Shut Up, Be Happy Jello Biafra voice-over: “your Neighborhood Watch officer will be by to collect urine samples in the morning”; Marine Corps Base Quantico shooting, “follow all instructions being delivered by the giant voice system”
1:29:31 CNN covering 3 am Senate budget debate, JCD: “they all looked plastered and tired”, Bob Menendez warns “this is foreign policy on the fly”, David Vitter’s federal voter ID amendment; Atlas Shrugged fairness laws and S.336 Marketplace Fairness Act to tax internet sales, ACC: “the way you don’t get screwed is by buying from Walmart who of course is behind this”
1:41:26 Donation Segment: colored peerage pins; show notes and hot librarians
1:57:50 CBS in Times Square on talk of using surveillance drones, Bloomberg: “everybody wants their privacy, but I don’t know how you’re gonna maintain it”, “what’s the difference whether the drone is up in the air or on the building?”, ACLU shill: “we also have a right to expect that the government isn’t making a permanent record”, NYPD “Ring of Steel”, “the only way for right now to stay out of the view of Big Brother is to stay inside”; JCD: 35-and-youngers will not protest line-jumping, ACC: “you come and try that crap in Texas, son”
2:08:55 Australian movie Seconds to Spare bad acting clips. CIA drug money
2:13:13 Cyprus facing ECB ultimatum; Cyprus vs Russia, Leviathan pipeline deal bypassing Turkey, new Russia-China oil & gas deal, low British gas reserves
2:23:25 Haiku Herman leaving at end of year, Catherine Ashton also leaving, “it’s exhausting”
2:26:19 Frago “fragmentary order” 242 to ignore Iraqi-on-Iraqi torture, JCD: “why haven’t people like Rumsfeld … been arrested for war crimes?”; No Agenda “100% sane” medical bracelet
2:30:12 BBC: Punxsutawney Phil under criminal indictment for “misrepresentation of spring”
2:32:16 Bitcoin volatility, ACC proposal: Bitcoin ham radio; Seconds to Spare end of show clip
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497 Raining Scuds (2013-03-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “I heard you Ethiopian girls are hungry all the time.” (1:11:02)
0:00:34 Ms. Micky’s 1999 Range Rover finally bites the dust, JCD: “I want an eggshell white automo-
obile!”; Ms. Micky shot her Dallas gig, ACC demoted to “buddy”
0:12:08 Dinner with the O-bots: artist Laurie and brain professor Russell Poldrack; Ms. Micky to photograph his brain collection
0:15:40 Obama in Israel: tired old “marrying up” joke, “our most solemn responsibility is the secu-
rity of our people”, Iron Dome funding; Assad killing Syrians with scuds, ACC on chemical
weapons; Erin Burnett’s nasal activities, unconfirmed reports of Assad’s chemical weapon use,
Dianne Feinstein “this is highly classified”; Robert Ford’s to Congress: “raining scud missiles”,
good parts left out of spoken testimony, “we funded media outlets”, chemical weapons PSAs
0:32:14 Radio Free Damascus skit
0:33:14 Producer Segment: new peerage levels introduced
0:45:42 Two Americans added to Rewards for Justice program at $5M each, “rapping jihadi” Abū
Mašūr al-Amrīkī “laying down some beats”
0:49:19 Obama on preventing Iran from “acquiring a nuclear weapon”; BBC on cyberattack on South
Korean broadcasters and banks leaving “networks frozen”, “skulls and messages”, hackers
“accessing … government websites”, JCD: “holy crap! you actually accessed a website!”
0:59:41 Obama & Netanyahu dodge Iran “red line” timeline questions, “well-behaved” Israeli reporter,
Obama calls Chuck Todd “incorrigible”; Obama to meet Miss Israel Yityish “Titi” Aynaw,
“he’s a huge man”; “Obama don’t want nobody to see his beautiful house” over school tour
cancellation; JCD: “Obama date” for Titi
1:12:23 State “ag-gag” laws against undercover farm video, “the meat industry spends a looot of money
here with us”; ACC practices Obama impression
1:16:08 Commotion Wireless mesh network software, “another global justice uprising” ten years before
Occupy, JCD: “tell us what it is!”, “secure mechanism for communicating” vs software’s “does
not prevent monitoring of internet traffic” security warning; Amy Goodman reveals State
Department funding, “internet in a suitcase”; ACC: “ham radio is where it’s at”, Prepper CW
1:26:06 Drunk or Not Drunk: Al Franken on “living Constitution”; Franken on drones “the size of a mosquito”, ACC proposes EMP device
1:31:04 Producer “werewolves and vampires” Cymbalta side-effect report
1:35:15 Donation Segment: 867-5309 grocery store member card life hack; peerage meeting
1:51:50 ACC calls out JCD for “I made out with that woman and now the marriage is over?”; Mr. Oil
arrested in Cyprus; Bitcoin at $74, ACC selling five per day; poutine Canadian mac & cheese
2:01:43 Eric Holder: too big to fail means too big to prosecute; Ben Bernanke on calculating “the
size of the subsidy”; Andrea Mitchell to colleagues: “while I’m away you guys let the assault
weapon ban die”; former AIG CEO Greenberg: failure would not have taken system down
2:13:59 Possible anthrax vaccine testing on children, goopy-mouthed Rob Stein: 1M service members
vaccinated; Diane Sawyer: 1 in 50 schoolchildren autistic, new number from phone survey
2:21:06 NewsProNet promo video; NBM old-school National Train Day audio promotion; JCD to write No Agenda audio PSA scripts
2:31:46 Six-Week Cycle: FBI pissed over off-cycle suicide of James Oliver Seevakumaran, “what we
would consider four IEDs”; JCD: “the cycle’s going to be off”
2:37:56 Erin Burnett on US falling behind in skyscraper height; Sears Willis Tower WTF
496  Shoot Look Shoot (2013-03-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “What, are you kidding me? What kind of a pitch is this?” (1:27:13)
0:00:31  Two JCD printers down due to new router; ACC’s sunburn from falling asleep to DH Unplugged
0:05:41  Uncle Don’s appearance on Fareed “traitor” Zakaria’s GPS; Chuck Hagel on missile defense systems in Alaska and Japan, unreported restructuring of anti-Russia SM32B program; CNN’s new 3D display, North Korea “global threat” with globe
0:14:42  Uncle Don: “they have given up on their diplomats”, want peace treaty instead of armistice; Rodman: “he asked me to tell Obama, please call me”; VICE visit and tourism; Uncle Don on “our unwillingness to talk to them”, “period of training” for Obama and Park Geun-hye
0:25:48  McCain stooge Kelly Ayotte on getting a “shoot look shoot” on incoming West Coast ICBM
0:30:13  Producer Segment: TSA bad shoulder “inthemorningitis”
0:41:18  Proposed one-off savings tax in Cyprus, negative interest rates and fees, ACC: “I think it’s a beta test for the world”, JCD on wealth tax, “there’s no poverty in Switzerland”
0:48:47  ACC’s Victoreen geiger counter from producers attending SxSW; Chicago train nuclear scare, “elite TSA VIPR team” with “handheld nuclear detection devices”, “high isotope reading” from nuclear stress test patient, feeling of “great security”; JCD tip for keeping people from sitting next to you, surgical mask, seat taken “by Jesus”; Brothers in Arms “fisting and drinking in the whores of the gods”; Ms. Micky’s upcoming Dallas shoot
1:07:14  NRA guy at CPAC Conservative Political Action Conference on “passive resistance” for rapists, “don’t drone me, bro!” from audience; Iranian planes shadow Predator drone
1:11:38  ACC’s TV evicted from kitchen, condescending media all-in New York sugary drink ban, JCD on CBS changing NCIS’ Abby Scuito’s giant soft drink; Fortune Magazine editor: “you have to take people by the hand and lead them”; JCD requests European Slingbox
1:18:07  ACC: Detroit the “Cyprus of America”; JCD on the danger of city mergers, JCD Red Book: ACC moves to Dallas
1:24:38  Cymbalta “this day calls you” chronic pain ad; “Mac & Cheese, by Ayn Rand” jingle
1:30:40  Ben Affleck: Hollywood “full of CIA agents”; JCD recommends Clooney’s indie films, “Men Who Speak to Goats”, Michael Clayton “riveting”; No Agenda challenge coins, H.R.1218 “to prohibit the payment of surcharges for commemorative coin programs to private organizations or entities”; JCD Sunday Times Report
1:40:55  Donation Segment: GMail sending Newsletter to spam
2:02:38  Obama: our “top priority is growing our economy and creating good middle-class jobs”, Argonne National Laboratory “harnessing American energy”, gas price spike “happens every year”, JCD on bogus EPA mileage numbers; $2bn Energy Security Trust, ACC: “that’s a rounding error”; Obama: “that’s worth applauding” to crickets, ACC: “I’m awesome, clap for me!”, Rep. Susan Collins on Obama’s lack of food taster
2:14:18  Bill Gates wishes more power for Obama; $100M loans for Boeing & GE; Federal judge overturns use of National Security Letters; Lindsey Graham on Benghazi survivors in Germany
2:22:28  NSA whistleblower Thomas Drake: “make sure you know what you’re getting yourself into”, perceived illegality of speaking to journalists at all, Drake on surveillance of reporters, “Stellarwind” project; JCD: find the one-star reviews for James Risen’s State of War; Drake on the expansion of document classification, Uncle Don’s young female progeny calls ACC out on lack of security clearance, Drake on security hiding abuses under color of law
2:43:32  British MP James Morris supports pre-crime in light of Christina Edkins’ knife murder
495  Big Mac & Cheese  (2013-03-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “No pooping!” (2:26:11)
0:00:32  NPR “bringing happiness to the rainbows of your world”; young children die-hard fans, No Agenda crib mobiles
0:05:29  ACC’s Show 491 Red Book pope prediction fulfilled in Pope Francis; connection with Argentina’s military dictatorship; “pope of the poor”, seagull on chimney sign of storm; Brian Williams at Vatican; cardinal calls Brolf “Wilf”
0:19:59  Producer Segment: Ms. Micky’s Dallas gig; ACC’s Danish cheese
0:38:52  JCD on oddball jacked-up prices as money laundering scheme by online retailers
0:41:34  Rand Paul’s Senate filibuster a distraction from House $982bn funding resolution
0:45:52  H.R.748 Universal National Service Act, ACC: “hey girls, guess what, get your armband”
0:53:25  Jeff Gordon fake viral test drive video, unquestioned by MSM, FTC .com Disclosures document; FBI and Secret Service launching “massive investigations” into celebrity personal information posted online, Brolf: “what are you learning?”, ACC: “Kim Kardashian has an auto loan, are you kidding me?”; Diane Sawyer “hack attack”, Obama to Stephanopoulos: “you’ve got web sites out there right now that sell people’s credit cards”; Barbara Starr on “shadowy Chinese military unit”
1:06:35  Keith Alexander to Armed Services Committee on ISP liability; Bill Nelson interrupted by Chairman Carl Levin after asking an unexpected good question, possibility of disruption outside government of “ATM machines etcetera”; SEC-required certified Y2K measures
1:27:28  Guitarist Jeff “Skunk” Baxter’s career as missile defense consultant, on Dan Aykroyd’s homeland security expertise, “okay Dan, tell you what, let’s go to the White House”, James Woods “should be Secretary of State” (CotD)
1:34:45  ACC Red Book: Temple Mount hostage situation while Obama is in Israel; Juncker warns 2013 could be like pre-War 1913; Max Keiser bullish on Bitcoin: “privacy is one of the rarest commodities in the world”, Dow Jones “all-time new low” vs Bitcoin, “store of value” meme; two variations on Keiser’s million-dollar Bitcoin prediction; Seed Man “stay there we gotta go to break”, ACC: “I have seeds”, JCD: “good luck planting them in about five years”
2:16:11  Joe Biden in 1991: Chinese ballistic missiles proliferating in Syria and Pakistan, nuclear weapons technology in Algeria, China “reportedly becoming a rogue elephant”
2:20:54  RT anchor tries to cover for teleprompter malfunction, ACC: “does smoke come out of her ears at a certain point?”
2:21:51  Canadian mac & cheese with bacon and maple syrup; coupons.com “mom said our favorite brand of mac & cheese costs too much”; ACC Red Book: McDonald’s Big Mac & Cheese
2:24:28  Producer feedback on New Yorkers peeing and pooping in subway, JCD: “welcome to New York City ladies and gentlemen”; janitor: homelessness and medical issues
2:28:22  Ten-year anniversary of Iraq War, $823bn price tag, possible $3.7T long-term; lost clip of general estimating $2-3bn
2:30:40  PETA up in arms over decapitation of animated giraffe in Hangover III; ACC story about Adam the Giraffe at Amsterdam zoo, “walk… very… slowly… towards… us… now”
2:34:30  World Bank to pay Sean Penn charity $8.75M to relocate people living on luxury hotel golf course
494 Aid & Comfort (2013-03-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Personally I think Bitcoin is the Beanie Babies of currency.” (1:55:02)
0:00:36 “Gif” pronunciation debate
0:01:56 Obama’s lackluster “heil everybody”, new top priority: “reignite the true engine of America’s economic growth”, 250k new jobs, ACC: “ShadowStats could not be diverging further”, “decent living”, “the last thing we should do is allow Washington politics get in the way”
0:07:54 Producer Segment: hung-over Kara Swisher doing CNN interview at SxSW; ACC’s V4V presentation up against Elon Musk keynote, heckled by Dame Francine
0:19:13 Previous show’s issues revisited, note-reading now optional for non-executives
0:31:43 Producer Segment.5; another TSA shoulder injury success; ACC’s new USPS producer
0:47:49 “No more peeing, please” for bar patrons in New York City’s Gramercy neighborhood, “diarrheah”, “they do defecate, yes, in our front yard”; more jury deliberation in NYPD cannibal cop Gilberto Valle case; lifetime NYC bans for “perverts and iPhone thieves”
0:54:12 Ronald Reagan Jr. to Chris Matthews on droning al-Awlaki: “that is a tough one”; McCain on droning “Hanoi” Jane Fonda at a cafe: “we want to capture people, we don’t want to kill them”, Constitutional basis of treason: “aid & comfort”, United 93 style shutdown example, “there may be innocent Americans on that plane”, “my highest priority is not my concern that they may kill an American with a Hellfire missile in a cafe in the United States of America”
1:08:25 JCD Sunday Times Report; Bill Press: “no freakin’ way” on trusting a Republican with drones
1:11:23 Jersey City cops shoot a knife-wielding “perp”
1:15:30 JCD “control center” for media monitoring; ACC’s PrepperSDR; Office Space TPS reports
1:22:11 Sober Diane Sawyer introduces North Korea threatening preemptive nuclear attack, Victoria Nuland on “bellicose rhetoric”, “they can take a Toyota pickup truck, put a nuke in the back, and they can park it in any city”; Arab Spring Toyota product placement; ACC Dennis Rodman cancer virus theory, JCD on plane crashes being our style, we didn’t kill Chávez; Chávez NYT interviewer on his 9/11 and moon landing skepticism
1:34:33 Moon Express eying $30M in lunar X-Prize money, platinum-group metals
1:38:30 Roger Ver’s passionate Bitcoin pitch: “anybody here that’s sick of the government, inflating the money supply to pay to kill people all around the world?”, “the world is going to be a much much much better place because of it” (CotD); ACC on pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto, possible fate of creators, dodgy built-in transaction fee, possible rainbow table building exercise; JCD: Beanie Babies
1:56:26 Donation Segment: JCD pet peeves “sober since” and “baby bump”
2:22:27 ACC’s birthday story with limo and waking up in a mansion, “it took me two days to recover”
2:26:07 David Icke: Brown Brothers Harriman “one of the major Illuminati banks”, holiday party with homeless theme, Prescott Bush on board
2:29:03 Social psychology study links belief in conspiracy theories with willingness to participate
2:31:50 Connecticut proposed bill 374 would subject schoolchildren to behavioral health assessments
2:33:44 Undercover agent sneaks fake bomb through security at Newark Airport; Executive Order 11958 for arms export, RAPISCAN mobile units for Iraq, guided missile launchers for Australia
2:40:39 Dianne Feinstein: “it’s legal to hunt humans with fifteen-round, thirty-round, even a hundred and fifty-round magazines”; Feinstein almost calls Brennan “Mister Drone”; Brennan takes oath of office on draft copy of Constitution lacking Bill of Rights
2:43:19 Giant rats in Tehran, JCD: “they might be good eating for all you know”
493  Snowquestration  (2013-03-07)

0:00:00  JCD: “It is my fault and I feel bad now.” (1:33:35)
0:00:35  Applause for ending of Rand Paul’s droning Americans filibuster, “expressions of approval or disapproval are not permitted in the Senate”, Erin Burnett on “wild” event; pee and Taylor Swift; Jeffrey Toobin to Brof: drones like a “very powerful gun”, Holder’s letter mentions lethal force by military, no mention of Posse Comitatus Act; proposed change to “contingency operation” in NDAA 2012 for reservists in major disaster; Paul’s suspicious nasal activities
0:14:26  Meanwhile Cruz manages to pry a “no” out of Holder; ACC Red Book: Jeb-Rand 2016; Alitalia pilot calls in “little drone below us” at JFK, ACC; “call me when you get a chance” from tower means you’re in trouble, beware of swarming microdrones
0:29:42  Ted Cruz trips up Holder on Fast and Furious, “the President, the White House was not involved in the operational component”, JCD: “Obama himself was not handing guns to these gunrunners”, “to my knowledge” hedge, ACC: “time to resign, dude”
0:34:41  “Snowquestration”; Diane Sawyer: White House tours cancelled; Bianna Golodryga: lack of economic impact “kind of sad”; ACC contemplating Bitcoin sell-off, ACC: “you can’t cash them in!”, JCD stock broker joke, beenz.com and Whoopi Goldberg’s flooz.com, S&H Green Stamps, blockchain.info privacy issues, ACC to divest at $50
0:56:11  Producer Segment: BlackBerry No Agenda app; YouTube archive
0:05:40  flooz.com used for money laundering by Russian mafia
1:06:13  Drunk or Not Drunk: Newt Gingrich gushes over Rand Paul; Jay Carney refers to “another manufactured crisis”, Common Sense by Thomas Paine, “caucus of common sense”; extravagant sub sandwich party on White House Flickr stream
1:17:44  Mika Brzezinski outraged over Dennis Rodman’s appearance with Stephanopoulos Sunday, “hey idiots, you’re treating it like a story now!”, Rodman’s Celebrity Apprentice appearance; NBC’s lousy ratings, GE’s stacked ranking under CEO Jack Welch in 1980s
1:26:53  Livin’ the Mac & Cheese Life jingle; Google Trends identifies November 2011, election bumps; food bloggers petition Kraft to remove artificial yellow food dyes; Condoleezza Rice: “one thing at Thanksgiving you just have to have”, tells Pat Robertson it’s a “black thing”
1:33:42  TSA to allow small knives through security lines, focus on “nonmetallic improvised explosive devices”, flight attendants: “we believe this is a slippery slope, what will be the next weapon that can come on board?”, ACC: “oh, I bet, water bottles!”, “protect and serve passengers”; JCD on Diane Sawyer’s cosmetic work, drunk Diane: “a big chance to tell you about tonight”; feedback on TSA shoulder injury tip, including former DHS undersecretary Michael Brown
1:46:06  Southern Poverty Law Center report with “patriot groups” at all time high, “senior fellow” Mark Potok: “they believe that the federal government has a secret plan to impose martial law on this country”, splicenter.org hate map; Roger Ailes’ biography excerpt: Obama is lazy, Obama to Barbara Walters: Obama is lazy
2:01:19  Earl Ofari Hutchinson to Sharpton: 45% of gun owners non-white
2:03:51  Donation Segment: “old world order” introduction; low donation blues
2:31:37  ACC damn near ragequits No Agenda over low donations
2:34:26  General James N. Mattis runs down Iran’s “malign activities” in “Eye-rack”, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Bahrain, Yemen, Gaza, Sudan, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Thailand, India, Georgia, Bulgaria, Nigeria, US, “and elsewhere in the world”, JCD: “where else is there?”
492 Pet Food Stamps (2013-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t know that they were drinking, I think they were smokin’ dope.” (2:53:05)
0:00:33 JCD’s crappy signal, cut off in the Show 491 postmortem
0:01:48 National {Consumer Protection Week, American Red Cross Month}, ten-year DHS anniversary, “commonsense regulations” for banking industry, Wallison’s Bad History, Worse Policy, ncppw.gov, JCD: “is everybody like in the fifth grade in today’s government?”; militaristic DHS proclamation; TSA shill G. Roper on Show 491 IED policy expansion as TSA expansion, ACC checkpoint “am I free to go”, JCD story: sneaking a banana into California
0:17:15 Bitcoin hits $33, rebuttal podcast aimed at ACC, Austin market wooden coins, ACC: “please donate your Bitcoins to 1k9zgjrjwq171d7usmvzitjtnhq6un69av”; JCD bogus prediction list
0:27:03 Producer Segment
0:53:43 ABC on austerity “deadline day”: “jobs vaporized, flights delayed, even criminals walking free”, Maxine Waters: “we don’t need to be having something like Seacrestration that’s going to cause these job losses, over 170 million jobs” (CotD): Obama “Jedi mind meld”, on taking Congress hostage: regretful “I am not a dictator”, budget code 050 for defense only affected in 2013, Obama trots out schools on military bases, bogus “10% pay cut” for border agents, JCD: cut budget and blame Republicans, sneaky “closing a single wasteful tax loophole”
1:11:16 Oprah’s 30 pounds of antidepressant mac & cheese; NPR lisping follow-up on “magical tasty” processed foods; pet food stamps, ACC proposes to make and serve “tuna à la king” cat food mac & cheese, “my hair will be all shiny”, JCD recommends marjoram
1:22:03 Southern European professionals migrating to Germany for work, gastarbeiter/gastarbeiter, 26k Greek marketing managers WTF, “German dream”; Portuguese protest over tax policy; 2012 article on young Greeks struggling in Berlin
1:29:04 Peter Wallison: Lehman not too big to fail, JCD on automotive bailouts, Wallison on media ignoring his reveal of 25M bad mortgages, Community Reinvestment Act; Dodd-Frank and Obamacare, FSOC and SIFE Systemically Important Financial Institution crony capitalism, JCD: “it’s also General Motors”; Hester Peirce on fascist SIFE-government “partnerships”
1:46:09 CIA Operation Mockingbird Church Commission excerpts, JCD: “who’s running the banks?”
1:51:36 Donation Segment: ACC Red Book: banks cut off PayPal; Pat Robertson’s $1M prayer
2:23:62 ACC’s upcoming SxSW “Value 4 Value” talk; Bill Clinton in the Netherlands
2:26:49 Chris Matthews warns of guns in the hands of “the hoarders, the survivalists, the paranoid, the criminal and downright politically nutty”; Rob Reiner’s contradictory defense of Hollywood
2:31:55 Mokhtar Belmokhtar killed again, bullcrap DNA tests for Abdelhamid Abou Zeid; al-Qaeda leaders killed in Mali; UN spreading cholera in Zimbabwe, JCD: “cholera Larry”
2:40:00 John F. Kerry’s $60M blank check from Obama’s stash for Syrian opposition, William Hague: Assad “delusional” about international conspiracy; Dennis Rodman in North Korea instead of JCD; State Department spokeshole: Rodman “has never been a player in our diplomacy”
2:58:17 Feinstein apologizes after forgetting to call Blumenthal, applause for Newtown attendees
3:01:03 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times; ACC: why no LGBT outrage over Bradley Manning?
491 Pope and Change (2013-02-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “All those lists suck!”

0:00:32 JCD’s Sell-a-con Valley; “manuals on tape” money-making scheme, ACC: “screw Audible”; JCD teases Jimmy Savile “death ride” story from Bristol FM radio, boys’ watery graves

0:06:08 “Pope and Change”: Don Lemon on Vatican “rumor-control mode” over gay priest blackmail story; HBO documentary Mea Maxima Culpa, “that’s the worldwide policy: to snuff out scandal”; ACC Red Book: NWO Jesuit South American pope; Nigerian spam improvements

0:20:54 Tip from anonymous TSA employee: say you can’t lift your arms over your head

0:25:07 Sequester austerity “houses burning, crazies roaming, seniors starving!”, DHS “forced to release hundreds of undocumented workers”, inevitable budget bloat; Ray LaHood on air traffic controller furloughs, called out by Candy Crowley on domestic flights down 27% and FAA budget up 41%, “lookit”; recurring magic number 22

0:35:24 “Value 4 Value: Just Getting by in New Media” at SxSW after They Might Be Giants bail

0:37:48 Producer Segment: JCD on improved exchange rates for flight attendants

0:52:26 Military producer: “consultants and advisors are going in” to Syria, expect chemical weapons in Europe; moving toward providing nonlethal equipment to opposition; strep throat outbreaks

0:57:11 Obama’s new Chief Agricultural Negotiator from CropLife America; dairy industry petitions FDA to allow unlabeled aspartame in milk; Subpurgatory HFCS “sugar is sugar” propaganda

1:06:16 White House cauliflower mac & cheese, NPR mac & cheese in a mug, JCD: “starch and grease”

1:12:08 Number of Chinese billionaires quadrupled in five years; Italian general election stalemate, unknown quantity Beppe Grillo

1:20:12 White House policy on countering improvised explosive devices, another “no greater responsibility”, 20th anniversary of first World Trade Center attack, “we have come a long way since that time”, redefinition to cover crotch bomber, “expanding and broadening its counter-IED focus”, “at home or abroad”, ye olde public-private “sharing intelligence” meme, “screen, detect, protect”; information on Office of Bombing Prevention’s TRIPwire system released next day, OBP chief Patrick Starke’s background, JCD recommends Rubicon

1:40:45 Donation Segment: Business Insider sexy scientist list “fun facts”, no Dr. Kiki

2:13:50 New book Beauty and the Beast on Dominique Strauss-Kahn by former lover Marcela Iacub, ACC: “I wouldn’t surprise me if the guy doesn’t kill himself”

2:18:32 Michael Shrimpton’s new book Spy Hunter, former PM Edward Heath “into little boys”, kidnappings aided by German “stay-behind” intelligence operation in Jersey, ACC on Jimmy Savile’s Papal knighting; pedophile Cabinet Secretary John Hunt & Heath responsible for British EEC membership; Madeleine McCann “was going to be abused by a senior member of the European Commission … I can’t identify him in Spy Hunter but I do know who it is”; David Kelly assassination, “pedophilia is a wonderful means, if you’re a hostile intelligence agency, of blackmailing politicians”; Piers Morgan interviews MKULTRA Sandy Hook father Neil Heslin, Shrimpton: Sandy Hook “set up by the Germans via Mexico” (CotD)

2:34:55 Sandy Hook green car with entering and exiting bullets, records sealed for six months

2:39:43 Oscars: Jimmy Kimmel “amazing”-fest, Ms. Micky proposes “divine”; The Grouser fake trailer; Argo Jimmy Carter crediting Canadians clip revisited, Michelle Obama award presentation with soldiers, ACC: “Hugo Chávez would have done that”, Clooney’s producership, Eastern Congo Initiative’s Whitney Williams credited; ACC on revisionism, upcoming White House Down, Olympus Has Fallen trailer; Life of Pi Rhythm & Hues VFX shop woes
Add Bacon (2013-02-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “It sounds right, this sounds right!”
ACC: “That sounds right, and this sounds like... it’s right!” (2:03:43)
0:00:38 Rainstick battle; long donation segments solved with low donations; bogative Presidents’ Day, “white goods”; ACC’s Bitcoin fortune, “Bitcoin community”; German “far-right” folk musician Heino’s comeback, “nimble as a greyhound” from Hitler
0:12:16 H.R.748 for national service, “community-based entity”, ACC: “you basically just helped your kids get inducted into the Brownshirt Jugend”
0:14:26 Discovering America bacon homage “United States of Bacon”, Anthony Bourdain clone
0:20:17 Obama memo to Congress on “approximately” 100 troops sent to Niger to build drone base; CNN mocks al-Qaeda “tip sheet” for avoiding drone strikes, SkyGrabber for unencrypted video, 30m antennas, microwave emitters, spy hanging, kidnapping
0:38:29 Producer Segment: Show 500 on Easter; NASCAR 33 crash PR
0:52:07 Lindsey Graham reveals 4700 killed by drones, Erin Burnett condescendingly reveals number is from Bureau of Investigative Journalism, ACC: “the more annoying she gets, the hotter she gets”, Soledad O’Brien out at CNN; Mike Rogers implies he knew al-Awlaki was on the kill list, Rand Paul on due process for Americans; Hayden GloMar response on drone program to elite laughter, “lawful, appropriate, and effective”, “let’s talk about renditions, detentions, and interrogations” with diplomats in Germany story, “national perception of what is going on here”, on droning American citizens: “I’m OK with it” as a “one-off”, to sustain it need “a commission, seven people, four from the Congress, two from each party, three from the Executive Branch”, ACC: “and a keg of beer, and five lines of blow”
1:16:31 Vatican scolds Italian media for “unverified, unverifiable, or completely false news stories”; Madrid budget cut protests, They Might be Giants’ Minimum Wage, South Congress grilled cheese food truck, mac & cheese truck “add bacon” scheme
1:31:40 Donation Segment: donation from Skull and Bones’ Bob Gow; JCD’s clogged P.O. box
1:50:38 Jazz musician “vortex” from VH1
1:52:20 Second Half of Show: “asteroid apocalypse again??”, Texas state troopers no longer allowed to shoot suspected illegals from helicopters
1:53:38 Drunk or Not Drunk: “NASA and Johns Hopskins” “astronomers” release Mercury image
1:54:57 Diet soda linked to type II diabetes; veterans receiving notices that they may be unfit to own firearms under Brady Act, JCD: “why take a chance”; producer feedback on dumbed-down in-game reloading, Erin Burnett wrong on GTA hooker-killing
2:04:02 Academy Awards tonight, Jimmy Carter: Argo credits CIA and screws Canadians; JCD on illegal one-ruble luggage carts in Soviet Union
2:10:38 Three-year-old girl in wheelchair singled out for patdown, John Pistole to Brolf on “passenger support specialists”, Brolf: “every few weeks we see an incident like this, I know it must be very frustrating to you as well”, shoes “a policy decision”, pushes “good bargain” Global Entry
2:21:09 60 Minutes on pandas-saving expense, “they’re playing survival of the cutest”, WWF & NWO
2:23:56 UN refuses to take responsibility for cholera in Haiti, UN apologists on NPR’s Barbershop; Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund Certificate of Dissolution filed
2:32:01 Horse meat “trend”, JCD: “tilapia is the canola oil of fish”, grass-fed beef pricing scam
2:35:15 Richard Clark on cyberattacks on power grid or “causing pipelines to blow up”, “people are hacking into your networks and writing themselves checks” (CotD)
489 Eat a Baseball (2013-02-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m sure you haven’t read this so I shall…” JCD: “Oh brother!”
0:00:33 ACC at Travis Heights Hideout, new setup minus ground loop; low HF QRM; neighbors with chickens; archivist’s garage; ACC SxSW They Might be Giants interview for platinum passes
0:09:18 CBS Ministry of Truth propaganda: “multiple sources in law enforcement” say Adam Lanza was in competition with Anders Breivik, shots fired at police, “trove of violent video games”, “private gaming room” in basement; criminologists to Brolf: “where else could he go” but to the school, “records are made to be broken”, Breivik inspired by Ted Kaczynski, ACC: “bullcrap!”, Columbine as inspiration worldwide, “causal factor for Adam Lanza was probably … he was bullied severely, brutally bullied”; Hollywood video game hate; Piers Moron: “it’s a cocktail of things”; Frontline voiceover
0:28:19 Joe O’Biden at parents.com hangout: “buy a shotgun!”, “no one’s gonna come and take my gun”, “the idea you should have no law unless the law you have prevents all violations of that law”, “moral disapproval of society”; proposed Washington police inspection law, JCD: “we always buy our guns off the streets from black guys”; National Institute Justice to study biometrics and RFID; New York liability insurance proposal; R.A.D. Rape Aggression Defense in Colorado, ACC: “just say, stand back or I’ll pee”
0:42:26 Producer Segment
0:46:52 Reverend Manning goes off on Pope’s middle-of-the-night resignation e-mail, kidnapping theory; Vatican Bank; Father Roderick Vonhögen the podcasting priest; Ratzinger and the Hitler Youth; ACC’s scientologist friends, “let me be clear”; Manning radio jingles, heading to Hawaii to investigate; 2009 visit from CIA, DHS, and police, assassination plot
1:03:08 Male prostitute Larry Sinclair relates Obama sex & cocaine episode, “I mentioned I could use a line or two to wake up”; Obama Palm Springs weekend with Reggie Love, Tiger Woods: “amazing touch and pretty good stick”
1:08:52 Gen. Allen to retire instead of run NATO, dodging Benghazi confirmation hearings, stand down order from Brennan, CIA vs DIA; McCain on plethora of Benghazi questions; military angry at administration; “asymmetric warfare”
1:22:21 Trouble with China; Pentagon whining about sequestration, “dire consequences” montage (CotD); Popular Science recommends Newman’s Own cat food for human consumption, eating baseballs; spokeshole Carney reminded that sequestration originated with White House, “I know you’re filling in”, “this is complicated budget-speak”; Chris Matthews: we are using Cold War destabilization tactics on ourselves
1:33:07 JCD on gold and the 1857 depression, 70 and 80 year cycles; JCD’s vinegar book
1:40:41 Donation Segment: ACC’s ideas for trimming the second segment
2:24:41 Calvin Coolidge left White House with lower budget
2:40:04 White House blog on countering online radicalization, “violent sovereign citizens”, “messages of violence and division”, sovereign citizen “anti-government extremists” explained: “many sovereign citizens don’t pay their taxes”; French bank to recognize Bitcoin
2:46:33 Nigel Farage on coming influx of Bulgarians and Romanians, ACC: “I think the island of England will sink”; mtgox.com “trade with confidence”; Google Glass: a guaranteed success
2:53:25 DHS contract for “no more hesitation” targets with children and pregnant women
488  Sponsor Influence  (2013-02-17)
0:00:00  JCD: “Only Amiga makes it possible!” Clip: “Shut up already!”
0:00:35  JCD’s “Chilly-con Valley”; ACC packed up for the move tomorrow morning, new geekdesk.com standing desks, JCD: “I’m actually in a chaise lounge”; JCD on using knuckles to discharge static electricity, “I got a jolt from some potatoes”
0:10:17  ACC on post-smoking cessation eye changes, advice from producers, “invented the procedure” meme for Lasik, ACC trying the Bates method, JCD on age and farsightedness
0:18:50  Obama “fireside hangout” day after SotU, on drone strikes against American citizens within US borders: hasn’t happened (yet), rules will be different
0:23:19  Velveeta “ham radio guy” ad with “33” on frequency display; rampant 33 in Chelyabinsk meteor coverage, sonic boom legality and physics, media asking Bill “the idiot with the bow tie” Nye; meteorite values, 2012 billionaire asteroid mining story, NASA Bessel tractor beam research, meteorites over Rodas Cuba & Northern California
0:41:42  Producer Segment: juicedbikes.com; debate over “hipster” definition
0:59:33  Generals whining about sequestration in budget hearings, 7% cut translates to 20-30% less readiness; Undersecretary of State on furloughs, “I’m gonna give back a fifth of my salary”; “$487bn in cuts last year”, “several hundred billion dollars of additional cuts ... largely by removing unneeded or underperforming programs”; Mike Lee’s unanswered question on Chuck Hagel’s “bloated” statement; Rumsfeld’s 9/10 missing billions
1:15:49  “Defense strategy”, Gen. James Amos: “maintaining a free international economic system and a just international order are linchpins to our defense strategic guidance”, issue of “sovereign behavior”  (CotD), JCD: revert DoD to “War Department”
1:31:06  Unpretentiousil for “Hyper-Involuntary Panic Stress and Tension Elevation Response” disorder
1:33:16  Gen. Amos clip in the evergreens; depressed natural gas prices
1:35:37  Rod Serling in 1950s interview on self-censorship, Lassie puppies feedback; JCD on writing about iOS 6; Joe Biden to “legitimate news media” on gun control
1:47:20  Donation Segment: ACC running Windows radio apps under Wine, Ubuntu on Macbook
2:33:41  DHS’ Mary Ellen Callahan also works for law firm Jenner & Block, training DHS how not to lose USB drives; Glenn Beck now talking about cultural jihad, Stephen Harper unveils Office of Religious Freedom; Jeff Jarvis scolds BBC News for whipping up “techno panic” over Facebook zero-day exploit
2:45:10  Christopher Dorner wrap-up: “saving one round of ammo for himself”, Erin Burnett on single gunshot wound to head “something that they’re not 100% sure of”; un-scorched arsenal, “high magazine clips”, “military helmet”; reward dissemination decision still pending, truck owner and obvious cop Rick Heltebrake; former girlfriend Arianna Williams: “threw me for a loop”, “sort of expected it”, “on-the-job stress”
2:56:28  Ask Adam: number of lightning strikes worldwide 40 per second, Nova off the deep end with investigation into mass killing
2:58:31  New SARS-like virus on the radar, bird flu in Germany, The War on Chicken in Mexico; all assets in the show notes, cartillary project
3:00:10  Gore Vidal on harm done by Harry S. Truman, “perpetual war for perpetual peace”, JFK a “god-awful president”; Truman election-stealing
487 Red Bag of Poop (2013-02-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “So much more than a podcast!” JCD: “I like it!”
0:00:34 ACC’s missed flight from LAX, “I had forgotten how much I hate that place”, Ms. Micky opts out; ACC’s crazy ex-Marine “lecture guy”; ACC’s and Leo’s Twitter accounts hacked
0:10:29 LAX lockdown due to Christopher Dorner standoff, no positive ID of remains, ACC’s new clothing line: “made of Saudi Arabian passports and California driver’s licenses”, wallet found near border three days prior, stolen truck owner an obvious cop; bizarre hostages’ press conference, lying about housekeepers; CNN on conspiracy theorists; committee-written manifesto
0:29:41 “Challenging” conditions for Carnival, ACC’s friends on vessel using “red poop bags”
0:32:54 Five-hour delay on cybersecurity Executive Order until after State of the Union
0:33:53 Ridiculous Grammys performer lineup, record viewership, Taylor Swift’s fake boobs rumor
0:38:36 Producer Segment
0:50:33 RT’s news models who can’t walk in high heels; 2010 Feinstein imminent attack clip
0:55:40 State of the Union: JCD on handshake, “Boehner literally tries to pull his arm out of his socket”; Rangoon “I want our country to be like that”; medical bills “based on the quality of care that our seniors receive”; “fix it first” vs “shovel ready”; 12 hottest years meme, “overwhelming judgment of science”; “self-healing power grids”; “enhanced” Pac-Man YouTube stream; applause for “best military the world has ever known”
1:09:31 North Korean bomb rerun of July 4 2009 script
1:12:48 Obama SotU: air traffic control systems vulnerable to hackers, new Executive Order
1:14:33 Embargoed Executive Order 13636, Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, “information sharing” a.k.a. fascism; FIPP’s Fair Information Practice Principles and civil liberties; Obama: “we know hackers steal people’s identities”, identity ecosystem, National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace; NIST running the show; “Steve Cook” a no-show, female Mao lookalike, sweaty Rubio speech, Rand Paul speech dropped by media; Senator Mike Lee on “conciliatory” speech: “this was a rant”; Blaze former Morning Zoo writer Mike Opelka
1:40:29 Prayer Breakfast speech by Dr. Ben Carson, Obama pissed, danger of political correctness, “what do lawyers learn in law school? to win”, HSAs, deficit, tax complexity, tithing; employers to pay Obamacare additional $7.50 per hour; Carson 2016 foreshadowing
1:57:33 Donation Segment: Dorner was 33; Hacienda Xixim
2:23:45 New “Europe’s Fucked!” jingle; Nigel Farage on upcoming secret European Parliament presidential election: staff to troll social media and “correct” misperceptions, JCD: “this is what the Soybean Council does’’, Mimi tracking soy propaganda online
2:27:19 Red Book confirmed: IBM Watson cancer treatment plans; SPD sensory processing disorder
2:30:41 Horse meat distraction: beef must contain at least 47% beef; Justice and Security Act 2013
2:32:47 Italian comic Beppe Grillo’s populist political movement, Red Book: “unfortunate accident”
2:35:13 Second Half of Show: Pope Benedict steps down, “Prophecy of the Popes” Peter the Roman; alien cover-up; Vatican Bank corruption, ACC: “I really hope it’s the aliens”
2:39:15 Year of the Snake: Tienanmen, 9/11, Great Depression; free trade agreement with EU
2:40:32 National Emergencies Act termination delayed for Libya; ACC’s LA “handler”: Muslim Brotherhood advisors slowly infiltrating government, John Brennan on “the goodness and beauty of Islam”, “now don’t tell the folks who don’t speak Arabic what I said, OK?”; “cultural jihad”
2:50:50 The Insider Olay CC Cream native ad, JCD: “this is beyond selling out”; HR 630 to eliminate postal pension pre-funding; new medal for drone operators, JCD on bakelite name tags
JCD: “Where’s my book?”
Grammys “Illuminati sacrifices” tonight, Michael Moore banned; ACC’s glasses woes; Malcolm X grandson arrested en route to Tehran Hollywoodism conference, World Trade Center janitor William Rodriguez in attendance; Pilots for 9/11 Truth’s Philip Marshall kills self, his kids, and the dog, JCD: “that’s what’s gonna happen to you, by the way”, “I can do clip shows for at least a year”; Chris Hedges’ NDAA injunction, “the primary purpose of MSNBC was to reelect Barack Obama”, NDAA case “last thin line of defense between between what’s left of our anemic democracy and our transformation into a military state”
MSNBC’s Krystal Ball: drones “useful and effective tool of war if there’s a bad guy”, “I’m OK with drones in general”, JCD: “what kind of a fucking name is Krystal Ball?”; McLaughlin Group’s Eleanor Clift: “in many ways they are a blessing”; Ball on Bush vs Obama drone policy: “how do you feel about the Larry Flynt panel on women and body image?” (CotD); Hedges on droning journalists under Section 1021: “I could have been incinerated”
Thirteen-year-old student’s Facebook kill list; JCD on high school gun clubs
ACC’s Valentine’s gift from Ms. Micky
Christy Romero sigtarp.gov banker prosecutions; ACC recommends House of Cards; JCD: “no, we don’t go skeet shooting, Biff”
Producer Segment: noagendacd.com
ACC: has Dutch “pee in the shower” politician erased taboo? JCD: “now I put a target up”
Christopher Dorner manhunt, second part of manifesto obviously fake, “an assault weapons ban needs to be re-instituted”, “I love your new bangs, Mrs. Obama”, ACC: “this is how the civil war starts”; Mayor: “I give no credence whatsoever to anything this man says”, bogus re-opening of termination case
UBS warns of “bondpocalypse” with “aggressive” investor reclassification; Max Keiser adopting Jim Cramer’s yelling style; JCD book kickstarter; Bill Gates worried about trade and currency wars, British devaluation
JCD on 2017 collapse based on 1850-1860’s $30tn in gold, shale gas a gold equivalent
Donation Segment
Sandy Hook kid on Doctor Oz Show: “I remember when we were having a drill”
Getting through TSA checkpoints with a student ID or Costco card
Steny Hoyer on 22nd Amendment repeal; JCD Red Book: Bill Clinton dies for Hillary run
CNN anchor Deb Feyerick asks Bill Nye if asteroid near-miss is linked to global warming, “this one will miss us by about 15 minutes”, TWiT silver coin bet
Paul Bremmer shoed in Great Britain, “fuck you and fuck your democracy”, Ahmadinejad shoe attempt in Egypt
Six-Week Cycle: Matthew Aaron Llaneza attempted Bank of America bombing; next event around Show 500
Knight pin designs; ACC on e-mail bounceback spamhaus.org diagnostics
Goy's with Guns (2013-02-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “There's doping going on in the sport of curling.” JCD: “What??” (1:46:36)
0:00:40 Valentine's weddings and Christmas birthdays; ACC’s upcoming 50th birthday; Ms. Micky’s green card medical tests
0:05:10 Holder struggles to answer questions about “white paper” on droning Americans; Brian Williams: “some people regard death by drone as a necessary evil”; Obama: “I know that you're gonna have a whole bunch of other questions, and that's why I hired this guy Jay Carney”, Carney: “first and foremost that's his responsibility to protect the United States, and American citizens” vs oath of office; twelve Constitutional presidential powers enumerated; Carney: “war against al-Qaeda as authorized by Congress”, “these strikes are legal, they are ethical, and they are wise”; International Humanitarian Law; “operational leader continually planning attacks against US persons or interests”
0:23:00 Touré clueless about droning of al-Awlaki’s son; Carney: “it was provi... it was an unclassified document”; NIAC Non-International Armed Conflict and “enemy forces”, 23 of Americans think drones are cool; ACC predicts cyber-9/11; investigation into Israeli bus bombing in Bulgaria: Hezbollah did it
0:36:06 Prohibiting Israeli dual nationals in Congress; Jews for and against guns; Brother Nathanael: “truth is, Jews have always felt an abiding hostility toward the goys with their guns”
0:42:26 Producer Segment: Ms. Micky’s Vlieger & Vandam embossed gun bag; fake Amtrak clip
1:04:41 Brief disappearance from iTunes due to Mevio show hiding; Newsletter: Shadow Stats and the 7% lie starting in 1984, Carlyle Group Sunoco refinery investment for low election gas prices; possibility of bond market collapse; CFPB’s Richard Cordray on backing national debt with Americans' investments
1:28:25 ACC’s Super Bowl prediction, 33-minute power outage: Europol investigating rigged soccer games; Cain and Abel coach feud, look for mysterious murder; Lance Armstrong, taxpayer-funded USADA NGO, Travis T. “Travesty” Tygart, GSK’s Richard Clark on board
1:48:50 Donation Segment
2:23:22 ACC’s letter from the IRS, NSA “60 years of excellence” challenge coin, “defending our nation, securing our future”, silver “keep calm and slave on” coin, Velbexx-17 balm; new Post Office perfume restriction; movers not allowed to move plants or alcohol; No Agenda moonshine
2:30:25 Kid kicked out of school for miming a grenade throw: “I can’t believe I got dispensed”; Piers Moron on “appealing” the Second Amendment; Sharpton: “one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all”
2:36:16 Sandy Hook kids at Super Bowl, to sing Call Me Maybe at Ryan Seacrest pre-Grammy event
2:40:00 Sharia patrols in Europe, “this is a Muslim area”
2:43:28 S$5bn S&P ratings incompetence lawsuit; Matt Taibbi on HSBC settlement: “serial offender on the money laundering score”, “they laundered money for terrorist-connected banks”
2:49:45 David Cameron apologizes for appalling Mid Staffordshire NHS report
2:51:52 Guess the Movie: 2012, “the Mayans saw this coming thousands of years ago”
2:55:02 Janet Napolitano’s possible 2016 run, “vote Lucy”
2:56:26 California gun liability insurance bill, “uninsured shooter”
2:57:39 Don Lemon flabbergasted by study showing men get less intimacy from doing domestic chores
3:03:13 Nigel Farage to Hollande on intervention in Mali; countdown to 2017 war
3:08:34 ACC’s proposed Dutch bikes in Austin venture

877
484  Crazed Guzman  (2013-02-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are you on the browser?” JCD: “On the browser, check!” (laughter) (2:51:42)
0:00:35 Super Bowl predictions, ACC ditching game to help Uncle Don with hacked e-mail
0:05:05 American Heart Month, National {African-American History, Teen Dating Violence Awareness & Prevention} Month
0:06:48 ACC now has a house; hospice charity “come to cheeses”-themed dinner, JCD: “you probably won’t be able to poop for a month”; Austin Moonlight Towers, Servant Girl Annihilator serial killer; “I’m a bum”; widow’s walk in bat flight path
0:19:39 “Sophisticated hacking attacks” on Twitter and newspapers, “you can’t be a good cyber person unless you’ve actually fought in cyberspace either in a simulator or in the real world”; 4k new Cyber Command jobs, USC cyber security degrees; Ruby flaws; ACC’s Twitter message
0:30:04 Drunk-sounding Chuck Hagel: “I’m not going to give you a yes or no answer”;
0:42:51 Producer Segment: Kai Ryssdal Wikimedia director Sue Gardner interview “right?” fest
1:09:04 Hillary at Council on Foreign Relations: “the old postwar architecture is crumbling under the weight of new threats”, “a just rules-based international order”, new architecture “more Frank Gehry than formal Greek”, Red Book: Gehry Clinton house

1:18:10 ACC finds and reads “salted password” e-mail from Twitter, “dear user”
1:19:19 Producer note with all 13 cities with military drills; health care “provider” downgrades, IRS “shared responsibility payment” rules for Obamacare in Federal Register, “exempt individuals”, $20k for family of five in 2016; HMO “grand scheme” and drug prices: Provigil generic more expensive; alternatives to HMO scheme
1:36:02 Reuters gun insurance scheme, “mandatory million-dollar coverage”, “insurers will have to start to discriminate”, “if you start putting too great a burden on a fundamental right then you raise a Constitutional issue”; Erin Burnett: “there’s the saying that guns don’t kill people, video games do”, Harvard professor raises “violence in our media”, steamrolled by Erin, “provocative answers”; Huckabee: “Homeland Security wants you to fight off a crazed Guzman”
1:46:22 TSA “Blogger Bob” Super Bowl travel tips, VIPR heads-up; Amtrak “passengers are required to have valid identification at all times”, ACC: “shut the fuck up, slave!” (ACCPotD)
1:57:32 Donation Segment: Amtrak “you will obey” mash-up
2:34:40 Al Gore on Qatari government Al Jazeera subsidies, climate reporting “higher-quality and far more extensive than any of the US networks”, An Inconvenient Truth a money grab for exchange, Rose: what about “nuclear energy such as cold fusion”; Andrea Mitchell: “floods, fires, historic drought, some of the dire consequences Al Gore warns about if we don’t act on climate change; do we still have time?”
2:44:39 Red Book Dreamliner prediction comes true: Boeing engineers blame subcontractors for poor quality materials, “cheap, plastic, and prone to failure”
2:45:58 JCD’s great lead-in “if you’re one of over 50 million adults who suffer from a sore mouth...”
2:46:38 Hollande does a Timbuktu victory lap after “no shots fired” victory
2:50:28 White House renovations necessitate second Oval Office for second Obama
2:51:28 Obama shotgun photo deconstructed, ACC: “he’s using pussy-ass ammo!”; Leo at Super Bowl
483 Culture Creationism (2013-01-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Deer antler spray.” (3:04:42)
0:00:32 Miami-style military exercises also taking place in Houston and Los Angeles
0:03:33 ACC Lincoln SAG “cut disc” screener, “culture creationism” à la Zero Dark Thirty, Thirteenth Amendment central to story, JCD recommends Kenneth Stampp’s writings, ACC on Lincoln’s repatriation plan and educated slaves as “the al-Qaeda of the day”, Lincoln’s “surprising” party affiliation, revisionism focusing only on slavery issue; actor overview, ACC: “any minute Shatner’s gonna pop up in this movie”; anachronistic errors; ACC: “culture creationism”, recommends Silver Lining Playbook, Argo and Benghazi, good vs crappy movie theaters
0:27:37 Six-Week Cycle: fishy Gabby Giffords speech coinciding with Phoenix shooting, “speaking is difficult, but I need to say something im-portant”, “it will be hard, but the time is now” mirroring White House document, JCD: “if they would just fix the drug war … get rid of it, this would all end”; bill to revive 2004 mental health act, “collaboration” with “mental health courts”, latest DSM; NPR on liability insurance for gun owners, “it would help keep guns out of the hands of people we don’t want to have them”
0:43:00 Producer Segment
0:53:41 Thiessen, Hayden, Rodriguez, and Rizzo on AEI Zero Dark Thirty panel, Rodriguez: “chilling effect” on CIA; Abu Zubaydah to CIA: “waterboard everybody”, Hayden: “we didn’t ask them questions”, ACC: “you waterboard them, and then you serve them lunch”
1:09:39 Al-Qaeda is dead meme; “you can’t collect human intelligence from a dead guy”; Thiessen: “the only people we still waterboard are Americans in uniform” (CotD); China’s al-Qaeda immunity; KSM girl band babes
1:24:51 Date set for abdication of Queen Beatrix after 33-year reign, “Prince Pils”
1:27:46 Wonder Woman vs the Nazis clip; Forbidden Chinese News show
1:29:30 Christie Hefner: climate change increases gun violence; Time’s Jeffrey Kluger: “I think of the who are the climate deniers as the flat Earthers and the people who say the Moon landings never happened”, “excluding yourself from the big people’s table”; moon landing video, ACC avoiding television at breakfast; CNN shakeup
1:40:33 Ms. Micky’s BCBS nightmare under Obamacare; Obama Las Vegas speech on immigration: “we need to implement a national system that allows businesses to quickly and accurately verify someone’s employment status”, yet another database
1:44:07 Obama on $155M in aid for Syria: Assad murdering people “in their homes, in bread lines, and at universities”, ACC: “do we send one of those giant checks, like the lottery?”, “immunizations for one million children”, “allies and partners”, Obama’s “H” problems
1:50:25 Producer Segment: 33 $69.69 donations; the bakelite Trabant
2:53:39 Somewhere Over the Rainbow performed by children of Sandy Hook, MKULTRA, Judy Garland’s record company Sandy Hook Records
2:55:22 Niger to allow American drones for Operation Sabre, “freedom fries” forgotten, Timbuktu “liberated”, saxophone and five bullets, Malian soldiers making gun sound effects; Pentagon cyber command money, auditing the Pentagon, Rumsfeld on 9/10
3:03:42 Deer-antler spray, JCD: “can’t it be a lozenge?”
3:10:10 End of show clip by Constitutional scholar Louis Michael Seidman
3:12:11 Burma import prohibitions waived
482 Media Harmonization (2013-01-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Shut up already, it’s soulless!” (2:07:25)

0:00:32 NYU professor explains Mali to Colbert: “tons of oil offshore”, ACC’s secret contact, DoD’s Central Security Service and NSA, Algerian uranium & Chinese nukes; Quantico-trained Malielead leader Amadou Sanogo, Belgium sending support, Laurent Louis exposes conspiracy

0:21:18 Ms. Micky’s “atypical” pap smear nightmare, colposcopy/LEEP video, JCD: “what do I have to do to put you into this car today?”, “cannot exclude high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion”, douchebag doctor, “your provider” meme, referral kickbacks; JCD “you slaves can get used to Mac & Cheese” jingle

0:41:45 Producer Segment: noagendacd.com, JCD on free CDs at Korean store

0:51:10 International Red Cross president Yves Daccord to BBC on non-political motivations behind Arab Spring and other violence, possibility of taking place in Europe

0:53:29 McCain all-in on women in combat, JCD: Clinton started it, trick Soledad O’Brien trots out racist blacks in military quote, ACC: “they just need warm bodies to occupy some seats”

0:58:13 EU High-Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism composed of professors and blogger Ben Hammersley releases report A Free and Pluralistic Media to Sustain European Democracy, recommendations: “media literacy should be taught in schools”, “Europe-wide awards should be made available for talented journalists”, JCD: “pluralism is going to become the new multiculturalism”, “independent media councils” with enforcement powers including “removal of journalistic status”, ACC: “this is your state-controlled media”, BBC model

1:19:06 Tina Turner’s “shocking decision to trade in her US passport” for Swiss citizenship, Ron Popeil “anywhere but America” piece tacked on, JCD on “selling nothing but junk” irony

1:24:21 Underreported riots in Cairo near Tahrir Square, riots over soccer melee death sentences

1:27:14 JCD on diesel electric train documentary, “total control over production quality” vs Boeing

1:31:03 Obama podcast: “heil everybody”, “we’ve taken steps to end taxpayer-funded bailouts”, nominations of Mary Jo White to SEC and Richard Cordray to CFPB, White’s diminutive stature, fly buzzing around, Wall Street insiderDebevoise & Plimpton litigation department tenure, Obama: “as President, my top priority is simple: to do everything in my power to fight for middle-class families, and give every American the tools they need to reach the middle class”, “menace of gun violence”, ACC: “I think gun violence just got a downgrade”, JCD: “Dennis the Terrorist!”, “I’m hhhonored, and humbled, to continue to serve as your President”

1:45:13 Donation Segment: JCD’s Learn Dutch gift; ACC’s single remaining radio antenna

2:13:25 Second Half of Show: DSM-5 being finalized, Parental Alienation Disorder PAD to be left out; increase in ADHD diagnoses, especially among minorities; alcoholism “vaccine”

2:19:08 Congressional testimony in Joris Demmink Pedobear case; neocon Daily Caller on Bob Menendez underage prostitution scandal

2:26:17 Compton being taken over by Latino drug gangs, ACC: “we need a good old-fashioned riot”; Jerry “moonbeam” Brown State of the State on high-speed rail: “yes it’s bold, but so is everything about California”, The Little Engine that Could, breaking ground after 30 years, proposed Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta tunnel, ACC: “now I understand: he’s gone loony!”

2:35:40 New York City’s Terahertz Image Detection gun scanners; Black Hawk helicopters shooting machine gun blanks in downtown Miami in joint exercise, JCD: “what movie are they filming?”

2:39:31 ACC introduces end-of-show clip of Iceland’s president at Davos explaining the advantages of letting banks fail
481 Intelligence Product (2013-01-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s time to invest in you know what… cat food.” (2:32:49)
0:00:34 Obama on gun memoranda: “there will be pundits and politicians and special-interest lobbyists publicly warning of an tyrannical all-out assault on liberty… not because that’s true”
0:03:10 Inauguration “the office of President of the United St…” flub, ACC: “that’s a do-over”, ignored by media; Al Roker “Mr. President! How’s it goin’?”, JCD: “is he trying to get his underwear back?”, Brolf yelling halfheartedly, ACC: “clearly Wolf is stoned”; ACC’s dinner with “massive Obamabots” shaking in fear of assassination; James Taylor concert
0:12:23 Breaking news: Beyonce lip sync scandal, Brolf: “what are you learning?”, ACC: “oh, big surprise, there was something fake on television”; Rachel Maddow inaugural lunch menu rundown, Michelle “shoveling”; oath sworn on Martin Luther King’s bible, National Day of Hope and Resolve, King “drum major instinct” speech, “drum major for justice, peace and righteousness” quote to be scrubbed from memorial, Cornel West: “you don’t use his prophetic fire for a moment of presidential pageantry”; corporate donors bussed in, haywire tele-screen
0:36:51 Two Broke Girls on “super gonorrhea”, New York Magazine: “here to ruin blow jobs forever”
0:40:54 Producer Segment: slavescanner.com; ACC’s gift Merck Index
0:53:28 Blood type diet revisited, Eat Right for Your Type book, JCD: “it’s bullcrap!”
1:00:58 Gwen Ifill “Secretary of Clinton” flub, Jay Carney: “President Clinton”; scripted Benghazi hearing; Hillary on “assets” in Africa: “we’re only building that up”, Dirty Wars writer Jeremy Scahill on AFRICOM carte blanche, “hellscape that has been built by a decade of covert war”; Mali uranium theory debunked by Sir Atomic Rod; Hillary on support for France in Mali, caves à la James Bond, “bolster democracy”, ass-kissing democrat Representatives, JCD: “nobody ever mentions this”, ACC: “that she’s from Hell?”
1:18:56 Rand Paul asks Hillary about weapons for Turkey, Hillary: “to Turkey?”; Hillary’s fogged glasses for stroke, lizard-like drinking; Hillary “what difference at this point does it make” blow-up, throwing CIA under the bus, “intelligence product”, “I did not say … that it was about the video for Libya” lie vs “rage and violence … over an awful internet video”, “nothing could be further from the truth”
1:36:26 “Flag-draped caskets” choke-up vs father’s “she did not appear to be one bit sincere at all”; Diane Sawyer: “it was a valedictory that showed her indignation and emotion”, Nartha Raddatz: she “came to the hill ready for a fight”
1:41:30 Donation Segment: ACC’s run-down mansion a no-go; $69.69 grocery bill story
2:05:37 Dwight Yoakam to sick Piers Moron: “don’t ever take a flu shot again”; idfchicks.curry.com
2:10:04 Sean Smith’s mother: “the things that they are telling me are just outright lies”; Amy Goodman gushes over dancing Obamas, drone war as alternative to Gitmo; Jimmy Carter on rising tension with China; NewsHour: intelligence committee can’t even get ahold of drone document
2:18:02 “Brouhaha” over Pat Robertson’s “awful-looking women” comment, crazed MSNBC cackle; Star Jones on BBC Prince Harry interview: “why do you need to antagonize the Taliban?”
2:25:29 Lanza “four pistols” update; three drills in week before Lone Star College shooting; fake CNN Sandy Hook aerial footage
2:30:48 BBC on North Korea nuclear test for “arch enemy” US
2:32:14 1.1M Dutch pensions to be cut; “Dutch sandwich” tax shelter for tech companies
2:36:34 Seven dead in Yemen drone strike; Pedobear journalist Leah McGrath Goodman’s visa
2:38:46 JCD’s Louie Louie covers; Family Guy Surfer Bird; MacFarlane’s Tourette “jijjit”
480  War on Brains (2013-01-20)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s an interesting A-B-C-D-E-D-C-B-A.” (1:52:12)

0:00:38  Inauguration day, “two double swearing-in ceremonies”, Blue Room “throne”, JCD: “everybody’s eyes turn red in there”

0:05:05  ACC’s back thrown out, 2002 motorcycle accident, P&M myofascial release therapist’s gun safety lesson, history of blood types, blood type and diet, JCD: “this is bullcrap!”; ACC house hunting, “run-down mansion”, JCD: “when I travel I always bring my own caulk”, SxSW tipi rental; Ms. Micky’s cover art Facebook like-off, coverart.curry.com, Facebook “like” gripes

0:31:55  Producer Segment: Al Roker White House pants-pooping

0:43:43  Mali “third largest producer of gold”, uranium deposits, refugee rapers; Group for Preaching and Combat’s Mokhtar Belmokhtar “ruthless rogue al-Qaeda leader”, “Mr. Marlboro”

0:59:45  ACC’s QRP HF transceiver project, Mexican cartel radio stations, ACC: “we’ll make a bakelite version for you”

1:04:02  “War on brains”, Farmer Chris: PBA and Sandy Hook parents; Children’s National Medical Center doctor all-in on school mental health services, Mental Health in Schools Act of 2011, “catch them young and intervene early on”; asylums started emptying in 1960s, not Reagan’s fault, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest; patient privacy vs “keeping our folks safe”; memorandum on NICS access to mental health adjudication information

1:47:46  Donation Segment: JCD’s multi-year Surfer Bird edit; Hillary’s odd glasses

2:13:31  Bollywood film festival red carpet report

2:15:25  Podcast patent from last show’s postmortem, Personal Audio lawsuit, “patent troll” meme, ACC: “I’m sorry, howstuffworks.com, which is 50% of the people being sued, is not a podcaster!”, “if they really were gonna go after money, they would go to NPR”; JCD’s $350/hour expert witness gigs, “details not disclosed” license agreement

2:27:57  Connecticut Governor Malloy right after Sandy Hook: “Lieutenant Governor and I have been spoken to in an attempt that we might be prepared for something like this playing itself out in our State”

2:39:12  “No immediate de-escalation of tension” in Kashmir; ACC on Led Zeppelin 2 cover band

2:44:34  JCD introduces end-of-show clip of Ben Bernanke discussing Federal Reserve audit
479  Belieber (2013-01-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “I do the best I can, on the water they give me.”
0:00:36  Happy National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month; We the People petition requirements increased; ACC’s house hunt
0:04:00  Helicopter piloted by Pete Barnes crashes near MI-6 headquarters, ACC not surprised
0:08:16  NPR on Aaron Swartz suicide: “SOPA the Stop Online Privacy Act”
0:10:25  “23 executive orders” meme, “embargoed” PDF on “executive actions”; Joe O’Brien: “it’s been 33 days” since Sandy Hook; memoranda on public health, firearm tracing, NICS sharing: “dangerous or untrustworthy people”; JCD: “usually dangerous people buy guns from each other … or from Eric Holder”; Bill Clinton: “who needs one of those things that carries a hundred bullets”; Iranian ammo in Africa; Curios and Relics “reform”, “appealing for use in crime”, active shooter training, CDC research on video games and “media images”
0:34:15  Doctors encouraged to rat on gun-owning patients, DSM-5 coming out soon, mental health “national conversation”, insurance coverage; “this is not about X” meme; councilwoman Cindy Sheedy: “there’s been a lot of people who have been shot by an unloaded gun”; Pelosi “protect and defend”; Josh Horowitz: “great that we’re having this conversation”
0:51:24  Producer Segment
0:58:19  Judicial Watch sues for release of Osama bin Laden photos, “more important that we follow our laws ... than to say that we’re not going to allow the American people to know what its government is doing because doing so might upset the terrorists; everything we do upsets the terrorists”, Brooke Baldwin blames “silly YouTube video” for Benghazi, “is it really about the law or do you not believe that he’s dead?”
1:07:40  JCD on CNET Dish Hopper blunder; ACC: tech press not touching Java zero-day
1:14:43  Hillary still laying low; Bill: “she has very low blood pressure, very low standing heart rate”, does not sweat
1:16:23  New Lunesta ad with 50 seconds of side effects, ACC Red Book: firearms warning
1:19:22  FAA to investigate Boeing 787, JAL and ANA ground entire fleet, evacuation filmed by “reporter who just happened to be on board”, JCD: “where’d he get the camera?”
1:30:58  Journalism fail in Manti Te’o’s dead girlfriend hoax; Robert Menendez aide arrest delayed ordered by DHS
1:39:30  Justin Bieber clone in Belgium, “he’s begging the Beliebers to believe him”
1:40:40  Donation Segment: ACC tips on TSA free massage and shoe shine
2:23:36  Germany to repatriate $36bn in gold, ACC: “that’s all the gold they have?”
2:25:21  Al-Qaeda in Mali and Algeria; Total Oil exploration with Qatar, gas fields discovered, “we are assuming that the US will be asked to contribute significantly”; Obama’s letter to Speaker of the House: “limited technical support” of French operation to rescue citizen from al-Shabaab
2:32:58  Eastern Great Britain under “blanket of snow”; Hannity “God forbid you put logic, common sense and reason, and real analysis behind it” clip
2:34:55  Three Kurdish activists murdered in Paris
2:36:06  Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood on Obama’s “strong commitment” to passenger rail, Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”; JCD on Warren Buffet and airlines building airports
2:39:33  JCD introduces end-of-show clip on Joe Kennedy’s daughter’s lobotomy
ACC: “We’re proud of being the bullies of the world, OK, that’s what we do!” (2:22:02)

ACC back in Camp Mofo, house entropy; Sir Gene Naftulyev’s arrival, FBI hoodies; KLM “economy comfort class” bag limit; Airbus metal in-flight entertainment box; ACC: “a thousand people at customs”, Global Entry promos, shift change, “what food did you bring in” trick, Ms. Micky’s passport in plastic bag, second flag, ACC: “Micky, forget it, let’s just go through the slave scanner!”; ACC’s escalator run mistake; Ethiopian cab driver adventure, JCD: “well, the moral to the story is: ain’t travel wonderful”; JCD “personal use” tip for food

No Agenda moonshine (and documentation) in the mail

CDC: flu now at “epidemic levels”, flu season “sooner than expected”, JCD reishi mushroom cure; “worst ... in ten years”; JCD on lack of sick leave, new 57% effectiveness number, “millions of people can die”; WMD meme; ACC: “I have a feeling the Erin smells kind of like ... when you smell a newborn baby”

Producers Segment: “feet in the air” at wedding; Captain Fred at Podcast Awards

Miss USA New York win an easy prediction, no JCD report

Brookings Institute marijuana legalization event, states opting out of Federal code, Bond v. United State chemical weapons case, effects on international treaties, Bolivia’s coca precedent, aiding and abetting & banking question

New 2% payroll tax hike; Obama: “today I want to update you on how we will end this war”

Biden on “visual image” of six-year-olds “riddled, not shot”, “even if what we do saves one life”, JCD: “I think we should ban skiing”; Anderson Pooper spends 20-minutes “debunking” Florida Atlantic University professor James Tracy’s blog post, “I don’t even really know what that means ... what the words coming out of his mouth mean”, “beyond crazy”; Among the Truthers author, “Google Emily Parker” meme, classes of conspiracy theorists: “cranks and firebrands”; Pooper: “nothing remains secret for very long”

Upcoming Chicago cyberterrorism drill; Massachusetts removes violent arcade games from service plazas, video games vs Hollywood; Piers Moron called out for calling Larry Pratt “stupid”, Red Book: Morgan takes one for the team; ACC: “the NRA is not your gun friend”, Obama’s “civilian national security force”

Donation Segment: dueling rainsticks; Aaron Swartz theories

Gitmo $850k per person per year, former prosecutor Morris Davis: CIA drone program not covered by laws of war, “I don’t recall President Bush having a kill list” (CotD); Israeli infrastructure under-prepared for war, state-funded gas masks; RT twerp on pullout in Afghanistan: “that makes Americans the world’s bullies”

Third anniversary of Haitian earthquake, “well-intended” NGOs, Jonathan Katz on irony of UN bringing in cholera; Digicel Marriott, donations used to service debt to France

Mali prediction, France now bombing terrorists: women binge drinking meme in Pakistani newspaper; high-profile celebrities publicizing marijuana


Obama visits Pentagon clinic for checkup, ACC: “what, do they need to put new batteries in him or something?”; cough medicine to treat pseudobulbar affect
477  Brolf  (2013-01-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “You put an old 78 on there and you crank it up and you listen to the Black Crows” (1:41:33)

0:00:35 JCD’s new rainstick; Dutch politician Bert Wassink: pee in the shower to save the planet; Ms. Micky issued her papers; AT&T’s insane prices, Icom 7200 delivered via C-17; JCD “stand over here” skit; immigration’schunk of law enforcement budget; Podcast Awards fail

0:19:17 Alex Jones scripted duel with Piers Morgan, CNN: “he brought the crazy”; James Yeager: “load your damn mags”; sports writer: “we don’t need guns”, 33 murders in UK, “I’d love to see that” on Morgan shooting Jones; Morgan: “two years next week” tenure, contract time, White House petition, “there will be another mass shooting in America in the next few months and we all know this”; Alan Dershowitz comes to Morgan’s defense: Jones an “exhibit”, “lying about the FBI statistics”, “much more dangerous than nonsense”; Biden on upcoming executive action; Seattle gun buyback with Amazon gift cards

0:41:11 Clip compilation: no one knew Adam Lanza, “fell off the face of the earth”; NBC: “four handguns recovered”, no AR-15; Jon Stewart ignores machinegun murders in Amsterdam; “lockdown, lockdown, lockdown” active shooter training industry

0:49:23 Producer Segment

0:57:15 New car for “88 down and 88 a month!”

0:58:49 ACC’s military copy of Zero Dark Thirty, ABC on “growing backlash” before release over CIA and torture, Sony Pictures & CBS, Annapurna Pictures and Oracle, ABC Academy Award coverage; candy-coated waterboarding, ACC: “I’ve seen worse stuff in schoolyards”; Obama “America doesn’t torture” in background, “tradecraft”; 9/11 call and explosion montage, Abbottabad mispronunciation; nomination rundown, Sellebrity

1:14:06 Brolf: “worst flu season in years”, “Mexican flu” in the Lowlands, Dvorak family vitamin D and mushroom juice regimen, CBC separates “fact from fiction” on flu prevention, “a flu shot definitely works”; Dr. Fauci on matching the vaccine to the strains, “good to be here, Brolf” (CotD); Facebook flu app, Help Remedies apparently a CIA outfit; pseudobulbar affect (PBA) “outbursts of laughing”, Nuedexta, JCD: “everybody should get this and go to a comedy club”

1:26:49 JCD takes California Republican survey; Geithner out, Lew in; John “Mr. Drone” Brennan

1:32:30 Health insurance “sticker shock”, “so-called Affordable Care Act”; #MintTheCoin

1:35:29 Donation Segment: JCD’s Kyocera 620 receiver; Stuff Ain’t Right song


2:19:13 Hilarious Amazon reviews for toy drone at toydrone.curry.com

2:23:09 New meme: CDC binge drinking warning, “four drinks on one occasion”, ACC: war on women; Erin Burnett on white men in Cabinet; Lynn Forester de Rothschild’s strange noise at question, “I think women should stop whining”; Norway’s inclusiveness by law

2:38:10 ABC on Disney World slave bracelets: “a little big brother-ish, but we always love Disney”; student loses Texas RFID tag lawsuit

2:42:02 Expect more troop movement to Mali, Badakhshan

2:44:36 “Massive onslaught” of bank cyberattacks, “recorded cyberattack history”, Iran blamed, “entire data centers”, Business Roundtable pushes public-private partnerships; Boeing 787
0:00:00 JCD: “Calgary here I come.” (2:18:19)
0:00:45 Skype “I can’t take it any more” drop; ACC: “no wonder you people drink”, smokers’ bar exile under the Airbnb; Dutch trash bag technology, Alameda County bag ban; Ms. Micky consulate interview, passport photo woes, no phones allowed, DHS Nazis, JCD’s nasty letter from State Department, Uncle Don: “get a lawyer”; automobile eco-mode “start-stop” scam
0:21:55 Joe O’Biden schmoozing new Senators’ wives; Edmonton girls forced into prostitution; Anonymous rally in Steubenville over football team rapes, Dr. Drew: “we should all be disgusted and we should all be scared to death”, “pornography has been raining down on these kids”; Biden: “spread your legs, you’re gonna be frisked”
0:33:40 Producer Segment: origin of “Chiner”; “read the documentation”
0:41:25 Military Times TV on Twitter “population-centric ISR”, “unwitting sensors”, 400M tweet-per-day “firehose”, Attensity, Booz Allen; In-Q-Tel Facebook investments; Terrorist Encyclopedia in apartment of Aaron Greene & Morgan Gliedman, Anarchist’s Cookbook, JCD: “these books are bullcrap”; HMTD explosive, “high capacity magazine”; heating tablets and peroxide
0:54:06 Obama greeting to new Congress: “educating our children and shielding them from the horrors of gun violence”, Second Amendment repeal and “shall not be infringed”, Ms. Micky’s SIG pistol; “middle class” definition: “in-between the envy of the world and the pitied ones”, Elizabeth Warren: “it’s a question of who you’re working for”; ACC: “I’m starting to think that middle class is a bunch of arrogant, elitist A-holes”, “working class” income reversal
1:17:36 “Hummer of the month” Eliza Krigman; Secdev Group CEO Rafal Rohozinski on “weaponizing cyberspace”, “when we train our infanteers and send them on peacekeeping missions”, “push back” on attribution, “the ability to interdict IED networks in Iraq”, “polymorphic analysis”; Canadian power grid cyberattack question, “transportation comes largely to a halt”
1:34:56 Donation Segment: Book TV “slave who commuted” anecdote; Knight pin RFP
2:00:02 Navy PSA on “demonic dangers” of bath salts, “bath salts will not only jack up your family and your career, it will jack up your mind and body too”, blame for China, “primal instincts”, new drug naphyrone “ten times as potent as cocaine”, ACC: “this ... is obviously a commercial for the new stuff”; Synthetic Drug Abuse Act of 2012 addendum via Executive Order
2:10:08 Trillion-dollar coin meme in the news, “try a magic coin”, no limit on platinum denominations, The Simpsons “Trouble with Trillions” episode; “27.5 trillion dollar man” Leo Wanta
2:18:04 JCD “this is Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, Praha” mystery clip
2:19:52 Crazy lawyer suing Connecticut over Sandy Hook, “as a Connecticut re... person”, “nonlethal drones” with “knockout gas” (CotD)
2:24:03 BBC World News’ Qatar Direct; Al Jazeera spun as “bin Laden’s network”
2:26:16 Pelosi on photo shoot absentees Photoshopped in: “it was an accurate historical record”
2:28:37 Odd Canadian SOS ad: “there’s no one to make them breakfast before they go to school – they don’t even go to school”
2:31:37 Dr. Kiki on overhyped NASA announcement: “shut up already, it’s science!”
475  Tsunami Bomb (2013-01-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, you just get it out of the air, the energy’s around you, man, it’s around you!”

(2:20:35)

0:00:36 National Stalking Awareness Month; no food vendors or public toilets for Times Square, ACC: “poop on the floor, slave!”; Dutch Nationale Postcode Loterij, ACC: “it’s the most unbelievable peer pressure Gitmo Nation thing I’ve ever seen”; JCD’s adventures with the German Slingbox

0:14:17 Red Book prediction wrap-up; oversimplified CBS Benghazi retrospective, Steve Israel: conspiracy theorists “same people who said that the Moon landing was staged in a Hollywood set”; facelift “smoking gun”: Harkness Eye Institute, huge sunglasses, no wheelchair

0:23:32 Producer Segment (part 1)

0:26:31 ACC watching fiscal cliff C-SPAN stream at 3am, “fudged deal”; Obama campaign “making sure this country remains a place where you can make it if you try”, “we can’t not pay bills that we’ve already incurred”; CBS on special interest tax breaks, Indian employment tax credit, asparagus deal, IRS prison disclosure provision, film and TV breaks, “clinical data registries”

0:45:24 Al Jazeera buys Current TV, Joel Hyatt “Al and I”, Qatar “closest ally in the Gulf region”

0:54:50 Producer Segment (part 2); low-power FM

1:09:48 Bill to provide AEDs – Automated Emergency Defibrillators – for schools by Laura Richardson, shill for medical device industry, international defibrillator icon; study shows benefit of carrying a few extra pounds; ACC Red Book: emergency diaper dispensers

1:19:45 Argentina demands Falkland Islands; Princess Máxima’s father Jorge Zorreguieta accused of disappearing thousands of people

1:22:58 “Superstorm Sandy” designation for benefit of insurance companies; Chris Christie on House’s failure to pass “relief” bill

1:27:09 Children’s TV show Liberty’s Kids: “give us Black Dick and we fear nothing!” (CotD)

1:28:33 “Bogative PR”: Aurora theater invites victims’ families to grand reopening; sleeping drug Intermezzo side effects, “swelling of your tongue or throat … may be fatal”, “risk of suicide”

1:33:10 Ground broken on Digicel-Mariott $45M hotel in Port-au-Prince; Clinton-Bush Haiti fund closing down having spent $54.4M, JCD: “they love stealing money!”

1:39:59 Drone strike on Pakistani “militant” Maulvi Nazir, “the Americans will be very pleased indeed that he is now gone”, Waziristan pipeline; Oblivion trailer “drone repair”; Sky News ridicules “cracking” US laws, ignores NDAA 2013; judge dismisses ACLU droning Americans FOIA lawsuit: “I find myself stuck in a paradoxical situation”

1:51:14 UN: 60k dead in Syria, JCD: “we coulda jacked that number way up!”

1:52:02 Donation Segment: ACC “we are now alcoholics”

2:08:55 Second Half of Show: Fukushima and 1940s US-New Zealand “tsunami bomb” tests

2:15:33 Annoying “eco-mode” in Dutch cars, JCD test-drive rollback story; electric cars from early 20th century, battery technology, Stanley Steamer

2:23:33 Sharpton to caller on gun laws: “then you deal with knives”; Port Arthur massacre Martin Bryant from Newtown; school overreactions; Sandy Hook inconsistencies; survivor’s family’s lawsuit against Connecticut, “shut up money”

2:31:59 Iraq “blighted by sectarian rivalry”, Sunni protests; Green Day back on the road

2:34:25 Bones “I ran the typeface through the Library of Congress database”

2:36:56 ACC Red Book: Burma, Kachin independence conflict filmed by “aid agency”

2:38:56 End-of-show clip on FISA Amendments Act
474 Mongolian Hat (2012-12-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Everyone’s now puttin’ their kids in front of cameras and microphones and getting them to say things like this.” (child’s voice) “Douchebag!” (0:26:10)

0:00:37 ACC’s friend dies at 63; JCD’s “are you around” text, ACC: “a woman answers!”, “I swear to God, John, I thought there was a Russian hooker and you had had a heart attack on top of her!”, Ms. Micky: get used to friends dying, proposed time zone experiment

0:09:51 ACC’s Mongolian hat ready to go, JCD’s beaver hat; producer on European war on cash: cardholder-chosen PIN shifts responsibility to cardholder or merchant, “World Elite” card

0:20:25 Argo and Benghazi, voiceover of Carter taking credit for hostage rescue, special thanks to Huma Abedin, JCD: “that’s amazing!”

0:26:43 Producer Segment

0:53:18 Obama: “ordinary folks, they do their jobs”, Geospatial Intelligence Agency’s Wes Hirsch jumps on Google+ thread, “the Jason Bourne of geospatial”, ACC: “the Jason Bourne of cheese” on Wikipedia, “folks are dumb where I come from” from Annie Go Get Your Gun; Obama “deja vu all over again” a Yogi Berra quote

1:02:57 Fireworks and machine guns in Amsterdam

1:04:58 NSA challenge coin from Anonymous Spook, tip for NSA hopefuls: don’t use the word “spook”

1:06:57 “We have lost our signal from the Ron Paul event”; Paul on fiscal cliff: Congress as drug addicts; Feinstein pushes FISA reauthorization, 333 drone strikes

1:16:41 AVN award for “best pornstar website”; “Becky becomes a sniper” on Doomsday Preppers, Australian-style gun-shaming, JCD: “National Gun Association”, weapons for deterrence in government vs shitizenry; February’s Chardon Ohio school shooting forgotten; gun sales up 100%, seven days for background check, Lincoln shown to Congress

1:34:05 Ira Glass on 99% Invisible’s $170k Kickstarter in CUNY commencement speech

1:37:54 Donation Segment: JCD’s ant horror; No Agenda moonshine and Everclear

1:58:48 50 US troops in Chad to help evacuate Americans in Central African Republic, ACC Red Book: watch Cameroon

2:00:55 Second Half of Show: apparent suicide of SEAL commander Job Price, replacement for soldier relieved of duty; report of Hillary’s involvement in C12 Huron crash

2:08:34 New legislation in Congress, “on this vote the yeas are zero and the nays are 414, the amendment is not adopted”, school defibrillator grant, FEMA “mass casualty incidents” grants, JCD on new cars for local department, mental illness treatment disclosure to parents; Obama proclaims normal trade relations with Russian Federation, JCD: “Russian tubes”

2:17:32 Retrospective: Mary Kennedy suicide, Kony videographer “naked and screaming”; YouTube crackdown on fake view counts; racial control via criminal justice system

2:24:50 Giorgos Papakonstantinou removed family members’ names from “Lagarde list” of foreign bank accounts; wood heat in Athens, brothel sponsorship for soccer team, JCD: “we need some brothel donations”

2:27:52 Retrospective: apes painting with iPad apps, Eric Holder on rationale for droning Americans

2:31:10 BBC declines to ask why its The Secret Drone War report was shot in Waziristan

2:33:33 Retrospective: worm medicine for Haitian children: “you deworm a kid and the worms shoot out usually 24 to 48 hours”; State Department Haiti travel advisory due to “killings, robbery, and infectious disease”; Facebook “die, all of you” from Chardon High School shooter
473 Mac and Cheese (2012-12-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Soaked nuts.” (2:20:33)
0:00:32 JCD’s new bicycle horn and thunder tube; The Little Troll story, JCD: “does he finally get on Twitter?”; faked Queen’s speech leak; Randi Zuckerberg photo promotional stunt
0:11:42 NORAD Santa tracking using same tools used to track North Korean missile (CotD)
0:18:21 Barbara Walters Obama interview, JCD’s Michigan Slingboxes, “up at night” before bin Laden raid, “men with guns around at all times” for Malia, favorite Presidential perk: not taking off shoes, Walters: “let me tell you”; Michelle Obama: “everybody deserves their mac & cheese”, JCD “you slaves can get used to mac & cheese”; “lightning rod & grounding braid”
0:30:05 Dull news week; chip & pin dominating Europe, “no cash” except in Germany; Dutch All You Need is Love show, This is Your Life
0:40:51 Predict the Distraction of the Week: ACC predicts Bush 41 kicks the bucket before Mandela, doctors “cautiously optimistic”; “dairy cliff” for milk prices; H&R Block AMT “taxmageddon”
0:53:09 Producer Segment: ACC’s radio on the way, “I want one of those Mongolian hats”
1:06:35 Harry Reid’s H.R.4310 “vitiate” definition; “let me be clear” and Guérin’s Fascism and Big Business, “homeland”, “folks”, “heil everybody!”; Obama: “like the majority of Americans I believe that the Second Amendment guarantees an individual right to bear arms” vs “shall not be infringed”; David Gregory’s 30-round magazine, “large-capacity ammunition device”;
Dutch marines in Afghanistan
1:26:01 US deport Piers Moron petition vs British keep him there petition, ACC: keep at him on Twitter, “douchebag-meter”, Jack Hannah fools Morgan with armadillo batteries
1:31:45 Changing News: EPA’s Lisa Jackson stepping down
1:33:01 Typewritten note from arsonist William Spengler, “I think it’s an assault rifle”, Bushmaster “the same model used in the Newtown Connecticut school shooting”, shooters always committing suicide; new AR-15 military specification, sales pitch
1:40:56 Donation Segment
1:56:29 “What’s the business model” question; Singaporean oil storage outfit Vopac, slowdown in China-bound oil, Red Book: drones in Indonesia, Iranian naphtha exports vs Executive Order
2:08:30 ACC’s father’s “kidnapping” story from Benghazi stop on route from London to Uganda; Eric Boswell’s “resignation” actually reassignment; Red Book: Hillary in for plastic surgery; crappy Al Jazeera Syria “nerve gas” video, military police chief defects via YouTube
2:17:05 Crappy voiceover in demandaplan.org video parody
2:19:55 Dr. Oz on best after-sex food: “soaked nuts”
2:22:51 SpaceX reusable rocket; Dutch SXC CEO Michiel Mol on space tourism, ACC: “it’s a scaaam, for rich people”, “they hire ex-astronauts to do their pitch videos” (ACCPPotD)
2:29:52 JCD recommends Visioneers as a spontaneous human combustion homage; Christmas Netflix and Amazon cloud failures
2:31:25 ACC now investigating APRS, JCD: “let me go to one of the fine ham sites”; ACC on ease of obtaining ham license: “most A-holes won’t even go for the test”; JCD: self-proclaimed “geek girls” need ham licenses
2:38:15 End of show clip: Dan Burton on what Congress and President can and cannot do, “I issued over twelve hundred subpoenas”, “there’s going to be criminal activity and abuse in any government”
472 Coneheads in Mexico (2012-12-23)

0:00:00 JCD: (muffled) “Sneller! Sneller!” (2:17:49)
0:00:38 JCD in Washington being “attacked” by Fukushima dock; British “please don’t eat me”; gloomy Dutch exile day 17, DJ Glass House charity, “biological” supermarkets
0:10:45 NDAA amendment protecting citizens dropped from combined bill; Harry Reid: “the Senate’s passage of H.R.4310 as amended be vitiated”; $421M Aegis weapon system upgrade for Japan
0:18:42 Producer Segment
0:23:17 Idiotic report calling to check in on people after “Mayan doomsday”; year-end statistics: “333rd consecutive month of hotter-than-average global temperatures”
0:26:01 Kandahar massacre’s Robert Bales facing execution
0:28:14 Obamas in Hawaii, Michelle: “there’s nothing quite like celebrating the Holidays at the White House”, “our theme for this year’s Holiday season was joy to all”; Tapper to Obama: “where have you been” on guns, Obama: “I don’t think I’ve been on vacation”; Obama working on “a proposal to ... avoid tax cuts, or avoid tax hikes, on the middle class” (CotD)
0:32:43 Congress hoping to fall off fiscal cliff; alternative minimum tax thresholds; Kucinich on Social Security: “no to a cat food Christmas”; WSJ’s Stephen Moore: “we re-elected 97% of these people”, term limits; banking shill Mario Monti passes austerity and retires, Berlusconi returns; Sheila Jackson Lee: Sandy Hook and Hurricane Sandy all about “Americans in need”
0:49:33 Obama announces John “douchebag” Kerry to be Secretary of State, “having served with valor in Vietnam”, possible Senate replacement Ben Affleck; Jesse Jackson Jr.’s bipolar disorder, “easily reelected” by 71% in spite of investigation
0:57:40 Sandy Hook: “We the People” petitions to deport Piers Moron ignored, gun control petition gets response, “we hear you”; demandaplan.org celebrity NLP video, Hollywood vs video games; NRA speech edited to make LaPierre sound nuts; Obama on “gun safety”; Eugene Rosen not the SAG guy, Soto class accounting problem and “unbelievable story” of single survivor acting “as if she was already deceased”, pastor from Christian and Missionary Alliance church, manual’s sexual prohibitions, Lanza’s smashed computer, six Soto kids on guy’s lawn
1:27:53 Press conference in the woods with Tourette’s medical examiner, on parents viewing photographs: “you can control the situation depending on your photographer, and I have very good photographers”, Lanzas examined last, “hope you have enough copies” quip; Eugene Rosen inconsistencies; car trunk top shot with cop unloading shotgun; medical examiner: “did everybody hear the question?”, University of Connecticut geneticist brought in; JCD on blackmail via National Security Letter; Obama lays out strategy of tension
1:48:53 Donation Segment: ACC possibly on Dutch ice dancing show
2:20:12 Seeking band for drone sign Knight’s benefit
2:20:49 Nurse Jacintha Saldanha’s two previous suicide attempts before radio prank
2:21:27 Prince “Big H” Harry’s first Taliban commander kill
2:24:14 Assange fears extradition to US, no assurances from Sweden
2:27:21 Barbara Walters gets douchebag callout for Lindsay Lohan interview “at some expense”
2:28:44 “Coneheads” in Mexican graveyard; “three glowing objects” in Brooklyn
2:30:28 Baby-snatching eagle video hoax deconstructed, WTC 7 won’t go away
2:33:20 Three people arrested for insurance fraud in Indianapolis droning gas explosion, detonated by microwave oven Bourne Supremacy style, debunked by Mythbusters
2:37:55 UBS fined $1.5bn over LIBOR rigging; Rosen interview end-of-show clip
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471 Spying is Sharing (2012-12-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s about sharing, Adam, it’s about sharing.” (2:11:29)
0:00:36 Newsletter teased Christmas song with no NA memes; JCD’s dollar bin noisemakers
0:04:15 Dutch spared Sandy Hook media blitz; crisis actor Robbie Parker; gun control montage, “weapon of mass destruction”, “the hunt for solutions”, Piers Moron: “they are machine guns”; hate mail for ACC; LIBOR testimony theory, Michael Harris: Palestine payback from “Jews in Hollywood”, “let’s connect the dots here”; Newtown Sheriff on social media: “prosecution will take place when people perpetrating this information are identified”, “the internet is on fire with Sandy Hook scams”; “unspeakable act” meme, “just a kid” from neighbor, mother “just like any other housewife”
0:28:49 Voiceover artist to BBC Radio: “he only had to pull the trigger once”, Adam Curtis documentary on shift to man-on-the-street, “the idea of the right to bear arms is embedded in the English bill of rights”, “children in kindergarten should be carrying guns”, “baby Glocks”, computer games prototypes of “murder games”, “Americans are violent people”; Tipper Gore’s “violent lyrics”, comic books in the ‘50s; Rachel Maddow’s endless 3D printed gun intro
0:41:26 Producer Segment: “Jeb C. Dvorak”; ACC: no HF rig for Mayan apocalypse
0:56:48 Thom Hartmann calls for universal gun and gun owner licensing; Sharpton on photo of Obama holding dead principal’s granddaughter, “comforter-in-chief”; ACC on history with fake interviews, “I have not seen anything”, moon landing parallel, no eyewitness accounts; JCD: why did they think it was the older brother?: We Need to Talk About Kevin author Lionel Shriver to News Night: “if you don’t like your government, you … have the moral right to overthrow it”, “it’s amazing that every American doesn’t have a gun”
1:21:15 Richard Engel recounts Syria kidnapping on Today Show; Sandy Hook Hollywood cancellations
1:28:11 Resignations follow Accountability Review Board’s “scathing” Benghazi report; Kucinich: “end of story? no”; witnesses disappeared to Germany; Thomas Pickering to Matt Lee on dereliction of duty: “without accepting your characterization of the problem … there were performance inadequacies”
1:38:57 Pedobear report: 30 employees at Fort Myer daycare with “questionable backgrounds”
1:39:45 Donation Segment: JCD hearing “douchebag” jingles for everyday activities
2:00:38 Right-wing talk radio guy on his high school rifle club, JCD: “no wonder the country’s filled with the noodle kid”, CVC’s lack of driver’s license, ACC: “it’s the Google noodle-mobile”
2:03:14 Transat Holidays Haiti packages with “none of the earthquake carnage”; missing Red Book
2:05:18 International Criminal Court’s second-ever verdict since 2002; missing Red Book found
2:07:42 National Strategy for Information Sharing and Safeguarding, “as President, I have no greater responsibility than ensuring the safety and security of the United States and the American people”, “protecting private and personal information about United States persons and upholding our commitment to transparency”, “foreign partners”, meeting skit, JCD: “let’s use the word sharing instead of spying”, “information informs decisionmaking”
2:15:45 National Geographic’s Drugs, Inc on new drug “anesthetic” in Puerto Rico
2:18:02 Ten-year prison sentence for hacking Scarlett Johansson nudes; CVC’s butt in print magazine
2:21:27 Leaked IPCC draft report and cosmic rays; “Indians can’t get enough bananas”
2:24:55 Ninth polio vaccination worker dies after being shot; Bill Gates surprised over vaccine mind control theory; UN’s The use of the Internet for terrorist purposes section 201: HF SDR
2:30:44 British judge orders brain surgery for seven-year-old boy, “radio therapy”
470  Civil Society  (2012-12-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is not the kind of world I want us to be in!” (0:37:35)
0:00:33 Day ten in ACC’s Amsterdam exile, Dutch Christmas tree with “bagels”, tabloids
0:04:09 ACC: Newtown “how’s that gun stuff working out in America for you, huh?”, Clinton’s gun-free schools law, Portland mall concealed carrier story “dropped like a hot potato”; Piers Moron: “I’m so furious”, Jerry Nadler: NRA “function as enablers of mass murder”; Obama slips War Powers Resolution letter to Congress; Adam Lanza’s Asperger’s, prepper mother, reports of additional shooter(s); Clint van Zandt: “Congressperson Gabby”, “dark clothing, dark boots” like Portland and Aurora, “matricide” meme, 33 children slashed at China school, knife registration; Lise Van Susteren: “we don’t have the legislation that allows people in authority … to do what must be done”, warning signs: “their child is angry, isolated, clearly potentially responding to auditory hallucinations … maybe they’re at a shooting range”; “Sanjay, you study the brain”, Gupta: predisposition; Van Susteren: “try getting them into treatment … they won’t do it”; “just a kid”; angsty teens and “I wish you were dead”: ssristories.com; list of school shootings stopped with gun
0:35:29 Obama fake crying, JCD: “well, as somebody who’s probably killed more children with his drones…”; Sandy Hook’s security theater plan new this year; JCD target obfuscation theory; 3-11 rounds (33) per victim
0:36:29 Hillary’s fainting concussion, no Benghazi testimony, “neurosurgeon” Gupta: “don’t read anything”, “you really want to put the brain to rest for a while”; Chaffetz: no access to twenty evacuees, waiting for State Department report; JCD on Watergate similarity, recommends Family of Secrets; Susan Rice drops out of running
0:55:10 Producer Segment: the Ms. Micky green card administrative nightmare
1:09:07 Andrea Mitchell: Susan Rice, “a woman, a woman of color, has been forced out of a confirmation process”, JCD: “I can say the same thing about my wife”, angry women “at a very high level”, thrown under the bus by Obama, Kerry “superbly qualified”, “will get this job”
1:16:40 Chris Christie’s medical records, people “more cognizant of obesity issues” (CotD)
1:20:27 NATO sending two Dutch Patriot missile batteries to Turkey, “leading the way on smart defense”, SCUDs “indiscriminate weapons”; RT: Iran warns of “triggering a world war”
1:25:17 FCC rushing to auction TV spectrum, total control by government via internet, ACC missing his HF transceiver, ubiquitous Dutch cable, ACC: ham radio BBS
1:34:57 Can a terrorist sign up with Facebook? Psaki: “there are … circumstances where it might be advantageous for accounts to stay open, I’m not going to go any further than that”, ACC in 7k Google+ circles, Mike Elgin making money on Google+, JCD: “Twitter on steroids”
1:41:37 2007 Bloomberg Robin Hood Foundation story with hedge funds run by board members, Hurricane Sandy benefit concert, pork barrel relief funding stuck in Congress
1:47:54 Donation Segment: “Alan Curry and Joe C. Dvorak”
2:07:51 Amy Goodman’s Doha “civil society” meme, “enemies of civil society” list
2:17:17 Oreo cookies, solar penguin-cam for Antarctica; JCD on Petraeus double tap war crimes
2:23:33 Matt Damon: federal taxes fund local firefighters, “I like driving on nice roads”, “you know” ding-fest, “there are rich people in Haiti”; Gerard Depardieu avoiding French taxes in Belgium
2:31:07 FDA RFID proposal deadline extended to 2014, JCD: “where’s Curry? apparently he’s fallen into the sewage treatment plant!”
2:33:30 Bahrain protests and human rights, Portuguese protests not even covered in Netherlands
437  Swasselnuff  (2012-08-23)

0:00:00  JCD: “I just grew hair in my eyes!” (1:27:46)
0:00:31  Lubbock County Judge Tom Head predicts “civil unrest, civil disobedience, civil war maybe” and UN troops if Obama is reelected in order to justify tax hike to hire more police
0:05:52  Nothing to See Here: shitstorm over Rep. Todd Akin’s “legitimate rape” comment; MP George Galloway analyzes post-consensual sex rape allegations against Julian Assange, Law & Order husband and wife scenarios; Obama’s scripted comment “rape is rape” with immediate segue to women’s healthcare, incongruous “forcible rape versus non-forcible rape”
0:18:53  BBC characterizes as “slightly naughty” naked photos of Prince Harry playing strip billiards in Las Vegas, ACC: “I’m pretty sure this was a gay orgy”
0:24:18  Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: rainstick-induced lightning and hail in Clovis New Mexico
0:34:34  Producer Segment
0:39:54  Administration dragging its feet on calls for EPA to waive 10% ethanol mandate due to spike in corn prices, ACC Red Book: Celanese gets go-ahead to convert natural gas into ethanol
0:56:55  JCD’s failed gunfire evergreen; 11-year-old arrested in Pakistan for blasphemy, US media omitting the fact that she has Down syndrome; DoJ list of “targeted disabilities” for preferential treatment in hiring “people with severe intellectual disability” and dwarfism
1:04:12  Deadly sectarian violence in Tripoli Lebanon; a “laughable” Leon Panetta deploys carrier USS John C. Stennis to the Middle East four months early with ironic “as we start a draw-down process address,” “when the world calls, we have to respond”, JCD: ”hello, world here!”
1:10:23  Lame RT propaganda on the “state of American empire”; ACC contacted by hot KGB agent “Sarah”; Pussy Riot’s Nadya Tolokonnikova’s husband Pyotr Verzilov marvels at “amazing international outcry” to Erin Burnett; ACC on precursor group Voila accusing Verzilov of being a police informer; bearded lesbian musician JD Samson graces Democracy Now with a reading of Punk Prayer: Mother of God Drive Putin Away; JCD on AndroGel as lesbian bed death preventative, ACC: “oh my God, John, what’ve you been doing with your time?”
1:30:04  Panic in Assam over local conflict amplified by techno-experts; State Department announces gas for India from Turkmenistan; Indian PM Singh called on to resign over coal scandal
1:37:06  Donation Segment: Gwen Ifill’s omits crucial Todd Akin story detail; $69.69 swasselnuff
2:06:12  “New kind of swine flu” at state fairs; CDC reports “troubling trend” with five-shot whooping cough vaccine wearing off after a few years, JCD: “this is nothing more than more government corruption!” (JCDPPotD); West Nile being discussed on Air Force One, promo for lame CollegeHumor event Malarious on World Mosquito Day, Gates-funded Malaria No More NGO
2:19:30  Marine veteran Brandon J. Raub arrested over crackpot Facebook posts under Virginia emergency custody law; Secret Service raids veteran’s home over reference to “things that go boom”; ACC calls for arrest of “insane veteran” John McCain
2:25:47  France 24 lies “it wasn’t clear what exactly caused the unrest” in Northern France over Hollande’s doucebaggery; JCD on US government’s riot-prevention methods; affidavits in DHS sexual harassment lawsuit describe “you a sexy muthafucka” comment and “I want to eat the corn out of your shit” text message from ICE Chief of Staff Suzanne Barr; CNN fearmongers about IEDs at Republican and Democrat National Conventions
2:33:38  Erin Burnett amused at fuss over disputed Senkaku Islands “a few rocks” sitting on oil reserves
2:40:16  Rio preparing for 2016 Olympics with 34,000 hotel beds for an expected million tourists, ACC: “FEMA trailers”; former Uzbekistan ambassador Craig Murray on Assange for end of show
436  Mud on the Truck  (2012-08-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah, I could be a butcher in Windsor.” (2:15:10)
0:00:33  Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: “interesting developments” en route to Albuquerque NM, Ouray CO “the Switzerland of America” inspiration for Galt’s Gulch, “Ayn Rand nuts” Paul Ryan and JCD’s college roommate, detour from Cuba NM through Fenton Lake State Park on unpaved roads at 10 mph, “there is mud inside the Bin”, “hookers and blow” slogan washed off by concerned landlady, rainstick magic, CBP Spanish command guide: “show me the trail!”
0:29:53  Producer Segment: ACC handing out “latchkey kid” No Agenda lanyards
0:38:28  Plans for final leg of Hot Pockets 2009 Tour avoiding CBP checkpoints; US-Canada Border Enforcement Security Taskforce catches Niagara Regional Police Service officer smuggling testosterone and other steroids across the border, ACC: “they’re all juiced up!”; JCD plans ACC’s route through Roswell and Waco; acting ATF Director B. Todd Jones releases “Changecast” video threatening would-be whistleblowers in the wake of Fast and Furious: “when I’m talking about choices and consequences, I’m talking about a disciplinary process”
0:47:09  CNN offers various preposterous scenarios among which Assange escapes the Ecuadorian Embassy by helicopter or “a crate or a large bag”; douchebag Foreign Secretary William Hague threatens to revoke Embassy’s diplomatic status; Occupy Oakland takes over Obama campaign offices in Bradley Manning protest, RT idiot: “what exactly were these people protesting?”
0:56:21  CBC on three Pussy Riot members sentenced to two years, CIA troublemaker Gary Kasparov arrested, Alexey Navalny and Oksana Chelysheva linked to State Department NGO National Endowment for Democracy, ACC: “this whole thing is orchestrated by Clinton, it’s a lesbian front!”; messages of support from Madonna, Sting, and Paul McCartney; JCD amused at Putin’s concern over blasphemy; gay pride parades banned for 100 years in Moscow
1:09:01  MSNBC douchebag Touré accuses Romney of “racial coding” to characterize Obama as “angry black man”: “this is niggerization”, JCD: “oh my God, Obama’s black, we’ve been duped!”; “I didn’t call anybody racist” lie after challenge from S.E. Cupp, GOP an “all-white party”, “that’s not what Touré is saying!” from co-host Krystal Ball, JCD on Nixon Southern strategy; hip hop pioneers Eric B and Rakim, Ted Nugent blacklisted by Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
1:25:09  Obama hagiographer Gwen Ifill distracted by yelling producer after lying about Ryan paying less taxes than Romney, JCD: “he’s already paid taxes on that 100 million dollars!”
1:35:16  Donation Segment
1:54:10  BBC on drought contributing to West Nile virus, Texans being advised to “search around the house for any pools of standing water”, encephalitis danger, ACC: “I’m thinking zombie virus”; “shut up slave” for injunction against aerial spraying campaign in Dallas, ACC traces N72J tail number to CDC contractor in Bridgewater VA; record-breaking wave of military suicides, $3M spent on depression-reducing TRH thyrotropin-releasing hormone nasal spray
2:13:24  Queen of England advertising for royal driver at £23,000 per year; CBS national security shill John Miller on al-Qaeda “media committee” advertising for “lovers of martyrdom”
2:22:53  British air traffic controller admits seeing about one UFO per month to BBC 4
2:24:04  RT’s Gayane Chichakyan explains Balochistan situation as No Agenda “pipeline wars”; CIA exploiting surveillance cameras “but tech experts fear the system’s being abused” (CotD)
2:33:01  “I will die to establish Islam” prayer at meeting of Muslim Students’ Association with board member Huma Abedin (CotD); Assange’s mother blasting UK government and Conservative’s Guide to Understanding Muslims rap for end of show
Hillary Doesn’t Sweat (2012-08-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Adam and Micky, broke, which I can’t refute!” (1:51:46)
0:00:39 Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: Arches National Park “Stargates”, JCD vs Flickr’s interesting take on Creative Commons, LDS White Horse Prophecy and baptism database
0:16:23 Producer Segment
0:20:58 ACC looking into himself and JCD as a write-in candidates à la Lisa Murkowski
0:28:28 Obama’s latest American dream “basic bargain”: “find a job that pays the bills … put away enough to retire with dignity and respect”, small businesses surviving “by hook or by crook”, new manufacturing jobs “the most since the Great Depression… eh, the most since the 1990s”
0:36:16 CNN ignores British police outside Ecuadorian embassy, rumors of Iraq WMD whistleblower Andrea Davison avoiding a David Kelly-style two-to-the-head, JCD theory of MI6 asset “Julia Assange”; JCD amused at €190M EuroMillions winners claiming they will not change lifestyles
0:44:49 Free Syrian Army claims to have shot down MiG-23 and captured elderly-looking bearded pilot; Leon Panetta: Iran should not be playing current role in Syria “at this moment in time”; Matt Lee grills Victoria Nuland over her oil wealth contrast between Syria and Iraq, ACC predicts Kurdish boots on the ground; proliferation of FSA factions; Turkey irked at being screwed by Assad’s $10bn gas pipeline deal with Iran and Iraq
1:04:19 Panetta attributes Afghan “green on blue” violence to self-radicalization: “they use cell phones to tune into various stations that provide incentives for that type of thing”; corny India News report links Pakistani ISI and Haqqani network; Panetta’s predictions “this fighting season”
1:12:27 Families of five assassinated Iranian nuclear scientists appealing to International Criminal Court; MSNBC meme-fest in story of collision between oil tanker and USS Porter, “a preventive strike, pre, pre-active strike against Tehran’s nuclear facilities” by Israel, “weeks not months” resurfaces, Israeli Amb. Michael Oren lies “we’re right next door”; Tantawi replaced by former Army War College stooge Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi known for forays into Sinai “Tunnel-land”; UN Human Rights Council’s 102-page report on Syria based on exactly zero evidence
1:28:03 And Now Back to Real News: NFL model Condoleezza Rice, Chelsea Clinton in Vogue, Condé Nast Traveler piece on Hillary reveals “she does not sweat”, ACC: “she’s a freakin’ lizard!”
1:35:34 Jet skier penetrates JFK Airport’s $100M security by swimming ashore
1:38:19 Donation Segment: rainsticks from Sherri Osborne; lapsed PayPal subs (JCDPPotD)
1:56:34 JCD proposes on-show weddings, ACC irked by “check this out” e-mails; BBC Radio 1 jet-setting singing jingles; BBC’s Mark Thompson headed to NYT, WOR sold to Clear Channel
2:06:38 BBC fantasizes about conditions on Mars 3 billion years ago; ACC traces Moon bases to 1953
2:10:23 Germany investing in Odisha India “slum development”; Mississippi “school to prison pipeline”
2:12:54 Australia to boost sales by mandating “collectible” cigarette packs with graphic photos
2:16:34 ACC irked by Brian Brushwood on TWiT and ignorance of the war on the Post Office; RICO actions against Bank of America and MERS, JCD fighting BoA with State of Washington
2:30:21 ACC predicts bankruptcy for Tesla; Pierre Cardin harasses France 24 hottie Eve Jackson; Joe Biden threatens black audience with slavery; paltry $350M fine for Standard Chartered Bank over Iranian money laundering; anti-TSA petition taken down by White House, CNN downplays racial profiling by Boston TSA; Twitter putting the brakes on trending #WikiLeaks
2:41:59 False flag rant from Megadeth’s Dave Mustaine; Aurora mayor: James Holmes a “normal guy”
2:43:40 Carlyle Group acquires Getty Images for $3.3bn, Eli Lilly admits to bribing doctors, Google healthmap.org Vaccine Finder Expansion Program to “increase demand!” at pharmacies
434  Tripwire (2012-08-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey kid, your pig looks delicious.” (2:26:02)
0:00:34 Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: in Boise /ˈboʊsi/ Idaho at Caldwell Airport home of restored P-47
“Dottie Mae”, black smoke in the hills, poorly-named Twin Falls, no smoking on Boise streets
0:16:54 Fareed Zakaria apologizes for “serious lapse” in plagiarism scandal as example of copying the
same talking points memo as New Yorker article, JCD: “what is he doing with his time?”
0:21:28 NBC’s The New Normal sitcom propagates “all men are gay and all women are whores”
0:24:49 ACC samples tripe at meetup in Boise’s Basque neighborhood, JCD story: the quest for
edible tripe leading to andouillette in Paris which “tasted like a hot dog”, ACC’s new four-
foot knitting sword, Idaho potatoes MIA, JCD all-in on being a fair-weather fan
0:33:11 Producer Segment: JCD falls on the grenade to protect Newsletter proofreader
0:40:27 JCD predicts GOP taking power in 2016 in time for 2020 economic reset and war in Europe,
Romney’s pick of running mate Paul Ryan proof that GOP is trying to throw election; idiot
Ryan flubs “makes sure that Washi... that Wall Street shares in the cost of this recovery plan”,
lies about bankers not profiting from their greed; Candy Crowley identifies “ticket death wish”;
Romney announces “the next President of the United States” in imitation of Obama (CotD)
0:51:47 International Olympic Committee head Jacques Rogge celebrates “fabulous” London games
0:53:03 ICE agent James Hayes sues Lucy Napolitano for passing him over for promotion in favor
of “long-standing relationship” with Dora Schriro, chief of staff Suzanne Barr moving male
employees’ offices into a men’s bathroom; Canadian producer proposes “bleeped version”
1:04:05 Federal probe into Jerry Sandusky Pedobear ring; new English-language Joris Demmink page
1:07:19 France “Van Cat” reporting Free Syrian Army retreat in Aleppo; UK providing $7M in supplies
to prevent “butchery”; JCD: “they’re using machetes”, Hezbollah accused of aiding regime,
Lucifer Clinton promises “working group” with Turkey, chemical weapons “red line”; British
Secretary of State William Hague envisions “the day after Assad”, JCD predicts drone strike
on Assad; UN designates FSA an al-Qaeda affiliate; Lucifer wrings hands over Kurdish PKK
1:21:11 NPR on Oak Creek Sikh temple shooting by “Army veteran” and white power adherent Wade
Michael Page, bizarre “apparently their surveillance camera wasn’t on?”, JCD assassination
theory; producer note on James Holmes’ “Joker” moniker vs red hair and job at McDonald’s;
YouTube video of “James Holm” presenting his interest in “how we perceive reality” and
“grapheme perception” with mentor John Jacobson; New Haven man charged with “breach of
peace” for legally carrying concealed pistol to Batman showing
1:30:20 Journalist appalled at grisly Bay Area murder: “where do you get a machete??”
1:32:50 Donation Segment: dysfunctional MERS Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
1:55:56 François Hollande breaks promise not to evict Cypriot Roma, JCD: “they’re a bunch of pick-
pockets!”, 27 children rescued from cave-dwelling Islamic sect in Tatarstan, ACC: “maybe they
are the fathers of the tartar sauce!”; Tenerife wildfires; farm laborers staging Robin Hood style
raids on Spanish supermarkets; plot to use explosive radio-controlled airplanes in Spain
2:09:04 New York City’s Operation Tripwire developed with Kinect maker Microsoft, JCD’s face
recognition hack: “painting an eyelash under your eyeball”, ACC: “a burqa”
2:17:05 Forgotten 2010 report on defection of Iranian nuclear scientist; Benjamin Netanyahu agitating
for attack on Iran prior to election; Obama campaign taking flak for nasty Romney ad
2:23:43 JCD story: buying a pig from tearful child at Alameda County Fair, Washington “Zen killer”
2:32:00 Win Lose or Drone: “new normal” meme in highlights of Las Vegas drone trade show (CotD)
433  Hanseatic League (2012-08-09)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s a wet state! It’s soaking!” (1:08:18)
0:02:24  Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: JCD irked by the term “webinar”; Sin Bin in Layton Utah with F-16s flying around, bathing suits optional in Idaho Springs, trailer backing challenges, Upper Joe’s Valley Utah, JCD story: an actual steaming truck of crap at Washington dairy farm
0:20:00  MIAC Missouri Information Analysis Center 2009 report The Modern Militia Movement; Wolf Blitzer links Oak Creek Wisconsin Sikh temple shooting to Iraq veterans, three-name shooter Wade Michael Page; CNN: white supremacists “have infiltrated most parts of the military”; story of Page being wounded by police officer changed to suicide, ex-girlfriend Misty Cook arrested on firearms charge; local report cites 9/11 tattoo; no trace of Page on white nationalist blogs; eyewitness recalls “four white males … dressed in all-black clothing”; Fox News idiot asks about “anti-Semitic acts” against Sikh temple; Obama gripes about “senseless violence”
0:37:15  Wade Michael Page's stammering “friend” recalls to Piers Morgan his fear that “something like this mighta happened somewhere”; Der Tagesspiegel article on not being on Facebook as a red flag; crackpot YouTuber on Page’s PSYOPS background and role as FBI stooge
0:44:28  S.679 Presidential Appointment Efficiency and Streamlining Act of 2011 fiddling with Article 2 of the Constitution and elaborating continuity of government plans
0:49:44  Producer Segment: JCD’s 1988 Lynch-Bages at douchebag Bay Wolf
0:58:49  NPR turns snow in South Africa into human interest story; Hillary Clinton dancing “like a coverall-wearing dyke” in Cape Town; ACC’s Clydesdales kill JCD’s audio. Mandela photo op
1:02:46  Washington state requiring Agenda 21 $1,000 meter on Aric the Shill’s well capped at 500 gallons per day, states cracking down on rainwater collection, ACC: “hey, stop gettin’ wet!”; NOAA declares July 2012 the hottest month on record; insurance premiums being jacked up
1:10:20  Mars Curiosity Rover sending grainy low-resolution images “like a crime scene photo”
1:14:48  The War on Chicken: “chicken offsets” for LGBT organizations after Chick-fil-A stunt
1:16:11  Trailer for pro-Obama “when was the last time you saw bin Laden?” propaganda film Zero Dark Thirty; the late Gore Vidal predicts “despotism, a police state, a militarized economy”; MSNBC dingbat giggles about inclusion of Greek yogurt in Mitt Romney’s shopping list
1:25:50  Anti-whistleblower provisions buried in Intelligence Authorization Act including polygraph tests; Hill Air Force Base ATC using Windows CE; 51 dead in drone attack in Yemen, giant Army spy blimp over New Jersey; slick DHS “make the call!” IED propaganda video
1:44:18  Donation Segment: JCD reads angry e-mail from Obamabot listener
2:06:15  Study finds HPV in 11.6% of girls who never had sexual intercourse, Finland ditches Gardasil
2:09:25  The No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC preparing vaccine for H3N2 outbreak
2:10:24  Standard Chartered Bank caught in bed with Iran; Bernanke: Fed’s job to combat “the runs”
2:15:52  Over-the-top ABC News house ad; the oversized heads of Josh Brolin and Tommy Lee Jones
2:19:49  Demand a Plan promo video; two killed in fire across the street from James Holmes’ apartment
2:23:34  Spanish city cracks down on dumpster diving
2:26:01  Appeals court tosses warrantless wiretap lawsuit; NYPD respond to threats on “Twitters”
2:29:29  “Modern Hanseatic League” on Baltic Sea potentially leading to another World War I
2:33:44  Follow the Pipes: Greece planning to sell gas assets after visit from Shimon Peres
2:34:51  “Heroin addict hooker makeup” at London Olympics, lame “it’s about America!” interview, incomprehensible commentary from Jamaican sprinter Yohan “the Beast” Blake
2:38:43  Madonna speaks out in defense of Pussy Riot; douchebag Bill O’Reilly for end of show

897
432  Felonious Bears  (2012-08-05)

0:00:00  JCD:  (Falsetto) “Doctor Cindy, come here! My knee hurts!” (2:29:57)
0:00:34  Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: ACC near Denver, Mustang Sally’s new muffler, fun with Obama’s unscripted “you didn’t build that”; Geoff Smith *The Best Podcast in the Universe* jingle; custom Jeppesen approach plate for KGMO Gitmo Nation International Airport
0:20:46  Producer Segment
0:26:56  Chick-fil-A LGBT publicity stunt; strategies for keeping others at bay on an airplane
0:32:13  Idiotic ABC News report on foiled al-Qaeda attack in Spain using “those innocent-looking pleasure craft” paragliders, “perhaps detonate as he flew into a crowd, as he flew into a stadium”, list of never-used “bomb delivery systems”; CNN reveals no actual explosives were found by lying dogs, Turkish husband asking wife to clean the apartment taken as secret code
0:42:49  30% decline in tourist attraction attendance due to London Olympics fearmongering; Obama: Olympics reminds us that “we’re Americans first”, Michelle in UK thanking service members; ACC enthuses about Dutch women’s field hockey team; Palestinian swimmer Sabine Hazboun gripes about training in 18-meter pool; “Wi-Fi police” shutting down unauthorized hotspots
0:53:31  Kofi Annan resigns as peace envoy to Syria, unnamed “Syria expert”: “this could take a very long time”; Ban Ki-moon exhorts General Assembly to vote on empty resolution; douchebag John McCain pushing version of cybersecurity bill with military running the show; Charlie Rose using loaded term “new atrocities”; ACC calls out hacker conference “weenie boys”
1:08:06  Work on Iraq pipeline endangering ancient of city of Babylon, JCD: “hey, bring in the backhoe!”
1:10:13  Crucial work by new Greek Culture Minister Costas Tzavaras to bring in Formula One racing; new bronze of portraying Nicolas Sarkozy’s wife Carla Bruni as a factory worker; new “capital punishment for capital crimes” meme, Pat Robertson delighted with Iceland indicting bankers
1:17:31  ACC unimpressed by clip of ecstatic train “foamer”: “oh my God, whooo, listen to that horn!”
1:21:14  Uzbek “militant leader” droned; CBS twists meeting between David Petraeus and head of Pakistani ISI from drone negotiations into story about Haqqani network “safe havens”, “they may look like Rambo wannabes”, bombing followed by “suicide squad” in a VW bus; ABC goes after Mitt Romney with story about “felonious relationships” involved in Mormon polygamy
1:35:25  Donation Segment: producer predicts end of the world on JCD’s anniversary August 8
1:53:19  Curiosity Rover out to prove “Earth isn’t as special”, slick NASA “seven minutes of terror” video; sketchy heart attack death of Project Blue Beam conspiracy theorist Serge Monast
2:01:41  Ruckus over “cast member” Madhura Nagendra gatecrashing Olympic opening ceremony, JCD on Disney “cast member” scam; Buzzkill Jr, theory: Mars Rover set to fail to defund NASA
2:07:18  Mission accomplished: Sharia law now dominant in Libya, ACC: “good job, everybody!”
2:09:04  Jared Lee Loughner “wants to plead guilty”; Aurora scopolamine theory and shrapnel injuries
2:12:29  Two generals fired in response to aerial bombardment of Belarus with 800 teddy bears
2:14:22  Anderson Pooper on precrime warning about James Holmes to BETA Behavioral Evaluation and Threat Assessment team: “I don’t know my lines!” iso; Holmes’ psychiatrist Lynne Fenton and FERPA Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act from August 2011; Mars Rover images
2:26:19  healthday.com article: fluoride-free bottled water is harming children
2:29:07  Hillary Clinton celebrating nonexistent Sudan agreement; meme of $17T elite tax havens
2:31:31  Aric the Shill’s Agenda 21 water well meter; USDA all-in on Monsanto drought-tolerant corn; CBS News on dumb fish suffocating in warmer water due to global warming
Excited Delirium (2012-08-02)

0:00:29 Hot Pockets 2009 Tour: tailpipe & muffler KIA en route to aviation capital Wichita, dune buggy golf carts, John Brown mural by “anti-government crackpot” great uncle John Steuart Curry in Topeka, EMT producer Chad Christian dealing with bath salts “excited delirium”

0:22:26 Eight female Asian Olympic badminton players disqualified for trying to lose

0:26:23 Producer Segment: ACC’s handmade oven mitts

0:30:42 Power blackouts in India and J.J. Abrams post-apocalyptic Revolution series, TAPI Pipeline activity and Cybersecurity Act hearings, Sen. Mark Udall: “Congress cannot afford to wait for a 9/11-sized attack”, Sen. Chuck Grassley gripes about accelerated schedule leading to no one knowing what the 212-page bill says, Sen. Harry Reid whines about attacks “that could black out the United States for weeks or months”, blames India blackout on global warming; Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 allowing subpoena of e-mail over 180 days old, ACC: “try fertilizer”, JCD’s AOL disc collection, “I’m not a hoarder, I’m an archivist!”

0:47:42 Sen. Jim Inhofe: global warming “the greatest hoax that’s ever been perpetrated on the American people”; “converted skeptic” Richard Muller assures Rachel Maddow the planet can be saved by replacing coal with “the one thing that can replace it … natural gas”; PBS stunned to find that the poor live in poor neighborhoods; Natural Resources Defense Council determines current drought in the US is “the new normal” just like Hurricane Katrina

0:55:09 Militarized Anaheim police attack protestors after two fatal shootings, small town SWAT tanks on parade; Tennessee Rep. Kelly Keisling circulating crackpot e-mail about Obama’s martial law plan; Homeland Security Grant program for military surplus hardware

1:01:18 Dennis Kucinich gripes about “manufactured default” of US Postal Service, JCD on mail fraud via FedEx; Sheryl Sandberg congratulates “Martha” on her Yahoo CEO appointment

1:08:09 Brian Williams reports US news from London, viewers warned to “look away” from medal counts to avoid spoilers; Olympic sound designer to NPR on phonying up rowing sound effects

1:14:21 Anderson Pooper to Dutch journalist captured by “jihadists” in Syria: “were they al-Qaeda?”; CNN “breaking news!” that Obama has been covertly supporting Syrian rebels, “not military assistance in the traditional sense”, ACC: “the CIA is providing sandwiches”; “too shocking to show” prisoner executions, rebel casualties “martyred”, pro-Assad “Berry Clan” under fire

1:24:04 Clippity Clop: scripted Islamophobia question a transparent reference to Huma Abedin

1:27:55 James Holmes fitted with Hannibal Lecter mask in time for new TV series; underground tunnel to courtroom, JCD: “he’s dead already”; man yelling “this is it!” causes panic at Miami theater

1:33:01 Dianne Feinstein addresses White House leaks in Q&A session; New America Foundation stooge Peter Bergen claims scandal is “wildly overblown”; Feinstein: Obama in a “bubble”

1:41:51 LZ Granderson enthuses about Obama’s “kill list” and sanctions as alternative to war

1:44:01 Donation Segment: producer Chad Christian’s legendary toilet paper note

1:57:36 Crop circles in Wilbur Washington, ACC Red Book: September 21 the new end of the world; live coverage of the Mars landing a distraction from the existing bases

2:06:15 Victoria Nuland trades barbs with journalist over UN Arms Trade Treaty failure

2:15:26 Good Morning America on cake rental as alternative to $27,000 wedding

2:19:26 And Now Back to Real News: AIDS victim Bill Clinton begging Hillary not to divorce him

2:21:17 Michael Bloomberg’s war on baby formula; Clemson University as source of k2/spice; Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske lies about legalization driving demand; Erin Burnett: “Pussy Riot”

2:27:30 NBC idiot blathers about shopping opportunities at “fabulous” Boots pharmacy in London
430  **Burka Bellyflop** *(2012-07-29)*

0:00:30 Hot Pockets 2009 Tour “Sin Bin” in Arlington Texas, graffiti added at Austin meetup, engine temperature vs air conditioning, Big-Ass Blonde and Sir Gene, meetup **heads on sticks**

0:14:10 Producer Segment: JCD’s MIA audio; *No Agenda* school pronoun quiz

0:23:33 Aurora shooter James Holmes rebranded “The Joker”; JCD irked by interview with “sad, sad little girl” who “can’t really look at popcorn”; Erin Burnett on Maryland copycat Joker Neil Edwin Prescott arrested for threatening to “load my guns and blow everybody up”, “cache of 25 guns, mostly semiautomatic rifles, and thousands of rounds of ammunition”, Police Chief Mark Magaw lies “several automatic rifles”, “very few people have that much automatic weapons ammunition”; NYPD Chief Ray Kelly to Candy Crowley on uniformed officers posted at theaters, JCD: “*over time!*”; Burnett all-in on throwing the book at Prescott, “Guns Don’t Kill People, I Do” shirt; shooter’s father Robert Holmes scheduled to testify in LIBOR scandal

0:40:39 Dystopian Illuminati Olympics opening ceremony with “dancing bankers” and the Queen thrown out of an airplane; idiot Meredith Vieira comments “if you haven’t heard of him, we haven’t either” of world wide web inventor Tim Berners-Lee (*CotD*); Tom Brokaw predicts billions spent on event will somehow kick-start the economy; German scientists already predicting outcome of rigged games; seats reserved for Olympic officials suspiciously empty

0:55:32 Rwanda unfazed at aid money being cut off over its support for revolution in Eastern Congo; *PRI The World* on Chinese industry taking over Rwanda; ACC’s “how are the Chinese” script for African cab drivers; Ghana’s Vice-President John Dramani Mahama sworn in after “sudden death” of President John Atta Mills after trip to US for “medical test” possibly involving ricin; US training anti-drug police in Ghana to combat South American cartels smuggling cocaine into Europe; JCD’s douchebag friend Greg bumps into Sir Dean in Accra

1:08:36 Predicted “bloodbath” in Aleppo underway with WMD and “days are numbered” memes;

1:11:39 Possible B-roll photos of Los Angeles train loaded with tanks; DoJ takes over Seattle Police Department; Ray Kelly enthuses about “lifesaving tool” stop and frisk policy, ACC; “it’s the jaws of life!”, “it goes way back to common law” lie; San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee all-in

1:22:11 *L’Express* dubs François Hollande “hypnotist” and predicts riots; *umm al-ma’ārik* “mother of all battles” in Syria; Dennis Kucinich to RT on “far-flung military empire” mistake; Erin Burnett: “the bunker buster is ready!” but may need an “upgrade” to work in Iran, ACC Red Book: USS Enterprise sunk by Iran in the Strait of Hormuz *Rubicon*-style

1:34:40 Donation Segment

1:56:28 Incoherent moron Rep. Barney Frank needles Republicans over amendment correcting “94% unemployment” to “94% employment”; gun control amendment added to Cybersecurity Act, JCD resurrects “when guns are outlawed only outlaws will have guns”; Dianne Feinstein: “we will all hang separately” if ISPs refuse to share information with the federal government

2:06:23 Military trial in the suicide death of hazing victim Danny Chen; PBS *NewsHour* “major stories” including a single unidentified NATO death in Kandahar

2:09:26 Jay Carney refuses to answer question about capital of Israel; “our position hasn’t changed”

2:12:49 Russia planning military base in Cuba as US prepares to plant Air Force in Poland

2:21:35 French Tunisians noting “more swimmers bathing fully clothed, veils included” due to Salafists running government, ACC; “they’re gonna be doing bellyflops in burkas”

2:30:14 *International Journal of Gynecology & Obstetrics* on reliability of vinegar HPV test

2:30:14 End-of-show clip on protests in China; Syrian refugees “bothering us” in Turkey
429 Gross, Surprising & Scary (2012-07-22)

0:00:00 JCD: (helium voice) “Hey JC, stop uploading porn!” (1:08:24)

0:00:32 ACC’s Zoom H4n backup recorder, Hot Pockets 2009 Tour mobile studio under construction

0:02:17 Photos of “Batman shooter” James Holmes with different nose and ears; “I do believe” from The View idiot Elisabeth Hasselbeck; ACC on false flag indicator “a drill on the same day with the same type of scenario”, theater shooting featured in training exercise at Rocky Vista University; Reps. Carolyn Maloney & Jan Schakowsky going after ammo; Obama & Bloomberg propagating “hunting and shooting” memes; Ice-T: “last form of defense against tyranny”

0:15:30 France 24 on gun control as minor issue thus far in election; HBO Newsroom gripes about Obama’s F grades from the Brady Campaign; Michael Chertoff all-in on “early warning signs”

0:22:03 Sketchy Aurora “eyewitness” recounts the events of the attack in police language, no mention of “crazy orange hair”, description of shooter like a cop in SWAT gear; Holmes’ anomalous Tennessee license plates; Inside Edition throws out every known “violent video games” meme; CVC traumatized by watching Gulf War coverage; judge forbids cameras in courtroom

0:32:21 Producer Segment: wacky post-Napoleonic Dutch names; ACC’s Bynolyt binoculars

0:44:03 Moody’s considering downgrades for Germany, Netherlands, and Luxembourg; JCD Red Book: De Niro and Travolta “island shopping” in Greece; Yalta-style “big four” meeting in Rome

0:51:54 Drone GPS spoofer Dr. Todd Humphreys testifies before boneheads in House subcommittee about “a day when I can get a burrito delivered to my doorstep” (CotD); Rep. Ted Poe warns “the drones are coming”; UN warns about drones over Somalia; Executive Order 13620 Taking Additional Steps to Address the National Emergency with Respect to Somalia; S.1335 Pilot’s Bill of Rights “controlled substance violations”, NOTAM Improvement Program

1:10:31 RT on rash of “chillingly coordinated” bombings in Iraq, threats from al-Qaeda leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi killed several times by US forces, JCD: “he doesn’t exist, hello!”; BBC reporter at movie set in Syria with campfire “burning barricades” and edited-in gunfire; Sen. Johnny Isakson: refugees being shot in the back; captured pro-Assad colonel with pixelated face; retired Syrian general to Soledad O’Brien: “first of all they already used” pepper spray as chemical weapon; Al Sharpton’s bumbling narration of UC Davis pepper spray incident

1:32:06 NATO “Operation Damascus Volcano”, US spoofing Syrian TV, underreported abstentions by Pakistan and South Africa; ironic S.1039 Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability Act mandating better protections for Russian whistleblowers than for American whistleblowers

1:42:41 Donation Segment: “do not resuscitate the slave”

2:03:16 “Slave supermarket” produce section locations; New York City eyeing alcohol regulation

2:08:01 War on Cash: UK bureaucrat David Gauke declares paying plumbers in cash to be “morally wrong”; Visa Prepaid Citizen Card “everything I need on one bit of plastic”

2:12:04 Cuban dissident Oswaldo Payá killed in car crash; Voula Papachristou expelled from Greek Olympic team for “racist” tweet; Steven van Zandt apologizes for UK “police state” tweet

2:18:07 Ulsterman “Military Insider”: Leo Gerard running Néstor Kirchner script from Argentina, former first lady Eva Perón’s corpse on tour, JCD: “who’s her opening act?”

2:22:53 Eleven-year-old boy flies from Manchester to Rome without documents; “gross, surprising, and scary” HPV hot spots at TSA security checkpoints; International Antiviral Society funded by big pharma; Democracy Now links prison and HIV; DEFRA: cats are spreading tuberculoses

2:36:05 ACC anticipating “Illuminati New World Order symbolism” in Olympic opening ceremony

2:40:39 Greenland “97% melted” and preventing 20-foot sea level rise; USDA registering gardens
ACC: “Have you hugged a Muslim today?” (2:13:27)

Aurora Colorado “The Dark Knight Rises movie massacre!”, same scripted interviews on every network; CBS 48 Hours aired within 48 hours with ludicrous scripted questions about “journals, manifestos, notes”; Don Lemon steps on Stephen Baldwin advocating for PATRIOT Act “red flag”; Robyn Thomas mangles District of Columbia v. Heller as “limited right to have a gun in your home for self-defense”; CBC quick to blame “decline in mental health services”

ABC retracts story linking James Holmes and Colorado Tea Party; Piers Morgan trots out prepared line “the day to debate it ... would have been yesterday”, “biggest shooting” lie, law professor David Kope cut off after pointing out controversy “sells a lot of commercials”; May 17 DHS warning about terrorist attacks on theaters; “one more suspect” in early ABC report; eyewitness tells Sean Hannity about her “direct view of where the camera guy, er, where the, excuse me, where the shooter was standing”; New York cop speculates “maybe he has a sect”

United Nations Arms Trade Treaty championed by Lucifer Clinton; Bill Moyers’ Shakespeare-quoting video spewing every known anti-NRA meme and a whole lot of lies

Forensic psychiatrist Michael Welner mocking “loser” James Holmes’ sexual inadequacy

Producer Segment: Freefall Effect No Agenda EP

Drunk Japanese “shut up, slave!”

JCD “dress rehearsal” theory, FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force assigned to domestic terrorism; DHS buys 400M hollow point rounds; JCD watching for botches like “command center” high school; fake tweets from father of victim Alex Sullivan, “you have the right person” from Holmes’ mother, “the bullet came through the wall”, neighbor goes off script with “we never even seen him!”, ACC: “you are officially now a crackpot”; DHS check-list for theaters, “puker” Victoria Recaño on pulled trailer for Gangster Squad which “eerily echoes” shooting

Ulsterman “Military Insider” reveals Obama 2012 “By Any Means Necessary” document

Aurora distraction from congressional hearings on drug money laundering by US banks; 2011 report by Max Keiser correlating economic downturn with ebb in drug money; FDIC’s Sheila Bair red-flags her LIBOR lie by repeating the question “did I know about it?” and babbling incoherently; IMF whistleblower Peter Doyle quits “tainted” organization in disgust; Der Spiegel reports IMF considering cutting off Greece altogether; Bill Clinton in Greece pushing Hellenic Initiative to sell assets to Saudi Arabia, JCD Red Book: Bill’s island

AP astounded to find Haitian rebuilding is not going so well, $988M diverted to banks as “debt relief”; USAID PSA begging “every shaman, tuk tuk driver” for Horn of Africa relief

Donation Segment: PBS fires Fred Willard hours after his arrest in a porn theater

60 Minutes pushing Steve Jobs biography published by a division of CBS; Fox “could you have adult ADHD?” pseudo-PSA; ACC recommends allegedly North Korean Propaganda film

San Francisco restaurants pocketing healthcare fees; “merguez” vocabulary guessing game

Michele Bachmann to Eagle Forum on State Department illegally hosting Muslim Brotherhood representative; McCaín mispronounces “Huma”; Rep. Louie Gohmert grills Lucy Napolitano about sketchy DHS advisor Mohamed Elibiary, ACC irked by “happens to be Muslim” trope, Gohmert the Muslim hugger, “I’m asking you if you know simple facts!” shit show (CotD)

Syrian Olympics head denied visa for London games; logo cops vs “official Olympic podcast”

And Now Back to Real News: Katherine Jackson MIA; 21 injured in Tony Robbins fire walk
2:32:28 90 days in jail for insulting the Dutch Queen; odd *NewsHour* interview for end of show
427  Huma-Gate (2012-07-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “If Adolf and I had that YouTube blurring it would haff been so much easier! (1:23:22)
0:00:37 ACC & Ms. Micky’s wedding elevated to “real news” by Dutch media, “he has the sun in his hair” mistranslation, toilet paper paparazzi, CVC’s State Department stolen passport nightmare begins; No Agenda producers at bachelor party, absence of “that grouch” noted
0:15:01 No Agenda Wi-Fi at Schiphol Airport, opt-out by trendsetter Ms. Micky, producers to the rescue after “mother of all storms” at JFK, Ms. Micky’s “premium line!” security bypass
0:25:05 And Now Back to Real News: JCD’s Extra teaser with Howard Stern’s dead dog
0:40:36 “Huma-Gate” predicted by ACC’s “Mossad operatives”; stammering Chris Matthews: Michele Bachmann “no stranger to conspiracy theories”, ACC recommends Frank Gaffney video, Center for the Study of Hate and Extremism shill invokes Joe McCarthy and lauds Abedin’s marriage to Anthony Weiner and Vogue profile, Ron Reagan Jr.: “if crazy were people, Michele Bachmann would be China”; Anderson Pooper mocks Bachmann “deep penetration” interview
0:58:45 John McCain moans about “attacks … on a fine and decent American” on Senate floor; ubiquitous Saudi money in politics, Elisabeth Sabaditsch-Wolff convicted of hate speech in Austria
1:05:52 Lucifer Clinton meets with Mohamed Morsi, protestor screams for Hillary to get lost; State Department and Sen. Jim Webb opposing legislation to protect Christian minorities; Gaffney on Obama’s insistence on Muslim Brotherhood presence at 2009 Cairo University speech
JCD perplexed at Syrian “freedom fighters” using suicide bombers; BBC “unverified footage” of fighting in Damascus, “top defector” Nawaf al-Fares asked if Assad will “use chemical weapons in his own people”; NewsHour wrings hands over falsified news on YouTube; YouTube’s new face-blurring tool and Human Rights channel, ACC channels Joseph Goebbels
1:23:08 ACC irked at lack of congratulatory text message from JCD; Carefree “vagina” ad
1:27:31 CBS asserts climate = weather with 2011 Texas drought and Joplin tornadoes, NOAA “put that in the computer”; Democracy Now teases “extreme weather’s links to global warming”
1:32:22 Senate investigating massive HSBC money laundering scheme, UNODC reports from 2009 and 2011 identifying interbank loans, ACC LIBOR theory, JCD legalization theory
1:42:17 Donation Segment
2:13:03 Haiku Herman caught on hot mic asking President of Kosovo Atifete Jahjaga “what’s your name, babe?”; drunk or not drunk: “we are living, lay-gentlemen, in challenging times, at least under tree aspects” before blathering about old people; riots in Spain over $79bn austerity plan with 21% VAT and privatization, Finance Minister Luis de Guindos formerly of Lehman Brothers and PricewaterhouseCoopers, ESM CEO Klaus “the Arranger” Regling from IMF
2:23:12 G4S London Olympics security debacle an excuse to bring in British military, TSA, and 500 FBI agents; teaser for ABC story about ugly Ralph Lauren uniforms made in China
2:29:49 New round of teen girls with uncontrollable twitching: Australia mandates HPV vaccine for boys to protect gay men from cervical cancer; PR package for antiviral Truvada approved by FDA for PrEP “pre-exposure prophylaxis”, ACC recommends House of Numbers documentary
2:36:54 The War on Chicken: DNA in chicken vaccines morphs into deadly respiratory virus in Australia, 2.5M chickens culled in Mexico to prevent H7N3 outbreak
2:39:09 Nightline promotes cosmetic surgery as a tactic for winning social media
2:41:50 Modern Family bad acting; JCD attempts gay demeanor, Joan Collins’ KLM lounge retinue
Early wedding congratulations for ACC; show compiled from Shows 381-384 by Steven Anteau

ACC spends three 18-hour days exploring Syria situation in light of pipelines.curry.com, Japan depending on gas due to Fukushima shutdown, Arab Gas Pipeline to Homs Syria and on into Turkey, December 2010 discovery of Leviathan gas field with logical Israel-Cyprus-Greece path, Noble Energy’s Bush-Clinton connection, Lucifer championing Law of the Sea Treaty, Arab Spring kicked off three months after discovery; Greek “Minister of Gas” to Jerusalem Post on buying gas from Israel, Papademos talking to Netanyahu; privatization of Greek ports and ΔΕΠΑ Public Gas Corporation, ACC; “this is corporate warfare” (381@0:33:25)

Author Patrick Scale on role of Muslim Brotherhood in Syrian opposition and 1982 Hama massacre; Anderson Pooper video from bogus activist “Danny” griping “this child lost his brains”; Assad reminds Barbara Walters the UN has no “evidences”, “who said that the United Nations is a credible institution?”, refuses to discuss Arab League agenda (381@0:57:20)

Zbigniew Brzezinski all-in on Western expansion into Turkey & Russia; JCD on Turkey as modern secular nation: Istanbul airport “just short of having goats in it”; Jay Carney: Syrian violence “clearly” resulting in hundreds of deaths, “fact!” of regime’s “brutal campaign to slaughter its own people”, dodges questions from Russian reporter “Andrei” (381@1:12:51)

Seale: Saudi Arabia and Iran need to cooperate in spite of mutual antipathy; increasing incidence of explosions at gas pipelines between Iran and Turkey; rumors of Standard & Poor’s upgrading Greece; #NoGasNoCare, Fukushima earthquake after Leviathan discovery, watching Chinese Far East Energy Corporation (381@1:24:54)

Greek riots over latest bailout package with privatization target of €50bn (382@0:05:08)

Whitney Houston digression; Lucifer Clinton clippity-clops in with Cyprus Foreign Minister to discuss “deepening and broadening” relations; Nabucco-West pipeline dead, undersea power cable plans; Israel LNG contract awarded to Italy, Clinton clippity-clops in with Italian Foreign Minister “who is well-known in Washington”; JCD on California vs “communist” Alaska divvyung up oil revenues (382@0:13:24)

Greece “on fire” with second EU bailout on hold; John Ward’s The Slog blog predicting imminent default; Haiku Herman “welcomes” China’s interest in buying Europe; Nigel Farage: “what democracy?” with EU puppet PM Lucas Papademos (383@1:18:10)

Black skies over Syria from pipeline explosion but “the government has a different story!”; sketchy journalist Arwa Damon’s connections to Istanbul and Beirut, activists “incredibly well organized”, al-Qaeda “security vacuum” meme; leaked Arab League journalist list, Muslim Brotherhood setting its sights on Tunisia; Netanyahu’s first visit to Cyprus (383@1:07:30)
Angelina Jolie’s new film about Balkans war and call for intervention in Syria (384@1:22:23)

“Piece of crap” children’s show Doodlebops “the clippity-clops?” (384@1:26:56)

Lucifer Clinton and “High Representative” Ashton on the move, possible two to the head for correspondent Anthony Shadid, Friends of Syria conference and Kosovo (384@1:27:46)

Leviathan! jingle; natural gas Solar Turbines, Turkey irked at Israel-Cyprus deal (384@1:32:45)

Thanks to producer Steven Anteau for compilation, “pipeline” now enshrined as indispensable Google search component; post-wedding Hot Pockets 2009 Tour, JMD’s upcoming 18th birthday, JCD: “I think the show is good to go for another few years”, ACC implores JCD to change his Skype icon, “I’m gonna make it the album art!”
ACC: “So…”
JCD: “Roll tape, roll.”
ACC: “Yeah and then, but y’know we still have to start, y’know the way what people never hear on the show.”
JCD: “Oh yeah.”
ACC: “Yeah.”
JCD: “Whatever that means, hit it.”

JCD’s “hit it” finally audible to those not on the live stream, Show 200.5 originally for “Deuce Club” producers, incremental changes since shows in the May 2010 era

Show 200.5, first half
New jingles with links in the show notes, ACC’s height currently listed on Wikipedia as 5’17”; producers sending questions unable to follow e-mail subject line instructions

Hastily-constructed dvorak.org/na made immutable by Geoff Smith’s jingle

Dramatic change in ACC’s show prep, more producer-supplied information from around the world; approximately one-hour increase in show length; noise gate and Skype delay

ACC and JCD no longer in physical proximity, perhaps two meetings in the last two years; longer shows instead of more shows; improvements in production values, recent adoption of album artist credits; JCD still irked at getting kicked out of chatroom; new Red Book

Producer asks about prospect of a tech podcast like Cranky Geeks

Ms. Micky bummed that JCD will not be attending wedding in the Netherlands, perhaps forgetting his habit of canceling his travel plans while on the way to the airport

ACC reflects on same old crew of donors with increasing number of freeloaders

JCD and Mimi’s home schooling of straight-A student JMD for five years

JCD listening without headphones in the manner of Vancouver radio host Bill Goode; JCD’s light and airy studio vs ACC’s dungeon

JCD’s changed position on crackpot theories, in particular World Trade Center 7, Second Half of Show’s expansion to encompass entire show, wrong format for UFO sightings

Impossibility of a $100,000 donor gaining any influence over the show’s content, JCD: “it’s not gonna happen and it’s not gonna happen”; poorly-timed TWiT invite for ACC

Show 200.5, second half
JCD: “why do you think it’s so weird that I don’t use headphones?”, teleprompter training and the point at which a read becomes natural; JCD annoyed by his stammering

General decline in real news reporting, more deep reading, JCD watching more foreign media, discussion of drones long before the mainstream media picked up on the subject

Outro: upcoming Show 426 compilation of pipeline-themed material from Shows 381-384
JCD: “Hey, we got, how many people we got working here ... we gotta find something else to do to justify the bullcrap jobs we have!” (1:54:39)

Ms. Micky to receive a proper Dutch birthday, ACC’s “shut up, slave!” helium quest

BBC’s not-so-accurate characterization of LIBOR; fines upon Barclays’s to be given to banks; performative-spewing idiot Secretary of Labor Hilda Solis asserts to BBC that 80k jobs number is a net positive, husband “Honest Sam” Sayyad, Obama “inherited a catastrophe” platitude

Trains Good Planes Bad: California passes high-speed rail funding bill, ACC on money-losing Amsterdam-Paris line, JCD’s trip on nausea-inducing Swedish X2 tilting train

New Greek Prime Minister Antonis Samaras sworn in

Rev. Manning berates Fox News: “Bill O’Reilly and Obama’s father are both in-heat whores”

Producer Segment: “Prime Douche” Julia Gillard


Rev. Manning’s “you are wrong!” rant about the mistake of trusting Tea Party

Questions from hot Chinese journalist for Christine Lagarde about US being reduced to borrowing from IMF, “we wouldn’t have enough resources”, “wisdom and sagacity” of US officials

And Now Back to Real News: incomprehensible plug for Bollywood film Bol Bachchan

New President of Mexico Enrique Peña Nieto accuses of US of playing “fundamental role” in drug crisis, ACC: “we’re their best customer!”; ACC binge-watching Breaking Bad

Donation Segment: JCD’s movie theater duck call

Clippity Clop: appointment with Paris hairdresser deferred in favor of Amis du Peuple Syrien, single Syrian defection characterized as a phenomenon seen “every day”, “right side of history” meme, Geneva Comminiqué placing opposition on equal footing with Assad government, Lucifer agitating for “sanctions under Chapter Seven”; Tim Geithner presiding over Friends of the Syrian People meeting; expunged Vogue article about 2011 visit with the Assads by Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, hot girl-on-girl action kissing photo

New TSA “freeze, freeze, freeze!” drill, JCD gripes about Austin’s previous airport; TSA testing passengers’ drinks in secure airport areas for no adequately explored reason

Seven arrested on “suspicion” of terrorist plot, al-Qaeda “suspect” lurking around Olympic park, The Guardian article on dirty bomb screening failures at the UK border by contractor Serco; ban on logos worn by slaves in the stands and on toilets enforced by “branding police”; fake OmniCorp “where human resources meets robotic engineering” ad to promote Robocop

Rev. Manning: “Obama will win ... and he will be president forever”

ACC headed to Amsterdam without a “weed pass”; BBC lies about legal prostitution contributing to criminality, douchebag Deputy Mayor Lodewijk Asscher’s war on red light districts

24 killed by US drones in Waziristan; Leon Panetta at “Peace Institute” agitating for more drone warfare; New York Times article “The Drone Zone” on Holloman AFB training center

Pertussis vaccine in US schools, Dutch outbreak in spite of 95% vaccination rate, BBC scare tactics pushing “improved testing” and boosters for adolescents, ACC: “immunize the dog!”

Rev. Manning predicts “black people will be on the boat goin’ to Africa by 2014” (CotD)
423 Wonderful Marinade (2012-07-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, I saw climate change in action last night.” (2:31:11)
0:00:33 Dvorak Independence Day celebration in California with Indian tribe surplus fireworks show
0:02:58 Anderson Pooper finally out of the closet in effort to combat “bullying epidemic”; overbroad definition in California AB-1156; Wylie Texas 15-year-old shot and killed by two “buddies”
0:10:31 JCD wins the UEFA Euro 2012 prediction of a win for the “delighted” citizens of Spain; ACC’s visit from millennial producers; thirteen more “militants” droned in Yemen and Waziristan
0:18:07 UK Parliament holds serious discussion of leaving EU; CNBC shocked that LIBOR conspiracy theories turn out to be “same old stuff”; Santander Bank now experiencing NatWest “glitch”
0:28:07 Producer Segment
0:33:22 Nigel Farage on Haiku Herman’s “breakthrough”: “last time you were here you told we’d turned the corner!”, calls out “unelected President” José Manuel Barroso for G20 democracy boast; Finland and Netherlands trying to block €700bn ESM bonanza for banks; RT on EU Parliament’s rejection of ACTA, Commissioner for Trade Karel De Gucht promises endless cycle of votes, JCD: “he looks like a dick”, evidence of Fortis Bank insider trading
0:46:47 Nicolas Sarkozy and Carla Bruni flee to Canada just ahead of anti-corruption police, €6.35bn in polls showing popularity of Dominique Strauss-Kahn; German BND report calling for €10T
0:53:42 Lucifer Clinton headed to Paris to visit her hairdresser; WikiLeaks to publish its Syria Files with news organizations worldwide; Human Rights Watch’s $100M Soros grant, “we made them suck their own blood off the floor” torture report based on Skype interviews; Syrian TV journalist to BBC on taking orders from management: “we are liars to the nation” (CotD)
1:03:58 Soledad O’Brien and her CNN sidekicks pretend to enjoy Taco Bell on set
1:06:04 Victoria Nuland openly discusses Saudi Arabia sending arms to Syria; Group of Friends of the Syrian People meeting in Paris with GTZ Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit to divvy up Syrian assets; Donald Rumsfeld doing pipeline work in Georgia with Haiku Herman
1:12:50 Ultra-orthodox Jews leeching stipends from Israeli government while refusing military service
1:16:15 Taco Bell celebrity chef Lorena Garcia raving to CNN about her “wonderful marinade”
1:18:36 Terrorist front CAIR Chicago chapter head Ahmed Rehab to serve on Rahm Emanuel’s New Americans Advisory Committee; upcoming elections in Libya; Matt Lee questions premature congratulation for Mexican President-elect as opposed to Vladimir Putin
1:23:34 Unreported “mystery disease” killing Cambodian children, ACC: “we ran out of African kids”
1:26:10 Donation Segment: “Donna Drontalist”; ACC’s lack of a Hot Pockets 2009 Tour trailer
1:44:57 Kim Dotcom accuses Joe Biden of shutting down Megaupload at the behest of MPAA & RIAA
1:46:19 Study finds 5% of children suffer from IED Intermittent Explosive Disorder; GlaxoSmithKline to pay $3bn fine in fraud case, Dr. Drew Pinsky paid $275k to shill for Wellbutrin SR
1:56:00 BBC pushing “quad pill” HIV drug alongside new HIV home test with 5% false positive rate, JCD unimpressed with ACC’s theory about lethality of AIDS drugs
2:05:53 New reality show Stars Earn Stripes hosted by Wes Clark; amusingly-accented report on Pakistani supply route to Afghanistan reopening after non-apology from Lucifer Clinton; Nuland refuses to say anything beyond “there were mistakes made on both sides”
2:14:16 Russia offering to bail out Cyprus; Yasser Arafat’s polonium traces; anti-Putin “White Album”
2:18:13 Alabama Airbus plant; “pilot error” in Air France 447 crash; CNN “debunks” London Olympics terror plot; spook George Entwistle to head BBC; Twitter transparency report WTF
2:29:04 Kevin Trenberth: “look out the window and you see climate change in action”; Manning teaser

909
Chaff Hat (2012-07-01)

0:00:00 JCD: (helium voice) “On the grounds that they actually made contact with the remains of an ancient shipwreck while on the lunar surface!” (1:53:16)

0:00:40 Happy 145th birthday to Canada; JCD’s dated “cutting room floor” term; We Suck, Wah Wah Wah jingle, Tom Cruise’s 33-year-old ex-wives; Spain vs Italy in EUFA Euro 2012

0:07:21 Markets up after Haiku Herman announces ESM bank bailout, “without gaining seniority status” clause for ESFS bonds, Die Welt “Europe Is Coming for Our Money”; Stockton CA declares Chapter 9 bankruptcy; Spanish riot with burning cars and homemade PVC bazooka

0:21:29 Power outages in Virginia; “conflicting reports” compilation of CNN and Fox botching Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare: “we need to update our lower third”; Aaron Sorkin’s The Newsroom rewriting history to benefit CNN; Nancy Pelosi credits Ted Kennedy with passing Obamacare: “I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill” (CotD)

0:30:52 Producer Segment

0:38:49 Clippity-Clop: corrupt Kofi Annan placates Russia by allowing elements of Syrian government to remain in place, furious Lucifer: “Assad will still have to go!”; Bush “redirection” strategy, United Nations R2P Responsibility to Protect, John McCain blathers to Middle Eastern Institute about “rape, and torture, and intimidation”; Gazprom irked by $7bn Turkey-Azerbaijan Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline agreement; McCain struggles to answer question about Saudi-backed Syrian rebels; Saudi-Azeri MoU, Gazprom developing subsidiary in Israel

0:53:41 Islamist Erdoğan as yet unevicted by military; Fox mocks Mohamed Morsi for proposing new 9/11 investigation: “that doesn’t sound good”, release of “blind sheikh” Omar Abdel-Rahman

1:00:32 Recent drone hijacking and GPS spoofing headlines, University of Texas professor Todd E. Humphreys formerly of Cornell University, CUAir autonomous drone program sponsored by military industrial complex, 2012 IEEE autonomous vehicle conferences, Humphreys’ Mormon connection, ACC Red Book: ubiquitous autonomous drones; eight more “militants” droned in Pakistan; drone-shopping Danish government; smiley faces and “guardian angel” branding

1:18:40 California bans foie gras with threat of $1,000 fine, JCD: “the foie gras police”; Tokyo farmers using flock of ducks instead of pesticides, “ducks will help till the soil with their webbed feet”

1:23:31 2011 short film The Gate on dangers of pharmaceuticals from “unregulated online retailers”

1:29:06 Donation Segment: ACC proposes anti-drone tinfoil “chaff hat”

1:48:09 Persistent vapor trail from meteorite crashing into ocean off Perth, ACC: “chemtrails from space!”; electromagnetic anomalies from mysterious object at bottom of Baltic Sea

1:55:30 Fernando Lugo removed from office in Paraguay; DoJ ignoring Eric Holder’s contempt of Congress; Rep. Emanuel Cleaver on Congressional Black Caucus walkout over vote “we believe to have some kind of snail to it”, douchebag Wolf Blitzer detects “code language” for racism; Rep. Darrell Issa quietly places incriminating wiretap application in Congressional Record

2:01:21 ACC Red Book: McCain blames Colorado wildfires on al-Qaeda; Show 200.5 re-release and clip show for ACC’s wedding hiatus; Podcast Awards “Best Podcast in the Universe” category

2:11:45 UK proposes decryption of Gmail contents; 2010 conviction of Paul Chambers for “I’m blowing the airport sky high” tweet; Twitter shutting down API, ACC teases open-source “something”

2:21:23 Australian carbon tax “great big tax on everything” dictated by IMF, douchebag shoe retailer: “businessman small impact, citizen big impact, I think it’s great”

2:25:07 “Hookerish” French Minitel teletex service finally dead; ACC: “get off Google”

2:30:06 poppies.curry.com photos of US soldiers walking through seas of Afghan opium poppies
421 Don’t Be Nosey (2012-06-28)

0:00:00 ACC (over megaphone): “Hey you with the slide whistle, get in the camp!” (2:10:38)
0:00:34 Media attempting to digest Supreme Court’s 90-page Obamacare decision, Obama’s “not a tax” fabrication vs IRS purview; 104° Austin “dry heat” frying Ms. Micky’s Range Rover
0:09:40 Autopsy finds only marijuana in body of “bath salts cannibal” Rudy Eugene; Waco man arrested after eating his dog; Don Lemon: “heroin has a new home” with suburban white teens because it’s cheap; ABC promotes “mother’s new little helper” Adderall, “did it make you feel like Supermom?”; ACC’s Big Book Show interview with ADHD Joe Pantoliano
0:22:14 iOS podcast app “Travel & Culture” category, “did you mean Dork?” search result
0:22:51 Producer Segment
0:29:49 The Economist: United Nations predicts increase in Afghan opium output
0:30:48 We Suck: Kofi Annan’s “sovereign population” vs “suffering population”; more UEFA Euro 2012 predictions, potential uncomfortable trip to Kiev for Angela Merkel
0:37:50 Belgian vs Ethiopian living standards; Berlin church “baby boxes” for desperate mothers
0:40:06 And Now Back to Real News: Bollywood star Priyanka Chopra’s new film *Teri Meri Kahani*
0:44:46 Executive Order 13617 *Blocking Property of the Government of the Russian Federation Relating to the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Extracted From Nuclear Weapons*
0:47:48 Royal Bank of Scotland CEO on NatWest banking “difficulty”, ACC on “settlement” batch processes in 1995; JCD shifts into Skype helium mode; ATM and credit card issues in Austin; Barclay’s fined $500bn for LIBOR shenanigans; Matt Taibbi’s *Rolling Stone* article “Gangster Bankers: Too Big to Jail”; Buzzkill Jr.’s call from Gallup on behalf of Bank of America
1:04:37 CNBC host: “is this global governance at last, is it one world, the central bankers in charge?”, panelist Jim Iuorio: “we are absolutely slaves to central banks”; France 24 panelist all-in on “transfer of sovereignty” from EU countries; George Soros on difficulty of addressing “Siamese twins” of banking system and sovereign debt; Haiku Herman’s new seven-item agenda; Dutch Central Bank urging citizens to pay off mortgages, Greek finance minister replaced by “Mr. Euro” after hospital admission for “abdominal pains”; Spain outlawing large cash transactions
1:17:48 Pro-Assad TV station blown up by rebels; Lucifer Clinton in Helsinki pushing Geneva meeting; ACC on Saudi Arabia using Turkey as proxy; 33 Syrian soldiers defect to Turkey
1:26:17 ACC’s theory of Anthony Weiner’s conversion to Islam; Matt Lee grills Victoria Nuland about Egyptian terrorist Hani Nour el-Din’s visa, “we are not gonna get into the details”
1:34:52 Louie Gohmert and Trent Franks try in vain to squeeze Holy Land Foundation trial documents from Eric Holder, terrorist group claiming to be working inside Department of Justice
1:41:31 Donation Segment: producer theory on NatWest failures as psychological experiment
2:06:29 Local report on military exercises in St. Louis, location kept secret “for security reasons”, ACC’s megaphone: Bob Hope zombies “like Democrats” film clip
2:19:39 Russia Today’s lip-smacking Abby Martin on lame “question more” slogan, “RT leads all other channels in the level of people watching daily — in Canada”; LZ Granderson opinion piece for CNN “Don’t Be Nosy About Fast and Furious”: “we do not want to open Pandora’s Box”, bogus comparisons with Osama bin Laden raid and Operation Wide Receiver (*CotD*)
2:26:35 UT drone GPS hack demonstration, new MQ-1C Gray Eagle with own Facebook page
2:30:46 *No Agenda* Swine Flu Minute: Hill+Knowlton declares swine flu death toll 15x greater than previously reported; BBC on use of EEG to diagnose autism using 33 specific patterns; HPV-prone cervical cells isolated by one Dr. Einstein; *Casino Jack* rant for end of show
0:00:00 JCD: “What about me? I wanna work on a cool unmanned plane too!” (1:58:03)
0:00:34 JCD suspects Russia Today reporter Abby Martin of being a dominatrix; Martin needles Obama over indifference to the plight black Americans vs LGBT; TSA groping vs “being microwaved”; Lucy Napolitano all-in on “other kinds of indicia” to spot troublemakers, ACC and JCD both at airports not using naked body scanners, Lucy’s grumpy necklace of “big rocks”
0:11:31 New “we suck!” segment: no histrionic personality disorder defense for Jerry Sandusky, no Mitch Daniels VP for Mitt Romney, UEFA Euro 2012 prediction misfires, Merkel hand-rubbing
0:16:58 Merkel agrees to €130bn stimulus package because “Europe needs to be more closely tied together”; German Bundestag demanding “gimme that bike” collateral, Merkel’s six-point plan including European Army; producer’s link to 1976 video of zealous Maoist José Manuel Barroso; Kosovo deputy PM Hajredin Kuci resigns over new anti-journalism laws
0:23:37 “Awesome” synthetic THC drug Marinol; Rahm Emanuel comments on prospect of decriminalizing marijuana; DEA bonehead Michele Leonhart tells Rep. Steve Cohen that DEA budget is $2M, “wuh?” to question about civil forfeiture; GW Pharmaceuticals Sativex; Meghan McCain and Michael Ian Black to C-SPAN on America, You Sexy Bitch book tour resulting in revised views on firearms and marijuana legalization, ACC: “this is coordinated”
0:37:12 Producer Segment: “failed” $420 promotion
0:44:31 BBC on Syrian shootdown of Turkish fighter jet; Turkey-Syria relations at “all-time low”, flood of refugees; Turkish jets “routinely” crossing international borders; Operation Orchard Israeli kill switch; Victoria “Nostradamus” Nuland’s prediction of assault on Deir ez-Zor comes true, husband Robert Kagan cofounder of Project for the New American Century; media ignoring Turkey’s assaults on Kurdish rebels in Iraq; Kofi Annan urges action to “ensure that the crisis does not spread to the neighbors”; Assad a member of Saddam Hussein’s Ba’ath Party
0:58:51 James Baker to Charlie Rose on Iran: “we oughtta take them out” to delighted laughter from Lucifer Clinton, Iranian “military theocracy” inviting attack in quest for legitimacy; ACC’s Los Angeles friends asserting Muslim Brotherhood is working to replace portions of Constitution with Sharia law; 2007 US v. Holy Land Foundation lawsuit, Swiss documents from 2001 on “The Project” for cultural jihad; fury over Spanish imam giving lessons on beating women without leaving marks; Dalia Mogahed an advisor to White House Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, Anwar al-Awlaki’s possible Pentagon desensitization agenda; bogus “moderate Muslims never speak out” meme; viral video of bullied New York bus monitor an indictment of modern education; Sudan on brink of being next Wes Clark lottery winner
1:27:23 “Great question” for John Edwards’ mistress
1:28:48 Donation Segment: JCD direct ACC’s Subaru read
1:51:15 Obama campaign soliciting event donation registries; ACC awaiting DVD of Joel Gilbert film Dreams of My Real Father on communist Frank Marshall Davis theory of Obama’s parentage
2:00:06 Mass photo of nude people in body paint by photographer Spencer Tunick in Munich; Tunisian art museum; Tunisian imam calls for all artists to be killed “by the country’s government”
2:04:10 CNN hysterical over weaponized bird flu paper, “you want good scientists to develop a vaccine”
2:09:00 British NatWest bank grinds to a halt after “software update” failure
2:15:11 Ann Curry leaving Today show; Bloomberg to fine cab drivers $10,000 for transporting hookers
2:19:08 Democracy Now on leaked TPP chapter undermining US sovereignty and consumer protections
419  Degrowth (2012-06-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “The University of Nebraska’s drone journalism experiment.”

JCD: “What??” (1:52:15)

0:00:05 MKULTRA Texas Rangers announcer Dave Barnett: “go-ahead run is at fifth, on what Adams

is insisting on calling it a botched robbery — what actually happened was his henchman…”

explained away as migraine; Miss Teen USA 2007 Caitlin Upton “everywhere like such as”;

JCD challenges ACC to find gold “backed by nothing” clip of CTV bimbo Bridget Brown

0:06:20 Eric Holder contempt of Congress “spot the Democrat” compilation, Obama’s 2007 “hide be-

hind executive privilege” charge against Bush; Chris Matthews: “is this ethnic, Mr. Mayor?”;

Thom Hartmann’s message from woman “frightened” by radio host calling Obama a monkey

0:20:06 Illuminati G20 logo, José Manuel Barroso blames North America for EU’s economic problems;

Nigel Farage: “remember, this bloke’s an idiot”; Barroso channels mafia boss: “we certainly

are not coming here to receive lessons from nobody”; Haiku Herman all-in on “deepening

our economic and monetary union”; Single Market Act II “twelve-step program”, Brazil-like

journalism licenses; Finland’s rejection of ESM scheme prompts a visit from Clippity-Clop

0:34:18 JCD: dumping Julian Assange in Ecuadorian embassy a good way to silence him

0:36:45 Producer Segment: unpaid TWiT panelists

0:45:21 Catastroika documentary on Russian privatization; Tempur-Pedic scam and mattress ads

0:51:00 The Second Mile charity dissolved ahead of Jerry Sandusky Pedobear trial; Sandusky cites

children “that I hardly had any contact with”, “histrionic personality disorder” defense

0:55:55 PBS NewsHour teases Native American languages and Hitler; teleprompter-challenged Gwen

Ifill, “expert” lies about offensive use of cyberweapons; JCD on the origin of the Morris worm

1:03:06 War on Weed: CNN hand-wringing over increase in teen marijuana use; Rep. Jarid Polis grills

DEA drone Michele Leonhart “is heroin worse for someone’s health than marijuana?” (CotD);

Marinol synthetic THC manufacturer Solvay acquired by Abbott; Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske

on “virtually unheard-of” bath salts, CNN idiot: “this is not what you buy to use in a bath”

1:18:19 Obama’s letter to Congress on military endeavors in Afghanistan, Somalia, Yemen, Iraq, etc.

under AUMF; Harvard Prof. Roberto Mangabeira Unger takes Democrat party to task

1:23:26 NPR notes “sad irony” of Rodney King drowning in spite of being a swimming instructor

1:26:15 cfact.org compilation of ICLEI International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives

attendees trying to define sustainability: “to raise the amount of Copenhagen use of bike”,

“to answer the whole systemic and holistic dimension of the problem”; creepy BlueGreen

Alliance and International Conference on De-growth in the Americas with smiley snail logo

1:35:56 Donation Segment: $50k Knight Foundation drone journalism grant; refunds in Indian culture

1:58:24 American cultural elements that perplex foreigners; study finds Americans’ heads are growing

2:00:05 Putin’s meeting with Obama; John McCain gripes to American Enterprise Institute about

refurbished Syrian helicopters “with the blood washed off of them”, “indistinguishable from

Bosnia in the 1990s”; McCain opposing nomination of Brett McGurk as ambassador to Iraq

due to steamy e-mails with WSJ reporter; Angelina Jolie donating $100k for refugees; Ron

Paul labels evidence “bogus”; producers weigh in on ACC’s proposed Damascus trip

2:17:43 ACC’s “big bottom” discussed on TWiT, Warsanis audio processor

2:19:48 HPV vaccine scam expanding into over-26 market; DEET being pushed for West Nile virus

2:24:31 DoJ and CIA torpedo FOIA request for documentation on droning Americans

2:28:36 “New Silk Road” rail between China and Europe, Belarus accused of providing military aid

to Syria; cuteonly.com Russia Today casting; UEFA Euro 2012 predictions

913
JCD: “Never peel a hard boiled egg again!”

Obama proclaims Father’s Day; Greek bankers chewing their nails waiting for election outcome

Rodney King found dead in his swimming pool

ABC News rolls out outraged Sam Donaldson and Bill O’Reilly to disparage blogger Neil Munro for interrupting Obama at DREAM Act briefing; DHS memo offering USCIS process regardless of age; Obama lets slip “giving certainty to our farmers and our ranchers” and Feinstein asking DHS to quit deporting her illegals, CIA backing off on White House leaks

JCD’s Eggies hard boiled egg gag gift acquired at Goodwill by JMD

Producer Segment

ARSONomics YouTube producer, NBN Lebanon TV producer’s first question: “are you the same Adam Curry as the MTV guy?”; JMD’s friend’s obscure Russian satellite channels; Syrian consensus on US-Russia proxy pipeline war, ACC mulls invitation to Beirut or Damascus

Victoria “Nostradamus” Nuland lists locations of upcoming massacres by Syrian regime; spokesperson John Kirby at Pentagon press briefing: “I have no seen reporting that indicates that the Russians are providing attack helicopters to the Syrians”, refuses to acknowledge on the record “deal with the Devil” for Afghan helicopters; Nuland lays out plan to sidestep UN Security Council as was done with Yugoslavia in 1999; op-ed by Sergey Kavrov questioning mainstream Syria narrative, ACC: “the MTV stuff I did is probably now just airing in Syria!”

Nuland struggles to cover for Hillary’s lies about “freshly refurbished” helicopters; Fox News snubs former ambassador John Price predicting regime change not going according to plan; Hillary “our strategy is very clear, uh…” ding-fest; “hot looking Syrian babes” image search with screaming Hillary in middle of page

ACC accused of being a Holocaust denier on Twitter, “World War II was one big holocaust!”; liberal media ignoring Bill Maher’s “stupid religion” screed against Mormonism

Greece allowed to beat Russia in UEFA Euro 2012 on eve of election, results from upcoming Netherlands-Portugal and Germany-Portugal games hidden in teletext data, ACC anticipates Germany-Greece match, possible trio of 1930s fascist states; violence at Mario Monti’s visits to Bologna and Milan; Dutch refusing to pay their bills at Greek restaurants

IBM’s Sam Palmisano admits to going off “script” at Johns Hopkins commencement

Donation Segment: ACC’s $1,000 “oryx burgers!”; Chad Christian’s toilet paper story

“Severe liver effects, some fatal” Cymbalta and “may cause death” Celebrex competing for worst-sounding side effects; overuse of term “double down” and KFC Double Down sandwich

ACC’s OS X Mountain Lion dictation video; Lieberman’s Live Free or Die Hard cyberthreats

And Now Back to Real News: Miss Pennsylvania resigns claiming Miss USA is rigged

Three more droned in Waziristan; Gorgon Stare video capture technology; Sen. Rand Paul introduces S.3287 Preserving Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act of 2012 with “exigent circumstances” and DHS “credible intelligence” exceptions

Vice presidential predictions; McCain trying to get rid of Jackson-Vanik Amendment

Oryx head trophy for veteran deer hunter Ms. Micky

Biodiversitée: Christine Lagarde to battle poverty at Rio+20 with “gasolyne” tax, IMF carbon pricing e-book, “feebates” and VAT, World Resources Institute “social cost of carbon”

TSA goon demands woman no take photos of her husband being molested

Operation Purple Chariot for London Olympics
0:00:00 JCD: “I dunno, doesn’t make sense to me!” (2:42:27)
0:00:34 New streaming server up and BART down; cryptic “A6 toxic people” on Twitter
0:03:08 ACC at “homely” Cleopatra exhibit in LA with CVC, millennials unfamiliar with bath salts
0:09:14 David Cameron leaves eight-year-old daughter at pub on eve of responsible parenting campaign
0:13:10 Coast Guard looking into crash of RQ-4 Global Hawk drone “on a routine training flight” in Maryland; Law of the Sea Treaty vs airspace sovereignty; 17 more “al-Qaeda fighters” droned in Yemen; Obama campaign accomplishments list of people he has killed; DHS drone surplus
0:22:36 Joe Lieberman promotes S.2105 Cybersecurity Act of 2012 with letter asserting that inevitable “Cyber 9/11” endangers “key valves and switches in pipelines for gas and oil, and refineries and factories and water and sewer systems and electric plants and banks”; Panetta threat enumeration with “rising powers like China”; talent shortage alert from Symantec & McAfee
0:33:27 The Wide Lens author Ron Adner and value of guarantee that news sources are uncompromised
0:37:01 Producer Segment: ACC’s Lucifer filter
0:50:37 Joan Rivers outraged at campaign spending, Obama and Romney “both idiots”
0:52:50 Obama-hating Dianne Feinstein to Wolf Blitzer on “an Anschluß… an avalanche of leaks” coming from White House; Leon Panetta to 60 Minutes on Iranian nuclear “red line”: “there are no options that are off the table”, Scott Pelley’s misleading voiceover “we were surprised to hear how far he thinks Iran has come” vs Panetta’s “possibly another one to two years”
1:04:01 Clippity-Clop: Lucifer gripes about Russian sales of attack helicopters to Syria, “red line” for Turkey; amusement at scripted question about “calling each other liars” with Sergey Lavrov, Russia “claims to have vital interests in the region”, Lucifer forgets Lavrov’s name
1:12:51 Eli Wiesel propagates Clinton Bosnia script with Christiane Amanpour; Daily Mail repeating sketchy UN stories of steroid-enraged thugs killing children, no mention of war crimes in Palestine and Pakistan, ACC: “your report sucks, Ban Ki-moon, you suck!” (ACCPPotD)
1:25:17 BBC on both sides predicting massacre in Al Haffah perpetrated by the other; Iranian Press TV reporting proposed Saudi-Bahrain merger
1:31:12 Autism Speaks raising money after brain fridge malfunction, The Help Group brochure cites lack of “social smile” and disinterest in “appealing toy”, JCD: “maybe his appealing toy is a bolt”; $1.1M Gates Foundation grant to measure student engagement with lie detector equipment, JCD: “Scientologists!”: remote-controlled Xyloband RFID bracelets on Coldplay tour; JCD’s college experience with lie detector and gruesome circumcision-by-rock movie
1:46:15 Alex Jones claiming he had the goods on Ron Paul the whole time
1:46:49 Donation Segment
2:15:11 Andrew Sullivan to Chris Matthews on the virtues of the female British monarchy; Cristiano Ronaldo tries and fails to throw UEFA Euro 2012 match; Christine Lagarde all-in on her buddy George Soros’ three months to save the euro, “tax compliance” for the Greek slaves; Moody’s slashes Spain’s credit rating; Nigel Farage: “another one bites the dust”
2:30:47 ACC suggests Leon Panetta donate “Geronimo” souvenir bin Laden brick to the TWiT studios
2:31:45 60 Minutes and Friends of Animals NGO aghast at Texas ranch for African game hunting to the tune of $4,500 per otherwise extinct oryx, ACC’s Austin market opportunity
2:43:00 Ron Paul advisor Trygve Olson connected to shady International Republican Institute
2:49:55 Mars One Martian colony reality show; New York City Board of Health all-in on limiting sugary drinks, popcorn, and milk; part-time stripper Sarah Tressler fired by Houston Chronicle
416  Datapalooza (2012-06-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “Any cute girl in Russia’s KGB.” (1:17:13)
0:00:33  Anders Breivik’s Asperger’s and Tourette’s; Geoff Smith Healthy Balanced News Diet
0:03:15  Ron Paul crowd outraged at Rand Paul’s Romney endorsement, campaign manager Jesse Benton promises “respectful” convention behavior, Ben Bernanke breakfast, JCD on Reagan ditching “evil empire” after Russia visit, ACC story: 1988 warning about hot KGB agents
0:18:28  Denmark beats Netherlands in UEFA Euro 2012 tournament, euro2012.curry.com predictions based on who needs the biggest morale boost, Russian team accused of bullying Czechs
0:26:26  Producer Segment: artist credit
0:32:17  JCD predicts two-tier Skype pricing; PBS Steve Jobs One Last Thing documentary with “friend” Walt Mossberg; ACC story: discussing podcasts in iTunes with lisping Jobs
0:37:12  Darrell Issa to intractable Eric Holder in Fast and Furious hearing: “no, Mr. Attorney General, you’re not a good witness”, Sheila Jackson Lee interrupts with “parliamentary inquiry!”, Jason Chaffetz reads incriminating DoJ e-mail, Holder lies about Bush-era Operation Wide Receiver
0:46:33  Chris Rock to Ann Curry: “I’ll take the zebra, in honor of our zebra president”
0:48:29  Ask Adam: John McCain bitches to Sean Hannity about White House leaking “classified information” about drone and cyber-warfare programs, telegraphs Iran false flag; Boeing testing Phantom Eye high-altitude drones “easily reprogrammable to go after other targets”
1:03:46  Air Force Instruction 14-104 requiring domestic surveillance footage be turned over to police: National Reconnaissance Office gives NASA two Hubble-type spy satellites, Elon Musk’s “water and blankets” for ISS; We Are Anonymous author Parmy Olson ties Anonymous to bullying and radicalization on CBS This Morning, cryptic reference to “a particular image board”, ACC: “I think she may be MI6”, Olson’s bogus account security recommendations
1:19:22  Red Book: Facebook or entire internet down as part of false flag or short position
1:26:51  Biodiversité: Christian Science Monitor propagating “tipping point” meme for Rio+20 conference; NBC News on warmest spring in US history with “allergies, mosquitoes, ticks, and record wildfires”, “warm weather outbreaks” vs now-obsolete “weather is not climate” meme
1:34:00  Donation Segment
2:11:25  Dvorak family find Oakland Airport “electrocution machines” shut down on arrival
2:15:23  War on Sugar: crystalline fructose vs HFCS “liquid shit” in light of FDA ruling
2:18:10  Trailer for upcoming Call of Duty: Black Ops II with “the enemy steals the keys” drone hijack
2:20:40  White House promo video for Health Datapalooza with bleeping computer sounds; CNN top ten list of hospital horror stories; White House CTO Todd Park a Booz Allen shill, “I don’t need this script any longer” speech from Jon Bon Jovi
2:28:16  Spanish banks to receive €100bn from ESM; Greek Golden Dawn politician Ilias Kasidiaris throws water in face of one socialist MP and slaps the other on live TV
2:33:11  NYT “good grade pill” headline pushing Adderall; Erin Burnett shifts bath salts meme from zombies to cannibals, upcoming NBC Hannibal series, ACC binary drug theory, Haitian zombies and fugu; Gloria Allred representing attacker’s girlfriend, “cannibalism is a serious issue, and is very dangerous to the health and well-being of both the cannibal and the victim”
2:46:03  Jon Stewart taking on “fair game” meme in political ads, JCD: “do you think it’s fair game to say that he was a pedophile?”, douchebag headlines with question mark at end
2:49:24  Bogus SITE Intelligence Group asserts terrorists offered ten camels for Obama’s death
2:55:28  Deadpan Australian documentary on batshit insane ferret owners for end of show
415  Om the Dome  (2012-06-07)

0:00:00  JCD: “You’re watchin’ too much CNN to catch this.”

0:00:36  JCD in Washington state “Studio B” for JMD’s high school graduation stand-up routine; Ms. Micky surrounded by randy first responders after vehicle breakdown

0:07:17  “Alex Jones’ MTV Video Music Awards” script for Bilderberg meeting at Mormon-connected Mariott in Chantilly Virginia; Webster Tarpley blows Alex Jones’ mind by discussing Ron Paul’s nepotism and role as “attack dog for Romney”; JCD on Paul’s early exit from Washington; Tarpley identifies privatization architect Anatoly Chubais and anti-Putin agitator Garry Kasparov at Bilderberg, “this is basically saying, we declare war on Russia”

0:24:48  Lucifer Clinton in Georgia crowing about “territorial integrity” and “military maneuvers” with tie-eating puppet Mikheil Saakashvili ahead of election, “Russia’s occupation and militarization of Georgian territory” lie; Clinton’s next stop Baku Azerbaijan to pontificate about “human rights” amid dueling pipelines; 2009 report on Russian plans for Navy bases in Syria, Libya, and Yemen; Hunt Oil pipeline blown up in Yemen, heiress Swanee Hunt ambassador to Austria under Bill Clinton; Lucifer in Turkey with hair extensions moralizing about “unconscionable” violence in Syria and UN plan for “post-Assad Syria”; next stop Tromso Norway

0:47:28  Scott Walker wins Wisconsin gubernatorial recall election, Democrat protestors stage meditative “Om the Dome” event at state Capitol (CotD), heartbroken voter to MSNBC: “democracy’s dead!”

1:01:05  Obama’s off-color joke that Michelle “didn’t go all the way down” in push-up contest

1:03:25  And Now Back to Real News: foul-mouthed doll, toddler vodka, Elton John vs Gaga; teen hoaxes CNBC with fake escort service; “win an iPad” market research infinite loop scam

1:06:52  Diane Sawyer on al-Qaeda “number two” Abu Yahya al-Libi droned in Pakistan, Martha Raddatz: “we are now closer to the ultimate demise of al-Qaeda’s core”; al-Libi on third page of Rewards for Justice list with paltry $1M reward; Bob Orr: “serious hole in its top management”; Leon Panetta responds to Pakistani outrage: “this is about our sovereignty as well”; White House Insider: even Valerie Jarrett disturbed by Obama’s “high-tech snuff films”

1:23:00  Mark Toner questioned about Guantánamo Bay prisoners forced to listen to Sesame Street; NPR on USAID-funded Sesame Street clone Sim Sim Hamara to brainwash children in Pakistan; amiable “empty vessel” banter between Toner and Matt Lee

1:31:07  Ontario anti-bullying bill with funding for school “rehabilitation programs for bullies”

1:34:13  Paul Ryan gripes about healthcare spending bankrupting US without mention of military budget; Donald Rumsfeld’s missing Pentagon trillions revisited

1:38:05  Donation Segment: mistreated and unpaid Diamond Jubilee workers

2:02:10  Clinton Bush Haiti Fund contributor Newmont given permits to mine $20bn in minerals

2:06:31  David Sanger’s NYT Obama smear based on new book Confront and Conceal; Dianne Feinstein notes “enormously smart constituency of journalists”; Jeremy Scahill: Obama’s Yemen strikes “mass murder”; MSNBC struggles with Obama’s Bush-era policies; Erin Burnett plays with water and a funnel; John McCain to Charlie Rose: al-Qaeda “making a comeback”

2:20:13  Haiku Herman irked by Obama blaming “cloud that’s coming over from the Atlantic”; JCD on QE3 talk driving markets higher and need for mortgage relief; six German banks downgraded

2:33:47  Diane Sawyer on “shut up slave” crackdown on unrestrained pets in vehicles
414  Thingamajig  (2012-06-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah, yeah, you’re full of crap!” (1:37:14)
0:00:31  UK celebrating Diamond Jubilee fifteen years early; Harvey Weinstein guest-hosting CNN
0:03:33  House Energy and Commerce Committee considers ICANN takeover by ITU, “break the internet” meme, Google “evangelist” Vint Cerf claims “one of the fathers of the internet” title, Global Network Initiative human rights NGO founded by Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft
0:21:02  Retired Army Gen. Albert N. Stubblebine III warns of impending doom from Fukushima fuel rods, terrifying promo video for Natural Solutions Foundation generalbert.com, JCD: “Stubblebine reportedly attempted to walk through walls himself, without success”
0:27:31  Sanjay Gupta 60 Minutes segment: sugar and HFCS “equally toxic”; NBC pushes Bloomberg soda ban by equating sugar and tobacco, “God bless this guy”; Saturday New York Times attack ad: Bloomberg to MSNBC on “sugar drink” two-cup strategy, infinite soup bowl experiment, “full sugar” vs aspartame in schools; HFCS marketing meeting skit; Bloomberg “all we’re trying to do is to remind you that this is something that could, should be, is, not should be, is, detrimental to your health”; JCD’s Irishman and the genie joke
0:41:20  Producer Segment
0:48:32  Obama proclaims LGBT Pride Month
0:49:05  JCD’s observations of and bit part in Bravo reality show Start-Ups: Silicon Valley, ACC: “for some reason, Sarah Austin’s grandfather showed up, walking around aimlessly”
0:56:05  The Euro: Paul Krugman predicts no recovery for Greece unless it exits the Eurozone, “impossible” demands placed on Spain, $3T in foreign funds in Spanish banks; 1996 article by Pim Fortuyn predicting financial crisis; Jeremy Paxman: “by that analysis the euro’s had it”
1:05:30  Veterans throwing medals on the ground in protest at Chicago NATO summit; West Wing on Presidential Medal of Freedom to Bob Dylan, Madeline Albright, and Shimon Peres
1:11:18  And Now Back to Real News: Church of Scientology blackmailing John Travolta
1:14:09  No outrage over Obama’s expansion of Bush-era “Olympic Games” cyber-warfare program, David Gregory and Chuck Todd bemused by Mitt Romney’s “F” grade for Obama; JCD on the probability of Flame malware being reverse-engineered, “psychopathic megalomaniac” memes in liberal circles; John McAfee suing government of Belize over arrest in gang suppression raid; techno-expert Obama: “maybe somebody’ll be replacing some thingamajig for their furnace”
1:28:05  Iraq veterans using slightly flawed “global war on an adjective” meme
1:31:17  Shadow Puppet Theater: WebMD hires former Pfizer executive Cavan Redmond; producer note on “step up” Gardasil pitch for boys; Chantix for schizophrenics trying to quit smoking
1:39:13  Fareed Zakaria’s Harvard commencement speech lauds Mexico’s H1N1 response
1:41:38  Donation Segment
1:58:23  ACC unimpressed with drone operator allowing crash in Afghanistan due to loss of engine coolant, dozens of engine failures in Canadian drones; We the People “do not kill list” petition
2:02:50  Overacting Erin Burnett describes “horrific” face-eating zombie scene; panting CDC spokeshole connects zombie taskforce to Fukushima, ACC: “the guy is a zombie!”; Star Trek fan describes annual party: “this year we had a girl come and everything!” (CotD)
2:08:35  Syria accounting for 10% of Russian arms sales, Russian naval facility in Tartus; Mubarak sentenced to life in prison, techno-expert Asmaa Mahfouz hanging out with Lucifer Clinton
2:14:54  “Your grandfather killed my grandfather” still an issue in Europe
2:17:07  ACC explains why internet advertising is a farce, douchebook.com already taken
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413  **Kill List** (2012-05-31)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’m gonna go bite face!”  (2:15:05)
0:00:33  Outrage over Mark Zuckerberg’s failure to tip in Italy, JCD consults Rick Steves
0:03:22  *New York Times* article “Secret Kill List Proves a Test of Obama’s Principles and Will”, Pentagon correspondent to Wolf Blitzer on separate CIA and military kill lists supported by classified legal opinions; Glenn Greenwald gripes to *Democracy Now* about “easy decision” to drone al-Awlaki; Ed Klein’s new book *The Amateur: Barack Obama in the White House*, Valerie Jarrett “de facto president”; campaign headquarters located in Chicago
0:21:29  Producer Segment: “In the Morning to you John C. Dvorak” opening
0:36:32  Divergent approaches to tipping hotel maids; Donald Trump squabbles with Wolf Blitzer over Obama’s birth certificate: “frankly, if you would report it accurately I think you’d probably get better ratings than you’re getting”; Soledad O’Brien makes a fool of herself with John Sununu, “aren’t you embarrassed to be speaking directly from the Obama speaking points that they distributed yesterday?”; distraction from Frank Marshall Davis DNA cover-up, *Sex Rebel, Black: Memoirs of a Gash Gourmet*, Obama’s mother’s connection to Timothy Geithner
0:55:33  Tony Blair’s Leveson Inquiry testimony interrupted by protestors accusing him of being a war criminal and a shill for JP Morgan Chase, Blair makes sure to deny the accusation
1:01:09  Victoria Nuland announces expulsion of Syrian Charge d’Affaires over “absolutely indispen... indefensible” Houla massacre; BBC caught using 2003 photo of Iraqi bodies and UN logo from *Halo*; Australian and British diplomats reading from the “appalled” script; *The Guardian* runs story from nameless Syrian boy; Nayirah revisited; rebels shooting aimlessly on BBC
1:10:32  State Department spokeshole Mark Toner dodges question about UN peacekeepers, Matt Lee trips up Toner with “tipping point for what, more inaction?”; P.J. Crowley to Rachel Maddow: “if Russia shifts, a lot of things that have not been possible ... become possible”
1:23:22  Dvorak family Geiger counters for checking Japanese tuna; Brian Williams feeds conspiracies about radioactive bluefin tuna “dating back” to Fukushima accident, ACC: “did he have Tokyo license plates or something?”, sloppily-edited discussion of cesium isotopes by marine biologist Dr. Nicholas Fisher; anti-nuclear Allison Macfarlane nominated to head NRC
1:33:58  Donation Segment
1:54:13  Michael Bloomberg proposes nanny state ban on large sugary drinks; FDA blocks HFCS “corn sugar” rebranding request, JCD on the impossibility of HFCS crystalization
2:02:43  Local news implicating crack cocaine and LSD in face-chewing “zombie” case in Miami Florida, “he had to repeatedly shoot him about four times” Erin Burnett propagates bath salts “synthetic LSD” lie, psychiatrist “not able to be tested” lie; MDPV methylenedioxypyrovalerone developed in 1969 with Adderall-like effects; Brad Pitt *World War Z* trailer, ACC’s Red Book prediction comes true; Burnett wrings her hands over possible “trend”, “they’re amphetamine” lie; CBC lies “it’s a drug few know much aboot”, YouTube clip of maniacally laughing kid, “it’s been creeping into Canada!”, “think cocaine times ten!”
2:20:50  Glenn Greenwald to *Democracy Now* on Lucifer Clinton’s visit to Sweden to try to get her hands on Julian Assange; Amy Goodman mentions in passing high US child poverty rate
2:26:12  Charles Taylor facing ICC snappy dressers; *Democracy Now* casually mentions his CIA work
2:31:25  EU banking update, Christine Lagarde’s tax avoidance; chauffeured official vehicles in Spain
2:35:56  Flame malware claimed to “pull information from nearby cell phones”, ACC suspects Flash
2:40:52  Republican PACs prepared to spend $1bn on elections; more Ed Klein for end of show
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412 Red Square Patch (2012-05-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “(Laughter) Hey! Guy, dude’s hung like a horse!” (1:59:27)
0:00:35 Eurovision Song Contest winner “the worst possible song you can imagine” Euphoria by Swedish artist Loreen; *Time* writer William Lee Adams to NPR: “it’s about the best act”
0:09:20 DHS Analyst’s Desktop Binder with blogs and podcasts as “third tier” information sources, list of keywords meriting a red flag including “El Paso” and “homegrown”, free pass for celebrities
0:16:53 “Unverified” BBC video of Syrian activist yelling into phone during Homs “massacre”; Ban Ki-moon changes narrative to al-Qaeda after real Syrian opposition melts away; al-Nusra music video vs “the daily suicide attacks and beheadings, so familiar from Iraq, have not yet come to Syria”, ACC impressed with interstitial explosions; Irish NGO launches YouTube human rights channel Storyful, slick video production from Peter Gabriel’s witness.org headed by Yvette Alberdingk Thijm of MTV and failed internet TV platform Joost; screaming JCD skit
0:35:52 Robert Zubrin discusses his book Merchants of Despair, USAID forced sterilization in Africa and Indonesia due to Cold War foreign policy, nuclear power and bioengineering, Johnson-era EPA vs DDT, 1972 Club of Rome report The Limits to Growth predicting no more oil by 2003, author Jørgen Randers’ new book 2052: A Global Forecast for the Next Forty Years predicting “we’re all gonna die!”; JCD on Pearson’s computer book consolidation
0:54:33 Reuters reports on German solar production based on futures trading; Randers promotes “propaganda from the publisher” predicting 2020 EU breakup and self-programming robots “which is really the interesting end to all of this”, ACC: “I hate to play the Unabomber card”
1:01:53 Producer Segment: no Executive Producers
1:03:27 NIH finds over a third of malaria drugs are tainted or ineffective
1:06:52 “The most respected female politician in Washington” Lucifer Clinton introduces latest Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: “we are watching and we are holding you accountable”, special needling for Syria; China points out dismal human rights record in US; UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights “fair and public hearing” vs John Brennan’s dronings
1:24:37 Donation Segment: *The Carrie Diaries* promo; PBS Rick Steves fundraising botch
1:48:03 ACC’s acupuncture session with Ms. Micky’s “voodoo doctor”, mercury implicated as Tourette syndrome culprit; JCD on digital music theories from Mark Levinson and Dick Burwen
1:58:22 The Spear portrait of Jacob Zuma and his genitalia defaced on camera; 33-year jail sentence for Pakistani doctor who helped CIA with “captured and executed” Osama bin Laden (CotD)
2:06:17 Obama makes repeated reference to “my sons”; robotic Elizabeth Warren dodges question about her Cherokee heritage by repeating the phrase “getting hammered”
2:13:29 Australian businesses instituting “bully check” for prospective employees; British inquest for “spy in a bag” Gareth Williams hears testimony from “confined space specialist” Peter Faulding; United 93 pilot Jason Dahl’s widow Sandy dead at 52, to Wolf Blitzer in 2004: “I have signed papers with the FBI saying that I wouldn’t [reveal contents of cockpit recordings]”
2:19:49 Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake tries to channel Oprah at commencement speech
2:21:08 Ukrainian National Olympic official caught by BBC scalping tickets; 1/3 of tickets unsold
2:24:32 Sukhoi Superjet 100 crash in Indonesia linked by Russian GRU to industrial espionage
2:25:43 Douchebag Jan Kees de Jager gloats about austerity to Euronews; protesting students in Quebec wearing “red square patch”; de Jager enthuses about “high-quality package” of reforms
2:32:13 Muslim Brotherhood candidate Mohamed Morsi winning in Egypt; Sharia4Holland in play
2:35:38 Naked face-chewing “zombie” shot by police in Miami
JCD: (Stoner voice) “You guys are awesome! ...” (1:48:00)
JCD amused by ACC’s WIN T-PLUS pills for testosterone support
Obama cheesburger code and US Airways 787 panic over passenger’s “boob bomb” note
Lucifer Clinton’s Special Operations Command Gala Dinner keynote on Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations, Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications running counter-propaganda against “advertising campaign on key tribal web sites” by al-Qaeda in Yemen, Excalibur replica presented by Adm. William McRaven: “my guess is it will come out easily in your hand”; JCD Red Book: TSA washing machine wringer
Democracy Now reluctantly gripes about John Brennan’s drone strike kill list; AP report based on orchestrated leak; drone pilot producer note: “we are human”; Montgomery County Texas looking into arming drone with rubber bullets in the spirit of FPSRussia
1973 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea Article 2 Section 3: “the sovereignty over the territorial sea is exercised subject to this Convention and to other rules of international law”, International Seabed Authority based in Jamaica; Lucifer Clinton scoffs at her “my personal favorite” straw man argument that ISA taxes will fund terrorism, “permanent veto power” lie, “the Enterprise” subsidiary, condescending “the black helicopters are on their way”; insidious “global commons” extending into space and convenient for building pipelines
Producer Segment: ACC on TWiT 354; No Agenda poems e-book; Lizzie “shut up, slave!”
Bill Gates TED talk: “if we do a really good job on new vaccines ... we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent”; BBC on relaxation of Chinese one-child policy; “peak babies” in Europe; history of “smallpox vaccines” in Africa given only to women, Gates’ two limousines
And Now Back to Real News: Good Morning America “check this out!” Hollywood giggle-fest; cable companies “joining forces” to bring in “free” Wi-Fi; DoD credit in Moneyball
Lockerbie “bomber” Abdelbaset al-Megrahi dead at 60, CNN belatedly questioning the official story, ACC Red Book: new link to Iran or Lebanon; MSNBC links Iranian military commander calling for annihilation of Israel to Hitler, “this is the biggest news item of the day”
“Ghosts!” on JCD’s Zoom H2 recorder; fundamentalist pastor Charles L. Worley’s plan to deal with “all lesbians and queers” by penning them in an electrified fence
Donation Segment: ACC’s bachelor party on Friday July 13; Shriners Hospital auditions
Mysterious Universe podcast “naked and green” hitchhiker story
Visiting Mario Monti mocked by Emilia earthquake survivors; video of Angela Merkel struggling to locate Berlin on a map; Haiku Herman celebrates the “tree pillars of gross” in effort to keep Greece in “euro area”; UKIP MEP Godfrey Bloom on proposed financial transaction tax, to MEP Vicky Ford: “you fiddle about in your silly little committees having betrayed my country, you scoundrel!”; Nigel Farage predicts “a few difficult weeks” if Greece leaves
Obama tortures Pakistani president by leaving him with Hillary, ten droned in Waziristan, Baku to host Eurovision Song Contest; digital artifacts in bin Laden situation room photos
ABC teaser for extravagantly gay American Family, Betty White’s Off Their Rockers, ACC proposes humiliating social media version of This Was Your Life and Queen For a Day
Democracy Now on Chicago police attacking NATO protest live streamers; ACC’s “call it” CNN game, Dvorak family Cinemax “tits or no tits”; Dr. Rima Laibow on neo-aristocracy’s “culling of the useless eaters” WHO sterilization for end of show (CotD)
410  The Cheeseburger Code (2012-05-20)

0:00:00  JCD: “It makes your skin crawl.” (1:05:45)
0:00:31  JCD’s clippity-clop coconuts; Obama trading “cheeseburgers in Chicago” and “cheeseburgers go very well with french fries” coded references with François Hollande, ACC: “I think Syria is coming down, John” because Anderson Pooper is in Turkey near the border
0:07:25  Nixon’s douchebag special counsel Chuck Colson memorialized in Congress
0:15:14  ABC News meme ding-fest for Chicago “domestic terrorism” plot with weaponry consisting of “a mortar gun, swords, a hunting bow, throwing stars, knives with brass knuckles, and several beer bottles filled with gasoline”, actress defense attorney, “black bloc” from late 1970s
0:20:41  NDAA Section 1021 ruled unconstitutional; Rep. Louie “crap and trade” Gohmert argues for power of Congress to “constitute tribunals”; amendment for $1.47T in additional budget authority; §1029 “Rights Unaffected” amendment with “application” for habeas corpus, anti-Russia and 25% renewable energy provisions, $200M for military musical units, JCD: “all slide whistle”, Boko Haram designated a terrorist organization, WikiLeaks crackdown, Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012 for domestic use of State Department propaganda
0:48:34  Producer Segment
0:57:01  MSNBC’s Touré politicizes “homophobic” opposition to Donna Summer’s “gay exuberance and joy” disco career, ACC: “it didn’t evolve into hip-hop, you idiot, we had punk!”, “a large group of fans who wanted to proclaim the resurgence of white male power”; Don Lemon struggles to hide his indifference to transgender Miss Universe contestant Jenna Talackova
1:07:01  M. Sanjayan to CBS Evening News: Americans are “living in a planet with a fever”, ACC: “my planet needs more cowbell!”, “State Farm won’t sell insurance in Florida”, JCD: “because of hurricanes!”, Sanjayan chief scientist at $5bn nonprofit Nature Conservancy
1:20:30  BBC reverently celebrates arrival of the Olympic flame following its flight in “safety cradle”, JCD story: observing Dallas event in which “some idiot runs by in jogging pants” with Olympic torch, torches already up on eBay; Rockefeller Foundation pamphlet Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development predicts 2012 influenza pandemic and “doom decade” with Olympic bombing; New York Times normalizing insider trading
1:33:12  Donation Segment
1:44:48  Obama welcomes G8 Summit to Camp David: “I’m glad that we could arrange for good weather”, more discussion of Syria, open-ended ESM kicking in on July 11; Haiku Herman in pink sweater: Greeks spending tax money from the other 16 countries, “we will do whatever to guarantee the financial stability of the Eurozone”; anti-immigrant Golden Dawn Party gaining seats in Greek Parliament, “they beat ‘em up and the next day nobody was here, I dunno why!”
1:56:14  Democracy Now on Honduras as epicenter of drug trafficking; former President Manuel Zelaya abducted in his pajamas; recent Afghan opium price spike; Obama renews litany of Bush-era state of emergency orders for Iraq; Bahrain resistance crushed to enable US attack on Iran
2:07:29  Constitutional supremacy as applied to treaties, Law of the Sea Treaty set to come before Senate, former Ambassador John Bolton warning against handover of sovereignty to UN body headquartered in Jamaica, douchebag Leon Panetta to Atlantic Council: oil and gas industries “need this treaty to do business!”, DoD “so damn big ... they don’t even know we’re here”
2:21:23  ACC preparing for $17 Facebook and internet decentralization; BBC on $1T Greek exit, Queen Sophia ditches Diamond Jubilee, whites a US minority, “breakthrough” pork deal with China
409  Head Lag  (2012-05-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “I always keep a bottle of helium in the house.” (0:53:53)

0:00:31  Donna Summer dead at 63, distraction from hanging suicide of Mary Kennedy; ACC’s former employee’s mansion in smoggy Malibu, high-end porn site x-art.com, JCD: “I’m sure one of them’s a Russian mob boss’ girlfriend”, BitTorrent IP address subpoenas and subsequent mob shakedown; no answer from Joe Rogan; No Agenda mentioned in BBC Flipboard story; rogue SEO puts Nigerian politician Adams Oshiomhole in the middle of No Agenda results

0:14:22  Facebook cofounder Eduardo Saverin’s plan to renounce US citizenship because of FACTA Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, possible IPO price manipulation


0:28:31  Producer Segment: “sharp downturn” in NPR ad revenue; two-year-old’s “shut up, slave!”

0:36:34  NDAA 2013 East Coast missile defense site with “advanced kill vehicle”, directed energy weapons, “clandestine operations” in cyberspace, legal justifications for indefinite detention

0:49:06  Executive Order 13611 Blocking Property of Persons Threatening the Peace, Security, or Stability of Yemen and continuing attacks on natural gas pipelines in Yemen; balloon suppliers in dire straits due to helium shortage, JCD’s household helium and argon supplies

0:57:02  Clippity-clop: contingent from earthquake-wracked Tajikistan in US to discuss “a full range of issues”, ACC: “you’re such a lying sack of crap, Clinton!”; Yemen curiously absent from Wes Clark Seven; CNN’s dismal sweeps week viewership; Erin Burnett shows “a drawing of what’s believed to be a nuclear explosion containment chamber” in Iran, JCD: “it’s a compost bin!”

1:09:00  Producer notes on equal treatment under the law for gay marriage: JCD on Newsweek “First Gay President” hit job masterminded by Clinton; Erin Burnett amused by Obama’s “feminine mystique”, Title 9 women’s sports provision (JCDPPotD); ACC’s “Jewish lesbian power couple” convinced Clinton is promoting Sharia Law; ACC reading Unabomber Manifesto Industrial Society and its Future; ACC’s “opt-out, opt-out!” alert at LAX “humiliation tunnel”

1:30:11  Censored TED talk by Nick Hanauer; ACC’s “Epson salt” remedy undetected by TSA

1:35:09  Ed Schultz reflects “as I got one on this morning … I thought about the flight attendants”; Chris Matthews: “let’s be fair… I don’t wanna say, let’s be fair”

1:37:09  Donation Segment: FCC gives the go-ahead for NPR to fund-raise for third parties

1:59:29  JCD on the uselessness of the moment magnitude scale for earthquakes

2:00:19  BBC and The Lancet pushing preventive use of statins: “we’ve got to consider treatments for healthy people”; FDA and Genentech funding drug trial with those “genetically guaranteed” to develop Alzheimer’s; Starbucks-sponsored Morning Joe exaggerating link between coffee and longevity; adverse reactions to HPV vaccine in 26 of 720 Melbourne girls attributed to mass hysteria; “lovesick” British girl dies of tuberculosis; Stockton TB patient arrested for not taking medication; DSM-5 conduct disorder quiz; ABC News on autism “head lag” test for six-month-olds “because early intervention is key”, ACC: “gotta get the kids doped up quick!”

2:19:10  And Now Back to Real News: spoiler-free Smash finale preview for ACC

2:20:56  JCD calls bullcrap on recent “food desert” meme on Real Time with Bill Maher

2:25:02  The Euro: Barroso reminds Greece that it is part of “our family”, €1bn withdrawn in 24 hours, 78-year-old Dutch man beaten, Italian tax offices guarded by soldiers, €12bn Dutch austerity package; British media calls on Germany to pony up; 2012 Ageing Report: older Europeans “need to work longer and expect less”; Geert Wilders suing over ESM ratification

2:35:35  California income tax headed to 13.3%; Chris Matthews Jeopardy! humiliation for end of show
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408 Odious Debt (2012-05-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “This is just asking for trouble!” (1:04:08)
0:00:31 Burbank manhunt for missing FBI agent Stephen Ivans claimed to be potentially suicidal; new “DHS insider” accusing Obama administration of fomenting massive unrest to cement re-election; Chronicle of Higher Education blogger Naomi Schaefer Riley fired over criticism of black studies programs; Mitt Romney’s commencement speech at Liberty University
0:10:42 Singularity University still using AOL e-mail address, “dear carbon mass” pitch letter for “world-class speculative instruction”, JCD: Ray Kurzweil “unstable” with no sense of humor
0:14:41 Tim Carney goes off script on MSNBC’s Tamron Hall: “you hype up a story and then you justify the second-day coverage … by saying, oh, well, people are talking about it”, Hall fumes “you’re not gonna come on and insult the network … I’m done!” and cuts Carney off (CotD)
0:22:07 Black former Romney Cranbrook classmate incoherently reminisces about racist “cigar fishing”
0:25:07 Producer Segment: crowdfunded documentary Debtocracy
0:36:58 Non-fake holiday Mother’s Day dating from 1914 and commercialized in the 1920s
0:38:33 CNN shamelessly promoting Time cover with Isis-Horus breastfeeding photo with kid in camouflage pants, JCD Red Book: “a good one” coming in 2020; Rubicon crossword puzzle code in Venezuela assassination plot; Robert De Niro’s Way the Dog character predicts war on terror
0:49:16 ACC’s overuse of “turns out”; producer irked by sloppy use of “homophobia”, JCD identifies “heterophobia”; ACC on the privileges of marriage and civil unions; Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin vs registration and licensing, ACC’s foray into title insurance, Samuel Moyn’s The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History, JCD on “cockamamie schemes” used to avoid paying income tax; Ms. Micky’s $420 visa application fee and direct bank withdrawal
1:06:55 Obama’s “handy to-do list, just like the kind I get from Michelle”; “fired up and ready to go!”
1:11:59 Lucifer Clinton introduces Crown Prince of Bahrain on the eve of resumption of weapons sales
1:15:57 Kentucky Derby murder investigation complicated by the fact that many potential witnesses are “undocumented citizens”, JCD: “these races are rigged”, 2006 incident with Barbaro losing to unknown horse from Dubai at Preakness Stakes and breaking his leg
1:20:45 Bogus techno-expert nonprofit NTEN Nonprofit Technology Enterprise Network, sudden jump in revenues in 2010, shared physical address with idealist.org
1:30:07 Debtocracy documentary compares Greece and Argentina, “odious debt” legal theory invoked in 2008 by Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa and by Bush administration before annexing Iraq; 100,000 unemployed Indignatos protesting in Madrid
1:41:00 SEAL Team 6 and 9/11 commemorative coin “secret stealth helicopter” ad revisited
1:44:00 Donation Segment: “Red Rupert” Murdoch; “MTV legend” Carson Daly
1:58:08 UN report blames Haiti for lack of progress; Red Cross planning $10.5M luxury hotel and conference center; $20bn in gold deposits under development for five years
2:04:25 Ron Paul’s off-the-record breakfast with Ben Bernanke; Jamie Dimon re-tapes Meet the Press interview in light of JPMorgan Chase’s $2bn loss; George Soros for end of show
2:13:49 “Abhorrent” BBC nanny state ad; phone tap testimony with “blow job artist” Rebekah Brooks
2:19:16 Martin Dempsey accidentally links Syrian opposition to al-Qaeda during press briefing
2:25:28 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: crippling college debt; Olympics dirty bomb video
2:28:22 Ask Adam: new Olympic sculpture “looks like a helter skelter”, Bishopsgate tower R2-D2
2:32:34 Researchers using Kinect to detect autism; antibiotic-resistant TB running rampant; 4x increase in UK Ritalin prescriptions; Mark Zuckerberg’s pot-smoking alter ego Jacob Greenberg
407 Exploding Dog (2012-05-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is wrong with the BBC that they can’t vet some guy like this??” (0:59:08)
0:00:34 Obama trots out his evangelical voice for “it’s still about hope” in Virginia; Joe Biden’s unexpected gay marriage comments vs BBC on Saudi “double agent” underwear bomber, need for X-ray screening to “penetrate” passengers in search of metal-free bombs; ABC frets over “dual detonation system!”; Brian Ross to drunk Diane Sawyer: “no real threat”; statement from FBI Director Robert Mueller: AQAP “top counterterrorism threat to the nation”, “currently exploiting an IED ... seized overseas”; drunk Diane laments “the one device that can actually detect a nonmetallic plastic explosive” gathering dust in TSA warehouse because “they ordered extras to get a discount”, bitching from old lady Michael Chertoff
0:16:33 Even drunker Diane Sawyer: Ibrahim al-Asiri designing surgically implanted bombs for pets, RAND spokeshole: “he’s got an operational savvy to him”, JCD predicts pre-election droning; Darrell Issa credits CIA with foiling nonexistent “failed bombing attempt”;

0:27:24 Producer Segment: JCD’s “four-bean bogative chili” recipe; slide whistle donation vote
0:37:49 Explanation for non-US citizens of Constitution and Obama’s same-sex marriage reversal; cherry-picked quote aired out of context on Good Morning America, “different states are coming to different conclusions”, Obama agrees with interviewer’s assertion that all black people are homophobes, blatant lie that he had “already made a decision” before Biden’s slip, Washington Post: one in six campaign bundlers are gay; Asheville “Sheville” North Carolina

0:53:28 American Syrian Public Affairs Committee president propagates “brutal regime” and “raping women” memes to BBC, Washington headquarters a Davinci Virtual mail drop, amspac.org connected to anti-Russia William Kristol’s e21 think tank; conveniently-timed Executive Order 13608 Prohibiting Certain Transactions With and Suspending Entry Into the United States of Foreign Sanctions Evaders With Respect to Iran and Syria; H.R.4133 United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act to promote Iron Dome missile defense system


1:21:02 Airbus competitor Sukhoi Superjet crashes during demonstration flight in Indonesia; F-22 Raptor pilot blackouts an obvious reason to favor drones; Air Force spying on US citizens


1:33:03 Donation Segment: Matt Taibbi on “foregone conclusion” taboo in media to keep selling ads

1:55:28 New IPCC report reverses “climate is not weather” custom, invokes refugee and human rights law, “responsibility to protect” doctrine; The New Yorker promoting geoengineering

2:08:47 Greek leaders calling for debt audit, “Brussels or Berlin” being used together; EU Commission president: shut up and pay; Nigel Farage: “I owe no allegiance to that flag!”; draft European Strategy for a Better Internet for Children calling for EID adoption and an end to anonymity

2:27:14 Haiku Herman: “we have to create more Europe”, JCD: “resistance is futile”, “hi Herman!” from American, constantly-changing bogus investment math

2:34:52 Call Clooney: trailer for new film Argo; Swiss ambassador at “hiker” wedding

2:37:50 Kim Jong-un amusement park inspection; ACC’s HPV script; libertarian rant for end of show
406  Zombie Walk (2012-05-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “Turn out that being a podcaster means you are clinically insane.” (2:24:53)
0:00:34  ACC’s mold allergy low energy and dizziness, Kardashian stalking nightmare; election riots in Egypt and Armenia, The Daily Express on shadowy EU plot to eject Great Britain
0:07:01  HMS Ocean blundering around on the Thames to protect London Olympics, ACC: “that thing must be a bitch to parallel park”; Exercise Olympic Guardian preparing for 9/11-style attacks as well as “lower, slower type of target”, JCD: “the homeless”, apartment building surface-to-air missiles; helicopter cabin skit, “al-Qaeda jet fighter” at Gatwick
0:15:59  The War on Chicken: Warren Buffet buys Meyn Holding; RSS runtling-stunting syndrome
0:20:57  Bin Laden raid situation room catering by Costco, Obama to Brian Williams: Navy SEALs indistinguishable from “accountants, or doctors, or worked at Home Depot”, cell phone cigar humidor, staff member’s rehearsed “because of the President’s decision”; Obama’s favorite show Homeland; weekly address: “it’s time to focus on nation-building here at home”
0:33:32  Less Antman at Libertarian National Convention: Republican nominee “must want to kill lots of foreigners”, Obama “holds the record for most children killed by a Nobel Peace Prize winner”; JCD watching Gary Johnson’s nose-fiddling, nomination speech for end of show
0:37:26  Bizarre Guantánamo Bay military tribunals for 9/11 “masterminds” held behind closed doors
0:40:21  Producer Segment: JCD recommends The Osterman Weekend film
0:43:28  ABC’s al-Qaeda “body bomb” report revisited; “Biden is totally unprepared for that post” plot to assassinate Obama, Anwar al-Awlaki’s résumé, Richard Clarke compares bin Laden to Hitler, Inspire magazine’s “troubling” forest fire scheme, Australia named a prime target
0:54:50  White Plains police who tasered and killed Kenneth Chamberlain after activation of his LifeAid necklace exonerated by grand jury; student Daniel Chong forgotten in holding cell by DEA
1:01:30  Berkeley “hikers” arrested in Iran getting married, CIA’s attempt to recruit Gina Smith; FBI pushing “wiretap friendly” technology; British report on child pornography sponsored by Christian organizations; JCD predicts firing of Bill Maher for attacking Mormon church
1:13:39  Warren Buffett minion Charlie Munger’s refusal to submit to prostate screenings, “I think gold is a great thing to see into your garments if you’re a Jewish family in Vienna in 1939”
1:18:04  Lucifer Clinton’s stern warning for bullies, JCD fondly recalls “sticks and stones”; Common Sense Media “digital harassment”, Chelsea Clinton on board, “The Truth About Sexting”
1:33:48  Biodiversité: dead pelicans and dolphins off coast of Peru; American Bird Conservancy’s wind power Google map; IPCC report Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation: “virtually certain” we might have some warm weather
1:41:37  Donation Segment: ACC’s castle in Belgium; ACC’s Manifesto ad; Hollande beats Sarkozy
2:02:52  The Weekly Hooker Report: new rape allegation by prostitute against Dominique Strauss-Kahn, Colombian prostitute stiffed by Secret Service “bunch of fools” to the tune of $800
2:05:24  Annual Zombie Walk in Prague; Montreal students parading naked against tuition hikes;
2:08:57  Blind Chinese dissident Chen Guangcheng “escapes” just in time to serve as distraction from actual reason for visit by Lucifer Clinton and Timmy Geithner; Geithner’s office number 3330
2:14:36  Russia and Japan in talks over Sakhalin Island gas pipeline; drone strike on North Waziristan “militants”; “Halliburton loophole” oil & gas exemption in 2005 Safe Drinking Water Act
2:22:41  BBC shilling for antipsychotics vs placebo; 70% of DSM-5 taskforce with conflicts of interest
2:26:33  Best Buy joker uses customer’s phone to out him as gay; “wantologists” the new life coaches, seduction of Ms. Micky’s wealthy friend, Dutch “gerbil coaches”, meerkat.eu scam
405 Piles of Pelicans (2012-05-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Who is this idiot!” (2:19:21)
0:00:32 ACC’s syntheslider.com domain squatter; Americans watching slightly less TV, CNN “mom news”; producer note on “volunteers” forced to attend Obama’s Fort Stewart appearance
0:06:51 “Treasure trove” of information from bin Laden /ˈæ.bə.tə.bad/ compound; Hillary Clinton’s assurances in the “sit room” that raid had been conducted “hundreds of times”; White House Insider: Valerie Jarrett tried to prevent Obama from giving go-ahead; Adm. Mike Mullen on raid rehearsals in Nevada; ABC on stepped-up security for al-Qaeda “body bombs”: “the plot is not so far-fetched!”; bomb-maker Ibrahim al-Asiri’s’ brother Abdullah’s attempt on Saudi Crown Prince, “no credible information of an imminent attack” vs John Brennan’s “greatest threat to the US”, JCD: “first off you check ‘em for hemorrhoids”, Brian Ross to drunk Diane Sawyer: “they’ve turned up some of the radiation that goes into the body, as well as looking for people who might have had recent operations, might be walking funny” (CotD)
0:22:59 Brennan unperturbed by removal of protestor Medea Benjamin at Wilson Center, “individuals that were… put forward for consideration” to be blown to bits by a drone “remotely-piloted aircraft”; the fine old tradition of streaking at sports events and TSA checkpoints
0:33:33 Producer Segment
0:41:31 ACC laments bullied dolphin stranded near Los Angeles, ACC: “he’s gay, that’s why!”, “would Flipper ever bully another dolphin?” (CotD); Ryan Seacrest joining the Today Show
0:46:18 Martin Dempsey reminisces about training Iraqi army and police, ACC story: Dad’s Army scenes with bumbling Iraqis in 2003; Dempsey on ten-year battle against corruption; White House National Drug Control Policy 2012 ignored due to Secret Service scandal, “this is a 21st century approach ... it’s progressive, it’s innovative, it’s evidence-based”, lofty goal of 15% decrease in drug use, SBIRT “Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment” insurance bonanza, Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 or Smoke More Crack Act of 2010, ICE expanding “southbound interdiction of currency and weapons”, pseudoephedrine “smurfing”
1:14:05 HBO Girls “I have HPV!”, anti-Semitic “I think it was Elijah”; ACC’s “Dr. Deep Throat”: Hologic tests designed to give false positives; producer note on doctor’s “men aren’t faithful”
1:24:56 Leveson inquiry finds Rupert Murdoch unfit to run international media company, Louise Mensch irked at outcome, obscure contempt of Parliament charge from the 1930s
1:34:21 Donation Segment: European elections for Cinco de Mayo
1:31:51 The War on Chicken: 500,000 chickens killed in poultry farm fire in Ionia County Michigan; NPR Sponsorship jingle, foul smell from million-chicken “agrifactory” near Waco Texas
2:15:03 Radio 4 Today discussion of UK ISPs blocking The Pirate Bay predictably turns to pornography, MP Claire Perry: “why should the internet be different?”
2:19:33 Rapper Killer Mike to MTV RapFix Live: “we live in a state where we are hunted”
2:29:51 Calls for Ban Ki-moon to intervene in Fukushima vs ANS Committee Report, nuclear “expert” Robert Alvarez a pot-growing college dropout married to anti-nuke activist lawyer; windmills causing global warming and killing birds, JCD: “I was expecting to see piles of pelicans!”
2:39:50 Morgan Stanley tracking political polarization; ACC’s Galaxy Note, JCD’s Greek joke
ACC: “Curry just gave me a good stock tip … I’m gonna make a killing!” (2:04:21)

William Pace dead at 103 with bullet still in head; disc jockey Pete Fornatale dead at 66

ACC’s new invention “syntheslider” MIDI slide whistle, “we are gonna be billionaires, John!”

Sheila Jackson Lee’s Houston BusSafe TSA program revisited; man on the street “I’m not gonna let you in my bag unless you have a warrant!” pushback, METRO lies about “mistake” in claiming bags would be randomly searched, ACC: “a win for the slaves of Texas!”

Producer Segment: official pronunciation of Abbottabad /ˈæ.bə.tə.bad/; ACC’s drunk DSC

Woody Allen’s Midnight in Paris accused by director Robert Guédiguian of “ignoring poor Parisians”; BBC lies about Netherlands trying to cut down on “drug tourists” causing traffic jams by requiring coffee shop memberships; ACC on rollback of Schengen Agreement in Spain ahead of ECB meeting, conspiracy-oriented circles theorizing about German takeover

Dutch austerity package with VAT increase to 21% and higher healthcare fees except for psychiatric services; Spanish unemployment near 18-year-high of 25% and rising; €250M in emergency funding for Greek electric utilities after bundling power bills with property taxes

Las Cruces threatening to shut off utilities over unpaid citations; ignition interlock scams

White House Correspondents’ Dinner comedy for end of show, visibly nervous Jimmy Kimmel challenges Obama with “what’s with the marijuana crackdown?”, Obama’s lame Sarah Palin “a pit bull is delicious” joke, Huffington Post Pulitzer jab “and you don’t pay them, it’s a great business model!”, Kim Kardashian’s presence the final insult

CISPA passes House of Representatives with amendment to “limit” sharing of cybersecurity information, extension of child pornography to “psychological threats” aka bullying; H.R.2096 Cybersecurity Enhancement Act of 2012 with “cybersecurity university-industry task force” Brownshirts, cloud computing strategy; NSA sniffing around JCD’s clips sent via Gmail

Obama weekly address on Executive Order 13607 Establishing Principles of Excellence for Educational Institutions Serving Service Members, Veterans, Spouses, and Other Family Members in a bonanza for “nonprofit” universities in cahoots with federal government

Stammering Obama trots out his tired old “marry up” joke at Fort Stewart Georgia

University of Texas Ron Paul rally; FCC to require data on political ads

Ask Adam: young people rate importance of political issues with climate change dead last

Donation Segment

Producer horror stories about Gardasil pap smear scam, Merck promoting Hologic Cervista HPV test, GAVI Alliance “scan and shoot” campaign in Africa, 1995 MDDI article Product Promotion Strategy Links Drugs and Devices predicting spectacular conflicts of interest, ACC puts out call for whistleblowers, JCD recommends taking a look at HOLX stock

Former Ukrainian PM Yulia Tymoshenko on hunger strike ahead of tax evasion trial

Inquest into two-year-old death of British MI6 spy Gareth Williams “the intelligence officer found in a bag”, “did he get inside the bag himself, or was he put there?”; Tymoshenko jailed over 2009 gas deal with Russia; ACC Red Book: unrest triggered by racist tweets

Alameda Country SWAT team in Jordan for counterterrorism competition

Joe Biden: “I promise you, the President has a big stick”; Oklahoma man arrested with “meth lab in his pants”; Australian Minister Bill Shorten impresses Sky News with his loyalty to the PM: “I haven’t seen what she said, but let me say I support what it is that she said” (CotD)

Syria-bound weapons seized in Lebanon; China lends $8bn to Sudan, ACC: “where’s Clooney?”
403 Pharmacy in a Fruit (2012-04-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “I swallowed the slide whistle.” (1:35:07)
0:00:33 The War on Chicken: mad cow disease at Baker Commodities rendering plant, cattle futures rebound after South Korea relents on ban; PBS on pre-1929 payoffs to financial journalists
0:09:33 Producer Segment: Hot Pockets 2009 Tour fundraising barbecue
0:13:50 ABC copy-paste journalism with “disturbing new trend among teens” distilling hand sanitizer
0:20:04 CNN’s sketchy Arwa Damon on videos that “appear to be” from Duma Syria, “according to opposition activists” litany; French foreign minister calls for action to keep Sarkozy in power
0:26:32 “Full of shit” BBC fawns over Gordon Ramsay clone Marco Pierre White; BBC: “the Salton Sea was known as the French Riviera of California”, ACC: “it’s a trailer park” encountered on Hot Pockets 2008 Tour test run, JCD: “they are a fucked-up organization!” (JCDPPotD); photo of Christine Lagarde briefly featured on Wikipedia page for “annoying”
0:33:10 JCD’s Newsletter race riots essay, NBC Los Angeles tweeting as @RealTimeLARiots; Dr. Drew asks Rodney King about parallel with Trayvon Martin, O.J. Simpson prosecutor Marcia Clark: “growing up black in the United States is a different experience than growing up white”; ACC predicts August 11 anniversary of Watts riots coinciding with George Zimmerman acquittal
0:40:40 Obama to UNC Chapel Hill students on his low-end American dream of “putting a little away for retirement”, audio drop-out in “a lot more loans, there are fewer grant… can I get an amen”, amen for average debt of $25,000; H.R.4170 student loan bill guaranteed to fail
0:49:28 Obama at Holocaust Museum on Atrocities Prevention Board with “alert channels”; Executive Order 13606 Blocking the Property and Suspending Entry into the United States of Certain Persons with Respect to Grave Human Rights Abuses by the Governments of Iran and Syria via Information Technology; “national sovereignty is never a license to slaughter your people”
1:00:40 Leon Panetta’s new businessman spy network in competition with CIA; Tim Weiner’s Enemies: A History of the FBI debunkns story of J. Edgar Hoover being gay
1:15:18 Dianne Feinstein begs Lucy Napolitano to stop arresting her 600,000 illegal farm workers; Victoria Nuland on three marines and an embassy employee tossing a hooker out of a car in Brazil: “as you know, we don’t talk about our personnel for privacy reasons”
1:26:58 Media largely ignoring Ron Paul wins in Iowa and Minnesota, Wall Street taking note of guest host spot on CNBC, ACC heading to University of Texas rally
1:32:58 Donation Segment: JCD recommends Samba99 cupuacu “pharmacy in a fruit” bars
1:54:01 Singularity University talk on Maasai warrior phone connectivity, Moore’s Law for solar power, saving the world with “in vitro meat, not to be confused with pink slime”
2:01:29 PhRMA report on 300 “vaccines” in development including ricin poisoning; Adam Levine shilling for ownyouradhd.com and Adderall maker Shire Plc; JCD takes ADHD quiz; NBC and Walgreens pushing pneumonia and shingles vaccines for adults to “at least reduce the severity of the disease”; polio and Guillain-Barré syndrome; ACC on HPV pap smear scam
2:20:11 Maury Povich white trash adultery chaos; Povich introduces ACC in 1992
2:24:12 Former FBI Director Louis Freeh to Senate hearing: “just beginning” MF Global investigation
2:29:03 Haiku Herman: European Investment Bank magically turns €10bn into €180bn; Dutch cabinet bites the dust; Amnesty International condemns headscarf bans; $70 cigarettes in New Zealand
2:37:20 “It’s gonna take a while” lie added to TSA opt-out script, unguarded first class line

929
402 Drunk or Not Drunk? (2012-04-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “China food safer than US food!” (2:02:11)
0:00:33 Time Warner working on cable cut near ACC; Ms. Micky “sucking head” at crawfish boil
0:12:08 Sarah Palin reacts to douchebag agent David Chaney “checking her out”
0:15:43 Media ignores “pledges” from IMF members which don’t add up to the $430bn claimed; Christine Lagarde lies “we don’t brag much about what we do” defying Myanmar sanctions
0:24:00 Obama weekly address: higher education “an economic imperative that every family must be able to afford” by taking out ruinous student loans, on July 1 “interest rates on some student loans will double” lie; H.R.4170 Student Loan Forgiveness Act of 2012 “well-educated citizenry”, immediate bank bailout using part of military budget
0:43:39 National Mortgage Settlement program paying out about $2,000 each to individuals and handing the rest over to the states to squander, remaining $21bn to be “dedicated” to various relief endeavors, monitoring by commercial revolving-door third party
0:50:09 Obama campaign credits Jon Corzine with raising $500,000, Call Clooney! jingle
0:57:46 Head-on train collision a nice distraction from Dutch government on its last legs
0:59:35 Drunk or Not Drunk: Jim Clymer announces Virgil Goode at Constitution Party convention; high or not high Victoria Nuland laughing like a hyena; Goode’s bizarre pronunciation of “now” nayah, promises end to “diversity visa” lottery, JCD: “little ping-pong balls with numbers on ’em”; ACC’s $2,600 check to DHS, JCD takes INS citizenship test
1:16:46 Hillary Clinton “uh” ding-fest with plans for Assad, slow-talking “uh” litany in Paris for Security Council “Chapter Seven sanctions resolution” to bomb Syria in the name of peace; Turkey invoking NATO Article 4; Victoria Nuland on $33M in “humanitarian aid” for sketchy NGOs in Syria: “we’re not giving this to Uncle Joe, who’s... playin’ around”; Nuland all-in on Bahrain Grand Prix going ahead in spite of black-hooded police on a murderous rampage against protestors; ACC looking into Lebanese Osseiran family and possible drug pipeline
1:55:43 Donation Segment: ACC up for 24 hours as result of Ritalin experiment
1:55:43 The War on Chicken: PETA front PCRM Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, stooge Alec Baldwin’s 2007 “you have humiliated me for the last time” message for eleven-year-old daughter, 6,500 cases of copy-paste journalism found by searching “dizzying 175 birds per minute” including Chinese propaganda (JCDPPotD); PCRM fearmongering press releases
2:06:48 CDC: vaccinated children at higher risk of pertussis so they should get more vaccine
2:09:29 ACC’s friend from Texarkana recommending A&E’s Duck Dynasty
2:12:44 EPA shutting down farm operated by former NFL Clint Didier, Fox Business idiot propagates “federal law trumps state law”; Forbes on Fox OnlineBootyCall “loser!” ad; isanyoneup.com vs bullyville.com with Dr. Drew Pinsky, California “burn page” ban, bullied celebrities list
2:28:24 Melinda Gates at TEDx: African women prefer covert injectable contraceptives; Prince Philip in 1984: population “reaching plague proportions”; UNICEF kids “will do anything” to fight climate change; “A Tennessee Fireman’s Solution to Climate Change” article by Steve Zwick
2:38:16 San Mateo-Hayward Bridge pileup; Italian museum burning paintings to protest austerity
2:42:05 H.R.1505 National Security and Federal Lands Protection Act handing over land to DHS
401 The War on Chicken (2012-04-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “They have done nothing but annoy the public.” (0:15:19)
0:00:31 JCD on the history of “Formula 401” cleaner
0:02:46 Hysteria over US soldiers posing with Taliban body parts, JCD: “hey, heads have already rolled!”; disgraced Secret Service looking into comments from Ted Nugent; Barbara “Lurch” Starr: “of course people in the US military engage prostitutes”, “bad apples” meme; Wolf Blitzer signals his approval of Lucifer Clinton “shaking her rump” in Colombia
0:08:44 Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee all-in on undercover TSA “BusSafe” program in Houston; local news man on the street delighted with “sniffing out trouble before it happens”, objector: “people always axe me for my food!”; producer note on being unable to opt out of “radio wave” scanner
0:17:43 Producer Segment: lame “full-fledged” gay joke explained; Crash Helmet Kathy
0:29:08 Anders Breivik claiming nødrett “necessity” translated as “self defense”, cameras forbidden and no transcript of 73-minute testimony published anywhere, “the last time there was real democracy in Europe, he said, was when Hitler came to power”, “panel of psychiatrists” analyzing everything, PBS concerned with “platform” for his views in spite of censorship; JCD on publication of Unabomber Manifesto leading to arrest of Ted Kaczynski
0:41:21 Breivik’s “compendium” 2083: A European Declaration of Independence on Europe’s history of “cultural Marxism”, Ottoman Empire vs Vienna in 1683, killing next generation of socialists
0:58:04 Obama invoking Hitler’s “social Darwinism” meme when discussing GOP budget; Hitler “we are socialists” applied to Democrats; Wall Street Insider on slipping meme into Chris Wallace interview; MSM claiming Romney & Obama are neck-and-neck to keep ad revenue flowing in
1:05:14 Charlie Rose plugging The Five-Year Engagement with Judd Apatow; Glee capitalizing on Robin Gibb’s coma; Nightline teaser promoting The Avengers; ACC recommends Albert Nobbs
1:12:54 Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos with Obama: “we are allies in building a New World Order”; Julia Louis-Dreyfus refuses to disclose to Jon Stewart which vice presidents she met
1:17:34 CCHR Citizens Commission on Human Rights’ Dr. Thomas Szasz: ADHD “simply not a disease” for end of show; CDC: 40 prescription drug deaths per day; Whitney Houston’s “generic Xanax”; safemedicines.org front for big pharma; zombie apocalypse Google map
1:27:09 Tupac Shakur hologram at Coachella a sign of things to come for artists’ rights
1:30:04 Donation Segment
1:45:29 PBS to run political ads; Sting’s wife Trudie Styler “actress, activist, vintner, and yogi”
1:48:18 Hunched-over Diane Sawyer on USDA abandoning its role in chicken processing inspections
1:52:01 Economic Hit Man jingle, Argentina nationalizes oil company TPF four hours after Sinopec offers to buy it from Repsol for $15bn; Obama’s Malvinas/Maldives gaffe; H.R.4221 Increasing American Jobs Through Greater Exports to Africa Act, Bill Clinton on Export-Import Bank home page; Chinese companies doing US bridge construction; ACC helmetless welding story
2:03:27 Barcelona residents living in their cars; Netherlands facing Fitch downgrade, Finance Minister Jan Kees de Jager requiring bankers to swear oath of ethics; Russians looking to buy Greek rail; Nigel Farage to José Manuel Barroso: “the euro is doomed!”
2:13:27 Erin Burnett transitions from Amnesty International giving Bahrain the thumbs-down to Pippa Middleton at “raunchy costume bash”; Neil Heywood’s mysterious death in China
2:20:42 Black helicopters in downtown Chicago as part of “training exercise”
2:24:10 MAP-21 requiring vehicle data recorders; Corrections Corporation of America buying prisons
2:31:41 Michael Bloomberg proposes ban on smoking in your home; The War on Chicken jingle
ACC: “Waeuwaauaueu!” (1:19:41)
0:00:00 ACC jumps the gun ever so slightly in announcing “our sixth year”
0:00:36 The McLaughlin Group’s discussion of Guatemalan drug legalization revisited in light of Secret Service “hookers and blow” scandal in Cartagena; Costa Rican & Guatemalan presidents all-in, annoyed Obama: “I personally don’t agree that that’s a solution to the problem”; Secret Service mission statement “to preserve the integrity of the economy”; Fox News “Hugo Castro”
0:16:53 ACC’s gay hookers theory and DHS recruiting images at dhspeople.curry.com; Gay USA on White House Champions of Change video contest, George W. Bush’s use of “fabulous”, bizarre BYU “full-fledged” joke; ACC on NATO equating gay rights and human rights
0:25:13 Newt Gingrich proposes extending Second Amendment worldwide at NRA meeting; Michael Bloomberg’s example of undercover police against “license to murder” stand your ground laws, pissed off when asked about New Black Panther Party bounty on George Zimmerman
0:32:25 Producer Segment: “we own page 6” due to producer’s SEO work
0:43:29 CVC and boyfriend Juan irked at Facebook’s acquisition of Instagram; The Fact of the Matter song; Obama “fact of the matter” when questioned about gallivanting around the country
0:48:42 God Bless America as recreation of Network, “bad acting with an interesting message”
0:49:57 “Great question” about Paul and Santorum running third party, ACC suspects Ross Perot move against Santorum, Reince Priebus treating Romney nomination as a foregone conclusion
0:56:33 Obamacare individual mandate vs Second Militia Act of 1792; ad for Ocrenia rheumatoid arthritis drug; “cases of lymphoma and lung cancer”; 1939 Campbell’s tomato soup “racy flavor” ad; sexual side effects from Merck male baldness drugs; autistic Grateful Dead “spinners”
1:07:17 Kamari Maxine Clarke: Kony 2012 funded with $1M from JPMorgan Chase; BBC Radio 4 live from Liberia; CNN’s Brenda Bush reflects on “armed, drugged, and deadly” child soldiers under Charles Taylor; AFRICOM headquarters to be moved from Stuttgart to Liberia; $24T worth of minerals in DRC; MSNBC photo of Hillary Clinton dancing with hot Colombian girls
1:22:23 And Now Back to Real News: “captivated!” meme for release of Titanic 3D; Washington Post tipped off about Secret Service hooker scandal by author Ronald Kessler just in time for publication of his book In The President’s Secret Service
1:25:38 UN to send “advance team” of 30 “unarmed observers” to Syria, Turkish Prime Minister set to invoke NATO Article 5; 2012 Bahrain Grand Prix sufficiently removed from violent antigovernment protests, video of police helping “Sunni mob” trash convenience store; Balochistan beginning descent into civil war as Pakistan tells US to knock off the drone strikes
1:33:54 ACC: C-SPAN “one unpaid electric bill away from being a radio station”; Democracy Now predicts use of LRAD Long Range Acoustic Device weapon on NATO Summit protestors in Chicago; local news: “you can hear the messages with clarity several hundred yards away”
1:38:45 Donation Segment: “this is how we spin”
1:54:31 ACC predicts gay hookers in Secret Service scandal; cameras on San Francisco buses scanning for parking violations; ACC still looking for Hot Pockets 2009 Tour trailer
2:00:33 TSA testing new document scanners to track passengers; Boston TSA agent arrested for child pornography; Tarek Mehanna sentenced to 17.5 years for supporting al-Qaeda
2:08:03 33% increase in school prom costs; rumors of Bill Clinton buying private island; Iceland forgives mortgage debts, ESM austerity for Portugal; Fox News on Iran “mullocracy”
2:21:02 Hollywood Whackers: CIA wannabe publicist Michael Sands chokes on deli meat sample
399  Hip-Check China  (2012-04-12)

0:00:00  JCD: “We are happy No Agenda slaves.”  (1:49:50)
0:00:36  ACC looking to rain capture system and alternative energy sources
0:02:27  British Columbia citizens all-in on carbon tax, “we promised you green, and today we delivered green”, gasoline producing five times its mass in CO₂, Green Party “tax shifting” creative math; White House “Apps for Energy” challenge with elusive Grid 21 front organization
0:15:16  Olympia “tiny house movement” proponent’s 84-square-foot hut with a composting toilet
0:20:35  Trayvon Martin shooting as part of possible anti-Hispanic media push; Eric Holder at Al Sharpton’s National Action Network extortion racket: FBI and DoJ involved in investigation into “potential federal civil rights crime”, ACC predicts acquittal shitstorm in time for Democratic or Republican National Convention, JCD: “go send some guns to Mexico!”
0:32:25  Jon Stewart interviewing Tim Weiner without reading his new FBI book Enemies
0:36:08  Producer Segment
0:50:40  60 Minutes EU doom and gloom tanks the markets, “we have gorged on debt!”, Christine Lagarde: “there’s still medicine to be taken” by the Greek slaves, program sponsored by Goldman Sachs; local news ads for lottery and bail bondsman; news anchor pelted with eggs and yogurt on live TV; reopening “hospitality centers” in time for general election; Swedish toilet paper shortage; UK jacking up price of gas by 27%; Spain limiting cash transactions to €2,500 to fight “tax fraud”; Dutch VVD party distracting Parliament of inviting Clooney and Prendergast to speak about Sudan; British “businessman” Neil Heywood murdered in China linked to Prendergast; Malawi’s new President Joyce Banda formerly of World Bank
1:07:30  ACC’s self-updating copy of Monsanto Look Closer at Biotechnology workbook
1:10:56  Nothing to See Here: FBI seeking Osama bin Laden’s most wanted list replacement Eric Justin Toth on child pornography charges, JCD on I-80 LED billboard; Sen. Chuck Grassley to Anderson Pooper on Pentagon ignoring 1,700 names on list of child pornography suspects
1:20:24  C-SPAN the only outlet to acknowledge Ron Paul is still in race after Santorum quits; local news segment: “there’s a lot of race left!”; ACC recommends Bobcat Goldthwait’s God Bless America, “why have a civilization any more if we no longer are interested in being civilized?”
1:30:40  Hollywood Whackers: ACC predicts Madonna’s plane shot down by al-Shabaab in Malawi
1:33:23  12 droned in Yemen after pipeline attack; CNN douchebag Nic Robertson to Wolf Blitzer: bin Laden’s widows “more intent on praying than paying attention to their children”; Lucifer Clinton gushes over The Lady film
1:42:42  IRS head fields “great question” questions about “documented undocumented” aliens
1:44:57  Donation Segment: ACC test drives his new slide whistle; kale chips “lawn clippings”
2:18:58  EU considering extending rights to citizens of Turkey and beyond; NPR on anti-LGBT activity in Liberia, JCD: “it’s a hip check on China”
2:23:27  The McLaughlin Group on Guatemalan proposal for drug legalization and compensation for drugs seized in US, Pat Buchanan name-drops Milton Friedman and Chairman Mao; UC Davis pepper-spraying incident deemed excessive force, officers on “paid administrative leave”
2:29:42  USGS concludes fracking causes earthquakes; “84% chance” of Seattle 6.5 in the next 50 years
2:32:15  WSJ video on proposed cell phone registry; UMA User-Managed Access bonanza for AT&T
398 Zombie Gun (2012-04-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “She’s got the right look and feel.” (2:28:06)
0:00:34 ACC’s egg tree for Easter, anti-gnat DynaTrap “catch and release” system
0:04:57 Erin Burnett: “all right, this is... messed up!” and melodramatic sigh for “zombie gun” and US military’s Active Denial System “pain ray”; ACC’s “piece of crap” Ruger Zombie Slayer
0:11:18 NBC caught editing George Zimmerman 911 call to make him sound like a racist; ABC on Tulsa shootings: “is someone hunting black people?”; Obama introduces “50th anniversary” of To Kill a Mockingbird 49 years after its release; Yoshi Blue Diamond Ware skillet ad
0:20:31 Producer Segment: JCD requests oddball musical instruments
0:29:14 JCD’s economic hit man’s Malawi warning and President Bingu wa Mutharika’s heart attack
0:34:07 Deepak Chopra: “we kind of bamboozled the country into spending money that they hadn’t earned, to buy things that they didn’t need, to impress people that they didn’t like”
0:36:03 Lucifer Clinton’s International Crisis Group speech with Wolf Blitzer and Wes Clark; producer note on pronunciations “Ear-ran” and “Ear-raq”; Prof. Colin Kahl on “123 Agreement” with UAE preventing domestic uranium enrichment; Bahrain visit by Dutch Queen Beatrix
0:46:36 Douchebag mayor mandates door-to-door searches during Queen’s Day royal visit to Rhenen
0:55:14 China buying access to resources by building stadiums in the Caribbean
0:56:29 No Agenda Pipeline Fever: UK companies moving in on Burmese gold deposits
1:00:26 S.1813 Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act “and for other purposes” including passport revocation over tax debt, sponsored by “the dipshit from California” Barbara Boxer; ACC story: armed IRS goons at Mevio, JCD story: IRS looking for John Dvorak in Kansas
1:11:21 John Stossell: “on the warpath” over college tuition up 750% in 30 years
1:15:29 DSM-5 alcoholism test: “you look forward to drinking”; US military encouraged to keep soldiers doped up in war zones; FDA approves Eli Lilly sketchy Amyvid dye test for Alzheimer’s
1:22:56 Joe Lieberman’s S.2105 Cybersecurity Act of 2012 with DHS running the show, National Cybersecurity Competition and Challenge, “more secure versions” of protocols like DNS
1:32:53 Donation Segment: Curry-Dvorak Legislation Analysis Group
1:54:22 12-year-old girl explains to auditorium of adults how the banks and government “have colluded to financially enslave the people of Canada”; Obama’s “redemption at God’s hand” Easter address; PSA with text messaging white guy plowing into black family
2:00:05 Author Marianne Williamson blathers about “the immense power of forgiveness”, JCD: “I don’t wanna hear about it on this show or on PBS!” (JCDPPotD)
2:03:41 Biodiversitee: The Guardian declares climate change “a moral issue on par with slavery”, James Hansen to call for global carbon tax: “world without birds” PSA; ACC recommends post-apocalypse film The Road: bogus link between colony collapse disorder and HFCS
2:14:03 Local news idiots giggle about piglet-dog buddy story; new Stars Earn Stripes reality show; Free Speech TV interstitial blames US militarization on global warming
2:18:16 Egan-Jones downgrades US debt to AA; Brian Sack resigning from Yew York Fed
2:22:27 The Euro: Greek pensioner kills himself in front of Parliament; Christine Lagarde to appear on 60 Minutes; potential replacements for Lucifer as Secretary of State including Wendy Sherman
2:28:24 Sky News admits reporters guilty of hacking and illegal weapons; Fox News blackmail theory
2:31:01 Heroin 25% cheaper than prescription drugs; Russian airfields hosting NATO “nonlethal cargo”
2:35:28 Obama shoveling hundreds of millions more into completely ineffective Head Start programs
2:38:01 Outro: CNN Iran bombing pros and cons debate for end of show
397 Wiggin’ Out (2012-04-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s a simple fact, that’s the way a government can control the population.” (2:53:37)
0:00:34 Slide whistle for JCD’s 60th birthday
0:02:39 GSA head Martha Johnson resigns over extravagant spending on Las Vegas conference
0:07:25 Hollywood Whackers: Dr. Drew takes issue with Whitney Houston autopsy with “accidental drowning” face-down in a foot of water, ACC: “she was killed!”
0:10:11 Producer Segment: Batman “citizen” clips; The Wine Down podcast “in the morning”
0:30:28 Obama’s absurd lies about “unprecedented” prospect of Supreme Court overturning “a law that was passed by a strong majority”; ill-advised “unelected group of people”; more lies from Carney, “it was clear to most folks who observe this and understand”; half-dead Bill Clinton: “I believe George Washington signed a bill to require able-bodied male citizens to have a rifle in their home, so if those facts are right, what is this case about, anyway?” (CotD)
0:39:18 February 9 “largest joint federal-state settlement” vs banks selling tainted mortgages to Fannie & Freddie; Matt Lee laughs at State Department spokeshole trying to explain Rewards for Justice offer of $10M for information on Hafiz Muhammad Saeed under pressure from India
0:52:42 Arizona House Bill 2549 “annoy or offend” revisions for electronic communication
0:59:23 US planning nuclear-powered drones, Boeing developing hydrogen-powered drones; Reaper drone crashes in Seychelles; ACC: “where can I get one?”
1:08:25 Philadelphia TSA nab man with M-80 firecrackers and flash powder
1:10:10 DSM-5’s role in pushing drugs “that will make you wig out”: producer note on late-talking child with “Einstein syndrome”; Trifexis heartworm drug ad with dog in a series of tubes, “vomiting, itching, and lethargy”; tuberculosis case in Lorain County Ohio high school
1:19:39 BART “introducing, or campaigning” new vinyl seats to its passengers
1:23:42 Kony 2012 Part II: Beyond Famous with 302 views, Alex Jones “pro-war activism!” cameo; Donald Trump overturns disqualification of transgender Jenna Talackova for Miss Universe
1:29:32 H.R.3523 Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act; British ISPs spying on customers
1:34:56 Donation Segment: ACC’s new slide whistle and clouds of gnats
2:03:14 Pentagon video with proposal for FunVax fundamentalism vaccine affecting VMAT2 gene using “respiratory viruses such as flu or rhinoviruses”, JCD declares it an April Fools’ joke
2:11:00 Naval drill with Israel and Greece including simulated attack on offshore gas assets; al-Qaeda gains ground in Mali: India offering to build pipeline from Sudan to Kenya or Djibouti
2:13:17 Iran suggests meeting with “High Priestess” Catherine Ashton in Damascus; “unverified footage” of fighting in Homs Syria, “UN Peacekeeping Department” headed to Damascus, Susan Rice scolds “shamefully and woefully divided” Security Council; Lucifer Clinton speaks to NATO ACT Allied Command Transformation “New World Order Army”; Schriever Wargame space warfare exercise and recent Vandenberg AFB launch; Putin all-in on “zombie gun”
2:30:12 Last surviving Enola Gay crew member gripes about high schoolers’ “World War 11”
2:32:07 C-SPAN student First Amendment documentary boils subject down to cigarette packaging
2:37:49 Ron Paul on his “wild ideas” like the Constitution; John McCain endorses “President Obama ... excuse me, President Romney” (CotD)
2:40:30 Financial Times links pollution and hurricanes; JCD “Mailchimp” compilation
2:43:14 Helium-voiced The End of Money author David Wolman: “cash is actually the enemy of the poor” according to the Gates Foundation; ABBA’s Björn Ulvaeus all-in on cashless Sweden
2:54:14 Call for loan of Hot Pockets 2009 Tour trailer; Ted Kennedy yells his support for Obama
396  200 Hundred Million Ninjas  (2012-04-01)

0:00:00  JCD: “Maestro John C. Dvorak, slide whistle!” (1:53:12)
0:00:34  ACC’s grandfather Renwick Curry’s April Fools’ Day tradition of eating fried eggs with pliers
0:03:22  General strike protestors tangle with police in Spain; “no plane has ever landed” at €150M Castellón-Costa Azahar Airport; outraged Italian pharmacists cutting off Viagra supply
0:10:13  Douchebag Spike Lee tweets address of elderly couple mistaken for George Zimmerman; ACC irked at saying “just sayin’”; Joe O’Biden lies “the bulk of the people who are shot with a weapon ... end up being shot with their own weapon”, ACC’s new .380 Ruger Zombie Slayer
0:18:18  Obama’s Rose Garden speech griping about “billions a year in taxpayer subsidies” for big oil companies from Congress, completely wrong “the only time you start seeing lower gas prices is when the economy is doing badly”; S.2204 Repeal Big Oil Tax Subsidies Act with Title II “close big oil tax loopholes”, ACC tracks down 9% “production credit” in §199(c) of the Internal Revenue Code applicable to various domestically produced goods
0:33:21  Obama’s YouTube address pushing S.2059 Paying a Fair Share Act of 2012, ACC’s mother’s “life’s not fair”, “folks like myself or Warren Buffett or Bill Gates”, 30% high-income tax bracket in exchange for elimination of alternative minimum tax on middle class
0:44:25  Ben Bernanke: debt-to-GDP ratio “begins to explode” in coming decades, Timmy Geithner’s “fiscal cliff” on January 1 2013; Obama lies “in America our story has never been about what we can do by ourselves”, JCD: “what country is this guy from, Kenya??”
0:54:46  Producer Segment: JCD massages creative edits to Ken Sunshine’s Wikipedia page
1:12:20  Person of Interest “the machine needed more information” from social media
1:15:21  Rep. Mike Rogers: “we will suffer a catastrophic cyberattack, the clock is ticking”; retiring FBI executive assistant director Shawn Henry: al-Qaeda aiming to “disrupt or harm the viability of our way of life” through cyberattacks, FBI agents working with Dutch police
1:20:30  RAND Corporation Vivek Kundra clone argues against antagonizing Iran; Georgetown Professor Matthew Kroenig: “I am an advocate of a US strike”; New York Times meme that intelligence agencies are “gun shy” because of Iraq; CFR shill Kroenig predicts Iran-Israel war
1:29:08  Benjamin Fulford with United World Karate Association’s colorful character Chōdōin Daikaku who “can summon up an army of 200 million people worldwide”, ACC: “that’s 200 million ninjas, John!”, bushidō and Vladimir Putin; America’s Next Top Model “I feel terrible!” iso
1:35:40  Hillary Clippity-Clop Jingle: State Department’s Christine Lagarde clone Wendy Sherman enthuses about plans “for Africa, for the United States, and for the global community”, “peaceful transfer of democratic power” in Senegal, “setback” of junta in Mali, ECOWAS
1:43:45  Alex Crawford spins fantastical tale for BBC about Libyan rebel who “walked out of smoke” wearing Gaddafi’s hat, “unbelievably, he spoke perfect English!” with prepared speech
1:49:03  Australian report on further discrepancies in official story of Kundahar massacre
1:51:19  Donation Segment: ACC’s “Cox DP 2 Male” audition
2:04:12  CDC: 1 in 88 children has autism but it’s not because of vaccines, DSM-5 reclassification to re-patent off-label drugs; Sanjay Gupta: “diagnosing children early is critical”, JCD on Flynn effect and characteristics of witches; Amgen’s 53 irreproducible cancer studies
2:29:39  University of Oregon Prof. Kari Norgaard: climate deniers need to be “treated”
2:31:42  Bill Clinton: “how can women like me, who wanna help women in Haiti and other places across the world, actually do that?” (CotD), goal to “get ‘em to go home and infect others”
2:33:03  Sen. Saxby Chambliss to Morning Joe: C-SPAN responsible for increase in partisanship
395 Multi Modal Mutt (2012-03-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “We rock!” (2:12:59)
0:00:30 In The Morning! rimshot reinstated; ACC up late glued to C-SPAN
0:03:32 Bill Maher to Dr. Drew on Trayvon Martin shooting: “of course!” it is about racism, “white kid shot by a white guy” meme; Brooke Baldwin goes off script by asking Rep. Corrine Brown about murdered white girl she was so concerned over: “I don’t remember her name”; mush-mouthed Rep. Bobby Rush escorted out for wearing hoodie in protest of racist “hootlums”
0:16:19 Supreme Court hearing on ACA individual mandate “a train wreck”, Stephen Breyer to lawyer Donald Varrilli: “why do you keep saying, tax?”; Dutch doctors working three days per week
0:26:35 Ron Paul reminds Piers Moron “we fought the British because the British came over here and arrested our American citizens”; ACC’s Hyundai read vs surfer dude Toyota ad
0:32:59 Producer Segment
0:44:27 Polish President Lech Kaczyński’s twin brother Jaroslaw calls Smolensk disaster an assassination, three of 96 bodies exhumed, autopsy discrepancies; distraction of captain’s mental breakdown on JetBlue 191, Ms. Micky’s Chantix theory; ACC irked by taco drone meme
0:52:23 NBC News rolls out Tom Brokaw for “Hiring Our Heroes” PR stunt
0:58:49 Rep. John Mica compares TSA infrastructure unfavorably to “high school class project”, “we’re not aware of any terrorists transiting a checkpoint where BDOs were actively working”, Rep. Steve Cohen asks “whah” he had to remove his watch; Sen. Marsha Blackburn nails stooge Christopher McLaughlin with evidence of unauthorized VIPR truck searches during 2011 exercise, “the canine team that I believe that I see up there ... appears to be a multi-modal dog that is trained in that mode of transportation”; Ms. Micky’s run-in with lying drug dog
1:12:42 House of Representatives wastes time voting amendment down 414-0; Joe O’Brien: “thank you Dr. Pepper, and thank you chancellor, er, Dr. Paper”; Obama at 2012 Nuclear Security Summit in Seoul: terrorists would “gladly” use any nuclear materials they find lying around
1:21:58 Ben Bernanke to smarmy and possibly drunk Diane Sawyer: “I’m very proud of my nerd-dom”
1:24:27 Producer note on UK Info-Crime Summit presentation by Pfizer shill identifying Iran as producer of $3bn worth of counterfeit Viagra; Kony 2012 given 30M mobile views by YouTube bot; celebrity lawyer Ken Sunshine, ACC: “he may be a grey”
1:36:30 Donation Segment: Ms. Micky all-in on Hey Citizen Library made of shipping containers
2:02:14 Yogi Akal reading for “Adam and Micky”: “by God there could be some nasty words”, “Micky: you’re six-y”, numerology “very similar to Al Gore”; JCD 6/6/2006 horse racing story
2:08:14 Producer note on his buddy’s humanitarian deployment in Djibouti; new AFRICOM commander Carter Hamm visits Chinese stronghold of Angola, Hamm’s previous role in Libya debacle, Mozambique a £250bn natural gas bonanza
2:13:14 Lucifer Clinton welcomes nameless Estonian Foreign Minister and announces “community of democracies” project to “strengthen democratic institutions” via LEND Leaders Engaged in New Democracies; ACC recommends Maphead by Ken Jennings
2:18:18 McCain “whereas”-filled resolution condemns Assad government; Friends of Syria rebranded; BBC on “shocking developments” in abuse of children by Syrian government
2:23:22 NYT pushing Skittles for Trayvon; “weather is not climate” except when it is; Netherlands following Agenda 21 0.7% GDP; North American defense ministers “drinking club”
2:30:39 Castle GPS phone map from DHS; The Millionaire Matchmaker: “vaginas don’t talk!” (CotD)
2:34:05 Wolf Blitzer frets about nuclear terrorism in New York; full “clippity clop” for end of show
394 No Bagels for You! (2012-03-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “No paper for you, no bagels, no paper! Shut up!” (1:22:40)
0:00:34 Hillary’s term “intransigence”, Marx Brothers Riding the Range “it’s clippity clop” song
0:02:33 The Hunger Games and Michael Bloomberg’s “no bagels for you edict” prohibiting food donations for the homeless; ACC’s Austin “honey guy” prohibited from handing out samples, Farmer Chris busted for talking about raw milk; Gitmo Nation East slaves worth £425k
0:11:32 Obama has the hubris to proclaim Greek Independence Day
0:12:25 Producer Segment
0:20:07 Sanford City Council vote no confidence in police chief in Trayvon Martin case, CNN now “Don Lemon channel”; George Zimmerman’s screams allegedly on 911 tape; C-SPAN caller from Houston interrupted in the course of describing gruesome local black-on-black murder, Obama’s comments “a sin before God”; black parents having “the talk” meme
0:30:23 WHO predicting tuberculosis pandemic, 5-10 year blueprint for vaccine testing, WHO’s Lucica Ditiu: drug-resistant tuberculosis “a totally man-made disease”; JCD on 1929-1930 Lübeck disaster caused by contaminated BCG vaccine; Obama nominates Dartmouth President Jim Yong Kim to run World Bank; Kim to Charlie Rose on anti-TB grants from George Soros and Gates Foundation; bizarre “Dartmouth Idol” rapper skit
0:42:13 Former Russian banker German Gorbunovs “sprayed with bullets” in London; JP Morgan scamming customers of funds illegally transferred by MF Global’s Jon Corzine; Obama signs STOCK Act, mandate for report on sale of “political intelligence”
0:51:03 Obama “no stronger ally” and “punches above its weight” compilation; ACC’s gig in Beaumont Texas, hubcaps with spikes; Mia Farrow’s Darfur activism
0:57:23 Ask Adam: 2000 clip of Bernie Sanders griping about blue-collar wages; stammering Clooney and Prendergast cueing each other with Charlie Rose
1:06:00 Journalists pester Victoria Nuland for list of twelve countries exempted from sanctions over oil trade with Iran, list “pretty clearly readily available in public sources”, Matt Lee: “it’s really not”, unrecognized Taiwan allegedly on list; Obama in South Korea with military buildup, China sniffing around Sri Lanka and Indonesia; No Agenda Pipeline Fevah! jingle
1:14:56 Nuland asked about recent coup in Mali, meeting to discuss “those assistance problems... uhh, programs”, trouble caused by Tuareg rebels who kicked up a fuss in Libya, Chinese gold mining operations in Mali; JCD harassed over boarding pass in pocket by fat TSA screamer
1:24:06 Nuland greets Syrian journalist’s beard, all-in on “Assad six points” proposed by Kofi Annan with “humanitarian pause” in hostilities but without timeline for Assad to step down
1:29:50 Democrats pushing for PNTR permanent normal trade relations with new WTO member Russia, Republicans all-in against the notion citing Russia’s “disregard for human rights”
1:35:16 Hollywood Whackers: Michael Jackson estate’s $200M contract with Sony; CNN on Xanax ruled out as causes in death of Whitney Houston, Bobbi Kristina Brown “crucial” to inquiry
1:39:45 Donation Segment: ACC tries out his Chinese and Hyundai ad surfer dude read
1:58:18 Austin architect offers to design Curry-Dvorak library “which, conveniently, Ms. Micky and I would live in”, JCD proposes Hey Citizen Library made of shipping containers
2:06:31 Toulouse standoff’s Mohammed Merah apparently already hours dead before Sarkozy’s appearance; Kandahar massacre as revenge for Mokhoyan roadside bomb
2:15:54 Google “environmental conditions” patent; Monsanto Look Closer at Biotechnology for children

938
0:00:00 JCD: “I thought this was disturbing!” (1:04:04)
0:00:34 Tornadoes in San Antonio, JCD recommends Bermuda rain-catch ing roofing
0:03:29 Kony 2012 producer Jason Russell suffering from “brief reactive psychosis” due to “stressful event”, gay publication The Advocate discloses donations to Invisible Children from anti-gay National Christian Foundation; 33 Senators introduce “whereas”-filled resolution in condemnation of Joseph Kony and in support of AFRICOM, ACC: “to kick out the Chiners”
0:12:23 JCD disturbed by Twitter’s recommendation he follow Britney Spears like ACC
0:14:19 Obama’s Roswell “if I told you I’d have to kill you” joke for children falls flat
0:18:25 HAARP-induced Guerrero-Oaxaca earthquake two hours after yearly preparedness drill, 25 Secret Service agents in place for Malia Obama on school trip kept quiet by media
0:23:09 Producer Segment: phasing out forwards like dronemyass.com and gates-foundation.com
0:38:40 Executive Order 13603 being interpreted as confiscation of organic farms by National Guard
0:41:59 Scientific American article “Effective World Government Will Be Needed to Stave Off Climate Catastrophe”; Swedish study assigns $2T as annual damage to world’s oceans; Arnold Schwarzenegger yammers about his new gig Sustainia with DONG Energy
0:53:22 Australian businessman Clive Palmer accuses Greenpeace’s anti-coal activities of being funded by CIA and Rockefeller Foundation; Obama signaling readiness for permitting on Oklahoma leg of Keystone XL pipeline; South Sudan planning underwater Nile oil pipeline to Djibouti
1:02:32 Depressed Smash character segues into Cymbalta “blisters, peeling rash, hives, or mouth sores” ad with same music; racist radio ad for “food stamps” debit card scam
1:09:11 Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter bans “outdoor feeding” of the homeless in public areas for sake of “food safety”; Austin farmer’s market vendors getting paranoid about free samples
1:15:57 Tonight Show audience frenzy at mere mention of Ron Paul; op-ed by former GE CEO Jack Welch: GOP better be nice to Paul; Paul to Jay Leno on possibility of two or three votes at convention, Secret Service “a form of welfare”, “Czar or head of the Federal Reserve” joke
1:26:28 The Euro: Greeks throwing yogurt at EU “Greco-kleptocrats”, IMF demands another €12bn in austerity; Pimco’s Neel Kashkari bearish on entire Eurozone; ACC’s friend in Barcelona afraid of being “clobbered” in the street; Gazprom at front of line to bid on the 33% of Greece up for auction; TEM virtual currency; “lazy Greeks” meme vs OECD “hours worked” graph
1:36:35 NPR refuses to disclose its 175 advertisers because it would be a “senseless use of time on air and space online”; All Things Considered plugs sponsor 5-hour Energy with miked bottle
1:41:07 Donation Segment: JCD addresses producer’s gripe about butane in gasoline
2:10:16 FBI warning Congress about “Iran’s A-team of terrorism” Hezbollah lurking in the US; ACC recommends present film The Siege with Denzel Washington; Wes Clark Seven revisited; ex-CIA Michael Scheuer to Russia Today: “America is being attacked because of its foreign policy in the Muslim world”, blames “Jewish-American community leaders”
2:18:44 Sheriff Joe Arpaio inspecting Obama’s selective service records, JCD dirty trick theory
2:22:39 Erin Burnett on police “asso” on Tolouse standoff apartment, confession of seven murders, ACC: “this is Gladio” for the benefit of Sarkozy’s reelection bid; ex-CIA stooge Philip Mudd ends up trying to pin assassination of Iranian nuclear scientist on Iran itself
2:31:52 Al Sharpton on Florida teen Trayvon Martin shot after buying “skillets and iced tea”
2:37:58 Nodding disease in Uganda “turns children into mindless zombies”; Sharpton “no real conflict!”
392 Shark Orgy (2012-03-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Take a picture of the chicken and send it to Fresno State.” (2:33:41)
0:00:35 Kids absconding with JCD’s Saturday Times; Reddit outrage over “Chiners”
0:02:39 Kony 2012 producer Jason Russell “detained” after running around naked and screaming; Illuminati shill Rihanna to Access Hollywood: “I wanna get my hands really dirty” by visiting Uganda to save the children; George Clooney and John Prendergast touch on bogus viewship of 150M and change the subject to Darfour; MSNBC promotes Meet the Press appearance during live coverage of “photo op” with handcuffed Russell; Clooney huddling with Valerie Jarrett at state dinner for David Cameron; media adopts “5150” from California law
0:24:52 Producer Segment
0:29:06 Obama’s sneaky Friday release of Executive Order 13603 National Defense Resources Preparedness for federal takeover of food, energy, transportation, and slave labor; David Petraeus enthuses about IoT spying opportunities at In-Q-Tel CEO Summit; ACC: Microsoft Kinect “instant divorce”; T-Mobile joins CMAS Commercial Mobile Alert System
0:44:04 David Ignatius to Candy Crowley on Osama bin Laden documents lamenting Muslim collateral damage, “al-Qaeda should change its name and rebrand itself”, benefits “more generous than the vacation policy at CNN”, scheme to shoot down Obama’s plane and install inept Joe Biden, “he spent an awful lot of time watching television”, ACC: “today I watched Candy Crowley, boy that bitch is fat”, one-year anniversary of bin Laden raid, “these documents do show that Obama continued presumably ‘till the day he died” (CotD)
0:59:42 Pat Buchanan needs a nudge to read “Netanyahu” on McLaughlin Group teleprompter; Israeli Security Cabinet votes 8-6 for attack on Iran; New York Times: US intelligence agencies worried about Iranian program because of “intercepts”
1:03:53 ACC: George Clooney film The Ides of March a “piece of crap”; Obama administration threatening sanctions on India over Iranian oil; SWIFT money transfer system cuts off Tehran
1:10:58 Erin Burnett: “global warming appears to be in full effect”, early cherry blossoms in Washington D.C. and “shark orgy” in Dubai; 279-page document by IUCN Draft International Covenant on Environment and Development, Article 33 population control
1:38:37 Donation Segment
1:51:48 Trains Good Planes Bad: Ray LaHood asserts “America is one big pothole right now” arguing for California high-speed rail project deemed “an immense financial risk” to mitigate nonexistent interstate traffic jams; Obama “no takin’ off your shoes!” revisited
2:01:56 Follow the Pipes: State Department’s Derek Mitchell on funding for Kachin IDPs internally displaced persons in Burma, no mention of Shwe Gas Pipeline project; bombings at “security building” in Aleppo Syria; Dick Durbin: goal in the Middle East “to stop the march of these dictators”; Syrian rebel answers “yes” to every weapon on offer; Wes Clark Seven revisited
2:09:49 Amnesty International shilling for Syria after appointment of former Hillary minion Suzanne Nossel; “Kenyan” fighter jets attack the Chinese al-Shabaab in Kismayo Somalia; Center for American Progress Action Fund all-female “experts” panel
2:15:49 Sen. Jay Rockefeller compares cybersecurity to 9/11; UK “sobriety tags” for minor offenders
2:23:53 15-20 US soldiers implicated in Kandahar massacre; NPR “nothing to see here” on attempted assassination of Leon Panetta; Joe Scarborough: Robert Bales’ wife “a widow”; US troops using iPads to help Afghan farmers “diagnose … a chicken that doesn’t look quite right”
2:34:53 Wyden-Udall letter to Eric Holder compares Justice Department to 1980s KGB
391 Simulation Investment (2012-03-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Don’t make this stuff too hot or it will melt the bag!” (1:52:59)
0:00:32 Mayan Apocalypse challenge coin proceeds not enough to coax ACC’s Dave Matthews story
0:02:06 Kandahar massacre by US soldier prompts warning about HVEs homegrown violent extremists; Harry Reid to Candy Crowley on Holder’s “judicial process”: “if anyone in the world deserved to be killed, those three did”, ACC: “she’s a big target, she knows that!”
0:11:01 Hillary offers condolences to Afghanistan and promises to bring “those responsible” to justice, Manchurian Candidate theories; Obama lauds David Cameron for “global partnership to strengthen the open government”, arms trade arrangements; NATO document from Research Task Group 120 on “co-operability” for global army
0:22:27 Producer Segment: thatcrappypodcast.com
0:34:47 Obama-Cameron op-ed promises to “continue to tighten the noose” on Assad; State Department’s Victoria Nuland befuddled by questions about Libya arming Syrian rebels: “there was no indication … that the Syrian government is arming the Syrian rebels”, AP’s Matt Lee grills Nuland about US offers of “tech support” as part of MEPI Middle East Partnership Initiative program in Iran and “other parts of the world”; “Syrian Danny” now on US speaking tour
0:49:38 New York Times op-ed goes after Goldman Sachs, satirical @GSElevator tweets
0:51:31 Nancy Pelosi’s daughter films “racist toothless guys” in Mississippi for douchebag Bill Maher
0:53:56 Obama taking on China over rare earth minerals in spite of 2009 WTO document announcing intent to reduce exports; Angelina Jolie struggles to explain ICC trial of Congolese warlord Thomas Lubanga then miraculously recovers to deliver “save the children” message to Dutch press; NPR on new radio and TV office in Brazzaville built by China; Chinese killed in huge explosion there; “George Clooney” and John Prendergast in Nuba Mountains next to unexploded bomb, “oldest society on earth” according to Bible; Chinese pipelines and “terrorists” in 2005; Clooney asserts war crimes to Chris Matthews because “it’s good farming” in the Sudanese desert, lame “rebel infighting” excuse; economic hit man predicts trouble in Malawi where Madonna “stole a baby”; Global Philanthropy Group’s Trevor Neilson in cahoots with Hollywood elite, work for Bill Gates and Hillary Clinton, Wikimedia Foundation and CFR
1:21:06 Fox News discovers Leviathan field; US drone kills five in South Waziristan; Keystone XL pipeline being bypassed in favor of China as customer; former ambassador Michael McFaul all-in repealing Jackson-Vanik amendment curtailing trade with Russia; JCD “proxy for the Russians” theory, ACC Red Book: deal with Russia for rare earth materials for “iPadski”
1:48:42 Donation Segment: ACC’s “Doritos pouch” chili and new corporate video gig with Mattel
2:16:02 Jay Carney, annoying Heather Zichal, and Ken Salazar on increased US oil and gas production, JCD Red Book: most expensive election with lowest turnout; Marines in Afghanistan disarmed for address full of lies about 9/11 by douchebag Leon Panetta, tensions over “Koran burning”
2:30:12 fedbizopps.gov tender for PSYOP campaign based on DARPA More Eyes SMS spying program, Regina Dugan leaving DARPA for Google; ambassador to Russia Michael McFaul channels Bill Gates describing his activities on Twitter
2:36:52 Bill Clinton bringing solar companies into Haiti; NPR on experimental cholera vaccine rollout delayed by “glitch”, host shocked that some would prioritize “clean water and sanitation”
2:40:07 Haiku Herman blames crisis on “insufficiently supervised” banks, recovery dependent on “simulating investment”; UKIP MEP addresses British opt-out from proposed inheritance tax
2:48:55 Producer note on Seattle hospital mass casualty drill with burns and gunshot wounds
390  Threshold Event  (2012-03-11)

0:00:00  ACC: “John, how come you’re not wearing your hazmat suit?” JCD: “I’m dead!” (2:14:57)

0:00:35  “Nonstop rain” just in time for SxSW, ACC: “I wanted a sticker that says I live here, leave me alone”, douchebags “blending in” with their cowboy boots, “it’s a scam!” heckling SecondMarket F-bomb dropper, artist “Johnny Feelgood” at Russian party

0:09:08  JCD’s Windows XP machine oblivious to latest Daylight Saving Time changes

0:11:24  CNN breathlessly tracking Kony 2012 virality, “horse face” Barbara Starr blabs about “broader US military strategy at work in Africa”; Ugandan blogger calls out Facebook profile picture changers; JCD’s economic hit man on Chinese drilling for oil in Malawi, ACC on CIA presence in Uganda and Sudan, Lucifer Clinton vs Chinese pipeline plans in Myanmar; Angelina Jolie: Joseph Kony “an extraordinarily horrible human being”; South African TV spot played during rugby match: “a New World Order is on the rise, 129 years in the making”

0:30:45  Producer Segment: Mayan Apocalypse challenge coin

0:42:30  Texas law requiring women be probed with pre-abortion ultrasound; Apple opening up call center in Austin, ACC recommends South Park episode “HumancentiPad”

0:46:10  Becky becomes a sniper on Doomsday Preppers for the event of a “government takeover”; Southern Policy Law Center’s Heidi Beirich to Brooke Baldwin on the danger posed by “patriot groups” who are up in arms over a black man in the White House, with “racial” theories about his citizenship and religion; Star Trek “nonbelligerency confirmed”

0:56:51  Ghost Adventures surfer dudes freak out on USS Hornet, JCD: “I’m outta here!”, “we have a power grid across the street which I think feeds a lot of the activity”

1:00:04  H.Con.Res.107 threatens impeachment for usurpation of “Congress’s exclusive power to declare war”; ACC recommends Clint Eastwood’s buried J. Edgar film; video of FBI director Robert Mueller dodging question about droning US citizens MIA from C-SPAN

1:07:56  Rumors of Obama talking Netanyahu out of attacking Iran, Israel keeping quiet about Syria; State Department spokesperson Victoria Nuland’s poorly-thought-out “mafia-like crime family” talking points, Matt Lee: “who’s The Godfather?”; US and Turkey running exercise Anatolian Falcon to practice SEAD suppression of enemy air defenses; Syrian Transitional Council’s Burhan Ghalioun a professor in Paris, JCD predicts Assad gunned down an a wine cellar

1:23:23  Ehud Barak enthusing about “Iron Dome” missile defense and “Magic Wand”

1:27:57  Moody’s declares Greece in default; bizarre EU Kill Bill ad; Germany pushing EU constitution

1:34:32  Rep. Doris “idiot” Matsui blathers about cybersecurity; H.R.3523 Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act; Rep. Marsha Blackburn distraught over recent attacks by Anonymous; Sen. Susan Collins terrified by simulated power grid attack; ACC’s Linux “prepper” setup

1:45:03  Donation Segment: ACC story: blue foot chicken from French vendor at farmer’s market

2:06:02  KQED soliciting donations of entire estates in return for life lease and a tote bag

2:10:13  Washington applies DUI laws to “huffing” and mandates interlock surveillance cameras

2:13:52  CNN sends disposable reporter in hazmat suit into Fukushima reactor

2:17:21  Oxford study finds beta blocker propranolol reduces unconscious racial bias; Wakefield coauthor John Walker-Smith wins UK fitness to practice appeal

2:27:28  University of North Carolina CIO Larry Conrad on anti-piracy “hall pass” program; poorly-named Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008; Utah Attorney General Mark Shurtleff whines about online “misinformation” campaign killing SOPA & PIPA for “struggling artists”; ACC on the end of Illuminati music distribution cabal; Chris Dodd on piracy for end of show
389 Camels Everywhere! (2012-03-08)

0:00:00 ACC: *(Maniacal laughter)* JCD: “Jeez.” *(2:22:28)*

0:00:35 Molly Wood staying at ACC’s place, San Francisco douchebags arriving for SxSW

0:04:03 Producers detecting aroma of bullcrap around “Phony Kony” 2012 viral video, Show 348 coverage of 100 US troops sent to Uganda revisited, major oil discovery, video voiceover: “that’s where the American advisors come in”; Bill Clinton’s buddy President Museveni’s penchant for throwing rebels in concentration camps; George Clooney: “I’d like indicted war criminals to enjoy the same level of celebrity as me”, child-abusing filmmaker Jason Russell, Invisible Children money from Humanity United Foundation and Oprah, film company run by Kristen Bell’s boyfriend Jedidiah Jenkins; kony2012.com “Policymakers” section

0:23:19 George Stephanopoulos’ bizarre question about contraception for Mitt Romney and Rush Limbaugh’s Sandra Fluke “slut” distraction; porn industry considering relocating from California to Arizona to avoid condom regulation, porn star Amy Brooke: “a construction worker has to wear a hard hat, okay, but this building he’s building is still gonna look the same when it’s done, okay?”; Obama’s $35k fundraising dinner hosted by Pfizer lobbyist Sally Susman

0:34:03 Producer Segment: ACC eyeing property in Round Rock; iDrone app fake ad

0:48:08 Eric Holder speaks at Northwestern University about droning Americans “under international law”, due process vs “judicial process” gimmick; Dempsey and Panetta compare Syria and Libya to skeptical Sen. Jeff Sessions, madman McCain calls for air strikes, Panetta: “we would come to the Congress and inform you” after securing “international permission”

1:06:04 “Danny from Syria” busted staging videos for CNN, in studio with Anderson Pooper: “this is all private!”; Chinese drop $17bn worth of projects and bugger off; Dempsey and Panetta unable to confirm deals with Rosoboronexport for Syrian combat jets and Mi-17 helicopters for Afghanistan; JCD story: flying on Aeroflot Ilyushin plane with tube radio and hot Russian flight attendants and recycled plastic cups; Law of the Sea Treaty and squabbling over Leviathan field, Noble Energy lobbyist Bill Clinton: *Take a Look at the Map* jingle

1:27:08 “Horrible mom” Michelle Obama to Jay Leno: Sasha and Malia having a “normal life” at White House with one hour of screen time, ACC: “hey dad, how come you’re an A-hole?”

1:30:50 Open letter to Obama from former intelligence officers against war with Iran

1:33:31 Donation Segment: ACC’s creepy Dave Matthews story; JCD’s “spectacular” chicken recipe

1:48:39 Rep. Eric Cantor to *Meet the Press*: Republican race “a very hard fart primary”; Ron Paul victory in Virginia, JCD theory: GOP throwing election to avoid getting blamed for economic collapse; *NewsHour* on shutdown of blog with photos of Romney family at home with “yellow tumbler cups”, JCD: “they don’t want him to win!”, JCD Red Book: no October war, ACC: “Romney in a Zorro costume” to ensure defeat; Ron Paul super PAC based in Salt Lake City

2:00:06 ACC Red Book: CNN claims U6 unemployment numbers are up because of optimism

2:01:14 AT&T shill Edward Amoroso to Rep. Doris Matsui: the stupid slaves should have cloud appliances instead of computers, Sen. Susan Collins: “3 billion cyberattacks” in 2010 *(CotD)*

2:09:14 Lucifer Clinton promoting “North American Union” passport cards

2:12:20 Chinese *Interviews Before Execution* reality show with “Miss Ding”; *Smash* gay-fest

2:15:38 Producer note on Benjamin Netanyahu on El Al flight 33; suicide feet on the shore

2:17:26 Erin Burnett blathers about proud presidential tradition of “hanging with camels”

2:23:38 Ray LaHood’s spook son released by Egypt after securing $3bn from IMF

2:25:53 Pat Robertson all-in on pot legalization; Germany & Switzerland trying to repatriate gold
388 Apes on iPads (2012-03-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “It could’ve been a guy from Silicon Valley but it looked like an orangutan.” (0:41:37)
0:00:31 ACC’s “two-incher” Ampex videotape player
0:01:39 “Six dollar gas is probably one well-placed hurricane and one tiny little bit of supply disruption away” revisited, US tornadoes and major Saudi oil pipeline explosion; ACC reading A Century of War: Anglo-American Oil Politics and the New World Order by F. William Engdahl; Steven Chu all-in on higher gasoline prices
0:08:04 Piers Morgan plays clip of Rick Santorum comparing race to Survivor; producers trying out Santorum “frothy mix” drink recipe, “why because” NLP and Micky Mouse Club
0:15:18 Producer Segment: Producer Matt on C-SPAN to World Bank’s Uri Dadush
0:16:30 Morning show iPad 3 promotion with orangutans learning to use Skype
0:42:39 ACC watching Glee clone Smash, JCD: “what a piece of crap!”; NatGeo Doomsday Preppers Tinkerbell music for family “pandemic drill”
0:49:22 ACC’s prepper arsenal, Prepper Perverts
0:51:35 ACC’s prepper arsenal, Prepper Perverts
0:58:30 Media keeping quiet about French military in Syria, Total S. A. in bed with Gazprom, “freelance photojournalist” Paul Conroy to Anderson Pooper: “there are no military targets within Baba Amr” lie, prompted by Pooper for “slaughter” meme; Conroy prompted by Sky News for “completely indiscriminate” meme, “once the cameras are gone, God knows what’s happening”
1:03:35 “Global web movement” Avaaz CEO Ricken Patel on evacuating Conroy from Baba Amr, “media center” shelling aided by surveillance drone operated by Russia or Iran; Sunday Times photo of Conroy with Joss Stone; $7M in donations on Avaaz Form 990, $100k for ResPublica headed by globalist shill Ricken Patel; 388pipes.curry.com Shokman natural gas field “mother lode” in Barents Sea; controversy over Russia’s willingness to pull out of Middle East
1:25:56 North Korea to receive liquid natural gas from US via Japan; Red Book oil price predictions; No Agenda hedge fund and virtual war room with Andrew Horowitz
1:33:05 New York Times art photos of “under-equipped” Free Syrian Army and tattered US flag
1:35:13 Entertainment Tonight “celebrity dermatologist” embedded Boots No7 ad; Don Lemon on advertisers abandoning Rush Limbaugh over Sandra Fluke “slut” distraction
1:42:54 Donation Segment: Knight Foundation $5M Tumblr grant challenge
2:03:25 Ron Paul’s second place in Washington ignored, media discrediting unprofitable caucus system
2:05:02 Lord James of Blackheath rumored to be dead; Andrew Napolitano on Timmy Geithner’s potential fraud with AIG bailout money handed over to Goldman Sachs, Shep Smith: “it’s clear that the banks run the country, the country doesn’t run itself — kidding!”, ACC: “pussy!”; out-of-context Obama “we are better when everybody’s left to fend for themselves”
2:13:07 ACC on Dutch game show precursor to SpeechJammer “shut up slave gun”, JCD story: Silicone Spin with Leo Laporte in his ear; FBI “heart attack gun” testimony
2:18:53 Haiku Herman and José Manuel Barroso chuckle at signing of European Fiscal Compact; Greece getting second half of bailout only after screwing its slaves, debt downgraded to C from Ca; noagendaartgenerator.com migration;
2:22:01 Sheriff Joe Arpaio discusses forgery of Obama’s selective service records
2:23:26 Belgian eBirth accounts; EU engineer ID cards; “kids for cash” scandal in “Pedovania”
2:29:00 TSA gropers reclassified “Transportation Security Officers”; Hawaii screener vs breast pump, JCD book recommendations; end-of-show song “premiere”
387 Bear Bile (2012-03-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “You need a very expensive blasting cap.”
0:00:24 (1:00:24)

0:00:31 JCD’s slide whistle stolen by David Letterman

0:01:41 Andrew Breitbart dead of “natural causes” at 43 after announcing “I’ve got videos” at CPAC

0:06:24 Follow the Pipes! jingle; Billy Crystal’s GOP candidate enumeration omits Ron Paul

0:09:51 Lucifer Clinton sending North Korea energy bars in exchange for nuclear talks; Vladivostok Pipeline deal with Kim Jong-il; Uncle Don to NewsHour on plutonium vs uranium, casual mention of Bobby Ray Inman to ACC; Vladimir Zhirinovsky on secret weapon used on Fukushima

0:24:44 North Korea allowing citizens to enter China if they bring back one ton of food; NPR on “nutritional assistance” energy bars as alternative to rice and beans; Laura “Ling Ling” revisited

0:33:34 Producer Segment

0:41:24 Stratfor e-mail leak, Manning and Assange possible Israeli spies; Facebook Advertising Conference Steve Jobs wannabe previews “the logout experience”, ACC: “this is gonna suck!”

0:50:54 “Uh” ding-fest for Lucifer Clinton explaining why Iran has not yet decided to make a nuclear weapon, Pakistani officials too stupid to understand ammonium nitrate; Lucifer to BBC on terror groups “supporting... claiming to support” Syrian rebels, laughter for Yemen casualties

1:06:06 Lucifer sending Bureau of Energy Resources “trade missions” to Africa to plan “development of the energy sector”; “flying monkey” Carlos Pascual outed by WikiLeaks; three pipeline explosions in Balochistan and anti-Iran “terrorist” group Jundallah, 18 pipeline workers killed on bus to Rawalpindi; Jay Carney: Bush neglected “the original war” in Afghanistan

1:19:31 UN warns of Afghan “industrial scale” opium production; Obama requesting more money for Tajikistan to counter Iranian industrial city plans; Operation Flashpoint: Red River video game trailer; ACC theory: peak oil invented to inflate price; Greek $19bn ΔΕΠΑ selloff

1:49:50 Donation Segment: New Zealand public TV told not to offend advertisers

1:53:44 Ask John: appearance by Newt Gingrich in 1984 film Countdown to the Looking Glass

1:54:41 Diane Sawyer on shooting at high school in Chardon Ohio “known for their serenity, and maple syrup”; Livermore school locked down for two hours after sighting of imaginary man with rifle; panic over “gonna” autocorrected to “gunman” in Gainesville Georgia

1:58:50 And Now Back to Real News: frenetic Extra lead-in dropped; Michael Douglas insider trading PSA for FBI; Salinas ABC station KSBW running nothing but house ads

2:05:49 Church sex abuse records shredded by Cardinal; Redwood City special education abuse

2:10:34 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC study finds flu in bats just like in Contagion; IAC Immunization Action Coalition vaccineinformation.org funded by CDC and the usual suspects; diet pill Qnexa maker’s stock doubles after FDA recommendation

2:15:53 Chardon shooter’s “die, all of you” poem on Facebook; Fox “extra two inches” ad

2:18:24 Animal rights campaign against bear bile farming in China

2:19:46 Two Bibles found during demolition of bin Laden compound; remains of Shanksville and Pentagon 9/11 victims dumped in landfill by biomedical waste contractor

2:22:58 Shadow Puppet Theater: 377 House staffers now registered as lobbyists

2:23:54 LightSquared CEO Sanjiv Ahuja resigns; Abound Solar cutting 70% of staff

2:25:45 Presidential Policy Directive for Eric Holder’s black bag authority; Holder bangs his fist while lying about Fast & Furious; snobby NYT ads; end-of-show Producer Maynard LGBT interview

2:32:38 Haiku Herman calls for continuing work on “gross and jop” and “infusing” member states
386  Balochistan Baloney  (2012-02-26)

0:00:00  ACC: “Don’t spit on me bro, or I’ll drone ya!” (2:22:27)
0:00:33  JCD’s “particularly good batch” of PG Tips; ACC playing with maps until 2:00
0:01:25  Survivor fractal of former Republican candidates returning to spotlight
0:05:32  “We’re Google’s product” meme in discussion of changes to privacy policy; Christopher Hahn flubs “of all the four, of all the three running” removing Ron Paul; John McLaughlin predicts Hillary Clinton as head of World Bank; Maryland AG Doug Gansler to Jeanine Pirro: “we don’t have a choice” but to allow Google to read our mail, ACC on arbitrage and click farms; JCD story: “dingbat” ad buyers on Forbes yacht; ACC sidestepping Google tracking
0:23:34  Vivek Kundra and TechAmerica CLOUD2 Cloud First Buyer’s Guide shilling for Salesforce
0:27:16  Producer Segment
0:38:51  Timmy Geithner tries to explain spike in gas prices: “growth is gradually getting stronger”; ABC reveals “six dollar gas is probably one well-placed hurricane and one tiny little bit of supply disruption away”, shameless plug: Nissan Leaf “selling faster than they can be made”; ACC story: running out of gas in Lincoln Tunnel in 1982 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow
0:50:25  Lucifer Clinton welcomes “a more stable and unified era” in Somalia, AMISOM African Union Mission to Somalia; Djibouti drone base useful for oil development by Anadarko Petroleum with former Air Force General Kevin P. Chilton on board; Clinton asked by uppity slave about “business as usual, another year of anarchy and chaos in Somalia”, Clinton all-in on “the right people being elected”, “AMISOM forces” engaged in attempt to “free Somalia from the grip of Al-Shabaab”; drone crash in Mogadishu refugee camp and Navy SEALs lurking around
1:05:45  Anadarko CEO James T. Hackett connected to Dallas Federal Reserve and Trilateral Commission; gas price “higher is gonna be better” on conference call; geocommons.com map of Bush-era drone strikes following pipeline; Lucifer and Obama scolding Syrian allies, Russia-backed in IPI Iran-Pakistan-India “Peace” Pipeline vs US-backed TAPI Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India “new Silk Road” running through Balochistan, Iraq-Iran-Syria gas deal; new H.Con.Res.104 for Balochistan self-determination
1:36:38  Donation Segment: gasoline Antabuse warning; Utah swingers on the prowl
2:00:04  Ask Adam: Mo Rocca to Bill Maher on men wearing “mangement rings”, ACC wearing Ms. Micky’s mother’s wedding ring; douchebag Bill Maher announces $1M donation to Obama super PAC; “outrage!” over National Enquirer open casket Whitney Houston photo
2:06:32  Two US officers killed at Kabul Interior Ministry; producer note connects Keystone Pipeline with Obama’s deal with Warren Buffett; Serbia-Kosovo deal overseen by Catherine Ashton and “enlargement commissioner” Stefan Fuele clears way for AMBO pipeline
2:15:13  New York Times on US military using personality disorder diagnoses to get rid of troublemakers without paying them benefits; Times smearing Palestinian Khader Adnan on hunger strike as a terrorist; Bureau of Investigative Journalism draws US government’s ire speaking out against drone strikes on funerals; Pentagon lawyer Jeh Johnson: US citizen “belligerents” not protected by Constitution, reading of “belligerent” synonyms like “chippy”
2:23:58  Lord James of Blackheath’s $15T theory being connected to recent flurry of banker resignations
2:32:24  The Euro: Germany sending 300 tax collectors to Greece; Federal Reserve stuffs $2T into ECB; Dutch economy expected to contract 0.9%; Irish President Michael Higgins speaks Gaelic
2:40:19  Family Guy Star Wars; ACC’s Old Navy audition; John Stossel on police vs lemonade stands
JCD: “I will not use that word or ginormous.”  (2:36:09)

Israel to use drones to guard Leviathan field; ACC proposes Win Lose or Drone with shotguns; “Republican Mr. and Mrs. America, and all the ships at sea!” ad from Austin Volkswagen dealer

Republican debate opening montage with The X Factor voiceover: “Rick Santorum, the late contender!”; Santorum’s “dangers of contraception” list of benefits; Romney ambushed by George Stephanopoulos at ABC debate at the behest of Obama; CNN zooms in on professional “Frothy Mix” sign; ACC’s e-mail exchange with Ron Paul advisor Doug Wead and Iran botch

GOP candidates fail miserably in addressing Detroit bailouts; Gingrich “wrong question” evergreen for dopey John King; next debate March 19 on PBS; PayPal founder Peter Thiel’s donations to Paul super PAC; Obama the Antichrist meme perfect for deluded Santorum

Producer Segment: Producer Maynard’s JCD interview, “I like Green Day”

Megyn Kelly on Obama’s 2005 $90k investment in LightSquared predecessor Skyterra, investor Philip Falcone, military pressured to tone down criticism of GPS interference; CEO Sanjiv Ahuja working on Democrat fundraising; FCC’s Julius Genachowski on “spectrum scarcity”

Anti-marijuana Assistant US Attorney John Walsh dies while snowshoeing

ACC gripes about “the chick with the eyepatch” Marie Colvin getting killed instead of Anderson Pooper; McCain & Lieberman all-in on “the wherewithal to fight back” for Syrian rebels; JCD “as Bob rightly says/Fran’s absolutely right” mash-up with Pooper and CIA shills Fran Townsend and Bob Baer; Gen. Martin Dempsey to Fareed Zakaria: “premature” to arm Syrian opposition; Newt Gingrich: Iran “practicing” closing Strait of Hormuz

Timmy Geithner threatens “you would kill this economy” with deficit reduction

Moscow and Paris talking about competing gas pipeline, Israel-Cyprus cooperation; “The New US-British Oil Imperialism” article from 2002 by Norman D. Livergood

CNN and Sanjay Gupta shilling for “cold turkey in a pill” naltrexone to treat alcoholism, “17% more effective than what else is out there”, new diet pill Qnexa “at the top of the hour”; Danny Bonaduce’s “thirteen months not drinking” due to Antabuse that “turns alcohol into formaldehyde!”; JCD reads warnings against going cold turkey with naltrexone

JCD irked at Fox The Five idiot proposing a single gasoline blend for the entire US, “they have a hundred people that could say, hey, this is totally wrong!” (JCDPPotD)

Donation Segment

Lord James of Blackheath to House of Lords on $15T funneled to HSBC and Royal Bank of Scotland; Wanta Fund to undermine ruble, profits stolen by Hillary Clinton; The Guardian article: Blackheath a “respected industrialist”, ACC: “Bill Clinton is the World Bank”

“Belligerent passenger” on Continental flight tackled and arrested after he “lit an electronic cigarette”, passenger: “he was screaming Allah is great”; Homeland Security Today editor Mickey McCarter befuddled by C-SPAN callers with real underwear bomber story: “I’m not familiar with the story”, naked body scanners “under consideration” by Obama administration

ACC’s movie rental nightmare with Time Warner Cable; Don Lemon giddy over female “ninja fighters” in Iran; British weather report predicts “bucketloads of cunt”

Mass Pandemrix push in Norway; Jay Carney lies about Obama’s Keystone Pipeline support

ACC Red Book: no Facebook IPO; ACC takes exception to “gazillions” in JCD column, editor’s gratuitous “natch”; Facebook photos of Massachusetts high school students found on porn site; €1,500 for ACC over Hot Pockets 2008 Tour photos from Twitter in Dutch magazine
384  No Specific Plot  (2012-02-19)

0:00:00  JCD: "I think somebody’s listening to our show." (1:26:59)
0:00:33  NYT: “Bonds Backed by Mortgages Regain Allure”; President’s Day “white sales” for bed linens; foot on the beach attributed to rapist dolphins, ACC “don’t pet his belly” story
0:05:15  Yahoo News connects Le Roy twitching outbreak to Tanganyika laughter epidemic of 1962 and deadly dancing plague of 1518, “it’s also called crying wolf … if you really do get the flu, nobody believes you”; local news: “think about getting that flu shot” for late season
0:08:42  Uproar over Dutch prince caught in avalanche; lying idiot Rick Santorum: the Dutch wear “do not euthanize me” bracelets because half of all cases are involuntary; Keith Olbermann bashes Ron Paul for voting against Congressional Medal of Honor for Charles Schulz
0:12:37  Whitney Houston funeral outshines Grammys; Madonna on “holy of holies” Super Bowl; Chaka Khan to Piers Morgan on Clive Davis party with Houston’s corpse upstairs, “demonic” music industry; UK Death of a Diva promo followed by “she looks better in a body bag” ad
0:15:26  Producer Segment
0:19:57  Rep. Mary Bono Mack to “thrilled!” Nancy Grace clone Jane Velez-Mitchell: “it’s a great question” that was never asked, prescription drug abuse “also killing our kids”
0:21:08  “Uh” ding-fest for Rep. Anna Eshoo stammering about emergency communications
0:22:16  Rumors of Kamala Harris for Supreme Court, ACC: “she’s evil!”
0:25:16  Clapper asserts Iran “more than capable” of producing nuclear weapon; Rep. Peter King to Erin “Burn-It”; “even though there’s no specific plot, the intelligence community believes that an attack could very well happen”, Iranian attack “the greatest threat we face”, plot against Saudi ambassador crossing “red line”, Hezbollah “major leagues of terrorism”
0:28:42  FBI arrests Amine Mohamed El-Khalifi “set up” with fake suicide vest to bomb US Capitol, arrested after buying “potential bomb components like nails and glue”, illegal alien living in Northern Virginia, bogus story of test bomb at West Virginia quarry
0:30:37  Gas at $8.99 per gallon in the Netherlands; Sarkozy Aegean Sea re-election poster; JCD’s CBC spot with blurry live-action Golden Gate Bridge; former Australian PM Kevin Rudd struggles with teleprompter: “is this the fucking Chinese interpreter up there… just fucking hopeless”
0:33:47  Mitt Romney contrasts himself with “Rick Perry… excuse me, Rick Santorum”; rumors of Jeb Bush if Romney can’t win Michigan; Candy Crowley pestering Ron Paul to give up
0:38:02  Angelina Jolie’s new film across Balkans war and call for intervention in Syria
0:40:47  “Worst piece of crap ever produced for children” Doodlebops “the clippity-clops?”
0:42:47  Lucifer Clinton and “High Representative” Catherine Ashton on the move, possible two to the head for correspondent Anthony Shadid, Friends of Syria conference and Kosovo
0:45:16  Leviathan! jingle; natural gas Solar Turbines, Turkey freaking out at Israel-Cyprus deal; CNN fearmongering over Vermont Yankee plant with “the same design as Fukushima”; CNN and Ted Turner tied to natural gas, TMI Three Mile Island and The China Syndrome
0:48:00  Donation Segment: ITM check memo
0:51:44  Person of Interest CIA drug dealer; Pfizer’s quiet six-month extension on Viagra patent; Purdue Pharma reformulating Oxycontin, heroin addiction “vaccine”
0:54:04  Critical Afghanistan report by Army whistleblower Daniel Davis
0:56:22  Potential for Gazprom to buy Greek energy companies
0:59:22  JCD’s reasons for avoiding Linux, Ms. Micky suggests Facebook status “dead”
383 Hot Rods (2012-02-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t know why these things are dry!” (2:25:35)
0:00:32 Twitter’s quill pen “feather button”; ACC and JCD only communicating “ossice goffip”
0:03:29 Producer Segment: Democracy Now confirms ACC’s pipeline theory
0:11:05 Jennifer Hudson’s Grammy Awards tribute to Whitney Houston followed by Nicki Minaj Illuminati performance; Don Lemon on issue of Whitney Houston and “doctor shopping or pharmacy shopping”; off-script Erin Burnett with stooge Dr. Drew Pinsky: “benzodiazepine means Xanax!”, Pinsky “sick and tired” of such deaths; Lemon: “we’ve been in the news for information that hasn’t been quite accurate”, no DEA involvement; FDA warning about counterfeit Avastin; Sanjay Gupta for 60 Minutes on $75bn counterfeit drug business

0:21:09 $180bn entertainment business vs $800bn from 122 drugs, SOPA lobbyists Pfizer and PhRMA; Dianne Feinstein’s S.2002 Online Pharmacy Safety Act; NewsHour on methotrexate shortage; “domiciled” in US provision, brand name “valid prescription”, federal prescription database
0:37:23 Clueless Rick Santorum flails at answer for Piers Morgan on need for “more controlled regulation” to combat “epidemic” of celebrity drug deaths; Lemon: Houston toxicology expedited
0:44:45 Outraged Lawrence O’Donnell: “the Mormon Church baptizes Jews against their will and without their knowledge after they are dead!”, Anne Frank and Adolf Hitler among the thousands baptized by proxy through their nonexistent descendants; douchebag O’Donnell offers Santorum “the easiest anti-Romney softballs that anybody’s ever thrown him” (CotD)
0:53:14 Megadeth’s Dave Mustaine throws his support behind Santorum; Doug Wead to outraged journalist: “why should we dump three million dollars into television advertising to win a beauty contest?”; CPAC rigs straw poll for Romney by evicting the Occupy Wall Street riffraff not wearing ties; JCD’s tie collection with “fuck you” specimen, Mormons on Segways
1:04:15 Gordon Chambers puts positive spin on Whitney Houston’s douchebaggery for NewsHour
1:07:30 Black skies over Syria from pipeline explosion but “the government has a different story!”; sketchy journalist Arwa Damon’s connections to Istanbul and Beirut, activists “incredibly well organized”, al-Qaeda “security vacuum” meme; leaked Arab League journalist list, Muslim Brotherhood setting its sights on Tunisia; Benjamin Netanyahu’s first visit to Cyprus
1:18:10 Greece “on fire” with second EU bailout on hold; John Ward’s The Slog blog predicting imminent default; Haiku Herman “welcomes” China’s interest in buying Europe; Nigel Farage: “what democracy?” with EU puppet PM Lucas Papademos; JCD’s F-bomb quota
1:28:39 Donation Segment: Al Sharpton & James Brown on Soul Train in 1974; $69.69 streak begins
1:53:31 Obama announces fictitious $26bn mortgage settlement with $2bn for shill Kamala Harris
2:01:41 Martin Dempsey’s Valentine’s Day wish for Xi Jinping; CFR shill Erin Burnett introduces “Hot Rod Show and Tell” with Iranian fuel rods and yellowcake, “no one buys it, not even the watchdog IAEA” lie, fuzzy Google Earth map with entrance ramp, “massive ordnance penetrator” porn; Good Morning America prerecorded “good morning” report from Strait of Hormuz; ABC News working on graphics and rehearsing for Israeli attack
2:15:20 Rep. Louise Slaughter on STOCK Act and Tom DeLay’s chief of staff; Canadian Safety Minister Vic Toews: surveillance critics “can either stand with us or with the child pornographers”
2:18:29 White House facing Solyndra subpoenas; Gene Sperling all-in on “global minimum tax”; Cenk Uygur irked at liberals in support of drone strikes; ACC: Bill Clinton for World Bank president
2:25:44 Wall Street Journal: doctors telling families who are against vaccines to get lost
2:26:27 TSA agents running attractive women through naked body scanners multiple times
382 Apathy Syndrome (2012-02-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re mentally ill, lady!” (2:29:24)
0:00:33 Rev. Manning “whup him with the Constitution!” jingle: Patrick Seale discussing Syria mashed up with Admiral Akbar from Return of the Jedi
0:04:41 ACC’s pipeline theory YouTube video; 25 killed and 170 injured in Aleppo explosion
0:07:06 Whitney Houston’s death at 48 to be celebrated on Glee, CVC: “that’s not a conspiracy theory, that’s marketing”; Clive Davis and Piers Morgan compare Jennifer Hudson to Houston; “crack is whack” to Diane Sawyer in 2002; ACC: “if anything this was an Illuminati sacrifice”
0:13:55 Lucifer Clinton clippity-clops in with Cyprus Foreign Minister to discuss “deepening and broadening” relations; Nabucco-West pipeline dead, undersea power cable plans; Israel LNG contract awarded to Italy, Clinton clippity-clops in with Italian Foreign Minister “who is well-known in Washington”; JCD on California vs “communist” Alaska divvying up oil revenues
0:25:55 Greek riots over latest bailout package with privatization revenue target of €50bn
0:30:31 Egyptian gas pipeline attacked ten times in 2011; Wolf Blitzer on Anonymous leaking “shocking” details from “secret e-mails!” about Syrian propaganda for Assad’s Barbara Walters interview; “key points” and PR plans from UN and ABC News; “CNN presents Nuclear Standoff next Sunday 8:00 Eastern”, JCD on price manipulation to kill alternative energy companies
0:44:44 Producer Segment
0:55:42 Al-Shabaab’s “reverse merger” with al-Qaeda, JCD: “how about Shish Kebab?”
0:59:00 Valentine’s Day a “gay holiday” in India; WikiLeaks cables from Jon Huntsman covering Chinese gay community, father’s exalted position in Mormon Church, Huntsman Gay Global Capital; skeptical BBC report on Sunni-Shia tensions in Bahrain; February 14 in history
1:09:43 Executive Order 12958 Classified National Security Information rubber stamp authority; Eric Holder weasels out of Sen. Ron Wyden’s request for legal authority to drone Anwar al-Awlaki
1:15:09 ACC Red Book: JFK plaything Mimi Beardsley and Bill Clinton documentary as omens of Obama revelation; Iron Sky “Nazis from the Moon” trailer, “all presidents who start a war in their first term get re-elected”; Judge Napolitano’s show cancelled as predicted
1:19:36 Rep. John Fleming posts reaction to The Onion article “Planned Parenthood Opens $8 Billion Abortionplex”; possible hoax of father shooting disrespectful daughter’s laptop with .45
1:22:50 New UK auto insurance partnership with TomTom, “stern e-mail to the driver” for speeding, computer-generated “slow down, slave!” JCD: “the black box’ll know it’s a woman driver!”
1:30:20 Al Cárdenas warning about possible emergence of Jeb Bush at brokered convention
1:34:21 USS Gabrielle Giffords, Gabby author Jeffrey Zaslow dead in Michigan car crash
1:36:25 Frank Luntz to John Stossel on “taxes” vs “revenue”, Obama’s “no more bailouts”
1:38:34 Sarah Palin pretends to have discovered “crony capitalism”; JCD on anonymous ghostwriters
1:41:02 Donation Segment: ACC’s awful “the simple joy of being first” McDonald’s voiceover
2:09:46 Diane Sawyer on new DoJ settlement forcing banks to renegotiate underwater loans “on a case-by-case basis”; conflicting stories about who is paying for the program, corrupt California Attorney General Kamala Harris, brother-in-law Tony West worth $65M to Obama campaign
2:23:51 Dr. Drew Pinsky caller asks about long-term risk from “giving” anal sex, “you gotta make sure you get that Gardasil vaccine ... it’s insane not to take it”; Viagra “stumbled upon” as treatment for rare pediatric lymphatic disease just in time for another patent
2:28:55 DSM-5 to classify grief and shyness as mental illnesses, ACC: “just give Viagra to everybody!”
2:30:15 California to spend an additional $1bn on prisons by defunding libraries

950
381 Acquisition Malpractice (2012-02-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is this world coming to?” (2:26:07)
0:00:30 Victory lap for ACC’s Super Bowl XLVI prediction, JCD’s fractal theory fail
0:05:13 Obama to Matt Lauer: Israel has made no decision on “what they need to do” about Iran, “I may, y’know, call some executive privilege” to prevent his daughters from putting up Tom Brady posters, ACC: “why don’t you just drone ‘em, Obama?”, “one-term proposition” from interview three years ago in the same shirt, “we’re not finished!” meme, “old-fashioned” values of “getting a fair shot, everybody doing their fair share, everybody playing by the same rules”
0:13:53 Clint Eastwood suckered into doing Super Bowl “Halftime in America” ad
0:17:21 Democracy Now mourns 50-year anniversary of Cuba embargo without fanfare in Washington
0:20:32 Producer Segment
0:33:23 ACC spends three 18-hour days exploring Syria situation as example of pipelines.curry.com pipeline theory, Japan depending on gas due to Fukushima shutdown, Arab Gas Pipeline to Homs Syria and on into Turkey, December 2010 discovery of Leviathan gas field with logical Israel-Cyprus-Greece path, Noble Energy’s Bush-Clinton connection, Lucifer championing Law of the Sea Treaty, Arab Spring kicked off three months after discovery; Greek “Minister of Gas” to Jerusalem Post on buying gas from Israel, Papademos talking to Netanyahu; privatization of Greek ports and ΔΕΠΑ Public Gas Corporation, ACC: “this is corporate warfare”
0:57:20 Author Patrick Seale on role of Muslim Brotherhood in Syrian opposition and 1982 Hama massacre; Anderson Pooper video from bogus activist “Danny” griping “this child lost his brains”; Assad reminds Barbara Walters the UN has no “evidences” of atrocities, “who said that the United Nations is a credible institution?”, refuses to discuss Arab League agenda
1:12:51 Zbigniew Brzezinski all-in on Western expansion into Turkey & Russia; JCD on Turkey as modern secular nation: Istanbul airport “just short of having goats in it”; Jay Carney: Syrian violence “clearly” resulting in hundreds of deaths, “fact!” of regime’s “brutal campaign to slaughter its own people”, dodges US special forces question from Russian reporter “Andrei”
1:24:54 Seale: Saudi Arabia and Iran need to cooperate in spite of mutual antipathy; increasing incidence of explosions at gas pipelines between Iran and Turkey; rumors of Standard & Poor’s upgrading Greece; #NoGasNoCare, Fukushima earthquake after Leviathan discovery, watching Chinese Far East Energy Corporation
1:34:46 Donation Segment: ACC’s cringe-inducing Old Navy ad
1:56:31 Clooney handler Nicholas Kristof on “heroic” Syrians sneaking cell phone footage out of the country; Amy “gravel voice” Goodman on legislation for domestic drone use by police, “in other drone news” segue to Michael Hayden criticizing Obama’s drone program; FAA bill to require pilot license and fund NextGen system, “pilotless” as code for autonomous; Frank Kendall: putting F-35 joint strike fighter in production before test flights “acquisition malpractice”
2:07:40 Rumors of Germany printing Deutsche marks; Margaret Warner on German companies’ slogan “we make the thing that goes inside the thing that goes inside the thing” (CotD)
2:11:49 Cupertino High School goes into lockdown over Nerf gun
2:14:17 New cholera vaccine Shanchol “while we’re waiting” for clean water in Haiti; dentists displaying HPV vaccine posters; Dr. Rosario Trifiletti blames Le Roy tics on PANS, competing theory blames social media, CBS shuts down coverage, ACC Red Book: “no video, no story”
2:24:08 Democracy Now on deposed Maldives President Mohamed Nasheed signing Copenhagen climate accord for $50M (CotD); Federal Reserve announces plan to devalue dollar 33%
JCD: “What’re you doing with Arabic on your machines?”

Facebook’s Friday update breaks “like” buttons internet-wide, bogus revenue numbers, RSU restricted stock units; JCD suckered by ancestry.com “Thomas muthaf—ing Jefferson!”

Piers Morgan opens show with “Ron Paul is not going to be your next president!”, Morgan ignores Paul’s real unemployment numbers in favor of “what are apparently good figures”, “that’s aggression!” of preemptive strike on Iran, “let all the British kids go up there and die!”

Ann Romney in Nevada: “I’m here to make sure that you listen to me this time and obey”

Erin Burnett editorializes about New York drone signs and botches “we’re still debating how much of our freedom are we actually willing to give up to maintain American freedom”

Pier Morgan opens show with “Ron Paul is not going to be your next president!”, Morgan ignores Paul’s real unemployment numbers in favor of “what are apparently good figures”, “that’s aggression!” of preemptive strike on Iran, “let all the British kids go up there and die!”

Ann Romney in Nevada: “I’m here to make sure that you listen to me this time and obey”

Erin Burnett editorializes about New York drone signs and botches “we’re still debating how much of our freedom are we actually willing to give up to maintain American freedom”

Sky News “it came in the darkness!” video of shelling in Syria; Obama envisions “Syria without Assad”; Lucifer Clinton and Susan Rice irked at Russia & China for regime change veto

Uproar over Leon Panetta’s prediction that Israel will attack Iran; warmongering Israeli official Moshe Yaalon claims Iranian missiles can hit “the great Satan” US; Euronews propaganda: Iran cutting oil exports to “hostile” states; Arab League’s Amr Moussa running for president in Egypt; two American “tourists” kidnapped in South Sinai according to “trusted Bedouin sources”; Sky News footage of fake tear gas battles between Egyptian protestors and police

Climategate: record-breaking -23° C in the Netherlands and -10° in Great Britain due to “complex wind patterns” caused by global warming, as predicted by no climate model ever; Dutch Elfstedentocht Eleven Cities Tour, ACC’s concealed carry parka

CNN on Nature article proposing sin tax on “processed sugar, added sugar”

Contrived “cool” videos of Obama singing Al Green at Apollo Theater event

Donation Segment: ACC’s insincere Frosted Flakes voiceover

Mimi irked by new stream site; ACC’s “outstanding product” heirloom tomato

Anonymous techno-experts leak call between FBI and Scotland Yard discussing hacker Ryan Cleary’s “indecent images”; BBC “dark side of the web” fearmongering; Bureau of Justice Assistance: internet cafe owners should be wary of people who use cash or “tradecraft”; ISP throttling plan for London Olympics; H.R.1981 Protecting Children from Internet Pornographers Act; ACTA protests in Slovenia, Anonymous blamed for knocking ATMs offline

And Now Back to Real News: MTV Europe Music Awards with Snooki & JWoww, “the single most magical experience at being at a live music is, it can’t be recreated!”

Micron Technology stock jumps after death of CEO Steve Appleton in crash of “experimental” Lancair IV-PT, 2007 crash and earlier aborted takeoff; no more scheduled flights for ACC

Roster of possible bets on Super Bowl distraction; final deadline for Greece to cut minimum wage of €751 per month by 25%; precipitous drop in JCD’s Baltic Dry Index

Nicolas Sarkozy mandates breathalyzers in all cars, “s’il vous plaît sautez la voiture”
0:00:00 ACC: “I’m gonna rufie you, rufie you!” (2:08:24)
0:00:31 Producer Segment: radio host groans theatrically at caller’s No Agenda recommendation
0:10:20 Cenk Uygur celebrates Black History Month with “Booger booger booger T. Washington”
0:13:12 CNN cites FAA identification of “meteor” over Austin, Shep Smith uses NASA photos to promote Pink Floyd The Dark Side of the Moon re-release; “not the one that captured Osama bin Laden” clip found, Seal Team Six movie promotion; Australian Transport Minister Anthony Albanese “serious challenges” speech stolen from Michael Douglas in The American President
0:22:46 George Soros: “not much difference” between Romney and Obama; C-SPAN caller asserts “first wives club” will never accept Callista Gingrich; Debbie Wasserman Schultz: Romney “bought” primary with negative ads; Herman Cain and post-plastic-surgery Sarah Palin back in spotlight, JCD recommends first facelift at age 92; ACC predicts Megyn Kelly up next
0:34:11 Dianne Feinstein attacks Los Angeles Times claim that David Petraeus is evasive with Congress, “I spoke with the reporter last Friday”, accuses White House of leaking classified information
0:40:45 Producer note on Special Forces masquerading as Iranians on reconnaissance missions
0:44:35 JCD story: Glock at Shot Show with fake CIA stripper booth babe
0:46:31 ACC’s vivid dream with warning from trusted source and chemtrails in the morning
0:48:24 British Education Secretary Michael Gove’s admiration for James Bond Moonraker villain Hugo Drax; JCD: What the Hell Are They Spraying? chemtrail documentary “suspicious”
0:52:51 Cenk Uygur surprised the late Don Cornelius created “revolutionary” Soul Train, Cornelius’ 2008 conviction for assaulting his Russian supermodel Viktoria Avila, life insurance policy with two-year suicide limitation; ACC’s Jay Leno imitation
1:01:30 British citizens harassed by DHS for “destroy America” and “dig up Marilyn Monroe” tweets as promotion for My Week with Marilyn; “Meryl Streep with a special in the morning tribute” at SAG Awards (CotD); CBP report on Marilyn Monroe “Tweeter” post
1:07:14 CBS: Mitt Romney about to pick up a Secret Service detail; producer note on Lucifer Clinton’s Secret Service codenames “evergreen” and “broomstick”; cackling over vice presidency question, leaving “highwire of American politics”, “I didn’t watch any of those debates” lie; Obama “smart alec” in UK; “clippity-clop clip” of Lucifer lauding Mikheil Saakashvili for “defense and security cooperation”; Obama “taking place in Russia… uh, in, in Georgia” gaffe
1:19:58 Obama “thank you Satan” from Show 132 revisited, inauguration “the power of alien saucers”
1:22:24 Donation Segment: “we’d be the Soul Train of podcasts, baby!”
1:36:38 ancestry.com ad with black actors tracing roots to “Thomas muthaf—ing Jefferson!”
1:43:01 CBS on $6.5bn doled out by Department of Energy to failing alternative energy companies; Leon Panetta meme-fest to 60 Minutes on droneing American citizens: “if someone is a citizen of the United States and is a terrorist ... in my book that person is a terrorist”
1:55:50 73 killed at Egyptian soccer match; uninsured Greek players on strike, “crisis” ding-fest
1:05:24 EU Parliament chaos after Martin Schulz shuts off Nigel Farage’s microphone; Haiku Herman pushing new “economic governance” treaty, 0.2% of GDP fine to “reinforce compliance”
2:14:59 Michelle Obama’s $50,000 lingerie shopping spree at Agent Provocateur
2:17:07 Dr. Drew Pinsky and Erin Brockovich to Anderson Pooper on Le Roy teen tic mystery
2:19:13 Jay Carney laments GOP unwillingness to hike “revenue”, OMB spokeshode predicts 30% increase in revenues due to “new taxes and other collections that are scheduled to go into effect”; Sir Evelyn de Rothschild all-in on global currency, JCD watching Baltic Dry Index
0:00:00 ACC: “Mic check, mic check!” JCD: “Mic check!” (2:01:07)
0:00:34 JCD’s prospect of officiating ACC’s and Ms. Micky’s wedding, “we’ll do a roast!”
0:05:53 “Pooper and Blitzer” gripe about Newt Gingrich’s refusal to address “serious allegation” about Romney’s taxes: “and then when I pressed him on it and didn’t back down, he responded”, ACC: “why don’t they just do it right and hire Ryan Seacrest?”, Romney’s one-liners from “the back of Boys’ Life magazine”; White House “scriptwriting session” with Jeb Bush
0:15:04 Lucifer Clinton’s scripted town hall with producer warning crowd to “always be diplomatic in your questions and your performance”, Server Not Found at foreignassistance.gov “foreign assistance dashboard”, “we’re moving moving moving” to replace IE 7 with Chrome, “coincidental” resignation of Anesh Chopra; public toilet app wins award from Dutch government
0:32:54 Producer Segment: “red-tie Obama and blue-tie Obama”
0:41:28 Distraction of the Week: The Insider on Demi Moore’s convulsions after smoking “a potentially dangerous substance” like synthetic THC spice or K2, ACC’s unpleasant experience smoking “hash” made of melted CDs; new network Investigation Discovery Channel with memorable musical transition, ACC on working with smoking hit cello player Paula Zahn
0:53:58 Count of twitching teens in Le Roy New York now at 15 with one boy, NIH spokeshole slips with “we’re able to... that we’re interested in making second opinions on these cases”, new PANDAS theory, ominous warning from neurologist Dr. Laszlo Mechtler: “this may be a significant concern for the health of the girls”; Erin Brockovich to Dr. Drew Pinsky on 1971 train derailment involving TCE trichloroethylene; 15k adverse events reported to VAERS in 2009; PFC perfluorinated compounds in microwave popcorn bags interfering with vaccines
1:10:54 socialmoms.com tweeting about diagnosing ADHD at age four (ACCPotD); side effect litany from ADHD drug “adding Intuniv helped Eric!” ad; actress Jaime Winstone to BBC pushing Gardasil and new documentary about oral sex and “Haitch PV”; Le Roy “bad batch” theory
1:20:53 “Secretary of War” Leon Panetta laughs “it’s a good question” how many wars the US is in
1:24:51 The New Yorker and Andrew Napolitano covering producer’s fake drone signs; 33 pounds of cocaine “delivered by accident” to UN headquarters inside hollow books
1:28:12 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Syrian riot photo above the fold; Anhar Kochneva to RT: cded instructions for protesters in weather reports; media ignoring Polish ACTA riots
1:34:06 Producer note on impending military deployment to Iran; reports of 33 killed in Syria & Iraq
1:36:59 Donation Segment: televangelist “don’t be surprised if I don’t call you personally”
2:01:15 The Euro: Germany proposes Troika take over Greek spending, ACC Operation Paperclipped Nazi sleeper cells theory; World Economic Forum organizer Klaus Schwab: “we have chosen as a title Ze Great Transformation”, JCD: “you sound like Triumph the insult comic dog now!”
2:12:09 Release of Heineken kidnapper Willem Holleeder a distraction from Dutch taxpayers overpaying €3-15bn in ABN AMRO bailout; dismal employment numbers from Portugal and Spain
2:19:11 Douchebag Jack Welch: “the GOP is gonna have to exit” Ron Paul
2:24:51 Jeremy Paxman to First Minister Alex Salmond: an independent Scotland “would also be broke”, of course”, “I think I recall Robert Mugabe saying something similar about Zimbabwe”
2:29:16 Don Lemon introduces caterwauling Christina Aguilera; Joe Biden catches himself doing Indian accent; Lemon “keep going” teleprompter flub, CNN Hero Aaron Jackson: “today we’ve dewormed an estimated maybe a little over a hundred people” in Africa
2:33:43 Al Sharpton and Joe Madison accuse Jan Brewer of racism; ACC tests Twitter censorship
377  Cleanest Dirty Shirt  (2012-01-26)

0:00:00  (Excerpt from pre-stream with  Die Walküre )
0:05:45  Ms. Micky’s “that’s a great question” for ACC’s marriage proposal in rainy Bonaire
0:11:44  Gloomy Hillary Clinton all in black at State of the Union, GOP side-by-side comparison with 2011 speech, student loan interest set to double in July; “coincidence” of resurrected SEAL Team 6 rescue operation in Somalia, MIA clip of Shep Smith saying “the same team that captured bin Laden”; Joe O’Biden: rescue authorized because of prisoner Jessica Buchanan’s failing health; JCD: al-Shabaab “used to be a doo-wop group in the 50s”; State of the Union by the chipper grey-haired Obama; hostages working for sketchy Danish Refugee Council
0:24:22  Producer Segment
0:25:54  State of the Union ratings down 12%, Valerie Jarrett sitting in Michelle Obama’s place; JCD predicts “finish the job” meme, YouTube “half a haircut” video; Alec Baldwin propagates nonsense to Piers Morgan that Hoover Dam project helped end the Great Depression, JCD: interstate system built to benefit trucking over railroads, Baldwin on presidential tendency to “let it rip” during second term, JCD: “there’s no examples of it, he’s full of shit!” (JCDPPotD)
0:40:44  Gabby Giffords “thank… you… for… your… prayy-urrs” video with inspiring soundtrack; tearful Debbie Wasserman Schultz pays tribute, ACC: “cry more!”; Arizona Governor Jan Brewer’s tarmac confrontation with Obama; Nancy Pelosi to John King: Gingrich presidency “isn’t going to happen”; ACC Red Book: Jeb Bush brought back to the island, Rasmussen poll: 33% of Americans want another Republican candidate; Jim DeMint on danger of GOP ignoring Ron Paul, Erin Burnett: “before we go, did you know Mitt Romney was a Mexican?” (CotD)
0:53:26  Rev. Manning asserts Newt Gingrich’s father was a “liberal educated black man”
0:56:59  John Kerry’s black eyes and broken nose tied CIA whistleblower John Kiriakou
1:04:22  Obama State of the Union applause-ometer at 19 minutes in 2011 and 2012
1:05:41  ACC’s brings Android Geiger counter app to bear on radioactive Chinese tissue holder
1:08:33  And Now Back to Real News: John McCain’s lame “I was able to intercept a surface-to-air missile with my own airplane” stand-up routine; Uncle Don’s Chinese “tubadjo” joke
1:13:59  China considering joining India in paying for Iranian oil with gold; hedge fund manager Kyle Bass on administration’s “kill the dollar” plan; ACC Strait of Hormuz USS Enterprise false flag theory; doom and gloom warnings from Christine Lagarde and George Soros
1:25:24  This American Life origin story of Greek 16% debt; Pimco shill on creditors facing “principal loss in Greece or negative real interest rates in what we call the cleanest dirty shirt countries”
1:34:10  Donation Segment: ACC’s unclaimed property in New Jersey
1:39:43  Robert Bennett ditches MegaUpload; OPEN Act and Comcast DNSSEC issue with nasa.gov
1:54:32  Vivek Kundra’s buddy Aneesh Chopra gushes about Michelle Obama on Twitter, “internet policy principles” buzzword-fest; Obama on his conversion to Christianity at age 30; White House Insider: Obamas laugh at religious people, Wall Street Insider on defunct Shore Bank rebranded Urban Partnership Bank linked to Pakistan, Obama, and Bill Clinton
2:10:33  Shadow Puppet Theater: Wael Ghonim’s new book You Tweet You Want a Revolution
2:11:52  And Now Back to Real News: RT Erin Burnett clone announces talk show with Julian Assange
2:14:32  NYT & Chelsea Handler propagating “finish the job” meme; Scottish independence rumblings
2:20:34  FAA to ban unlicensed drone operation, DHS WAASS Wide Area Aerial Surveillance System
2:23:18  Joe Paterno memorialized by “the big 33”; joint military training “drills” over LA
2:25:24  Outro: end-of-show Rev. Manning on “Newton Leroy McPherson” and “Willard Romney”

955
376  Party@Ecropolis (2012-01-22)

0:00:00 (Atmospheric excerpt from pre-stream.)
0:01:06 ACC in Bonaire with “Lex Luthor and the Iranian Princess”, 600 Dutch government workers, €28M from EU for infrastructure; Twitter recommends JCD follow the late Soupy Sales
0:07:56 Joe Paterno dead at 85, “why take a chance?” two to the head theory
0:12:02 Erin Burnett: women love Gingrich when he says “red is blue”; JCD on Rush Limbaugh working for Romney via Bain Capital and Clear Channel, Fox & MSNBC obsessed with super PAC money flowing into the media, most frequent White House guest Rachel Maddow: “happy birthday to Citizens United”, former RNC chair Michael Powell: Gingrich looking forward to website visitors “writing a check”, Fox promoting Florida “money bomb”, Ed Schultz: Romney “gonna have to do it fast”; JCD: “this’ll be a close election the whole time, you watch”
0:24:38 Rumors of massive donations to Obama’s 2008 campaign from overseas; distracted Neil Cavuto compares Ron Paul to “thin Rodney Dangerfield” and cuts him off
0:31:00 Producer Segment: Read No Agenda crowdsourced transcriptions
0:39:14 JCD Red Book: Gingrich forced to quit; Gary Johnson to MSNBC on Gingrich’s hypocritical death penalty proposal for marijuana; Alex Castellanos: Romney a “tweaker”; Rick Santorum’s “unhappy check” lie about his tax return
0:43:51 $320M IRS web site upgrade, JCD: “that’s gotta include building a new IRS building!”
0:47:08 Jon Stewart mocks idiot Rep. Mel Watt’s folksy endorsement of SOPA: “we need parallels in the virtual world to what we have in the real world”; “coincidental” indictment of MegaUpload’s Kim Dotcom, indictment unavailable due to attack on justice.gov by Anonymous, unencrypted e-mails and sketchy affiliates in Virginia, former Clinton attorney Robert Bennett to defend the company, ACC: “this is a PR operation”; Supreme Court upholds GATT copyright restoration; former Sen. Chris Dodd threatening Obama administration on behalf of Hollywood; British ISPs to force new subscribers to choose between filtered and unfiltered
1:17:44 Ulsterman White House Insider on delay in court case against Kinde Durkee for stealing $5M in Dianne Feinstein campaign funds, Kam Kuwata opposing “miserable woman” Kamala Harris in attorney general race, ACC’s Obama twins theory, bin Laden assassination announced by Feinstein at Kuwata funeral; NewsHour 30-second spot for BNSF and Gates Foundation
1:29:18 Donation Segment
1:37:47 Russia, US, and EU talking Moon bases
1:38:28 Ebay CEO John Donahoe at CES: “I like that person’s shoes, let me snap a picture”, JCD: “are you just a complete moron, you can’t buy a tie??” (JCDPPotD)
1:40:53 TSA “real dickwad” at George Bush Intercontinental Airport X-ray machine yelling about “big appliance” in ACC’s bag, “we watched you walk” for Ms. Micky’s difference in leg lengths
1:48:00 Party at the E-cropolis jingles; Institute of International Finance ditches talks with IMF
1:49:58 Islamist candidates dominate Egyptian parliamentary elections; Lex Luthor’s “Persian Princess”: young Iranians getting accosted for adopting Western haircuts seen on YouTube
1:56:44 Croats vote to join EU; Irish journalist Vincent Browne grills ECB shills: “why are the Irish people required to pay billions to unguaranteed bondholders under threat to the ECB?”
2:04:22 House and Senate versions of Enemy Expatriation Act; one more show from “Boner”
The whole thing, they were on the ground, boots on the ground! (1:27:59)
Hey citizen!” popularity; JCD struggling with spreadsheets, technical malfunction! jingle
Producer Segment: givingloving.com jingle
NYT headline “Hedge Funds May Sue Greece”; Jan Kees de Jager to head financial tribunal in The Hague; Athens residents protesting again, Acropolis for rent at $2,000 per day
Haiku Herman “takes note” of Standard & Poor’s “so-called decision” to downgrade EFSF, backed by “unconditional and irrevocable guarantees”; YouTube “ask Herman”: “when you are going to stop kidding yourself and accept the fact that the euro is dead?”, politics “the art of making possible what is necessary”, United States of Europe vs “they are one state and we are twenty-seven”; debatingeurope.eu and “Merkozy”; riots in Romania and EU membership vote in Croatia, JCD story: Eurail Pass and Croatian vs Slovenian bureaucrats; Romanians protesting health reforms; Belgium considering €400 cap on cash transactions
Costa Concordia captain’s bogus “fell into the lifeboat” story
Rick Perry finally drops out of presidential race; Mitt Romney blathers nervously about releasing his tax returns; White House CTO Aneesh Chopra dodges SOPA/PIPA question
ICANN’s $800k CEO Rod Beckstrom retiring in July, “new age whack job” VP Elad Levinson
Ulsterman Report’s White House Insider on Obama’s Gregorian chant and amnesia at Denver convention; event organizer Kam Kuwata killed after talking about it; Michelle Obama flubs script: “the day Barack announced that I’m some angry black woman” (CotD)
Valerie Jarrett’s Secret Service detail for Ebenezer Baptist Church; Obama demands Betty White’s birth certificate on her 90th birthday; White House lockdown due to “smoking objects”
Thom Hartmann panelist David Bray argues with him and bitches during teleprompter read
International Atomic Energy Agency issues nebulous report on Iran’s nuclear program; ex-CIA “old coot” Ray McGovern revealing secret US-Iran deals, arrested for turning his back on Lucifer Clinton, JCD: Pacifica Radio “a bunch of Navajos reading poetry”
New York Times “crisis deepens” in Syria, BBC reveals special forces lurking in Libya
“Problematic woman” Gloria Borger on “very very tight race” and “eye-popping number” favoring Ron Paul in polls; Erin Burnett “who still needs to go on Jenny Craig” asks Paul supporters about write-in option, ageist “who would be the oldest president ever?” lie; Fox News “asshole” S.E. Cupp: “why is no one pointing out that Ron Paul is like 300 years old?”; neocon Bill Kristol: “good riddance” if Paul leaves GOP, “the nerve of this guy!” (JCDPPotD)
In the midst of SOPA/PIPA hysteria Ron Paul introduces repeal of NDAA Section 1021; “Kaiser Obama” illegally dodges decision on Keystone XL pipeline
And Now Back to Real News: pedestrians wearing headphones getting mowed down in droves
Donation Segment: A Noble Lie: Oklahoma City 1995 documentary
Hillary Clinton gripes about “irresponsible actors” and jumps on board International Code of Conduct for Outer Space Activities, Chinese anti-satellite weapons program
ACC seeking Geiger counter for Bed, Bath & Beyond potentially radioactive tissue holders
McCain’s opposition research file on Romney; Chris Matthews identifies Romney’s joke writer
Stammering Sanjay Gupta on Le Roy teens: “not all the girls got the Gardasil vaccine”, Anderson Pooper’s “mass hysteria” theory, ACC: “this is a huge scandal!” (ACCPotD)
374  Fractals on the Bone (2012-01-15)

0:00:00  JCD: “This show is the worst ever!” ACC: “No wonder people don’t wanna help us out!”

0:00:40  Miss America 2012: Ms. Micky enthralled by pageant of leggy Fox News hopefuls, voiceover reveals desire for “somebody that’s media-savvy, knows how to manipulate the media”, winner Miss Wisconsin “dumbest of the five” asked about political affiliation, “change for the crowning ceremony” giveaway, New York disqualifies herself by answering OWS question intelligently, ACC: “would’ve been better if she went, mic check!”, douchebag swimsuit judge looking for contestant who “knows what’s going on with current affairs”; “come back to Disney” ad

0:14:12  Darrell Issa’s H.R.3782 Online Protection and Enforcement of Digital Trade Act, White House responds to SOPA and PIPA petitions by declaring DNS off-limits, generic top-level domains from ICANN for a mere $185,000 a pop, CEO Rod Beckstrom formerly of National Cyber-security Center; Association of National Advertisers’ Dan Jaffe to PBS on “thicker WHOIS system” and administration’s assurance against “unreasonable disclosures of personal information”, “single global agreement” for police takedowns; distraction of Reddit blackout

0:33:47  Producer Segment: producer’s NYPD drone strike street signs

0:45:14  Bones hacktivist villain: “I’m a patriot!”, office fire caused by computer virus with “fractals on a bone”, JCD: “this is the dumbest thing I have ever seen a TV show”, Miss America ratings up 47%; CNN fearmongering about Anonymous “Anons”

0:52:23  State Department’s Ian Schuler on “Internet in a Suitcase” origin: “literally we went out and bought a suitcase and took a bunch of equipment that we had around the office … and put it into a suitcase” (CotD), JCD: “was Vivek Kundra behind this?”

1:00:20  Rev. Manning “whup him with the Constitution!”; Current TV vs MSNBC

1:06:14  Costa Concordia sinking just in time for release of Titanic 3D, captain arrested for abandoning ship, ACC’s Iranian submarine theory; CNN’s “female version of Lurch” Barbara Starr helping ratchet up tensions with Iranian speedboat stories, WTF of US Coast Guard in Persian Gulf still under DHS; Leon Panetta “red line” litany; Milton Bradley Battleship ad

1:18:59  Obama brings US-made props to his weekly video: “this is insourcing”, mysterious White House forum, seeking to “streamline and reform the Executive Branch”, “let me be clear: I will only use this authority for reforms that result in more efficiency, better service, and a leaner government” lie; Consolidation Authority Act to create cabinet-status position and fast-track authority; businessusa.gov “coming soon”, Aric the Shill’s VAT theory

1:32:49  Donation Segment

1:50:53  PBS’ “educational show” The Electric Company: “F called up PH!”

1:54:36  “Pimping for Paul” campaign run by prostitutes; Rick Santorum sweater vests, natural gas conversions “about $15,000 per car”; clueless Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer on running controversial show “for some unknown reason” at 9:00 Central Time instead of 10:00

2:05:50  ICANN now in control of tzdata timezone database; Starship Troopers 3 “hey citizen!”

2:08:53  Twelve high school girls in upstate New York with “strange uncontrollable tics” health officials are not allowed to discuss because “it’s a federal issue”, ACC: “it’s Gardasil!”

2:14:56  Greek government trying to slash expenditures ahead of March bankruptcy, Standard & Poor’s downgrades of several EU countries; Russia Today on worsening of debt crisis; €5,000 limit on cash payments in Belgium; Amsterdam parking fees based on car length

2:25:21  “Dramatic increase in the price and production of Afghan opium” according to UN

2:29:03  LA Times: voters don’t know Ron Paul is anti-war; Paul vs Mika Brzezinski for end of show
0:00:00 ACC: “Can people play along at home?” (1:53:52)
0:00:31 JCD: synchronized garbage days “like a bunch of women who live in the same dorm room”
0:02:01 Time machine trip to Show 372 New Hampshire Primary predictions; Jon Stewart “Huntsman is the real second here” compilation; Lawrence O’Donnell “the difference between the right to do something and doing the right thing” botch; reptilian Dana Bash: “I’m sure you talked to Republicans who are worried as well, just like I am, that Ron Paul will continue on” (CotD)
0:08:18 Rick Santorum insists “Iran must not get a nuclear weapon and we will go about whatever it takes to make sure that happens”; “idiot kid” to Jay Leno: “I think Ron Paul is like eighty-six years old”; Brit Hume: “most observers” agree RuPaul has a better chance
0:13:00 CBC reporter: Paul “somewhat wacky anti-central bank anti-war candidate” with “small flock of assorted devoted followers”; tinfoil hat photo on Rush Limbaugh’s web site; BBC “I’m not making this up!” with Paul one point behind Obama; new “electability” distraction; Doug Wead to Andrea Mitchell: “we’re changing the party”, JCD “blocking strategy” theory
0:29:41 Producer Segment: boots on the ground report from Abbottabad
0:39:38 Largely interchangeable SOPA and PIPA heaping new punishments on existing laws like the Lanham Act, JCD “shocked” to find no one has read the bills, lazy law enforcement wanting technology to do their jobs, Darrell Issa’s OPEN Act being promoted because it is “better”
0:55:11 Distraction of “paraphilias” like Marines urinating on dead Taliban and police urinating on shackled Pennsylvania woman; police dispensing citations to six-year-olds in Austin schools
1:03:14 TSA “Blogger Bob” posts “top 10 good catches of 2011” with terrorists conspicuously absent
1:05:46 And Now Back to Real News: 13-foot two-ton Dutch wooden shoe for tourists stolen; WRVR headline: “Man Dies After Eating Ounce of Cocaine out of Brother’s Butt”
1:08:56 ACC’s €500 note Red Book prediction, BBC on “the favored banknotes of criminals”
1:13:44 JCD’s “News from Chiner” with “SUV” the only comprehensible word, proposal for mandatory subtitles, Huntsman’s as-yet untranslated qíngxíng comment
1:16:45 C-SPAN “we have lost our signal” from Ron Paul event with family introductions; Jon “Henchman”’s insincere “I’ll be darned”, concession speech confetti, “I love this state”, Buzzkill Jr.’s victory speech theory; “production meeting” for Show 375 scheduling
1:24:21 “Off-brand Oprah” Gayle King responds to “great questions” from Charlie Rose on her Michelle Obama interview, Homer Simpson “great question!” jingle; ACC: Jodi Kantor’s The Obamas written “to help us believe that they are not the reptilians that they actually are”
1:28:18 Shadow Puppet Theater: former Citigroup and CFR shill Jacob Lew to replace William Daley
1:30:39 TSA looking into radiation dosimeters, JCD cancer cluster theory
1:32:28 Donation Segment: JCD “ever since Art Bell went off the air the Greys have gone too”
1:51:37 Ask Adam: guess the network given the show name, I Cloned My Pet maniacal laugh
2:01:07 Polish colonel Mikolaj Przybyl shoots himself in the cheek after defending himself in front of journalists investigating 2010 presidential plane crash, “I aimed incorrectly”
2:07:06 Roscosmos’ Vladimir Popovkin suggests Phobos-Grunt craft may have been “influenced”
2:11:22 Cackling Lucifer Clinton scolds Iran for “provocative rhetoric” and denies assassination of nuclear scientist Mostafa Ahmadi-Roshan; bloodthirsty Rick Santorum: “enemy combatants”
2:22:43 Susan Rice lies about dying Syrians, bitches about Russia; Clinton: Syrian army painting vehicles blue as disguise, Assad’s “chillingly cynical speech”; Assad on NYT front page
2:31:32 Michael Bloomberg’s next target: retail alcohol outlets; Neil Cavuto for end of show
Free Ponies for Everyone! (2012-01-08)

JCD: “These dogs are trained to lie!” (1:50:17)

More Skype crashes for ACC, shelving installer hit in the mouth

Lousy numbers for Republican debate up against football playoff game, slurring Diane Sawyer “saluting” everyone, Mitt Romney irked by Jon Huntsman’s 他不太了解这个情形 tā bù tài liǎojié zhège qíngxíng; Romney throws Tenth Amendment contraception question to Paul; idiotic answers to Saturday night “if you were a tree” question; Santorum the kid who got hit in the face playing dodgeball, “why because” he was on healthcare “board of directors”

Producer Segment: ACC interview on Producer Maynard’s The Dirty Disbelievers

Stammering Andrea Mitchell: Paul “not acceptable” to most voters; Santorum on bogus 8.5% unemployment rate because people “are not as hopeful as we’d like them to be”; Romney tangles with AP reporter Glen Johnson over claim that lobbyists are not running his campaign, press secretary Eric Fehrstrom scolds Johnson “save your opinions and act professionally”

Phil Donahue laments the US becoming “a warrior nation”; trailer for warmonger George Lucas’ Red Tails; Vermin Supreme to C-SPAN on the reason he is opposing “President Rominey” and promising “free ponies for all Americans”, “harnessing the awesome power of zombies” for energy independence; Santorum’s sponsorship of Jerry Sandusky for Congressional Angels in Adoption award, idiotic “there are only gay couples in certain states”; ACC recommends Readability browser plug-in for salon.com, “Progressives and the Ron Paul Fallacies” article

Mike Huckabee to Fox & Friends: Congress’ approval rating “just barely above a pedophile”

Fox news idiot delighted with her “nogoodniks” reinterpretation as “nogoodness”; NewsHour on Americans Elect pushing online primaries backed by globalist Webster Group

Presidential Memorandum authorizing “defense articles and defense services” to South Sudan to “promote world peace”, UN finds no evidence of mass killings a day later; “internet in a suitcase” question in State Department Twitter press conference, $70M per year for 7,500 techno-experts; Jay Solomon to Charlie Rose on the danger of “financial war” against Iran

Outstanding Food Product of the Week: Ottmar bread and butter pickles

Donation Segment: iTunes image resizing debacle

Kingsclere Hampshire residents perplexed by electronic anomalies potentially linked to EMP activity at nearby top secret military base; anti-chemtrail “we won’t be sprayed like a bunch of bugs” at Suffolk County New York hearing

The Ellen Show quizzes clueless Jersey Shore women on political terminology

Distraction of the Week: teen mistakenly deported to Colombia by ICE reunited with family in Texas, ACC plays Reunited for bogus alias “Tika Lanay Cortez”

Supreme Court to hear warrantless drug-sniffing dog case, ACC predicts terrorist-sniffing dogs

Bill O’Reilly scandalized by ACLU ranking Paul over Obama; Pentagon employee on hot mic: “two thirds of us laid off when Ron Paul is president”;

Euro at 16-month low, Chinese investing in Portuguese power grid, Greece selling public property including four Airbus A340s, JCD: “what do they retail for?”

Two to the head for two Top Gun pilots and a Navy SEAL, Berlusconi talent scout Dario “Lele” Mora tries to kill himself in prison; JCD on the hyper-rich buying private islands

Idiotic January 23rd SOPA internet blackout meme; SOPA a potential distraction from PIPA; list of S.968 cosponsors who need to be voted out of office

Producer en route to Abbottabad; ACC awaiting crazy Michelle stories in The Obamas
371  **Dead Herring in Norway!**  (2012-01-05)

0:00:00  JCD: “That’s NOT a great question!!”  (1:58:03)

0:00:32  New Red Book for 2012, ACC’s spot-on Romney-Santorum-Paul lineup prediction; Iowa Rep. Linda Upmeyer to C-SPAN caller’s question about votes being counted in Illinois: “sure, sure, that’s a great question”, tallying to take place at “Camp... er, excuse me”; Iowa official: falsification ”would be in no one’s interest”; director skit with with CNN cutting off Dana Bash and Ron Paul supporter’s 9/11 tattoo

0:14:04  Stephen Colbert’s “caucus tease”; Romney’s six fewer votes in Linn County than 2008; Gingrich calls Romney a liar on CBS Early Show; Saturday candidate placement predictions

0:21:20  God warns Pat Robertson “this country will begin disintegrating” due to economic collapse

0:27:07  Rick Santorum’s rapid-fire “why, because” NLP litany to Meet the Press, “I’ll support laws that move the ball forward, that doesn’t mean that’s my position and that’s where I’d like to go” doublespeak, “we’ll compromise on less less government, but not going the other way”

0:41:38  Another nine bills signed in the dead of night:  *Belarus Democracy and Human Rights Act propaganda mandate, H.R.1059 redaction authority, H.R.1892 Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012 §414 “Official Record of the Osama bin Laden Operation”, bogus “planned or supported numerous other deadly terrorist attacks”, “sheer professional magnificence” on the part of military spooks, DHS taking a renewed interest in molesting people at train stations

1:03:08  H.R.3166  *Enemy Expatriation Act* to strip US nationals of citizenship, ACC: “you’re screwed!”; ICE mistakenly deports Texas runaway to Colombia

1:06:55  And Now Back to Real News: Kim Kardashian pushing California tax increases; Michelle Obama all-in on the title “your excellency” on iCarly

1:10:37  NewsHour analyst on Iran closing Strait of Hormuz like “drinking a glass of gasoline”; Sen. Chris Coons on socialist US vs capitalist Chinese approaches to Africa

1:20:30  *commondreams.org* article “Haiti: Seven Places Where Earthquake Money Did and Did Not Go” with US government as primary beneficiary, 0.4% for Haitian NGOs, Clinton-Bush fund’s $29M of $54M for luxury hotel, Ambassador Kenneth Merton’s “the gold rush is on!”

1:28:38  Morning Edition admits academic medical centers like Vanderbilt University are buying “ad time” on NPR, make-good for University of Michigan

1:37:50  Donation Segment: JCD’s mysterious $124.07 button

1:46:25  Tens of thousands of disappearing dead herring from northern Norwegian Stargate

1:48:04  “Old school!” Cornell West all-in on unpaid service work for the younger generation

1:50:19  Win Lose or Drone: Predator drones patrolling US-Canada border; sixty companies flying drones in British airspace; Dvorak-Curry Drones, drone TLD; Montana to drone wolves

1:55:50  Charles Barkley to Jon Stewart: best team query “a great question” (JCDPPotD)

1:58:15  Eric Holder to appear before Congress again, “bag lady” assistant Laurie Robinson resigns

2:01:30  Ms. Micky spots chemtrails, Austin dropping 1.8 doses of rabies vaccine from the air

2:05:43  Germans irked at losing ECB board members, €3bn for Ireland & Portugal, Deutsch Mark resurrection; SEPA Single Euro Payments Area direct debit for convenient government theft

2:11:11  *Mother Jones* Ron Paul hit piece “Crackpots Do Not Make Good Messengers” by cat blogger Kevin Drum; Bob Schieffer doesn’t know “a single impartial observer” who thinks Paul can be nominated or elected; Al Gore mocks idea of “bringing aaall American troops home”

2:21:37  Scripted question for Jay Carney on CFPB head Richard Cordray’s “recess” appointment
ACC: “TMTV Awards: the Terrorist Music Television Awards!” (2:05:52)
ACC’s “abort, retry, fail” Skype crashes; JCD the New Year’s Eve designated driver, ACC’s dinner at San Antonio Riverwalk; Times Square “New Year of the retards” sponsored by Nivea
Obama signs NDAA in the dead of night with “serious reservations” signing statement for the “safety, security, and liberty of the American people”; Los Angeles Times on military contractors integrated in “the drone kill chain”; PATRIOT Act potentially redundant
Egyptian military raiding offices of sketchy techno-expert NGOs; State Department spokespeople Victoria Nuland’s script: “they do things like train poll monitors”; Lucifer Clinton’s NDI keynote on using US “presence, influence, and global leadership to support change”, NGOs that “the American taxpayers pay for”; off-script Indian reporter befuddles Nuland with David Headley question, on-script reporter asks about comedy act touring India; Make Chai not War “fuck the British” screed; Nuland on $100k in taxpayer-funded “religious tolerance” workshops
Producer Segment
Fox News “scripted bit” with disgraced WMD journalist Judith Miller on Iran’s Strait of Hormuz threat and penchant for “crazy and unpredictable things in the past”, threatening US “four or five times a week”; Syrian regime changing street signs to fool Arab League observers
Iowa Caucus votes to be counted in undisclosed location to foil Occupy Wall Street, ACC Red Book: Romney, Santorum, then Paul; MSM now trotting out panels of black women; JCD Red Book: Paul in first or second; “Iowa doesn’t matter” MSM compilation; NewsHour’s David Brooks & Mark Shields all-in on Iowa over the “coastal smug states”; MSNBC: 40% of Iowa voters find Paul “unacceptable”; 2008 compilation of MSM gushing over Iowa’s importance
Producer notes on government using .net and .org because of Obama restricting .gov, submerged nuclear submarines lurking near all bases, NYT Soros report from November
EU celebrating new year with economic fearmongering, Mario Monti calling for “beefed up” bailout fund, “the treasury bond auctions that took place this week went pretty well”, Spanish village reverting to use of pesetas; Dutch PIN smart cards; Danish MILF Helle Thorning-Schmidt running European Council; Netherlands considering college subsidies and loans; San Francisco’s Academy of Art University real estate empire
Possible two to the head plane crash for solar power company Amonix CEO Brian Robertson, $9.5M stimulus and $15.6 from Department of Energy, ACC: “I don’t think I’m ever gonna go flying again, ever”; Fisker Automotive recalling Karma hybrids over fire hazard
Chelsea Clinton channeling NPR with “now until midnight tonight” donation matching e-mail
Donation Segment: “Crock Pot & Bug Kill”
Pitfalls of shipping Knight rings overseas; Kim Jong-un’s weird-looking haircut
Midland International Airport evacuated over explosives “not considered a security threat” carried by US soldier; NPR: “it wasn’t hard this year to find a terrorist group” on the internet, “best known terrorist music recording” for al-Shabaab, ACC “Terrorist MTV Countdown!”
CCTV “tag and track” software spying on British citizens, “massive support” according to CEO; 13-year-old Yorkshire boy with alopecia punished for wearing hat, JCD: “they’re bald-ists!”; Boston Consulting Group: don’t outsource to China
Obama declares National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month
Another New Year’s Eve wave of dead birds; Andrew Napolitano rant for end of show
369 Phobos Grunts (2011-12-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “So these are the experts running our country??” (2:14:43)
0:00:33 Most people unable to listen to Show 368 in one go; 369 numerology; JCD’s friend spat at for speaking Québécois to the French; ACC’s CIA piggy bank and noagendanation.com swag
0:07:09 H.R.3765 Temporary Payroll Tax Cut Continuation Act 2% tax increase on $110k+, permanent Fannie & Freddie fee increases, Obama forced to make Keystone XL pipeline decision
0:15:06 Dorothy Rabinowitz: Ron Paul supporters “unmistakably represent the breed of neo-Nazis”, “foreign policy stuff that everybody knows about”; Fox idiot: “I have not read the newsletters”; Al Sharpton and Joe Scarborough gripe about Paul’s “anti-Semitism”; stammering former aide Eric Dondero now shilling for other Republican campaigns; Producer Maynard for end of show; Paul’s black supporters inspired by his drug policy vs prison industrial complex
0:31:50 New York Times lying about cancellations and screwing its reporters
0:33:09 Producer Segment: The Drone Star State; doucheba.gs, observatoryforhumanrights.com
0:45:37 Australian producers’ No Agenda short film
0:47:35 New York Times finds members of Congress are rich, Soros’ Center for Responsive Politics
0:53:44 All In: The Education of General David Petraeus “leaked” ahead of publication, White House ired at Wes Clark, CIA vs Obama scenario, Petraeus author “field agent” Paula Broadwell
0:59:29 Nike’s “blatant PR move” staging riots over its new shoe à la Girls Gone Wild
1:01:55 NYT boosts Syria to page A-6, US-Russia deal to whisk Assad to safety, Hala Gorani returns
1:05:44 Wolf Blitzer on Rick Santorum’s “stunning” surge to third place; Gary Johnson ditches GOP, Fox siding with Mitt Romney, Paul-Kennedy parallel, ACC Red Book: switch to third party
1:13:13 “Coincidence” of Greenhill & Company plane crash and failed AT&T and T-Mobile merger
1:14:22 Obama re-election campaign returns $70k in tainted contributions from Jon Corzine, Joe Biden in 2009: “I literally picked up the phone and called Jon Corzine” for advice
1:18:14 CNN breaking news: Santorum “shakeup”; MTV firing Carolyne Heldman over hairy legs
1:22:32 JCD demonstrates “outstanding product” carrots from Nash’s Produce in Port Angeles WA
1:23:26 CNN on “a human rights group” suing UN over Haitian cholera outbreak; Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti “douchebags out to steal money”
1:29:29 ACLU’s annual list of lost rights, Montana NDAA recalls; Rep. Austin Badon pushing for National Guard in New Orleans because “we cannot allow certain individuals to carry guns and to go out and shoot people on a daily basis”, marching feet “I feel comfortable now!” skit
1:41:00 Donation Segment: Tine butter monopoly in Norway
2:00:13 “Curious streaking star” over Europe “probably a meteorite or a piece of space junk”; Russian Phobos-Grunt satellite’s return to Earth pinpointed, ACC Red Book: “EMP over Iran”
2:04:43 Captain of nuclear submarine “fired” after near miss with tanker near Seattle; Fukushima debris field the size of Japan itself; “mojo” meme promoting new Austin Powers movie
2:10:44 Hugo Chávez suggests US has technology to cause cancer in world leaders
2:13:16 Feinsteins’ 2010 “another terrorist attempted attack on the homeland” (JCDPPotD)
2:15:31 State Department Rewards for Justice NGO targeting “fundraiser” Ezedin Abdel Aziz Khalil
2:27:33 NATO cyberwarfare exercise and Stratfor breach; McAfee’s Threats Predictions 2012; Russia accused of attacking Georgian web sites; Joe Lieberman calling on Twitter to block Taliban
2:37:06 Shadow Puppet Theater: Carlyle Group’s Jerome Powell nominated to Fed Board of Governors
368  Too Many Clips (2011-12-25)

0:00:30  Intro to JCD’s multiyear clip compilation with some of the early gems
0:02:27  Clip Show part 1
0:58:26  Donation Segment
0:59:37  Clip Show part 2
1:48:54  Outro: “the only thing I wish for Christmas is that your Skype connection would be better”
367 Hats of State (2011-12-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh look, a napkin!” (2:06:34)
0:00:30 JCD in Washington State, Seattle & Austin lesbian “sister cities”; CNN celebrating “smokin’ hot” Navy lesbian kiss photo celebrating the end of don’t ask don’t tell; No Agenda MIA on iTunes, noagendashow.com showing up empty in Chrome
0:06:57 “We can’t wait” reality show and expiring payroll tax cut; Obama’s American Express Best Buy shopping trip; Steny Hoyer yells at John Boehner for adjourning session and turning off C-SPAN cameras; Democrat dirty tricks for JCD clip show; Social Security’s $6.5T cash deficit, Post Office privatization kill switch, “hatchet man” Postmaster General Patrick Donahoe
0:24:12 Ron Paul in 2008 explaining to Wolf Blitzer why the racist newsletters are bogus; Paul walks away from apologetic “it’s legitimate!” Gloria Borger; mocking ABC meme “Ron Paul type of mojo”; Bob Shrum: “the truth of the matter” is that Paul is “unacceptable in America”; Wall Street Journal’s Dorothy Rabinowitz puts Paul in the same basket as 9/11 truthers; WSJ finds Paul’s investment choices deeply anti-American, JCD: “that is bogative!”
0:38:52 Producer Segment
0:48:19 Joe Biden’s “Taliban is not our enemy” gaffe; Kim Jong-il dead on train; producer note on Leavenworth spooks predicting October surprise war with Iran; Iran using tungsten as a uranium substitute; Syrian Observatory for Human Rights an arm of Al-Jazeera in London; Djibouti getting enormous amounts of money due to US drone base
0:58:22 CNBC World on “federal Europe” as European superstate; Haiku Herman’s Christmas message from the “meeting room of the European Council of hats of state”, “jops” vs “zero gross”, “at the level of the Union, we are helping, monitoring, and surveilling”, bizarre “the legacy of our founding fathers”, founding fathers Wikipedia page’s 2007 origin; new Spanish economy minister formerly of Lehman Brothers; European Central Bank signaling dismal outlook; Belgian general strike over austerity measures, 15k listing religion as “Knights of the Jedi” on Czech Republic census, Netherlands considering a year of compulsory public service for teens; Deutsche Bank president: “for us, Europe is much more than a currency or a single market”
1:19:45 Vast baby-stealing black market in Spain since the Franco era, ACC: “well, the reptilians have to eat something”; Dutch report finds 20k children molested by Catholic clergy
1:25:22 Piers Morgan testifying about phone “hacking” via Skype from his US hidey-hole, media unconcerned with US and British governments spying on the citizenry (ACCPotD)
1:31:43 Rainbow Six: Patriots game trailer with banker thrown out of window with explosive belt
1:34:53 Donation Segment: Don’t Be a Boner, Be a Donor jingle; Krampus: A Christmas Tale
1:52:21 One year left before the end of the world on December 21 2012; UFO researcher Peter Gersten’s plan to jump off Bell Rock in Sedona into a portal; JCD on dismal offerings from once-great outfits like National Geographic; E-Cat Energy Catalyzer nickel-hydrogen cold fusion device
2:00:17 Sean Penn celebrity “help us help Haiti home” promo by sketchy for-profit CrowdRise; Obama dinner lottery; Jim Sensenbrenner apologizing to Michelle Obama for “big butt” comments
2:11:55 Lucy Napolitano to Erin Burnett: DHS not “Department of Guarantees”; JCD on magnetometer-only lanes at Oakland International Airport; Canadian couple grilled at border by “take a seat!” Gestapo douchebag, “I would say three a day” terrorists captured (CotD)
2:23:42 Canadian researchers to begin testing HIV vaccine in humans; controversial Dutch H5N1 research to be published on need to know basis; Dakota Meyer drops BAE suit
2:29:03 Two Greenhill & Company bankers dead in plane crash; Stanley McChrystal hired by Siemens
366  Fools & Knaves (2011-12-18)

0:00:00  JCD: “You haven’t had anything bad happen, right? Then the rock must be working.”

0:00:34  ACC in the market for a “symphony orchestra” slide whistle like “fifth Beatle” JCD’s; JCD’s “infamous clip show” in final phase of postproduction

0:03:25  House version of $660bn NDAA, child rape cutoff at twelve years, Lightsquared GPS interference, geospatial research NGOs, anachronistic “cyberspace”, Pentagon audit delayed until 2017, Section 1032 indefinite detention exemption for US citizens, no Guantánamo Bay closure, DoD FOIA exemptions for Obama’s “most transparent government in history”

0:21:23  Pentagon “civilians” farmed out to foreign governments under NDAA, “exploitation functions” on computer networks, accelerated drone integration, Section 1081 changing PSYOPS to “military information support operations”, cash contributions to Secretary of Defense, Hillary Clinton’s Global Security Contingency Fund, counterterrorism in Djibouti, $1.75bn for Pakistan, $524M for Office of Security Cooperation in Iraq, African Standby Force, Lucifer Clinton in Georgia ahead of sale of “defense articles”, control over Iranian oil exports; money for economic hit men in Afghanistan, “transregional web initiative” propaganda

0:39:40  Producer Segment: “donating is loving”, ACC invited to “church of the Second Amendment”

0:49:35  ACC’s legislation-scanning superpower; missing annex from Executive Order 13593 mostly about child pornography; lawyer makes bogus parallel with WikiLeaks; two different Bradley Mannings, witnesses testifying via telephone, “Breanna Manning” gender identity issues

0:58:57  Newt Gingrich’s douchebaggery toward his second wife Googleswashed; Gingrich advocates letting a few terrorist attacks succeed, JCD’s “National Security Rock”

1:05:34  Michelle Obama jets off to Hawaii with “Sasha and Taniqua” leaving Barack behind, Jay spokeshole Carney reads defense of this “extravagance” from a chat box on his computer, JCD: “they should have Watson be the new press secretary!”

1:13:12  Fox breaking news: US troops leave Iraq “except for a residual force”; bogus $800bn price tag; CNN’s Jack Cafferty: “the beginning of yet another long-term occupation”

1:19:15  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Ron Paul “ground game” meme; Paul calls out Michele “fools and knaves” Bachmann and the media on IAEA “Iran is within just months” lie; Paul’s “gay people and Muslims” Tonight Show appearance; MSNBC’s Ed Schultz plays shameful right-wing establishment Paul-bashing compilation; stick figure Megyn Kelly giving Newt Gingrich the evil eye; McLaughlin Group positioning Paul as insurance for Romney, idiot Eleanor Clift: “he believes in virtually no government”, Gingrich’s “space colonies”

1:40:52  JCD recommends American Greed, Pfizer’s $2.3bn in civil and criminal penalties over “it might actually lead your skin to fall off” anti-inflammatory drug Bextra

1:45:14  Donation Segment: Christmas karma for Molly Meldrum in critical condition

1:57:19  Australia pushing Gardasil on boy; British press linking brain-eating amoeba to neti pot

2:04:49  Department of Justice’s dismal study of “devastating harm” of school bullying

2:06:03  Jimmy Kimmel “This Year in Unnecessary Censorship” compilation

2:08:46  Angela Merkel crows about encouraging signs in Portugal and Greece; Political Ponerology on psychopaths in government, JCD recommends Snakes in Suits; Michelle Obama “I’m melting!”

2:17:03  BP Gulf Coast tourism ad run on PBS “Petroleum Broadcasting system”

2:19:28  END: CIV documentary pushing violent revolution; keep an eye on union boss Leo Gerard

2:28:32  BAE whistleblower Dakota Meyer to be stripped of Medal of Honor; GM bailout a $14bn loss

2:32:30  FOIA documents link Eric Holder to the Oklahoma City bombing; DHS anti-cash PSA
**365  Trojan Horse (2011-12-15)**

0:00:00 JCD: “That’s the stupidest idea I’ve ever heard!” (0:45:06)

0:00:33 CNN promoting SOPA: Rep. Raul Labrador and Producer Maynard for end of show

0:03:04 Distraction of the Week: Nuclear Regulatory Commission chairman Gregory “Jack-off” Jaczko accused of being a bully, C-SPAN running teaser clips, “true or false” questions from Jason Chaffetz, Rep. Trey Gowdy: “when you have four eyewitnesses that testify to someone under oath, you know what they call a defendant after that? an inmate”

0:14:28 Obama recycles his “marry up” jokes at Fort Bragg

0:14:36 Executive Order 13593 2011 Amendments to the Manual for Courts-Martial with missing Annex just in time for beginning of Bradley Manning trial

0:40:48 Facebook enables flagging posts as suicidal; local news report on workplace bullying causing “anxiety attacks and high blood pressure” in former employee with vocoder filter, JCD on Bill Gates’ “do we pay you for working here?” management style, Noodle Boy revisited

0:51:35 Price of gold down because of banks liquidating holdings to raise cash; Obama hollers his endorsement of crooked MF Global CEO Jon Corzine in 2009: “he’s also one of the best partners I have in the White House”, “fired up, ready to go!”; JCD on MF Global’s criminal mingling of working funds and customer funds; Sen. Debbie Stabenow asks “Mr. Corzine, where’s the money?”, Corzine lies “I never directed, uh, anyone at MF Global to misuse, uh, customer funds”, “as far as I’m concerned”, Corzine a co-author of Sarbanes–Oxley Act

1:05:35 Nigel Farage compares new EU fiscal compact to Titanic

1:09:14 The Distraction of the Week: NTSB distracted driving recommendations interpreted as Bluetooth headset ban; Ron Paul cites Article 1 Section 8 of the Constitution

1:12:42 Rachel Madcow propagates meme that “old Doctor Paul” winning in Iowa is meaningless, Chris Wallace: Paul win “will discredit the Iowa caucuses”

1:19:10 Berkeley hummer Jill Abramson revisited, Science article on vocal fry creeping into American speech patterns, JCD on sparrow dialects and picking up police speech patterns

1:26:35 Donation Segment

1:45:53 Kim Kardashian and Oprah Winfrey on charity missions to Haiti

1:48:14 Syria relegated to New York Times page 13; Dick Cheney to Erin Burnett: drone captured by Iran should have been destroyed; Trojan Horse theory revisited, JCD: “it landed!”

1:52:52 Ted Koppel in Green Zone: “the United states is not leaving Iraq”, “yes, to a large extent, it is about the oil”; Obama lies about size of embassy: “comparable to other countries that we think are important”; Blackwater’s name change to Academi

1:59:30 Win Lose or Drone: NOTAM warns about drones at 18,000 feet over New York area

2:02:09 Rep. John Carter bitches about Obama administration classifying Fort Hood shooting as “workplace violence” instead of terrorism; boring C-SPAN business as usual

2:08:22 ACC labels shooting in Liége Belgium by 33-year-old a false flag for new government

2:11:00 Pfizer ad with Berkeley hummers pushing estrogen therapy for vaginal dryness
364  Katy Bar The Door, Baby!  (2011-12-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “It’s a cool drone, let’s send it to Iran, let it land over there … ”  (2:26:34)
0:00:48  ACC explains the standalone “it’s Crackpot and Buzzkill!” stinger
0:02:39  Curry-Dvorak Consulting Group to take on Obama strategy, JCD’s *pince-nez*
0:05:26  Lois Whitman on Alec Baldwin’s PR stunt with American Airlines and Words With Friends
0:09:34  “General” Eric Holder to Democrat Ted “Douche” Deutch: long guns are a national security threat; 5.7 magnitude earthquake in cartel hotbed Guerrero Mexico
0:15:37  Bizarre shooting at deserted intersection of Hollywood and Vine in Los Angeles, shooter’s bloodless bullet-riddled corpse, videographer Chris Johns to Don Lemon: “I told him that he was an angel sent from God to kill me”, Johns’ YouTube channel pushing just-registered *wedontmind.org* for Obama tax agenda, *bidetforless.com* and *fildate.com*, three-name shooter Tyler Douglas Brehm’s mother a Filipina, anonymous victim being guarded by police, Asian witness to KTLA: “and he’s shouting and running, *Allahu akbar*, he said, *Allahu akbar!”

0:30:07  Producer Segment

0:40:38  “Five-star Attorney General” Holder dodges question about testifying under oath, Rep. Sandy Adams asks why gunrunning across international borders would not require his approval, “if you need help I’m sure that your agency personnel can get into those computers” to check his personal e-mail, Holder offers to “go against tradition” and release a trickle of information, “clean hands” legal doctrine; Holder refuses to discuss apology to Brian Terry’s family; Darrell Issa throws contempt of Congress in Holder’s face: “John Mitchell responded that way, too”, Holder invokes McCarthy hearings: “have you no shame?”; Jason Chaffetz grills Holder on Obama’s unfounded claim of Holder’s innocence, “Katie bar the door when we unveil this, baby” e-mail; ACC theory: Reggie Love kicked out to relieve him of executive privilege

1:01:13  Obama weekly address: “tell your members of Congress, *don’t be a Grinch”*
1:03:25  And Now Back to Real News: JCD recommends *Hugo* in 3D, John Carpenter’s *They Live* New World Order; Obama brags about al-Qaeda leaders “who’ve been taken off the field”
1:09:23  Lucifer Clinton in the Netherlands: Eric Schmidt “a co-conspirator from time to time”
1:14:56  Gingrich burns Romney with his 1994 loss to Ted Kennedy; Romney’s $10k bet offer; Ron Paul deflects morality question onto oath of office; camera angles and candidate heights
1:28:34  Gingrich to The Jewish Channel: Palestinians are an “invented” people
1:31:43  Former Colin Powell chief of staff Lawrence Wilkerson: NDAA “another step on the road to tyranny”; Sen. Carl Levin on Obama administration demanding Section 1031 apply to US citizens; producer notes on repeal of sodomy provisions for end of don’t ask don’t tell
1:39:50  Donation Segment

1:53:48  Eric Holder speaking at LBJ Library in Austin; ACC all-in on local farmer’s market
1:57:51  Haiku Herman on “new fiscal compact” from ESM “European Screwing Mechanism”, “more automatic sanctions, stricter surveillance”, ACC theory: US and UK trying to sink euro, Curry-Dvorak Consultancy global collapse “next slide please” skit for Red Book

2:13:54  Ban Ki-moon: homophobic bullying a violation of human rights; producer $69.69 note
2:17:39  Trains Good Planes Bad: *Popular Mechanics* all-in on automation in light of Air France 447; *IEEE Spectrum* predicts pilotless flights; sheriff calls in Predator drone for six missing cows
2:21:23  US drone commandeered by Iran the same type that spied on bin Laden, “another intelligence catastrophe”, ACC’s insider calls entire narrative into question
2:28:46  NIST to finally release report stating that office fires caused World Trade Center 7 collapse
ACC: “Angela, I let you change the treaty, if you let us sodomize farm animals!” (1:25:19)
ACC’s impression of Obama channeling Eric Burdon
Darrell Issa reveals ATF using Fast & Furious to push gun legislation, incongruous “General Holder”, Holder tries to explain difference between lying and misleading Congress: “it all has to do with your state of mind”; “bungler” Jon Corzine expected to take the Fifth
NDAA repeal of Uniform Code of Military Justice Article 125 against sodomy with humans and animals, JCD: “we take your Fourth Amendment rights but you’re gonna be able to fuck sheep!”; Alex Jones howling about Halliburton subsidiary KBR’s FEMA camp services
Lady Gaga at the White House to champion her “passion project” of bullying; ACC on hypocrisy of celebrity magazines bullying pop stars, Piers Morgan’s hour devoted to mother of late bullied teen Phoebe Prince with no mention of her Prozac prescription, “God forbid we find up the ugly truth that our drugged-up kids are going nutso because of the drugs that we’ve put them on!” (ACCPotD); douchebag Morgan on the run from justice in UK phone hacking scandal; News of the World offering CVC thousands for dirt on Peaches Geldof
Cenk Uygur: “we are here to punch the establishment in the mouth!”; awkward Erin Burnett in Dubai trying to ad-lib a transition, CNN promoting Mission: Impossible and The Muppets; Piers Morgan unfazed by David Axelrod’s assertion that Republicans want to raise taxes on the working class to protect millionaires; delusional Michael Moore to Morgan: British media “don’t demonize” political figures
Judge Napolitano guest debunks regulation on children working on family farms; Newt Gingrich’s endorsement deal with the Clintons; bogus ABC statistics to distract from Ron Paul
Lucifer Clinton addresses LGBT rights in Geneva; Columbia Professor Samuel Moyn to ACC on his book The Last Utopia and human rights as pretext for nation building, German fiscal takeover of Europe “the last time this happened is what accounted for the rise of Adolf Hitler”
High-frequency trading inventor Carl Weinberg recommends ECB fire up the printing presses in spite of Lisbon Treaty; Sarkozy pulling power moves on Merkel, Greece releasing tenth anniversary ten-euro coin; Italian welfare minister Elsa Fornero in tears over adoption of austerity package; JCD on Wilson-era sedition laws
ACC’s penis burn due to news of European Stability Mechanism bank bailout
Donation Segment: ACC sings Sinterklaas Kapoentje; JCD’s “boxes of books”
NASA photo of “spaceship uncloaking” between Sun and Mercury, lunar eclipse at 3:33 PST
KRQE warns parents to “be on guard” against danger to children from “Pedobear”, “that is what the pedophiles are using to identify each other”, “if you do see a Pedobear image, use caution with whatever situation you’re in”
New Mexico State University teaching drone classes, seeking more radio spectrum; ABC breaking news: FAA head Randy Babbitt resigns after drunk driving arrest
Lucifer Clinton talking to Syrian National Council; Islamists win big in Egyptian election
Riots in Russia over rigged elections, Fox News B-roll with palm trees
Herman Cain parody campaign theory based on Pokémon quote
Foiled plot to smuggle Saadi Qaddafi into Mexico; Bill Gates discussing new nuclear energy technology with China, “ability to simulate earthquake and tidal wave conditions”
Outro: lawsuits against Hooters “breastaurants”; end-of-show Jon Stewart on NDAA
362  Drone Journalism  (2011-12-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ehh, just call Johnny!”  (1:52:25)
0:00:32  Herman Cain: “it’s gonna be based on factual information that we are gonna be able to present in order to show that I had not done many of... the things that I have been accused of”
0:02:07  ACC’s dinner with the neighbors, JCD: “I would sweep the house afterwards just to make sure”, antenna-studded headquarters building of RFID chip manufacturer 3M
0:05:41  Producer Segment: no executive producers; ACC’s 2004 Barolo at Siena; Bruns Clothing
0:18:21  CIA general counsel comes out against “enemy belligerents” legislation; al-Zawahiri demanding shutdown of Gitmo for release of USAID spook Warren Weinstein kidnapped in Pakistan
0:23:26  ACC Red Book: Newt Gingrich about to “crash and burn”; new “Ron Paul army” meme, Fox & Friends: “boy is Ron Paul out!” of debate moderated by Donald Trump, idiot Alisyn Camerota: this race is fun!; Paul grilled over PATRIOT Act and Oklahoma City bombing at Fox Republican Presidential Forum: “is that an act of terrorism, Congressman?”; Lou Dobbs kisses Secret Service’s butt after they harass Oklahoma man over anti-Obama bumper sticker
0:41:01  New York Times reveals DEA agents laundering money for Mexican drug cartels; possible fireworks when Eric Holder testifies again on December 8
0:42:48  Fareed Zakaria predicts Assad on the way out, ACC: “it’s not time yet”
0:44:11  Dutch scandal involving royalties collector BUMA/STEMRA extorting composer
0:47:20  CNN propaganda about Hillary Clinton’s nonexistent high “approval rating”, JCD: Bill “looks like he’s gonna drop dead”, Reuters deconstructs Hillary’s dreadful outfit in Burma, “working on women and girls around the world” by smooching with Aung San Suu Kyi; New York Times photo of Chelsea emerging from an egg, Facebook page “hello from London”
0:59:18  The Euro! jingle, 10th anniversary promo video: “Europe builds bridges and inspires hope!”, ACC: “have you seen Athens by any chance?”, Mario Draghi credits ECB for price stability, warning about end of exchange period for legacy banknotes, anti-counterfeiting propaganda, conspiracy theory predicting nullification of €500 notes; Federal Reserve printing money and handing it off to IMF; Ferengi-looking Angela Merkel calling for “greater European powers”
1:12:14  “That’s a great question” revisited, JCD: “it’s not a great question!”  (JCDPPotD)
1:12:55  Pedobear Jerry Sandusky to New York Times: “I’m attracted to young people, boys, girls”
1:14:16  UBS Warburg predicts “authoritarian or military government or civil war”
1:20:34  Win Lose or Drone: drone journalism class to be offered by University of Nebraska
1:22:28  Donation Segment: ACC’s Gene Simmons story; Producer Maynard for end of show
1:33:58  Jim Stone asserts Fukushima tsunami was triggered by Israeli company Magna BSP
1:36:56  WHO gives China go-ahead to get into the vaccine manufacturing business, Sinovac Biotech testing vaccine for hand-foot-and-mouth disease in children
1:40:22  Magna BSP’s cool gadgets, automotive radar-on-a-chip, “hot electron bolometer”
1:48:11  Julian Assange: “you’re all screwed” if you use an iPhone, a BlackBerry, or Gmail
1:50:17  Vegan strip club in Portland; Alabama police arresting Japanese auto plant managers
1:53:25  Pentagon Channel PSA encourages viewers to “stomp out bullying now”
2:02:52  Egyptian protestors being blinded by rubber bullets; USAID’s $200M for Egyptian election
2:06:51  Briefing for JCD on covering Carrier IQ spyware scandal on TWiT  (ACCPPotD); Chamber of Commerce stooge to Gwen Ifill on the difficulty of finding infringing web servers; Chinese fake watch sites and Chanel overwatches.com honeypot
2:18:59  ACC predicts Todd Rundgren headlining benefit concert for the 99%
361  The Fact of the Bladder (2011-12-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “You look too much like Gaddafi, they’ll catch you and shoot you!” (1:41:27)
0:00:32 Ms. Micky’s idiot laugh; ACC’s new Taurus Judge with .410 slugs and .45 Colt, Mimi’s rock salt shotgun rounds, “Tay-has” pronunciation, possible lunch with Rick Perry; Ann Coulter’s “douchebag” for John McCain bleeped; ACC’s neighbor’s three dogs and a goat
0:07:41 Yogi Akal “tech numerology” readings for JCD & ACC, “you’re done!” with reincarnation
0:18:40 Clinton Foundation IRS Form 990 finally materializes, a scant $15M from Haiti donations; Wyclef Jean thrown under the bus as distraction; Hillary looking rough in Burma
0:25:47 National Crime Prevention Council PSA with Eric Holder warning against buying counterfeit goods, “thank you Attorney General Holder for adding your credible voice”, gangs dealing fake “IP products”; JCD’s silver-on-silver Movado watch, pre-Christmas Canal Street crackdowns, “a lot of bang for their buck” gunshot, bullcrap “more Americans losing their jobs” meme
0:37:32 Producer Segment: ACC’s quest for appearance on Joe Rogan’s show
0:43:27 “Amateur hour” uninterruptible fire alarm on set of NBC News
0:44:47 Bloomberg News reporting Federal Reserve’s $7.8T in bank bailouts, Dennis Kucinich: “let’s take our freedom back from the Fed”; Ron Paul at Republican debate: financial situation “biggest threat to our national security”, idiot Romney just blames Obama
0:54:56 Haiku Herman: “I told them in bread lines’ his bailout plans, euro an “irreversible project”; Obama meets with “no stronger ally” Dutch PM Mark Rutte, “jops, jops, and jops”; wicked witch Michelle Obama: “oh yes, here’s a little one, you come on up! come on up!”
1:04:07 Pfizer’s $10bn Lipitor patent expiring, industry critic to NewsHour on Pfizer’s sleazy deals and anti-generics disinformation; ACC story: Janssen Pharmaceutica “like a refinery”; Ms. Micky’s friend’s school pushing vaccines and Ritalin
1:12:58 Pedobear coaching scandal at Syracuse University; University of Utah professor caught viewing child pornography on Delta flight; Joris Demmink and daycare center abuse acquittal
1:17:48 Romney stammers over Ahmadinejad and “genocide convention”; Democracy Now on takeover of British Embassy and MI6 “Atlanticists” seeking war with Iran: British public workers protesting retirement age increase, Jeremy Clarkson: “I’d have them all shot!”; pissed-off British cab driver rants “we’re sick to death of you and your like, David fucking Camer-face!”
1:31:21 C-SPAN pundit on Iran’s inability to do anything with a nuclear weapon; JCD on US acting like “maniacs” building bases in Poland; dubious story about NATO being tricked by Taliban into killing 24 Pakistani soldiers; ACC: “I do believe” scheme is to split up Pakistan; Libyan rebel tells BBC contradictory story about identifying Gaddafi, Oil Minister Ali Tarhouni quits in disgust, 600 fighters sent into Syria, Turkish politician: US playing a “game” in Syria
1:45:51 Donation Segment: ACC’s interview with [sic] author Joshua Cody; MN Zwarte Piet ban
2:05:11 “The fact of the bladder”; Democracy Now on New York City lawsuit over homeless paperwork requirements; North Carolina drunk driving “BAT Mobile” complete with judge and jail
2:09:07 Minnesota taskforce to address “emotional torture” bullying
2:12:40 Author Peter Van Buren to Democracy Now on retaliation for his book We Meant Well: How I Helped Lose the Battle for the Hearts and Minds of the Iraqi People: “the State Department is very much like the mafia”; “world’s largest embassy” in Baghdad full of bankers
2:21:00 Two to the head for Las Vegas robo-signing notary public; Medal of Honor recipient Dakota Meyer slandered by contractor BAE Systems; possible Dominique Strauss-Kahn set-up
2:27:16 Obama sure to sign “enemy belligerents” NDAA
360  Pencil of Promise (2011-11-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “But I just was looking, I was just looking, I don’t know!”
0:00:34  No Black Friday pepper spray for JCD at the mall; ACC’s echoing egg carton-less studio
0:14:05  JCD Red Book: Christine Lagarde first female president of France; Lagarde worries about “politicalickering” in US; JCD on bullcrap “FEMA camp” photos taken in Slovenia
0:20:03  ACC parallels Ron Paul and Pim Fortuyn; Fox News douchebag: Paul popular among “certain constituency”, “no way in my mind he could possibly win the nomination”; Seymour Hersh to Democracy Now on Iran’s now-defunct nuclear weapons program
0:26:46  ACC theory: Clintons backing Gingrich; Dana Perino gushes over Gabby Giffords “back in action” serving turkey dinners; Rahm Emanuel campaigning at Jefferson-Jackson Dinner; compromising college photos of Obama’s “first buddy” Reggie Love getting teabagged
0:37:12  Producer Segment: JCD recommends Johnnie Walker Gold and Laphroaig 30
0:54:34  Occupy This Album announced, Miley Cyrus Liberty Walk OWS video
0:56:45  UN bent out of shape over reports of Syrian Army “torturing children”, French “humanitarian corridor”, ACC predicts false flag; Democracy Now on protests in Bahrain over release of Arab Spring crackdown report funded by the monarchy; New York Times photo with Hillary Clinton and three douchebags in yellow shirts; techno-expert students released by Egypt
1:08:03  Sen. Joe Lieberman asks Google for “terrorist” button to flag blogs like Jose Pimental’s; Lieberman all-in on kill switch to “disconnect the American internet from all traffic coming in from another foreign country”, “or we’ve gotta put a patch on this part of it”
1:16:02  “That’s a great question”, JCD: “how is that a great question??” (JCDPPotD)
1:19:21  The McLaughlin Group panel tackles Obama’s “postponed” American dream, Pat Buchanan: “and for some Americans I think it has been cancelled”, Eleanor Clift: “it’s less materialistic”, “do it yourself American dream”, Buchanan butts in with “alternative lifestyle” comment
1:30:36  Ms. Micky taking ACC Austin “hippie occasion” bar-hopping with food truck “cuisine”, the lure of a 2001 Dodge Ram, “and I need to put a gun rack in”, JCD: “get a bicycle!”
1:37:50  Win Lose or Drone: NPR running recruitment ads for Air Force drone operators: “the Air Force now has a career path specifically for drone pilots!”; The Pentagon Channel on Dave & Buster’s style Warrior Zone arcades on military bases à la The Last Starfighter
1:47:22  Donation Segment: JCD’s Thanksgiving wild turkey
2:03:09  1970s We Can’t Wait jingle, Moody’s threatening rating downgrade
2:04:39  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Estée Lauder heir’s tax strategies; $3M in tax return deficit reduction donations; droolings in Pakistan and the perils of doing business with China
2:10:13  And Now Back to Real News: Eurostat calls out UK for having the fattest women
2:12:10  Wisconsin six-year-old charged with felony sexual assault for playing doctor, JCD: DA Lisa Riniker “should be arrested and thrown in jail in the general population for being an asshole!”
2:16:02  Time magazine cover stories dumbed down for the US audience; no Clinton Form 990
2:18:05  Erasmus University creates weaponized H5N1 bird flu on behalf of NIH; AQAP collaborating with “Procol Harum” Boko Haram on agent “twice as deadly as cobra venom”; $10bn Large Hadron Collider possibly looking for “chimera”; Andrew Napolitano rant for end of show
2:25:33  $65 Macy’s Black Friday deals on Justin Bieber fragrance; Bieber “Pencils of Promise” promo
359  First Buddy  (2011-11-24)

0:00:00  ACC: “He's like, shut up, shut up, shut up, you be quiet!...” (2:43:30)
0:00:34  Ms. Micky’s tentative “happy Thanksgiving?”; Obama twists the holiday into thanks for the
troops; JCD’s 2009 “buzzkill” article and 2004 “Bite Me” blog post, British Harvest Home
tradition; Obama thanks soup kitchen servers as well as “pilgrims, pioneers, and patriots”
0:09:30  Slick The X Factor Republican debate montage with “Wolf Seacrest”, question from Ed Meese
for Newt Gingrich about “at least 42 terrorist attacks” thwarted due to PATRIOT Act, Gin-
grich allowed to rebut Ron Paul out of turn with “Timothy McVeigh succeeded”
0:23:17  Condescending douchebag Bob Schieffer grills Paul on Face the Nation: “am I correct that
your idea of how to discourage Iran from building nuclear weapons is to be nicer to Iran’s
leaders?”; Paul responds to “mic check!” Occupy crowd with “do you feel better?”; Obama
befuddled by Occupiers “chanting at me”; Wall Street Journal calling for Obama’s resignation
0:35:42  JCD compilation of Lawrence O’Donnell excoriating Mitt Romney for “lying ... lying ... lying”
0:40:45  Producer Segment: JCD’s LED lightshow lanyard
0:48:15  “Photoshop bonanza” with Occupy UC Davis pepper spraying cop memes; Megyn Kelly: 
pepper spray is “a food product, essentially”; JCD: “let’s spray her with the stuff!”; douchebag
Chancellor Linda P.B. Katehi responds to shill in audience with “remember 1973” sign
0:52:38  George Stephanopoulos on resignation of Obama “First Buddy” Reggie Love, Obama’s pen-
chant for riding around without air conditioning, ACC: “only a reptile does that”
0:59:17  Ms. Micky’s tinted window “violation” letter from California DMV, $600 right-hand turn;
ACC enamored with the Taurus Judge, JCD’s experience shooting .454 Casull bear gun
1:08:28  Congressional report A Decade Later: A Call for TSA Reform, “puffer” explosive detectors
“unable to detect explosives”, Sen. Susan Collins calling for radiation exposure study after a
friend’s daughter’s miscarriage, SPOT program one of the ”largest failures“
1:18:53  Slick Des Moines Register interviewer to Ron Paul: “we’ve declared war on terrorists”
1:25:40  “Lone wolf” terrorist Jose Pimentel charged him conspiring with himself, “exactly the kind of
threat FBI Director Robert Mueller and his experts have warned about”, video of duplicate
bomb constructed by police; San Francisco “hacker” with “hacker” T-shirt and screen name
“Secret Squirrel” talks about hijacking Emergency Alert System à la V for Vendetta, ACC: “as
long as it does, like, listen to No Agenda I’m okay with it”; airline captain disappears into
lavatory and is replaced by someone with a “thick foreign accent”
1:39:58  Donation Segment: producers “No Agenders”; JCD’s wild turkey
2:12:31  JCD Red Book: German the official EU language; Greece balking at signing for €8bn bailout;
leaked six-page memo on EU takeover plan from German foreign office; Haiku Herman’s
ominous phrase “mutualization of public debt”; France 24 discusses Le Monde article “La
‘franc-maçonnerie’ européenne de Goldman Sachs”
2:24:34  IRS paying little heed to producer complaints about Clinton Foundation’s missing Form 990
2:25:37  “Possible sex crime” of girl kissing boy; feds confiscate 881-pound bluefin tuna
2:28:28  Fox douchebag calls Ron Paul supporters “isolationists”; Paul explains supercommittee flaws;
ACC Red Book: “we can’t wait” Executive Order, benefit concert for the 99%
2:36:58  Climategate: UNPCC replacing IPCC, British children’s show’s anti-US propaganda
Doc Hastings: “we see a lot of people here and from time to time we make foo pos”
2:44:48  C-SPAN douchebag calls “conservative socialist” caller “some kind of moron”
JCD: “It’s said to invigorate the qi!”

ACC still working on getting decent acoustic tiles, C-SPAN wired into studio

FIRE Foundation for Individual Rights in Education’s Harvey Silverglate to John Stossel on accusation of bullying as the new censorship, “harassment phase” under feminism, “you’ve got a right to respond with horrible speech if you are attacked with horrible speech”, JCD: “fuck you! no, fuck you!”

ACC’s dodged harassment training at Mevio, lurking ambulance-chasing sexual harassment lawyers; “the meat guy” scammer shows up at ACC’s place

Video of Occupy UC Davis students casually pepper sprayed by “dick cop” Lt. John Pike, JCD: “it was more like spraying bugs”; National Anthem for JCD’s microphone wrangling; NYPD’s Paul Browne to BBC on “prearranged” arrests; Urban Dictionary bogative

Nike douchebagged for not renaming Joe Paterno Child Development Center, Penn State alumnus CEO Mark Parker’s obsession with toys; CIA challenge coins for JCD; Atomic Rod Adams on Australian “rotational deployment” of US military as money-saving vacation tactic

Obama “no stronger ally” compilation, Arsenio Hall “in the house” meme

Producer Segment: ACC’s “one minute of Austin” audio; Producer Maynard for end of show

Obama proclaims National Family Week and Thanksgiving as “one of our nation’s oldest and most cherished traditions”, “bogative” attribution to George Washington, new “and of the independence of the United States of America the two hundred and thirty-sixth” postamble

Oscar Ramiro Ortega-Hernandez accused of trying to assassinate Obama by shooting into White House while he was in Australia, Democracy Now on shooter’s car abandoned on United States Institute of Peace lawn with semiautomatic rifle and ammo, “brass knuckles, a baseball bat, a Wal-Mart receipt” and smoking gun Dodgers jacket

Nigel Farage: “I don’t want to live in a German-dominated Europe”, installation of “puppet government” in Greece and Italy, excoriates Haiku Herman for meddling with Italian government; JCD on Van Rompuy anointed by Bilderberg Group, “I like the cut of your jib!”

Rajat Gupta’s shady Goldman Sachs dealings with Greece potentially coming to light; Greece’s 2012 budget cutting deficit by 33%, “anti-austerity activists” throwing stones at police; “automatic austerity measures” coming soon to the US; ACC’s landlord listening to the show

$75,000 secret to happiness according to GHWB Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index; lobbying firm Clark Lytle Geduldig & Cranford pitches social media campaign against Occupy Wall Street for $850k; Democracy Now features Occupy Los Angeles globalists and dingbats

Obama peddling “We Can’t Wait” T-shirts; weekly address “Med-vedev” teleprompter flub

Wolfram Alpha “flights overhead” calculator; British citizens droned in Waziristan

And Now Back to Real News: “The Insider is on!”

Jerry Sandusky “if you see something say something”; Thom Hartmann on Diebold voting machine hacking as potential reason to overturn a Ron Paul win

PBS fundraising drive pushing “Kwai Dong Doo or something like that” exercise DVDs

Donation Segment: NPR promotes Simple online bank “for your banking needs”

JCD’s fake (USA Today* editorial board meeting: “it’s not about telling the truth!”

Meet the Press host “Dale” Gregory’s wife Beth Wilkinson former head lawyer at Fannie Mae

Julia Gillard screeches at Australian Parliament, acting PM Wayne Swan lies that California has a carbon tax; businesses not allowed to blame tax for price increases; Nikita bad acting

Lucifer Clinton photobombed in Hawaii; Pink Ribbons, Inc. documentary trailer
357  Rotational Deployment (2011-11-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “There’s no conflict!”  ACC: “No conflict!”  Sharpton: “No conflict!”
0:00:34  ACC’s run-in with tire-biting Border Patrol drug dog, Ms. Micky’s prison cell bathroom break
0:13:29  Occupy Wall Street Day of Action announcer skit; Oakland Mayor Jean Quan blabs about federal government giving the order to bust up the protests, JCD: Obama operation “right out of the Saul Alinsky playbook”; live video discussing masked agent provocateurs; Michael Moore’s attempt to lure protestors away to be more easily arrested; Moore promoting new book with ratings-challenged Keith Olbermann
0:21:51  Toronto public school bans balls after student concussion
0:23:17  Producer Segment: thebestpodcastintheuniverse.com
0:31:40  “Japan Opens Fukushima Nuclear Plant to Media”; Michael Bloomberg: media ousted ahead of Occupy Wall Street raids to “protect” them; Australian PM Julia Gillard announces stationing of up to 2,500 US marines, JCD slows down Obama blathering about “rotational deployment” in Afghanistan; NewsHour expert predicts Navy and Air Force presence
0:44:49  Judge responsible for Jerry Sandusky’s lenient bail conditions on board of Second Mile Foundation, one of the Bush thousand points of light; “am I sexually attracted to underage boys?” to Bob Costas, Jon Stewart mocks shower “horseplay” and lawyer’s children by teenage client, “what kind of creepy guy club do you both belong to?”; Merck CEO Ken Frazier heading internal investigation; Bill O’Reilly: “you just don’t do that to people not in your house”
0:54:52  Mainstream media finally picks up on insider trading by members of Congress; arrogant Nancy Pelosi grilled about Visa stock conflict of interest: “it’s not true, and that’s that”; sketchy $433M no-bid contract for Siga Technologies smallpox drug
1:02:45  Sean Hannity “accidentally” skips Ron Paul’s name in polling data; The Five idiot: “not Ron Paul because he has other issues”; Michele Bachmann speech disrupted by “mic check!” crowd
1:07:44  IMF Director António Borges abruptly resigns, Italian government made up of unelected bankers, 21% VAT implemented two months ago, Berlusconi’s album of love songs; Haiku Herman still on “harmonization” tear, “we need … economic and fiscal integration focused on gross, not only to punish the sinners”, need for “sharing of sovereignty”
1:16:45  EMCDDA European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction concerned over abuse of opioid fentanyl linked with poppy blight in Afghanistan; highest-quality cocaine to be found in Belgium; Karzai calling for perpetual US occupation
1:24:59  Donation Segment: Rainbow 6: Patriots war on “fellow countrymen” militias
1:50:46  Government panel recommends testing children for high cholesterol before age 11; pizza classified as a “veggie” in appropriations bill; Daily Caller babe Michelle Fields asks well-heeled supporters of higher taxes to make a donation to Department of the Treasury and they all refuse: “I’m very philanthropically active”, “I want our class to be, um … you’re being silly”
1:58:04  Gary Johnson tries a bit too hard to add modulation to his delivery after ACC’s “boring” verdict, botches Neil Cavuto’s “three cuts” prompt, obsesses about marijuana legalization
2:03:05  EU banning X-ray body scanners in favor of millimeter wave machines
2:05:56  Dana Perino rants about STDs at Occupy Wall Street; slave labor in British supermarkets
2:10:16  Clinton Foundation runs afoul of Better Business Bureau (ACCPotD)
2:15:57  FAA told to get to work on getting drones in the air
2:17:57  Al Sharpton “there’s no real conflict!” with Supreme Court conflicts of interest
2:24:43  Bill O’Reilly gripes about people posting bogative book reviews
356 Super Duper Space Wrench (2011-11-13)

0:00:00 (Excerpt from pre-stream with Die Walküre)
0:01:40 ACC at New Mexico Riviera Hotel and Spa Resort with horny drunk old guys, MIA USB hub, Route 70 Border Patrol “your papers please” checkpoint 150 miles from border
0:09:22 Bella Ciao for Silvio Berlusconi; BBC “what happens next” report with background car horns, technocrat “Super” Mario Monti to take over, graduate student at Yale, Trilateral Commission and Bilderberg connections; bankrupt Big Brother producer Endemol partially owned by Berlusconi family and Goldman Sachs; Italian VAT hiked to 21%, increase in retirement age for women, €2,500 cash transaction limit; ACC on California refugees headed to Texas; Max Keiser report on Greek people being used as collateral
0:24:53 Producer Segment: Steven Pelsmaekers’ knighthood contest
0:36:20 ACC in gypsum pile Las Cruces New Mexico, park ranger unimpressed with “aliens!” theory
0:46:16 Ron Paul’s 89 seconds of glory at Republican debate, Santorum training his “laser beam focus” on keeping nuclear weapons away from Iran, zero dollars for rebels from Bush cut by Obama; producer note on BBC’s mistranslation of Ahmadinejad’s “our software”; Herman Cain and Michele Bachmann all-in on waterboarding, Obama “is allowing the ACLU to run the CIA”, Romney: “absolutely” Obama should be able to murder al-Awlaki, Gingrich argues “found guilty by a panel”, audience delighted by “it is the rule of law!” under PATRIOT Act, “the correct thing in an act of war is to kill people who are trying to kill you”, moderator: “we will not have booing!”
1:09:11 Possible terrorist attacks on or using buses, “a specific attack, though, is not imminent”
1:10:23 4.8 magnitude earthquake near San Antonio Texas, USGS finds fracking causes earthquakes
1:11:19 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: District Attorney Ray Gricar who declined to prosecute Jerry Sandusky in 1998 missing and presumed dead, media propagating Penn State “we just need to move on” meme; Forbes talking northern euro “Neuro”; university students renting defunct mansions in Merced
1:17:11 Obama propagating “we can’t wait campaign” on West Wing Week, with staff contest to identify $4bn in savings by cutting “travel, technology, and trinkets”, “raise your hand, Roger” for a pat on the head for $2M in cell phone savings, bizarre reference to “super duper space wrench”, JCD: “what is he talking about??”, ACC: “it’s like a clutch car” (CotD)
1:23:39 Occupy Wall Street “this out here is my home and I’m here to stay!” iso; Bill Clinton interviewed by Chelsea on C-SPAN about his new book, slow face-scratching lying tell
1:28:42 Baxter International recalling 300k doses of Preflucel flu vaccine due to adverse reactions
1:29:52 Jay-Z cashing in on “Occupy All Streets” T-shirts; Free Speech TV’s $150 hoodies
1:32:14 Donation Segment
2:10:23 Teens getting drunk by inserting vodka-soaked tampons and rectal beer bongs, “a super tampon can hold about a shot of vodka”, ACC: “I wish I could smoke through my butt”
2:14:26 Helicopter crash two to the head for anti-drug Mexican Interior Minister Francisco Blake Mora
2:15:25 Fox News “boomerang persuasion” pitting a reasonable person against a lunatic; Neil Cavuto guest cites “the genocide of the Native Americans” as a reason to boycott Thanksgiving
2:21:29 ACC Red Book: earthquake in Australia in light of whale stranding
2:22:47 Barbara Boxer all-in on TSA Trusted Traveler program to cut down on “invasive screening”
2:28:11 Anderson Pooper “Ridiculist” of idiot 911 callers: “we made brownies, and I think we’re dead”
355  Flying Antenna  (2011-11-10)

0:00:00 Excerpt from pre-stream with *Die Walküre*
0:02:01 Crackpot Command Center being packed for Austin move, Range Rover air suspension work
0:06:44 FEMA’s Emergency Alert System test failure as a give-us-more-money scam
0:10:17 Eric Holder refuses to answer question from Sen. Chuck Grassley on leaked whistleblower retaliation documents: “in a different time in Washington, I’m not sure that what you just said would have been shared with everyone here” (CotD)
0:19:04 Jerry Sandusky “buggery” scandal at Penn State University eclipsed by “Herman Cain week” distraction; Obama “I was told not to mention football at all” and “I know this is a sensitive subject” gaffes; Pedobear cover-up by Child Protective Services and Penn State; Mark Madden to WEEI on Sandusky and Second Mile Foundation “pimping out young boys to rich donors”
0:27:27 Dianne Feinstein attempting to exploit Fast & Furious for gun control agenda; John Cornyn grills Holder on Operation Wide Receiver: “are you wingin’ this, or do you actually know?”
0:33:25 Producer Segment
0:44:59 RAF Red Arrows pilot killed in Hawk T1 ejector seat and canopy mishap
0:48:36 Christine Lagarde’s “clouds on the horizon” from US unemployment, “downwards spirrel of uncertainty” risk; JCD’s employed Generation X3 millennials; Haiku Herman’s Nazi propaganda video; British MP John Redwood inquires about the plans of “the leaders of Euroland”
0:59:52 Range Resources PR head Matt Pitzarella at oil industry conference on using psyops to promote fracking: “we are dealing with an insurgency”, Rumsfeld’s *Rules* “kind of my Bible”
1:07:20 French media suppress story of Sarkozy and Obama bitching on hot mic about Netanyahu at G20 in Cannes; Gene Simmons insults Sarkozy in Hungarian as shameless plug for ortsbo.com
1:11:53 Obama continues 1979 state of emergency in advance of IAEA Iran report, “evidence” from anonymous country and Libyan documents claiming a bomb is in the works
1:15:14 $0.15 USDA Christmas Tree Tax; ACC Red Book: 700 MHz auction for AT&T’s 4G rollout
1:21:23 ACC’s *clinton990.org* complaint form for Clinton Foundation’s 2010 IRS Form 990
1:24:43 Martha Stewart interviewed by idiotically laughing Marissa Mayer
1:26:38 Rick Perry’s debate blunder: “it is three agencies of government when I get there that are gone: Commerce, Education, and the — what’s the third one there?”; “oops”
1:31:12 EU mandating LIP “lower ignition propensity” cigarettes treated with a “natural substance”
1:34:01 World Vision Christian NGO rules for workers in Mozambique: “do not touch sexual areas of the body or have sex with the child”; flame retardant PBDE polybrominated diphenyl ether
1:38:42 Win Lose or Drone: Germany’s Northrop Grumman EuroHawk “flying antenna” spy drones
1:43:41 Nancy Pelosi blatantly lies to Jon Stewart about Democrat-controlled Congress failing to pass meaningful budget reform “because the Republicans would have filibustered”, Republicans “do not believe in Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, clean air, clean water, food safety, public safety, public education” according to “seventy-one year old bag” (JCDPPotD)
1:46:38 *Runner’s World* magazine’s history of collusion with advertiser Nike
1:48:56 Donation Segment
2:04:11 *South Park* meets *The History Channel; House* “vagina” and Melissa McCarthy “bajina” story
2:06:52 Ahmadinejad promises to defeat rivals “through or thinking and our software”; Lucifer Clinton’s Libya lie-fest: “President Obama promised that our front-line involvement in the military action would last for days, not weeks, and it did”; Jesse “Boots Electric” Hughes a listener
2:15:21 ACC talking to MSNBC about Michael Jackson’s murder from Show 110 for end of show
354 Punk Media (2011-11-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Gerrymandering isn’t in the Constitution!” (2:14:58)
0:00:35 Off-schedule Monday show due to ACC’s appearance at ReSurge event in San Francisco
0:06:02 New Greek government instead of austerity referendum, new PM US-educated former Federal Reserve banker Lucas Papademos also a member of Trilateral Commission, ECB’s Mario Draghi formerly at Goldman Sachs; Obama “hoping to come and see some movies” at Cannes G20 meeting, slams Sorkozy by congratulating his daughter for not inheriting his looks
0:12:00 Haiku Herman protests that Italy wasn’t strong-armed into accepting austerity program
0:13:47 Joe Biden takes over weekly address from University of Pittsburgh, feeble employment gains, “we can’t wait” meme, “if Congress won’t join us, we’re gonna continue to act on our own”; “we can’t wait” presentation from shadow puppet advisor Nancy-Ann DeParle
0:21:17 Jack Abramoff to 60 Minutes on sneaky bill amendments legalizing gambling
0:26:56 Producer Segment: “that’s one hot MILF, baby!”
0:37:39 Conan O’Brien’s identical “about to push the envelope” stories in mainstream media
0:41:36 Commercial jingles: Moxie Girlz clippity clop bestiality, “arrrgh!” pirate ship dollhouse, “hail to the V” douche ad, Happy Napper pillows; JCD’s fake New York Times staff meeting
0:50:46 Ben Stiller irked at Piers Morgan for pointing out “coincidental” timing of Occupy Wall Street and Tower Heist: “I didn’t even think we would still be in this situation” lie; Occupy Philadelphia wedding vows over human microphone; chanting morons in Oakland repeating after Angela Davis even though she has a microphone; “mic check” for Scott Walker at Chicago policy breakfast; communist Angela Davis plants “free housing” meme without saying it; Michael Moore: “you’re just punk media, that’s all you are, you lie!”
1:01:15 Bill Maher outraged that blue collar guest votes Republican like the 1%; ACC: “how about Warren Buffet?”; Thom Hartmann: “let’s have more teen suicides”
1:05:22 Al-Qaeda’s envoy to Somalia a white American; Condoleezza Rice on upcoming IAEA report on Iran, “we should … never take military force off the table”; Pakistani 16-year-old droned while documenting children killed by drones; Germany leasing Israeli Heron drones
1:15:25 United States Institute of Peace’s Bill Taylor appointed to position as Hillary Clinton minion, journalist: “I was ten!” when USSR dissolved, Taylor an Iraq money pallet wrangler; UN set to bestow human rights award upon Gaddafi prior to NATO campaign
1:26:35 National Public Media selling ads on “remnant inventory” station web pages
1:29:01 Donation Segment
1:47:03 Researcher Joseph Skipper finds railway system on Mars; sunspot AR 1339 and asteroid 2005 YU55 passing within the Moon’s orbit just in time for Emergency Alert System test, northern lights and “birds and bugs” on radar in Oklahoma before earthquake, Kansas fracking quakes
1:58:09 ABC hyping Diane Sawyer’s interview with Gabby Giffords and Mark Kelly; Giffords shilling for the iPad in The Daily interview prior to shooting
2:05:38 ACC worried about Veterans’ Day, DHS tests, and 11/11/11
2:08:40 And Now Back to Real News: JCD explains Forbes World’s Most Powerful People list
2:12:38 MSNBC’s Alex Wagner to Bill Maher: “I’d get rid of the Second Amendment”
353  We Can’t Wait (2011-11-03)

0:00:00  ACC: “Sell your liver!” (2:10:50)
0:00:31  Podcast Awards and The X Factor reserving the right to change numbers
0:03:00  Distractions of “the new Clarence Thomas” Herman Cain and Kim Kardashian’s divorce
0:06:12  Greek PM George Papandreou’s bailout referendum a possible US ploy, enabled by law passed within last month, “national importance” quorum rule, YouTube Fuck You, Papandreou
0:19:48  Jill Abramson to C-SPAN: “it may be hard for your viewers to believe” she didn’t know about New York Times review of her book The Puppy Diaries; JCD irked by Fox News “guess what”
0:24:05  Obama’s new meme “we can’t wait” typically followed by executive orders; Obama reads paper speech on pharmaceutical shortages, IBM shill: “we can’t wait for these drugs to be back in high supply”; FDA report on quality control issues like glass shards in injectables; recent Orphan Drug Act allowing companies charge outrageous sums under renewed patents, $30k for pregnancy drug 17P; FDA “discretionary enforcement” for unapproved drugs
0:40:17  Producer Segment: Absolute Fuels LLC biodiesel fraud
0:51:26  G20 elites whooping it up on Cannes red carpet, Sarkozy’s food security agenda; leaning Paul Volcker laughs with Charlie Rose about stagnant incomes; Condoleezza Rice’s story of “if the mice are feet-up, we’re toast” botulism scare in Shanghai
1:03:48  Jill Abramson to C-SPAN: “it may be hard for your viewers to believe” she didn’t know about New York Times review of her book The Puppy Diaries; JCD irked by Fox News “guess what”
1:07:21  Donald Trump gripes about White House “steak dinners” for Chinese and OPEC elites, JCD: “for some reason, Donald Trump amuses me to no end”
1:10:42  Unelected new Libyan PM Abdurrahim El-Keib’s previous gig at Petroleum Institute in UAE; EU Parliament President Jerzy Buzek channeling Inspector Clouseau with concern about treatment of prisoners under “international lieu” and “how to disarm thousands of people”
1:14:25  Recycled Libya story with rapes by Syria military; activists using encryption software from US State Department and erasing hard drives for no adequately explored reason; Rock Center With Brian Williams reporter skulking around in a ditch Blair Witch Project style, basement brothel safe house; ACC-JCD heavy breathing narration skit
1:22:21  Obama’s “home for the holidays” losing steam rapidly; “al-Qaeda flag” in Libya
1:26:22  NYT busts PBS for producing Unilever ads in its “America in Primetime” documentary series
1:30:20  Donation Segment: Willow Curry’s Frank Jabroni: Public Enemy #9; $77.77 gambling karma
1:54:44  Win Lose or Drone: “calling in the drones” to sell real estate in Southern California
1:56:13  Douchebag Michael Moore at Occupy Wall Street Portland with skinhead bodyguards, “make way for the one percent!” heckler attacked by angry “instigator!” mob (CotD)
2:00:31  Black and white evil billionaire “but milk comes from cows” ad; four “vaginas” in forty seconds on Two Broke Girls, JCD The Vagina Monologues movie theory
2:06:49  Ben Bernanke’s advice to the American public: “continue to live your lives”, ACC: “put down the gun!”, blames the stupid slaves’ “lack of financial literacy”
2:11:10  Masonic “Two Ball Cane” Facebook logo; London Olympics SAS base under construction
2:16:05  Students imprisoned under school “lockdown” in Arcadia California after prank call; UK police spying with fake cell towers; Schiphol Airport scanning entire planes and their occupants; EU considering border biometrics; DoD spinning up its own counterintelligence operations
2:21:34  TSA shill to Congress on devoting resources to “those who appear on watch lists or another type of security list that the TSA has”; “scandal-free” Obama Chantix theory
352 Bean Bag Drone (2011-10-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “When he says folks, that would be the key word for the message.” (2:02:40)
0:00:32 Occupy Wall Street disrupted by time change and snowfall; President Valerie Jarrett goads Obama into using “top 1% of Americans” meme
0:03:36 King Obama’s “we can’t wait” for Congress to task for debating Baseball Hall of Fame coins, “the truth is, we can no longer wait”; “jobs” bill for banks and high-speed rail, JCD on banks not paying property taxes; Occupy Wall Street douchebag Russell Simmons confronted by Fortune reporter over his prepaid Rush Card scam, “it builds credit” lie
0:08:17 No Agenda gets a mention in I Want My MTV: The Uncensored Story of the Music Video Revolution, ACC jettisoned from Headbangers Ball thanks to Axel Rose
0:14:45 Producer Segment: crackpot Hawaii Five-O birth certificate theory; football karma half-life
0:25:31 Fox News idiots mock Justin Bieber’s opposition to Amy Klobuchar’s IP bill, “it’s protecting the artist!”, “if anybody should be taken away in handcuffs, it should be Justin Bieber!” (CotD); artists like Duran Duran signing away their copyrights, Clip of the Day jingle
0:36:33 Louie Gohmert grills Janet Napolitano about DHS senior advisor and Muslim Brotherhood shill Mohamed Elibyari leaking information to the media; Hillary Clinton ambushed by Rep. Connie Mack over DoJ breaking law by not obtaining Fast & Furious waiver; Rep. Ted Poe to Napolitano: “you listen … you know to answer the question and not just ramble so that the time expires”, Rep. Trey Gowdy on Title 3 “T-3” cases, Poe on 34.5% in Texas border jails being foreign nationals, Rep. Sandra Adams on China refusing to repatriate murderers
0:59:17 $300k DHS grant to Texas county for spy drones armed with “a Taser to actually zap a suspect from above, or fire off those stun batons or bean bags”, ACC: “I am shootin’ this thing!”
1:04:47 JCD’s Anwar al-Awlaki extraction theory borne out by evidence of FBI link, Obama bin Laden’s US presence, CIA shill: “a dead al-Awlaki is better than an al-Awlaki to talk to”; “douchebag Dickie” from Newsweek: Americans don’t care about drone attacks as long as they’re on “bad guys”; Book TV lawyer on centrality of due process, SPLC lawyer on impossible Philadelphia scenario due to arbitration agreements, ignorance of Seventh Amendment
1:18:01 Spokeshole Carney lies furiously about Obama’s millions from unregistered lobbyists
1:23:53 Project Veritas’ James O’Keefe catches New York Times consultant Clay Shirky at Columbia School of Journalism talking about lack of media attention benefiting Occupy Wall Street, JCD: “typical Shirky bullshit”, NPR’s tax-free ad revenue; Vivian Schiller revisited
1:29:50 Donation Segment: ACC hosting ReSurge awards in San Francisco
1:42:34 ACC Red Book: “the euro quake is coming” in two weeks on 11/11/11; Nigel Farage predicts Greek revolution to Andrew Napolitano; Germany’s €55bn “under the couch”
1:50:44 Ask Adam: C-SPAN promo for hummer Jill Abramson with “major hummage”
1:52:30 Google transparency report reveals 3 information demands from China vs 5,950 from US
1:54:58 USA Today survey on germ-laden gas pump handles sponsored by Kimberly Clark
1:59:39 Obama’s “folks” as coded message to Folk Nation alliance of Chicago street gangs; Obama’s Halloween speech “brief time I was with” Sasha & Malia as code for resignation
2:04:38 UN announcement of Libya exit turns out to be bogus, 2,300 British boots on the ground
2:08:13 “Homeless people and college kids camping” at Occupy LA; creative math in Obama’s college loan bailout; Ron Paul: “we’ve indentured them!”, Paul smacks down douchebag Wolf Blitzer for resurrecting the racist newsletter meme; Chaffetz grilling Napolitano for end of show
2:19:19 ACC’s baby boomer entertainment lawyer friend’s doom and gloom attitude
Home for the Holidays (2011-10-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “Killed in a shark attack!” (2:07:51)
0:00:32 Oakland police bust up Occupy Wall Street with tear gas and bean bags, no mention of sound cannons, JCD: “we’re missing the guys on camels with baseball bats”; Illuminati hand signal for “process is not being followed, off topic”; BBC human resource number calculator
0:12:10 Nothing to See Here: new word SPIV Special Purpose Investment Vehicle also British slang; Haiku Herman celebrates bailout deal: “time is the politician’s cement”, leveraging of EFSF European Financial Stabilization Facility, “fiscal consolidation and structural reforms”, Italy “liberalizing local public services and utilities”, retirement age bumped up to 67, Soviet term “Troika”, “voluntary” bond exchange, Greek Project Helios 10GW solar plant, Lisbon Treaty Protocol 14, pervasive “surveillance”, ACC Red Book: VAT harmonization
0:28:58 EU’s habit of not playing by Maastricht Treaty 3% of GDP debt rule; Thomas Friedman all-in on carbon tax; Obama’s dictatorial No Child Left Behind waivers by executive order
0:42:08 Obama’s highly-scripted Tonight Show interview: “there’s a certain decorum with which you treat the dead” after murdering them, kudos to Seal Team 6 (too bad they’re dead), oddly-timed applause sign for Libya “we led from the front” lie, new meme “home for the holidays”, repeated “look!” and “folks”; White House Insider: Obama gets off on droning people
0:52:24 Producer Segment:
1:02:30 Dylan Ratigan on ten-year anniversary of the PATRIOT Act: “sounds like a third-world country, doesn’t it?”; DoJ proposing new rules allowing it to lie about existence of FOIA records; Obama’s ironic “new standard of openness” promise, “transparency and the rule of law will be the touch tones of this presidency”; troubles ahead with Fast & Furious and “Fisker Hüsker Dü”; ACC story: Tesla investor event with airborne Ray Lane on Gulfstream V
1:14:54 Rep. Alan Grayson to MSNBC: Republicans “the real killers” like OJ Simpson in terms of racial divisiveness; NATO in the process of deciding to stay in Libya; Hillary Clinton to Chris Wallace on her “we came, we saw, he died” proclamation: “I’m not gonna comment on that”
1:22:27 Federal contractor Blue Coat Systems helping Syria shut down internet; Hillary to BBC: “we are certainly training people” in Iran to circumvent “21st century equivalent of the barbed wire and the fences and the dogs”, JCD: “and the barking cats, and the mean people”
1:30:39 Dexter robotic “if you see something say something” dubbed in; The Mentalist precrime “better than after, don’t you think?”; CFR podcast on the dangers of the internet preserving Andrew Wakefield research, Contagion anti-blogging propaganda; anthrax vaccine testing in children; ADHD drugs for preschoolers; new Pap smear “pre-cancerous” biopsy scam
1:43:24 Rick Perry threatening to pull out of debates; China cracking down on bloggers
1:47:34 Compilation of TV “vagina” phenomenon extending to “penis”
1:49:39 Donation Segment: ACC’s fake e-mail to KPCC advertising department
2:06:47 BP whistleblower George Thomas Wainwright killed by great white shark
2:08:58 Win Lose or Drone: JCD’s fake son Abdurahman al-Awlaki “loose end” theory
2:13:23 IMF shill on need for Greece to exit euro; Andrew Horowitz’ euro repatriation theory
2:19:03 The Root founded by beer summit professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
2:20:20 Trains Good Planes Bad: UK urged to research pilotless planes
2:21:55 Vatican calls for one world government; British defense secretary Philip Hammond calls for businesses to “pack suitcases” to grab Libyan reconstruction money; John McCain delighted at “pleas for assistance” from Syria; helicopter shots in Occupy Wall Street live stream
JCD: “And he’s injecting babies’ fetuses into himself in Switzerland.” (1:48:39)

Nothing to See Here: BBC Newsnight goading US into Syria, making US look like idiots with anti-capitalist Michael Moore on Wall Street; Obama’s weekly address on “how we renewed American leadership in the world”; Stephen Harper: “our government will be speaking with our allies to pretend, to prepare for the end of our military mission” Freudian slip (CotD)

Confirmed lesbian Hillary “Lady McDeath” Clinton: “we came, we saw, he died”, interviewer: “did it have anything to do with your visit?”, Hillary: “I’m sure it did”

Bill Maher’s conservative-free panel leaning away from Rachel Maddow, JCD: “she looks like Beaker on the old The Muppet Show”, Maher on the administration’s bloodthirsty bona fides: “Michelle Malkin would name her vibrator Obama”, all-in on Emperor Obama’s $666bn military budget; Lindsey Graham: “there’s a lot of money to be made in the future in Libya”; ACC’s “lesbian power couple” friend all-in on Ayaan Hirsi Ali and George W. Bush

Obama announces US leaving Iraq again, JCD gripes about giant “butt ugly” embassies; White House spokeshole’s “embassies around the world” meme; DoD document puts 16k and 23k “civilian” contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan, “some contractors are not armed”

Producer Segment: No Agenda Attack Vector Dashboard; JCD on getting into North Korea

Lucifer planning to work on IED problem “over the next days and weeks, not months and years”, “we wanna squeeze these terrorists” on Pakistan-Afghanistan border; PBS fake Republican David Brooks all-in on Obama’s conduct while Democrat Mark Shields not so sure

Win Lose or Drone: ACC: “it’s like they’re getting paid to say drone”; Bill Maher all-in because fewer civilians get killed, “I’m going down to the dealership tomorrow”; Predator drones on the border for CBP “or other agencies that require our assistance”, JCD: “yeah, the Austin police”; Invasion of the Body Snatchers sound effect for Maher

CDC Preparedness 101: Zombie Pandemic comic book; upcoming FEMA Emergency Alert System test on 9/11 mirror 11/9; major earthquake coincides with The Great California ShakeOut Drill; Turkish earthquake linked to HAARP; ACC links Iraq departure to “massive false flag event”; German ROSAT satellite plummeting out of the sky for no adequately explored reason, JCD on standard procedure of shooting defunct satellites out into deep space

ACC Red Book: young Hispanics the target audience for Republican party; Valerie Jarrett speaks to The Root sycophant; Gabby Giffords warming up “well-oiled fundraising machine”

Rumors that Sarkozy and Merkel are “nowhere near a deal” on Greece

Fox & Friends idiots excoriate woman who left family to join Occupy Wall Street, buried AP statistic showing 56% of Americans not in support of protest, hosts mindlessly go back to “crazy story” on teleprompter; Dylan Ratigan on “third wave” after Tea Party and Obama, elections determined by amount spent, “that is not a democracy, that is an auction”

ACC’s occupycoke.com; fake protest in Iran; Zbigniew Brzezinski on Morning Joe with daughter “Mukaba”: the rich need to be publicly shamed, ACC’s “for me to poop on!” impression

Donation Segment

Fox & Friends “presstitute” all-in on unconstitutional VIPR vehicle inspections

barackobama.com soliciting campaign poster art for paltry compensation

PBS’ Mark Shields denies US played a role in Arab Spring; pictures of people taking pictures of Gaddafi’s corpse, “autopsy shock!” transvestite story in British tabloids

Jeremy Paxman gets grief over “Mr. Idiot in Brussels, would you like to respond?”
349  Grandma Clinton (2011-10-20)

0:00:00  ACC: “When I met the Queen I curtsied.”  JCD: “I bet you did.”  (2:15:08)
0:00:32  Ding Dong the Witch is Dead and AK-47s for Muammar Gaddafi;  ACC: rebels’ new weapon “like a Mardi Gras float”;  Lucifer Clinton in Tripoli: UN and US “stand ready” to create army and police forces, Fulbright program expansion to “train” students, “Libya is blessed with wealth and resources, most particularly the human resources”, Mahmoud Jibril’s resignation;  Hoover Institute shill compares Gaddafi and Saddam Hussein, Sarkozy “vindicated”
0:14:31  Deadlock over slave revolt in Greece, 188% bond yield, predicted 15% drop in Dutch pension distributions, Andrew Horowitz attributes euro’s strength to its imminent collapse
0:19:14  11-year-old “Timothy Geithner” celebrates Gaddafi’s death;  Lucifer Clinton giddy at “unconfirmed” reports;  TNC’s rotund information minister;  Lucifer lies to Savannah Guthrie about her plans to leave politics and be “at home, sittin’ around” with Bill: “I can’t wait!”, fake laugh for grandparenthood plans, lies about Chelsea not headed into politics, “I wanna get back to writing and maybe some teaching, working on women and girls around the world”, JCD: “I’m surprised she doesn’t mouth the words call me and hold her hand up to her ear!”
0:30:13  Producer Segment: humanitarian “Slave” T-shirts for North Korea;  dronedead.com
0:39:38  ACC interviews Jonathan Kay about his book Among the Truthers: A Journey Through America’s Growing Conspiracist Underground, Foundation for Defense of Democracies think tank shill, conspiracy theories primarily a male domain, “at the end of the day, we’re all anti-Semites”;  CIA off the hook for destroying evidence of 9/11 interrogations
0:46:10  Creepy Rand Paul to Timmy Geithner: “can you think of a body, maybe in New York?” that has an outsized influence on interest rates;  JCD on “cycle of crashes” alleviated by Fed
0:51:29  “American Gladiators” Republican debate with Anderson Pooper, pre-show with “CFR shill extraordinaire” Erin Burnett and Wolf Blitzer disrupted by Occupy Los Vegas;  Ron Paul points out that Ronald Reagan traded with Iran for hostages;  Tom Santelli’s broken nose
0:57:51  Win Lose or Drone: Rick Perry calls for Predator drones on US-Mexico border;  JCD on Marco Rubio’s potential; Morning Joe: “everyone knows” Ron Paul can’t win;  Herman Cain sings about pizza;  Michele Bachmann proposes sending an invoice to Iraq and Afghanistan
1:11:06  “Fecal strep” on Anderson Pooper’s phone;  upcoming FEMA Emergency Alert System test
1:14:26  Geithner “if you were in my shoes” for Sen. Scott Brown;  Sen. Mary Landrieu distinguishes between millionaires and income over a million;  Naomi Wolf gripes about Occupy Wall Street arrest by “phalanx” of police, JCD: “heavy infantry armed with spears, pikes, and sarissas”
1:30:20  Furor over Louisiana bill outlawing cash sales of “junk” or secondhand goods
1:36:38  Stammering Obama tries to address Iranian plot against Saudi ambassador;  DEA head Michele Leonhart keeping marijuana on Schedule I;  DEA cracking down on psilocybin mushrooms
1:40:44  Lame Korean ad for coffee as a weight loss aid, ACC: “it’s a pump and dump”
1:43:07  Donation Segment: producer clip celebrating No Agenda karma
1:59:21  Prostitution on the rise in Portugal;  “research” links vitamin supplements to death risk in older women;  JCD tries to guess subject of Johnson & Johnson “I am your little V” ad
2:10:55  Theories about secret “man cave” West Wing construction project
2:12:48  Majority of Australians all-in on Queen of England;  media knuckle under on self-censorship
2:16:42  $75T in Bank of America derivatives under the wing of FDIC;  student loan debt over $1T; Idaho replacing Mexicans with prisoners; Libyan WiMAX; Belgium the top weapons dealer
2:25:13  MSNBC goes dark for 12 seconds to cut off British woman ranting about US use of drones
ACC: “Occupy the Clintons!” (2:10:12)

Occupy Wall Street migrates to Italy and Portugal, 15october.net registered to wife of Ecuadorean foreign minister; San Francisco liberals demanding more government handouts; Rev. Manning in 2009: “red-blooded God-fearing Jesus-loving Americans are gonna stand up and say we’re not gonna take it no mo’”; Occupy Seattle “set to pinch tits, pitch tents for the night”; former NYPD to Fox News: “there’s quite a bit of prostitution down there”


Win Lose or Drone! jingle, Anwar al-Alawki’s son Abdulrahman blown to bits in Yemen along with “chief media officer”, JCD: “the PR woman was killed??”; Haqqani network’s Janbaz Zadran droned in Pakistan; Shadow drone in Havana Illinois; “you can buy your very own drone!” pitch; April friendly fire incident just in time for government contracts

Producer Segment: dronewolf.{com, net, org}

“Spike in incidents” of air traffic control errors, ACC: “you can just cross this out of the book!”

Lucifer Clinton: “the idea of a New World Order with seven Mayor Rahm Emanuels should be enough to get all of us moving”; Bill Clinton’s birthday gala with Lady Gaga: “sit back down where you belong in the Oval Office with those high heels on”

CNN crawler: Taylor Swift donates 6,000 library books, JCD: “I didn’t know she could read!”

Hunter College celebrates Anita Hill, sexist “a fish without a bicycle”, creepy Joe Biden prodding Hill at confirmation hearing; New York Times mentions in passing Hill’s professorship at Oral Roberts University; ACC interviewed for MTV book, Caroline Heldman’s hairy legs

State Department’s Wendy Sherman dodges questions about Iranians’ access to “Google+ and Flash and other websites”, refuses to answer question about Huawei spy equipment

ABC Mastermind “how much does Greece owe” parody

Donation Segment: Podcast Awards contender rundown

Joe O’Biden on goal to “unite the whole world” against Iran; NPR shill “not in a position to doubt” government’s account of Iranian terror plot; Los Zetas Fast & Furious distraction

FBI awards $525k contract to record internet talk and news media for “potential evidence”

Edelman promo video for whooping cough vaccine on fake LA government site; administration going after dispensary landlords, “conspiratorial theory” about big pharma’s synthetic THC

MSM still ignoring Ron Paul; 2017 Pentagon audit, Rumsfeld’s missing trillions revisited

Police taking low-level drug offenders directly to rehab

Pastor Robert Jeffress to Jeremy Paxman on Mormonism as a “theological cult”

Leon Panetta drone testimony interrupted by “you are murdering people!” heckler

Biodiversitée: ABC on threat to coffee by global warming

RTK GPS in Missouri agriculture vs LightSquared, ACC on unnecessary GNSS in aviation

Rev. Manning’s “long-legged mack daddy” for end of show; Los Angeles experimenting with retail hat ban for facial recognition; day 209 of Obama’s “matter of days” Libyan adventure
347 Hackerocity (2011-10-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “The roads’ll be clogged, there’s no way you can get out …” (2:06:31)
0:00:35 Choosing a forwarded domain for ACC’s upcoming Entertainment Weekly interview
0:03:06 Foiled Iranian assassination plot against Saudi ambassador that “reads like the pages of a Hollywood script”; Lucifer Clinton obsessed with Fast & Furious; Joe Biden on “compelling evidence” from “multiple sources”; “coincidence” of Arkansas drug trafficking police officers
0:14:40 CDC official Kimberly Quinlan Lindsey arrested on child molestation and bestiality charges, $1.5bn terrorism preparedness program; Emergent BioSolutions anthrax vaccine contract
0:18:47 Boston police send Occupy Wall Street protestors packing and forbid recording by media
0:20:30 Andrew Napolitano rants about government’s “plots and conspiracies of its own making”
0:23:11 Phony New York Times “vagina is hilarious!” article, feminine hygiene ad spending up 30%
0:29:19 Producer Segment: ACC riffs on winloseordrone.com; thehuffingtonpost@aol.com
0:46:10 And Now Back to Real News: Operation Hackerocity results in “identity theft” arrest for exfiltrating naked celebrity pictures, JCD: “make sure everybody breaks the law!” (JCDPPotD)
0:49:45 Julia Gillard’s pre-election “there will be no carbon tax under the government I lead” vs “pricing carbon is the right thing to do and I said that during the election campaign”, Warren Truss: “tyranny has come to Australia this day”, Australian Parliamentary hourglasses
0:54:28 Occupy Santa Cruz surfer Noodle Boy weighs in; Obama’s conference call with mayors, Zuccotti Park owned by Brookfield Office Properties, YouTube videos with hired actors; Bill Clinton shills for Obama jobs bill to Letterman; sketchy footage of Brooklyn Bridge arrests, Craigslist ad for sign-holders; South Park Border Patrol keeping the Mexicans in
1:07:06 Fox News: “we like to dismiss straw polls, especially when Ron Paul wins them”, producer yelling in Chris Wallace’s ear; second place “strong showing” for Herman Cain; Don Lemon: “does this actually mean anything??”; Ellis Henican’s low-testosterone Woody Allen voice
1:14:48 Drone Nation: Air Force to take bids on hardened runtime project in Arizona
1:17:58 University of California dingbats lining up for vaccine after mumps outbreak, “this morning I woke up with rashes so I was nervous about all the symptoms!”; Jerry Brown signs bill allowing children to independently seek out STD “treatments” like Gardasil; New Hampshire pushing vaccine for “pandemic” H1N1 and two others “expected to be in circulation”
1:27:52 Nigel Farage on Slovakia’s rebellion against bank bailout scheme, “it’s like Barroso in the bunker, unaware of what is happening in the outside world, but planning world domination!”; NPR Planet Money douchebag: “the fate of the world” hanging in the balance
1:34:53 Dictator Obama: “we’re not gonna wait for Congress … just get it done”, Bill Daley stepping down as chief of staff, ACC predicts Giffords 2012; Democrat “bundler” LightSquared CEO
1:46:38 Donation Segment
2:00:52 Media protecting Bank of America from bad PR; next debate to be sponsored by US gas industry; Keystone XL “get a haircut”; Canary Islands underground volcanic eruption
2:06:52 Insincere PSAs with Michelle Obama & Jill Biden; Michelle to “absolute dick” Al Roker on Target shopping spree: “we try to sneak out as much as possible” lie; Walmart intercom hijacker: “Dick Cheney, you’re wanted for the crimes of 9/11”, JCD: “identity theft”
2:14:47 Soap opera reveals airplane tail numbers can be searched online
2:18:17 Angelina Jolie boots on the ground in Libya for “reconciliation and justice”
2:19:47 CNBC raves over Elon Musk’s “electric jet” plans, ACC; “confusing himself with Tom Swift”
2:23:33 White House demonstrator arrested after throwing a shoe at police
0:00:00 ACC: “After use the bags can be sealed and thrown in the trash.” JCD: “Or thrown at someone.”
(2:04:43)

0:00:38 ACC visits Occupy Wall Street Los Angeles with “Don’t Drone Me Bro” sign

0:08:39 Fox News: demonstrators “better off lookin’ for a job”; Ralph Nader’s comparison to Tea Party before it was “hijacked by the corporatist Republicans”; Fox News’ Liz Trotta: Occupy website “the ravings of what sounds like the Unabomber”, JCD on missing 1960s “get a haircut”

0:16:25 Greek protest signs portraying Angela Merkel with Hitler mustache; Indignatos marching from Spain to Brussels; Lyndon LaRouche pushing Glass-Steagall; Obama lets banks off the hook

0:25:51 New York Times high-frequency trading fearmongering; Dr. Robert Shapiro predicts “melt-down across the European banking system” within weeks, solution “within the wit of man”

0:33:20 Drone Nation: planted Wired drone virus story, fake photo of operators in flight suits; National Cybersecurity Awareness Month, expiring ASRC and NJVC contracts

0:40:44 Producer Segment

0:48:41 Raytheon “software problems” holding up their NextGen aviation work

0:49:57 “Next J. Edgar Hoover” Robert Mueller on TTP Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan taking credit for Times Square bombing, Walter Winchell style “individuals may be radicalized over the internet”, PATRIOT Act to “paint a picture of a potential terrorist”, ease of SIM swapping

1:00:21 Former 9/11 Commission meeting on 2008 Mumbai attack scout David Headley; DEA informant, actual name Daood Sayed Gilani, imported from Chicago of all places, comparisons with MKULTRA Anders Breivik; 9/11 hijackers aided by Saudi-funded Wahhabist mosques

1:09:53 Ron Paul wins Values Voter Summit straw poll, Fox “congressman” vs C-SPAN “presidential candidate”, ACC registers as Republican, JCD: “Adam Curry was an amazing shot”

1:13:12 Leon Panetta enthuses about Predator drones in Sicily; Obama’s North Africa “Armageddon”; George Clooney to Letterman on visitors to his Lake Como lair including David Gergen & Charlie Rose; ACC Red Book: Clooney’s idiot girlfriend comes out as MKULTRA sex slave

1:20:33 “She gonna powder her vagina?” on network TV; Erin Burnett awkwardly avoids citing Silvio Berlusconi’s joking proposal for renaming his political party after “the female genitalia”

1:25:25 ACC predicts boots on the ground due to warring factions within Libya’s TNC; Obama calling for Assad to step down immediately; Andrew Napolitano back on the air with rant over Obama’s secret kill list panel; NPR’s Andy Carvin caught flat footed by beheaded Syrian woman showing up alive and well, BBC doing damage control; New York Times on secret memo giving thumbs-up to al-Awlaki droning as Plan B

1:32:24 Ralph Nader: “that’s not a president, that’s a dictator”, Napolitano: “the Congress, like a potted plant, did nothing”; Robert Mueller grilled about DoJ’s refusal to answer questions from Congress about its dealings with al-Awlaki, “we’ll get back to you on that letter”

1:38:42 Donation Segment: ACC trying out “Camp Mofo in the Lone Star State”

2:00:54 “Pee in the bag, slave!” on Dutch trains; secret tunnel at Schiphol Airport, “privacy is for the bathroom”; DHS field testing FAST Future Attribute Screening Technology; FBI phasing in face and tattoo recognition including “civil submissions” from Facebook

2:15:31 WIPO speaker all-in on patenting the internet, saxophone patented in 1842

2:21:06 Ken Burns Prohibition for end of show; district US attorney Melinda Haig on shutting down California marijuana dispensaries near schools “and Little League fields”, ACC: “that’s where we sell Adderall and Xanax!”; Pfizer Press Award; tobacco and alcohol “vaccines”
0:00:00 ACC: “Study shows: 38.2% of the European Union populace has mental problems.”
0:00:41 Pre-show stream shenanigans; ACC: “we have signed a lease” in Lake Travis for November 15
0:12:40 Banker apologist Sean Hannity mocking Occupy Wall Street; smooth-talking “one of the organizers” to Al Sharpton shilling for Obama: “we’re all here for change”; Erin Burnett “banjoos, bongoos” teleprompter flub; Donald Trump: “a lot of them are down there for dating purposes”; Ben Bernanke nails it: “9% unemployment and very slow growth”
0:24:42 Herman Cain’s unmentioned Kansas City Federal Reserve background, “what do they make of it, what do they want?” channeling Charlie Rose; Joe Biden professes respect for Van Jones “whoever he is” (CotD); George Soros feigns sympathy; “gold is money!” protestors; ACC parallels OWS and Arab Spring: “does the President kill his own citizens, yes!”; Fr. Patrick Henry Reardon’s account of “scary looking people” of US airport security on trip to Syria
0:38:33 US-Canada border trench; Canadian MP Scott Brison: “why the golden showers, Mr. Speaker?”
0:40:12 Producer Segment: No Agenda Roku channel; ACC finds his missing coins
0:53:35 Belgian-French bank Dexia to be bailed out again, Greek debt to be shifted to a “bad bank”; St. Louis Bank of America rolls out SWAT teams to prevent black patrons from closing their accounts; Obama botches answer on BoA debit card fees; Belgium rolling out “fat tax”
1:04:19 GE-USDA myplate.gov ad; Good Morning America “undercover” school lunch investigation
1:07:06 Rick Perry “very offensive rock” gaffe, Romney “great movie star Flipper”
1:08:48 Susan Rice storms out of UN after China & Russia veto more Syria douchebaggery
1:12:40 Drone Nation: Congressional Unmanned Systems Caucus; more nonsense about Air France 447 pilot error; drone industry spokeshole pushing NextGen system at AOPA meeting
1:21:05 Protests over war criminal Dick Cheney’s book tour appearance in Canada
1:23:37 And Now Back to Real News: Whitney “the same vagina??”
1:25:46 US Postal Service 75-year pension funding scam; corrupt Dutch post office investigation
1:31:17 CBS investigative reporter Sharyl Attkisson on White House spokesperson Eric Schultz who “literally screamed at me” over Operation Fast and Furious memos; Morning Joe on possibility of Obama stepping down; Michelle Obama’s trip to Africa with “senior staff” daughters; usher Angella Reid hired from Ritz-Carlton; Target partnering with Michelle’s designer Jason Wu
1:41:30 NewsHour ad for Chevron algae; Hank Williams Jr. thrown to the curb over comment comparing Obama to Hitler; Westwood One cured of interest in No Agenda hosting
1:46:33 Donation Segment: Secret Agent Paul’s wedding “douchebag and hornbag”
1:59:51 New NPR CEO Gary Knell a Council on Foreign Relations and UNESCO shill
2:01:37 New study finds Alzheimer’s may be virally transmitted; Pandemrix narcolepsy victims to be compensated from €30M fund; UK Gardasil PR “beauty contest”; mental illness in the EU
2:07:12 Fox News’ Juliet Huddy refers to Donald Rumsfeld as “the leader of our country”
2:09:04 Clinton and UN minion Garry Conille confirmed as Haiti PM; Chelsea Clinton’s 65th birthday gala for Bill with $25k “all-star weekend experience”; insider predicts Chelsea running for office
2:15:41 Naked Hayden calling for more spying; State Department techno-expert job postings
2:18:13 Naked body scanners at Bath train station; 506 people waiting for Gitmo jewelry in Belgium; vehicle interlock devices in Netherland; four US airports doing shoes-on screening
2:21:51 Biodiversitée: global warming scores for new vehicles in US
2:24:20 Ask Adam: Good Morning America celebrates 1980s cowbell one-hit wonders
2:28:41 JCD impressed by Classic Drains and Plumbing “generations of plumbers” jingle
344 Cyber Master (2011-10-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “She has hooves, man!” JCD: “Sounds like the Budweiser wagon coming in.” ACC: “I’m telling you, she’s got hooves, clippity-clop clippity-clop!” (2:01:43)
0:00:37 Occupy Wall Street struggling to keep servers up after mention from Lew Rockwell
0:02:53 Occupy Wall Street arrests on Brooklyn Bridge; NBC tries to answer “what exactly is their message?”; Russell Simmons plugs Obama jobs bill to MSNBC, producer yelling in his ear at “corporate control of our government… did I do something wrong?”, employees paying more taxes lie; Michael Bloomberg: “if you’re a bank … would you make a loan when people are talking about putting you in jail?”; inflation and European contagion, Happy Days Are Here Again; JCD “fractalmania” and 1848 “Springtime of the Peoples” cycle, devaluation of dollar to make repaying debts cheaper, “the hookers get better looking” during a depression
0:04:57 Producer Segment: bestpodcastintheuniverse.com; McGurk effect in language perception
0:03:25 Occupy Wall Street demand list including “this evil dictator removed”
0:03:05 Anwar al-Awlqi and Samir Khan droned; Jake Tapper “grills” stammering Spokeshole Carney; JCD on Ruby Ridge massacre and FBI sniper’s sovereign immunity; Carney deflects questions onto Treasury Department, Tapper invokes “constitutional law professor Barack Obama”; McLaughlin Group’s Eleanor Clift: al-Awlaki coached “the New York Times bomber”
0:45:56 John McLaughlin on Reagan’s Executive Order 12333 banning assassination, Liz Marlantes: “I don’t think there will be a widespread sense of outrage”, assassination = “foreign policy”, Pat Buchanan propagates “war on al-Qaeda” meme repeated by PBS; Samir Khan’s “Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your Mom” article; ACC proposes drone execution reality show
0:05:17 Fox & Friends: “the most important fact is that he’s dead”, al-Awlaki a “cyber master”, Inspire magazine “looked high-tech and it was glossy!”; Christiane Amanpour’s “al-Alkie” pronunciation; incomplete Ph.D. from George Washington University; intercession by FBI agent Wade Ammerman, missing document cited in 9/11 Commission Report footnote 33
0:17:37 School “digital judgment” sessions by UK Demos charity to combat online conspiracy theories
1:16:14 Jimmy Kimmel “This Week in Unnecessary Censorship” compilation
1:19:08 And Now Back to Real News: Michelle Obama shopping at union-hostile Target
1:21:47 US Postal Service “a refrigerator has never been hacked” ad, JCD on pension funding scam
1:26:34 €700bn European Stability Mechanism in concert with IMF, assets immune “from every form of judicial process”, JCD: “well, this is a little less violent than the Hitler approach”
1:35:12 NPR caller scolds host for bias against Ron Paul
1:35:12 Donation Segment: ACC’s new amateur radio “rig”
1:43:36 ACC recommends Moon Rising documentary; JCD recommends Governing Through Crime book; NCIS “once a con” meme; Blue Bloods “you see something you say something”
1:48:53 Ambassador Robert Ford pelted in Damascus; Lucifer Clinton takes scripted question from CNN “Jill the shill” on “campaign of intimidation”; Obama “predator drones” revisited; McCain & Graham wheeling and dealing in Libya, Shep Smith sneaks in “the not-war is still going on in a not-war way” jab, “about time to get over into Syria, huh?”; Clinton “clippity-clop clip” with Uzbek Foreign Minister; Susan Rice reveals “New Silk Road” plan for Afghanistan
1:06:01 Trains Good Planes Bad: Sarkozy in Morocco; East Anglia train fixed with bottled water
1:08:17 BBC admits Pandemrix-narcolepsy link; wimpy “better safe than sorry” in pesticide story
1:11:11 Obama reminisces about his eighth grade classes: “I don’t think ethics would have made it on the list”; Wunderkind speechwriter Jon Lovett headed for Hollywood

988
343 ZomBin Laden (2011-09-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh no, what happened?!"

0:00:32 The Best Podcast in the Universe

0:01:35 Planned drone attack on Pentagon & Capitol, WASP Wireless Aerial Surveillance Platform at Black Hat, Ray Kelly dodges 60 Minutes question about shooting down aircraft; Rezwan “Bollywood” Ferdaus entrapped by FBI into buying “small drone aircraft”, ACC: “it’s a model airplane!”; “at no time was Ferdaus outside the control of his undercover handlers”

0:15:01 ACC’s distracted dentist, waiting room aghast at drone plot; Crotch Bomber prosecutors to show bomb simulation video; no cameras allowed in Ferdaus trial vs Michael Jackson media circus; drone promotion for Nikita TV series; Al-Qaeda criticizing Ahmadinejad’s 9/11 “conspiracy theories”, “Qaeda publication” Inspire by Saudi-American Samir Khan in Yemen

0:24:18 Hollywood gossip show promotion-filled teaser compilation, Chynna Phillips “vasectomy bet”

0:30:30 Michael Moore promoting book on Wall Street: “capitalism destroyed my town”; Democracy Now on human PA system for Moore and Cornell West; CNN ridicules protestors who “didn’t seem to have it all together, frankly”; Greek student protestors menacing reporters

0:39:13 Sketchy BBC trader Alessio Rastani; CNBC trader on “unconfirmed” trillion-dollar exposure

0:45:56 Producer Segment

0:52:42 Nigel Farage excoriates Jean-Claude Juncker; Juncker explains why he is a liar; Barroso calls for “real economic union”; new Greek property tax collected through electric bills

0:59:14 Democracy Now on plan sell “53 miwvion” in arms to Bahrain; drones for South Korea

1:01:33 Late night comedy on Obama’s current crop of lackluster Hollywood supporters: “is that his jacket?” panic over antichrist heckler; “same tax rate as a Jew… eh, as a janitor” Freudian slip; scripted LinkedIn town hall question “would you please raise my taxes?"; No Agenda buzzer; “Warren Buffett’s secretary shouldn’t be paying a lower tax rate than Warren Buffett”

1:13:33 Vancouver protestors pushing for arrest of “former US Pres… Vice President” Cheney; police politely arresting marchers; Massachusetts airport suing Secret Service for tearing up runways

1:16:43 ITV documentary with Libyan footage taken from video game ArmA 2; Justice Department refuses to declassify bin Laden photos and videos; Zombinladen: The Axis of Evil Dead trailer; footage top secret because it “could lead to violence” according to National Clandestine Service

1:22:48 Comedy Central banishes Jon Stewart’s interview with Ron Paul to the internet

1:27:25 Wall Street pepper spraying cop “Tony Baloney”; NPR Ombudsman on lack of coverage

1:31:41 European Commission pushing SamKnows Whitebox spy boxes; BBC Bang Goes the Theory lies repeatedly about naked body scanners recording “your bits and bobs”

1:42:51 FBC Media “guaranteed distribution placement” news-for-hire coverage of Microsoft

1:44:36 Donation Segment: Boeing buying off PBS & NPR due to 787 Dreamliner woes

1:58:33 Trains Good Planes Bad: “numb-brained” All Nippon Airways copilot mashles wrong button

2:02:28 Seth Rogen’s goofball “worst laugh in the world”; Canary Islands evacuations over volcanic activity; Michio Kaku on solar flare near misses; ACC’s ham radio equipment in Faraday cage

2:09:25 New DHS HQ in former mental institution; NDAA Department of Energy “defense activities”

2:11:41 Listeria outbreak and raw milk; Obama’s German “yawning deficit”; Iran “hiker” flubs “sunstet”; battery charge over Sausalito council hand slap; ACC’s assistant ratted out by hospital

2:19:15 Canadian CTV gripes about unbacked gold “as opposed by something like the US dollar”

2:21:59 Animal rights activists torch fur retailer Rocky Mountain Fireworks and Fur Company

2:22:54 New Zealand outlawing gardens; ACC scoping out Austin TX; Nigel Farage for end of show
342  Karma Kards (2011-09-25)

0:00:00  (Sucking sounds)
0:00:34  Distraction of NASA Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite plummeting to earth
0:03:01  Michael Moore to Keith Olbermann: “I can’t speak for why the networks have not covered”
         Occupy Wall Street, push for civil disobedience, “if we don’t provide jobs” shilling for Obama
         plan; Craigslist ride share postings; NYPD deploying pepper spray and orange netting
0:13:08  Online Journalism Awards for BBC and “Chuck Norris of Twitter” Andy Carvin, JCD dodges
         story about and Norris’ credit card; $40k for top OJA banquet package, $20k QR code
0:24:31  $36,800 to see Obama in Seattle; “mass casualties” in Aurora Colorado as part of terrorism
         drills; NPR and PBS shelling out $30k for OJA opening night reception
0:45:39  Haiku Herman in 2009 celebrating “the global management of our planet”, communist José
         Manuel Barroso 2008 “new global order” compilation; Aldous Huxley predicts use of drugs
         and propaganda to make the slave “actually love his slavery” to Mike Wallace in the 1950s
0:56:47  NCIS “sometimes we must cross boundaries to protect those we care about”; Law & Order:
         SVU Dominique Strauss-Kahn parallel; Blue Bloods “you see something you say something”,
         Turn Off Your Television jingle; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan for end of show
1:02:02  Rep. Lee Terry grills stammering Jonathan Silver over Solyndra debacle, White House Office
         of Energy and Climate Change Policy director Carol Browner an Al Gore stooge
         Waxman excoriates deniers; Large Hadron Collider calls $e = mc^2$ into question with time-
         traveling particles, ACC: “stand by, we are going to shoot particles now, in three, two, one!”
1:16:34  WikiLeaks cable reveals Al Jazeera director general as CIA stooge, Lucifer Clinton’s “whole
         of government” Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications revisited
1:19:33  Idiot Rep. Earl Blumenauer gripes about China’s sterling reputation at combating air pol-
         lution; overproduced Republican debate with fake cheering for Rick Santorum, border fence
         question designed to trip up Ron Paul; producer note on California food stamps outreach
         program justifying fast food subsidies; school CSI game photos with JCD as suspect “Larry”
1:34:09  Donation Segment
1:44:12  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: final installment, “my name is Chanancha” cancellation
         skit, Haqqani “crime empire” originally CIA stooges with “wizened militant” leader
1:51:31  WikiLeaks cable reveals Al Jazeera director general as CIA stooge, Lucifer Clinton’s “whole
         of government” Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications revisited
1:56:08  ACC monitoring class M solar flares, major power outage in Chile, “Cocked Pistol” EMP
1:58:10  Obama’s fishy weekly address “that’s been our vision since taking office”; top two We The
         People petitions for legalization of marijuana and abolition of TSA
2:02:13  Joe McGinniss on Sarah Palin’s evangelical “Cities of Character” program for Wasilla; BBC
         dropping B.C./A.D. dates; McGinniss questions Trig Palin’s parentage
2:09:11  Drone Nation: domestic use of Predator and Reaper drones, plans for use in Turkey, FAA
         planning 2013 nationwide deployment; “I’m an IBMer” ad for NextGen system, ACC Red
         Book: plenty of pilot error, “the Chiners can’t even make that work for trains!” (ACCPotD)
2:14:04  New York City recruiting Volunteer Auxiliary Police to serve as “extra eyes and ears”; new
         show Prime Suspect with deputized security guard; London “brownies” stooges
2:18:55  Hallmark’s new line of job layoff greeting cards, “Karma Kards” based on No Agenda jingles
2:22:19  Law & Order: SVU insults Southerners; befuddled Kim Delaney struggles to read teleprompter
341 Selling the Monet (2011-09-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t want refurbished! Didn’t say refurbished on the website!” (1:54:46)
0:00:40 Distraction of the Week: $16 Department of Justice muffins, Rep. Ted Poe “do you know the muffin man?” spiel on House floor, “how come these critters cost $16 apiece?”
0:07:18 Mount Tambora beginning to threaten “two years of no food”, 90k killed in 1815
0:10:08 Breaking news: big three networks agree to use the word “vagina” in sitcoms
0:12:42 Only Keith Olbermann bothering to mention Occupy Wall Street, Yahoo blaming “spam filters”; Woodrow Wilson and JFK on security state, JCD endorses The International film
0:22:00 Producer Segment: no reaction to ACC’s Slave T-shirt at Mevio board meeting
0:30:04 ACC in San Francisco for a Buzz Out Loud “In The Morning Wood” episode and dinner with JCD at Fifth Floor, “John was a total dick to the staff”, “psycho” sommelier, souls-vide gear at Williams Sonoma, ACC’s gastric aftermath, JCD bemoans fake duck liver foie gras
0:42:26 California nixes carry-forward of losses, JCD on Oakland’s stupid blighted property liens; Ms. Micky’s U-turn traffic school, JCD story: Chinatown traffic school instructor arrested
0:48:45 Andrew Napolitano on indicted defense lawyer Paul Bergrin to be wired with Taser in court; on “watch list” due to “my TV colleague and friend and fellow New Jerseyan Dr. Mehmet Oz”
0:52:31 Obama “I’ve got the pens all ready!” for jobs bill, Senate sneakily raises debt limit by $500bn, odd “yawning deficit”; Jay Carney’s protruding tongue as lying tell, unable to cite portion of Confidence Men book by Ron Suskind “lifted almost entirely from Wikipedia”; Obama’s “my way or the highway” teleprompter botch; Bay Area fundraising dinner at $35,800 per couple; class warfare “badge of honor”; “Warren Buffett’s secretary” ad campaign; Ted Turner gripes about having to sell ranches and downsize art collection, JCD: “I'll have to sell my Monet!”
1:12:26 Elizabeth Warren: “there is nobody in this country who got rich on his own!”, no “marauding bands” looting factories; JCD on Ted Turner’s “get the fuck out of the way!” at bar; Obama Living Within Our Means and Investing in the Future plan for just getting by
1:15:54 UK billboard: bombings can be prevented by spying on movie pirates; arrests in Birmingham terrorism incident “probably close to happening”; Buzzkill Jr.’s one-way ticket and no luggage
1:20:47 Eric Schmidt: low wages “better than nothing”, lies about Germany benefiting from labor cuts; USA Today/Gallup Poll: everyone loves Obama jobs plan but 36% think it won’t help
1:28:11 Donation Segment: ACC’s bugged or explosive CIA challenge coin
1:41:11 Newsflash: Andromeda Council declares war with Orion grays and Draco reptilians over
1:42:37 UK evaluating HPV vaccines with synthetic VLPs virus-like particles; Afghanistan unsuitable for growing opium poppies prior to USAID soil acidification program (CotD)
1:50:13 Drone Nation: US drone bases in the Seychelles, Ethiopia, and Saudi Arabia; Tony the Terrorist on Gaddafi-BP deal, refurbished arms from France, Yemeni tribal warfare; “pro-democracy activists” in Yemen; Haqqani network in crosshairs after Burhanuddin Rabbani assassination
2:04:19 Iran releases American “hikers” on $1M “bail” from Oman, mother “couldn’t be more proud”, “I don’t think anyone thinks they were actually spying” lie; Mika Brzezinski “I’m comin’!”
2:12:50 Al Franken grills DoJ douchebag on checking e-mail at work as federal crime; Canadian Safe Streets and Communities Act doubles maximum jail sentence for growing marijuana
2:19:54 Queen of Netherlands announces austerity plan from her golden chariot, TNS NIPO survey shows Dutch all-in; Greek bonds yielding 125%, EU elites calling for United States of Europe
2:30:26 Rick Santorum tries in vain to un-Googleswash himself; high-yielding cows slaughtered after only a few years; Executive Order 13224 continues state of emergency for another year
340  Tart Cherry Juice!  (2011-09-18)

0:00:00  JCD: “There’s a guy with a hookah!”  (1:51:33)
0:00:32  JCD back from Brazil, traffic jams on 15-lane highways, no naked body scanners in New York
0:06:34  TSA agents and cops busted in oxycodone trafficking scheme involving gift cards
0:08:02  Occupy Wall Street cordoned-off bull statue and free speech zones, mainstream media silent, ACC trolling NPR douchebag “Randy” Carvin who only covers Middle East and Reno Air Races crash, “not a revolution until Andy Carvin retweets it”, NPR sponsor list full of banks
0:18:33  Obama weekly address on plan for “making sure we live within our means and asking everyone to pay their fair share”, American Jobs Act’s wad of cash for NextGen Air Traffic Modernization, $4bn for Warren Buffett’s high-speed rail, AIFA American Infrastructure Financing Authority iBank for recipients with “investment-grade rating” of BBB-, 35-year payback from tolls and user fees, $15bn Project Rebuild for foreclosed properties; Emergency Broadband Infrastructure to prioritize FEMA roaming communications, Pathways Back to Work Act volunteering 38 hours at minimum wage, “slaves for free” unemployed youth programs, “Buffett rule” and European wealth taxes, Netherlands appropriating second homes as “slave quarters”
0:40:13  Producer Segment: JCD advocates for gogreenforobama.com
0:51:19  “Fast-paced television” like SpongeBob SquarePants causes obesity, ACC’s Zen TV Experiment revisited, two channels in 1970s Netherlands, JCD on remote controls and channel proliferation
0:58:49  Silvio Berlusconi bragging about only sleeping with eight escorts at his bunga bunga parties “friendly gatherings”; Nigel Farage defines “European economic governance” as “part-time overseas dictators” from Troika controlling Greece and potentially sparking a revolution
1:06:33  Botched FBI raid in Alameda, JCD on bungled police research as legal defense, entrapment vs policing, lack of police in Brazil vs US; São Paulo’s incomplete ban on outdoor advertising
1:15:26  “Bureaucrat run amok” Dick Cheney enthuses to Dennis Miller over intelligence agencies having “figured out where Obama was … excuse me, where bin Laden was”
1:19:35  The Dr. Oz Show hysteria over arsenic in apple juice, ABC back and forth with former classmate Dr. Richard Besser of CDC; scripted swine flu fearmongering with Walgreens spokeshole “pharmacist”, Oz on Walgreens posters, free flu shot gift cards, 150,000 shares of vaccine manufacturer Cigna, “ultimate antioxidant” tart cherry juice stealth ad for RW Knudsen, distraction from high fructose corn syrup vs sugar lawsuit, JCD theory: advertiser shakedown
1:36:41  Donation Segment
1:49:49  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: hookah-smoking driver of antiaircraft gun truck; Fox News hysteria over “unbelievable gore” in Reno Air Races crash, preoccupation with age of 74-year-old pilot, crackpot Ron Paul assassination theory
1:57:34  Uncorrected Santorum “frothy mix” Googlenashing and Executive Order 23954 hoax, PR site financed by Central Basin Water District removed by Google News
2:11:00  Lower house of Haitian Parliament approves prime minister nomination of former Clinton advisor Garry Conille; Homer Simpson’s voice as found on Brazilian television for end of show
2:13:52  Ron Paul wins California straw poll, Barry Manilow all-in; no mention of O’Biden on Obama 2012 swag, ACC Red Book: Gabrielle Giffords, “I’m not so sure she was shot in the head”, giffords2012.com registered day of shooting, Gabby: A Story of Courage, Love and Resilience ghost writer Jeffrey Zaslow; 911 tape from shooting victim’s unnaturally calm daughter
2:26:30  Wall Street “Insider”: Obama seeking to unionize military, callback to Andy Stapp
2:28:37  Greta Van Susteren grills John McCain about 250k contractors in Iraq working on “projects”
0:00:00 ACC: (echo) “Slaves of Europe: you have a choice ...” (1:25:07)
0:00:49 JCD in Brazil for feijoada and speech at Futurecom with top-shelf booth bimbos, SD card Speed Class woes; ACC’s glued-in RFID tooth, JCD: “I’m now drilling through your brain!”
0:07:45 New meme from Joe O’Brien: “what they call a lone ranger, a lone actor”
0:11:38 Obama making the rounds with speeches for nonexistent jobs bill, “if you love me you gotta help me pass this bill!” to North Carolinians, “this bill... these buildings look great!” at Ohio high school, scripted “pass this bill!” chant prepped by warm-up guy
0:20:31 New study linking cholesterol and Alzheimer’s just in time for Lipitor patent expiration, 2008 “no help” headline, report’s disclosures section linking advisory board and big pharma
0:27:38 Obama campaign’s laughable new Attack Watch anti-smear site sporting Nazi color scheme, JCD on Rolling Stone logo designer Roger Black, Alex Jones-style Attack Watch spoof
0:31:49 Mark Zandy analysis: Obama jobs plan “would help stabilize confidence and keep the US from sliding back into recession” with tax cuts and spending increases; Richard Branson’s proposal for switching full-time employees to part-time and encouraging vacations (CotD)
0:37:31 ACC’s current water and electric bill identical to one from Hot Pockets 2008 Tour
0:40:25 Producer Segment: No Agenda bingo
0:49:21 IBM Watson to do diagnostics for WellPoint; cleverbot.com: JCD “leader of the resistance”
0:55:54 ACC’s sister Willow runs down austerity measures in “Bunga Bunga Land” Italy; Romano Prodi predictions revisited; Greek PM George Papandreou a Minnesota native; Energy Commissioner Günther Oettinger: shame “deficit sinner” nations by flying their flags at half mast
1:09:16 JCD: Brazilian economy “house of cards”, airport employees riding luggage conveyor belts, former Huawei employee’s hellish experience; ACC’s interview with “elephant whisperer” conservationist Lawrence Anthony, Chinese killing one African rhino every 20 hours; JCD’s lunch with economic hit man, 5M Chinese in Congo extracting critical rare earth elements; subsonic elephant communication and migration back to South Sudan the day after peace agreement
1:20:33 Biodiversitée: Nobel Prize winning physicist Ivar Giaever resigns from American Physical Society over use of term “incontrovertible” with global warming
1:22:38 SNAP Survivors’ Network of Those Abused by Priests suing Pope in ICC
1:23:21 Syrian opposition creating clone of Libyan Transitional National Council
1:25:38 Rep. Tim Murphy grills Department of Energy’s Jonathan Silver over Solyndra subordinate loans: “I really want you to stop throwin’ everybody else under the bus”, “what do you do for a living?”; Fisker Automotive’s $500M in government money, JCD: “it looks like a BMW that has some sort of a birth defect”, backing from Al Gore, AC motors made in China
1:39:07 Donation Segment: Contagion writer Scott Z. Burns responsible for An Inconvenient Truth
1:56:20 Fireballs “flying across the sky” in NV and Southern CA; NASA’s six-ton Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite plummeting to earth, “we hope it doesn’t go bonk on anybody’s head”; September 27 DEFCON 1 “cocked pistol” drill; scheming to get ACC on Coast to Coast AM
2:04:15 Wolf Blitzer gloating about CNN Tea Party Presidential Debate, Ron Paul asked setup question about the uninsured based on former campaign manager, lethimdie.com set up by Obama shill and DNC web developer Matt Ortega, pro-Obamacare Protect Your Care
2:12:25 Liverpool soccer player Nathan Eccleston investigated over 9/11 truther tweet with #OTIS “only the Illuminati succeed”; two murdered by Mexican drug cartels for tweeting about them
2:17:08 Custom New York street signs by Metropolitan Etiquette Authority
338  Bunga Bunga (2011-09-11)

0:00:00  JCD: “Pull it!”
0:00:35  VIPR teams “highly visible” in San Francisco; discarded bag checks on Manhattan police scanners, breaking news: nebulous car bomb threat “developed by the CIA overseas”, “described both as unconfirmed but also specific and credible”; CIA operative talking to Greg “Gutbutt”; new al-Qaeda CEO and one or more US citizens, CNN digital sound effects; distraction from lame Obama jobs speech; notice to Congress: state of emergency continued for another year
0:13:08  Lucy Napolitano to stooge Andrea Mitchell on “increased chatter”; Executive Order 13584 Developing an Integrated Strategic Counterterrorism Communications Initiative with “al-Qa’ida” and “digital tools”, Lucifer Clinton: “we put our people … on key channels like Al-Jazeera”, Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications “tech-savvy specialists”; Vivek Kundra’s “real-time dashboards” with “attack vectors” revisited; DOT “digital outreach team”
0:30:52  18 U.S.C. §2339B material support for terrorist organizations, Pakistani Jubair Ahmad arrested for supporting Lashkar-e-Taiba by uploading a YouTube video, JCD on “knock it off” policing vs law enforcement entrapment; improving jobs numbers by counting slaves in prison; JCD Red Book: Lucy Napolitano ends up as CEO of major corporation, ACC: “Yahoo”
0:37:07  Distraction of PBS omitting Obama’s assertion that Lincoln founded the GOP; Valerie Jarrett to douchebag Rachel Maddow: Obama all-in on “putting a little extra pot… money in the pot, pockets of folks who are struggling”, “pass this plan, and they should do it right this minute” mantra, “there are certain things that Americans expect their government to do” meme, tax break for hiring those who have been “out of the work”, Maddow bewildered by proposed legislation rollout “next week”; Obama weekly address for “the 9/11 generation”, “we finally delivered justice to Osama bin Laden”, “security of our homeland” meme, ironic “as Americans we refuse to live in fear”, “it is time for nation-building here at home”
0:50:50  Producer Segment: ACC reading A Dog’s Purpose; “bunga bunga parties” in Ireland
1:13:30  British MP Rory Stewart on overly optimistic “decisive year” predictions for Afghanistan, RAND Corporation’s The Beginner’s Guide to Nation-Building with vaccination meme on front cover; Nicholas Ridley’s 1990 monetary union assertion: “German racket designed to take over the whole of Europe”, Romano Prodi in 2001: “some day there will be a crisis and new instruments will be created”; Greek shops closing over 10% VAT hike; “bunga bunga” Berlusconi’s “solidarity tax” on the rich and retirement age increase for women
1:23:09  10% grocery discount at Safeway for getting flu shot; Contagion swine/bird flu hybrid
1:24:55  UBS Warburg predicting civil wars from EU collapse; ACC’s dinner with Dutch stem cell banker predicting 130-year lifespan, JCD: “did the guy leave your house on a unicorn?”
1:28:20  John “O’Boehner” on hot mic bragging about his golf game to Joe O’Biden; California “live drive time traffic” report on a Saturday; Orange County rail shutdown due to power outage, ACC blames solar flares or rolling blackout smart grid scam; Obama stumping in Irene-ravaged New Jersey and promising wads of cash “when one part of the country gets infected”
1:41:38  And Now Back to Real News: viral video of lab chimps released by mysterious German PR millionaire Michael Aufhauser, promotion for Disney’s upcoming Chimpanzee documentary
1:47:09  Susan Rice on UN Security Council discussing boots on the ground in Libya, Berlusconi admits he was pressured by US into opposing Gaddafi; former Congressman Walter Fauntroy in hiding for a month after witnessing NATO atrocities, mission with crackpot preacher K. A. Paul
1:56:09  Donation Segment: Obama’s appropriation of Grandparents’ Day, JCD: “he’s a douchebag”

Michelle Obama farting meme in play; head-shaking at end of speech to joint Session

New stories about fighter pilots preparing to ram hijacked planes; “glorified office manager” Dick “Zombie” Cheney to 60 Minutes on issuing United 93 shoot-down order, Rumsfeld’s 2004 “shot down the plane over Pennsylvania”; female Cleveland Center air traffic controller on bogus United 93 “confirmed hijacking” with open mic, “we heard them being killed”; Cleveland mayor’s emergency landing announcement omitted by 9/11 Commission report

Ron Paul in 1998 on Clinton’s unconstitutional Iraq bombing during Lewinsky scandal: “we’re liable to have more attacks on us by terrorists”; bin Laden’s post-9/11 blame for Clinton

Drone Nation: secondhand planes being outfitted with spy gear; earthquake machine hits Netherlands; Israel Channel 10 news resignations over forced apology to Sheldon Adelson

Bill O’Reilly misses Jay Carney’s “the President feels … that we need to put party ahead of country” flub; Rick Perry’s “assault” on Ron Paul during debate ad break, O’Reilly: Paul a “gadfly”, Politico’s link to Reagan Library

MacFarlane Smith’s secretive opium poppy farming operation in Great Britain, “the UN says opium production in Afghanistan has been on the rise since the US occupation began in 2001”
337 Constitutional Values (2011-09-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Everyone else was watching the Kardashians, that’s what the Americans do…” (1:15:10)

0:00:36 New York Times and Time Magazine exploiting 10th anniversary of 9/11, “never before seen pictures”; lmgtfy.com; ACC’s upcoming root canal, “they’re gonna put a chip in there!”

0:07:31 EU elites now using term “United States of Europe”; C-SPAN covering British phone hacking

0:14:19 Lucy Napolitano on need to protect Constitutional rights “values”, “you’re not doin’ it the right way!” in naked body scanners; Seattle TSA freakout over JCD’s trip through magnetometer; Napolitano “look!”, Americans “would rather … be safe than sorry”, if you see something saying something foiling 33% of plots; MTA’s efforts to “protect the slogan”; “yes, yes, and yes” when queried about nature of “next 9/11”, “the information obtained from Ob… uh, uh, bin Laden’s compound” slip; 32-year plea deal for attempted “hate crime” bombing of MLK parade; JCD’s show idea Generation X 3, Molly Wood considering show with ACC

0:34:24 Producer Segment: Chen prime and star number 337; No Agenda Party platform

1:02:17 Rick Perry shills at Republican debate, Ron Paul on Mexican border: “think about those fences maybe being used against us, keeping us in”; Bill O’Reilly lies “I have read the Constitution, it doesn’t say anything about gold and silver” vs Article 1 Section 10 “No State shall … make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts”, The Constitution jingle

1:09:25 Rick Perry almost says “I join my fellow Democrats”, Mitt Romney defends Perry for his 2007 Gardasil executive order; Newt Gingrich: DHS should be able to handle “three nuclear events in one morning”; MSNBC plays anti-GOP SEIU ad during commercial break

1:15:10 Kim Kardashian promoting sex tape after Vivid Entertainment deal

1:16:27 Baristas at San Jose coffee shop Cafe Quyen busted for working topless; infantile local news report on San Francisco’s proposed legislation requiring Castro nudists to sit on towels, ACC: “it’s a naked body, you idiots!”, Turn Off Your Television! jingle (ACCPotD)

1:20:11 Ron Paul’s stumbling characterization of Perry’s Gardasil order, Al Sharpton blathers “this whole thing of Galeo was outvoted”, ACC’s Headbangers Ball teleprompter “herétique” gaffe; Julia Gillard reads “I’ll leave the political commentary and hyper-bowl to you”; JCD on vinyl records for fake interviews, ACC’s fake Janet Jackson interview, Space Ghost Coast to Coast

1:28:43 Jon Huntsman’s $13 per gallon oil meme; ACC’s visit to Mel Brooks’ beach house, Jack in the Box “now accepting EBT cards” sign, Food and Nutrition Act hot food exclusion; Burger King taken private by InBev to the tune of $4bn, undercooked beef hit job in Washington

1:40:29 US has never invaded a country with McDonald’s; Grand Theft Auto 4 radio caller: “eat lead, you Al-Conqueso motherfucker!”; NYT on packed Damascus shopping malls; UN calling for NATO to defend South Sudan; CNN on Russian surface to air missiles in Libya

1:51:56 Drone Nation jingle; Nigeria dumping 10% of its $33bn in US dollars for Chinese yuan

1:53:48 Donation Segment

2:06:55 60 Minutes website plug “sponsored by Pfizer”; CNN accidentally confirms two Obamas theory

2:10:21 Shadow Puppet Theater: Clinton chief of staff Erskine Bowles joins Facebook board; Google shills in federal government delivering data for Obama campaign; Thom Hartmann on “execution-style killing” of infant in Iraq; FBI director Robert Mueller at Facebook headquarters

2:18:06 Pedobear! jingle, Joris Demmink formally charged with child sexual abuse

2:20:16 JMD’s No Agenda ABCs illustrated book, “J is for jabroney”; Hot Pockets 2008 Tour DVD

2:25:34 Bill Clinton’s 65th birthday with the Rothschilds and Inside Job producers; Footloose foots

2:28:51 Museum of Obsolete Objects promo video with “don’t try this at home” incandescent lightbulb
ACC: “Vote for Curry-Dvorak 2016, Crackpot & Buzzkill, we’re a balanced ticket!” (2:10:00)
Obama unnecessarily proclaims Labor Day, bogus 1882 Department of Labor history vs Wikipedia on Grover Cleveland intervening in 1893 Pullman Strike; Obama whines about Congress not renewing “no-brainer” transportation bill, Section 903 for railroad unionization; no coverage of half a million people protesting in Israel, JCD: “we have Snooki!”
BBC Gaddafi “apprehended or killed” propaganda from empty Martyrs’ Square in Tripoli, “in the next couple of hours it’s going to be absolutely packed”, B-roll with old-style Libyan flags, kooky accented Gaddafi voiceover; Ed Miliband spews celebratory talking points, British Secretary of State William Hague on all the groovy things yet to be done; David Cameron brazenly lies “it wasn’t a foreign force that knocked over Gaddafi’s regime”; Lucifer Clinton “shares the anger” about release of Abdelbaset al-Megrahi in spite of CNN report (CotD)
Old Libyan flag resurrected under National Transitional Council; author notes to Russia Today that “evil” countries are free of World Bank debt, Gaddafi’s gold dinar; Louis Farrakhan citing Confessions of an Economic Hit Man for end of show; UN to release “chunk” of frozen assets
Producer Segment: noagenda.ca golf balls
Travel advisory for potential Path to Persia reward recipient Morocco; WikiLeaks’ diplomatic cable redaction deal with media outlets cut short with release of full archive; friendly fire comedy of errors in riot at Saydnaya Prison in Syria; Nicolas Sarkozy all-in on Dominique Strauss-Kahn in leaked 2007 cable, foreknowledge of massive subprime banking fraud
Large banks sued by US government over Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac losses; Jacques Chirac too ill to attend his corruption trial; UN child molesters in Côte d’Ivoire and Haiti
FBI and DHS warning about small “aircrafts” around 9/11 anniversary
UN report lets Israel off for Gaza flotilla raid, ACC predicts Turkish false flag against Israel
ACC recommends Avoid News: Towards a Healthy News Diet by Rolf Dobelli
Donation Segment: ACC’s birthday piñatas, hot peppers, and Uggs
John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: secret codes in the upper right, US stalling UN vote on Palestine, “Soldier, Thinker, Hunter, Spy” headline with unabbreviated “al-Qaeda”
Feds bugging out of Alaska immediately before earthquake; Canary Islands tsunami scenario, over 4,200 minor earthquakes in five weeks, seismic equipment stolen, FEMA East Coast exercise, ACC on 9/11 “scalar” directed energy weapon, Chinese “Tesla dome” bubble, tsunami “advertising bonanza”, JCD: “you can run out and grab all kinds of shells and stuff” while tide recedes; Japanese branch of Domino’s announces plan to build restaurant on the Moon
Bad acting in Zorro TV series with Jesse Ventura; The Simpsons “specious reasoning” foreshadowing TSA, The McLaughlin Group douchebags give TSA high marks
US government’s 1940s Guatemala syphilis experiment, CNN’s Suzanne Malveaux: “to make sure that that really never comes to light in the future”; WPIX “First Amendment Nut” with commentator Lionel on success of Simon Glik lawsuit; “Feel Good Friday” cash for the slaves
ACC contemplates 2016 presidential run, deportation plan for Fareed Zakaria & Piers Morgan
Keith Olbermann anti-Second Amendment rant, JCD: “repeal it!”
White House announces online We The People petition “suggestion box”
JCD: “The Pacer was an interesting car …” (2:08:05)

JCD’s prediction of trouble in Algeria comes true, Gaddafi’s “smokin’ hot” daughter

Twelfth “foots” in four years found on Pacific coast, “so far police don’t suspect foul play”

UN warning about mutant strain of H5N1 bird flu just in time for Contagion release

Solar panel manufacturer Solyndra files for Chapter 11, Obama’s 2010 “dynamism” speech

Rush Limbaugh: “some guy” compared Weather Underground and CNN and found maximum wind speed of “thirty-three miles an hour”; Cliff Mass weather blog: no evidence of hurricane; CNN on evacuations “just for bad storms”; Chris Christie’s $10bn money grab, Rep. Tom Price all-in on throwing money at FEMA; Ron Paul on bankrupt flood insurance program

C-SPAN climate specialist blathers “weather is what you get, climate is what you expect”; Al Gore compares global warming denial with new and improved modern racism

PBS lies “all they did was put a battery powered portable charger inside a mug”

Obama using AT&T merger with T-Mobile for donations; Rose Garden speech on FAA bill with AFL-CIO’s Rich Trumka, “give certainty to the people who are just trying to get by”

CNN on the plight of animals at Tripoli Zoo; BBC’s Orla Guerin explores Gaddafi’s homeland security headquarters full of signs and documents in English; CNN’s Nic Robertson confronts Lockerbie “bomber” Abdelbaset al-Megrahi “apparently in a coma, his aging mother at his side”; NATO spokeshole Oana Lungescu on “allegations” of “a hospital full of dead patients”, Bush-era human shields script, ACC: “Sieg heil!”; £140M printed up and flown in by RAF for Libyan banks; new “Libya Libya Libya” anthem, JCD: “who wrote this thing, Steve Ballmer?”

Dan Glazebrook on Western neo-colonialism in Africa under threat from China

ATF’s Kenneth Melson reassigned over Fast and Furious; JCD on both parties trying to lose


Donation Segment: No Agenda PBX

Commentary on incoming Comet Elinen and “coincidence” of new emergency alert system; producer note on Alaskan federal employee bugging out; NASA’s Charles Bolden on FEMA Eagle Horizon exercise, responsibility for “people off this planet”, ACC: “how about the moon bases, man?”; warning of “attacks” in coastal areas, “think about a pet preparedness plan”, ACC: “so you can eat them”, JCD: get cozy with Mormons; ridiculous CA capital gains tax

Al Sharpton on Rep. Steve Fincher’s proposal for “genetically modified crack, crops”

Draft “study” blames aviation automation for erosion of critical skills leading to crashes, Pentagon & FAA creating “bubbles” for drone testing; shill Rory Kay pushing NextGen system

And Now Back to Real News: Oprah’s OWN roping in Rosie O’Donnell; Anderson Pooper’s new interview show; Lisa Marie Presley to Oprah on Michael Jackson predicting his murder

Obama still on green economy tear, 53 of Warren Buffet’s BYD e6 cars sold; JCD’s Pacer

Michael Chertoff at Aspen Institute on al-Qaeda repeating Mumbai-like attack “five, six, eight, ten times”, “aardvark effect” of TSA impotence; still no timetable for Gitmo prisoner trials

David Cameron defends “tough message” four-year sentences for encouraging riots

Dutch Finance Minister Jan Kees de Jager in favor of investment licenses; NJ police hotline for lunch room bullies; CPS child neglect threats for children biking to school in Tennessee
JCD: “Adam, it’s a terrible storm here, and the ducks, ducks are flying away from the storm, it’s a bad sign, Adam, the water’s rising, it’s rising up to my waist!” (0:29:52)

JCD at Port Angeles “Northern Encampment”; ACC Hurricane Irene “tropical wet fart” skit; ABC on Irene “roaring up the East Coast” and “pummeling that region”; tight shots on reporters on scene, JCD on Today Show reporter in canoe with guys walking past in waders; Michael Bloomberg announces closures to protect first responders; Obama and fist-pumping Lucy Napolitano cheered by FEMA personnel; Napolitano “quote hunkered down close quote”, “please stay inside, quote hunker down”, urges people to simultaneously evacuate and stay inside; stammers at Fox question “what do these guys in Washington know that we don’t?”

ACC on Weather Underground showing 4mph winds, phony CNN anemometer; Fox reporter spitting out “sea foam”, ACC: “it’s poop!”; Weather Channel reporter photobombed by streaking frat boys; Sam Champion to Don Lemon guest hosting for Joy Behar: “could tip into a five”, goofball Bill Nye the Science Guy: “hurricanes, they’ve been going on for many many hundreds of years, thousands of years”, blathers about infrastructure and global warming

Austan Goolsbee blames Arab Spring and earthquakes for “heavy blows” against economy

Sky News advertising head lice treatment and Thai ladyboys; “burned bodies and skeletons” in Libya; British reporters wearing Nazi helmets, man on the street with British accent wearing Gaddafi’s “Masonic sort of bushy thing” souvenir hat, reporter not flinching at gunfire

CNN reporter investigates “Gaddafi’s RV” with “fully functional” toilet; National Transitional Council’s incomprehensible media minister on work to reopen oil refineries; “envelopes of cash” from Dubai businessman; hummer William Hague: Gaddafi “making delusional statements”; Ban Ki-moon prepared to send in blue helmets; IOM International Organization for Migration setting up shop; BBC admits Viagra story “one of the most lurid bits of propaganda to come out of this”; Washington Post photo of rebel in American University T-shirt

UN Security Council divided on Syria due to lack of humanitarian crisis; new Syrian National Council formed in Turkey during Lucifer Clinton’s visit; Iran telling Assad to simmer down

Two to the Head: Michael Jackson manager Frank DiLeo, Real Housewives’ Russell Armstrong

Donation Segment: force majeure vs act of God; Show 200.5 in No Agenda Nation archive

CVC’s 21st birthday in Las Vegas with Molly Wood

John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: CIA drone kills ’Qaeda second in commad

C-SPAN callers on Dick Cheney’s new book: “pick your Dick” for Tea Party leadership, 9/11 stand-down order and destroyed tapes of air traffic controllers; C-SPAN call-in advice

Giant HAARP cloud over Shanghai and Beijing “hundreds of times larger than the Moon” mocked by journalists: “fog, definitely!”; Russian Progress M-12M spacecraft launch failure

London red lights to be turned green for Olympics elites; British soldiers censured for “closing ranks” in Iraq torture investigation; Home Secretary Theresa May bans demonstrations

Obama weekly address calls for 9/11 memorial “national day of service”, serve.gov promotion

Burned Dutch TV tower Zendstation Smilde owner NOVEC BV refuses to identify cause

1964 document declassified in 2004 identifies Lee Harvey Oswald as a CIA trainee; CIA demanding the word “station” be redacted in 9/11 book by former FBI counterterrorism agent

Local news on “amazing!” Pacific Northwest orcas; West Virginia town “under siege by birds”
333 Lions Stood Still (2011-08-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “How does hangin’ out with four hot Ukrainian model babes make you a pervert?”
0:00:37 “Announcing 33!” for Show 333 “formaldehyde anniversary”
0:02:01 ACC on 5.8 earthquake near NSA headquarters, earthquake machine war with China theory
0:13:42 B-roll of Libya rebels climbing assorted Gaddafi statues, Indian flags on fake “Green Square” in Doha; Jeremy Scahill on “NATO-enforced regime change”; ICC’s false claim to have Gaddafi’s son; Sukant Chandan: NATO “state terror” with Syria up next; rebel fireworks and European movie directors, Condoleezza Rice photo album and “crazy” memorial to daughter
0:27:47 2009 McCain tweet: Gaddafi “interesting man”; ridicule for “vuluptuous Ukrainian nurses”, Pedobear! jingle; Hoover Institution’s Found Ajami paralleling Gaddafi and Nixon; ACC’s sister Lucy Buckley’s family firmly matrixed; crappy PR video for Aryan Scout drone
0:40:03 NYT “handover” photo of Gaddafi-Assad handshake; article by CFR’s Richard Haass “Libya Now Needs Boots on the Ground”; SAS hunting Gaddafi while Obama golfs
0:43:21 White House “Insider”: Obama now lurking in second floor study in his flip-flops
0:48:20 Estimated $896M cost of Libya to US taxpayers, JCD: “no no, you film, I want to shoot gun!”
0:52:05 Producer Segment
1:00:08 Former Canadian PM Jean Chrétien on reason for not joining Iraq War: “they were wrong and I said so”, “Mugabe has no oil” to Tony Blair, unscripted questions from Canadian Parliament in contrast to British Parliament with “a notice of 48 hours of the questions” (CotD)
1:07:06 “Anti-constitutionalist terrorist” Fareed Zakaria on superiority of parliamentary system: checks and balances “have been very useful on occasion”; Standard & Poor’s Deven Sharma stepping down, compromised Financial Times claims move “has been in the works for quite some time”
1:17:10 No toxicology report on British Conservative politician Christopher Shale found two-to-the-headed in portable toilet in June, Amy Winehouse toxicology report released immediately
1:18:39 H.R.1388 Serve America Act §6104 “workable, fair, and reasonable mandatory service requirement for all able young people” echoed by David Cameron; Ron Paul on H.R.645 National Emergency Centers Act: “they’re setting up the stage for violence in this country, no doubt about it”; “Insider” predicts race riots; British MP Gavin Barwell on orchestrated riots
1:25:12 And Now Back to Real News: Marines warned against offending Afghans by farting; China bans songs by Lady Gaga and Beyoncé, ACC: “Illuminati-backed mind-controlling drone”, Michael Jackson not allowed to pee by sadistic Tommy Mottola, “good on ya, Chiner”
1:29:39 Pat Summitt’s early-onset Alzheimer’s, patent expiration for arthritis drug Leukine; quiz on vaccinesforeveryone.com pushing Gardasil; Texas ImmTrac registry in cahoots with insurers; BBC HPV “documentary” by actress Jaime Winstone: “you can catch cancer”
1:42:10 Donation Segment: Narrative Science generating financial news stories from SEC filings
2:01:42 Failed Russian ISS supply launch; Brookhaven National Lab “sonic boom”
2:04:13 Climategate: Discover Magazine declares “case closed”; CERN CLOUD experiment casts doubt on climate models; JCD irked by grimy cloth shopping bags (JCDPPotD)
2:08:03 Trains Good Planes Bad: Russia building £33bn 64-mile tunnel under Bering Strait; staged NYT photo of fallen National Cathedral statue; Acela upgrade to save $4.5M per second; Warren Buffett cashing in on deregulation; SMT Rail “magnet technology” proposal
2:14:43 “Lions stood still” at National Zoo before earthquake; Dominique Strauss-Kahn walks free
2:17:46 Lucy Napolitano on prospects for return to lawful government: “no”, “open up the door Mr. Curry, now!”; IDGA Social Media for Defense and Government Conference
332  Bud Nip (2011-08-21)

0:00:41 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: JCD’s botched intro due to outrageously long lag, ACC avoids at Virginia RV park near NSA headquarters, “John, In the Morning to you, over?”

0:03:50 Democracy Now’s PBS clip of reporter quoting Iraqi man on the street fretting about US departure; Leon Panetta pretty sure US is staying: “my view is that they finally did say yes”

0:10:00 Lucifer “clippity-clop” Clinton: Assad government “can only look to Iran” for support, “circle of isolation”, “circle of global condemnation”, and (finally!) “chorus of condemnation”; Uncle Don: “cankles and a hair problem”; Libyan rebels inching closer to Tripoli

0:15:53 Michele Bachmann befuddled by question from kid about Rick Perry allowing Texas sheriff to sell nude photos “of my three little sisters and me”, ACC: “try Googling this: pictures of naked little girls”; “Bank of America — we’ll help ya out” offer to Perry; former Treasury official Bruce Bartlett: “Rick Perry’s an idiot”, CNN American Morning shills: Fed “more transparent today than it has been in the past ten years or the past twenty years”

0:28:26 Producer Segment: no Guinness World Record for domain name forwards

0:39:52 “Abhorrent” Democracy Now: ruptured pipeline releases 3,300 “barrels” of natural gas with oil spill visuals; Robert Reich on TV producer in his ear ordering him to “be angrier”

0:47:29 BBC podcast explores its own stupidity in falling for Internet Explorer and IQ hoax; bogus study on ecstasy as cancer treatment run as anti-Obamacare propaganda; bogus Fox story about NASA theory of aliens attacking over global warming

0:56:16 Hugo Chávez pulling gold reserves out of US, Canada, and Europe in Atlas Shrugged move, ACC Red Book: sell at $2,750; Nigel Farage on TV producer in his ear ordering him to “be angrier”

1:08:25 Zombielike Bill Clinton to Sanjay Gupta: “I suppose I am” a vegan, ACC: “bet that guy has smelly farts”; YouTube video of girl trying unsuccessfully to sprout sweet potatoes sprayed with “bud nip” chemical chlorpropham, JCD on phony Berkeley “organic” farmer’s market

1:16:02 Middle Tennessee State University in bed with US Army for drone technology research; AUVSI Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International keynotes on C-SPAN

1:19:54 Donation Segment

1:31:55 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Hoboken meetup, sysadmin Nick the Rat and “she’s hot” Dame Tanya, police not allowed to be photographed, upcoming K Street wrap party

1:38:59 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Rick Perry and Vogue clone; hit piece on Rep. Darrell Issa’s business conflicts of interest; stripper-loving Australian Labor MP’s bankruptcy bailout

1:43:41 BART statement on cellular service shutdown: First Amendment only applies when it’s safe; former FBI profiler Gregg McCrary on narcissist serial killer journalist soliciting victims from LAPD; former FBI Shawn Henry fearmongering on C-SPAN about power grid’s vulnerability to cyberattack; savvy callers: “we’re hacking countries all over the place”, EMP hysteria

1:55:32 Matt Taibbi on SEC whistleblower documents showing destruction of evidence and banks investigating themselves

2:00:54 Lackluster Fox report on “deadly brain-eating amoeba”; half of Fukushima children showing radioisotopes in thyroid glands; new boring Extra teaser with fewer “Extra!”s

2:05:45 Tom Vilsack announces FDA MOU with Rockefeller Agenda 21 Council on Foundations; Air Force raids Nevada gun store in violation of Posse Comitatus; Blackwater running security for Verizon; out-of-control “flash mob” meme

1001
331  Ricin Beans  (2011-08-18)

0:00:41  Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Uncle Don and Aunt Meg’s driveway in nuclear refuge Armonk NY
0:04:45  “If you see something say something” traffic signs everywhere; Lucy Napolitano at Chamber of Commerce event on “special bond” with Tom Ridge & Michael Chertoff, “third-largest department”, “shout out” to Ridge, ACC: “bust it, we out”; creepy $1.1M Obama tour buses made in Canada; midnight Executive Order 13582 prohibiting humanitarian aid to Syria
0:15:28  Black Secret Service “Presidential RV”; Obama touts investment in electric car battery technology which “creates energy independence”; 125 Chevy Volts sold in July; Democratic Black Caucus irked at Obama’s absence from black neighborhoods during “listening tour”
0:22:33  Drone crashes into cargo plane in Afghanistan, “troops are coming home, to become cops and firefighters, with the expertise to operate them”, push for FAA integration with “completely new air traffic network”, ACC: “I’m skeet shootin’!”, panhandling veteran in Boston
0:31:10  Producer Segment: Texas Tribune on Perry redirects, currydvorakconsulting.com
0:44:53  Jon Stewart steals “squirrel!” reference: “the media really is the dog in Up”
0:48:27  Joel McHale to Jimmy Kimmel on LAX TSA freeze-in-place program
0:51:00  Germantown MD “flash mob” robbing stores; douchebag “administrator of the free speech program” BART spokeshole Linton Johnson on cell service shutdown: “free speech zone as designated by the Constitution”, “there is the right to be safe, and that is a Constitutional right!”, “Constitutional right to be able to get from point A to point B”
1:00:37  Fareed Zakaria: US needs Prime Minister to effectively respond to credit downgrade
1:04:01  Movement to register GOP for “kook from Texas” Ron Paul; “kook from Ohio” Kucinich
1:08:20  Project Blue Beam “fake invasion of aliens”; Paul Krugman to Fareed Zakaria: “if we discovered that space aliens were planning to attack … this slump would be over in 18 months”
1:13:20  Counterstrike authors on spook agencies posting disinformation on jihadi websites; “frightening and amazing” NYT story about al-Qaeda trying to create ricin from castor beans; former CIA douchebag: al-Qaeda “an old established firm”; John Bolton frets about “hundreds of thousands dead”, JCD: “millions!”; Wolf Blitzer frets about 9/11 anniversary, Obama credits DHS with killing bin Laden, Norway “lone wolf” meme; foiled bomb plot by Tampa man Jared Cano with Facebook “manifesto”; Obama all-in on Secret Service “men with guns”
1:30:53  Obama blames Japan and Arab Spring “headwinds” for slow recovery, no double dip recession; JCD on ShadowStats unemployment on the increase; Reuters blames geomagnetic storms for Wall Street pessimism; Department of Justice’s payback investigation of Standard & Poor’s
1:36:19  And Now Back to Real News: Anderson Pooper giggles about Gérard Depardieu peeing mishap
1:40:34  Ron Paul’s second place in Iowa Straw Poll; Jon Stewart’s mainstream media “top tier” compilation, “how did libertarian Ron Paul become the thirteenth floor in a hotel??”, CNN “you can hold the Ron Paul stuff”; Reason’s Katherine Mangu-Ward: Paul “someone who is never going to be president”; Stewart steamrollered by Michael Steele two days later
1:49:51  Donation Segment
2:04:14  Artificial leg caught by fisherman in California
2:05:10  Bogus Twitter reports of live rounds fired at Tahrir Square; Rick Perry auctioneer for end of show; Russia Today on “internet in a suitcase”, Romas/COIN social media manipulation; Hillary Clinton at spook conference: troops in Iraq “packing up” but delighted to stay if asked; French NATO commander: Gaddafi forces reduced to “throw the dishes against the wall”
2:19:40  Tom Vilsack: food stamps program is economic stimulus; $360M missing in Afghanistan
330  You Can Take That To The iBank! (2011-08-14)

0:00:34  Gizmodo tries “two batteries one cup” approach and fails
0:01:58  ACC in Shickshinny Pennsylvania near Joe O’Biden’s broke-ass Scranton
0:04:20  London resident gripes about do-nothing police, William Bratton on working with UK government to combat gangs, Kroll Inc. 9/11 World Trade Center security consultants “spies of Wall Street”, Nigel Farage’s coded reference to “Giuliani’s tactics in New York of zero tolerance”, whistleblower Richard Andrew Grove on fraud by AIG and Marsh & McLennan, former LAPD Michael Ruppert: “I am extremely suspicious that there is deliberate provocateurism … to provoke race riots” for the sake of “the infinite growth monetary paradigm”; insurance payouts for incinerated Sony and Miss Selfridge, JCD: “Mr. Bond, I will blow up the Moon!”
0:22:37  Rev. James Manning “sick’ning!”; Sharpton “resist we much” revisited, ACC: “nailed it!”
0:25:47  Ron Paul finishes second in Iowa Straw Poll behind Michele Bachmann, headline “Rick Perry enters race”, “in the morning!” from crowd; Paul’s rebuttal to Santorum’s Iran “war propaganda” at debate, “Iran is not Iceland, Ron”, “we just plain don’t mind our own business!”
0:34:23  Producer Segment: drenching for ACC’s Uggs
0:44:47  Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Akron meetup with the sysadmins, “PR girl” Cricket
0:46:51  Brookings spook conference discusses military budgeting for over 7,000 drones in the air, all-in on European military force; douchebag banker panel not on C-SPAN site
0:52:00  West Wing Week: Obama wants “folks in Korea driving Fords and Chevys and Chryslers”, in Milwaukee preaching “infrastructure bank” for high-speed rail, JCD: “I have a road here that’s covered with potholes, and it’s an interstate highway!” (JCDPPotD); Dylan Ratigan’s talking points rant to MSNBC: Obama should “abandon the bought Congress!” for “infrastructure bank with 2% lending”; JCD on Microsoft buying Skype instead of repatriating money
1:06:18  Mitt Romney heckled in Iowa over “corporations are people” meme; Donna Brazile on Rick Perry stint as a Democrat in the 1980s, head of Gore’s 1988 campaign, JCD: “total phony”
1:10:36  Hugo Chávez tweeting Fidel Castro’s birthday, ACC: “he’s verified!”, chavez.org.ve
1:14:54  Nothing to See Here: Missouri ban on Facebook student-teacher relationships
1:21:39  Pennslyvania “cash for kids” judge gets 28 years; San Francisco shuts down cellular service at BART station to prevent potential protestors from communicating
1:26:12  Chinese counterfeiters targeting high-end wines, collecting prestige wines like Château Lafite, JCD story: cheapskate Malay Chinese showing off high-end Bordeaux
1:38:19  Donation Segment: ACC drooling over new Airstream RVs
1:38:19  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: states looking into online gambling, “piece of crap” article comparing Geert Wilders to Anders Breivik, continued “Qaeda” rebranding
1:45:29  Interminable PBS Kids commercial break; Rick Perry gripes about Obama’s “Isruhl” policy
1:50:01  Israeli protestors roll out guillotine, commodity speculators driving food prices up
1:51:33  ACC: “the Stargate is open” with shark in Milton New Hampshire 40 miles inland
1:52:39  Norwegian Foreign Minister: Anders Breivik’s victims “ended their lives because they went to political summer camp”; Lucifer Clinton: “crescendo of condemnation” and “chorus of international condemnation” for Assad; Joe Lieberman’s S.1472 Syria Sanctions Act all about Lebanon and Iran; Russia Today on US military recruitment at video game tournaments, JCD on The Last Starfighter; more US military deaths due to suicide than to combat
2:10:50  CNN on electronic medical tattoos, ACC’s RFID vaccine prediction; JCD on DNA “chimaeras”
329  Two Batteries One Cup (2011-08-11)

0:00:52 London riots finally covered by US media, ACC on “chavs” and social decline; David Cameron disgusted at foreign student robbed by kids pretending to help him, JCD on underground messaging system for avoiding police “kettling”; Nigel Farage notes lack of “real political motive” and calls for military on the streets, JCD: “we need a no-fly zone and I think Cameron should be out in a matter of days, not weeks”, sentiment echoed by Mahmoud Ahmadinejad

0:13:36 Darcus Howe predicts something “serious” happening in UK; RIM and Google turning over user data to police; David Cameron all-in on shutting down social media used “for ill”

0:28:48 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Air Marshal at Chicago meetup reveals Obama flew coach, 2004 opponent Jack Ryan’s sex club scandal with wife Jeri Ryan, “Barry” Obama; American Gothic photo near Akron, “who needs Viagra when you have guns?”, JCD’s “instant bestseller”

0:42:11 JCD debunks gringo “green go home” folk etymology vs “Greek”

1:00:55 Norwegian police admit they took the scenic route to site of Anders Breivik massacre

1:02:06 CNBC guests predict recession and euro failure; CNN interrupts Anderson Pooper with Diana Nyad “breaking news”; Ron Paul warns CNN about end of US dollar as reserve standard

1:11:26 Trains Good Planes Bad: China revising plans for new high-speed rail after deadly crash

1:14:31 Bill Maher gripes at Christi Rohmer about decline of “settled science” climate change, ACC: fractal of Politically Incorrect 9/11 cowards comment; Al Gore’s “bullshit!” hysteria over climate-denying “pseudoscientists”; Ms. Micky’s “N word” Nicole Simpson; Gore calls for “American Spring”, Tea Party “funded with seed money from right-wing billionaires” lie

1:23:04 George Will to Charlie Rose on American exceptionalism and virtues of “government full of blocking mechanisms”; C-SPAN lecturer on demise of bipartisanship era thanks to gerrymandering; West Virginia preparing for DHS “mass migration” drill on August 17

1:36:28 ACC Red Book: earthquake machine zaps Azerbaijan to make way for invasion of Iran; YouTube video of three-year-old singing No Agenda jingles: “adios, mofos!”

2:08:34 30-day free trial offer for Abilify; contact lost with hypersonic HTV-2; Southern California lawsuit over unapproved drug hydrofluosilicic acid; Michelle Obama’s “misdirected” Let’s Move campaign making bullying targets of fat “higher body weight” kids, JCD: “kill the fat!”

2:17:28 Annie Jacobsen on Area 51 flying saucer from Russia, Atomic Energy Commission injecting retarded kids with plutonium; MKULTRA Willow “will obey” Bay, Fort Detrick and AIDS
Pounding the Pavement (2011-08-07)

0:00:32 ACC’s prediction comes true: with debt ceiling raised and US downgraded, Geithner in April: “no risk of that”; Christina Romer to Bill Maher: “pretty darn fucked”, billion-dollar hedge against default; January WSJ op-ed by Standard & Poor’s Deven Sharma against Dodd-Frank takeover; Mitt Romney conspiracy theories on Twitter, Ron Paul predicts “a lot of trouble”

0:15:46 New Yorker bin Laden raid propagandist Nicholas Schmidle’s father Robert head of US Cyber Command; SEAL Team 6 shot down by Taliban, special CIA access for The Hurt Locker, shill Jack Jacobs on “stealth helicopter” crash due to rotor “clipping” wall, “it’s easy to shoot these helicopters down”, JCD: “a .45 will take one out”, bullcrap “they’re going zero miles an hour”

0:26:32 The Next Wave: On the Hunt for Al Qaeda’s American Recruits spook author Catherine Her-ridge on “digital jihadist” Anwar al-Awlaki, “Facebook friend from Hell”, scripted conspiracy theorist C-SPAN caller, 1984 “Emanuel Goldstein” al-Awlaki at Pentagon lunch, post-9/11 al-Qaeda “was like a fortune 500 company with Osama bin Laden as the CEO”, homegrown “super cells”, fiddled Times Square bombing attempt considered “a successful attack”, “al-Awlaki is like the Dear Abby of the jihadist world”, $30k mix tape from Yemen and message “hidden” on porn sites, “something called reverb” added to tape, “he was probably in a closet with his computer, tapping this thing”; JCD on creepy pixie journalist Willow Bay

0:49:29 Producer Segment: No Agenda at three-letter agency; Urban Dictionary adios, mofo

0:59:45 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Lucille Ball’s The Long, Long Trailer, Geoff Smith Nashville meetup

1:09:28 Temporary FAA funding bill; Steve Ballmer TV preacher; CA sex offense “annoying a minor”

1:14:02 Thom Hartmann labels Frank Gaffney a “stochastic terrorist”; Ruger receives Handgun of the Year award for Anders Breivik’s LC9; media ignoring East London riots over police shooting

1:20:06 No Excuses University promo with third graders singing college fight song medley, code of conduct and “character education”, “instead of detention, students have a character violation for which they write a rethinking letter”, founder Damen Lopez’ “Six Exceptional Systems” and EST Erhard Seminars Training cult; The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America

1:29:28 A whopping 125 Chevy Volts sold in July; Obama’s $38k birthday party in Chicago

1:31:11 Monsanto announces GMO sweet corn; ACC recommends Firefly Grill in Effingham Illinois

1:33:11 Lucifer Clinton at press conference: “I come from the school that actions speak louder than words” in Syria, droning Canadian Foreign Minister John Baird: Assad regime “abhorrent”

1:35:51 PBS “your local station” pledge drive segment with qi gong goofball; Harry Reid “love NPR”

1:37:39 Donation Segment

1:49:25 Democracy Now on ALEC American Legislative Exchange Council legislation for prison privatization and tougher drug laws for slave labor; ACC on Smithville grocery-bagging inmates

1:54:31 ABC Doodle Bugs propaganda: Mail Snail is never late, Open Your Mind! song

1:58:38 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Rick Perry prayer event with heil Hitler salutes

2:04:00 Biodiversitée: student on trip to Norway killed by polar bear; Al Gore in Rolling Stone

2:06:02 Presidential Study Directive for creation of “interagency Atrocities Prevention Board”; Obama’s lackluster “things will get better” mantra, veteran jobs program for “millions of workers who are still pounding the pavement looking for jobs”; 2009 “one-term proposition”

2:14:48 Tape of police detective’s call with sociopath wife of Iraqi honor killer in Arizona

2:18:28 WASP Wi-Fi Aerial Surveillance Platform drone co-created by military contractor Michael Tassey; FAA investigating drone use by Murdoch’s The Daily; HF QRN from solar flares

2:25:55 Announcing 33: MasterCard profits up 33%, Goldman Sachs: recession 33% likely

1005
327  Aromatic Poo (2011-08-04)

0:00:32 JCD new vibraslap musical instrument
0:01:18 Twitter promo for Gabby Giffords trotting out in the last minutes of the debt ceiling reality show; Rep. Gwen Moore’s American dream for her grandchildren: “I want immunizations for them, I want research done for food safety to make sure the chicken nuggets are safe!”, “I want them to be contributing citizens and pay taxes!”; Joe Biden’s “cracked head club”
0:09:40 Spokeshole Jay Carney asked about Obama signing debt ceiling bill “by hand or autopen?”
0:15:30 Democrat FAA funding bill “hostage” talking point compilation, Ray LaHood flustered by question about executive action, Carney blames “political dispute”, “maybe a little reporting on everybody’s part would be efficacious”; douchebag union boss Gerald McEntee on “payback” for Obama’s election, EFCA Employee Free Choice Act nixing secret union ballots
0:30:56 MSNBC makes FAA wrangling about rural airports; billions in contracts with Lockheed Martin; Chris Matthews: mangled clip of Orrin Hatch “proof” of GOP “tax the poor” platform, vs “we don’t want the really poor people who are in poverty to have to pay income taxes”
0:39:41 Producer Segment: freeadamcurry.com, adiosmofos.com, Urban Dictionary in the morning
0:48:59 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: visiting Rino the Bearded in BFE Egypt Mississippi; stolen debit card pain in the ass; Depression-cycle activities planking and owling; Watermark restaurant
1:05:38 State Department’s Chris Stevens: “I’ve been in Benghazi for about four months now”
1:10:25 Breaking news: Moody’s confirms no downgrade for US Treasuries; Chinese Dagong issuing a second downgrade; JCD explains declining interest rates
1:18:06 “Wall Street Averts Worst Slide in 33 Years”, Lawrence Summers: 33% chance of new recession
1:20:35 Stuart Varney on 2007 “political union” EU breakup theory; breaking news with “a person with a gun” at Virginia Tech, Ms. Micky’s desire for matching guns at wedding; report assures viewers that cost of living protests in Israel that comparison to Arab Spring “isn’t really true”
1:27:12 JCD on DHS whistleblower revealing overtime abuse in Port Angeles Washington
1:29:21 Breathless CNN on spook Nicholas Schmidle’s New Yorker Osama bin Laden raid “Tom Clancy novel”, JCD : “they’re actually thinking than somebody’s going to be wearing a suicide vest to bed? hey honey, can you scratch my back, BA-LOOM!”, helicopter pilot’s “noise-canceling headset”, camera crew on the ground shooting B-roll for Hillary Clinton, ACC calls bullcrap on “settling with power” vortex ring state claims, heave-ho with bin Laden’s corpse
1:39:28 CNN duped by Internet Explorer low IQ hoax; idiotic British TV show’s “aromatic poo”
1:42:39 Biodiversitée: polar bear biologist fired over “integrity issues”; deadly Fukushima radiation
1:46:07 Donation Segment: ACC’s Katy Perry bath towel
2:01:00 JCD’s vibratone instrument; Michio Kaku on effort to “duplicate” circles near Stonehenge: “microwave ovens could be the trick!”; Monsanto-backed Proposition 19 (JCDPPotD)
2:08:15 And Now Back to Real News: Access Hollywood teaser; McAfee refuses to name state actor behind ubiquitous “Shady RAT” remote access tool, ACC: “it’s the State Department!”
2:13:20 Wolf Blitzer on Congressional vacation exodus, “I read about this on my blog today” (CotD)
2:14:31 Gitmo Nation Down Under: transport minister gives naked body scanners “a try”
2:18:43 “Most disgusting show” Toddlers and Tiaras; church abuse investigator arrested for child porn
2:20:45 Obama’s Rural Council to kill family farms by requiring CDLs; Janet Napolitano fighting terrorism via truancy, Ammonium Nitrate Security Program; Fort Hood plotter’s chemicals
2:31:05 Twitter’s Digital Sky Technologies funding; Sen. Ron Wyden gripes about PATRIOT Act
2:35:19 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour K Street “wrap party”, next stop Chicago; end-of-show Noodle Boy
Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Austin meetup with 33 attendees

Corny local news report on foiled Ft. Hood shooting, Mission Taco man on the street, suspect Naser Jason Abdo yelling in court, pressure cooker bomb plan, charged with possession of firearm in Texas, gun store clerk alarmed that “he arrived ... in a commercial taxi”

ACC heavily-armed meetup crew including TSA cosplay couple, JCD: “you should move to Texas”, driveway trench from ill-advised RV maneuver, JCD on “dolled up” women, Rick Perry’s toll road agenda, JCD recommends BBQ brisket, “Twitter for truckers” CB radio

Lisa Murkowski to camera: “imagine the confusion of the person who just occasionally tunes in to C-SPAN”; douchebag Sheila Jackson Lee pops in to demand time; Ron Paul reveals debt ceiling deal is already done; Pelosi and Sanders gripe about GOP entitlement cuts, David Dreier calls bullcrap; Marco Rubio reads “Tea Party extremist” quotes from Obama & Biden

JCD predicts Obama Fourteenth Amendment ploy, Tom Harkin encourages Obama to ignore Congress; weekly address: lowered credit rating “a tax increase on everybody”; Kucinich proposes downgrading Standard & Poor’s; Glass-Stegall vs Sarbanes-Oxley vs Dodd-Frank

National Council of La Raza cheers Obama for “change the laws on my own” proposal

JCD recommends The Ghost Writer with Pierce Brosnan; New York Times promoting Cowboys & Aliens; kids singing “the distraction of the week” jingle

Gitmo Nation Down Under jingle; jackbooted “carbon cops” in Australian draft legislation

JCD on WWII-era extermination of Polish government by Russia; TU-154 report blames air traffic controllers, bizarre altimeter change to 1013 hPa; Air France 447 stall blamed on pilot, JCD on Chinese Boeing ripoffs and out-of-spec bolts, Acer plant in Suzhou adopting robots

National Counterterrorism Center nominee Matthew Olsen dodges question from Sen. Ron Wyden on using cell site data to track American citizens, lawyerly “I think it’s very important to be precise about what the question is” distraction, “very complicated and difficult question”; David Petraeus to BBC on ill-defined “important objective” in Afghanistan

Producers slipping ACC thumb drives full of goodies, Reapers rather than Predators packing Hellfire missiles, ASRC Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and NJVC oil industry contractors

ACC’s cache of TSA documents, JCD: “Mr. Curry, open the door!”, former DHS stooge to gung-ho Gretchen Carlson on BDO behavior detection officers: “well, this is a good tool”

NY Air National Guard to patrol Adirondacks with drones “not expected” to carry weapons

John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: “Afghans Rage Against Young Lovers”, Islamists crowding Tahrir Square, Central Park food foragers, Turkish generals resigning en masse over Islamist Erdoğan, Libyan commander killed by his own troops

Hawala money transfer system; Michael Hayden proposes “digital Blackwater”; Mimi identifies parallel between Obama and Star Trek: Voyager Vulcan character Tuvok

Norwegian TV 2 reporter defends Anders Breivik’s father in English and French

Skin cancer vaccine in the works, ADHD drug guanfacine vs memory loss; NHS rationing surgeries; bin Laden CIA station chief’s “illness”; JCD recommends BK Road Barbecue

Biodiversitée: NASA satellite data casts doubt on climate models; magic 33s; “evil disbelievers!” iso; weepy Hoarders drama; South Korean scientists create glow-in-the-dark dog
New York Times “Seeking Alien Life Forms Right Here on Earth” possible movie tie-in

Ask John: Jay Carney makes analogy between debt ceiling and Sophie’s Choice; Timothy Geithner invokes “80 million checks” meme to Chris Wallace, refuses to answer “what’s your plan?”; Geithner June “debt cap” revisited, ACC: “this is all one big show!”

Moody’s profits up 56%, 35% of revenues based on recurring fees, $1bn downgrade hedge

UK recognizes National Transitional Council and ejects inhabitants of Libyan embassy

Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: ACC bashing his head on low doorways in “The Duchess”, depressing New Orleans unemployment stories, ten-year NIH study Deepwater Horizon cleanup participants, ACC: “have a nice death!”, JCD “persona non grata” for New Orleans cuisine comments

Piers Morgan to Desert Island Discs: rampant phone hacking “done by third parties”

Proctor Segment: ACC “the cowbell man”; “Weird Al” Yankovic Party In The CIA

Douchebag Jay Carney to Fox on debt ceiling: “you should go on the air and tell your viewers there’s nothing to worry about”, meetings between Obama and GOP including “handful that we still haven’t leaked or let, you know, let you know about”; Obama reads The Audacity of Hope Chapter 5: “I decided to give private jets a try”; The West Wing “sounds like it was written by a high school girl”; Obama’s fictitious uncle “who was part of the first American troops to go into Auschwitz and liberate the concentration camps” instead of the Soviets

And Now Back to Real News: UK bans “overly airbrushed” Lancôme ad with Julia Roberts

“End of al-Qaeda” and rise of “chain of chicken places” al-Shabaab, Somali Hawala money transfer system used by two women in Minneapolis; State Department website’s Syria-Iran “axis of abuse”; November 2001 Washington Post op-ed by Anwar al-Awlaki still up

Trains Good Planes Bad: Chinese bullet train collision caused by “lightning strike”

Jon Stewart compilation of CNN quoting idiotic tweeters like @LadyBigMac and @DogFart

ATF douchebag William Newell to Rep. Darrell Issa of Operation Fast and Furious: “in my opinion we did not let guns walk”, Issa: “you’re entitled to your opinion, not to your facts”

Stuttgart Germany raid on right-wing “lone wolf” plotters; “connect the dots” between “eerily similar” Anders Breivik and Timothy McVeigh; Breivik taking steroids and ephedrine, map of his route on island of Utøya, heavy mystery suitcase, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 training; scripted Fox military pundit Ralph Peters: “I’m waiting for the Baptist suicide bombers”; JCD on terrorism vs mass murder, ACC on Norway’s failed REDD carbon tax pilot program scam

Congress al-in on Obama’s request for illegal extension to Robert Mueller’s ten-year FBI term

Donation Segment: Book of John code; Mueller’s extension approved 100-0; NASCAR prayer

JCD on unpaid variety show contestants, Mary Murphy So You Think You Can Dance screech

Executive Order 13581 Blocking Property of Transnational Criminal Organizations for obscure “Brothers’ Circle” slang for Russian mafia; “malfunctioning” Minuteman 3 ICBM destroyed

RTE’s Richard Downs on Catholic Church covering up Pedobear activities in Ireland and elsewhere; debate over Cold War with Russia; Cyprus credit downgraded; ACC Red Book: seizure of Russian assets; US cybersecurity chief Randy Vickers resigns over CIA website vandalism, LuizSec arrest over PayPal malware download; JCD on Napster boosting CD sales

Cryptic remark that Higgs boson theorist Lederman “connected the word God with another word that I won’t mention here”; Andrew Napolitano Fast and Furious rant for end of show
324 Cut, Cap, Duck & Cover (2011-07-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “No no no, you can’t use 33!” ACC: “No, man, you can’t call 33 now, man, that’s the wrong code, no good!” JCD: “Wrong code, wrong code!” (2:11:54)

0:00:40 Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: “Scientology center” Clearwater Florida, microbrews from minion of Lucifer, St. Augustine and Savannah tourist trams, cobblestone River Street, Living a Primal Lifestyle podcast’s Nico de Haan and Sir Gitmo Slave at Orlando meetup

0:14:38 Obama American dream in The Audacity of Hope: “retire with some dignity and respect”

0:16:18 Producer Segment: ACC’s new CB radio; Ms. Micky’s “Jerky Island” dyslexia

0:28:02 77 killed in Norway by terrorist Anders Breivik, drill in same building on previous day, manifesto in English, Continental “goth pilot” Ian Dutton @DarkPilot on scene in Haiti and for 9/11, Wikipedia page appearing from nowhere, oddity of Norway not being EU member

0:39:45 Christine Lagarde on expansion of Greek bailout, bank accounts for all citizens; not a peep from clueless Obama about Anders Breivik massacre, media noting Timothy McVeigh parallel

0:45:17 Producer links Russian FSB and dead whistleblowers Webley and Hoare; David Cameron’s unanswered question about Defense Vetting Agency; John Sarbanes’ Greek ancestry

0:50:48 Amy Winehouse a member of the “27 club” of musicians dead at 27, no mention of kids killed in Afghanistan in the past week (ACCPPotD), new album to buoy Universal’s bid for EMI

0:53:30 Drunk Tracy Morgan soundalike Charlie Rangel; Obama claims bipartisan applause for Tom Coburn pushing “cap, cover, and duck” proposal that “addresses what is said to be needed by the rating agencies”; “the people sucking off the program are going to be the ones that lose”

1:02:46 Joe Lieberman’s “do you agree” leading question on Iran’s nuclear program, Lindsey Graham on “low” military spending as percent of GDP, showboater John McCain gets tough with Pakistan supply route questions; Jay Carney lies “the economy is vastly improved”, Obama “wakes up every day and goes to sleep every night” thinking about the slaves; Kelly Ayotte all-in on “long-term detention facility” for AQAP and al-Shabaab

1:18:17 State Department ignoring FOIA requests on 5,500-person private army for Iraq

1:20:28 San Francisco police blaming shooting victim for shooting himself without a gun

1:22:12 Don’t ask don’t tell repeal finally certified, “usual and customary behavior” “Klinger law”

1:26:50 Piers Morgan quotes Cornel West’s denouncement of Obama as “black puppet of corporate plutocrats”, West hypes “Poverty Tour: A Call to Conscience” with Tavis Smiley sponsored by NEA and AARP, refuses to name a single Republican worth voting for; Dennis Kucinich warns about Chained Consumer Price Index leading to seniors eating cat food

1:36:12 Donation Segment: ACC commiserates “RVs are not designed for women”

1:48:52 Australian Sen. Mary Jo Fisher’s bizarre carbon tax “dance the Hokey Pokey” rant

1:51:34 Anthony Weiner’s sex addiction rehab, New York Post “Huma, Her Mother, and Hillary”

1:53:01 White House Rural Council rolling out Agenda 21 smart meters

1:54:58 MSNBC trots out incompetent Al Sharpton; Michele Bachmann’s migraines and “gay hunter” husband, pharmaceutical shill Sanjay Gupta: “I suffer from migraines myself”

2:03:01 Enbrel ad with Phil Mickelson; Celebrity Rehab “intense and protracted” marijuana withdrawal

2:07:22 John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Beirut, Baghdad, and Oklahoma City triple; Boehner not taking Obama’s calls, tax the rich meme

2:10:41 Announcing 33! jingle, Chinese bullet train collision kills 33; Japan wins Dubai World Cup

2:14:16 The Talk with Sharon Osbourne applauds vegan guest; JCD stammering compilation

2:16:53 Obama displays his 180° reversal of drug decriminalization promises
323  CIA vs MI6 (2011-07-21)

0:00:35  Hot Pockets 2008 Tour: Charleston SC KOA, tethering on three phones, book signing for freehollowbooks.com, Asheville “lesbian meetup”, Biltmore Estate with 43 bathrooms, “how ironic is it, I can’t poop in Anderson Pooper’s house”, Live Oak Farms raw milk

0:16:21  Women’s World Cup won by Japan because of Fukushima, NASCAR win for Army car, “shut up” second place for Tony Stewart who in 2007 claimed the sport was rigged; MKULTRA Betty McCollum’s “limit the motorship sponsor racing” revisited

0:21:06  British Parliament hilarity over Claire Perry’s Monty Python voice; British phone hacking scandal a possible CIA-MI6 conflict; David Cameron “the buck stops here”; douchebag Cameron refuses to answer BSkyB acquisition questions from John Cryer and Dennis Skinner, “for the fourth time, I’m asking for the name of the company!”, ACC: “vaginal washing sack!”, “gotcha!” rejoinder; ACC: distraction from “abhorrent” government surveillance (ACCPPotD)

0:35:18  MP Louise Mensch to Wolf Blitzer: Piers Morgan admits in new book to using “little trick” to access voicemails, Morgan blusters about “breathtaking gall” of claiming Parliamentary privilege; Rupert Murdoch whistleblowers George Webley and Sean Hoare two-to-the-headed; UK Bureau of Investigative Journalism publishing numbers of civilians droned by US, funding from David and Elaine Potter Foundation of Psion computing fame

0:49:25  Rupert Murdoch “nope!” when asked if he was “ultimately responsible for this whole fiasco”

0:50:50  Producer Segment: No Agenda

1:00:16  MSNBC halfwit Contessa Brewer to Rep. Mo Brooks: “do you have a degree in economics?”, Brooks: “yes ma’am I do, highest honors”

1:02:25  Rep. Jackie Speier challenging Don’t Ask Don’t Tell repeal with story of gay recruits Blake Stevens and Keith Phillips sodomized with objects; Lucifer Clinton in “glorious city of Istanbul”: “drawing down our troops is not the same as leaving or disengaging”; producer note on drone program “total mess” of warring factions; JCD on industrial hard drive shredders

1:12:12  CNN idiot Brian Todd: “we’re unable to reach LulzSec”, “we have joy, we have fun, we have messed up Murdoch’s Sun” tweet, ACC looking for Seasons in the Sun codes; 33 in the news

1:18:16  BBC science reporting survey warns against “giving free publicity to marginal opinions” by presenting “the views of minority groups as if they had the same weight as the scientific consensus”; CERN CLOUD Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets experiment linking cosmic rays and cloud formation; JCD investigating disgraced Harvard biologist Marc Hauser

1:23:55  One in 66 Americans on antipsychotic medication; Bristol UK zombie apocalypse plan

1:29:01  Obama throws Elizabeth Warren under the bus and nominates Richard Cordray to head CFPB to do “a whole bunch” of things for consumers, Obama blows Cordray Jeopardy! punchline

1:33:40  Producer note on Eurobond flexibility in currency and issuer, Sarkozy-Merkel secret handshake

1:36:47  Donation Segment: Lucifer Clinton all-in on Greek austerity

1:55:21  Hugo Chávez blaming State Department for giving him cancer; TNC still “interlocutor” in spite of meeting with Gaddafi; earthquake machine hits Kyrgyzstan; Irish irked at Vatican

1:59:47  CNN Pentagon shill Chris Lawrence to Wolf Blitzer on “billions and billions of dollars!” missing in Afghanistan, Sen. Claire McCaskill irked by “lack of cooperation” by central bank; Obama’s American dream revisited, JCD: “not to mention the potholes!” (JCDPPotD)

2:04:42  ABC on DHS power plant “tempting target for terrorists” warning; CNN douchebag Chris Lawrence: “the homeland is always going to be under threat of attack” by al-Qaeda “affiliates”

2:14:33  Rep. John Sarbanes denounces Turkish occupation of Cyprus, Ms. Micky on fat Russians

1010
322  Pastafarians Unite!  (2011-07-17)

0:00:35  Hot Pockets 2008 Tour begins in Baroness Maggie Vincent’s driveway, JCD: “wow, you’ve
gotten far!”,  Catfish  documentary, meetup with spooks & sysadmins, North Carolina chiggers

0:12:09  Breaking news: Verizon tells customer to get subpoena for itemized bill

0:14:31  Redheads have no soul according to redhead Baroness Maggie;  News of the World  editor
Rebekah Brooks’ resignation eclipsed by  Harry Potter  in Twitter trends; News Corporation
shareholder Prince Alwaleed bin Talal to BBC: “I don’t talk on behalf of management”

0:23:41  David Cameron to British Parliament on media regulation: “I think self-regulation has got
quite a bad name now”; JCD story: detained by British military for photographing in MP
Jack Straw’s neighborhood; Straw all-in on statutory regulation; Cameron calls for advice
from media experts, ACC: “there shall be no ugly chicks presenting the news!”;  London Times
working on connection between Gordon Brown and Benazir Bhutto’s assassination

0:32:40  Producer Segment: hate for human and nonhuman weasels

0:46:57  British Parliament “it takes two to blag”; Washington D.C. carpooling “slog stops”

0:58:32  Contagion trailer “someone doesn’t have to weaponize the bird flu, the birds are doing that”,
“it mutating!” meme-fest; JCD on  Andromeda Strain  and  Outbreak  precursors; JCD forced to
watch  Ponyo ; Beckham family vilified for having fourth child Harper Seven of Nine

0:59:18  “Perl script gone awry” Obama announces “I’m gonna be turning fifty in a week” two weeks
early; “the American people are sold” on higher taxes revenues

1:03:47  Scripted “abhorrent” questions from hot teacher for Julia Gillard

1:06:55  Lucifer Clinton and Baroness Ashton in Turkey, TNC “legitimate governing authority for
Libya”; BBC report on C-130 on “mountain road converted into an airstrip” with Pennsylvania-
educated “rebel ministers”, rebels seeking “at least three billion dollars in aid immediately”

1:14:21  Donation Segment: JCD on lesbian stronghold Asheville “Sheville”

1:24:45  ACC’s Lost Wages house-hunting report: “it’s not for us”, right-wing talk show host Jim
Eason’s move to North Carolina, CVC to join Hot Pockets Tour in two weeks

1:28:58  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: just now taking notice of “bath salts” stimulant, smear
campaign against Michele Bachmann’s gay husband, all the good stories in the Saturday Times

1:32:25  George Clooney making the rounds after “coincidental” discovery of South Sudan mass grave

1:35:01  Al-Jazeera notes explosion in US antipsychotic use; Italy downgraded by Moody’s after cutting
off Libyan rebels; Dr. Drew doling out Abilify on  Celebrity Rehab , actress Bai Ling on the roof

1:42:50  Haitian refugees paid $250 to clear out of Port-au-Prince stadium

1:45:12  Incoherent Rep. Betty McCollum: “75% of Americans ages 17 to 24 years of old, ages years
of old”, “high grass prices”, amendment to “limit the motorship sponsor racing”

1:49:12  C-SPAN transcript search and missing clips; Dennis Kucinich on debt ceiling “American Idol
semifinals”: “Wall Street cashes in whether we have a default or not!”; Baroness Maggie’s sky-
rocketing veterinary bills due to pet insurance scam, JCD on Obamacare drug price increases

1:58:22  Jim Rogers to Russia Today: clueless Moody’s should have downgraded US years ago

2:01:52  MEP Sophie in ’t Veld compares Greek and Californian economies, Dan Jorgensen: “Greece
is not bankrupt!”, Martin Callanan all-in on “further integration”

2:07:53  Austrian driver wins right to wear Pastafarian colander on head in license photo

2:09:30  Two Dutch broadcast towers catch fire on the same day; hams lamenting JCD’s on-air absence

2:12:17  British MP John Whittingdale notes media exposed phone hacking scandal, JCD: CIA vs MI6

2:14:17  Obama set to win  American Idol  debt ceiling when “one third of the votes are gay”

1011
JCD: “What?? the Internet in a Suitcase program? Wow!”

ACC about to head out on Hot Pockets 2008 Tour with Ms. Micky at the wheel

George W. Obama debt ceiling fearmongering: “pull off the band-aid, eat our peas” with a weird head jerk, stimulus “saved millions of people their jobs, or created a whole bunch of jobs”, Recovery Act phaseout now causing public sector layoffs, arrogant “let me distinguish between professional politicians and the public at large”; Just Gettin’ By Is My American Dream jingle; Jay Carney scolds media for wanting TV cameras in press briefing

Moody’s CEO Raymond McDaniel’s golden parachute, ACC Red Book: imminent downgrades; Obama’s Social Security fearmongering to CBS; Ron Paul to Ben Bernanke: “do you think gold is money … why don’t they hold diamonds?”, Bernanke: “well, it’s tradition”

Pastor James Manning offers his services to CNN, Michelle “fist-bumper” Obama disbarred in 1991, asserts communist Frank Marshall Davis is Obama’s biological father

Rupert Murdoch’s probable pedophilia dirt on politicians; Gordon Brown to BBC: “shocked” at Sunday Times’ access to his son’s medical information; Murdoch a fractal of Robert Maxwell

Trains Good Planes Bad: APM Marketplace’s Kai Ryssdal on Shanghai-Beijing rail line: “did I mention the 33 billion dollars?”

Obama’s 2008 “no more secrecy!” promises; “my father served in World War II” revisited; roster of all the things US could have spent Afghanistan $2T on

Airport security “it only takes one” meme, Dana Perino all-in on TSA because there are “mothers in the world that will strap bombs on their children and put them on planes”; Rep. John Mica “appalled” at current state of the agency, gripes “they send us people like this” of spokeshole John Sammon; Dr. Zuhdi Jasser to Fox on “doctors of death” educated in US and working with al-Qaeda; JCD “I’m not sure I understand the question, but…” testimony trick

Chertoff Group’s Larry Castro pushes “dot secure” internet: “what we give up is our identity”

Julia Gillard: “the science is in” on climate change; douchebag Al Gore’s “new normal” meme-fest, “on September 14th, the world will join hands to create 24 hours of reality”, “reveal the deniers”; MIT Prof. Richard Lindzen to Australian TV: not much distinguishable warming since 1995, climate models full of “fudge factors”, warming “good for some people”, 5% emissions cut “nothing for all practical purposes”; Invasion of the Body Snatchers “denier!

State Department shill Michael H. Posner at New America Foundation on “Internet in a Suitcase” program, addressing “leaders, policy makers, journalists, techies, activists”, ACC: “so that’s everybody: techno-experts!”; Hillary’s “venture capitalist approach” to supporting activism, “slingshot program” for censored content; New America’s CIA star logo, CEO Steve Coll’s book Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA; Internet in a Box trademark

Lucifer Clinton welcomes chinless “High Representative” Ashton, “President Assad is not indispensable”, Ashton lies about “enormous cheer” in Juba for Susan Rice; EU in Benghazi

RE, Ted Poe on mercury in compact fluorescent lightbulbs and possible cancer link

The Nation report on Clinton Foundation’s shoddy formaldehyde-laced shelters in Haiti

Bill O’Reilly rants about danger “multiplied by a thousandfold” of legalized drugs

Hamid Karzai’s brother Wali two-to-the-headed
320  Dead Man Walking  (2011-07-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “Ev and Biz?”  ACC: “Ev and Biz.”  JRP: “And you can always follow me on Tweeter”

0:00:38  JCD absent from Ms. Micky’s birthday party with Molly Wood, arrival of cops at 1:10 am

0:04:34  Two “coincidental” reports invite federal crackdown on marijuana producers and dispensaries, top ten negative effects including “merriment” and “heightened imagination”, ACC’s stoned “best landing ever”, JCD: “I don’t see our radicals complaining about this Republican president”, some Democrats starting to hope Obama will not run in 2012

0:15:01  Spook Thomas Friedman at Aspen Institute Ideas Festival: Ross Perot won 20% of the vote in spite of the fact that “he was nuts!”, Michael Bloomberg a viable third-party carbon tax candidate; gasoline exempt from Australian “carbon price, or the carbon tax, whatever you’d like to call it”, Finance Minister Penny Wong: goal “transforming the economy”; Energy Secretary Chris Huhne predicts 30% increase in energy bills due to “green reforms”

0:25:43  Obama’s denial that even economists recognized recession’s severity vs Christina Romer’s “this is your holy shit moment”; “headwinds” meme resurfaces in weekly address, blame heaped on Greece; Jay Carney downplays miserable employment numbers: stupid Americans don’t “sit around analyzing The Wall Street Journal”; JCD on ShadowStats real 22.5%

0:34:16  Producer Segment: Justice Stephen Breyer on monitoring Libya “through the Tweeter”

0:49:11  Admiral radio and TV ad with catalog for a “penny postcard”, JCD: “those days are over!”

0:51:00  Outraged Portugal dumps Moody’s after downgrade of debt to junk status

0:56:41  Obama pushes for “rebuilding our roads and our bridges and our railways”

0:58:13  Italian economic tensions over Finance Minister Giulio Tremonti’s feud with Silvio Berlusconi

0:58:36  David Cameron calls for reform of media laws in light of News of the World scandal, former communications director Andy Coulson arrested; JCD Red Book: openly gay Chris Bryant for PM; Bryant takes Murdoch to task in Parliament

1:08:05  Switzerland blocking Syrian assets; 7,000 blue helmets in South Sudan, CNN Senior State Department Producer Elise Labott enthuses over “really intensive US engagement in helping to nation-build!”; Libyan rebels cut off by NATO; Salva Kiir Mayardit’s cowboy hat fashion

1:16:53  Fox News “Muslim hottie” on Leon Panetta’s trip to Afghanistan, bin Laden “treasure trove”; Journal of Experimental Social Psychology article “Casualties of War and Sunk Costs: Implications for Attitude Change and Persuasion” with “blood and treasure” as psyop

1:25:22  Donation Segment: war on juries meme taking hold

1:32:58  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: unrest in Malaysia and Tajikistan

1:41:27  Stammering Thomas Friedman: “every single one of these Arab leaders is dead man walking”, Israel-Palestine “train wreck”, SNN Shaam News Network footage from Daraa Syria (CotD); Aspen Institute @ev and @biz

1:50:43  Nigel Farage takes Donald Tusk to task for declaring the EU “not as bad” as USSR, Barroso introduces “blue-card question” for “Mister Goebbels”, Farage: “yes I want you sacked as Mr. Schulz well, I want you all fired!”; Dutch insurance companies all-in on automotive black boxes

1:59:26  DHS’ Greg Schaffer haltingly dodges questions from Rep. Jason Chaffetz about spyware embedded in imported electronic components; JCD on hardware keyloggers from New Zealand

2:06:05  H.R.2411 Reduce America’s Debt Now Act for voluntary donations, JCD: “extortion scheme”; ACC on local Ralph’s grocery store employees screwed by Obamacare

2:11:34  Rep. Peter DeFazio proposes end to Pentagon’s NDAA auditing exemption, missing $2.3T

2:16:14  Douchebag Ann Coulter mocks John Stossel over drug decriminalization, annoying laugh loop
319  Boob Bombs! (2011-07-07)

0:00:00  JCD: “He looked like a guy with a stick up his butt.” (0:21:48)
0:00:35  ACC’s service bell in digital form; notes author “Bubba” Martin dead of undisclosed illness
0:05:28  Casey Anthony case as ploy to get rid of US Constitution, acquittal after 33-day trial, media outrage over jury trial system, St. Louis DJ “Cornbread” callers weigh in
0:17:06  Fareed Zakaria: Constitution a “brief document that allows you to fill in the blanks over the last 222 years”, Simon Schama calls for “a great convention of debate” in light of polarization
0:20:47  Stammering Obama at Twitter town hall on debt ceiling and “modest deficit”: “it’s a pretty esoteric piece of business”, “I don’t think we should even get to the Constitutional issue”; introduction by “stick up his butt” Jack Dorsey promoting Salesforce Radian6 CIA “social media monitoring and analysis”, “neither the President or I know the questions that will be asked today” lie vs “this one was surfaced from our curator in California” from spook recruiter Truman Project; ACC tries out “nice to see ya!” impression; Dorsey: “I understand you wanna start the conversation off with a Tweeter yourself”, Obama: “we do have to make sure … that there’s internets”; troops in the field as excuse not to “lop off” a portion of the military budget, 1% education budget gaffe, White House “pay freeze” almost-lie vs promotions and rehiring
0:39:52  Producer Segment: ACC to look at Los Vegas real estate; KPCC NPR lying about ads
0:54:45  Link between autism and Prozac and other SSRIs suppressed by New York Times, JCD on possibility for Johns Manville scenario with antidepressants and pregnancy
1:00:57  Two upcoming NASA rocket launches to release lithium in ionosphere
1:04:34  AP hummer on TSA concern over surgically-implanted “boob bombs”; EU to allow body scanner technology, calls “to deploy technology which is the least harmful for human health”
1:10:03  Lucifer Clinton bragging about TechWomen program, Senior Advisor for Innovation Alec Ross’ “Tech Camp” in “former Soviet states”, Lucifer in 2010: “we will enhance the technological capacity of women in seven Muslim-majority countries”, gender-neutral “mentors and mentees”, Special Representative of Commercial and Business Affairs Lorraine Hariton
1:22:12  Christine Lagarde insults Dominique Strauss-Kahn at press conference, “I’m not going to brag about my qualifications or lack of qualifications”, “the new architecture of the world”, diversity goal “so that people are not clones of each other” challenged by Fox Business reporter
1:30:02  BBC’s Damon Green tweets disgust at Ed Miliband’s robotic talking points; George Osborne’s repeated “double dose of good news” talking point in 2010 interview
1:37:05  Goldman Sachs’ loss of 97% of Libyan sovereign wealth fund in 2007
1:38:54  Donation Segment
1:49:49  Obama offers Iraq 10k combat troops; Bill Clinton wrongly attributes “more perfect union” to Declaration of Independence, misquotes Martin Luther King “arc of history”, JCD: “a liar, makes it up as he goes along, a horrible person!” (JCDPPotD); Obama’s Mussolini-like “hello everybody! bonanza” on White House balcony, 2008 “my father served in World War II” lie
2:03:23  PBS account executive job posting: “helping underwriters to grow their business”
2:06:47  France to stop giving Libyan rebels weapons; Obama’s military delegation to South Sudan
2:11:15  Rupert Murdoch’s News of the World shut down over phone “hacking” scandal, deletion of missing teen Milly Dowler’s voicemails; 14-day shelf life for Tesco sandwiches
2:19:27  British Parliament debates carrying of knives; Clinton lawyer Jack Quinn to run Blackwater
318  Reckless & Provocative  (2011-07-03)

0:00:00  JCD: “And you know what’s gonna come out? Fish.”  (2:01:15)
0:00:35  ACC Red Book: new CNN news director lasts a year and then brings in hot chicks
0:07:41  And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan shilling on Twitter for National Inflation Association and 1-800-Muffins at $3500 a pop, NIA a pump and dump Alex Jones advertiser
0:13:10  Spokeshole Jay Carney announces Twitter Town Hall with “hashtag number sign ask Obama”
0:20:04  Bill Clinton to Wolf Blitzer on Obama voting against raising debt ceiling: “it’s nutty”; Carney cites “career people at the Treasury Department” for debt ceiling, “playing chicken” meme; Obama weekly address resurrects “corporate jet owners”, “we have to say to a medical researcher, you can’t do that cancer research”; Malia’s age “gaffe”; JCD: “classic Washington payback” for Obama’s lack of leadership, 2009 tax breaks for aircraft manufacturers
0:32:04  Manhattan DA Cyrus Vance drops case against “Dominique Smith-Kahn”, Sarkozy-Vance connection, coincidental resignation of DA sex crimes unit chief Lisa Friel; victim Nafissatou Diallo’s phone call to jailed boyfriend, lawyer going on about “bruised her vaginal!”
0:39:13  Producer Segment: NBC News Trains Good Planes Bad and British royal newlyweds
0:58:22  National Strategy for Counterterrorism addressing “adherents” who are “inspired by” al-Qaeda, Presidential Policy Directive 8; “Usama” spelling a thing of the past
1:05:06  Compilation of “CIA mouthpiece” Fran Townsend stammering over her script, role on CIA and DHS external advisory boards, “look!” for losing battle in Yemen, AQAP “main al-Qaeda affiliate” poised to launch attack on US; BBC on cars “lining up for days” to buy gas in Yemen, “is this making them angry?”; Townsend: Pakistan “incredibly precarious”, “look!” at relations at lowest point in decades; guest reading Fareed Zakaria’s teleprompter line
1:19:16  Lucifer Clinton meeting lookalike Foreign Minister Trinidad Jiménez in Madrid, Gaddafi threatening retaliation for NATO bombing; CNN on Libyan women receiving AK-47s; Clinton in Lithuania: Syrian demonstrators “attacked with knives by government organized groups and security forces”, threatens “increasingly organized resistance”; Bloomberg on State Department and Microsoft teaching “tech camp” for activists in Vilnius with Twitter and Facebook
1:33:43  750k British government workers on 48-hour strike over austerity, “there’s a bit of anger”, unblinking MKULTRA Ed Miliband repeats litany of “these strikes are wrong”, “reckless and provocative”, and “get ‘round the negotiating table” talking points four times to BBC
1:41:29  Donation Segment: ACC’s laser back therapy
2:00:59  Keck Observatory spots Stargate over Hawaii; planes “punching holes” in atmosphere meme
2:03:08  German Green Party up in arms over health effects of phthalates in sex toys
2:05:18  Recruitment e-mail from University of Nebraska Intelligence Community Scholars program
2:08:06  CBS hit piece on House Republicans passing patent extension for Angiomax blood thinner; New Scientist article by Crop Protection Association’s Monsanto shill Dominic Dyer
2:14:03  18 U.S.C. §607 forbidding solicitation vs “dinner with Barack and Joe” sweepstakes
2:15:39  Timothy Garton Ash to Charlie Rose on Germany running EU
2:20:22  “Blogger Bob” becomes “TSA Cancer Cluster Myth Buster”; Prince of Monaco’s bride attempts to flee; Google voice search; Ernest Hemingway’s FBI paranoia and shotgun “suicide”
2:29:41  Rep. Peter King calls for much more intrusive TSA, “they’re plotting somewhere to kill us”
317 Blood and Treasure (2011-06-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Their alleged offense? Heterosexuality!” (1:56:48)
0:00:36 ACC on Soma muscle relaxant due to back trouble; ACC’s affiliate program canceled by Amazon due to unconstitutional California sales tax; new No Agenda Haiku Show on stream
0:15:34 Scripted question from “MKULTRA slave” Julianna Goldman at White House press conference, medley of Obama “corporate jet owners” memes, “matter of days” vs blatant lie “what I told the American people was that the initial phase, where Americans were in the lead, would take days, if, perhaps weeks”, “promise made, promise kept”; Euronews on McCain & Kerry ringing opening bell at Egyptian Stock Exchange, S. 618 for Egyptian-American Enterprise Fund, rebel funding from International Republican Institute with chairman McCain, Mohammed ElBaradei a Soros shill, Wael Ghonim responsible for campaign website
0:33:15 Foreign Relations Committee wrangling over boots on the ground in Libya; Obama “rape as a weapon of war”; Lucifer Clinton “whose side are you on?”; NYT on Afghan hotel gunmen
0:41:29 MSNBC Morning Joe mock outrage over Mark Halperin calling Obama “kind of a dick”
0:46:25 Producer Segment
0:54:52 Christine Lagarde installed at IMF, ex-Lehman Brothers Madelyn Anoteic World Bank VP
0:57:50 Compilation of Obama’s “blood and treasure” neocon meme ramified throughout C-SPAN
1:02:41 EPIC FOIA documents identify cancer cluster among TSA screeners, Johns Hopkins calls out DHS lie about NIST sign-off; DHS “Citizen’s Dosimeter” patent; VIPR highway checkpoints; Time shredded Constitution cover article “One Document Under Siege” full of mistakes
1:10:26 Obama lie-fest dodging Chuck Todd’s scripted question: “I’m not going to put my constitutional law professor hat on here”, Gaddafi “responsible for more American deaths than just about anybody on the planet” before bin Laden, JCD: “that include Hitler?”, “reams of information” for Congress lie, epic “there-there-there-there may, there may be a time” stammer
1:22:45 ACC recommends book Imperial Life in The Emerald City: Inside Iraq’s Green Zone
1:26:17 Donation Segment
1:41:53 ACC: “tsunami no, HAARP yes!” on Biblical weirdness on south coast of UK; mysterious “floating city” in China; UFOs and mother ship over London; 2.5Hz HAARP and Fukushima
1:47:11 “It follows you” ad for Seroquel XR with 26 seconds of ad and 64 seconds of “death”; flu vaccine now recommended for pregnant women; Anderson Pooper; vaccines in food and drinking water; Rick Perry in favor of mandatory Gardasil in Texas
1:53:44 Two to the Head: WHO pandemic critic Prof. Lars Haageheim dead on fishing trip; Reuters: Michael Jackson now worth $310M after being $400M in debt
1:56:21 NYT on softball team stripped of Gay World Series second place for heterosexuality; Lucifer Clinton on bringing Lady Gaga to Rome for EuroPride festival; JCD reads his Nigerian spam
2:00:36 NBC hit piece with Isaac Yeffet vs TSA nominee Erroll Southers on adult diaper searches
2:06:11 Mathematicians campaigning for π replacement by τ; electrical grid slowdown in Venezuela; Comac C919 passenger jets made in China; New Zealand prisoners smoking nicotine patches
2:13:06 Army offering to buy flooded land in North Dakota; jail for bad restaurant review in Taiwan
2:18:30 Judge trying to get Jared Loughner to testify under antipsychotics; E.coli outbreak possibly from Egypt; Tony Blair and Bill Clinton starting bank venture; Julian Assange keynote gigs
2:23:27 All US presidents but Van Buren related to 13th Century King of England
2:26:02 Awful WAMU NPR “Tech Tuesday” intro; Michael Bloomberg Fox & Friends meme-fest: “the Second Amendment doesn’t protect terrorists”, Adam Gadahn “a real terrorist!”
316  Adios, MOFO!  (2011-06-26)

0:00:00  JCD: “Let’s face it, he doesn’t know what a hashtag is from hash browns.”  (1:41:00)
0:00:34  FICO score being used to determine care insurance rates
0:03:05  Two Libya bills in House of Representatives, Dennis Kucinich on White House treating Con-stitution like “doormat”, Ron Paul on H.R. 2278’s stealth legitimization of Obama’s actions
0:08:15  Barney “Twinkletoes” Frank turns media into “blithering idiots” with marijuana legalization distraction, “to get this discussion going” lie; CNN pessimism from stoned Tommy Chong
0:15:03  Bill Maher’s audience aghast at his disillusionment with Obama; New York gay marriage law vs Democrat-controlled California’s inability to pass same or legalize marijuana; JCD stint as certified tax preparer, Ms. Micky’s 9.7% use tax; Rick Perry’s 2005 “adios, mofo!”
0:25:05  Producer Segment
0:34:49  FBI nabs Whitey Bulger after decades of covering up informant role, nervous New York Times journalist Abby Goodnough on sketchy anonymous tip story; JCD story: Silicon Spin guest who “froze”; journalist Kevin Cullen on FBI investigating “sightings” in exotic locales
0:42:21  Geert Wilders found not guilty of inciting hatred, new integration bill abandoning “multi-cultural society”; Haiku Herman handing out €100k glossy brochures promoting new €240M “egg” European Council building, ACC: “they’re discussing Greek slaves eating rats to pay off the banks”, Van Rompuy offers banks “informal and voluntary rollovers of existing debt”
0:49:00  Greek communist politician to Newsnight: EU like “autocracy”; ACC on meme of political elites deflecting anger onto elites, Lucifer Clinton on shenanigans of the Pakistani “elite”; Greek politician’s rant on “euro as a weapon to colonalize poorer countries” cut off by Newsnight
0:57:27  ACC’s “gay-bors” reading Confessions of an Economic Hit Man; CNN report on psychics and astrologers reading the future of Ben Bernanke and the economy in general
1:03:15  Obama “hello Pittsburgh!” for Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute; posthumous Medal of Honor botch with Tenth Mountain Division, “service” as presidential candidate
1:11:24  Donation Segment: CVC’s friend Juan in need of podcast license; Hot Pockets 2008 Tour map
1:27:14  John’s Gonna Hum The Sunday Times: bad photo of douchebag Republicans, natural gas “bubble”, Gaza building boom, Bay Bridge and “commercial jetliners” made in China
1:33:15  Electric grid frequency experiment expected to cause havoc with clocks
1:39:30  Douchebag John McCain tweets from Egypt rubbing shoulders with business elites
1:41:24  Ask Adam: Frontline on WikiLeaks’ Arab Spring role, MIA Assange replaced by LulzSec, David Cameron’s friend Christopher Shale suicided; Iranian prison guards handing out condoms for “mass rape” of opposition; McLaughlin Group on huge US Embassy in Iraq, Berger Devine Yaeger’s “indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity” contracts, GSA Standard Form 33
1:59:20  Glastonbury U2 concert protestors roughed up over “U pay tax 2?” balloon; E. coli in France
2:03:28  “Oh my gosh!” from Don Lemon over computer-generated Japanese pop idol Aimi Eguchi
2:09:52  Release of Strategic Petroleum Reserves a premature move potentially leaked to speculators
2:15:35  UN finds heroin cheapest in Belgium; Ray Nagin’s new book asserts he was in fear for his life from federal government; climate professor Curt Stager walks into ACC’s peak oil trap
2:20:27  Repurposed BCG tuberculosis vaccine for diabetes; “she got sick being vaccinated” in 1950s Robert Mitchum movie; Gardasil for six-month-olds, smoking no longer causing oral cancer
2:28:24  Margaret Thatcher channeling Nigel Farage in 1980: “no, no, no!”
2:30:09  “The new kind of journalism, let’s play peeping Tom!” in 1950s film Run to the Sun
2:32:07  Bill Maher elites all-in on journalism licenses; Judge Napolitano for end of show
ACC: “We’re attacking the CIA computers and taking names and databases and addresses!”

JCD test driving “I can’t get laid-mobile” Chevy Volt; German E. coli traced to bean sprouts

Outrage over Fox editing Jon Stewart interview; distraction from grinning Robert Gates’ “limited kinetic operation” in Libya, “if I’m in Gaddafi’s palace, I suspect I think I’m at war”, Obama ignoring “advice” from Pentagon general counsel, legal definition of “hostilities”

Anthony Weiner a distraction from Agenda 21 Executive Order 13575 White House Rural Council, “strong, sustainable rural communities are essential to winning the future”, Clinton advisor J. Gary Lawrence: “we call our process something else, such as comprehensive planning, growth management or smart growth”, EPA’s Soviet-style smartgrowth.org

“Televangelist from Texas” Rick Perry: “and you can always follow me on Tweeter”

Anthony Weiner keeping pension and $5M in campaign contributions; producer note on Lucifer Clinton’s “pretty young Arabian thing” girlfriend, JCD: “meanwhile, Weiner’s a beard!”

Producer Segment: producer’s grandmother advised by TSA on brassiere choice

Cameron Diaz goes off script with Jimmy Fallon: “weed is awesome!”; European “bad coke” meme followed by levamisole “it can cause your flesh to rot!” contamination in US

Law & Order “boots on the ground, that’s your slogan, isn’t it?” iso


Mother Jones article on TSA VIPR searching Greyhound stations and trolleys; FICO Medication Adherence Score; $86 fine in King County WA for swimmers not wearing life jacket

Matt Lauer: “how do you convince people that you are not just an interesting fringe candidate”, Ron Paul: “I wanna legalize freedom, what’s so bad about that?”, Lauer plays the ageist card, JCD: “the real overlords aren’t gonna let this guy even get close to nomination”

Anti-austerity riots across Europe; investor Marc Faber: “Greece is a write-off, you can’t have the kind of debts Greece has with olive oil income”; CNBC reluctantly mentions EU breakup; stammering Ben Bernanke blames economic slowdown on roster of “headwinds”

Social Intelligence Corporation social media dossiers for employers; hysterical BBC on arrest over false flag “secret government data under repeated attack over the internet!”; Anonymous & LulzSec posting plans on Twitter; TSA to irradiate small children instead of groping them

Ad for Lyrica “believed to” treat fibromyalgia; The Lancet news package for HPV vaccines: “we need to target younger women”; JCD on upcoming “patent cliff” and generic drug bribes

Trains Good Planes Bad: capitalizing on airlines shutting down over latest volcanic eruption

Chuck Schumer goes off script: “one is deficit, uh, one is infrastructure”; Tim Geithner promises debt reduction with or without Congress; Obama “buenas tardes!”

Southwest pilot on hot mic: attendants “continuous stream of gays and grannies and grandes”
314  Qaeda CEO (2011-06-19)

0:00:00  ACC: (Maniacal laughter) “Sex sex sex sex! Sex sex sex sex!” (2:08:52)
0:00:39  Happy Father’s Day from fatherhood.gov, Republican follow-up to Obama message promoting Cargill, White House red nail polish and cheerleading with dad video
0:06:25  Cute Russia Today reporter runs into cloud of Greek riot tear gas; another fires back at insulting Times of London “that’s preposterous!” douchebag on basis of BBC’s state funding
0:12:36  CBC on “babies in incubators” story concocted by Hill+Knowlton to justify first Iraq war; Human Rights Council’s flimsy evidence for mass rape revisited, CNN cell phone broomhandle sodomy video, “to be clear, we have been unable to verify its authenticity”, JCD: “wow, what a crock!”, Lucifer Clinton “troubled” right on schedule, “rape as a weapon of war” meme, Misrata Media Center spokeshole on keeping internet active “for the team of Facebook”, former KTVU reporter Sara Sidner sent by CNN to India weeks before Mumbai hotel attack
0:29:57  Producer note: neither Public Law 107-40 nor War Powers Resolution can authorize war
0:32:23  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: tease for Obama squatting on golf course
0:33:32  Producer Segment: The Edmontonian Presents TV PR
0:43:44  Anthony Weiner possibly honeypotted by fake Twitter accounts, no mention of his mentor Chuck Schumer; Dutch unimpressed with Patricia’s sexual allegations about ACC
0:47:34  Douchebag Rick Perry at Republican Leadership Conference channeling George W. Bush, ACC’s televangelist routine, “take your phone out” to collect names for the mailing list
0:53:16  Ron Paul on Obama’s “condescending” definition of non-war, “I think we oughtta vote for the right to drink raw milk!”; Bill O’Reilly too stupid to understand Paul’s fast-talking “Keynesian bubble” deconstruction; JCD on right-wing radio stations owned by left-wingers
1:02:12  Fox Business on al-Qaeda’s “new CEO” al-Zawahiri “about as inspiring as a potted plant”, author Ralph Peters lists everywhere in the world an attack might occur, “bureaucrat of jihad”, /zahwaxri/ alternative pronunciation script, al-Awlaki getting “more ink”, “target wishlist” including “big win” Eton College, media figures meme, ACC predicts Blitzer & Cooper
1:16:04  JCD narrates overproduced BBC piece on Lancaster University student Sadiq Belhaj traveling to Libya to fight Gaddafi, “I decided to go and hold a gun for the first time in my life”
1:24:56  BBC hit piece with The Guardian’s Nick Davies on Julian Assange
1:27:45  Donation Segment
1:41:12  John’s Gonna Hum the Sunday Times: Obama-Boehner golf outing, foreclosure backlog, hit piece on Clarence Thomas for friendship with real estate magnate Harlan Crow, caps and gowns for home schoolers, Obama courting gay vote, “Qaeda” and Afghanistan pullout
1:54:39  “Lone wolf terrorist” ammonium nitrate backpack scare near Pentagon, conveniently timed with prison radicalization hearing; “If You See Something Say Something” trademark
2:03:00  ACC proposes switching stream over to all talk to compete with NPR, or all Louie Louie
2:06:06  Ask Adam: CA high school yearbooks confiscated as child pornography due to “sex act” photo
2:09:07  C-SPAN on “communist in the making” Eisenhower; $30bn in Greek debt held by US banks
2:13:04  Trains Good Planes Bad: Bay Area man kicked off US Airways for wearing baggy pants; Metro North train conductor unimpressed with potty-mouthed passenger
2:21:28  State Department “get out” for Americans in Syria; Hillary all-in on peacekeepers for Sudan
2:24:35  QR codes on Dutch coins; National Solar Observatory predicting activity drop; Chantix heart attack warning label; Australian HPV vaccine “success”, meth abuse vaccine on the way
2:29:37  French Conseil supérieur de l’audiovisuel bans “Twitter” and “Facebook”; LoC tweet archive
313 Hide Your Forks (2011-06-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “She stole the silverware!” (0:53:03)
0:00:33 Vivek Kundra resigns for Harvard professorship, ACC predicts venture capital position
0:02:49 KTLA breaks for breaking news of Nancy Pelosi with no Anthony Weiner news
0:04:47 “A Gay Girl in Damascus” blogger outed as married white American Tom MacMaster
0:09:09 ACC’s two-hour NPR road trip “like I was living in the Ministry of Truth” with “Plasticine”
0:15:21 Elusive 32-page DoD document with MANPAD “man-portable air-defense system” threat
assessment, JCD: “hey, I’m coming over to my man pad, honey!”, transitional government
“legitimate interlocutor”, price tag a paltry $1.1bn; Obama’s actual letter to Congress citing
September 2001 Public Law 107-40 AUMF rather than War Powers Resolution red herring
0:33:17 Producer Segment: JCD on David Brooks The Social Animal coin toss technique
0:49:33 Japanese researcher creates “poop burger” from soy sauce and human excrement; John’s
Gonna Hum the Sunday Times jingle: Michelle Obama’s San Francisco dinner with
plasticware, disappearing hotel silverware in Marbella Spain; “Barack” soliciting donations
for dinner lottery; Michelle in LA for ICarly agitating for more stories about military families
0:57:37 Obama on SelectUSA Initiative cost savings like electronic Federal Register, “the truth is, no
one reads this thing”, “apparently the government used to overnight containers filled with
nothing, don’t ask why that is”, pulling the plug on The Fiddlin’ Foresters website, JCD:
“what’s it cost, five dollars??”, Biden in charge of program “because nobody messes with
Joe”; Congressional picnic banjo players; to Ann Curry: family “not invested” in presidency
1:12:47 Russia Today on Pentagon’s missing $6.6bn sitting on pallets for Iraq
1:15:34 And Now Back to Real News: Mark Rylance’s “walking through walls” Tony award speech
1:21:47 Rep. Darrell Issa grills ATF weasel on his signature on Operation Fast and Furious letter with
false statements, 27 pages of solidly redacted documents, DoJ weasel refuses to answer “who
authorized the program?”, ACC: “it was the autopen, it’s obvious!”, ATF supervisors retaliating
against whistleblowers; ACC’s grandmother’s Watergate cassette tapes for his mother,
JCD on recent history of “stooges” in Congress covering for White House (JCDPPotD)
1:34:01 Donation Segment: NPR’s Dina Temple-Raston refuses to be recorded at YWCA speech
1:44:15 John King’s inane “coke or Pepsi?” Republican debate questions; Bill O’Reilly avoids Ron
Paul’s poll numbers; “Fed shill” Herman Cain, ACC on left-wing hate for Bachmann & Palin
1:55:27 Public Law 107-40 saber-rattling for Syria; Angelina Jolie to visit Syrian refugees in Turkey;
NorAm Intelligence spots US activities; JCD proposes messing with NATO & NPR on Twitter
2:05:22 Ask Adam: fighting “transphobia” in schools in accordance with California law; JCD story:
amused by “full-blown cussin’ type Tourette’s” on plane, CDC TS Awareness Month
2:11:13 Producer note on TSA agents distrusting scanner safety; FBI “heads of media” terror warning
2:14:12 Anti-college meme from Jeffrey Immelt, Obama blames unemployment on ATMs and airport
kiosks, SelectUSA for GE; Kenny Britt wanted for driver’s license “inaccurate statements”
2:20:26 Obama at jobs forum: “shovel-ready was not quite as shovel-ready as we expected”
2:21:36 Brian Williams finally reports on Greek riots; Pimco cofounder: US debt nearly $100T
2:24:28 Upcoming TSA unionization vote; Missouri nuclear reactor on shaky ground
2:25:41 Bill Gates: “vaccines are magic”, Gardasil for Rwanda, insulin “vaccine”; 14th bird flu death
in Vietnam; French national charged with child pornography in Phnom Penh; Weiner resigns
2:29:54 Skype ad with photo of woman about to eat a kitten
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312  Illegal in Tennessee  (2011-06-12)

0:00:00  ACC: “The following program may intimidate or frighten people in the state of Tennessee and therefore is illegal and void where prohibited by law elsewhere. Stop listening.”  (2:16:43)

0:00:41  JCD’s “In the Morning!” slide whistle, “new feature” tease

0:02:00  Anthony Weiner in treatment for hypersexual disorder, ACC’s lawyer friend’s two-to-the-head theory; breathless Rachel Maddow hit piece on Weiner DM conversation with girl in Delaware

0:10:29  German E. coli outbreak linked to bean sprouts by “epidemiological studies”, 33 dead blamed on organic farm near Hamburg, ACC: “Whole Foods, you might as well shut down!”; anti-Monsanto documentary on discovery of Roundup-resistant E. coli DNA; 33 “all clear” theory

0:20:52  Producer Segment

0:34:30  JCD’s Twitter demographics survey with age range “40-plus”, preselected 5-10 hours per day

0:40:00  West Wing Week continues auto industry rescue lie: Obama “good job, way to get our money back” to Chrysler manager, annoying voiceover: “the President, though, made a decision to rescue the American auto industry”, “vindicates my faith” head-scratcher; “Consult the Book of Knowledge!” jingle; Obama tackles National Spelling Bee “cynotrichous”

0:49:17  Obama weekly address on community college “manufacturing credential” and subsequent “degree”; Obama’s American dream: “they’re just looking for a job that covers their bills; they’re looking for a little financial security; they wanna know that if they work hard and live within their means, everything will be all right: they’ll be able to get ahead and give their kids a better life”, ACC: “here kid, I’m dead, here’s a dollar!” (ACCPPotD)

0:57:00  White House “cookout” for Angela Merkel, Mitch McConnell’s shit-eating grin for Elaine Chao, Obamas fans of James Taylor, Merkel baffled by militaristic pomp, bowing debacle

1:03:12  Leon Panetta to John McCain in endless confirmation hearing: “a thousand al-Qaeda” in Iraq

1:07:46  90-page UN Human Rights Council report finally in: “not in a position to identify those responsible” in Libya, “inference” that Gaddafi was involved, interview with “only one victim of rape”; BBC “rape as a weapon of war” lie vs “sufficient information received to justify further investigation” of both sides; Don Lemon introduces “a face of the story now we really want you to see” five-year-old amputee, JCD: “this is done by a PR company!”

1:21:30  Ron Paul on Obama’s “insult to Congress” using NATO to start wars, “none of our business”

1:25:22  Shep Smith on Syrian helicopter gunships firing on crowds with zero casualties; London resident Jelena Lecic on having her photo used as missing blogger “A Gay Girl in Damascus”, activist Mahmoud Hamad: “I don’t know of anyone who has spoken to her in person”

1:32:52  Donation Segment

1:48:29  New feature: JCD deconstructs Sunday Times front page with Afghan ad-hoc Wi-Fi network Apple plug, Obama gets tough on terrorists meme, rich people with $230k guard dogs

1:55:10  Underwhelming WWDC keynote; Robert Powell Marketwatch article on retirement at age 84

1:58:34  Rumors of Hillary Clinton seeking position at World Bank; IMF cybersecurity breach

2:06:07  New Jersey Supreme Court rules bloggers are not journalists, Judy Miller all-in on shield law

2:13:09  Tennessee harassment law makes it illegal to post “distressing” photos

2:17:01  Donald Trump video calling out GOP stupidity for letting Obama win; JCD on mob-style “friend of ours”, Trump to Bill O’Reilly: Anthony Weiner “not a good guy”


2:23:08  Anonymous vs Bernanke, 33 Minutes documentary, Al-Jazeera Lockerbie documentary, Haitian election corruption on WikiLeaks, Medscape article on $231bn value of vaccines
311 Holy e-Coli Batman (2011-06-09)

0:00:00 JCD: Ding! “Hot Pockets!” (1:17:29)
0:00:33 “Lying sack of garbage” Anthony Weiner taking over CNN; Reince Priebus to Greta Van Susteren: Democrats “should call for his resignation”; CNN’s edited-out mention of Hillary Clinton “body man” Huma Abedin, lesbian relationship rumors, 2010 wedding to Weiner “the beard” officiated by Bill Clinton, sketchy pregnancy rumors, Hillary’s golden opportunity to come out of closet, ACC outraged by JCD’s comment “so that picture in the War Room with Hillary with her hand to her face, she was actually smelling her girlfriend?”

0:17:19 Producer Segment: No Agenda TWiT brick, qr.nashownotes.com
0:26:15 Antibiotic resistant E coli strain in German outbreak, medical expert: “perfect bug” with two unique DNA sequences, kidney failure in 600 victims, “do you think that this is nature acting in a bioterroristic way?”; Russia Today (still in need of hot blonde reporters) expert theorizes media manipulation of public opinion, “psychological warfare” like disappearing flu scares

0:35:39 Congressional Medal of Freedom for Angela Merkel, @lagarde IMF changed to @lagarde, Obama’s militaristic gold eagle Rose Garden lectern and “guten Abend!”
0:39:26 Life of the Party: A Political Press Tart Bares All by Lisa Baron targeting GOP
0:42:07 And Now Back to Real News: Extra Weiner “falls on the sword” vs Entertainment Tonight targeting Schwarzenegger and “Pippa pounding the pavement”

0:49:28 Kucinich War Powers bill voted down; 80,000-strong “rallies” in Athens over new austerity measures, JCD on Triffid-like police whistles in Madrid; Jean-Claude Juncker’s “let them eat rats”, $3bn IMF loan for Egypt; Susan Rice intends to be on “right side of history” with Syria

0:59:05 “Horrible human being” Berkelet hummer Jill Abramson: “I feel pride in the girl thing!”
1:02:20 PBS on five more US drone strikes in Pakistan; “abhorrent” story of Department of Education SWAT invading Stockton home looking for evidence of student loan fraud

1:10:35 Donation Segment: NPR buries story of Carbonite buying Fanfare and screwing its customers
1:23:12 Anthony Weiner’s potential Knight ring imprint from Huma at press conference
1:25:11 YouTube video of “moon base on Mars”: massive solar flare as predicted

1:27:07 ACC’s interview with Gary Johnson: elimination of corporate tax and Federal Reserve; Pat Buchanan grieves to The McLaughlin Group about lack of Romney alternative; Johnson on getting rid of DHS, unconstitutional regime change in Libya, doppelgänger Ryan Stiles

1:42:44 Ayman al-Zawahiri video eulogizing Osama bin Laden, Wolf Blitzer: “official confirmation” bin Laden is dead, JCD Googling “pork fat gun lube”; Obama on glacially slow withdrawal from Afghanistan, new shill Ryan Crocker cautioning against withdrawing too many people, JCD on infinitely-long boot camp for morons; TSA propaganda for Global Entry program

1:51:27 Bombing in “a matter of days and not a matter of weeks” Tripoli, ACC: “where’s my whistle?”
1:54:04 Facebook requiring government ID to reestablish identity, facial recognition for stalkers
1:58:54 BBC podcast on US 9/11 conspiracy theorists with “toxic distrust of public institutions”
2:03:12 Texas sheriff hoodwinked by “psychic” into investigating dozens of dismembered bodies
2:06:46 James “the Flasher” Carville predicts civil unrest due to unemployment

2:09:32 Black Agenda Radio on USAID downgrading Haiti Earthquake death toll, Oasis Haiti hotel
2:13:55 CDC study finds more risky behavior in gay and bisexual teens; anti-obesity vaccine in animal trials; coxsackievirus in Vietnam; media hype over brain scans to predict Alzheimer’s

2:17:23 British government denies inquest for WMD whistleblower Dr. David Kelly
2:19:34 Outro: predictions on new distraction of the week to replace Anthony Weiner
310  Hail the Foot  (2011-06-05)

0:00:46  ACC testing mobile setup in “Hot Pockets Mobile” at Borrego Springs, AT&T the coverage winner, Borrego Springs “golf course with RVs”; C-SPAN’s miserable video technology

0:11:36  ACC: German E. coli outbreak “possible biological attack”, infections “said to be slowing”, “new hybrid strain”, “antibody therapy”, Russia Today: “critics believe the pharmaceutical industry may be the one to benefit from the vegetable panic”, misplaced blame on Spanish cucumbers and insults from Merkel; JCD on Chilean trade dispute and two strychnine-injected grapes; Russia Today jab at EU flu hysteria; producer tries for Hot Pockets sponsorship

0:25:46  Producer Segment: JCD’s son  Buzzkill Jr. ; Knight rings now in stock

0:39:08  Berkeley hummer  Jill Abramson: “that’s a great description, Jimmmuh, I hoped it would commmuh … definitely it was a maybeee”, ACC: “it’s like a Buddhist monk!” (CotD)

0:44:40  whitehouse.gov splash screen possibly collecting information for 2012 campaign; Chrysler loan “refi” and government fleet purchase scam, JCD on publishing books based on pre-sales; Obama at Toledo Chrysler plant: “I just met with slaves workers including Jill Opium”, ACC: “it’s a plantation”, Obama’s American dream: “send your kids to college, and retire with dignity, security, and respect”, “fundamental American promise that if you work hard and act responsibly, you’ll be able to pass on a better life to your kids and your grandkids”, “we’re facing some tuft headwinds” gaffe; Obama proclaims June Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month, ACC: “it’s LGBTQAS USA Pride Month”, JCD on mystery of the acronym’s G-L transposition, ACC irked by “no mention of bi-curious”

0:56:36  ESPN National Spelling Bee  hexafos  “can I please have the language of origin?”

1:02:55  UN report recommends legalization of illicit drugs; British pharmacies being robbed of opium-derived oxycodone; The Taliban Shuffle author Kim Barker mutters “crazy town!” in reference to Hamid Karzai who refuses to be interviewed by male reporters, US preference for well-dressed “one-stop shopping” dictators, Karzai’s paranoia and isolation, Wag the Dog reference

1:12:13  A Privilege to Die: Inside Hezbollah’s Legions and Their Endless War Against Israel author Thanassis Cambanis stammering about “elite” widows of Muslim martyrs

1:15:50  Donation Segment: JCD’s  heel goed “hail the foot”; ACC’s “rig” at the RV park

1:39:11  Lucifer Clinton’s Situation Room “thirty-eight minutes” as maximum Stargate wormhole time

1:42:52  Ask John: “Bad Bling” headline referring to Lindsay Lohan’s malfunctioning Gitmo jewelry

1:44:51  JCD’s “India is fucked up” clip from Newsnight: 800M people living on 30 cents a day

1:47:53  CNBC LIBOR trader on “near panic”, “we’re on the verge of a Great Great Depression”

1:50:52  JCD  PC Magazine  Sony hacker article drops in “lone wolf” meme

1:52:10  Virginia Attorney General on FCC’s “brazen” attempt to regulate the internet in defiance of the courts; Department of Energy unilaterally abandons plans for Yucca Mountain nuclear fuel dump, Rep. Jay Inslee chews out DoE spokeshole: “this is the equivalency of a failed state”; EPA head Lisa Jackson’s 2009 vow to “transform the American economy”

2:04:14  Call for producers to archive Google Video Conspiracy of Silence documentary

2:05:40  Producer note on Fox ditching satellite distribution ahead of 2012-2013 solar flare activity

2:07:36  Deep-voiced ad for Motorcycle Mechanics Institute ; Ms. Micky’s ADR residuals

2:18:49  1600 people stung by jellyfish on Florida coast thanks to “changing weather patterns”

2:12:08  Sarah Palin “building her brand” meme and divorce rumor; Condoleezza Rice’s revolving-door relationship with Chevron; Hillary Clinton hosting Iraq Business Roundtable war profiteers

2:19:33  Unelected European Commission’s €300,000 spent on cocktail parties in 2009
309  Syria Be Next (2011-06-02)

0:00:00  JCD: (falsetto) “I’m offended by such usage!” (2:24:43)
0:00:35  Aric the Shill’s new human resource Henri the Shill, Mimi’s menagerie unencumbered by goats; ABC on Canadian couple’s five-month-old child “Storm” of no fixed gender, similar case in Sweden, ACC: promotion for Lady Gaga’s Born This Way album
0:09:29  Wolf Blitzer and Anderson Cooper finally jumping on Anthony Weiner story, new “certitude” vocabulary item, no technology press on Twitter hackability; Weiner wrangles with Bret Baier on tasking security firm with taking “hard look”, sitting down for a “brief moment”; Blitzer: “are you protecting anyone?”, Weiner: “yes, I’m protecting my wife”, mention of Huma Abedin working for Hillary Clinton edited out, ACC: “techno-experts”
0:21:11  Producer Segment: $33.33 podcast licenses; Hot Pockets Tour RV; Gary Johnson interview
0:38:25  Lucifer Clinton to French TF1 television: “the United States still flies 25% of every day’s sortées”, new variant on bin Laden Situation Room story “breath-holding moment”, 38 minutes meme, scripted “qualified woman” Christine Lagarde question, no boots on the ground claim vs NATO Secretary General and “group of armed foreigners” on helicopter missions
0:50:10  Crackpot Dominique Strauss-Kahn theory: Ft. Knox gold missing with Egyptian banker parallel scandal; Cain and Abel theory with Federal Reserve advisor Marc-Olivier Strauss-Kahn
0:55:41  Obama’s Memorial Day golf game, ACC: “he could’ve mowed the lawn for somebody”
0:59:18  Nationwide power outages after previous show during unreported class C solar flare or squirrels chewing on Burbank power cables, JCD on squirrels acquiring taste for Pacific Bell capsaicin-laced cable insulation, ACC’s “power lesbian couple” suspect EMP strike
1:06:01  CNN “hacker” meme with fake PBS NewsHour Tupac Shakur story, “the hacking thing is out of control!”; internetlicensing.com unavailable, elusive cybersecurity bill
1:13:26  Soap opera anti-college meme reinforcing student debt stories, CIA recruiter Peter Thiel paying students to drop out, American universities in demand by foreign students meme
1:19:31  Donation Segment: propagatetheformula.com; PBS to run ads every fifteen minutes
1:38:44  ACC on Air France 447 Pitot tube sensor issue, copilot’s nose-up maneuver contrary to all pilot training, Boeing wins in Emirates deal, Eurocopter running Windows NT; JCD at Ford “talking car” event, Ray LaHood’s black boxes for liability and taxation; Progressive “snapshot discount” ad; JCD smog check “retroactive tickets” prediction, “I think we can use a donation to the police retirement fund” blackmail, Progressive “usage-based insurance program”, Ms. Micky’s $243 right turn, JCD on Oakland police busting people for stopping in bus lanes
1:54:33  45 reports per day of TSA stealing laptops and wallets and paying hush money; The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness by Michelle Alexander, crime and incarceration rates decoupled due to war on drugs, for-profit prison slave labor
2:02:18  Obama expected to bring home a staggering 5,000 troops; Rep. Tom Rooney on reining in Obama with War Powers Resolution; ACC “Long Dong Silver” Anthony Weiner theory
2:09:23  Magic 33 civilian casualties signal in Syria, Wes Clark Seven revisited; Stephen Harper’s “mission accomplished” moment: “Afghanistan is no longer a threat to the world”
2:15:09  Dennis Kucinich channeling Ron Paul on Federal Reserve; War Powers reform bill on hold
2:20:20  Victoria Australia law to fine indecent language in fight against “antisocial behaviour”
2:24:58  93 Swedish flu vaccine narcolepsy cases, WHO finally taking notice; EU to review aspartame safety; Spanish produce blamed by “veg traders” for German E. coli outbreak affecting “young adults and preferably women”; traveltrots.co.uk “Brown Air”; WHO downplaying severity
308 Wiener-Gate (2011-05-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m gonna give Pfizer the benefit of the doubt on this story!” (2:05:15)
0:00:32 PATRIOT Act extension “signed by a robot” with autopen: “Max Headroom effect”; Obama campaign robot’s Westminster Abbey 2008 signature; Section 215 “tangible things” for FBI, Fight Club gag orders, immunity for ratting on the neighbors; Lithium in Your Cup jingle
0:15:52 Producer Segment: school essay Methodius and the HAARP; Hot Pockets Tour dry run
0:33:38 “Weiner-Gate is upon us!” with douchebag Anthony Weiner bitching about “plan to end Medicare”, underwear erection photo for Gennette Cordova from “hacked” @RepWeiner account
0:44:18 AP’s elusive Michelle Faul on questionnaire showing 259 raped by pro-Gaddafi militia; Faul’s possible Murphy-Hoffman Company connection, John Dvorak the High Times contributor
0:51:17 ACC puts in request to interview New Mexico Governor Gary Johnson, marijuana legalization and harm reduction strategy, Sean Hannity: “there’s no educating somebody that crack is bad for you”, JCD: “well then there’s no law that’s going to stop it either, you douchebag!”, Portugal’s 50% reduction in heroin addiction, JCD irked by Hannity’s “specious bullcrap”
0:58:54 Douchebag Ed Schultz suspended by MSNBC for calling Laura Ingraham a “right-wing slut”, 2010 Media Research Center quote of the year “the Republicans lie, they want to see you dead!” rant; “slut walks” in Canada and Australia in response to Toronto police “women should avoid dressing like sluts”; JCD reading of “slut” synonyms, ACC: “sluts and douchebags!”
1:06:02 “Hypersexual disorder” proposed for upcoming DSM-5, ACC Red Book: vaccine
1:11:40 Donation Segment: Soros’ Media Matters pressuring Orbitz’ “gay dollars” to ditch O’Reilly
1:26:00 Joe O’Biden filling in for Obama in heavily-edited weekly address, National Hurricane Week just in time for Joplin MO tornadoes, Chrysler announces loan repayment “six years ahead of schedule” by paying off government loan sharks, GSA press conference full of Chrysler hybrids, JCD on Chrysler Aspen’s dizzying 19 mpg, Biden’s American dream: “we’re focused on making sure that if you work hard, play by the rules, you’ll be able to get ahead, put your kids through college, retire with dignity and security”, ACC: “and then die!”, Memorial Day “tens of thousands of troops” reminder, ACC’s lawnmower effect for “offer to mow their lawn”
1:39:37 US and British nationals being urged to flee Yemen, Wes Clark Seven MIA from internet
1:43:03 HHS’ Kathleen Sebelius in press conference call: five-year-olds unable to sit still without drugs; “this is not a form of brainwashing” pledge of allegiance; Sebelius “John Kerry with a wig”
1:57:38 New meme: Sustenex ad using pharmaceutical model, “I began to have several discomforts with my digestive system”, “even Dr. Oz writes that he likes Sustenex!” (CotD)
2:01:54 Reports of suicides and other Chantix side effects “accidentally” submitted to FDA through wrong channels; JCD on lost passport documents sent to outdated State Department PO Box
2:06:22 E. coli outbreak in Germany; Spanish protesters roughed up; “mysterious explosion” in Tripoli, $40bn from NATO for broke provisional government; 500 Chinese working on Berlin-Warsaw A2 highway, Obama promises Poland visa waivers to encourage shopping on 5th Avenue
2:11:15 Shadow Puppet Theater: former New Hampshire Sen. Judd Gregg hired by Goldman Sachs as international adviser; finance minister Jean-Claude Juncker threatens to cut off IMF money from Greece, ACC: “wonder how rat meat tastes?”, JCD recommends cookbook Unmentionable Cuisine, “and there’s a lot of recipes, by the way, for squirrel”

0:00:00 JCD: “Well aren’t you special!”

0:00:35 ACC *deja vu* with eruption of Icelandic volcano Grímsvötn; Christine Lagarde jumping the gun with @lagarde_imf; German pundit to Russia Today: “Greek could leave the euro area without any big problems”, 40% youth unemployment, beach privatization, youth “irked” by similar unemployment in Spain; Dominique Strauss-Kahn’s hotel room number 2806, June 28 deadline for Socialist Party primaries, possible Putin-Sarkozy collusion, hotel room upgrade

0:14:54 Obama’s “Irish roots” tour, Westminster Abbey guestbook signature dated 2008, ACC: “this is probably the other Obama and they had him in a deep sleep”; Enda Kenny’s “tribute” stolen from “the dream of our ancestors” speech; Parliament’s Black Rod “curtain rod”

0:21:55 Lucifer Clinton and “High Priestess of the European Union” Baroness Ashton, US-EU Framework Agreement for “crisis management operations”, Lucifer to scripted Katie Couric: “calling out” Iran for support of Syria, “slow but steady progress” in Libya, Wicked Witch of the West “there’s no magic wand, if there were we’d be waving it like crazy”; signing ceremony with “chinless wonder” Ashton, “as always, Kathy and I had a lot to talk about”, “we welcome the EU’s decision to open an office in Benghazi”; previous agreements for Kosovo and Congo

0:35:57 NATO bombing in Tripoli, eight Libyan ships sunk, Apache helicopters in “no fly zone”

0:38:34 Producer Segment: twotothehead.com

0:54:59 *The Bold and the Beautiful* “I should have told you about those berries”; Oprah’s final show Distraction of the Week: HBO’s *Too Big to Fail* a pro-banker Ministry of Truth “piece of crap”

0:59:46 Administration claims Obama was not in “The Beast” limo stuck in Dublin parking structure

1:01:03 CNBC’s Mark Haines dead at 65 a week after Erin Burnett’s departure

1:03:23 MedUni Vienna researchers find lithium in water reduces suicide rates

1:05:27 And Now Back to Real News: New Zealand truck driver survives body inflation after falling onto compressed air hose between cab and trailer, final word from BBC: “Mr. McCormack confirmed that the air was gradually escaping his body in the way that air usually does”

1:08:15 Ask Adam: NTSB finds “no definitive cause” for plane crash that killed Sen. Ted Stevens, collision avoidance maneuver, ACC: “they died from lack of speed”; bullcrap story of Air France 447 Airbus A330 falling from 40k feet without masks deploying; JCD on A380s landing at SFO, 747 piano bars, ACC story: flying MGM Grand Air with Sean Penn and family

1:17:38 Gene Simmons unimpressed with Obama’s call for Israel to return to 1967 border

1:25:31 Obama’s U2 reception in Ireland; 26 standing ovations for Benjamin Netanyahu in Congress

1:27:28 Donation Segment: NPR ombudsman defends its Soros money, BBC advertorials for Dupont

1:42:52 Elizabeth Warren gets antsy and resorts to royal “we” over scheduling conflict during Consumer Financial Protection Bureau confirmation hearing; David Cameron in press conference with Obama on terrorism: “both our people have suffered at our ha... at its hands”

1:49:07 Douchebag Harry Reid desperate to pass PATRIOT Act extension, “we cannot this expire”, Sen. Rand Paul working “for terrorists to cover up their gun purchases”, Paul addresses “scurrilous accusation”, “shut up, slave” cloture vote, extension slipped into small business bill’s “and for other purposes”, Sen. Ron Wyden hunting at secret PATRIOT Act

2:00:59 Ron Paul to Congress: “the last nail is being driven into the coffin of the American republic”, “without this understanding our endless, unnamed, and undeclared wars will continue and our wonderful experience with liberty will end” (CotD); Ms. Micky’s friend brings up Bilderberg Group; JCD predicts “great movies” in cycles-theoretic parallel with the 1970s
306 We Live!!!(2011-05-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “They tried to make me go to rehab and I said, *chick, when’s my flight?*”

0:00:37 Apocalypse fails to materialize, CBS package on Rapture prediction by Harold Camping; 8.4 magnitude earthquake in Libya scrubbed from internet geological sites

0:09:09 Ted Kaczynski linked to 1982 Tylenol cyanide case, Scott Bartz’ book *The Tylenol Mafia* implicates Johnson & Johnson supply chain tampering, ACC Red Book: smoking gun DNA

0:17:51 Arnold Schwarzenegger potentially blackmailed over illegitimate child; ACC’s hearing loss vs JCD’s hearing protection, name the Eric Clapton band contest; JCD’s PC disassembly video

0:26:47 Producer Segment; spotting private investigators and process servers

0:39:16 Patriot Act extended four years “now with new improved lone wolf provisions” in spite of Republican and Obama posturing, JCD: “why don’t we just call it the national socialist agenda?”; Obama’s Middle East “meme-fest” speech: support for the “lone blogger”, Gaddafi’s war on his own people “promising to hunt them down like rats”, “matter of days and not a matter of weeks” revisited, “people expect the transformation of the region to be resolved in a matter of weeks, but it will be years before this story reaches its end”, JCD: “what??”


1:01:28 George Takei “that is so Takei!” in response to Tennessee “Don’t Say Gay” bill, “any time you need to say the word gay, you can simply say Takei”; missionaries massing near JCD’s home

1:05:00 Shadow Puppet Theater: DHS cybersecurity chief Philip Reitinger steps down

1:07:10 NASCAR announcer: “Carl Edwards is shitting in the car”

1:09:03 British “super injunction” on allegations against Royal Bank of Scotland’s Fred “the Shred” Goodwin; douchebag MP “the law of privilege, of privacy” flub, Judge David Neuberger: “a degree of secrecy is often necessary to do justice”, ACC: “my name is Lord Frothymix”

1:18:42 Scandal over Rupert Murdoch’s *The Sun* hacking into voicemails of celebrities and politicians

1:20:21 British radio satire: “dry comment about how shit the weather is in our part of the world before signing off with a reminder that the news will be on again in one hour!”

1:23:46 Donation Segment

1:33:23 Corny “ethnics” dialogue from 1956 film *Crime in the Streets*; upcoming “Douchebag Billboard Awards”, Bono throws *Spider-Man* director Julie Taymor under the bus; @whitegrilproblem

1:43:18 Obama’s bewildering pardons for decades-old crimes such as selling illegal alligator hides

1:49:09 ACC shifts Red Book prediction “Egypt Guy” to replace Dominique Strauss-Kahn to Chicago native Christine Lagarde, former chair of Libya sanctions advisor Baker & McKenzie

1:54:23 Required financial statement from Vivek Kundra MIA; *LA Times* article by Michael Hiltzik on FCC Commissioner Meredith Attwell Baker’s revolving door jump to Comcast


2:05:55 Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accuses West of stealing its rain using weather modification; China gives Pakistan 50 JF-17 fighter jets, another $4.8bn for Congo; journalists attacked in Libya

2:12:41 Obama: “it’s no coincidence that one of the leaders of Tahrir Square was an executive for Google”, ACC: “hello everybody, G.W. Obama here, ehh, with Michelle, and Talika and Mahama!”; fawning 18-minute BBC interview; “glaring” contest with Benjamin Netanyahu

1027
0:00:00 ACC: “How ‘bout you, are you traumatized?” JCD: “Uggghhhhhhh!” (2:16:45)
0:00:37 JCD on Hillary’s warm-up act for Obama speech: “she’s got her hand under her armpit and she’s making some sort of farting noise ... she’s makin’ dogs out of long balloons!”
0:02:34 Upcoming May 21 end of the world from Genesis 7:4 numerology
0:06:29 Dominique Strauss-Kahn’s “Al Gore hit” with carpet DNA samples, criminal complaint “forcibly grabbed informant’s vaginal area”, IMF press briefing with top brass itineraries; Bilderberger Fareed Zakaria on proposed bank transaction “FAT Tax”, JCD Goldman Sachs high-frequency trading attack theory; José Manuel Barroso: Strauss-Kahn’s successor should be European, Timothy Geithner all-in on John Lipsky, ACC predicts Egyptian Finance Minister
0:19:39 Attorney Roy Black on Strauss-Kahn “perp walk” coordinated by NYPD and tabloids, Alan Dershowitz: “intended to present him as guilty and as looking predatory”; document showing bin Laden all-in on Arab Spring; “French douchebag” Bernard-Henri Lévy: “everybody knows that Dominique Strauss-Kahn is not exactly anyone”, unimpressed with Sarkozy “plot theory”
0:33:09 Wolf Blitzer taken aback by International Criminal Court arrest warrant for Gaddafi for rape “assisted by the distribution of Viagra or Viagra-like products” to “rape women as an act of war”, lisping ICC prosecutor: “there’s some information with Viagra, so, it’s like a machete”
0:51:25 Trump candidacy irrelevant after bin Laden assassination; Rick Santorum battling Urban Dictionary “frothy mixture of lube and fecal matter” in Google results; douchebag Thom Hartmann “frothy mix of lies and nonsense”; Rachel Maddow’s “Santorum” Google search
1:02:51 Gabby Giffords chipped and ready for presidential run
1:03:46 “You don’t know me, Castle!” bad acting; “you’re Adam Curry” Another World clip
1:06:21 Annoy John: Vivek Kundra to The Economist on his grand achievement of tracking D.C. snowplows, “you’re going to need realtime dashboards telling you what the attack vectors look like”, “how do we disrupt the sort of the textbook space” in education, “app economy”
1:12:34 White House bans Boston Herald in retaliation for Mitt Romney op-ed, Orlando Sentinel reporter locked in closet by O’Brien staff; International Strategy for Cyberspace document
1:36:59 Donation Segment: Joss Whedon “In the Morning” tweet; ACC reading Don Cambou’s book
1:57:58 Movie Clip of the Week: Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid
2:09:58 Facebook to use Microsoft PhotoDNA to spot illegal images; Monsanto’s 4k seed varieties; San Francisco circumcision ban on ballot; atmospheric warming over Japan ahead of Fukushima, JCD story: fake NASA guy speaking in Korea, NOAA warning about 2013 solar storm peak
304 Chimp in Heat (2011-05-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “What evidence is there of this?”
0:00:34 Crackdown on unruly behavior at Bay to Breakers race, San Francisco nightclub thumbprints
0:02:07 “Super-elite” socialist IMF Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn accused of sexual assault at New York hotel, “Parisians reacted with horror”, comparisons to “chimpanzee in heat”; New York Post account of Strauss-Kahn bursting naked from bathroom, JCD: “Al-le-Gore-ical story” with “poodle in heat” parallel; scheduled meeting with Angela Merkel on Greek debt restructuring, The Guardian “deep shit” quote, Haiku Herman in China peddling Greek debt
0:08:33 Introduced: Azerbaijan wins Eurovision Song Contest with “piece of crap” Running Scared
0:19:52 Producer Segment: “Gitmo Nation Clove Cigarettes” bootleg DVDs; noagendashow.eu
0:30:33 Ms. Micky’s sheep laugh; The View clone The Gossip Queens on “Bling Ring” celebrity burglars, pleaserobme.com, Fourth Amendment and domain name seizures
0:35:19 Lame new “three drunks” Hot Pockets theme, CVC’s meeting with inventor
0:36:51 Lucy Napolitano to CBS on “lone wolf” issue of those “radicalized via the internet”, “Usama” disambiguation theory, ACC: “President Obama”, Katie Couric “veritable treasure trove” meme, Napolitano rail meme, ACC: “Rail LaHood”, “inspired by al-Qaeda” meme, Dulles TSA “nerve center” tour; Bill Clinton repeats “veritable treasure trove” to Maria Bartiromo, skeptical about Pakistan, “Dr. al-Zawahiri”, al-Qaeda operating like “franchise”
0:47:06 Former CIA Richard Clark to Bill Maher: “we’re not on the road out” of Afghanistan, “the only worse ally you could have is Pakistan”; Charles Krauthammer compares Afghanistan to Otto von Bismark’s view of the Balkans: “not worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier”, ACC: “that metaphor really speaks to me”, “Pakistan is the prize, or to put it another way, Pakistan is the problem” recovery; Manhattan Institute spook Judith Miller on Obama’s “month wiggle room” after 60-day Libya withdrawal deadline
0:56:40 Chaz Bono making the book rounds; Obama’s March 21 “not a matter of weeks” revisited
1:00:54 Osama bin Laden diary in “veritable treasure trove”: “don’t bother” assassinating O’Biden; mysterious disappearing satellite dish in compound photos, JCD “burqa porn”
1:04:41 JCD’s lame soap opera “the lady with the scalpel is as high as a kite” dialogue
1:06:44 House votes 392-15 to fund intelligence organizations on heels of bin Laden killing; JFK: “there is very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be seized upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the very limits of official censorship and concealment”
1:14:18 Hillary Lucifer Clinton on bin Laden “war room” photo: “well!”, “I don’t even think I was aware there was a photographer there”; Obama to no longer re-enact announcements for press
1:19:56 Donation Segment: Bill Clinton all-in on internet ratings agency “like National Public Radio”
1:40:42 Two to the Head: high-profile lawyer Darnay Hoffman stabs himself in the chest
1:42:59 Texas House bill to outlaw TSA groping “including through the clothing”
1:44:45 Indiana Supreme Court: homeowners cannot resist illegal police searches, decision by Justice Steven H. David, JCD: “he looks like a drunk!”, appointed by Mitch Daniels, ACC: “Micky, take Indiana off the map!”; low-flying planes and power outages at ACC’s “porn house”
1:53:07 foodforthebrain.org online Alzheimer’s test, GPS “smart shoes”, caregivers at risk of “catching” dementia; NPR on HIV antiviral regimen “cure”; Peace Corps rape allegations
2:05:33 Ask Adam: broadcasting “package” with transition to soundproof booth for voiceover
2:10:03 Ask John: first annual EMC Data Hero Visionary Award goes to Vivek Kundra
303 Starship Troopers 4 (2011-05-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t want sugar in my croissant.” (2:09:34)
0:00:37 Fukushima reactor core #1 fuel exposed to air
0:01:46 Sen. James Inhofe describes “grueling” Osama bin Laden photos: “three of the first twelve pictures were of Obama when he was alive”, bullet wound from ear to eye socket; JCD on Congressional alcoholism, ACC’s Uncle Don planning invasion over late-night scotch
0:08:15 Google smear campaign by PR firm Burson-Marsteller commissioned by Facebook
0:13:26 PR shill Sarah H. Bridges with in-studio IFB to Fox on multi-million-dollar settlements for child vaccine injuries, interviewer’s scripted “cover up”, JCD on subtle push for DNA collection; North Carolina schools raffling iPods for vaccinations; South Park “HumancentiPad”
0:27:20 Ten-second global warming ad from defunct site letsactnow.org; British government propaganda asserting impact on Wi-Fi; warnings from Vatican panel
0:31:55 Chuck Schumer proposes train “no-ride list”; CNN’s Paul Cruickshank on “lone wolves” hanging out on Facebook; Allahu akbar-screaming Yemeni’s attempt to invade American Airlines cockpit thwarted by passengers, TSA looking like idiots; TSA “poop police” infant patdown
0:44:06 Producer Segment: reindeer Hot Pockets proposal; ACC interview by Producer Maynard
0:53:52 Law & Order “I got whipped plenty, and I’m a marketing executive”; “bristle side down”
0:55:25 Van Rompuy’s Europe Day “together forever” haiku; UN press event “they need a shake-hand”
0:58:20 JCD irked by “veggies” in e-mail, “yum” in Yelp reviews (JCDPPotD)
1:00:07 ACC: “the slaves are revolting!” in Greece, Denmark pulling out of Schengen Agreement; right-wing flap over rapper Common’s “abhorrent” song lyrics and White House invitation
1:06:34 Condoleezza Rice shilling for intelligence services to Fareed Zakaria
1:10:21 And Now Back to Real News: Eurovision Song Contest; FIFA bribed for Qatar selection
1:14:58 “Bit-curious” ACC: Bitcoin “virtual equivalent of gold”, BTC 100 for one Daily Source Code
1:21:13 O’Biden to returning troops: “the only thing that’s more exciting than seeing you gettin’ off, is watching your families watch y’all get off”; The Onion on Obama’s “high-speed bus plan”
1:22:44 Trains Good Planes Bad: JCD’s $40 train to Seattle; Ray LaHood to Morning Joe: bin Laden may or may not have threatened rail, $2bn in upgrades for Congress, “we just signed agreements with our freight rail friends”; JCD “it’s pretty suspicious if you ask me!” ringtone
1:21:19 Shadow Puppet Theater: Meredith Attwell Baker leaving FCC for Comcast, Sheila Bair leaving FDIC; Robert G. Taub moved from military to Postal Regulatory Commission
1:52:48 “See something say something” stolen by DHS from Starship Troopers 3, “hey, citizen!”
1:56:47 Chuck Grassley “shut up slave” for AT&T shutting rural carriers out of roaming agreements
2:06:26 Al Jazeera on Nepali UN camp latrines and Haiti cholera outbreak; Bill & Hillary Clinton delegation to Martelly inauguration, $2M from Clinton Bush Haiti Fund for Royal Oasis Hotel
2:06:31 “Sugar is sugar” propaganda from cornsugar.com, JCD finding HFCS in bread and croissants
2:10:10 Cheesy General Hospital dialogue to celebrate end of soap operas, ACC’s Another World gig
2:12:49 Navy suspends same-sex marriage; Gunter Sachs suicide; Wael Ghonim’s book Revolution 2.0
2:16:31 FBI wiretap documents FOIA’ed by ACLU redact names of carriers ratting out customers
2:18:17 Libya opposition to visit White House in spite of still-living Gaddafi: 2012 defense bill hiding updated AUMF with “associated forces” language; rumors of FEMA boxcars with shackles
0:00:00 JCD: “Mine says my computer is fast.” ACC: “Really?”
0:00:40 “Lone wolf” howl iso: script-reading George Stephanopoulos on promises of retaliation from al-Qaeda, “mother lode” of files from bin Laden compound, Pierre Thomas: “greatest hits album of al-Qaeda aspirations”, “numerous hallmark al-Qaeda plots”, JCD: “that sounded like Doug!”, minority recruitment, threats on trains; Obama “no takin’ off your shoes” revisited
0:10:15 MSNBC at war with Republicans, JCD: Ed Schultz hate-mongering “psychopath”; Condoleezza Rice to douchebag Lawrence O’Donnell on aluminum tubes: “we didn’t go to Iraq to bring democracy any more that dealing with Adolf Hitler was to bring democracy to Germany”
0:17:04 Col. Lawrence Wilkerson: Rumsfeld’s “hordes of intelligence” claim “preposterous”, based on reports from his lackeys, “let me waterboard Donald Rumsfeld, and then we’ll see if he says it’s torture or not!”, potential war crimes charges; JCD on Bush 43’s avoidance of travel
0:21:26 Joe O’Biden looking more and more like Henry Winkler, warm-up act for Obama at Fort Campbell, commiseration with troops “back up in those damn mountains”, “assaulters” who nailed bin Laden, lame story of granddaughter mistaking SEALs and whales
0:25:30 ACC “warning, warning!” of pilot whales beaching in Florida
0:26:20 Producer Segment: snakelips.com and digitaldictatorship.com
0:33:26 Larry King’s Alzheimer’s show; federal crackdown on medical marijuana dispensaries in spite of Obama’s promise, pharmaceutical industry seeking a monopoly
0:36:16 C-SPAN on closed Pentagon briefing for press, “lots of new information and a lot of new details are coming out”, “death throes” for al-Qaeda, al-Zawahiri unpopular; attempted droning of al-Awlaki in Yemen; bin Laden “home videos” with redacted audio, “most interesting one” footage of bin Laden watching himself on 13-inch TV with grey beard
0:43:39 Joy Behar: “it’s possible that a $6M book deal would have worked just as well”; Hannity co-host: “Joy Behar is an idiot”; CEO of failing Oprah Winfrey Network fired, Mother’s Day special with Julia Roberts and Lucifer Clinton discussing their hair, ACC: “no wonder Bill went for Monica”; Clinton on yawning gesture as possible “early Spring allergic cough”
0:50:01 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser with Alec Baldwin and Kirstie Alley; MKULTRA Eva Longoria on meeting Obama with Emilio Estevez to “reframe the immigration argument, or, the immigration conversation”, “it was like a brainstorming room”, /látinas/ pronunciation
0:57:30 Idiot Rep. Mel Watt’s “uhhh”-laced question for Ben Bernanke: “to what extent are you all doing things in these areas, studying, or looking down the road, uh, to, uh, to anticipate, uh, some of these issues?” like climate change; Fox News meme-fest on “the new al-Qaeda” run by “web-savvy” Anwar al-Awlaki, “if they were just to find some amenable lone wolfs here who could simultaneously go out with guns”, “virulent ideology” against US government
1:09:42 Donation Segment
1:25:18 “Can you teach a pig table manners?” from Pakistani journalist for CBS’ Sheila McVicker
1:29:24 Target ad with kids enthusing about biochemistry: echoing “if elected, I promise flu shots for all”; assisted living ad for Rush Limbaugh target audience
1:32:52 Prospect of Greece leaving EU; douchebag Marc Grossman working for Lucifer Clinton as Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan; Lucy Napolitano “lone wolf” for Homeland Security Committee; House and Senate immunity bills for citizens ratting on each other
1:44:35 Lobster expert all-in on eating “shedders”; ACC perplexed by proposals for Bitcoin donations
1:53:26 Dutch traffic cameras looking for erratic drivers; Brian Williams predicts Memphis flooding
301  Code 33  (2011-05-05)

0:00:00 ACC: (heavy metal) “Timmy! Timmy! Go, go, Timmy!” (1:59:08)
0:00:39 Thanks to Military Industrial Intelligence Complex for Osama bin Laden assassination, Fox News “Usama” standard vs Osama/Obama goof compilation, “federal agents discovered Obama’s secret location”; Hillary’s War Room yawn misinterpreted as shock
0:07:56 Producer Segment: promo on producer Ryan’s Perth college radio show
0:16:01 Bloodthirsty Rachel Maddow tweeting in delight over bin Laden assassination; ABC’s animated re-enactment, “stealth Blackhawk helicopter” with “a little disk over the rotors”, ACC: tail section “movie set”, “bullcrap” side-by-side sound comparison
0:22:58 ABC gushes over “Team Six” dissolved in 1987, upcoming book Team Six, “whoever pulled the trigger on Osama bin Laden was the best of the best”, Boneshakers Sports Bar patrons weigh in, cyber sound effects, “double tap to the head”, “they have gazelle legs, no waist”, JCD: “what is he, an ant?”, “modified grooming standards” to blend in in Pakistan, “he may even have pieces of shrapnel or frag still in him from previous firefight”; The View’s “bloodthirsty women” yammering about Hillary’s “feminine gesture” in the “Situation Room”, no mention of second woman Audrey Tomason; Sean Hannity demanding thanks for Bush 43’s torture program; ACC on Obama doing nothing other than golfing, staged speech do-over for cameras
0:38:08 Pakistani Ambassador Husain Haqqani to Wolf Blitzer on April 28 on Prime Minister Yousaf Gillani calling on Karzai to “dump” US: “it’s very interesting that this story broke yesterday”, trilateral meeting on May 3 with Marc Grossman, connection to Cohen Group military-industrial complex lobbyist active in India, Gillani’s call for cooperation with “all-weather friend” China, “we have never looked upon the United States and China as rivals” lie
0:47:30 CFR President Richard Haass to Stephen Colbert: Pakistan “about the most anti-American country I know”, no argument for staying in Afghanistan; Francis Fukuyama to Colbert: “weakening” argument for staying in Afghanistan, “be afraid of the Chinese”; JCD on Congress extorting campaign money out of oil companies by threatening tax breaks, ACC on $62bn Glencore IPO, pre-9/11 threats against Taliban over Unocal pipeline; Haass to Dick Durbin: “I believe we can protect our core interests with a modest investment”, Durbin: “that isn’t what I thought I was voting for”; Nord Stream pipeline with Poland bypass now in operation
1:04:23 C-SPAN caller: guest Andrew Exum “surely knows that bin Laden died in 2001”; CBS “if you see something say something” preroll, bin Laden retaliation “soft targets” meme, “less dramatic” than 9/11, JCD: “this violates all the rules of terrorism!”, “the future could include security checkpoints entering all soft targets”, scripted man on the street “better to be safe than story”; ACC-JCD “can you believe this bullcrap!” phone call, off-script Andrew Napolitano for end of show, “coincidental” timing with Saddam Hussein tape, NLE 2011 exercise
1:16:05 Author Vince Flynn to KQRS on bin Laden operation inspired by his book Memorial Day; Pakistani press asserting US came in second; author Lawrence Wright: “I can’t go writing screenplays for the CIA”; Rachel Maddow to Jon Stewart: “if you think that Osama bin Laden is the distraction that America needs” from birth certificate; Charles Krauthammer on need to release photos, “I’m not speaking about the kooks”; Maddow: demand for photos “a country that I don’t recognize”, reveals content of Obama’s announcement leaked to media
1:26:34 Donation Segment
1:36:23 JCD theory: bin Laden killed in course of CIA extraction, turned or captured by ISI, 2002 Bali bomber Nazih Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai’s arrest after meeting with bin Laden, Seal Team
Six an extraction group, unplanned assassination; Booz Allen terrorism expert: bin Laden bouncing around between resort towns, CIA promotion for Ayman al-Zawahiri; Col. David Hunt to Bill O’Reilly: bin Laden “prisoner in a gilded cage” held by ISI, “they destroyed that helicopter because they didn’t want the Pakistanis to get the technology” to give China; JCD on “3” code to CIA requesting extraction; PBS on “mock compound” in Afghanistan; bullcrap “Muslim” burial at sea and laughable bombing plan; “Murder Inc.” Stanley McChrystal

1:52:12 Neighborhood kids paid off after throwing soccer balls over fence of bin Laden’s “huge” mansion
1:55:30 NYT’s Louise Story on “Timmy!” Geithner talking Andrew Cuomo out of criminal charges
1:59:21 WikiLeaks cable with plans for EU-style North American Initiative; Canadian election gains for “bunch of communists” New Democratic Party; Green Party shut out of debates and cut off by interviewer; ACC gripes about interview “we’re going to have to leave it there”

2:05:25 Proliferation of “Code 33” instances even Tweeted about by Katy Perry
2:07:50 “War Room” mystery woman Audrey Tomason, Adm. Michael Mullen’s father a prominent Hollywood publicist, Hill+Knowlton expanding client base
2:09:43 Erin Burnett leaving CNBC for CNN; Julian Assange interview Russia Today semi-hottie: Facebook “most appalling spying machine that has ever been invented”, “built-in interfaces for US intelligence” for automation of spying
2:14:44 White House takes down announcement of CIA shill Ryan Crocker as Ambassador to Afghanistan
2:17:37 Shadow Puppet Theater: John Ashcroft to head Blackwater ethics committee
2:18:42 Portugal’s €78bn bailout with cuts to health and education, ACC: “die and be stupid”; douchebag Bill Clinton calls for more transparency in use of Haiti relief money
2:22:19 JAMA article contradicting killer salt meme; Alzheimer’s linked to obesity
Show 300! (2011-05-01)

0:00:00 Sir Geoff Smith No Agenda In the Morning acoustic version, JCD: “Hit it!”
0:03:38 ACC watching C-SPAN and shopping with Bobbi Eden and Ms. Micky in hot tub
0:06:32 “Douchebag show” White House Correspondents’ Dinner: douchebag Wolf Blitzer, ACC: “all he was missing was a cravat”, Donald Trump set up by Washington Post, ABC guest Eric Holder; Obama’s long-form birth certificate signed by U.K.L. Lee “ukelele”; Seth Meyers mocking everyone but Obama: C-SPAN “one unpaid electric bill away from being a radio station”, “everyone knows how the MSNBC party works: President Obama makes the Kool-Aid and everyone there drinks it”, Miss USA “will streamline their search for a Vice President”
0:18:52 Obama weekly address outtake video; Michele Bachmann “born in Canada” and Tim “Hosni” Pawlenty, Jon Huntsman “learned English to come here”, Romney universal healthcare, “no one is prouder to put this birth certificate matter to rest than The Donald”, “he can finally get back to focusing on the issues that matter, like did we fake the Moon landing”, “where are Biggie and Tupac?”; Trump pandering to “real ally” Israel in Las Vegas, “we can’t even beat Libya”; 29% in poll as independent, “if I can’t win I’m not doing it for any other reason”, ACC: “I think he’s in it”; gold at $1556
0:33:55 Producer Segment: high-ranking elites immune to cancer death; Sir Geoff Smith history
0:50:22 Washington Post douchebag after-party photo essay; Valerie “slum lord” Jarrett to Joe Madison on Obama’s college transcripts: “I don’t think anyone would debate his intelligence”
0:53:21 Daily Show’s John Oliver satirizes Royal Wedding: “utter fucking bollocks” vs “they’re seeing something which is glamorous and which they aspire to”; activist Charlie Veitch arrested for “conspiracy to cause a public nuisance”, Veitch’s girlfriend: “that’s why he uses a megaphone and not weapons, like what you guys carry”, “that makes me feel that you’re slaves”
1:01:11 ACC walking on eggshells watching wedding with Ms. Micky; archbishop’s impressive eyebrows
1:02:26 Ask Adam: wedding party sequestered in back room, “does some sex act have to take place?”, London bookies betting on Queen’s hat color and first to cry “John Boehner”
1:05:07 Trains Good Planes Bad: US High Speed Rail Association’s Andy Kunz to Fox Business’ Stuart Varney: “well, we have to build it, I mean I don’t know what else we’re gonna have for a transportation in twenty years from now”, Varney cites Chinese situation “worse than the subprime crash”, lamed Iraq War cost argument; JCD on PR firms rolling out the interns
1:15:24 JCD on Obama’s Montgomery Burns praying mantis hand pose: saluted and passed a note by military guard; Miami Dade College DREAM Act commencement speech, “I’m only going to be president a little bit longer”; JCD: Hillary “too old to run”; ACC predicts behind-closed-doors meetings with celebrities for immigration reform; Obama disses Matt Damon
1:24:30 David Brooks: Obama “best education president”, no meetings with Paul Ryan
1:29:46 British Journal of Psychiatry article on lithium slowing onset of Alzheimer’s disease
1:32:52 Overmodulated recording of phone call to Iraqi MP from Saddam Hussein
1:34:13 Donation Segment: Obama quietly delaying don’t ask don’t tell repeal
1:51:09 Executive Order replaying Libya script with Syria; Susan Rice propagating fiction of Gaddafi issuing soldiers Viagra so they can effectively rape women, ACC: “Muhammad! I have had this hard-on for more than four hours!”; Washington Week in Review “follow the bouncing ball” on career musical chairs, “General Petraeus will continue to do his job in the CIA, and, and, and, and…”, Obama devotee Gwen Ifill, CIA “dropping bombs in Pakistan”; Libya in danger of food crisis; Ron Paul CIA coup revisited
CBC casualty estimates and “reports of unburied bodies” in Syria, Indiana Twitter user translating YouTube videos; NPR On the Media on @JamesMTitus Twitter-bot created by Berkeley-based Web Ecology Project

Debt ceiling predictions; lisping former Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill to Bloomberg: Geithner using “financial accounting tricks”, “people who are threatening to not pass the debt ceiling are our version of al-Qaeda terrorists”; incoherent Patty’s Mexican Table salsa entremet

Sony password exfiltration as grounds for stepped-up cybersecurity; haughty Lucy Napolitano staking out “civilian side of the government and for the intersection with the private sector”, ACC: “I bet you she dresses up at night in, like, leathers with a whip and stuff ... high boots, with a cap ... whipping some guy who’s wearing a diaper”

Jean-Paul Pougala article on $400M North African communications satellite mostly bankrolled by Gaddafi, undercutting $500M yearly fee to Western interests and “billions of dollars in debt and interest that the initial loan would generate for years to come, and in an exponential manner ... in order to plunder the African Continent”, Obama’s stolen assets “Libyan contribution to three key projects”, “it is easy, then, to understand the French wrath against Gaddafi”, Côte d’Ivoire’s “enemy of Africa” Alassane Ouattara a puppet of France, “it is increasingly obvious that after Libya, the Western coalition will go after Algeria”

Upcoming Brood XIX cicada hatch; Great ShakeOut drills coincident with tornado outbreak, FEMA twiddling thumbs; Wall Street Journal Magazine “decadent bullcrap” on restoration of Haiti’s Iron Gate Market

Magic Numbers: stock market 33-month high and dollar 33-month low

Outro: David Brooks on destructiveness of self-esteem movement for end of show
299  It’s Tiara Time!  (2011-04-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’ve seen the picture of the hole.” ACC: “On TV!” (1:49:33)
0:00:32  Day seven of ACC’s flu compared to DMT hangover
0:02:33  Panetta’s move from CIA to DoD made public amid major distractions Donald Trump and Royal Wedding: wedding “who doesn’t love some royal bunting?” media idiocy compilation
0:09:11  Obama obliquely references birth certificate and Donald Trump: “we’re not gonna be able to do it if we are distracted”, “if we just make stuff up”, “sideshows and carnival barkers”; birth certificate Kenya vs British East Africa, 1978 hospital name change, magic 33 date sum; ACC on state birth certificate laws and $9.1M collateral theory; Trump to John King: “I have done a great service to the American people”, ACC: Trump playing controlled opposition role
0:20:28  Press corps unimpressed by refusal to discuss Panetta move; George W. Bush skeptical, Panetta a Republican appointee, CIA’s heroin “pin money”
0:25:19  Producer Segment: treasury.gov donation page; terrorist Casio watches
0:45:26  Producer note on Obama’s oil price manipulation taskforce as campaign shakedown; Ben Bernanke blames oil prices on Chinese demand, Middle East supply disruptions “as everyone knows who watches television”, Fed unable to do anything about gas prices “without derailing growth entirely”, JCD: “we try to solve crime … but then crime would be out of control”
0:55:36  Smokin’ hot Ayesha Gaddafi taking Hillary Clinton to task for not leaving her sleazy husband; Egyptian revolutionary Gigi Ibrahim to Jon Stewart on her induction into the movement: “I took a class” at American University in Cairo called “The Social Mobilization Under Authoritarian Regime”; C-SPAN journalists and Rachel Maddow disdainful of Anderson Cooper
1:07:55  Boeing CEO on Chinese plan to build 45-55 new airports in next five years, J-20 stealth fighter
1:14:21  Ron Paul posed the question “how do we get out of the war?” by Whoopi Goldberg on The View, answer “a good president would just march home”, “both parties are war parties”; Rock Creek Free Press on Fox News dirty tricks against Ron Paul
1:19:14  Entertainment Tonight MILF Jane Seymour, Royal Wedding night vision cameras, “and it’s tiara time!”; Good Morning America on mybestfit clothing size body scanning kiosks: “think TSA minus the fun patdown!”; vendor Unique Solutions’ “largest database of body measurements that reflect the true size and shape of today’s consumer”
1:29:30  Donation Segment
1:38:19  CNN California Psychics ad with pharmaceutical ad soundtrack; Abilify ad with depression ameba and warnings on movie screen, JCD: “so if you’re gonna have impaired motor skills and confusion, how are you supposed to call your doctor?”
1:44:44  CBC on escape of 500 Taliban fighters from Kandahar prison through underground tunnel, Governor Toryalai Wesa: “it was a new technique, a new method”, reporter: “and what does it look like?”, ACC: “it looks like a hole!”, tunnel passing security checkpoints and highway unnoticed for six months, “that was a surprise for us too”; next-day follow-up for end of show
1:51:37  Ryan Gosling spokeshole for Congo with handler John Prendergast; atrocities over columbite-tantalite “coltan” mineral used in electronic components
1:59:23  Alzheimer’s “vaccine” in upcoming film Rise of the Planet of the Apes; Glee pushing rubella vaccine: “her parents are hippies who don’t believe in vaccinations”
2:04:06  The Great Central US ShakeOut FEMA drill “drop, cover, and hold on”, online “quake quiz”
2:09:09  Monsanto self-policing; George W. Bush afraid to go abroad; House moon base bill; magic 33s; Food Revolution on origin of beef; salt substitute Cardio-mate; more magic 33s
JCD: “There’s a wife-swapping underground of people in RVs.”

ACC and Mimi’s “three-week flu” potentially extending 60 days, JCD’s “Clipapalooza”

Salinas “Eggstravaganza” Easter event “familiarizing kids with the Salinas Police Department”

Donald Trump’s ego plus election “perfect for the show”; JCD story: Billy Graham at UC using eye lights; Franklin Graham to Christiane Amanpour: “the more you listen to him the more you say to yourself, y’know, maybe the guy’s right”

#33 on Forbes Celebrity 100 list

Robin Leach to giddy Geraldo Rivera: Royal Wedding “schlock” waste of money, flamboyant Marcellas Reynolds in Kate Middleton’s trendsetting black dress

Producer Segment: noagendashow.ca and hotmaturepluckers.com


Mournful John McCain visiting Libyan hospitals; Col. Ralph Peters to Juan Williams on “hero” McCain “trying to do the job that our runaway froudy-cat president just refuses to do”, rebels “not even sure” who they are; dehumanizing “boots on the ground” meme everywhere; The Ten Commandments “the more slaves we have the more bricks we make” iso

Obama telegraphing move against Syria, British Foreign Office urging evacuation; bomb plot in Indonesia, Justin Bieber “terima kasih”; joint US-Uganda “Atlas Drop” air exercise

Trains Good Planes Bad: National Train Day Rockin’ the Railway Concert with Gladys Knight; former Chinese Railway Minister Liu Zhijun fired in February for embezzlement and crippling $276bn in debt, speeds reduced 30mph for safety, JCD: “where’s Michael Moore?”

Biodiversitée: CNN’s T.J. Holmes confesses “eco-sins” for Earth Day; dreadful EPA propaganda rap song Click It – Flip It written by “certified performance nutritionist” Ted Coopwood

Donation Segment: NPR’s list of 2009 corporate sponsors; ACC’s biscuit tube injury

Erin Burnett proposes demolishing distressed properties since they are “not going to be stylish by the time people actually want to buy ‘em”, Deutsche Bank shill Joe LaVorgna and Rick Santelli all-in; Obama proposes three-point plan for gas prices after criticizing politicians for proposing three-point plans for gas prices, Eric Holder’s price manipulation taskforce

News package on revised Alzheimer’s diagnosis guidelines, bapineuzumab vaccine in the works, statins linked to memory loss, on the lookout for Law & Order vaccine plots

JCD discovers wife-swapping RV clubs, Sandals Resorts ad laced with double entendres

The Onion: Director Robert Mueller admits to Congress that FBI has solved no crimes since 2001; CNN hit piece on FBI misconduct; hints from Obama about moving Leon Panetta over to DoD; DHS VIPR terrorism drill in West Palm Beach

George W. Bush at Bill Frist portrait unveiling: “I can assure you, Bill, that we are delighted to be here to watch you hang”; JCD: Obama’s comic timing “impeccable”

Gwyneth Paltrow slammed for “comfortable with insensitivity”, Scott Adams to the rescue

Belgium government-less for one year; France pushing for Schengen Agreement suspension in face of mass migration from Libya, JCD on introduction of border controls after World War I

Michelle Obama employing 26 servants at cost of $1.75M per year; EU Parliament votes down austerity for itself; study links babies crying at night with future behavioral health problems
297 Obama’s Clutch Car (2011-04-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “This show is terrible! These people should be ashamed of themselves!” (1:51:03)
0:00:34 ACC and Ms. Micky down with flu; 04/21/2011 Skynet date; JCD: Obama talking himself out of 2012 campaign; Obama’s Facebook visit; JCD’s Rush Limbaugh style numbered clips
0:05:48 Obama’s pearls of wisdom on recovery: “I dunno if they still have clutch cars around here, anybody ever driven a clutch car?”; Mark Zuckerberg’s shit-eating grin; Obama: “you get all the specialists together with the primary care physician the first time you’re seen so that you’re not paying for multiple visits as well as multiple tests”, paying hospitals for hand washing
0:14:10 Prescription drug abuse more deadly than guns; California ad against legal immigration
0:16:48 Incongruity of ratings agencies treating US government like a corporation
0:20:15 Producer Segment: GMC Birchaven on offer for touring vehicle
0:34:45 Donald Trump’s election prospects, “Heinrich” Schwarzenegger for EU position; Trump squabbles with Stephanopoulos over Obama birth certificate: “George, they have co-opted you”
0:41:55 Michele Bachmann warned by ABC leaker about Stephanopoulos exhibiting Obama birth certificate, “that is not the main issue facing the United States right now”; Miami DHS drills
0:50:32 Obama flustered by Dallas TV interview: “why do you think you’re so unpopular in Texas?”, “a few percentage points” corrected, “I just said that wasn’t true” non-answer, muttered “lemme finish my answers the next time we do an interview”; Zuckerberg gushes about Race to the Top; Obama’s pause-laden “weasel words” on Paul Ryan budget; warning about collapsed I-35W bridge and fictitious “National Society of Engineers”; O’Biden and others nodding off
1:04:29 Lucifer Clinton at press conference with “Sweet Micky” Martelly: Haiti work “a personal goal of me, my husband, and many of us here”, “tèt kale” “bald head” slogan, delight at scripted Libya question, rebellion “spontaneous response” by “businesspeople, students, lawyers, doctors”
1:09:49 William Hague on troops “mentoring rather than training”, UN “all necessary measures” for civilians; Democracy Now Bahrain chaos; producer Schlumberger vs Halliburton theory
1:16:25 HLN babe Natasha Curry; Pepe Escobar on “Chiners” partnering with Gaddafi, running afoul of Pentagon AFRICOM, Syria “next domino to fall” to Saudi-backed Muslim Brotherhood, AFRICOM headquarters currently in Stuttgart; JCD on next targets Ivory Coast and Nigeria unexpectedly in news; flammable Chinese-made US flags for sale in Middle East
1:29:29 Xbox Operation Flashpoint: Red River intro cutscene Osama bin Laden history propaganda
1:34:08 Donation Segment
1:39:58 Lucy Napolitano to Bill O’Reilly on Arizona-Mexico border security: “well, uh, I say, look”; National Terrorism Advisory System social media and “a new website page”; to Morning Joe “shill show” on TSA groping six-year-old girl “professionally and according to the protocols”, douchebag “Dan” Scarborough: “remind Americans why we now check our liquids”, “a mother was taking her baby on a plane in Britain and willing to blow up the baby and the entire plane with the liquids”, ACC: “what??”, Lucy plugs Trusted Traveler biometric cards
1:53:39 Rep. Paul Brown on TSA SPOT and other worthless programs, “unfortunately, this is an issue that the Committee is unable to address today because of TSA’s refusal to attend”
2:02:32 And Now Back to Real News: “Charles Manson is crazy”; wrongful death lawsuit over 2007 Amber Alert delayed by sleeping police officer; sleeping airline pilots and FAA NextGen system; Oakland sexual predator forces victim to strip and flees; idiotic morning traffic report
2:09:17 Industry shill Max Reid: “high fructose corn syrup and sucrose are exactly the same”
2:14:56 State Department spokeshoe Mark Toner grilled about Bradley Manning for end of show
296  Highway to Hubris  (2011-04-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah, yeah, it’s what we do, I mean we manipulate the media because the media’s a bunch of idiots anyway.”  (2:09:29)

0:00:37  Bogus “secretly-recorded” Obama “you think we’re stupid?” fundraiser comments bashing Paul Ryan and White House phone system, meeting with Emir of Qatar, “reform, reform, reform, you’re seeing it on Al-Jazeera”, “there is no big move towards democracy in Qatar”, talks himself into corner with income disparities; AMC Inside The DHS reality show

0:10:59  Obama weekly address on Republican $4T deficit reduction “at a time when other nations are hustling to out-compete us”, elitist “people like me don’t need another tax cut”; Jay Carney’s Libya/Syria flub followed by “Larry” Lieberman “what we’re doing … in Libya is what the Arab world wants us to do”, JCD on Bashere Assad’s father murdering entire town of Hama, Lieberman “slaughter” and no-fly zone narratives, “freedom fighters”, “house to house” meme

0:21:19  Paul Craig Roberts to useless Russia Today interviewer: “Syria provides the Russian naval base in the Mediterranean”, NATO vs Russia and China, Americans “full of hubris”

0:28:49  Producer Segment

0:38:00  Uganda pipeline chaos; JCD’s Tarzan Escapes “Bwana come!”, Bill Cosby’s war on Amos & Andy; Joy Behar to Roseanne Barr: Obama “very good president, don’t you like him?”

0:42:30  C-SPAN explores $240M Treasury Building restoration project and Gilded Dome; “no one went to jail” meme and Levin Report, Clooney’s bailout film; Matt Taibbi to Anderson Cooper on Lloyd Blankfein’s prison prospects; Ron Paul proposes US “intellectually blame” Federal Reserve; Libyan rebels seeking $2bn loan; Obama’s March 21 “matter of days” revisited; January United Nations human rights report praises Gaddafi’s human rights track record

0:58:56  Tajazzle “put some bling in your fling” infomercial

1:00:50  White House memo on 32 U.S.C. §315 allowing military to masquerade as National Guard

1:04:58  CNN on TSA “behavior detection officers” on the lookout for anyone who “displays contempt for the screening process”, so-called “20th hijacker” Mohammed al-Qahtani described as having “body language that appear arrogant”, JCD recommends “zombie look” and “take your sweet time” with bins full of personal effects, ACC prone to static electric shocks from laptop

1:09:54  Author Joshua Holland asked about “right-wing Chicken Little narrative” vs China’s ownership of 9.6% of public debt, Social Security’s $2.6T “safest investment on planet earth”

1:20:28  And Now Back to Real News: Condoleezza Rice’s 30 Rock gig; Paris Hilton’s new reality show

1:22:18  WHO global vaccine sharing plan to prepare for flu pandemic; GSK relabeling Pandemrix to cite narcolepsy danger, JCD: “when’s the last time you ever read a label of a vaccine bottle?”

1:27:14  Donation Segment: Phyllis Schlafly on feminist domination of public schools, death of sports

1:37:00  New Zealand MP Claire Curran on “truly frightening” secret Trans-Pacific Partnership on intellectual property: leaked copy “must be stored in a locked or secured building, room, or container”, patent and copyright “evergreening”, patents on surgical procedures

1:47:05  YouTube Copyright School Rocky & Bullwinkle ripoff: “if YouTube finds you are a repeat offender, you’ll get banned for life!”, sped-up verbal fine print reading trivializing fair use

1:54:04  Belgian priest Vangheluwe admits sexually abusing nephews while denying being a pedophile; Ashton Kutcher and Demi Moore campaigning against sex slave trafficking

1:58:49  Mark Hertsgaard to Democracy Now: climate skeptics doomng “the rest of generation hot”

2:01:09  Burson-Marsteller’s Earth Hour campaign expanding to India, “evidence-based communication” and paid “E-Fluentials”, JCD: strategy ineffective; Elisha Cuthbert for end of show
2011-04-14

0:00:00 ACC: “I am going to homeschool her with a stripper pole, and just move straight, just move straight...” JCD: “So she can go straight to college!” (1:59:36)

0:00:37 In the morning to “feet in the air”: ACC’s 5:30am wakeup

0:02:04 Ashley Judd chosen to be Hollywood Congo spokeshole, ACC: “where does Angelina buy her kids?”, Judd to Chris Matthews: “I’m a big fan of the Clinton Global Initiative”, Rethinking Refugees committee, scripted “80% of all refugees worldwide are girls... are, are women”, “this is more fun”; to be joined by Charlize Theron; Ban Ki-moon’s wise “invest in women”

0:12:35 Jay Carney mistakes Syria for Libya; Ron Paul on Geithner’s debt limit “apocalypse”: fearmongering “very similar to saying that Saddam Hussein had a nuclear weapon”, “they gave the depression to the people who lost their homes”, new members of Congress powerless

0:21:57 Producer Segment: ACC postmortem “smoke me!”

0:36:00 #blackout over New Zealand’s new file sharing legislation, idiot MP Katrina Shanks claims to be computer “savvy”, “it takes a bit from this box, and a bit from that box, and a bit from that computer”, “it’s really important to remember that file sharing is actually an illegal activity”, “quite different to copyright, where someone sends you a file, that’s different again”

0:47:55 Rick Santorum: population growth not at “replacement level” to support Social Security, addressing homeschoolers’ conferences; five Mississippi counties rounding up homeschoolers

0:54:11 Dr. Robert Lustig labeling all forms of sugar including HFCS as toxins

0:58:20 France considering outlawing prostitution, ACC: Champs-Élysées “tranny central”

1:01:06 Pulitzer rumors for NPR tweetmonger Andy Carvin, Washington Post: ACC as “media critic and veteran technology blogger”, objections distilled down to two sentences

1:06:47 Non-blonde new Russia Today hottie on State Department techno-expert training camps and “panic buttons”, US military fake account generators, 5% of Libyans with internet access vs barrage of tweets clamoring for US intervention, ACC: “Andy, make sure you retweet it!”

1:14:52 Donation Segment: NPR ad network; Matt Taibbi article on college loan scam (JCDP PotD)

1:34:04 CNN’s John King blathering at top speed about Taliban, ACC: “magnetized brain influence”; 1999 European Parliament document: “military research is ongoing on environmental manipulation as a weapon, as demonstrated for example by the Alaska-based HAARP system”; Coast to Coast AM on auroral effect lavender sky near Fukushima, points finger at China or Russian “Woodpecker” ELF; Rep. Peter King trying to steal 70cm amateur radio band

1:44:33 Another Atlas V launch from Vandenberg with classified NRO payload


1:48:39 Viagra patent expiring in 2012; US planes dropping bombs in Libya in spite of assurances from Robert Gates, “defensive airstrikes”; David Axelrod whines excuses for Obama’s failure to shut down Guantánamo Bay: “there is this institution ... called the United States Congress”, “we wanted to close Guantánamo”; Pentagon having “second thoughts” about Iraq withdrawal

1:57:08 Negative effects of school Head Start Programs; O’Biden falls asleep during Obama speech

2:04:55 Donald Trump “a great job if I run, and if I win”, JCD: “red herring” with birth certificate

2:06:36 Producer note: Cisco VP Gary Bridge all-in on chipping schizophrenia patients; IRS precrime software; Sydney “if you see something say something” signs; proposed topless sunbathing ban

2:12:18 Judge rules for “I Heart Boobies” bracelets; Seattle high school renames Easter eggs “Spring spheres”; mother pushed aside by TSA groping her six-year-old; end-of-show Donald Trump
294 Choking the Puffin (2011-04-10)

0:00:00 (British accents) JCD: “Ho ho ho, very good!” ACC: “The boys at the club won’t believe me, I keep taking the second question first!” (1:56:14)

0:00:40 American Idol ejects Pia Toscano; “budget showdown” preempting Piers Morgan, bogus Planned Parenthood squabble, “clean air” carbon taxes, no mention of military budget

0:07:10 NewsHour on Democrats and Republicans at each other’s throats; unexplained threat of Cherry Blossom Parade cancellation; networks scraping bottom of barrel with Tim Shriver; people lined up for free Remote Area Medical services in Oakland Coliseum parking lot

0:12:40 April 1 memo from Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General Caroline D. Krass, ACC: “who is either on the way for a promotion or will soon be found in a dumpster”: Obama had Constitutional authority to invade Libya because “such use of force was in the national interest”; “elitist bitch” UN Ambassador Susan Rice requesting $3.54bn from Congress

0:17:05 Max Keiser co-host Stacy Herbert on Wachovia’s $110M fine for laundering $178bn in Mexican drug cartel money through casas de cambio until 2007 credit crisis; ACC’s proposed grow outfit

0:25:04 Producer Segment

0:30:28 Kane County IL considering $40 dog walking permits owners must wear around their necks

0:35:02 One-year anniversary of Smolensk incident; Russia Today vs Fox News babe hiring practices; Russian propaganda: investigators “hagh quality organization”, “there is no question … the captain of the Polish aircraft is to blame for this tragedy”, “transcript” of pilot’s last words


0:55:50 Guelph University “vote mob” organized on Facebook, social media’s false sense of engagement

1:01:31 Amsterdam shopping mall machine gun rampage, ACC “MKULTRA slave” false flag theory; Aric the Shill’s “I updated my Facebook status in protest”

1:06:36 Oil trader David Greenberg to CNBC: algorithmic trading manipulating price of oil, JCD predicts $3.20 in 18 months; May 21 Judgment Day sandwich board guys in downtown LA

1:14:30 Al Sharpton “mission accomplished” on getting advertisers to bail out on Glenn Beck

1:16:10 Donation Segment: Japan “Gitmo Nation Nattō”; JCD’s upcoming clip show

1:29:57 Icelandic referendum result: no repayment of failed bank assets, Gordon Brown’s terrorism accusation, “Gitmo Nation Puffin”, JCD: “they grab ’em and they choke ’em”; IMF warns Belgium about its 94% GDP sovereign debt, danger of “Standard’s and Poor’s” downgrade

1:37:37 Bigger, Faster, Stronger steroid documentary: “if you want drugs, go get a job”, JCD story: International Harvester “beans” amphetamines bust, ACC “strung out” on weed

1:42:58 “Sweet Micky” Martelly on using McCain & Calderón campaign consultants, money from Bill Clinton’s IHRC Interim Haiti Recovery Commission; no Red Cross funds for Fukushima

1:55:08 NATO’s foppish Rear Admiral Russell Harding dodges Libyan collateral damage question

1:59:44 Ask Adam: unelected “high representative” Baroness Ashton, JCD “secretly re-militarizing Europe” theory; Wolf Blitzer outs former Rep. Curt Weldon’s Libyan spook work, former employer Defense Solutions, oil lobbyists Payne & Ettinger; sketchy mass rape allegations

2:14:27 “Big-butt midget” Dana Perino calls out Stuart Varney’s Al-Jazeera tie

2:19:08 ACC: pans The Kennedys and praises The Borgias; more Keiser & Herbert for end of show
293 Self Radicalize! (2011-04-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “No further delays!” (1:57:37)
0:00:34 Angelina Jolie “boots on the ground” on Libyan border; Glenn Beck’s predicted ouster
0:02:39 Idiot Joy Behar to Jesse Ventura on potential government shutdown: “what about babies, and young people, who won’t get formula because their parents aren’t getting food stamps?”; Timothy Geithner predicts “catastrophic” outcome of failure to raise debt limit
0:12:38 Ventura: US in Afghanistan for lithium, “MKULTRA doucheslave” Piers Morgan: “sounds a bit like you’ve been on lithium”, “everybody knows” Osama bin Laden is responsible
0:17:20 Obama quietly dissolves Office of Health Reform led by industry shill Nancy-Ann DeParle
0:21:51 NPR’s Vivian Schiller gripes about hidden camera scandal: “this is not journalism”, JCD: “60 Minutes has never done that, have they?”, “you don’t entrap people with hidden cameras!”
0:24:34 Producer Segment
0:34:37 JCD on polls predicting tight election to sell more ads, Obama acting like horse race “rabbit”
0:41:45 JCD on lack of economists in Congress; Wachovia Bank fined for laundering $378.4bn in drug money; flawed “al-Qaeda waiting on Obama timetable” narrative; Secretary of Defense “Ted” Gates: military can stay if Iraqi government wants it, ACC: “act now while stocks last!”
0:48:58 Banker to CNBC: “the plot in Greece and Portugal sounds an awful lot like the same plot that’s going on in the United States”; Lucifer Clinton all-in on IMF veteran Alassane Ouattara to run Côte d’Ivoire; JCD on “slavemobile” electric cars; Sweet Micky Martelly musical interlude
1:00:06 JCD Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark review: “ladies and gentlemen, due to technical difficulties, the show will be interrupted and will resume shortly”, “the show was terrible”
1:03:36 Silvio Berlusconi hooker trial postponed due to no-show
1:04:58 Obama “shut up slave” comparison of budget debate with marriage, mysterious internet head scar photos; Donald Trump sends birth certificate investigators to Hawaii, JCD: Trump running to boost Romney’s chances; Obama friend Bobby Titcomb arrested in prostitution sting
1:10:49 ACC on Saab sending workers home, Spyker “piece of crap” like Citroën deux chevaux
1:14:17 Ventura to Andrew Napolitano on Operation Northwoods and Gulf of Tonkin false flags; International Sports Federations insured for $100M against Olympics terrorism; Osama bin Laden letters from Chicago threaten stashed nuclear weapons will be detonated unless American Idol-style war crimes trials take place; JCD predicts false flag within 30 days
1:21:16 Glenn Beck to Napolitano: “I ain’t leavin’, so don’t worry about it”, JCD: “we’re watchdogs”; Producer Maynard “in the morning” during HAARP professor interview
1:27:00 Donation Segment: Thirty-three, That’s the Magic Number jingle; JMD’s TSA run-in
1:45:32 Former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean to Congress: 2010 “the year of the homegrown terrorist”, “self radicalization” meme, demands “no further delays” to Real ID
1:58:34 Barbara Eden to Joy “hee-hee!” Behar on JFK sneaking phone number into her pocket, ACC: “I think I self-radicalized watching her!”; spook Nicholas Kristof on saving South Sudan “if was can do it in a way that doesn’t require a lot of time”; Charlie Sheen “winning!” trademark
2:04:10 UK Chantix user murders wife and two daughters, ACC and Ms. Micky back on cigarettes
2:06:18 Narcolepsy-linked Pandemrix pulled in Ireland; 1994 No Escape film 2011 Benghazi bioweapons
2:12:59 Biodiversitée: geoengineering debates; Jerry Brown colluding with Connie Hedegaard
2:15:17 Fox irked over Anwar al-Awlaki release, bogus CIA “kill or capture list”, Ali Al-Timimi meeting
Children: “This is No Agenda with Adam Curry and John C. Dvorak.”

JCD in “Gitmo Nation Big Glass Buildings” New York City college-shopping with JMD, Jerusalem play exploring “drunken British youth”; ACC’s crepes and mimosas with Ms. Molly Wood; JCD on insular New York culture; freedom-hating Lindsey Graham on Face the Nation

Heavily-redacted Federal Reserve “secret” documents revealing $3.3T lent to foreign banks; Ron Paul on impeachment vs defunding war, Libyan rebel central bank, “I wonder if they’ve come to the discount window yet”; Washington Post reporter quizzes ACC on his disdain for NPR tweet-collector Andy Carvin, “media deconstructionist” vs “senior strategist”

Producer Segment; JCD story: Eric Schmidt and “In the Morning” hottie at airport

JCD’s clip machine on the fritz; Russia Today’s guffawing Susan Lindauer on fact that “Libya had nothing to do with Lockerbie”, Gaddafi seeking compensation from oil companies for UN-imposed $2.1bn in damages; Gaddafi-CIA war, parallel with Slobodan Milošević, ACC: “more money, more money, more money” $300M per week for Military Industrial Complex

CNN “dumb brunettes” try to shut down former CIA Michael Scheuer, “this is Americans killing Muslims again and it looks like it’s for oil”, “if you listen to Mrs. Clinton and especially rather crazed Ms. Rice at the UN”, “you’re just carrying the water for Mr. Obama”

9 of 22 Arab League members present for no-fly zone vote; $33bn stolen from Libya and proposed $33bn in budget cuts; Obama address coordinated with Dancing with the Stars

Producer note on bogus “Trapped in City of Ghosts” Fukushima article in The Sun; Australian radio interview with obvious computer-synthesized “reporter” Ali al-Mujahed in Yemen

Obama West Wing Week “hello everybody!” from MD UPS facility; “dependence on foreign oil” meme; Ask Adam: 66% of oil imported; “it’s not just the government getting in on the action”, Clean Fleets Partnership “driven not by government but by business”, NREL Vehicles Technology Program, Alliance for Sustainable Energy LLC; MRIGlobal video: “ideals more noble and more rewarding than just monetary gain”, renewable energy and vaccines, “using humanoid robots to safeguard troops from chemical and biological weapons”, shadowy cabal roster; JCD on sketchy “world’s most ethical company”, CH2M Hill site with Thames oil rig

Donation Segment

MKULTRA gibberish attack on Coast to Coast AM host Ian Punnett: “wow, is this really gonna be driveway, that depends, did he threaten the Hoover, is he not put away the dishes”, George Noory: “exactly!”; JCD on “zoology” pronunciation, Nova magnetic mind control

Russia Today piece “MSNBC’s Love Affair with Wars” for end of show; University of California “research” into naked body scanner radiation dose in “terms that regular people can understand”: radiation dose “teeny-weeny-weeny”; JCD notes MIA scanners at SFO

DoD spokeshole Clifford Stanley: 9% of troops ready for impending don’t ask don’t tell repeal; McLaughlin Group predicts Libyan terror; Southwest 737 “meteorite”; Pandemic board game

Colombian scientist’s universal infections disease vaccine and other April Fools’ Day stories

Australian Climate Commissioner Tim Flannery to radio hosts Andrew Bolt and Steve Price: “if we cut emissions today, global temperatures are not likely to drop for about a thousand years”, Bolt: “that doesn’t seem a good deal”; JCD peak oil “what’s to worry about?”

Belgium takes world record for longest time without a government; new Irish property taxes

JCD off to Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark “biggest bust in the history of Broadway”; magic numbers: 33 priests in St. Paul and Minneapolis Archdiocese on sexual abuse list
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291 Unconstitutional Botox (2011-03-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Going to religion culinary arts airlines food recipes else United States Africa outdoor recreation travel tourism” (1:42:28)

0:00:39 Boots on the ground in Libya; long C-SPAN audience shot with triple teleprompter, JCD on Obama’s chipmunk walk, seizure of $33bn let slip by Hillary, “we are naturally reluctant to use force to solve the world’s many problems” lie, Americans “killed by Libyan agents”

0:08:37 Obama worried about bloodshed in “Benghazi, a city nearly the size of Charlotte”, Bank of America headquarters, US Airlines bullet hole at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport

0:13:20 Hillary: “imagine we were sitting here and Benghazi had been overrun … and tens of thousands of people had been slaughtered”; C-SPAN “Libyan Invasion” with Adm. Stavridis; McCain’s 2009 $40bn arms deal vs “we just want him gone, whether it be live with Chavez, or meet Hitler and Stalin”; David Cameron on choice “to draw a line in the desert sand”, “I think we should be in doubt, in no doubt” flub, “harassing humanitarian ships” lie; Qatar in control of oil, rebel central bank, Al-Jazeera and World Cup; Obama in 2002: “what I do oppose is a dumb war!”; Robert Gates “no” to imminent threat question

0:28:08 Producer Segment: youwillobey.us and (now defunct) seanhannity.com

0:37:33 Dick Durbin lie: Gaddafi “said point-blank I’m going to Benghazi, I’m going house to house and room to room and kill people”, abruptly cut off by C-SPAN; Pan Am Flight 103 and CIA cocaine; Libyan Foreign Minister Moussa Koussa compared with jailed negotiator Rudolf Hess

0:47:08 TV announcer MKULTRA gibberish attacks on “Health Urset” Sarah Carlson, “Heavy Bur-taition” Serene Branson, and “Sifty-Four Eighteen” Mark McAllister, new victim Judge Judy Sheindlin; NASA document on military use of “properly-modulated low-power microwaves”

0:57:22 Wes Clark Seven revisited; Al-Jazeera reporter to Council on Foreign Relations on disregarding “Egypt is next” litany; Radio & Television Congressional Correspondents’ Dinner journalists congratulating themselves for starting Arab Spring, Al-Jazeera worship

1:07:46 Hillary’s high school book report on her day’s activities, Resolution 1973 arms transfer lie; Obama considering sneaking weapons via Saudi Arabia or Qatar, “a matter of days” revisited; prediction: Libya-linked false flag as distraction from Federal Reserve bailout recipients

1:20:29 Lucy Napolitano and Mark Emmert DHS-NCAA pitch; NPR Planet Money: “think about you as the product and the advertisers as the customers”, “which we do, we call them underwriters”

1:31:31 Donation Segment: producer working on Hot Pockets Tour RV; JCD explains sock hops

1:45:25 Belgians throwing shoes at effigy of PM Yves Leterme on steps of Brussels stock exchange; Haiku Herman’s new oeuvre for Italy; George Clooney to testify in Berluscone hooker trial

1:49:54 Mimi theory: Donald Rumsfeld Botoxed so no one will see him lying, “what is Building 7?”

1:53:34 Shadow Puppet Theater: RIAA lobbyist Beryl Howell to preside over file-sharing cases, Robert Gibbs eying Facebook; Obama accepts transparency award in “closed undisclosed meeting”

1:57:06 MEP: “science is telling us there is no risk whatever” from cloned meat

1:59:35 Michigan Sen. Debbie Stabenow introduces new electric vehicle Cash for Clunkers

2:02:22 Vodka tampon craze in Germany; bogus eating disorder charity survey finds 16% of women would give a year of life for a perfect body; The Young and the Restless “horrible woman”

2:07:34 HIV vaccine human trials on the horizon; Magic Numbers: stink bugs in 33 states

2:09:29 DHS official in charge of FOIA’d documents gripes about obsessive secrecy

2:11:27 Snopes “debunks” theory of Elena Kagan and Obama birth certificate quid pro quo

2:15:27 Nature: Climate Change study blames aircraft contrails for global warming, JCD: “old news”
290  Mission Accomplished!  (2011-03-27)

0:00:00  ACC: “I watch She-SPAN for a living, can I buy you a drink?” (2:02:00)

0:00:35  JCD “mission accomplished” in Libya, ACC theory: using Gaddafi to oust Chinese; Hillary: “we would welcome Congressional support” for “internationally authorized intervention ... to enforce a humanitarian mission”, ACC: “to save people from getting killed, let’s go kill some people!”; televangelist on Satan influencing man “to steal, and to kill, and to destroy”

0:10:20  West Wing Week Presidential teleprompter congratulates itself on Libya, military’s “unique capabilities” meme; theory on Gaddafi activating sleeper cells worldwide; Adm. William Gortney: “we’re not communicating with the coalition on the ground” Freudian slip; Gen. Wesley Clark to Democracy Now in 2007 on post-9/11 Iraq war plans and Wes Clark Seven: “he said, this is a memo that describes how we’re going to take out seven countries in five years, starting with Iraq and then Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and finishing off Iran”

0:22:54  Producer Segment: “squirrel!” iso from Pixar’s Up

0:34:50  Hillary “Lucifer” Clinton; Donald Trump to The View “why doesn’t he show his birth certificate?”, “terrible pail that’s hanging over him”, Whoopi Goldberg plays the race card, JCD: “sounds like a henhouse”, Whoopi’s seven-year weight cycle, Crown Books’ Herbert Haft

0:43:07  ACC in search of an RV for eight-week Hot Pockets Across America Tour

0:46:51  Obama “you can take that to the bank” broken promise montage; American Empire Before the Fall author Bruce Fein martial law scenario, “I think you all would agree nothing would happen”, Congressional dereliction of duty on military action; Obama Council of Governors, Louisville KY emergency response plan allowing property seizure; Second Circuit vs due process; Bruce Fein rant: AUMF “the first time in history that we declared war against a tactic”

1:04:17  London austerity riots and one-pence gasoline price cut; Smedley Butler’s War Is a Racket

1:10:08  The Event season finale throws Posse Comitatus Act under the bus; Reagan and Kennedy assassination plots in the air; Gaddafi’s Obama-JFK parallel with Israeli nuclear weapons and WMDs; Le Figaro outs Sarkozy as Mossad agent, Valerie Jarrett reveals Jewish roots; Gerald Celente: “would the United States be in Iraq if their major export was broccoli?”

1:20:15  Donation Segment: JCD recommends ShadowStats for real unemployment number of 22.5%

1:33:54  611 Folsom Street home of AT&T’s MI6 fiber optic splitters and Exotic Escorts

1:37:57  And Now Back to Real News: Lady Gaga on Fukushima charity album; Las Vegas DA who prosecuted Paris Hilton arrested for buying cocaine; Warner Brothers’ Alan Horn ousted European Banking Authority; Obama speech to distract from Federal Reserve recipient disclosure; Nigel Farage: EU all-in on Libyan regime change; Warren Buffett hiding from Goldman Sachs, “a lot of adjustment needed” if euro collapses, “we’re watching an interesting play”

1:57:18  No uproar over GE’s $3.2bn tax refund; more Bruce Fein for end of show; Duke Professor Bruce Lawrence on Osama bin Laden’s fake 9/11 confession tape, al-Awlaki’s Pentagon brunch

2:03:17  Producer note on Allegra-juice interaction hype and cheaper OTC status; FedEx Chantix ban

2:05:09  UK considering raising carbon tax; Connie Hedegaard targeting oil shale; Madonna’s Malawi girls’ school foundation implodes; Bones to explore “foots” on shore; Bank of America hacked

2:08:15  Shadow Puppet Theater: Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib Chief Psychiatrist Dr. Larry James

2:09:56  IBM Watson language understanding ad, “Jew Sorting Machine”; Paralympics profit squabble

2:14:23  Newt Gingrich’s bogus list of 18% who don’t believe in American exceptionalism (JCDPPotD)

2:17:51  Dutch politician Frank van der Vorst accidentally tweets instead of DM’s “as you throbbingly climax for the first time I feel your juices in my mouth as if they were the nectar of love”
289  Chillin’ & Killin’ (2011-03-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “All these guys, they all got tents.” JCD: “What is this tent thing all of a sudden?”

0:00:37 Obama Libya evergreen: “let me emphasize that we anticipate this transition to take place in a matter of days and not a matter of weeks”; Joe O’Biden to Chris Matthews in 2007: “the president has no Constitutional authority to take this nation to war against a country of 70 million people ... if he does, I would move to impeach him”; “George” McCain 2009 tweet on Gaddafi meeting: “interesting meeting with an interesting man”, Joe Lieberman “an important ally in the war on terrorism” cable; Ralph Nader: “Barack Obama is committing the same crimes” as Bush & Cheney; ACC: Michele Bachmann “another hottie in the race”

0:13:45 Producer Segment

0:23:31 Rachel Maddow ecstatically describes everything Obama is doing right in Libya, ACC: “he kills people in style”, decision to “forgo the chest-thumping Commander-in-Chief theater that usually goes with the start of a military intervention of any kind, that in itself is a fascinating and rather blunt demonstration of just how much this presidency is not like that of George W. Bush”; Obama in Rio for Rio premiere, JCD: “he’s chillin’ while killin’”; Ed Schultz on keeping Gaddafi from “slaughtering his own people”, still hung up on Pan Am Flight 103

0:29:30 B-roll Libya footage “from a local resident who told us that it came from the phone of a Gaddafí soldier who dropped it”, new “transitional government” headed by Mahmoud Jibril; Richard Engel to Maddow: “we were with rebels today who didn’t know to load their weapons”, “one in five of the rebels told me today that they’re fighting because they think Gaddafí is Jewish”, leader of military defectors on vacation; Global News anchor Mark McAllister lapses into gibberish: “now defense minister McCain, McCloud did confirm today that more than sixty-four fighter jets are spending about as much as twenty and ready to assist the six hundred, a hundred deployed over the announce needed, now it did depend that how the no land remerges are end while the university or the UN mission has whole received support from all patteries in the hues of the garbins of today, excuse me”, JCD Caitlin Upton comparison

0:38:53 George Galloway to Sky News: Arab League “a collection of puppet presidents, corrupt kings, every one of them a dictator”, “dirty little three-letter word called oil”; ACC on interview with WWE wrestler The Miz; Anderson Cooper on Arab League support about-face; Hillary Clinton to “presidential MKULTRA model” Diane Sawyer on rumors of Gaddafí’s sons being killed: “we hear it from many different sources”, “some of it, we think, is exploring, y’know, what are my options, what could I do?, and we would encourage that”; Daily Beast article blaming Hillary, Susan Power, and Susan Rice, 3/19 same date as Iraqi invasion, Genesis 3:19 “for dust you are and to dust you will return”, Gitmo among infamous 3/19s in history

0:55:51 Shadow Puppet Theater: former Fannie Mae head Jamie Gorelick considered to head FBI, ACC: “she looks like a Lucy!”; AT&T fiber optic splitters for NSA or MI6

1:00:27 Germany pulling out of Arab Spring, Angela Merkel near-miss with double helicopter engine failure, ACC: “I’m thinkin’ EMP”, George W. Bush “Arab Spring” and Project for the New American Century; JCD on Jimmy Dorsey’s 3/19 Green Eyes and Gaddafí’s Green Book

1:06:25 Ask Adam: Diane Sawyer “nail-biting time” with two planes unable to contact Ronald Reagan National Airport, “controlled” vs “uncontrolled” definition: “Poop Police!” jingle

1:11:42 Ask Adam: Shirley Temple film collection ad played during Sean Hannity

1:14:21 Donation Segment: CVC leads minor revolt opting out of naked body scanner
Iranian Zohal “flying saucer”; Dutch ham radio operator tweeting Libya observations, idiotic “Operation Odyssey Dawn” codename, F-16 emergency landing at Schiphol; Brit Hume lets slip Gaddafi was warned before bombing of his compound; Obama’s blue communications tent in Rio, SCIF Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility, “mobile war room” in hotel, ACC: “Hillary! did you get the Manolo Blahniks yet? get some for Michelle, size twelve!”

Zyrtec ad makes Allegra’s lowered effectiveness with fruit juice sound potentially lethal

Trains Good Planes Bad: CNN “test in satisfaction” comparison, man on the street “the trains aren’t late, they’re dependable”, ditzy reporter Sandra Endo measuring seats with tape measure, at LaGuardia “those shoes have to come off!”, “what’re you gonna do if you have an important phone call??” (CotD); UK South West Trains downsized seats “only suitable for commuters without elbows”

YouTube takes down Show 288 Louis Farrakhan video as scam; British MEP Daniel Hannan on alternatives to EU for end of show

Michelle Obama and schoolchildren plant White House non-organic kitchen garden; GMOs removed from Monsanto company cafeteria; Senators pushing for ban on DUI checkpoint apps; prediction: “huge event” to distract from Federal Reserve beneficiary disclosure, Elizabeth Taylor potentially killed too soon, Fed Board of Governors $1bn in hookers and blow operating expenses, $33M for CFPB, 33 countries in Caribe Wave 11 tsunami exercise, Fukushima album with Justin Bieber and U2; $2bn in Viagra sales vs $1.7bn in medical marijuana

Obama rambles about US Navy not “necessarily” enforcing arms embargo on Libya
288 George W. Obama (2011-03-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Poop police, poop police, I got a badge, says poop police!” (2:19:19)
0:00:38 JCD: “why is Obama in Brazil and Hillary’s in Paris shopping?”, ACC: “you mean George W. Obama?”; Hillary on UN Resolution 1973, Gaddafi called on “time and time again” to stop violence, commission report not due until June; ICC unrecognized by US, Special Envoy Abdul Ilah Mohammad Khatib former Jordanian Minister of Tourism and Antiquities; Hillary: “of course we would always welcome Congressional support” for Obama’s war, “have a great night in Paris, those of you who get to stay!”, staged “well, Jill” and “well, Matt” answers

0:18:50 Louis Farrakhan to Chicago radio station on CIA regime change, roster of Gaddafi’s achievements, “it’s white militia that are angry with their government, and they are well armed”

0:25:32 “Squirrel!” iso, Bennington Vermont squirrel attacks, Prince Charles saving red squirrels

0:26:46 Producer Segment: ACC showing Ms. Micky Team America

0:36:00 Phony CNN video of burning opposition jet “hitting the ground and blowing up”

0:39:12 Hillary’s nose-touching lie tell, “it is in America’s interests ... to forge strategic partnerships with Arab nations”, “I also had the opportunity today to engage with my Arab counterparts” cough; female Secretaries of State like Madeline Albright calculated to piss off Arab Leaders; Nigel Farage on Haiku Herman’s December meeting with Gaddafi: “in fact there’s a jolly nice photograph of you and Mr. Gaddafi holding hands”, “perhaps he’s an old drinking mate”, “your sidekick the noble Baroness Ashton”; ElBaradei pelted with rocks at Egyptian polls

0:48:28 Haitian run-off election between former first lady and “Carnival singer”, Wyclef Jean shot in hand; cholera predicted to affect over a million people; Justin Bieber celebrity auction to save planet, Yoko Ono Fukushima concert, Soles4Souls CEO Wayne Elsey agitating for telethon

0:53:57 Crackpot Fukushima theories blaming undersea mukes; Playboy interview with disgraced anti-Zionist journalist Helen Thomas: Obama promises “baloney”, Biden’s over-the-top motorcade

1:00:52 DADT update for Navy standards of conduct; Obama partying in Rio, Hillary’s Paris fashion

1:06:56 Biodiversité: European Wind Energy Association conference for Global Wind Day; Connie Hedegaard all-in on restrictions on nuclear power plant construction

1:09:34 Piers Morgan MIT “Mitt”; MIT’s William Lehr belabors internet regulation meme to Book TV, JCD predicts podcast licenses; producer note on Verizon unlimited Facebook survey

1:17:50 SecurID token data exfiltrated in RSA breach; ACC’s accidental AT&T data plan; producer note on RFID vaccine tags, US patent 7504952, Hitachi RFID for DNA samples in solution

1:23:17 Donation Segment

1:34:53 Feathered Cocaine falconry documentary placing Osama bin Laden’s in Baluchistan and Iran

1:42:03 Potential new regulation mandating $5 ATM fees, Geithner’s Dodd-Frank waivers

1:45:07 Progressive education policies vs boys and feminization of US history

1:50:09 Rapiscan awarded 2012 London Olympics contracts; Rep. John Mica to TSA shill on GAO report: “if we could reveal the failure rate, the American public would be outraged”, “you said that 80% of the people ... accept the use of that technology even though it doesn’t work”; Rapiscan vs Science Applications International Corporation; Darrell Issa demands travelers’ rights signage, Jason Chaffetz: “the chair will recognize that as a no”

2:05:02 The Onion: jobless rate 72% “after finding that millions ... were listing podcasting as a job”

2:05:55 London Olympics food and cell phone ban; Queensland “poop police”; anti-war protesters including Daniel Ellsberg arrested outside White House; Japanese bird flu confirmed in media

2:12:27 Berkshire Hathaway stock performance coupled with media coverage of Anne Hathaway
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287  Death or Worse (2011-03-17)

0:00:00 “It’s just unbelievable, we are all so excited, so thankful for everybody ... thank you for everybody that has participated in this because it couldn’t have been done without everybody!”

0:00:41 Gilbert Gottfried fired by Aflac for Fukushima tweets; Warren Buffett’s $9bn Lubrizol buy

0:05:45 McCain & Lieberman propose resolution for Libyan “provisional revolutionary government”, “Arab Spring” meme, Bill Clinton’s “not a fair fight”, “the United States of America must lead!”, “we could jam Gaddafi’s communications and his television!” “they are fighting an unevil, unequal situation”, Clapper reinterpretation, “never again” Holocaust comparison

0:18:00 Saif al-Islam Gaddafi to Euronews: Arab League’s Amr Moussa “preparing for a presidential campaign run in Egypt”, Al-Jazeera “media war”, Sarkozy “must repay Libya the money he took for his election campaign”, ACC: “punk’d!”; Gaddafi inviting in China and Russia; McCain: National Transitional Council “even have a website!”, JCD’s libya.org masturbation cream, ntclibya.org registered in Guilford, headed by Mahmoud Jibril

0:32:25 Producer Segment: JCD’s “In the Morning” Nexus S ringtone: spacebat.com

0:40:30 CIA’s Raymond Davis released by Pakistan after $33M blood money payment, Hillary “I have nothing to answer to that” NPR dodge, victim’s wife suicided, JCD: “Blackwater”; Airblue Flight 202 crash in July aimed at nuclear power plant; 38 killed in Predator drone strike

0:49:18 And Now Back to Real News: looktothestars.org tracking celebrity charity events; Letterman the only late show promoting Doctors Without Borders; “celebrity giving” rundown, JCD: “consult the Book of Knowledge”, Nelson Mandela’s 46664 charity clothing brand, JCD: “Japan is not a third world starving country”, explanation for cluttered offices

0:57:38 Europol busts international pedophile network with 100 arrests; suppressed Panorama and Gay Krant work on Joris Demmink; Prince Andrew hanging out with Jeffrey Epstein

1:02:37 Lobbyist panel gripes about time tracking; Barbara Boxer: “the Clean Air Act prevented 160,000 cases of premature death, that’s a fact!”, “people will die!”; McCain urges saving Libyans “from the fate that ... may be worse than death”; V fake Three Mile Island scenario

1:14:20 Donald Trump to Neil Cavuto: treat Iraq as colony; We Are Change Holland civil rights protest in The Hague; RealID going into effect May 11, TSA swabbing palms

1:21:32 “Knock three times” and 3300 dead in Fukushima, Berluscone denying 33 women

1:21:32 Donation Segment

1:23:57 Iowa bill by Rep. Annette Sweeney forbidding documentary filming of farming operations

1:34:35 Dalai Lama resigns political position, JCD on “HR personnel search” for reincarnation, “I’ve had it with this religion ... I’m gonna go whorin’ around in the Netherlands!”

1:39:24 freehollowbooks.com and new “jihadi book bombs”

1:41:13 Biodiversité: German “climate disruption” meme; Hillary Clinton claims she will not run for president again, JCD vice president theory; Dutch protest for eight-year Iraq War anniversary

1:46:02 New Yorkers buying iodine tablets, “and by the way, bird flu” in Japan; PBS NewsHour introduces former CIA Kenneth Pollack from Brookings Institution hated by Nixon; another National Reconnaissance Office launch from Vandenberg; ACC on nighttime chemtrails

1:54:30 Nuclear physicist on Fukushima dry fuel pool scenario; Reuters “out of control” headline; Joy Behar eager to hear “such a horrific information” from Bill Nye; Anderson Cooper’s dosimeter

2:00:34 Andrew Napolitano rants about Baltimore traffic citations signed by dead police officer and PJ Crowley’s ouster over Bradley Manning defense; Bill Maher: Koran “hate-filled holy book”

2:06:20 Lisa Simpson: “as a feminist, virtually anything a woman does is empowering”
ACC: (British accent) “If I eat a whole banana I might die of radiation!” (1:51:23)
Daylight Saving Time in force; ACC’s “the big one” earthquake prediction and Fukushima
“Gitmo shaky Island”, “100% earthquake machine”, IMF refusal and Standard &
Poor’s downgrade, IMF President in Japan; Red Cross 30333, 33-foot waves, 3:11 on 3/11/11
Bill Nye tries to explain nuclear reactors to Don Lemon; “expert” to Geraldo Rivera on “huge
evacuation order”, iodine tablets, “foul-smelling cuts” and water contamination, ACC: “we’ll
have more terror after these messages”; GE-Hitachi venture, falsified inspection results; Bing
retweet challenge and Lady Gaga bracelets; Ms. Micky’s Christmas Day tsunami; JCD on
Japanese floating cars and office clutter; Obama on evacuation orders: “do as you are told”
Producer Segment: Fukushima just in time for insurance payout; Show 300 double credit
“The price of a slave has actually collapsed to an historic low”; Edwin Black’s The Farhud
JCD on C-SPAN spooks and “serendipity approach”, All My Children “new media”
James Clapper predicts Gaddafi victory, Presidential Memorandum on DNI succession in case
he has “died or resigned”, ACC: “Clapper is gettin’ died”, opening for Eric Schmidt
Boring C-SPAN spook Bruce Riedel: no clue about al-Qaeda numbers, Chinese “all-weather
friends” with nukes for Pakistan, India “economic cornea-copia”, Iran’s hatred Taliban hatred;
Prof. James Robbins: Stuxnet “fantastic!”, ACC: “they’re saying that 4chan kiddies did this?”;
Riedel on “Mini-Me” Pakistani Taliban; Mortimer Adler’s How to Speak, How to Listen
Thom Hartmann’s Russia Today migration; Wael Ghonim TED Talk comparing Egyptian
“Revolution 2.0” to Wikipedia, “one of the most inspiring stories in the history of mankind”; The
Daily Bell’s Anthony Wil on Alliance of Youth Movements ties with State Department;
coked-up Hillary Clinton movements.org promo, “I can’t wait to see what all of you do next!”;
Riedel on administration’s “hope and change” vs Middle East “once it spins out of control”
Clooney unveils first photos of atrocities in Sudan, Biography Channel on Matt involvement
with Not On Our Watch charity, prediction: Leonardo DiCaprio up next; West Wing Week
with Melinda Gates, Julia Gillard brazenly breaking carbon tax promise, Obama picks out
Lincoln & Washington portraits, heavily-edited Obama “I used to teach Constitutional Law”
Donation Segment: Bieber’s new haircut; Ms. Micky “dumb chick on television” laugh
JCD’s random “It’s just unbelievable, we are all so excited, so thankful for everybody!”
Economist Charles Nenner to Fox Business News predicting “major war cycle” 5k Dow Jones
Obama on “largest financial seizure of assets in our history” in Libya; Gaddafi’s “wonton
violence”, “if those assets are not protected” justification, declaration of national emergency
TSA retesting naked body scanners due to radiation concerns; Rapiscan CTO Andreas Kow-
towski to The Economist podcast: “the idea is not to produce nude pictures, the aim is to
image threats and weapons”, “they cannot record the images” lie, “we think” scanners are
safe, “a quarter of a banana is roughly equivalent to one of these scans” (CotD)
Hillary Clinton spokeshale PJ Crowley resigns after criticizing treatment of Bradley Manning
Annalee Newitz: “hyper-evolved vampires” attacking sheep in Mexico; ACC recommends
Lifting the Veil documentary; Sen. Ed Markey on Upton-Inhofe bill to rein in EPA: “I’m
worried that Republicans will overturn the law of gravity, sending us floating about the room”
JCD’s outrageous electric bills, ACC’s $175 for water and $200 for sewer and rainwater
Manning Up author Kay Hymowitz on culture of male disposability, “low-IQ television dads”,
“mansplaining”; population control and BPA, Big Bang Theory & Two and a Half Men
285  Terror Aperture (2011-03-10)

0:00:00  ACC: “Nothing like lesbian MILF cops.”  (1:34:58)
0:00:34  JCD’s 3-second delay; Vivian Schiller fired by NPR, “no relation” Ron Schiller attacking Tea Party in Project Veritas undercover video, National Public Media Foundation and NPR Berlin; RPA Regional Plan Association shilling for high-speed rail, AECOM transportation executive Elliot G. Sander on board; Vivian Schiller at National Press Club Luncheon on “living abroad” during 1980s, “lyiing to fat American tourists” in Russia, ACC: “Russian spy” like NYT editor
0:16:26  Trains Good Planes Bad: Mad Men shilling for high-speed rail, “get a bumper sticker to show your support”; Thalys “the seats are beautiful” ad; Mad Men promo funded by U.S. PIRG, JCD on CALPIRG “assholes … that pushed through the so-called bottle bill in California”, website’s “featured giving opportunities”, “taking on the big corporate lobbyists” with rail
0:25:08  Gitmo prisoner review Executive Order “pussuant” to AUMF; Obama’s empty “no later than one year from now” promise; New York Times editorial blames “congressional spinelessness”
0:29:52  Producer Segment
0:36:02  “Lesbians mad at Justin Bieber?” and “why are the Kardashians famous?” teasers
0:38:13  Russia Today on journalists living it up in Libya, Hillary’s Al-Jazeera egging on crowds; Anderson Cooper’s gunfire soundtrack, ACC gunfire skit; helmetless BBC reporter “keep your head down!”, fake fighter jet attack, journalist’s head obscured in video; hospital footage loop, Cooper “cannot confirm” disclaimers, Valley girl witness: “really really really stressful”
0:52:01  Ben Affleck the Hollywood shill for Congo conflict, Matt Damon waiting for assignment; EU Health Commissioner outs media fakery; Gaddafi not allowed to leave; David Petraeus and Robert Gates joking about bombing Libya; Rumsfeld still shilling for Karzai, “a lot of confidence in Petraeus” not mentioning Obama; Bill Richardson’s comment on secretly arming rebels missing from CNN transcript, pushing for no-fly zone, “get in there early”
1:04:30  Oil and gas pipeline projects in Congo and Uganda, Ocean’s Eleven cast for Africa shill assignments; Sean Penn to Anthony Bourdain on Haitian arts and crafts operations
1:04:35  Jesse Jackson Jr. proposes Constitutional Amendments; John McCain: iPads built in US
1:10:55  Austan Goolsbee guffaws about Alan Greenspan’s economic data videos destroyed on 9/11
1:19:43  Donation Segment: Noodle Boy revisited; ACC reading Moonwalking with Shakespeare
1:31:11  Russia “OMOH” police rebranding, YouTube videos of girls kissing female cops
1:35:07  And Now Back to Real News: producer note on Charlie Sheen ziconotide painkiller theory, based on snail toxin, ACC: “it’s his tiger blood”; Eric Schmidt potential Commerce Secretary
1:39:12  Biodiversitée: Redondo Beach sardine kill-off, ACC predicts “big one” in a week, Los Angeles Times blames global warming; Atlanta resident’s $10k bill after smart water meter installation
1:48:34  Lucy Napolitano to Mike Huckabee on shift from pre-9/11 “massive international infiltrations … to weaponize airplanes”, internet “accelerant”, “we don’t want to make the terror aperture too narrow”, “multiple layers” vs box cutter fail; JCD on VIPR Gestapo on plane in Seattle and in Tampa bus station, no naked scanners in Dubai; ACC agitates for Tuesday show
2:02:07  $50bn worth of pharmaceuticals going out of patent; massive Amsterdam traffic jam due to HPV vaccinations; potential Glencorp merger with Xstrata
2:08:47  Airworthiness directive: no more lavatory oxygen, JCD story: flight attendant sliding on puke
2:12:24  Magic 33s: 133,333 Kinect sales per day, TV show identification app
2:14:32  Vancouver Island severed foot, US vs Canada “foots” totals; Kansas City Army drill with CIA and Canadian military; British council tax protests; Greek youth unemployment at 38%
284  Study says... Duh! (2011-03-06)

0:00:00  ACC: “Bradley Manning does not exist, I just don’t believe it!” (2:09:15)
0:00:35  Justin Bieber’s trending #ITM, ACC: “probably the CIA”
0:01:50  Subtle media shift from Libya “uprising” to “rebels”, JCD on “O’Ddafi” embarrassing Obama by winning, Syria’s extortionist role due to lack of oil; Dutch Marine helicopter crew and British SAS “consultants” captured; scripted CNN on need for more international involvement, Wolf Blitzer downplays Libya-Bosnia parallel, mustard gas meme, ACC looking for no-fly zone and “surgical strikes”; Hillary’s ousted Luxembourg ambassador and link to Gaddafi finances
0:16:13  Zbigniew Brzezinski’s The Grand Chessboard and unrest for formation of NWO Middle East Union, Al-Jazeera “A Middle East Without Borders”; Mariah Carey single for human rights
0:20:37  Charlie Sheen “rhymes with winning”; Sheen’s Korner flop, New York Times hit piece
0:24:20  Producer Segment: NPR “giving levels” aggression; ACC Whole Foods “screw the planet!”
0:40:30  Gold at $1430, Utah & Tennessee considering gold-backed currencies under Tenth Amendment
0:45:32  “Just water vapor” e-cigarette ad; morning shows pushing buying homes in foreclosure, interest rates “not gonna stay low for long”; federal government owning too much land meme
0:52:17  Greek public officials refusing to collect tolls and fines; US “domestic anarchists” meme
0:55:03  ISO International Socialist Organization, millennial “Noodle Boy” on Noodles & Company job: “basically it’s a dictatorship there, we’re told exactly what we’re gonna cook, how we’re gonna cook it, what time we’re gonna get there, and basically if they don’t like what they’re doing they try to tell us what to do and if we don’t listen they get rid of us”, JCD: “the nerve of them!” (CotD); JCD on Mevio millennial’s lazy roommates, lost tradition of summer jobs
0:02:51  Insider trading Galleon Group’s Rajat Gupta a White House regular; “Ted” Rumsfeld to Bill O’Reilly on Afghan corruption: “how many countries in the world are corrupt … look at the United States!”, “no indication” that calf fetus hat-wearing Karzai is corrupt, “there’s gambling in the casino, oh my goodness!”, Mexican border “terribly dangerous thing”, “maybe someone in his family” to succeed Karzai; Twitter “dickbar” of idiotic “trending” topics
1:02:16  West Wing Week with “slum lord from Chicago” Valerie Jarrett glued to Obama (ACCPotD)
1:14:16  Trains Good Planes Bad: Today teaser for avoiding germs on airplanes; TSA misses box cutters snuck aboard Jet Blue which “fell out of the passenger’s carry-on luggage”
1:19:02  Lucy Napolitano on budget for DNDO Domestic Nuclear Detection Office “securing the cities”, “we want to add another city to it”; Lucy scolds Rep. Pat Meehan for citing GAO report critical of $6.8bn bioterrorism preparedness program, “allegedly pointing out alleged vulnerabilities”
1:29:05  Kathleen Sebelius runs out timer after being called out for double counting Medicare cut
1:32:12  Rep. Ben Quayle on budget for 33k “detention beds” for Southwest Border, Napolitano “President Quayle”; 130 Congressional staffers former lobbyists in spite of Obama’s empty promise
1:39:08  Donation Segment: sealing wax to accompany Knight rings
1:51:45  ABC “exciting news on the vaccine front”: vaccines “seem to protect” against cancer, “a larger study needs to be completed to further prove that theory”; JCD recommends Network News; pertussis and meningitis vaccination laws; investments by Gates Foundation and H&HS
2:04:47  Bradley Manning aiding the enemy charge, ACC asserts Manning does not exist
2:11:19  Magic numbers: 33-month low joblessness; two NASA climate change satellite fails
2:14:25  Biodiversité: sixth mass extinction, British coastline “havoc”; VSI water meter promo
2:20:05  GE and Intel collaborate on “Quiet Care” for high-tech spying on old people
2:24:13  History of Office of Personnel Management screwing Post Office out of billions
283 Farsi Farce (2011-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Apparently they brought some hot Ukrainians with ‘em.” (0:56:04)
0:00:34 ACC’s “lines of code” insomnia; JCD’s Charlie Sheen clips
0:02:55 1997’s Wag the Dog and Libya; John Kerry welcomes “Herr Hillary” to Foreign Relations Committee, “tools to prevent the slaughter of innocents”, “bombing” B-roll; Hillary “our civilians” meme, “Arabian Peninsul” fail; JCD on publicizing Somali pirates: “give ‘em a boat full of babies and puppies!”, Hillary: “it helps Haiti rebuild”, “tear down the walls” with DoD
0:14:44 Hillary’s “information war”, “I have this group of young, y’know, techno-experts who are out there engaging on websites”, JCD: “we’re the experts at bullcrap, and I’m not gonna let anybody else out-bullcrap us!”, no Twitter “I’m from the techno-expert team” profiles
0:26:30 Hillary on competition with China, “straight realpolitik” in Papua New Guinea, support for Fijian dictator, “competing with Iran” meme; Pan Am 103 bombing resurrected, arrogant “I represented New York”, ACC: “she was in college!”; Marc Rich pardon and Glencorp IPO
0:40:58 ACC on false flag crash of Dutch Lynx helicopter in Libya with wrong number of personnel
0:43:29 Producer Segment: One Day in Gitmo Nation Kindle edition; Bullshit Filter Firefox plug-in
0:52:27 Syria potentially next on the hit list; Gaddafi kids in Venezuela; Susan Rice praises suspension of Libya from Human Rights Council, Venezuelan UN representative’s rant on US “warmongering mobilization”; Swiss freezing assets and Executive Order blocking financial transactions, ACC “deal gone bad” theory, $30bn in private equity firms
0:59:52 Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton epic stammer “to-to-to-to-to-to t-t-t-t-quell the stampede”
1:01:34 ACC Hollywood Whackers theory on Charlie Sheen’s business dispute with Chuck Lorre
1:05:41 And Now Back to Real News: medical experts to Stephanopoulos on Sheen’s bipolar disorder, “pressured speech” and drug withdrawal; Sheen wackiness compilation, Alex Jones phone appearance, “you’re fabulous” for Piers Morgan, JCD on nose job and subsequent breakage
1:15:10 Taco Bell “88% premium ground beef and 12% signature recipe”, “oats and sodium phosphate”; cornsugar.com “sugar is sugar” ad; Rep. Ted Poe on EPA regulating “particulate matter emissions, more commonly known to you and me as dust”
1:23:25 Michael Moore to GRITtv: “there is only so much cash”, “that’s a national resource, that’s ours”; Obama on federal employee salary freezes vs situation where “their rights are infringed upon”; Win author Frank Luntz on “public” vs “government” workers in public opinion
1:30:23 Vodafone equipment theft knocks out network; plagiarist German Defense Minister Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg resigns; David Brooks propagating “new normal” meme
1:32:59 Biodiversitee: Weather Underground blames global warming for record snow, NOAA disagrees
1:35:56 GMail outage, JCD notified of Verizon One shutdown, GMail “tape backups”
1:38:15 Donation Segment
1:54:52 Toronto smart water meter PSA, “consumption data and a serial number”, new shutoff valves
1:57:46 Dutch internal revenue service receiving mortgage information from banks, €3800 or three months in jail for illegally-parked bicycles; EU pushing “harmonized” minimum wage
2:02:41 Democracy Now on underreported Iraq-wide riots, “we are educated youts”
2:06:23 One UK surveillance camera per 32 people; ACC’s driving test, L1 Identity Solutions camera
2:10:17 UK used as cocaine trafficking hub; Embrel arthritis drug side effect roster; lab-grown swine & bird flu hybrids with “greater killing power”, Baxter International’s new EU flu vaccine
2:16:30 Trains Good Planes Bad: Berkshire Hathaway’s Burlington Northern acquisition; magic 33s
2:21:08 JCD on George Clooney and Gong Show’s CIA assassin Chuck Barris
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ACC: (whoosh!) “Nuclear bomb kills nine million in Pakistan...!” (2:08:48)

Red skies in the morning; JCD ditches Rino the Bearded “Streamtacular” with Doug interview

NPR On the Media’s Andy Carvin repeating Libya tweets as news, “nobody disputes” social media’s effectiveness, “tirelessly, almost obsessively serving as a conduit in and out of ... Libya”

Gaddafi: al-Qaeda dragging rebels with US help, official: he’s “nuts”; British Navy ship vs American “party boat” for evacuation; McCain brushes aside warnings from Robert Gates

Austan Goolsbee to unimpressed Jon Stewart on “win the future” chosen by “the message people”, Goolsbee caught flat-footed with “we’re trying to kill poor people” heating oil price

Shadow Puppet Theater: Council of Economic Advisers membership rundown with single Berkeley professor, ACC: “there is a definition of fascism that does not include the boots and the guns”; Vesicare overactive bladder drug “constipated for three or more days” side effects

Producer Segment: “Douchebag Court”;

Louis C.K. to Donald Rumsfeld on “The Opie and Jonathan Show”: “are you a lizard?”, Rumsfeld: “here’s the short answer: I’m in New York City”; Tosh.0 out-of-context pottery “get your hand very wet, get this very wet”, “you might accidentally pull a piece off”

Timothy Geithner’s brother David to be Time Inc. executive; Soros hiring former Obama energy bureaucrat Cathy Zoi; FDA to approve GMO fish, “genetically enhanced” meme, labeling and First Amendment. “bullcrap” rbST-free labeling, resistant “superweed” fractal

And Now Back to Real News: Sheryl Lee Ralph on Oscars as “American coronation”; Newsweek on “freelance diplomat” George Clooney, The Ides of March film promotion

State Department walks back denial of knowledge about Raymond Davis Pakistan incident, John Kerry meets with President Zardari, New York Times ordered to suppress CIA background, nuclear weapon handoff theory, Times “brutally hard call” doublespeak of the week

Jeremy Bernard first openly gay White House social secretary; pathological liar Sen. Scott Brown to Lesley Stahl on tell-all book: “it’s like half-truths, I’d like to just get it out there”

Obama signs Patriot Act surveillance extension, “non-American lone wolf suspects” language

Donation Segment: “assassitainment”

CBS on DHS Operation Gunrunner allowing firearms smuggling into Mexico, Brian Terry two to the head, Ruby Ridge & Waco comparison, “letting the guns walk” strategy

Army General ordering psy-ops on senators, “illegal under any circumstances”, “attempting to bamboozle senators”; Matt Taibbi critic Lara Logan’s “rape”; Anna Chapman story Salt

And Now Back to Real News: “uproar” over Lady Gaga holding hands with young boy after “erotic” photo shoot, “Hot 97” host K.Foxx: “wait until you see her concert on HBO”

Biodiversité: No Agenda News Network; aviation “user pays”, International Nitrogen Initiative; Huffington Post: Climategate scientists “exonerated”; Harvard researcher Matthew Waldor predicts cholera from global warming; NASA global warming fix: nuclear war

Roster of dead/jailed/missing people with Deepwater Horizon connections; Chicago Code planted child pornography; IBM Watson for healthcare, climate change gig in the Red Book

Dutch electronic ID cards, military on streets, Nijmegen drones; Finnish government rootkits; Danish alcoholic sterilization; excess Gitmo jewelry; US drones on Quebec border; Greece to sell off billions in state assets; German Defense Minister’s plagiarized PhD; magic number 33s

Trains Good Planes Bad: Ray LaHood irked over Florida rejecting high-speed rail, “trains ... that are on time”, “President O’Biden”, interviewer: “why not have a higher gasoline tax?”
0:00:00 JCD: “Why does three o’clock have to be four o’clock?” (1:56:08)
0:00:33 “Feisty” JCD back in Northern Silicon Valley, “I have some thoughts about Spain”
0:04:29 Earthquake machine hits Christchurch, audio from university lecture, “effects of liquefaction”, JCD: “earthquake nut” Mimi notes extremely low activity from USGS; HAARP activity spike, 100 beached pilot whales, last-minute cancellation by Lucy Napolitano, text 333 to Vodafone to donate $3, $60bn in oil discovered off coast; 5.9 quake in Suez Canal for Iranian warships
0:12:56 Libya’s 6M population, right-wing media agitated over Muslim Brotherhood, Google “Libya China oil”, MSM “crazy Gaddafi” meme; G20 negotiation “bureaucratese”, “largest oil and gas reserves in all of Africa”, China after “lottery ticket in black gold”; Mr. Oil’s The Oil Show
0:21:35 New York Times “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell Persists” article eclipsed by gay marriage distraction
0:25:08 Producer Segment: No Agenda Human Resource iOS game
0:34:43 ACC on show length creep since early days, Tuesday show idea, no-contact policy; Piers Morgan needling Larry King; ACC’s custom “Doug” mug; JCD unimpeded at customs
0:41:21 TSA naked body scanners gathering dust; Australian scanners as alternative to hospital X-rays for drug smuggling detection; Julia Gillard promises to “price carbon”; TSA groping children in Savannah after getting off train; Tacoma International restaurant TSA “no eat list”
0:46:20 No GMO news in Europe, Green Party in cahoots with Communist Party; Daily Mail: more vitamins in produce grown with pesticides; UK DEFRA okays cloned cow milk, 1bn hectares of GMOs, Roundup Ready animal miscarriages, Monsanto Technology Stewardship Agreement
0:52:41 Supreme Court rules vaccine manufacturers cannot be sued; Ohio State researcher: oral sex worse throat cancer offender than tobacco; NPR Marketplace on Russian flu drug Arbidol: “then the drug got a boost that money can’t buy: the outbreak of swine flu in April of 2009”
1:02:25 Southern Poverty Law Center’s Mark Potok on “enormous expansion in radical right-wing groups”, “especially anti-government patriot groups”, mainstreaming of “conspiracy theories”
1:11:15 Donation Segment
1:24:42 Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers picks up AOL’s Steve Case and former Charles River Associates consultant Carl Shapiro; JCD all-in on Inside Job documentary; Austan Goolsbee saved from internet sales tax question by Obama: “I’m sorry, did I interrupt an answer?”
1:32:58 And Now Back to Real News: Randy Quaid apparently in Canada to stay; Whoopi Goldberg irked at New York Times for not mentioning her Academy Award: “this is not some bozo newspaper from Hoochie-Coochie Land”; new book to detail Julian Assange’s hobby of fathering illegitimate children; The King’s Speech sabotaged with gay porno set rumor
1:40:31 Border Patrol agent killed with gun smuggled by ATF, anti-gun Andrew Traver nomination, GOA’s Larry Pratt: “literally running guns into Mexico to jack up the numbers”, Megyn Kelly: “we’ll decide the topics that we discuss with a guest”, ACC: “cut him off now, Megyn!”
1:49:14 Biodiversité: British animated video for children with dying bees; lame British “if you suspect it, report it”; push to ditch GMT for tourism, WWII-era’s four time changes, ACC on Amusing Ourselves to Death “servants of time”, JCD on Lewis Mumford and monastery timekeeping
1:57:50 Suppressed news of Greek riots; “nutritional trace element” lithium increases life expectancy; GPS trackers for Anaheim high school students; Jon Stewart’s “at least” thanks for Rumsfeld
2:04:51 CNN “Nancy Grace clone”: “isn’t it time for cameras on every street corner?”; Dutch bus drivers recruited to rat out illegal African housekeepers; Posse Comitatus workaround with Canada; British precrime via brain-scanning children; 11-year-old boy arrested for drawing
JCD: “The Twitter thing doesn’t work.” (0:13:23)

Low-energy JCD “pickpocketed and lost my passport”, ACC: “what was the whore’s name?”, bumped into by “annoying old lady”, American Express open and American embassy closed, hung up on by Delta 800 number; State Department procedure for “attempting to enter the United States without a passport” vs official head-scratching, ACC: “then you’ll be found in a dumpster”; “four hours and counting” for @DeltaAssist on Twitter

Wisconsin collective bargaining protests “like Tahrir Square”; producer theorizes Obama stam-mer is *The King’s Speech* Oscar promotion

White House weekly address on location at Intel assembly line, CEO Paul Otellini chosen for advisory panel with Immelt; *West Wing Week* invades middle school, “I am convinced that if we outbuild, out-innovate, and out-educate, as well as out-hustle the rest of the world”

JCD: “all Hell’s breaking loose” in Libya, Bahrain Formula One race, Madrid housing protest with “really annoying” police whistles à la *The Night of the Triffids*, all-Spain protest on 30th, unemployment up to 40%, mostly Chinese goods at flea market

Producer Segment: PR Associate noagenda.ca

Europeans “worried sick” over New York City’s outdoor smoking ban and companies not hiring smokers; homeless man in Belfast jail for one week; Council of Europe’s Court of Human Rights reprimands UK for not allowing prisoners to vote

Obama “one year from now” Gitmo closure Executive Order; Robert Gates to Sen. Kelly Ayotte: “the prospects for closing Guantánamo, as best I can tell, are very, very low”

ACC: Hillary Clinton’s “then the government pulled the plug” internet freedom speech “code”, COICA Combating Online Infringement and Counterfeits Act, right channel turned down to cover up former CIA Veterans for Peace protestor beaten up and dragged from chamber

Obama dinner with Silicon Valley elites at John Doerr’s place, Microsoft absent, JCD: event “beneath Gates”, ACC: Zuckerberg “not a reptile”; Baracka Flocka Flame shot at

John P. Wheeler’s widow voices two-to-the-head suspicions, JCD: “it’ll be a car accident”

And Now Back to Real News: Larry King asserts Piers Morgan was oversold; trade gap expands 33%, live rescue of 33 Chilean miners supplemented with B-roll due to “Pegasus” malfunction, marijuana and porn in mine; 1900 guests invited to Royal “Prince Jim” wedding

Potential “cookie-cutter revolt” in Russia; Barclay’s sit-ins; US Army full-auto rubber bullets

Security firm HBGary’s social media infiltration services leaked; FBI general counsel Valerie Caproni all-in on back doors; customs “digital inspections” on the rise

Propaganda “documentary” on invasion of France by Muslim immigrants, failure of multiculturalism, police “no go areas”, civil war prediction; ACC’s Mexican housekeeper, JCD story: 80 kilometers of empty Spanish toll road built with EU money

Propaganda speech by Salt Institute scientist on salt reduction increasing blood pressure in some, dietary guidelines “instrument of discriminatory policy”, development of insulin resistance, “innate salt appetite” and obesity; JCD on filling up on salty Iberian ham

Biodiversité: John Holdren gripes about not passing cap and trade; climate model insider on upcoming use of IBM Watson; ACC: peak oil the perfect global warming solution

Evergreen Aviation promo “weather modification; *No Comment TV*; G20 irked at China
279  Dr. Watson I presume?  (2011-02-17)

0:00:00  Goolsbee: “They have to cross what in the business they refer to as the Valley of Death”

0:00:38  JCD in Madrid “Gitmo Nation Tortilla” at Puerta América hotel; $9.1M human resource “human capital”; Ford Pinto human life value; birth certificate collateral theory; JCD on Delta Elite Business class with “giant down comforter” pillows, Ford Focus rollout gig

0:08:38  *Nature* paper linking heavy rain to human activity; Bill Gates promoting eugenics to Charlie Rose; JCD on Gates’ *The Simpsons* Dr. Hibbert sentence-end laugh, “inappropriate smile”

0:14:58  JCD on Monopoly game update fractal, tower that “issues instructions”, “something Stalin would’ve dreamed up”; IBM Watson takes on *Jeopardy!* “geo-party”, Final Jeopardy miss “with a lot of question marks which means, of course, that Watson had many many doubts”; “deep analytics”, next version “Doctor Watson”; JCD on early 1980s medical expert systems

0:26:04  Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s *One Day in Gitmo Nation* on Amazon

0:33:27  Timothy “*Leave it to Beaver*” Geithner on payroll taxes: “I unfortunately have in the public sector all my life” lie, “I do think it’s a good deal” of $67bn in tax hikes after 2013; Austan Goolsbee “some person in their garage” meme, startup companies’ “Valley of Death”, Startup America Initiative; Geithner dodges question with barrage of doublespeak

0:45:20  Obama stammering like Tavis Smiley “almost like a milieu”, “le-le-le-le-leme, lemme just speak to this generally”, ACC: “the minute he has to ad lib, smoke comes out of his ears”

0:48:01  Hillary Clinton on internet “wrongdoing on an unprecedented scale”; Budapest Convention on Cybercrime ratification, “insulting publicly … persons for the reason that they belong to a group distinguished by race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion”, “xenophobia” definition; 80k domains seized in error by ICE Operation Protect Our Children

0:59:10  *NCIS Los Angeles* “I used their VNC controller to piggyback the upload with a trojan and corrupt the streaming data packets by initiating a stack-buffer overflow”, “I broke the internet”

1:02:29  Obama “I don’t have to make calls for Rahm Emanuel” evasion, JCD: “I don’t have to beat my wife”; new White House spokeshole Jay Carney tries “look!” tactic, healthcare secret meetings vs Obama “these negotiations will be on C-SPAN”, insulting “adult in the room” meme

1:10:07  Donation Segment

1:23:30  Massive solar X-flare, Comet Elenin due March 15; Tahrir Square “green horseman of the Apocalypse” video; Brits betting on which country is next; Belgian French fries revolution

1:29:17  JCD unable to make sense of George Clooney’s *The American*, excised *Get Shorty* plane crash

1:32:40  ACC: journalists assaulted in Egypt for being part of the problem, “throw your shoe at them!”

1:35:21  Fox boos vs C-SPAN cheers in video of Ron Paul winning CPAC straw poll; Megyn Kelly blows lid off San Diego WMD, distraction from informant Rafid Ahmed Alwan al-Janab lying about Iraqi WMDs; FBI’s 100% chance of US bing hit with WMD; House passes Patriot Act extension in wake of Lucy Napolitano’s hysteria; Jay Carney: two-year extension “helpful”, “so that there’s certainty in the community going forward”, JCD: “lazy law enforcement”

1:46:58  Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack all-in on GMO corn, frost-resistant tree “frankenforest” patents

1:50:11  FCC stamp of approval for SamKnows “secret sauce” in free wireless broadband routers

1:53:23  Presidential Medal of Freedom for George H.W. Bush; Barbara Bush’s quick wit

1:54:36  Trains Good Planes Bad: Tampa-Orlando line rejected, *WaPo* op-ed slamming high-speed rail, ACC: “step it up” call for Hill+Knowlton; China proposing rail to replace Panama Canal

1:58:56  Don’t ask don’t tell memo on process to “solidify the format of progress updates”

2:00:34  Speedier flu vaccine manufacturing, Gardasil stillbirths, free Chantix in Canada; magic 33s
278  Pap Schmear (2011-02-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s a new test, brought to you by Nabisco.” (1:36:34)

0:00:32 JCD predicts another foot on the shore; ACC’s corporate video gig; JCD’s MIA Fresca receipt

0:04:34 Austan Goolsbee on Wireless Innovation and Infrastructure Initiative, top internet companies’ “employment ... has gone up 588%!”; “there are even two kid millionaires in Finland selling games about angry birds!”, “if we are going to win the future we need to dominate this space!”; ACC: “we’ve gotta do the bird stuff, over here!”; nonexistent “fourth generation wireless”, “big chunk of airwave spectrum” around 500 MHz, Wireless Innovation Fund with “some seed moneys”, “it’s gonna take it to the next level, ‘cause that’s the American way”

0:23:27 Egyptian revolution wrapped up with military takeover in time for Grammies

0:25:40 Producer Segment: pile of producer domain redirects, stockonlinephotos.com

0:32:03 JCD on Super Bowl militarism, predicts America the Beautiful national anthem replacement, Glee promotion; Colin Powell Declaration of Independence, JCD on “tyranny” of King George lowering taxes, mind-controlled drunken slaves “we are home!”; Russia ditches DST

0:42:37 Biodiversitée: Haiku Herman on “objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95%”, “wasteland or wind park, smog-filled cities or smart electricity grids”, “developing clean veyckles”; Military Channel documentary with old-timer terminology “bosh” and “tommy-rot”

0:49:16 Donald Trump promoting Celebrity Apprentice by “pretending to run for president”; Geraldo Rivera districts from CPAC straw poll with Fox poll omitting Ron Paul altogether; Trump: “by the way, Ron Paul cannot get elected, I’m sorry to say”, ACC: “throw a shoe!”

0:55:16 And Now Back to Real News: Trump “Extra starts right now”, Grammy hype; JCD on identical phrasing across networks; Bloomberg’s Kimberly Jordan heads to Hill+Knowlton

1:00:44 Atlas Shrugged: Part I trailer with Trains Good Planes Bad footage, ACC: “it’s gonna suck!”

1:03:36 Donation Segment

1:15:19 Predicted Ides of March magnetic pole flip and potential worldwide aurora

1:18:31 “Golden Voice” Ted Williams objects to “scripted” rehab; ACC on newly-sober Steve Coogan

1:22:50 Joy Behar on internet porn: “why are men into this so much lately?”, gay guy: “much of it has gone free now”, 50-500% masturbation spike; Rep. Cristopher Lee’s bathroom selfie scandal

1:33:30 British doctors demanding HPV vaccination; gay publications pushing “anal pap smear”

1:36:48 “Scientists at Hershey’s” hyping benefits of dark chocolate; “triple the price” for produce due to “unprecedented crop losses” in Northern Mexico; Google “frost resistant Monsanto”

1:43:13 Fort Hood shooter’s lawyer to “hard-ass” Judge Jeanine Pirro; Ground Truth PTSD documentary; lawyer cut off after mentioning Anwar al-Awlaki’s Pentagon luncheon; former FBI David Williams on “ticking time bombs”, “radicalization of the population”, al-Awlaki “native English speaker”; Worldwide Threat Hearing, “Osama bin Laden is no longer the nation’s number one threat”, “English-speaking cleric”, Mike Rogers: “personalities are gonna rise and fall”, Dutch Ruppersberger: al-Awlaki using social media “to recruit homegrown terrorists”

1:55:53 JCD on “insulting” media mind control, office high-speed rail debate, desire for higher taxes

2:00:24 “Liberation Square” morphed back to “Tahrir”, Wael Ghonim Revolution 2.0 book plug; Swiss all too eager to blab about Mubarak’s assets; worse riots vs cleaning plaza storylines

2:04:52 $18M recovery.gov source code released; February 18 recommended for 11/11/11 babies

2:06:46 Dutch “DNA spray” precrime; Australia rental car tracking; Denmark may ditch euro; no Italian shoe-throwing; Southampton fluoride, porn copyright extortion; magic 33s; WHO alcohol death toll; IMF “new world currency”; 3D Royal Wedding; Playboy Mansion chip implants
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0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “Lobbyist gets whacked, next Geraldo!” (1:50:59)
0:00:34 Gasoline up around $3.70; ACC’s electrical anomaly affecting stream
0:02:27 Lucy Napolitano just in time for Patriot Act vote: “in some ways the threat today may be
at its most heightened state since the attacks nearly ten years ago”, Rep. Bennie Thompson
concerned about “anti-tax groups”, Lucy “al-Qaeda associates”; Michael Leiter on AQAP
Inspire magazine, “information technology architecture”, ACC: “it’s called Facebook”
0:11:19 Napolitano on “lone wolf” threat, new naked body scanner software with “much more a kind
of gingerbread man image”, Grisham The Gingerbread Man movie; JCD on lack of real policing;
ACC’s Burbank Airport “slave aquarium” explosive boot scan after magnetometer alert
0:25:37 Producer Segment
0:34:25 ACC-JCD dinner at Fresca Peruvian restaurant, JCD loses “save it for the show” notes
0:36:32 Tony the Terrorist on Mubarak’s Constitutional dynasty bid, bread price increase, “nothing
going to happen in Jordan”, no crime among Yemeni gun nuts, Egypt’s 80M population;
Google’s Wael Ghonim, protesters moving from Tahrir Square to Parliament; CIA coming out
of woodwork, new Hill+Knowlton website with kids’ games; Clandestine Services internships;
The Economist “shoe-thrower’s index”; Wyclef Jean “we witchoo” video for “Facebook heads”
0:56:57 Al-Jazeera funded by British intelligence; ACC on Neil Postman’s Amusing Ourself to Death;
“in front of the... Parliament” bell; Mubarak’s money safe in UK; Facebook police intelligence
1:06:12 David Cameron on failure of multiculturalism; push for “national cybersecurity program”,
countersurveillance and intelligence gathering”; George Monbiot “Corporate Coup d’Etat”
1:14:07 Donation Segment: JCD reminder not to use show numbers in album art
1:14:07 “No Agenda” thinking”; WHO confirms H1N1 vaccine narcolepsy; January JAMA article: “few
takers” for shingles vaccine, current USA Today “short supply”; JCD on pan-flu money loser
1:37:54 Trains Good Planes Bad: Joe Biden introduces $53bn high-speed rail project; Colby Itkowitz
blog predicts more fuel taxes, JCD on unprofitable high-speed lines; Ray LaHood and NASA
engineer give Toyota a pass on sudden acceleration, ACC: “Google Japan treasuries”; oil
lobbyist Ashley Turton two-to-the-head in SUV garage fire blamed on halogen headlights
1:51:27 Breaking News: “the 2010 egg is better than the 2002 egg”; JCD on bleached wheat scam
1:53:51 Hillary Clinton to Televísa’s Denise Maerker on legalizing drugs: “too much money in it”;
WikiLeaks cable oil production plateau spun as peak oil, ACC predicts September peak
1:57:31 Spook producer note on Northrop Grumman “don’t worry, there’ll be another war”, MITRE
Corporation always at classified conferences; former CIA Robert Baer on visiting Iran
2:03:19 ACC’s IPv6 RFID cash tracking theory; BBC on banknote RFID chips; microwave treatment
2:06:04 Network news medical experts disagree on paper linking diet soda and heart disease, ABC: “I
don’t buy the findings”, “you’re gonna start to crave that intense sweetness”; NBC: “it is an
abstract”, “without being able to pinpoint the link”, ACC: “to aspartame”, “we don’t know
where the it is”, “there’s no reason to think that this is, that there is a villain in Diet C... beverages”, ACC Coke-Pepsi war theory, JCD preemptive aspartame phase-out theory
2:16:27 Biodiversité: USA Today “new normal”; Michelle Malkin spots “seize the future” shift;
Project 333 for 33 items in closet for 3 months, Microsoft patches 33 flaws and 3 zero-days
2:20:32 Dutch Central Bank orders retirement fund gold divestiture, JCD on gold dumping fad
2:21:59 Hands Across California for community colleges, ACC: “these people look like retards”
2:26:34 Emergency Alert System to go live for “a message ... from el Presidente or Lucy”
276 Cleopatra Returns (2011-02-06)

0:00:00 ACC: (whoosh!) “No one has better information than Weather Central!” (1:36:00)
0:00:35 ACC’s cheap tickets to San Francisco because of Super Bowl; Daily Source Code call for post-nap shoe-throwing revolution, “shoe” lyrics, JCD: “you know who else likes it, Sketchers”
0:02:53 Egypt ‘rage and revolution’ and Angelina Jolie’s Cleopatra film; diplomat Frank Wisner thrown under bus; State Department brings down ambassador to Luxembourg and top Obama fundraiser Cynthia Stroum; NBC President of the World: the Bill Clinton Phenomenon
0:11:44 Producer Segment; Ask Adam: Concorde ownership by the ultra-rich
0:23:11 Just Take Your Meds: Ashton Kutcher in “magazine gay guys read” Men’s Fitness
0:24:12 Ask Adam: Free Speech TV “Palestinian LGBTQ movement”, ACC “LBGTAQ” al-Qaeda
0:26:15 Kutcher the Alex Jones prepper; Men’s Health 33 sex tips with “turn her body into a juicer”
0:30:50 Vodafone service cutoff, “forced” to send pro-Mubarak messages; Bill Gates at UN mHealth Summit touting cell phones for vaccination tracking, “you have to get in at a fairly early age”; UN Foundation’s Kathy Calvin on technology “to provide health incomes, to improve health in... outcomes”, Vodafone & Rockefeller Foundations, former Hill+Knowlton shill
0:42:18 Scripted Bill Gates to Sanjay Gupta on vaccines for “reducing population growth”, anti-vaccine people “kill children”; EPA’s Lisa Jackson on “ability to try to forestall a child who may not get autism if they’re not exposed to contaminated water”, Experts on the Payroll jingle
0:52:16 White House blog on being blamed by “questionable” source for Texas blackouts, JCD on CA blackout “scam”, GE coal plants in Mexico, “cold weather demand south of the border”
0:57:40 Mr. Oil irked at Glencore PLC’s Marc Rich making a killing on $0.13 gasoline hike, British fuel duty taxable tax, VLCC very large crude carriers waiting on Egyptian situation, boon for rail; Dow Jones predicting $200, insider “collar strategy”; Egyptian gas pipeline attacked
1:09:30 ACC on ReSurge donor seeking New Zealand property; upcoming ACC-JCD dinner
1:13:41 Donation Segment: barony certificate under construction
1:28:08 ACC’s 2008 “space war”, US-China military satellite standoff; Vandenberg Minotaur I launch
1:31:09 Biodiversité: E.L. Rothschild LLC buys 70% of Weather Central LP; Gitmo Nation magic numbers; Chrysler CEO apologizes for “shyster loans”; Estonians find stolen carbon credits
1:41:17 PBS pundit Mark Shields name-drops 1896 Finley Peter Dunne writings
1:44:44 DHS contract for backscatter imaging of entire light civil aircraft
1:46:41 More evidence of link between flu vaccine and narcolepsy in children; anti-Tourette’s chip
1:48:52 Obama proposes internet kill switch for Hoover Dam; UN EastWest Foundation calling for Geneva Convention on cyberwar; Wired on “Hoover Dam’s floodgates”; NASDAQ hacking
1:53:23 Inter-American Dialogue’s Michael Shifter on giving up on Haiti; Jude Célestin out of run-off
1:58:36 “Cliche of the day” Egypt’s reliance on tourism and foreign aid; JCD all-in on Egyptian cotton; douchebag Bob Gregory’s “nihilists who are evil” comment on Brookings Institution’s Kenneth Pollack’s “frustrated revolutionaries” terrorism analysis
2:03:13 Piers Morgan’s lame stock question for Anthony Hopkins; exorcist for The Exorcist
2:07:05 Eliot Spitzer interviews Anjem Choudary about radical Islam “lone conspicuous absence” in Egypt; ACC’s AT&T data woes, JCD on Aric the Shill’s $8k bill for week in Finland; Stephen Harper US-Canada border deal “not about sovereignty” lie, Keystone XL “dirty oil” protests
2:21:18 British court: man with low IQ may not reproduce, ACC: “but enough about Tony Blair”; Mexico ditches US dollar; women to throw underwear at Berluscone’s house; 4M Dutch phone taps; Argentina refuses to believe its own inflation forecasts; USDA all-in on GMO sugar beets
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275  The New Normal  (2011-02-03)

0:00:00 ACC: *(whoosh!)* “Raw milk: it’ll kill ya!” *(1:35:43)*
0:00:34 JCD: “I’m in Egypt, Adam!”; “nap and trade”, iNap app; PR Associate Maynard asks Australian optometrist about “the big eyeball vodka shot fiasco”
0:08:26 Mohamed ElBaradei a member of International Crisis Group, Henry Kissinger to Bloomberg reporter “standing like a hooker on the street corner”: ElBaradei “will disappear from the scene”, “there are other forces that have not been...”, removal of Mubarak “only the first scene of the first act of a drama that has to be played out”; Omar Suleiman’s annoying voice
0:16:24 Producer Segment: Google “no agenda” SEO; Geoff Smith dvorak.org/na jingle
0:23:02 ACC all-in on Egyptian revolution, “Liberation Square”, Gulf of Mexico drilling impetus
0:25:28 Ask Adam: “where’s Glenn Beck?” to discuss $200 per barrel meme with scripted former Shell CEO, potential $5 gasoline, call to reinstate offshore drilling, low price of natural gas
0:36:51 Biodiversitée: Chicago paralyzed by winter storm; Union of Concerned Scientists’ Brenda Ekwurzel answers MSNBC’s “why the name?”; “we are burning a lot of coal and oil”, “turbocharging weather patterns”, “new normal” meme, “we’ve sort of blown open the planet’s freezer door”, repeated “ironically” talking point; Punxsutawney Phil predicts early Spring
0:48:19 Jim Rogers to CNBC on shortage of farmers and potential impact on food prices
0:52:47 Shadow Puppet Theater: former Monsanto executive Michael Taylor deputy commissioner at FDA; JCD Googles “farmers in India suicide”; young Australian woman on nearly dying of aspartame poisoning, “clean bill of health” from EU, “most tested food additive in history”; CPAC Defender of the Constitution award for Donald Rumsfeld, ACC: “throw your shoe!”
1:00:35 JCD calls for “experts on the payroll” jingle, Geoff Smith *(whoosh!)* and If You See Something, Say Something jingle
1:01:55 Donation Segment
1:13:59 Videos of UFO above Temple Mount in Israel; Ask John Dvorak: Chuck Schumer “we have three branches of government: we have a House, we have a Senate, we have a President”
1:17:24 Law & Order: SVU “we have a billionaire pervert flying in underage girls for sex”; Fox attacking GE over its 3% corporate tax; British middle class income tax potentially at 80%
1:23:34 British heroin shortage and Afghan crop failures due to “mysterious white powder”; Loose Change 9/11 producer Korey Rowe arrested on heroin charges; Julian Assange film optioned
1:27:34 FDA “hold the salt” recommendations, “Big Nurse” expert; “all African-Americans” being targeted in addition to those with actual diseases, Huffington Post’s Darya Pino: “um, I think it’s a problem, um, y’know, the health issues and uh hypertension and blood pressure are a problem in that uh community and um...”, JCD: “she’s an idiot!”; Taco Bell silicon dioxide; CDC warning on raw milk’s risk to “infants, young children, and the elderly”
1:36:41 Homefront video game 2023 “national flu epidemic”; eugenicist Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation donates $1.6bn to Gavi Alliance to inject African children with pneumonia vaccine, Save the Children’s No Child Born to Die campaign, “another vaccine against diarrhea”; Pandemrix H1N1 vaccine causing narcolepsy in Finland; Anderson Cooper punched in the face in Cairo; former Bush administration insider Catherine Austin Fitts on depopulation agenda
1:48:56 And Now Back to Real News: Live to Dance scripted crying and flubbed line; CNN contacts ACC about MTV and nerd culture, Bridalplasty final, Skin pedophilia hysteria
1:57:52 Pakistanis protesting release of American spook diplomat and arrest of killer
2:01:13 Trains Good Planes Bad: Dutch high-speed rail in danger of bankruptcy; sumo match-fixing
274  GaGa vs Bieber (2011-01-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t like drying my hands at the airport, I want a towel, I want a paper towel.”
0:00:36 Tragedy in Tucson handoff to unrest in Egypt, JCD: “it seems to be scripted”
0:02:05 Ask John Dvorak: “is Mubarak a dictator?”; BBC on Muslim Brotherhood takeover, “managed democracy” in Jordan, “the shockwaves from the Tunisian uprising that have spread to Jordan”; Judith Miller to Geraldo Rivera: “I think I would worry about Jordan”; ACC on BBC jumping the gun on WTC 7 collapse; troubles as far away as Albania and Hungary
0:09:38 Erin Burnett to Morning Joe: “we’ve been talking to a lot of the wealthy people”, “children of the wealthy” explanation for English signs, “democracy in a place like Saudi Arabia” and potential oil price spike, ACC: “cut her off!”; New York Times reporter: “Egypt has no oil, no money”; chatroom theory on Suez Canal closing in favor of US rail system
0:18:29 Producer Segment: Nap for Humanity jingle
0:30:08 State Department Middle East color revolution formula; man on the street: the likes of Lech Wałęsa replaced by “bloggers!”; socialist Al-Jazeera “cute chick” Gihan Ibrahim; CNN on couple “on holiday” in Egypt who “truly appreciate the freedoms Americans have”; Piers Morgan unable to get even 500k viewers with the “Kardouchians”, ACC Larry King impression; CNN sound effects for Sami Abdul Aziz interview: “we are here to talk to our government — the American government”; CNN “we need justice!” screech from Atlanta protest
0:44:45 CVC confirms “vodka eyeballing” is all the rage, 2000 Kevin & Perry Go Large origin
0:46:14 Lucy Napolitano announces National Terror Advisory System: “today I would like to announce the end of the old system of color-coded alerts!”, “we — will — tell you”, “specific or credible terrorist threat”, demands applause for “specified end date”, “built on the commonsense belief that we’re all in this together”, arrests of “US persons” like Najibullah Zazi and Faisal Shahzad
0:58:51 Lawyer passenger to Detroit Fox station on crotch bomber: “the US government escorted him through security without a passport”; Robert Gibbs’ successor former Time Magazine journalist Jay Carney married to ABC News journalist; JCD on drunk Diane Sawyer
1:04:13 Studies linking HPV and “certain head and neck cancers” to oral sex; Netherlands deploying untested vaccine for goat-related Q fever; Indiana University study on hot news anchors
1:11:46 Donation Segment: Super Bowl prediction: Packers over Steelers
1:23:40 Whole Foods all-in on USDA “conditional deregulation” of GMO alfalfa
1:25:08 Arthur J. Gallagher dividend up 3% to $0.33; BP $3.3bn payout; Disneyland Club 33
1:28:25 ACC on New Yorkers blaming global warming for cold weather; Bill Maher and Rachel Maddow hysterical at denialist guest, JCD “just cap”, paper towels vs Dyson Airblade dryers
1:36:26 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser; The Hollywood Whackers jingle, John Travolta to play John Gotti, James Caan offers to bail out recently-arrested mobster Andrew Russo; Charlie Sheen in rehab; HLN Showbiz Tonight “is it Gaga, or is it Bieber?”
1:42:10 Manchester Airport projecting faces onto “hologram” cardboard cutouts; Ogden Utah considering “crime blimp”, “it becomes a deterrent when people know that there’s something watching you and following you”, JCD on mugging of KGO crew, blimp target practice
1:48:31 Haiku Herman “shut up slave” for Asian girl asking about EU “lack of democracy”; Australian club biometrics; Ray LaHood all-in on passive blood alcohol sensors from contractor QinetIQ
1:59:10 UK “proximity payments” coming soon; Vodafone defends shutting down Egyptian internet
2:02:02 Haitian children eating “dirt cookies”; Hillary Clinton checking on “too close to call” election, Yemen trip-and-fall; Jacquie Smith’s porn documentary; Berluscone and age of consent
JCD: “I denounce you!” (1:08:04)

Clarence Thomas absent from State of the Union speech; Rep. John Thune to Greta Van Susteren on repeat of last year’s speech, “wine salesman” 2035 electric car promises; no clapping by Joint Chiefs, adulation for sneaky “starting this year no American will be forbidden from serving the country they love because of who they love”; Sarah Palin: “tough speech to … try to stomach”, WTF “winning the future” meme; George Stephanopoulos lying about applause volume; top-ranked “our” and “new”, missing “green” and “climate”; news anchor meetings

Bat Signal Mac app; Ron Paul lists federal departments to shut down along with Federal Reserve; Nancy Pelosi clone Australian PM Julia Gillard proposes “one-time flood levy”

Producer Segment: “we throw in the penny” sound effect: JCD “Massachusnuts”

Explosion at World Economic Forum hotel in Davos Switzerland; Dugway Proving Ground locked down after disappearance of nerve agent, conspiracy sites linking to Stargate gamma ray bursts and GPS NOTAM; Virus X straight-to-DVD film and Hawaii Five-O ARkStorm

Egypt #Jan25 riots, Hillary Clinton calls for unblocked social media, Egypt-China oil refinery deal screwing India, predicts rise of Mubarak’s investment banker son; Marc Rich’s Glencore PLC IPO; Tunisia credited with Egyptian unrest; Nigerian pirates attack Greek cargo ship

33 in the headlines: H.R.333 Disabled Veterans Tax Termination Act, four sketchy companies with 33% revenue increases, Demand Media link farm and eHow scam; JCD on Rubicon codes

National Terror Advisory System to replace perpetual orange; Phil Mocek acquitted of refusing to provide TSA with identification; YouTube history series on family “denunciation” to Gestapo for crime of “not fitting in”; ACC’s new show notes/prep system with e-mail input

Donation Segment: proposal for carbon credits from napping

ABC’s Sam Champion on Arctic air “seeping down”, refrigerator door analogy, “it may have to do with the melting of the Arctic ice sheet”; NASA Climate Kids disgruntled polar bear cartoon, AP report on warming Arctic Ocean from 1922; Just Take Your Meds jingle; BBC Horizon “Science Under Attack”; CDC telephone survey asking about children in household

College students “vodka eyeballing”, JCD: “this is bullcrap!” like shaving with butter; douchebag GE “ecomagination”; ACC “nap for humanity”; before it’s a crime, it’s precrime!

Local news “disappearance of Deborah Shit… Schmidt” blooper; attempt to corner European cocoa market and Côte d’Ivoire President Alassane Ouattara’s export ban; indigenous Bolivian “coca chewing protest” against international ban, JCD story: using coca leaves in the Andes for altitude sickness, “rocketing past” younger climbers; opium for breakfast in Afghanistan

Rahm Emanuel’s magical appearance on Chicago ballot; new TV show Chicago Code

And Now Back to Real News: Oprah’s half-sister appears in time for new network promotion; no meat in Taco Bell tacos, JCD: “these agencies are useless!” (JCDPPotD)

Petaling Jaya medical research institute releases 6k GMO mosquitoes to study dengue fever, “it does not matter whether the public likes it or not”; bath salts now a felony in Florida; producer feedback on sodium, Ohio switching to veterinary drug for lethal injection; Oakland protests over cops allowed to “arrest gang members involved in any type of illegal activity”

British police outside clubs scanning for drug traces; Norwegian account-hacking bloggers, new mega-city in China, ACC’s friend Eli Roth filming in China, Moscow Airport bomb, Danish government raising retirement age to 71; ACC’s credit report with “evil Adam Curry”

British Columbia earthquake, FEMA prepackaged meals; I’m a Denier end-of-show song
0:00:00 JCD: “I’m thinking that the three thing is a message back to base.” (2:12:47)
0:00:34 In the Morning to “dung in the pit”; Gabby Giffords two-week media expiration date reached
0:03:27 100 East Coast mobsters arrested, “there’s no mob in Chicago, apparently”, “Vinnie Carwash”
0:06:24 Hollywood Whackers: HFPA’s Max Miller “apparent suicide” the day after Golden Globes
0:09:26 George Clooney interview by suck-up Piers Morgan promoted by Reuters, “you have to be informed” on causes like Haiti, Morgan “I’m sure you will argue, quite rightly” about paparazzi drones, fake hilarity over “I’m also watching your house”, JCD on “devil’s advocate” cop-out, Clooney’s “journalist” father: “there is little or no privacy left any more, that battle has already been lost”; Bono & Bill Clinton at Sargent Shriver funeral
0:24:28 Producer Segment: leaving show playing on Apple Store iPad
0:34:31 Ask Adam jingles, Bayer aspirin “I’m not having a heart attack!” ad
0:38:20 Ask John Devorak jingle, “tightly-prescribed national identity” fascism definition and corporatism; Paul Volcker to leave Economic Recovery Advisory Board to be renamed Council on Jobs and Competitiveness and headed by GE’s Jeffrey Immelt; Sen. Bernie Sanders on $16bn in GE bailouts, quotes Immelt “I talk China, China, China, China, China”, ACC “Chiner”, JCD on Keith Olbermann walkout, Eric Schmidt’s departure, “I think he’s gonna be the head of the CIA eventually”; former Goldman Sachs CIO Eileen Rominger to oversee hedge funds at SEC; Immelt: government will be “industry policy champion, a financier, and a key partner”
0:52:06 Phillips’ Colon Health “ooh, now that’s the best part!”
0:53:02 ACC catches vapor trail from Vandenberg Delta IV Heavy launch with “critical NRO payload”
0:56:46 Obama at Schenectady GE plant boasting about trip to India with Immelt and Deepak Chopra
0:59:04 JCD oversleeping until 7:50; India trading carbon credits based on burning methane generated from cow dung, ACC: “this is such an incredible scam”, EU stolen carbon credit scheme, carbon offset dead tree scams, ACC “we keep our mouth shut” for 10 minutes for carbon credits
1:13:52 Donation Segment
1:30:05 “Second sun in the sky” from “upcoming” Betelgeuse supernova, possible Beetlejuice 2 promotion; unusual seismic activity from Red Sea to Gulf of Aden Stargate; ACC on Hollywood & Highland sign-carrier predicting May 21 apocalypse; NOTAMs for February GPS unreliability in Southwestern US due to Department of Defense tests
1:37:49 Taxis on Patrol “mobile neighborhood watch on wheels” in Denver, “rigorous” training program with police; Bay Area school “smile day” as part of “respect week”
1:42:35 EU SARTRE Safe Road Trains for the Environment semi-autonomous vehicle trains “to be able to both read the newspaper and eat breakfast”, JCD: “you know it’s gonna get hacked!”
1:45:53 Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack’s USDA approves GMO alfalfa, ACC on alfalfa’s medicinal benefits, JCD proposes class action lawsuit by organic farmers over gene contamination
1:50:03 PBS’ Gwen Ifill on Republican vote to “repeal healthcare”; Michelle Obama partnering with Walmart to reduce “sodium” in food, JCD: “you’d explode!”
1:57:22 Jerry Springer “I’m not no lesbian!”; NPR On the Media on Tunisia “Twitter revolution”, government corruption on WikiLeaks, “remarkable portion” on Facebook, economic hit man “leaking model”, “jasmine revolution”, 1.5 tons of gold missing, JCD predicts “teal revolution”
2:11:02 JCD on 33 as spook signal, Queensland flood victim count, “don’t worry, it’s us”
2:15:29 Georgetown AQ-USA professor frets about as-Sahab “media arm”: “we know for a fact that al-Qaeda has downloaded the websites of every major think tank in the United States”

272 Brown is the New Green (2011-01-23)
271  By Executive Order (2011-01-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Congress, you can go home, it does not matter any more what you do.” (0:49:59)
0:00:36 Fake free iPad scams; Ride of the Valkyries, Ms. Micky downloading screeners through iTunes
0:06:53 Golden Globes: Hollywood Foreign Press Association payola lawsuit, Pia Zadora’s “new star of the year” award, Las Vegas press junket for Burlesque best song; embarrassment over The Social Network win, Russian mob valuation bump for IPO; Ricky Gervais’ inside jokes
0:13:52 Producer Segment: JCD’s professional slide whistle, Spike Jones’ musical .38 pistol
0:20:17 Time “Guns, Speech, Madness” article, “hateful speech doesn’t kill people, guns do”; John King offended by “in the crosshairs”; Rachel Maddow outraged by Republican “job-killing” and “lock, stock, and barrel” from “Congressman Mike Pence of Wants-to-be-president-ville”
0:29:00 Obama in 2009 on “prolonged detention” “consistent with our values and our Constitution”
0:35:12 JCD on viral “a bear walks by” video; Robert Gibbs’ cold sore, quietly asked about Executive Order 13563 Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review, WSJ op-ed on regulations “that are just plain dumb”, “if it goes in your coffee, it is not hazardous waste” on saccharin, regulations.gov “timely online access”; oversight by OMB Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs headed by Cass Sunstein, wife Samantha Power who called Hillary a “monster”
0:45:55 Broken reginfo.gov, saccharin removed from hazardous substances list; Sunstein’s 2007 “Brave new Wikiworld” op-ed, all-in on infiltrating dissident groups (ACCPotD)
0:54:18 CIA In-Q-Tel investing in Facebook IPO; “a color and a flash mob” in Tunisia
0:58:22 Biodiversitée: USGS ARkStorm promoting Noah’s Ark: the New Beginning animated film; JCD on Mothman saturating media outlets; Lakers’ Rick Fox playing Big Bang Theory “global warming professor”; Connie Hedegaard at “Cancun and Beyond” forum with Philips Lighting Foundation “evil elitist Dutch” shills: “tax more what we burn and less what we earn” meme
1:11:18 And Now Back to Real News: Obama “secretly battling stomach parasites” according to National Enquirer; JCD on Japanese cresote pills; NPR op-ed by Daisy Hernandez on “collective sigh of brown relief when the Tucson killer turned out to be a gringo”
1:16:54 Donation Segment: JCD term “pablum”
1:33:02 White House State Dinner for Hu Jintao; WikiLeaks to disclose elite Swiss bank account information; Aaron Sorkin’s “elite is not a bad word, it’s an aspirational one” Golden Globes speech; Dutch Rabobank economist Wim Boonstra all-in on SDR over US dollar
1:40:55 And Now Back to Real News: rapper 50 Cent H & H Imports pump and dump scheme; JCD proposes stage name in light of Diane Sawyer “and a good morning to you, Juju”, Reince Priebus “RNC PR BS”; Piers Morgan fascinated by Condoleezza Rice’s virus resistance
1:49:38 Distraction of the Week: Jean-Claude Duvalier returns to Haiti; Clinton & Bush begging for more money; Michael Capponi beachfront resorts for Jacmel; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund elites
1:58:01 Frontline on police watching for “suspicious activity around public facilities; picture taking, map drawing, evasive driving”, arrest for photographing Amtrak train for Amtrak contest
2:01:04 Shadow Puppet Theater: John Podesta joins green energy company Joule Unlimited
2:03:59 Magic number 33 headlines; Delta IV Heavy launch at Vandenberg AFB with secret NRO payload to “monitor the environment”; NASA solar flare warning; Pakistan earthquake
2:10:44 Democrats ranting about evil health insurance companies; Obamacare shill Stephanie Cutter whiteboard video, voiceover due to botch, JCD on recent prescription drug price gouging
2:21:25 Lindsay Lohan’s doctor pushing fluoride supplements; “I thought Europe was a country”
270  Call of Doody (2011-01-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “Holy crap, this thing is huge!” (1:22:42)
0:00:38  JCD on Miss America 2011 “piece of crap”, questions from man on the street with background casino sign, Washington on political party rivalries: “I think that we should take after Miss America and love one another and try to compromise”; winner Nebraska on Wikileaks: “when it came to that situation it was actually based on espionage”, “focus on security first and then people’s right to know”; Pentecostal palms-to-the-sky and double Nazi salute (JCDPPotD)
0:14:08  Producer Segment: ACC’s Time Warner producers to the rescue; Jimmy Wales’ “ugly mug”; PR Associate Maynard: JCD “a big fan of deregulating the salami industry”, “if you want to eat some salami in the morning”, “I’m concerned about fluoride being a mind control drug”
0:25:28  Tragedy in Tucson: Meet the Press “meds” and precrime memes; victim Eric Fuller involuntarily committed for “you’re dead” at town hall; Bernard-Henri Levy with outrageous French accent to Parker Spitzer on “American love for guns”, victim Christina Green born on 9/11, “I can go in a shop and buy just filling a little form”, “I tried”; ACC’s Iranian hairdresser all-in on disarming the crazies; Pat Leahy: “I would not want Vermont laws to be in an urban area”; ACC predicts “guns across America”; Levy: “we are guardians of the words”
0:41:57  Tennessee man arrested for threat to Rep. Phil Roe, sister’s comparison to Loughner, “suffered from delusions and always thought the government was out to get him”, JCD: “he’s in jail, they’re out to get him and they got him!”, laws to allow family to “step in and help”, roster of crazies shooting up Tennessee, “thought the government had implanted a microchip inside his head”; Mimi’s theory about Oregon’s “old hippies” resisting federal presence, Christmas = terrorism meme, Montana passing states rights laws; Loughner’s abovetopsecret.com posts
0:53:37  Hollywood Whackers: Michael Russell lawsuit over Golden Globes payola
0:56:36  Marine producer note on Reserve Corps readiness for martial law enforcement, Twenty-Nine Palms survey question on forcible disarmament of citizenry; JCD on people believing Martin Luther King and Harriet Tubman freed the slaves; ACC on true purpose of Second Amendment
1:02:47  GAO sting operation on FDA human trial for bogus “Adhesiabloc” device from fake company headed by April Phuls, Timothy Witless, and Alan Ruse in Chetesville, Arizona
1:07:16  JCD “No Agenda glossary”, term “isolated incident” omitted from Tucson coverage
1:10:14  Donation Segment: Pope John Paul II halfway to Sainthood due to Parkinson’s miracle cure
1:22:58  GMO bird flu resistant chickens; WTO attempting to gobble up poor countries’ farmland, Tunisian food riots, UN FAO “danger territory”; JCD on “organic ingredients” protein bar scam; British Soil Association scientist irked over “vaccinated” branding for GMOs; Georgia Guidestones and 500M world population target revisited, “guide reproduction wisely, improving fitness and (bio)diversitée”, JCD: “I thought the last one was eat more chicken”
1:35:53  NPR on North Korean military massed near DMZ, JCD mocks “prospect of surprise attack”
1:39:41  Queensland using Thai cloud seeding technology; USGS ARkStorm scenario, The Flood movie
1:48:08  Biodiversitée: global warming in 3000 AD according to computer model
1:50:24  Producer note on next generation of ATMs running Windows; Dutch “PINning is winning”
1:55:47  Call of Duty “it was their attempt at MKULTRA!” for JFK assassination
1:58:23  And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; “everyone was terrified of Doug”
2:00:48  Anna Politkovskaya documentary on Putin’s rise to power, “Russian people are slaves”
2:03:48  Drones for Mexico border; Robocop and The Running Man; No Agenda Roku channel
2:10:18  Kardashians shilling for MS Office; JCD’s Force compiler; Eric Bogosian for end of show

1066
269 Time Warner Sucks (2011-01-13)

0:00:00 Voice on phone: “No, the next (inaudible) appointment is this Saturday.” (2:05:32)
0:00:51 ACC “battling Time Warner Cable” over connectivity issues, JCD: “this episode’s brought to you by Comcast”; JCD on beef-buying PDF and need for chest freezer
0:12:17 CVC’s ticketless adventure on LA Metro resulting in $189 “bail”, JCD: “welcome to California”
0:16:26 Producer Segment
0:22:37 Gabby Giffords subscribing to channel of three-name shooter Jared Lee Loughner, affair theory; Nightline on lucid dreaming obsession, JCD’s “floatin’ around” lucid dream, Inception iPhone app promotion, 2012 Mayan prophecy, question for Giffords “what is government if words have no meaning?”; ACC: “it’s like they were waiting for this” to advance precrime agenda, JCD on Ronald Reagan closing mental institutions due to liberal pressure
0:33:37 Greg Gutfeld on “creepy ditty” They’re Coming to Take Me Away, Ha-Haaa!, refusal of psychiatric drugs “the result: Saturday”, “he was an internet troll in real skin”, “it is mental illness that prevents the mentally ill from seeking help for his mental illness”, JCD: “who is this fascist?”, “I’d rather get these folks on meds before they get us with bullets”
0:39:41 Obama “Gabby opened her eyes for the first time” lie, JCD on Mussolini chin-jerk, Giffords both CFR members; new family DNA “tool” to be used in search for Kensington Strangler, JCD on TV “trace the call” crimefighting technologies; Lucy Napolitano’s “incendiary device”
0:49:18 Bloomberg’s Al Hunt to BBC’s Katty Kay on Loughner’s rejection by military due to drug use, purchase of Glock 19 with “clip of 30 bullets in it” lie, 70-80% in favor of gun control “without even seeing a survey I can guarantee you of that”, JCD: “did he say what I thought he said?!”, Second Amendment repeal, Hunt on guns used for self-defense “though that’s really rare”, Kay: “the Supreme Court may start relaxing gun control laws even further”

1:04:45 itm.im URL shortener; mavericksofmedia.com
1:12:38 Donation Segment
1:30:00 Glenn Beck’s 33 years on the air, 33 killed in Sudan skirmishes, diesel at $3.333 per gallon
1:31:52 noagendastream.com newsreader Doug promo “news and weather on the threes”
1:35:26 Producer note on Oklahoma meteor crater in Mississippi field, “for a place with no crater there sure were a lot of law enforcement officers in the area and had all the roads closed off”, JCD on high monetary value of meteor chunks, Natural History Museum specimens
1:38:50 BBC on Romanian starling die-off due to alcohol poisoning from wine-making process
1:42:30 Eisenhower’s “military industrial complex” farewell speech for end of show
1:44:33 One-year anniversary of Haiti earthquake; Clinton Foundation “happy Haitians” video lauding “whopping” $11.5M allocation; Manigat-Martelly runoff election
1:49:50 And Now Back to Real News: “Golden Voice” Ted Williams’ “dark second chapter”, HLN on Dr. Phil’s “90 meetings in 90 days”, “doing one Kraft commercial is only one gig”
1:57:10 JCD on Hollywood Whackers and F. Lee Bailey asserting O.J. Simpson innocence; Michael Jackson’s doctor about to go on trial, ACC predicts suicide conclusion
2:01:16 Pfizer Chantix shortage and Japanese cigarette tax increase; Rotterdam Monsanto fire first responders all sick, government observers cowering in airtight vehicle
2:04:38 ACC takes call from Time Warner Cable on tethering phone
2:09:34 German hookers working “off the books” and for the elderly and disabled; new ID cards hacked; Jean-Claude Trichet’s speech opening remarks in German, ACC: “Reich 4.0”
2:17:50 ACC recommends “outstanding film” The King’s Speech; Guns and Weed: the Road to Freedom

1067
Mavericks of Media (2011-01-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Congresswoman Bono has her breasts exposed in a photo?” (0:33:09)
0:00:37 New stream and chat infrastructure; JCD back from Las Vegas, no hotel hookers, “hi I’m Raven”, Mexican kids passing out hooker business cards, AT&T network overload
0:06:08 Government going after WikiLeaks records including Twitter follower information
0:09:14 Producer Segment: Linux bat signal; chatroom “Doug” bot
0:15:42 National {Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month
0:18:42 Facebook’s fastest-growing demographic aged 74 and older
0:20:06 ACC on Tucson shooting of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords eclipsing deaths of young people in Iraq and Afghanistan ignore by Obama; CNN and Fox heavy-hitters brought in immediately; “Lucy Judge” John Roll dead; rambling Shepard Smith on false exchange of gunfire story, shooter Jared Loughner rejected by US Army, “will we find out why he was rejected? uh-huh, someone will leak that”; Pima County Sheriff Clarence Dupnik: “that may be free speech, but it’s not without consequences”, liberal blame for Glenn Beck and Sarah Palin
0:31:38 Rep. Mary Bono Mack lesbian breast-licking photo scandal eclipsed by shooting; Obamacare repeal vote postponed; Obama address under Abraham Lincoln portrait
0:38:02 “Rudimentary” incendiary package sent to Lucy Napolitano, Los Angeles Times “vendetta” meme; “did you buy the flashlight and the batteries?” ready.gov PSAs; Sen. Chuck Grassley to Anderson Cooper on Pentagon and NSA child pornography downloads, blackmail fodder for foreign intelligence operations, “some other names” code, ICE Project Flicker
0:51:06 Shadow Puppet Theater: former banker and CFR member Chief of Staff William Daley, NEC National Economic Council Director Gene Sperling involved in Glass-Steagall repeal
0:57:27 Paltry $78bn in defense cuts over five years, Dennis Kucinich on Pentagon tendency to “lose track of taxpayers’ money”, Andrew Napolitano “sacred cow” rant; 9/10/2001 Rumsfeld $2.3T revisited; Obamacare “press extravaganza” and skewed Kaiser Family Foundation poll
1:02:36 “Tragedy in Tucson” prompts Fox medical consultant to call for involuntary commitment for pre-crime “homicidal ideation”; Tucson local affiliate KGUN, JCD: “shootin’ you the news!”
1:07:58 Donation Segment: “Mavericks of Media”
1:19:19 “Mother ship” on video sitting on Lima Peru; George Clooney’s girlfriend’s butt
1:22:08 South Sudan independence referendum beginning; South Korean foot-and-mouth outbreak on heels of free trade agreement encourage imports of US beef; ACC’s free beef half from producers, JCD on US products devolving to second-rate
1:28:35 Honeywell T-Hawk drone to be used by Miami-Dade Police Department
1:31:00 EPA and H&HS lower recommended water fluoridation level to 0.7 mg/L
1:34:57 Food riots in Algeria, Kenya deaths from starvation “hunger-related causes”, FAO price index
1:37:47 Risperdal side effect gynecomastia “causing boys to grow breasts”; sleepwalker Jared Loughner
1:40:54 TSA claiming naked body scan equivalent to “one hour of normal background radiation”
1:44:40 From Enlightenment To Endarkenment author Graeme Maxton’s anti-capitalist rant on CNBC; ACC’s Stephen Hawking sighting at Mondrian Hotel; “peak water” meme, Kardashians ditch predatory credit card; ghost cities of China; Roseanne bitches to Joy Behar about capitalism
2:02:04 Virgin Atlantic Illuminati video; dioxin in German poultry; Rotterdam glyphosate fire, coffee shop closings; Brazilian national ID card with fingerprint information; Dutch “chip grandma”
2:09:16 JCD “bad eyesight theory” for dead birds in Arkansas, New Year’s Eve radar image
2:15:42 Show notes magic number 33s; Robert Gibbs replacement; JCD’s earthquake escape to Reno
267 What’s My Line? (2011-01-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, uh, Gibbs, the No Agenda guys are really onto your, like, lying about the smoking thing, and we think you should leave.” (1:40:09)

0:00:42 New stream setup; JCD doing show from Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas with sketchy connection

0:05:08 Producer Segment

0:13:46 ACC on creating tampax.com, quest for OB brand flying off shelves due to “production issue”, crazy eBay prices, possible TSS cover-up, “time for the Chinese counterfeiters to move in”!

0:20:40 Distraction of the Week: homeless “Golden Voice” Ted Williams, CBS Early Show takes credit

0:24:36 Former presidential and military advisor John P. Wheeler III found dead in Delaware landfill, seen “drugged, dazed, and confused” in one shoe after being robbed, JCD: “Chantix”; Sorcha Faal disinformation site makes connection with to Arkansas dead birds; nonprofit MITRE Corporation work on DoD computers; ACC 9/11 connection theory, FBI advising local police, witness: Wheeler “didn’t axe me to call the police”, Happy Harry’s Pharmacy sighting

0:43:12 ACC on self-fixing iOS alarm clock bug covered in depth nowhere; JCD on covering Las Vegas CES crawling with press “non-union goofballs”, glasses with electronically-controlled lenses

0:48:50 Show notes “Doug” heading for Arkansas dead birds, Time on “Aflockalypse” biodiversité bandwagon, author Bryan Walsh a “warmer world” shill, JCD on 1970s global cooling scare and population control; Met Office’s warning about extreme cold suppressed

0:56:10 South Sudan referendum on 11th, George Clooney’s off-script stammering on ABC to chagrin of handler John Prendergast, new village bombing story, “there’s a lot of consequences that we can offer”, supposed Obama campaign promise, Prendergast: US “biggest actor in Sudan”

1:07:23 Donation Segment: Bill Clinton PETA Person of the Year for vegan diet

1:17:48 “Zombie” Dick Cheney’s lack of pulse due to mechanical heart pump, possible heart transplant

1:19:34 Attempts to wipe out redwing blackbird populations to reduce sunflower impact, possible illegal poison campaign; ACC on New Madrid Fault triangle and HAARP; seven-minute ABC package on New Madrid tremor, four faults in US “could have another catastrophic strike at any time”; FEMA New Madrid disaster response plan, National Level Exercise NLE 2011 drill scheduled for May in Midwest; declassified Army document “incapacitating effect of microwave hearing”, tinnitus PSA; belated Knightings with rent boys and chardonnay

1:34:44 Missile launch off Texas coast; JCD on NYT editor asserting mystery LA launch was contrail

1:36:31 President Valerie Jarrett to Meet the Press on Obama’s “enormous progress”, START Treaty “passed”, “now we will be able to have gays and lesbians serve their country proudly in the military” lie, Obama “had to spend almost every waking hour in Washington focusing very hard on solving that crisis”, planning to find way to “spend more time outside of Washington” when he gets back to Washington: Obama to NYT on Robert Gibbs’ “relatively modest pay”

1:44:38 Austan Goolsbee ambushed by ABC host on projected 9% unemployment, potential debt ceiling crisis, “we shouldn’t even be discussing that, people will get the wrong idea”

1:52:46 Canadian corporate top tax rate roughly half that of US; Australia being pressured to extend GST to online sales; Australian flood area covering size of Germany and France

1:59:24 Compromised BMJ journal article further debunking Wakefield vaccine-autism paper, “falsified data”, “it’s hard to believe, Wolf”, resulting “pockets of children who were not vaccinated”; cholera vaccine push, Harry Potter animal trainer dead of swine flu, cocaine “vaccine”

2:13:33 Piers Morgan taking over for Larry King; Bill O’Reilly’s “as you know, federal law trumps state law”; John Birch Society founder Robert Welch for end of show
266  Dead Angry Birds (2011-01-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “The women in Canada ... have extremely pretty butts.” (2:00:24)
0:00:39 Happy New Year, ACC’s iPhone alarm failure and lingering interest in Big Bear real estate
0:06:49 KTLA on terrible California storms taking out a palm tree and fence panel; JCD impressed by San Francisco fireworks display with two grand finales due to Gavin Newsom leaving, ACC on 1987-88 Times Square vs current “corporate-sponsored piece of crap” with blue Nivea hats
0:13:35 Producer Segment: no EPs or AEPs; No Agenda movie trailer; Coast to Coast AM plug
0:19:06 ACC on Alex Jones’ good guests constantly interrupted by seeds and gold hype
0:21:25 “Bath salts” mephedrone taking over Dutch MDMA scene; JCD on unemployed kids at San Francisco fireworks, predicts LA riots; Chantix for treating PGAD Persistent Genital Arousal Disorder, “Jeanie’s desperate to get home to masturbate”, waivers for off-label use; a whopping 39 UK swine flu deaths, JCD compares vaccine development to “the wine game”
0:45:37 Ambassador to China Jon Huntsman hinting at presidential run, sketchy article on Mormon White Horse Prophecy for salvation of Glenn Beck’s “hanging by a thread” Constitution, JCD on beliefs of “clannish” Mormons, genealogy websites, ACC on his father’s baptism goal, Mormons vs Baptists vs Methodists, ACC: “in what religion do you get to fiddle around with choir boys?”, appeal of Amish life; JCD on meeting Universal Life Church’s Kirby Hensley, origin of No Agenda Knighthoods; architectural wonder Crystal Cathedral in financial trouble
1:02:04 Donation Segment: ACC’s Google AdSense nightmare; Dave Winer interested in stream
1:13:01 Thousands of dead redwing blackbirds fall from sky in Beebe Arkansas, poison suspected because “they are what they call a nuisance around this time every year”, hazmat-suited feds poking around, “a Doug was also found”, “startled by fireworks” theory, ACC on “persistent jet contrails” appearing in the morning, “think about it, bird flu!”, JCD: “abort, abort with the bird flu, try something else! oh, okay, they died of a heart attack, they were startled!”
1:26:59 Haitian cholera death toll 3,333, ACC: 33 “total code”, royal wedding “distraction of the year”, JCD on MSNBC The Site switching to 24/7 coverage of Princess Diana’s death; ACC recommends Starsuckers documentary received via Bittorrent
1:37:02 Six of top ten Techmeme headlines from blog PRs; 3,333 number from Haitian Health Ministry headed by Dr. Gabriel Timothee, H5N1 chatter
1:46:48 JCD on Aric the Shill’s son cured of FD&C Red #40 ADHD, ACC on his mother’s reaction to Dutch undyed meat in 1972, Mimi’s Ritalin manufacturer theory and regulatory revolving door, Red #40 from coal tar; JCD on estrogen-like soy oil “soil”, soy industry talking points, Canadian women’s canola oil butts: “they’re bigger and they’re sloppier and they bounce around and they’ve got the cottage cheese thing goin’ on” (JCDPPotD)
2:03:07 And Now Back to Real News: Discovery Michael Jackson autopsy show cancelled; Bobby Farrell found dead in Russia on anniversary of Rasputin’s death; Anna Chapman’s appearance on Russian This is Your Life and Salt DVD release; ACC on 9/11 hijackers showing up alive
2:10:50 1960 The Time Machine bad acting; Jesse Ventura’s 9/11 Commission ambush, JCD story: box of hate mail for scathing article on Seattle, ACC on fake lawsuit over Heinz curry ketchup
2:17:51 Kudos to No Agenda album artists including Nick the Rat; new stream plans
265 Moon Base on Mars  (2010-12-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eat prunes, that’s my advice.” (1:19:57)
0:00:36 JCD on bogus Christmas “scratch my back” gift certificates, ACC’s USB turntable from CVC to be used on upcoming Daily Source Code
0:04:50 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s One Day in Gitmo Nation eBook
0:09:42 ACC’s trip to Big Bear with thoughts of buying rustic plot of land; UK £400 rebate for new eco-friendly boilers that freeze during extreme cold weather, 2004 “never see snow” meme
0:17:02 And now Back to Real News: Chris Rock roasts Oprah Winfrey at Kennedy Honors: “most powerful person in the world, and right next to her, Barack Obama!”; JCD’s “helium Skype”
0:21:26 Kids using new drug “bath salts” and smoking potpourri, Kansas University student struck after running into traffic, tachycardia cases in Louisiana, MDPV methylenedioxypyrovalerone
0:28:02 ACC recommends Dutch A Letter From Poland YouTube video on Smolensk plane crash
0:31:45 Haitian election dispute to be reviewed by OAS, CBC on “widespread allegations of fraud”, “I saw ballot-stuffing ... I saw ballots torn from the ballot boxes”; Haiti earthquake recap
0:39:32 George Clooney Not On Our Watch partnership with Google to spy on Sudan via satellite, JCD’s Google “oil near <country>”, “comprehensive peace agreement” referendum on 1/11/11 cooked up in The Hague; Not On Our Watch celebrity roster, War Crimes and Atrocities director David Pressman; ACC on DJs for Darfour; Chinese expansionism; Network for Good money handlers; al-Qaeda in {Darfour, Sudan}; JCD on accelerating charity event cycle, ACC on credit card purchase percentages, “Saint” Bob Geldof and 1985 Live Aid, We Are the World three-year license, Phil Collins’ Concorde; Clooney’s “emergency and life-saving programs”
1:01:11 Donation Segment: ACC’s MailSteward database
1:11:08 Robert Gibbs: “probably about nine months” since Obama quit smoking, “he has done enormously well in quitting”; new Chantix ad with Boston-accented MILF, New Year resolution marketing, ACC on constipation from quitting cold turkey, “I pride myself on my pooping”; Sustenex ad “several discomforts with my digestive system”, JCD: “basically a prune ad”
1:24:59 Cryptome’s John Young on WikiLeaks for end of show; NPR clarifies 1900 of promised 250k cables actually released; HaikuLeaks
1:27:32 JCD on post-millennial helicopter parents, Ford ad for car radio parental controls; 10k baby boomers per day entering Social Security rolls; MSNBC guest on No Child Left Behind disaster
1:36:45 The Examiner “Giant Spaceships to Attack” thoroughly debunked, 2011 releases of Skyline, Battle: Los Angeles, Super 8, Falling Skies, and V coming soon; Mars Rover Sol 2169 photo with “base sitting right there” removed from NASA website
1:40:06 Comical French babbling on Democracy Now; Sarkozy risking life by being all-in on SDR
1:42:32 Robert Reich gripes about corporate personhood; Germany debating airport profiling, “concrete terrorist threat”, “recruiting” meme; Boko Haram Christmas church bombings in Nigeria
1:51:55 And Now Back to Real News: Spider-Man lead actress leaves due to concussion, flamboyantly gay theater critic: “it’s almost like going to an equestrian show and wanting to see who’s going to fall off the horse”; Discovery Channel “Michael Jackson Autopsy”, ACC on Wii dance game; Wikispoons Ronni Chasen art museum heist theory, spying on client Hans Zimmer
1:59:30 Belgian Catholic priest still up for Nobel Peace Prize in spite of sexual abuse admission
2:00:52 Afghan War costing $2bn per week; S.510 and Codex Alimentarius harmonization, JCD on putting right-wing radio guys off the air; toxic aspartame-like sweetener neotame approved for use in cattle feed; ACC’s organic “half a cow” purchase plan; John Young end-of-show clip
ACC: “You’d look at his agenda and it would say like, buy Porsche, today”

ACC recommends Scrooged with terrifying cable news special; no Dianne Feinstein terror event; TSA looking into terrorist Thermos bottles “in your carry-on or your checked bag”; George Stephanopoulos reminisces about Thanksgiving “full body scans and patdowns at airports”, LAX TSA carolers, JCD: “reminds me of the Brownshirt chorus of 1938”

Health South fraud scandal with revolving-door CFO, paying more in taxes than earnings generated, JCD on SEC’s interest in not investigating; ACC story: armed-to-the-teeth IRS tracking him down at Mevio; legal Congressional stock ownership; Washington Post: 80% of DHS contractor lobbyists worked in government, L3’s $900M in government sales

Obama reads ’Twas the Night Before Christmas to Washington grade school “slavelets”: “Saint Nick a.k.a. Santa Claus”; Haiku Herman stille en vreugde / van Kerstmis tot het nieuwe jaar / hopende ook op hoop “hoping for hope”; Obama teleprompter message for military

Two to the Head: Adrienne Nicole Martin found dead at house of former Busch CEO August Busch IV; ACC story: budweiser.com “born on” date widget, August “Woody”; Case Western Alzheimer’s researcher Professor Mark Smith killed in hit-and-run incident, Alzheimer’s “sixth-largest cause of death”, driver found dead of drug overdose

Vancouver Sun opinion piece on severed “foots” from 2004 Asian tsunami

JCD finally watches “a little far-fetched” Iron Man, recommends The International

ACC berated for getting don’t ask don’t tell “repeal” bill number wrong; Robert Gates memo declines to estimate duration of certification process; START Treaty allowing Russia to build more nuclear warheads; “sleeper agent” Anna Chapman’s Playboy appearance and involvement with “Kremlin-backed youth group”, Russian women whoo!; crazy Oprah Winfrey “my favorite things” giveaway, National Enquirer sticking with “Oprah is gay” story

Howard Dean’s infamous scream clip, comically long tie

EU court upholds Maastricht ban on foreigners buying marijuana in cafes, “weed pass”, JCD: “they’re not doing it as a republic, they’re doing it as a giant Nazi state”; British ad for Buddi GPS tracker for the elderly, “chipping granny”; NORAD tracking Santa vs 9/11

Stammering Robert Gibbs lies about Obama “working very hard” to quit smoking: “I have not seen or witnessed evidence of, uh, um, any smoking in probably, uh... nine months”

CBS on homegrown terrorism, Portland Christmas tree lighting bombing plot “foiled” by FBI, “eleven acts this year alone”, al-Qaeda’s “vast network of web sites”, “self-radicalizing”, “lone wolves who can easily blend in”, “tips from the public monitoring internet chatter”

Antiwar activists raided in Minneapolis, JCD on Obama police state

Vanuatu earthquake after theft of seismic equipment; fracking-induced earthquakes in Arkansas

24 deaths from swine flu in UK; producer note on avoiding flu vaccine miscarriage
263 Don’t Ask, Don’t Yell (2010-12-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Children of the future will have no snow!” (1:48:35)
0:00:37 ACC: don’t ask don’t tell repeal “the biggest lie in the world”, drunk O’Biden “by repealing don’t ask don’t tell”, Obama “proud to sign a law that will bring an end to don’t ask don’t tell”, “excited” on verified Twitter account; S.4023 Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell Repeal Act “to provide for repeal” 60 days after certification, Section 2(c) “No Immediate Effect On Current Policy”
0:10:17 Rachel Maddow “a day that began with him officially signing the repeal of don’t ask don’t tell”; ABC: ban “a thing of the past”, “a hero’s welcome for the President today as he fulfilled a major campaign promise”, JCD on stammering as a tell, veteran gay activist Zoe Dunning hoodwinked; Obama: “we have a gay guy in the unit; he’s big, he’s mean, he kills lots of bad guys”; portentous “and now it is my honor to sign this bill into law!” to hysterical cheers
0:18:56 Producer Segment
0:29:49 Katie Couric on homegrown terrorism, DHS talking points, al-Awlaki vs bin Laden; Oklahoma City bombing journalist Pierre Thomas “blunt warning” headline, Eric Holder “successful once” meme, “not certain” = “certain”, JCD rewrites “alarming rise in the number of Americans who are more than willing to attack and kill their fellow citizens”, Holder turning Americans against each other, al-Awlaki “masterminded” crotch bomber
0:45:43 Lucy Napolitano to ABC: “there is a lot of chatter … that references the holidays”, John Brennan conveniently forgets crotch bomber was on board plane; al-Qaeda monkey bars B-roll; Diane Sawyer:“for every Abdulmutallab caught, are other homegrown terrorists being formed?”; James Clapper clueless about arrest of 12 suspects in London; Nazi-like “homeland”
1:00:31 Letterman Christmas “junk mail” joke on postal worker delivering mail naked
1:01:19 Donation Segment
1:22:02 Riots and disappearances after Aleksandr Lukashenko wins dubious 80% victory in Belarus; START Treaty loopholes for storing ballistic missiles, “space launch facilities”
1:33:07 ACC connects paper money RFID circuitry and FCC net neutrality to Vivek Kundra IPv6 push, “cashless society with cash”, JCD on carrying worthless non-ER pounds into UK
1:41:00 Gardasil approved against anal cancer; shingles vaccine propaganda, JCD on hepatitis vaccine for clinicians handling blood products; veterans chaining themselves to White House fence
1:47:00 Biodiversitée: 2000 UK Independent article quotes University of East Anglia CRU scientist David Viner: “children just aren’t going to know what snow is”; jet stream diversion havoc
1:49:39 No mention of Heath Ledger’s death in interview with wife on ABC Nightline
1:51:02 No Labels conference with left-wing Nancy Jacobson and Burson-Marsteller CEO Mark Penn, “cool” leather-wearing Mark McKinnon on Meet the Press, James Tisch connected to CFR & CBS, 501(c)(4) “scam” lobbying organization, Rothschild money
2:03:06 Cryptome’s John Young predicts WikiLeaks Clinton Foundation documents; drag queen Julian Assange; hexavalent chromium found in 31 US cities’ water, JCD on pharmaceuticals in water
2:09:45 Gitmo jeweler BI Inc. acquired by jailer Geo Group for $415M; Bank of America pays finder’s fee of $200 for returning stolen $40k; Netherlands to criminalize inciting bank run
2:14:42 Bullcrap claim that New York can detect medical isotopes on passing cruise ships; Huckabee propagating TSA “tough job” meme; Oprah’s extravagant “favorite things” giveaways
2:22:19 “Internet shock jock” Hal Turner gets 33 months in prison for threatening federal judges
2:24:21 Draft EU internet censorship bill, JCD on turning to Google to do the censorship dirty work
0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “I’m a fancy fancy Englishman!” (1:18:24)
0:00:38 In the morning to the “hams on the air”; Meet the Press nolabels.org unity movement, Seattle outlawing stickers on public property; JCD: “not left, not right, forward ha-ha-ha!”
0:05:21 Producer Segment
0:09:44 CIA station chief outed in Pakistan, 50 “suspected insurgents” droned; drone crash in Texas backyard; JCD: put stickers on it; Michelle Obama to 60 Minutes in 2007: “he couldn’t be a smoking president”, Nicorette plug, “please, America, watch, keep an eye on him”
0:16:07 West Wing Week epilogue “I would’ve been sleepin’ on the couch!”, Senior Advisor Valerie Jarrett running the show at CEO meeting, mean “Michelle Obama look”, born in Shiraz Iran; Jarrett blathers at financial press for six minutes; JCD on husband-battering women, Jarrett’s ex-husband dead of heart attack, Michelle’s former boss in Daley’s office, Habitat CEO, ACC: “she’s a slum lord”, Hillary’s rise to “most powerful woman in the universe”
0:25:34 Australia trying to censor internet porn, French blacklist for ISPs, UK opt-in with “Ministry of Porn”; UN in early stages of taking over ICANN, ACTA Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement final draft, JCD on publishers taking control of copyright, ACC on expensive CC lawsuits
0:34:55 UN declares 2010 International Year of Biodiversité with “goodwill ambassador” Edward Norton, “business as usual” and “tipping point” memes, crowdrise.com clearinghouse skimming 5%, 2009 “super unique” campaign for Maasai Wilderness Conservation
0:42:33 The Mail Online on Prince Charles’ new book Harmony, ACC: “I fear for Prince Charles’ life!”, “crackpot” notions from Diana, opposition to land mines; bogus CrowdRise peerage; Obama not invited to royal wedding, Obama’s empty Oval Office desk, “lotta pens” gag
0:53:10 Silvio Berlusconi 17-year-old dancer scandal “damaging the reputation of Italy”
0:55:22 National Organization for Women sues to declare Hooters unsuitable for minors
0:57:47 Child’s severed foot found on Washington beach, JCD medical cadaver prank theory
1:00:35 Trains Good Planes Bad: ABC on “full-body screenings”, al-Qaeda “determined and sophisticated”, TSA missing .40 Glock pistol in 2009, dismal “Red Team” results classified, bid for more and higher-paid TSA; USPS’ $8bn loss in 2009, Google data-gathering vehicle scheme
1:10:48 Donation Segment
1:20:05 Amtrak First Amendment policy; JCD: Fox trying to get rid of Bill O’Reilly; DHS Patriot app, DriveMeCrazy DMV tattling app; producer note on Dutch city’s burgernet
1:27:56 Mexican military “outgunned” by drug traffickers destroying 90k confiscated weapons
1:30:51 Dog the Bounty Hunter’s Randy Quaid theatrics; Winona Ryder 15-year-old story to GQ on Mel Gibson’s “oven-dodgers” Jewish slur; Gibson replaced by Bill Clinton on Hangover 2
1:38:49 US-Russia START treaty ignored in favor of Miley Cyrus bong videos; Federal Reserve admits giving money to foreign banks, Chris Whalen to CNBC: Fed “there to support the speculators and they let the real economy go to Hell”; Ron Paul to head Subcommittee on Domestic Monetary Policy; Whalen on Fed money for GE and Verizon
1:48:47 No WikiLeaks documents on 9/11 or Oklahoma City bombing, Bank of America’s foolish announcement of PayPal-like boycott, Assange sitting on 5 GB of BoA documents; NewsHour on BoA and Wells Fargo making homeowners pay for foreclosure sale ads
1:59:56 Godzilla vs Mothra clip for end of show; KTLA on Mexicali earthquake and “Inland Empire”
2:03:05 Fresh Start Private alcohol treatment naltrexone shot “approved for use by a regulatory body”
2:07:14 Riots impacting the “Greece police”
261  AQ-USA  (2010-12-16)

0:00:00  ACC: “Ahahah! Let me stroke my white pussy for a moment! Ahahaha!” (0:22:25)

0:00:44  First “if you see something say something” victim with garden spray nozzle killed by police; NPR on Lucy Napolitano’s subway message; Andrew Napolitano to Glenn Beck: “they will make it a crime if we see something and don’t say something”; NPR on “ask a Walmart manager for assistance”, permanent orange alert, travelers “cried foul” over patdowns, over-produced man on the street mashup, JCD: “deplorable ethical breach”; Lucy’s Jodie Foster “through the teeth” lesbian milieu speech pattern, laughing “I know I’ve heard your voice”, East Germany reference, “is there anything a little bit strange or Big Brother-ish in seeing your own image … everywhere heh! issuing these warnings?”, evil laugh imitation contest

0:24:49  Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s noagendanovels.com

0:34:34  Wonder Showzen “slaves built the Pyramids” song; JCD on Jim Henson’s obscure Dinosaurs

0:36:29  Two to the Head: Mark Madoff theory vetted by entertainment lawyer, Jewish cremation, wife’s name change from Madoff to Morgan, father-in-law’s complicity, Bernie’s work with Russian mob and Israeli intelligence; Rapiscan lawyer on $129M lawsuit against L3

0:44:23  DNS & BGP stream issues, PayPal denying network segments; Bob Schieffer College of Communication forum on Washington Post denied leaks over Assange snub, New York Times redaction, State Department shill frets over “collapse of modern journalism”, “discipline of editorial restric… uh, observation that has given us a sense of what is and is not news”

1:00:32  NYT’s Scott Shane on WikiLeaks’ redactions and controlled release to media outlets, withholding of newsworthy documents, ACC: “the guy is a Russian spy!”, on paying Assange “to my knowledge, the answer’s no”; ACC on redaction as blackmail

1:10:29  Maurice Lacroix Swiss watch ads with “ambassador” Jimmy Wales and Bob Geldof

1:14:28  Donation Segment

1:26:43  And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap with Oprah crying in Syndey; John Boehner’s waterworks; Byron Allen’s “worst show in the history of television” Gossip Queens based on The View, ACC invited onto pilot as guest, “ohmuhgosh” Snooki alcohol poisoning, “she’s about 110 pounds so she had to have a lot to drink!”, ad for Aladdin Bail Bonds

1:37:50  Cialis “ask if you’re healthy enough for sexual activity” ad; “no medical need to have a monthly period” Seasonique birth control, “blood clots, stroke, and heart attack” with grinning models

1:46:25  Richard Holbrooke dead at 69, Democracy Now on East Timor and other Holbrooke atrocities; aorta rupture during meeting with Hillary Clinton, power vacuum in Pakistan, China’s ambassador expected to sign a flurry of agreements; Holbrooke grilled about East Timor in 1997 Q&A, JCD on Jimmy Carter’s humanitarian activities as indicator of guilty conscience; Benazir Bhutto laser theory; JCD on Katie Couric pro-war propaganda from legless veterans

2:01:47  AP on 1.6% of money spent on Haiti going to Haitian companies and the rest squandered, threatened “aid freeze” due to Haitian government inaction, JCD on global disaster relief cycle

2:06:13  Trains Good Planes Bad: Keith Olbermann blames Scott Walker & John Kasich for losing jobs and high-speed rail money; Al-Jazeera “On a Wing and a Prayer” on Boeing 737 whistleblowers; Fox travel expert on Bing travel predictor, “I’m driving … most everybody does”

2:13:35  CNN on al-Qaeda threat, “attacks possibly against the US or Europe”, “nothing specific in terms of a location or a specific plan”, Don Lemon vigilance question; Georgetown professor on al-Qaeda brand “AQ-USA”; UK intelligence chief Pauline Neville-Jones all-in on pre-crime

2:26:52  Outro: end-of-show clip of Nigel Farage berating José Manuel Barroso
260 Madoff has left the building (2010-12-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Put down the banana and the nutmeg, kid, you’re under arrest, we have the place surrounded! kssht” (0:29:24)

0:00:40 In the morning to the “wings in the skies”

0:01:51 New announcement about danger of secondhand smoke, stammering Robert Gibbs on Obama’s smoking “for enjoyment and for some relaxation”; ACC and Ms. Micky on tobacco-free day seven, JCD: “no difference” between “wake and bake” era and now, ACC: “I am stronger than our pussy-ass President!”, Michelle’s smoking mystery, JCD on “five years sober!” zealots

0:12:18 Obama brings Bill Clinton to press conference, “I thought it’s a slow news day so I brought the other guy in”, Clinton on vegan diet looking like walking dead, Obama in a yank to leave for Christmas party, Bill: “I had quite a good time governing”, “I am happy to be here, I suppose, when the bullets that are fired are unlikely to hit me, unless they’re just ricocheting”

0:18:12 Producer Segment: Ladybug children’s game ad, UK green Santa

0:25:35 Fox News on teenagers abusing nutmeg for “marijuana-like buzz”, JCD: “and the worst breath ever!”, fractal of 1960s Mellow Yellow banana peels

0:29:42 Bill Clinton “Haiti update”: PM not involved in “political imbroglio”, call for “outside observers”, “everyone understands they had to carry out this election under enormously difficult circumstances”, ID cards for “tented areas”, $70bn from World Bank; WHO swooping in with cholera vaccine, JCD: “worst shot you can get”, $40 per dose, new Indian vaccine for “global stockpile”; Sarah Palin in Haiti; ULF radio signals detected by French satellite DEMETER before earthquake, JCD: “aren’t we supposed to do this in the second half of the show?”

0:43:40 BBC: Obama ’s Nobel Peace Prize “an embarrassment”; German soldiers stationed in France

0:48:36 London riots over tripling of university tuitions, JCD on bankruptcy-proof US student loans; attack on Prince Charles’ car, “democracy is not supposed to work like this”, JCD: “you’re supposed to do as you’re told!” , potential £.9k per year in tuition, police tactic of “kettling” protestors, Prince Charles’ car window rolled down; erudite 15-year-old on “headlines like vandals on The Evening Standard that afternoon” from untruthful media; small protest over outrageous University of California tuition hikes, ACC on Chinese student pilot radio traffic

1:09:40 ACC on Kendra, Married to Rock, and Bridalplasty: “it shows you everything that is wrong with the United States of America”; Sarah Palin’s Alaska caribou butchering episode; HBO Lombardi documentary on winning, “now everyone hug and share a secret!”

1:15:09 UK magazine Counter Terror Business magazine “police state porn”

1:17:36 Donation Segment: ACC “handover over Andover over Dover, over”; JCD proposes baronies

1:32:17 Biodiversitée: Cancun COP16 agreement “unreadable”, REDD Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation, $100bn/year Green Climate Fund overseen by World Bank; producer note on toy World Bank credit card

1:38:14 Mark Madoff two-to-the-head hanging with dog leash, medical examiner’s van, destination Paraguay; Veronica Cohen aka Ronni Chasen killed by Russian mob over music deal, JCD on mob’s fondness for puns; Randy Quaid’s fear of Russian mafia, Dog the Bounty Hunter tweeting about getting in on Quaid game; sketchy soact.net

1:51:47 WikiLeaks CIA honeypot theories going around

1:55:47 Stockholm suicide bombing over artist Lars Vilks; IMF shoving loans down Portugal’s throat

1:57:48 Hamburger Helper partnership with Feeding America; H1N1 kills ten in UK

2:02:17 Next talking points memo addressing high-speed rail, “modernize our transportation system”
259  Lucy Napolitano in Yemen (2010-12-09)

0:00:00  JCD: “The madness has to end.” ACC: “The madness, stop the madness!” (1:35:40)
0:00:36  Notes from ships at sea; PayPal outage due to DDoS attack by outraged Anonymous
0:01:57  Producer Segment #1
0:02:54  Janet Napolitano on Walmart-DHS “hometown security” collusion; 1984 telescreens; to BJA symposium: violent extremism “radicalized form of violent crime”, need for “community-oriented policing”, $13M for if you see something say something “uh, I don’t wanna say ads, but announcements in Walmart stores across the country”, “soft targets” meme, “when you leave this talk you’re gonna remember a couple of things” due to NLP; JCD predicts chokepoint attack “where you now have to have appointment to get on your plane”
0:22:18  Producer Segment #2: Bellingen New South Wales fluoride adoption
0:27:03  Mimi opts out of naked body scanner and deploys dosimeter talking point
0:30:16  WikiLeaks “National Enquirer for elites”, Von Rompuy griping about being snubbed in Copenhagen, JCD: “catty chitchat”, net neutrality resurrected; Assange at “undisclosed location” studio with long delays, “hiding” at Frontline Club; BBC on China’s threat to US in Africa
0:41:53  Andrew Napolitano on government bullying PayPal, Charles Goyette on indifference to Federal Reserve revelations; Ron Paul defends everyman journalists; WikiLeaks for Kindle; JCD on FCC eyeing internet for regulation: “enjoy it while you can”; bogus Norway spiral document 09OSLO337; Napolitano on Hillary Clinton stealing credit cards and First Amendment “fire!”
0:55:31  Credit card purchasing tracked in real time; JCD on “Lucy Napolitano” telling people to rat on each other, another dumb guy with fake bomb entrapped by FBI, “the crime of stupidity”
0:57:48  And Now Back to Real News: America’s Most Wanted Rouni Chasen tip, Beverly Hills police: preliminarily we believe it was a random act, and we believe Mrs. Chasen was gonna be the victim of a robbery”; HLN “blonde in a new Mercedes” theory; New York Magazine article “Monetizing the Celebrity Meltdown” on Tom Barrack’s Colony Capital celebrity bailout operation; Vanity Fair hit piece on the Quaids; JCD on the rich as perennial mafia targets
1:13:06  Donation Segment: PBS cashing in on Michael Jackson; “new human resource”
1:24:40  Biodiversitée: COP16 in Cancun, shrill EU Climate Commissioner Connie Hedegaard Koks-bang addressing audience in winter clothing, “when you put up targets, long-term targets, you also send a very strong signals to investors”, “low-carbon strategy for 2050”; AP on “plan B” geoengineering and growing agave; NOAA scientist: “we need to do … whatever we can to reduce population” to cheers from crowd, “this madness has to end”
1:36:27  Producer note on Bill Clinton keynote at Salesforce Conference; Hillary Clinton apologizes to Indian Ambassador for patdown; Bill plugging high-speed rail and Haiti “redevelopment”
1:38:02  $800k Architecture for Humanity Haiti office; Daily Finance on thriving Port-au-Prince hotels
1:41:49  Trains Good Planes Bad: P. Diddy Last Train to Paris
1:45:24  Bill O’Reilly slanders University of Washington professor over assertion that military is a predatory recruiter, “nobody can force anybody to stay in the military, you don’t like it you can leave”; CSI: New York on “unamerican” professor’s chemtrail conspiracy theories; Law & Order: SVU “creep tweets”; “get your heart racing this week on Speed!”
1:57:16  American citizen Anwar al-Awlaki marked for death by Obama, “polished production” video, “safe haven” in Yemen; October report: to be killed “if and when he is found in Yemen”, Post-9/11 Pentagon luncheon after FBI interview, “he was vetted, but clearly not very thoroughly”
2:06:54  Outro: 3:33 end-of-show clip of triple rant by Andrew Napolitano
258 Persistent Jet Contrails (2010-12-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “I told her she was spewing old propaganda!”

0:00:40 In the morning to boots on the ground and ships at sea in Gulf of Aden

0:01:56 Producer Segment: Dutch Zwarte Piet and gift lottery traditions; show number club

0:21:17 Ron Paul a WikiLeaks supporter; Julian Assange to The Economist on “initial publishing group”, using press in lieu of data dumps, “political reform” goal, “harm minimization process”

0:33:58 Bogus story about arrest of Karzai’s brother; British-sounding Assange’s LSD cult childhood

0:41:42 Ben Sherwood named ABC president of news, sister Elizabeth Special Assistant to the President and Senior Director for European Affairs, The Survivors Club: The Secrets and Science that Could Save Your Life, JCD on right-wing talkers sponsored by storable food outlets

0:48:13 The Arab Lobby author Mitchell Bard on Saudi Arabian top-down approach to lobbying by going directly to administration, “take care of people when they leave office”, Bill Clinton and Middle East Studies Center at University of Arkansas; Saudi-funded schools with Israel missing from maps, anti-Jewish and -Christian textbooks in Fairfax schools; George Clooney’s father on Newseum board, American University School of Communication alumni list, Freedom Forum run by Gannett; Eisenhower’s original “military industrial academic complex”

1:05:13 Bard on Saudi concern over Iran, appeasement and nuclear competition options, possibility of direct 9/11 sponsorship, JCD on Wahhabism among the masses; NPR’s $1.8M from Soros

1:10:59 Donation Segment: ACC intending to get ham license; jingle requests

1:22:52 S.510 Food Safety Modernization Act, DHS Brownshirts outnumbering Marine Corps; Janet Napolitano “count on something happening while you are governor” to Bill Haslan

1:26:59 Bob Graham “next four years” crotch bomber WMD prediction, JCD: “if it could blow up a cat it’s a weapon of mass destruction”, Dianne Feinstein “next three to six months” revisited

1:31:11 Joe O’Biden “filling in” for Obama in weekly address, JCD: “what is this, the Leno show?”

1:34:07 Texas judge ordering GPS anklets to keep kids in school to CBC: AG opinion “has confirmed that the use of ankle monitors … is reasonable”, FBI corruption probe, “I installed them on a couple of young people … and it worked!”, “we get an alert that they’re outside of the prescribed zone and therefore we can … send the troops”, full segment for end-of-show

1:39:26 ACC’s show opening date botch; Rosalind Peterson on chemtrails “persistent jet contrails” and 2006 NASA Ames geoengineering meeting, term “geoengineering” kept out of textbooks, funding from military, Air Force Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025 paper, “such a capability offers the war fighter tools to shape the battlespace in ways never before possible”, spikes in California drinking water manganese and aluminum, “stewards of the environment” rationale and food supply impacts; JCD on cloud seeding with jet afterburners

1:55:17 List of Obama’s actions against CIA

1:56:57 Blue Bloods “expand the view” variation on “zoom enhance”

1:58:17 “Complete chaos” in Haiti, The Guardian on $732M of $6bn used to resurrect government, 10% election turnout, Céstit posters ripped down, cholera “witchcraft” lynchings; baseballs made in Haiti, Céstit’s connection to cocaine industry, Disney clothing sweatshops

2:05:27 Germany ditching euro rumor, potential bank run precipitated by WikiLeaks, JCD on blackmail potential, watch for Germany printing Deutsche Marks

2:11:56 Ronni Chasen dead “person of interest” no longer of interest; new Mark David Chapman book

2:13:32 German scientists: chewing gum stimulates brain, “added benefit” of sugar-free

2:14:52 No Agenda talking points memo to be released soon
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257  The Moment of Truth  (2010-12-02)

0:00:00  ACC: “Inventing the wheel in advance in case we have to! Huh?” (1:44:03)
0:00:37  JCD’s amateur radio call sign KJ6LNG; WikiLeaks dominating news, anachronistic “cables”
0:03:12  Producer Segment: noagendaip.com IP address lookup accessed by uscourts.gov
0:10:14  State Department leak: Dennis Miller on Julian Assange: “they should off him just because
he’s a pale dweeb”; Jon Stewart: “who put Perez Hilton in charge of our diplomatic corps?”;
Carl Bernstein on “terrific stories”; The Guardian first choice of stories, Bank of America stock
down; Robert Gates downplays severity in PBS interview; Andrea Mitchell: State Department
“nightmare”, Hillary Clinton’s weekend on phone, computer system changed “to better protect
diplomatic secrets from Pentagon access”, re-examination of post-9/11 information sharing
0:24:50  Pentagon spokesman Geoff Morrell to Megyn Kelly on Robert Gates not using Cyber Com-
mand, “not appropriate”, Kelly aghast at non-censorship, “indispensable power” meme; Jon
Stewart on Hillary Clinton’s embarrassment: “you know she’s married to this guy, right?”
0:34:49  Interpol “red alert” for Assange, mother Christine Assange running puppet theater; creepy
murals at Bank of America headquarters; BBC on leaked Russia “virtual mafia state” from
Spanish judge; Vladimir Putin on Larry King, Russia gets 2018 World Cup after Putin defends
FIFA, Putin on aiding coalition in Afghanistan; JCD recommends The International film
0:47:57  S.510 FDA Food Safety Modernization Act passed; National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility
and Reform report The Moment of Truth recommending higher taxes and older retirement
age, elite Commission member roster, ACC on national debt held by foreign banks
1:02:57  Christine Lagarde “shut up slave” for soccer player proposing bank run
1:05:15  Andrew Napolitano on Oregon FBI patsy’s thought crimes; DHS FAST Future Attribute
Screening Technology for “large sporting events, border crossings, or airports”; DHS Faraday
envelopes; Bob Barr: “they haven’t thwarted anything”, “WMD” full of sawdust, entrapment
defense gutted; article on CIA control of NPR, “weird” Ford Foundation grants
1:23:48  Donation Segment: sumo’s deep ties with yakuza; Clinton Haiti fund refund
1:33:37  Haitian candidate 70-year-old woman Mirlande Manigat; Red Cross boots on the ground:
“most people are still living in tents”, “incredibly complicated” to find land to build on, “very
difficult to prove ownership of land”; “pathetic” Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund website $52M
1:43:07  TSA bus station checkpoint in Tampa looking for “bulk cash smuggling”, VIPR Visible Inter-
modal Prevention and Response, idiot man on the street “I feel safe knowin’ that I get on the
bus and I’m not gonna blow up”
1:46:27  Much-anticipated NASA news conference; Yemen vortex disturbing Jet Stream, Gulf of Aden
navy roster, Europe snowed under by extreme weather
1:49:55  Biodiversitée: Royal Society paper calls for measures to “halt economic growth”, “politicians
should consider a rationing system”, JCD: “wear more layers”
1:54:47  And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; Randy Quaid death scenarios for Esquire;
Ronni Chasen “Mozambique”, “person of interest” shoots himself in head, Burlesque director
Steven Antin, Clint Culpepper “gay mafia hit”; BP recovery head killed in small plane crash
2:07:26  Trains Good Planes Bad: accidental nosedive due to copilot fumble; bird flu “just a plane ride
away”; mercury turning birds gay; Whole Foods Dover sole with “less mercury”
2:12:11  Producer note on surgical masks required for unvaccinated hospital workers, ACC’s chemtrails
2:14:12  Crappy Hell’s Kitchen “screaming match” teaser, “that’s my baby boy!” hysteria
2:17:43  TSA: parents should tell kids that being molested is “a game”; ACC reading Eighteen Acres
256  Cheerleaders for Science (2010-11-28)

0:00:00  JCD: “Hey, I’ll tell you something. These girls aren’t underdeveloped.” (1:41:30)
0:00:35  ICE torrent-finder.com seizures, immixGroup seizedservers.com DNS redirect, Black Friday counterfeit goods seizures and ACTA, ACC on use of domain names with pre-HTTP Gopher protocol, OpenDNS blocked by Verizon Wireless; weekend CNN teleprompter screwups
0:12:53  Producer Segment: Brad Meltzer’s Decoded
0:18:28  ACC playing cowbell at Rudy Sarzo’s birthday party, JCD: “I did the dishes last night”
0:19:19  Hollywood whackers: 9mm hollow point bullets in Ronni Chasen coroner report; Libertarian Party cofounder David Nolan found dead of “unknown causes” in car at 66; BP oil spill incident commander dies in small plane crash
0:24:49  JCD courts Japanese producers with sumo results clip
0:26:14  JCD on Intel engineer busted for post-9/11 trip to join Taliban; FBI foils plot to blow up Portland Christmas tree lighting, car bombing offer not recorded due to “technical difficulties”; 9/11 edition of glossy Jihad Recollections magazine “spook propaganda”
0:37:10  Show 254 “second British Opium War” question a plug for Lyndon LaRouche’s Dope, Inc.
0:39:29  Bob Woodward C-SPAN interview: war “in trouble, this report released by Congress this week shows that it’s not”, Gore “get with the goddamn program” to Clinton an example of “speaking the truth”, story of pushing Day of Battle book into Obama’s hands, new meme “Professor Obama”, “I take my young daughter into the voting booth and she votes for me”
0:52:46  CBC News The National ad with roster of adjectives not including “truth”
0:54:57  Haitian election day with main contenders Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly and Jude Célestin, no Anderson Cooper to be found documenting cholera outbreak
1:00:51  NHK on exchange of artillery fire between South and North Korea, Yeonpyeong Island “exercise” and FAX from North, distraction from Russia-China energy deal
1:02:59  John Bolton on most of UK law being dictated by Brussels, “democratic deficit”; cloned meat and milk approved for sale; JCD on Swedish flag banned on jam and jelly labels; Barroso: “we want to keep a welfare state”; Irish producer note on country falling apart
1:12:29  Donation Segment
1:17:55  Florida driver’s license Real ID gold star, Social Security number requirement, ACC: “why don’t we sew a gold star onto our clothing?”, 15 states complying and 27 state laws against, “states are relying on private corporations to collect the data”, DHS $10bn cost estimate, L-1 Identity Solutions board member former DHS Deputy Secretary James Loy: “part of a good American economic way of doing business, capitalism at its best”; L-1 promo video on use “in-theater” for enrollment, BAT Biometric Automated Toolset and HIIDE Handheld Interagency Identity Detection Equipment, use at checkpoints, “palm, facial, moving toward DNA”, “access to medical services for our US population”; JCD on socialist Upton Sinclair running on state sales tax repeal platform, Democrats wanting higher taxes
1:34:36  sciencecheerleader.com video with hot uptalking science babes, JCD: “I sure don’t want her as my doctor”; RAND Corporation report: more funding needed for “social and behavioral science” to push flu vaccine; Citibank Flu Care card; producer note on PBS Sid the Science Kid “Super Duper Antibodies” game, “let’s fight the flu virus!”
1:46:39  Mullah Omar’s envoy to Taliban commander “hacked to death”
1:48:53  “Dirty player” Obama elbowed during pick-up basketball game, ACC: “do they have to rough up the other Obama as well?”; FDIC’s Sheila Bair WSJ CYA “quiet confidence” op-ed
255  Radioactive Butts (2010-11-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Your ass is radioactive!” (0:32:58)
0:00:36 JCD: PG&E mascot Reddy Kilowatt “anorexic”; history of Thanksgiving with Abraham Lincoln; bogus Thanksgiving story and “celebrating the Holocaust” in Ms. Micky’s acting class; ACC at packed mall renting tuxedo; JCD shopping at “dead empty” Monterey Foods
0:07:36 Producer Segment: “biodiversitée” sign on campus
0:13:11 TSA puts positive spin on opt-out day, ACC tries to call in dosimeter question for Pistole, CAIR self-pattdown question and crotch swab “smell my finger”; Washington Post poll with 514 respondents, man on the street idiot “I was not offended in the least”; Janet Napolitano to Charlie Rose: “what I say is, look”, “greater confidence that the other people on the plane have been properly screened” meme, “the big long-term conspiracy involving lots of players who were in on the conspiracy like 9/11”, planned “low-tech” attacks, “we have to also be thinking now about going onto mass transit, or to trains, or maritime”, JCD: “hey Obama!”
0:27:44 CBS “radiation truths and lies”, MIT “it’s never been demonstrated”; MSNBC shill compilation; “one year of spooning with your spouse might expose you to 2 millirems”; JCD on cops eager to arrest TSA agents with unearned badges; douchebag Chris Matthews grills EPIC’s Ginger McCall about Chertoff conflict of interest, “you’ve made a serious charge, thank you”
0:41:16 Scanner patents sold for $6.8M to sketchy Thermo Instrument Systems after IRT bankruptcy; producer note on face images being saved; CLEAR “first-class slave” program resurrected
0:45:47 Former Sen. Duncan Hunter Freudian slip to Hannity: “some of those young guys in Helmand Province will be dead in twenty days”; fired General James Jones, ACC: Cutting the Fuse “unbelievable piece of crap”, Jones’ speech in Sochi Russia critical of UK drug smuggling; The Guardian on UK heroin shortage, JCD: “Monsanto’s gotta come in with some Hot Poppies that really do the trick!”; Viktor Ivanov announces seizure of 932 kilos of heroin in Afghanistan
0:59:37 Irish minimum wage drops under IMF austerity, JCD on punishing tax haven; Nigel Farage to Haiku Herman on denying Irish election: “just who the Hell do you people think you are?”
1:05:55 Shitstorm over UKIP Godfrey Bloom “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer” during Martin Schulz speech, Bloom “apology”: Schulz “undemocratic fascist”, “you must have me escorted out, sir!”, Farage calls out Schulz, Bloom gets tossed out by chain-wearing bureaucrat
1:18:56 José Manuel Barroso proposes “EU self funding”; Sweden to vote on adopting Lisbon Treaty
1:21:03 Donation Segment: Clinton Haiti charity cleared for Canadian donations
1:33:39 Chemtrail documentary What on Earth Are They Spraying?, safe aluminum level 1k vs measured 63k ppm, accelerant role and wildfires, JCD on inhalation risk; John Holdren on “geoengineering to create cooling effects to offset the greenhouse”, JCD: “they’re out to make a global cooling scenario to kill people”; Schwarzenegger declares emergency over perchlorate levels, JCD on Standard Oil chemical lab competitions; ACC recommends Plane Finder app
1:44:02 Sarkozy denies accusing journalist of being pedophile; Tom DeLay convicted of money laundering; China & Russia sign local currency energy deal; Yeonpyeong Island artillery exchange
1:49:35 Producer notes on LA missile: US source and accidental launch; planned bank run in Ireland and Spain, Max Keiser’s project to kill J.P. Morgan by buying silver, JCD on Bunker Hunt
1:57:08 NATO scammed by Pakistani posing as Taliban leader; Pat Buchanan shilling for Huckabee or Palin on MSNBC; Barbara Bush hoping Sarah Palin stays in Alaska, “MILF!” Jingle
2:04:47 Hawai’i Five-0 bad acting; ACC watching The Kill Point; Russian spy Leonardo DiCaprio
2:12:49 ACC’s GNU PGP setup, MailSteward on Mac OS X
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254 Final Jeopardy (2010-11-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re takin’ our opium, wherever they got it from, and you’re gonna use that and we’re gonna take your tea.” (1:01:21)
0:00:39 “Buckets” coming down in ACC’s neighborhood
0:01:24 TSA naked body scanners and patdowns officially a major distraction
0:04:55 Producer Segment
0:12:23 NPR Wait Wait...Don't Tell Me! mocks “if you touch my junk” John Tyner, Faith Salie: “what is the big objection to these see-through scanners?”, JCD: “she’s got like a butt-chin”; Rapiscan CEO the other Deepak Chopra accompanying Obama to India, “Barack’s buddy” John Pistole; TSA “Blogger Bob” cites Johns Hopkins instead of device manufacturers; comic book “X-ray specs”; ACC brings up dosimeters at dinner with Frank Coraci; urostomy bags and mastectomy prostheses; Indian travelers refusing to tolerate scanners; John Tyner’s $10k fine and TSA document on fines for “sharp objects”, “improper use of airport access medium”
0:35:42 Austan Goolsbee on “major milestone hit by General Motors”, IPO “one of the biggest in history”; ACC on banks investing QE money in GM (ACCPotD)
0:47:27 C-SPAN New America Foundation panel “policy wonks” blathering about foreign policy, Executive Intelligence Review question on Afghanistan as “second British Opium War”, General Jones fired for agreeing with Russians, ignored completely, House of Representatives underground bunker full of spooks
1:02:40 ACC using GNU PGP; Sweden trying to two-to-the-head Assange; JCD on Jimmy Wales picture on business card; Ireland’s financial crisis explained in 30 seconds
1:08:31 Donation Segment: “be a donor, not a boner”; JCD turkey brining; talking points memo
1:23:04 ACC successfully promotes Soho House persimmon pudding bread to Frank Coraci
1:24:30 Final Jeopardy question “what is biodiversitée?”
1:28:10 Plavix ad with 12-year-old lecturing mother on PAD peripheral artery disease, “call the doctor about Plavix, please?”; Clinton Foundation finally releases IRS Form 990 for 2009, $120M in property and equipment, $122M from government grants, $102M spent on pharmaceuticals, recipients redacted, $0 in admissions to Clinton Library
1:38:40 Mounting evidence Haiti cholera epidemic was caused by UN Nepali “peacekeepers”
1:40:29 Hollywood Whackers: Ronni Chasen shooting written off as gang initiation, November 7 death threats for five casting directors; Wesley Snipes gets three years for not filing taxes, JCD on IRS making high-profile example, “pauper’s prison”; producer note on 1928 book Propaganda by father of modern PR Edward Bernays, “invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country”
1:48:28 Boeing E-4B “America’s doomsday plane” on National Geographic Channel, “otherwise you’ve got just complete chaos after whatever event this is”; New York “contrail” a day after “mystery missile” launch, Glenn Beck Chinese missile theory, link to government maritime warning removed; Queensland orange sky and UFOs; ACC on chemtrails on house after last show
2:05:38 Human case of H5N1 bird flu in Hong Kong, potential distraction from TSA
2:08:57 Crippled Carnival ship to be docked in San Diego for months of repairs
2:10:56 GSM Association launches initiative to get rid of SIM cards; The Register on cloud company per-person charges for government surveillance
253 Love Pats (2010-11-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, Janet Napolitano who refused to go through the machine, you say, well, ’cause of the radiation, no, because she knows, she’s worked for the government, she knows that once she steps foot in that machine they’re saving that picture of her dead-ass naked and they’re gonna use it as blackmail!” (0:37:57)

0:00:50 Gitmo Nation National Anthem; No Agenda producers unsurprised by TSA enhanced patdown outrage; California DAs promise charges against TSA screeners committing sexual crimes

0:06:38 Producer Segment: “TSA agent” to Free Talk Live: “in the morning” and “I have no agenda”

0:14:47 Conan O’Brien on enhanced patdowns; TSA’s John Pistole dodges Margaret Warner blowback question; “two flights at the same time” canned answer for Senate and PBS, “passenger rail and mass transit” vs Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”; “correct” for Warner’s “body cavity”

0:30:33 KTLA’s Lu Parker: John Tyner opted out of scan “that, by the way, emits just about the same radiation as a cell phone conversation”; Pistole lies about child exemption and X-ray exposure “well within the safety standards”, no vendor statements on optional ANSI standard

0:35:52 Chair Jay Rockefeller ditches hearing, Claire McCaskill “love pats” meme, “I am wildly excited about the notion that I can walk through a machine”, congratulates DHS for “real successes” like H1N1; Arne Duncan outs Michael Chertoff “insider deal”; Ron Paul one-paragraph solution bill, “I think this whole idea of an opt-out day is just great!”; Dianne Feinstein addresses TSA unionization non-answer: “I’m glad you don’t think it makes a lot of sense”

0:53:39 Michael Moore on 12-hour NYC-LA bullet train; JCD predicts opt-out day slowdown

1:00:29 S.510 FDA Food Safety Modernization Act bringing in DHS; producer note on finding box of aspartame at grocery store and running mouse experiment; aspartame ant poison; CDC backs off on fluoride; Ray LaHood all-in on automotive cell phone scramblers

1:07:35 Donation Segment

1:16:22 Stargate and 48 earthquakes in Gulf of Aden, ACC: “I think the thing is being activated”

1:19:37 And Now Back to Real News: Extra weekly wrap; publicist Ronni Chasen “whacked” with five to the chest; Beatles music finally arrives on iTunes

1:26:02 More cholera deaths in Haiti, protester shot dead by UN “peacekeeper”; Clinton Foundation commits $500k for “education and awareness campaign”; GM “IPO” at $33 per share

1:32:38 Haiku Herman: EU in “survival crisis”; Irish PM Dick Roche to BBC: no IMF bailout needed, “bad debt dominoes” meme; Biodiversitéé jingle

1:40:54 Arms dealer Viktor Bout arrested in Thailand DEA sting, Charles Osgood heavily-edited Q&A with Juan Zarate: “sometimes called the Merchant of Death”, Colombian FARC links; Gitmo prisoner acquitted of everything but conspiracy

1:52:26 Microsoft Kinect terms of service “you should not expect any level of privacy concerning your use of the live communication features”; ACC’s in-house mail server, constant spam activity in SMTP log; JCD on getting information from AT&T insider subsequently busted

1:57:46 Jon Stewart Obama’s Asia trip mockery compilation; New York Times on Obama avoiding gay mentor in Indonesia; Stewart Bill Clinton “compromise” compilation, GOP Clinton “nasty bad naughty boy” hate compilation; ACC’s e-mail from Clinton on 2022 World Cup bid

2:07:36 H.R.645 National Emergency Centers Establishment Act “concentration camp act”

2:08:50 Bristol Palin and Jersey Shore “The Situation” safe sex PSA, JCD: “turn it off!”

2:11:34 Outro: WPIX Lionel, Dave Barry, and Ron Paul on TSA “love pats” for end of show
252  Debriefing Flameless Fire (2010-11-14)

0:00:00  ACC: “That’s not gonna get you laid.” JCD: “It’s gonna get you thrown in jail.” (1:32:19)
0:00:39  JCD’s “Buzzhill Bunker”, ACC’s new equipment and new digs, irritating Fry’s security; German Pirate Party naked body scanner protest in underwear; JCD on boxers with dot-coms magic markered on their bodies; Gitmo Nation National Anthem

0:05:56  Producer Segment: No Agenda Sounds iOS app
0:15:26  JCD recommends asking TSA why they are denied dosimeters; CDC finds 12 security installations with hazardous radiation levels, “radiation training” recommendation; former UK Home Secretary John Reid joins Chertoff Group, Reid to BBC: “we must sustain that vigilance even when there are no such incidents, because the threat continues”; Washington Examiner on L3 Communications and American Science and Engineering’s revolving-door lobbying firms

0:27:08  ACC’s dinner with journalist unaware of naked body scanners; NBC on call for “national opt out day”, “I’d rather be safe than sorry” man on the street; Janet Napolitano’s refusal to go through scanners; Fox News idiot: “this is another reason I love the train”, celebrities sticking with buses; producer note on TSA ruining $40k helicopter electrical master box in checked baggage; San Diego passenger records opt-out; implied consent and ticket fine print

0:39:18  Michael Moore: Obama “has the power to do so many things without Congress, and he should use that power for the next two years”, Bill Maher “bad ass gangsta” racism, JCD: “Michael Moore is a douchebag!”; Jon Stewart to Rachel Maddow on left-right narrative: “you woulda thought Juan Williams killed people”, Stewart’s meeting with Timothy Geithner, ACC: “he’s probably the only one she’d blow”; JCD on Star Trek “Let That Be Your Last Battlefield”

0:53:10  British Department of Health puts fast food shills on diet policy panel
0:54:05  Bush 43’s Decision Points book; Jon Stewart’s brother Lawrence Leibowitz COO of NYSE
0:57:48  Obama on expiring Bush-era “high-income tax cuts”; San Francisco green “one-child families”

1:04:05  Donation Segment: fluoride inspector badge and “douchebadge”
1:13:04  Jon Stewart mocks “mystery missile” coverage; Carnival ship disabled by “flameless fire”, passengers in San Diego: “just now they actually told us there was a fire on the boat”, singing Gilligan’s Island parody and answering questions with eyes closed, “I understand now why there saying that, just to keep everybody calm”; Fahizah Alim to NPR on need to “debrief, decompress”, “earthquake-like” shaking and hearing “Arabic” language, “stage one”; recent USA Today EMP “burn out wires and circuits” and GRID Act, JCD on decentralized grid as fractal, 1962 Starfish Prime EMP and 1989 CME outage

1:32:24  Middle schooler note on Monsanto’s Agent Orange work; global warming experiment kits for children: Raggs renames fleas “my little friends”; CBS: “a wandering mind makes you sad”
1:39:28  And Now Back to Real News: Asian Games dance sports, “wushu action” with screaming; demise of National Geographic Channel; Hawaii Five-0 “she’s on of them, dad!” bad acting; poll on popular Republican vs Democrat shows; “too close to home” Rubicon cancelled
1:50:24  Alexander Lebedev raided over WikiLeaks link; National Enquirer publisher in Chapter 11
1:53:29  Obama’s “human app” Reggie Love; Rev. Manning “he is a chain smoker” for end of show
1:57:48  Trains Good Planes Bad: SNCF “profound sorrow and regret” for WWII deportation of Jews
1:59:57  $300M Xe contract in Kyrgyzstan; 3M Dutch phone taps per year; New Zealand Search and Surveillance Bill fascism, JCD: “this is a coup!”; George W. Bush book tour comedy, ACC on Matt Lauer’s VH1 origin with “the bird man”, Barbara Bush’s mason jar miscarriage

2:09:17  Joel Klein leaves revolving door NYC schools for News Corporation; JCD Faraday box
251 Banned by NASA (2010-11-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Fox News is absolutely disgusting!”
0:00:39 JCD on varieties of and eating tips for persimmons, “phenomenal” pie, jujubes
0:05:11 Cease and desist on JCD playing kazoo during Gitmo Nation National Anthem
0:07:05 Producer Segment
0:11:19 CBS News helicopter catches missile launch off California coast, former Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Ellsworth: “could be a test firing of an intercontinental ballistic missile”, Pentagon stooge John Pike: “it’s clearly an airplane contrail”, NORAD “unable to provide specific details”; JCD on Vandenberg smoke trails vs contrails; military head-scratching, Pike “optical illusion”, ACC: “what flight was it?”, “changes course like an airplane”, “just the kind of ambiguity ... that will feed conspiracy theories forever”
0:26:23 ACC on no NOTAM ahead of launch; dvorak.org and curry.com blocked by NASA, National Geospatial Intelligence Agency “intermittent missile firing operations” warning for Catalina Island, “one got away from them” theory; disabled Carnival cruise ship towed to San Diego instead of Mexico by aircraft carrier, Chinese EMP theory, systems disabled by single fire, 2007 Navy exercise with Chinese submarine, pre-G20 threats over US currency dilution
0:39:45 Kimberly Guilfoyle to Bill O’Reilly and Fox henhouse on TSA: “I have nothing to hide”, bogus assertion that Supreme Court has decided Fourth Amendment issue, media all-in on naked body scanners with exception of Andrew Napolitano, chatroom on implied consent
0:46:34 ACC on five scanners at Oakland, guy in wheelchair getting molested, JCD on “nothing to live for” justification; media demonstration of TSA feeling up mannequin, new terror scare “coincidence”, “breast portion” and “up close and personal” patdown; pilots union scanner warning covered up by flight attendant patdown hysteria; JCD: “the pilot is flying the plane!”, ACC recommends lawsuit over three-second groin touch; producer note on opt-out as “red flag event”, “command presence” attitude; TSA jobs “saved or created”; dosimeter experiment
1:08:26 Donation Segment: shill@noagendanation.com
1:19:47 Producer note on USB stick No Agenda on Airbus 380 and subsequent problems: “I think your show has hit Airbus in the mouth”; note on naked scanner opt-out “that’s my job”
1:22:34 Child-leashing producer testimonial; 900-person waiting list for Gitmo jewelry in Pittsburgh; ACC on LAPD lack of training on marijuana licenses; ACC’s trip to Lakers game
1:28:38 JCD’s Show 145 gold “sell”, World Bank gold pseudo-standard; Dambisa Moyo at Reboot America on need for some form of protectionism; Haiku Herman equates nationalism with “warmongering”, MEP Daniel Hannan on Allied patriotism in the World Wars, Van Rompuy on “danger of a new Euro-skepticism”: “there are people who believe their country can survive alone in the globalized world, it’s more than an illusion, it is a lie”, “nationalism leads to war”
1:41:29 Producer note on photographer friend in Haiti asked to shoot “happy families on the beach”
1:46:27 Codex Alimentarius aspartame approval list; CVC kicks aspartame gum habit
1:51:27 Network advertising quiz: “his first weanlings are selling now” for racehorse
1:54:14 Harrison Ford silent on biodiversité to Letterman; high school textbook on GMO benefit “insect biodiversité is preserved”, JCD: “exercise in futility”, Geosystems doom and gloom
2:01:34 Pre-crime “predictive policing”; end-of-show Hillary Clinton interview by Hamish & Andy
2:04:16 CNN package: teens who text too much “much more likely to binge drink, do drugs, fight, and probably have already had sex”, “clearly our study does not demonstrate cause and effect”
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JCD: “Do they have some special privilege … that they can grope people?” (0:36:42)

In the morning to boots on the ground, no Show 250 promotion, $99.99 quad-niner donation with ACC “niner niner niner niner!”; ACC at San Francisco hotel with mobile rig

“Huge lobbying group” American Public Transportation Association survey shows majority favor high speed rail; MSNBC’s Chris Matthews shills for “rapid rail”, “countries that are booming are building rail”, JCD: “because these are countries that were living in mud huts about five years ago!”, “that requires eminent domain, all kinds of things”, 300 mph claim

Lubbock TX aviation director James Loomis on TSA “enhanced screening techniques”: “patted down is a term that confuses me”, “they’re touching genitalia, and it’s wrong … they are not law enforcement officers”, “there’s no probable cause just because you bought an airline ticket”, councilwoman not allowed to ask follow-up question; JCD proposes sexual assault charge, snappy comebacks to idiotic TSA questions, Aric the Shill: need story about TSA pedophiles

JCD on TSA employees not allowed to wear radiation dosimeters; UCSF physics professors write letter expressing concern about health effects: TSA discovers handguns in checked luggage at Orlando International Airport, man on the street “that’s great!”

And Now Back to Real News: Salman Rushdie irked over Cat Stevens performing at Jon Stewart rally after calling for his murder; JCD surprised at Lee Westwood at #1 golf ranking

Christchurch aftershock just prior to Hillary Clinton’s arrival, Modified Mercalli Intensity scale, AP writer notes earthquakes follow in her footsteps, announcement of no 2012 presidential run, Prime Minister’s “President Clinton”; Obama’s weapons sales to India and Pakistan for US jobs, India after H-1B Social Security; Clinton’s close ties with Tata Consultancy offshoring operation; ACC on Pakistan’s key role in getting US oil from Afghanistan to India

NPR ombudsman blames American Public Media for Monsanto ads, APM “advertisers” pitch

UC Davis Building the Green Economy summit with Harrison Ford, Morning Glory opening

Kaiser Permanente internal memo celebrating flu shot world record, Hawaii “roving shot cart”, “shot buses” for seniors, ACC: “we load those fuckers in a bus and shoot ’em up with shit!”

Sleazy Joe Miller insists Lisa Murkowski’s name be spelled correctly on write-in ballots; media victory in defeat of Proposition 19, JCD: “like watching the movie Idiocracy”

Mythbusters .06% blood alcohol experiment; UK study blames beer for macular degeneration; Lil Wayne not allowed alcohol for three years as condition of parole

End-of-show clip of chemist Niels Harrit on World Trade Center destruction; US warned about “al-Qaeda in Yemen” plot; No Agenda “250 Program” vs TSA

Producer note on aspartame-free Fruit Stripe gum; Disney Channel “magic of healthy living” with Michelle Obama and “veggies” meme, JCD: “what a crock of crap!”

Boston Globe Haiti ten months later photos; Bill Clinton laughing “all we need from people … we just need cash”; Haitians “ignored warnings” to flee tents in face of Hurricane Tomas; supermodel Petra Němcová shilling for Happy Hearts Fund, real estate developer Colliers International, JCD: “hey Petra … go lookin’ for spots where maybe a good hotel could go up!”
249 Multidimensional Poverty Index (2010-11-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “They shoulda burned it off his chest!” (1:43:32)
0:00:35 ACC abandoning cloud-based services due to drop.io “fiasco”, “one way or the other people are gonna get screwed with Facebook too”, “escrow bomb”
0:05:39 Producer Segment: JCD’s big laugh for Spuzzum BC; “Obama means well” meme
0:14:46 JCD all-in on No Agenda business cards from Vistaprint
0:15:27 ACC’s fun at the polls in someone’s garage; JCD clipping his nails; Proposition 19 marijuana legalization loses by large margin as does climate change repeal; JCD’s video projector with Carly Fiorina’s six-foot head, Meg Whitman’s hairdo; Republican House takeover; George Stephanopoulos to Bill O’Reilly: Harry Reid “practically handpicked” Sharon Angle as opponent, JCD: Angle and Christine O’Donnell “dingbats”, ACC on MSM calling voters idiots
0:33:41 Randy Quaid and “music industry mafia”; Professor Griff on contrived hip hop rivalries, “them crackas … killed Michael Jackson”, Puff Daddy’s custom RFID clothing; Cirque de Soleil Immortal World Tour with Jackson’s music, fire at former dermatologist Arnie Klein’s home; JCD recommends Fahrenheit 451
0:41:23 ACC all-in on Paris 1919, Woodrow Wilson “what a dick”, JCD on pro-Wilson educational system, Iraq a creation of cartographers; Military Channel ten-part World War I series
0:46:31 Alcohol more harmful than heroin, smarter people drink more; disgraced UK drug czar David Nutt’s corrupt Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs, psilocybin at end of harmful list
0:56:10 The Simpsons November 6 false flag prediction; Obama headed to Mumbai with 215 CEOs for U.S.-India Business Council “gig”; US-Russia joint raid on heroin labs on Afghanistan-Pakistan border; UK and France signing defense cooperation treaties, “partnership yes, giving away sovereignty no”; ACC: British revolutionaries all in government now
1:10:13 Donation Segment: ACC Daily No Agenda idea
1:25:47 George Takei “douchebag” callout for anti-gay Arkansas school board member Clint McCance
1:28:23 Unprecedented MI6 John Sawers protestations on WikiLeaks torture allegations: “I am confident that in their efforts to keep Britain safe, all SIS staff acted with the utmost integrity and with a close eye on basic decency and moral values”
1:31:45 UN Nagoya Summit biodiversitée deal: increase in “protected” land and ocean; pro-nuke and pro-GMO positions; EuropaBio Secretary General MILF Nathalie Moll on “bio-based economy”; conservation.org Conservation International, Harrison Ford: “we have to create a kind of undeniable groundswell of public opinion”, US “here as a source of funding”; Ford chest waxing ad with “ripped out” vs burning mixed metaphor
1:45:58 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: outbreak of swine flu in Northern Ireland
1:46:34 Celebrex arthritis drug ad: “may increase the chance of heart attack or stroke which can lead to death”, “bleeding and ulcers, which can occur without warning, and may cause death”
1:50:30 New England Mint illegally defaced “privately-enhanced” national parks two-dollar bills on sale at $10 each; ACC all-in on “enhanced” No Agenda collectible one-dollar bills
1:57:13 Lord James of Blackheath on “Foundation X” gold-backed investment scheme for end of show
1:58:25 Trains Good Planes Bad: Obama on upgrading “high-speed rail and internet”
2:01:02 UNDP United Nations Development Programme roundtable on “measuring human welfare” with “multidimensional poverty index”
248 Stop Albedo Now! (2010-10-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t watch the World Series because baseball at this level makes me nervous.”
0:00:39 Gitmo Nation National Anthem, JCD: “that’s what they used to play, at schools”
0:02:24 JCD: “I’m gettin’ a ham license, I’ve decided”, story about salvaging radio antenna from decommissioned submarine, ACC: “CQ DX, CQ DX!”, “hey John, 73s and 88s to you!”, “it’s a license to complain!”, seawater spout antenna video, 14.275 MHz retransmission by VE6CPU
0:10:06 Producer Segment: 99% “douchebag ratio”; “Gitmo Nation Sauerkraut”
0:18:26 drop.io shutting down after sale to Facebook; JCD on defunct Palm Pilot sync service website, pre-Yahoo GeoCities archive in 1TB torrent; ACC on Libyan bit.ly, P2P mesh network
0:25:19 Los Angeles County Museum of Art screening of Josh Azzarella video, David LaChapelle art with missing elements, Thriller minus Michael Jackson; Randy Quaid press conference excised “manipulating the banking system”, “malignant tumor of star whackers in Hollywood”, roster of eight dead actors, defamation by former lawyer Lloyd Braun with Seinfeld alter ego
0:36:46 Michael Jackson on generating “several billion” for Sony Music, “I own half of Sony’s publishing... they’re very angry at me”, “Tommy Mottola is a devil”; Today Show: Mottola “considers himself the gatekeeper”; Peter Lopez suicide; JCD on Phantom Menace minus Jar Jar Binks
0:45:36 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser with Kirstie Alley’s “lifelong secret”
0:47:18 Explosive toner cartridges of terror from Yemen; TSA announces enhanced patdown procedures, “crotchal area”, JCD: “do you have to cough?”; Yemen “failed state” meme; KTVU sends clueless consumer reporter Tom Vacar to Oakland Airport, Obama “they do apparently contain explosive material”; packages intercepted by “international authorities”, sent to “Jewish synagogues”, Vacar on “deadly game of cat and mouse”, “anything-goes tactics”, “stream of commerce” meme, idiot man on the street interviews: “fear, safety”
1:05:16 CNN’s Rima Maktabi blathers about Dubai cargo handling, ACC: “Larry! cut her off!”, Fran Townsend: “well Larry, you know, look”, “intelligence was good enough to give us the tracking numbers to find these packages”, former CIA Larry Johnson: “how long did it take us to get to a point where we required checked luggage to be interrogated to see if it had a bomb on board?”, JCD: “I can’t talk, I’m luggage”, “put a man on the Moon” meme; JCD on Military Channel Paris 1919, Pentagon-CIA spat theory, Why is bin Laden Alive show
1:15:42 “Conspiracy theorist with a baaad attitude” The Odd Couple send-up
1:16:24 World Series God Bless America sung by Armys PSYOS specialist
1:17:32 Donation Segment: PBS “giving levels”; Kardashian prepaid Mastercard
1:28:59 “Biodiversitée” official spelling, UN Agenda 21 for end of show; M. Granger Morgan at CFR Developing an International Framework for Geoengineering event: “changing the albedo” by “putting very fine particles in the stratosphere”, “we do stuff in the stratosphere all the time, of course” (ACCPPotD); JCD on Ho Chi Minh at Paris told to bugger off by Woodrow Wilson
1:41:14 Meg Whitman lying Jerry Brown ad; Proposition 19 “gateway to death” propaganda with liar Dianne Feinstein, MADD “stoned drivers”; election booklet for “Adan Curry”; “Miss Swan” debater’s specious pain control argument; JCD: “whether you smoke it or not you should realize that unless you want to have the Mexican gangs take over the place” (JCDPPotD)
1:55:11 Cerberus Capital Management’s Freedom Group holding company’s guns and ammo monopoly
1:58:48 More earthquakes “inevitable” in Haiti, Hurricane Tomas coming in; no Clinton 990 yet
2:02:20 Lisbon Treaty “new surveillance arrangements”; Thomas Woods Interview with a Zombie
2:05:36 Jon Stewart Rally for Sanity, fearmongering montage minus Rachel Maddow
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ACC: “I’m from BI Incorporated, I’m just gonna strap this smoke detector on your head, here goes some gaffer tape.” (1:58:44)

JCD sports news in opening; “strongest storm ever recorded” in Midwest, “weather bomb”

Biodiversity and mass extinction meme spreading like wildfire, official “biodiversity” pronunciation; JCD: “tear down your dikes!”; plan B for global warming; JCD on Textronix lowballing Japanese oscilloscopes; proposed documentary with George Clooney

Spain mandates reflective safety vests for prostitutes

Permanently-orange US terror alert; BBC on police arming for Mumbai-style terror attacks, train stations “tick the box”, man on the street “I think it’s legitimate, I thing we need to do it”; 100k searches nabbing zero terrorists; producer notes on being denied travel authorization to US after opt-out, TSA staff quitting, “more aggressive crotch rub”; Newark Airport “peep show machines” delayed, TSA’s Anne Davis: scanners “faster and less physically intrusive”

Fox News on “backscatter van” roaming around looking for trouble, “we’ve had a system on-site at the US Open golf tournament”, concern over “possible health risks they might pose to human subjects”, “extremely low” radiation dose, JCD: “I’m blinded!”, “equivalent of a chest X-ray or less”, JCD: “if you’re running”, image “looks very similar to a store mannequin”; early “that’s one mother I’d like to f—” stinger; JCD on Israeli border “puffer machines”

RT on Obama’s “serious psychological problem to begin with”, Lyndon LaRouche; 25th Amendment for removal of president unable to discharge duties of office; JCD on unqualified and narcissistic memes; mass White House exodus, insider predicting multiple scandals

JCD ignoring Obama’s predictable Jon Stewart appearance, “how did you find out while you were pooping, was it in your poop?”, ACC: “my legs start to fall asleep”; ACC’s backup NAS

JCD on Israeli border “puffer machines”

New DSM-IV ODD oppositional defiant disorder characterized by “questioning authority, negativity, defiance, argumentativeness, and being easily annoyed”

Australian high school students fool attendance fingerprint reader with gummy bears; Sweden fines defiant homeschooling family $3,000, JCD on homeschooling “clubs” and crazy person who takes children to “look at a cow being milked”

Elena Kagan confirmed to Supreme Court; robotic Lillian McEwen to Larry King on dating Clarence Thomas, “alcoholics, which he might have been” vs “connected to the alcoholism” vs “raving alcoholic for many years”, “became a bully to his child”; attacks on anti-Thomas Nina Totenberg after Juan Williams firing, Bill O’Reilly rants about NPR ombudsman Alicia Shepherd’s “fact-based objective journalism”, Totenberg’s Helms AIDS comment revisited

No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: “ancient and insidious foe” influenza vs “science!” DoD PSA

Smoking in apartment or condo illegal in Santa Clara County, ACC smoke detector yarmulke

Haiku Herman at Friends of Europe summit: “we need more global economic governance”; Aric the Shill on Finland’s 25% tax rate and $500/year health insurance

Yale ΔΚΕ fraternity condemned for pledges chanting “no means yes, yes means anal”

Incomprehensible World Series analyst Ozzie Guillén; No Agenda Rap jingle in outro
246 Code for Biodiversity! (2010-10-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Honey, I can’t come to dinner because I’m twiddlin’ with my knobs.”
0:00:36 JMD rolls eyes over JCD’s nickel-size gold British sovereign from producer
0:02:12 New Zealand study calls into question link between salt and blood pressure; Shadows of the Future documentary; JCD on MSG and mouthfeel, hydrolyzed vegetable protein parallel
0:09:27 Producer Segment: new IRC server, No Agenda Primer testimonial Ausweis bitte
0:20:09 WikiLeaks leaked to New York Times, MSNBC crying treason, Liar Liar Liar jingle; Daniel Ellsberg on absurdity of Pentagon demanding return of leaked electronic documents, Espionage Act weapon, Obama “has started as many prosecutions for leaks as all previous presidents put together”; Julian Assange on “lessons of Iraq” applying to next country Obama feels the urge to invade; CNN reporter refuses to name “suspended” staffer Daniel Domscheit-Berg right before naming him, Assange: “when employees misbehave they get suspended”, “it is my role to be the lighting rod”; JCD predicts State Secrets Act under “pure police state” Obama
0:38:49 Trains Good Planes Bad: Readers Digest “50 Secrets Your Pilot Won’t Tell You”, editor-in-chief Peggy Northrop to CNN on shocking existence of regional affiliates, “those pilots do not have to follow the same training and safety rules”, author Michelle Crouch possible spook
0:45:02 Hot Russian spy Anna Chapman in Russian Maxim magazine, JCD: “we still never got to the bottom of that story”, ACC: “if you open the Maxim you will”
0:46:14 Juan Williams on NPR firing: “this controversy is now front and center in the national discussion”, ACC: “I’m the most important thing in the world!”; Williams rips NPR a new one: “Nina Totenberg wished that Senator Jesse Helms and his grandchildren would get AIDS!”, “sexual pejorative Tea Baggers”, Vivian Schiller: “his feelings ... are really between him and his psychiatrist, or his publicist, or take your pick”; JCD on Totenberg’s role in Clarence Thomas smear campaign; ACC “more government money for NPR” theory
0:58:18 codeforamerica.org promo with Tim O’Reilly “every new movement needs heroes”, director Jennifer Pahlka “technology elite”, funding from Rockefeller and Knight Foundations
1:04:08 Donation Segment: america.gov propaganda
1:12:33 UFOs over Washington D.C. predicted by Stanley Fulham and “acceptance of aliens”, ACC calls fake, Project Blue Beam psyops, next step people hearing ELF voices unless wearing tinfoil hats, ACC: “I’m ready for my anal probe”, Skyline film
1:31:15 Producer note on H1N1 mutations in Brazil: five shots for Hib Haemophilus influenzae type b
1:36:51 And Now Back to Real News: Randy Quaid convinced he’s next on the celebrity kill list
1:41:40 Law & Order hot jihadi woman “put down the flowers”, Red Lobster product placement, military vs local law, “by order of the Executive Branch”; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki’s presence at post-9/11 Pentagon lunch; “if Sharia won’t save you there’s always the US Constitution”
1:51:45 Obama congratulates Las Vegas middle school pep rally for 2008 accomplishment
1:54:04 135 dead in Haiti cholera outbreak, CDC near-certainty of source outside country
1:58:28 Haiku Herman’s $500M Brussels Résidence Palace makeover, fitting use as headquarters during Nazi occupation; Germany & France already seeking Lisbon Treaty changes
2:01:18 Willy Nelson “safer than alcohol” NORML ad; KTLA on kids eating cookies “laced with pot”, “more than sugar and spice in them”, cop “marijuana poisoning”, wailing mother
2:08:03 Police sergeant testimony that Fort Hood shooter used pistol
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245  Bow to the Aqua Buddha (2010-10-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “Get on their knees and worship the Aqua Buddha.”  (0:27:01)
0:00:36  UFO sightings “conspiracy of balloon pranksters”, The X Files theme music for report: El Paso “light suddenly breaks apart into two, then three separate lights”, Manhattan lights “eerily similar”, Air Force “there were air show planes in the air tonight”, ACC: “we always practice close formation at night”; four-hour episode in Richmond; NASA Solar System Ambassador Jason Kendall, “a lot of conspiracy theories out there”, “something coming in from orbit”

0:14:48  Producer Segment

0:21:55  Rent Is Too Damn High Party viral video, “if you wanna marry a shoe, I'll marry you”; Rand Paul “you're accusing me of criiimes” to Jack Conway over GQ article on college Aqua Buddha hazing ritual; Penthouse publisher Bob Guccione Jr. dead, ACC: “many an Aqua Buddha has stood before his magazine”, JCD story: meeting Guccione at party with creepy girls

0:30:50  Obamacare’s overbroad interpretation of Commerce Clause; Greta Van Susteren individual mandate “tax or not tax” question, statutory “penalty”; ACC’s $460 “usage fee” to register Saab, overly-taxed rental cars; Virginia Governor Bob O’Donnell on Tenth Amendment Obamacare lawsuit; big-government “federalist” lobby: Because Words Do Matter jingle

0:44:21  French “screw you” strike over Sarkozy’s austerity retirement age increase to 62; ExpressJet pilot refuses both naked body scanner and patdown, TSA lying about magnetometer as pat-down alternative; ACC on “dick dick dick” Al Roker, “advanced imaging technology” meme, Roker “drive a bus, all right?”, “what a dork!”, JCD: “you win today’s show”

0:56:38  Former FAA administrator Mary Schiavo lies to Roker about naked body scanners speeding up lines, “more X-ray exposure than they thought” so send your kids to be groped, JCD on “lead underwear” for dental imaging, ACC: “the Opt Out Party says, you must opt out!”

1:08:18  ACC on bum at Hollywood and Highland with “New World Order” sign

1:10:19  Donation Segment: science “fourteen-inch strap-on” clip from Dexter

1:21:01  Juan Williams fired by NPR over political correctness comment on O’Reilly Factor, “if I see people in Muslim garb ... I get worried, I get nervous”, JCD: “I believe it’s because he appears on Fox”, official statement “Williams’ presence on ... Fox News has long been a sore point with NPR news executives”; Joy Behar irked at Florence Henderson being booted off Dancing With The Stars instead of gorilla-suited Bristol Palin, ACC on the war on beautiful women; hate and ridicule for Sarah Palin “we can't party like it's 1773, not yet!”

1:31:21  CNN’s Barbara Starr: “I did speak to a very senior NATO official with firsthand knowledge of the latest information ... and he says, look”, Osama bin Laden and foam finger number two Ayman al-Zawahiri “not livin’ in a cave anywhere”, “there’s a good bet, if you will, that he’s in a place called the Kurram Valley ... inhabited by very fierce tribal elements”, “right across the border from Tora Bora”, “nobody really even talks about bin Laden” in Afghanistan

1:37:50  Heroin “cheaper than marijuana or spice” marketed to Utah teens, “easier than finding someone to buy you alcohol”; Pennsylvania CPS grabs baby over poppy seeds in mother’s diet

1:47:38  Bill O’Reilly predicts Proposition 19 defeat because stoners won’t vote, “addictive substance like tobacco” lie to “token libertarian” John Stossel; 2009 music $4.6bn vs Lipitor $5.7bn

1:56:00  It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia “jabroney” and “future of radio”

2:00:46  NCIS domestic terrorism, Law & Order: LA “all-American jihadi terror cell”; shakeout.org earthquake drills; New York Times on Pentagon working with DHS on cyberwarfare; NPR Learn to Speak Tea Bag; gunshots in Pentagon parking lot, “we are reviewing those videotapes”
244  Form 990 (2010-10-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hello Taliban? Dis is, dis is, hello dis is al-Qaeda, we wanna coordinate some coordination wit you, ksssh!” (0:56:48)

0:00:38 Horrible weather in LA and solar flare activity interfering with JCD’s Dish Network, ACC on 1995 flare interfering with pagers and analog StarTAC phones; JCD on Radio Shack scanner cellular mods to listen in on drug deals and toll booth phone sex; producer notes on JCD’s “duckface” peeve; From the Crackpot to the Buzzkill Yo mix; dinner and an argument with Molly Wood over R-word and G-word, “we have to change society from the bottom”, linguine with white truffle, JCD: “you should’ve said, this is retarded”

0:13:20 Producer Segment

0:18:53 Foreclosure “robo-signing” crisis; ACC on swap mechanism for hedging against currency fluctuations, fax documents and Lotus Notes databases; Bloomberg TV banker shill Alex Sanchez on foreclosures: “let’s make them whole”, homes “that need to be cleared and sold”, foreclosure lawsuit “very painful decision”, JCD: “he’s a dootch”, “policy makers listen to you, Betty”

0:30:00 KPIX on J.P. Morgan “Burger King kids” signing false affidavits, Wells Fargo college dropout “vice president of load documentation” with two weeks’ training; Bank of America’s $5k in cash at each branch, freakout over “large” cash deposits; JCD speeds up Harry Reid dodging PBS debate question about Nevada foreclosure crisis by blathering about Obamacare, “we did focus on foreclosure first”, JCD: “what an asshole”; Sharron Angle on eleven foreign countries getting involved in lawsuit against Arizona; ACC ticket agent politician jokes from chain e-mail

0:43:37 Haitians protesting against UN “occupation”, next $1.15bn MIA; required IRS Form 990 from Clinton Foundation nowhere to be found

0:48:30 Hillary Clinton touching her face any time she tells a lie, nodding and headshaking contradictions; to Commonwealth Club: Pakistan needs to raise 9% GDP tax rate on “the elite”, Obama meme of “sanctuaries” for Taliban in Pakistan, “coordination with al-Qaeda” meme, new Haqqani “Alpha” Network, JCD: “we need one of those big giant foam fingers”

1:01:16 Donation Segment

1:07:47 Wired on buprenorphine implants for “rigors” of heroin withdrawal; JCD recommends William Burroughs’ Junkie for apomorphine technique

1:12:34 TSA rolling out Sea-Tac naked body scanners, JCD “cataracts” recommendation

1:14:24 National White Cane Safety Day and National Character Counts Week, “our nation celebrates the immeasurable contributions the Americans who use canes have made”; West Wing Week with Obama manhandling Timmy Geithner

1:21:49 JCD: Condoleezza Rice being groomed for presidential run, don’t ask don’t tell “uh”-fest, “good friend” Bob Gates, K-12 education reform “greatest national security priority”; John Bolton “global governance” revisited, Tenth Amendment fractal

1:33:03 Eric Holder’s threats against California vs Proposition 19, Prohibition counterexample; Drug Policy Alliance board including George Soros, hemp industry control, last podcast episode from 2009; Tenth Amendment “outdated” meme; ACC on process to become a state

1:46:24 De Télegraaf “tide begins to turn” on global warming fraud, Royal Society math errors, “science is one cold-hearted bitch with a fourteen-inch strap-on”; Show Notes indexing

1:52:14 C-SPAN panel on counterfeit pharmaceuticals, distributor “Reckus” “Sucker” spelled backwards, 400 tons from Paraguay and Bolivia, Chinese FDA head executed

2:00:24 KPIX anchor calls bullcrap on story “debunking” curveballs
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243 Big Soda (2010-10-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Those things give you cataracts.” (0:26:00)
0:00:34 Gitmo Nation National Anthem
0:01:59 Chilean miner rescue distraction from UFO event, Hannity transition to national anthem, No Agenda opening theme used by Fox & Friends; photos of orbs in Manhattan and Germany; 33 miners and 33 hours, NASA copper mine; drunken goat “Adam is the idiot” correction
0:10:01 Producer Segment: Law & Order producer types; Scott McKenzie’s One Day in Gitmo Nation
0:21:00 No Agenda Primer testimonials; correction: last show’s “Sheila Dipshit” from Australia
0:24:28 TSA opt-outs to get “enhanced patdowns” as punishment, JCD: “absolutely nothing has happened in eight years, thirty thousand flights a day … and we have to walk through these idiotic scanners so they can see us naked?” (JCDPPotD); “behind-the-scenes process” Secure Flight program, “state of the art technology to ensure passenger information remains private”
0:31:14 Producers all-in on nullification, Supreme Court infallibility myth
0:33:20 George Clooney and John Prendergast at CFR, JCD: “classic economic hit man”, oil and Chinese workers in South Sudan, ACC: “send in Clooney!”, JCD Prendergast “there’s a lot of money to be made” medley, US all-in on spinning off independent South Sudan, Clooney spook theory; Ms. Micky’s Iranian friend: hikers “spooks”; California election ad madness
0:47:13 NCIS writer Speed Weed; “meme machine” Law & Order: SVU on the evils of soda: “Davey was twelve when he took his life, I tried to make him stop with the cola, but he was addicted to it!”, “pushes soda” meme, JCD predicts threat of political advertising ban; companies refusing to hire smokers; Law & Order: LA “this one’s not over ’til the fat guy gets tased”
0:59:23 UCSB Emeritus Professor Hal Lewis resigns from American Physical Society over climate change scam, JCD blocking outraged Twitter trolls, “I’m not there to take any guff”
1:03:04 Donation Segment
1:11:20 Wall Street Journal and CNBC articles on legal Congressional insider trading
1:13:38 Producer note on New Delhi Commonwealth Games security confiscating coins and house keys
1:16:04 Trains Good Planes Bad: underappreciated blue-collar railroad jobs; Boeing 787 video with failing oxygen masks, 3000 psi oxygen “bombs”; Philadelphia considering fines for not locking cars; checkpoint cheek swab trend and DNA, downward pressure on blood alcohol limits
1:26:44 China’s Got Talent winner armless piano player; Anderson Cooper outraged over Vince Vaughan movie trailer “electric cars are gay”: “those words are hurting kids”; BET Hip Hop Awards, ACC calls for No Agenda rap song to CVC’s amusement
1:34:14 Dutch hotels to register as ISPs for EU data retention; Amsterdam cashless shopping area
1:37:16 National Ignition Facility 1 MJ fusion experiment, JCD: “we’d probably lose Scott Adams”
1:41:17 CNBC “slobbering people”, George Soros “prolonged stagnation” warning, “always safe to blame the Germans”; “hot spy” Anna Chapman now working for Moscow bank
1:47:30 Fort Hood family member finally speaks out, request to delay court martial until after election
1:55:06 Michael Krikorian LA Times op-ed “Amazing No More” immortalizing JCD’s pet peeve
1:56:07 Debate between Jerry “crackpot moonbeam” Brown and Meg Whitman
1:57:08 Fields around main Australian military base in Afghanistan dominated by poppies; NCIS CIA drug money meme; UK “Blackwater of vaccines” Doctorcall marketing campaign
2:01:12 Stuxnet and SCADA systems, well-known Siemens default credentials, Windows NT 4 boxes
2:03:15 JCD “kissy-face” gripe; Madonna’s Photoshopped arms; Rick Sanchez disappears from Twitter
2:06:43 New Zealand martial law powers in response to Christchurch earthquake
242  Squalid Nullification  (2010-10-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “Balloon sinuplasty!”  (1:43:26)

0:00:35  Sir Geoff Smith’s Gitmo Nation National Anthem,  JCD: “I think it’s a winner”; producer feedback on No Agenda Primer, top 40 radio testimonials; backup streaming server

0:08:22  Producer Segment

0:16:56  Producer note on car accident survey by Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, staff spook “outstationed” at San Diego “field office”, AZ and CO checkpoints, no mention of heroin, potential breathalyzer replacement; Houston campaign to lower legal limit .05, MADD director all-in on “safer community”, DWAI “ability-impaired”, JCD: “the entire Chinese community around here!”, dick police chief: “they get treated as the repeat offender that they are”

0:27:18  ACC’s predicted oil accident, tanker filled with heavy pygas sinking in English Channel; BP escrow fund’s Kenneth Feinberg on staff salaries being paid by BP, rehearsed “the jurisdiction has been established by the government and BP”, ten-person staff paid $850k per month


0:50:44  JCD on Tea Party’s lack of self awareness, Pat Buchanan’s proposed Constitutional Convention; Aric the Shill’s bathroom Constitution; 94% of Germans believe demonstrations necessary for government to listen; liberal Supreme Court justices’ disdain for Tenth Amendment

0:57:19  Shadow Puppet Theater: National Security Adviser Jim Jones succeeded by Fannie Mae lobbyist Tom Donilon; Fox News on suicide bombers “who are willing to fly buildings into airplanes”; BBC newsreader cites Sheila Dikshit “the dipshit woman”, “appropriate because she’s Indian”; CNBC World: “Greek companies will have funds available to buy Chinese shit”

1:06:28  Donation Segment while ACC takes a pee break

1:19:31  Casting call for Obama MTV/BET/CMT town hall... subscribe for details; CDC paying bloggers to post pro-flu vaccine propaganda “for which I may receive a small thank you”, #cdcflu

1:28:12  Fox News boneheads call Gloria Allred “Gloria Allright” & “Gloria Aldred”, Meg Whitman “Meg Ryan”; CNN What the Week idiot on California Prop 19 and snack food industry, “buzz” on the street mind control, stoner “God ... gives every green bearing seed to mankind”

1:34:52  Monsanto to market aluminum resistance gene, ACC on aluminum & barium in chemtrails

1:38:11  Forbes: Michelle Obama “most powerful woman”, JCD on bogus magazine top twenty lists

1:40:06  Latest finding for Stuxnet attribution roulette: Hebrew “myrtus” Jews vs Persians meme

1:41:57  Reality cop show Steven Seagal: Lawman; big pharma-style ad for balloon sinuplasty procedure

1:44:47  Bill Clinton donates $500k to Sean Penn’s Haiti charity; a million victims across 1300 “squalid” camps, JCD: “means it’s a shithole, literally”, ACC: “where are you now, where are you now, I say?” (ACCPotD); Danube “red toxic sludge” spill in Hungary, “many receiving burns”

1:54:33  The Guardian: Obama “accused of exaggerating terror threat for political gain”, Pakistan irked, producer note on Musharraf’s new political party as coup signal, US-China proxy war

1:58:33  Mike Maloney “dead cat bounce” and new currency explanation for end of show

2:00:29  FBI has to ask for return of car GPS tracker, JCD hydrochloric acid or dog shit ploy

2:02:47  NASA Photoshop jobs on Saturn’s moons; Dvorak family “don’t tell John” UFO sighting; Large Hadron Collider cranking up to full power, ACC: “November 11 there will be no show”

1094
241 Germany Boy (2010-10-07)

00:00:00 ACC: “We all have links to al-Qaeda at noagendashow.com, there’s links in the show notes to al-Qaeda.” (1:44:07)

00:00:38 ACC and Steck’s “swine flu”; Drunken Goat cheese not a product of intoxicated goats, JCD: “here goat, here goat!”, UK train station “Resource” reflective jackets; ACC’s $80 drops for infected left eye, JCD on drug price doubling under Obamacare, CVC’s knee dislocation issues

01:10:59 Producer Segment: Dutch actor Antonie Kamerling suicide; 10/10/10 meetups

01:26:42 World Vegan Day coming up; JCD proposes new listener “primer” like Show 200.5

01:30:55 Viral video of Nevada cop pulling over German tourist: “you know what the speed limit is here, Germany boy?”, “you know what happens to nice little boys like you that go to jail for reckless driving? ass will be hurting for a month”; JCD on writers congregating in Florida

01:36:37 BI Inc loses track of slaves after hitting data storage limit, spokesperson Jock Waldo, “more than two billion records”; Orlando Gitmo jewelry for juvenile car thieves, “there’s probably about a dozen of them”, predictable dumb black guy on the street: “they kinda goin’ ovaboad wit dat”, “five other people we spoke with today said it was definitely a good idea”; Portland convicted child predator “took off his GPS monitoring bracelet and disappeared”

01:46:15 CBS on LA school fingerprinting, “save jobs” meme, “help bring district cafeterias into the 21st century” with “cashless sale system”, douchebag superintendent: “there are signals put in the finger, it’s nothing like a fingerprint!”, “it allows us not to have a people business!”

01:54:40 Law & Order: LA “you’re around decent people now, you gotta follow the rules!”; BBC America “we lost our empire … but our television sure kicks ass” ad; JCD gives up on Law & Order: UK; SVU “give me your tin” US Marshal deputization, Chase tie-in

1:01:39 Boston mysterious insoluble Chinese sodium fluoride, JCD: “there are things known as labs”

1:04:58 Donation Segment

1:13:04 Gold at $1340 due to global quantitative easing; Financial Times on risk of currency war, China playing euro against dollar, JCD on Japanese falling for US real estate boom

1:20:01 Producer note on Emergency Alert System AFSK signals, 2005 accidental message to evacuate Connecticut, fun EBS test jingle from Dame Tanya

1:22:50 Vivek Kundra memorandum on transition to IPv6 for “cloud computing, broadband, and smart grid”, bullshit “ubiquitous security services”, JCD on windfall for Chinese manufacturers, ipv6@omb.eop.gov; $46M more to “team Smartronix” for “virtual dataset hosting”

1:29:42 Stammering David Axelrod lies to Letterman about Gitmo closure: “that wasn’t job one”; Obama’s Wars on cyber-warfare; NewsHour on Pakistan-Afghanistan border closing in retaliation for friendly-fire incident, administration assessment: Pakistani government wussing out on fighting Taliban, Woodward quoting Obama “cancer is in Pakistan”

1:41:14 Times Square bomber Faisal Shahzad now “the Pakistani guy”, court drawings with “Taliban beard”; AQAP unexplainably in Pakistan, ACC predicts false flag

1:46:05 Stuxnet infections in Dutch multinationals and Fortune 500 company; ACC “bullshit!” to CNET article tying 0xDEADFOO7 to aviation engine failure; discoverer VirusBlokAda’s week-old Wikipedia entry, ACC: “Steve Ballmer should be in the White House right now!” (ACCPPotD)

1:52:58 New Dutch minority government; bogus Grit TV “evidence” of Ron Johnson promising to destroy Social Security; US bedbugs migrating to UK; RT expecting 1000-year winter

2:01:23 Bill Gates TED talk on CO2: “get this down to zero”, population control via “new vaccines”

2:04:45 Recap of post-last-show discussion of “tax cuts for the rich” lie, JCD: “you’re absolved”
240 Prince Charles is Gay (2010-10-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Does Tylenol kill snakes?” JCD: “Well, in high doses it’ll kill you.” (1:23:31)
0:00:38 ACC tackling Conventional Idiocy by Rick Sanchez, fired for insinuating Jews run the media, JCD: “I thought he just was a white guy who changed his name to Sanchez to get more work”, mentor Jonathan Klein fired a week prior; Sanchez to Pete Dominick: “I think Jon Stewart’s a bigot”, “prejudicial” buzzword, elusive Mark Twain “had a child, planted a tree, and written a book” quote, hysterical giggle, “everybody who runs CNN is a lot like Stewart”
0:16:47 Producer Segment: JCD service bell; ACC fighting with stream server
0:25:45 State Department “be vigilant” against Mumbai-style terror attack, another anti-Pakistan move; Carl Levin on ambiguities in proposed troop reduction timelines, ACC: contract negotiation time; another Osama bin Laden tape shows up out of nowhere, “climate change in modern times”; CNN on information from “Afghan-German” captured by US, “we’ve talked to counterterrorism sources”, “homegrown terrorism” meme in Germany and UK
0:40:43 Cheesy psychedelic Zardoz film; official No Agenda drink “two shots to the head”; Zombie Slayer MMORPG team No Agenda Militia
0:44:00 New whitehouse.gov feature: condescending Austan Goolsbee at “White House whiteboard” on tax cuts: “what I wanted to do today is just break it down real simple so you can understand exactly what the debate is about”, “everyone agrees”; Obama weekly address on BrightSource “revolutionary new type of solar power plant”, investors Morgan Stanley, BP, and Google, early 2011 IPO; Hillary Clinton’s promise to cut off Blackwater from government money vs lucrative State Department contract for Xe Services subsidiary International Development Solutions; BrightSource’s Department of Energy $1.3bn loan guarantee
0:55:05 Katherine Heigl Chantix “went bananas” story on Letterman, e-cigarette demonstration
1:00:23 Schwarzenegger signs bill decriminalizing an ounce or less of marijuana, Nullification report for next show; Bones on media distractions like Lindsay Lohan vs BP
1:04:43 Donation Segment
1:14:30 Cattle mutilations on Georgia family farm; ninth human foot found in Vancouver
1:16:00 10:10 Global No Pressure short film with denialists gruesomely blown to bits, Spanner Films’ Franny Armstrong, money from Microsoft “crowdfunding”; Tesla recalls 400 Roadsters
1:22:46 Navy addressing Guam tree snake problem by dumping frozen mice full of Tylenol, JCD: “they don’t want the snakes to die with a headache”, “cardboard wings and green streamers”
1:29:04 Thomas C. Adams’ State Department bio page: Foreign Service Institute “spook school” gig, Romanian American Foundation, JCD on picking up cop vibe at work; “Epic Fail” stinger
1:33:12 Haiti requests rebuilding help from Prince Charles’ architectural planning charity; JCD spots The Globe headline “Prince Charles is Gay”
1:34:47 Producer note on Stuxnet stolen $250k driver-signing certificates, Symantec “dossier” on DLL with registry key 19790509, May 9 1979 date of Habib Elghanian execution, June 24 2012 execution date; Indian satellite INSAT-4B infected; Environment America go60mpg.org
1:44:09 JCD on Rahm Emanuel’s departure and history of chief of staff “prime minister”, bullcrap “thanks to Rahm” and The West Wing; Bernie Sanders gripes about income distribution, ACC on “fuck the rich” sentiment, hate comments on JCD Bugatti Veyron post; Democrats griping about nonexistent “Bush tax cuts for the rich”
JCD: “Yeah, Chertoff, that creepy guy that ran Homeland Security.”

ACC’s sore throat, JCD: “swine flu!”, Chinook and Apache helicopters overhead; ACC’s “new” 1999 Saab 93 Turbo with dashboard “night mode”, beverage-magnet ignition keyhole between seats; Mevio minions at TechCrunch “douchebag festival”

Producer Segment: Hot Pockets Tour RV secured by Mr. Oil; No Agenda LinkedIn group

Hedge fund Blackwater investor explains name change to Xe as SEO

Law & Order: Los Angeles "Douchebags” “99% of 12-year-old girls would kill to be the illegal-drinking, E-popping, club-crawling Chelsea Sennett”, poorly-disguised Lindsay Lohan reference, “I was going to London” silence with “dipshit music”, ACC on Mondrian Hotel lounge music; Lohan hawking paparazzi photos with Gitmo jewelry around neck

UN ODC Office of Drugs and Crime: Afghan opium production down by nearly 50%, plant infection, “unlikely to stay low”, Russian spokesman’s blooper reel with salaam alaikum

Anderson Cooper “new rumblings of terror threats”, Eiffel Tower evacuation, Western passports mcm, JCD on photo printed into document, Fran Townsend on “soft targets”; ACC: “there never will be a movie theater blown to bits with people in it”; Hillary Clinton “uh”-fest: “we know that al-Qaeda and its network of terrorists wishes to attack both European and US targets”, JCD: “she sounds like she’s talking to a two-year-old”; New York Times on administrative calling for ability to decrypt online communication; nsi.nicirc.gov Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative, JCD on being taught Cubans are terrible because they rat on each other; New York Times “how to spot a terrorist” op-ed by John Farmer: “a young man walks into a beauty supply store and buys hydrogen peroxide”

Interviewee list in preface to Bob Woodward’s Obama’s Wars, ACC: "spook!", Colin Powell proposed as Robert Gates replacement: “when he speaks there’s no, kind of, wobble”, ACC: “liar is what he is!”, “I’ll get a call tomorrow”, “maybe Powell could figure out a way, and there would be some good news, where we kill the people who need to be killed, and we also shorten the war”, threats over CIA “link chart” to Zardari after Times Square bomb incident

Donation Segment: “you’ve got karma” jingle with ACC “yay!”

UFOs and Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites author Robert Hastings at press conference on Air Force reports of missile silo shutdowns, ACC on time-traveling aliens

Chertoff Group “expert” Richard Falkenrath on Stuxnet: “the techie people who analyzed this”, “more likely, frankly, is Israel”, Siemens S7-400 and S7-300 PLC targeting lie; scenario described by Scott Borg in July 2009; upcoming Homeland Security Cyber Storm III drill

Caesar and Cleopatra “British oysters” and “Chianti” flubs; EU approves GMO crops

Obama University of Wisconsin “folks” meme, “change happens because of you”; swipe at Fox News in Rolling Stone; “invaluable” Olbermann and Maddow “blowing each other”

noagendanation.com show notes “sinkhole”; producer job application “drug and tobacco test”

AP: not one cent of pledged $1.1bn has made its way to Haiti; State Department Special Coordinator for Haiti Thomas C. Adams on the job; Wyclef Jean in the hospital

Segway company owner dies driving off cliff; producer spots UC Berkeley spook in Yemen

TSA liquid and gel sniffers for 2012; DHS VIPR checking semi trucks for radiation in Atlanta

Access Hollywood mocks Lindsay Lohan’s addiction with mug shot “coffee table book”
0:00:00 JCD: “Flat-chested women in their twenties and thirties and forties and fifties are kiddie porn.”
(1:05:05)

0:00:35 ACC’s new audio setup with MIDI controller duties moved to iPad; ACC at Universal Studios
for Eyegore Awards, zombified actors and mazes, zombified Gitmo slaves

0:04:51 Flu shots claimed to lower risk of heart attack; public “leery” of single shot; Law & Order:
SVU microchipped kid, “they probably told you that so you would behave”

0:09:31 Producer Segment

0:21:08 Law & Order: SVU lab scene: “the hospital could scan the implant and retrieve valuable medical
information”, Richard Belzer’s crackpot John Munch: “so could any third-rate hacker”,
“welcome to the New World Order”

0:26:05 JCD beer-retrieving dog “I’ve never had the money!” joke; Fox News in Detroit spying on
Chrysler workers drinking beer and smoking weed at lunch, “here comes the big brew crew!”,
“hate to be a buzzkill, but shouldn’t you guys be building cars?”

0:31:17 Family Guy Tricia Takanawa prototype reports on Castro Valley power outage, perplexed kid:
“later in the day it started to get like pitch black everywhere”

0:34:59 And Now Back to Real News: News of the World x17online.com sepia-tone photos of Lindsay
Lohan shooting heroin and making out with Paris Hilton, JCD: “things really slide fast
for some people”; Katy Perry’s cleavage “banned” from Sesame Street; Saturday Night Live
Michelle Obama and Big Bird overdub skit

0:45:23 Hawaii Five-O jiggie-cam, bad lighting and acting, too-loud incidental music, ACC: “we need
an intervention on you, John!”, JCD: “one more clip!”

0:48:42 UK “tax cuts for good citizens” who act as “special constables” or “block Nazis”, ACC: “a lot of
fluoride in the water”; Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs proposing paychecks pass through
government for proper tax extraction; TSA sued for rifling through passenger’s wallet receipts
for evidence of divorce embezzlement; Mimi left twiddling thumbs as opt-out punishment,
female thug “on break”; JCD TSA audition, ACC embarrassing Micky by barking back

1:01:41 Producer note on USPS requiring 13-ounce package in-person mailing requirement; school
board resignation over planted kiddie porn; JCD on 1-hour photo bearskin rug scenario

1:05:34 Donation Segment

1:17:58 Congressional testimony on threat of immigration laws to fruit industry, JCD on flying over
Bolivian factory farms, Berkeley Farms owned by Dean Foods

1:27:01 Astrophysicist Mazlan Othman in UNOOSA United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs

1:32:27 Human leg found in Tennessee River, feet discovered at Cleethorpes Beach and Humber estuary

1:34:54 Producer note on Pakistan floods and Kalabagh Dam project, Bob Woodward and Dianne
Feinstein reveal 3000-person CIA operation and US base, Chinese Port of Gwadar and 11k
soldiers for flood relief, rail from Gwadar to Chinese border, line out of Kabul for minerals

1:41:08 Oil industry emergency drills off coast of Southampton, EU irked at Norway; San Diego
tweeting earthquake preparedness drill, military helicopters overhead freaking out Ms. Micky

1:48:00 Rumors of David Axelrod leaving White House; administration officials ditch Peter Orszag
wedding; scripted Chris Christie “and you know what” intervention with Meg Whitman heckler

1:53:54 Medical student note on list of symptoms for kids to be given antidepressants

1:57:43 Stephen Colbert introduces satirical testimony before Congress on immigration, outraged
“insult to Congress” reactions; Nigel Farage on demise of euro for end of show
237  Just Hiking (2010-09-23)

0:00:00  ACC: “At this point you might as well watch the Kardashians, it’s less harmful.” (1:59:27)
0:00:38  Autumnal Equinox and inaccessible Stonehenge; gold about to hit $1300, Petaluma heirloom seed bank; ACC recommends Daniel Suarez’ *Daemon* and *Freedom, Inc.*
0:06:57  Bruce Schneier on “devious” Stuxnet worm with target “still unknown”; EU Internet Governance Forum; Iran’s Bushehr nuclear plant delayed due to “weather”, Siemens PLCs
0:13:49  Producer Segment: Media Spy review, kid “in the morning!”, “Gitmo Nation Stain Removal”
0:28:26  And Now Back to Real News: Fall lineup *The Chase*, *24* wannabe *The Event* “three weeks earlier, five minutes earlier, six days earlier … can’t you just tell the story?” (JCDPPotD), J.J. Abrams’ *Undercover* “worst show he’s ever done”, “they’ve got the black guy miked apparently with something from Radio Shack, and this other guy’s in a booth!”, *Hawaii Five-0* “crap”
0:36:14  Obama resignation in favor of Hillary theory; *Forbes* anti-Obama article; “stooge” Donald Trump on woes of Carter administration and Iranian hostage crisis, “we need somebody that knows how to speak to our enemies”; middle-class shill to Obama: “exhausted defending you”
0:44:37  Bill Clinton YouTube interview on Iran “hikers”: Iranians “know that these young people are not in any way involved in espionage”, JCD on University of California backgrounds like “Ling-Ling and Lam-Lum”, Clinton: “clearly innocent of any espionage”, Iran may “ask for some high-level representative of the government to go there and bring them home”; JCD on hikers passing through Iraq “completely filled with land mines”; Goldman Sachs and Citibank offices open in Iran; Nixon “October surprise” ending Vietnam War, Iranian hostage release January 1980; JCD: Clinton Foundation cleaning up books for Hillary’s presidential run
0:55:24  Bono’s AIDS charity spending more on salaries than on aid, “freebies” for New York newspapers; Clinton asked by fake Haitian about plans there, government money for “big infrastructure projects”, working with Carlos Slim on $20M fund for small business loans, lobbying UN for Wyclef Jean diaspora dual citizenship, “two successive parliaments have to vote for it”
1:07:58  Donation Segment: Seroquel and Abilify side effects; “chardonnay and rent boys”
1:19:50  October 13 UFO event 10 + 13 + 10 = 33, Rolling Rock 33 label; Reuters PR Newswire pushing *UFOs and Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites* book
1:22:11  BI Luzerne County PA facility for “clients” to reduce prison “enrollment”, “92-year-old inmate who served three days because he took out the coupons out of the newspaper in a convenient mart”, ACC: “you must go into jail slave!”; JCD on Orlando cop breaking drunk geezer’s neck
1:30:00  Bell CA mayor and other officials arrested over misappropriation of funds, JCD: battering ram “showcase arrest”, “these guys aren’t going to spend one day in jail”, retirement loophole
1:36:22  H.R.3534 CLEAR Act handing UN control of water resources, sponsor Nick “looks like a drunk” Rahall, Law of the Sea Treaty; officials baffled by Gulf Coast “fish kills”, “whether any of those incidents are related to the oil spill, though, remains a big question”
1:42:54  John Gruden sound-alike Austan Goolsbee on *Ed Show*, ACC: “he looks like a little twerp!”, Fox News compares dollars spent with jobs saved or created; Home Depot CEO on small business killer Sarbanes-Oxley; $444M IPO barrier, *TWiT* “another Curry thing” mockery
1:52:30  RT on AquaBounty *GMO* GE salmon, “crazy-looking witch” squawks about allergies, “the company says escape is unlikely”; JCD on “super dog” Weimaraner stolen breeding stock
1:59:15  JCD on *NCIS* Mexican corruption theme; *Family Guy* “four more years of douchebag!”
2:00:46  National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Drug Czar “so-called” medical marijuana; ACC calls bullcrap on “not like what we had in the 60s or 70s” meme
236  Kids with Depression (2010-09-19)

0:00:00  ACC: “Why, they don’t even have their name trademarked! They don’t know what they’re doin’!”
JCD: “They’re idiots!” ACC: “They’re stupid, I can’t believe it!” JCD: “They’re throwing money away!” ACC: “They’re leaving money on the table!” (1:19:29)

0:00:44  Producer’s daughter spots contrived Katy Perry concert stunt; couple indicted for transferring LANL nuclear secrets to Venezuela, douchebag CIA author Jerry Seper, Polar beer

0:11:08  Producer Segment: Spongebob Squarepants “in the morning”

0:22:27  ACC on MKULTRA Christina O’Donnell’s date at Satanic altar

0:27:04  Afghanistan as stepping stone to grabbing Pakistani nukes, MQM party leader murdered; 2002 Dan Rather “hard-nosed investigative reporting” on Osama bin Laden’s September 10 2001 dialysis in Pakistan; ACC’s Iranian hairdresser predicts no chance of bombing

0:38:25  newsflavor.com “the President is losing it” article, “yelling like a spoiled child”; Jason Calacanis story on Obama rudeness; JCD on Christina O’Donnell’s resemblance to Rachel Ray

0:44:19  Times of India: miracle cure for PMS low dose of Prozac; Abilify ad “increased risk of death or stroke”, “extreme high blood sugar can lead to coma or death”; Seroquel XR ad “increased risk of death”, “high blood sugar has been reported … and in extreme cases can lead to coma or death”; kidswithdepression.com checklist “persistent boredom”, “increased irritability, anger, or hostility”, ACC’s hairdresser’s $25k private kindergarten concerned about Star Wars drawings, web site daytime TV marketing research

0:58:42  “Don’t be big tobacco’s next victim” PSA; New York City to ban smoking outdoors and rely on people ratting on each other; Jessica Simpson abusing nicotine patches

1:02:56  Cambridge scientists: 42 a constant linked to age of universe

1:04:07  Donation Segment: JCD on Cranky Geeks cancellation

1:19:45  UFO shuts down Thailand airport; retired NORAD Stanley Fulham’s Challenges of Change predicts UFO display October 13; Skyline trailer with Stephen Hawking and Dan Rather B-roll

1:25:31  HFCS rebranding to “corn sugar” on way to “sugar”; douchebag John Holdren’s “global climate disruption”; BBC: UK overdue for English Channel earthquake, Seattle Times: coast ill-prepared for tsunami; De Telegraaf pushing “good salt” calium, JCD on sel fumée, Google calium calcium result, kalium potassium chloride

1:39:26  3M acquires Attenti “remote people tracking” provider in “geriatric and judicial care segments” and Cogent Systems biometrics/RFID, JCD: “I thought this company just made Scotch tape”

1:41:33  And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan fails drug test

1:43:25  French producer on small town increasing taxes by 3380% to force land selloff; Paris “mosque in a box”, JCD on prayers in basement of SFO parking garage “pointed at Anchorage”; Islamophobia fearmongering

1:46:53  DREAM Act military service provision with fuzzy “good moral character” requirement

1:49:51  Iran “hiker” Sarah Shourd press release on “sweet smell of sandalwood” in Oman, flimsy lump in breast reason for release; Blackwater Xe subsidiary Total Intelligence working for Monsanto against anti-GMO activists, Erik Prince on CNBC for end of show; multilingual Shourd’s Berkeley background and “economic hitwoman” gigs around the world

1:56:34  Sheila Jackson Lee urges investigation of Craigslist personals as sex trafficking; New York Times Magazine fearmongering over engineers: “a group that is notoriously associated with terrorist violence and fundamental political beliefs”; Craigslist lawyer finally stands up to Jackson Lee; Congress unconcerned about rentboys.com
235 Disaster Capitalist (2010-09-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m surprised they’re not killing each other more often.” (1:37:08)
0:00:34 ACC’s Schiphol check-in issues due to ETSA Electronic System for Travel Authorization, 55-pound luggage weight limit; JCD on Lufthansa laptop extraction; body scanners shut down
0:09:15 Producer Segment: “outstandingly beautiful” challenge coins
0:20:18 MTV VMA Chelsea Handler backstage Gitmo jewelry comedy with Lindsay Lohan; WICD on ankle bracelets: “I pay them to let me stay home”, sheriff: gives “first-time offenders a chance to still maintain employment”; Kane County Labor Day weekend breathalyzer tests
0:28:50 Tulsa police “mascot” Pedobear warning, “Pedobear is now walking among us”, JCD: “there he goes!”, “handing out free candy to children” at San Diego Comic Con, Gawker mockery, “now being used by pedophiles to identify one another”, “I checked with TPD and Pedobear has not been spotted here in Tulsa”; “real Pedobear” Pope visiting UK
0:35:08 Waco Tea Party’s Toby Marie Walker to NPR on focus “constitutionally-limited government, free markets, and fiscal responsibility”, “ismus test”, right-wing American Family Association’s Brian Fischer on “resisting the homosexual agenda”, “I like what Toby is saying, that they support those values”, JCD: “Marxist-style co-opting”; ACC predicts Pedobear link to Tea Party; JCD on right-wingers running Doug Hoffman in New York’s 23rd District
0:50:42 Jon Stewart to fake Tea Partier Dick Armey: Give Us Liberty book “sounds like Karl Marx”, drunk Armey “I wasn’t real happy about it”, “no laughin’ at the Armey curve”; JCD: Tea Party Express “pro-war operation”, “it’s to keep the Democrats in power”
0:54:27 Mother Jones “Haiti’s Disaster Capitalists Swoop In” on refugees being moved to “industrial work zones”, Argentine entrepreneur’s plan for 240-room Port-au-Prince airport hotel
0:58:06 John Kerry rumored to be next Secretary of State after Hillary; Carla Bruni tell-all on Michelle Obama; Dick Morris on Hillary’s “opening shot” in 2012 primary if Obama is “massacred”
1:04:01 Donation Segment
1:14:05 Wired/Engadget article about DARPA soldier mind-control project, Killing Joke lyric about GWEN Ground Wave Emergency Network towers, 435-450 MHz subliminal programming, vaccine nanotechnology; CNN: popular people get flu first, CDC high-dose vaccine, UK warning against homeopathic measures, JCD: same bogus playbook at last year; Brazil IN pharmacy ditches flu vaccine, reporter misrepresents “my gut feeling” as endorsement
1:27:50 DHS spying on people opposed to gas drilling on behalf of industry; ACC predicts oil disaster in North Sea or Norway; TV weatherman has to be reminded of Cuba “cyclone fear”
1:32:58 General strikes in Spain; New Delhi rounding up the beggars in anticipation of Commonwealth Games; ISIF Homeland Security Investigations cracking down on counterfeit sports apparel and Duracell batteries in New Orleans; US Marshal service fugitive “collection agency”; Dark Blue cell phone tap and vajazzling memes; UK teen banned from US for calling Obama a prick
1:42:03 Meal Tracker fingerprint system for school lunches in Arkansas, Facebook mother: “this would prevent the mix up so I’m all for it!”; JCD recommends Charlie Chaplain’s Modern Times
1:43:48 Trains Good Planes Bad: Schwarzenegger checking out Chinese trains, $45bn in Japanese loans for California rail; Fox News on pilot drug abuse and schizophrenia, Dutch police “pull drunk pilot from plane”; Bipartisan Policy Center on aviation as terrorism target
1:55:27 Severed “foots” from same person on Dutch and British coast
1:57:26 EPIC FOIA against NSA for Google collusion; C-SPAN “listen!” caller, host “let me leave it there”; IRS promises to exempt credit card transactions from Obamacare Form 1099 mandate
234 Phasers on Stun (2010-09-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “So leprechauns seem to have a red beard.” (1:53:07)
0:00:33 ACC in Amsterdam sending JCD e-mails to ignore, “uppity slaves” at “outstanding” meetup, 
*Berlitz Dutch for Travellers* for JCD, “there is hope for this country after all”, ACC looking 
like Jon Hamm in new glasses replacing rose-colored ones, JCD’s yellow inspector lenses
0:09:09 Geert Wilders 9/11 speech; Terry Jones backs off on Koran burning after Robert Gates talking-
to, Victory Mosque CIA connection, JCD honeypot theory; ACC’s father’s “in the morning”
0:17:37 Duped by Canadian “holographic” child in road actually done in chalk
0:19:09 Producer Segment
0:25:41 BBC breaking news: British troops investigated for smuggling heroin
0:28:17 Sniffling Michelle Obama Shanksville meme-fest “no strangers to service”, Obama weekly 
address “national day of service”; empty LAX arrivals video, Rumsfeld “shot down the plane 
over Pennsylvania”; Thomas Keene on new type of plastic explosive used by crotch bomber
0:39:18 Boring Obama press conference on failure to close Gitmo; Skull and Bones Austan Goolsbee 

Boring Obama press conference on failure to close Gitmo; Skull and Bones Austan Goolsbee 
to replace Christina Romer, “extemporaneous speaking” bullshit award; stammering Obama: 
“as someone who relies heavily on my Christian faith in my job”, scrubbed *Politico* missing 

wedding ring story; *West Wing Week* for “the year 5771”, Rosh Hashanah conference call; 

JCD on two-Obama theory: “one of ‘em’s got grayer hair, the one’s slower-witted”
0:50:58 San Luis Obispo sheriff warning about Pedobear “made popular by pedophiles and sexual 

deviants”; MSNBC on “sightings” in Southern California, JCD: “these are the dumbest fucks 

I’ve ever seen in my life, these people!”, SAFE Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement hotline
0:57:44 BBC on UK earthquake training exercise, “we don’t get many earthquakes in this country … 

it could be, God forbid, a 9/11”, Haiti comparison, 11 deaths from earthquakes since 974
1:02:35 Donation Segment
1:10:31 Raytheon Missile Systems VP Mike Booen enthuses about new slave-frying weapon at LA jail: 

“when they set their phasers to stun, they did that that so they didn’t kill people”, “this will 

get your attention and make your brain focus on making it stop”, giggling journalists zapped, 

ACLU: torture device “guinea pigs”; excuse for Gitmo jewelry and more jails
1:21:33 Pregnant woman denied opt-out at O’Hare, TSA “less than an ultrasound”; pharmacist ly-

ing about flu shot; random searches for PATCO commuters; North Carolina sheriffs seeking 
painkiller prescription records; appeals court: no search warrant needed for cell location data
1:28:35 Thom Hartmann on family’s Republican background, JCD on evolution of political bumper 
stickers; *Bringing America Home* author Tom Pauken on Fox News blacklist, JCD on left-

wing neo-conservative Bush; *Boiling Mad: Inside Tea Party America* author Kate Zernike on 

pervasive “strong anti-establishment feeling”; “co-opted” Tea Party and checklist Republicans
1:40:40 Trains Good Planes Bad: transplant kidney refused by airline, unmedicated model Tiffany 

Livingston JetBlue door freakout, SkyRider stand-up seats; JCD on flying with human heart
1:46:10 Lightning strikes BOPEC oil storage facilities in Bonaire and Curacao
1:48:42 Carol Burnett to Joy Behar on Barbara Stanwyck’s “my leprechaun told me”; Kalmyk presi-
dent Kirsan Ilyumzhinov’s abduction claim; *Resident Evil 3D* continues zombie meme
1:54:21 Second IMF installment for Greece; *American Greed* on Bernie Madoff’s arrival to jail 
2:00:48 Watsonville CA says no to water fluoridation; EPA cracking down on stormwater runoff
2:03:43 *Survivor* “I didn’t get to manage $400M worth of business at Yahoo by just being a nice guy”
2:05:14 Fishy San Bruno pipeline explosion
233 Jean versus Sean (2010-09-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “Because, y’know, if you masturbate, not only do you not make kids, who of course are killing the environment with their evil CO₂ emissions from pooping, but you’re also generating energy for your remote control.” (1:19:33)

0:00:48 ACC in Netherlands with Micky pregnant in tabloids, pot-bellied stove bong photo; TSA smoking police and “we have an opt-out!” crisis, no search of “command center for al-Qaeda” bag, male genitalia on “what the officers see” signs; JCD tip on avoiding SFO naked body scanners; no Dutch government after three months; horse owners slaughtering animals for food

0:15:20 Producer Segment: “faux hookers” for Dutch NAGGERS meetup

0:24:39 Beach “foots” in Sweden and regurgitated by tiger shark, police “unsure how the victim died”

0:27:08 Vinnie Politan on child predator “step-by-step manual?”, “turnkey guide”, JCD: “for you franchisees”, “nothing illegal about possessing it at this point”, Behar: “do you know if there are pictures in the manual”, ACC: “Pedo Behar!”, Behar misses “corroboration” point completely

0:37:48 Wyclef Jean in concert: I got a message for Sean Penn / maybe he ain’t see me in Haiti because he was too busy sniffin’ cocaine

0:41:16 Federal trumps local meme, Jerry Bruckheimer’s new Chase US Marshals show

0:46:22 Shadow Puppet Theater: Rahm Emanuel being groomed to replace Daley dynasty in Chicago, “jabronyette” Christina Romer headed back to position at Berkeley, ACC: “she should be beheaded!”, “CFR sleazeball” Peter Orszag also leaving White House; Obama’s rousing Labor Day speech with D vs R car metaphor screw-up; CNN and other left-wing media peed at Obama ad-lib “they talk about me like a dog”, “I think he believes that he’s accomplished a lot and so do I”, lower third orchestrated with script

0:57:57 Ban Ki-moon and sixty minions at “remote Austrian Alpine retreat, discussing ways to put their sprawling organization in charge of the world’s agenda”, “global redistribution of wealth”

1:01:47 Donation Segment: Aric the Shill’s noagendanation.com map

1:17:52 Japanese companies in on project harvesting body warmth to power TV remotes, ACC masturbation scenario, JCD: “I think it’s gonna rub some people the wrong way”

1:20:01 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: “why you’ll only need one flu shot this season, and the big changes involving who will need to get one!”, “why this year’s vaccine is meant for everyone, and is cheaper too!”; New Scientist on H5N1’s jump to pigs in Indonesia; Medical News Today “stay vigilant”; JCD on vaccine available six weeks early; KTVU “vaccines are arriving” package with screaming kid, “I get it every year” zombie, “free to most people”; University of Baltimore English 333 students “will watch 16 classic zombie films and read zombie comics”

1:33:50 Opposition to reopening of San Francisco’s only gun shop: “a business that 14% of the neighborhood, which is to say our children, can’t go into”, JCD: “the neighborhood is a shithole!”

1:36:18 Man arrested for mints mistaken for crack; L’Oreal heiress questioned over Sarkozy campaign money; producer note on Paris Muslim street prayers, JCD on Muslim majority map; Courrier International “learn to anticipate” shortened Twin Towers ad; Hillary Clinton likens Mexican drug war to insurgency; British Columbia to project 3D hologram of child running into road

1:46:08 Boston.com photo of Canadian soldier in marijuana field; Katie Couric on Petraeus “hearts and minds” vs civilian murder spree story, Terry Jones Koran burning, WTC mosque

1:58:34 Higher Irish ATM fees raised to cut down on armed robberies; Nigel Farage vs European Parliament end-of-show clip; positive Chantix experiences; ACC’s Show 134 $1500 gold prediction

2:03:25 Hill+Knowlton aviation “near miss” theme; new 3D WTC analysis video; late Sunday show
232  Eating the Evidence  (2010-09-05)

0:00:00  JCD: “The big news is that you can’t get a hooker on Craigslist any more.”  (1:16:56)
0:00:35  In the morning to all “sips at sea”
0:01:12  Producer Segment: “Gitmo Nation Fondue”; Orwell challenge coin; NAGGERS meetup
0:13:56  Roald Dahl’s *Lamb to the Slaughter* “eating the evidence” and ad for FBI commemorative coin of USS New York “built using 7.5 tons of steel salvaged from the World Trade Center”
0:18:23  And Now Back to Real News: Paris Hilton busted for cocaine on Vegas Strip, JCD: “Nancy Grace … sure sounds like she’s got a cold”, to Daniel Horowitz: “just try to focus, all right?”
0:23:38  Burnt body with missing foot found on Brighton UK golf course, JCD: “spontaneous human combustion”, dogs find foot near Dutch harbor, ACC: “something is afoot”
0:26:03  Miami International Airport shut down for seven hours over canister carried by scientist convicted of shipping bubonic plague, discovered in customs instead of security
0:30:10  Iraqi Operation New Dawn handoff at Victory Base, Robert Gates: premise for war “proved not to be valid” for most Americans, C-SPAN library robots.txt denials; *Counterinsurgency* author David Kilcullen on fighting China “over water and oil”, all-in on Robert Gates, “student of history”; US Army building for-profit railroad in Afghanistan, ACC: “I think gemstones”
0:41:27  Choma key Obama Labor Day address on “investments in roads and bridges and high-speed railways”; JCD on Union Oil tanks painted rust color vs soon-to-be-retired dirty BNSF engines
0:47:11  Paris Hilton arrest and National Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery Month proclamation
0:48:29  Local package on young kid’s “snack packs” for Afghanistan: “I just wanted the troops to like feel better, have them have a little taste from home”, Modesto vs Sacramento location
0:55:19  ACC predicts failure for Howard Stern taking to the internet, CD value through tangibility
0:59:50  Donation Segment: producer note on REI advertising on NPR; “Gitmo Nation Foie Gras”
1:12:23  Distraction of the Week: no Pentagon resources to investigate porn activities, pedophile ring convicted in Portugal involving “thousands of orphans” at state-run home, 639 crimes confessed by one defendant, ACC on Madeline McCann connection; Craigslist prostitution crackdown, JCD advocates .xxx domain “hookerville”, “forty roses”, ACC on @eros Twitter feed
1:19:40  Dozens of British 999 calls for sightings of UFOs and ghosts including Paul Newman, Shrewsbury UFO video; US spy satellites to be used by law enforcement, James Clapper: “this is a development all Americans should have great pride in”; ACC Goodyear Blimp speculation
1:27:05  CBN’s Dale Hurd on “Maxime Lepante” recording evidence of Islamization in Paris with “hidden camera”: “this is all illegal in France”, shopkeepers throwing “pork festivals”
1:31:03  Two-minute Chantix ad with additional text disclaimers: “hostility, agitation, depressed mood, and suicidal thoughts or actions” revisited; diabetes drug Onglyza “tell your doctor if you have a history or risk of diabetic ketoacidosis”, JCD: “wouldn’t he be telling you that?”; *Wired* on MDMA trial on Iraq veterans for PTSD, JCD “big smile and a goofball look” on ecstasy users
1:41:34  Vapid Current TV announcer gushes about Burning Man: “hello all you beautiful humans!”; 80 undercover BLM cops in costume roaming around busting drug users
1:45:48  Geraldo Rivera throws himself a party for his “four decades in the news business”
1:48:37  JCD takes war-centric US citizenship quiz, ACC “wrong, slave!”
1:54:11  Christchurch 7.1 earthquake; quakeprediction.com San Francisco 5.5; Yellowstone peril
1:59:26  Hollywood all-in on uselessness of men, female MIT students’ sex toys
2:01:57  End-of-show clip: “ScanWOW” ad by New World Order Solutions
2:02:26  Outro: ACC announces *Hot Pockets Across America Tour*
231  Who’s Retarded Now?  (2010-09-02)

0:00:00  ACC: “No Agenda Show: strong bloody violence and nudity throughout the movie, anal leakage may occur, see it now!”  (1:41:02)
0:00:38  13th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death celebrated by Chinese lingerie company billboard
0:02:56  New Gulf of Mexico oil rig explosion; presidential BP subpoena power opposed by Ron Paul
0:07:46  Producer Segment: upcoming Knight ring meeting
0:13:34  Obama “Operation Iraqi Freedom is over” speech, John McCain on “lack of generosity of spirit” toward Bush; military producer note on Operation New Dawn a clear combat mission; Tony Blair’s new book lauds Bush as “very sharp”, Cheney’s ambitions toward Syria & Iran; Hannity gripes about lack of victory announcement; renamed “Advise and Assist Brigade”
0:22:20  Richard Engel irks Rachel Maddow with “no mention of democracy”, security forces without a government, “Shiite failed sectarian corrupt oil patronage state, a basket case”
0:32:56  3.3 earthquake in JCD’s neck of the woods
0:34:59  Jimmy Kimmel ridicules Tennessee candidate Basil Marceaux, ACC: “this is laughing about retard”, Civil Rights Act of 1866 and arresting police, “a lot of people in the past that had controversy end up dead”; Peter McFarland tased by Marlin County deputies, “stop resisting!”
0:48:47  Bill O’Reilly panel ridicules “scumbag” Arkansas man asserting his rights when cops arrest him for calling them Nazis, ACC: “I’m buyin’ a gun here”; O’Reilly guests delighted with “within their rights” ICE “your papers please” on trains near Canadian border, Gestapo “great guys”; ACC’s DMV thumbprint adventures and “learner’s permit”, JCD tip: turn right onto near lane; illegal to smoke in car with minor, $1000 for throwing out butt or gum wrapper
1:00:49  Donation Segment: Harry Shearer on NPR Hurricane Katrina censorship
1:19:23  Dutch holding two Yemenis on suspicion of terrorism, “mobile phones were taped”, ACC mimics Dutch English, “in a few days it will be made public, and they will be charged”; US agents lurking at Roissy Airport in “Gitmo Nation Stinky Cheese”; ACC: “false flag alert”
1:24:40  US attempting to extradite FEMA videographer turned 9/11 whistleblower Kurt Sonnenfeld from Argentina for wife’s two-to-the-head
1:29:34  Trains Good Planes Bad: Zappos shoes “people should travel by train more often” ad; producer note on canned disaster announcements; Qantas captain on engine explosion: “we are trained for this situation … in a simulator, of course”; USA Today on role of simulators in air fatalities, article by train shill Alan Levin; shill Ashley Halsey blames air traffic controllers
1:38:49  Machete film “strong bloody violence throughout, language, some sexual content, and nudity”
1:41:24  NCIS: LA incompetent local police vs brilliant feds; JCD on EPA “humbling boneheads”
1:45:30  15 U.S.C. §9A “weather modification activities or attempts”; Wellness Underground podcast on Burzynski, the Movie on fight with FDA over cure for brain cancer, drug evaluation fees from big pharma; $100 for fighting Washington speeding ticket
1:53:42  Ninth human severed foot in three years washes ashore in Pacific Northwest
1:57:43  “Vatooing” vagina tattooing
1:59:00  Hostage situation at Discovery Communications building, ACC: $3bn “Ministry of Truth” in Silver Springs Maryland, James Lee MS Word “manifesto”; Sir Paul twatpockets.com
2:07:25  Morning Joe Scarborough “outs” Friendly’s, “I think all restaurants should be required to put calorie counts next to it”, JCD: “oh, what an asshole!”, calorimeter procedure
2:13:04  Hannity five-minute segment on “cap and trade charade” for end of show
2:14:06  Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s recent purchase of $23.1M in Monsanto stock
230  Battle of the Billionaires (2010-08-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Have you ever seen *The Vagina Monologues*?” (1:42:45)

0:00:34 ACC’s nature walk at reservoir, “I could’ve thrown anything in there”

0:02:32 Producer Segment: Sir Paul Couture Knight ring designs

0:11:09 “Ann Coulter wannabe” Laura Ingraham on 9/11 “victory mosque” plans, no mention of Bloomberg’s assertion she was in favor, “talking points” inconsistency; buildingwhat.org Judge Edward Lehner WTC 7 reference

0:19:45 Obama weekly address “responsibly ending the Iraq War”, bases “closed or turned over to Iraq”, “the bottom line is this: the war is ending”; JCD on “James Bond of India” and ISI-CIA-Taliban collusion “corrupt mess”; Pakistani sites accusing CIA of causing floods

0:25:10 National Preparedness Month ready.gov, crappy FEMA video series, “our family just volunteered on our community emergency response team” part of Citizen Corps program, FEMA “grassroots strategy”, JCD: “it’s an oxymoron”, ACC: “shut up slave, get on the train!”

0:33:10 Trains Good Planes Bad: California requiring French high-speed rail companies to disclose records of concentration camp deliveries; New York Times reporter Ed Black goes into detail on IBM’s Hollerith card sorting machines for Nazi Germany; Center for Urban Infrastructure gives away Bakersfield-Fresno freight plan, “air rights” for parking; water landing alert on British Airways flight triggered by mistake; ghost hunter killed by train on North Carolina trestle, JCD: “there’s an extra ghost now”; JetBlue tire fire in Sacramento

0:43:23 Producer note on sysadmin work making Mexican ID cards for Carlos Slim in Tijuana, “we’re putting loopholes in the system”, ACC: developers “have some Crackpot-Buzzkill in them”

0:46:18 Jane Mayer *New Yorker* hit piece on the Koch Brothers’ “war on Obama”, extols George Soros’ work to defeat George W. Bush

0:48:59 Donation Segment: JCD on Washington speeding tickets; Family Jewels “hookers and blow”

1:04:41 NPR pre-roll ad roulette, Jane Mayer to Terry Gross: Kochs “hard-line libertarians; secret Democrat strategy meeting at Aspen Institute organized by chairman of NPR advertiser Progressive, Koch money for Nova and ACLU; JCD on Mevio lunch and Koch "Swift Boat” associative propaganda, roster of Fresh Air loaded terms "private agenda" and "astroturf"

1:18:49 Greenpeace report on funding for “climate change machine” with Getty belching smokestack images, Heritage Foundation “misinterprets science and policy regarding the climate”; Democracy Now Koch media hit with identical talking points, “their ideological network is known as the Kochtopus”, flimsy outrage over formaldehyde business

1:31:17 Triangular UFO crash in Fresno; new meme “uriticty” from urine

1:33:05 Briefcase-buying advice from character on AMC drama *Rubicon*: “clasps, not zippers!”

1:36:32 Sentenced to military service for Facebook post; EPA outlaws lead bullets and sinkers; Cleveland RFID recycling bins; “Blest” plastic-to-oil machine’s explosive depolymerization gases

1:41:01 Pulled Summer’s Eve “how to ask for a raise” ad; *The Vagina Monologues* douche segment

1:45:00 Michael Clarke: be afraid of “lone wolf” released prisoners radicalized in jail; Canadian “homegrown terror cell” communicating via public library computers, IED “components”, arrestee on Canadian Idol singing Avril Lavigne, ACC: “breeding ground for terrorists!”

1:50:58 Senate Republicans object to hearing bill giving Congress subpoena power over BP

1:57:13 United Egg Producers eggsafety.org video, “beak trimming” to prevent cannibalism

2:02:09 And Now Back to Real News: sex tape with Karissa Shannon and Heidi Montag

2:04:02 ACC to appear with “contrarian view” on *TWiT* with Kevin Rose and Robert Scoble
229  Eggs & Poop  (2010-08-26)

0:00:00  ACC: “This is outrageous, of all people, you homeschool your kids yet you put ‘em on a leash!”

0:00:40  Egg recall for food safety bill and adjuvant excuse; Thom Hartmann on UK farmers vaccinating chickens against salmonella; word of the day cloaca Latin for “sewer”; Penn & Teller’s Bullshit: “even if vaccination did cause autism, which it fucking doesn’t”; “Jesus” paying cash at ACC’s health food store, “I wanted to go up and say, hey man, I love your work”

0:11:12  Producer Segment

0:13:12  ACC’s upcoming appearance on TWiT

0:14:33  ACC in San Jose for Interplast charity, USAID requiring government partnerships for work in Haiti; ABC: “we found almost nothing had changed”, spokeshole Cheryl Mills: “dollars are being well-spent”, vaccination programs; ACC: perfect excuse for regime change

0:22:29  PBS promo “there are no advertisers to be satisfied” vs Vivian Schiller; JCD on stage show with comedians getting reaction shots from audience for postproduction, “dishonesty at its height!” (JCDPPotD); ACC attends Family Guy table read, steals 2011 “retard” script

0:31:49  And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan outpatient program; Nova Scotia stores carding everyone; Australia alcohol abuse cost estimate $36bn/year; one in twelve drivers admit DUI, Labor Day checkpoint “blitz”; FDA seizing e-cigarettes; California tobacco-elimination goal

0:40:24  Police legally attaching GPS devices to cars, ACC: “I’d strap this thing to a raccoon”; Sunday Times pushing child trackers that “can find a wandering child up to an amazing one-quarter mile away”, ACC outraged at JCD’s children on leashes, “it’s not a choke chain!”, ACC: “did you carry a plastic bag to pick up their poop?”, children disappearing in Toys ‘R’ Us

0:47:56  Bogus Japanese Blest plastic-to-oil machine, video with United Nations University logo

0:52:56  The Walking Dead series coming to AMC; Minneapolis pays $165k to “zombies” arrested for “carrying simulated weapons of mass destruction”

0:55:55  Donation Segment: Thom Hartmann pro-Obama propaganda; Koch Brothers

1:06:44  27% drop in existing home sales, return of commercial real estate “jingle mail”, Tony Robbins “hunker down”; CNN “sovereign citizens” meme, Southern Policy Law Center’s Mark Potok on Terry Nichols and white supremacists, “murdering people”, “these are actually black groups now … that have adopted this ideology”, banks unable to prove ownership; KTVU on “vast inventory of repossessed homes”, JCD on banks not making loans; microloans within US

1:22:05  Producer note on Colorado State University cops passing out local ordinance playing cards; tiered sexting jail sentences, JCD on John DeLorean’s cocaine entrapment, obvious “hey, we know what you’re up to” strategy, sex tourism pre-crime; nonlethal lasers for “fighty prisoners”

1:31:09  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 to be baked into seasonal vaccine; bloodhounds trained to detect swine flu; Finnish vaccine narcolepsy scare

1:34:17  Trains Good Planes Bad: reported nine-day traffic jam in China; Logan Airport replacing back-of-the-hand patdowns with real groping; ZBV Z Backscatter Van for detecting “illegal material or IEDs”; probation murder prediction software; Skype woes

1:45:24  RuPaul’s Drag U ad; Kim Kardashian’s butt cheek corset; clueless Carly Fiorina protester

1:54:24  Keith Olbermann guest WTC mosque ramblings; Russian numbers station “The Buzzer”

1:59:36  German RFID-enabled ID cards and Dutch PIN card withdrawal limits to “protect” seniors

2:02:26  X-37B spacecraft from Vandenberg still missing from radar tracking

2:03:39  UK salty salads, CASH Consensus Action on Salt and Health www.actiononsalt.org.uk, “salt may contain traces of salad”, ACC’s salted espresso and 108/60 BP
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228 Gassed in Boston (2010-08-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “This is bogus! He can find out who’s doing it, he’s got the CIA working for him!” ACC: “He’s the President!” (1:18:23)

0:00:39 JCD’s Comcast down for several hours, spreadsheet delayed

0:02:25 letsvoteforjobs.com and trainsgoodplanesbad.com, “don’t send blankets” banners

0:05:01 ACC reviews Eat, Pray, Love: sorely-needed intermissions, “there are some books that just should never be made into a movie”, Rome munchies, brazen product placement

0:09:55 El País article blaming 2008 Spanair 5022 crash on office malware, MSNBC on “type of trojan horse”, Trend Micro “expert” blames USB stick, Cyber Defense Agency hand-wringing, ACC: distraction from maintenance and human error; disabled Deepwater Horizon alarm parallel

0:18:00 Trains Good Planes Bad: Chinese train breaks and goes over trestle, Siemens Smart Chopper

0:19:53 Obama administration $2bn fund for bioterrorism and pandemic threats, $822M for flu vaccines; Boston subway terror attack simulation with release of “gases and fluorescent particles”, greenhouse gas sulfur hexafluoride, “flu-like symptoms” from perfluorocarbons; producer note on H1N1 vaccination required of Purdue University staff; Royal Pain pushing whooping cough vaccine; UK medical tourism superbug spread to Canada, 40k mass graves in Wales with “cooling, security, and dignified storage”, ACC: “just throw the slaves in some Hefty bags”

0:31:34 Bedbug “feeding frenzy on the move” in movie theaters and classrooms, ACC: “I think the mattress industry is behind this”; egg recall as part of forcing small farmers out of business, scripted CDC podcast on reducing salmonella risk, ACC: “welcome, John, how, are, you, today?”, JCD on gamma radiation ultra-pasteurization reducing need for quality control, Wright County Egg in Galt Iowa, JCD’s Japanese egg package translation

0:43:41 US circumcision rates declining, linked to reduced risk of HIV in Africa by CDC

0:45:07 Producer/Donation Segment: Pedobear Alan Milburn; ACC on magic number 42

0:59:07 Jennifer Aniston “retard” shitstorm, r-word.org, ACC: “we are retards, we are more retarded, the Special Olympics people are brilliant compared to us!” (ACCPotD)

1:02:24 And Now Back to Real News: George Lopez on alcohol and Kourtney Kardashian breastfeeding “lovely visual”, ACC on Scott Disick’s bogus alcoholism; DOT motorcycle drunk driving PSAs; producer note on one-third of Colorado’s population with alcohol violations; Colorado police beat up man walking dog who offers to help motorist; mysterious origin of CNN IED videos; brainwashed Army soldiers in Iraq: “we came, we saw, we helped people”

1:11:18 Fox News “Obama is not a Christian” meme, “24% believe, again incorrectly, that he is a Muslim”, Ramadan vs “we have our President stuffing his face full of ice cream”; weekly address on “flood of attack ads run by shadowy groups with harmless-sounding names” blaming Citizens United, “you don’t know if it’s BP”, Republicans “used their power to block the issue from even coming up for a vote”, JCD: “what power, they don’t have any power!”

1:21:22 Warren Buffet’s $2.4bn investment in Johnson & Johnson medical division for Obamacare; GM document admitting its financial reporting is bogus

1:26:02 New meme “prenup mania”; Geraldo Rivera wusses out of True Blood “gay vampires” debate

1:33:31 WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange rape allegations walked back by mainstream media

1:35:49 Wyclef Jean on mysterious disqualification from Haitian election, urging against youth rioting; Time on candidate Jude Célestin convicted of bank fraud

1:46:15 White House calls for return of Lockerbie “bomber” to Scotland

1:52:03 Breaking news: Wyclef Jean “I cannot surrender now” folk hero pitch
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227 Eat, Pray, Love. In The Morning (2010-08-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “Chicks are crazy about this movie!” JCD: “Don’t go see it then!” (1:58:29)
0:00:37 Another zero-communication Sunday-Thursday interval
0:02:21 Mel Gibson smashes up Maserati; show hosts all MIA except Thom Hartmann; Joy Behar show Ambien sleep-driving theory, ACC hits E! Network casting head with Chantix theory
0:05:33 Producer Segment
0:09:19 Australian Zombie March; college zombie emergency preparedness plan
0:11:03 ACC on train running through Santa Barbara at all hours, JCD on engineers laying on horn as joke, no pride in dirty Burlington Northern hardware; BI “bee-eye” Gitmo jewelry company
0:14:15 Al-Jazeera on US sneaking out of Iraq, official: army “unfit, incompetent, and unprepared”, US mission “to counter what they call terrorism”, ten more years of training needed; “tactical” withdrawal at night with media embargo; ACC story: pee stop along eight-lane highway to Kuwait City; JCD on Mad Max Striker vehicle exterior cage: “I think that’s just for billboards”
0:28:44 La Línea drug cartel employing hot female assassins
0:30:10 BBC: Finland planning to “stub out” smoking, crazy-looking man on the street “I enjoy smoking my cigar”; Days of Our Lives: drinking “pretty much the same thing” as drugs; “ask your doctor or pharmacist about tequila” for shyness; Entourage tequila business
0:36:16 ADHD misdiagnoses; KTVU on weak vaccines due to refrigeration issues, “free reimmunizations”; producer note on Purdue University flyers for free flu shots including H1N1
0:41:33 Iowa 288M chicken egg recall with UK parallel
0:43:11 Wyclef Jean “in hiding” due to death threats, YouTube video of performance in Belgium
0:44:45 Japanese WWII soldiers “misled by the government” into midget submarine suicide missions
0:46:20 MTV on celebrity plastic surgeon Frank Ryan “tweeting just before his car plunged off a cliff”
0:49:57 Media Matters prompts advertisers to bail out on Dr. Laura Schlessinger’s show
0:54:41 Donation Segment
1:01:49 SCRAM jailovercrowding.com gleeful incarceration stats, “monitoring them to ensure re-habilitation”; California student trackers, teacher “checkin’ papers, checkin’ papers”, “when we feed the children lunch we just have to push a button and it’s done”, roaming dots on map screen, bogus “complete payout for the system”, ACC: “someone’s gettin’ fired!”, “something akin to an inventory system”; BI Inc agriculture origin, hints of bracelet hackability
1:14:24 Rachel Ray blog on FDA “inherently dangerous” raw milk; Royal Society on vat-grown meat
1:18:31 Bill Clinton asserts “no excuse” for donors not coughing up money, old story of France rejecting repayment of $40bn independence debt; Colombian court rejects US access to military bases
1:26:00 Ancient Aliens on medieval accounts of “cigar-shaped flying objects emitting noxious mists”; “persistent contrails” atmospheric geoengineering article; US suspected of using secret climate change weapon against Russia, JCD recommends Hummer beer, X37-B Vandenberg launch
1:31:23 ACC’s somewhat over-the-top “outrageously expensive” Stonehouse meal
1:34:04 Illegal to rent apartments to tourists in San Francisco, obligatory Amsterdam “rental pool” with price cap; Fidel Castro all-in on Daniel Estulin’s The Secrets of the Bilderberg Club
1:37:20 Chemtrails at top of right-wing conspiracy list; ultra-rich money not in circulation, “I’d like to see Bill Gates buying and building a mountain!” (JCDPPotD); Verizon-Google monopoly
1:50:18 Trains Good Planes Bad: CNN shill Katherine Dorsett all-in on high speed rail, Princess Bubble book; Southwest attendant saves baby from parents; JCD on “coolies” laying track
1:56:59 ACC’s hedge fund manager friend quitting to surf; Louis Black on Eat, Pray, Love merchandise
226  Your Ankle Bracelet Awaits  (2010-08-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “Death by hooker.” JCD: “Well, at least they’re gettin’ creative.”  (1:15:07)
0:00:38  ACC at Billy Idol concert with Bobbi Eden, soon appearing on Daily Source Code
0:03:04  Producer Segment: duplicating “Read Ayn Rand” Google Earth message
0:11:59  Bill Gates’ father crusading for 5% Washington state income tax, JCD: “he should be rebuked!”
0:14:19  “Hindenburg omen” predicting September market meltdown, “oh the humanity!” radio clip; Skype preparing to go public, Rupert Murdoch BSkyB lawsuit
0:19:24  And Now Back to Real News: Dr. Laura Schlessinger “nigger nigger nigger” shitstorm; Tammy Bruce on leaving National Organization for Women over race politics, “rub salt into the wound” instruction; Schlessinger’s sponsor-prompted apology
0:30:39  Greg Gutfeld to Glenn Beck on World Trade Center mosque: “let’s open an Islam-friendly gay bar next door to the mosque”, proposed “Suspicious Packages” name; former eco-terrorist pounced on for divulging incendiary device recipes, JCD on Dmitry Sklyarov DMCA case, ACC on resurrection of Fairness Doctrine, “conspiracy theorist” marginalization
0:41:31  Gizmodo story “How Ankle Monitors Could Replace Prisons”, BI Incorporated bi.com Sobri- eetor “looks like a gun”, Drive-BI remote slave scanner, partners Microsoft and Sprint, National Association list, “Gitmo jewelry”; Texas man’s ninth DUI leads to life in prison, ACC: “it’s better to have the slave feeding himself!”; Jesse Ventura living in freedom-loving Mexico
0:49:36  AP story on El Blog del Narco “operating from behind a thick curtain of computer security”, elblogdelnarco.com registered in Denver, perfect English translations; Gallup poll on Americans not believing mainstream news
0:56:18  Donation Segment: The Rockford Files telephone ring; Earthquake Machine on stream
1:06:04  David Icke on “cesspit-level” of society and pedophilia not approved for end-of-show
1:07:32  NOTAM for 25-mile-radius no-fly zone near Dillingham Alaska two meters above sea level, Ted Stevens’ plane ELT Emergency Locator Transmitter, son-in-law’s crash in line between HAARP installation and Dillingham; producer note on Stevens vs Palin
1:14:31  New two-to-the-head technique: former Deutsche Bank exec Colin Birch hanged by two escorts; JCD: Ted Stevens crash site photo “fishy”; ACC preemptive “I did not kill myself”
1:17:54  Trains Good Planes Bad: Wall Street Journal video of editors chortling about “bag Nazi” Steven Slater, laundry list of airline complaints; young teens flying unaccompanied to Nashville on “babysitting” money, security hole “alarm bells” vs TSA reality
1:32:03  Christopher Hitchens to Charlie Rose on dislike of Bill Clinton: “it’s visceral, if you like”, “he only cares about himself, I thought that was so obvious and so reptilian”, JCD on shoulder-rubbing behavior; Haiti earthquake not linked to existing fault line; Wyclef Jean’s former bandmate Pras to support Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly, Jean Ritz Crackers TV spot
1:44:44  Degree “Clinical” deodorant ad with droplet bloop sound effect; female infants growing breasts in China due to Symutra formula
1:47:49  Letterman to Landon Donovan: “looks like it’s fun to run around on that huge green field”; Burn Notice “tell that to my squadmates who spent their tour shippin’ drugs to the States”
1:52:57  Global health panel on declining support for African AIDS antiretrovirals, bogus numbers from CHAI Clinton Health Access Initiative, “nearly half of all the people living with HIV and on treatment in developing countries”, Bill Gates “unsustainable”
1:59:12  Outro: shipping tobacco via USPS to overseas military addresses just fine
JCD: “Then if that’s the case, why can’t I go sign up some slaves?” (1:27:47)
ACC’s Adam Carolla Show PR work; USA Today on average federal civilian salary of $123k
Producer Segment: Nokia app store “n-word” douchebaggery; Stealth Tone app
Two-to-the-head: peak oil theorist and BP critic Matt Simmons dead in hot tub
German tourist killed in Union Square shootout; San Francisco “demand-responsive” meters
Portugal restricting salt content in bread, fines up to €5k; UN “let them eat bugs” position “to stamp out famine and combat global warming”, JCD’s chocolate-covered grasshoppers, ACC predicts Hot Pockets with bugs, edible.com toasted ants; JCD on Unmentionable Cuisine book with French Revolution rat recipes, “they’re gonna have us eating boogers”
And Now Back to Real News: Naomi Campbell’s former agent’s testimony on dinner-table blood diamond delivery plans, Campbell “knock at my door” account, free pass for Mandela
Wyclef Jean’s Gulfstream IV N254GA owned by NetJets Middle East Ltd used by bankers and Bill Clinton; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund $50k for papier-mâché sculptor
Chuck Schumer’s S.3728 Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act
Former Sen. Ted Stevens killed in Alaska plane crash, botched 2009 prosecution, memoir underwritten by BP; ACC on experienced bush pilot Terry Smith, son-in-law killed two weeks prior piloting C-17, global extreme weather, “they got fried by a Tesla beam from this HAARP array”, NTSB ignoring bent wings, National Guard medical team vs “several local Samaritans”
Radioactive wild boars in Germany, wildfires around Chernobyl releasing radioactive ash
Donation Segment: Bill Hicks on advertising “like a turd falling into my drink”
Open-source model vs federal civilian control freaks (JCDPPotD); median mainstream TV viewership ages in 40s and 50s, JCD: networks “gonna get a Social Security check”
Robert Gibbs “coked out” theory, Cindy Sheehan proposes “pee-off” over Gibbs’ “ought to be drug-tested”; Charlie Gasparino on GE’s Jeff Immelt warning NBC managers to go easy on Obama, JCD on CNBC bearishness and dot-com collapse; high-frequency trading legality
Democracy Now on ISP CEO Nicholas Merrill’s national security letter fight, JCD on “drag-net” for lazy FBI agents, nondisclosure agreements vs free speech and private slavery contracts, Merrill on “no instructions on how to appeal, there was nothing about contacting a lawyer”
UK antiterrorist hotline ads: “a terrace house on our street has blacked-out windows”, “far too much for such a small plot of land”, edited-together “a terrorist plot may have been discovered”; smoking in car considered child abuse; producer note on VBS My ID hymn
New Allstate protection racket ad with teenage girl hit-and-run; local newspaper ad with $3400 DUI interlock price tag sign, threatening Checkpoint Strikeforce police PSA
recovery.gov creator Smartronix acquires company linked to Vivek Kundra
UK “superbug” gene NDM-1 blamed on medical tourism in India; British Heart Association pushing statins; Obama “jock in chief” activities; Illinois back-to-school sales tax holiday WTF
Pope refuses resignations from Irish assistant bishops over Pedobear situation
Trains Good Planes Bad: Super Turbo Train toy ad; Delta passenger booted for reporting alcohol on pilot’s breath; TSA snow globe ban; AJetBlue attendant Steven Slater quitting via chute, Michael Musto: “I’m gonna go home and follow him on Facebook”, pricey movie clips, ex-wife: “he is a dramatic fellow”, Slater “kind of neat”, Hill+Knowlton beer meme; Rachel Maddow on Chinese New Year trips via high-speed rail, there vs here with melodramatic sigh
Outro: end-of-show clip John Pilger “Obama is a corporate marketing creation”
Let Them Eat Hot Pockets (2010-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ll be fighting back the zombies!” (1:13:10)
0:00:38 JCD “raspberry pickin’ time” in Pacific Northwest; USS Columbus sub in the water
0:01:24 JCD canola oil recap, NPR on GMO specimens growing wild, “anyone … would recognize this plant as canola”, JCD: “I’m beside myself with the fact that NPR would do this” (JCDPPotD)
0:06:42 Producer Segment: Glenn Beck tip for spotting KGB agent
0:13:12 Bonaire listeners using No Agenda memes
0:14:12 Hot Pockets jingle, JCD on Mevio millennial Eddie’s Hot Pockets based on pasty and pierogi prototype, ACC on reinder meat pasty, Continental Airlines turkey dog in croissant
0:19:25 Sean Penn on Wyclef Jean’s corporate appeal, Wolf Blitzer stunned, Penn babbles appeal to media; video of Jean climbing out of Gulfstream IV N254GA, appropriation of $400k in relief funds; Fast Company’s Jenara Nerenberg all-in; Clinton Bush Haiti Fund up and running
0:32:49 Mia Farrow next to testify about blood diamonds, Naomi Campbell “knock at my door”
0:36:20 Producer voicemail from CDC for 20-minute childhood immunization survey at 1-866-999-3340
0:38:26 Obama shuts down BP leak; oil cams and two wells at Lambert X-Y Coordinates; flammable Pennsylvania well water; Anderson Cooper’s GQ look; N254GA trips to Westchester County
0:50:06 Christy Quail arrested for accepting stolen beer from Hartford Distributors shooter Omar Thornton; Columbine school shooting witness accounts of additional shooters
0:54:29 House bill to ban interstate sale of alcohol; Fred Meyer kombucha evaluated for alcohol content
0:57:07 HP CEO Mark Hurd resigns in disgrace over sexual harassment or expense account antics
0:59:49 Pentagon spokesman Jeff Morell on WikiLeaks not requesting review of classified documents; Fox News on takedown demand, “we were already losing the war”, ACC delighted with term “expunge”, “we live off of leaks, give me more leaks!”
1:05:27 Donation Segment: JCD’s anniversary
1:13:22 JCD recommends Zombieland film, ACC recommends Brave New World, producer note on Aldous Huxley’s brother Julian member of British Eugenics Society, letter to George Orwell predicting government “infant conditioning and narco-hypnosis” to keeps the slaves obedient
1:16:45 Chicago heroin use rising, senior home dealers; NewsHour on Wisconsin mother whose son died of overdose: “I knew he had smoked pot”; JCD story: “ridiculously beautiful models” clients of high-end heroin dealer next door in Albany, JCD: “would you like a Hot Pocket?”
1:25:30 Bill O’Reilly accidentally gives away Democrat affiliation; Fox News on naked body scanners storing images: “wuh-oh!”, man on the street with King of the Hill Boomhauer clone, host’s patdown standup routine; ACC on LAX barking contest with fat “move along!” rent-a-cop
1:35:39 Dutch lok-Jood “bait Jews”, news of radical Muslim honeypot leaked
1:36:45 “High-speed” chase and beating of elderly British man stopped for not wearing seatbelt
1:39:07 Proposals to supplement fluoride with ritalin; possible Obama Fannie Mae & Freddie bailout
1:42:39 Trains Good Planes Bad: LAX Siemens rail ads, 1000 kph Chinese trains, federal stimulus rail surveys, Chunnel passengers left on train, “priced to market” propaganda, JCD’s trip to Sacramento Train Museum with JMD, Unstoppable trailer, 1970s Supertrain TV series
1:52:48 UN climate fund taxes, Nebraska desertification, Volkswagen “poop Beetle”, Michelle Obama-staying at Marbella Ritz, Stanford professor on denialist ignorance; NASA climate vital signs widget, bluefin tuna fishing moratorium scrapped
1:59:48 Coxsackie-Athens High School “I’m a slave” valedictorian speech; bagged milk in Russia and Canada; “slave to the government” end-of-show clip; Yogi Bear movie with Pedobear
223 Chillies in the Antilles (2010-08-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “I don’t like shooting myself, I’m sorry.” (0:13:15)
0:00:36 ACC in Dutch Antilles; Geoff Smith *Adam Curry, Former Soviet Spy* jingle
0:04:23 California Proposition 8 gay marriage ban unconstitutional, JCD prostitution comparison
0:09:47 Producer Segment
0:17:58 ACC three hours ahead; Dutch Antilles to become full-fledged county on 10/10/10, Hugo Chavez on lack of NATO membership, dollar official currency; beachless “diver’s paradise”
0:22:31 Fracking makes it to *Nightly Business Report*: Senate energy bill requiring disclosure of chemicals used, Pennsylvania homeowners worried about industrial exposure, experimental horizontal wells; JCD network news pharmaceutical ad compilation, elderly target audience
0:31:26 50k “non-combat forces” to remain in Iraq, dog barking ambience, no functioning government five months after election; *60 Minutes* with former CIA Hank Crumpton claiming pre-9/11 warning about threat to “homeland” from Afghanistan, Afghan spook Amrullah Saleh: “first a massacre campaign will start”, Taliban and al-Qaeda in Pakistan, Crumpton all-in on insurgency operation within Pakistan; Saint Louis heroin use at all-time high
0:42:16 August anniversaries of Hiroshima and both World Wars; analyst Harry Dent predicting next depression; Brian Williams on Afghan orphan girls visiting US, plug for legalizing adoption; Geert Wilders to be excluded from Dutch government to preserve Christian Democrat positions
0:53:14 USPS training workers to deliver medical supplies in case of terrorist attack
0:54:25 And Now Back to Real News: *Extra* tease with various names unknown to JCD
0:56:03 Naomi Campbell admits receiving Charles Taylor “dirty rocks” to International Criminal Court, Nelson Mandela’s metaphorical “get out of jail free” card
0:58:14 Donation Segment: modern knighting ceremony theme
1:01:54 Australian “alien hunter” Ragbir Bhathal visible light signal; “solar tsunami” on horizon
1:14:09 DUI interlock devices to be used in Canada and Netherlands; British retailers selling “milk in a bag”, ACC: “they use 75% less packaging and give you 175% more hassle”
1:16:09 Democrat Terryl Clark “take on the special interests and take back our country” at Netroots Nation Conference, JCD: “who are they gonna take back the country from?”, “AFL-CIO hack”
1:19:45 Scripted explanation of Breitbart and Shirley Sherrod incident by Rachel Maddow and David Letterman, JCD: “and do they mention that Obama’s administration ran with the story?”
1:21:14 U.S. Marshals Service admits to saving thousands of naked body scanner images from Florida courthouse entrance; Fox Business *Tom Sullivan Show* military blowhard all-in on DHS duplication of effort in war on terror, classified information on “that Weeky-leak”
1:24:45 Geraldo Rivera flub: “as Latinos, as African-Americans kind of go up the social and economic ladder and make it, do they become white ...”
1:30:00 Hope for Mel Gibson in report of 15 Chantix suicides in Australia since 2008
1:36:47 Belated reaction to Wyclef Jean Haitian candidacy announcement
1:38:08 *Daily Mail*: Churchill & Eisenhower covered up RAF UFO sighting; ADL swastika “sidegrade”
1:46:15 EPA considering regulation on farming dust
1:47:36 Speculation about Chelsea Clinton’s married life, JCD: “so she’s gonna run for president”
1:48:06 Trains Good Planes Bad: seven puppies die on American Airlines flight
1:45:13 Producer note on naltrexone blocking opioid receptor to “make alcoholics ... miserable”
1:46:42 catsthatlooklikehitler.com
222 Earle in the Gulf (2010-07-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Just in time for summer, don’t you wanna feel really good about your complexion, all you have to do is listen to the No Agenda Show! ...” (1:39:50)

0:00:52 JCD befuddled by chatroom “human resources”; ACC streams Computer America appearance, caller “I woke up in the morning” creating Knight rings, constant “hard clock” interruptions

0:07:52 Producer Segment

0:14:08 dvorak.org makeover, <blink>, single-page conspiracy sites; itanimulli.com NSA redirect

0:18:11 PACT Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking law to outlaw sending tobacco by mail; White House seeking warrantless FBI internet snooping; JMD sick of Thom Hartmann propaganda; Democracy Now “dimwits”; NYC “youth activist” shills protesting Arizona “anti-immigration” law; ACC on Micky’s $1300 expedited service from DHS, protests continuing in spite of legal victory

0:33:00 Michael Eric Dyson to Face the Nation on “African witch doctor” Obama birth certificate: “it’s been proved that he is from earth”; Dutch documents and US passports rejected for alcohol purchases by vendor policies, JCD California driving test tips for ACC

0:40:17 Anthony Weiner blows up in Congress over 9/11 first responder bill: “the gentleman will observe regular order!”, Thom Hartmann: “kickin’ Peter King’s butt!”; factcheck.org “debunks” W-2 healthcare not “considered” taxable income; roster of Obama tax increases

0:53:59 And Now Back to Real News: Michelle Obama hanging out with gangsters in Marbella Spain; impending no-fly zone along Hudson River for suspected vegan Chelsea Clinton’s wedding

0:57:33 Hungarian PM Victor Orban tells IMF what it can do with 15% of GDP bailout package, JCD prediction: “hunting accident”, The Economist on Orban’s “cynical populism”

1:02:27 BP ad with cleanup worker pronouncing “oil” orl; $20bn escrow payments via letters of credit; Congress ends drilling moratorium just in time for BP alone to rake it in

1:07:55 Donation Segment: age 40 declared “old” for TV purposes; Order of the Mint coins

1:23:52 Niaspan “immediate-release niacin” aka vitamin B3; “wonder drug” naltrexone for Pittsburgh marijuana sentences, ACC formula “I just stopped”, prediction: Lindsay Lohan on naltrexone

1:33:58 British Columbia suspends testing of sex offenders by showing images of nude children, JCD on similar Colorado program in Kobe Bryant case; paper links Chantix to violence and aggression

1:37:56 Enthusiastic Proactiv voiceover, ACC’s attempted emulation, girls pronouncing “feel” fill

1:41:51 Trains Good Planes Bad: Southwest Airlines contract of carriage “act of God” definition amended to include mechanical difficulties; Michelle Obama’s communications director Camille Johnston leaves for Siemens; House Resolution honors freight railroad industry; Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood to award Milwaukee $2.5bn for high speed rail

1:47:21 Five-person procedure for regenerating DNSSEC root key; JCD visit to MAE-East in Virginia; shortage of important emergency room drugs like epinephrine, JCD: “Obamacare”

1:54:27 Democracy Now on cluster bomb ban signed by no countries of particular importance

1:55:58 Kevin Rudd in hospital for gall bladder surgery; myki RFID card used as tracking device in murder case, transportation secretary: “I wouldn’t be overly concerned about Big Brother”

1:59:48 C-SPAN “not available” videos; EPA’s Lisa Jackson all-in on climate change “body of science”; Thom Hartmann non-sequitur blames floods & fires on lack of campaign finance reform

2:03:38 Rolling Stone “puff piece” on Wyclef Jean, If I Was President song “assassinated on Saturday”

2:05:58 Mother Jones tests Better Business Bureau’s A+ rating for Goldline by registering Hamas

2:10:03 Hot Russian spy Anna Fermanova busted for sending night vision scopes to Russia

2:11:39 Canada establishing “voluntary salt targets”; cloned milk already on shelves in EU
221 Marceaux for Governor (2010-07-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “These guys are just talking out of their ass.” (2:14:23)

0:00:40 Producer takes exception to “human resources”, JCD: “Soylent Green”; one-frame Tyler Durden appearances in Fight Club, The Manchurian Candidate and Kennedy assassination

0:04:37 Producer Segment: ACC on challenge coin “coin checks”; Basil Marceaux “in the morning”

0:14:29 No mention of poppies in WikiLeaks Afghanistan archive; Nancy Skinner “George Bush’s war” meme, agrees with “conservative” Laura Ingraham that leaker should be prosecuted, JCD: “strap on your dildo and go do it!”, “who is gonna sign the surrender papers?”; internet access and phone ownership then vs now, life expectancy down three years; New York Times’ Mark Mazzetti on vetting advance copy of WikiLeaks material with White House censors, Pakistan’s ISI working with Taliban; next distraction Obama’s The View appearance

0:27:16 BBC on Stephen Fry’s bipolar disorder, next edition of DSM potentially diagnosing entire population as mentally ill; Lisbon Treaty mental illness carve-out; 20% of Californians at risk New “guess the advertiser” game from JCD: “I can lead the army that will follow” Verizon ad

0:33:13 “Obama of Haiti” Wyclef Jean to run for election; Hillary Clinton’s technology guru Alec Ross on “fantastic women who work in the innovation space at the State Department” creating $10 text message scheme, JCD: “classic Silicon Valley douchebag”, viral on “Twittersphere … and social media spaces”, “21st century statecraft” fighting Mexican cartel “disaster”, “let’s get some people from Silicon Valley!”; ACC: “this is where I’m peeing my pants!”, anonymous crime reporting program, “take for granted I’m telling the truth”; producer note on Vivek Kundra’s “Indian cabal”; spook operation Recorded Future spying on social networks

0:52:00 JCD on local news buzzphrase “tax cuts for the rich”; employer healthcare costs to be treated as income; Fox Business “exclusive” on Dodd-Frank protecting SEC from FOIA requests

1:00:13 Binge drinking in the news, MADD downgraded to D rating as charity

1:01:29 Donation Segment: ACC’s Global Geek News gig; Brave New World; NPR sales job opening

1:10:43 BP taxes down and revenue up, undisclosed PR spending; wasted-sounding Congressional committee chair, BP engineer on “blue screen of death”, awaiting upgrade from Windows NT; SEC investigating dodgy BP stock speculation; CIA-linked Evergreen Air spraying Corexit

1:19:40 And Now Back to Real News: Mel Gibson on nicotine patch, reports of Chantix violence; Jennifer Love Hewitt and Joy Behar giggle over massage “happy endings” and oral sex; Bill Clinton’s oral sex redefinition; Augusta State College student’s gay equity lawsuit

1:32:59 Two-to-the-head: Los Angeles Dr. Marc “Walking Man” Abrams found dead in closed hot tub; producer note on aspartame addictiveness; California guns-drawn raw milk raids; “proven nonaddictive drug therapy” naltrexone injection for binge drinking due to economy, “very quickly goes to heroin”, JCD: “next miracle drug”; USA Today: “global warming undeniable”

1:46:09 New Jersey schools dropping D grade; police tasing unruly high school students; producer note on being rent-a-cop at clinic: “sometimes, someone just needs to get tased”

1:49:51 Honor system tea shop experiment: Los Angeles 75% honest; Walmart RFID tags; Barbie video doll with hidden camera; Charlie Rangel introduces compulsory service bill yet again

1:56:58 Rainwater collection illegal in several jurisdictions, ACC’s $200 water bill

2:03:00 Kyra Phillips and John Roberts on internet “dark side”, CNN to the rescue for Shirley Sherrod, Andrew Keene’s position that “blogs, MySpace, YouTube, and other user-generated media are killing the American economy, the culture, and our values”; “gatekeeper” meme, internet “giant worldwide bathroom wall”, “thorny issues” meme
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220  Hillary For President! (2010-07-25)

0:00:00  ACC: “You have a higher likelihood of gettin’ tased than gettin’ laid.” (0:26:49)
0:00:38  CVC notes San Francisco “sucks the life energy out of you”; Fringale lamb shank and “arrogant French chick”; Sergei Brin’s wife’s DNA sequencing business 23andMe under GAO scrutiny
0:06:32  Producer Segment
0:14:35  JCD interprets Twilight as modern business allegory: “the three evil vampires that come in and start killing people represent business consultants”, JC’s drug metaphor theory, Stephenie Meyer’s receptionist background; JCD recommends 2007 Rhône wines; impossibility of writing Atlas Shrugged screenplay, disappearance of the miniseries, Roots & Šhogun, “Ken Burns effect”
0:22:27  “Shotgun Taser” XREP extended range electronic projectile ad: “standard 12 gauge shotgun”, ACC “I loaded the wrong shell” scenario, Clarence Thomas’ nephew Tased by hospital security
0:27:43  Energy Policy Act of 1992 limiting shower head flow rate to 2.5 gpm; hotel towel reuse
0:31:59  Boston Globe’s Bryan Bender on “several dozen” Pentagon employees and contractors involved in child pornography, ACC on underlings being thrown under bus as diversion; failblog.org “Vatican” Google search SEOed to pedophile site, “Google washing”; Mail Online on Catholic priests at clubs with underage boys; sex trafficking by Army sergeant in Tacoma; BBC on former Pennsylvania judge accepting bribes to imprison juveniles, ACC: “it’s known as the cash for kids system”; National Enquirer’s two new Al Gore masseuses, “take care of this”
0:47:39  Hillary Clinton on the road with Greta Van Susteren in Pakistan; JCD on recent line of female Secretaries of State, Hillary: “we had helped to create the problem we’re now fighting” in the form of Mujahideen armed against Soviets; Tony the Terrorist on useless Stinger missiles with expiration dates and limited firing angle of elevation; The Independent on Fallujah birth defects due to use of depleted uranium, Israel to limit use of white phosphorus
0:55:58  “Self-loathing Jewish hyper-intellectual” Noam Chomsky on imminent attack on Iran, hatred of neo-liberals, firepower “accelerating rapidly under Obama”, Khmer Rouge supporter
1:03:34  Donation Segment: Mel Gibson Chantix theory semi-confirmed; CVC’s aspartame gum habit
1:18:16  Dr. Andrew Wakefield finding maturational decline in vaccinated monkey brains
1:21:58  Abby Winters migrating porn servers from Australia to Amsterdam; FOIAed Australian internet censorship documents 90% redacted to “stop premature unnecessary debate”; Julia Gillard all-in on 2012 climate action; Spanish Tour de France win and “mysterious malfunction”
1:24:40  USGS tweet on unusual “closely-spaced M7+ quakes” in Philippines
1:26:07  Vivek Kundra irked by GAO’s critique of recovery.gov “dashboard” using obsolete data
1:29:21  Satirical Wired article on writing about Haiti: “always use the phrase the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere”; Bill O’Reilly misreads “national news new media — that’s me”
1:37:43  Wooden sailing ship found under World Trade Center moved to JFK Hangar 17
1:38:37  Cholesterol drug Niaspan “hey Pete, yeah it’s me, big brother” ad
1:42:48  New BP helicopter cockpit Photoshop job, oil cam video with opening studio door; technician’s testimony on “inhibited” general alarm: “they did not want people woke up a three o’clock in the morning due to false alarms”; Ocean Energy Institute’s Matthew Simmons: “we have now poisoned the entire Gulf of Mexico”; producer note on dead birds in neighboring states
1:58:09  Mother gives marijuana to squalling twelve-year-old son for “self-loathing and lethargy”; LA Times favors alcohol; Bill Press on new progressive strategy of buying radio stations
2:05:37  Woman dies of sex toy heart attack; Nature study: marmots growing due to climate change
2:06:30  Outro: Mel Gibson character assassination possibly due to new conspiracy theory film
219  Train Crashes into Plane  (2010-07-21)

0:00:00  ACC: “Tell me a little bit about how the sexuality is in your DNA, ‘cause I’m Charlie Rose and I want you to come over here, uhh...” (1:34:45)

0:00:49  Ft. Knox military base “home of the human resource center of excellence” inscription

0:02:29  Producer Segment: ACC’s sister Tiffany getting married; No Agenda challenge coins

0:12:26  Nothing to See Here: Shirley Sherrod fired by USDA over out-of-context reverse-racist comments to NAACP, feigned right-wing media outrage over administration’s overreaction

0:15:38  Washington Post study showing one spook in ninety US adults, CIA merging with private sector, Google wardriving for NSA, AT&T ECHELON, Facebook and In-Q-Tel, MKULTRA Zuckerberg; producer note on Honeywell’s business with drones, high-speed rail, and Iranian energy; Washington Post’s Dana Priest interview by Margaret Warner for end of show

0:25:10  Healthcare bill 1099 “all goods and services” scandal revisited, gold investors up in arms

0:27:10  Dodd-Frank signed into law, Ben Bernanke “let’s spend” push, JCD: “he owns us”, mandate for more women and minorities; Ron Paul examines 22% unemployment, blowing up $1M missile to increase GDP; Hillary Clinton’s new George Washington hairdo for 2012; left-wing journalist chatroom 2008 election transcripts released; Big Bang Theory end-of-show vanity card: “within minutes I become an atheist” due to watching Fox News

0:42:47  Two-to-the-head: Greek journalist Sokratis Giolias, Tennessee election official James R. Brown dead in trunk of burning car, IPCC climatologist Stephen Schneider “apparent heart attack”, JCD: “martyr to the cause”, ACC: “just makes you not want to work for the government”

0:46:49  Producer note on retired JAG officer predicting next terrorist attack via C-4 in Somali woman’s breast implants on Delta flight; Robert Shapiro on Obama bolstering approval rating via 9/11 or Oklahoma City event; prediction: Obama bails out in favor of Hillary after Bernanke pulls the plug on economy; NPR Weekend Edition on “Obama’s very good week”

0:58:04  Donation Segment

1:11:33  Producer feedback on insurance paying for Weather Modification Inc activities; KC-10 “fuel dump” video; snow in South America and 2010 “hottest on record” assertions

1:15:56  Hedge fund mogul Jeffrey Epstein released after serving short Pedobear sentence; Family Guy pro-marijuana episode, Reefer Madness remastered, Wall Street Journal article on Southern California weed production; producer note on friend guarding poppy field and burning it for CNN crew; 9k tons of raw opium per harvest, irrigation canals dug by US in 1950s; useless 60 Minutes report on Taliban threats nailed to mosque and secret anti-IED technology

1:32:46  Charlie Rose drools over “this generation’s Sophia Loren” Penélope Cruz: “tell me about the sexuality, it’s in your DNA”

1:35:07  Photoshopped BP crisis command center and underwater well-capping video

1:40:12  German government pushing De-Mail electronic document system; Australia looking to collect $100M in fines with traffic spy cameras, “shocking and unlawful” Taser hazing rituals among police; Gordon Brown on challenge of creating “New World Order” in Iraq; The Economist on return to power of Surinam’s Dési Bouterse convicted of executing 15 political opponents

1:46:29  More arrests and bogus wiretapping charges in US for filming police; next-generation radiation-less naked body scanners; producer confirms existence of Taser shotgun, JCD: “my eye!”

1:49:00  5.1 earthquake in Southern Iran; producer note on science of magnitude quantification

1:50:52  Trains Good Planes Bad: JCD proposes scoring tote board for plane vs train headline rundown

1:53:32  Allstate ad caricatures lawsuit-happy rich people; Dana Priest end-of-show
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218 Former Soviet Spy (2010-07-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “This was pathetic!”
0:00:35 ACC-JCD lines of communication since last show suspended again
0:01:18 ACC demos i-Dosing track “poppies”, “only one dollar less than an actual dose of heroin”
0:09:11 Producer Segment: “we got nothin’”
0:10:33 Minor earthquake machine jolt near D.C. in time for Obama’s BP well-capping and Dodd-Frank announcement; Mel Gibson defenders on the rise
0:14:07 Oakland crime drop in spite of police force reduction; JCD on San Francisco electronic parking kiosks with unreadable or vandalized LCD screens; “zone enforcement” credited with crime reduction, ACC on Hilltop Watchtower: “I’ll be boiling oil and dropping it on them”
0:19:35 Cocoa price soars as trader grabs Europe’s entire $1bn supply; spike in Goldman Sachs put and call options ahead of SEC suit and settlement; JCD on absurdity of Obama signing Dodd-Frank bill with 20 pens, three new additions to Federal Reserve governors including Janet Yellen, everyone all-in on inflation; last-minute Dodd-Frank derivatives changes for 2022
0:34:53 JCD on Sarbanes-Oxley protecting accountants; Cocaine Cowboys and Mexican drug money laundering including $378bn by Wachovia; ACC story: Doc McGhee’s anti-drug concerts for smuggling marijuana with “hammered” Ozzy Osbourne wetting himself in charter jet aisle
0:42:17 “Former Soviet spy” Elizabeth Bentley’s 1953 Meet the Press appearance, ubiquitous spies within OSS and FBI; Weekly Standard on contractors in spy agencies; Angelina Jolie’s Salt
0:51:03 Lee Bollinger proposes to “fix the news” with public-private partnership, ACC: “Media Czar”
0:53:11 Donald Rumsfeld aspartame manufacturer CEO, premature birth and testosterone reduction
1:03:08 Calgary storm with “hail-size golf balls” and Weather Modification Inc cloud seeding with silver iodide, Clean Water Act “toxic pollutant” and side effect roster
1:06:49 Lipitor “my dad learned the hard way” ad hijacking “wake-up call” meme; applause for Racing While Black author’s “phony African-American team owners … and all this diversity crap”
1:14:27 Message to JCD from Belgian Freedelity ID card CEO; EU member states breaking data retention laws, JCD: “maybe the population’ll rise up and burn down the computer centers”
1:17:54 New PM Naoto Kan’s Okinawa deal with Obama, NHTSA Toyota acceleration “driver error”
1:23:17 Bret Michaels reveals rigged Celebrity Apprentice to Joy Behar: “if I won … er, not win … if I knew that I was going to be in the final two”, American Idol pitch “I would love to do it”
1:34:38 Los Angeles King/Drew Medical Center study finds amnesia in 92% of Taser victims; ACLU uninterested in Maryland wiretapping arrest; G20 riot cop “Officer Bubbles”: “if you touch me with that bubble you’re going into custody”; producer note on money-stealing Florida cops
1:42:33 DARPA researching methods of “harvesting” energy from the human body to power devices, ACC: “your SCRAM bracelet, I guess”; Snopes asserts Al Gore never claimed to have invented the internet in spite of quoting “I took the initiative in creating the Internet” (JCDPPotD)
1:46:22 The Fix author Declan Hill on German authorities investigating up to 270 matches, 70% of East Asian games rigged; Netherlands courting FIFA for 2018 by waiving VAT
1:52:10 Trains Good Planes Bad: new TSA chief John Pistole threatens to protect mass transit riders, “easy target” for terrorists; France to cease work on new roads, “no longer up to date”; cabt.org Coalition Against Bigger Trucks, JCD on double and triple semi trucks
The Digital Drug Menace (2010-07-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re right, it’ll be point of discussion all over the place by a bunch of morons.”

0:00:38 No communication between ACC and JCD since last show; visiting CVC’s luggage lost by KLM, “they know what bin number it was in”, 29 kilos of shoes

0:02:51 Spain’s predicted World Cup win, foul cards flying left and right, Dutch delighted at finishing second, post-Katrina Saints’ win “feel-good story”, Paul the psychic octopus calls it a day

0:08:46 Producer Segment

0:13:21 And Now Back to Real News: Mel Gibson “you make me wanna smoke” phone call with Oksana Grigorieva, ACC: “the guy’s on Chantix … no wonder he’s freakin’ out!”

0:20:15 I-Dosing “digital drugs”, parent: “just scary, definitely scary”, “i-Dosing could very well indicate a willingness to experiment with drugs”, ACC on backmasking; producer note on surge in detox center heroin users, long-term replacement Suboxone requiring special licensing to prescribe, web site “why choose Suboxone?”, owner Reckitt Benckiser, “Jessica” promo video

0:31:19 Nevada National Guard Agribusiness Development Team headed to Afghanistan; chatroom tweeting Chantix warnings; Dick Morris working website URL into O’Reilly’s show multiple times, predicting Hillary Clinton for president in 2012; Arianna Huffington bashing Obama

0:35:00 Washington Democrat Maria Cantwell on negative impact of EPA regulation; solar panel manufacturer Solyndra Inc $535M in federal stimulus loans, IPO cancelled over unsustainable business model; JCD on Intersolar trade show “used car dealers” with government money, boring semiconductor show next door, lone small wind turbine company

0:43:16 Debate to end on Dodd-Frank reform bill, Federal Reserve shuffling trillions around

0:45:15 Belgian national identity eID merged with Freedelity loyalty card, JCD “they keep buying Hot Pockets” scenario and insurance rates, no “sensible or confidential data”, ACC: “tell me this is a spoof!”

0:51:55 Haiti Earthquake sixth-month anniversary, US poised to mess with November elections, Bill Clinton still sending “tents and flashlights”, unlike Hugo Chávez; haititan-truth.org

0:54:59 Donation Segment; vajazzling.com domain sold; $33.33 Mothership Boarding Pass

1:07:52 Uganda bomb attack on heels of Bill Clinton visit, hotbed of CIA activity; CNN douchebag Rick Sánchez: “if it helps get the message out there – that these are not the good guys – then so be it”; life skills rehabilitation for Gitmo prisoners; NYC Rewards for Justice matchbooks

1:14:51 Nothing to See Here: BP blamed for Lockerbie bomber release, CBS on four unnamed senators complaining; producer “driller Doug” predicting under-sea-floor leak in cap; former Shell CEO to Chris Matthews: casing failure “like having a volcano on the bottom of the sea”; three-valve containment cap being installed; Corexit and mysterious crop damage in Tennessee

1:32:52 Chris Matthews interstitial tease linking National League wins with Republican midterm gains

1:34:47 NHTSA concludes Toyota sudden acceleration “user error”; IPCC Fifth Assessment Synthesis Report note from Rajendra Pachauri: “keep a distance from the media”

1:41:57 Healthcare bill requiring hundreds of additional 1099 forms from small businesses, JCD: “this is reminding me of Soviet Russia”, illegal rubles story; Dodd-Frank bill requiring “conflict-free” certification of manufacturers; swine flu on radio in 1994 The Stand film

1:50:13 Two-to-the-head: mayor and daughter shot in Coppell Texas on “humungous” gas bubble

1:53:42 Minnesota arrests for missing debt payments; Back to the Future trip July 6; John Hutchison selling his anti-gravity lab on eBay; UK scientists prove chicken – not egg – came first

2:00:42 Bifocal contact lenses and eye exercises finally vindicated as myopia cures (JCDPPotD)
Doomsday is Tomorrow (2010-07-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’s wood in there, you’re eating wood! (guffaw)” (1:27:45)
0:00:37 July fog in Northern California, “June gloom”, JCD on 1972 loss of marine layer
0:02:51 Dutch arguing over World Cup celebration rights; ACC and psychic octopus predict Spain win, JCD on cephalopod sensitivity to electricity; German goalkeeper Robert Enke “suicide”
0:11:31 Producer Segment
0:16:49 Terrence Aym “methane mega-bubble” doomsday scenario for BP oil spill, “Operation Deep Sleep”, Illuminati on Easter Island for solar eclipse, HAARP double earthquake, “massive effervescence”, JCD: “Doomsday is tomorrow”, disabling chemtrails and FEMA coffins, ACC: “it was nice working with you”; Belgians all-in on dissolving cemetery residents
0:26:11 Nigel Farage on government-less Belgium holding EU Presidency, to acting PM Yves Leterme: “you admitted you didn’t even know your own national anthem”, JCD: EU a fractal of Belgium
0:31:19 West Wing Week hokeyness index lowered, Obama on “don’t worry you’re fucked tour”, “arrogant prick” Rahm Emanuel to Jim Lehrer on Obama’s role in Russian spy swap: “for the purpose here, the President was fully informed of what was going on along the way”, “coming back to the United States” flub, “a cautionary note, the less said the better” with inappropriate smile, Lehrer “whatever you say”, do-nothing Obama “briefed” on Holder’s lawsuit against Arizona, “I feel like I’m dealing with my children on their homework” insult
0:46:59 New York Times’ Deborah Sontag devotes five pages to blaming Haiti for Bill not coughing up aid money; Canadian Col. Bernard Ouellette relieved of duty for “inappropriate relationship”
0:54:10 Motorcyclist magazine for griping about advertisers; shameless Keith Olbermann interstitial
0:59:23 Donation Segment
1:06:26 China’s Xiaoshan Airport shut down due to UFO sighting, ACC: “the Greys are amongst us”
1:08:34 Pennsylvania wine vending machine with built-in breathalyzer, San Diego skate park fingerprint reader; Lindsay Lohan’s SCRAM bracelet in popular culture; ACC grinding sea salt in espresso, “it’s still legal”; Austin Texas introducing sobriety checkpoints thanks to MADD; German millennials “the fun generation”; Drew Carey all-in on Australian dryjuly.com run by Forsyth Group accounting firm; Australian internet censorship dead in the water
1:19:14 Producer note on being stalked by Marie Callender frozen dinner recall warnings; Michigan approves use of credit scores for insurance premiums, ACC’s inability to get credit card
1:25:02 Orthorexics Anonymous: “real ingredients” at Wendy’s; wood pulp by-products in fast food
1:28:16 Sharron Angle running against Harry Reid, left-wing hysteria over BP “slush fund” comment, playing “girl card”; New Orleans activist rails against BP dispersant use, “ooh, I’m excited!”
1:46:01 Scientists studying Ozzie Osbourne’s DNA to determine why he’s not dead; PBS on James Mattis taking over for Petraeus in spite of “it’s fun to shoot some people” comment, Rolling Stone name-drop; second-degree manslaughter charge in Oakland BART police shooting
1:51:54 Nothing to See Here: LeBron James’ move to Miami, game rigging by point shaving; vampire-obsessed teens biting each other; Mel Gibson’s rant at “mother of his child”, Conspiracy Theory and 1996 Playboy interview; Naomi Campbell to testify on Charles Taylor blood diamond
1:59:12 IMF urging cuts and tax increases on US: New Jersey privatization; CIA In-Q-Tel behind cell phone chemical detector research; “shady” Facebook face recognition for photo tagging
2:02:03 JCD recommends Without Conscience: the Disturbing World of the Psychopaths Among Us
2:02:57 Dismal acting in The Hills Have Thighs; Time train shill Michael Grunwald; PBS Murder on the Orient Express remake; Zbigniew Brzezinski end-of-show “politically awake” speech
215 Drunk in America (2010-07-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yay, I’m not bleeding, I’m happy!” (1:09:25)
0:00:39 The FIFA “fix is in” with ACC calling victory for Spain over Germany, Dutch national anthem mentioning Netherlands, Germany, and Spain; raucous celebration in Barcelona, “Spain ... in economic crisis at the moment, this is the kind of good news that this country needs”, ACC: Dutch “always choke”, German psychic octopus nails it; producer note on bogus coin toss
0:07:47 ACC’s interview with “official porn princess of No Agenda” Bobbi Eden on stream
0:09:13 Producer Segment
0:13:30 ACC watching tail end of World Cup game at Beverley Center mall; Dutch government still in shambles because of need to keep pedophiles in charge of Justice Department; photos of Dutroux Pedobear victims found among Belgian archbishop’s personal effects
0:18:36 Queen Elizabeth II addresses UN General Assembly for first time in 57 years, useless RealPlayer video; Ban Ki-moon to BBC: “not much” of promised $10bn has reached Haiti, “I’m going to discuss this matter with the President Clinton how we can expedite and accelerate the delivery of this money”; IMF dollar-SDR conversion table, producers’ injury compensation examples; JCD on Hermitage Museum “spoils of war”; EU 180° on GMOs
0:32:42 Lindsay Lohan headed to jail; Florida woman denied alcohol and OTC drugs in own home after DUI, arrests for public drunkenness outside bars, interlock “blow and hum”; San Diego revelers relocate from beach to Kate Sessions Park; Last Call: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition author Daniel Okrent on role of KKK and communists, massive 1830 consumption numbers
0:45:22 Globe Magazine front page: Obama born outside US according to Hawaiian election clerk, “third Obama” on front cover; USA Today clears CRU Climategate scientists of all wrongdoing; Salon “What General McChrystal May Have Planned All Along”; Adam Savage walks back Mythbusters RFID comment
0:52:14 Donation Segment: JCD on “cars and airplanes” infrastructure (JCDPPotD)
1:05:21 Chelsea Clinton to wed Goldman Sachs banker Marc Mezvinsky; father Edward Mezvinsky UN human rights stint, felony fraud conviction, bipolar disorder defense; Mirena IUD ad: “may ... go through the uterine wall and cause other problems”, ACC on period-stopping birth control pill; “biggest wimp in the world” preventative aspirin ad
1:12:53 1970s oil drilling board game BP Offshore Oil Strike as Deepwater Horizon omen, Electronic Arts Moonbase Alpha; NASA’s Muslim outreach mission
1:17:28 Trains Good Planes Bad: PBS NewsHour on record high temperatures warping railroad tracks; California High Speed Rail website train animation with “fly California” logo; Hill+Knowlton “inexperienced” air traffic controllers meme; JCD on 24-hour train trip to Seattle
1:27:56 BP potentially hiring Tony Blair as replacement CEO, “Efficiency Czar” Lord Browne; BP now dumping sand on coastal tar balls; former Kansas trooper on potential evacuation, FEMA in place, Marines in Costa Rica; Coastal Warriors Facebook page on shipboard refrigeration for daily vaccine; roving video feed coordinate discrepancies; BP cleanup expenses as tax write-off
1:40:54 12-month Taser pilot with Australian police, “litany of misuses and abuses” in previous round; EU public conversation monitor Sigard, “up to six crimes a night” detected in London; JCD on “sketchy” NSA Perfect Citizen operation; DHS “Cell-All initiative” for toxic chemical detectors in phones; Schiphol Airport producer on huge storage system for naked body scanner images
1:50:38 National Guard car scanning technology for Schenectady police looking for “drugs and weapons”
1:55:09 “FUCM” gene edit turns female mice lesbian; Wolf Blitzer Celebrity Jeopardy fail compilation
JCD: “I love the World Cup made of coke.”
Pocket No Agenda “in the morning” bat signal; ACC reading Declaration of Independence to Micky, “kid” King George lowering taxes but enforcing them, “rabble rouser” Thomas Paine’s *Common Sense*; JCD on fireworks store “hand grenades”, “Keystone Cops” Afghan soldiers

Home shopping “puker” swallowing “opportunities”, NASA “what’s up in the Milky Way!”

Andrea Tantaros on moveon.org scrubbing Petraeus criticism in wake of Obama’s endorsement; BBC on Russian spies nabbed by FBI “hiding secret messages with codes and even invisible ink”, ACC on probable movie promotion, White House dinner crasher Michelle Salahi cast for *The Real Housewives of D.C.*, “military entertainment complex”

Emergency war supplemental bill passed with $1.12T 2011 budget amendment; Harry Dent and Paul Krugman predicting crash; UN again calling for SDR currency, producer note on plane ticket with liabilities in SDRs “sidders”; EU Central Bank €2T in the hole; JCD on daunting task of managing an operation the size of Foxconn

Obnoxious new police siren “the rumbler”, “a little vibration in the seats in the car”, ACC: “this is just steps away from a pain weapon”, JCD: “just blow up the guy’s liver!”

Mythbusters’ Adam Savage on RFID episode torpedoed by credit card companies

ACC on proposed smartphone app to capture data on off-route “strange contrails”

Trains Good Planes Bad: Siemens setting up its own bank, JCD: “we need the No Agenda bank”; Deutsche Bahn planning routes to Southern France & UK, Singapore “go green with SMRT” campaign; *New York Times* on Cameron nixing third Heathrow runway “to aid climate”, “binge flying” meme; “High Speed Rail as religion” blog post; North Carolina study on losing weight thanks to trains; Terrafugia “roadable aircraft”

Drunk boater involved in deadly New York crash; Dutch using “big business” interlock devices

CNN on reduced lifespan of those cleaning up “Exxon Val-dezz” spill, BP “band-aids and aspirin”; Anderson Cooper irked about BP and Coast Guard trampling First Amendment; Sen. Obama berating Petraeus; Obama lies about border security in spite of El Paso massacre

Mel Gibson caught on tape berating girlfriend with “n-word”

California state workers in danger of having pay reduced to minimum wage

TSA internet site block list for July 1: “criminal activity” and “controversial opinion”

Fiction writer Glenn Beck: fiction writers “many times way, way ahead of the time”

WMD whistleblower David Kelly autopsy released; *The Telegraph*: nearly-dead Lockerbie bomber “could survive for ten years or more”; *Daily Source Code* plans
213 Post Traumatic Sex (2010-07-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “We are orthorexics.” ACC: “Orthorexics, and proud of it.” (0:18:21)
0:00:40 “Do you have July 4 in Canada?”; JCD on seven hours as optimal sleep period, ACC’s tooth whitening “zoom” procedure with hydrogen peroxide, Vicodin prescription
0:04:15 Producer Segment: vajazzling.com PR Associate snags 2204355.com Google meme domain
0:08:08 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser ignores Al Gore begging masseuse to “release his second chakra”, JCD: “he sounds like a masher”, next up: two-to-the-head or pedophilia, Kleiner Perkins entourage with two Secret Service guys and sheriff detail
0:13:02 Sen. Tom Coburn on hypothetical “three vegetables and three fruits” law at Elena Kagan confirmation hearing, reference to mysterious “equally dumb” law, Commerce Clause expansion
0:16:49 Orthorexia nervosa “righteous eating” on the rise; EU forbids selling eggs by the dozen
0:20:37 House passes “Federal Reserve Empowerment Act”, Barney Frank “I want a vote!”, Pelosi takes credit; Obama Wisconsin town hall lie-fest, blames Republicans for Clinton turning surplus into deficit, bogus railroad example, counseling for troops suffering “a shock on the system”, takes credit for addressing PTSD, “there needs to be that rest in between deployments”, JCD: “take a week, do some shopping”; doucebag California Rep. Pete Stark’s 37-year stint
0:35:20 Rod Blagojevich trial reveals Obama phone call on Senate seat for Valerie Jarrett, Robert Gibbs stammers “I’m not gonna get into commenting on, obviously, an ongoing trial”; Gibbs all-in on carbon tax; new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement head Michael Bromwich “eight days” and “I don’t know” compilation
0:45:28 Maria Cantwell’s CLEAR Carbon Limits and Energy for America’s Renewal Act video on “carbon shares” auction, dividends supposedly covering energy cost increases, JCD on hidden car rental taxes and fees, “they can’t even fix the potholes out here!” (JCDPPotD)
0:51:46 Russian spy ring busted by FBI during Bill Clinton’s meeting with Putin, registered vs unregistered spies, Wired and CNN cloak-and-daggers bullcrap; gummy-mouthed Clinton has all the solutions for BP spill, “blow up the well”, Obama’s “bum rap on this emotin’ deal”
1:03:19 Donation Segment
1:09:10 Left-wing PR firm Fenton Communications hired by Qatar to smear Israel, Institute for Policy Studies’ Phyllis Bennis and Cindy Sheehan; producer note repeating Fenton talking points
1:19:12 Trains Good Planes Bad: luggage bin maggots, CBS package on FDA report’s “filthy findings”; Chris Matthews on dismal consumer confidence, “we need to build rapid rail to catch up to those allies from World War II”, “President Obama: just do it!”; PBS Nova airline calamity month; Russia buying twenty French high-speed electric locomotives
1:30:35 McChrystal resignation: Rolling Stone “Lara Logan, You Suck” article; Logan on Hastings’ “illusion of trust”; Logan clueless about McChrystal’s face-saving, Pentagon’s 30k-strong PR department; Petraeus’ bogus Combat Valor medal, JCD: “generalsissimo in a banana republic”
1:38:18 Elena Kagan and Second Amendment, Petraeus shot by fellow soldier
1:40:59 Black ministers up in arms over California NAACP endorsing marijuana legalization, “why don’t we legalize crack cocaine?”; producer notes on replacing Chantix with sugar cube placebo, pre-crime DUI for owning car keys, routine arrests for being “deadbeat dad” with cancer, county revenue from keeping jail filled, pushing vaccines and Adavan
1:50:12 Swine flu vaccines being “repackaged” as or with seasonal flu, $1.5bn wasted by “Miss Swan”
1:51:24 Carl Levin “General Obama”; DHS busts film piracy websites, San Diego bust for “million-dollar” designer goods cache; vaccine for congenital adrenal hyperplasia
212 Billion Dollar Riot (2010-06-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “Eeeehh, it’s very iiinteresting!” (0:33:52)
0:00:00 The Real L Word lesbian reality show an overhyped dud, ACC “totally lame”
0:03:34 Producer Segment: Micky mentions Afghan poppy crop in acting class; letsvoteforjobs.com
0:10:34 G20 Toronto summit’s billion-dollar security; CFTR AM boots on the ground at “burning police cruiser”, cell phone cameras vs police, media satellite trucks absent; five-member panel approves “your papers please” policy; JCD: “these meetings should be on islands”
0:18:09 19-hour session to approve “Federal Reserve Empowerment Act”, Obama “let me be clear”, “toughest consumer financial protections in our history”, “six hundred trillion dollar derivatives market”, ACC: “we don’t even flinch at a billion any more, for some cops”, “resolution authority” for more bailouts; JCD on Harry Dent August economic collapse theory
0:28:52 Greece selling off islands to pay back IMF, privateislandsonline.com
0:33:38 Belgian archbishop raided over child sex abuse allegations, ACC on seized evidence: “I can’t even say it on the show”; Vatican: searches “surprising and deplorable”; 1996 Belgian “White March” over Dutroux Affair, German documentary on 18 dead witnesses; only Extra willing to mention Al Gore and massseuse, safe deposit box “DNA evidence!”, Gore replaced by BP
0:44:08 Celebrity telethon for Haiti with Justin Bieber; BBC Panorama Deepwater Horizon timeline “drilling this deep is dangerous”, ACC on Russians capping “mother lode” with atom bomb, Transocean’s Jimmy Harrell “I told you this was gonna happen”; Washington Post on potential Gulf Coast evacuation, CDC warning away pregnant women; only BP able to afford insurance
0:57:35 Denialism author Michael Specter: “proven fact” Methuselah lived to 38, Colbert “what??”; unvaccinated children “23 times” more likely to get whooping cough, California “epidemic”; chronic fatigue ME/CFS/CFIDS, blood bank refusing donations, link to XMRV virus
1:02:00 Donation Segment: NewsHour “big three” advertiser rundown: BoA, Chevron, BNSF
1:08:55 Nixon’s “shutdown” Executive Order 11490; JCD on permanent orange alert; AirTran orders girl to throw two-inch pet turtle in trash; school science curriculum proposes enriched aviation fuel as “sunscreen”; BBC on secret airborne biological warfare tests, ACC: “chemtrails are real”
1:16:59 Arizona geography lesson for idiot Milwaukee County Supervisor promoting boycott; Bay Buchanan on female college graduates refusing entry-level jobs; “bullshit” marketing communications degree, ubiquitous “axe you a question” and 2500-word vocabularies
1:29:09 Buchanan on Obama and Mexican President criticizing Arizona, “weak position to take”
1:32:45 Dutch Justice Minister recommends “Jews as bait” with yarmulke-wearing police; Blacklisted by History author M. Stanton Evans to Glenn Beck on Roosevelt promising Stalin a meeting with King Saud and turning over US Jews; anti-Semitism accusations “at the drop of a hat”
1:45:55 Milwaukee frozen custard shop manager asks Joe Biden for lower taxes, gets called a “smartass”
1:47:35 Employees at two LA medical marijuana dispensaries killed in robberies, Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske predicts California legalization will cause “more problems than it solves”, obnoxious Shep Smith “oh yes”, ACC predicts California “no” and “Lindsay Lohan toke-a-thon bracelet”
1:52:38 National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace; fatherhood.gov tips; JCD gripes about “grimy” reusable bags; EPA classifies milk as “oil”; FDA evaluating GMO salmon; LA Times equates salt and cigarettes; US gains access to EU SWIFT banking data
2:05:26 And Now Back to Real News: Extra teaser; Obama post-McChrystal “brilliant” compilation
2:07:59 John Oliver The Daily Show World Cup 2010 interviews for end of show
JCD: “Well, I think Apple and the Bilderbergers are the same operation.” (1:41:57)
Producers perplexed by JCD’s chemtrail rejection; JCD: “there’s way too much news!”
Gen. Stanley McChrystal resigns over Rolling Stone profile, Jon Stewart mainstream media “remarkable access” compilation, “approximately 11:04 Eastern Standard Time the American news media finally realized they kind of suck”; journalist Michael Hastings “personal friend of Rachel Maddow”; replacement David “Mr. Medal” Petraeus, deliberate torpedoing of career after 60 Minutes interview and memo leak, JCD: media “completely suckered into the story”
Obama: McChrystal interview “eroses the trust that’s necessary for our team to work together”, unelaborated-on “strict code of conduct”, self-contradictory “democracy depends on institutions that are stronger than individuals”, “this decision is necessary” vs resignation, mission to “disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al-Qaeda”, “make no mistake, we have a clear goal: we are gonna break the Taliban’s momentum, we are gonna build Afghan capacity”; Petraeus’ laundry list of injuries and chip implant; Limbaugh & Hannity calling out Obama as crybaby
Dianne Feinstein takes on Ken Salazar’s reorganization of Minerals Management Service, “I want to be clear”, MMS “failed in its duty”, “complete jabroney” Michael Bromwich dodges question by blathering management-speak; Obama on “new energy strategy”, JCD on multiple leak-cam angles in “BP-roll”, judge overturns drilling moratorium over administration lies
Joe Biden setting stage for ACTA with “counterfeits kill” speech: “knock-off tires that fall apart at 65 miles per hour”, JCD: “my tire’s made of cardboard!”; piracy is theft … it’s smash and grab”; ACTA to criminalize peer-to-peer software, “imminent infringement” pre-crime
Melanie Phillips’ The World Turned Upside Down added to No Agenda book club, absurdity of global warming, “those who defend religion are consigned to outer darkness as imbeciles or insane”, “cultural totalitarianism”; ACC’s dinner with The Art of Seduction author Robert Greene, The 33 Strategies of War; more Phillips for end of show
Dutch politician Ahmed Marcouch calls for use of lok-Jood “bait Jews” to fight anti-Semitism
Donation Segment: Paul McCartney compares global warming and Holocaust denialism
Nothing to See Here: delirium over US getting past World Cup first round with single win, ACC irked by use of “nil”; The Fix author Declan Hill predicts match fixers on the prowl
Plane full of Australian mining executives dead in Africa, Kevin Rudd replaced by warmist Julia Gillard; Jon Voight to Sean Hannity on Show 209’s Aboul-Gheit Obama Muslim claim
Earthquake machine zaps Quebec, CSIS warning of government infiltration by foreign spies
Nancy Pelosi beware: scientists warn that Botox may interfere with ability to feel emotion
British child attacked after pulling fox tail, horse-riding fox
The Onion: “at current usage levels, Miley Cyrus will be drained of entertainment value by 2013”; Mark Zuckerberg predicts a billion Facebook users, JCD: “gold mine” for spooks
KION In-N-Out Burger status PSA; slaves lining up for iPhone 4, Apple employee “Alpha”: AT&T plans to spy on unlocked phones; news of Level 3 haywire router on Twitter; unlocked iPhones “phoning home”; Skype dropping connections at mention of Apple and Bilderberg
Genetically engineered mosquitoes with glowing eyes; thumbs-up for Monsanto GMO alfalfa; Michelle Obama’s letsmove.gov “we have to eliminate food deserts in this country”
210 Medical Marijuana (2010-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “That guy was a dick, that military guy.” (0:53:37)

0:00:35 Happy bogus Father’s Day; stream banned in Ireland; ACC apologizes for previous show’s attack on JCD and family, JCD: “we’ll let it slide”

0:04:31 Two-to-the-head explosion for Silicon Valley alternative energy inventor Tyson Larson, “coincidental” Simi Valley SWAT training exercise down the street; John Stossel now a full-blown libertarian; Stephen Colbert’s audience shills; Larson’s “hydroxy booster” experiments

0:12:09 Producer Segment

0:14:52 ACC’s 3D Toy Story 3 experience: “I enjoyed it from beginning to end”

0:17:08 JCD’s Hotel del Coronado recommendation for ACC’s San Diego trip, oyster poisoning plot with Micky, “phenomenal” toll road 73, hotel run by millennials and Mexicans, 5.7 magnitude earthquake, gold-flecked beach on noisy approach to “really busy” Navy base, JCD’s pre-9/11 visit, unmarked Lear jets with unreadable tail numbers, “haunted” room already taken

0:28:00 Port Chester NY elects Hispanic trustee after allowing six votes on single candidate, JCD ballot-box stuffing comparison, “cumulative voting”; no government yet in Netherlands

0:35:18 World Cup vuvuzela 24/7 and rigged games; JCD story: audio cassettes stolen at Nairobi Airport and soldiers shaking down tourists; bribery and fixing scandals over the years, teams owned by Russian oligarchs; Lakers NBA Championship “calm night” pandemonium, JCD on LA as “next Detroit”, Mexican flags flying, zero arrests “free pass”, 40-year cycle

0:45:46 Pinal County Arizona calls for federal law enforcement to fight Mexican drug cartels, JCD: “I’m waiting for them to retake the Alamo”

0:48:48 Sean Hannity to John Stossel: “crack addicts will kill”, Harvard professor Jeffrey Miron: “there are no data that support anything like that”, Dutch “virtual legalization” of marijuana, ACC on hard-to-get driver’s licenses; JCD on air pollution legislation creating “temporary” bureaucracy; SWAT team killing family dog for small amount of marijuana, “justifiable shooting”, mayor’s “four-hour nightmare” with SWAT “business as usual”; DEA barrage of lies, Prohibition and Constitutional amendment, the left vs states rights

1:07:10 change.org “Silicon Valley Obama nuts” petition for NPR & PBS funding

1:13:06 Donation Segment: JCD’s Boardwatch recipes

1:22:05 And Now Back to Real News: JCD on Pretty Wild reality show with “a girl who apparently does nothing but cry for a half an hour”, Bling Ring celebrity thieves, “that’s what they say in the secret!” positive energy cult, shot in rental house near ACC, wailing iso; Bernie Goldberg: reality shows “cheapen the culture”, Maury Povich “makes Jerry Springer look like he’s the host of Masterpiece Theater”; JCD on “dimwit” Abby Sunderland, Springer fee schedule

1:38:07 Segway-riding LA BID Business Improvement District “police”, “mall cops with guns”, Hollywood homeless & juvenile “outreach”

1:42:30 New York Times on educational goal of discouraging close friendships; Robert Klein Medical Marijuana song for end of show; drunk Rep. Bob Etheridge “who are you?” assault on student

1:47:33 Tech “journalist” Hunted: The Demon’s Forge review: “when do I get it, when do I convince my friends to buy it?”; Facebook revenue exposé prediction, “virtual broccoli for their FarmVille”

1:51:56 BP PR company Brunswick “top lawyers, ... top journalists”; JCD story: talking PR people into writing InfoWorld articles for him

1:57:19 17 Afghan military at Lackland Air Force Base AWOL; US Suez Canal saber-rattling at Iran

2:01:11 Politico “Reforming Wall Street” sponsored by Citibank; another $1T for Fannie & Freddie
209 Escrow Schmeshcrow (2010-06-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Could you please stop referring to assholes as my friend?” (1:36:18)
0:00:39 BP CEO Tony Hayward “doofus British actor” in spotlight; new HBO season and oil leak cam
0:02:39 Deepwater Horizon relief well and “volcano” in Gulf; JCD’s MIA Merck Index, H2S fart gas
0:06:06 Producer Segment
0:09:05 End-of-show Jon Stewart rundown of presidential “foreign oil” quotes through the ages
0:11:53 And Now Back to Real News: potential child porn charge for Perez Hilton over Miley Cyrus upskirt; JCD on “naked eight-year-old” stick figures; The Good Guys streaker as sex offender
0:16:47 Senate proposal for Obama internet kill switch
0:18:36 ACC’s interview with Howard Stern, JCD: “it would be nice that, if you maybe mentioned your partner, ’cause it was my show, my show, my show”, ACC: “oh, Dave Winer, is that who I’m talking to?”, Adam loses his shit [Editor’s note: the following ten minutes are excruciating.]
0:28:30 Uninspiring movies Rebel Without a Cause and Rosemary’s Baby
0:31:02 Obama & BP settle on $20bn in escrow account, reported by Wall Street Journal as “fund”, 9/11 Victim Compensation Fund paymaster Kenneth Feinberg in charge, BP attorney Jamie Gorelick also on 9/11 Commission; Lindsey Williams abiotic oil theory; fluctuating H2S and VOC levels; Democracy Now on BP gas mask ban; fishy Navy and Coast Guard activity
0:48:23 Bloomberg on MaCondo well concrete issues two months before accident; ACC predicts production move to Brazil and Haiti; Rep. Ed Markey on oil companies’ “virtually identical” response plans, protection of walruses “which have not called the Gulf of Mexico home for three million years”, ACC: “Obama is in their pocket”; natural gas phase up next with Nabucco pipeline
1:01:25 SEC FOIA response on 9/11 airline put options: relevant records destroyed in WTC 7
1:04:02 Janeane Garofalo gripes about disappointing Obama presidency to “Behar henhouse”
1:08:52 Jon Stewart on Obama “we pray for the people of the Gulf”: “what the fuck was that??”; Egyptian Foreign Minister Aboul-Gheit: Obama and entire family Muslims; JCD on birther Honolulu newspaper “smoking gun”; Thom Hartmann on Tom Delay staff insider trading
1:10:21 Producer note on Fitbit “fitness and sleep” tracker; new Healthcare Act salt & sugar guidelines
1:21:32 Donation Segment: freehollowbooks.com iPad caches; Joy Behar’s viewership numbers
1:32:05 FAA to begin addressing drones for “civilian and law enforcement functions”
1:34:31 Afghanistan “Saudi Arabia of lithium” and other minerals; Robert Gates to Patrick Leahy on end game: “I think that we are regaining the initiative”, “Leahy law” for human rights, JCD on 26-year CIA “pallor and hair color”, “that said” transition from trillion-dollar cost, “it is a level that certainly is sustainable”; David Petraeus on “stunning potential” in mineral wealth
1:47:56 Iran to send aid ships to Gaza, Geithner labels fleet terrorists; Grit TV’s Laura Flanders on “quarter-size” hole in Chevron pipeline leaking 33k gallons into Utah waterway, Gulf of Mexico rupture, JCD .357 magnum theory, drones and helicopters for pipeline protection
1:55:27 Australian company Macquarie buys US newspapers to silence opposition to toll road construction under eminent domain; PBS fund raising with Ed Sullivan clips and Paul Schaffer
1:59:50 UK considering ban on driving with any blood alcohol level, JCD on using Tums to curb cigarette craving; ACC on solar activity cycle and ten meter band radio propagation, NASA “bolt of lightning” warning; Prius “it’s amazing” ad, “Lane Keep Assist”
2:05:54 Planes “punching holes in the clouds” blamed for odd cloud rings, curiosity “as far back as the 1940s”; recent release of 1940s-era CIA documents; JCD on chemtrail “Gaussian dispersion”
2:13:19 ACC Howard Stern apology phase one; announce to the affiliates show is going long
208  Fat China  (2010-06-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “Seventeen shrimp club.” (1:36:31)
0:00:37  ACC still sick with stomach flu or norovirus
0:01:59  Producer Segment: NAG No Agenda Gathering meetup in “Gitmo Nation Castanets”
0:08:39  No Agenda Art Generator at noagendaartgenerator.info
0:09:46  6% increase in Mevio dental insurance; sinister adult pertussis vaccine ad with coughing baby
0:12:28  PFC Bradley Manning outed and arrested for leaking classified documents including Apache attack video, MIA second video, 260k State Department “cables”, ACC: “what are these from, like, the Eisenhower administration?”, Vatican sex scandal documents
0:18:12  American Thinker article “A Shrink Asks: What’s Wrong with Obama?” schizotypal disorder theory, ACC: “oh my God, I have this!”, “like your strange cousin Becky who is addicted to astrology, believes she is psychic, and is the oddball at social gatherings”, sexual abuse theory
0:25:43  Alvin Greene’s surprise win in South Carolina Senate primary, “RNC plant” theory, long silences and rambling to PBS The Big Picture and Keith Olbermann, 2009 “felony obscenity” arrest, Sen. James Clyburn calls for $10k filing fee investigation, Greene: “I had just a few meetings”; South Carolina Sen. Jake Knotts on “raghead” Nikki Haley running for governor
0:39:29  Financial Times: FBI preparing to arrest mortgage defaulters for falsifying applications
0:43:31  South Africa World Cup broadcast with mind control buzzing, billion-dollar stadium and Haiti parallel; 2006 Globe Trekker Johannesburg promotion, Soweto “happening neighborhood”; Julius Malema Shoot the Boer theme, Zimbabwe fractal, Malema to News Night: “it’s always been our ambition to live like whites”, abundance of mineral resources; Chinese poised to move in, Goldman Sachs all-in on investment; white flight and murder of white farmers
1:01:14  Donation Segment
1:07:12  NASA on solar activity uptick, National Academy of Sciences “space weather events” alarmism
1:09:35  Unemployment as hiring barrier vs work as producer of podcast digital radio show
1:11:37  North Carolina woman saved by neighbors from rabid fox; JCD’s Prius-counting game, experience with rental, ACC on friend Rudy Sarzo’s Prius
1:16:52  Revised Pristiq ad with black woman and wind-up doll; producer note on Chantix dreams: “fighting demons and devils with a sword”, uncle who “became a zombie” and disappeared at doctor’s office; “hostility, agitation, depressed mood, and suicidal thoughts or actions” ad revisited, JCD: “and of course now she’s butchered all her kids and committed suicide”
1:27:02  Deepwater Horizon cameras everywhere, “new 9/11” meme, Rolling Stone fearmongering; Vladimir Kucherov predicts oil spreading across Atlantic over 70 years; IDF flotilla incident video and Blue Stream 2 gas pipeline, original Blue Stream built by Enron; price of shrimp
1:38:01  News Night experts on Germany as “consumer of last resort” for EU economy, Robert Gates in Brussels begging for NATO budget status quo
1:41:25  Laundry list of negative health effects of prolonged sitting: “increase in deaths from all causes”; TSA naked body scanners and obscured faces, detection of “one-inch square packet of cocaine”
1:48:21  PBS on Chinese “traditional thinking” that children should be fat: “this concept, of course, is wrong”; Fat China author on one-child policy and “six pocket syndrome” in spoiled children, WHO 5-10% youth obesity figure; Obama Executive Order 13544 for National Prevention, Health Promotion, and Public Health Council, “lifestyle behavior modification”, “sedentary behavior”; Draeger interlocks for drugs and nicotine on the horizon, ACC: “you’ll have a sitting-on-your-ass bracelet that will go off when you’re sitting on your ass!” (ACCPPotD)
207 What do you call Soy milk?  (2010-06-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “That is really a great job, some really good information there, baby, yay!”
JCD: “It’s unbelievable.” (0:50:31)

0:00:41 ACC greets the human resources, “disk jockey cure” Imodium deployed, “congratulations” on qualifying for Social Security $2474 in benefits, “compact between generations”, 2016 short-fall propaganda, “thanks for the million bucks, you’re worth more dead than you are alive!”

0:08:04 Producer Segment

0:12:03 ACC on boring Mevio meetings, JCD recommends dumping bottle of water over his head

0:13:19 British actor prescribed Chantix clone Champix waterboards girlfriend with shower head, heart attack in court; producer note on wife with lupus asking about Thursday’s show in ICU

0:17:52 Dutch “purple plus” coalition marginalizing Geert Wilders; JCD predicts Carly Fiorina as first president, genial “gratuitous smile”, “grumpy” Barbara Boxer’s ineptness, “rhetoric over reality” aimed at Obama, Reagan-style “I have never voted before” tale, JCD: “what a crock”

0:30:39 Producer notes on Draeger interlock device installation and inspection fees, “rolling retest” blowing while driving, GPS tracking and remote shutoff, MADD pressure to require of first offenders, malfunction as legal defense; Scottish police head blames alcohol for 14 murders

0:41:26 Hartford Hospital study finds little effect of driving stoned other than slowing down, “more easily distracted after smoking, no big surprise there”; Washingtonians too high to sign proposal; ACC’s stoned helicopter landing; JCD predicts no noticeable effect from CA legalization

0:46:34 And Now Back to Real News: Laura Ling names daughter Li Jefferson Clayton after Bill Clinton; WNYW “soy jism” revisited; Extra “great information” on Kate Hudson sighting

0:51:12 Fiorina unemployment speech vs Gavin Newsom green economy rant

0:53:35 Gulf “ocean floor is cracked” meme and oil industry shutdown, $101 December 2018 oil futures, New Orleans as Haiti; ACC’s upcoming Howard Stern interview; Schlumberger Ltd leaving Deepwater Horizon in a hurry; JCD story: Union Oil night shift running at unsafe capacities

1:05:47 Donation Segment: JCD Uitgeest “Egg Toast”; James Taylor shilling for PBS “beg-a-thon”

1:11:59 Robert Strang to Fox News’ Rosanna Scotto on looking for terrorists among school “losers” like the homeschooled; Robert Gibbs on Obama’s search for “whose ass to kick”, CNN panelist to Don Lemon “the kind of racialized language that fools like Matt Drudge and people on the right use”, whites nervous because “the big bad black man is raising his voice”

1:19:42 CIA running Afghan heroin through Russia; NCIS CIA draining bank account meme; JCD predicts withdrawal from Afghanistan by 2012; Russ Feingold to Tavis Smiley on need to get out of “occupation”, Blackwater up for sale, $100bn base under construction, no mention of Iraqi occupation, JCD predicts Carter-style hostage crisis, Zbigniew Brzezinski influence

1:30:38 Gates Foundation mobile banking scheme to “give Haitians control over their cash”, JCD: “Marie Antoinette has nothing on these guys!”; Schumer pushing “burner phone” ban; Sam-Knows “secret sauce” Netgear partnership, obfuscated whois information

1:40:29 £142 TV license overstated, internet connections also covered; Top Gear “rubbish” for F-150

1:42:15 Trains Good Planes Bad: iPhone 4 using high-speed train glass, JCD on questionable logic of routing 200 mph train through Bakersfield; Wall Street Journal on TSA sending good-looking women to naked body scanners; woman drugged and robbed of jewelry on Continental flight

1:51:55 Scotland Yard still “dusting for paw prints” in fox attack, Brian May not all-in on fox hunting

1:53:36 Sinkhole outbreak in China; EU and Google data retention, Caffeine SEO arms race

1:55:55 Nothing to See Here: Sarah Palin boob job rumors; outro: not-so-tech-savvy Howard Stern
206 Cameras as Weapons (2010-06-06)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “A-maaa-zing!” (1:07:59)
0:00:39 No White House D-Day acknowledgment, ACC’s grandfather’s role in Normandy invasion; ACC mea culpa predicting UK fox attacking only one baby; porn star Stephen Hill falls to death after LAPD tasing, Palin: Erection ’08 Obama role, JCD: “they lost another Obama”
0:06:52 Producer Segment: ACC triggers breakfasting Australian with Kevin Rudd
0:12:15 ACC on Directors Guild of America screening of Sex and the City 2: “stay away, bad!”
0:14:56 Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly report: WHO swine flu pandemic scientific advisors had close ties to vaccine and antiviral manufacturers, Margaret Chan invokes “transparency”, “ahem bullshit!” stinger, Health and Human Services “spokeshole” brushes aside notion of corporate influence; ABC News finally notices “flu-like symptoms” are on the decline; BDNF Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor therapy to wipe out painful memories
0:22:47 Simon Glik arrested for filming Boston police, “cameras as weapons” meme, UK Terrorism Act section 44, Anthony Graber arrested for filming Maryland traffic stop, JCD recommends anonymous YouTube account and proxy server, wiretap via “interception device” camera
0:26:25 FTC proposes “media overhaul”, license fees for aggregators like Drudge Report, “your fading business model, which is in the toilet already, is going to worsen because you’re a fucking idiot!” (JCDPPotD), journalism license prediction, proposed 5% tax on news-reading devices; £350 UK TV license, CVC’s broken antenna and menacing “you’re in the database” letters
0:34:05 Obama weekly address from Louisiana shrimp boat, Terrebonne Parish President Michel Claudet on negative economic impact of drilling ban on residents, St. Bernard Parish President Craig Taffaro: “I would be betting the plan is to let us die”; hurricane season prospects
0:43:02 Deepwater Horizon “sabotage” and Halliburton Bolivia operation; Transocean CEO Steven Newman’s Bollywood video; Medvedev calls for global ecological catastrophe fund; $1bn for Canada G20 meeting security, Bill Gates attending “medical conference” Bilderberg meeting
0:51:47 Tom Vilsack “opportunity”-studded talking points for C-SPAN on rural America, “know your farmer, know your food” program; rise of herbicide-resistant“superweeds” and gene pollution
0:57:56 Donation Segment: NPR CEO Vivian Schiller’s five revenue streams; Ziff-Davis sold
1:06:36 And Now Back to Real News: Jimmy Kimmel reality show “amazing” compilation
1:08:59 Video of UFO spiral over Eastern Australia; Falcon 9 launch at Kennedy Space Center, JCD on Vandenberg AFB launches; 15-year-old Indian listener draws parallel between Guatemala sinkhole and Mars; JCD rephrases Reuters anti-Republican word usages
1:17:23 Obama victory lap in spite of weaker-than-expected jobs report, “half a million new jobs”
1:18:51 Accusations of racism over Show 205 reporting on Gaza flotilla raid; Emmett Tyrrell on intellectual debate turning into monologue; JCD on Israelis and Palestinians yelling at each other; Greek producer note on “appalling” educational system, socialist indoctrination, taxes based on value of all property; EU opening up the doors on GMOs
1:28:38 Producer note on UCSB Social Host Ordinance alcohol crackdown over “developing brains”; Doctor Who end credits with link to BBC anti-alcohol propaganda; ZombieFit exercise class in Illinois with parkour practice; JCD recommends Shaun of the Dead
1:39:40 The Guardian article by Adrian Wolmar: singleminded pursuit of high-speed rail “baffling”
1:40:36 Democrats urge FCC to allow ISP throttling, ACC’s Time Warner Cable woes JCD: “squirrels”
1:44:10 26-foot statue of Egyptian death god Anubis exhibit “standing guard” at Denver International Airport, artist killed by piece of Mustang statue; Operation Blackjack multi-city nuclear attack
JCD: “I don’t know why they would blow a hole in the country.” (1:18:47)
Producers confused by Wednesday evening show
British taxi driver kills 12 in Cumbria shooting rampage, Dunblane massacre parallel, recent wave of child pornography stories; no invitations to Bilderberg Group meeting
Producer Segment
British Airways Osama bin Laden electronic boarding pass
And Now Back to Real News: Jesse James sighted in Long Beach
Nancy Pelosi to Catholic Community Conference: “my favorite word is The Word”
Racist Bill Maher on Obama’s BP oil spill visit, “heck of a job, Brownie”, “he lifts up his shirt so they can see the gun in his pants”; Washington Insider on Obama and Emanuel membership in Man’s Country gay bath house, Trinity Church “Down Low Club” gay matchmaking service, “body man” Reggie Love, fifteen-minute visits “ample time for fellatio”; Jon Stewart mocks Obama’s distractions from BP spill: “you made time for Marv Albert?”
Fox News freaking out over BP oil spill; JCD on Carter’s oil spill and Iran hostage crisis; CIA-run National Enquirer; “maniae” Tipper Gore ditches Al
Producer notes on outrageous cost of DUI interlock devices; World Health Organization “global strategy to confront the harmful use of alcohol”, “incidence and clinical outcomes of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS and pneumonia”, “global governance”; JCD on John Birch Society “get US out! of the United Nations” bumper stickers; NPR on “particularly toxic effect” on adolescent brain, JCD: “stop the presses: alcohol will get you intoxicated!”
Bogus ENF electrical network frequency analysis forensic tool for timestamping audio
Shoe-stealing fox in Rheinland-Palatinate; JCD predicts push for UK shotgun ban; BBC on Afghan street children, JCD: “why don’t you, lady, give her some damn bread!”
Ugandan Pastor Martin Ssempa on homosexual “anal leecking”, “even poo-poo comes out … and then they eat the poo-poo”, “now if we have any children, please step out”, “the other person is poo-pooing, and this one is eating the poo-poo all over the place”
Guatemala sinkhole and 9/11-style energy weapon, oil discovery, ACC: “they were cleaning their HAARP and it went off”; earthquake off Okinawa and PM Yukio Hatoyama’s resignation
Goldman Sachs’ $266M BP divestiture prior to oil spill; Fox News on BP’s 760 “egregious and willful” OSHA violations, CEO Tony Hayward apologizes for “I’d like my life back”; JCD on 1970s gas rationing, solar panel mathematics, oil business “unbelievable money machine”
Turkish provocation in Gaza flotilla raid, “coincidental” shelling of Iraqi Kurds in cooperation with Iran, JCD on EU encouraging erosion of Turkish secularism; Russia selling arms to Syria, Bashar al-Assad’s Syria-Turkey-Iran “triple alliance”; Rahm Emanuel’s Israel trip
“Flesh-eating” cocaine contaminated with worm medicine levamisole
Time Warner CEO on NCTA Las Vegas Cable Show panel taking credit for Lord of the Rings and Avatar, Les Moonves on DVR as “friend to content”; ACC on The Hurt Locker as well-made story-less propaganda
ACC on Lady Gaga as Madonna fractal “Illuminati puppet”; awkward satellite-delayed Larry King interview “the King and the Lady”; ACC microphone woes
BBC on sex tourism in Brazil, child prostitute’s mother: “she doesn’t bring any money home”
Outro: JCD spluttered explanation of afternoon Show 206 due to travel plans
204 Oil Spill Déjà vu (2010-05-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Auuuuuhhh...” (1:02:07)
0:00:40 Presidential proclamation: National {Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender, Caribbean-American Heritage, Ocean, African-American Music Appreciation} Month
0:03:08 Producer Segment: Germany wins Eurovision Song Contest, JCD: “this is really terrible”
0:12:46 Obama on duty “to make sure that everybody in the Gulf understands this is what I wake up to in the morning, and this is what I go to bed at night thinking about”, Malia’s “did you plug the hole yet, Daddy”; Media Matters condemns Glenn Beck for lame imitation “smear”
0:21:32 Rachel Maddow on 1979 Trans-Alaska Pipeline System shutdown and Ixtoc I spill in Gulf of Mexico, JCD: “sounds like a playbook!”; JCD’s friend the junk science book peddler
0:30:25 Sarah Ferguson interview with Oprah, Celebrity Apprentice speculation, JCD: Donald Trump “P.T. Barnum”, Carol Doda Golden Gate Bridge nude publicity stunt
0:34:26 UK fox hunting ban, shoe-stealing fox in CVC’s apartment, Micky looking for “the fox ate my baby” story in News of the World; Jesse James “clip of the week”
0:37:29 “All Hell breaking loose” in Jamaica with Christopher “Dudas” Coke drug dealing and martial law, Predator drones in the air; $1.27bn deal with IMF, mining data for Geological Society of England, Rep. Yvetee Clark calls for US intervention to “stop the violence”; BP relief wells, CNN glee over lower gas prices; JCD on California’s lack of control over its own resources
0:46:20 ACC: Taxi Eric “ready to go to war” with Greece over bailout; JCD on Greek “gosh-awful” retsina wine; ACC’s trip to Nobu, JCD on allowing himself to be taken to dinner there
0:54:27 Producer note on SCRAMx slave bracelets and “neo-prohibitionist” MADD, founder Candy Lightner alienated, for-fee VIP Victim Impact Panels, JCD on living near Baptist; JCD on marching in Berkeley against Vietnam War, “fuck ya” draft-dodging friend
1:02:01 Donation Segment: “Salt Must Die” promotions for Salt film
1:08:34 Joy Behar all-in on Ground Zero mosque, Daisy Khan on support from “peaceful families”, “it’s really for the community”; ACC on massive distraction from ten-year 9/11 anniversary; PJ TV “former terrorist” Walid Shoebat on Sharia law infiltrating democracies
1:22:34 Inside Edition breaking news: Gary Coleman dead at 42 and Jesse James’ stepmother
1:24:15 “Jabroney” traced to Italian, The Bachelorette use; Tyra Banks Show looping applause track
1:26:32 Obama Memorial Day green screen video, JCD: “they’ve got the top of his head cut off!”
1:31:19 Producer note on Foxconn suicide rate lower than national average, “iPhone suicide factory”
1:33:43 Insider note on Afghan opium being collected from military by “another agency”; National Security Strategy to focus on homegrown terrorism and the internet; Tavis Smiley to Ayaan Hirsi Ali on ubiquitous terrorist acts by Christians; H.R.1955: “the internet has aided in facilitating violent radicalization ... and the homegrown terrorism process in the United States”
1:44:53 115 dead in Indian train derailment blamed on sabotage by Maoist rebels
1:45:28 AP quotes tweet from Virginia Madsen on death of Dennis Hopper; ACC story: interviewing Hopper on car trip to JFK airport, Madsen known for “blowing crew members”
1:47:58 John Stossel quotes electric car headline from 1915: Tesla Motors CEO Elon Musk broke, Department of Energy $500M loan program, nickel mining for batteries “ecological disaster”
1:51:31 Exorbitant Australian mining tax, ACC: “nationalization is next!”; Access Hollywood summary
1:54:53 Overproduced CurrentTV piece on Pastor Martin Ssempa and Ugandan anti-gay law
2:00:39 Joe Biden Naval Academy commencement speech with MLK cadence, “repair to our shores”, bogus claim to have met “every world leader”; Brussels “capital of the free world” revisited
0:00:00 ACC: “This is why people need to support this show so I can quit this stupid job and I don’t have to travel … and do bullshit meetings, I wanna do the show!” (0:42:45)

0:00:44 ACC on growing up with term “jabroney” with murky etymology; JCD on Dr. Seuss If I Ran the Zoo etymology of “nerd”, absence from Universal Studios attraction, ACC: “what a gyp!”

0:05:15 We Told You So: Bret Michaels wins Celebrity Apprentice; Lost barely wins on ratings

0:08:52 Producer Segment

0:11:36 And Now Back to Real News: Kendra Wilkinson cashing in on Vivid Entertainment sex tape

0:14:27 BP oil spill: spooks Thomas Friedman & Bob Woodward on Meet the Press, “rope-a-dope” strategy, Woodward: “9/11 came and went”, JCD: “it hasn’t went yet!”, idiotic “call in Google” proposal; reporter kicked off beach by Coast Guard; no sign of oil on dead animals, underwater footage on 20-second loop; Russian rig at 40,000 feet, underground volcano theory

0:29:08 JCD on Corexit 9500 dispersant and industrial skin degreasers; apparent success with top kill operation; Sen. Byron Dorgan questions BP’s “legitimate claims”, AG stooge scratches head, Doublespeak of the Week jingle; Transocean to comfortably pay $1bn dividend

0:38:00 Zionism: The Real Enemy of the Jews author Alan Hart asserts 9/11 a Mossad operation

0:40:27 24 “zoom enhance” facial recognition from reflected image; cameras in court with Lindsay Lohan’s “nice boobage”, promotion for SCRAMx house arrest alcohol monitor “pure Gitmo Nation”, “offenders” meme, “helping keep veterans sober and accountable”

0:49:28 Jim Inhofe on EPA lead paint rules and renovations; Food Safety Modernization Act to put independent slaughterhouses out of business; Joe Biden: Brussels “capital of the free world”

1:00:38 ABC on climate scientists getting threatening e-mails from “white supremacists”

1:02:30 Donation Segment: multilingual “In the Morning” and Our National Tray-sure jingles

1:11:41 NPR running Go To Meeting ads with promo codes

1:13:26 Sarah Ferguson “no traction for a distraction” with payola scandal

1:15:56 Trains Good Planes Bad jingle; producer note on Delaware studying Raleigh-Wilmington line; air travel and global warming claim; London-Birmingham line in Queen’s speech; Siemens train crash and overshoot incident, Hitachi ad buys; Scandinavian Airlines investing in rail

1:20:21 Jim Cramer on fall of Australian dollar, “communist” mining tax vs capitalist China; Clarke and Dawe satire on European debt and “broke economy” bailouts; Dutch austerity rumblings

1:26:39 New York Post: Census workers blowing whistle on repeat hirings to inflate labor numbers; C-SPAN intros UC professor to discuss necessity of lying in politics; gold shirt Peter Schiff cut off halfway through spiel, Dylan Ratigan: “the government didn’t like what Peter had to say”

1:30:28 TSA keeping list of passengers who make screeners “feel threatened”

1:31:22 “Great salt shakeup” in breads and breakfast cereals; Medscape video on computer models


1:40:12 Foxconn building literal safety nets after eleventh worker suicide

1:41:45 Clegg flip-flops on extradition of NASA hacker Gary McKinnon; forgotten Obama promises

1:43:50 BBC bogus “virus” meme in RFID propaganda; Schiphol biometrics, Logitech at US airports

1:48:55 Producer bipolar disorder feedback; Dr. Andrew Wakefield de-licensed over MMR-autism link

1:52:14 “And follow us on Twitter” iso; Student Financial Aid Awareness Month pushing massive student debt; Senate “Rosa’s Law” to replace “retardation” with “intellectual disability”
202 Trains To FEMA (2010-05-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Dissemble dissemble dissemble dissemble.” (1:44:32)
0:00:35 JCD on forvo.com for pronouncing Australian place names; small earthquake in Baja; Sir Geoff Smith In the Morning end-of-show jingle
0:03:26 And Now Back to Real News: Bret Michaels Celebrity Apprentice finalist, ACC: “guy’s gonna win”, up against Lost finale
0:05:48 Producer Segment: No Agenda Amateur Radio Initiative, Morse code ITM roger beep
0:13:44 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan’s celebrity moniker “LL”, passport disappearance; Naomi Campbell to testify at The Hague about blood diamond from Charles Taylor
0:18:15 Producer note on Obama West Point commencement speech, Fox News injects silence over 20 seconds of cheering for Iraq pullout, Afghanistan transition expertly edited out, JCD: “maybe that was the speech given by the other Obama”; JCD on Silicon Spín unmiked audience
0:32:44 Don Lemon and Rep. Charlie Melancon spar over marsh burning; ACC: BP 24/7 leak-cam not a sign of trying to downplay seriousness of accident; Norwegian Statoil North Sea evacuation; Obama calls for independent commission, nominee Bill Riley revolving-door oil shill
0:38:50 Robert Gibbs on Obama’s lectern vole: “it’s definitely not a mouse”
0:41:17 JCD on authors airing grievances on Book TV, Cyber War author Richard Clarke on mutual assured destruction and Hillary Clinton’s announcement of Cold War 33k nuclear weapons, Bush “wasn’t willing to mess with the banking system” in Iraq, repeated “exfiltrate” term, 2007 bombing of Syrian nuclear facility by Israel, cyberattacks on Estonia and Georgia; Clarke at Spy Museum surrounded by “Spy” posters
0:54:15 Director of National Intelligence Dennis Blair resigns out of the blue; shootings of sovereign citizens Jerry Kane and son Joseph; HIG High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group
1:00:50 Donation Segment: “preaching to the choir”; media ITMs; Hugo Chávez Aló Presidente
1:10:52 Another Hon Hai/Foxconn suicide
1:12:11 Post-Ashmageddon solidification of control of the skies by European Commission; no Indonesian shutdown over Mount Rinjani eruption; record losses and threatened strike for British Airways; crackpot “trains to FEMA camps” theory, Zug Switzerland German word for “train”; ABC on JetBlue pilot removed from plane in Boston for text message; Air India Express 812 runway overshoot off cliff; 50 dead in two China train crashes
1:17:49 Codex Alimentarius “assault on salt” worldwide, Cumberland Nu-Salt potassium chloride, Ketchum and Hoffman PR agencies for UN and WHO
1:22:31 Minneapolis adult immunization roster thanks to stimulus money; Craig Venter group’s synthesis of bacterial DNA financed by Department of Energy alongside Area 51, Venter on vaccine and biofuel applications, JCD on DIY invasive species; DSM-5 PRS psychosis risk syndrome, antipsychotic risperidone and Central Park open-air lobotomy clinic
1:38:25 Newspapers vs TV attitudes toward illegal immigration, Roosevelt’s packed deportation ships to Yucatán Peninsula; Arizona power generation and Atlas Shrugged playbook
1:42:45 Doublespeak of the Week: “dissemble” describing typical behavior of political class
1:45:13 That’s No Angry Mob, That’s My Mom author on Boston Globe “blatant shameless bias” reporting on Tea Party event without attending; Rand Paul spun as racist, JCD: “he’s creepy”
1:49:20 Sonora Mexico tourism ad with Mexican soldier “looking for people from Arizona”
1:50:35 Outro: end-of-show Geoff Smith In the Morning song, “little bit Crackpot, tiny bit Buzzkill”
201  The Reluctant Spy  (2010-05-21)

0:00:00  JCD: “What garbage!” (1:46:08)
0:00:37  ACC’s “please breathe normally” fun with Southwest Airlines, PSA Airlines prototype bought by humorless US Air; no benefit concert for Iowa flood devastation; ACC’s childhood Unitarian Easters with Morning Has Broken

0:08:07  Producer Segment: Haiti burning GMO seeds from Monsanto
0:13:56  JCD on Miss USA 2010: “this show’s rigged”, winner Muslim “multi-culty girl” Rima Fakih, predicted “incident” over indecency and more publicity for Donald Trump
0:18:11  Planes Bad: Polish TU-154 cockpit visitors; 44 dead in Afghanistan crash; scientists questioning TSA body scanner safety; WSJ’s Andy Pasztor: pilots forgetting to start all engines, ACC: “bull, bull, bullcrap!”; windshield heaters causing cockpit fires; lack of power outlets in coach; Robin Maiden’s Delta Flight Ops 411 podcast meteorologist on Ashmageddon: “they did the best they could, but it was all assumptions”, Mount St. Helen “no closing of airspace”; only Richard Branson making a fuss; JCD on early laptop ban “better to be safe than sorry”

0:33:42  Trains Good: California High-Speed Rail Authority CEO Roelof van Ark’s pay cut with $375k plus signing bonus, previous Siemens positions
0:36:37  C-SPAN After Words with ex-CIA John Kiriakou on 2002 Iraq invasion plan, Cheney’s “big lie” on Saddam Hussein’s connections with al-Qaeda, “CIA gift shop” and July 2001 warning about unprecedented attack; Pilots for 9/11 Truth’s American 77 flight recorder FOIA
0:49:21  Reglan class-action lawsuit over side effects “lip smacking, pursing, and puckering”; V for Vendetta segue to Capital One credit card ad, ACC: “there’s goats coming at you!”; “John’s big beef” massive list of ads in single Today Show commercial break

0:58:46  Donation Segment: producer note on 1930 Soviet earthquake machine
1:09:37  UK Treasury Secretary David Laws’ “we’ve run out of cash” note from predecessor; JCD story: bumped from CNBC for position on no cash for iPads
1:16:11  Dutch TV report: “salt is a sniper”; COP 16 in Cancún; Boar’s Head “assault on salt” ad, Salt Institute “big tobacco of the salt war”
1:19:57  Australian Incoming Passenger Card pornography question; JCD story: illegal Soviet money for airport carts; conductor Sir Eugene Goossens’s career-ending pornography in luggage; Washington “bikini barista” busted for lack of adult entertainment license, prostitution charges for whipped cream “lewd behavior”; Douglas Hughes promises Santa Rosa “Pedophile Island”
1:28:06  Los Angeles boycotting Arizona over immigration law, Arizona Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce helpfully offers to shut off electricity: “I am confident that Arizona’s utilities would be happy to take those electrons off your hands”
1:31:05  Ineffective Broadway-style “pure imagination” AT&T ad; Criminal Minds rogue fiber optic cable with ID number from door-to-door ISP demo, Eric Schmidt internet “anarchy” quote
1:37:37  Dodd-Frank Financial Reform Act trying to crack down on derivatives, Sen. Judd Greg likens to Alice in Wonderland, ban on onion and movie futures, “betting” meme; chances of Goldman Sachs’ “perfect quarter” 1 in 5.7bn
1:43:15  And Now Back to Real News: scripted Miss USA walk-off: “Mr. Trump: you’re the world’s best boss!”, “I’ll take everything I’ve learned and apply it to my next dream”, ACC: “workin’ at Wendy’s!”; The View on booing for Oklahoma’s states’ rights question; Maine on regulating social media sites: “we should take it into our own hands to be above the status”
1:54:15  Gates Foundation all-in on eugenicist male birth control; John Kiriakou WTF for end-of-show
0:00:35 JCD: “to be honest about it, a lot of it is just plain boring”
0:02:15 ACC unemployable since Michael Jackson murder comment to MSNBC
0:03:59 ACC/JCD meeting story at CNET pilots in 1993, e-mail exchange and Cranky Geeks
0:08:31 No Agenda’s origin in casual conversation, JCD: “an interesting conversation between two people is interesting to everybody”; JCD’s “critic” from software career path predictor
0:12:54 ACC’s decision to commit to two shows per week; ACC: “both radio guys”, JCD: “modern form of radio”, importance of sound quality, ACC on customized sound: “silence is beautiful”
0:19:07 Producer question: who’s the star of the show?
0:20:11 How a Family Guy DVD changed “no jingles, no sound effects, no agenda”; Weenie and the Butt morning zoo excerpt, ACC: “zero content, all filler”; deliberately not discussing topics beforehand; Geoff Smith “in the morning” rimshot and pet peeve segue
0:26:22 Evolution of the show via producer ideas; unexpectedly complementary clips; transition to more media assassination and commitment milestones, ACC’s e-mail labeling and C-SPAN transcript system; JCD on Book TV research value; move from anecdote format listener-driven
0:35:03 Donations introduced late 2008 or 2009, critical role of NPR “sponsorship, underwriting, advertising, call it whatever you want”; JCD on instant feedback via donations, novels directly user-funded, the tyranny of the hard break; ACC on fundraising psychological hurdle
0:43:53 ACC’s instant feedback from chatroom, enforced schedule rigidity: “we don’t work for tips”
0:46:41 Critical importance of entertainment value: JCD hoping to give listeners an edge, ACC: “I think I was born to do this”, selfishness of good works
0:52:10 Objections to “hookers and blow”, JCD on “new cycle of hookers”
0:53:42 Show opening as impediment to attracting both new listeners and NSA
0:54:54 “Crackpot” life insurance policy; Crackpot from e-mail, Buzzkill from artwork
0:55:44 ACC on open-source model: “we don’t own anything”; show postmortem with selection of show name & album art; suggested “in the morning” trademark; Aric the Shill’s admin work
1:00:31 Deuce Club Donation Segment
1:06:58 ACC: “so John, would you like to basically do this full-time and quit everything else?”; podcasting as off-putting mechanism, pitfalls of RSS, Apple pushing all NPR podcasts
1:15:22 Origin of knighthoods with JCD’s “why can’t Ford Motor Company grant knighthoods” comment; ACC’s Knight network “bat signal” app idea; JCD on innovative promotional models; ACC motivated by donation dropoffs and snarky JCD comments
1:21:55 No sin in fast-forwarding through a boring bit, ACC on the joy of catching JCD flat-footed
1:24:43 ACC guesses support breakdown by country: USA, Australia, Canada, UK, Netherlands; impossibility of knowing actual subscription numbers, JCD guesses 50-400k
1:31:07 JCD’s show prep collecting articles and clips with Zoom H2 recorder; ACC on value and volume of shownotes, hunt for elusive “zinger”
1:33:50 ACC’s research dead-end on Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
1:34:41 Considerable time cost of producing the show; ACC’s Sound Byte by Black Cat Software
1:36:58 Nokia E71 RSS app creation; BlackBerry getting in on podcast scene
1:38:26 “Glut” of jingles and talent an improvement over older format nostalgia
1:39:40 Show 333 next milestone; JCD: media and Obama administration both getting worse; independence from advertising attack vector; no conspiracy theory tax, Alex Jones as canary in the coal mine for government intervention; no guests, JCD: “this is not the Larry King Show”

1136
0:00:00  JCD: “They opened fire for public safety? It’s a frigging deer!” (2:06:17)
0:00:39  200th episode congratulations, Show 200.5 “after-party”; ACC’s new studio gear
0:02:40  Producer Segment: record-breaking $1234.56
0:09:48  JCD retracts Codex Alimentarius skepticism due to Iowa raw milk case, “plaintiffs do not have a fundamental right to obtain any food they wish”; McCain trying to bring dietary supplements under FDA jurisdiction; New England Journal of Medicine equates salt with smoking, Heinz ketchup 15% less salt “new recipe”, JCD “you were using high fructose corn syrup in 1970?” letter; producer draws parallel with Fight Club oxygen masks; JCD on high-end salt fad, Jacques Pépin’s “a little salt”, salt tip of the day: fleur de sel and sel fumée
0:29:24  KCRW’s Left, Right & Center cuts off Arianna Huffington after mentioning TSA X-ray cancer
0:34:57  Isabel Allende to Tavis Smiley on writing historical nonfiction: “it’s always white men who do that”, black historians “usually men”, JCD: “what a crock of crap!”
0:40:35  CVC’s appearance on De Nieuwe Uri Geller, JCD: “don’t date an actress”; British Airways strike dictated from on high; Obama to high-speed rail shill: “and you wouldn’t have to take off your shoes” vs CNN al-Qaeda target “the busiest commuter railroad in the United States”; “Buffalo cougar” Luann Haley “hottie with a smokin’ little body” pick-up line
0:50:45  Soap opera “it starts, in the morning”
0:51:40  Obama weekly address on Federal Reserve Empowerment Act Dodd-Frank Financial Reform Act, “misleading rhetoric”; Citizens Bank founding fathers “good banking is good citizenship” ad, JCD: “it’s more of an indictment of the educational system: dad, what’s growth?”
1:00:07  Honey Bunches of Oats “the magic is in the mix” ad, ACC: “now with more Crackpot flakes!”
1:01:22  Donation Segment: Show 2005 “inside baseball”
1:12:38  Rainbow clouds over Los Angeles, Luke Thomas’ quakeprediction.com
1:15:20  Two-to-the-head: UK’s “Intellectual Property address” Stephen Timms stabbed; Thai General Khatiya Sawatdiphol shot in head during interview, Goldman Sachs barricaded
1:20:19  Glenn Beck on Elena Kagan writing on government “unskewing” media, “most dangerous man in America” Cass Sunstein’s conspiracy theory tax
1:27:33  Arnold Schwarzenegger commencement speech opening with movie quote compilation
1:28:34  BP oil spill: bogus C-SPAN “pointing the finger” voice-over; Obama on holding BP responsible, companies “falling over each other to point the finger of blame at somebody else”; foreign companies expanding Gulf operations; BP America CEO and Rep. Maria Cantwell script on paying “legitimate claims”; ACC on oil inventory pump and dump cycle; JCD bacterial oil production theory; Mikhail Prokhorov, Pincus Green and Iran’s huge oil refinery (ACCPotD)
1:49:23  Law & Order off air over cap and trade “racket” script, Sharon Stone bad acting, “well, a guy named Miranda ruined that for both of us” propaganda
1:52:19  And Now Back to Real News: Showtime Darker Me hot lesbian reality show; Tyra Banks teaser “I call him my cousband”; celebrity chef Juan-Carlos Cruz murder for hire arrest
1:56:31  Australian parents being paid for vaccine trials; Aboriginal pregnant woman ear disease vaccine
1:57:58  Afghan opium harvest reduced 33% due to fungus; still telegraphing Kandahar offensive; Stanley McChrystal anecdote: David Petraeus “bought bread and distributed it to all the people in the neighborhood”, JCD: “tossin’ out baguettes”; Navy Courageous Restraint Medal
2:02:27  France & Germany at odds, JCD: “this is not going to be fun to watch”
2:05:00  San Francisco Bay police corner wayward deer and “open fire in the name of public safety”
199  Elephant In The Room  (2010-05-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “Shameless, shameless, shameless!” (1:25:16)
0:01:02  “In the morning” to ships at sea
0:01:28  We Told You So: predicted oil rig disaster strikes Venezuelan natural gas platform, Hugo Chávez TV gloating opportunity
0:04:44  Producer Segment: Weezer’s Pat Wilson “in the morning” sash on George Lopez
0:15:28  Micky’s $1800 shipping container vs ACC’s $85 container with guitar Japanese LMG-99 machine gun and audio gear, oddball British 220V fused three-prong plugs
0:22:16  The Simpsons “I like Rajiv, Rubaba, and Big Brahmin in the morning!”
0:22:57  And Now Back to Real News: Betty White Saturday Night Live “she’s a lesbian”, JCD on Elena Kagan “elephant in the room” vs Goldman Sachs connection, Eliot Spitzer “I did not go out with her”, ousted by Andrew Sullivan; Rachel Maddow contrasts Kagan with “hot minute” Harriet Miers; Monsanto trying to overturn 2007 California ban on GMO alfalfa with Kagan’s help; C-SPAN now editorializing, “lasts about three hours” vs “pointing the finger” voiceovers
0:35:07  ACC recovers from kernel panic; JCD on Supreme Court Ivy League Monsanto stooges
0:39:44  Supernatural “act of domestic terrorism” with contaminated vaccine, new zombie meme
0:42:59  Producer note on Flash Crash and Erlang hot-swappable programming language; SEC’s Mary Schapiro: “we will get to the bottom of this”, “fat finger” and hacker scenarios ruled out, “confluence” of events; EU $1T bailout to pay off loans from mega-banks; Joseph Stiglitz’ Freefall on Icelandic banks suckering UK and Netherlands, Brussels to vet members’ budgets
0:58:50  “Figurehead” Queen allows Gordon Brown to resign in favor of David Cameron, deficit at 12.8% GDP, newly appointed Cabinet banker roster, high speed rail and runway closure in coalition agreement, electric vehicle charging station mandate
1:07:38  Sky News madwoman Kay Burley in hot water over grabbing AP camerawoman by throat
1:09:12  Australia all-in on high-speed rail; Japanese drop-off car “mailbag” technology; anti-aviation stories accompanied by railway banner ads, ACC on-the-ground money grab theory
1:17:13  New John Kerry cap & trade bill, bogus polar bear and flooded house photos, S.1733 Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act, “free” meme; Geraldo Rivera on Gulf fishing ban: “very different ecosystem” from Alaska, Avatar name-drop and “national treasure”, big oil “quick profits” lie, shameless Sigourney Weaver, John’s Big Beef jingle, Rivera on “having kids and people get involved” like in Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
1:30:11  Donation Segment: Show 333 next milestone after 200; mass Black Knighting
1:38:22  Voyager 2 begins transmitting unintelligible data from edge of solar system
1:42:26  Oil developer Global Renewable Energy trying to buy Haitian Ile de La Gonâve near epicenter, FAQ: “one of the world’s most highly trafficked energy sea lanes”, “why located an oil refinery on La Gonâve?”, “the developers are becoming impatient” threat; Monsanto sends 475 tons of GMO seeds; United States Institute of Peace and International Crisis Group trustees including George Soros, Kofi Annan, and Zbigniew Brzezinski
1:51:48  Two-to-the-head: Russian scientist Maria Beloyan falls to her death at Fermilab
1:53:49  Dutch developer Chipshol’s Jan Poot takes aim at pedophiles in judiciary
1:56:17  John Dean to Keith Olbermann on Holder’s proposal to eliminate Miranda rights
2:02:25  Bay Area man arrested for “using a concealed camera for sexual gratification”; end-of-show clip on vaginal cosmetic surgery; Pennsylvania tax amnesty ads created by Nieman Group
2:07:45  Producer note on Obama potentially outed as having cheating gene
198 Things Could Get Complicated (2010-05-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, that sounds like a James Bond movie!” (0:41:42)
0:00:37 JCD watching Saturday morning cartoon propaganda, Mark Fiore banned by Apple app store police; American Dad nutrition label sodium zoom-in; Law & Order on cap and trade “racket”, “two global warming scientists were cooking their numbers”, Obama sound-alike
0:05:53 Presidential proclamation belatedly recognizing Mother’s Day, JCD: “well, Obama has accomplished something, and I’m sure he got a big check in the mail from Hallmark”
0:08:03 Producer Segment
0:13:15 ACC neighborhood welcome party, JCD: “are you sure it wasn’t a prelude to wife swapping?”
0:14:15 Bill Clinton to PBS on moving Haiti’s “seven thousand most vulnerable”, coughing “tell” for “we’re doing better” lie, meetings about how to spend big money coming soon, “I hope that soon we’ll be able to start bringing investors back in”, enabling US textile imports “won’t cost any American jobs”, “getting the tourism back up”; ACC’s neighbors out Anderson Cooper as gay, camp manager Sean Penn: “the disaster is still on”, Red Cross “out of the medical field for fifty years”, Sanjay Gupta on “preventable stupid death” from diphtheria, ACC: “need some vaccines, that’ll fix ‘em right up!” (ACCPPotD); origin of “ditty”
0:26:08 Bill Maher: “brown people are probably going to ... breed their way to power”; “labor underutilization” U6 numbers and recent college graduates, “small business” <25 definition
0:33:43 Flash Crash: DH Unplugged “fat finger” theory, hysterical Chicago trader on phone: “ninety handles, that’s too much!”; 200k put options on June S&P ten minutes before, “trader zero” flown in with stolen high-frequency trading code, beta test of “financial earthquake machine”, VST code patented by Max Keiser, sold to Cantor Fitzgerald before 9/11; new Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan not disqualified by Goldman Sachs connection; Rep. Alan Grayson “you own the Red Roof Inn” comment; Law & Order orchestra hit
0:49:36 And Now Back to Real News: Extra male cheating gene meme, “life changers” Pirro & Pinski
0:53:45 Donation Segment
1:03:15 TSA’s Rolando Negrin beats up coworker over naked body scanner small genitalia mockery
1:05:32 PBS Dinosaur Train cartoon show: “velociraptors can’t fly!”; “using Frontline Plus shows your pet you care”; producer’s National Train Day undercover recording; Panama Canal expansion to accomodate largest liquid natural gas ships, ship via Burlington Northern
1:16:30 BBC: Deepwater Horizon “unprecedented environmental disaster” vs 1979 Ixtoc One spill vs Iraq torching oil fields after Desert Storm
1:21:03 ACC’s sister Willow’s vulcanologist friend on Eyjafjallajökull lava bubbles breaking jeep windows 35 km away, aviation shutdown origin in UK instead of France; UK election weather and hung government, “Susan Boyle of politics” Nick Clegg: Sky News’ increasingly hysterical Kay Burley “shut up slave” to protestor: “this is democracy in action, the public had voted for a hung Parliament”; Chancellor of Exchequer in Brussels for EU bailout fund
1:33:57 Jimmy Carter PCP President’s Cancer Panel on chemical and radiation risks, American Cancer Society smoking and obesity “nothing to see here”, funding from Monsanto
1:36:11 30 Rock under fire for sexism, Tina Fey “Vietnamese size 2” bridesmaid dress clip
1:39:49 Greek “riot dogs” Kanellos and Loukanikos; The Mentalist California Bureau of Investigation “like the FBI only more conveniently located”, “we showed you our badges” meme
1:44:54 Pennsylvanina tax amnesty “imminent death of Mr. Nice Guy”, “after June 18th, well, things could get complicated”, JCD: “run by the mob??”; Mark Fiore two Obamas end-of-show
Salt in the Wound (2010-05-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eh, those bastards have been doin’ this stuff since the fifties!” (1:59:57)
0:00:38 We Told You So: Bret Michaels to make recovery, ACC predicts Celebrity Apprentice win;
JCD “don’t get me started” on New Orleans trip, Antoine’s “dead cuisine”, bananas Foster
0:07:09 Producer Segment: No Agenda SEO; Leo Laporte call-in and Doctor Who “in the morning”
0:16:25 Attempted Election Day private plane two-to-the-head for Nigel Farage, hateful comments posted, BBC “crosswind” bullcrap; Nick Clegg speaks perfect Dutch in interview; Dutch two minutes of silence WWII ceremony disrupted by panic
0:25:19 Times Square bombing attempt: Michael Chertoff on transfer of no-fly list from airlines to
TSA, on board of Alclear LLC with no disclosure; CNN American al-Qaeda ad; MSNBC
Faisal Shahzad no-fly list not on “no-buy gun or stuff you can blow people up with list”: Michael Bloomberg to Katie Couric: “somebody with a political agenda that doesn’t like the healthcare bill or something”; Obama on his daughters’ Jonas Brothers dating prospects: “I have two words for you: Predator drones — you will never see it coming — you think I’m joking”; Steve Clemons asked about motive; bomb squad training exercise
0:38:32 Rev. Manning on May 14 Columbia trial of Obama as undercover CIA agent, Lieutenant
Quarles Harris 2008 murder and Obama passport breach, Manning end-of-show clip; CIA’s
Michael Hayden to MSNBC: Shahzad “new model”, JCD on professors replaced by CIA stooges
0:48:03 Salt meme and Codex Alimentarius video: “the United Nations organization that establishes
the world’s food standards”, “based on science”, National Salt Reduction Initiative
0:55:01 Donation Segment: 5/5/10 Double Nickels on the Dime; birthdays announced together
sales spike in China, Taye Diggs on Train Day festivities; Modern Family vacation episode: “I
thought the wings were gonna snap off”; JCD’s visit to New Orleans Lower Ninth Ward
1:23:29 Pennsylvania “we do know who you are” tax amnesty ad; Tea Party losing to mainstream
Republicans in Indiana and Ohio midterms, blamed for David Obey retirement
1:28:22 Marines providing fertilizer and seeds for Marjah farmers; Operation Flintlock anti-al-Qaeda
exercise in Sahara; Toyota production at all-time high, “a million dollars an hour” ad; Ahmadinejad to The Telegraph: bin Laden living in Washington D.C.
1:33:03 Red Cross reusing Haiti number for Tennessee flood donations; Bill Clinton pardon for Pin-
cus Green, Glencore PLC and First Reserve Corporation; BP CEO Tony Hayward blames
Transocean; Transocean’s $401M insurance payout, Goldman Sachs insiders; BP’s Jeff Childs
drops oil price by $5 with leak reduction announcement, refutation from COO Doug Suttles;
no oil slick on satellite images; Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund; Huffington Post satire arti-
cle taken seriously by Alex Jones crew; Obama on “massive and potentially unprecedented
environmental disaster”, unfixable by humans meme; ACC August 6 prediction
1:51:12 Belated knighthood ceremony; ACC Show 200.5 notes
1:57:09 Lloyd Blankfein’s Atlas Shrugged for employees
1:57:44 Matthew Crawford: Shop Class As Soulcraft “deeply critical of the very idea of management”,
boss vs “snarmy” therapist; ACC recommends Charlotte Iserbyt’s The Deliberate Dumbing
Down of America, producer note on A Delicate Balance pushing vegan diet
2:02:02 Germany cross with Google over MAC address wardriving; rampant bullying meme
2:03:53 Secret recording of Copenhagen COP 15 negotiations; US Ambassador to Mexico: Cuba
flooded within 50 years; Producer notes on swine plus seasonal flu vaccines in military
196  Blow The Drill Baby  (2010-05-02)

0:00:00  ACC: “I’m amazed at what’s happening! Ugggh!”  (1:25:36)
0:00:36  Michael Jackson doctor Conrad Murray sticking to “killed himself” story, entertainment lawyer Peter Lopez commits suicide, husband of The Dukes of Hazzard’s Catherine Bach, Latoya Jackson music catalog story

0:06:03  Producer Segment: “you’ve been de-douched” jingle, producer credit in IMDb
0:11:59  Call to action: fix Wikipedia No Agenda page edited to uselessness
0:15:06  Obama standup at Washington Correspondents’ Dinner, Leno bombs, “sinister” birther jokes
0:18:58  BP Deepwater Horizon update at Obama Rose Garden Teacher of the Year award: Interior Department sending “SWAT teams” to Gulf, “national significance” meme, artificial price inflation vs cleanup costs theory; Transocean Ltd “coincidentally” listed on Swiss SIX exchange on day of disaster, South Korean funding, North Korean submarine suicide mission theory, Gazprom deal with South Korea bypassing North Korea; Sarah Palin targeted for ridicule

0:31:32  CIA-connected National Enquirer on Obama cheating scandal with Vera Baker, JCD: Michelle “has always looked like the angry wife to me”, crappy childhood obesity gig
0:35:34  Obama administration defies Congressional subpoena for Fort Hood massacre documents
0:37:52  30 Rock “I lost a toe ring in him” evades censors
0:39:52  “Check it out, the ice caps are melting, the polar bears are dying!”, climate scientists lousy at PR, “no serious debate within the scientific community about the reality of human-caused climate change”; Investor’s Business Daily “ten-trillion-dollar climate fraud” article, Al Gore cheerleading at Council of Foundations meeting, Chicago Climate Exchange funded by Joyce Foundation with Obama on board; CME Group to buy Climate Exchange PLC for $604M

0:48:35  Bill Maher propagates “the rest of the world believes global warming” meme, Ross Douthat on Spanish “green jobs bubble”, creepy Laura Tyson mumbling in background, douchebag Chris Matthews on “fast” Chunnel vs Amtrak, “be in Chicago in a day”, Matthews Civil War meme, Tyson all-in on Maher’s “tax baby tax”, bullcrap “price incentive not to use it”

1:01:31  Ray LaHood: “all around the country people are asking for more rail service”, JCD: “no they’re not!”; “Mr. Train” Biden thanks Rahm Emanuel; Obama on “system that reduces destructive emissions and creates jobs”, “no lost luggage, no takin’ off your shoes” hilarity, “imagine whisking through towns at speeds over one hundred miles an hour”, JCD: “there’s never gonna be transportation for people, it’s a ruse, it’s bogus, it’s bullcrap!” (JCDPPotD)

1:12:14  Donation Segment: Knight ring design by Neal Dickson; under-$50 anonymous donations
1:23:14  Wall Street reform bill draft: “the Federal Reserve gets all the power”, Atlas Shrugged playbook
1:28:40  New meme: Teddy Roosevelt and Progressive Party, University of Virginia Professor Sidney Milkis on “apotheosis of progressive democracy” Obama “channeling TR”
1:32:45  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: students avoiding vaccine because of YouTube Desirée Jennings video, Frontline voiceover; WGN “why take a chance” PSA, “it’s not too late to vaccinate”; NHS Gardasil bribes for teenage girls; PROVENGE “vaccine” for prostate cancer to the tune of $93k, “four extra months to live”; CSL pretty sure its vaccine didn’t kill kids in Australia
1:42:02  Tom Vilsak all-in on nuval.com “food system for dummies”; Rascal Flatts at Kentucky Derby; Monk: “you’re studying the US Constitution, something no citizen would ever do”; Good Day New York’s Rosanna Scotto suggests “milk” alternative “soy jism”
1:50:20  Outro: documentaries and animal privacy, Arizona bill outlaws human-animal hybrids
0:00:00 ACC: “Have you noticed a decrease in your enjoyment of life?”
JCD: “Yeah absolutely, especially since I started doing this show!”

0:00:40 ACC predicts Bret Michaels Celebrity Apprentice hyponatremia recovery

0:04:41 Producer Segment

0:10:58 David Petraeus’ “required” uniform medals vs Army Regulation 670-1 “exempt”

0:13:03 Gordon Brown hot mic “bigoted woman” after being chewed out on street; CNBC French correspondent Stéphane Pedrazzi’s outrageous accent reporting EADS Airbus strike; fine old tradition of French strikes vs Seattle Everybody Draw Mohammed Day, Facebook “Boobquake”

0:27:36 Mimi’s Ashmageddon theory on keeping world leaders away from Polish government funeral; Siemens radio ad for California high-speed rail; high-altitude radiation and toxic cabin air memes; Wall Street Journal’s Andy Pasztor blames “numerous safety violations” by ATC for 2009 Hudson River helicopter crash, NTSB docket “no conclusions drawn”; “dynamite”-carrying Ambien-intoxicated passenger’s laptop covered with pillows by Air Marshals

0:35:08 US High Speed Rail Association’s PR agency Hill+Knowlton, JCD on spotting spook Amazon reviews, ushsr.com “High-Speed Rail Is Coming to Hollywood”, Rep. Corrine Brown on being “plussed-up” in budget, new “we’re behind” meme; Rep. John Mica blathers aimlessly; Siemens PR by Ogilvy & Mather

0:49:31 Donation Segment: upcoming deconstruction of show episode

1:04:47 Cryptococcus gattii fungus in US Northwest, OSS Operation Paperclip to import Nazi scientists, oddballs sent to Chilean Colonia Dignidad run by former Wehrmacht Paul Schäfer, adopted daughter Rebecca and possible Mengele daughter a top gattii researcher, Vancouver Olympics release theory, Nazi symbolism in Olympic rings

1:10:53 Sting: “we’re asking for big government”, ACC: “this guy’s a pretentious cock!”

1:13:19 JCD on Arizona immigration law: 400 kidnappings per year in Phoenix, “Wild West mess”; Obama: “make them pay a fine”; Rush Limbaugh: send illegals to San Francisco

1:21:45 Low-energy McCain on porous border; bill sponsor Russell Pearce lists justifications for bill; conservative “American exceptionalism” meme

1:34:35 $240M in counterfeit goods seized across 30 cities, FBI on terrorism funding source

1:36:24 Ukraine to allow Russia into Black Sea port, chaos in Parliament, 30% gas discount; secret international energy cabal meeting to hold Europe hostage, price manipulation via “accidents” in Gulf of Mexico, price spike in nine months

1:43:35 Jack Cashill on “76 cents on the dollar” Social Security; 60 Minutes propaganda on college students and professors using Adderall, “extremely common”, Provigil plug, “most people are okay with it”, JCD on patent expiring in two years, Nuvigil replacement for SWD shift work disorder, “rediscover wakefulness”; “low T” testosterone ad; female hormone oxytocin from women “divorceing breast milk” injected into men causes them to “become nice”; new premature ejaculation pill Priligy; JCD on outrageous cost of testosterone treatment, “I’m a shadow of who you used to be” ad, JCD takes “low T quiz”, “are you falling asleep after dinner?”, JCD: “I try to!”; “I need to get ‘roids”

1:59:31 Sunday show teasers
194 Blood Trains (2010-04-25)

0:00:00 JCD: (goofy laughter)
0:00:37 Troy Rutter Lindsay Lohan Moment jingle by Sir Geoff Smith, “Twitter battle” with father
0:03:22 Joy Behar’s Theo van Gogh comment revisited, South Park threats from radical Muslim group founded by Israeli radical Joseph Cohen, media oblivious to Pedobear appearance
0:08:39 Producer Segment: PR Associates on Skeptic Zone and republicbroadcasting.org
0:15:50 “Trains not planes”: Ashmageddon prompts EU “unified skies” initiative, Richard Branson demanding compensation: NPR underwritten by Siemens, “many stranded Europeans were able to get home by train”, “in France, high-speed rail drove air links between most major cities out of business long ago” bullcrap; Iceland finally closes airport; WAAS Wide-Area Augmentation System GPS enhancement satellite projected to “drift out of orbit”; problems for new ATC NextGen computer system; no private aviation for non-elites; train crash physics
0:28:23 Dick Morris walks back Reno-Clinton story for Fox & Friends “bombshell”: “facts from my conjecture based on the facts”; Bill Clinton invokes Obama’s Kenya and Islam connections, Eric Cantor threats, “I’m not trying to draw total parallels” with Oklahoma City, “some are serious, some are delirious” rap, “what certain words might to to people who are less stable”
0:41:00 Arizona immigrant documentation law in response to crime wave
0:44:01 Gordon Brown at British election debates on importance of having people “get off domestic air flights”, David Cameron against third runway at Heathrow in favor of high-speed rail, JCD: “this reeks of a public relations campaign”, Siemens Transportation
0:46:46 Obama Zombies author Jason Mattera on McCain’s lame “Pork Invaders” game for young voters; European Commissioner Cecilia Malmström’s “Cleanternet” blocker, ACC: “we have to get rid of child pornography and people who oppose me!”
0:50:52 And Now Back to Real News: Liberian President Charles Taylor on “blood diamond” payoff: “I’m supposed to be such a scumbag that people bringing me diamonds in nothing more than a mayonnaise jar”, Mia Farrow on “huge diamond” for Naomi Campbell; ACC: “by the way, the official No Agenda porn star Bobbi Eden just showed up in the chatroom”
0:59:57 Donation Segment: ACC on House of Numbers documentary
1:06:14 Jack Cashill’s Popes and Bankers; Matthew Crawford’s Shop Class As Soulcraft
1:07:20 Australia alarming young children with flu vaccines; Cryptococcus gattii “fungus flu” strain
1:10:42 CNN reporter at Tu-154 crash site runs down laundry list of causes not including foul play
1:11:30 Anti-smoking “vaccine” NicVAX in clinical trials, JCD: “sounds like Chantix in a needle”, 16% effective, class-action Chantix lawsuit; Truvia mystery ingredients, Time: Sweet’n Low causes obesity; FDA: don’t feed bones to dogs, ACC: “maybe the FDA’s in charge of animals”
1:16:38 Smedley Butler coup and Wall Street payouts to various Obama administration figures; The Atlantic eight-page “quiet coup” article; Goldman Sachs e-mail “taken out of context” meme
1:25:35 ABC: SEC officials “spent more time viewing pornography than investigating Ponzi schemes”, JCD: “this is so much BS, it’s almost hard to believe!” (ACCPotD/JCDPPotD)
1:33:34 UK SpeedSpike system to catch speeders; end-of-show Jack Cashill on subprime mortgages
1:37:28 Sigorney Weaver 30% magic numbers, 3D on Playstation 3 update 3.30 with firmware 3.30
1:39:08 Times Online on X-37B distraction from Vandenberg “secret weapon” launch, Popular Mechanics Prompt Global Strike; San Francisco softball team harassed for “not being gay enough”
1:46:21 Overcaffeinated “dark-haired Obama” lies about car manufacturer loan TARP “repayments”
1:53:00 Dutch Piratenpartij getting votes; Matthew Crawford bemoans disappearance of shop class
193  Goldman Sachs and the Pedo Bear  (2010-04-22)

JCD:  (falsetto)  “Oh, I'm so scared, I don't wanna believe it's true!”  (1:47:15)
JCD’s MIA trains, ACC’s new router; special “The Deuce Club” for Show 200
Producer Segment:  No Agenda artwork repository proposal; PR Associate work
$1800 bill for Micky’s shipping container’s CES Central Examination Station for DHS, un-screened containers from Afghanistan
Polish two-to-the-head TU-154 crash videographer stabbed and life support unplugged; Bishop Mieczysław Cieślar killed in car accident after state funeral
Ashageddon: NATO exercise Brilliant Ardent; European Parliament: high-speed rail a “priority”, “you can’t buy a train ticket to travel in a civilized way from the North of Europe to the South of Europe”; 9/11 ground stop correlated with temperature rise; high ash fluoride levels, aerial volcano photos and UFO formation; JCD on being novelty in Xiamen China
Western Union not accepting money transfers to Haiti; US military planning to be out by June, $732M UN housing complex, Canal Street counterfeit shoes from Brooklyn DA, 30 tons of frozen turkey, CBS on free food destroying local economy, USAID “prepositioning”, JCD: “get in line”, “can of worms”, ACC: “which they can eat!”, gangs stealing food
New $100 bill in the works
German and Dutch banks dissociating from Goldman Sachs; shifty Obama “categorically” denies knowledge of SEC charges, “we found out about it on CNBC” lie; Bill Clinton: Glass-Steagall “had already been breached”, blames current SEC; Dick Morris on Janet Reno blackmailing Clinton into reappointment over Waco, Limbaugh reading from My Life; Clinton compares Tea Party to Oklahoma City bombers, “our words really do matter”
Rachel Maddow  The McVeigh Tapes: Confessions of an American Terrorist  documentary with sinister soundtrack, “one of the resentments he harbored throughout his entire life: bullies”; Washington Post’s Kathleen Parker compares internet anonymity with terrorism, “we don’t know where to aim our bombs”
We Told You So: Institute of Medicine recommends FDA limit salt in processed foods; Lay’s salt crystal shape modification; Jamie Oliver food awareness public service
Sigourney Weaver in Washington D.C. “trying to help save planet earth” from “the other CO₂ problem” ocean acidification, “30% more acidic”, wild oysters “unable to reproduce”, “we come from seafaring stock, a lot of people”, “we should mention, Sigourney, that the film Avatar which had a very heavy environmental message, is coming out on DVD today”, Weaver “fear and denial”, “everyone around the world is actually aware than our Earth is changing”, “I've been reading the science for quite a while now”
And Now Back to Real News:  ET  teaser reveals content of entire show: “did you have sex in Larry King’s bed?”; JCD  Robin Hood review: “Gladiator in the woods”
Muslims up in arms over  South Park  Muhammad Pedobear costume; Joy Behar: “Theo van Gogh is the cartoonist in Amsterdam, I believe”, ACC: “you win on this show”
ACC: “It’s dangerous to fly! It’s dangerous to fly! Tell everybody to shut down!!” (0:17:14)
Eyjafjallajökull “Ashmageddon” with French railway strike, war on aviation
Ashmageddon grounds civil aviation and VFR, forced landings by Mirages and RAF; Rick Sanchez: “too cold to have a volcano there”; Eurocontrol producers on November volcano exercise, order from ICAO and VAAC Volcano Ash Advisory Center, Scandinavian Airlines captain: “biggest hysteria of the century”; ACC: “it’s a total hoax!”, collecting or lasering particulates vs computer models, chemtrail hiatus; ACC predicts “high-speed rail is good” spin
Chinese high-speed rail for California, JCD on 24-hour San Francisco to Seattle train trip, high-speed trains in “trench”, scenic trip to Croatia; secretive X-37B space vehicle launch; JCD remote-control crash test dummy plane flipping off pursuers
Amputee serviceman to BBC: “the Afghan policemen were on heroin”
CNN on “porn for the blind” in Braille
Bill Clinton predicts Haiti turning into Mexico if unchecked; presidential “please buy clothes from Haiti”, “Haiti toothbrush donation month”; Red Cross elite Gail McGovern explains why organization is MIA: “it’s psychologically empowering”, JCD: “I’m losing my leg!”; tent cities situated away from Port-au-Prince to make room for UN
Bill Maher all-in in child tax liability, “renters and breeders”, rattled by own use of “Chinaman”, “Teabagger” meme; Lawrence Bender’s Countdown to Zero terrorist nukes scenario
Haiku Herman Van Rompuy’s haiku book released, “do I look like a dictator?”, “in the nearby ditch / toads mating passionately / inaugurates Spring”
Nebraska Sen. Mike Johanns tough talk for drunk C-SPAN caller on “too big to fail”, “I would not go there” on reinstating Glass-Steagall
ERB Educational Records Bureau preschool test; “hot ultra-nerd girl” Nicole Gelinas’ “nerd porn” interview with Harry Markopolos, no bailouts for Madoff victims, “the anger is palpable” over bank bonuses; J.P. Morgan’s David Lowman mobbed after “come to me” testimony; SEC suing Goldman Sachs; Jim Cramer thrown off CNBC
Rachel Maddow Supreme Court “dyke-fest” with Janet Napolitano
Don’t Blame the Short author Robert Sloan on absurdity of Blanche Lincoln derivatives ban
UK American-style debates, background on global elite Nick Clegg; American Thinker on MIA Obama girlfriends, JCD: “maybe they’re all dead”
14-year-old producer on slavery’s center stage in Civil War curriculum
EO “Blocking Property of Certain Persons Contributing to the Conflict in Somalia”
Polish TU-154 non-operational tracking system, clipping birch tree story
Upcoming FEMA NLE National Level Exercise focused on domestic terrorism, “National Planning Scenario #1”; JCD: “this is a movie promotion”; James Cameron and Sigourney Weaver campaigning to stop Brazilian dam
Obama $5M tax return posted, Biden’s $333k; FBI allowing family to keep Ted Kennedy’s records sealed; health insurance companies investing in fast food
Outro: Maddow-Napolitano full end-of-show clip
191 Bully for You (2010-04-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, you know, they should’ve flown coach.” (0:43:33)
0:00:39 Commemorating tax day with Geoff Smith Beatles-style Donation Segment jingle
0:02:07 Eyjafjallajökull eruption shuts down aviation, Gordon Brown’s unretrieved Icelandic bank funds, ACC: “send us your cash, and we’ll give you some ash”; JCD: Pinatubo silica “not a good product”; Qinghai China earthquake exercise; Ahmadinejad urges 5M to flee Tehran
0:09:47 Producer Segment: I-69 billboard near Indianapolis; Tea Party “In the Morning”
0:17:30 Lexus stops sales of unsafe GX 460 SUV; testimony reveals Prius wiring fiddled with
0:20:54 And Now Back to Real News: Sandra Bullock suppressing breakup plan to secure Oscar
0:22:46 David Petraeus in Poland two days before TU-154 crash; Medvedev at Brookings Institution offering Afghanistan help; Polish producer note on “greetings from Smolensk” text message, instant body count and identification, intact nose cone, father-son crash scene gunshots video
0:32:12 JCD on no more creative Russian assassinations, Family of Secrets and lawless CIA controlling Carl Bernstein; HP Moscow offices raided, deeply embedded in Poland and everywhere else; nuclear power plant plug-puller Gerhard Schröder in Nord Stream cabal; 2008 Russia-Georgia war predicted by Tom Clancy; National Bank of Poland President Slawomir Skrzypek’s deputy from Deutsche Bank and J.P. Morgan; JCD suspects small Baja earthquake
0:45:25 Medvedev gripes about not being in WTO at Brooking Institution, President “Strobe” Talbott; producer sideswiped before revealing Watergate hearing art notes; Nixon setup theory corroborated by four other books; LSD and Reagan drug-induced Alzheimer’s theories; George W. Bush before and after video; Phoenix Obama “going off the deep end” report
0:55:07 Michelle Obama “when we took our trip to Africa and visited his home country in Kenya”
0:57:23 Roland Martin to Don Lemon on Confederate History Month: “these were American terrorists”, “we’re going to celebrate the Nazi soldiers by saying, well they were only doing their job”; “straight Rachel Maddow” Campbell Brown on Census Bureau clothing made in China
1:06:57 Donation Segment
1:20:03 Cyndi Lauper Celebrity Apprentice hate crimes bill “law of the land”; Bill Cosby bletters to Larry King about bullying: “these kids have too much time in a room, alone, at home”, “they disappear out of the home and away from the parent or the love caregiver”; Dr. Marilyn Irving blames low self-esteem for both bullying and being bullied; ACC on Cosby’s $100k one-hour gigs; “Stink” Sting’s $2M “blood money” for Islam Karimov Uzbekistan concert
1:29:58 Schumer on Hillary Clinton for Supreme Court: “she’s very happy as Secretary of State”
1:32:19 International media evicted from nuclear summit, 1946 Baruch Plan to consolidate global elites’ control over nuclear power; JCD predicts EU Army initiatives
1:35:52 Obama MIA for nonexistent soccer game; retrieval of torpedo-damaged Russian Kursk sub
1:39:09 Massive fifteen-minute fireball and sonic booms in American Midwest
1:41:03 Michael Specter TED talk on danger of science denial, New Delhi life expectancy “incredible fact”, deadly diseases “no longer exist, hardly”; “vaccies” for obesity, skin cancer, and asbestos; Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation shoots down participants in Canadian HIV vaccine facility
1:47:39 Prof. Elizabeth Warren to Rachel Maddow on TARP statute not for bank bailouts, “assets” properties vs derivatives, JCD: “the banks bailed out themselves by stealing the money!” (JCDPPotD), Warren: 200k families per month in foreclosure, ACC: “I really like this woman!”
1:55:21 Troops in Haiti ordered to stop flying flag; DynCorp bought by Dan Quayle’s Cerberus Capital
2:01:04 NBC “behavior placement” programming; Law & Order “blame the Constitution, okay?”
Haiti: Genocide By Neglect (2010-04-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Stating ... Barack Obama is possibly insane.” (JCD laughter) (1:46:52)
0:00:40 ACC awakened at 5:00 by “disturbance in the force” with half of Polish government dead
0:02:17 Producer Segment; adultfriendfinder.com PR
0:06:19 Polish Air Force Tu-154 “20-year-old plane” meme, December 2009 overhaul, ACC: Tupolev able to “land on gravel”, “I’d give my left nut to have one of these”, FAR radar report, assisted four landing attempts due to heavy fog, cloud base at 500 meters, short and right of runway, pre-impact explosions; 1943 Władysław Sikorski Gibraltar crash, President and PM “not the biggest of friends”, Lech Kaczyński’s twin brother, unpopular with EU because of Lisbon Treaty foot-dragging, defeated Donald Tusk’s trip to Katyn massacre memorial in Russia; €10bn Nord Stream Pipeline bypassing Poland likened to 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop pact
0:18:15 US Patriot missiles scheduled for delivery; Kyrgyzstan government overthrown, Georgia poised for similar actions; “Bernanke of Poland” killed on TU-154, infighting over IMF obligations and bank profits; ACC: “Georgia’ll be the next to go”; bodies sent to Moscow for autopsy
0:27:26 Producer feedback on WikiLeaks Apache video, JCD on CSI “zoom enhance” mythology: “there’s no reporting here”, Mother Jones “Inside WikiLeaks’ Leak Factory” on sketchy Advisory Board with Noam Chomsky; highly editorialized and produced video waste of time
0:40:37 WTOP FM Haiti boots on the ground: “the attention span of the press has got to be a little bit longer than it has been so far”, Port-au-Prince amputee ward tent; Letterman subliminal “Haiti” in International Rescue Committee font; WTOP on lack of hospital air conditioning, UN heavy equipment sitting idle, USAID shovels & wheelbarrows, JCD: “genocide by neglect”
0:49:07 Lovaza side effects “burping ... and change in sense of taste”; ACC on FDA banning “pretty pictures” with “anal leakage” effects; Pristiq creepy wind-up doll ad: “tell you doctor if you have heart disease”, ACC: “just in case you hadn’t noticed”, “thought to work ... [on] two chemicals in the brain”; FDA looking into antibacterial triclosan; Monsanto seed price cuts
0:58:07 And Now Back to Real News: chloroform in Casey Anthony’s browser history; psychotic seven-year-old adoptee shipped back to Russia, Russian foreign adoption freeze
1:06:43 Donation Segment: ACC on need for push notification “bat signal”; Indiana I-69 billboard
1:20:23 300 warships off Somali coast, Gulf of Aden Stargate, JCD: “what comes out: fish”
1:24:41 Then-Cardinal Ratzinger slaps ABC reporter in 2002 for bringing up Popegate: “inconvenient at this moment to come to me”
1:27:05 Qatari “shoe bomber” ATC tape, producer note on DoD making TSA look bad in Boeing deal; friendly TSA at smaller airports, boarding pass scribbling procedure change
1:34:26 Pre-earthquake cloud formations; new police phrase “we divorced him from that item”
1:38:41 Digital Britain Minister Stephen Timms on finding infringers’ “Intellectual Property address”
1:49:41 States sending out tax refund IOUs, Ohio sheriff: “arm yourselves”
1:51:32 Virginia Confederate History Month, JCD on states’ rights issue, instigation by Britain & France over California gold; Don Lemon cuts off black reenactor, JCD on rewritten late-1800s history; Obama: no understanding of Confederacy without understanding slavery, slanted media portrayals of Southerners; Jihad Watch deconstructs New York Times propaganda
189  Krazy Karzai Kums Klean (2010-04-08)

0:00:00  JCD: “And we need a suicide jingle.” (1:37:37)
0:00:34  Council on Foreign Relations: Hamid Karzai either nuts or on drugs, “he even threatened to
join the Taliban”; fired UN envoy Peter Galbraith: “prone to tirades”, “palace insiders say
that he has a certain fondness for some of Afghanistan’s most profitable exports”
0:07:05  Producer Segment: University of Wisconsin graffiti wall PR; JCD on avoiding graffiti arrests
0:13:37  ACC: Karzai headed for “oops my airplane exploded in the air” event; Geraldo Rivera live in
Afghanistan with Marines lined up for Easter steak, “bitter fighting just a few hundred meters
from here”, “wonderland of opium” just outside gate; blog post on scaling back “nonessential
luxuries” for large bases, Pizza Hut & TGI Friday’s, McDonald’s absent from war profiteering
0:25:31  2007 Baghdad Apache air strike video decrypted on WikiLeaks; myth of internet shutdown
immunity; UK Digital Economy Act vs copyright infringers, Cameron PMship prep
0:38:51  ACA §203 “Ready Reserve Corps”; useless healthreform.gov, “Americans are struggling to
understand how and when the sweeping measures will affect them”, Paul Volcker VAT
0:44:05  And Now Back to Real News: fist-pumping Tiger Woods, variety of health issues; two-minute
Access Hollywood teaser-fest; HLN’s Joy Behar implying Jesse James is a Nazi
0:49:53  United 663 incident with Qatari diplomat, ACC: “he probably took a huge shit in the toilet
and lit a match”, Washington D.C. to Denver flight; ACC’s Indonesia earthquake prediction,
Obama trip cancelled just in time, Jakarta statue removed; trade and defense ties with China
on the rise, Kyrgyzstan and pipelines; Deepak Chopra takes credit for earthquake on Twitter
0:56:03  NewsHour incredulous at enthusiasm for local banks, JCD: “take all your money out of these
big banks” (JCDPPotD), “futile if feel-good effort to turn back the clock”, Jim Lehrer: “one
of the banks Paul mentioned in his report – Bank of America – is a NewsHour
underwriter”
1:08:07  Donation Segment: enumeration of Minuteman duties for Knights
1:15:49  300 naval vessels circling Gulf of Aden “Stargate”, ACC: “they have to declaw at a certain
point”, rings of melted ice in Arctic satellite imagery; Time Arctic ice melting hysteria
1:19:14  Obama “I love you!”; JCD on Wayne Madsen and Rock Creek Free Press; The Examiner on
Obama’s Harvard role: Board of Trustees call “telling them to find him an office, put him
on the payroll, and give him a class to teach”; Michele Bachmann angling herself away from
Sarah Palin, cheers for possible 2012 presidential run, ACC: “I’m telling ya, this would be the
lesbian ticket”; JCD: Tim Pawlenty “looks stupid, and he sounds stupid”
1:31:22  JCD on “checklist Republicans”; Nigel Farage on Haiku Herman: “we’re in the presence of a
great man today ... the modern-day Zeus”, previous ten-year plan “a total and utter crippling
failure”, promised British referendum on Lisbon Treaty
1:37:28  Chef the latest of four Euro Disney suicides in a month; iPhone maker Foxconn “jumpers”
1:40:46  University of Illinois license plate readers storing images and GPS data; new Australian Min-
ister for Population: one-quarter of world prison population in US; IRS Commissioner Doug
Shulman on “new global high-wealth operating unit” to “bring people into the tax system”
1:48:00  defense.gov/npr Nuclear Posture Review “safe, secure, and effective nuclear arsenal”
1:53:43  Natali Del Conte pregnant, JCD: “she’s gonna lose her girlish figure”
1:54:44  128-page government chemtrail report; EU report on contrails containing more than water
1:56:11  Watergate whistleblower John Dean on stopping Chuck Colson’s proposed Brookings fire-
bombing, ACC: “it’s only gotten worse!”, end-of-show clip on war crimes under Bush 43
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188  Easter Haiku and iPads For You (2010-04-04)

0:00:00  JCD: “There’ll be a porn vaccine.” (2:01:53)
0:00:39  ACC’s jingle iPad; Robert Scoble & Steve Wozniak in line for iPads on TWiT; Happy Easter, JCD: “it’s one of the first times it’s actually been on a Sunday”; JCD’s birthday on the fifth
0:07:33  Producer Segment: “NA20” Amsterdam meetup
0:15:13  Reuters’ Jim Bourg timeline of Obama’s secretive Afghanistan visit, 30-second photo window; two Obamas on two Air Force Ones and China meeting theory; Obama’s dusty suit with helicopter strap print, internet outages; Geithner delays Chinese currency manipulation report
0:20:45  FCC National Broadband Plan recommends “digital public media”
0:26:05  Two Letterman commercial break subliminal “Haiti”; Clinton’s 60k tents MIA, UN rapid reaction force planning, disappearing 9/11 hurricane; ahominhaiti.org tent program, KTLA actress “don’t get me started”, ACCPotD jingle; JCD headed to New Orleans in May
0:35:02  FAA thumbs-up for pilots on antidepressants to “improve airline safety”; 2008 British Airways 38 Boeing 777 broken throttle crash at Heathrow, pilot thrown under bus and now on welfare
0:39:01  Al-Qaeda executing Baghdad Sunni “awakening councils”; “Jihad Jamie” Paulin-Ramirez “plotting to attend a terror camp”, JCD: “I’m plotting to go to New Orleans in May”; Tiger Woods mistresses in Vanity Fair; Saudi Arabia backs down on beheading Lebanese “sorcerers”
0:47:44  Sarkozy speech at Colombia: France should have been apprised of Lehman Brothers action in name of “solidarity and interdependence”; book of poems forthcoming from “Haiku Herman” Van Rompuy, three waves / rolling to port together / the trio is home; Sarkozy resurrects Tri-lateral Commission, “my ambition is to fast-track this one when France is in the presidency of the G20 and the G8”, “new international world monetary system”; Sarkozy-Obama superhero running photo; French workers threatening to blow up car rug factory
1:01:02  John Bolton on Von Rompuy’s inaugural address “which I’m sure you all read”, “first year of global governance” and Obama’s modern views on American sovereignty
1:03:28  Donation Segment: ridleyreport.com, bathroom stall noagendashow.com graffiti
1:20:52  “Law of the land” meme in football and Medicare; Rep. Phil Hare on ACA: “I don’t worry about the Constitution on this”; Obama victory lap, sketchy $1T in two decades prediction
1:25:38  EPA go-ahead to kick off carbon taxes
1:27:28  Shadow Puppet Theater: Meg Whitman $3M “spinning” fine, JCD: Jerry Brown “a dingbat”
1:29:11  Bizarre Australian HAARP images, ACC: “radar interference doesn’t necessarily look like ninja stars!”; JCD on value of Google Street View cars, sabotaged by Germans
1:34:33  Janet Napolitano announces new security measures, “look what we found” bags of drugs, naked body scanner spec requires image storage, “3D imaging”; producer note on CAS Covenant Aviation Security subcontractor badges, president FAA insider with DoD secret clearance
1:42:23  Bill Donohue to Larry King on Popegate: “it’s already gotten better”, church “model of excellence”, to Sinead O’Connor: “vast majority of the victims are post-pubescent, that’s not pedophilia, buddy, that’s homosexuality!”; 20k pages of Boy Scouts “perversion files”
1:49:37  Printer spying April Fools’ joke; Al-Haramain v. Bush warrantless wiretap win
1:51:39  John Bolton sovereignty end-of-show clip; NAEP and No Child Left Behind; “Teabonics” Tea Party signage; Obama “Health Reform BFD” merch; WSJ on Pepsi “secret new designer salt”
1:59:34  Goldman Sachs predicts commodities volatility; Witherspoon “social costs of pornography”; The Internet is for Porn song; body piercing as warning of Russian roulette behavior
187  4-Fools Capsizes (2010-04-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “There’s no tech reporting going on, it’s all lame!”
0:00:40 JCD’s April Fools’ scheme with Leo Laporte running third show; Rep. Hank Johnson frets about Guam: “my fear is that the whole island will become so overly populated that it will tip over and capsize”
0:07:54 Producer Segment: WoW No Agenda guild; PR Associates with killradio.org and Leo
0:20:09 Distraction of the Week: Uncle Don headed to South Korea; Obama surprise midnight visit to Afghanistan, ACC: “ever heard of Skype?”; Chinese 50-year drought cycle; fishy Russian “boob bombers”, 60 Minutes “Jihad Jane” Nada Prouty story; ruble tanks immediately after bombing. 9/11 airline stock shorts, Russia cross about Afghan heroin
0:33:08 JCD on Dick Wolf writers and propaganda in mainstream television
0:35:10 The Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer vague story on Iranian nuclear scientist defector; Blitzer blows past story of Lebanese TV host sentenced to death in Saudi Arabia for sorcery; Washington Post on US submarine missile test in Saudi Arabia
0:44:05 UN Conference on Haiti, military using Haiti as Afghanistan training ground, 100k Haitians still living in tents; Hillary Clinton pledges $1.15bn, “investing in women is the best investment we can make in any country”, right hand over heart code, JCD: “hookers”; charts from day before earthquake deleted from HAARP website archive
0:53:07 Donation Segment: JCD on linguica maker killing two health department workers
1:10:07 Whistleblower Andrew Maguire reveals J.P. Morgan gold and silver market manipulation
1:13:18 S.3480 Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset internet “kill switch” bill; Herman Van Rompuy on Atlantis “engulfed by the sea”, “let’s take this as a metaphor for climate change”, urges leadership in “climate politics”, “compliance regime”; JCD on John Bolton speech
1:22:18 JCD on insular liberal groupthink, Ron Christie to Chris Matthews on climate scientists’ “fiduciary interest”, Ron Reagan: “everything in the future is solar and wind”, “Arab oil” meme and chickenshit evolution parallel (JCDPPotD); global warming activist James Schneider found frozen to death in Antarctica; Matthews rundown of Republican vs Democrat favored sports; JCD on meek Berkeley baby-carrying men walking behind two women
1:31:32 Al Franken ambushed by Jason Mattera over healthcare bill’s $7bn jungle gym mandate, “you have to shut up right now”, Mattera: “Senator Smalley, I’m listening, go ahead”
1:36:59 Toyota RAV4 transmission “harsh shifting” woes, no investigation by NHTSA
1:40:20 Law & Order: SVU serial killer brainwashed by conservative radio host, “hate speech from authority figures is the greatest danger to this country since McCarthyism”, media brainwashing and “the cameras aren’t even running” fractals, “Limbaugh, Beck, O’Reilly … like a cancer, spreading ignorance and hate”, “free speech does have its limits”, fire in crowded theater meme, JCD on fake Tea Partiers planted by the likes of Axelrod
1:59:23 Shadow Puppet Theater: Obama recess appointments, chief agricultural negotiator CropLife America lobbyist Islam Siddiqui, National Cancer Institute head “reasonable pricing” cap-removing Harold Varmus; esophageal cancer linked to osteoporosis drug; media push for statins, FDA approves Crestor to prevent cholesterol; anti-obesity “vaccine”
2:05:40 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: French laboratory mixing H1N1 and H5N1
2:07:15 US troops helping with Afghan poppy harvest, “sieze large opium stashes” order
2:10:28 Federal judge strikes down two human gene patents; producer note on Philadelphia flash mobs
2:12:47 Outro: full Herman Van Rompuy speech for end-of-show
186  Just Give Us Your Cash (2010-03-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “I'm an amusing typer!”
0:00:34 “Dah-voar-ak!”, “I get no spam!” oddities
0:01:18 Producer Segment: producer bona fides in e-mail signatures; Geoff Smith birthday jingle
0:08:28 Dismal prospects for green technology jobs in California, 80% of $2bn in stimulus money for foreign wind turbine manufacturers; female vitriol for Jesse James and Tiger Woods
0:15:12 Earth Hour “rolling blackout” promo; Russia reduces number of time zones to nine
0:18:39 “Popegate”, Vatican Bank under money laundering investigation, $1.3bn insurance lawsuit
0:20:34 Philadelphia flash mob violence, police commissioner: “stop the stupidity, cut it out”
0:26:28 Oral sex linked to “head cancer”, University of Washington producer note on school paper half-page Gardasil ad sponsored by Merck, ACC: download CEO PowerPoint decks; producer note on vaccine for rotavirus vaccine contaminant porcine circovirus on PubMed; Mayo Clinic researcher to Dr. Kiki Sanford: H1N1 “very lethal” for pregnant women, “convalescent serum”, “interestingly enough, we had a teleconference about this yesterday!”, new meme: vaccine technology “hard to communicate to the public”, throat-clearing tell, infertility agent for minorities conspiracy theory “crazy thinking”, “a lot of the public are innumerates”
0:39:44 Family of Secrets, US troops helping with opium harvest, George H. W. “Poppy” Bush
0:41:44 Frontline on hydraulic fracturing for natural gas causing flammable water in Pennsylvania, ACC: “I thought the fluoride was bad!”, “in order to frack, you need some fracking fluid”, Chuck Schumer and New York water supply
0:49:44 San Francisco dingbat on “really awesome” Food Wars events: “we have had a mac & cheese battle”; LA Times on mass NPR defections over pledge drives and swapping in BBC news
0:55:48 Donation Segment
1:02:16 Geraldo Rivera anti-marijuana “gem of propaganda”, pre-Geraldo Narcotics Officers Association clip, “rowdiness” near dispensaries, $1.5bn revenue estimate, snide Rivera “chocolate brownies” comment, Nancy Pelosi’s “extremely creepy” daughter: “I’m very skeptical about it”, JCD on motivational speaker Rorschach trick and preconditioning cop clip (JCDPPotD); ACC on NOS psychoses and “spice” synthetic; producer note on Lyrica side effects
1:16:43 Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush on “cash” for Sri Lanka tsunami relief, usafreedom.gov MIA, freedomsocorps.gov morphed into serve.gov with Jon Bon Jovi
1:22:32 And Now Back to Real News: New York Times Magazine on Tiger Woods’ impact on bank-financed golf events, Viacom making more money on hooker stories than on golf, ACC on Michael Jackson parallel, Jesse James PR; producers using No Agenda as primary news source
1:33:49 France and Germany calling for “economic government” governance from European Council; G20 poised to take charge of fighting climate change
1:36:40 We Told You So: Energy Star certification for bogus devices such as gas-powered alarm clock
1:38:07 War on raw milk; food and nanotechnology; Monsanto corn attacked by western bean cutworm
1:42:03 South Korean Navy Cheonan sinking, flock of birds salvo; RAF scrambled over Russian planes
1:44:19 Cisco police state “new community” ad; Tesla sponsoring NPR
1:50:24 Outro: end-of-show clip with Mary Landrieu on McCain “sweetheart deal” amendment
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ACC: “Oh no, I’m sorry, it’s not a Lindsay Lohan promo, John, sorry!” (1:39:49)

Joel Spolsky mentions No Agenda on his podcast; new Firefox version with “personas”; “ask me about HAARP” Zazzle coffee mug. JCD: “this is the mob’s model, by the way”; Joe Biden “big fuckin’ deal”; JCD proposes No Agenda Firefox persona, noagendashow.com SSID name

Producer Segment: “hit people in the mouth” segment outro

“Accidental” naked body scan of female coworker at Heathrow; no network bandwidth for naked body scanners at Schiphol, baggage tag RFID chips, Roger McGuinn’s smashed guitar

Obama announces Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act passage a second time at Department of Interior, “law of the land” meme, Constitution “supreme law of the land”; Charles Krauthammer predicts national sales tax “river of revenue”, European per-transaction VAT, streamlinedsalestax.org, UK vs Netherlands cost of living; 4% San Francisco health tax to linger, ACC on outrageous car rental taxes and tipping on pre-tax bill

University of California considering three-year degrees to cut costs, increase revenue; death threats for Rep. Bart Stupak over ACA vote, no interviews with new insurers; John Dingell on “necessary administrative steps … to put the legislation together to control the people”

San Francisco deploys horses and helicopter to track down Alzheimer’s patient Bing Lee, RFID promotion; BBC 4 exposé on Parliament pay-for-access

AQAP Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, PBS NewsHour sends Margaret Warner to Yemen, 113 militants arrested by Saudi Arabia, JCD on cleanup for tourism

George W. Bush & Bill Clinton in Haiti, $3M payout from Clinton Foundation to other NGOs, UN $11.4bn rebuilding plan, “new Dubai”, Bush wipes hand on Clinton’s shirt

Climategate: disputed Bay of Bengal New Moore Island submerged, no mention of 1971 emergence; WWF selling $60bn in carbon credits, set up along with Bilderberg Group by Dutch Prince Bernhard; American Express ad with anti-dam environmentalist Yvon Chouinard

Donation Segment: “Aric the Shill” handling donation spreadsheets

Large Hadron Collider to be fired up for 7 TeV test ACC: “six-billion-dollar wheel of fortune”

Toxic airliner fumes from Rolls-Royce engines; Democracy Now on $46M fine for cadmium and lead from Indian Coca-Cola bottling plant

Dutch “Pink Army” outrage over Gen. John Sheahan blaming gay soldiers for Srebrenica

And Now Back To Real News: unbearable Extra teasers; Gordon Brown “wrong, wrong, wrong!” litany for conservatives, ordered to release information on decision to sell gold reserves as Chancellor of the Exchequer to bail out J.P. Morgan and AIG

Chantix ad: 44% effective, “support system”, ACC: “stop taking it and light up a cigarette”; producer note on teens with marijuana-induced psychosis NOS “not otherwise specified”, PCP-laced weed and Rodney King; rotavirus vaccine Rotarix contaminated with porcine circovirus 1 DNA, Baxter International callback; free vaccines via ACA, new Merck vaccine plant in Pittsburgh; The Telegraph on arachnophobia vaccine; GMO vaccine-spreading mosquitoes

“Same healthcare as Congress” meme, “Congressional staff” definition excluding Congress

Charles Krauthammer on insurance companies as regulated utilities; David Axelrod fumbles public option; Anthony Weiner won’t admit to Bill O’Reilly that IRS will be doing collection

Lyrica fibromyalgia drug ad “suicidal thoughts or actions”; House of Numbers: Anatomy of an Epidemic documentary; JCD “wow!” for Family of Secrets, danger of pedophile reporting

UK law allowing pregnant women to urinate in policeman’s hat confirmed
184 All Your DNA [sic] Belong To Us (2010-03-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “That is about as lame as anything I’ve ever seen on the internet, coming from a government site.” (1:30:48)

0:00:38 ACC’s new word “matutinal”, return of Daily Source Code, “all these shows take time to prepare, even if you’re just playing records”, ACC on visiting Tuff Gong records, brittle 78s

0:04:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s attempt to watch ad-saturated Traffic

0:12:06 Proposed noagendastream.com SSID name, “in the morning” password

0:15:41 Law & Order bad acting: “words on the internet have consequences!”, “he was getting messages from the devil”, JCD: “I love this stuff!”, evil webmaster Rob Corddry

0:20:55 Papal letter addressing sexual abuse, “problem of child abuse in peculiar neither to Ireland nor to the Church”, “great damage has been done to the Church”; abuse victim on Ryan Commission judge changes, “they brought a man over from Rome ... to tell me I was telling lies”; Aangirfan blog post on Boy’s Town, press forbidden to publish Tony Blair story

0:32:46 Obama to America’s Most Wanted on using federal funds to set up state DNA databases, all-in on “on arrest” DNA collection, “this is where the national registry becomes so important”; JCD on Progressive Corporation’s genius data wrangling, potential for “I have nothing to hide” crowd getting a clue

0:44:29 Healthcare bill shifting preexisting condition denial to outrageous premiums, JCD on MIA tort reform; Rep. Don Young reads from “1200 pages of gobbledygook”: 16k new IRS agents

0:53:11 Donation Segment: Round Table mutton; advertising research and MTV “art of the tease”

1:12:38 Dvorak Uncensored banned regionally due to name, danger of citing pedophilia in shonotes; EU Observer on Brussels Press Corps membership decline and EU press kits

1:17:21 New York Times on US military’s “blind eye” to opium in Marjah, “main livelihood”, 50+% of supply from Helmand Province, $10M Good Performers Initiative grant from US

1:22:38 Austrian Innsbruck University professor Claudia von Werlhof proposes Haiti Earthquake caused by HAARP; small Eyjafjallajökull volcano eruption in Iceland, 5.6 quake near Gitmo; CBS on Alaska earthquake 15-year cycle, March 24 magnitude 9.0 exercise, Alaska Tsunami Information Center wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov lame “virtual earthquake”; Obama on Mary Landrieu “Louisiana Purchase” and “Hawaii” earthquake; Red Cross: $175M Haiti surplus “used to prepare for and serve victims of other disasters”, JCD: “I have heard that comment for over 25 years”; Bush White House urged immunity for Pope Benedict XVI in pedophilia cover-up

1:35:02 Bill Maher completely ignorant of Oxfam’s existence; echoing Sarah Palin on Sean Hannity

1:38:14 Drunk Joe Biden standup at Radio and Television Correspondents’ Dinner; Obama on his “Irish lineage”; Jackie Speier’s plea to name DMV office for community organizer employee for end-of-show; Rachel Maddow cackles maniacally at EPA waterway grab “conspiracy theory”, “Barack Obama wants to stop you from fishing!”, NOAA’s Jane Lubchenco: “we are not proposing any blanket ban on recreational fishing”; National Forest Service spy cameras

1:55:43 Brian Williams on LAX shutdown over “liquid medication”, bogus “chalk outline” meme, JCD predicts TSA class-action lawsuit over irradiation; Janet Napolitano promises border drones

2:01:18 IMF bailout in Greece’s future; Federal Reserve ordered by judge to disclose $2T recipients, overseas banks in Clearinghouse Association opposed to disclosure, Bernanke “no reserve” policy for retail banks; $600bn “rally”

2:09:40 Gen. John Sheahan to Senate committee: gay soldiers in the Dutch military responsible for Srebrenica massacre; ACC aiming to interview Family of Secrets author Russ Baker
183 Porn In The Morn’ (2010-03-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “When do I get to do a pet peeve?” (0:56:50)
0:00:38 JCD stepping on ACC’s intro to beat latency, ACC: “why don’t you just admit that you’re drunk?”; JCD on jingles as transition tools, DJ locking himself out of studio story
0:03:18 Producer Segment: Spongberg Ltd; ACC’s radio archive digitization
0:09:32 NTSB’s CD of information on Northwest Airlines 188 overshoot, flight attendant statement, reminders to pilots, unusual San Diego crew change, “different route” to Minneapolis, bathroom break at 8:10, JCD crotch bomber “trial run” theory, ACC on “accidental” CVR erasure
0:18:40 French SNCF rail company website accidentally declares 102 killed in explosion as part of “training exercise”, ACC on BBC announcing WTC 7 collapse 20 minutes before the fact
0:21:56 Timothy Geithner lies to Rachel Maddow: “every job I’ve had in life, since I came out of graduate school, in effect has been working as a public servant in government”, vs Federal Reserve Bank of New York job, ACC: “you’re an MKULTRA slave, Rachel Maddow!”
0:27:58 Honda recalls 410k vehicles for brake problem; vehicle black box bill; former Austin dealership employee remotely disabling vehicles, PayTeck online tools; ex post facto speeding tickets, San Francisco police license plate scanners, pacemakers and “total enchipment”, converting flash camera to fry RFID chips, Masonic mychip.org cheek swabs, 90-day FBI DNA analysis delay
0:40:22 ACC recommends Cory Doctorow short story When Sysadmins Ruled the Earth; The IT Crowd copyright warning parody; urban legend: pregnant women in UK peeing in police helmets
0:44:41 S.3081 Enemy Belligerent Interrogation, Detention, and Prosecution Act sponsored by McCain
0:49:44 Dick Morris to Sean Hannity on Democrats free to vote against healthcare “done deal”, JCD on bill “rigged not to pass”, Dennis Kucinich “bribe” meme
1:00:15 Earthquakes in Los Angeles and off Japanese coast, Richter Scale replaced by Moment Magnitude Scale, ACC’s sister Willow’s health and welfare check from Italy
1:07:35 Amy Holmes argues climate change with Bill Maher over Logic Pro laugh track, similar example with Richard Dawkins, ACC: “it’s basically a sitcom, the thing is completely fake”
1:15:11 Barroso: EU “first non-imperial empire”; Apology of an Economic Hit Man documentary
1:17:33 Bill O’Reilly on Massachusetts eighth-grade girl’s naked selfie sold by boyfriend; alarm bells over CVC baby picture, JCD on bearskin rug and “porn” redefinition, Château Mouton Rothschild label; ACC: no mention of atrocities against Canadian aboriginal children in boarding schools, Milly Boele murder; child molesting teacher let off by UK judge in “troublesome case”
1:31:17 And Now Back to Real News: MTV Real Life porn addicts, ACC predicts vaccine
1:40:04 Donation Segment: effectiveness of jobs karma
1:51:44 Producer note on generals’ uniforms and Army Regulation 670-1; ACC rant on illegal undeclared wars, “you are there for poppies!”, suicide rates and pain medication (ACCPPotD); CNN audio of Anwar al-Awlaki, Eric Holder to Congress: bin Laden will never be taken alive
2:01:25 $75M in psychiatric drugs stolen from Eli Lilly, mob connection; Mevio engineer and Ritalin
2:04:17 Pentagon and Las Vegas shooting weapons sold by Memphis police
2:06:09 Ashoka Global school recess “coaches”, Big Brother “homophobic remark” interventions, “every child must master applied empathy”, “tools”, founder Bill Drayton of Arlington VA, Soros money; Ashoka “social entrepreneurs” sales pitch, ACC: “this sounds like Nazi propaganda!”, “as community grows, change accelerates”; JCD on brain-scrambling indoctrination and rambling speech patterns, “you are not alone” poem, ACC: “we’re, like, antisocial entrepreneurs”
2:25:58 Outro: PHP 5.2 “disappearing page” bug triggered by pages 33,333 characters in length
182 Magnets In Space (2010-03-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Magnets in space!” (1:36:19)
0:00:37 Daylight Saving Time begins, JCD: “everything is already programmed for you, you slaves!”
0:03:08 Producer Segment: Knight oath
0:13:48 “Jihad Jamie” Paulin-Ramirez; McCain-Lieberman “throw ‘em in the clink” bill; JPR “ugly Mia Farrow”, photos of “seized” Arabic keyboard; subtle anti-internet meme, Garry Reid blames internet for crotch bomber: “extremists have optimized the use of internet chatrooms”; ACC on TSA post-checkpoint liquid spot-checks, producer “this is my bag right now” note
0:23:42 ABC 20/20 infomercial for schizophrenia medication Saphris; Carlat Psychiatry Blog on Schering-Plough Saphris Speaker Bureau’s yearly cap at $170k
0:32:49 Dropped subscriptions and Geert Wilders
0:34:06 ACC: Yahoo best place for car shopping, $10k Range Rover, JCD: “too bad it’s British”
0:42:10 Rod Blagojevich reading Letterman Top Ten for end of show; “Blago” on Geraldo with visibly frustrated Jesse Ventura: demand for airing of taped conversations denied by government
0:48:07 Liberal “Coffee Party” activist with one-third Hitler mustache
0:52:21 We Told You So: Show 181 Prius story exposed; Time Tom Hanks cover with The Pacific ad, Spielberg & Hanks screening at White House; $130M loan from Japan to get out of Okinawa; NHTSA all-in on car black boxes: stray power line EMF theories; March 10 HAARP “blip”
1:01:51 Schools divesting of teachers phenomenon; NYC teacher on underperforming public schools given away to for-profit charter schools, JCD on endemic fraud, sketchy teacher unions
1:08:38 Guess Who: Al Franken sound-alike Glenn Thompson; UKIP’s Gerard Batten to European Parliament: Baroness Ashton “described by MI5 as a communist sympathizer”
1:14:10 Donation Segment: Minutemen “Green Patch Brigade”
1:34:13 $2bn Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer AMS-02 bound for ISS, $33M AMS-01
1:38:06 Reuters CEO Thomas Glocer’s roles with Merck, CFR, and World Economic Forum; Deputy Chairman Geoffrey Beattie on Royal Bank of Canada and GE boards; economic journalists outsourced to Bangalore in 2004; “cap and trade” rebranded “pollution reduction targets”
1:43:33 “Slaughter solution” to pass a bill that says that Senate healthcare bill passed
1:47:49 Haitian President René Préval presents “The Plan” to Obama: $14bn for “permanently relocating at least half a million refugees to suburbs” from GFDRR Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery; half of UN food aid to Somalia being diverted by “corrupt contractors, radical Islamic militants, and local UN workers”
1:52:38 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan $100M E-Trade lawsuit over “milkaholic” ad, father to Guilfoyle: time to “stop these people and companies from using them”; prostitution ring and G8 summit contracts in Italy; 50 cases of Catholic Church child abuse in Munich
1:58:59 New meme: “law of the land” for federal abortion funding and Federal Reserve
2:01:18 Numb3rs bad acting: “you are a weapon for what’s right!”, pitch black sets
2:04:34 New York Federal Reserve knew Lehman was cooking the books, “air in the marks” bogus valuations; JCD on CNBC mockery for author predicting collapse
2:07:50 New book on CIA testing LSD-laced bread in France; two more UK heroin users with anthrax
2:09:47 Europe’s original opposition to GMO stymied by Brussels; JCD’s Google lunch with non-HFCS soda machine: American Beverage Association ad on removing school “full-calorie beverages”
2:15:55 Hacker attacks TSA database; Florida cop: suspected domestic terrorists not on watch lists
181 Jihad Jane Rides Again (2010-03-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m waitin’, I’m like, I want you to touch my crotch, big bad boy.” (1:12:19)
0:00:39 ACC up late due to jet lag and Chinese crap universal charger tweeting gibberish
0:05:28 Producer Segment: $270 from kiva.org; ACC’s 1988 Rolls-Royce lease, Car Talk
0:13:35 ACC on Pim Fortuyn’s assassination, Glenn Beck calls Geert Wilders a fascist, Bret Baier on “anti-Muslim rhetoric”, ACC on Dutch government padding working population from Morocco and elsewhere, smash & grab victim Ms. Micky, “the number one boy’s name is Mohammad”, Theo van Gogh “machine-gunned down, they stuck a knife in his chest, in his heart with a note on it, in the middle the day, in Amsterdam in the street” (call for ACCPPotD jingle)
0:28:24 JCD on Ontario Spring Bear Hunt ended by animal activists, NOAA planning out fishing access, sneaky Second Amendment erosion, Ducks Unlimited conservation; Daily Source Code restart; quotes for high school PR Associate Daniel Wheaton; ACC: “people are going to call me Hitler, people are going to call you Goebbels”, JCD on US WWI propaganda superiority, British blamed for Civil War role
0:41:41 Prius 911 tape released a day after Toyota claims inability to reproduce problem, “what’s going on, is your accelerator stuck?”, “okay what’s your name?”, lottery winner Jim Sikes driving: ACC’s Rolls pulled over for emergency brake hangup: “your car is on fire”, “sir, I need your phone number” at 81 mph; JCD all-in on Lexus
0:50:00 Reuters & AP backgrounder, Colleen LaRose “Jihad Jane”, Reuters triptych with different-color eyes, no mention of mosque or conversion date; “shatters any lingering thought that we can spot a terrorist based on appearance” meme attributed to both Attorney General Michael Levy and Assistant Attorney General David Kris; AP brings in head-scratching boyfriend; JCD honeypot theory to pick up Yemenis in Ireland
1:05:21 JCD on NYT’s Charlie Savage’s seminal story run on both March 9 & 10, same story pulled on March 3 & 4 to make room for Eric Massa harassment complaint, LaRose indictment dated March 4; Patrick Kennedy screeches “three billion dollars, a thousand lives, and no press??”
1:11:47 ACC on no naked body scanners or crotch-grabbing at Schiphol, RFID tag in previous trip
1:15:00 UKIP’s William Dartmouth to European Parliament on “appointment of the supremely unqualified Baroness Ashton, the Sarah Palin of the ex-student left”, cut off by chair Diana Wallis; the hideous Baroness Ashton; Star Trek nerd takes exception to “Starfleet Command”
1:20:48 Donation Segment: Black Knights; DoD succession Executive Order; JCD LIFO
1:55:34 Earthquake in Turkey day after House of Representatives recognizes 1915 Armenian genocide, Iran “shot across the bow”, gasoline supply cut off by Royal Dutch Shell
1:54:30 US Trade Representative Ron Kirk’s hallucination-inducing Asia-Pacific drone
1:58:01 The Onion “an attractive witness described the event in breathless terms”
2:00:01 Guess Who: “we need to govern this planet” by Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou
2:04:34 New York State Assembly Bill A10129: “no owner or operator of a restaurant … shall use salt in any form in the preparation of any food” at $1k per infraction, ACC: Codex Alimentarius
2:07:22 Remington 870 shotguns for Department of Education
2:08:30 Large Hadron Collider to shut down, baguette-toting bird from the future; vhemt.org Voluntary Human Extinction Movement; sketchy Supreme Master TV’s Ching Hai
2:13:52 We Told You So on No Agenda: Northrop Grumman out of EADS supertanker race from Show 19 with Boeing still in the running
2:16:28 Afghan red spinels, November 2000 demand for return of part of British Crown Jewels
180 Media Corruption Now in 3D (2010-03-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ehh.” (0:09:57)
0:00:35 JCD’s password compromised; Ms. Micky taken in by bogus brain cancer victim
0:08:56 Producer Segment: vegan Knight
0:16:11 ACC on fashionably depressed British, crickets for Gordon Brown Iraq trial or Climategate inquiry; CVC ignorant of crotch bomber, naked body scanners at Schiphol; ACC pans 3D Alice in Wonderland, JCD: Depp as Robert Benchley; UK 3D television, JCD on notch filter technology, ACC: “like looking through a Viewmaster”, “the Red Queen: Jennifer Cooper”
0:30:00 Distraction of the Week: Pentagon shooter John Patrick Bedell, parents warning police and mental illness memes: Geraldo tease: “the truth about the 9/11 truther”; obsessed with Col. James Sabow two-to-the-head, doctor brother targeted by DEA: ABC mentions marijuana four times, JCD in danger because “the inside of the vehicle was in disarray”; pot currency
0:45:29 Bedell all-in on 1963 CIA takeover, ACC on Family of Secrets and Bush 41 “the one guy in America who does not remember where he was the day President Kennedy was assassinated” – who was in Dallas; “When Raw Anger at Government Turns Violent” article by Eileen Sullivan and added author Calvin Woodward; ACC family stuff for dinner, JCD: “Dvorak was carried off in handcuffs for shooting his over a fight, over a woman”
0:51:05 Geraldo: Bedell “a manic depressive pothead fascinated with conspiracy theories involving 9/11”, Alex Jones on 9/11 story trotted out within the hour, news babe Kimberly Guilfoyle: “you’re making some very serious allegations against the US government”; new Artists & Engineers for 9/11 Truth video; San Jose State meme; Wikipedia scrubbed
0:59:43 Abandoned stub Yochi Dreazen bio: “dorm room vaguely resembles a brothel”, “Big Yoch”
1:03:29 John Avalon to Anderson Cooper: 9/11 & JFK “clearly a guy who’s very mentally disturbed”
1:05:18 Donation Segment: high school PR Associate in the works, No Agenda Minutemen
1:17:25 Bedell looking into Inslaw Promis database case and murder of journalist Danny Casolaro
1:18:17 Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols and Global Security Fund in escrow for Bush-Clinton syndicate and CIA, Hillary “The Witch”, Ashley Mote to European Parliament: fund “being used for geopolitical engineering purposes, apparently under the guidance of the intelligence services”, ACC: “he’ll be expecting an invite from the Pentagon any day now”, Nazi Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst, destruction of Deutsche Bank documents in Iron Mountain fire
1:31:04 “Petraeus clone” Gen. William Caldwell on “instructing and advising”, “dual-hatted” with CSTCA “see-sticka” Combined Security Transition Command Afghanistan “ministerial development”, budget “just under one billion US dollars per month”; Dennis Kucinich: “money for war, but no money for education”; Privileged Resolution to end nonexistent war
1:39:38 JCD on “faggy” Army uniforms reminiscent of Michael Douglas in Falling Down; Gen. Lawrence Nicholson on pro-US Taliban leaders and lack of government police in Marjah
1:46:50 And Now Back to Real News: Weight Watchers seal of approval for Chicken McNuggets in New Zealand; Swiss condom manufacturer creates Hot Shot brand for twelve-year-old boys
1:48:56 Latest Bill Gates TED talk on CO₂ production: “somehow we need to make changes that will bring that down to zero”, population control via “new vaccines”
1:52:04 James Bulger murderer thrown back in prison; high-ranking officials and Madeline McCann
1:54:29 DH Unplugged on Greek scam, retirement at 67; Meg Whitman attack ad on Steve Poizner; Jerry Brown: “I’ve been in Japan studying Zen”; Bob Geldof livid over fate of Live Aid money
1:59:32 JCD on 1994 lobbying rules killing cordiality in Washington; highlights for next show
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179  Douchebags (2010-03-04)

0:00:00  JCD: (falsetto) “Fabulous!!” (0:07:42)
0:00:37  Show 177’s significant latency, ACC’s Airport Express in Netherlands
0:02:49  Producer Segment: $333.33 EP level; PR Associate & Palin “in the morning”
0:23:51  Distraction of the Week: obscure airline pilot flying on expired license; kid directs air traffic at JFK, “this is what you get, guys, when the kids are out of school”; JCD on stories about kids getting high on parents’ legal marijuana brownies to derail California legalization
0:31:22  PNHP Physicians for a National Health Program; Plato on slave vs free doctors: “the slave doctor prescribes what mere experience suggests”; This American Life 391 “More Is Less” on patient’s father demanding unnecessary CAT scan, “I’ll get paid more if I do the CAT scan”
0:41:00  Producer note on acquisition of vajazzling.com
0:43:04  Law & Order: SVU Christian nut-job: “God put me on this earth to fight Satan’s grip on these girls’ souls!”; Geert Wilders’ proposed “rag tax”, Catholics compared with Muslims; Law & Order LGBTQIA meme, “A is for ally so you can count us in”, JCD: “what is queer?”, “I don’t think the gay community … likes to deal with hermaphrodites” (JCDPPotD)
0:57:33  Breaking News: “monstrous” waves cause chaos on Mediterranean cruise ship; 6.4 magnitude earthquake in southern Taiwan, ACC on Chinese earthquake machine’s “bad standing wave ratio”, day shortened by Chile earthquake; 1997 DoD news briefing by William S. Cohen on “ethnic specific” pathogen, “set off earthquakes” terrorism; CNN’s Rick Sanchez on tsunami-detecting buoys: “by the way, nine meters in English is?”
1:06:56  Bob Geldof irked over CIA report of $63M in Live Aid money used to buy weapons; SOS: Help For Haiti “Save Our Selves” subtitle
1:10:06  Donation Segment: $55.10 “Double Nickels on the Dime”; “douchebag” callouts galore
1:23:14  Rev. Manning on Obama the rogue CIA operative; ACC researching Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols connection with Bush-Clinton crime syndicate and Bernie Madoff; tungsten gold discovered at W.C. Heraeus foundry in Germany
1:32:49  NYPD cop resigns over being required to issue useless citations
1:33:44  David Icke article Paedophilia and Satanism ... The Fabric of the Web, Dunblane massacre evidence sealed for 100 years by Tony Blair; Lockerbie bombing and rogue CIA drug smugglers; ACTA “save the children” censorship
1:43:05  BBC quotes Merkel saying Greece should “consider selling some of their islands”, Goldman Sachs helping countries bet against euro, Iceland on brink of ownership by UK & Netherlands
1:45:23  We Told You So on No Agenda: Nissan “other shoe” recall, Taiwan hit with earthquake after arms deal with US; copper price after Chile earthquake $3.33 per pound, 30 casualties in Iraq suicide bombing, JCD on magic number codes for CIA field agents
1:48:25  European Commission “Starfleet Command” rubber-stamps BASF Amflora GMO potato; Nigel Farage on €2980 fine for “charisma of a damp rag” comment of Herman Van Rompuy: “free speech in the European Parliament is very expensive”; Farage on nine-month lack of government in Belgium, JCD on California driving Central Valley farmers out of business
1:59:43  200k contractors and 180k employees working for DHS; Lance Corporal Josh Birchfield killed in Afghanistan by mercenaries high on opium; JCD on David Petraeus’ self-designed uniform: “he looks like two-bit general in Ecuador”, Charlie Rose’s repeated “begin” NLP on drawdown, “set a date” talking point, 9/11 “planned in Kandahar” bullcrap, “hall monitor” badge
2:13:21  Outro: end-of-show Jay Leno Sarah Palin stand-up clip
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178  HAARP-ing on Earthquakes (2010-02-28)

0:00:00  ACC: “Shut up, man, there are definitely regulations in England and the Netherlands for what the insurance companies can do!” (1:53:00)

0:00:42  Chile earthquake tsunami watch for Strait of Juan de Fuca, CNN “dipshit” asks “what is meters in English?”; Fox News dingbat: restaurant video from “local TV station there, CCTV”, full restaurant and sunny skies at 3:30 am; dinner plans with Victoria Recaño in no danger

0:08:42  Producer Segment

0:16:45  CNN bathtub analogy, tsunami vs tidal wave, ACC’s mother’s bathtub check; breathless Fox dingbat “twenty hours later!”; logarithmic Richter scale; Chile “infinitely more prepared” than Haiti on crawler; 7.3 magnitude Okinawa quake two hours earlier, disruption to Chile-China copper mining deal, ACC’s HAARP theory, Cecilia Lagos to MSNBC: “I was seeing the sky changing colors, and it was really sort of a Apocalypse Now thing”

0:31:44  Argentina and UK dispute over Falkland Islands heating up; US-Japan military exercise in Okinawa the day before; JCD on Planet Earth: The Latest Weapon of War, US military 350M copper needles in orbit; IPOA International Peace Operations Association “mercenary trade association” organizing Haiti summit for investors

0:39:38  Time runs hit piece on Jenny McCarthy over her vaccine safety activism, childhood aphasia vs chelation therapy, JCD on writer Karl Taro Greenfeld’s “corn-fed cute” and “common touch” insults, loaded “claims” term, “unproved” vs “experimental”, plug for Merck stooge Paul Offit’s Autism’s False Prophets; ACC on working with McCarthy

0:51:44  Agence France-Presse on psychosis from marijuana, study by University of Queensland’s John McGrath, HPV and swine flu vaccine research center, JCD on the importance of author bios; Karl Taro Greenfeld’s at CIA cover Paris Review; JCD on difficultly spotting CIA-sourced plants; Obama administration $150M no-bid contract to PharmAthene for anthrax vaccine; anthrax-tainted heroin potentially from storage blunder in Afghanistan

1:00:33  Ecolog IG shipping US military uniforms from Afghanistan to Germany for laundering; Sea-World killer whale euthanasia still in the headlines; Washington Post story on $1bn per year flowing from Kabul to Dubai, ten round-trip flights per day; police-training deal for Blackwater

1:06:28  And Now Back to Real News: emergency shipment of 100k condoms to Vancouver Olympics

1:08:18  ACC translates Herman Van Rompuy’s haiku poems; war between Van Rompuy and foreign minister Baroness Ashton, Farage held in contempt in French

1:15:02  Chile tsunami scare causes tragic cancellation of nude photo shoot in New Zealand

1:15:58  National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform established by Executive Order, Peterson Commission mandatory savings tax for Goldman Sachs

1:19:28  Ron Paul to Bernanke on Federal reserve’s $5.5bn loan to Saddam Hussein to buy weapons, Philly Fed money found on Watergate burglars, Bernanke: allegations “absolutely bizarre”, “we have no plans whatsoever to be involved in any foreign bailouts or anything of that sort”, Barney Frank vows to look into Reagan & Nixon allegations

1:29:48  Donation Segment: ACC recommends menstruation apps; ACC: “it’s Value for Value”

1:45:16  This Week in Security “in the morning”; Anthem Blue Cross 39% rate hike, Mimi’s $125-per-tube generic Renova, jacked-up pharmaceutical prices for “modest” profit percentage; ACC doctor-blaming pet peeve, JCD on health savings accounts: “female sexual dysfunction”

2:00:04  Toxic ractopamine used as cattle and hog feed additive, US life expectancy vs East Germany

2:03:11  Sketchy Bloom Box fuel cell hyped by Silicon Valley insiders, positioned for sale to GE
177  Vajazzling the Slutsquad  (2010-02-25)

0:00:00  JCD: “Yeah, somebody at McDonald’s listens to our show.”
0:00:16  ACC still sick; history of artificial San Francisco Treasure Island, “goatse island”
0:05:24  Producer Segment: ACC proposes Knight rings with ITM design
0:10:58  xkcd “shit, we’re dealing with a sysadmin” comic; “Kevin Rudd sucks” on Australian traffic signs, JCD on Caltech practical joke tradition, “cheeky protest” vs police with bolt cutters
0:14:32  Jennifer Love Hewitt on her book chapter encouraging women “to vajazzle their vajayjays”
0:17:09  And Now Back to Real News: Christopher Hardwick presidential crisis reaction: “all right, we need a media diversion, call in the slutsquad!”; Dutch shitstorm over Sven Kramer’s disqualification; Brianna Keilar on Scott Brown vs Obama on basketball court
0:26:15  Distraction of the Week: Hillary Duff proposal and blowjob photos
0:27:56  UKIP’s Nigel Farage to EU President Herman Van Rompuy: “you have the charisma of a damp rag and the appearance of a low-grade bank clerk”, “who voted for you?”, “oh I know, democracy’s not popular with you lot!”, Belgium “non-country”, “we don’t know you, we don’t want you, and the sooner you are put out to grass, the better”, ACC: “we need to send him a No Agenda Knight ring”; Schengen Agreement pitfalls
0:33:39  Chris “Google’s evil” DiBona on Cranky Geeks, JCD griping about cordoned-off street, installing “ultimate Gitmo Nation exercise” parking meter departure sensors, JCD: “San Francisco is the worst, most unfriendly place in the world – do not visit it!” (JCDPPotD)
0:37:39  recovery.gov accessible audio CAPTCHA with random incomprehensible movie quotes, “like to fly in the real China Clipper”, JCD: “you win today’s show”
0:43:53  “Beauty bomber” Najibullah Zazi pleads guilty, expiring Patriot Act provisions “coincidence”
0:46:32  CPAC Conservative Political Action Convention Palin vs Romney ignoring Ron Paul, Chris Matthews on Jeb Bush “racing stripes”, “the very name Mitch Daniels sounds boring”
0:51:49  Missile Defense Agency Obama-influenced logo with bomb hitting Islamic crescent moon
0:53:30  Anthony Weiner: Republicans “wholly-owned subsidiary of the insurance industry”
0:56:12  The Warlord’s Tune documentary on pedophile bacha bazi in Afghanistan; Down syndrome sufferer Hollie Greig case in Scotland; silencing whistleblowers by branding them pedophiles; FBI corruption whistleblower Sibel Edmonds blackmailed; ACC’s radio station shut down within six weeks of discussing pedophiles in Dutch government
1:08:08  Donation Segment: stream on 188 kHz; McDonald’s $3.33 deal; “we’ll kick in the penny”
1:23:30  Freemasonry magic 33rd degree; Toyota acceleration incident, “at 33 miles per hour I was able to turn the engine off”; UAW, GM, and US debt theories; JCD on Japanese “death buses” evicting American workers; idiot Eleanor Holmes Norton “bet your bottom dollar” grandstanding to Akio Toyoda, concerned that her US-made Camry will be recalled
1:47:30  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC H1N1-H5N1 hybrid, H1N1 vaccine added to seasonal shot; HIV Maryland lab African-killing theory, “HIV-AIDS” meme, HIV “morning after” treatment
1:55:27  Warning about cell phone numbers being made available to telemarketers
1:57:37  Mongolia UFO crash; Letterman Toyota monologue end-of-show clip; ACC shonotes plug, planetaryskin.org partnership with Cisco, JCD: “signed, George Orwell”
176 Ron Paul For President (2010-02-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah Citibank should, there should be a run on the bank as we speak.” (1:04:28)
0:00:38 ACC’s dinner with jewelry designer Rodrigo Otazu at Gordon Ramsay at The London, JCD on ChouChou bistro and two-star Coi; molecular gastronomy; aspartame and host of maladies
0:05:33 Producer Segment: knitting ceremony “hookers and blow”
0:12:16 Dutch government “falls” due to inability to form coalition, Labor pullout over Afghanistan withdrawal deadline; poll predicts PVV party’s Geert Wilders landslide if not two-to-the-headed, hate crime prosecution; Brussels and Goldman Sachs rewards for bringing in Lisbon Treaty; Islamist inroads in post-election Turkey; ACC all-in on pedophile purge
0:24:27 Hamas’ Mahmoud Al-Mabhouh assassinated by Mossad in Dubai; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki on Obama kill list, John Yoo on permission from National Security Council “death panel”, JCD on Casino “eh, why take a chance?”; Alexander Haig’s power seizure after Reagan shooting
0:30:52 21 Los Angeles dispensaries raided by rudderless DEA; multiple sclerosis effectiveness
0:34:29 MIA C-SPAN Patrick Kennedy video located on State Department website, “we then went to the community and said should we revoke this visa and one of the members … said please do not revoke this visa”; ACC on “big lies” like 9/11, JCD’s WTC 7 skepticism, Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth on the move, WTC 7 Won’t Go Away jingle, ae911.org
0:43:48 Producer note on Sarah Palin and Glenn Beck throwing Debra Medina under the bus
0:46:20 Austin IRS suicide attack: YouTube 500 Internal Server Error for hazmat team eyewitness; Andrew Joseph Stack’s MS Word suicide note, Alex Jones and Texas secession; Ron Paul’s straw poll win at CPAC; Democrats benefiting from Fox News Republican fragmentation
0:56:48 Austin NBC eyewitness: “I know the fire department got here real fast, because they actually had an engine sitting over there, that just happened to be doing something, with hazmat”; Stack website taken down by FBI, work for Teledyne; “homegrown terrorism” Tea Party meme
1:01:31 Distraction of the Week: Tiger Woods “skanks” confession
1:03:02 Citigroup potentially requiring seven-day notice to withdraw from checking account, ACC’s inability to get credit card, “I didn’t buy no damn mansion”; Indian producers on not donating and being tight-fisted; Glenn Beck: American charity “ten times the giving power of France”
1:14:22 Donation Segment
1:25:54 ACC recommends Side Effects: Death – Confessions of Pharma Insider by former Eli Lilly manager; Avodart ad’s absurd “tell your doctor if you have liver disease”; Lunesta ad with Pavlovian boxing bell: “walking, eating, driving, or engaging in other activities while asleep without remembering it the next day have been reported”, JCD: “switching from what?”
1:36:17 Obama on nationwide health insurance rate hikes and record profits, JCD collusion theory; India Today on Monsanto data fabrication; USDA: impossible to fill sugar need without GMOs, JCD: brown sugar made by adding cane molasses to detoxified beet sugar
1:47:03 FDIC opening Chicago office; speed skater Sven Kramer to NBC reporter: “are you stupid?”
1:49:38 SDR Special Drawing Rights as new reserve currency; nationwide strike planned in Greece, Goldman Sachs debt office head; UK debt at 12% with £4.3bn loan; Gordon Brown reprimanded for terrorizing staff; high school producer on classmates all-in on surveillance state
1:56:44 Newsweek “Guide to Conspiracy Theories”; Lockerbie “bomber” still alive in luxury villa; LHC “big bangers”; hundreds of kilograms of heroin headed from Romania to Haiti
2:02:04 Child trafficking in Haiti and El Salvador; ambassador John Bolton CPAC end-of-show clips
2:04:23 CSI cell phone triangulation; Swiss prostitutes trained use defibrillators on clients
175  Liz Cheney vs. Sarah Palin (2010-02-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, that’s because Liz, lesbian, lisbian, lesbian, les ... it’s easy to make this mistake.”
0:00:39 ACC in foggy San Francisco with “second wave of swine flu”
0:01:17 Three Tesla Motors executives dead in small aviation crash after veering into transmission tower, ACC: failure in one engine, “day-wrecker”
0:06:23 ACC hypnotized by Olympics, JCD on curling play-by-play on local radio, Lindsey Vonn
0:07:48 Producer Segment: $333 trio
0:13:57 Japan surpasses China in US debt holdings, Iran supplying 20% of Chinese oil, Toyota accelerator and brake recalls, JCD predicts non-union labor implicated, ACC: Honda recalls
0:20:01 Robert Gibbs advised to listen to No Agenda on Twitter, posts long convoluted AP story on Pakistan, “not gettin’ into that” on Talibam leader capture
0:25:48 TSA now doing hand swabs, producer note on new IONSCAN 400B units giving false positives on NGC and NGN, detects range of illicit drugs; chemical detectors vs dogs and international smuggling; ACC on LAX “humiliation tunnel” triggering only on women; TSA at Tampa Greyhound station, Dutch hippie society replaced with fascist state-controlled media
0:41:12 And Now Back to Real News: Doctor Who regeneration bad acting; Alicia Keys at All Star Game; Family Guy “psychic!”, Chris dates Down syndrome girl, “former governor of Alaska” dig at Sarah Palin; Schwarzenegger replacement for California, Tammy Bruce to O’Reilly: “we are independent conservatives, generally, which is also recognized as classical liberals”
0:59:25 Upcoming Cobra Gold military exercise in Thailand for “peacekeeping operations, humanitarian assistance, and disaster relief”; Michael Leiter testimony to House Homeland Security Committee on blockage of crotch bomber visa revocation MIA from C-SPAN
1:09:14 Donation Segment: douchebag callout for not donating; $33.33 subscriptions
1:16:38 Class-action lawsuit against Philadelphia school for passing out laptops and spying on student engaging in “improper behavior in his home”; JCD’s gaffer tape over monitor cameras
1:20:55 EU “United States of Europe”, ACC: “a handy little way not to have to exchange your money”, Goldman Sachs working with Greece to keep 13% deficit off the books and hedging against sovereign debt, “austerity demands” for Athens and loss of vote; 54 EU embassies around the world; French three strikes law, No Agenda Militia made up of sysadmins who look away when you enter a password, ACC: “hug your sysadmin today”, Russian hacker playing two-minute porn video on traffic sign system, ACC: “hackers of the world: I will share all of my hookers and blow with you if you put noagendashow.com onto a traffic sign”
1:35:31 Roger Ebert takedown notices from Disney over tribute to Gene Siskel, blame Steve Jobs
1:36:28 JCD mistakes Joe Biden’s Ash Wednesday smudge for “hole drilled in his brain”
1:38:44 End-of-show clip: Rosie Radio with Janeane Garofalo on “anti-intellectual” Elisabeth Hasselbeck, dead reckoning “a navigational term usually used in maritime law”, JCD’s Etak pre-GPS
1:44:39 Liz Cheney suspicious of New York Times on news of Talibam figure’s capture, “we are at war with an enemy determined to kill us” subtle propaganda, ACC predicts Cheney vs Palin; Cheney questions Napolitano’s competence over crotch bomber; €230M from France for Haiti
1:52:15 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Ukraine black lung epidemic, H1N1 in seasonal vaccine
1:53:58 Afghans staying behind during offensive to tend poppies; black tar heroin from Mexico instead of sugar cane; satirical Italian We Fuck the World with Sarkozy & Bush
2:00:36 Yorkshire residents demand reversion of Tittle Cott Bridge to Tickle Cock Bridge
2:02:19 Republican hit list including Napolitano & Holder; Glenn Beck’s Obama assassination meme
0:00:00 JCD: *(Muttering about a stapler)*
0:00:38 Happy Valentines & Chinese New Year, JCD: “gung ho fat choy”; ACC in Los Angeles “Hilltop Watchtower”, “minimum” *Manamana* jingle, Time Warner cable; JCD’s keyboard in lap
0:06:04 Producer Segment: PR Associates’ name-drop to Volkskrant editor and new “in the morning”
0:14:59 Eleven-year-old kills father’s fiancée with Christmas shotgun; University of Alabama sociology professor kills three over not getting tenure, previous shotgunning of brother
0:19:53 Pre-announced 15k surge in Marjah Helmand Province, “two-thirds of Afghanistan’s poppy crop”, JCD cut off, “worst-kept secret in Afghanistan” in scattered leaflets; Dutch cracking down on marijuana, notes on flipping out on weed, *Reefer Madness* sexual propaganda backfire
0:33:46 Publicis Groupe vaccinesforteens.net; New York bills to allow Gardasil without parental consent, black populace targeted; Society for Adolescent Medicine, *Douchebag! jingle*
0:39:56 JCD’s recycled Printworks paper in plastic packaging (*JCDPPotD*); Dish Network 9405 Pentagon Channel with marked lack of reality shows; slow-motion replays of Olympics luge crash
0:47:55 Eleven tons of blood plasma stolen from Baxter International recovered in Poland
0:49:17 Canadian producer notes on lack of snow in Whistler business as usual; Marjah distraction
0:53:04 The Atlantic: Greek financial problems due to 2004 Athens Olympics, transition from focus on individuals to nations; *Pedobear* added to Olympic mascot lineup by 4chan goes viral
0:59:03 Donation Segment: ACC recommends donating to shareware projects
1:13:37 And Now Back to Real News: Letterman “Thursday February eleventh” voiceover correction
1:16:37 The Ed Show Ed Schutz ranting Democrat on Harry Reid’s impending loss, “managerial party”; sanctimonious Christie Romer blathers about economic turnaround
1:25:03 Wolf Blitzer on 76% of Americans in favor of military custody for crotch bomber, to Jane Harman: “you’re in the minority”, to Pete Hoekstra: “we’re losing your satellite connection”; John Brennan’s The Analysis Corporation; two former employees accusing Blackwater of billing US for alcohol and hooker, JCD: “one prostitute??”, “morale welfare recreation expenses”; Joe Biden *Meet the Press* gaffe: Abdulmutallab will be found guilty and executed
1:38:16 Thom Hartmann on defunct TARP “buy domestic” provisions in Chinese & Japanese stimuli
1:40:32 DoJ job posting seeking those with “targeted disabilities” including mental retardation
1:42:40 Microsoft strategy and research officer Craig Mundie at Davos: bloggers should be licensed
1:43:50 Naked body scanners a violation of Islamic law; ACC “you poor sheep” at SFO, Micky cor-doned off waiting for female assist; former DHS Michael Chertoff’s millimeter wave machines
1:48:42 Sergey Aleynikov on trial for stealing Goldman Sachs source code; Baltasar Garzón investigating 114k people who disappeared in 1930s civil war; Bill Clinton heart surgery distraction from *No Agenda* Clinton Foundation analysis, JCD: “I think they put a bomb in him”
1:52:13 Icelandic Modern Media Initiative journalism safe haven, JCD on sulfur showers
1:55:04 Microsoft Flight Simulator UAV Predator module, JCD on *The Last Starfighter* training
1:56:44 Canary Islands telecommunications hub, CIA rendition hot spot, massive oil deposit; *We Are the World* Haiti remake; Gary Coleman freaks out over New Orleans vs Haiti relief
2:05:27 IMF “rescue” for Greece; New Zealand taxpayers on the hook for Hillary Clinton no-show; European Parliament vites down US access to SWIFT banking transaction data; proposed EPA Executive Orders; aspartame to be rebranded “natural” AminoSweet, JCD: HFCS rebrand
173 Zug Haiti Connection? (2010-02-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, your leg’s crushed — yeah, oh my leg’s crushed — ah, don’t worry about it, everybody hurts” (1:45:42)

0:00:39 “Shot over the bow” Chicago earthquake to get Obama in line with Goldman Sachs bankers, “Obama Begrudges Quote About Not Begrudging Bonuses” article

0:04:56 Producer Segment: “hit people in the mouth” outro

0:09:09 ACC at San Francisco Marriott unlucky 13th floor, therapeutic power of eights

0:11:19 Left-wing ruckus over pro-life Tim Tebow Super Bowl ad, violent Doritos ads, Audi green police; Colts players try to identify Ben Bernanke from footage: “he looked like a crook”

0:16:58 PIIGS Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain in debt to tune of 12-20% GDP; Chancellor of the Exchequer Alistair Darling not worried about British pound; IMF economic hit men, Paul B. Farrell in Marketwatch: invest in gold and weapons; Obama economic report cites “Great Recession”, JCD on 1857 depression delayed by $3T gold glut, possible delay until 2017

0:27:59 Idiotic Robert Gibbs “eggs, milk, and bread” joke about Sarah Palin crib notes; Ron Paul on neocons infiltrating Tea Party; Pim Fortuyn’s assassination; C-SPAN’s searchable transcripts

0:34:09 Google love story Super Bowl ad, no producers from France, DIY Google ad variations, CIA connection to Oracle and Sun; C-SPAN “Future of American Culture” event: immigrants in sod huts, Pat Robertson’s Regent University, America as “she”; Shiva statue at LHC

0:48:18 Donation Segment: Three is the Magic Number jingle; noagendastickers.com

1:03:02 And now Back to Real News: MTV drops “Music Television” from logo, Real World’s age

1:03:44 Dutch coffee shops to put warning labels on weed; US Airways flight diverted due to passenger on medical marijuana, ACC: “this is not typical pothead behavior”, JCD predicts Jamaican violence report vs California ballot measure; California cities issuing fix-it tickets for revenue

1:10:47 Sugar insider: stevia red herring for new sweetener to replace it, Rumsfeld’s aspartame

1:14:35 Zug Switzerland, “the people that live there all have the last name of Inc.”, Pincus Green pardoned by Bill Clinton, laundering Clinton Foundation money

1:18:32 And Now Back to Real News: bad acting from Law & Order: Criminal Intent with Jeff Goldblum and CSI: NY; YouTube zoom-enhance-rotate “the eigenvalue is off” compilation; security guard shoots two bowling alley smokers

1:26:18 Pro-NATO Yulia “Princess Leia” Tymoshenko loses to Yanukovich in Ukrainian election

1:28:20 Democracy Now “headline”: another US activist denied entry to Canada for Vancouver Olympics, JCD on Olympic ring handcuffs T-shirt, ACC on exploited Olympic athlete slaves; “freakish” lack of snow

1:32:35 NOAA starting climate division, climate.gov chart data ending 2004 or 1999, JCD: “the word grant seems to come up a lot”; H.R.2454 cap and trade bill, EPA home sale licensing

1:40:38 Bollywood star Shahrukh Khan asked for naked body scanner printout Autograph; judge messing with Charlie Sheen after domestic violence charges dropped; Pamela Anderson’s inevitable TSA body scan leak

1:44:43 Callous Everybody Hurts cover for Haiti, JCD: “it’s sadistic”; ACC: Canary Islands next earthquake machine target, oil reserves and Abama Resort

1:52:31 Anonymous kicks off Operation Titstorm over Australia’s flat-chested censorship; Australian “aging population” issues, Negative Population Growth propaganda scholarship contest

1:55:55 $75 shopping vouchers from Gardasil

1:56:56 Hannity: cap and trade bill to “cost the average American family three thousand jobs”
172 Palin Teapot Party (2010-02-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “You know, these kinds of documents you keep digging up about this, is kind of disturbing.” (1:39:46)

0:00:37 JCD’s Google Voice hiding people’s identities

0:02:40 Producer Segment; office visit from Kiwi producer

0:07:02 JCD’s Sarah Palin as Tea Party head prediction; MSNBC e-mail FOIA $15M cost estimate lowered to $323.58, “don’t digress” In The Morning! rimshot; governor’s mansion tanning bed, Todd Palin power behind the throne; photo with Tea Party keynotes crib notes written on hand as distraction of the week, “lift American spirits”; it’s what we do, so you don’t have to, C-SPAN jingle, introduction by Andrew Breitbart; “happy birthday Ronald Reagan” meme, C-SPAN welcome needling Obama on healthcare coverage, warning against top-down approach; JCD on Palin’s grating voice, Obama “charismatic guy with a teleprompter”

0:20:40 War “overseas contingency operation”, unrevoked crotch bomber visa; bogus JFK blaming Eisenhower meme; “nobody messes with Joe”, “how’s that hopey-changey stuff working out for ya?”; “not about a leader position”; no mention of Ron Paul; New World Order! jingle

0:32:10 And Now Back to Real News: Toronto’s Mildred’s Temple Kitchen encourages customers to have sex in its bathrooms for Valentine’s Day, JCD on drive-in movie hanky-panky

0:35:10 Huge deficits in “Club Med” Greece, Portugal, and Spain; JCD story: trying to order last bottle of wine at top-rated Greek restaurant, smoking Olympic Air flight attendant; Bank of International Settlements meeting in Australia; JCD’s biorhythm app

0:42:57 Google-NSA cybersecurity partnership; FBI pressuring ISPs to retain browsing history for two years to combat child pornography; JCD on blackmail opportunities; Portland State University professor calls out student as FBI informant; Bowles & Jayadev on 25% of population in “guard labor”; ACC on Invasion of the Body Snatchers alert on spotting a federal goon “fed head”

0:55:17 Amy “the lipless wonder” Goodman on Vancouver “Olympics Resistance Network”, activist Harsha Walia gripes about $1bn “military police state”; Goodman on CBS censoring “helping write” Focus on the Family Super Bowl ad, Planned Parenthood counter-ad, Dave Zirin: “Planned Parenthood should have equal time on Super Bowl Sunday and should not have to spend one dime to have it”, JCD on equal-time socialists uninterested in football (JCDPPotD)

1:04:54 The Cleveland Show: Afghan heroin “the best heroin in the world!”

1:05:56 Goodman on rejected mancrunch.com gay dating site ad; “excuse me while I kiss this guy”

1:07:53 Donation Segment: plan for putting No Agenda on AM radio; Newsletter planning

1:18:50 Better Business Bureau’s Clinton Foundation laundry list of failings; Scientologists in Haiti flown in by John Travolta, ACC: “get your plane off the tarmac!”, Doctors Without Borders appalled at “guillotine-style” amputations by American doctors

1:30:13 Professor Phil Jones “contemplated suicide” over Climategate, David Kelly parallel; pharma executive Gigi Jordan poisons autistic son, e-mailed “suicide note” mentions laptop documents

1:34:11 Fringe bad acting: New York earthquake “probably just a by-product of global warming”

1:36:48 1977 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques, ACC: “agreement … not to earthquake each other”, “earthquakes, tsunamis”; DHS recommending keeping D.C. storm quiet; NASA fault radar over Haiti

1:41:51 Rajendra Pachauri: skeptics “people who say asbestos is as good as talcum powder”

1:43:23 Stevia’s danger to male reproduction; Hit in the Mouth + NWO + Shut Up, Slave; nine-year-old suspended for toy gun; Ahmadinejad promises “harsh blow to the global arrogance”
171 Botulism Vaccine Coming (2010-02-04)

JCD: “So I guess now when you say, hey, that babe’s got dynamite boobs, you ain’t kidding.”

Rahm Emanuel apologizes for using the word “retarded”, r-word.org, “retard the throttle” in aviation, ACC’s New Jersey friend “the cripple”, John C. McGinley: “it’s time to respect and value people with intellectual disabilities, it’s time to end the R-word”, JCD: “this is some sort of a meme created to associate the R-word … with Republicans”, “D-word” douchebag

Producer Segment: ACC proposes Knight app

MSNBC “big TARP lie” banner and artwork, “the President continues to say in public that banks have almost paid Americans back – that is a lie”; Bloomberg on “secret banking cabal”; whitehouse.gov budget PDFs, DHS “up to 1000 advanced imaging technology screening machines”; Muslim doctors implanting explosives in women’s breasts according to MI5

Feinstein to intelligence heads: “what is the likelihood of another terrorist attempted attack on the homeland in the next three to six months, high or low?”, Dennis Blair: “an attempted attack, the priority is certain, I would say”; JCD on imperial “homeland” meme; JCD story: Feinstein hissy fit over file room door chain at air pollution district, ACC: “can I just say she’s a retard?”; crotch bomber Abdulmutallab’s visa not revoked by request of intelligence agency for sake of larger investigation; body scans now mandatory at Heathrow

Keith Olbermann McCain-bashing over “don’t ask don’t tell”; Pentagon undertakes year-long study, JCD on Alexander the Great’s gay army; Olbermann ditched by younger viewers for no longer being funny, similarities with protegee Rachel Maddow; Maddow “WRONG” buzzer for Susan Collins and Lindsey Graham on minor crotch bomber details

Remington 870 shotguns for IRS; bisexuality in Ancient Greece

No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: NCIS Los Angeles “I’m the only one that’s been vaccinated for botulism”, “SEALs are inoculated for everything”, JCD: “if you’re opening up a can of tuna and the thing’s about to blow up, don’t eat it!”, 30 US cases each year; humorous crack cocaine ad with side effect rundown

Bill Clinton: “we just need cash”, George W. Bush: “I know a lot of people wanna send blankets or water, just send your cash”; Clinton appointed by Ban Ki-moon to oversee aid efforts and reconstruction; yellow-shirted Scientologists giving “healing massages” and generally making nuisances of themselves; Bill Clinton on “big one-lane” Port-au-Prince airport, ACC: “he makes it sound like it’s a dirt road, it’s ten thousand feet, which is enough to land an Antonov”; ham radio operators reporting on Air Force Commando Solo plane broadcasting Voice of America and other propaganda

Everybody Hurts benefit single released soon; Miley Cyrus Today Show controversy

Merisant Company introducing stevia-derived sweetener, JCD: “the stuff tastes like crap”, stevia banned in 1990s to push aspartame under Rumsfeld, JCD on HFCS asbestos parallel

Frontline “Digital Nation” anti-internet propaganda, ACC internet control rant (JCDPPotD)

Producer note on hetero vs homo ages of consent, military ban on non-missionary positions

Climategate: people riled up against IPCC by De Telegraaf article; ACC reading 1912 Philip Dru: Administrator book, Bull Moose Party

California tied for third dumbest population; No Agenda Militia; ACC on Chinese student pilot radio traffic; Carly Fiorina “demon sheep” ad against Tom Campbell
170 Flat Chested Women (2010-01-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey I got an idea!”
0:00:35 Approaching special Show 200
0:01:12 Producer Segment: No Agenda T-shirt photo shoot
0:12:16 ACC No Agenda pancakes video, JCD on people who can’t cook outing themselves by bragging about their lasagna or spaghetti, ACC’s “famous” Stove Top stuffing
0:14:34 And Now Back to Real News: proposed Australian internet censorship, flat-chested women as child pornography, ban on golden showers and female ejaculation; Trojan Ecstasy condom ad, ACC: “have we forgotten how to have fun having sex?”; chatroom: “Monsanto boobs”
0:23:27 JCD analyzes Miss America pageant: backstage chaos getting Oregon into swimsuit, judge Rush Limbaugh, cookie-cutter brunette clones
0:28:34 “PBS communist” AFL-CIO head to Bill Moyers on Massachusetts election: “if you’re not on the side of creating jobs, jobs, jobs”, Colbert “jobs, jobs, jobs” montage; O’Brien warming up Tampa audience with high-speed rail, $8bn for Austin “bus stop”, “fast and more liable”, JCD: “he’s been drinking!”, cheers for “Tampa to Orlando”, JCD: “they have some crappy trains in India”, “lobbying frenzy” for GE, O’Brien Obama introduction
0:43:38 JCD on “buried” trains in France, no casualties among 1.2bn TGV passengers, JCD “cheesed off” pun run on Gouda wreck, ACC’s /ˈɣaʊda/ pronunciation; JCD: Europe “optimized for trains”; London congestion tax and unaffordable trains with no toilets
0:51:22 “Dumbest” vice president Dan Quayle at Cerberus Capital Management, $82M Talecris Biotherapeutics sold for $2bn, plasma donation ad targeting poor minorities
0:55:29 California push to get pot legalization on November ballot, Oakland “Wal-Mart of weed” for grows, ACC predicts Monsanto weed, “I’m gonna come down here and see what the new business model’s about”, JCD: California “Amsterdam of the United States”
1:05:33 Donation Segment: ACC’s missed meetup opportunity e-mail; $33.33 pledge drive suggestion
1:15:17 Global age of consent rundown with Vatican at 12
1:17:54 UK sugar market crisis, potential forthcoming Monsanto product, JCD recommends Colgin liquid smoke, HFCS and soy sauce in Stubb’s, Whole Foods “big organic”, JCD: “if you see high-fructose corn syrup, reject the product” (JCDPPotD)
1:24:32 Obama announces Volcker banking reform plan, Volcker’s J.P. Morgan Chase vs Goldman Sachs, JCD on Goldman controlling markets via flash trading
1:30:58 Latest issue of Maxim with article on plane crash victim Bush/Rove/GOP “IT guru” Michael Connell, “pieces of my husband’s brain”, plane “hastily removed to a secure hangar under the cover of darkness”, tower “on lockdown”, ACC’s dead man’s switch; two-to-the-head for Von Helding Estate owner Ronald Eade over child pornography allegation, FBI SWAT team
1:46:47 Chase Bank ad projection of dishonesty; fetishistic Burger King ad with men dressed as babies
1:50:21 Haiti “may be one of the world’s richest zones for hydrocarbons, oil and gas, outside the Middle East”, geologists on ground a year after Aristide ouster; Katrina formaldehyde trailers
1:54:11 Crotch bomber linked to Mossad; more special forces to Yemen; US citizen Anwar al-Awlaki to be added to CIA drone list if approved by lawyers; BlackBerry No Agenda app
1:58:17 Miley Cyrus caterwauling Party in the USA on Today Show

1167
0:00:00 “Madame Speaker, the President of the United States!” (cheers and boos)

0:00:42 ACC “minimum” in intro

0:01:25 Producer Segment: knighting ceremony for Dame Tanya Weiman; ACC’s “rig”

0:09:17 Distraction of the Week: postponed State of the Union with iPad announcement and Paulson/Geithner grilling; low-resolution C-SPAN camera, speech posted by Hannity night before, women in red and yellow, Pelosi’s “seal testicle” pearls and coordination with Biden’s tie; “stinkeye” from Michelle for childhood obesity assignment; single “look”, “let me be clear”; Afghanistan combat troops nuance; Obama takes swipe at Supreme Court over Citizens United

0:22:26 Alan Grayson’s H.R.4431 “500 percent excise tax on corporate contributions to political committees”; Bob McDonnell’s staged Republican response to State of the Union

0:26:29 Michael Leiter to Homeland Security Committee: 4k “no-fly”s of 400k on watch list, “if they are on the watch list, it is because we have generally made the choice that we want them here in the country for some reason or another”; Witherspoon “I’d like to donate to No Agenda”

0:32:25 Timmy Geithner’s Oversight and Government Reform testimony: Darrell Issa “ya think?” on AIG disclosure controversy; Marcy Kaptur requests copy of nonexistent recusal letter, “you work for the private banks that elected you”, Geithner: “it’s slightly more complicated than that”, chief of staff Mark Patterson’s previous Goldman Sachs position, Geithner “but, but, but”; Dennis Kucinich on Goldman Sach’s hundred cents on the dollar over AIG

0:46:24 Two-to-the-head for Davos security chief Markus Reinhardt, JCD cut off, ACC: “hey, let’s fuck with those No Agenda guys!”, Reinhardt’s acoustic system picking up secret plans

0:53:29 And Now Back to Real News: dreadful Law & Order acting with Jeff Goldblum; pro-life Super Bowl ad using potentially aborted Tim Tebow, Fox brings in stammering Choice USA woman; NewsHour advertiser list with Chevron and the other usual suspects

1:03:30 Donation Segment

1:08:01 Netherlands raises €100M for Haiti relief, Jennifer Aniston’s $500k for Doctors Without Borders; Bush 43 to Meet the Press: “sometimes it’s hard to make things happen quickly”; New Orleans tells media not use term “Katrina disaster”; George W. Bush: “shysters show up and take advantage of people’s goodwill and generosity”; producer note on Clinton Foundation probable 280 employees; Brittney Spears contributing Versace gown

1:16:00 Royal Caribbean Labadee Island story debunked; JCD on “ridiculously biased” Hannity

1:20:05 Mephedrone “meow meow” use in UK; fake Botox from Chechnya

1:23:14 Valparaiso IN middle school students charged with child pornography for sexting; controversial Château Mouton Rothschild label; ACC wat je zegt ben jezelf, Boy’s Town documentary Conspiracy of Silence

1:31:52 Katie Couric’s aggressive Rahm Emanuel interview on Ben Nelson healthcare deal, Massachusetts “dropped the ball” question

1:38:15 Financial Times on Stanley McChrystal’s call for political solution; UN lifts sanctions on Taliban leaders; Karzai to BBS: “now we have the backing of our partners”

1:45:42 Possible Vancouver Winter Olympics false flag to get US troops in, two tons of ammonium nitrate lost by Kinder Morgan; YouTube video on DHS warning

1:50:31 New “next four years” and bioweapon attack memes, Bob Graham to NewsHour: “the sophistication of al-Qaeda, as we saw on Christmas Day, has become ... greater and more diffused”
168 Relief From Haiti Relief (2010-01-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “When I was a kid I swear to God I don’t remember ever seeing women going whooooa! like that.”  (1:27:01)

0:00:38 ACC’s compression way up

0:01:42 Producer Segment: No Agenda karma; request for artwork stickers

0:07:47 No more mention of tungsten gold, Bernanke struggling for confirmation, heroin anthrax

0:08:29 Distraction of the Week: Hope for Haiti Now concert, Alicia Keys “caterwauling”, ACC: “I swear to God I watched ten minutes and had to turn it off”; no tally of money raised, Entertainment Industry Foundation and nonexistent Clinton Bush Haiti Fund, Aristide “kidnapped” and sent to Africa, Clinton and Bush foundations; ACC’s donation link “untrusted connection” via blackbaud.com with Equifax certificate

0:22:48 Bill Clinton Special UN Envoy to Haiti, Hillary’s holdings in the north, Clinton Foundation’s $30M in salaries; Won-G Bruny on fighting red tape; MTV reporters gushing over military helicopters; Fox News Cashin’ In in on $1T given to Haiti since 1992, need for infrastructure; military keeping Cuba and Venezuela out; telephone ring loop over Reese Witherspoon “you can’t even imagine how much love and great wonderful energy is here today”

0:40:26 Anderson Cooper on Sanjay Gupta “the only physician on-site” after other doctors shipped off by UN; air drop of supplies now that boots are on ground; Glenn Beck points out Stalin’s starvation operation for Ukraine; Won-G Bruny’s five planes full of doctors, mass graves

0:46:55 George Clooney with eyes downcast at SAG Awards, no mention of Haiti, Drew Barrymore fail

0:51:33 Dutch Haiti telethon radio station collaboration

0:52:12 Donation Segment

0:57:38 And Now Back to Real News: COINTELPRO plant Michelle Malkin, Gina Smith approached by CIA, Ron Paul CIA coup comment, Malkin’s Culture of Corruption Obama hit piece, JCD: “this book was obviously given to her by the CIA”, ACC on Family of Secrets; Valerie Jarrett “reptile to the max” bailing out Obama on Meet the Press, Obama teleprompter “precipice” stumble, Smedley Butler parallel; Blackwater flying drones in Pakistan, Haiti rumors

1:06:17 Mainstream media all-in on Citizens United decision as moneymaking bonanza, uselessness of Republicans spending money in California because of Electoral College; Obama lie: “on my first day in office we closed the revolving door between lobbying firms and the government”

1:17:13 Denialism author Michael Specter on PBS, commercials running on PBS home page

1:19:29 WMD expert David Kelly’s autopsy records sealed for 70 years by UK government


1:25:54 Annoying SAG Awards whoooa! scream by Jane Lynch, Howard Dean scream

1:28:17 UK police to use spy drones in 2012 Olympics; HM Prison Weare prison ship; 42 Witness Against Torture Gitmo protesters arrested at Capitol

1:33:07 15 confirmed cases of anthrax-tainted heroin in Scotland, epidemiologist warns to users to watch for “high fever”, “contact local drug services for support”, argot.com drug quiz

1:39:33 Shanghai World’s Expo building spree for late March opening, incomprehensible Chinese financial announcer “liquidity soak up”, ACC: “I think we have to play this backwards”

1:44:10 Bernanke’s confirmation difficulty; creditworthiness checked via social media; Obama proclaims January 20 National Angel Island Day; US Airways flight diverted over Jewish tefillin freakout; raw cruciferous vegetables to prevent cancer, JCD on flatulence from excess nitrogen

1:53:31 Australian lamb promotion counter-ad on global warming due to animals farting
167 Flying Upside Down (2010-01-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh what a great show, ohoho, I feel so a part of it!” (0:30:55)
0:00:38 Producer Segment; PR Associate Maynard slips in “in the morning” and “two-to-the-head”
0:08:55 Hugo Chávez accuses US of using earthquake machine on Haiti as dry run for Iran; 1997 DoD news briefing by William S. Cohen on “eco type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves”, transcript removed from site; DISA’s Jean Demay “happened to be” at Southern Command HQ in Miami for pre-earthquake drill, 9/11 and 7/7 drills; 2008 oil reserve discoveries
0:17:27 ACC tracking Port-au-Prince airport tail numbers, N419AR owned by Mardon Inc oil discovery company, untrackable CIA planes; Royal Caribbean cruise ship stops by for barbecue with armed guards; Obama’s meeting with Michaëlle Jean in Canada; ACC calls bullcrap on Hope for Haiti Now benefit concert; SNA Swedish Necrophilia Association signs up 200k people
0:38:23 New Fox show Human Target flying airliner upside down, “you wanna replace the flight computer with a laptop?”, USB “skeleton key”
0:47:37 Secondhand smoke fearmongering PSA and Chantix ad blitz; Carter Albrecht shot by neighbor, New York Magazine documents Chantix experience; producer note on smoking as cure
0:53:47 Donation Segment
0:57:26 ACC’s possible earthquake; more lights over Norway with waveforms, HAARP antennas
1:00:18 And Now Back to Real News: sheep in Izmir Turkey gives birth to stillborn lamb with human-like face; EU beer shortage due to AB InBev strike, Amsterdam red-light districts closing down after 4 am; Iceland on the hook for bank bailouts from UK and Netherlands
1:05:03 Ron Paul: “there’s been a coup, have you heard?”, “the CIA runs everything”, drug business
1:08:19 “Christmas bomber” investigation, “extra-field-manual interrogation techniques”, Fox “but it works” meme, head-scratching over Mirandization
1:12:07 Republican Scott Brown takes Ted Kennedy’s Senate seat; JCD on “common man” meme vs founding fathers, Martha Coakley botch; JCD on potential filibuster C-SPAN backfire; insurance stock pump & dump, producer proposes Congressional stock portfolio ETF
1:25:04 Supreme Court overturns 20-year-old ruling prohibiting corporations from buying campaign ads, Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission
1:28:26 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Dutch WHO advisor under investigation for conflict of interest; WHO report on funding options for medical technology transfer to developing world, “digital tax” on bandwidth used, JCD on Margaret Chan as Mad TV’s Miss Swan
1:31:50 Hackable Diebold machines used in Massachusetts; “universal voter legislation” for automatic registration of dead people, Paul Weyrich: “I don’t want everybody to vote”, Bill Clinton’s assertion that educated voters vote Democrat, Obama inaction on education (JCDPPotD); Michelle Malkin calls Ron Paul a conspiracy theorist, CIA comment as Paul’s Dean scream
1:39:58 Golden Globes: Ricky Gervais and Stella Artois placement, winning Mad Men crew cut off for not being NBC, Gervais pisses of the executives
1:44:12 Heritage Foundation’s Charles Krauthammer predicts Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear program resulting in global chaos, “six million Jews” meme, ACC on Haiti as test run for Iran
1:50:35 End-of-show Letterman monologue further exploring late night show shuffling
Monica Crowley’s Stilettos (2010-01-17)

Dreadful West Coast weather predicted, JCD on Purdue Unisys satellite imagery
Producer Segment: James Cameron “nattering nabobs of negativity”
Haiti Earthquake: ACC’s Iran earthquake prediction comes true; Dominican Republic half of Hispaniola unaffected; ACC meme rundown: “we’re great”, news crew rescues, Bolivian UN “peacekeepers”, Anderson “Vanderbilt” Cooper and Sanjay Gupta with stethoscopes, 10k aid operations; Hillary Clinton “rescue, relief, and reform”; Joy Behar on Pat Robertson’s pact with the devil claim, Arianna Huffington: “God considers Pat Robertson a public relations nightmare”; minimum wage fine print in $65M IMF loan on offer; Ari Melber to Behar: “what you’re seeing is the really ugly side of this right wing movement”, Behar ratings bonanza

Democracy Now has guy in Brooklyn reading Haiti tweets; scrutiny for Wyclef Jean’s Yéle Haiti charity; JCD “it’s about time” on US takeover; ACC on Hôpital Albert Schweitzer; DHS journalist flights, victims cleaned up for interviews, Cooper’s dump truck with bodies; Heritage Foundation “opportunities to reshape Haiti’s long-dysfunctional government and economy, as well as to improve the public image of the United States in the region”; ACC “Tesla howitzer”

Dutch Labor’s Chantal Gill’ard warns about “natural disasters like Haiti” from climate change
Micky’s accidental Show 165 interruption; JCD on Shelley Berman’s career-ending blowup

Micky’s Chantix withdrawal nightmare, producer notes on aggression and near-suicidal depression, potentially lethal psoriasis, bizarre dreams and hallucinations, “I want to kill people”; FDA, Rumsfeld, and aspartame; FDA’s Sebelius clone “Peggy Hamburger”, JCD: “classic Pacific Heights dingbat”; upcoming Chantix “ad blitz”

Donation Segment introduced with “in the morning to you”

FBI Osama bin Laden composite photo with Spanish politician Gaspar Llamazares
Australian football player promoting lamb, “Islamabad? of course it bloody well isn’t”
Tungsten fake gold: 2004 article on disappearance of NYMEX executive after search warrant from Manhattan district attorney, Rothschild withdrawal from trading gold in London

Monica Crowley’s “dominatrix spikes” on McLaughlin Group; Margaret Hoover goes off deep end with Aristotle’s The Republic, Oprah’s Denmark healthcare propaganda

No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: county bureaucrat begging citizens to get vaccine; McLaughlin Group on leaderless Tea Party, Ross “Perotistas”, grooming Palin for Tea Party leadership

Ambiguously pro- or anti-salt “popular seasoning” package, New Yorker: “I like Kraft macaroni & cheese and it’s loaded with salt — lemme eat it!”, National Salt Reduction Initiative, “over in the UK, where the food is so bad that you have to add a lot of salt in order to choke it down”; Australian government hiring social workers to teach basic parenting skills

Monsanto buys WestBred for $45M to get ahold of wheat portfolio; Gates Foundation hires Monsanto shill Sam Dryden, Global Crop Diversity Trust, ACC: “dude, this guy has eugenicist written all over him”, Council on Foreign Relations; FDA reverses position on BPA safety

Iranian official accuses US, UK, and Canada of running drugs in Afghanistan, “drug catalysts”
And Now Back to Real News: floor collapses at Swedish Weight Watchers clinic; Nickelodeon’s The Mighty B!: “one copy of Atlas Shrugged, check!”; San Diego middle school on lockdown over student science experiment, Metro Arson Strike Team

NOAA & GISS temperature data from 6000 stations reduced to 1500
165  Earthquake Machine Strikes Haiti  (2010-01-14)

0:00:00  JCD: “What the heck is a life-threatening skin rash?”  (0:59:51)
0:00:36  Producer Segment: ACC’s pigeons Hank & Dagny “ready to fly”
0:04:22  PR Associate Maynard slips in two “no agenda”s and an “in the morning” in Lord Mayor John Stuart Tate interview, JCD proposes “in the morning” greeting; Ayn Rand ordered to write  Atlas Shrugged  by Philip Rothschild
0:13:15  Sarah Palin joins Fox News, 60 Minutes special, new  Game Change  book, JCD outs Anderson Cooper; McCain’s adviser Steve Schmidt on Palin’s debate prep debacle, “Joe O’Biden” and “can I call you Joe”, JCD on mic activated early; Glenn Beck interview with Statue of Liberty in background, JCD: “worst interview I’ve ever seen”, Palin credits Beck with audit the Fed push, dumb question on Constitutionality of universal health care, Beck channels Barbara Walters: “a year from now you will not recognize your country”, JCD: “what the Hell, they changed the name of my streets and painted the pavements red, and there’s blood everywhere!”
0:30:13  Ted Kennedy’s seat up for grabs, filibuster-proofing, big pharma Martha Coakley campaign
0:34:08  ACC on  The Rise and Fall of a Scientific Genius , Royal Raymond Rife’s microscopy work
0:40:52  Sarah Palin hotness and qualifications debate
0:43:16  2D movies lighting up frontal lobes unlike 3D; ACC on TV mind control, subliminal ad scandal from 1950s, JCD on spotting  Fight Club  anomalies, anti-shoplifting muzak, Mirage mind-control perfume; Fox transition bumper, Colbert “Lincolnesque” parody
0:55:17  FAA bans  Chantix  use by air traffic controllers; two-minute ad, “allergic or serious skin reactions ... some of which can be life-threatening”, “vivid, unusual, or strange dreams”, 44% success rate vs 18% for placebo, New Jersey accent in actress
1:03:23  Study links Monsanto corn to organ damage in rats, Roundup Ready 2 Yield to replace current version due to 2014 patent expiration; Monsanto’s transition from chemical company due to rBGH side effects; Mimi observes $240 grocery purchase consisting entirely of  Hot Pockets
1:12:57  No Agenda  Swine Flu Minute: fake outrage from WHO over big pharma hype, UK trying to take credit from France for not being duped; adjuvanted vaccine production threatening sharks due to squalene derived from shark livers
1:19:47  Donation Segment: ACC’s crap art for Show 164, “the number three is very magical”
1:32:53  ACC: warships in Gulf of Aden “jockeying for position to take possession of the Stargate”, JCD: “d’ohhh jezz!”; ACC on HAARP earthquake machine used on Haiti, Iran prediction, Obama $1bn “investment”, US aircraft carrier in place; Pat Robertson on Haiti’s pact with Satan to get French out; Southern Command’s Gen. Ken Keen pre-positioned; earthquakes and volcanic activity blamed on global warming
1:42:43  Executive Order 13528  Establishment of the Council of Governors for “synchronization and integration of State and Federal military activities in the United States”; former CIA Michael Scheuer to Bill O’Reilly on John Brennan under Clinton thwarting efforts to get Osama bin Laden, enough of Afghanistan suicide bomber left to put in coffin
1:50:41  Producer note on impending “bum” status; Rotterdam to institute “unemployment-free zones”; food stamp program outsourced to J.P. Morgan, JCD on J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference at St. Francis; Goldman Sachs admits to securities fraud
1:58:52  End-of-show Letterman monologue explaining late night show shuffling
164 Waterboarding For Everyone! (2010-01-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hellawwugh!” (0:40:05)
0:00:36 California Spare the Air days; Wired article on ACC’s new bus station
0:02:43 Producer Segment: ACC recommends The Player
0:06:40 Lisa Jardine to BBC In Our Time: “failed miserably” to educate masses on climate change
0:10:05 Pro-torture propaganda continues, crotch bomber not looking remotely scary, not guilty plea; Bill O’Reilly: “we need coerced interrogation to fight terror” vs “Nigerian loon”, repeated “c’mon”, ironic “even if you waterboarded me I wouldn’t say”; McLaughlin Group’s “fast-talking blonde” Monica Crowley “more information” from Abdulmutallab meme; no interviews of other passengers; ACC on anti-Muslim movement theory, JCD: let’s trot out iron maiden
0:23:53 Rasmussen poll: 58% in favor of waterboarding, JCD on MIA “torture doesn’t work” meme, ACC: “let’s waterboard Crowley!”
0:28:54 Inverting naked body scanner propaganda images in Photoshop; Rapiscan health FAQ, reports of DNA damage and cataracts via THz RF, ANSI standard for operator safety, ACC recommends opt-out, JCD: “it’s like a massage, think of it that way”, ACC: “make ‘em work for a living”; “mind reading” Israeli WeCU Technologies and Minority Report pre-crime; parody TSA PSA: “no threat is too big for us to ignore, and no threat is too small for us to make your travel experience as miserable as possible”; Fluoride in My Cup jingle
0:40:09 Producer feedback on spotting heroin users, heroin-fueled “I am God” TSA agent; Yemen drilling into Saudi oil fields theory; ACC: “waterboard your congressman”
0:44:46 CIA-killing Camp Chapman suicide bomber with car full of explosives; Secret Service impersonator admitted to meet with Kathleen Sebelius; Camp Chapman drone activity
0:50:52 And Now Back to Real News: Jay Leno confirmed cancelled, Leno griping about NBC; History Channel Earth 2100 propaganda for GE lightbulbs and Monsanto; Mother Jones “Too Big to Jail” on bankers buying Democrats, JCD on liberals and libertarians pitted against each other, JCD proposes punishing corporations by jailing boards; Blackwater Xe up for $1bn Pentagon contract including “aviation services”
1:03:43 Leaked e-mails reveal Timothy Geithner’s bank payoffs in Fed-printed money, ACC: “let’s waterboard Timmy Geithner”; Roman Abramovich’s $5M New Year’s Eve party
1:10:26 Donation Segment; filler Ad Council PSAs; ACC on 3D hologram demonstration
1:24:05 And Now Back to Real News: Canadian police officer lets Halle Berry skip security line; Joan Rivers detained over “questionable passport”, ACC: “she’s quite scary”; military jets escorting flights with unruly and cynical passengers; creative word of 2009 “Dracula sneeze”
1:32:27 85k jobs lost in December, 661k more “bums”, record average unemployment duration; Pelosi, Feinstein, and Boxer opposing Schwarzenegger’s call for California bailout
1:36:15 Snow and ice blanketing Europe, BBC meteorologist compares global warming to Manchester United; Mexico COP 16; Google poised to become the new Enron
1:41:21 Gaffer’s tape for JCD’s slippery new Google phone; Android No Agenda app
1:44:53 JCD’s list of things men can do to annoy women
1:49:13 ACC adds Mariëtte Hamer “werk, werk, werk” to “jobs, jobs, jobs” clip collection
1:50:37 Russia bans US poultry over chlorine contamination; Obama vetoes military spending bill, memorandum of disapproval; compilation of Obama promising healthcare debate on C-SPAN
2:00:01 ACC on Americans waking up and voting the idiots out, JCD: “no, of course not, things aren’t moving in a good direction, it sucks!”

1173
0:00:00 JCD: “No, people can function normal in society as heroin addicts, and that’s what the government would love.” (0:31:36)
0:00:39 Jackhammers outside ACC’s place building tallest structure west of Mississippi
0:03:44 Producer Segment: JCD working on No Agenda CDs/DVDs
0:09:23 “World’s tallest bus terminal” under construction, São Paulo triple buses
0:11:07 TSA On the Spot iPhone app, Ed Rollins “The case for firing Janet Napolitano” op-ed; new No Agenda app rejected for disclosing routing of proceeds
0:17:55 Dentist producer all-in on water fluoridation, bottled tap water
0:22:02 Cocaine worm medication contamination, “vaccine” TA-CD negating effects of the drug but not the craving for it; NYC 10 tips for safer use of heroin: “prepare drugs carefully”, “shoot correctly to avoid infection and collapsed veins”, “only ‘boot’ once or twice in one shot”; JCD on high-functioning heroin addicts, adenoidal Robert Gibbs; Aldous Huxley on “infant conditioning and narco-hypnosis … as instruments of government”
0:35:15 Anderson Cooper waterboarding “that’s been proven to work” neurolinguistic programming; antipsychotic use double in children aged 2-5; antisocial behavior in extremely wealthy people
0:52:26 Former DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff working for Rapiscan Systems, naked body scanners as child pornography, ACC predicts leaked Angelina Jolie image and Taser ID bracelet
0:58:00 Crotch bomber and Joe Lieberem Yemen meme, Gitmo “first-class facility”, “way above what’s required by the Geneva Convention or our Constitution”, “Yemen will be tomorrow’s war”; Gordon Brown all-in on US-UK program, “tribal areas” meme; Gen. Barry McCaffrey predicts 500 casualties per month in Afghanistan
1:05:01 Donation Segment
1:12:01 Record cold temperatures worldwide, UK gas supply running out; bizarre spiral over Norway and HAARP, hole punched in thermosphere: Project Blue Beam, Zbigniew Brzezinski on secret warfare: “techniques of weather modification could be employed to produce prolonged periods of drought or storm”; Nikola Tesla’s wireless energy transmission experiments
1:23:43 20% of released Gitmo prisoners returning to fight
1:25:17 Texas woman arrested for going to Canada to hook up with 16-year-old, US law applying to sexual behavior anywhere in the world; “shocking” Dutroux files and Dutch government, EU and UN “floating craps game” meetings in exotic locations around the world
1:29:57 Schwarzenegger’s state of the state “jobs, jobs, jobs”
1:31:08 Latest healthcare bill backed by the usual suspects including George Soros, “tell the President and Congress, choose wisely”; Obama citizenship case before Supreme Court, Barry Soetoro Occidental College financial aid documents, “off limits” question topics for journalists; JCD on “amateurishly overproduced” Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura on Bilderberg Group “global death plot”, Time Warner truTV, invited journalists keeping quiet about proceedings
1:45:55 And Now Back to Real News: Jay Leno cancelled; chatroom “just getting by” heckler; ACC iPhone app and Daily Source Code
162 30 Taliban Killed (2010-01-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Somebody’s gonna get killed.” (0:46:40)
0:00:38 Sunday Morning Service jingle: ACC’s New Year in rainy Bodega Bay, JCD on non-foggy fireworks, Bodega Bay British family with cooler full of booze, “my best friend Leo”; JCD not all-in on Enterprise car rentals, Molly Wood in ACC’s parking space
0:07:46 Codex Alimentarius, Wisconsin to ban sale of home-canned food, Codex honey standards, sketchy World Health Organization
0:11:34 Judge overturns Blackwater convictions for killing 14 civilians; eight children killed by CIA in Afghanistan; repeated “30 Taliban killed” meme, JCD: “a code of some sort”
0:16:20 Avatar’s billion dollars, ACC: “I think this is a mind control thing”, JCD: WALL-E substantially better; ACC on Men Who Stare at Goats, Barney theme, Gong Show’s CIA assassin Chuck Barris; JCD’s son’s West Point friend on Blackwater doing the fighting and Army doing the logistics, outsourcing war, Smedley Butler War Is a Racket
0:26:17 Forbes company of the year Monsanto, The Planet Versus Monsanto article; 17-year-old producer note on fake PBS fundraising B-roll, population control propaganda
0:31:03 Producer Segment
0:32:22 New Irish blasphemy law up to €25k, Muslim attack on Danish cartoonist Kurt Westergaard
0:34:49 Ray McGovern Are Presidents Afraid of the CIA? article, “Leon Panetta and seven of his moral-dwarf predecessors”, JFK assassination, candid Obama photos and “direct line of fire”
0:38:20 Mysterious Indian man helping crotch bomber, Indian arrestee MIA, inordinate number of Indians in Obama administration, Indian RAW Research and Analysis Wing vs CIA, tired-looking Obama #2 in Hawaii, Hillary’s relationship with Indian outsourcing firm, JCD: “Rahm’s expendable”, Indians on transition team, head of DARPA; Indian Prime Minister at state dinner with party crashers; Obama and CIA drug-running
0:56:21 Canada to suspend Parliament until March 3, JCD recommends CBC’s The National; OSI Systems Rapiscan CEO Deepak Chopra; little press for RAW, formidable Indian mafia controlling Bollywood and gold trade, Mumbai attacks and ISI
1:03:52 Canadian opposition demanding Richard Colvin e-mails on Afghan controversy
1:04:56 Australian producer note on radio podcasting special mentioning No Agenda; farmer Peter Spencer’s hunger strike over Kyoto Protocol land use restrictions
1:09:48 Donation Segment: defending bloggers subpoenaed by TSA; ACC’s “wad” of bills for beggars
1:26:25 Earth under threat from asteroid Apophis, deep solar minimum, Dutch 100-year cold snap
1:30:14 Mayo Clinic to stop accepting Medicare patients in Arizona
1:33:10 Flying pyramid UFOs over Egyptian pyramids
1:33:58 Outro: JCD eleven-minute end-of-show clip montage
161 Obama vs CIA (2009-12-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “So you’re saying that there’s aliens meeting with our government, course they ran this
to the Christmas holiday so nobody would notice, that’s what your theory is.” (1:18:30)

0:00:41 Good Morning America year-end in memoriam and top ten events quiz for ACC, Bernie Madoff
upstaged by Tiger Woods and Octomom, ACC: “I just threw up in my mouth”

0:14:24 Producer Segment: Hartford morning show call-in; ACC’s half-dead Walgreens batteries

0:19:23 Yemen action finally appearing on MSM; Janet Napolitano lying to Meet the Press; bogus
story about crotch bomber boarding without passport, Dutch DoJ on AQQ APIS Quick Query
tied into US systems; Schiphol millimeter-wave machine stick figures with orange dot; no burn
marks in underwear photos; CNN downplays report of passenger with camcorder; Dutch hero
on wrestling with “suspect” for device

0:31:26 Fort Hood shooter MIA; Obama vs CIA, failure of “intelligence community” to put Nidal
Hasan on no-fly list; Yemen LNG contracts set up by Bush 41, L-3 Communications’ Robert
LaPenta’s ties to companies providing rendition flights, Hunt Oil plane breaching Obama’s
Hawaiin no-fly zone, eight CIA killed in Afghanistan suicide attack at FOB Chapman

0:42:01 Schiphol Airport crotch-grabbing and “I have nothing to hide”, JCD: “it’s security theater”;
BBC PETN demonstration; Obama “systemic failure”; CNN “well-placed source” on Hasan’s
father’s attempt to warn “intelligence community”; Rep. Sue Myrick: “you’re not being told
the whole story of why these incidents are happening”, “there are people who have been
indoctrinated into the same line of thinking that are now in positions in our government”

0:52:34 CNN talking point on Hasan working with Gitmo prisoners, Gitmo as cover for opium “rendi-
tion flights”; excuse to extend Patriot Act, replace flight attendants with Air Marshals, reverse
bailout of unprofitable airlines; Wired on bloggers subpoenaed by TSA for publishing directive

1:04:12 Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols for high-speed rail, JCD on Chinese 400 mph maglev,
Leo Wanta a code name from Reagan

1:07:28 Mark Thatcher’s connection to crotch bomber’s father in Equatorial Guinea coup d’état at-
tempt; distraction from war crimes indictments for Israeli and Hamas government figures

1:09:35 Donation Segment

1:16:20 Madoff out of hospital unit and in either cell or Paraguay; military “liaising with extraterres-
trial life”, silicon-based “conformers”

1:20:44 Top 25 censored news stories, Mexican gangs running juvenile detention outfits, FBI InfraGard

1:25:54 Glenn Beck all-in on Atlas Shrugged; ACC recommends Howard L. Bloom’s Genius of the
Beast, biological boom and bust cycles; JCD on Thom Hartmann gushing over Avatar

1:30:59 Financial Times person of the year Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein, Information Week
CIO of the year Vivek Kundra; Codex Alimentarius on the verge of implementation, French
anti-alcohol laws; Dutch no-fly zone below 1000 feet to avoid military drones

1:39:23 Georgia State University: make money in stock market by emulating members of Congress;
ethics waiver for John Brennan to investigate crotch bomber intelligence failure, previous
position as CEO of The Analysis Corporation

1:41:12 XXDR TB extremely drug resistant tuberculosis; 40k goats culled over Dutch Q fever scare

1:43:38 Sports Soup lewd-sounding out-of-context quotes, “the entire team came on the ice”

1:45:37 New Year’s resolutions to triple donation income, Dutch press on ACC eating airplane; ACC
video project and Daily Source Code; New Year plans, blue moon controversy

1:49:04 Inuit elders bent out of shape because “the sun, the stars, and the Moon are all changing”
160 Yemen and the Nigerian Crotch Bomber (2009-12-27)

0:00:00 (excerpt) Announcer: “This is the voice of terror!”
0:01:26 ACC in Yosemite at Wawona Hotel, internet available in Redwood Cottages parking lot
0:06:18 Producer Segment
0:08:30 ACC’s Christmas tulip photos from JCD
0:14:31 Distraction of the Week/And Now Back to Real News: Nigerian crotch bomber, “Dutch hero” John Gruden lookalike; massive amount of information unearthed within 24 hours from anonymous source, bomber walking around Schiphol Airport for three hours; PETN pentaerythritol tetranitrate explosive, “injecting liquid” lie; naked body scanner sales bonanza; 2006 TSA detention of marine Daniel Brown for gunpowder residue, PETN already being swabbed for; United Airlines cancels in-flight entertainment as “security measure”, Delta disallows blankets and laptops (JCDPPotD)
0:30:07 JCD on pattern of multiple simultaneous al-Qaeda operations: “it’s not that one lone guy catching his dick on fire”; crotch bomber’s father a Nigerian banker
0:32:29 Naked body scanners and biometric profile plus RFID, JCD recommends Kena Kai RFID wallets; TSA bragging about 13 arrests for “suspicious behavior or fraudulent travel documents”, 17 firearms, “artfully concealed prohibited item”, “sterile area breaches”; JCD firearm-shaped lead foil cutout practical joke; Nigerian press on eight-year shoe bomber cycle, six northern Nigerian cities stormed by US forces; 60-39 vote to remove limits on national debt and Fannie/Freddy; CIA and Boko Haram in Nigeria; bomber passing second Schiphol checkpoint
0:48:25 Donation Segment: JCD on Köln Cathedral used as bomber landmark
0:57:14 British Ambassador on briefing telegram disappearing from archives; Bush administration off-site e-mail system, administrator dead in light aviation accident; JCD “are you mad??” iso Clorox “wash your hands and get your flu shot” ad with no mention of Clorox, JCD: “when did H1N1 become a brand name?”; Mevio Lysol ads, FDA pulling down organic remedy ads
1:03:47 Roundtable discussion on civility in government, Jesse Helms and Claiborne Pell helping each other onto tram, JCD: “back in the 1860s they used to throw shit at each other in Congress!”
1:08:44 UN Goldstone Report on war crimes committed by both sides in 22-day Israel-Hamas conflict, denounced by Israel and US; UK court issues arrest warrant for Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni, Netanyahu recalls diplomats to Jerusalem for “big meeting”
1:17:57 Lorcaserin weight loss drug; Esquire “Whaddaya Mean Obama Hasn’t Done Anything?” article; producer note on making Obama pillow for anti-Obama in-laws
159 Health Care Doublecross (2009-12-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “That guy just looks like a phony.”
0:00:40 Global warming blizzard in Midwest; sweetened versions of Al Gore Our Choice poem
0:03:45 Producer Segment
0:09:41 Robert Gibbs laughing like an idiot; Gibbs in HBO Obama campaign documentary; CSI: Miami “it happened because reality just became real”; Gibbs won’t confirm “Barry from DC” call-in to Tim Kaine’s radio show
0:14:35 Supreme Court rules that anyone can be held as an enemy combatant and not a person, “torture is a foreseeable consequence of the military’s detention of suspected enemy combatants”; Dredd Scott decision denying citizenship to former slaves and their descendants; Executive Order 12425 elevating Interpol above Constitution
0:27:51 BBC speculating about top Christmas song, Killing in the Name Of
0:29:49 Senate approves healthcare bill; Free Speech TV’s Thom Hartmann reads old Wisconsin law outlawing corporate contributions “of any kind” to political campaigns; insurance company stocks at 52-year high, Hartmann on Obama insisting on public option removed by Lieberman, JCD insider stock shorting theory, insider sell-off
0:45:01 Howard Dean calls out David Gregory on Meet the Press over insurance stock prices; 10x normal volume of put options on airlines on 9/10, JCD: “Chicago pump and dump scheme taken to the limit”; Harry Reid repeal-proof subsection on Medicare Advisory Board
0:53:05 Donation Segment: Jon Stewart’s Glenn Beck impression; Nielsen ratings for PBS
1:05:03 Upbeat “fungal infections” side effect roster in Simponi ad; CDC warns about levamisole worm medicine in 69% of cocaine shipments, ACC: “this is great marketing”
1:12:36 Army jails single mother Alexis Hutchinson for refusing to deploy; pregnancy forbidden for active duty military (JCDPPotD)
1:18:34 ACC not all-in on fluoridated water, aluminum industry waste product, Legacy of Ashes CIA Vietnam pacification, EPA to regulate lithium and pharmaceutical waste levels in water; local bans on rainwater collection, JCD on Bermuda cisterns
1:30:07 Climategate: Copenhagen being called a failure; Build-A-Bear animated video: “at the rate it’s melting, the North Pole will be gone by Christmas!”; Time to Eat the Dog book on sustainable living; IPCC chair Rajendra Pachauri accused of impropriety by Telegraph, “each penny of it goes to my institute”, “very generous honoraria”, “obviously the skeptics regard me as a target”
1:38:47 Verichip delisted and rebranded PositiveID with nationalcreditreport.com’s Steel Vault
1:39:40 Merry Christmas; ACC’s aircraft officially for sale, next show from Yosemite
1:42:19 Outro: end-of-show Christmas song Mimi’s idea; Marc Faber on helping US economy by spending on prostitutes and beer; ACC’s synthesized dead battery announcement; Jonathan Coulton’s Podsafe Christmas
158 USA Attacks Yemen (2009-12-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “There goes your career.” (0:41:54)
0:00:36 Copenhagen COP 15 blizzard, record-breaking snowfall in New Jersey; Burt Rutan ice age
0:03:45 Producer Segment: Show 157 saved by chatroom
0:08:18 Irish MP “fuck you” for colleague; Al Franken denies Joe Lieberman extra minute to accelerate work on healthcare bill; Democrats get five minutes and Republicans get one to question Stanley “Tigger” McChrystal in committee, C-SPAN So You Don’t Have To jingle; progressive vs liberal vs neoliberal; potential 2012 Obama replacement, “third term of Bush”
0:19:00 Bob Corker on Bernanke’s qualifications due to being thoroughly trounced by economy, JCD likens him to a football coach who has never won a game
0:21:32 ACC: “very large mother ship” 1.5M miles off South Pole
0:23:37 Copenhagen code of ethics: no messing around with hookers; Congressional Research Service report on fraud & abuse with travel cards, 89% increase in transactions between 1999 and 2008, DoD $100M in unused tickets, first class exception for “unsanitary” coach
0:30:40 Climategate: Al Gore reads his poetry on CBS Early Show, weepy host Harry Smith: “I’m happy to hear it in your voice”
0:36:12 Nancy Pelosi to CNBC in Copenhagen: “the American people should be pleased with this pleased with this for four reasons: jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs”; Obama “grave and growing danger”, “all of you would not be here unless you, like me, were convinced that this danger is real”, “this is not fiction, it is science”; Hillary on “jointly mobilizing” $100bn per year, MSNBC’s reptilian Dylan Ratigan on $50bn “drop in the bucket”; Rajendra Pachauri cashing in on carbon credits for Tata Group by closing Corus Redcar steel plant and moving to Mumbai
0:51:39 Donation Segment: Dutch kijken- en luistergeld TV tax
1:01:06 Copenhagen Accord 2% tax on financial transactions, reference to 1992 Framework Convention on Climate Change objective, “global governance” from 1998
1:11:34 ACC gripes about credit or debit card requirement for buying food on airplanes; EU RFID chips in travel passes
1:16:26 And Now Back to Real News: New Zealand teen hit by distracted driver after flashing breasts; Letterman on Tiger Woods’ popularity at 33%, “doing well in the polling”; kids interviewed about plastered Tom Arnold in Santa suit
1:20:07 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Detroit schools bribing schoolkids with pizza for vaccinations; Pennsylvania fake Britney Spears movie theater ads, “you’re not gonna get sick from me”; “Treeman” Dede Koswara’s extreme version of HPV; 23M masks and gloves for California schools, push for booster shot, January “second wave” meme; Anthony Weiner “don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the good” healthcare bill meme
1:27:25 Reuters: Yemen kills 24-30 al-Qaeda militants “including foreigners” and foils multiple suicide bombing plots, ABC: US shooting cruise missiles, JCD on recent natural gas discovery; ESPN “coincidence, I think not”; ACC: slip in an “in the morning!” on call-in show; Rachel Maddow spotted chatting with Roger Ailes at White House party, Obama’s war on Fox, possible NDA
1:33:42 Federal websites to begin using cookies for tracking visitors, Google 180-day cookie
1:35:14 Outro: Al Gore reads bleak Our Choice poem, Vagina Monologues
157  The Democratic Industrial Complex  (2009-12-16)

0:00:00  (excerpt) ACC: “That would have been a great show, if it had actually recorded.”
0:01:11  Producer Segment
0:03:08  Cory Doctorow up in arms about Canadian copyright “reform” and book licensing vs ownership, JCD on Seymour Rubinstein and shrinkwrap licenses; PR firms as source of all news; “Gitmo Nation Baguette” France giving young adults newspaper subscriptions; subsidized Dutch journalist reveals secret government orders; JCD on Microsoft Hood Canal meetings, journalists signing NDAs
0:17:22  Distraction of the Week: new White House party crashers vs $1.2T spending bill, executive privilege invoked, JCD: possible warning from CIA; Silvio Berlusconi hit with statue vs mafia connection revelation; Ben Bernanke named Time Person of the Year vs Finance Committee reappointment activities, anti-Bernanke Bernie Sanders
0:28:05  Prof. Bill Black: Greenspan & Bernanke “twins”, “they refused to send in the examiners”, “now banks don’t have to recognize losses”; American Bankers Association protests
0:25:46  Producer note on spotting enormous amount of military hardware on the move; JCD on left and right wings’ identical complaints, Rush Limbaugh belief checklist, “left-right paradigm”
0:39:32  ACC’s C-SPAN iOS app, John Culberson on $1.2T spending bill, “only posted last night”, single copy on clerk’s desk, “why the rush?”, $8T spent in 12 months, Pelosi’s trip to COP 15 for “job creation”; ACC Copenhagen office poll, child credit exchange; massive protests
0:52:20  Climategate: Sir David King “remember that these emails go back to 1998” lie to Newsnight audience; standing ovation for Hugo Chávez anti-capitalist rant, JCD “caliphate”
0:58:52  Donation Segment: Gates Foundation grants to anti-evolution Discovery Institute
1:07:04  UN Office on Drugs and Crime: $352bn in drug money laundered by banking system; appropriations bill lists recipients of money
1:11:06  Al Gore backpedals on 75% chance of ice-free Arctic, researcher Wieslaw Maslowski “rather pissed on his chips”; anti-warmist heart attack, JCD: “it looked like got an electric shock”; Lord Monckton interviews clueless Greenpeace protestor: Greenpeace “not a weather bureau is it?”; Prince Charles & Gordon Brown in separate jets; CIA Center for Climate & Security anticipates “fighting for food and shelter” and military conflict
1:20:37  Recent The Nation article on “Democratic Industrial Complex”, 2/3 of donations from healthcare industry; Howard Dean on healthcare bill from “pro insurance company Democrats”
1:24:37  AP on Monsanto anticompetitive business practices, Bayer admits GMO contamination is out of control, not a word from NPR or PBS; new information on the dangers of high fructose corn syrup, JCD recommends Heinz organic ketchup, Pepsi dropping HFCS
1:30:48  Cruise missile explosion over Nebraska; Northwest 188 ATC tapes released, ACC: “these guys were not asleep, they were freaked out by something and they’re not talking about it”
1:34:05  And Now Back to Real News: dead Nebraska man eaten by his two pugs
1:34:46  Iraqi insurgents hacking into unencrypted US drone video feed
1:36:07  So You Don’t Have To book review jingle, Crisis by Design: The Untold Story of the Global Financial Coup and What You Can Do about It
1:37:21  Outro: JCD correction on history of Casper Milquetoast
156  The Science is In Part Two (2009-12-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “I love you, man! I love you, man!”  ACC: “I love you man! Hey man, I love you!”

0:00:38  ACC’s show notes site password recovery; Friday night “old journalist dudes” party, JCD collaborators waiting on him, JCD three sheets to the wind

0:03:54  Producer Segment

0:05:31  Imagine There’s No Global Warming jingle

0:06:51  And Now Back to Real News:  Geraldo Rivera interviews Hollywood madam who supplied Tiger Woods with hookers; experiments with Skype port forwarding

0:10:17  Geoff Smith  Science!, Don’t Be a Denier, The Science is In!, and Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand jingles; PBS fundraising black preacher: “receptivi-tea”, “yes to prosperity, yes to compassion, yes to service”; Rev. Manning “boom shakalaka”

0:16:08  Climategate: cap and trade protests sanitized in 350.org and The Guardian coverage, The Distraction of the Week jingle; EU pledges €8bn for Africa; “tck tck tck” meme, “heavy blow to nation-state system” unless agreement is reached; JCD on global government to protect wealth of elites; high school producer message on teacher all-in on one world government

0:33:25  UK Parliament considering bill to require criminal background checks for homeschooler, JCD on Washington homeschooling, post-WWI push for global governance, JCD predicts 2020 European war; Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb and sterilization via water supply, John Lennon not all-in with David Frost

0:44:27  George Carlin on “save the planet” absurdity, “the planet is fine, the people are fucked”; armed UN rent-a-cop shuts down journalist Phelim McAleer for asking Prof. Stephen Schneider about Climategate e-mail deletion, “if you don’t shut that off I’m gonna take it away from you”

0:52:12  Danish police yellow triangle insignia; Norway spiral in Russia & China, Kremlin UFO pyramid

0:57:19  Kari Norgaard to Wired on “well-organized, well-funded climate-skeptic campaigns”, “same PR firms who helped the tobacco industry”; ACC on National Suicide and celebrity megalo-mania; Financial Post on IPCC eugenics agenda; JCD on fuss over teen pregnancy

1:08:32  PBS fundraising The Answer is You with Michael Bernard Beckwith, “complaining is a public declaration of your inability to see opportunities”, “what you appreciate appreciates”, “investment in this station”, bakelite phone bell in background cued by “participate fully in your life” and “valuable community service”; laugh tracks and subliminal propaganda crawl

1:22:08  Donation Segment: producer note from father of serviceman in Iraq

1:27:11  “Milli Vanilli wannabe” Beckwith’s Agape International Spiritual Center, problem/etymology “made-up piece of crap” (JCDPPotD); Free Speech TV Gay USA outing people, GLAD talking with Fox over “homophobic and transphobic animated shows”, “fruitful” gag

1:36:08  Matt Taibbi “must read” Rolling Stone article “Obama’s Big Sellout” to Wall Street

1:40:32  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: producer recording of vaccination telemarking

1:43:35  Swedish military intelligence able to wiretap all foreign internet traffic

1:45:20  Obama Peace Prize acceptance speech: “I understand why war is not popular”, NATO “wagers of peace”, US “standard-bearer in the conduct of war”; Casper Milquetoast

1:52:24  Veterans Today story on bin Laden dying at Tora Bora; ACC predicts “spit out your chewing gum!” at TSA checkpoints, Ukrainian chemistry student killed by explosive gum; naked scanner “stand on the yellow footprints”; “narcotecture” in Afghanistan

2:01:49  JCD on new term “warmist”; Burt Rutan on danger of triggering ice age
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155  Holes Over Norway  (2009-12-10)

0:00:00  JCD: “I'm not sick, it’s only a flesh wound!”
0:00:39  Al Gore brings on snowstorms
0:01:08  Producer Segment
0:04:18  And Now Back to Real News: chihuahuas top dog pound submissions due to Beverly Hills Chihuahua; ACC’s pigeons Granola and Gretchen
0:08:03  ACC on “portal” over Norway and Large Hadron Collider, Partial Reflection Medium-Frequency Atmospheric Radar facility in Ramfjordmoen, 2.43 MHz signal, ACC: “it’s an attack on the extraterrestrials”, incoming ion cannon theory, JCD: “looks doctored”, spike in meteor sightings predicted; Norwegians miffed over Obama’s event cancellations; Hessdalen lights
0:18:28  CIA angry over being thrown under bus by Obama, Tiger Woods scandal as proxy attack via National Enquirer; planned Franklin Roosevelt coup and War Is a Racket author Smedley Butler, Nazi-funder Prescott Bush, Mena Arkansas
0:27:05  Guns N’ Roses So You Don’t Have To book review jingle; ACC recommends National Suicide by Martin Gross, 2011 $1T in interest on national debt; limousines and jets in Copenhagen
0:34:40  Climategate: Al Gore climate change poem, “horsemen ready their stirrups”, JCD: “the guy is nearly an L. Ron Hubbard”; Copenhagen treaty has World Bank running the show, GE at top of list of approved companies; Katie Couric: “at least 97 percent of climatologists believe global warming is real and largely man-made”, “the health of the earth should not be a political issue”, JCD: “if we’re sincere about this whole thing we would only have cap”
0:45:54  Marc Morano’s climatedepot.com, Mark Watson “what an asshole” on News Night
0:50:52  EPA’s Lisa Jackson on “polar icecaps crumbling into the oceans” and “disappearing coastlines”, 2007 Supreme Court Clean Air Act ruling, “this administration will not ignore science or the law any longer”, ACC: “unless it comes to torturing people”, “cements 2009’s place in history”, emission reporting requirements, UK license plate readers and automobile black boxes, “there is nothing in the hacked e-mails that undermines the science upon which this decision is based”, “that’s one thread looking at one data set over many many data sets” lie
Amanda Knox Knockers (2009-12-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “They do not know this is gonna happen, I’m telling you, this is gonna be weird.”
(0:55:22)

0:00:38 JCD on reptilian Al Gore’s Letterman appearance, immortal Henry Kissinger; ACC on Philadelphia International Airport “expert traveler” line, TSA “checkpoint”, airport security “you must take your Ken dolls out” for Kindles, No Agenda tip: check in at first class self-service, premium security line scam

0:10:26 And Now Back to Real News: Amanda Knox convicted for murder of Meredith Kercher, prosecutor under indictment, Satanic cult distraction; public disgust at law enforcement behavior, slave labor in for-profit prisons; “Foxy Knoxy” on MySpace, “they haven’t done themselves any favors by putting this stuff on the web for all to see”, the ordeal of deposition

0:19:02 Producer Segment

0:20:45 JCD on theoretical Flickr photo of grilling and arson indictment, danger of keeping photos private; ACC’s “smokin’ dope in his airplane” photo, danger of photos of children; Flickr EXIF GPS data (JCDPPotD)

0:26:39 Canadian No Agenda by 15-year-old kids

0:27:15 Lisbon Treaty promises flood of new laws and regulations, death penalty exemption for fleeing suspect, burglar shot by Dutch police; Australian RSPCA proposes law for daily dog walking or jail; single No Agenda listener at Mevio

0:35:21 Climategate: Climate Change Denialists Beware jingle, Huffington Post’s smug Katherine Goldstein tweet: trip to Copenhagen “debatably the best job perk ever”; free prostitutes for COP 15 attendees; Newsweek “MILF greenie” photo with Dalai Lama; UK temperature data to be reexamined, no mention in mainstream media; Gordon Brown “flat earthers” parallel; Copenhagen “big-ass trade show”; Copenhagen Treaty one world government push, Ketchum Inc marketing giant, Coca-Cola “pouring rights” for city, UN event at Kronborg Castle; escalation of 2009 Seattle WTO protest agenda, ACC: take incriminating pictures

0:51:40 We Are Change New York heckling Al Gore book signing, PR chick: “no press here, just photo op”, ACC: “shut up, slave!”; “Mr. Gore, you are a traitor to this nation and you know it!”, “New World Order scumbag!”; Keith Olbermann deconstructs Jon Stewart and “Fox Climategate story”; Hannity hangs up on Bilderberg caller; Governor Schwarzenegger video predicts 7-degree rise in temperatures, threat to “nearly eliminate skiing”, shameless Tesla promotion; Red Hot Lies author Chris Horner on NASA satellite fleet to track global cooling, NASA constantly changing data, temperature monitoring moving to cities

1:07:19 Club of Rome overpopulation doomsday clock fearmongering, 150M population target

1:11:34 Donation Segment: ACC’s sister Willows top ten reasons she subscribes to No Agenda

1:20:36 Henry Waxman media subsidy bills, ACC: “Ministry of Truth in the making”; Voices from the Heartland podcast, DHS preparing for civil unrest, NORTHCOM Operation Garden Plot, suspension of Posse Comitatus; Ben Bernanke on deficit “entitlement issue and the aging issue”, “I’m not in any way advocating unfair treatment of the elderly”; Al Franken to drunk Max Baucus: “I thank you for the sixteen seconds, and I’d like to, now, oh! I’ve used it up!”

1:35:41 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Dollhouse stealth “sharing” vaccine ad, ACC on Zen TV Experiment and mind control

1:39:32 End of show clip: Jim Bunnings eviscerates Ben Bernanke in confirmation hearing; “ask your doctor” No Agenda PSA
153 350 Protests (2009-12-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hit it!”

0:02:30 Several comical “turn down your speakers!” intro misfires from iPhone; ACC in New Jersey, headed to Pittsburgh

0:04:10 Producer Segment

0:05:07 Obama “wet noodle” West Point speech with militaristic musical introduction, “let me be clear”, 30k troops for Afghanistan, torture prohibition lie, stage rush by cadets; military producer note on “kill boxes”, Baghdad Airport Burger King in top five highest-grossing

0:16:32 Ambassador Louis Susman to BBC Breakfast: “we’re in Pakistan for the long term”

0:18:21 White House party crasher woman auditioning for Real Housewives, appearance on NBC This Morning, announced at dinner, Obama “irked”

0:21:49 And Now Back to Real News: Tiger Woods all over Japanese news

0:24:16 350 movement protesting cap and trade, $22 carbon credits, Climate Exchange PLC the only company licensed to trade, Generation Investment LLC founded by Al Gore and full of Goldman Sachs guys; Obama involved in Joyce Foundation grant to Chicago Climate Exchange; Verizon turning over 8M GPS coordinates to FBI; Climate Justice SEO’ed down; deniers trolling Gore at book signings

0:35:52 ACORN and Project Vote whistleblower Anita MonCrief on constant election fundraising, people being “thrown under the bus” and tossed in jail for protesting, New York Times “killed” story, “poverty is big business for ACORN”

0:43:23 Robert Gibbs on Climategate: “I don’t think that’s anything that is quite frankly among most people in dispute any more”, Obama heading to Copenhagen early “to get us to the point of a deal”; asked about list of 31k scientists including 26k PhDs opposed to climate change, “no real scientific basis for the dispute of this”; “the Honorable Robert Gibbs” at state dinner

0:51:25 Donation Segment

1:01:57 NBC on bogus recovery.gov data, 1% of 12M data points; ACC on Daily Source Code resurrection; When I Grow Up I Want to Be an Old Woman Kaiser Permanente ad; CVC’s $350 half-hour doctor visit; 90-second Seroquel bipolar disorder medication ad with 17 seconds of promotion; “Nancy decided she can’t afford so many bathroom detours when sixty percent off is at stake” Toviaz overactive bladder ad

1:14:44 Goldman Sachs employees applying for concealed carry permits; Federal Reserve proposes movie theater PSAs on keeping credit card costs down

1:17:51 Kim Jong-il’s surprise currency devaluation; Cosmopolitan guide to avoiding spread of swine flu: “do the deed facing away from him” with reverse cowgirl
152 Attack Of The Icebergs (2009-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Y’know, the guy just basically says, global government, yeah we’re just gonna run the whole damn thing, screw ya.”

0:00:36 JCD hears ACC in “Stan Francisco”

0:01:14 Producer Segment

0:08:24 French anti-drinking lobby, “wine wars” dumping Spanish wine tankers; Minitel for hookers

0:11:45 Cheerleader Desiree Jennings seasonal flu shot dystonia story debunked

0:15:21 Climategate jingle: COP 15 delegation to include BNP “denialist” Nick Griffin, “climate contrarian” meme; story buried by Google SEO obfuscation; David Biello Scientific American article: “sadly for the potential fate of human civilization, rumors of the demise of climate change have been much exaggerated”; University of New South Wales “Copenhagen Diagnosis”

0:28:06 Biello’s Sixty-Second Earth podcast “brought to you by Siemens”, 9440 metric tons of CO₂ per child, JCD: “hey, I got an idea: why don’t we just round up all the kids and send them to concentration camps and kill them all”; Dutch Environment Minister Jacqueline Cramer e-mails “cherry picked” meme; “smear campaign”, “dissenters”, “out of context” memes, scientific term “trick”; icebergs approaching New Zealand; Australian scientists developing flatulence “vaccine” for sheep; producer note on air quality workers extending mandate to CO₂ fiefdom

0:41:50 Pilots for 9/11 Truth black box data on Pentagon collision full of inconsistencies, Flight Deck Door never opened, security camera footage confiscated by FBI

0:45:12 And Now Back to Real News: Tiger Woods plows into fire hydrant and tree fleeing golf club-wielding wife, nightclub owner mistress with bulging left eyeball like Ross Perot

0:48:55 Investigative journalist Mark Pittman dead at 52 having sued the Federal Reserve

0:51:24 And Now Back to Real News: White House dinner crashers Michaele and Tareq Salahi, pipelines for Pakistan, JCD: Benazir Bhutto “blowed up”, bin Laden killed claim; Secret Service looking for disappearing Salahis; Bill Moyers turning on Obama, Lyndon Johnson’s phone calls, Vietnam playbook; Australian reenactment of soldier’s letter home: “like launching killing machines from a cross between the Hilton Hotel and the Westfield Shopping Complex”, “Dutch is an acronym for don’t understand the concept here”, artillery killing 80 civilians

1:05:04 Donation Segment: “random” subscription cancellations

1:11:48 American Enterprise Institute blog post on Obama’s sub-8% private sector cabinet; Nigel Farage on European Parliament “eight and a half years of bullying, of lying, of ignoring democratic referendums” to pass Lisbon Treaty, “political pygmies” appointed, “the Kissinger question of who to call in Europe hasn’t really been answered”, President Herman Van Rompuy “doesn’t exactly trip off the tongue, does it?”, Baroness Catherine Ashton “never had a proper job, and she’s never been elected to anything in her life”, ACC: “shut up, slave!” from Poland’s Jerzy Buzek, Ashton’s treasurer position with Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament

1:22:30 Obama kowtowing to Emperor Akihito; Russians refusing to shake Obama’s hand

1:25:09 Human Rights Watch ruckus over Uganda’s plans to execute gays with HIV

1:26:54 Bernanke: Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 audit the Fed bill could “impair economic stability”; Dubai about to default on $80bn loan, London Stock Exchange “glitch”

1:30:59 24-part CBC series on faith and distrust in science; Russian bombers flying over Netherlands and Canada, JCD on justifiable Russian paranoia; Van Rompuy: “2009 is also the first year of global governance with the establishment of the G20”, “global management of our planet”

1:43:12 FDA evaluating Novartis H1N1 vaccine with adjuvants
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**151  Turkeys Going Rogue (2009-11-26)**

0:00:00 ACC: “Have you ever done heroin, John?” (1:48:12)
0:00:39 Delay due to Mac OS Core Audio update havoc, DRM and copyright according to Steve Jobs
0:04:34 Climategate: *Hide the Decline* YouTube music video; JCD on PBS 16-minute Copenhagen COP 15 segment, *The Lancet* on reducing deaths from heart and lung diseases by cutting CO₂ emissions, “climate change is not only about economics, and it’s not only about the environment, it’s about your health”, no actual mention of CO₂, “black carbon” soot and methane, “we can prevent certain obesity”; Lord Monckton calling for resignations
0:17:36 BBC meteorologist Paul Hudson sitting on CRU e-mails since October; “strong statement” from Royal Society and others about greenhouse gas emissions danger “more alarming than ever”; hopenhagen.org registered to Ogilvy PR, “friends of Hopenhagen” Coca-Cola and BMW, *Huffington Post* COP 15 “citizen journalist” raffle, “eleven days to seal the deal”
0:26:55 Producer Segment: Black Friday stampede death predictions
0:29:00 Australia’s Malcolm Turnbull to “dissidents”: “I am the leader and I have made the call”; Chinese envoy drops liability into US laps, ACC on European hate for US not signing Kyoto Protocol, Copenhagen “framework for future action”, Bush blamed for Clinton’s inaction
0:32:45 Obama on pulling troops out of Afghanistan: “I will promise you this: that if we have not gotten our troops out by the time I am president, it is the first thing I will do, I will get our troops home, we will bring an end to this war: you can take that to the bank”, JCD: “whoa, I get to take it to the bank!”, “how many first things did he say he would do?”; H.R.4130 *Share the Sacrifice Act* by Rep. David (You Will) Obey, Dutch Global Services mercenary helicopter downed; JCD on right-wing radio pounding drums for more war
0:42:06 ACC’s Sarah Palin *Going Rogue* experiment, Mevio former Black Panther Maggie: “product of incest”; Palin *An American Life* subtitle, CBS assassination via Couric, JCD recommends live unedited interview; Palin continuously rebelling against Republican headquarters control
0:52:21 Donation Segment: “astonishing” insectworks.com; Obama rejects global landmine ban
1:02:52 Dutch Het Nieuwe Rijk outfit recommends EU identity card number tattoos; UK arrests for sole purpose of building up DNA database; JCD on CSI plugging into CCTV camera system; Obama “gun salesman of the year”; former CIA Robert Baer: Afghanistan “war of national resistance”, national force “occupying army” vs local libertarians
1:15:56 Rep. Jane Harman questioned by incoherent *Mad TV* Miss Swan sound-alike; 250k Irish public workers walking out over pay cut; Kentucky census worker Bill Sparkman found dead with “fed” written on chest staged his own murder; Obama pushing for Patriot Act renewal
1:24:35 HSBC tells clients to remove physical gold from safe deposit boxes as it approaches $1200; “lumpy” gold-plated tungsten melting attempts; WikiLeaks 9/11 pager messages dump
1:27:53 Sen. Susan Collins: “most young people, I fear, will just do the math” and pay $750 tax, “if they do get sick later, they can still buy insurance”, NAIC “severe adverse selection”
1:31:47 *Washington Post* office shutdown; IMF warns second bailout would “threaten democracy”; Standard & Poor’s warns big banks are undercapitalized
1:36:47 And Now Back to Real News: Bulgarian Space Research Institute working on deciphering alien symbols in crop circles; *V* reboot: “they’re not mixing their drug into the vitamin shot, they’re mixing it into our flu vaccine”, ACC on ridicule for vaccine skeptics
1:43:37 *No Agenda* Swine Flu Minute: GlaxoSmithKline “advises” one 172k-dose “batch” might cause “more allergic reactions than normal”; Canada limiting liability; no heroin “vaccine”
150 Global Warming Denialism (2009-11-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “This wasn’t a meteor at all, it was a test firing of an EMF device.” (1:19:49)
0:00:38 ACC playing show for Will the hairdresser, worst-dressed man topic for “morning show”
0:02:32 ACC’s trip to Las Vegas Casino Expo, open-carry of Palin’s Going Rogue, “not a lot of dirt”, minor “Machel Raddow” Couric incident
0:07:01 Producer Segment
0:10:08 Climagegate: same University of East Anglia CRU Climatic Research Unit that ran out of disk space, “denialism” and “holding back science” memes, JCD: “thalidomide’s the first thing that comes to mind”; MSM shift of focus from anthropogenic to general warming, Obama COP 15 deal walkback; lots of “not available for comment”, Al Gore “science is clear” mantra
0:22:12 Der Spiegel on Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research 0% net warming trend; UK’s convenient “worst rainfall in a thousand years”; potential death of cap and trade unregulated derivatives; Bishop Hill Blog CRU e-mail synopsis with source links
0:27:56 Timothy Geithner to Michael Burgess on “there is no country that came into this crisis with the tools to manage it effectively”, bullcrap the tools euphemism for legal authority, Burgess: “how did George Bush cause those countries to be unprepared for a financial crisis?”, JCD explains Glass-Steagall depression prevention, Geithner: “we are working to put the TARP out of its misery”, blames recession on deregulation, Burgess: “I don’t think that you should be fired, I thought you should’ve never been hired”
0:43:32 Health and Human Services advisory panel: no mammograms until age 50, Kathleen Sebelius’ evasive damage control, ACC: “she’s a reptile”, two-year Pap smear recommendation and Gardasil, Patient Protection and Affordable Healthcare Act paragraph 3: no cost-sharing requirements for CDC-recommended immunizations, breast cancer “vaccine” no-shit “really for prevention”; Sen. Lisa Murkowski: “when we get our Thanksgiving turkey, it’s about a 20-pound turkey, so there you have it”
0:55:44 Wayne Dyer’s PBS superstition: “energy system that’s coming into our home”, $125M raised for PBS, “that’s a lot of Barneys, huh-huh-huh-huh!”
1:01:18 Donation Segment: dirty look from John Doerr of ACC over Al Gore coverage
1:13:54 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: regret over not using method “to instantly double or triple the number of doses available, by using an immune booster called an adjuvant”; CDC’s medal-studded Dr. Anne Schuchat; NIAID National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases $60M in grants for adjuvant development; no vaccine if you’re over 63
1:17:32 Meteorite explodes over Colorado, FAA flight tracking down across US because of “circuit board”, ACC: 1-kiloton device aimed at Denver International Airport Stargate as part of Obama administration space war to “take the CIA out”, H.R.1207 Watt amendment defeated; ABC on FAA “early-morning computer glitch”, ACC: “she’s making this up as she goes along”
1:26:49 Goldman-Sachs “doing God’s work” serving 10k free Thanksgiving dinners in San Francisco
1:28:26 Indiana National Guard unit “helping Afghan farmers help themselves”, “fertilizer application training”, Monsanto super-poppies, national tray-sure: “support for WAMU 88.5 comes from Monsanto, committed to sustainable agriculture, and creating hybrid and biotech seeds designed to increase crop yields and conserve natural resources”; urban farms in Detroit
1:32:50 Vaccine pipeline for {cocaine abuse, methamphetamine addiction, nicotine, neglected tropical diseases, prion diseases, hookworm, polio, rotavirus, leishmaniasis, DNA, streptococcal conjugate, obesity, tuberculosis}; “send Adam to school”
149  Fools Gold (2009-11-19)

0:00:00  JCD: “Oh! Well, it’s not that important!” (0:31:33)
0:00:33  ACC on JCD’s “gotta talk to a guy” hit setup; *Esquire*: ACC worst dressed man in Netherlands, Photoshopped Putin handshake, project: DIY trophy collection
0:07:50  Rachel Maddow Sarah Palin “elephant in the room”, ACC set to read Palin’s book, hour-long Oprah interview, hostile Barbara Walters interview with close-up shots to engender distrust
0:13:48  ACC on Rachel Maddow deconstructs Palin’s blame for Nicole Wallace on Katie Couric interview, Air America’s Ana Marie Cox “double-barreled lesbian trouble”, JCD: “lesbians are great”, JCD on Cox *Daily Beast* and Couric “puff pieces” about Wallace
0:19:09  ACC recommends Ron Paul’s *End the Fed*, attempts to trigger TSA, success triggering Uncle Don, Gregg & Paul friends with Paul Volcker; ACLU Steve Bierfeldt unlawful detainment lawsuit settled, TSA “total jackasses” requiring FOIA for new guidelines
0:23:11  Lou Dobbs doing an *Atlas Shrugged* by “going Galt”; Bill Maher vaccination blog post
0:26:55  Dutch automotive black boxes for road taxes, data privacy conditional on terrorist threat
0:29:15  *recovery.gov* presenting data for 440 nonexistent districts across all 50 states
0:32:31  Boeing with 10 tons of cocaine crashes in West Africa; JCD heirloom turkey for Thanksgiving
0:36:14  Producer Segment: *Gitmo Nation Down Under*; Hillary “MILF” audio
0:39:01  DHS’ Alex Garza to Senate hearing: “80% of the Department of Homeland Security personnel are operational”, “forces” size of Marine Corps, “evidence-based guidance”; Uncle Don chuckles about “civilian in the Pentagon”, CIA furious at Obama administration; no US president has ever visited Japanese atomic bomb memorial
0:49:28  PBS advertisers laughing in viewers’ faces, *NewsHour* outro Chevron “tackle challenges like climate change”, Wells Fargo, BNSF, Toyota, Monsanto, Grant “cook the books” Thornton, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation; Vivian Schiller “call it whatever you want” revisited
0:55:21  Donation Segment: ACC’s sister Willow keeping female numbers up
0:59:49  Failed disruptive advertising meme; ACC V-athon on DVR “unwatchable” with four minutes per commercial break, crapped out after ten minutes, Z-100 tracking competition’s breaks
1:02:46  Henry Kissinger on Obama China trip: “they really are issues of the construction of a New World Order, that’s what this is about, and that’s the sort of dialogue the Chinese are generally good at”; dual-channel “thou shalt donate” jingle; JCD on primetime $1 per show per viewer; blog post on gold purchase for new Chinese technology fund, Chinese government and MI6 confirm Federal Reserve Board has been selling gold-plated tungsten, 9/11 missing gold story
1:00:36  Mysterious substances sprayed over Ukraine before hemorrhagic flu outbreak; Qantas Flight 72 interim report: cosmic neutrons interacting with Airbus avionics in Southern Hemisphere
1:14:59  H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act about to be watered down by Rep. Mel Watt; Lloyd Blankfein “God’s work” damage control
1:16:24  *No Agenda* Swine Flu Minute: Tony Blair out of EU presidential race, Ireland to jail people for refusing mandatory Baxter International H1N1 vaccine; Minneapolis library bans plush toys and hand puppets; UK pushing vaccine at children under five in spite of danger; nicotine “vaccine” on *Financial Times* front page, ACC predicts anti-gay vaccine
1:25:33  Breitbart discovers *Law & Order* propaganda; Mevio break-in “where do you want us to dust”
1:27:50  Sarah Palin on Fort Hood as terrorism; White House “declines” to provide eyewitnesses to Congressional hearing, mysterious civilian fatality; Harry Reid’s 2500-page healthcare bill now online; Nouriel Roubini “the worst is yet to come” article
148  Adam Gets Kicked Out  (2009-11-15)

0:00:00  JCD: (laughing) “I thought this was one of your sound effects, with Crackpot calling the kettle black!” (1:24:04)
0:00:39  ACC at La Quinta with waffle iron and “waffle goop”
0:02:02  Producer Segment: Executive Producer manufacturer of MWG “90-rounder”
0:04:23  ACC in Upstate New York, JCD on IBM move to Armonk to avoid nuclear strike, family gathering for ACC’s father’s birthday; Uncle Don’s reaction to JCD’s Kim Jong-il wine tasting bid, DVD care package for Supreme Leader’s region-free player, JCD: “that’s progress”
0:10:12  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: JCD blocked from Albany library by cop, “mile and a half long” line for H1N1 vaccine, UK “jab” vs US “shot” violence metaphors, hordes of small children, three-hour wait, JCD: “nicked ‘em a hundred dollars a pop”; Wheeling WV kid held down for shot by deputies; 70% of French citizenry having none of it, combined H1N1 & H5N1 bits theory; GlaxoSmithKline $18bn vaccine pipeline, nicotine vaccine neurotransmitter brew; ACC’s cousin Lucy’s interesting stories about FDA’s Margaret Hamburg; Ukraine outbreak identified as lethal N1N1
0:23:54  Radio caller: “the Democrats have sold their soul to Hell”, “we are bein’ took by a bunch of sorry lowlife cockroaches, JCD on Limbaugh & Savage ass-kissers, dueling CNN and Fox in La Quinta ”breakfast area“, ”fishin’ on the Moon“
0:31:10  Time Life Heavenly Comedy Jam “pastor approved” collection
0:34:11  Professor David Salisbury to BBC Radio 4 on adjuvants: “strain changes don’t matter”, “4µg tiny tiny dose” plus “naturally occurring” fish oil “for a good purpose”, JCD on “exactly the same” as seasonal flu meme
0:38:59  V reboot and David Icke’s career-ending reptilian rant, reptilian Obama & Bush families; reptilian-run advertisers; Nancy Pelosi’s reptilian inappropriate smile
0:46:36  Pelosi dodges question on jail time for dodging health insurance tax: “I think the legislation is very fair in this respect”, lizard tongue activity; Hillary Clinton on Moro Islamic Liberation Front: “I’m encouraged by what I hear about the progress in the peace efforts that are going on between the government and MILF”
0:51:49  Cap and trade success with acid rain, American Enterprise Institute’s Kenneth Green: “inappropriate policy tool for the control of greenhouse gases”, emission trading alternative technology: “we had that with SO₂, we don’t have that with CO₂”, “carbon control bills … will increase energy prices, that’s what they’re for”, “perversely, low-carbon fuel standards might actually prohibit oil imports from our number-one foreign supplier … Canada”, ACC: “nice knowin’ ya”; Seeking Alpha on $2.5T oil scam via ICE Intercontinental Exchange “dark pool”
1:05:21  American Council for Capital Formation’s Margo Thorning blathering at same cap and trade hearing; ABC cab news balloon boy family “the worst thing is, they get to keep the kids”
1:09:58  Donation Segment: “Associate Producer” status; “call it whatever you want”
1:16:52  Financial Times front page Khalid Sheikh Mohammed spitting image of bin Laden
1:19:37  Large Hadron Collider gravitational wave blows out lights in South America, “gateways to the Sun” and silicon, bogus bird baguette story; ACC kicked out of hotel room over phone
147 Podcast Award Nominees (2009-11-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Whose side are these people on?”(0:43:37)
0:00:36 Happy Veterans Day, C-SPAN on Congress taking rest of week off, UK Poppy Day irony
0:03:40 Producer Segment
0:06:02 College student producer not all-in on RFID implants; JCD’s son Mevio intern, SEO the real future; “don’t forget” vs “remember” vs Ten Commandments
0:11:00 Hypocrite Sean Hannity dismisses AMA guidance that medical marijuana may be of value
0:14:16 ACC in Chicago, United $49 “extra five inches”, Sax Chicago boutique hotel
0:17:24 ACC’s V show DVD with .avi file, JCD on DVD writer for TV; ACC reports demise of pigeon chick Oatmeal on “flight day”, JCD: “the bones are still soft when it’s young”
0:21:37 Local parallel with CVC’s train nightmare: aggressive Muni agent scuffles with 17-year-old
0:24:45 Nomination for Podcast Awards in General and People’s Choice categories, death joker ACC
0:27:17 WGN on Northwestern University Halloween party blackface uproar: “hi you, Micah”; “two students dressed as blackface, a racially insensitive character, really throwback to the 1800s when white slave owners would mock their slaves”, JCD: “hey, let’s go mock the slaves and maybe they’ll kill us in our sleep!”; whites stealing black material, one student “reportedly an athlete”; JCD on home schooling because of appalling public school propaganda
0:36:25 “Out-and-out douche” Shepard Smith on Fort Hood doctors worried about Nidal Hasan, Catherine Herridge: “unnamed military official” on Hasan’s sensitivity about religion, “one government counterterrorism investigator tells me, had we launched an investigation of Hasan, we’d have been crucified ... we couldn’t launch because of First Amendment privileges”, JCD: “if the First Amendment can go by the wayside, then we won’t have these incidents any more, whose side are these people on?” (JCDPPotD); ACC: written like Law & Order script
0:46:16 Hasan’s apartment with heavy-duty paper shredder and “stack of papers that were turned upside-down”, Shepard Smith oblivious to “medication to treat HIV”; producer transcript of Col. Ralph Peters: “worst terrorist attack on American soil since 9/11”; producers notes on FN FiveSeven 5.7x28mm pistol with high-capacity clips magazines legal after AWB sunset in 2004; anti-marijuana “home-grown” meme, incongruity of Israeli currency in apartment; Joe Lieberman pushing for determination on terrorism
0:58:46 Beltway sniper John Allen Muhammad execution lost opportunity for death row reality show
1:01:03 Donation Segment: ACC on NYC real estate standing empty; ACC all-in on GTD
1:12:02 Nine Points Capital Partners guy to CNBC: global currency crisis would result in “global world government, a new global currency, and a New World Order”, host “hmm” response
1:19:32 Joel on Software forum messages between high-speed trading developers; woman nearly getting run over by subway train on CNN video with facial recognition boxes
1:22:38 GAO Operation Iraqi Freedom report: “identification of contractor requirements” challenge, shipping container tracking system 25% accurate, 200 Iraq containers actually in Afghanistan, one third missing, destroying “retrograding” equipment; Ibn Sina Hospital handoff, “critical” equipment untransferable, ACC: “if you weren’t pissed off that we were there killing people in the first place, your money is being mismanaged like nobody’s business”
1:28:54 Copenhagen draft: “warming of the climate system as a consequence of human activity is unequivocable”, 1750 starting point: no French donors; danger of “abrupt climate change”
1:34:51 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle, left-right channel programming and NLP, visual distractions like eyebrows; JCD “you need to focus, your work is lackluster” gig in-jokes
146 Fort Hood Terrorist (2009-11-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Does it require you have to go to a seminar where you have to sit down for hours and not take a leak?” (0:16:57)

0:00:35 Taylor Swift’s SNL appearance, Twitter trending topics with healthcare a distinct fourth

0:01:50 JCD on two Republicans on floor at 10pm

0:03:17 Producer Segment: $1k of No Agenda funds to Interplast Foundation, Micky’s “giant check”

0:06:50 No Taylor Swift on ACC’s “VCR”; new V reboot an Obama metaphor, “David Icke lizards”

0:09:52 Operation Iraqi Freedom GAO report, media never linking to reports or bills lest readers leave site, ACC: “links are the currency of the internet”; ACC working with GTD Getting Things Done system, JCD: “does it involve changing your diet or hypnosis?”, JCD: “I bought milk: it works! ... I put my underwear on the right way, check!”

0:19:26 JCD on Canadian TSA experience: “what a bunch of dicks those guys are!”, shaving foam false alarm, two-to-the-head sound effect, JCD duck call; article by former cop on “do I have the right to refuse” puffer machine and inept patdowns; request for low-bit-rate version

0:27:57 Leno boycott over 10pm spot bumping dramas; Law & Order medical marijuana for cervical cancer propaganda, “these mints could take bark off a tree”, “ball cancer, three years ago”, ACC: “it does impair your ability to shoot”; producer note on abortion episode and healthcare bill bouncing back and forth between House and Senate

0:37:35 And Now Back to Real News: Glamour magazine Women of the Year Awards including Laura Ling & Euna Lee, JCD on writing lists over lunch with potato chips

0:42:12 JCD’s map of bill’s path through Congress, resolution conference up next, JCD: “cocktails at six”, Pelosi jail amendment; Law & Order: “there are too many office holders in the health industry’s pockets, it’s one of the reasons we can’t pass a decent healthcare bill in this country”

0:49:40 Obama on Fort Hood shooting: “clear Texas afternoon” setup, Soldier Readiness Processing Center “where they get their teeth checked and their medical records in order”, terrorism “crime against our nation”, melodramatic “tearing off bullet-riddled clothes to treat the injured”; Men Who Stare at Goats and MKULTRA

0:58:52 Shooter Nidal Hasan in dishdasha on security camera, large capacity magazines, not a gun nut, apartment cleaned out; distraction theory, alleged links to al-Qaeda, failure of Patriot Act up for renewal; “not a terrorist attack” = “terrorist attack”; ACC on meeting guy who did three tours in Iraq, recommends War, Inc. film; single unidentified civilian shot and killed

1:11:56 Donation Segment: Saskatoon “Paris of Canada”; $200 Associate Executive Producer

1:23:24 Timothy Geithner none too pleased about $1T cap on “TARP on steroids” bailout, gold briefly at $1100, ACC: “it’s gonna blow through two thousand”; pasteable donation links, JCD “It’s a Done Deal” program

1:26:35 Times Online interview with Goldman Sachs’ Lloyd Blankfein, “I’m just a banker doing God’s work”; Lord Monckton on COP 15 treaty: “world government” and wealth transfer to third world for “climate debt”, “election” absent from document

1191
The WOCU Show (2009-11-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey kids, don’t shake, fist!” (0:52:54)
0:00:34 “Remember, remember, the fifth of November”; ACC’s MacBook Pro dead screen crisis
0:04:07 Producer Segment: Associate Executive Producer rank
0:05:46 Apple changes peripheral connectors once again, DisplayPort dongle from Apple Store
0:07:36 Czech President Vaclav Klaus signs Lisbon Treaty, “United States of Europe”, José Manuel Barroso: £155 yearly per UK household in new EU taxes; Unocal pipeline and Karzai victory
0:12:57 Afghan counter-narcotics minister: NATO forces taxing opium production; WOCU World Currency Unit; gold hits record high $1088.50 after India purchases 200 metric tons from IMF, ACC’s Russian dental assistant admiring gold inlays, JCD: “I think it’s time to sell”
0:19:16 Obama pulls Secretary of Army John McHugh from district that has been Republican since 1873, pits Dede Scozzafava against Doug Hoffman over Republican principles; Glenn Beck acute appendicitis two-to-the-head theory; Timothy Hampton’s 17th floor plunge not a suicide
0:28:16 Part of ACTA leaked, JCD: Cory Doctorow “one step removed from Richard Stallman”; WHO scientists’ GMO swine flu patent; JCD on effort to get Stallman on Cranky Geeks stymied by GNU/Linux ultimatum; recovery.gov bogus transition from Drupal to SharePoint
0:38:13 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CBC’s long vaccine lines, Calgary Flames “jump the queue” scandal, BC Lions coach: no high fives; Council on Foreign Relations panelist suggests fake shortage, NYT on seasonal flu shortage; French researchers on nanoparticle adjuvants; Dutch 95% swine flu propaganda; H1N1 in pets; JCD on cyanide-laced Chilean grapes
0:48:18 478k sickened in Ukraine hemorrhagic flu outbreak, “valid to assume” AH1N1; leaked 2006 IBM document: 100% chance of planned pandemic in next five years; JCD Obama fist bump theory; CDC immunization panel’s Marie McCormick, autism debunking background; Cocoa Krispies immunity marketing, JCD: “museum item”, FDA targeting supplements
0:57:37 Donation Segment: Atlas Shrugged hollow book, ACC recommends Australia film
1:09:55 New illness made up by pharmaceutical companies: FSD female sexual dysfunction “restless vagina syndrome”, LexaFem with “horny goat weed extract”; producer The Ukraine note; AMA FSD article a prelude to real diagnoses and more lucrative prescriptions
1:16:19 Al Gore to Jeremy Paxman on “metaphorical green cathedral” over generations, Our Choice book and religious training programs; stammering “we have changed out our lightbulbs”, “walking the walk” lie; on “mixed motives”: “I’ve advocated these policies for more than thirty years” vs rap CD labeling, JCD on 1970s SO2 cap and trade parallel; Gore investments “consistent with my values and beliefs”, dietary meat reduction, ACC: “it looks like he ate himself, he’s huge”, vegetarianism “personal choice”; upcoming Copenhagen COP 15; Gore refuses to debate Vaclav Klaus due to scheduling conflict
1:28:28 JCD calls for No Agenda manifesto, ACC: “screw the government, global warming is bullshit, now pass me the steak and good wine”; Hillary Clinton in Lahore: “we tax everything that moves and doesn’t move, and that’s not what we see happening in Pakistan”
1:32:54 UK Science Museum green “prove it” for climate change at COP 15, 1825 “count me ins” vs 6428 “count me outs”; police NPOIU national public order intelligence unit “domestic extremist” database tracking protestors; Philadelphia FBI office soliciting tattoo shops for alerts on customer cash payments or appearance changes, “concealment of extremist symbols”
1:40:00 £8 fine and credit card destruction inflicted on CVC for lack of ID on train; JCD recommends Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai and Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here
144  Hemorrhagic Flu Outbreak!  (2009-11-01)

0:00:00  JCD: “I’m old!” (0:51:23)  
0:00:33  Happy World Vegan Day; ACC on first of month “bunny bunny”; UK climate chief Lord Stern: give up meat to save planet; 1851 Vegetarian Society; £3bn per year for poor countries  
0:03:40  Republicans foreign policy advice from Oliver North; fake Kim Jong-il in Clinton meeting; Indian man sues Axe manufacturer for not getting him laid; Newsweek front cover Tony Blair “yes we can”, runner-up Jan Peter “Harry Potter” Balkenende; Merkel “Arbeit, Arbeit, Arbeit”

0:08:50  Producer Segment
0:10:10  Mainstream media finally getting a clue about “saved or created”; Michelle Obama on healthcare (insurance) reform; ACC gripes about DH Unplugged “Crackpot” role

0:13:00  Researcher Dr. Diane Harper “who seems to specialize in dropping bombshells” admits Gardasil’s adverse events outnumber cervical cancer cases; branding costs and move from treatment to “prevention”, ACC: “just keep giving us illnesses all the time”, JCD’s helium Skype

0:20:37  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Sid the Science Kid video revisited, not-so-subtle “mwahahaha”; Shepard Smith: “we’re tracking H1N1”, New York healthcare workers protesting vaccination requirement, “children are required to have a lot of shots”, “you’ve done no research on this thing”, CDC “dozens and dozens and hundreds of dedicated people”, ACC: “you suck ass, what do you think?”, weak interviewee “well you know”, dick conclusion: “I wouldn’t have let it on the air, all right”; ironic CNN headline “H1N1 spreading as supply of vaccine grows”

0:26:15  Large Hadron Collider time-travel sabotage theory; EU approves three types of GMO corn; Czech Republic all-in on Lisbon Treaty; WSJ: wettest harvest “since man can remember”

0:32:12  And Now Back to Real News: Taylor Swift guitars on Amazon, SNL appearance; Wired H1N1 vaccine shills; bogus White House visitor list, no release of “purely personal guests”

0:41:20  New recovery.gov distracting charts and graphs; ACC from the future
143 Obama Sells Out To China (2009-10-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “We got, we got your dull needles right here, line up!” (1:04:39)
0:00:37 San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge fiasco (JCDPPotD), bridge Twitter feed; ACC jolted awake by 6:15 construction noise, “I’m from the government, I’m here to help”, drill bit emergency and “officer Cliff”; eminent domain and railroads
0:09:44 New York Times on Karzai’s brother on CIA payroll; strange “the president is powerful” at Robert Gibbs press briefing, “interesting if inexplicable”, on Karzai: “I will refer questions about that story to the CIA”, “Robert Gibbs Show” 40 minutes of question dodging, laughing at Helen Thomas; Letterman’s “more fun than reading Sarah Palin’s memoir” bit
0:19:33 Atrazine’s demasculinization effects on frogs and possibly humans; MacNeil/Lehrer Report underwritten by Chevron, GE, and Monsanto
0:24:49 Producer Segment
0:25:39 Record snowfall in Colorado thanks to global warming, JCD’s friend’s assertion that it “barely snows” in Denver; JCD’s son requests discussion about “how to thicken gravy”
0:28:28 Molly Wood and son sick after getting swine flu vaccine; HHS not releasing mortality numbers, only 3% of victims black; adjuvant mixing needles; article linking H1N1 to tuberculosis; patronizing Kathleen Sebelius, “outbreak” meme, right-wing “dithering” meme
0:40:50 “Paymaster” Kenneth Feinberg shutting up 9/11 families, pro-Obama GE CEO Jeff Immelt immune to pay cut mandates; Law & Order gruesome botched abortion account
0:51:11 Flash photography warning in prelude to Japanese actress Noriko Sakai drug bust story, “nought point nought nought eight grams” of stimulant drug, JCD “24 grains of salt”, vs 25mg of thimerosal “trace amount” in vaccine
0:55:40 Obama delegates NDAA Section 1512 authority to Chinese-American Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke, authority to inform Congress of missile and space technology transfers to China
1:01:07 Donation Segment: Gitmo Nation Lowlands
1:08:53 General Accounting Office study: DHS may need to require ISPs to block certain traffic in the event bankers are out sick with swine flu, “Save Page As...” recommendation
1:12:24 Key Bernie Madoff witness Jeffry Picower found at the bottom of his own pool
1:13:40 And Now Back to Real News: endless So You Think You Can Dance contestant roster
1:16:42 Producer’s attempt at a No Agenda ad with left vs right audio channel
1:18:06 Farmers up in arms over 50% plunge in milk prices due to lifting duties on Israeli milk products, pro- and anti-Israel PR war, USA Today spin: “oversupply, falling export demand, and continued high prices for supplies such as feed”, JCD’s Dungeness Valley Creamery raw milk
1:24:02 Ten-meter-wide meteorite explodes above Indonesia, nuclear test ban sensors triggered, “took astronauts completely by surprise”, Google News 19 articles vs World Series 11k
1:26:53 Spike in Massachusetts heroin-related deaths; first DEA agents in Afghanistan killed in helicopter crash, JCD: “do you think the next DEA guys that are coming over there to look things over are going to be a little more amenable?”
1:29:08 Outro: ACC calls bullshit on Northwest pilots overshooting Minneapolis airport
142 Obamaland (2009-10-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “So they’ve destroyed four hundred and fifty tons of food in a starving area, see, these numbers don’t make any sense!” (1:12:13)

0:00:38 ACC’s RN74 dinner, Michael Mina’s star losses, Liberty Farm duck, train station decor

0:04:02 Producer Segment

0:05:31 Fox News-Obama “pissing contest”, Fox running Chia Obama ad, Seattle Airport shop Obama “yes we can-dy” mints, JCD proposes Obama marionette

0:12:29 Swine flu national emergency allowing hospital triage tents; Molly Wood’s “sorry Adam” for son’s vaccination, blog post with Prison Planet and factcheck.org; vaccine excise tax, triple tax on MMR, charter flight per-segment tax; Major League Baseball flu vaccine sweepstakes

0:25:19 Creepy Sid the Science Kid animated music video: “the virus won’t spread if we don’t let it, so roll up your sleeves and come and get it!”; the future of big pharma; Horowitz note on body bags for Northeast; flu.gov FAQ: “none of the H1N1 vaccines currently distributed by the US government contains adjuvants”, “if needed” clause, olive oil squalene; Swedish adverse reactions, JCD on disappearing machine translation software

0:36:31 Potential for swine flu bank holiday, get rid of paper money for public health

0:38:37 “Piece of crap” official portrait of Obamas by Annie Leibovitz

0:40:44 Rep. Alan Grayson grills Federal Reserve attorney, “I don’t think it’s that overbroad”

0:44:01 Asian leaders meeting in Thailand promise EU-style association by 2015

0:46:00 Welcome to Obamaland author James Delingpole to Glenn Beck on living under “grinning monkey” Tony Blair and “aging Politburo chief” Gordon Brown, UK pedophile screening, fox hunting ban, cap and trade “supranational controls” by unelected bureaucrats, trash spying; Alex Jones 2.5-hour The Fall of the Republic documentary

0:55:00 Pew survey: belief in global warming dropped from 77% to 57% in two years; 16% of news coverage in past week about “balloon boy”

0:56:49 Donation Segment: Sequoia Capital mailing list alerted to show by Jason Calacanis

1:03:30 examiner.com: Obama administration to announce existence of extraterrestrial life, secret UN meetings over “openness policy”, LCROSS South Pole moon base, increase in UFO sightings, V series revival; JCD on red-tailed hawk eating seagull

1:08:42 Boston Globe on marines compensating Afghan farmer for damage to poppy field, Kandahar hashish production, 450 tons of poppy seeds destroyed

1:14:12 FDIC’s Sheila Bair: “as we pass the one hundredth bank failure of 2009”, bank “healing process”, authority to borrow from Treasury Department, “we are the government”, banks prepaying three years worth of insurance premiums

1:20:31 Advair ad with diversity of actors; ACC on Nutrisystem legal disclaimers at Mevio; ACC proposes No Agenda ad

1:26:08 Don Draper’s “ice queen wife” on Mad Men: “I hate this place, I hate out friends, I hate this town”; Manufacturing Czar Ron Bloom: “we know that the free market is nonsense”, “we kind of agree with Mao, that political power comes largely from the barrel of a gun”

1:31:39 ACC on net neutrality: “It’s like Harry Potter is running the FCC”, dvorak.org blocked by various countries and companies; Hulu to start charging fees
141  Who Is John Brek?  (2009-10-22)

0:00:00  JCD: “Well, I thought that you, you didn’t answer me back so I figured if I put milfy in there you’d go running over to see it. Since I know your style.” (1:34:23)

0:00:40  Happy International Caps Lock Day, ACC on radio “liner cards” and e-mails from Scott Shannon in all caps, JCD on uppercase PSAs

0:04:25  Family Guy fake ad for “Sitcom Punchlines of the 80s”, ACC’s audition for WKRP remake

0:06:03  Galleon Group’s Raj Rajaratnam insider trading distraction, Wall Street Journal cartoon

0:11:29  Obama “floating around” doing fundraising speeches; three domestic terrorism incidents in a week, “home-grown” meme, John Brek name highlighted, Huffington Post misspelling

0:18:35  Drug use by US soldiers in Afghanistan up, “they spend most of their time sitting around waiting for a mission, which only opens up that much more of an opportunity to take some heroin”, Vietnam fractal, “today’s Taliban are yesterday’s Mujahideen”, bogus new “ability for smokable heroin”, “this is concern to our medi... our army officers”; camps surrounding poppy fields; pro-rape Republican Sen. Kit Bond all-in on troop increase to thwart strengthening Taliban, JCD “good morning Vietnam” spliced in, final poppy harvest in next month; republicansforrape.org, DoD and White House opposing Franken amendment

0:34:38  Space scientist Stewart Nozette arrested on espionage charges, involved in NASA DoD LCROSS bombing of Israeli moon bases

0:38:13  Producer Segment

0:38:56  Pope Benedict’s sudden “church within a church” for Church of England; UN nuclear expert Timothy Hampton falls to death from 17th floor, “no suspicious circumstances”, The Sun on incident “a day before taking part in crucial talks with Iran”, “murder is one possibility, suicide is another”

0:48:25  United States Institute for Peace chairman J. Robinson West of PFC Energy; Hillary Clinton asked about US grabbing Pakistani nukes and Kerry-Lugar economic hit man bill, “moving very rapidly to try to fill that void” gobbledygook

0:56:16  Robert Gibbs “before we get started with our regularly scheduled programming”, “jobs saved under the recovery plan” report MIA, Jared Bernstein on 250k jobs in education “saved or created thus far”, “preliminary data”, “we’re engaged in what is clearly the most transparent and accountable treatment of a government program that really has ever, I think, been seen heretofore”, ACC: “this guy is Jared Bernstein Goebbels”, “direct jobs” confusing “saved” with “created”, “indirect jobs” via shopping, “we’ve saved or created about a million jobs so far; ”that estimate includes both direct and indirect jobs”, ”so, just to be clear”

1:09:02  Canada Free Press on Michelle Obama’s twenty “servants”

1:12:17  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: 60 Minutes end-of-show vaccine plug; Sequoia Capital mailing list thread with Jason Calacanis: “this shit is deadly!”; Monsanto GMO pig patent; Glaxo PowerPoint on the perks of being in vaccine business, “why do we need better adjuvants?”, 180M doses ordered by federal government; MedImmune’s highly redacted warning letter from FDA, “numerous environmental monitoring excursions from mold in downstream processing”; “can’t produce it fast enough” meme, Sebelius on reliance on foreign companies

1:30:02  Fast Forward “pigmentation”; CSI: Miami farmer on losing land to patented seed “drift”

1:33:29  Donation Segment: JCD on 8080 phone number “code”

1:40:09  Baucus bill section 2215 “high-risk pools” for gun owners, ACC on last-minute insurance-buying loophole, JCD on C-band one-day HBO subscription, Section 1301 “excise tax”
0:00:39 JCD: “for a lot of people this show is church”
0:01:33 Producer Segment: first vegan executive producer
0:03:21 Newsgeek review: “two of the most cynical and elitist people alive”
0:04:48 Shadow Puppet Theater: COO of SEC enforcement Adam Storch from Goldman Sachs
0:09:44 ACC recommends *Where the Wild Things Are* but not going to the theater Saturday night; JCD on Leo’s individually-wrapped PG Tips teabags, “a delicious brew fit for a monkey”
0:12:52 Harrods selling gold bars, JCD on doubling money with lead
0:14:21 Micky suspecting no return by Bill Maher, losing audience via Obama Afghanistan rabbit-hole, polio vs swine flu, Maher “special needs” bigotry; FDA approves Gardasil for boys, ACC: “what kid at nine gets genital warts?”
0:19:48 Tony Blair poised for EU presidency, blessing by the Pope after conversion to Catholicism, Jimmy DeYoung on Middle East peace deal and Book of Daniel Antichrist prophecy, JCD on stilted preachers and speaking in tongues, new divergent Bible translations for evangelicals
0:26:14 VeriChip Health Link medical record RFID chip ad’s “secure online database”
0:30:50 Al Franken amendment to forbid contractors to require employee gang rape waiver, JCD on First Amendment vs nondisclosure agreements, “no” votes from “pro-rape Republicans” like Graham & McCain, Franken on Jamie Leigh Jones case with KBR requiring arbitration, faulty wiring in KBR showers, “she was locked in a shipping container with an armed guard”
0:42:16 Audit shows Virginia paid $2bn for computer upgrade by Northrup Grumman, ACC: “this has Vivek’s fingerprints all over it, doesn’t it?”, JCD on “king of outsourcing” Aneesh Chopra; UK £5bn NHS computerization; total bill for a US military gallon of gas in Afghanistan: $400, Murtha: “worrisome”; pro-war Alec Baldwin, richest people in the US Democrats; JCD on Democrat war party, Vietnam and Afghanistan face-saving
0:52:06 ACC to challenge baby-stealing TSA over laptop sleeve; 80k signatures for New York 9/11 reinvestigation no enough for referendum, WTC 7 SEC and Rumsfeld’s missing $2.3T
0:58:59 UK Financial Services Agency and Financial Stability Board asks G20 for global financial regulation; Timothy Geithner’s advisors making millions working for Goldman Sachs
1:01:29 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: CDC news brief “key flu indicators”, rates climbing, “widespread influenza activity”; three pigs test positive in Minnesota, JCD: “is somebody putting the screws to the pork industry?”, precautionary culling to drive up pork price; Florida health officials to bar terminal patents from hospitals swamped with flu cases; *Boston Herald* on inmates getting “coveted” vaccinations; Germany reserving adjuvant-free vaccines for government employees; Albany Supreme Court blocks “get vaccinated or you’re fired” policy
1:15:33 And Now Back to Real News: BBC changes the end of *Humpty Dumpty* to “made Humpty happy again”; leaked memo about Obama controlling television content; Obama in Texas addressing Bush 41’s Points of Light Institute, JCD on Obama’s holy trinity {education, health, energy}, Democrat ridicule for “thousand points of light”, Obama: Bush “easily could have chosen a life of comfort and privilege”; JCD recommends Zoom H2 DVR
1:27:29 Donation Segment: ACC echoing knighting ceremony
139  Zombieland USA  (2009-10-15)

0:00:00  ACC: “How many seats do you have on the plane, bitch?!” (0:11:46)
0:00:34  14 inches of rain in Santa Cruz mountains, cold in Chicago
0:01:49  Producer Segment
0:02:17  Twin pigeon hatchlings at ACC’s place, San Francisco avian contraceptive feed
0:05:53  ACC’s United Airlines travel woes, airfare by the pound, “shipping containers on wheels”, out
of control air conditioning and breakfast shortage; JCD on clueless TSA demanding under-18
passenger ID, ACC on barking back at arrogant rent-a-cops, shoes out of bin, “take off your
scarf, sir!”, “maintain your luggage” propaganda zombies, ACC recommends Zombieland
0:18:49  Plaque commemorating Chicago bridges built by Norwegian immigrants
0:20:58  Bill O’Reilly berates Code Pink’s Medea Benjamin over Afghanistan strategy; Stanley Mc-
Chrystal lying about Pat Tillman friendly fire incident; Robert Gibbs on lack of Afghan surge
decision; McChrystal’s Bronze Star; ten French troops killed for not paying off Talibans like
their Italian predecessors; ACC on al-Qaeda not targeting trains, JCD on FBI terrorism en-
trapment of morons, John DeLorean cocaine scheme
0:35:25  Obama waiting to make decision about Afghanistan troop levels until after election, Norwegian
UN official reluctantly acknowledges “widespread fraud”, JCD: “it’s the Norway-Chicago-
Obama axis”; hypnotist producer on CNN mind control ad; JCD on ACC’s minimum-security
brick loft; CNN “left-right paradigm” ad for “AC 360”; possible hoax: semen-swallowing for
40% decrease in breast cancer risk, ACC: “I think we have to test this theory”
0:43:13  Ragu “veggies” ad and Yelp “yum” reviews (JCDPPotD); producer note on Hulu drug ad
25:50 time format, US and New Zealand the only countries to allow this nonsense; analysts
on big pharma’s immunity to economic woes
0:49:19  Robert F. Kennedy Jr. on 2000 Simpsonwood memo from secret meeting of vaccine manufac-
turers and CDC to cover up connection between mercury in vaccines and autism
0:54:16  No Agenda  Swine Flu Minute: mercury- and adjuvant-free vaccine from Baxter International;
possible adjuvant introduction, 3bn doses recommended by WHO, JCD predicts 2010 round,
FDA and manufacturers “waiting for a pandemic to solve the problem for them” with adjuvants
1:00:15  AIG handing out average of $50k per employee in bonuses; court documents show Paulson
and Bernanke lied about knowledge of Merrill Lynch bonuses; Willie Brown “jobs, jobs, jobs”
1:04:01  Interpol and UN “global police doctrine” for rogue nations; UN report on Israel-Palestine
atrocities, Israel considering restricting official’s European travel to prevent war crimes arrests;
Stanley McChrystal’s discontinuing flying flag at half mast, “scholar-soldier” transformation
1:08:23  Outrage over Ralph Lauren ad showing Photoshopped woman with head wider than hips
1:10:18  Hillary Clinton’s Russia visit, Gazprom $25bn China deal, Iran’s enormous natural gas reserves
for Europe; coked-up Robert Gibbs; JCD on switching from dollar to euro to get oil at half
price; “jobless recovery” meme; Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: US may never need
a new coal plant due to natural gas switch
1:17:11  Donation Segment: $77.33 Masonic connection
1:21:28  Goldman Sachs handing out $20bn in bonuses; Obama at Union Square in San Francisco
138 Bombing The Moon (Don’t look over here!) (2009-10-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “The modern Hitler is gonna be a guy like Tony Blair, I mean that’s just obviously it”
(0:50:36)

0:00:40 Getting people past the “cornball” opening, ACC: “jingles do not necessarily make you professional”; ACC’s new microphone stand made from telescoping antenna and “roach clip”

0:06:25 Producer Segment

0:07:22 Atlas Shrugged pop quiz for JCD, “oh right, the goats!”; producer “Swine Flu Phone”

0:16:05 Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize, JCD: “I thought they were just kidding”, massive distraction, ACC: “there’s nothing like the president of a country who bombs the Moon who then gets the Nobel Peace Prize”, paltry $79M price tag, one-upmanship response Indian claim to have found water, unexplained “kinetic weapon” and “what’s a hard disk” (JCDPPotD), The Examiner frets about conflict with aliens; UN General Assembly resolution: no moon bombing

0:23:59 JCD on Nobel Peace Prize judges chosen by Norwegian government, disjoint from Swedish scientific outfit, Nobel’s invention of dynamite; “extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples”, nomination twelve days into term, Mahatma Gandhi nominated in vain four times; France arrests CERN researcher near LHC with al-Qaeda ties; secret Finance Committee vote on healthcare bill

0:31:38 Obama weekly YouTube address: work done on healthcare for “the better part of a year”, on bill “that will soon be merged with other reform bills produced by other Congressional committees”, CBO “concluded that the legislation would make coverage affordable for millions of Americans who don’t have it today” lie, healthcare bail-and-switch, Rose Garden photo op doctors in white lab coats, Schwarzenegger & Bloomberg all-in; no coverage for “excessively dangerous activity” of gun ownership

0:43:00 And Now Back to Real News: Miss Singapore resigns over stolen credit card shopping spree

0:44:35 British 14-year-old Natalie Morton dead due to Cervarix vaccine “tumor of unknown origin”

0:46:07 Lisbon Treaty signed by Poland’s Lech Kaczyński, Czech Republic immunity deal for postwar eviction of Germans; treaty footnotes on capital punishment and “unrest”, incarceration for communicable disease; “anti-competition commissioner” Neelie Kroes going after Google and IBM, JCD: Google “never-ending target”; Frédéric Mitterrand the pedophile, JCD on spotting Mitterand Cognac in Hennessy cellars

0:55:45 Dutch producer on finding vault full of stolen bicycles at Tempelhof Air Force Base

0:57:41 Canadian Thanksgiving on Columbus Day, bank holiday collapse theories

0:59:03 T-Mobile users’ Danger Inc. Sidekick data potentially permanently lost

1:00:39 Chris Rock: “people are defending Roman Polanski ‘cause he made some good movies??”

1:04:06 Afghanistan as Vietnam meme, Code Pink all-in on Obama policies; LA district attorney Steve Cooley promises crackdown on marijuana dispensaries, JCD: “he looks like a dick”

1:11:50 Talk of another stimulus package, unemployment benefit extension, $4k job creation tax credit

1:15:25 Donation Segment: vegans immune to vaccination mandates

1:21:26 “Intra-agency” memos on AT&T FISA spying immune to FOIA, both: “they are the CIA”
137  Miley Cyrus Meets Hannah Montana (2009-10-08)

0:00:00  JCD: “I have the swine flu!” (1:01:17)
0:00:37  Top donor executive producer
0:01:10  Transbay Joint Powers Authority violating 7am-6pm construction noise ordinance, ACC: “do you have a skull somewhere I can borrow?”; JCD on “we hit people in the mouth” Mike Singletary’s temporary appointment success; gold’s record high of $1050, Crosslink Capital gold trader predicts $5-8k
0:01:22  JCD on cycles theory as applied to empires, ACC on 240-year cycles from Assyria to Romanovs; $636bn defense bill just passed by Senate, Gitmo prisoners barred from transfer to US soil; Ari Fleischer: “the things that George Bush was most criticized for, Barack Obama to his credit has continued”; Obama “too busy” to address don’t ask don’t tell; ACC’s one-ounce gold coin, US Mint gold coin production ended, Roosevelt’s Executive Order 6102
0:01:30  Healthcare bill set to be rushed through, CBO projects $829bn cost over 10 years, $81bn deficit reduction, Christian Science exemption; TARP bonus “shell bill” plan B; racist Democrats
0:02:14  The state of No Agenda international coverage, Tony Blair’s Catholic conversion for meeting with Pope; JCD on setup for European civil war: “something about cheese”; Nancy Pelosi all-in on value added tax, JCD on outrageous California taxes and potholes (JCDPPotD)
0:03:39  Obama promises to follow al-Qaeda “wherever they take root”; DHS program to detect travelers “up to no good” FAST Future Attribute Screening Technology, “blinking, fidgeting, and other bodily functions”; French officials warn about butt bombs, JCD: “blow it out your ass!”
0:04:08  Producer note on voting machines banned in Germany; Janeane Garofalo’s Dubai “sexualized culture” vs out of control underground
0:04:25  Monsanto blaming US farmers for “super weed” pigweed’s new immunity to Roundup
0:04:40  ACORN CEO Bertha Lewis on firing “mothers and grandmothers who thought they were doing the right thing by not being judgemental”; Glenn Beck spins story into actual prostitution
0:05:19  Joe Lieberman asks FBI head Robert Mueller about relations with NYPD, “exactly the same answer” from Ray Kelly, “national treasures in terms of law enforcement and counterterrorism”; ACC gripes about C-SPAN 3 only available online
0:05:43  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: The Early Show on “long-awaited H1N1 vaccine”, FluMist “priority group”, Austin hospital military tent, Oklahoma City callback with new Mexican kid; Schwarzenegger declares state of emergency; outraged reactions to “you probably have the swine flu”, JCD: people “out and out superstitious”
1:04:43  Donation Segment: Micky’s assistant Eva describes her H1N1; Bubba Martin ill
1:14:47  Pop quiz: book with 300k in 2009 to-date sales Atlas Shrugged, JCD: “I read it last week”
Is iTunes a Government Honeypot?  (2009-10-04)

JCD (?): “Noooo!”

LovEvolution parade in San Francisco, City Hall modeled after Capitol, failed city square with “hobos and panhandlers”, “nudity is not a crime” signs

Coked-out shaking Janeane Garofalo to Bill Maher: Tea Party a “white power movement”, slavery-era “white power”, “racism” from 1933; JCD on liberal hate for Clarance Thomas and black Republicans; Garofalo on Dubai “sexualized culture”

History Channel on illegal aliens in southern Arkansas, “we have a long history that Mexican and Chinese immigrants built the railroad” lie; Caesar Chavez Student Center at SFSU

Ambryl ad parody: “don’t start No Agenda if you have a .gov website, or if your name is Taylor Swift”; “ignorance hurts, No Agenda can help” parody; plans for full-time No Agenda stream; problem with iTunes cached 404

JCD on Gina Smith’s CIA job offer, Thomas Friedman to Bill Maher on writing about domestic politics: “I happen to have been in Israel when Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated”, Facebook “should someone kill the president” poll, “you never know who’s listening”; John L. Perry “domestic military intervention” Newsmax article; ageist Maher “shut up, grandpa” for “coot” Andy Williams; No Agenda Wikipedia meme list

Ireland votes “yes” in Lisbon Treaty do-over, Poland and Czech Republic the last holdouts

Roman Polanski and Rahm Emanuel’s Hollywood agent brother Ari, presidential pardon

World Bank President Robert Zoellick: need $11.1bn, SDR special drawing rights currency; former Japanese Finance Minister Shōichi Nakagawa’s dead at 56; Obama’s diversionary trip to Copenhagen, reports of a Russia detour, $1.5M for one-hour meeting; meeting with top military brass over Afghanistan; “came in fourth” for Olympics

No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: first nasal spray vaccine shipments in one week; live White House video with Sebelius failure, CDC VIS vaccination information statement fact sheet, live attenuated vs inactive, “made just like seasonal flu vaccines” lie, “as safe and effective as seasonal flu vaccines” lie, “state law or employers may require vaccination for certain persons”, vaccine injury compensation, “your ability to sue is limited by law”, Guillain-Barré syndrome contraindication; JCD’s doctor: Americans overvaccinated, vitamin D3 megadosing; ACC recommends Zombieland with Bill Murray

Law & Order Gardasil propaganda; producer’s marketing packet on dorm room door

Hardin Montana APF run by convicted con man Michael Hilton, coat of arms stolen from Serbia, alias Midrag Ilia Dokovitch, former Yugoslav warlord; military exercises in Kentucky, JCD on University of California football game military swearing-in ceremony; Chinese 60th anniversary of revolution; materials for ACC’s cloudbuster on the way

FDIC about $4.8T in the hole, potential off-books Treasury loan of $600bn

Donation Segment: impact of iTunes 404 issue; JCD: “nuisance show”

And Now Back to Real News: Michael David Barrett arrested by feds for Erin Andrews videos

Outro: Lockerbie witness bought by Department of Justice to the tune of $2M
135  Google Wave Invite (2009-10-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “Y’know, when you talk like that I actually get hard.” (0:37:30)
0:00:36 NYC garbage strike experiences, raccoon-size rats, new fiscal year and potential shutdown
0:01:58 And Now Back to Real News: possible Timberlake-Biel breakup; Jeff Probst congratulates Neil Patrick Harris at Emmy Awards, bogus Joseph Campbell “go for it” quote, “20% more viewership” vs “second lowest”, Endemol and Big Brother, ACC gripes about John Hodgman voiceover, Ken Howard “this is very encouraging”, “I’ll make my speech as brief as possible in the hope that it won’t be interrupted by a congressman or a rapper”
0:12:54 Bailout funds being used to shore up FDIC at interest treated as asset, JCD on bank printing presses, Federal Reserve’s abject failure to control interest rates, refusal to honor FOIA for beneficiary details; Countrywide VIP mortgages for the likes of Chris Dodd, call recordings retained “until available recording space was utilized”
0:24:25 Fox News occupying the over-60 crowd, Murdoch “give the people what they want”; right-wing media bitching about “brand Obama” shilling for Chicago Olympics in Copenhagen; CNN all-in on Roman Polanski, publicity for The Ghost movie
0:30:38 APF American Police Force takeover in Hardin Montana, Team America
0:34:05 Alan Grayson to Rachel Maddow on using the word “holocaust” about economy, JCD on Democrats complaining that impotent Republicans “block everything” (JCDPPotD), “not what America sent Congress to do”, “nattering nabobs of negativism”; Ahmadinejad “as a scholar” to Larry King on Holocaust, Jewish “wipe out Iran” meme
0:43:30 British girl dies after receiving HPV vaccine, self-administered third shot
0:45:47 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: Canadian doctor claims seasonal flu vaccine increases likelihood of getting swine flu; New York firing unvaccinated health workers; UK virus czar’s investments in vaccine distribution; 1976 swine flu fractal, 60 Minutes on $3.5bn in lawsuits for neurological damage, CDC cover-up; UK mental health law; “it’s always about hitting the other guy in the mouth, isn’t it?”
0:57:14 CSI: New York rampage by patient cut off from health insurance, death by car GPS hack, “you have a message, write your congressman”; Obama no tax lie vs IRS enforcement
1:06:13 FOIA’d Oklahoma City Bombing security tapes edited, “coincidence, I think not! jingle
1:09:02 One-minute Ambryl ad with 16 seconds of sales pitch, “fungal infections”, no “although rare”
1:12:45 Donation Segment: Atomic Rod Adams
1:20:04 University of Connecticut gets its hands on Adolf Hitler’s skull, finds it belongs to woman under 40, Operation Paperclip, Operation Highjump near North Pole and Nazi flying saucers shot down in Roswell
134  Fox News Babes  (2009-09-27)

0:00:00  JCD: “Did you know you could spin plates on the end of a stick?”  (0:04:23)
0:00:37  Intro  “Media assassination”; JCD “dodging black helicopters” all month; ACC & CVC at Stinson Beach, new age “rock balancing” sculptures; ACC pans Peter Jackson’s District 9, JCD on Lord of the Rings/Muppet Movie, South African slang “prawns”, ACC’s emetophobia: “if you gotta puke, don’t call me, unless you’re really hot and I’ll hold your hair”
0:14:46  ACC on Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Dinner all-star jam, venue shifted to Madison Square Garden live TV, nominee list including Donna Summer and ABBA, ACC: “it’s official, rock & roll is dead”, JCD predicts Taylor Swift; JCD story: Pioneer Square Kiss tribute band, “I always carry ear protection”
0:22:52  factsaboutreform.org talking points, Americans for Stable Quality and Care, PHRMA funding in turn, Obama “shilling for the pharmaceutical industry”; ACC exposes Maher to Mevio former Black Panther Maggie, Bo Snerdly, 100% Black Enough To Criticize Obama “get busy gettin’ some jobs up here goin’ or we gonna break you off that hope and change thing”
0:31:58  No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle; Aric looking into Manitoba body bags, top-notch US casinos, ten cases in Ontario; flufighters.org.uk corporate vaccination service; Mevio “confirmed” case, “I gotta get a shot!” reaction; CNN’s Sanjay Gupta’s infection from Afghanistan
0:42:42  Indian satellite finds water on moon; JMD the mess-making baker
0:43:57  Najibullah Zazi buying nail polish remover and hair bleach at beauty supply store, excuse to extend soon-to-expire Patriot Act; ACC’s bag opened on trip from New York, Bumble & Bumble “hand grenade” ignored; JCD’s Atom-based kitchen Linux box ignored, ACC: “the only training the TSA gets is how to yell at you”
0:52:15  Iran-Iraq WMD fractal; former Goldman Sachs VP Clifton Maloney dies in Tibet; test-marketing Israeli attack on second Iranian reactor; joint Israel-US missile defense exercise Juniper Cobra; London subway exercises month before actual attack, FEMA pre-9/11 exercise; Zazi’s Denver Airport spook connection, over-the-top Afghan garb shopping spree footage, “beauty bomber”; JCD on Patriot Act extortion for investment guidance, Kleiner Perkins and Fisker Automotive grant
1:03:29  ihatethemedia.com correlates Fox News ratings with female anchor skirt length, ACC; “Eliot Spitzer-level ass”; JCD’s family finding evidence for “Democrats running Fox News” theory, right-wing KSFO run by “liberal’s liberal” Jack Swanson; Washington Post: ACORN documentarians trained by right-wing think tank, Andrew Breitbart appearing with Hannah “ass” Giles, ACC: “we are all being manipulated and treated like Homer Simpson”
1:09:48  Red sky in Sydney, “dragon tail of death”, Comet NEAT, harbinger of “new birth of humanity”; NASA THEMIS craft detect magnetic field breach, ACC: “we need algae”; ACC predicts $1500 gold; generic term “dust”
1:17:33  Donation Segment: Vegas dinner cancelled
1:24:55  Roman Polanski arrested out of the blue in Zurich at behest of US
1:27:46  FBI corruption whistleblower Sibel Edmonds; G20 marketed as global economic savior in Pittsburgh, LRAD acoustic weapon used on protestors, “by order of the City of Pittsburgh chief of police, I hereby declare this to be an unlawful assembly”
133  The Algae Car Saves Ohio  (2009-09-23)

0:00:00  ACC: (static) “Federal reserve says no rise in interest rates, everything is stable, all is well! Go back to your homes, watch television and enjoy life! Don’t forget to shop!”  (0:42:07)

0:00:43  ACC in New York City at “pain in the ass” W Times Square hotel with “goons”, “salad bowl sink”, JCD on salad bowl tidal wave, dark hallways; danger of Adweek “sucking advertiser dick” comments; Times Square pedestrian modifications, TKTS bleachers, Father Duffy Square; Clinton Global Initiative & United Nations chaos, Gaddafi’s tent pitched on Trump property, fifty-babe guard detail

0:14:16  Belated 5A5 Steak Lounge review, waiter with head cocked, “flavor shooter” with caviar, JCD’s runny Béarnaise, Jason’s Vineyard 2005 Cabernet, no cappuccino machine, “soft launch”

0:22:19  Swine flu sales pitch: links between flu and heart attacks; UK Mental Health Act allows vaccine refusers to be sectioned; H3N9 canine flu now spreading; Massachusetts bill to allow police vaccination without warrant; Verichip stock up 186% on news of implantable virus detection patents, JCD: “boom, three dollars!”, CEO’s $1.45M, company founded on bodies of 9/11 firefighters, semi-anonymous staff

0:33:48  Glenn Beck interview by Katie Couric teased mercilessly, useless Time article, wrap-up: new book “published by Simon & Schuster, which is owned by CBS”; half of Mevio out with swine flu; networks “circling the bowl”, federal newspaper bailout; dizzying potential scheme for FDIC borrowing money from banks, Federal Reserve buying more than half of treasury bills, JCD quotes Emerson “hobgoblin of small minds”

0:43:03  Drunk Representatives Tim Ryan and Jim Boccieri 10pm tag-team, JCD: “the greatest clip I’ve ever caught, ever”, Boccieri: “so here you have an opportunity to learn, make cars that run on algae, grow the algae in places like Ohio that, unfortunately, or maybe fortunately, at some point, give off all this CO2, grow the algae, put it in cars, and we have a clean economy!”; Cyclone Power Technologies penny stock, ACC’s orgone accumulator shower

0:49:24  “Strange lights” from NASA/Navy launch of CARE experiment to study “artificial noctilucent cloud”, Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia, JCD: “it’s sketchy”

0:53:19  Letterman & Obama for Sunday, first sitting president to go on talk show, low guest chairs

0:55:33  Lisbon Treaty do-over for Ireland in October, “obscene amounts of money” spent on yes campaign by the likes of Intel & Ryanair for promised tax breaks; ACC dodges talking about healthcare with advertisers; Cash for Clunkers dealerships potentially stiffed; Dutch Interior Minister Guusje ter Horst proposes breathalyzer testing of pedestrians, ACC: “you are drunk, pay us money”, JCD on police protection racket

1:03:01  Swine flu body bags sent to Canadian First Nations reserves, alcohol hand sanitizer omitted

1:05:10  Beta FCC openinternet.gov for net neutrality, video with left-channel-only audio, “manage their network” ISP meme, “lawful traffic”, JCD: “we should declare that the last 20 years was the golden age of porn”, “safe, secure, and spam-free internet experience”

1:11:29  ACC recommends Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol for understanding Masonic history

1:13:22  Donation Segment: JCD recommends Washington Post ACORN backgrounder

1:24:12  ABC predicts AIG’s $182bn bailout will not be repaid, ACC on AIG history: founded in 1919 by Cornelius Vander Starr and James Cummings as American Asiatic Underwriters Insurance Company in Shanghai funded by opium trade, kicked out by Mao and renamed, nephew Kenneth Starr
132  Thank You Satan?  (2009-09-20)

0:00:00  JCD: “Because old dudes don’t eat that shit.”
0:00:37  ACC back in San Francisco; JCD annoyed over being “assaulted” by Warren Sapp “you don’t do that” for Kanye West, same agent for West & Swift, regular Kanye West publicity stunts, ACC on MKULTRA, Obama suckered into involvement in stunt; Swift bought-and-paid-for NBC appearances; high-pitched Obama “he’s a jackass” revisited
0:12:22  Obama “yes we can” backwards “thank you Satan”
0:15:48  CVC in San Francisco learning about eminent domain, registered letter awaiting ACC, nearby bar owner “ridin’ the wrecking ball”, JCD suggests planting Indian skull
0:18:23  ACC’s gold teeth from anonymous producer; IMF approves sale of 403 metric tons of gold reserves to raise $13bn, ACC predicts $1500-2000 gold
0:21:23  JCD on disinformation on Glenn Beck’s political zoo radio show, farmer disallowed to grow wheat story from 1942, Hannity bitching about Michelle Obama’s swarm of Secret Service for “shopping at farmer’s market”
0:27:38  JCD: no one at office knows about ACORN prostitution scandal; ACC battery change
0:29:14  University of Chicago geneticist studying plague dies, website taken down; new mosquito-borne chikungunya virus threat, “there’s no vaccine”, National Research Council from 1916
0:33:53  Overly-long KPIX dramatized story on two children hospitalized with swine flu, “all-American ten-year-old”, miked drum-like breathing machine, Oklahoma City network package, JCD: “this isn’t even a local story!”, white kid pulling through and black kid with “weight issues and asthma” doomed, Oklahoma “hardest hit” vs no deaths, FluMist nasal spray plug; seasonal vaccine introduced early, JCD skipping shot this year
0:47:12  ACC on Rahm Emanuel as Obama’s CIA handler, LA Times on seven ex-CIA chiefs calling on Obama to call off Eric Holder on interrogation probe, CIA expanding operations in Afghanistan, Denver shuttle driver Najibullah Zazi plot, Operation Northwoods false flag for Cuba, ACC on potential racist false flag, JCD on “one country and two cultures” meme
0:56:55  GE urging employees to donate to political campaigns to benefit from cap and trade
0:58:33  Producer “yes we can” and “thank you Satan” reversals, ACC: “it’s gonna be my ringtone”
1:00:57  San Francisco airport’s $190k Climate Passport kiosk; Monsanto CEO Hugh Grant accuses DuPont CEO of activities “misleading to the public and a serious breach of business ethics far beyond honest competitor behavior”; EPA approves BASF Kixor as glyphosate alternative; The Informant now in theaters
1:06:52  NPR “call it whatever you want” revisited; Bill Maher panelist: NPR “our national treasure”; Vivian Schiller dodges question about 60 layoffs and “grand new digs”; ACC recommends Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol, JCD on blogger lawsuit against Dan Brown with home bugged, plant to marginalize conspiracy theorists; Damien Hirst The Shop exhibit arrest over theft of £250k box of pencils
1:19:08  Donation Segment: JCD on Cassius Clay’s mansion; Jennifer’s Body 30-second lesbian kiss
1:25:58  Outro: Megan Fox “toe-thumbs”, ACC: “I was looking at other pieces of the anatomy, sorry”
131  Bill Maher Sucks  (2009-09-17)

0:00:00  JCD: “Okay, let’s talk about it, ready this… let’s hit it.”
0:00:36  Hitting people in the mouth a “good formula”
0:02:05  Four more ACORN prostitution videos, Charles Gibson feigns ignorance of entire manner, San Diego office Tijuana comment, Hannah Giles propositioned; Jon Stewart: “I’m a fake journalist and I’m embarrassed these guys scooped me!”
0:05:05  Mind-controlled Kanye West stunt a distraction from international finance and political “suicides” including Rockefeller Corporation’s James McDonald
0:08:15  Former Italian President Francesco Cossiga: 9/11 a CIA and Mossad false flag; Obama-CIA war questions for Uncle Don, Obama cozying up to Russia
0:13:48  Bin Laden “audiotape”, recommended reading for American public including Confessions of an Economic Hit Man, SITE Intelligence Group run by Rita Katz, ACC: “it’s a bunch of spooks who got a, who put together a blog!”, “jihadist chatter” section, “Osama’s book club”
0:22:17  Taylor Swift’s financier father probably all-in on setup; Obama “he’s a jackass” for Kanye West, “where’s the pool?”; Jay Z’s Illuminati symbols
0:27:12  De Telegraph ad for €450 David Plouffe speech; boring Keith Olbermann and Glenn Beck; CNN all-in on Yale grad student killing, “Glenn Beck bad for America” article
0:34:14  And Now Back to Real News: proposed high heel ban in UK, JCD on finding contradictory headlines about same event; Reuters: Israel likely forced to attack Iran, “bloodless strategy”
0:38:24  National Intelligence Strategy, Russia added to list of nations with “ability to challenge U.S. interests”; Netanyahu’s sketchy family
0:41:54  Bill Maher “if you don’t agree with Obama you’re a racist” meme; Jimmy Carter “black man” meme; Washington D.C. Tea Party rally chants; Maher on “subliminally racist” Drudge pun headlines, “nегs rise”, Michelle Obama “hoin’ the garden”, joint session election package; Maher’s ageism, equates old with useless, JCD: “deplorable, mean-spirited, creepy person”; Kathy Griffin takes sarcastic remark about global warming seriously; McCain pee joke
0:55:05  Latoya Jackson to The View: “I felt that it was homicide, that he been murdered, yes absolutely”, no word from Dr. Conrad Murray, “Michael continuously told me, Latoya, if I die I’m gonna be killed, they’re gonna kill me over my catalog, over my publishing”, recent release of Beatle’s catalog largely owned by Jackson, ACC: “like Elvis, he’s worth more dead than he was alive”, AEG concert promoter insurance; MSNBC cold shoulder for ACC
1:00:32  NASA CARE Charged Aerosol Release Experiment with aluminum oxide, LCROSS moon bombing experiment; ACC in Yahoo cloudbuster group; apps.gov for cloud computing
1:09:57  Donation Segment: Seinfeld on reversing peepholes; ACC on Dutch bakfiets cargo bicycles
1:20:42  Archer Daniels Midland price fixing and The Informant; NPR CEO Vivian Schiller at National Press Club: “this is the area that is most down for us, is in, sponsorship, underwriting, advertising, call it whatever you want” evergreen
1:26:51  Swine flu vaccinations to begin in three weeks, UK GPs to be compensated £5.25 per shot, Novartis vaccine approved on trial of 100 people, French nurses bailing out
1:28:21  23 employee suicides at France Telecom in 18 months; Italians abused by Catholic priests coming forward
1:29:53  Outro: finding a site for ACC’s cloudbuster
1:30  Cloudbusting (2009-09-13)

0:00:00  JCD: “Where’s my reel-to-reel recorder, I can’t find it!”

0:00:38  San Francisco thunderstorm, JCD’s lost Wilhelm Reich documents on “desertification”, alien “soot” on buildings, “cloudbuster”; ACC’s massive lightning strike; Glenn Beck disruption theory; JCD on Reich bringing crackpots out of the woodwork, Coke can finger trick

0:16:17  James O’Keefe & Hannah Giles fake ACORN prostitution film, district attorney investigating legality of hidden camera; Geraldo defends peephole naked video of ESPN’s Erin Andrews; Maryland two-party consent and felony wiretap; The Informant film with Matt Damon; Bill O’Reilly body language expert saying Andrews is unconcerned

0:34:27  ACC predicts big debate over legality of filming, Sixty Minutes and To Catch a Predator; ACC’s fake Janet Jackson interview with press kit, post-interview “noddies”, desynchronized voice and mouth movements; ACC on Zen TV Experiment, “nothing is real”; JCD on Tech TV format change Chris Matthews style with fake remotes; CNN fake Gulf War bluescreen; fake 405: the Movie, Forrest Gump, and Wag the Dog

0:44:04  ACC on 9/11 video trickery, JCD on “horrible film” with aviation information, 200-foot Pentagon overfly, intact airplane nose emerging, impossible cell phone calls from United 93

0:49:08  Unreported Transcanada Natural Gas Pipeline explosion; fiber optic line vandalism or probing; “panic on the Potomac” due to Coast Guard “routine training”, ACC: assassination attempt, CIA at war with Obama administration; ACC on Bill Maher “black man in the White House” meme and possibility of assassination and civil war; Maher’s exile over Politically Incorrect comment about hijacker bravery

1:04:30  ACC’s on doing Anthony Weiner CNN interview, “Chuck Schumer’s boy”, “watch this guy, he’s going to rise very quickly to stardom”

1:06:43  Donation Segment: Calgary Stampede

1:18:20  Two-to-the-head: Rod Blagojevich confidante Christopher Kelly dies of “aspirin overdose”, ACC: “I haven’t seen a body”; James Traficant on Israel controlling Congress and media; ACC Democrats running Fox News theory, Michael Savage abandoned by Fox News after being banned from UK

1:23:40  Benjamin Netanyahu’s “secret” visit to Russia to meet Medvedev, private jet diverted to Russia, hijacking of Russian ship with missiles for Iran, JCD Bernie Madoff theory
ACC: “I’m so happy that we’re going to kill tens of thousands of us, here’s my water Mr. TSA, please take my water! (sobbing)”

ACC back in US, touch of swine flu; JCD on frequent flyer immunity
Obama speech before joint session of Congress, kissing room full of potentially sick attendees, HD allowing inspection of expensive clothing and jewelry, female elites like Hillary & Pelosi wearing “power color” red, Sebelius’ enormous earrings; Dennis Miller: “this is beautiful karaoke”; Pelosi issues instructions for escorting Obama into chamber, constant muttered asides to colleagues; shallow Katie Couric comment on Michelle Obama standing beside Vicki Kennedy; JCD on Obama’s ability to “buffalo” audience, “what bill?” sign

Wall Street Journal op-ed on forcing health care workers into unions, ACC on SAG & AFTRA membership; EFCA Employee Free Choice Act eliminating secret unionization ballots; Post Office employees in holding pens “resource rooms” doing nothing because they can’t be fired

Obama speech teleprompter flubs, constant applause, CBS zeroing in on glowering Bohmer, Joe Wilson “you lie!”, public vs private university analogy, malpractice tort limit, overused “not this time, not now”, Ted Kennedy “death letter”

ACC: Glenn Beck “one gene away from retardation”, Hannity on Obama school speech lauded by MSM vs Bush 41 turning “students into props”, ACC on black students corralled in one area; ACC on navigating the British and Dutch healthcare systems

British liquid explosive plotters, BBC fake liquid bomb demonstration, possession of hydrogen peroxide but not of passports, three convicted in second trial, Yahoo e-mail workaround for intercepted evidence ban, “projectors and taxis”; “Calvin Klein aftershave” codes; ACC on KLM pilots TSA standing around toilet warning joke

Charlie Sheen/Alex Jones fake Obama 9/11 interview; WTC Seven Won’t Go Away jingle

$10M General Dynamics contract for USSOCOM propaganda, “transregional web initiative”; Department of Agriculture to buy another $30M worth of pork in light of swine flu

Fifty small aircraft incidents recently; Bill O’Reilly on NBC store selling Obama merch; Chia Obama; “debt stinks” pledge of allegiance; Depression expert Bernanke blowing up economy

US officer to 60 Minutes: “it might be twelve, fifteen years from now and we’re still in Afghanistan”, Obama’s “necessary war”, Karzai brothers’ business and drug empires, US protecting them from Taliban; Karzai restaurant dinner plans; US military catering money

JCD on Steamboat Institute “blowhards”; ground broken on $3.4bn Homeland Security building, Janet Napolitano: “it will help us hold meetings”

Donation Segment: only two Las Vegas dinner signups

Hearings for H.R.1207; NAACP e-mail thread plotting downfall of Rev. Manning from Obamabot Mevio former Black Panther, “we have to kill him”

Outro: ACC’s eminent domain update for next show, JCD records survey phone call
128 Coming Soon: The Cashless Society (2009-09-06)

0:00:00 CD: “I eat my notes, like Ling-Ling does.” (1:19:33)
0:00:36 JCD’s football game; Rev. Manning “long-legged mack daddy” revisited, pimping “Obama girl”, “he put his name on two big 54-Ds”, JCD: “that’s clip of the day”; Green Jobs Czar Van Jones resigns, 44-czar list, subtly slammed by Willie Brown, Jones on Republican success: “the answer to that is, they’re assholes”, “some of us who are not Barack Hussein Obama are gonna have to start getting a little bit uppity”, Bush 43 “crackhead” stand-up routine
0:13:53 British Parliament summer break odd consultancy jobs rundown, BOHICA; controversy over government-sponsored Swedish Film Institute’s feminist porn film, JCD on Islam-centered moralistic influence, ACC on “furners” in Dutch government, ten years too late to stem tide of economic migrants; producer Manamana jingle; Hitler subtitle gag
0:23:36 Lake Charles police chief pushing for surveillance cameras in and outside all bars
0:26:04 “FEMA for Kids” site, “terrorism is a scary thing”
0:32:28 CNN on Cash for Clunkers appliance iteration, energystar.gov Lorax branding; UK 100W bulb ban, JCD on dim CFLs, Clinton administration top-loading washing machine ban; CNN “fuel efficient” appliances
0:47:41 Mandatory swine flu vaccinations for US military personnel; JCD on University of California football game with national anthem and military swearing-in ceremony, ACC: “what happened to hookers and blow?”; electricity generation source guessing game; WHO article on “mockup vaccines” and release of “novel influenza virus” into population, Washington D.C. “mass vaccination hubs”, “new virus” pandemic redefinition, Emory University “leper colony” quarantine dorm; Merck “discovers” Gardasil is effective in males, UK mother threatened with removal of daughter for blaming Gardasil for partial paralysis
1:02:32 Social Security benefits to be issued via debit cards for “consumers”, 90-cent withdrawal fee except at Comerica ATMs; Walmart switching to paperless paychecks via First Data
1:07:07 Obama spins unemployment rise to 9.7%, pushing 401k expansion to include tax refunds
1:12:57 No Agenda Round Table Thanksgiving Dinner in Las Vegas, restaurant business booming
1:16:02 Donation Segment: $56.83 “love”
1:25:31 Wall Street to securitize “life settlement” reverse life insurance policies, incentive for holders to die as soon as possible; Connecticut representatives playing solitaire on laptops during Lawrence Cafero Jr. budget speech; Sonia Sotomayor to debut in special session for limitations on corporate election spending; producer note on Russians at O’Hare
1:31:01 JCD on out-of-control University of California salaries, increasing from 10% to 22% out-of-state, $26k per year tuition, $4bn from state, advanced placement 4.4 GPA required for admission
1:37:32 John Murtha on resounding “no!”: “in the opinion of the chair the ayes have it”, “the chair’s decision is not subject to question”
0:00:00  JCD: “You don’t have to be a chicken to spot a bad egg.”
0:00:35  ACC’s birthday; California’s Ebay and Craigslist sales
0:03:59  ACC on panel at “advertising jerk-offs” Ad:tech Conference in Chicago
0:08:27  And Now Back to Real News: MSNBC doctor Nancy Snyderman tells us “there’s no conspiracy here, folks, just get your damn vaccine”; teen H1N1 death in Sonoma County; ACC’s dinner with two Jennifers, doctor pushing Gardasil
0:14:48  Reverend James Manning: US “given away by a long-legged half-breed usurper illegal alien”, “white folk are ready to riot!”, “talk to the long-legged mack daddy, tell him to resign!”, “this quasi-Muslim socialist communist Marxist freak called Barack Hussein Obama”; “dingbats” Laura Ling & Euna Lee getting ready for sweeps week, JCD: “we had to eat our notes”
0:21:31  Suicidal cows in Lauterbrunnen Switzerland; JCD’s mixed recycling and Macy’s cashiers doing bookkeeping; absurdly long receipts, JCD on Pepsi coupons for Coke buyers scam; ACC on Russian mobsters with US passports in Chicago
0:27:07  Rachel Maddow in the doghouse for potentially infecting coworkers with swine flu
0:28:05  PETA “unhappy meals” with knife-wielding Ronald McDonald; Obama to address all students nationwide, talking points sent to teachers; Sesame Street pushing public health agenda, posters at airport, ACC on hollering TSA agents: “I just want to strangle someone, just like, hey you, fuckwad!”
0:34:00  ACC story: entering country at O’Hare, identified by Officer Butman
0:35:35  And Now Back to Real News: Gordon Ramsey’s restaurant business still on the rocks
0:38:58  Pfizer pays record $2.3bn in civil and criminal fines for fraud in off-label prescriptions
0:41:35  UK markets struggling to find non-GMO products; gas station mini-marts; diet Coke becoming the default; armless man unable to cash check at Bank of America for lack of fingerprint
0:45:28  Michele Bachmann pushing “blood oath” against Obama
0:50:36  Ling & Lee “lured into a trap”, can’t talk about “things that are still too painful to visit”; Blackwater State Department contract extended, to be replaced by DynCorp International, Hillary’s promised Blackwater ban in SOS Stop Outsourcing Security bill; “frat boy” thugs employed at Afghan embassy, Obama “necessary war”, warmongering Robert Gibbs “war on terror” meme; anti-Obama afrocityblog.wordpress.com; Camp Sullivan thug “you’re very good for fucking”; ACC on bag of “wires and batteries” in TSA X-ray, Heathrow liquid explosive plot acquittals
1:01:08  CSI: Miami bullcrap high-tech Hollywood OS “facial recognition software” sound effects, CSI: New York seat belt release investigation, JCD on jury pool corruption
1:06:43  Afghan opium prices down 22% to eight-year low, Monsanto testing Roundup-ready opium poppies, Paul Bremmer seed reuse ban
1:11:28  $50 donation ringtone offer, October 3 Thanksgiving dinner
1:13:54  Boeing announces successful test of ATL advanced tactical laser weapon; Chinese state-owned businesses allowed default on commodity hedges
Sell Your Kidney! (2009-08-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey Ricky Ricardo, you ready for me?” JCD: “Hit it.”
0:00:33 CVC on fashion show catwalk with ill-fitting shoes
0:03:49 Leaked documents show UK Libyan bombing was over oil, Gaddafi’s son groomed for takeover; no problem with media showing Ted Kennedy’s flag-draped casket, Dukakis possible replacement, “dingbat” Caroline Kennedy another possibility; Dukakis’ presidential run demolished by idiotic helmet photo like Howard Dean scream
0:09:48 US Chamber of Commerce seeks EPA global warming trial, climate scientist Brenda Ekwurzel: “brings to mind for me the Salem witch trials”; Netherlands carbon trading system; Dutch royal family “wins” lawsuit against AP over EU human rights privacy laws, no monetary award
0:15:24 WHO issues warning about “severe” form of H1N1, “expensive” hospital care meme just in time for healthcare reform, 1918 epidemic caused by vaccination of soldiers; 1992 book Malaria Capers on DDT and population control, “rather dead than alive and notoriously reproducing”; Margaret Chan’s path from home economics to medicine, ACC: “she could be Kim Jong-il’s illegitimate sister”; Rand Corporation white paper recommends vaccinating teens in school to dodge parental consent laws, “two to the arm”; bored UK call center employees playing Trivial Pursuit and Monopoly, JCD recommends spider solitaire; Gardasil warning reiterated

0:26:20 Sally Satel’s When Altruism Isn’t Enough and selling your own kidney, National Kidney Foundation “cheapening the gift” logic since 1990s, “close ties with the dialysis industry”
0:48:29 Geithner’s laundry list of post-confirmation resignation promises: Rand Corporation, Trilateral Commission, Group of Thirty, ACC: “what a lying sack of shit this guy is”
0:51:02 Cymbalta side effect litany, “dizziness or fainting may occur upon standing”, oddball 1:15 total length, JCD: “I generally don’t want to leave the house … but I like it that way!”
0:57:14 TSA $53M cyberattack prevention contract with SRA International
0:58:16 Coach Mike Singletary “our formula is this: we go out, we hit people in the mouth”
0:58:58 Bill Clinton to liberal bloggers on Hillary’s trip to Africa: “I think American secretaries of state oughta to be in the places of human misery around the world”
1:00:30 Law & Order: SVU teen pregnancy show with exceptionally bad acting
1:03:58 Most popular type of banana under disease threat, “drastic and expensive control measures”; International Paper and MeadWestvaco joint venture ArborGen to produce GMO trees
1:07:34 Donation Segment
1:12:26 Healthcare bill’s national medical device registry class 2 “implantable” devices
1:15:07 Hamid Karzai’s running mate possibly denied US visa over drug trafficking; Mossad likely behind hijacking of Russian ship with missiles for Iran; border computer search rules clarified
1:18:20 US Forest Service: Colorado campers eating tortillas, drinking Tecate beer, and listening to Mexican music a sure indicator of illegal marijuana cultivation

0:00:00 JCD: “Look at all these women around here, they’re all dogs!”

0:00:35 Netherlands public transportation no longer usable without RFID card; one person killed in police shooting at out-of-hand beach dance party, Rotterdam mayor proposes party ban, discussions of chipping troublemakers; public transport director stuck in turnstile, card also usable for school lunch money; ACC recommends book Moord namens de ‘Kroon’? by Ine Veen on report of second shooter in Pim Fortuyn assassination

0:06:48 Ted Kennedy dead at 77, distraction from economy, JCD’s The Mentalist interrupted by “breaking news”; OMB $10T and need for self-sacrifice; PBS special on Kennedy clan, JFK election and West Virginia anti-Catholic sentiment & corruption, Tip O’Neill on campaign bribery, Daley-Obama parallel; ACC on voting machine hacking, JCD on 1970s film connecting mob families with presidents

0:17:59 Anti-Obama healthcare “honeypot” ad running during Keith Olbermann, “you are hope” Scientology ad, ACC: Dianetics “not a bad book”; Olbermann Worse Person in the World Wally Herger over “proud right-wing terrorist” comment, Denver Democrat headquarters vandalized by Democrat canvasser; “Republican” bragging about $700 per month insurance policy; new HSA talking point

0:36:03 Obama “re-appointing” Bernanke for second term, sham confirmation processes; ACC visiting Blackwater-esque security guy in Spain

0:38:10 And Now Back to Real News: moon rock given to former Dutch Prime Minister Willem Drees turns out to be petrified wood; CVC’s birthday

0:42:27 NYT story on stolen Goldman Sachs high-frequency trading software and market manipulation, programmer Sergey Aleynikov left Goldman Sachs for $1.2M job, FBI arrest a mere day later, missing $600bn

0:49:39 Dutch royal family AP lawsuit a “nothing to see here” for Mozambique villa scandal

0:50:55 Cash for old appliances; Financial Times on upcoming BP-Libya deal and Lockerbie “bomber” release, dropped appeal for evidence suppression; ACC on CIA loyal to Clinton-Bush crowd

0:57:07 11k veterans potentially exposed to hepatitis and HIV via contaminated VA colonoscopy equipment; JCD on CIA taking out Kennedys, Nova on chemically erasing memories in rats, ZIP zeta inhibitory peptide; three-shot flu vaccine rollout coming up, mysterious CDC 500 swine flu deaths, Don't Inject Me – the Swine Flu Vaccine Song by Health Ranger; Bloomberg predicts 1.8M hospitalizations

1:07:29 Doctor to Alaska town hall on low Medicare reimbursement driving GPs out of business, pushing HSAs, ACC’s mother’s “never never” of credit lifestyle; ACC on tie-less Obama administration; CVC fashion show Sunday; JCD on poorly-produced Miss Universe with no swimsuit butt shots, rigged so last contestants always get highest scores (JCDPPotD)

1:19:34 Iceland threatened by IMF to repay Landsbanki debt to the tune of 80% of GDP, Landsbanki advised by Peter Orszag, JCD recommends airport wool shop, ACC on the virtues of layaway
124 Obama’s Lobsters (2009-08-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re on a deserted island with one person, how good do you have to look, you should be naked half the time.”

0:00:38 ACC on “turn on the foam” running joke, Formentera’s indigenous “naked walkers”, Can Carlos restaurant and sea salt, hour-long upload

0:04:24 Lockerbie “bomber” released on compassionate grounds; Gaddafi’s yellow hat and jacket, meetings with Gordon Brown and Tony Blair; David Cameron waiting in the wings, “economic adviser” Eric Schmidt, promised “people in control of the government and not government in control of the people”, limo following bicycle, pest inspections for potted plants, “quango workers”; 120k stop-and-search incidents; QUANGO quasi-autonomous NGO

0:15:40 Israeli microbiologist Joseph Moshe interview by Project Camelot a day before arrest

0:18:50 And Now Back to Real News: Jessica Alba “you mean I made all these pancakes for nothing?” Jay Leno Show ad; Hyundai ad: “now it gives you something else: gas”; The Informant and price rigging; Paul Malignaggi after loss to Juan Díaz: “boxing is full of shit!”, “I got robbed”

0:28:09 Breast implants shrinking as economic indicator

0:28:56 Hamid Karzai claims victory immediately after election

0:29:55 And Now Back to Real News: Southwest Airlines passenger arrested for hitting fellow passenger and stripping naked; GoTopless Day for women’s equality, sex offender list for peeing in the park, JCD on pyramidal public urinals in Amsterdam

0:35:17 Obama in Montana dining on imported lobster; ACC’s “message from John C. Dvořák” alert; JCD: “Obama’s gonna get fat in that job”, golf swapped in for basketball

0:38:14 “Blue dog Democrat” Gene Taylor town hall standing ovation for voting no on healthcare bill

0:42:29 Recently-deceased 60 Minutes creator Don Hewitt to C-SPAN on James Carville fawning over Clintons; producer note on Obama’s Montana town hall, “cargo by the tons”, 900 tickets missing, SEIU arrest; ACC flooded with possibly illegal White House e-mail

0:53:40 abovetopsecret.com on Naval Space Command outed by British hacker, powering satellites via terrestrial laser, JCD on blowhard Naval officers; missing Arctic Sea ship; terrestrial vs nonterrestrial officers

1:03:26 Donation Segment: ringtone premium

1:10:44 Project Serpo extraterrestrial technology exchange program

1:12:27 Ben Bernanke potentially replaced with Larry Summers
123 Thanksgiving Turkeys (2009-08-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “You know there has to be a couple of porn stars around here that would stand around naked for 300 bucks for five or six hours.” (0:14:53)
0:00:42 California sending out tax return IOUs; ACC on “deserted island” Formentera in Spain
0:02:50 JCD: Kathleen Sebelius “reminds me to to an annoying degree of Carly Fiorina”, Sebelius repeated “very difficult” on end-of-life care; Hillary Clinton plan industry opposition and Obama quid pro quo, Sebelius on paying doctors for end-of-life consultation; morning shows not allowed to follow up on unanswered questions, dodges keeping old plan question: “the idea that you would keep your own doctor is highly likely”
0:14:05 And Now Back to Real News: tough times in the porn industry; Sir David Attenborough discovers carnivorous pitcher plant Nepenthes attenboroughii capable of consuming rodents
0:18:40 Laura Ling & Euna Lee on “grassroots movement on Facebook” to free them, “so, so humbled”
0:22:11 Georgia Rep. Tommy Benton all-in on caning pot users and executing dealers
0:23:31 CRU Climatic Research Unit not in possession of raw surface temperature data, “not able to keep the multiple sources for sites, only the station series after adjustment for homogeneity issues”, “value-added” data
0:27:08 Bay Area alternative newspapers; JCD on Café Gratitude’s controversial use of Landmark Education training, Yelp review: “everyone here is so happy!”, ACC: “we’ve gotta go and record it!”, Thanksgiving “what are you thankful for” traditions, JCD Thanksgiving origin story (JCDPPotD), October 1863 proclamation by Abraham Lincoln; JCD on heirloom turkeys tasting like pheasant; JCD on Hallmark holidays and homemade cards
0:38:07 Newly-installed AIG CEO Robert Benmosche heads out on vacation to 8000-square-foot villa on the Adriatic; Glenn Beck’s weird wig-wearing guest former Democrat Pat Caddell on Rahm Emanuel’s ballet training, Freddie Mac board and Wasserstein Perella, SBC/AT&T deal, Ed Whitacre and GM
0:49:55 Obama Old People Have Got No Reason To Live song, Obama-Palin porn video; Sarah Palin “death panels”, Ann Coulter the Palin fangirl; premium hikes in Netherlands after switch from single-payer; JCD looking for quid pro quo for insurance companies
0:55:10 Stanley McChrystal: Taliban winning, send more troops, JCD: “this is Vietnam all over again”, Karzai not campaigning in election; Slobodan Milošević’s go-ahead from Richard Holbrooke
0:58:29 ACC campaigns for JCD to read Atlas Shrugged; proposed Nielsen ratings replacement
1:02:47 MSNBC Texas chainsaw “documentary” voice-over: “taking a bath with a disemboweled deer”
1:04:35 Shadow Puppet Theater: Surgeon General nominee Regina Benjamin on board of Burger King; “original formula” marketing and HFCS; Benjamin’s stint with Conagra Brands
1:09:31 Donation solicitation; October 3 Thanksgiving dinner
1:13:42 Air Force veteran Henry Schwartz “sounding the alarm” about EMP weapons, ACC’s hangar owner Lockheed engineer discounts danger, EMpect America funded by Steuben Foods and Elmhurst Dairy; ACC: due for significant solar flare
1:19:08 Outro: ACC back in Netherlands for next show
122  Sebelius Double Speak (2009-08-16)

0:00:00  JCD: “I don’t hang up any more, because you always bitch about it, ra-ra-ra-ra!”

0:00:37  Santa Cruz wildfire; ACC in Amsterdam via KLM, Virgin upper class £7k round trip, “eerie” slave ship seating, KLM Delft canal houses; ACC’s Cessna 182 arrives in California with Tony the ferry pilot, 550 crossings, four hours at 16k feet with no oxygen; EU cash infusion for Airbus, ACC: “I wouldn’t be flying Airbus if I were you”; ACC on “green” airplanes off assembly line, exchange of money and keys for transfer

0:16:03  A producer in every profession except grantsmanship, Bradley Foundation; ACC recommends The Informant book by Kurt Eichenwald on Arthur Daniels Midland price fixing, “of course this is a fine Chicago company”

0:19:15  ACC meets Mimi at dinner at Absinthe, ACC: “she said, I had no idea John is such an asshole to other people, I thought it only me”, good Absinthe appetizers, bland escargot; Noodle Theory; ADM lysine fermentation

0:26:24  Dutch royal family lawsuit against AP for making photos available, ACC: “welcome to celebrity, dude!”, proposed €25k fine per day, Prince Pils: “it causes unacceptable pressure on our children”, Máxima the hot Argentinian

0:29:13  Tomato blight in Northeast, resistant strain from Cornell, GMO fungus theory; Ug99 wheat stem rust revisited; Monsanto to jack up prices 42%, Roundup Ready version 2; ACC’s ill-advised Big Mac meal; potential UK food price increases due to worldwide GMO production

0:39:21  Spiriva ad makes it to 30-second mark before trotting out side effects, “trouble passing urine”; Viagra spinoff “the larger thing, I didn’t mind that”; Campbell’s Soup busted for bowl of marbles; industry warns Obama administration about potential sugar shortage, JCD on HFCS unsuitability for chocolate; JCD on truth in advertising in burger images, ACC’s burger examination, “it was like porn for my stomach”

0:47:40  France & Germany accountant their way out of recession; enormous amount of physical currency in system, hyperinflation danger, 1849 gold spike; ACC on “deserted island” next show

0:52:07  And Now Back to real News: Today Show Kate Gosselin interview, old “rot your brain” meme, C-SPAN entertainment value; homeless former New York Times reporter: “y’know, I was normal for thirty-five years and then I got bored”

0:58:18  Los Angeles standoff with Israeli microbiologist Joseph Moshe, threat to blow up White House, Remote Area Medical clinic survey; leaked Guillain-Barré warning letter for neurologists; tanks and robots to get Moshe, out of control tasing; history of testing chemicals on public and military, high military suicide rate

1:07:48  Donation Segment: weird Napoleonic era Dutch surnames

1:14:41  Hoping to send a producer spy to upcoming international swine flu conference in Washington D.C., $2785 admission, “mass fatality management planning” and “continuity of government” breakout sessions, JCD: “we need the binder”
121 The Vivek Kundra “Hollow” Deck (2009-08-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “A lot of dynamic data will be posted there, and you’ll see a more powerful website on Drupal soon!” (0:50:29)

0:00:41 Meteor showers MIA

0:01:49 JCD’s blog post on Chief Information Officer Vivek Kundra; to FCC broadband panel: “we’re making decisions from a public policy perspective based on real-time feedback that we’re getting from the public itself”, flyontime.us, “you can pull up an application and you can see what the closest Metro station is near you”, “crime near where you’re standing”, JCD: “look out, there’s some crime right there!”, idiotically laughing panel, “national grid around information”; recovery.gov Smartronix redactions; Kundra’s six-year psychology degree and elusive master’s degree, misleading Creostar single employee “CEO”, JCD: “it’s no different than the banks saying, well, free lifetime checking”

0:12:26 ACC on CTO job morphing into CIO, translation of technology into marketing-speak; DC offices raided by FBI; “oversight of federal technology spending” responsibility, medical technology background, Greater Washington Initiative club; Kundra on IT expenditures: “we built a dashboard”; USPTO program with “close to 50% of employees are actually tele-working”, “fourteen thousand tons of carbon emissions”, GAO evacuating building after 9/11 anthrax attack; 9/11 job interview and laying fiber; FBI arrests of DC Chief Security Officer Yusuf Acar and Advanced Integrated Technologies Corporation’s Sushil Bansal

0:31:36 Kundra's 1997 shoplifting “youthful indiscretion”; dead Twitter feed; Yusuf Acar and “fake birth certificates”; Kundra on “human-computer interface”, JCD mouse meme, Second Life non-sequitur, “imagine a universe where you have the Star Trek holodeck, where you could literally ask the computer to act or ask questions and get answers”, “the underlying architecture and the platform, it’s almost a chicken and egg question” buzzword-fest, “skip logic”, “binary or COBOL ways of interacting”

0:45:03 Smartronix head from Pakistan, recovery.gov Drupal controversy; €300k for German Parliament website; Smartronix 2000-2008 $201M from federal government

0:51:15 “Dear friend” message from David Axelrod, “the return of the viral e-mail” video, “individuals, not the government, will be in charge of their bank accounts, just like they are today”, “prevents a scheduled 21% cut in the Medicare physician fee schedule”, JCD on “transparency” and Microsoft’s overuse of “innovation”, John C. Dvorak’s Pet Peeve of the Day jingle, “Question Authority” bumper stickers, Tim O’Reilly verified on Twitter (JCDPPotD)

1:03:04 New owl crop circle near Wiltshire, JCD: “owls from the bowels!”

1:04:22 And Now Back to Real News: Palm Pre sending customer data including GPS to home base; ACC’s plane en route to Oakland hangar, the search for Galt’s Gulch, JCD never read Atlas Shrugged; low donations and ACC’s generosity to the homeless

1:13:43 2005 MIT tinfoil hat study, ACC recommends three layers around chest to short Taser; Gitmo Nation Roundtable podcast; George Sodini’s website from Way Back Machine, 2006 résumé

1:17:46 And Now Back to Real News: zombie ants controlled by parasitic fungus; producer on smallsteps.gov tip #40 “pace the sidelines at kids’ athletic games”; Massachusetts depurizes dentists to administer vaccinations

1:20:20 New SAS Scandinavian Airline Systems landing technique of gliding to cut emissions, ACC on grandfather coasting in Volkswagen Rabbit

1:22:00 Outro: ACC headed to Europe for two weeks
0:00:00 JCD: *(laughing)* “I love that line! Put to death.”

0:00:37 Taxi Eric freaking out over nineteen-year-old daughter’s swine flu; Goebbels inspired by American WWI propaganda; producer note on *Law & Order* measles propaganda: Dick Wolf former Bush 43 classmate and friend of Fred Thompson

0:08:05 White House PHRMA big pharma “drug deal”, $80bn reduction in price over ten years in return for no Medicare price caps, SEIU Service Employees International Union, “Mythbusters” call with Kathleen Sebelius; rowdy town hall meetings, Pelosi spotting swastikas

0:17:36 JCD story: International Harvester factory job, receiving clerk or inspector, high productivity via amphetamines, mononucleosis disability

0:23:31 JCD on dismal US healthcare outcomes; EU bans US soy due to traces of GMO corn; 1950s origin of health insurance scam, Dutch partial shift from socialized medicine

0:30:41 Vincent Xavier predicts nuke under Washington D.C. will be detonated in October

0:33:37 Twitter outage; Pittsburgh health club shooting by George Sodini, employed by powerful law firm K&L Gates, bogus “online journal”, creepy YouTube mirror “one more day” video: “RDS” R. Don Steele, blog “life or death” page, ACC: “I believe that he had knowledge of the Goldman Sachs trading program”, no interviews with coworkers in media, JCD: “hey buddy, there are things out there called hookers”

0:49:02 JCD Audacity shortwave Health and Human Services “small step program” tip; [grants.gov](http://grants.gov) “find, apply, succeed”; [recovery.gov](http://recovery.gov) spending map, “jobs created/saved in the next two years”, made-up estimates by Jared Bernstein and Christina Romer; 250k job loss bumps bogus unemployment rate down, “bum index”, “EBITDA of unemployment”

0:57:07 Hudson River mid-air collision between tour helicopter and Piper, *NYT*’s deleted sentence “immediately after the crash the power went out in five counties but was quickly restored”; Admiral names countries that have purchased Aegis missile defense systems including Norway, dodges question about stopping EMP attack, phony Raytheon Patriots from first Gulf War, JCD proposes Faraday cage drywall; Blackwater whistleblowers to testify, JCD’s howling basset hound, Obama administration $20M contract with Blackwater, “air charter for things”

1:11:42 JCD’s Laura Ling “we knew instantly in our hearts that the nightmare of our lives was finally coming to an end” plus cheering children, *Wall Street Journal* on Clinton-Gore man hug: “three more pats before they disentangled”, ACC: “PR move for Current”, Edith Piaf sound-alike

1:18:04 JCD pet peeve: *Friends* canned laughter; producer offer: one-way ticket to Moscow

1:22:27 Donation Segment: $161.80 phi; crop circle instructions

1:31:47 Media guidelines for Irish Lisbon Treaty do-over; Vivek Kundra holodeck for next show
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119  Small Steps Toward Better Health  (2009-08-06)

0:00:00  JCD: “I can’t believe that this thing doesn’t work for shit, no I’m not ready, I have to blow up my browser ‘cause this damn Twitter fucked me over.”

0:00:40  ACC’s producer-supplied replacement MIDI controller on the go

0:02:16  New Monsanto subsidiary icorn.com, 104.7-R Roundup-ready corn

0:07:10  White House Ministry of Truth propaganda minister Linda Douglass: “one of my jobs is to keep track of all the disinformation that’s out there about health insurance reform”, Obama plan to eliminate private insurance “nothing could be farther from the truth”, Obama video: “I don’t think we’re gonna be able to eliminate employer coverage immediately”

0:12:07  Orrin Hatch on Sonia Sotomayor’s position on private property vs eminent domain in Didden v. Village of Port Chester: “in other words, Mr. Didden should have sued over the taking of his property, before his property had been taken”, “once again Judge Sotomayor gave inadequate protection to a fundamental Constitutional right”; property ownership vs mineral rights

0:16:46  Cash for Clunkers Volvo engine destruction video, car dealers freaking out over government money drying up; recovery.gov Chairman’s Corner “let me be clear”, federalreporting.gov “citizen IGs”, Earl Devaney muckety.com connections map, redacted Smartronix PDFs, Devaney “anything goes at the highest levels of the Department of the Interior” quote

0:29:26  smallsteps.gov absurd “small steps toward better health”, “drink diet soda”

0:34:57  Current TV “dingbat” rescued from North Korea by Bill Clinton: “suddenly we were told that we were going to a meeting” with big sigh, “we could feel your love all the way in North Korea”, JCD: “I’m listening to this thinking is there any way we can send them back”

0:41:45  Shadow Puppet Theater: Business Software Alliance copyright lobbyist Neil MacBride for United States Attorney; Greta Van Susteren medley of Obama promising no tax increases, Tim Geithner: “we do not have a choice as a country”; Geithner “expletive-laced critique” of regulators; no warranty on recovery.gov; Cybersecurity Czar Melissa Hathaway resigning, Roosevelt-era “dictators”; Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein telling employees not to spend money so flamboyantly

0:50:41  And Now Back to Real News: Olbermann goes after Rupert Murdoch for shutting down Bill O’Reilly; smug Rachel Maddow’s dud interview with Nebraska restaurant owner

0:59:48  2008 transfer of $18bn from Iran in cash and gold to Turkey and ultimately Obama’s bank account, possible coup in Saudi Arabia with Prince Bandar MIA; Erik Prince’s mercenaries at war with Muslims; Obama’s laundered campaign donations; courier Esmael Safarian-Nasab also involved in 1979 arms for hostages deal with Bush 41; JCD on Disney policy of firing employees who report colleagues

1:07:16  Obama being urged to more than double size of Afghan security forces; British up in arms over latest eight dead soldiers; whistleblower: bin Laden working for CIA before 9/11

1:10:06  And Now Back to Real News: Chilean lake goes dry overnight, ACC: “a UFO sucked it out”; crop circles in Wiltshire, ACC gold bar crop circle challenge

1:15:22  Greece to vaccinate every citizen for H1N1; UK swine flu hotline misdiagnoses; kids supposedly sickened by Tamiflu, domestic production in Japan, Dutch celebrity on taking “vaccine” daily

1:19:56  YouTube takedowns on 6400 public domain C-SPAN videos; new Census questions about when people leave for work; new default Firefox “attack site” warning; Census flush toilet question

1:33:50  Three Gulfstream 550s in latest spending bill; Oakland gouging its residents to the tune of $2.5M for stopping at an unidentifiable bus stops
118  Deconstructing Law & Order (2009-08-02)

0:00:00  JCD: “You look like a British banker in Hawaii.”

0:00:38  ACC’s replacement MIDI controller on order; ACC’s Mount Tamalpais trip impeded by Google Maps, JCD adds No Name Bar to itinerary; ACC’s place being taken under eminent domain by Transbay Joint Powers Authority for NWO bus terminal

0:13:56  CDC website alert for update to swine flu marketing PDF, SWOT analysis and talking points for media; TTV trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine trials

0:19:21  Law & Order: SVU measles propaganda: “she wasn’t vaccinated”, actress sounding like Rachel Maddow, anti-sugar propaganda, Amish nut job: “we don’t vaccinate”, formulaic “big pharma and their lackeys in the media” and “slippery slope of government tyranny”, ACC: “Richard Belzer should be taken out back and shot”, “is the science behind immunization faulty??”, “it’s more dangerous to drive a car than to take the MMR vaccine”, “was” eradicated, UK “epidemic” in 2006, ACC: “I swear to God she’s reading the Wiki page”

0:34:24  ABC News hires swine flu czar Dr. Richard Besser; Smartronix recovery.gov contract unresolved because of ADA 508 accessibility issue; Cash for Clunkers website “your computer is considered a federal computer system”, global initiative, ACC’s plastic rental Ford Escape

0:41:58  And Now Back to Real News: German Catholic bank to divest itself of contraception, weapons, and tobacco; JCD on Knights Templar bankers and Switzerland, History Channel fails

0:44:31  Robert Plant accepts CBE Commander of the British Empire title; ACC’s honorary degree from Connecticut School of Broadcasting

0:46:41  Volcanic activity at Krakatoa, 1883 eruption, rumblings in Yellowstone; Netherlands considering mandatory vaccinations for healthcare workers; Daily Mail only outlet talking about Krakatoa; House of Representatives dumps another $2bn into Cash for Clunkers; British Bill Maher panelist only one able to explain Federal Reserve

0:53:11  PBS Nature on IAPV Israeli acute paralysis virus in honeybees, origin in Australia or China; hand pollination in Southern China, JCD proposes Pesticide of the Week segment, ACC on white nose syndrome: “isn’t that a Hollywood problem?”

0:58:08  Full-on retard girl to Santa Cruz Fiscal Year 2009 Cooperative Retail Management Business Real Property Improvement District Assessment Meeting: “we should make um a perfect pesticide for the crops that um is good for people and healthy and keeps the crops preserved too because we need the food because it’s good and stuff”, “the business downtown um really need to lower the rent because if the rent was lowered those people would really have their own businesses?”, “we can be rich in cotton, and mining metals, and silkworms, and we can make things, we can make things, cars”, “on the East Coast they have slaves”

1:01:43  WHO’s authority to dissolve governments in the face of pandemic, “special crisis committees”, answerable to WHO, EU, and UN; Obama’s secret escape bunker exposed; Trevor Owen Ltd shipping high-end body bags

1:05:21  Monsanto-Dow SmartStax GMO corn, JCD: “sounds like a record company”; $15 No Agenda discount at Monarch Motel in Sheboygan Michigan; Salon story on war between Glenn Beck and Bill O’Reilly, JCD on self-censorship and news outlets not criticizing each other, “I like Murdoch, he’s a great guy”

1:16:38  Donation Segment: new female Knight

1:23:06  Job posting for Army internment resettlement specialist for “enemy prisoner of war/civilian internee camp” for $37k per year
117 No Anthrax For You! (2009-07-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, you want a kidney?” (1:19:09)
0:00:40 ACC’s ailing Faderfox MIDI controller and JCD’s substantial clip list
0:02:01 1933 film Golddiggers: “men marching, marching, jobs, jobs!”; DNC Harry and Louise healthcare bill ads, Health Insurance Association of America, ACC’s “dear friend” e-mail from Obama, “new foundation for healthcare security”, Harry Reid calls DNC ad buy “waste of money”; Obama dodges living question from caller, JCD: “livingwill.gov”; Virginia Fox on Republican plan that “will not put seniors in a position of being put to death by their government”; California spending $800M on ex-cons
0:17:24 Personalized reply from noreply-whpc@whitehouse.gov: potential tax on cosmetic surgery; healthcare bills making the round of committees, Chris Matthews living will rant
0:21:25 Hank Paulson to Jackie Speier: I don’t use e-mail, stammering refusal to name names, “you could say financial institutions, regulators, investors, uh, uh”
0:24:47 Tides 6 inches to 2 feet above normal on US East Coast, too sudden to be global warming
0:27:05 Janet Napolitano on Americans targeted in Jakarta and Mumbai bombings, “Web 2.0 world”, “many of the technological tools that expedite communication today were in their infancy or didn’t even exist in 2001”, JCD: “oh really, what?”, ACC: “BitTorrent!”, “home-grown terrorism”; National Level Exercise 2009 in full swing; YouTube video of United 857 biohazard-suited Pudong Airport swine flu thermometer “stormtrooper” sweep; noagendashow.com
0:33:41 S.666 bioterrorism bill; dtra.mil Defense Threat Reduction Agency’s staggeringly lucrative contract for AVI BioPharma, WHO “World Horseshit Organization”, Obama’s 2005 S.969 AVIAN Act and AVI investment; JCD on WHO’s Margaret Chan as Mad TV’s Miss Swan, big pharma executives on WHO advisory group recommending mandatory H1N1 vaccinations; JCD on unconstitutional nondisclosure agreements, slavery private contract parallel; CBS local news: “people who are sick should actually wear masks at home”, “sneeze and cough into your sleeve”, “drive-through vaccine programs”, Fall resurgence “it won’t be going away”
0:47:38 Federal report: 400% higher rate of adverse reactions with Gardasil, “fifteen times as many strokes”; US Census Bureau projects significant decline in world population starting in 2012, YouTube video on fitting world population inside Texas; Brazilian health secretary recommends school postponement to cut H1N1 risk
0:55:32 India “not in a position to take on legally binding emission reduction targets”; producer note on Brazil approving hospital use of Tamiflu a year past its expiration, notes on same situation in US hospitals, Taylor Swift in the Brazilian tabloids
0:58:42 VoloMedia podcast patent, ACC reads e-mail from Murgesh Navar, AudioFeast radio show synchronization, “method of claim” patent reading, JCD on free license for Apple to scare off the “little fish”
1:10:20 And Now Back to Real News: women’s magazine revenue down because women find them “patronizing, fake, and pointless”, viral Faith Hill Photoshop job; Australian 2Day radio show scandal over teenager admitting being raped under polygraph
1:13:45 New Jersey corruption arrests, hazmat crews responding to suspicious letters with white powder, “common since 2001”, sent to 30 governors in 2008, informant Jack Shaw found dead under “suspicious” circumstances, “did not appear to be murder”, rabbis and human organ sales, Paul Shaffer “doesn’t surprise me”, story untouched by MSM
1:22:27 Donation solicitation, new Knight; No Agenda Mobile app update, Las Vegas dinner
116  German Soldiers On American Soil This Week  (2009-07-27)

0:00:57  And Now Back to Real News: Smart cars being tossed into Amsterdam canals

0:03:04  Swine flu vaccine and SOMARK Innovations RFID ink, capital from Finistere Ventures, chairman Dr. Jerry Caulder with Monsanto for 15 years, chipped Portugese cattle; 2004 HHS Project BioShield, Lieberman’s S.666 Biological, Chemical, and Radiological Weapons Countermesures Research Act, DHS emergency authority

0:15:13  Baxter International investor Goldman Sachs; Bill Maher intro with Janet Napolitano; upcoming National Level Exercise 2009 with “federal, state, local, tribal, private sector and international partners”, similar 9/11 exercise, “detect, disrupt and deter preventable terrorist incidents”, ACC: “crackdown is all I can see!”, “broad spectrum of component agencies”: ACC takes UK Emergency Broadcast Service call-in number for a spin, Encore reservation system

0:24:55  ACC Obama “counter-agent” theory, Henry Louis Gates beer summit distraction; New Jersey rabbis and mayors arrested for money laundering, ACC “Israeli spy ring” and 9/11

0:30:12  Rep. Alan Grayson grills Ben Bernanke over $500bn in “liquidity swaps” for foreign banks, Bernanke “I dunno” on recipients, laughter from Grayson at Bernanke’s assertion that 20% jump in exchange rate was a coincidence; Cliff Stearns to Hank Paulson: “how do you have any credibility today?”, $750bn “bait and switch” for Goldman Sachs; $9bn load to be repaid at Goldman’s discretion, Warren Buffett’s $5bn investment; JCD Jon & Kate Plus 8 “bleh”

0:41:06  Project BioShield FDA authorization for use of unapproved drugs; CDC release on 43k H1N1 cases and 300 deaths, WHO “tweak the virus”

0:42:57  Shadow Puppet Theater: Food Safety Czar Michael Taylor’s background with Monsanto, rBST lawsuits; New York Times $39.1M profit, cost-cutting and “favorable tax adjustment”

0:49:09  “Big Brother Law” in Knesset for biometric database; WHO deployment of German Army to US for FEMA/DHS martial law exercise, National Interoperability Field Operations Guide; FEMA coffins, Multi-Functional Cremation Container for a Cadaver patent

0:57:07  Australians on flu shot waiting lists; ACC on DNA and global consciousness, seed banks; futureworldcurrency.com; UK swine flu website collapses under 9M visits per hour

1:03:04  Irish Lisbon Treaty referendum do-over in October; Starbucks on the rise due to long-awaited unemployment checks; Obama’s 14k people per day losing health coverage statistic coinciding with unemployment

1:06:15  Dinner at “tourist trap” Empress of China, JCD text message “funky Express of China” autocorrect, Symbian OS rant, Mozilla printing woes, AP crackdown on headlines in search results, news network abandonment of public interest

1:12:59  Donation Segment: ACC proposes gold donations, JCD: “no you can’t put it in the microwave!”

1:20:18  American Meteorological Society climate geoengineering proposal; 1900° gold melting point, “crack torch”, No Agenda currency; geoengineering “intended and unintended environmental responses”; “this statement is considered in force until January 2012”

1:26:13  Outro: chemtrails for Thursday; ACC: “it’s the No Agenda melt it and match program”, proposed dinner tour
explaining the health care bill (2009-07-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Of course it’s dope, hello, can you hear us, it’s Adam.”
0:00:37 JCD: check for solenoids at the crackpot command center, trip with JMD to Alcatraz, grinding through bars with tooth powder and dental floss over course of seven years
0:02:30 Obama’s record number of prime-time appearances compared to Bush 43, “dear friend” e-mail from info@messages.whitehouse.gov, ACC asleep during healthcare speech; Cleveland Clinic visit, “saved and created jobs”; Nancy Pelosi “jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote for jobs!” kids cheering jingle; ACC’s attempt to read H.R.3200 America’s Affordable Health Choices Act, “and for other purposes”, commissioner to make upwards of $192k, JCD on Pelosi’s effective salary with Boeing 757; noncompliance fine for employers, additional payroll tax on employees of companies over $200k, Atlas Shrugged and bill text parallel; JCD on Washington D.C. bailing out for five weeks’ vacation; electronic fund transfers mystery, JCD: “it sounds like a Nigerian scam”, mandatory ID card
0:18:03 Mayo Clinic’s Denis Cortese predicts public option fee-for-service “catastrophe”; effectiveness TRICARE and federal system; federal power of attorney over living will, JCD on living will two-to-the-head, marriage definition; broken promise: committee meetings not on C-SPAN; Kathleen Sebelius dodges CBO “more money” prediction on Meet the Press, Obama: “I wanna be very clear: I will not sign on to any health plan that adds to our deficits over the next decade”, “let me be clear” drinking game; Economic Policy Journal: all businesses that self-insure to be audited, real-time bank account access
0:35:15 And Now Back to Real News: ISS astronauts with no toilet, “no big dump for you”, Space Shuttle to the rescue with repair parts
0:37:40 LA Times “time bomb for world wheat crop” from Ug99 wheat stem rust fungus from Kenya; theater manager producer note on Food Inc, An Inconvenient Truth carbon offset postcards, ironic popcorn and diet soda; Twitter icon-changers and Iranian elections; GMO gene absorption and cauliflower mosaic virus, real-time gene therapy
0:49:10 U.S. military mercenaries making show of bombing Afghan poppy seeds, USAID on scene
0:53:12 And Now Back to Real News: two-to-the-head for Chinese worker who lost iPhone prototype; China the ultimate iPhone market or counterfeiter’s dream
0:55:38 Comments after Congressional “crap and trade” debate, Democrat on Black Music Month; union ad campaigns all-in on health care bill, urging people to contact Feinstein, broken KNTV promise not to run advocacy ads; ACTA and pharma patents, eyelash-growing drug
1:06:16 And Now Back to Real News: girl band Sugarbabes in quarantine for swine flu; 2k to man UK call center, “swine flu buddy” Tamiflu run; human trials in Australia & Canada, “volunteer” six-month-olds; ACC’s doctor friend: Guillain-Barré syndrome “tip of the iceberg”, Gardasil erythema side effect, JCD: request “saline placebo”; non-use of adjuvants in flu vaccines, no minutes from WHO meeting with commissioners; “antibody breeders” science fiction, Baxter International second-quarter profit up 13%
1:19:23 Science writer’s lawsuit against WHO and Obama over swine flu euthanasia; Brooke Shields on Latisse for “inadequate or not enough lashes”, “potential for increased brown iris pigmentation, which is likely permanent”
1:22:41 Producer note: Cincinnati engineering co-op for-profit; mass immunization exercises in Ontario with First Nations; EU PANFLUVAC in Cannes; $51.54 H1N1 donation, plethora of No Agenda sites & apps; three-hour-old listener for album art; futureworldcurrency.com
JCD: “Put on some clothes!”
JCD compares San Francisco lofts to minimum security prisons; ACC in “survivalist mode”, credit card banking overseas, Visa Protection Plan fail, BlackBerry AT&T World Connect suspensions and “no service for you!!” phone Nazi, producer note on AT&T nightmare, JCD’s scathing PC Magazine column, customer advocate program
Obama’s first pitch at All-Star Game, ACC: “it’s the gayest pitch you’ve ever seen in my life”, “Kevlar underwear” and “mom jeans”, Mariah Carey’s pathetic pitch, Bill Gates taught how to throw a baseball; Obama serve.gov “mandatory volunteer” program PSA, Corporation for National and Community Service nationalservice.gov big business
Producer blog post on unemployment debit cards with Visa taking a chunk; former CNCS IG Gerald Walpin suing over politically-motivation firing by Obama; whitehouse.gov featured legislation, Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, CARD Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act summary and “fact sheet”, tracking and reporting to government; JCD on traveling with American Express, gas and tennis shoes stolen card profile, ACC on high American Express fees, JCD recommends Mechanics Bank
Producer: other Obama doing TV gigs; Onondaga County Michigan hate crime conviction
ACC Alive raw food restaurant review: sunflower seed puree in everything, “the price was an outrage”; Whole Foods “big organic”
YouTube stats: 15 hours per minute uploaded, Google losing $500M per year
Producer John Steck’s Wall Street Journal “Enron prisons” in Colorado; marijuana a potential $17bn industry in California
Swine flu vaccine adjuvant aluminum hydroxide, experimental Novartis chemical MF59, indemnification from lawsuits, FDR’s possible death from Guillain-Barré syndrome, WHO authority to call for mandatory vaccinations
ACC calls for agent to counteract adjuvants; YouTube video on evidence of laboratory origin, FluGen and virus extracted from body of Inuit woman, fishy “tweak the virus”. Bilderberg eugenics and population; experimental vaccines and military, Fort Detrick; expected increase when children return to school at end of summer; aluminum in deodorant and chemtrails
Donation Segment
International Swine Flu Conference in August, “mass fatality management planning” session
July wheat futures up $6 on news of Monsanto GMO wheat; Food, Inc getting rave reviews; mass evacuation bus and swine flu ambulance
113 Surviving The Swine Flu (2009-07-16)

0:00:00 JCD: (laughing) “Listen to us bitch.”
0:00:35 Show time to be between 9:00 and 9:30 PST
0:01:01 Hank Paulson being grilled by Committee, arthritic left pinkie
0:02:20 Tony Blair’s wife Cherie suffering from swine flu, 50% jump in cases in one week, over-the-phone diagnosis in UK, JCD: “if you have a fever press one”
0:06:44 Former IBM employee Patrick Redmond: digital TV conversion to free up spectrum for RFID scanners, 865-868 MHz, European 2W chips, hospitals chipping patients, “bullshit” RFID dust
0:15:33 Obama’s 250k private contractors in Iraq & Afghanistan, Blackwater & Triple Canopy, “privatization of war”; Obama never at White House, JCD: “maybe he doesn’t like the food there”; e-mail hyping Sonia Sotomayor; healthcare bill passes committee, 5% tax on millionaires
0:24:13 ASCAP sues AT&T over ringtone public performance copyright
0:25:50 Federal tax receipts down 30%; SEC’s Mary Schapiro grilled over attorney overseeing case married to Madoff’s niece and revolving door for lawyers, “here’s my dilemma, I need to get the best and the brightest to come to the SEC”, “haven’t figured out the correct balance yet”
0:32:44 Christopher Booker on low temperatures in US and Canada, first June snow in North Dakota in 60 years; Australian Al Gore interviewer brings up British court finding significant “errors ind exaggerations” in An Inconvenient Truth
0:34:51 UK probable source of recent cyberattacks blamed on North Korea, .kr vs .kp TLDs, Hillary Clinton CFR saber-rattling, .kp from 2007; green icon-changing for Iranians
0:37:47 Monsanto jingle, new efforts to genetically engineer wheat; Argentinian farmers not all-in on new GMO soybean variety, opposing legislation to allow re-planting
0:42:53 British bishop proposing removal of holy water to prevent swine flu, JCD: “I think they should chlorinate the holy water”
0:44:19 German article on toxicity of GMO corn to honeybees, white-nose syndrome in bats; toxin-resistant modifications and The World According to Monsanto; JCD proposes Modern Management Techniques Volume Six podcast title for office camouflage
0:49:10 Campaign to overturn “suicide” of WMD whistleblower David Kelly, disappearing WMD book
0:52:36 Crime vs hate crime, JCD: “just going out and shooting people is better”
0:56:06 And Now Back to Real News: Egyptian hotel sued over 13-year-old Polish tourist’s pregnancy from “stray sperm” in swimming pool; Turin nun sues over naked Facebook photos
1:00:02 Al Gore: climate bill will usher in “global governance”
1:01:18 And Now Back to Real News: freemasons jailed in Fiji for practicing witchcraft
1:02:10 JCD story: friend’s house grabbed under eminent domain for abandoned freeway project, Boulder case for hiking trail development
1:06:07 Producer note on Lisa Jackson’s “Dunkin’ Donuts” example and CO₂ from fermentation, chatroom “tax on yeast infections” joke; note on Guillain-Barré syndrome, antigen & adjuvant “hamburger helper”; Kathleen Sebelius on $884M in vaccine ingredients contracts, Sebelius the Bilderberger, vaccine PSA video contest entries, 1918 flu survivors immune; Bilderberg attendee list
1:18:01 Donation plea, squarespace.com “Agenda” discount code
0:00:00 JCD: “Uuuughhh!”
0:00:38 ACC’s UPC internet customer service woes; ACC all-in on WiMAX modem; “fine swu” predictions and Jackson family gravitating toward murder theory
0:05:50 News of the World tapping celebrity and politician cell phones, David Cameron’s communication director Andy Coulson former editor, million-pound Rupert Murdoch settlements; stolen Goldman Sachs “Doomsday Box” software, Israeli origin, Sergey Aleynikov arrested at Newark Airport, rapid-fire stock trading, code given by Joseph Edward Mirken to Bernie Madoff, “heart attacked”, JCD on Murdoch parallel with Tomorrow Never Dies, Wall Street “fourth branch of government”
0:15:35 Federal Reserve refuses to identify bailout recipients; H.R.1207’s prospect of dying in committee; New York Post article on Cass Sunstein, “chilling effect” on internet, Ministry of Truth White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, “rapid spread of damaging falsehoods via the Internet”
0:22:55 EPA cleared to create greenhouse gas legislation, Lisa Jackson grilled by John Barrasso on “political calculation” in CO₂ Clean Air Act regulation, internal White House “smoking gun” memo, Charlie Munger carbon credit market “monstrously stupid” to CNBC, Jackson finding “mandated by law” lie, “endangerment finding”; Christopher Booker on “closing down virtually all of our economic activity”, Al Gore being sued by 30k scientists; Jackson on not regulating “schools and hospitals and farms and Dunkin’ Donuts”
0:41:00 Say No to the Vaccine jingle from YouTube; National Vaccine Information Center honeypot theory, lack of donation page, registered in Virginia; JCD “you will obey!” jingle; ebola strain detected in pigs in Philippines; producer note on Buenos Aires swine flu propaganda
0:48:46 Bill Gates hurricane-stopping patent application; ACC on 9/11 hurricane, HAARP weather control; recovery.gov $18M makeover by Smartronix through 2014, “best value for the taxpayer dollar”, recovery.gov board all in law enforcement, expensive grants.gov logo, USAID economic hit men, ACC: “more than three million lives saved or created every year”, “oral rehydration therapy”
1:07:59 Draconian Bush surveillance program, JCD: “when do they indict somebody?”
1:09:43 Dmitri Medvedev’s mock-up of Orwellian “unity in diversity” global currency
1:11:40 Donation Segment: Mormon storable food; Red Cross two-person survival kit with one mask
1:16:23 “United in diversity” official EU motto; Dutch Justice Minister Ernst Hirsch Ballin announces automatic alerts for travel to countries popular with pedophiles
111 Atlas Shrugged (2009-07-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, that’s what I want, I want Google having all my mail.”

0:00:42 Door-to-door house searches in The Hague looking for “problems”, threatening letter: “you are obliged to cooperate”; EPA head “smug creep” Lisa Jackson, Horowitz’ “crap and trade”, dodges question from John Barrasso on ineffective climate change bill “unabridged dictionary”, pro-nuclear Tom Carper crawls out of the woodwork, “reboot” meme, T. Boone Pickens opts out of Texas wind farm scheme

0:14:02 Gazprom-Nigeria oil deal giving rise to corporation “Niggas” (Nigaz)

0:16:04 Bay Area TV stations refusing to run “we’re marijuana consumers” ad

0:19:20 And Now Back to Real News: factory worker dies after falling into vat of boiling chocolate

0:20:03 H.Res.600 recognizes “global humanitarian” Michael Jackson, Mimi’s castrato theory, Neverland pulled from auction; Bertelsmann-KKR music licensing venture

0:27:47 Stolen Goldman Sachs high-frequency trading software and market manipulation

0:29:29 Dengue fever kills 165 in Sri Lanka, overshadowed by two new cases of swine flu; two vaccine doses per person in Netherlands, hysterical marketing over who is first in line; Maryland parents facing jail time over failure to immunize against chicken pox; Antwerp University testing swine flu vaccine, “expected to become more deadly” meme; Kathleen Sebelius on flu PSA contest, JCD: “what kind of bullshit is this?”

0:43:41 H.R.1388 GIVE Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education Act “mandatory volunteerism”, JCD: “you will obey!”; Monsanto stooge Michael Taylor joins FDA as advisor, terminator seeds and bees starving to death, white-nose syndrome in bats, phony story on Sri Lanka mosquito control bacteria from Cuba

0:55:09 Lee Iacocca’s Where Have All the Leaders Gone?, “the press is waving pom-poms instead of asking hard questions”, ACC recommends Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, JCD: “oh God no, don’t read that book ladies and gentlemen, it’s boring!”; EFF video on printers producing nearly-invisible yellow dots, CSI shows tainting jury pools nationwide

1:03:50 empcommission.org and EMP weapons, Starfish Prime nuclear test; Mydoom virus variant attacking government web sites and Washington Post; HEMP high-altitude electromagnetic pulse, “turn down your speakers!” clip, 2 megatons at 250 miles to affect entire continental US, HPM high-power microwave weapons, illegal Berkeley cell phone jammers; Pakistan “not a real country” meme

1:20:07 White House e-mail on H1N1 “fall vaccination program” signed “Kathleen, Janet, and Arne”; JCD dengue fever tip: do not take aspirin; producer note calling out ACC for potentially killing billions with his vaccine avoidance advice

1226
110 Get A Shot of Protection With The No Agenda Show!
(2009-07-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah.” ACC: “Are you ready?” JCD: “I was born ready!”
0:00:33 San Francisco Chronicle losing $1M per week, transition to full-color printing; one-day delay due to AT&T DSL and USB stick crashing out, Comcast “no cable for you!”; ACC’s Virgin Atlantic seat partition enforcers; Robert McNamara dead at 93, Karl Malden dead at 97
0:09:13 ACC MSNBC Michael Jackson interview, “quite frankly I’m amazed that no one is looking at a murder angle on this”; Natali Del Conte on TWiT 202
0:20:02 Sarah Palin steps amid flurry of frivolous lawsuits, JCD on Todd Palin’s Alaskan Independence Party membership, arrest for sedition theory, JCD: “Obama would lose a state!”
0:30:51 Audi diesel “1.5 million barrels of foreign oil” ad; “in California Betty’s mother gave it to her best friend Dotty, but Dotty had a heart condition, and she died” swine flu “shot of protection” PSA, abrupt jump in swine flu deaths; The Guardian predicts 100k cases per day in UK, Massachusetts prison uprising, “shot of protection” PSAs, Guillain-Barré syndrome, Queensland prison uprising
0:44:34 NHS patient data to be shortly handed over to Google and Microsoft, party higher-up married to Google PR person, Connecting for Health program to cost £12.4bn; “prison swine flu” search results
0:48:41 North Korean missile test overshadowed by Michael Jackson’s death; no thunderstorm activity implicated in Air France 447 crash; Dutch ABP pension fund to benefit from Jackson’s death
0:51:25 U6 “labor underutilization” unemployment number at 16.5%
0:53:10 Donation Segment
0:58:09 Russian government warns about African Tectonic Plate geomagnetic storms affecting aircraft, piezoelectric effects, RT tries to blame global warming; Matt Taibbi on Goldman Sachs’ history of market manipulation; Nome Alaska’s invitation for Bernie Madoff’s wife; JCD on Gnawbone Indiana and Spuzzum British Columbia
1:05:47 Obama & Medvedev to discuss impending food crisis; coming disruptive El Niño
1:07:22 Outro: Monsanto & bees for next show
109  Forced Vaccinations  (2009-07-02)

0:00:38  ACC “love nest” location identified by Dutch tabloids, CDC “forced vaccinations”; moving furniture with cage fighters, JCD on MMA history looking for best martial art, groin-pounding, Greco-Roman wrestling vs karate

0:10:35  Greenhouse gas bill labeling requirements; US withdrawal from Iraqi cities, BP and China to develop Rumaila Oil Field, NYT spares Obama “mission accomplished” embarrassment

0:13:57  Scripted Obama town hall meetings, Robert Gibbs tries to dodge grilling about question selection and “open forum”, “e-mail on Facebook and Twitter”, Helen Thomas on “pattern of controlling the press”; Henry Waxman collapses with “the vapors”, embarrassing Bigger, Stronger, Faster documentary on steroid use in sports; JCD all-in on hearing protection, free earplugs in bars; JCD’s overheard Silicon Valley “when you’re trying to make money, it’s almost counterintuitive to be groundbreaking”

0:28:34  #AirlinerWars, Boeing 787 Dreamliner delay, only survivor of Yemenia 626 crash reports “huge electric shock”; Midwest Business article on danger of North Korean EMP attack, smart grid for EMP protection, EMP use in Iraq

0:36:49  ACC on impending “forced vaccinations” plus GMO potatoes; Dutch Finance Minister Wouter Bos and ABN AMRO bailout; 600M swine flu vaccine doses for US

0:39:32  National Vaccine Information Center’s Barbara Loe Fisher on WHO & CDC warning “to worry a lot” about “new swine flu”, calls to “give American children the first doses of experimental swine flu vaccines in the school setting”, DHS “code red warning” parallel, FDA emergency powers, experimental vaccines “that may include whole live or killed or genetically engineered human and animal viruses”, “oil-based adjuvants that manipulate the immune system to boost the vaccine’s potency”, “legislation that will allow state officials to enter homes and businesses without the consent of occupants, to investigate and quarantine individuals without their consent, to require licensed healthcare providers to give citizens vaccines, and to ban the free assembly of citizens in the state”; NVIC vaccine harassment reporting form

0:55:19  H3N8 dog flu vaccine; forced vaccination constitutionality and Arkansas Health Department

1:00:10  And Now Back to Real News: Gordon Ramsey profits down 87%

1:01:16  Aviation rule changes; JCD on “edge” streaming technology killing routers

1:04:05  Arkansas Health Department caller’s questions about vaccination refusal forms, legal counsel on religious & medical exemptions, “that’s constitutional, there’s no doubt about it”, “it also could affect everyone that you come into contact with”
108  Waxman Is A Dick  (2009-06-28)

0:00:33 Dykes on Bikes Parade, Proposition 8 supporters making the rounds; Billy Mays found dead, two out of trio of pitch-men; ACC’s two-hour ABC World News Tonight Michael Jackson interview with “hypocrite cocksuckers”, trimmed down to 12 seconds

0:07:46 Cap and trade bill passes House on Michael Jackson anniversary; Henry “The Dick” Waxman gripes about endless John “Boner” Boehner speech, calls for “parliamentary inquiry”, rowdy House of Representative; sped-up Boehner on absurdly complex organizational chart 0:19:16 Steny Hoyer on “energy that will not bring our globe to a heating process that will drown out what the Navy calls the literals”, “potentates”, JCD on 83% of US oil from Alberta; Hoyer’s “compromise” vs Boehner on 309-page amendment added in the middle of the night; Boehner on “green banking centers”: “are you kiddin’ me?”, affordable housing amendments

0:29:19 Boehner “money shot”: “carbon derivative markets”, repeal of regulations; Nancy Pelosi’s four words to remember: “jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs, let’s vote for jobs!”

0:34:51 Majority cosponsorship for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act, Ben Bernanke on Federal Reserve transparency: “we’ve developed a web site”, Congressional oversight “highly destructive to the stability of the financial system, the dollar, and our national economic situation”; ACC’s Jamaican driver on saving non-GMO seeds, September 10 2001 SCotUS ruling upholding food patenting, former Monsanto attorney Clarence Thomas; JCD recommends AirTrain to JFK

0:43:38 And Now Back to Real News: Michael Jackson’s hyper-healthy lifestyle, planned tour’s insurance policy and physical exam, coroner’s results delayed by three weeks; ACC on King of Bahrain’s lawsuit settlement and forced swine flu vaccination theory, Russian electromagnetic pulse, “they nuked him”

0:48:33 Producer note on using $50 gold coins at face value for lower taxes, JCD on “like value” doctrine: Harry Schultz Letter, US embassies being advised to stockpile local currencies, foreboding at State Department; Presidential Directive 51, $108bn flu shot earmark in military spending bill; binary weapons, ACC on avoiding McDonald’s French fries

0:53:23 freecreditreport.com jingle “I’d be a happy bachelor and a yard” admonition against dating anyone with bad credit; Conference on the World Financial and Economic Crisis and its Impact on Development and “global taxes”, JCD: “the New York tax for a hotel’s almost the price of the hotel room!”, ACC “call to arms”, JCD: “watchlist tax”

0:58:00 Donation Segment: $500-a-plate dinners, ACC: “you will have to go through metal detectors”

1:00:47 Outro: no TSA stops for ACC’s bag of bomb parts; AT&T USB stick win
ACC in “Gitmo Nation Eastern Seaboard” New York, 25 Cooper Square Hotel’s annoying check-in procedure, “and then you wait twenty minutes for the other jabroney to come up with my fricking bag!”; JCD on Four Seasons losing his bag, credit card info coded in key cards; dark hallways, ACC: “you need braille everywhere”; JCD on being drenched by salad bowl sink, ACC’s “jail cell” toilet; JCD entertaining Micky, ACC’s desk lamp microphone stand

Call for Chinese speaker ACC’s Jet Blue red-eye, JCD’s four doctor announcements and two deaths, emergency landing and curfew escape at Narita; CLEAR biometric program shut down by TSA, no concern over tangle of electronics in ACC’s bag, barking orders about shoes on belt and bumping into magnetometer; no Comcast for ACC in new building

Bernie Madoff sentencing pushed off to June 29 and then an additional 90 days, ACC IFC theory, lawyer’s request for 12 years, victims insured by FDIC & AIG

NASA hysteric James Hansen supervisor John Theon comes out as climate change skeptic; ACC on 2012 Mayan calendar mass enlightenment; Scientific American on glyphosate “inert ingredients” killing umbilical cord cells, JCD on getting around The World According to Monsanto renaming, Monsanto shills permeating Obama administration

CNBC piece on big pharma patents running out, “pay to delay” generic implementations, HPV & MMR vaccine bailout scam

ABC infomercial for Obama health care plan, scripted town hall with Charles Gibson and Diane Sawyer, cheapskate Disney “cast members” labor law dodge; B-roll of town hall participants, 100-year-old pacemaker “joy of living” question, Obama: “first of all I want to meet your mom”, JCD “that’s a great question” pet peeve; Michelle Obama “if the teleprompter wa just a little higher” flub; Rose Garden smoking question dodge, ACC: “the guy is smoking!”

Underreported Mexican drug decriminalization; Oklahoma billboard by Law Enforcement Against Prohibition vs narcotics bureau’s Mark Woodward’s “any real police officer could not not support legalizing drugs”; producer note on Ambien CR trials, “stay away … it is bad shit”

And Now Back to Real News: Craig Newmark keeping the hookers on Craigslist, London hooker tie-in with Twitter, Rhode Island loophole legalizes prostitution indoors

New scheme to put Federal Reserve in charge of bank regulation

ABC on Tony Hawk “making history” skateboarding in White House on dare from Ashton Kutcher; New York Times headline: affair by Senator; donation solicitation, JCD story: ganged up on by Micky and Molly Wood at Rosie O’ Grady’s

Obama stand-up: “the lawyers tell me Hillary’s ready to settle”, “finally when I couldn’t get back to sleep I rolled over and asked Brian Williams what he thought”, ACC: “fire the writers”
No Father’s Day message yet from CVC; JCD apology for being his post-travel self on Show 105, $2 a month donation flub

Obama: “nothing is more fun than being a father, my kids aren’t teenagers yet”, wish for health care bill, “bureaucrat standing between the doctor and the patient” meme; ACC on dried-up medical research money; Dutch newspapers reprinting CVC’s tweets

Tracking North Korean ship “that may be carrying illegal weapons”, July 4 missile attack on Hawaii, goose-stepping soldiers B-roll, “giant radar”; Continental pilot dead in cockpit, passenger: “pretty scary”; ACC’s $25 Virgin America upgrade, smokin’ hot captain; JCD list of ads flanking single ABC News ESPN fake story; ACC runs across FDA warning against Zicam, new Commissioner Margaret “Peggy” Hamburg, Rumsfeld and aspartame

Bernie Madoff sentencing date comes and goes with no a peep from media

Ambien CR ad’s background music, 17 seconds of ad and 60 seconds of side effects; “remember” vs “don’t forget”; Fox Reality network’s Sex Decoy: Love Stings show, “let’s do this”, ACC: “help it die a respectful death”

JCD on San Francisco Airport’s permanent threat level orange, ACC’s bag full of electronics, “bag check, bag check, water, water, water!”, TSA trainer swabbing everything, “smokin’ hot babe” comment; ACLU lawsuit filed against TSA over cash-carrying interrogation; De Telegraaf admits defeat by ACC Creative Commons lawsuit; ACC’s new Nokia N97, “gay” iPhones

And Now Back to Real News: Palin-Letterman war ended, JCD on age of consent 16 vs 18 to view “adult materials”, ACC befuddled by American Puritanism

JCD kombucha warning “heartburn for the rest of your life”, the perils of vinegar-making

And Now Back to Real News: producer note on Taylor Swift’s father buying her fame for $1M, Scott Swift Merrill-Lynch high-net-worth investor, truck driver dodged the Broadcast News bullet; ACC’s new designer jeans and bleeding testicles

JCD on PBS Biz Kid$ “anything can be money” brainwashing, Jewish puppet in bank vault counting money, ACC: “why don’t we just have like a crack dealer who’s a black guy?”

Air Comet pilot’s “bright flash of white light” at time of Air France 447’s disappearance, ACC: “they nuked it from space as a part of the ongoing Boeing-Airbus all-out global war”

1998 patent for Delta and Pine Land Company “terminator seeds” with help from Clinton FDA, acquired by Monsanto in 2006, 87.5k Indian farmer suicides from 2002-2006

Donation Segment: ACC’s candlestick microphone holder, noagendashow.com
Still on crappy connection, JCD back from New York, ACC’s conflicting board meeting cancelled, ACC moving tomorrow, ACC’s burrito and Corona tranquilizer

ACC: Iran protest story “the largest mainstream media hoax in history”, “slowing down the net” meme, JCD: “it’s going to the USA, put on your American police costumes”

ACC on Mevio “burn rate”, dollar coins from Caltrain “baby bullet” ticket machine

Producer feedback on JCD’s sound, HEMA underwear nanoparticles

Frontline “Breaking the Bank” exposing banking corruption, new regulations from Obama administration, ACC: “someone’s gonna get shot over there, I mean, I’m sorry, someone’s gonna commit suicide”

JCD’s connection lost, musical interlude

Air France 447 “mid-air breakup” theory, feedback from Airbus engineer on bogus pitot tube theory, broken rudder theory

JCD’s connection lost again, musical interlude, ACC: “the best part of the show was when you’re not on it”

ACC on “sheet metal and rivets versus plastic airplanes”, “Scarebus”

Russian scientists find “critical link” between H1N1 and GMO french fries, Chile’s flu age demographics and use of GMO potatoes, CNBC McDonald’s documentary

South Park Tourette’s episode; Palin supporters protesting David Letterman; ACC on Erin Burnett’s “saddlebags that won’t quit”

And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan steals Elle magazine photoshoot jewelry, Masha Markova’s mink coat, ACC: publicity stunt for jeweller

JCD pet peeve: people trying to drag roller bags down airplane aisle, huge backpacks, “they look like they’re going into Yosemite for a month!”; new Jet Blue terminal compared to Las Vegas hotel, high-end sushi bar; Virgin America extra legroom upgrade

Donation solicitation; french fry swine flu A/B experiment; producer note on Show 61 Obama six-months in wager, JCD: “I won”, “you’re happy, you’re a happy guy, you had a burrito”

ACC on investor Jonathan Fram’s “why the Hell is Dvorak on your network, why does he want to work for you?”

Outro, JCD on surly New Yorkers, ACC predicts “Dvorak, get outta here” signs
104  Furries Forever (2009-06-14)

0:00:32 Oatmeal preparation, JCD on birch syrup and agave sugar; ACC’s prospective loft in same building as first legal Absinthe distributor; irc.zeronode.net chatroom

0:04:52 And Now Back to Real News: 55-hour erection lawsuit from antipsychotic medication, “scheduling problem” joke; Obama-Sarkozy height contrast in podium photo

0:09:26 New York Stock Exchange opening “computer glitch”; state secession memes, northern California state of Jefferson, Pacific Northwest “Cascadia”, JCD: Texans “big talkers”; ACC on Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth on obscure cable channel; proposed bumper sticker “Help Save America: Listen to No Agenda”

0:15:06 And Now Back to Real News: Simon Cowell the Teletubbies producer, successor Boohbah

0:17:04 Nigel Farage does well in European Parliament elections, potential Lisbon Treaty vote; Iranian election ruckus; Coast to Coast AM time travel story; contingency planning for ACC or JCD being “suicided by the government”

0:22:20 JCD’s son’s Evergreen College commencement, ACC on peculiar American traditions, crazy costumes, “Sieg Heil” plan, “help Obama” speech, speaker David Whyte’s degree in “zoo”-ology, Stephen Colbert in Iraq with “zoo”-ologist Deputy Prime Minister; JCD finds caps and gowns at University of Heidelberg, furries at Evergreen; ACC’s considers loft sex swing

0:36:07 Zyprexa recommended for dementia in absence of evidence, bipolar disorder, “off-label promotion”, “increased risk of death” disclaimer, the evils of Ritalin; Baxter International in full swing producing swine/Mexican flu vaccine, 13-week production cycle, Illinois headquarters; WHO’s Margaret Chan “sounds like a dimwit” like Mad TV’s Miss Swan

0:48:06 Producer note on Taylor Swift documentary NBC-Universal deal, JCD on 60 Minutes Viacom fluff pieces, variable end credit speeds, ACC story: masterful Tom Brokaw at MSNBC opening, JCD on “legendary” Forrest Sawyer, “blurb” definition

1:00:39 Donation solicitation, potential underwear embroidery issues

1:03:50 Outro: teasers for next show
103  Taylor Swift Sucks (2009-06-11)

0:00:31 ACC’s week full of meetings; JCD on “gutless” and dangerous Honda 50 scooters; JCD on worthless post-1982 zinc pennies

0:04:34 Two of Air France 447 passengers foes of weapons and drug trafficking; tail found, “bullshit” next-generation speed sensors, ACC on pitot tube speed sensor; phony 9/11 Pentagon black box numbers, phony Commission Report 400 mph at 700 feet, Rumsfeld “shot down”

0:12:24 And Now Back to Real News: media freakout over Miami storms; NBC’s hour on Taylor Swift, JCD: “she’s basically Mozart!”, Swift: “the problem that I was having with the solo is that it, like, it’s getting a little noodly”

0:20:13 209 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act; JCD: Taylor Swift “looks like Donald Trump in drag if he was nineteen”, Britney: For the Record documentary; Howard Stern Leno-bashing on Letterman, ACC on Stern’s irrelevance, radio practice at age 15, hospital radio job, Dutch octave-higher voice, John Holden black 24-year-old motorcyle-riding persona; Letterman called a pedophile for Sarah Palin joke, JCD sick of Palin

0:33:35 Canadian Natural Resources Minister Lisa Raitt medical isotope shortage “sexy problem” scandal; Gordon Brown at 65th D-Day anniversary: “next to Obama Beach we join President Obama in paying particular tribute to the spectacular bravery of American soldiers who gave their lives on a... on Omaha Beach”, ACC on Sarkozy “Napoleon Crap-head”

0:39:03 Sycophantic Charlie Rose to Elizabeth Edwards: “why is sexual affairs so big deal?”

0:41:48 Donation Segment: ACC’s $143k tax lien on credit report

0:48:55 Constellation guy on collapse of Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs vendetta

0:53:03 Props from ACC for Cranky Geeks, JCD’s sweater vest

0:55:41 JCD stirs things up with ACC and Micky at Ozumo, empty sushi bar, expensive and pretentious, ACC on sake “water that makes you drunk”, JCD comparison with Nobu

1:01:00 Outro: JCD’s spices book nearly done
102  Bizarre Sex Crime  (2009-06-07)

0:00:36 ACC’s paper towel holder microphone stand; JCD’s Shanghai 1930 recommendation, manager Aura Green from Jack Falstaff, members-only cigar lounge; JCD recommends Live Free or Die Hard with gratuitous Dvorak reference, Timothy Olyphant, ACC recommends Mall Cop; encounter with Kevin Epps at AT&T store.

0:10:55 Slate article on resurgence of lard, JCD on beef kidney fat rendering disappointment

0:15:17 JCD nailed European Parliament election turnout 38% prediction

0:17:00 And Now Back to Real News: Susan Boyle treated for exhaustion; ACC on Show 28 death row reality show revisited, “essentially you get voted off and you get fried”

0:18:54 Nigeria suing Pfizer over deaths and deformities in Trovan meningitis trial; HIV drug experiments on New York City children

0:20:58 And Now Back to Real News: JCD gripes about Numb3rs and cop drama overhead flashlight grip, “turn on the frigging light!”, ACC on the gangster rap horizontal pistol hold

0:24:29 New cloud type “asperitas”, JCD on seeing funnel clouds flying into Chicago; salmon threatened by California drought

0:30:59 North & South Korea to hold talks; JCD’s ambition to sample Kim Jong-il’s bordeaux collection, ACC: “hey, dude, Kim Jong, this is corked!”, JCD: “I’m not gonna stick around”

0:35:45 Economic woes impacting Toronto hookers, quasi-legality, ACC: “go and Google rape Holland” and sex crimes; Oregon semen-throwing ban “bukkake bill”; bullcrap PSAs promoting getting all three credit reports, employers checking credit scores

0:43:00 Air France 447 altitude and air speed report, TCAS faults, ACC: “Boeing next, everybody”

0:44:15 Video of Leo Laporte blowing up at Mike Arrington

0:45:13 Donation Segement jingle discontinued, HEMA Knight underwear, shoe store fluoroscopes

0:51:41 Mimi’s ruined tire from running over squirrel, bad Show 100 squirrel karma

0:54:26 US doctors offering “Botox bailouts” for job interviews, JCD: “they all look like Nancy Pelosi”

0:56:32 WHO about to declare level 6 pandemic, three shots per year

0:58:47 JCD’s travel checklist posted, “shut down the meth lab”; Madoff sentencing soon; Jacqui Smith resignation; Germany demanding physical gold held in US, ACC’s $50 gold coin, $75 oil “whisper number”, another The Disciplined Investor interview with Michael Greenberger on oil price manipulation

1:04:32 Outro: dinner at Ozumo
101  Lightning Strikes  (2009-06-03)

0:00:34  Giant raindrops in California; ACC on CAVOK ceiling and visibility OK, called on to do search and rescue for missing ultralight

0:05:35  Air France 447 possible lightning strike, ACC: “it was time for an Airbus to come down” in Boeing-Airbus war, ACC: “sheet metal and rivets, baby”; previous week’s bomb scare, new bin Laden speech; nose dive from elevator malfunction, JCD’s Ames-NASA simulator experiences

0:14:18  And Now Back to Real News: Conan O’Brien bumps Jay Leno, JCD: “I’m gonna give him six to twelve weeks and he’s off the air”; Latvian Go Blonde Festival; HEMA No Agenda underwear; betting on horses and dogs based on last to poop

0:23:56  Gordon Ramsey’s £7M in back taxes, JCD’s sous-vide theory upended

0:27:21  Upcoming European elections, JCD on in-flight voting PSA; European Parliament increase from 736 to 754 seats from Lisbon Treaty, ACC predicts 28% turnout; pedophile Daniel Cohn-Bendit; German court examining Lisbon Treaty compatibility, “legal kill” for running from police; Rendition: Guantánamo video game

0:34:43  Potentially compulsory MMR vaccine for UK schools, JCD on his son’s “one pock” from chicken pox, ACC all-in on “measles parties”; investigation into secret deal between Google & Yahoo not to poach employees; Steve Ballmer ironically threatens to move offshore

0:41:53  Monty Python’s Sit on My Face intermezzo

0:43:18  California to run out of cash in 14 days, JCD: “every year this goes on!”; ACC on friend’s mother’s nursing home room no longer being cleaned, JCD on Tech TV getting rid of the makeup people; producer note on e-cigarette propylene glycol, JCD Merck Index request

0:52:51  WHO: world “edging toward pandemic”; rumor of Jacqui Smith resigning; $20bn natural gas project in Australia protected wildlife area; new natural gas discoveries in Russia and Louisiana; Hazel Blears the one resigning

0:58:09  Dutch tabloid editor scoffs on TV at ACC’s War Child proposal

0:59:24  JCD on thieves potentially monitoring for “I’m away from home” tweets

1:00:42  Outro: early wrap-up so ACC & CVC can talk
100  A Squirrel Walks Into A Bar (2009-05-31)

0:00:00  No Agenda Countdown

0:02:22  Nonexistent “lost” Episode 22, “controversial” Show 100, Bob Dylan dvorak.org/na jingle from Geoff Smith; ACC in Amsterdam; Susan Boyle loses Britain’s Got Talent, “360 deal” recording contract indentured servitude, JCD on “dummy contracts” in book business

0:12:55  ACC’s legal action with gossip paper over CC licensed “dope-smoking” aviation photo

0:18:39  Bush Library raises $100M in 100 days, ACC: “is this going to be made of gold?”, delays in Clinton Library fundraising, JCD: Bush Library to contain “comic books”; Obama fundraising dinner, donation request e-mails

0:21:55  Silvio Berlusconi’s New Year’s party for 50 young women: Obama administration demands reversal of Humboldt County California measures to prevent military recruiters to contact minors, ACC: “hey kids, you get an armband just for showing up to the rally!”

0:24:58  UK demand for squirrel pie on the rise; JCD blames sous-vide technique for recent food poisoning death; Schwabe’s Unmentionable Cuisine, I’m a Celebrity...Get Me Out of Here witchetty grub eating, breast milk and fork-holding controversies; ACC on eating at College Hotel in Amsterdam with first-year hospitality students; first mention of Ms. Micky; HEMA department store underwear

0:40:23  Man arrested in Seattle for zombie costume and fake machine gun; fuss over CVC’s boyfriend Dexter leaving bag unattended; eight-year terrorism cycle; New Zealand parrot steals passport

0:44:14  And Now Back to real News: Arkansas murderers escape prison in guard uniforms made there

0:45:29  Robert Gibbs insults British press over suppressed Iraqi sexual torture photos

0:46:31  Squirrel stealing American flags from Fort Huron MI cemetery

0:47:01  US money-printing and $100bn for IMF, rising unemployment, JCD: “business cycle”; JCD on “petite male” Robert Reich, “novelty fuck”; Russian scientist: Tunguska event was UFO ramming meteor to save earth

0:54:41  The Guardian on UN “flood of drugs” in Afghanistan to devalue it

0:58:21  Man crashes pickup truck after swerving to avoid squirrel, JCD: “the automatic reaction I have is to gun it”; pest control company owner charged with animal cruelty for trapped squirrel

1:00:30  ACC on “all the high but none of the death” e-cigarettes; Russian airline passengers film UFO; producer note on e-cigarette propylene glycol, ACC on crappy commercial tobacco

1:05:59  Donation Segment: HEMA embroidered Knight underwear; layaway program

1:11:06  Police advised of injured squirrel on 500 block of 7th Street; No Agenda mutual fund

1:12:54  Outro: JCD & Horowitz all-in on ETFs; Russians subsisting on spoiled food; prototype noagenda.squarespace.com
99 Dandelion Wine (2009-05-28)

0:00:31 ACC’s live introduction; two missed shows, ACC & Patricia separated, impending divorce, first attempt at Show 99 deleted

0:04:04 Rachel Maddow blasts Obama for “prolonged detention”; New York Times Maureen Dowd plagiarism scandal, editor replacement of “we” with “the Bush crowd”, Dowd’s exposure of Joe Biden plagiarism, JCD on “did I write that?” episodes; The Scotsman plagiarizing Gamesweasel; Mimi coloring copy-pasted text

0:17:54 The Economist on Proctor & Gamble denying Pringles’ potato content to avoid VAT, JCD: “it’s actually a toy!”; Monterey Foods potentially in trouble; ACC on Bar Americain ribs

0:23:27 JCD recommends The American Experience Kennedys series, Bobby Kennedy: “we are a great country, and a selfish country, and a compassionate country”

0:28:06 JCD’s local news on ring of car thieves busted, CHP unable or unwilling to trace cars to owners; ACC’s Slovakian driver on dozing off in car and awakening to ticket, financial incentives for ticket-writing; Speaker of House of Commons Michael Martin resigns over expense scandal; Jon & Kate Plus 8 crap

0:36:33 JCD on not allowed into Google I/O by indecisive 20-somethings; death of <blink>, HTML5 video embedding; miffed North Korea promises “unimaginable merciless punishment” over maritime WMD program, ABC News distills it to “the North threatened a military response”, report with Uncle Don, “you don’t want to mess with them”

0:49:02 Lahore bombing appearing to target ISI, Pakistani military fighting a multi-front war

0:53:02 Dandelions selling for $9 per pound, JCD on Mimi making dandelion wine, WWII nettle soup, cedar box for Native American cooking

0:56:50 Producer note on 2007 Boeing 737-300 disengaged auto-throttle incident at Bournemouth Airport and Turkish Airlines 1591; JCD on medical imaging software frying patients, Eurocopter running Windows

1:04:32 California Supreme Court upholds gay-union ban, Gavin Newsom throwing it in people’s faces, black Obama voters all-in on Proposition 8, civil unions vs marriage, ACC: “I want you to go through divorce as well!”, professionally made signs at demonstrations

1:10:37 Wall Street Journal on PPPIP scam, banks buying toxic assets from themselves with tax money; incomprehensible recovery.gov reports; June 17 Bernie Madoff sentencing; ACC $50bn Israel AIG theory

1:15:01 Supreme Court controversies, porn-watching Clarence Thomas and “that woman” Anita Hill

1:17:40 Outro: ACC’s travel plans and month in San Francisco; jingles for Show 100
Health Code Violation (2009-05-17)

0:00:38 ACC’s big reveal postponed

0:01:37 And Now Back to Real News: JCD on Costco wine “Easter eggs”, French raw milk cheese, Greek feta with no English on label

0:06:23 Eurovision Song Contest final babe-fest, ACC on high Russian production values, “even the songs weren’t that bad”; winning song Fairytales from Norway, host Graham Norton’s “it’s a stripper in a hamster wheel”, JCD on “Russian TV”; Chinese producer calls bullcrap on zodiac swine flu theory; ACC all-in on Dvorak Interlude #5, Free Bird finale, outtake version without fade-out; Michael Butler’s “I like my women like I like my coffee: dumb”

0:23:45 Lame obamashoes.tv ad, JCD: “these guys are toast”, no Obama armbands due to trademark; producer note on coca importer Stepan Company and New Trier High School campus, JCD on coca leaves in Andes: “it’s like chewing on lawn clippings”

0:30:53 Boy Scouts training to fight terrorism and illegal immigration, JCD: “they look like a bunch of boneheads”; producer note clarifying Baghdad stress clinic shooting details

0:36:07 Tamil Tigers throw in the towel, China arms sales and access to key Sri Lankan port, Tamil protests in UK

0:40:36 Michelle Obama to give commencement speech at UC Merced; Dutch government to pay salaries of 60 journalists, 1984 Ministry of Truth; Geoff Smith promises more jingles; Wolfra-mAlpha released, Needie Smit-Kroes fines Intel $1.4bn, Sarbanes-Oxley jingle

0:51:57 Germany denies patent to Saudi “killer chip” with GPS & cyanide for “terrorists, criminals, fugitives, illegal immigrants, political dissidents, domestic servants and foreigners overstaying their visas”; JCD on cyanide metabolism, almond smell, No Agenda health tip: don’t eat too many apple seeds

0:59:53 Sous-vide and Gordon Ramsey prepackaged food scandal and Fat Duck food poisoning incident, “billionaire dude” Nathan Myhrvold’s experiments, JCD on the danger of cooking salmon at 102°, “you’re asking for the botulism bacteria, if nothing else, to propagate like a maniac and make you sick”

1:11:20 CDC: half of 100k flu cases in US are swine flu; CVC’s boyfriend’s UK passport with huge RFID chip antenna; Australian scientist Adrian Gibbs: swine flu development in laboratory

1:15:20 Donation Segment: donation dice

1:18:07 Outro: possible Wednesday night show, ACC’s June in San Francisco
97 Brain Damage (2009-05-14)

0:00:34 Daily Source Code ACC’s “mistress on the side”
0:01:22 Obama’s commencement speech at party school Arizona State, “big three” topics, TotUS Teleprompter of the US setup, Obama leering at cute black student; ACC on Rose Garden press conference interruption by Pelosi for “biggest public blowjob I’ve ever seen in my life”
0:07:16 ACC on “shoeshine Joe” in San Francisco pointing out six-year-olds in strollers
0:10:42 Producer note from pharmacist “selling Tamiflu by the boatload”, soon-to-expire lots, allergy season; disease outbreaks and Chinese chicken-horse-pig zodiac cycle; no fevers in some Mexico deaths, JCD on marketing strategies vs conspiracies, generic Tamiflu on the horizon
0:19:13 House Judiciary Committee approves new fee on music played by radio stations; Gilead-Roche patent deal terminated in 2005
0:22:42 And Now Back to Real News: Eurovision Song Contest preliminary round, funny Terry Wogan commentary in UK; Twitter causes “severe brain damage”; Clean Water Restoration Act and human body ownership by government; PBS Behind Closed Doors documentary, Frontline on Bernie Madoff
0:33:06 Homeowner Hope bailout program, 50 out of 51 loans under investigation, sketchy Lend America outfit; Taliban taking over Pakistan, President Asif Ali Zardari on creation of Taliban by CIA and ISI; Gen. David McKiernan relieved of duty and replaced by Stanley McChrystal
0:41:39 Five killed at Baghdad stress clinic by US soldier during Pelosi visit; Roxana Saberi released by Iran; JCD: “Pelosi’s like becoming the second government”; Democrats claiming the CIA is after them; Maurice Jarre Wikipedia quote hoax
0:53:57 And Now Back to Real News: woman dies using a jackhammer as sex toy, Katie Price & Peter Andre split, UK “too much bling? – give us a ring” campaign, JCD: “this has gotta be an April Fools’ joke”, Cubans ratting each other out, JCD: “an armband and a jockstrap”
0:59:21 Mexican drug decriminalization, 2006 bill vetoed due to pressure from US, Portuguese decriminalization success; ACC on Mena AR, CVC’s friend’s parents in the ecstasy business, JCD on Las Vegas casinos and money laundering, Afghanistan opiate near-monopoly, GOD “gold, oil, and drugs”; producer note on Stepan Company in Rumsfeld’s neck of the woods the only licensed importer of coca leaves, ACC on Burmese hill tribe opium dens
1:11:34 Twitter feature subtraction sure to be unpopular with user base; JCD recommends Park XO cognac; Judicial Watch bank bailout FOIAs, forced contract signings
1:19:01 Donation Segment: ACC “smokin’ hot librarians” ringtone, “John, John, 90% of what you say is ringtone-worthy, my friend”, $17.01 Star Trek “tail number”, Knight “layaway program”
96 Water Weed And Weasels (2009-05-10)

0:00:34 ACC back in London, JCD on United Airlines backward-facing business class seats

0:03:38 UK parliamentary expense data leaked to press, Jacqui Smith’s husband’s X-rated movies, ACC: “just lookin’ at her, no kidding!”

0:04:59 And Now Back to Real News: Joanna Lumley confronts Parliament over Gurkha immigration rights; Michael Savage’s son Russell Weiner Rockstar energy drink CEO, JCD on Hatton knocked out by Pacquiao right next to Rockstar logo

0:10:24 Swine flu now “Mexican flu” in Europe, Netherlands vaccine order double the population size

0:16:34 White House Military Office’s Louis Caldera resigns over Air Force One NYC flyover, Photoshopped images; CDC credits California with swine flu outbreak, “a case” in Ireland; 15-year-old producer note on New Trier High School gardasil.com biology homework; Tamiflu’s effectiveness against swine flu questioned, JCD on using Relenza inhaler; Baxter International based in Chicago; list of New Trier alumni

0:25:43 Madison Wisconsin court OKs warrantless police GPS units on vehicles

0:28:02 ACC reading Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand; Patricia shocked by Pitt-Jolie split, JCD: “she’s gotta be a handful!”; No Agenda film reviews, Hollywood debt financing, JCD seeking bit part

0:38:02 Bilderberg Conference to be held in Greece; JCD on Bill Gates’ Hood Canal “brainwashing sessions” for journalists; ACC’s meeting with Eddy Cue in Cupertino, iPhone in-app sales, looking for Android on netbook; No Agenda iPhone apps, StreamFurious for Android

0:49:14 Clean Water Restoration Act “navigable waters of the United States”, ACC: “water is now owned by the government”; Joy Behar to Larry King on Rush Limbaugh’s climate change denial: “every climatologist in the world says there’s global warming”


1:01:07 Schwarzenegger marijuana legalization “should be discussed”, JCD on potential $6bn per year in California; government sector the only one with employment growth; Obama’s broken promises, “Bush three”, potential legal action by Eric Holder against Bush administration officials over torture; ACC all-in on quitting smoking, being dragged to gym by CVC

1:10:32 Virginia health record ransom; $48.71 donation from ICD-9 swine flu 487.1

1:15:31 ACC’s Tourette syndrome and marijuana, JCD story: “sonovabitch!” guy kicked off plane, ACC on the appeal of “cocksucker”, Seth MacFarlane’s Tourette “jijjits”, JCD on Tourette “clean freaks”, ACC’s OCD, JCD on childhood diagnosis: “this kid has Tourette’s, you’re gonna have the time of your life watching him!”, ACC’s cousin married to Christopher Buckley

1:23:51 Outro: web site under construction; 50% tax rate in UK for those making over £150k
95 We’re All Terrorists Now (2009-05-07)

0:09:38 ACC’s fader box left behind, JCD reads his travel checklist, ACC’s “MacGyver bag”

0:08:53 Obama speech at podium with Presidential Seal replaced by barackobama.com “keeping American competitive”; MSNBC breaking news: Obama & Biden ordering hamburgers

0:12:41 Elizabeth Edwards’ Oprah sob story, John Edwards’ elite hair; ACC on Uncle Don’s red phone

0:15:05 White House not releasing Air Force One “joy ride” pictures, Biden “watch this!”, ACC: “this is not transparency”; JCD on people ditching “Republican” for “conservative”; idiot Mike Pence to Chris Matthews: “do I believe in evolution?”, George Gilder, religious right Taliban-like stranglehold on Republican party, Texas Board of Education and evolution

0:26:37 Note from 16-year-old British producer on Monsanto research assignment into “improving farming processes through chemicals”

0:28:56 Donation Segment: $19.76 for swine flu & Mandelbrot

0:33:11 WHO: “all of humanity is at risk” from swine flu, imminent pandemic level 5, all Hell breaking loose in August, Bush Tamiflu stockpile, La Roche stock way up, medal-studded CDC woman

0:37:47 Dinner at Four Seasons, JCD’s missing doggie bag, Henriot champagne; ACC’s female guest perplexed by American politics and states’ rights; awaiting EU ban on roquefort cheese

0:47:20 Michael Savage banned from entering UK by Home Secretary “Wacky” Jacqui Smith, CAIR Council on American-Islamic Relations troublemakers, no coverage from Fox News, highly ambiguous hate speech laws

0:55:25 DHS Domestic Extremism Lexicon from Office of Intelligence and Analysis, “state, local, and regional fusions centers”, “alternative media” and “hacktivism”, Phineas Priesthood logo, explosives added to ATF

1:06:50 financialcrisiscards.com; No Agenda Forums news contest; “we’re Knights of the No Agenda and we suck” and “who is they” jingles

1:12:47 New York Times article “Seeking to Save the Planet, With a Thesaurus”: ecoAmerica newspeak global warming “our deteriorating atmosphere”, cap and trade “pollution reduction refund”; public relations firms pushing government policies
A couple of false starts on the intro

JCD: “you know what’s interesting, it’s actually in the morning”, back from Netherlandrs with reviews of carbon-copy restaurant with Villeroy & Boch flatware, gourmet restaurant “clubs”, “dots of crap all over the plate”; bird lovers up in arms over wind farms, ACC on windmills as investment vehicles, T. Boone “Slim” Pickens, WSJ on northern Louisiana natural gas discovery; swine flu just in time for sweeps week, Hong Kong hotel quarantine, mask-wearing Japanese at Munich Airport

Producer feedback on spare Air Force One, military photographers on rooftop, third option: Photoshop; Obama tactic: minions say one thing and he sets press corps straight

JCD Queen’s Day revisited, blister on foot from walking too much, ACC: “maybe it was the high heels you were wearing at the party ... your Pradas”

Robert Groves nominated as Census Bureau director, JCD “single-family dwelling” questioner on doorstep, ACORN doing Census work with GPS, JCD: “probably to mark your place in case the black helicopters have to take your place out”

Producer note on conference presentation on FDA & CDC sales monitoring of drugs like Imodium, JCD: “hey, cut off Curry’s toilet water!”; ACC tries to score Tamiflu, “it’s not really for me”, CVC terrified after school evacuation, “people like Dvorak are part of the problem” on Twitter

Prince talks chemtrails to Tavis Smiley; JCD’s photo of contrail shadow

And Now Back to Real News: Dutch hagelslag and muisjes sprinkles for bread, gestampte muisjes for birth of baby; JCD on motorist trash cans; ACC on throwing apple cores at stop signs, Netherlands as European beta test; Apeldoorn attack confirmed as targeting Queen, “these days are over” meme; komijnekaas cumin cheese

120 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act, JCD on Intel-AMD lawsuit fractal; Lisbon Treaty indemnifies and makes sovereign ECB; Kennedy assassination and Executive Order 11110 theories; Lincoln statue by San Francisco City Hall

Donation Segment: $22.22 “two-to-the-head”, dinner plans

High fructose corn syrup is actually dangerous, limited-edition Pepsi Throwback, 13bn gallons of carbonated drinks per year; JCD on European tobacco labeling: “it makes you buy more!”

Dutch tabloid Algemeen Dagblad, Wendy van Dijk Ushi Hirosaki character “Dutch Borat”, Xander de Buisonjé falling-out

JCD: “we are talking about the sociology, and we’re using the exemplification in regards to Wendy to better analyze the sociology so we can understand the world around us in a manner that makes us more effective as human beings”
93 Pigs in Space (2009-04-30)

0:00:39 Technical difficulties galore on Queen’s Day, JCD: “infinite number of drunks” from UK, thumbs-ups on party, “she’s taller than you”, “I had to stand on a box” for photo; over-capacity barge sinks after ramming pier; four killed by car ramming pedestrian crowd and into Masonic monument in Apeldoorn; JCD on France 24’s “blonde bombshell” and hot reporter Stephanie Antoine; Naked News still a thing

0:11:23 Swine flu offensive to Muslims and Jews, pig culling in Egypt, Dutch government declares country immune, Dutch people all-in on Obama, “jaded” and “friendly guy” memes


0:19:19 News Night documentary on Powershift ’09 teaching climate activists civil disobedience and resisting arrest, Rahm Emanuel on “what the relationship should be between big business and government”; Al Gore at Senate climate change legislation hearing; “there are people who still believe that the Moon landing was staged on a movie lot in Arizona”, Steve Scalise on moving carbon & jobs to China, Gore confronted with carbon credit meetings with Ken Lay

0:30:35 500k flu deaths worldwide, 236 cases of swine flu, CNN reporter wearing surgical mask; Ron Paul on 1976 outbreak, vaccination side effects; WHO Level 5 with ACC’s family all-in, “I’m not always crackpot!”; producer on doctor refusing prophylactic prescription due to CDC sign-off requirement; Obama’s additional $1.5bn vaccination funding request; JCD on 1918 H1N1 vs swine vs Spanish flu propaganda

0:43:02 April 22 CNN report: Venezuelan equine encephalitis samples missing from Fort Detrick Maryland, polo horse deaths, Baxter International tapped to make swine flu vaccine, exploding vials on Swiss train; $200M from World Bank for Mexico, March 19 announcement of $100M Sanofi-Aventis vaccine facility in Mexico, Donald Rumsfeld former Chairman of Tamiflu developer Gilead Sciences

0:48:12 JCD on carbon-copy high-end Amsterdam restaurants, menu “dressed by” credits; producer note on refusing to donate because hosts have jobs, ACC: “check yourself”, pledge drive meal premium idea; voiceless Letterman swine flu debacle, Leno in hospital and four-hour erection joke; Law & Order: SVU murder indictment for not vaccinating against measles, NBC web page with CDC adult measles vaccine ads; JCD’s doctor not all-in on hepatitis B vaccine

0:57:51 JCD on Spanish military intelligence anticipating al-Qaeda attack; Canadian antipiracy strategy: Somali “stop!” Signs on helicopters; preliminary Turkish Airlines 1591 report: proximity alarm indicating altimeter failure; Air Force One “photo op” with Statue of Liberty scandal, ACC: “who says Obama wasn’t on the plane?”, “backup plane”, two Air Force Ones for two Obamas, nothing to be found in air traffic control records; Obama “move it up” teleprompter gaffe, JCD’s dead TechTV prompter

1:08:15 ACC’s 0630 call from time-zone-ignoring JCD, “you can take a nap!”
Swine Flu: It’s a Beta!  (2009-04-26)

0:00:39  JCD in Netherlands, ACC in San Francisco at crappy hotel

0:03:14  Swine flu top of US news, worry over ACC’s head cold, only Mexicans dying, ACC: “I think it’s a beta test”; early February Panasonic order for workers’ families to return to Japan in fear of “new influenza strains”, JCD: “they’re gonna give us a flu vaccine for four flus and then they’re gonna have the fifth one they’re gonna release and they’re gonna kill everyone”, 25-45 kill age range, one case in New York City; Wales on high alert, “Exercise Taliesin”; Monsanto pig theories, H1N1 bird vs swine, infowars.com laboratory theory; JCD on two previously-effective medications replaced by Tamil & Relenza not covered by insurance, Tamiflu possibly losing effectiveness, excuse for stockpile dump

0:16:33  Rotterdam “mosquito” high-frequency repellant system for loitering teens, JMD hearing constantly-squealing new brakes

0:19:58  And Now Back to Real News: sleazy AVN Awards, Best New Starlet Stoya thanks “each and every person who jerks off to my smut”; KPIX on fat people exacerbating global warming; Washington Post on woman almost arrested for post-Caesarean “hoping for girl” comment

0:29:05  Producer note on linguiça & chouriço in Massachusetts; Italian mafia’s $170bn in yearly profits, loan sharki...
91 Stroking the Ugly Stick (2009-04-22)

0:00:00 *No Agenda* Countdown!

0:01:21 VLC “good product”, ACC command-line time saving, *mutt* & *Gmail*; kids’ lightning-fast typing skills and worn-out backspace keys; ACC’s cold, JCD all-in on Zicam

0:09:28 And Now Back to Real News: huge Union Pacific locomotive 844 headed from Oakland to Stockton, US rail gauge origin in Rome, ACC: “are you a guy that has recordings of steam locomotives?”

0:13:36 European bureaucrats allowing high-resolution photos of confidential documents, Hazel Blears’ sheaf of Parliamentary allowances documents, JCD: “there’s a shortage of envelopes in that country?”, disinformation potential; UK Tamil protests, Somali pirate kid ringleader arrives in New York, producer note on military choppering in snipers; Erin Burnett on scene, Blackwater still in Iraq; Maersk ship contents insured by AIG, Iran Contra weapons shipping

0:23:12 JCD on guy walking around with *shillelagh*, “*No Agenda* ugly stick”; piracy and Hillary Clinton’s UN Law of the Sea Treaty; ACC’s in-laws visiting, all-in on Brownshirts theory

0:30:21 Freddie Mac CFO David Kellerman two-to-the-head hanging; producers writing code for ACC

0:39:43 *twotothehead.com*: “*hello, kettle, this is the pot calling*”; JCD calls for information on *linguiça* sources; Kaito BT409 9-LED folding ugly stick

0:43:34 21 polo horses dead in Florida; Germany fighting 2005 Monsanto pig patent application; JCD on tasteless rBST-contaminated milk, non-reproducible acorn-fed Iberian ham; H.R.20 Melanie Blocker Stokes MOTHERS Act for postpartum depression rammed through

0:53:51 Piaggio airplane recommended to ACC in place of “Sky King”, “it looks like a flying penis”; Nicolas “Napoleon IV” Sarkozy’s Airbus A330-200 upgrade; EU and Joint Strike Fighter project, 2-3TB of data stolen from Pentagon

0:58:13 Acid rain legislation prototype for global warming version, JCD on Europe’s “dissolving statues”; former FDA administrator Dr. David Kessler’s new book: fat + sugar = dopamine; Stephen Hawking “went to hospital”, ACC story: *Swamp Thing* appearance “I was blotto”, shameless Hawking *Simpsons* episode; JCD on *Family Guy’s* two cancellations; Unilever research finds pleasure nerves in skin, ACC: “people had to be stroked at a certain speed ... 4-5 cm/s”, JCD: speedometer practice mouse pad, “only present on hairy skin”, ACC: “it’s an iPhone app!”; GPhone metal detector

1:15:27 European Parliament to vote on ISP three strikes law, ACC: bandwidth degraded due to “throttling, filtering, looking, sniffing, snooping, slurping, sucking all of my data”, Pirate Bay blocked; GPhone metal detector compass, “the Jeep of phones”; Google accused of tax dodge via Ireland; Taxi Eric on alert for JCD at Queen’s Day party; prime tourist destination Iceland, JCD tip: buy Icelandic “Rasta sheep” wool goods at Reykjavík Airport shop; *No Agenda linguiça* airport booths, JCD recommends Wisconsin airport Usinger Wurst Haus

1:23:55 News Media Group first-quarter earnings down 28.4%; Miss California loses Miss USA 2009 to Perez Hilton’s gay marriage question, JCD: “it was rigged”; ACC on courting Hilton in London for show, “he’s a dick”

1:30:03 Outro: JCD on San Francisco mayor running for governor against Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown; pothole-counting on San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge; financial woes in the show notes; “knives of the Knights” flatware

ACC on Patricia not all-in on show, “I need to get myself a girlfriend”; JCD’s Queen’s Day visit, ugly shade of orange national color, Trafalgar Square Dutch event, Madurodam miniature park; Giuliani outraged over Dutch Devil’s Advocate show mock trial exonerating bin Laden, removed from FBI ten most wanted list; EU claims to have thwarted 515 “terrorist preparation attacks” in 2008, high threat level from “Islamist as well as ethno-nationalist and separatist terrorism”, 187 arrests

Beaten pastor and nunchaku threat thanks to out of control US border patrol; Janet NapolitANO in the right-wing crosshairs; positive review compares No Agenda favorably to The Daily Show; In Flight magazine video camera disguised as pen; JCD plays children’s age Jeopardy!, producer’s “mystery caller details” answering machine message for JCD, crank calls from drunken teenagers; JCD on backstage passes and buffets

Message from Aric on Somali Pirates as fractal of American behavior, JCD on philosopher Jacques Lacan as interpreted by Slavoj Žižek; Belgian ship captured, ACC: “they ran out of coal”, piracy trial in New York; No Agenda countdown jingle

And Now Back to Real News: “trending” Twitter-enabled cat flap, Oprah’s 250k followers, Susan Boyle still top trend; Abduwali Muse “ringleader” meme

Maersk Alabama attacker Abduwali Muse to be tried in New York, JCD: Kenya a “shithole”, military shaking down tourists at airport, fun with Djibouti; upcoming US-Israel wargames

J.P. Morgan Chase lays claim to Rijksmuseum’s “de bocht van de Herengracht” used as loan collateral; news nationalization meme and potential bailout, GM pensions pulling the company into bankruptcy; government preparing for mass unrest, ACC predicts FEMA camps, JCD on L’Aquila earthquake tent city: “a bunch of people sitting around drinking cappuccinos”

Bush 43 torture memos, Obama administration not to prosecute anyone “following orders”, Spanish magistrate going after “Bush six”, JCD on international courts and New World Order; China hires Jackie Chan to spew propaganda, “if we are not being controlled, we’ll just do what we want”; JCD on companies relocating to fascist “fine city” Singapore

Shadow Puppet Theater: auto industry bailout advisor Steven Rattner under investigation; Nicolas Sarkozy insults three world leaders in one lunch, ACC Carla Bruni MKULTRA theory

Donation Segment: $51.50 California legal psychiatric hold, “Johnny Green”

And Now Back to Real News: Madonna falls off horse startled by paparazzi

Iran arrests 26 for child pornography, ACC: “I need a tinfoil towel”; producer gripe about repeated JCD cork story, ACC’s warning siren

British “coping with the stress of job loss” pamphlet recommends eating more fiber; Thai government classifies ginger and chiles as hazardous; Gordon Ramsay busted for serving warmed-over food, philandering rumors and pissed-off father-in-law backer; free NHS flu shots for those over 60, ACC on eugenics and world population control

Outro, ACC: “but remember, I’m right handed, so if they put it in my left hand, I didn’t fire those two shots at my own head”
89  Nuke the Gay Pirates  (2009-04-16)

0:00:38 ACC “the original puker”, Patricia all-in on Leo Laporte’s off-air trained voice, “radio! yeah! I might get laid!”, ACC story: radio station WITB “we’re in the basement”/“we’re into bong hits”, turning fellow DJ L.T. lesbian; No Agenda Mobile iPhone app; ACC back from Portugal, linguaçã and cork trees revisited, drug decriminalization

0:10:56 JCD Tea Party warning robo-call, “tea-bagging” meme, Glenn Beck’s involvement

0:15:23 ACC reviews Vila Monte’s Orangerie restaurant, apéritif with white port and lemon, 2005 Cliff Richard Vida Nova; new No Agenda Wikipedia entry

0:21:37 And Now Back to Real News: Ashton Kutcher vying with CNN for Twitter followers, Hugh Jackman phoning in tweets; Marilyn Chambers dead at 56, JCD on meeting her at CES, Behind the Green Door; “I really admire your work”; scripted Susan Boyle appearance on Britain’s Got Talent; Patricia perfect for Embarrassing Bodies show; ACC looking at turbo prop aircraft, “hole in the back” restroom

0:34:26 Radio show caller on DHS importing bird flu; freegans revisited; Lehman Brothers take delivery of 450k pounds of yellow cake uranium from futures investment; G20 and the list of exactly zero tax havens eliminated

0:43:46 Dolphins block Somali pirates from Chinese ship, St. Augustine pirate vs emperor story, ACC on terrorism by way of desperation, local news “not a battle we can ignore”, simultaneous head shots by Navy SEALs in Maersk Alabama incident, “You Are Being Lied to About Pirates” article; “homegrown terror” meme, “right-wing extremists” among returning veterans; Ann Coulter transsexual rumor, JCD: “well, she keeps her figure”, University of California lecture

0:56:26 And Now Back to Real News: absurd CSI: NY un-copied flash drive run over by train; Dave deBronkart article on electronic medical records full of inaccurate insurance codes; JCD story: insurance inside scoop from speeding ticket traffic school instructor subsequently arrested

1:05:16 Laptops carried by Boeing employees killed in Turkish Airlines 1591 crash sent back to Boeing

1:08:06 Donation Segment: no donations to end show; $13.37 “leet”, $69.69

1:14:25 United Airlines to charge fat people for extra seat, “fat activist”; JCD story: woman at Sea-Tac with peculiar body type pleading for second seat, “this woman’s butt was the size of a Hummer”, Rubens paintings and pubic hair, ACC vs JCD on family members wandering around unclothed, CVC’s topless tanning, ACC: “you hold your fork wrong, too”

1:21:49 ACC redisCOVERs vim, JCD: “I like DOS!!!”; CIA prisons in Poland, EFF files motion to return electronics seized from Boston College student using operating system “prompt commands”

1:25:19 JCD’s orphan e-mail addresses in notes without holder’s name, Twitter simplification
88 Perchlorate and Cut Fiber (2009-04-12)

0:00:36 ACC in Eastern Algarve Portugal; JCD cooking leg of lamb for Easter; ACC’s next-door restaurant and CVC’s vegetarian boyfriend, cheap rental properties thanks to British suckered into buying homes in Europe

0:10:44 CDC finds all baby formula brands contain perchlorate, environmental levels from fireworks; producers irked about ACC’s snarkiness toward Mimi and “producer” term

0:16:42 JCD’s Canadian TV adventures, Amy Winehouse mentioned on This Hour Has 22 Minutes, Billy Bob Thornton blows up at radio interviewer for calling him an actor instead of musician, calls Canadians “mashed potatoes with no gravy”, remainder of tour cancelled because of flu; ACC on The Hoff: When Scott Came To Stay, “the manservant’s job is basically to keep them alive”, actors taking to the stage for audience feedback, Madonna’s struggles to become an actress

0:31:21 Twitter replacing newspapers, internet “disintermediation” since 2008, foundation-based journalism, top-heavy businesses and the death of mainframes, kosher Coke for Passover; Canadian Cessna 172 thief tries to get shot down by US fighter jets, goldmansucks.com lawsuit

0:44:07 TSA chemical detector set off by hand lotion glycerine on laptop, ACC: “we all know what the lotion’s for”; former German soldier pays for bicycle stolen at the end of WWII; Bay Area fiber optic cables cut, similar case in South Carolina, smart grid and cyber-9/11

0:53:44 Jon Stewart all-in on Democrat corporatism/fascism; JCD on inability to find deli employees willing to work, JMD the “straight-A grouch”; Michele Bachmann branded “kooky cougar”; JCD’s rural paper route with housing development, door-to-door selling in UK, monthly subscription collection with tiny receipt book, “you handle your money like a drunken sailor”

1:03:31 500 elites attend Strasbourg Black Mass after G20; big money in bunker building gigs; Swedish tax authorities going after cam girls; staging plays and TV shows on UK street cameras with FOIA requests, ACC: “Orwell was only off by 25 years”; JCD on CSI “keep him on the phone”, “same-day DNA” and “zoom, rotate, enhance”

1:13:40 JCD on $1.68 and $88.88 Chinese lucky numbers, donations to end show

1:19:13 Moody’s downgrades all municipal bonds, Horowitz shorting New York City, Bill Gates’ dollar-ditching announcement, George Soros “one of them”, native Esperanto speaker, JCD: “there are probably more native Klingon speakers”, metric system adoption and “long and stupid” A4 paper, “it’s not a golden nothin’”, UK shopkeepers resisting metric mandates; harpsichord alternative outro music
87 Knights of the No Agenda Armory (2009-04-08)

0:00:36 JCD in Pacific Northwest with unclothed Mimi walking around, Stickam camera on pets.com sock puppet, ACC on webcams and cybersex; oddball Wednesday afternoon/evening show

0:03:59 Donation Segment; JCD: “I think we should start to bestow knighthoods” for $1000 donations, ACC proposes “Knights of the No Agenda Armory”, ceremony and certificate, ACC: “can we perhaps add some flatware to that?”, $1332 double $666

0:10:16 Earthquake 60 miles east of Rome, seismology researcher’s warnings shut down by mayor, 1989 San Francisco earthquake also predicted; electrical grid penetrated by cyberspies, NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation, ACC on absurdity of grid internet connectivity

0:15:59 MV Maersk Alabama full of medical supplies grabbed by Somali pirates, Mimi relates points of interest in story, “I think the merchant ships need to get armed”

0:19:45 Outrage over Obama bowing to Saudi King Abdullah; Dutch listener gets word of Baxter International tainted vaccine into article; UK residents 40-74 to submit to medical “fat test”, £5bn investment in NHS computerization, Ritalin identified as the perfect weight-loss drug

0:26:36 G20 protester Ian Tomlinson dead after being pushed over from behind by British cop, unavailability of medical aid lie; JCD UK newspaper rundown, ACC: “they all suck!”; chimpanzees trade meat scraps for sex; TSA naked body scanners upgraded to millimeter-wave, “enhanced patdown” alternative

0:42:05 Newt Gingrich on North Korea and “electromagnetic pulse capabilities”; Twitter and African drinking water; ACC’s pockets full of money for the homeless, JCD chewed out for giving to beggar, ACC’s house “where all the rich people live”;

0:57:34 British Telecom blocking 35-40k attempted child pornography accesses per day; MarketWatch article on Goldman Sachs’ “luck”, Lloyd Blankfein’s shit-eating grin; One World Center vs Third World Center

1:04:15 And Now Back to Real News: helicopter pilot loses license after in-flight fellatio incident with Swedish porn star, Miley Cyrus: I’m smarter than you think, Lindsay Lohan snubbed by Nicole Richie; White House Passover Seder, rumors of assassination attempt in Turkey, Dutch stolen bicycles joke, Germans digging holes on Dutch beaches; dolphins deafened by military sonar; Pittsburgh police shooting by conspiracy theorist Richard Poplawski

1:11:19 Rep. Louis McFadden’s 1934 letter to Congress on the evils of the Federal Reserve, “world enslavement”; JCD’s local cookbook collection, “slumgullion”; JCD on “open-source radio”, open-source cola recipe with cocaine option; again flirting with three shows per week; Howard Stern fading into irrelevance

1:27:36 ACC: No Agenda minions army listeners producers; stream request Twapp working smoothly; forum: Google trick; Dvorak Interlude vs mix tapes, “pace and flow”

1:35:04 Outro: Pirate Radio with Philip Seymour Hoffman
**86 Fat Chicks from Toronto (2009-04-05)**

0:00:32 JCD’s birthday, entering oldest DoB year available in online forms, bogus average age statistics. *When I’m Sixty-Four*; Patricia forbids 60th birthday party, ACC’s trip to Amsterdam for Gucci bag, party on banker’s roof terrace; *No Agenda* drop site trolls adding value, auto-fellatio at the dinner table; JCD story: B-52s *Love Shack* at Dirty Dan’s strip club, more anecdotes for *Dvorak Interlude*, noagendastream.com scalability

0:17:16 Gordon Brown G20 closing: “green recovery”, “I think a New World Order is emerging”, Declaration on Delivering Resources Through the International Financial Institutions, another $850bn in IMF money, alphabet soup of acronyms, Multilateral Development Banks, IMF “flexible credit line”; Savings & Loan author Bill Black’s book *The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One*, Bill Moyers’ incredulous “friven by fraud”, short-term profits and inevitable failure, JCD on “limos and hookers” milieu, fractal jingle

0:30:16 Blackwater Xe to be replaced by Triple Canopy “consultants” in Iraq; Sen. Jay Rockefeller’s S.773 Cybersecurity Act of 2009, Secretary of Commerce access to network data “without regard to any provision of law”, cosponsor Olympia Snowe; voting out of office project, ACC: “it’s fun!”; listener note on grocery stores hyping reusable bag “echo guilt”, note on TSA disallowing entry due to lack of cash, Canadian mail-order brides, JCD links current generation of Canadian women’s big butts to canola oil, UK obesity epidemic, low-rent *Iceland Foods*

0:43:43 Warrantless FBI raid of Core IP Networks data center, JCD recommends off-site backups

0:47:28 ACC’s meeting with Andrew Horowitz, RIM service contract inflated numbers theory, JCD on requesting phone unlock after end of contract

0:50:29 And Now Back to Real News: Demi Moore talks down suicidal Twitterer, ACC “dude!” on “ultimate MILF”; deciphering attempt for JCD notes; *No Agenda* iPhone app in the works

0:54:40 Donation Segment: $88.88 random number theory; library/winery/armory

1:00:14 Shadow Puppet Theater: National Economic Council’s Lawrence Summers’ $2.7M in Goldman Sachs speaking fees, Rahm Emanuel’s AIG shares, Valerie Jarrett’s stock portfolio, “Goebbels of the administration” David Axelrod’s millions

1:02:32 I-Plate ADSL booster and 48V POTS bell wire; “Saint Pelosi” joke from listener

1:06:59 Spanish researchers find THC kills brain cancer cells in mice; Ron Paul and Barney introduce industrial hemp legalization bill, William Randolph Hearst “get rid of Mexicans and weed” conspiracy theory; Hawaii tribute in next *Dvorak Interlude*

1:13:15 Separate bus services for residents and immigrants in southern Italian town, ACC’s sister Willow’s husband in film business; ACC sets up JCD with Queen’s Day “No Sex in the Champagne Room” party, “Where’s Waldo” photos; expert French G20 protesters burn building to ground, French wine terrorists dumping “cheap plonk” from Spain; Obama and Sarkozy standing around on the street in Strasbourg

1:19:23 North Korea claims successful satellite launch, inert stencil on Japanese Patriot missiles, “MGM prop department”; travel show timing

1:22:12 National Ignition Facility 192-laser array for fusion research

1:24:27 Outro: “guns and cold cuts” armory; Patricia chimes in on wiggling Will Smith’s ears and squeezing Brad Pitt’s butt at Madame Tussaunds
85  Ketchup is Hard to Make (2009-04-02)

0:00:34 JCD notices ACC’s intro variations; G20 protest CCTV blackouts due to too-low or too-high resolution, directional microphones, V for Vendetta and Four Horsemen, damage to RBS; media mayhem portrayal, The Guardian “24/7 on Twitter”; JCD’s April Fools’ gags, Conficker worm; music copyright extension campaigns

0:12:40 Obamas visiting Gordon Brown and Queen, “Michelle-mania”, waste of money sending Katie Couric and Margaret Warner to London, green patch in front of Westminster; Jamie Oliver’s cooking skills on display; Obama stammering to answer blame question, low-rent Sarkozy-Merkel press conference, German “regulation machine” and protectionism; Gordon Brown on global plan real soon now; US fine and Europe screwed fractal

0:24:54 And Now Back to Real News: soap opera Guiding Light cancelled; Jim Clark marrying swimsuit model Christy Hinze; Miss Universe: Guantánamo Bay “relaxing and calm”; JCD on Monterey Foods invisible brick wall for Midwesterners, checkout aisle delayed by woman with “beat-up old dirty canvas bags”; AARP on red meat “deadly” study

0:33:56 Two daughters of abortion clinic owner Irving “Bud” Feldcamp killed in Pilatus PC-12 crash into Holy Cross Cemetery “Tomb of the Unborn”

0:36:05 Health and Human Services nominee Kathleen Sebelius files amended tax returns; listeners surprised to learn IRS is armed to the teeth, ACC hands everything over to Patricia, JCD audit tip: put tabs on everything and look like a nut; Bloomberg: $12.8T promised or given

0:39:37 And Now Back to Real News: “series of tubes” Ted Stevens’ case thrown out over prosecutorial misconduct; chilly Obama-Hillary greeting at 10 Downing Street; audio of Campaign for Liberty staffer Steve Bierfeldt detained by TSA for carrying $4700 in cash, DEA civil forfeiture threat, “we gonna have to take him down to the station”; JCD handyman narration, ACC’s Dutch-speaking dog; TSA: “if you have nothing to hide then you can just tell us what it’s for”, “are you from this planet?”, “you’re suspicious”, ACC: “how long until they get guns?”; ACC’s parents’ bosun whistle; song request “Twapp” Twitter app for stream

0:52:55 And Now Back to Real News: JCD “hummingbirds are interesting” and frightening, ACC’s morning bird chorus; HFCS honey contamination, organic Heinz ketchup from Canada, JCD describes ketchup-making operation; Mimi calls Portland Punch maker on HFCS switch; nanotechnology in food science; Monsanto suicides in Africa; Larry Silverstein seeking $1bn for One World Trade Center, hit by car at time of original purchase

1:08:27 $6.66 and $20.12 donation levels, Chinese lucky 8s; “libary” and “zoo-ologist” pronunciations

1:11:18 Natural Resources Defense Council all-in against soft toilet paper, JCD: “use a corn cob, my friend!”; royal “Groom of the Stool” ass-wiper; NASA reports all-time solar activity low; Rahm Emanuel on GIVE Act “universal civil defense training”, Spinal Tap “Dobly”; BBC admits hope to lose Eurovision Song Contest

1:21:17 GM CEO fired; Huffington Post $1.7M journalism fund, political flip-flopper Arianna Huffington’s “perfect face for radio”; Salma Hayek’s husband PPR CEO Francois-Henri Pinault held hostage in France; PETA euthanasia facility and old Penn & Teller: Bullshit! episode

1:26:58 Latvia to sell marijuana seized on Dutch boat; venture capital bias against tech companies without direct flight from Silicon Valley, Skype’s Dutch origins; 50 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207; ACC horrified by photo of Michele Bachmann kissing Bush 43
84 Jobs Justice and Climate (2009-03-29)

0:00:32 Nailed it, JCD “fall forward, spring back”; listeners unaccountably sick of clips

0:02:31 Conrad-Grassley schtick: “oh, you are good”, “your wife said the same thing”; 24/7-ish noagendastream.com features, Twitterfall, JCD on citizen journalism applied to obsolete newspaper/blog “stories” model, Curry-Winer dick-insane combo

0:11:25 G20 protests, semi-autonomous City of London enclave, echoing JCD “Sarbanes-Oxley!”; Geoff Smith “nothing to see here” jingle; One World Trade Center; G20 plus two, “jobs, justice, and climate” protest, “rage against the banking machine”; Martin Niemöller “first they came for …”, IRS as weapon against bankers: JCD on summer jobs, Post Office “by the book” guy

0:26:05 H.R.1388 GIVE Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education Act “mandatory volunteerism”, JCD: “don’t you think it’s weird that the first black president we have reinstitutes slavery?”, “I’ll betcha there’s gonna be armbands”, UK radio warnings to report CCTV-gawkers; JCD story: told not to take photos on Manhattan-to-JFK documentary jaunt

0:33:41 ACC’s chat with Andrew Horowitz, financialstability.gov public-private plan, 7 cents on the dollar toxic asset market, rats leaving sinking ship for new enterprises; show note categories

0:38:52 And Now Back to Real News: “girl who can’t stand up” Fiona wins PETA sexiest vegetarian next door contest, JCD: “this woman’s got ribs coming out of her thighs!”

0:42:27 White House virtual town hall, hypocritical Obama on marijuana legalization: “I don’t know what this says about the online audience”; another California DEA raid; vacuously-chuckling Robert Gibbs on political vs economic, “I’d point you to the Justice Department”, ACC: “oh, you mean the Justice Department that was raiding legal miracle medijauana…”; Gibbs “no comment” on Special Olympian bowling challenge; right-wing radio Obama moniker “giggles”

0:50:50 EU elections & Lisbon Treaty, Czech Republic not all-in, government toppled; smart metering or else; election “how much labelling do we need?” postcards; throw out your old coffee maker; @MrsKutcher Demi Moore all-in on Earth Hour; ACC notes local electromagnetic anomaly

1:01:01 US Airways 1549: Stephen Mallon photos showing minimal hull damage ordered taken down and not turned over to FAA by insurer AIG; FAA refusing to release bird strike information, double strike “act of God” for insurance purposes; JCD recommends PG Tips plus rooibos

1:06:55 Geoff Smith “shadow puppet theater” jingle, AIG board member on White House tax reform task force; JCD on hyper-rich enclaves being ransacked by hungry mobs

1:09:11 Donation Segment: $666.66

1:14:11 Mimi researches Michele Bachmann, “I’m glad to see that you’re as rude with Adam as you are with the family”, listener note on “batshit crazy” Bachmann, “she nearly lost her seat to a guy named Tinklenberg”; ACC: “witchy” with hair down, radio interview on CO2 sources; JCD on backing from credit card companies; “raving lunatic” Olbermann, Rachel Maddow “conservative Republican by comparison”, Air America stint, obnoxious smirk, ACC: “she’s like the Joker”; opposition to global currency prompts HAARP activation against Minnesota and G20 protests, disappearing 9/11 Hurricane Erin, ACC: “it’s right next to goatse”

1:26:43 JCD’s music show The Dvorak Interlude on noagendastream.com

1:30:05 Gitmo Nation rundown: dead US Marshall in Mexican canal, Facebook/Myspace spy database, next Bilderberg Group meeting in Athens, ACTA snooping authority; 14-year-old girl arrested as child pornographer for semi-nude selfies, school no-touching rule; ACC’s interactive global hazard map, Pennsylvania epidemic

1:37:34 Outro: JCD letter from listener on Federal Reserve bank ownership & bonuses
83 One Too Many Clips (2009-03-25)

0:00:41 Still working on the intro timing; clips from JCD; ACC ridiculing Chris Dodd and his wife; JCD’s pile of goose eggs in the yard, “there’s a goose involved” in French custards

0:08:37 And Now Back to Real News: Top Gear told by BBC to cut budget by £200k

0:10:26 Obama press conference, reporters with IFBs, Ann Compton: “I am surprised” at being called out of turn; @teleprompterone & @totus memes, new prompter location

0:14:02 Obama holy trinity on Leno: “healthcare and energy and education”, JCD on three adjectives for strong argument, “deficit numbers” fourth third of trinity at press conference; “bend the curve” using healthcare to reduce deficit via IT investment, Baxter/DynPort/CSC windfall

0:25:38 Obama on AIG delay: “I like to know what I’m talking about before I speak”; to Fox: no need for global currency; disingenuous puker Shep Smith bitches about networks called on

0:35:23 And Now Back to Real News: teen paints 60-foot phallus on roof of parents’ £1M Berkshire mansion; Brits ironically outraged at capture by Google street view; Metropolitan police warn against looking at CCTV cameras; amusing @TSABlogTeam; ACC: MEP Nigel Farage drills Gordon Brown “an asshole the size of the Lincoln Tunnel”, “I remember very well your first big act as Chancellor, when you sold 400 metric tons of gold ... at $275 an ounce”

0:42:50 New Obama term “blue-chip forecasters”; 60 Minutes interview, committing 17k troops to Afghanistan before “the completion of a strategic review”, difficulty of “signing a condolence letter”; Barney Frank to 365 Gay: DOMA should not go before SCotUS because “that homophobe Antonin Scalia has got too many votes”; Obama on persistence and “inheriting varied knotty problems”; Letterman “Prompter or No Prompter” Obama vs Bush segment

0:48:09 Obama “no” on scientific consensus; new Al Gore book Our Choice; rainwater capture illegal in Colorado, UK “garden butts”; EU Council President and climate skeptic Mirek Topolánek’s failed government for “not playing ball”; UK Parliament all-in on carbon footprint labeling; Belfast Telegraph on $125bn Iraq Ponzi scheme; $300M Afghan weapons contract with 22-year-old Miami Beach kid; Obama’s mother worked for Geithner’s father, Chris Dodd’s wife on AIG subsidiary board; warrants for 79.9% of AIG to avoid debt consolidation

0:57:32 ACC’s new love Rep. Michele Bachmann quizzes Geithner about global currency, AIG derivatives and public-private partnership 95% guaranteed by FDIC, critical Bachmann question cut off by mush-mouthed Barney Frank, JCD: “maybe they can put her on a private plane”; constituent Bachmann feedback: “she’s certainly insane”, Barney Frank as Scooby-Doo

1:06:25 FedEx Express 80 crash at Narita; 14-17 killed in overloaded Pilatus PC-12 crash in Montana, ACC: “it’s called the PC-12 for a reason!”; JCD on Kenmore Air flights from Boeing Field to Port Angeles; ACC “Shelley Berman moment”

1:09:33 Reptilian Sen. Jay Rockefeller on cybersecurity hazards, “it really almost makes you ask the question, would it have been better if we had never invented the internet”

1:11:55 JCD donation plug revisited; And Now Back to Real News: Michelle Obama “sleevegate”; UK curriculum to exclude Victorian era and WWII; MIAC Missouri Information Analysis Center “you might be a terrorist” checklist; Rahm Emanuel on disarming watch listers; Ron Paul H.R.1207 update; drug-running whistleblower George Weber found stabbed to death

1:25:22 National Security Advisor James Jones: “I take my daily orders from Dr. Kissinger”

1:27:32 “Fibonacci confluence levels” reached in markets; No Agenda iPhone app released
82  Boom and Bust Explained  (2009-03-22)

0:00:36 ACC’s week “in the zone” programming the stream; listener annoyed by “doom and gloom”; Financial Times word of the day: “Ponziomonium”, hundreds uncovered including $635M fractal, SEC’s Linda Thomsen vs Martha Stewart

0:11:18 No definitive “look!” count for Obama on Tonight Show, host chair always 3 inches taller, Obama stammer, “automated message delivery”; California town hall meeting, “healthcare, energy, and education” meme, crowd full of Obama-bots, scripted questions; Chris Dodd banker bonuses, House bill’s 90% tax rate, AIG CEO on being shot in the head; Engadget finally tackles Gordon Brown DVDs

0:21:02 JCD: Chronicle up next for death or limbo, useless restaurant reviews; CVC’s crap London Paper; iPhone users listening to stream; Top Gear beholden to advertisers; coup radio station takeovers, internet and “free press”, DHS cybersecurity responsibilities drifting into White House; JCD on Washington state “one giant speed trap” revenue model; ICE border patrol “punk kids” immune to speed limit enforcement, JMD “just doing their job” brainwashing; NHS “public health mentor” recruiting

0:35:54 Obama “mandatory volunteer” community service, civilian military “Brownshirts”; UK Home Secretary “Wacky” Jacqui Smith on “complete strategy to address counter-terror”, 60k Brits in terror response training

0:38:45 Dvorak Uncensored hitleruk UK fascism entries: two-year-old issued ASBO Antisocial Behavior Order; no laughing while driving; no photographing police; couple too old to raise grandchildren; food police say “clean your plate”, WRAP Waste & Resources Action Program “food champions” plasma TV ban; secret police privatization; ASBO for missing cat poster

0:44:56 Medvedev meets with Kissinger, Baker, Shultz, Perry, and Nunn, ACC: “it’s a table read”; British Stasi monitoring holiday destinations, ACC heading to Portugal, successful decriminalization of drug use in 2001; ACC on lighters a quarter full of butane; Alberta beginning underground CO2 sequestration, ACC speech-synthesizes “I am Al Gore and I am a robot, your new master”

0:55:59 FDIC seizes two credit unions; revolutionary Russian-desiged car engine, JCD: “yeah right!”; White House makinghomeaffordable.gov 888-995-HOPE™ infomercial; “shovel-ready website” financialstability.gov; AIG death threat letters read to Barney Frank

1:05:55 ACC on 1980s hair & clothing back in style; Reuters 2009 “fun(d) summit in Luxembourg”, Intelligence Capital’s Avinash Persaud on “new global reserve currency”, “Americans are complaining bitterly about their status of having the world’s reserve currency”, JCD on John McCain fractal, financial crisis’ 50-year shadow; European Commission vote in June, presidential election blocked by Lisbon Treaty; UN Office on Drugs & Crime on drug trade funding for interbank loans; “where’s Bin Laden” for ACC’s Afghan storekeep

1:20:07 US Navy submarine & transport dock collision in Straight of Hormuz; Bernanke to 60 Minutes: it’s not tax money, it’s “akin to” printing money, JCD on avoiding deflation at all costs, JCD “to be honest about it”, controlling “boom and bust cycle” meme, ACC’s unsuccessful fishing pole analogy “official Buzzkill moment”

1:27:17 And Now Back to Real News: Jade Goody dead at 27, Gordon Brown tribute, vaccine hoopla, JCD: “maybe she’s not even dead”

1:28:33 Outro: Madoff up next, Patricia’s 78-year-old tap dancer; ACC: No Agenda iPhone app
81 Naked Vegans in Cages (2009-03-19)

0:00:35 Mevio meeting culture vs memo culture, JCD: “I’d rather sit at home in my underwear”; ACC’s noagendastream.com work with Unix in a Nutshell & ttyttr text-to-speech headline automation, JCD on automated Pacific Ocean Park radio KPOP, @noagendastream comments

0:11:50 AIG’s $165M in bonuses media distraction, CEO “winding it down”, government’s 80% stake to avoid nationalization, Eliot Spitzer article, JCD: “I’m surprised they didn’t drop him in a small plane”, Obama top recipient of AIG campaign contributions, Chris Dodd’s Silicon Valley shakedowns; Financial Times only now reporting on Fed buying treasuries; JCD nailed it: Jon Stewart’s brother Larry Leibowitz at NYSE Euronext lost shirt to Madoff, Horowitz’ appearance massaged into Samantha Bee segment; “greenpooling” in abandoned Arizona commercial real estate, tenants on the hook for utilities; debate on money printing sustainability

0:27:43 London G20 in April; goopy-mouthed Ben Bernanke visibly shaking on 60 Minutes; Obama to appear on Tonight Show; live address to nation on 24th, Geithner and Obama speeches tanking markets; Barney Frank comment on Code Pink surrendering printed signs: “it’s a good thing no one was wearing a T-shirt with a slogan”

0:33:36 NBC food show The Chopping Block; molecular gastronomy restaurant Fat Duck closed after food poisoning outbreak affects 400; And Now Back to Real News: Jane Seymour’s food poisoning; the demise of “hoity-toity” foodie-ism

0:36:50 Obama and Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowan read each others’ teleprompter speeches; reporters not allowed to report on White House background briefing calls; And Now Back to Real News: PETA protesting Jamie Oliver in cages, ACC: “naked hot pregnant vegan chicks!”

0:42:40 Donation Segment, $66.60 & $420.09 donation numerology

0:48:18 Listener message on Iridium satellite collision actually glancing blow; “flood” of herion into Australia from Afghanistan, Alex Jones DVD for ACC’s Afghan shopkeeper; JCD story: 1993 trip to Israel, Scud-watching in lawn chairs, useless Patriot missiles; last edition of Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Nixon-era joint operating agreements for resource-pooling; media avoiding deconstruction of US-Israel relation for fear of appearing anti-Semitic, JCD on Israelis embedded in US government, “buffer state” or US proxy, Rahm Emanuel “just another jerkoff”

1:03:28 Copenhagen climate change “shindig”, George Monbiot book Manifesto for a New World Order, The Telegraph on hysterical headline-grabbing statistics and botched predictions; ACC predicts newspaper bailout, JCD: “why don’t they bail out the Catholic Church?”

1:09:08 Baxter International’s tainted vaccine; Katie Couric HPV vaccine coverage; perpetual hay fever “vaccine”, ACC: “RFID chip dust”; The Telegraph: intelligent people live longer

1:12:49 28 cosponsors for Ron Paul’s H.R.1207 Federal Reserve Transparency Act; Missouri law enforcement document on identifying potential militia members by Ron Paul bumper stickers, conspiracy theories, “subversive literature”; Posse Comitatus violations after Alabama shooting, ACC: “just to get you used to it”; Santelli tea party entrapment scheme

1:17:33 WikiLeaks publishes Australian banned web sites including Queensland dentist

1:19:50 And Now Back to Real News: Denise Richardson skiing death

1:24:08 And Now Back to Real News: Anne-Sophie Pic gets three Michelin stars, ACC’s door-to-door fish vendor, disappearance of The Simpsons fish Blinky; massive London police raid for guy already in jail; ACC-JCD Amsterdam meeting scheduling issues

1:30:08 Outro: JCD’s Bordeaux tasting, disappearing Bill Gates 640k quote & Bobby Kennedy photos
80  Al Gore: The Most Dangerous Man Alive!!  (2009-03-15)

0:00:33 Nailed the intro: Rahm Emanuel Clinton enemies list James Bond jingle from listener, ACC setting up Auto DJ on stream, ditching GUI for command line, “who needs Word?”; JCD on submitting ASCII text stories and keeping track of word count; Daily Podcast Reviews entry: “if you’re into completely insane ideas about government and politics, this show is for you”

0:12:14 British Red Nose Day malaria charity, Africa mosquito net black hole; Hands Across America, USA For Africa rights reversion

0:18:09 And Now Back to Real News: Lindsay Lohan arrest warrant, probation for “alleged” incident

0:20:28 Nothing more on D.C. CTO raid; Microsoft’s Philip Reitinger to direct DHS National Cyber-security Center; etapist.exe and Symantec, JCD recommends AVG; New America Media article on White House helicopter scam; drug legalization meme, The View’s Joy Behar interviewing Ron Paul and ironically anti-legalization Steven Baldwin, potential $100bn for economy; “Pakistan store” Afghan guy: Karzai “biggest drug dealer in the world”

0:31:20 Madoff story evaporates, International Finance Court in headlines, Madoff convicted by Dennis Chin, Andrew Horowitz bumped from Jon Stewart show grilling Jim Cramer, Robert Gibbs: “I enjoyed it thoroughly”, Cramer scapegoated, JCD theory on Stewart losing shirt to Madoff

0:41:28 Madoff “pleaded guilty” vs Gordon Brown joke; no riots yet over $165M in AIG bonuses; recovery.gov “news blog”, California counties trading stimulus fund earmark money

0:46:16 JCD’s canary, “if he drops dead, I’m leaving here”; The Guardian on Al Gore’s climate change “political tipping point”, “several trillion dollars worth of subprime carbon assets”, JCD: “the guy’s a lunatic”, Silicon Valley “you don’t get it” and Erhard Seminars; Financial Times on Maersk Tankers CO2 shipping scheme, JCD on dangerous Death Valley CO2-filled depressions, Gore: deal to be brokered at December Copenhagen talks, solution to climate & economic crises: carbon credits, JCD: “Al Gore is one of the most dangerous men in the history of mankind”; Buckingham Palace UK’s least green building

0:55:24 And Now Back to Real News: violence and arrests at America’s Next Top Model audition

0:56:48 Adminstration trying to convince China it will get the $2T it borrowed, no mention of eminent domain, JCD California “three-state solution”, collapse of China’s recycling industry, possible gold investment; Chinese vessels tangle with US sub snooper in South China Sea, Obama dispatches destroyers, “high-power water hose”; Dutch terror alert shuts down IKEA

1:07:11 And Now Back to Real News, JCD: “England has no beavers?”, beaver reintroduction controversy; Blink 182’s DJ AM avoids death in two separate aviation disasters; Prince Charles: 100 months or less to save world from climate change, JCD on constantly-changing doom & gloom numbers, “increasing social instability and potential conflict”, Sarkozy all-in on NATO, Berlusconi takes credit for Carla Bruni; Jade Goody HPV vaccine meme as predicted, UK “Pap schmear” numbers, FDA approves DNA test; EEG biometrics, JCD: “for pre-crime”; JCD tries out new TSA millimeter wave sensor, bogus “less chance of a patdown” signs, “this guy could lose a little weight”, TSA guy: “total garbage”

1:19:56 58 bird flu cases in Egypt; no donation segment due to PayPal paranoia; female farmer listener note on out-of-control costs, JCD’s Wisconsin flex-fuel rental, cheap E85

1:26:21 JCD on high-end vs low-end iceberg lettuce, razor and Gallo wine downgrade theory, “manufactured” taste, Disney eggs; formaldehyde and dioxane in infant care products

1:36:47 UK ISPs harvesting data for intelligence services, Tim Berners-Lee opposition, ACC’s VPN

1:40:12 Obama classifies ACTA; Space Shuttle launch delay & ISS evacuation; MI6 listeners
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79 Something is Amiss in Gitmo and Crackpot Nations (2009-03-12)

0:00:37 noagendastream.com, Daylight Saving Time scheduling
0:04:02 D.C. CTO office raided by FBI; Madoff guilty plea, ACC predicts pre-sentencing handoff to International Financial Court being pushed for by Harry Markopolos law firm McCarter & English LLP, JCD predicts Madoff covering for family member
0:14:50 JCD on hanging out with starving depressed journalists, female listenership, fixed expense accounts, ACC on cost and logistics of setting up modern news organization
0:23:23 Georgia’s Eurovision Song Contest entry "We Don’t Wanna Put In" rejected
0:26:56 D.C. CTO raid, Yusuf Acar and Sushil Bansal arrested on bribery charges; Seymour Hersh on CIA JSOC domestic assassination operations; Obama signs “imperfect” omnibus spending bill without reading it, JCD: “his overlords said yes, sign it, you must sign it”, vetoes for unconstitutional line items, Ron Paul all-in on transparency of earmarks, pork vs earmarks
0:34:33 Bernanke and Citigroup leak moving market up; JCD’s friend Ernie Varitimos S&P 666 prediction; World Focus show on KQED 3, JCD predicts Obama lifting Cuba trade embargo, Cuban students “we love American music” and citing British musicians, real estate development and tourism, “safer than Mexico”
0:43:39 70 unfilled administration positions; FDA Senior Advisor Michael Taylor’s Monsanto background, revolving door poster child; Baxter International’s tainted flu vaccine, clinical trial subcontractor DynPort acquired by shady CSC, JCD on threat from universal flu cure in development, Baxter annual report: “only a matter of time before another pandemic strikes”, H5N1 vaccine distributed worldwide, ACC: “phase V: hookers!”
0:56:19 Spanish HPV vaccination program halted over severe reactions, ACC Dutch radio troubles, propaganda due to low turnout rate; climate change denial as mental disorder meme, 19.7 inches of sea level rise adjusted to 39.3, “bogus exactitude”; “climate creationists”, University of West England ecopsychologist conference, The Guardian “royal flush” denier playing cards
1:04:30 Northern Ireland violence flare-up, ACC Lisbon Treaty theory, Continuity Irish Republican Army Muslim-looking logo; JCD clips for next show; German school shooting, military on the ground after Alabama shooting spree, talk of door-to-door gun confiscation
1:10:44 Space Shuttle launch delay because of space debris leak; LaGuardia emergency landing, Air France deciding between Boeing and Airbus, JCD story: 747 from Chicago because of 737 maintenance, ACC on Boeing issues in aviation forums, 777 bad landing at Heathrow, still arguing about Turkish Airlines 1591, Sully’s $3M two-book deal including book of poetry; breaking news: ISS evacuation due to debris
1:16:04 CNBC Warren Buffet interview repeated “financial Pearl Harbor”; Jamie Diamond “financial war” and “financial 9/11”; NBC on brain damage from porn addiction, “as addictive as cocaine, meth, and alcohol”, “the frontal lobe of the brain shrinks in people who are addicted to porn”
1:20:06 Bloomberg reveals AIG financial black hole, $1T taken out of UK; Kazakhstan proposes new world currency “acmetal”, TRC Trade Reference Currency “terra” proposal; AMEE Avoiding Mass Extinctions Engine “energy identity” movement; ACC on self-extinguishing CFLs
1:28:00 “And now back to real news” jingle; foreign banks in AIG counterparty list
1:30:27 Wikipedia constantly scrubbing anything questioning Obama’s nationality or climate change, JCD: equating climate change and Holocaust denial a sign “something is amiss”; donation amount “code”
78 The Great Daylight Savings Time Conspiracy or 100% Yanni-Free (2009-03-08)

0:00:35 JCD on Windows not dealing gracefully with Daylight Saving Time, nuisance for meetings, “they have mastered the space-time continuum”, JCD on Roosevelt-era implementation with complaints from musicians and Hollywood

0:07:42 Obama helicopter price hike, yellowcake information from Italy, British-Italian manufacturer AgustaWestland, $6bn quid pro quo

0:12:42 H.R.875 Food Safety Modernization Act from Rosa DeLauro “the ugliest woman in the history of the US Congress”, husband Stan Greenberg works for Monsanto, farmers markets potentially criminalized; JCD story: asking editors how many vote Republican, video of Dutch news reader primping; Obama teleprompter dependency, weekly address “save and create” blunder, ACC on police academy “twenty-five jobs!”, “aviation jobs” for TSA

0:24:34 White House explanation for Gordon Brown insult: Obama’s tired, Brown’s HMS President pen gift vs Obama “goodie bag of DVDs” in wrong region; JCD on new layer on region 1 incompatible with region-free devices; ACC predicts G20 new IMF global system, SDRs special drawing rights, “he poops on” Gordon Brown, Gordon is a Moron book

0:31:02 US attorney in Los Angeles reverses three-day-old ban on medical marijuana prosecutions; European nonexistent Americans conspiracy theory, Walt Disney Florida labor law workaround via “cast members” designation; government crisis web sites and emblems, JCD: “where’s the armbands?”; Ruud Gullit and Beckham bail on designed-to-fail Major League Soccer

0:40:33 Listener note on Tooele UT eBay data center with .50 cal machine gun turret in blueprints; Plane Stupid activist throws green goop in Business Secretary Peter Mandelson’s face over Heathrow runway, air horn “lie detector”, similar attack on Pim Fortuyn; Anthony Weiner arguing for H-1B visas for models, Elite World model agency CEO’s cocaine arrest in Paris

0:49:25 JCD impressed with Ubuntu Linux; Becky Worley on ABC News, story about girl who sent 36,666 text messages, Nightline on Hooters-style chains Bone Daddies and Twin Peaks, dour Martin Bashir; “sexting” child pornography arrests, “iCheat” chroma keying

0:56:05 Baxter International’s H5N1-contaminated vaccine, stock price uptick after admission, ACC predicts Gardasil marketed on Jade Goody’s corpse; Nancy Levant article on “communitarianism”, “voluntary servitude”; Obama science advisor Sharon Long on Monsanto board from 2002-2007, opposition to rBST labelling, Obama GMO labelling promise, rumor of Monsanto monopoly in Iraq

1:10:26 ACC: $500bn lent to FDIC, “your money insuring your money, go figure”, $2T for European banks; Clinton & Obama picking up “never let a good crisis go to waste” meme; AP breaking news: Britney Spears visiting kids in Miami hospital; AIG refusing to admit taxpayer bailout dollars are going to European banks; Geithner assistant nominee Annette Nazareth bails, ACC: “in a country where we have to save and create three and a half million jobs, the administration can’t seem to hire anybody!”; JCD on Michelle Obama Lady Macbeth meme, Rahm Emanuel “kill you and eat your eyeballs” types spooking potential appointees, Emanuel Clinton enemies list rant “Nat Landow, dead! Cliff Jackson, dead!”

1:20:35 International Women’s Day, Svalbard Global Seed Vault one-year anniversary, Norwegian underground apocalypse bunker conspiracy theory; FedEx vaccine shipments, ACC: “when you absolutely, positively need your bird flu the next day, FedEx is there to bring it to you”

1:23:13 Outro, JCD: “we’re not beholden to anybody”, PBS not “zero Yanni”
ACC back from France trip in CVC’s Twingo, in-progress Chunnel repairs, flash photography forbidden, Home Secretary “Jackboot Jackie”; Michael Jackson en route to O2 Arena to announce new tour details; California Supreme Court to hear Proposition 8 gay marriage case

Bank of England reduces interest rate to 0.5%, printing money “quantitative easing”; Obama calls snow day on meeting with Gordon Brown, Pelosi snowed out of Al Gore global warming conference, Obama snub, joint session of Congress speech lauding “partnerships of purpose”, JCD on US hatred of British until being propagandized into WWI; $30bn AIG bailout a bailout of Europe; San Francisco Express article on Savings & Loan scandal and Nancy Pelosi campaign beneficiary of Charles Keating “mob”; FDIC Chair Sheila Bear admits to running out of money, squeezing small community banks; G20+2 coming up

Financial Times: Gordon Ramsay in financial hot water; Dutch to raise retirement age and put housewives to work, JCD: “hey, let’s go get some more of that peasant farmer’s money!”; US farmers underwater on grain commodities, Obama potentially yanking farming subsidies; Dow down 27 upon start of show, down 3.3% on the day

ACC’s Final Cut Pro classmates with sore butts, time for a standing desk renaissance, JCD on sitting back from monitor, becoming far-sighted later in life, top 40 radio stand-up tradition; JCD’s legacy 20k Dow prediction, 1990 price levels, unprecedented “20-year down cycle”

Shadow puppet theater”: Obama introduces HHS’ Kathleen Sebelius and White House Office of Health Reform’s Nancy-Ann “big pharma” DeParle; Bush 43 “soldiers as props” criticism absent, JCD: “Stephen Spielberg of presidents”; new recovery.gov graph, $830M for NOAA

Peter van Vollenhoeven story from Show 76 picked up by Dutch media, top 40 morning shows calling ACC at 7:00 am, Patricia amused; Turkish Airlines 1591 crash, engine stall vs air speed stall, data recorder altimeter malfunction at 2,000 feet, engines set to idle, landing gear warning, chairman implies Boeing problem, two previous instances of altimeter malfunction, ACC: pilot error, “without air speed you’re dead”, JCD on Chatsworth engineer blamed for texting, “if ever hear a pilot say watch this ... you know it’s all over”; class action lawsuit

Daily Show mock CNBC interview of Allen Stanford, “what’s it like to be a billionaire?”; PETA sexiest vegetarian next door contest, JCD: “Amanda, age 23, all tattooed up like Amy Weinstein”, “I do like the girl who can’t stand up”; JCD on pre-crash CNBC interview bashing author for predicting Lehman Brothers collapse: low oil prices spell trouble for Venezuela, Frontline Caesar Chavez show, Bolivia’s Evo Morales kicking DEA out of country, JCD story: using coca leaves in the Andes for altitude sickness, ACC predicts marijuana can never be legal anywhere in US, JCD on bogus low price argument against tax revenue

The War of the Bins show, draconian British trash/recycling enforcement; JCD on bottle bill “tax”, CALPIRG petition-bearers, Patricia’s idea to sell recyclables as community

Morgellons skin condition, CDC epidemiological study and grant to Kaiser Permanente, JCD: “sounds like something from The X-Files, "delusional parasitosis"; JCD on MRSA menace

Obama drinking beer at basketball game without Gordon Brown; Ukraine unable to pay gas bill, Latvia teetering on edge of bankruptcy, UK car companies seeking bailout

No Agenda Library/Winery, $100k for board seat; impending control by World Bank, San Francisco papers turning down Craigslist; Gordon Brown’s standing ovations

Outro: Bermuda coral roof erratum, kicked out of Kyrghistan, Latvian “summer of shoes”
76 Iridium Fluoride Marijuana and Pelosi’s Puppies (2009-03-01)

0:00:00 (Mostly) Modern Opening Music Sequence
0:00:33 ACC wishing for focus following mouse on Mac; ACC & Patricia at Jersey Boys in London
0:06:45 Leaked Oscars list probably fake, JCD Penn/Rourke switcheroo theory; ACC: Slumdog Millionaire win "horseshit", money coming in from India; ACC’s new Samsung LCD TV, American Gangster Vietnam-era drug smuggling on military transport planes
0:14:40 Obama at Base Camp Lejeune, 18 more months in Iraq leaving 35-50k through 2011, “there are some Americans who want to stay in Iraq longer”, “I want to be very clear” tell, “we sent our troops to Iraq to do away with Saddam Hussein’s regime” lie, “establish a sovereign government”, “you got the job done” litany, JCD on Democrat war party, Vietnam face-saving
0:22:16 Denzel Washington’s character on putting everyone’s kids through college on drug money
0:23:05 C-SPAN CPAC event, dreadful speaker Maureen Dowd vs Rush Limbaugh two-hour ad-lib; hypocritical Republican hysteria over California push for marijuana decriminalization, “Rush Limbo”; whitehousedrugpolicy.gov “medical marijuana reality check”; Limbaugh “State of the Union” flub, lunch with Bush, mindless defense of Bobby Jindal, JCD on Republican party’s proposed cross-eyed Gray Davis replacement
0:35:39 Financial crisis summit in Brussels, East-West divide, Lisbon treaty presidential crisis; upcoming Gordon Brown meeting with Obama, ACC on new carbon & debt financial system
0:41:46 Iridium Communications network for commercial shipping and aviation, ACC navigation system war, four Boeing engineers on Turkish Airlines 1591 involved with Turkish early warning system, JCD: “I guess this kind of changes the subject from legalizing marijuana”, Iridium earnings down 83% vs press release
0:49:31 Patricia’s solution to flatulence greenhouse gas issue: “why don’t we just get rid of all the men?”, JCD’s “vaygan” pronunciation
0:51:15 JCD: “who is Taylor Swift?”, ACC on Lady Gaga “utter crap”, American Idol “package artist”
0:54:56 Southampton to start water fluoridation against wishes of 78% of residents, Legacy of Ashes drug-running overfluoridation story; Jeff Jarvis What Would Google Do; out-of-business book supplier warehouse open to public; Rocky Mountain News folds just shy of 150-year anniversary
0:59:04 Hillary Clinton eminent domain for China rumors, “expanded eminent domain authorities” for renewable power grid; BBC reporter Robert Peston scapegoated over Northern Rock reporting
1:04:34 Janet Napolitano pushing DHS Real ID “enhanced drivers license”, “mark of the beast” reactions; Pelosi’s Photoshopped “puppies”; Dutch political fight over Safety Board’s Peter van Vollenhoeven refusal to give Turkish Airlines 1591 data recorder to Justice Department, Turkey Joris Deminkink blackmail, Vollenhoeven the “masher”
1:10:00 Big Brother Jade Goody dying of cervical cancer; donation solicitation, JCD on evergreen material; Ryanair placard, F-18 “send them up, I’ll wait” Iranian Air Defense urban legend
1:19:58 Southern California’s dire water situation, JCD laments Hetch Hetchy Reservoir diversion, Bermuda’s lime roofing material collecting rainwater into cisterns; head of Turkish National Police Department Special Operations Unit commits suicide on day of Schiphol crash; “dangerously radioactive teacher” pedophile suspect Thomas Leopold being sought by UK police
1:27:56 ACC all-in on climate change, “the political climate, the financial climate, the economic climate”, “this is now just a code word”; Coast to Coast AM; Maine topless coffee shop
1:31:41 Outro: ACC headed to France for Final Cut Pro class
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75 Boeing vs. Airbus - The Flatulence Conspiracy (2009-02-26)

0:00:38 ACC using Skype setup for meeting sound effects; “Octomom” Nadya Suleman, “octobox”

0:02:32 Breaking News: livestock flatulence responsible for 12% of greenhouse gas emissions; St. Catharines Standard headline “we need to solve the meat problem”, NASA Orbiting Carbon Observatory failure on launch, ACC on sheep shearing; smart grid and Western Area Power Administration wapa.gov handing out grants to GE & IBM, RFID chip livestock-tracking smart grid; ACC’s E71 battery drain stopped right after last show; Nokia €500M from EIB

0:10:50 Obama address to joint session of Congress “let’s be clear” and “look”, Stimulus Czar Joe Biden on stimulus.gov: “do you know the website number?”; Shrek the Musical flatulence-fest: JCD: Pelosi looking like Cher, Obama’s entrance to high fives and fist bumps, standing ovation for Michelle; Clinton-era changes to regulations on interstate banking and Glass–Steagall repeal, “save or create” 3.5M jobs, “nobody messes with Joe”, Hillary in hot fuchsia, cap and trade tax, “clean coal”, claim that US invented automobile, JCD on smooth-running Japanese V8 engines, Wankel engines; Obama “American issue” meme

0:28:08 $410bn Omnibus Appropriations Act, Pelosi “all the stuff we had left over”, $1.75T total budget; Lawrence Summers asleep at the podium at Obama financial summit

0:31:53 “Sully” Sullenberger shows up at joint session; pilot union warning at FAA meeting, ACC on testing engines with frozen turkeys, copilot’s “biggest bird I’ve ever seen”; JCD: “flock of pterodactyls”, ACC: “there’s a war going on between Airbus and Boeing”; Turkish Airlines 1591 crash at Schiphol Airport, liveatc.net tower audio offline, ACC fuel starvation diagnosis, recent 737 aborted takeoff, JCD: “banker on board”

0:41:09 Obama pointing out people in audience near end of speech, autograph signing; idiotic response from Bobby Jindal, “Baton Rooge”, MSNBC speechless, CNN Facebook poll and Obama fact-checking, “reliance on foreign oil” meme

0:47:19 Extra Michelle Interview, starstruck over Will Smith’s family, Portuguese water dog; Assistant Secretary of State lobbyist Christine Varney in charge of antitrust; Rahm Emanuel inspiration for West Wing’s Josh, brother Ari founder of Hollywood talent agency, brother Zeke NIH bioethicist; Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke

0:55:08 Telegraph on hand-launched remote controlled military drones to be used by police, Obama going after guns, London helicopter traffic; realhelpnow.gov.uk, “summer of rage”; Stalinist revival in Russia; government shutdown on death of David Cameron’s son, Justice Secretary Jack Straw vetos FOIA to release Iraq invasion Cabinet minutes; Jackie Chan pissed about sale of Yves Saint Laurent estate’s stolen Chinese artifacts

1:10:45 JCD call for donations, ACC: “link to the show”; “GFail” outage, SLA credit; Royal Bank of Scotland’s £10bn fourth-quarter loss, to handle Dutch government banking, ING in trouble

1:17:22 TSA and private aviation, colonial park mule drivers required to apply for federal Transportation Worker Identification Credentials; Seattle Post-Intelligencer to shut down if not sold, newspaperdeathwatch.com

1:25:58 $11.2bn for Obama helicopter fleet; discovery of antibodies that target all flu strains; California drought recently neutralized, Los Angeles sheriff contemning releasing 4k inmates, Tom Ammiano marijuana legalization push, ACC on recent lunch with Saudi royal family money managers, all-in on Afghanistan drug trade, investment insurance companies refusing to pay

1:35:00 Outro, JCD on George W. Bush library: “it’s just comic books, I understand”
74 Enter Colorado (2009-02-22)

0:00:03 Intro Music Part 2

0:00:38 JCD’s unrehearsed intro, at Dvorak Compound “freezing to death”; ACC’s flight to Antwerp for plane’s annual, good plane for aerial photography, super-high-resolution high-tension wire imaging; JCD’s questionable Port Angeles studio setup

0:06:06 Blackout for New Zealand Twitter icons, variously colored ribbon campaigns; ACC: internet “one big calling-out machine”, Obama off Twitter for a month in spite of promise, Robert Gibbs introductory comment on Twitter monitoring, Pacific Northwest test marketing hotbed; ACC on New York Post chimp cartoon racism controversy, callback to Connecticut chimp shooting, Murdoch stimulus distraction, John Legend “Jim Crow” open letter; Obama promise-tracking websites as fanboy targets

0:20:58 Administration blocking Bush White House missing e-mail investigation; recovery.gov block grant timeline, unflattering Obama video still frame; overly-verbose Peter Orszag publishing bio, “huge tome”, smoking economic ruin of Iceland; Chuck Grassley question to Orszag CCed to White House Counsel Gregory B. Craig who represented John Hinkley Jr. among other unsavory and/or evil characters; no stimulus money for Hurricane Katrina victims; No Agenda formula “to lift the veil of the matrix”

0:32:18 CNBC Rick Santelli trading floor “rant of the year”, JCD MarketWatch column on gutted consumer protection laws and usurious payday lenders, Robert Gibbs on Santelli: “I’d be happy to buy him a cup of coffee – decaf”, GE and six degrees of separation from Obama

0:38:50 17k more troops for Afghanistan, Pakistan in turmoil with Musharraf out; Israel admits Mossad active in Iran targeting nuclear scientists, cannon designer Gerald Bull assassination, policy in media outlets not to go after each other, JCD story: Wired hit piece by Paulina Borsook, “I’m actually a fairly dull person”, distraction at Greens vegetarian restaurant

0:50:22 Faulty sensors implicated in mismeasure of Arctic sea ice; Earth Wind and Fire at White House Governors’ Dinner, Obama claims annual deficit will be brought down to $500bn, ACC’s Dow prediction comes true, “S&P 600” prediction, markets tank after Dodd talk of bank nationalization, JCD: “shut up and get to work”

0:56:01 JCD pushes for “another 900 subscribers”, potential three shows per week; Petroleum Journal Monthly $30 oil and $100 per barrel infrastructure, Dubai ghost town, JCD pricing Emirates flights at $10k

1:03:00 Upcoming Gordon Brown Washington visit, promises “global system” of financial transparency; Army Times: National Guard scraps Arcadia Iowa door-to-door weapons search exercise after internet freakon; Allen Stanford outed by Venezuelan trader’s blog post, anti-Semitic “Who’s Behind Madoff” piece; UK Iraq War documents stolen from drunk bureaucrat, JCD story: hammered PC World publisher on flight, MI6 torture of British Gitmo victim; British police officer rushed to hospital after contact with HP Sauce, JCD global HP/A.1./Worcestershire comparison experiment, ACC recommends Reggae Reggae Sauce

1:14:47 George Soros: world financial system “effectively disintegrated”, JCD on moving markets by buying in, peak oil, Berkshire Hathaway down 50%; miles-driven gas tax revisited, uninstalled Google Maps app killing ACC’s new E71 battery

1:25:26 Eurojust all-in on tapping Skype calls; “wacky-ass blue mustang” at Denver International Airport that killed creator; Academy Awards “year of the dog”, leaked winners list

1:30:37 Netherlands giving out free iPods for completing Gardasil regimen
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73  Save or Create (2009-02-19)

0:00:03 Intro Music Part 1
0:00:33 New jingles, ACC intro flub, on two shows per week: “I haven’t been this excited since high school dating”, “I never, ever, ever got laid”; JCD story: NYC bar scene pickup artists
0:05:34 Ditching chatroom for Twitter, ACC all-in on TweetDeck
0:09:37 JCD on “tax breaks for the rich” in $789bn stimulus bill, ACC on “Pelosi’s save the field mouse” to the tune of $30M, Paul Allen’s $1bn tax avoidance for Charter Communications tax forgiveness; $75bn Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan and Fannie/Freddie bailout, qualification rules, “paying back more at a lower rate”
0:21:17 Karl Rove Wall Street Journal op-ed “Is the Administration Winging It?” picks up on “save or create” nonsense; “only in office three weeks” meme; ACC’s registered lobbyist roster: Eric Holder, Tom Vilsack, William Lynn, William Corr, David Hayes, Mark Patterson, Mark Patterson, Ron Klain, Mona Sutphen; keeping Warner Brothers and Madonna happy at MTV; JCD on Simpsons and Family Guy taking pot shots at network
0:27:37 $4.1bn of stimulus for ACORN Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, “civil disobedience” campaign; OMB head Peter Orszag in charge of stimulus, “recently advisor to the Central Bank of Iceland”, JCD: “we can close the show”, White House blog on “transparency and accountability”; CNBC reports Wall Street revolt, Goldman Sachs partners having to borrow millions to cover margin calls; Bernanke claims family home is in foreclosure
0:39:07 Media distraction Madoff Mark II Allen Stanford, FBI pissed off at SEC for disrupting drug cartel investigation, Horowitz friend describes SEC raid, American Express Black for jet rental declined; skepticism about Enron’s Ken Lay actually being dead, Paraguay Bush aquifer caretaker; Bush and Clinton insiders still in administration, Obama prompter misread: “wrecking havoc”, developing a teleprompter cadence
0:48:30 BBC: 2006 liquid explosive plot jury discharged for legal reasons, do-over time; Dow at 7499
0:52:00 Clinton Library funding mystery, $100M net worth from speeches, avoiding “black-bagging”; $150bn sent to Iraq on pallets unaccounted-for; Dubai real estate crash, oil below $35, abandoned cars at Dubai airport
1:00:59 Green comet flyby, British-French submarine collision and solar wind activity, green lights in Kentucky skies, cast iron “hot rock” through roof in New Jersey
1:05:11 Former MI5 Stella Rimington warns of UK police state; Counter Terrorism Act governing photographing police; JCD green comet publicity stunt for Comet; Stanford Super Series, Tony Blair’s $1M global leadership prize, Treasuries hiring fired bankers; miles-driven gas tax, UK water metering
1:11:05 G20 meeting, IMF and World Bank pushing for global bank, Ahmadinejad “New World Order” and Middle East replacing Iron Curtain
1:15:27 Federal government working for states, Obama continues California medical marijuana harassment, “stop it, signed Obama”; Russian Coast Guard sinks Chinese ship headed to Seattle on suspicion of it carrying nuclear warhead; Denver on front line in war with China; “making America work”; Frontline documentary “Inside the Meltdown” reveals Nancy Pelosi’s power
1:23:09 Outro, ACC: “remember, two bullets to the head cannot be suicide”
Pre-produced opening with jingles

JCD: “pouring” in California, three-day weekend, Presidents’ Day sales; JCD on Darwin Day and creationism trying to sneak in to education system, Discovery Institute, George Gilder, Atlas of Creation revisited; Obama’s single similarity to Lincoln

Continental 3407 crash, 9/11 activist widow killed; Iridium 33 & “defunct” Kosmos-2251 satellite collision, Tom Ridge on Iridium board, Russian spy satellite and 3407 EMP theories; Wired on Pentagon’s 27k PR “Department of Truth” employees; Blackwater “Xe” rebranding, JCD: “X-E has got to be like some horrible god from Zoroastrianism”

The Sun outs Putin as closet Abba fan

Federal Reserve paper tracing economic crisis to 2005 “consumer protection” bankruptcy law preserving credit card debt; CNBC House of Cards explores post-9/11 interest rate manipulation; JCD on Democracy Now’s Amy Goodman and Grit TV’s “MILFy” Laura Flanders, ACC: “you are a total MILF seeker”, Fed buying Treasury bond-buying business as usual, “zombie banks”, AIG under indictment in UK, UK £30T in “toxic assets” estimates, ACC: “it could be a quadrillion”: Council on Foreign Relations helping “bankers take over the world”, “Brzezinski drinking club”, The Grand Chessboard; JCD on neo-liberals all-in on United Nations, CFR a Rockefeller outfit, membership requirements

Obama signing stimulus bill in Denver, House resolution for 48-hour review window completely ignored, “buy American” section, JCD: “if it’s done by the Democrats there’s gotta be something in there for the hookers”, $7bn broadband stimulus

Listeners misconstrue donation plans, $2 per month, dvorak.org/na; Xe symbol for element xenon according to chatroom, JCD gripes about xenon headlights

Private jets at C-SPAN banker hearings, Pelosi’s Air Force 767, bankers and administration as mobsters, 50-year “jubilee” debt forgiveness from Leviticus, Matthew 6:12; “cripes” T-shirt, appeal for jingles and album art; JCD on linguiça’s “certain rotting taste”, recycling anecdotes, Saag’s bangers, ACC on crappy British food quality

California tax and fee hikes to bail out state; Obama signing bailout bill in “headquarters of the New World Order” Denver, Northern Command and CIA operations center, airport weirdness, JCD on bottlenecks and parking scam, FBI counterterrorism operation, $4bn covered-up runway, creepy airport murals and Masonic time capsule, Stapleton runways destroyed, dead girl in coffin mural; Obama weekly address “save or create”, Robert Gibbs on Face the Nation: Denver “as good a place as any”, JCD: “I think he’s afraid to stay in Washington”

ACC loses February 14 market 7286 wager; photo of “other Obama” with big butt outside Table 52, no sign of Michelle, ACC: “she’s in his trousers”

Little chance of bank executive compensation being affected; Washington insiders allowed to travel on lobbyist planes for first-class fare, Obama’s 23 such trips; Democratic debate question on who arrived via private jet, Obama indecision, “yesterday”

As-yet-unratified UN CRC Convention on the Rights of the Child treaty to prevent children from being spanked or homeschooled; pace of global warming exceeding 2007 estimates

The Century of the Self, note from hypnotist: “boredom, confusion, and shock”, “Office of the President-elect”, pre-press conference music, cult of Mac

Outro. JCD: post-show discussion “premium channel”, Howard Stern to start podcasting
71 Be-Wilder-Ment & The Queen (2009-02-12)

0:00:00 Geoff Smith “it’s Crackpot and Buzzkill” and “In the Morning” jingles, Morning Zoo radio stations, JCD “nothing but complaining” nunney joke

0:04:08 ACC’s visit to Buckingham Palace: Wi-Fi in car, Google Latitude broadcasting location, Dutch Masters on holding area walls, conspicuously branded LG plasma display, “I could’ve had a fucking Uzi in my ass”, “I looked her right in the eye, said pull my finger”, no protocol instructions, “pleasure to meet you, ma’am”, chromakey green suit, Tim Berners-Lee remarks, JCD Telluride altitude sickness story, royal.gov.uk palace panoramas, Berners-Lee World Wide Web Foundation, “it’s weird talking to the Queen”

0:20:39 Open invitation from British Library director, no white gloves for Gutenberg Bibles, Stephen Fry documentary; ACC looking at artwork on the way out, “just point out which one you’d like, we’ll wrap it up and you can take it home”, bathroom letdown, Blinks CEO; list of Commonwealth realms, Tuvalu .tv TLD, Patricia irked at not being included, ACC: “flying on EasyJet has ten times the security than getting into Buckingham Palace”

0:33:50 UK banks yanking overdraft protection; Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel, and Donald Tusk at Munich Security Conference, JCD: Sarkozy “little Napoleon”, all-in on European army, “the America we want”, French soldiers in Germany and vice versa, police swapping, “idiot” Merkel all-in with chicken farmers, “Helsinger Plus” mystery; C-SPAN bumps Biden for deputy attorney general debate; ACC on French “northern stop” attitude to Netherlands and Belgium, JCD on British “mean-spirited” attitude toward the French

0:47:19 UK Home Office denies entry to Geert Wilders over Fitna video, ACC on EU passport control, “I hope she’s home because I’m really hungry” joke; JCD on radicalization of Pakistan; CNBC Fairness Doctrine chatter increasing, Rush Limbaugh “lightning rod”, failed Air America, “borderline communist” Pacifica Radio, JCD on strategy of pitting sane vs insane debate participants against each other, Rush Limbaugh sidekick

0:59:01 Interpol global security alert for 85 al-Qaeda-linked terrorists; Australian bush fires on the Slingbox; Eric Schmidt on David Cameron’s economic team; JCD on “smart grid” advertising

1:07:09 Stimulus bill electronic medical records provision, “make sure your doctor is doing what the federal government deems appropriate and cost effective”, JCD on insurance company meddling, shoddy state of the art in medical records, medical record ownership; eight states invoking Tenth Amendment, Census appropriated by Rahm Emanuel, JCD on gerrymandering

1:16:06 ACC on double swearing-in conspiracy theory: deliberate flub by Roberts, Commander-in-Chief Robert Gates military purge

1:19:17 DH Unplugged and Harry Markopolos’ background in special ops; finance ministers bailing out; Florida “mini-Madoff” roughed up by police; ACC rant against central bankers; ACC Federal Reserve interest smoking gun revisited, Fed buying treasuries

1:30:43 Paraguay report from listener: newspapers comparing Obama to Hitler, Goebbels’ papers online, US WWI propaganda mastery; Geithner “no plan”, 30-year T-note tanked on “October surprise” day; JCD rug-cleaner phone call; GOP defectors Spector and Snow

1:40:20 Outro: JCD repeating No Agenda topics on TWiT; donation funding model

1266
70 Short Changed (2009-02-07)

0:09:20 Settling on Thursday & Sunday schedule; JCD rant on SEC incompetence in the face of Bernie Madoff’s operation, Martha Stewart’s sell alert on $45,673, six orders of magnitude difference, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority head from 2006-2009 Mary Shapiro now SEC Chair, JCD: “how is this change?”; Geithner Plunge Protection Team meeting; Obama’s Economic Recovery Advisory Board with “corporate America and then two token economists thrown in”

0:18:10 Mary Schapiro Duke Energy and Kraft conflicts of interest; ACC smoking gun: October 6 2008 Federal Reserve press release: beginning to pay interest on reserve balances; 2000 crash and DoJ Microsoft investigation, peak oil and oil price spike

0:28:40 politifact Obameter “sunlight before signing” five-day delay promise, $3k tax credit for businesses that add job; Obama “ignorant muthafuckas like you” audio book clips; Christian Bale Terminator Salvation rant

0:37:17 Smart grid conspiracy theories; Australian 115°F heat wave, JCD: “the car steering wheel becomes red hot”, CVC’s snow penis, half a meter of snow in Wales, impossibility of clearing walled single-lane roads in Cornwall, no “stay home” announcement; Top Gear’s Jeremy Clarkson: Gordon Brown “one-eyed Scottish idiot”, BBC radio’s £460M annual budget

0:46:51 JCD predicts marijuana decriminalization, DEA raiding medical marijuana dispensaries in California contrary to Obama campaign promise, former lobbyist Attorney General Eric Holder, DEA refusing to allow University of Massachusetts to grow marijuana for research; Pushing Daisies’ Obama-bot Anna Friel

0:54:33 ACC’s “above-normal fractal recognition capability”, rose-colored glasses, “it’s when you take them off”, JCD: “crackpot visionary”, Tim O’Reilly’s GNN Global Network Navigator

1:01:45 California furlough due to $42bn budget shortfall; Bill Gates TED talk mosquito release violating ban on importing disease vectors; Bush 43 300k acre Acuífero Guarani aquifer investment in Paraguay; salmonella-tainted FEMA peanut butter, “I’m a battery for the new world order” T-shirts, heaping shame on Peanut Corporation of America’s Stewart Parnell

1:11:38 ACC predicts February 13 market crash; JCD on each cycle being different from all others; 1890-era innovation boom; ACC’s Marshall & Kapner’s Understanding Swaps book, kudos to Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos, yachts with two helicopters, Amsterdam police one-man submarine; Microsoft saved by Apple CP/M card, GEM GUI

1:25:36 Flight 1549 edited NTSB version from listeners, Sully’s “1539” and tower’s “1529”, Airbus fly-by-wire FADEC Fully Authorized Digital Engine Controller, no warning bells in cockpit except for final stall warning, 30 Bank of America executives on board

1:33:20 Outro: jingles for next show, PayPal show account, ACC: “disconnecting the batteries of the New World Order”
The Third Shoe Show (2009-02-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s Crackpot and Buzzkill in the morning!”, Rush Limbaugh “Gitmo nation”
0:01:05 Definitive list of everyone scammed by Bernie Madoff, whistleblower testimony, ACC: “he’s almost like a truther”, SEC weenies; Michael Phelps bong pictures
0:05:06 Irish businesses moving to Łódź Poland, “delocalization”; Gordon Brown: “we should agree as a world on a monetary and fiscal stimulus that will take the world out of re... depression”; Parliament goes nuts over “we not only saved the world, er, saved the banks”, Doha Agreement; Obama at “private breakfast” on FDR prayer sessions, post-FDR term limit, Pelosi all-in on resurrecting Fairness Doctrine; Pelosi “500 million Americans will lose jobs” gaffe
0:18:24 Four administration nominees with tax issues, Geithner blames TurboTax, Obama apologizing for Tom Daschle’s withdrawal
0:21:42 ACC: “I’m waitin’ for the third show to drop”, two acquaintances dead: director Jeroen Kamphof and Gary Christmas; JCD and Leo on Forbes “Web Celebs” gay list
0:29:06 Super Bowl Pittsburgh win as predicted, US Airways 1549 exploitation, Jennifer Hudson national anthem and lip sync rumor, NBC house ads, David Petraeus coin-toss, Bruce Springsteen at half-time with unplayed guitar and Max Weinberg, JCD: “do we have national anthems before a bowling tournament?”
0:37:19 Pledge of allegiance controversies, schoolkids pledging to Obama
0:41:31 Ads debunking rumors of mercury in high-fructose corn syrup, JCD: “I guarantee there’s hard hats where this stuff is made, and people with clipboards looking at gauges”; no one in prison over peanut butter salmonella contamination, FDA melamine limits; JCD on Dungeness Valley Creamery raw milk, “the beautiful canola tree”; C-SPAN call-in lines, Democrats’ planned Roosevelt coup with Smedley Butler, Bush third term conspiracy theories, “Emperor Nixon”; Crackpot and Buzzkill album art
0:54:46 BBC releases Flight 1549 audio, no mention of engine loss, “we’re gonna be in the Hudson”
0:58:12 JCD reads his notes: “Finnish cussing”, “IPO vs 55”: no IPO market to rip off hence CDOs, ACC on pre-IPO pricing meeting, Obama first 100 days meme, Steve Jobs Mac first 100 days, “squiggly arrow pointing at a square box” with 101 and 102, 102.44 note
1:06:36 Dick Cheney predicts terrorist nuclear attack catching Obama flat-footed, Cheney in wheelchair for inauguration, Brokaw “Doctor Evil” comment, Brokaw the stoner, ACC: “I’m Tom Broke-jaw”; high-resolution inauguration images, Biden in “peanut gallery”; Rod Blagojevich and the Daley dynasty, JCD on massive Chicago Latino influx; ACC contrasts JCD’s note-taking style with authorship; Kirby Hensley and Universal Life Church, JCD’s Doctor of Divinity
1:17:20 ACC e-mail from Bobbi Eden; Erin “money honey” Burnett’s Goldman Sachs and Council on Foreign Relations background, ACC: “she’s reptilian!”, JCD on working with her, “young Goldie Hawn” woman
1:22:52 TARP transparency and accountability PDF from listener, $19.5bn for automotive industry, ACC: “this is basically economic hit man in reverse”, NASDAQ creator Bernie Madoff
68 Crackpot & The Buzz-Kill (2009-02-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s time once again for the weekly adventures of Crackpot and Buzz-Kill.”

0:00:24 Riots in Geneva, British wildcat strike over contracted to Italian firm; Jack Welch making the rounds, hour with University of Miami’s Donna Shalala, Obama’s “it’s going to get worse before it gets better” vs Roosevelt; Presidential Memorandum banning lobbyists, Timothy Geithner’s lobbyist assistant; Geithner off the hook with IRS vs ACC’s experiences, junk mail from lawyers; CVC’s past-due £349 gym membership bill, letter from lawyer demanding £500, JCD on unenforced consumer protection laws and payday loans

0:13:41 Stimulus package will “create or save three million jobs”; Joe Biden on Middle Class Task Force “listening tour”

0:18:10 $90 worth of overpriced oysters at Zuni Café, ACC: “we lost count”, JCD’s “hey, is the wine guy here?”, Châteauneuf-du-Pape; 4% healthcare tax, ACC: “I didn’t fill out my 105, by the way” (Treasury FinCEN Form 105); moving to two shows per week

0:27:46 Jack Welch screwed out of GE jet after retirement, JCD: “he sounds like he’s drunk”

0:31:48 H.R.645 National Emergency Centers Establishment Act for FEMA camps, “to meet other appropriate needs, as determined by the Secretary of Homeland Security”; Geneva Davos protest, ACC: “Gordon Brown in the morning, globalism is good! FM”, rioting in France

0:36:58 JCD to speed-watch Super Bowl, advertisers attempting “positive and subdued tone”, JCD on 30-second DVR button, broadcasting “format clock”, Cialis and Durex finger vibrator ads, JCD: Super Bowl all downhill since dot-com bubble, ACC on Oracle ad with URL, broken ODBC SQL server error message, Kurt Warner the “Jesus freak”

0:48:40 Davos “trade show” panel with Ban Ki-moon and Shimon Peres, idiot moderator cuts off Recep Tayyip Erdoğan rant, ACC: “let fireworks commence!”, annoying Silicon Valley “hard stop”, Erdoğan stomps off stage with intent not to return, radical Islam closing in on Turkey, Geert Wilders’ to be prosecuted for insulting Islam with Fitna film, Davos spitting

1:01:44 JCD on Taiwan motor scooters and puddles of red betel nut spit, khat stimulant, butt-less amphetamine users


1:10:57 JCD on long-winded Larry McMurtry introduction to Rice University speech; Atlas of Creation sent to US and European schools

1:13:33 Tornado steam train to be put into service on York-Newcastle line, ACC: “I’ve been told quite specifically never to go that far north”

1:15:55 Dinner at Limón, carbonated Vinho Verde, giant-kernel Peruvian corn, tacu-tacu appetizer, “right away, sir” waiter; ACC: avoid Fly Trap; dinner at stinky Coco, 2003 Pavillon Rouge du Chateau Margaux; ACC’s Golden Star Tea

1:27:31 JCD’s mysterious Goldstar Entertainment stock in portfolio; ACC voice dub on Hot Pursuit porn movie, “get your hands on that”; second show day planning
67 Kennedy and the Body Count (2009-01-24)

0:00:22 ACC on U.K. channels 4 and 5, interesting BBC 3; the British TV tax police state, JCD: “just tell them to sod off”; ACC: “C-SPAN is my new favorite channel”, press secretary Robert Gibbs barely in control, Obama reading cue cards on weekly YouTube address; JCD two Obamas theory, “he’s a different guy, why would they have to swear him in a second time?”, no Lincoln Bible for “second Obama”

0:14:11 JCD on “foppish weirdo” jury member insisting on being affirmed and not sworn in; inauguration speech blaming economic woes on citizenry; Washington Monument UFO video; Obama jingles; celebrity pledges

0:20:22 JCD on gourmet food show: no more salt, high-end chocolate and flavored tea and water

0:24:40 Merrill Lynch CEO John Thain’s $1.2M office redecoration, same interior designer who did White House, FDR’s inauguration plate of cold chicken; McDonald’s European expansion; Obama Mount Rushmore meme; two missiles into Pakistan, Gitmo “task force”, Reagan’s “blue ribbon committee headed by John McCone” for student unrest

0:30:49 No audio from US Airways 1549 distress call, Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger mum at inauguration, upcoming 60 Minutes appearance; TWA 800 and Pierre Salinger; Evening Standard sold to ex-KGB Alexander Lebedev for £1

0:37:48 Ted Kennedy’s “special glass of wine” seizure at inauguration, Caroline Kennedy bails out of bid for Hillary’s vacant Senate seat, JCD on film portraying presidents as heads of crime families; Hillary replacement “Republican in Democrat clothing” Kirsten Gillibrand, Andrew Cuomo related to Kennedy family by marriage, ACC on John Jr.’s sabotage; socialist Ted Kennedy; JCD on Hillary’s political career: “she’s out of the picture”

0:46:44 Presidential Memorandum rolling back Bush abortion Memorandum, chain of reversals going back to Carter, ACC on irony of protesters throwing eggs at abortion clinics

0:49:25 The Wave book and after-school special on Third Reich classroom experiment; JCD recommends Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here and Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai, ACC considering doing audio book, unreleased Tom Swift audio books with politically incorrect black dialect; ACC does Kissinger voice, JCD cough syrup Kissinger, Obama New World Order piece; Gordon Brown and “Barrack Obama”; UK to underwrite banks for enormous premiums

1:04:35 CNBC Marijuana Inc with Trish Regan; ACC’s movers on Nokia research park tracking military phones surrounding Afghan poppy fields; drone strikes in northwestern Pakistan, US troops torching villages; Obama equivocation on bin Laden; Germans buying BMWs in UK, left-hand manual shifting, left-hand drive and sword arm, JCD Swedish transition joke

1:20:56 Stephen Fry documentaries, “only in America”; America Unchained coast-to-coast chain-avoiding trip; planning dinners at Peruvian restaurants; famous person who lived in ACC’s house; carbon footprint of Obama redecoration

1:30:32 JCD: “I recorded a Family Guy for you, where Brian becomes a DJ”, Wayne’s World 2 top 40 portrayal, show plug in Financial Times; JCD’s TWiT hoodie solicitations, the mysteries of market penetration and feedback, LeVar Burton on TWiT, JCD’s $500k sales bumps; Dave Winer on JCD’s two personas

1:43:16 Outro: ACC on bags of letters in the MTV days; David Icke
66  Throwin’ The “Oh” (2009-01-17)

0:00:30  WWF wrestler from “parts unknown”, wrestling reminiscences: Ray Stevens and cheating Iron Sheik; ACC quiz: “what is he, an Arab, he’s not going to clean the floors of the White House” from Benjamin Emanuel; acrobatic Ric Flair, “the claw”, begging & sucker punch and Hulk Hogan transformation scenario; XFL flash in the pan; Jesse Ventura’s “puke media” fail; Al Franken more or less in

0:13:09  ACC “practicing throwin’ the ‘Oh’”, “Sieg Oh salute”, JCD: “reintroduce the goose step”

0:16:57  Unreported London anti-Israel rallies, Workers World Party, “Pole Dancers Anonymous”

0:20:47  Pile of parking tickets for CVC’s car, boyfriend Dexter’s lesbian lap dance at Michel’s club

0:23:08  JCD pans Battlestar Galactica: “one of the most dreadful science fiction things ever put on”, “last of many last episodes”, character wearing suit and tie, ACC: “are you practicing this rant for TWiT tomorrow”; ACC amusement over “stimulus package”; Obama cream-blue-red posterization filter; German measles “epidemic”; obamicon.me filter for “throwin’ the ‘Oh’”

0:34:15  Rabid raccoon outbreak; JCD mystery “new consumer product”

0:36:30  US Airways 1549 ditch into Hudson River, no NOTAM about Canada geese, no ATC audio, nothing scrambled, questions about dumping fuel, JCD on cargo air bladder, no life preservers, ACC on 90% successful water ditches, Bank of America executives on board, “arrival time” 3:32, JCD BoA “scare the crap out of them” theory

0:46:18  recovery.gov; Obama letter to daughters in Parade Magazine; “historic level of transparency, oversight, and accountability”, $32bn for “smarter and better grid and focusing investment on renewable technology”, $2bn for “advanced battery loan guarantee and grant program”, $300M for “reducing diesel emissions”, $500M for TSA explosives detection, $800M for “hazardous fuel reduction” to prevent wildfires, JCD: “weeding”

1:03:18  Rep. Alan Grayson grills Fed’s Donald Kohn on balance sheet increase from $800bn to $2T, Kohn declines to identify institutions, interruption by Barney Frank, Kohn on Americans’ right to know “types of spending… types of lending”, Grayson: “have people ever said we will not your hundred billion dollars because people will find out about it?”; Zimbabwe $100T note, Central Bank’s Gideon Gono on parallels with US and UK, “troubled bank fund”; hysteria on CNBC Squawk Box; free shipping on container ships from Asia, JCD on half-empty trains

1:16:42  Germany to filter all internet traffic to protect the children, Finnish researcher exposes bullcrap block list and gets investigated; second Heathrow runway rammed through

1:21:38  Steven Joseph Christopher Obama assassination plot for appointing Jews; Neelie Smit-Kroes’ new $450 Microsoft fine; Great Liquidity Crisis book, JCD on economic cycles as fractals, “everything is gonna always be just like something”, ACC: “this while theory is based on a screensaver”, fractal antennas

1:33:28  YouTube video of doctor igniting salt water, JCD: “the only thing missing is Penn Jillette”; ACC Slingbox still waiting on Virgin “donkey dicks” internet, Uma Thurman ads, Aviva insurance ad with name-changed celebrities, JCD on Hawaiian local news giant Samoan

1:42:34  Digital TV switchover high-end hologram coupon cards; ACC to be on Cranky Geeks; hedge fund manager Gene Lange turns hardcore prepper, JCD: “they’re all nuts”
65 The Dead Bee Conspiracy (2009-01-10)

0:00:00 “Swimming upstream in a river of mainstream diarrhea”, JCD’s 1997 Zagat guide, JCD Buzz-Kill, Las Vegas CES, ASCAP/BMI agents prowling around like IRS, hairdresser radio lawsuit; Financial Times on 2008 UK music sales, old gold records made from masters

0:10:16 Freezing in UK, Elfstedentocht 11-city canal skating race; “paperless office” and “paperless toilet”; Washington storms and flooding, snowy football game fun; British Royal Marine beach landing video with soldiers faceplanting in mud

0:15:03 ACC invited to meet Queen Elizabeth II at Buckingham Palace reception for royal.gov.uk relaunch, no royal calligrapher for fill-in-the-blank name, RSVP e-mails, no cell phone photography; JCD blog terms of service: JCD notes passing antique train cars, Southern Pacific historic steam train showing up unannounced by media; Queen’s speech podcast, ACC contemplates wearing a wire, Tower of London, JCD: “they’re gonna walk you through a metal detector ... and they’re gonna pat you down”, “MI” parking label and entry card, directions to Buckingham Palace

0:24:20 Show 44 sound woes, “although we did pick up a whole bunch of listeners in the Middle East”

0:25:35 “UFO with tentacles” hitting wind turbine, NASA “mystery roar” from space, JCD: Obama’s a fractal of Kennedy”, climate change warning from ET; Obama cynicism in UK

0:29:26 $173M in checks in Bernie Madoff’s desk drawer; ACC predicts Citigroup collapse after former Clinton Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin’s departure, Goldman Sachs before Clinton; ACC to blue collar guys: “I’m involved in propaganda”, admission of apathy, throwing shoes at Israeli embassy, riots in Oakland and Athens

0:36:40 ACC’s new home internet, Patricia’s mail locked down to BT SMTP, phone metadata collection beginning in March; JCD story: 1990s Interpol phone tracking presentation

0:39:55 Condy & Hillary MIA; Bobbi Eden interested in podcasting; “post-crisis regulatory framework” meeting in Basel, Financial Times on Tony Blair and “New Financial Order”, Blair Medal of Honor from Bush 43, silly designs; German banker Adolf Merkel suicide; Condoleezza Rice signs partnership charter with Georgia; Russia-Ukraine gas dispute; virtues of coal places vs British regulation, JCD on London fog shirt-changing and clean coal, mercury in coal and compact fluorescents

0:54:03 Unemployment figures no longer including those who have given up; JCD’s long-lived auto-shutdown incandescent bulbs, Al Gore TED talk: “we must not change the lightbulb, we need to change the laws”; Dutch CFL labeling, toxic waste dumping off Somali shore, Somali pirate *Waterworld*, ACC: “where’s Steven Spielberg”, UN armada, JCD on Cape of Good Hope baboon encounter, ACC & Patricia headed to South Africa, JCD eating exotic critters in Capetown, YouTube Coke + pork = worms

1:11:18 Phil Spector mistrial; John Lennon and Pim Fortuyn killings, Sirhan Sirhan’s .22

1:14:36 Honeybees displacing native bees, ACC theory: GMO monocultures, JCD theory: Monsanto self-pollinating bee-poisoning crops, ACC: “you are now officially ruining the show”; dead California pelicans falling out of the sky, DDT ban, Rumsfeld aspartame connection, Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack a Monsanto shill; ACC on Martha Stewart hate; Blagojevich impeachment; SEC warned about Madoff in 1999; Davos World Economic Forum

1:30:52 Possible delay in digital TV transition, old ladies calling stations, 1-800-CALL-FEMA, increase in religious stations, do’s and don’ts of classical music radio stations

1:44:55 Outro: ACC takes a call from “Bob”
Carbon Credits and the CIA (2009-01-03)

0:00:30 Gitmo Nation shirts a thing of the past, $45 shipping to UK; ACC in new house with new setup, ACC: “you sound ... much better than you’ve ever sounded on the broadcast right now” (everything sounds like crap), call-in configuration for next week

0:06:06 Boxing Day “full of boxes”; stock market prognostications, JCD busted for “I’m thinkin’ $200” for oil on old show, bandwagon “huge Obama fan”

0:10:39 Israeli embassy protests with Bianca Jagger and Annie Lennox, Jett Travolta death

0:12:53 JCD’s new souped-up “dead silent” EndPCNoise machine; Android and OS X on netbooks; JMD’s world water crisis paper, Trouw Daily on hydropower “disaster” for global warming, vegan influence, ACC deathly afraid of PETA; IPCC predicts global cooling for next thirty years due to Pacific decadal oscillation; NASA in 2002 on pole shift contributing to climate change; 100 earthquakes a day at Yellowstone, size of Krakatoa, general public “oblivious”

0:27:57 Leap-second Zune bricking, five years early, Daylight Saving Time scheme; JCD: “now’s the time” for Yellowstone visit, TSA head “hand wringing”, CIA radio ad clip: “US citizenship required” disclaimer, JCD honeypot theory; reporter with fake boarding pass and gunpowder ingredients clears TSA, condemnation from JCD

0:39:04 CIA kids’ page “aerial analysis challenge” and The Last Starfighter, ACC: “waterboard your parents”; JCD on Gina Smith and CIA, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man negative reviews pointing to CIA stooges

0:45:22 JCD Gaza Strip breakdown: end of WWII opportunity for Middle East “spoils of war” takeover; Obama inauguration, “party administration”, JCD: “endless campaign speeches”; UK 0.1% savings interest, tracker mortgages and LIBOR; ACC’s movers contemplating pitchforks & torches

0:53:36 Top Chateauneuf-Du-Pape picks in Financial Times, JCD unimpressed; Chez Spencer disappointment, Fringale changes; trendy Peruvian restaurants, chifa faux chop suey; Jamie Oliver: British “drunks with diets worse than those found in the poorest slums of Soweto”, ACC’s local restaurants; Gordon Ramsey in the doghouse for affair; Celebrity Big Brother roster, Vern Troyer’s porn tape, Michael Jackson broke rumor

1:08:34 Russia turns off Ukraine’s gas right on schedule; state control over Obama’s vacated Senate seat, Caroline Kennedy quid pro quo; Bloomberg’s 80 new taxes, ACC’s $2M NYC tax bill, municipal bond collapse, road and park selloffs, Tappan Zee Bridge

1:17:33 No call-ins due to router config, JCD’s Skype Chinese checkers

1:20:15 Canadian farmers growing carbon credits; Green network on $6 airfare carbon offset scam, $1800 per, carbon credit T-shirts
63  Save This Polar Bear  (2008-12-27)

0:00:20 Bitter cold in Europe, JCD snowed in in Washington, Virgin America flight, Richard Branson the introvert, flight attendant’s party appearance via video; ACC all-in on easyJet speedy boarding, JCD on Pacific Southwest comedy acts, ACC on pilot “put it into reverse” pushing back from gate, Southwest modeled after PSA; Gatwick’s new terminal, Virgin America in-seat ordering; surreal “fall of Saigon” situation in Seattle; live stream

0:10:35 Homeland Security USA, ACC: “will anyone ever give a shit” about radio artifacts, No Agenda in presidential library, five clips of ACC in Dutch Broadcast History Museum, Silicon Spin in JCD’s basement, publisher Dell throwing out original cover art; ACC clearing out for move, 19th century sofa; JCD on newspaper photo archives; NYT partial Red Sox ownership; JCD’s 1x SCSI CD burner, bit rot, Plextor data recovery drive; disposable camera use by UK youth

0:24:28 ACC recommends French documentary The World According to Monsanto; René-Thierry Magon de la Villehuchet’s Madoff-related suicide, “feeder fund”, lawsuits galore; UK show about meter maid skimming £200k for Elvis collection; JCD Mama Mia thumbs-down, Patricia offered Streep role in Dutch stage version

0:32:24 CIA bribing Afghan warlords with Viagra; JCD fan of Division A football, same win/loss reaction in both players and fans, in search of Richmond Spiders hoodie, “bandwagon jumper”; Mythbusters to tackle 9/11 tower collapse; Eartha Kitt & Harold Pinter dead, JCD: “they always die in threes”; Top Gear US-bashing trip to South

0:45:01 Switch from semesters to quarters to dumb down students, tuition hikes, bringing in Chinese students; ACC on Chinese student pilot radio traffic, JCD on Japanese students at gun ranges

0:50:41 JCD on Russian ruble devaluation technique; bookie William Hill £1.4bn in debt

0:54:14 UK minister of culture calls for web site ratings; Queen’s Christmas speech: be more like us; royal indifference to Pim Fortuyn assassination; King of Belgium yet to accept Parliamentary dissolution, Belgium the “wide border”, European Parliament bouncing between Brussels and Strasbourg; JCD heading to Netherlands for Queen’s Day, ACC on country-wide flea market, art not selling, ACC’s semi-masters, Patricia’s fake address for tabloids

1:07:48 50 UK government art collection paintings missing, JCD on Swiss buying black market art, ACC on Dutch free art schools, rotating works into private hands; JCD’s invitation to Vatican archive revisited; AstraZeneca appears to buy HPV Nobel Prize in Medicine

1:14:35 100-mile wide border “Constitution-free zone” checkpoints, checkpo in San Francisco at coffee shop with no intention of returning, increase in London beggars, JCD’s box of TechTV “big thinkers” caps for offramp beggars; JCD: “do not go to San Francisco”, parking 5 minutes for a quarter, NYC’s pension grab

1:26:47 Calvin and Hobbes cartoon on JCD blog: $15/glass lemonade stand, “I need to be subsidized”; ACC on $100 per monkey internet parable

1:32:10 ACC tree-less Christmas, Boxing Day retail blitz, cut-rate 50” plasmas; JCD’s overstocked wine cellar; listener figures out where ACC is moving, CCTV-free zone; Spliffs 2 book from CVC, historical mandatory hemp production in US, ”top 50 stoners”, Queen Victoria’s ”cannabis tincture”; JCD on script-fixer Carrie Fisher on Shootout, ”anti-drug” lecture from Cary Grant; Michael Bay on Canada Transformer ”scam”

1:50:00 Outro: call-in experiment for next week
62 The Greatest Depression (2008-12-20)

0:00:26 ACC and Patricia back from Netherlands, Popstars reveals new group R3D!; JCD on reporters no longer going into football losers’ locker room, in favor of losing coach interview; ACC proposes America Loves Losers and Hookers; CVC “just downloading a YouTube clip”, JCD “Liars, Cheaters, and Thieves” article reaction: Lyndon Johnson talked out of declaring martial law because of uncontrollable campuses, decline in SAT scores; Obama martial law threat, riots triggered Greece; turmoil in Belgium over Fortis Bank nationalization

0:11:59 Naked body scanners at Schiphol Airport, ACC on barking back at rude airport security, “there’s no laptop in there!”, JCD recommends Sinclair Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here and Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai, JCD predicts giant Obama “Dear Leader” posters; Bush forks over bailout for car companies; Wall Street Bernie Madoff writ large

0:21:33 Slingboxes in Hawaii and Detroit; four undersea cables cut; Russian warships in Cuba

0:28:20 Democrats bitching about Obama’s convocation pick, Brownshirts, California military DUI checkpoints, DHS border checkpoints, Guilford “suicide by cop”, Posse Comitatus Act; three more brigades for Afghanistan, creepy Bush-Karzai hug, creepy Obama-Biden family kissing; JCD: “if I see a military guy at a roadblock somewhere checking DUI … then I’m not gonna argue with you any more”

0:38:22 Strange activity in Earth’s magnetic field, 1997 geomagnetic storm, 2012 Mayan calendar

0:42:26 Monsanto shill Tom Vilsack announced as Secretary of Agriculture, 2007 $400k campaign debt help from Hillary; herbicide-resistant GMO corn killing lab rats; Michelle Kidman “barren” from playing didgeridoo, JCD: “obnoxious instrument”, bagpipes worse

0:48:34 JCD’s flu shot mercury, Reuters on 98% failure in lab, JCD on traveling with Tamiflu

0:54:31 IMF’s Dominique Strauss-Kahn warns of civil unrest in face of economic woes, Al Gore blames bitter cold on global warming, JCD on Civil War era newspapers reporting bizarre weather

1:00:50 EasyJet flight attendant on euro-pound parity: “why travel any more”; ACC on London Eye

1:03:42 Malcolm Gladwell and another author to Charlie Rose on new books on nonexistence of talent, JCD on Gore Vidal and Los Indios Tabajaras, Gladwell: IQ points above 120 worthless, JCD: “new twist to the self-esteem movement”; grade-school history book New World Order chapter; JCD on Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward; Bush 41’s “New World Order”; Charlie Rose and Robert Gates both Brzezinski friends; ACC Mevio Today political commentary

1:17:32 RIAA to stop suing people for music sharing in favor of working with ISPs; Madoff house arrest vs Martha Stewart; Obama promises more school internet; Ohio election fraud guy Michael Connell killed in plane crash after running out of fuel, federal employees theyworkforus.org

1:25:18 Greek mass privatization; JCD on 0% interest rate and the need for inflation to protect banks, negative interest rates, fake before “The Greatest Depression”, worst-case 2013 bottom of depression, French Revolution, Coolidge-Bush parallel boneheads

1:39:19 Wikipedia not an adequate substitute for real research
61 One Big Ponzi Scheme (2008-12-13)

0:00:25 Bernie Madoff $50bn Ponzi scheme, JCD: “this is kind of like people discovering that Mother Theresa was a hooker”, JCD theory: taking fall to protect sons

0:06:42 New handyman at “Curry Terrace” house, Financial Times: coldest start to winter in UK, coldest days in Washington; next round of EU financial and environmental regulation, carbon credit exchanges popping up everywhere; 600 scientists getting ready to sue Al Gore, Business and Media Institute: 20% of news stories mention alternative view; EU 20% CO₂ reduction, Obama and McCain all-in

0:16:24 Financial Times piece by Gideon Rachman on world government, follow-up blog post on “end of days crowd” reactions, business plan: “I will claim to be a former member of the Bilderberg/Illuminati/Council on Foreign Relations/UN/Zionist establishment and write a book revealing the inside story of a plot to form a world government”; Time Magazine “Obama’s New World Order”

0:19:30 New Slingbox setup from listener, JCD unable to get local programming from Seattle, ACC’s forthcoming new bandwidth, recorded “unlimited” claim; ACC’s car grabbed by claw machine after 20 minutes overdue, ticket for double-parked moving truck, local wine shop and Italian grocery; listeners asking for video, JCD on eye-rolling exercise

0:31:59 AMEE start-up recording energy consumption; No Agenda T-shirt plug

0:34:18 Pew Research: girls taking over internet; kids swapping nude photos via text messages, JCD’s Nokia E71 with FM radio, ACC on headphone cord antenna; JCD in-studio timing with Leo, trying loose Countryman microphone, ACC: “we could use gaffer tape on your head”, ACC’s lav microphone setup, JCD on notch filter, JCD’s recommended minimalist studio setup with mannequin and fishing pole, JCD’s “hookers” proposal in programming meetings

0:48:57 Coldest in London since 1976, flooding; getting rid of the car, CVC’s garage apartment

0:50:52 Defense Secretary Robert Gates warns against “testing” new administration

0:53:53 More Slingbox logistics, JCD on monitoring bandwidth use

0:57:20 Rod Blagojevich and Obama potentially cut from the same cloth; Mevio Obama supporter with front-row seat at inauguration; JCD predicts high ratings in six months

1:03:20 JCD’s linguaça from Portugal, hometown Newark CA haven for Portuguese expats, last maker killed two health department workers, Taylor’s in Oregon, JCD on spices used to preserve foods; old European recipes doomed to EU interference

1:13:48 Honda out of Formula One due to massive cost, drivers called “pilots”, ACC on driving Indy car; UK automakers begging for bailouts, Treasury not interested in Detroit, JCD on banks giving orders of magnitude more money to Congress compared to automakers

1:19:14 Daily Mail headline: EU to bribe Irish voters in Lisbon Treaty do-over, JCD on gas station owner running for local office over and over, ACC prediction: EU president Mirek Topolánek killed, “dead Czech”, Georgia admits to starting conflict; ACC & JCD using Detroit Slingbox

1:28:47 JCD headed to Washington after next show, Aric’s fiber and 1 Watt directional Wi-Fi; bogus Virgin Media 1.7 seconds to download MP3 measurement

1:31:31 Goldman predicts $30 oil, “awkward U-turn”; Charles Ponzi’s $10M scheme, multilevel marketing as Ponzi scheme, pyramid schemes; JCD in same house for 15 years, hoping to escape to Washington; UK lowers VAT and Jacks up liquor tax, ACC’s local pubs, Adnan’s Ale

1:40:15 University of Colorado professor on understanding exponential growth and population
60 We’re Celebrities Get Us Out of Here!  (2008-12-06)

0:00:40 Queen of England’s governor general suspends Canadian Parliament to save Harper’s butt, socialism vs unions, satirical puppet show *Spitting Image*, PBS documenting Smothers Brothers censorship, *This Hour Has 22 Minutes*; Leno Jaywalking segment with uneducated Americans; ACC on passport-less British, JCD on Port Angeles residents never visiting Victoria

0:13:01 Surrey police shoot and kill guy for appearing to have gun, airport “BFG” toting goons in Europe; outrage over Damian Green arrest; ACC comments on Martina Navratilova & George Takei on *I'm a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here*; BBC *The Ascent of Money* on French central banker Jean Law and French Revolution, JCD on East India Company demise on cycle; oil at $40, JCD out of short ETN, Goldman Sachs investments opposite of their recommendations, Merrill Lynch pushing Stirling Homex ahead of bankruptcy, JCD: “meanwhile, Martha Stewart goes to jail”, Mark Cuban *Loose Change*, $8.4T


0:36:49 JCD recommends Pakistani basmati rice, boiling technique vs Uncle Ben’s, risotto pitfalls

0:43:50 Obama birth certificate question taken up by Supreme Court; Richard Gates’ work for Brzeinski in 1970s; ACC calls Dow 6000, Detroit bailout, private jets for security reasons, JCD story: on plane with Jimmy Carter introducing himself to everyone to prevent people bugging him; Sarah Ferguson off the radar; Amy Winehouse headline: “still hospitalized as hubby sent back to jail”, ACC: “this is the definition of a bad day”

0:52:21 Irish Lisbon Treaty do-over, new Czech president rotated in, JCD: “well I know it’s going to be responsible for World War III”; Muslims in government, bankrupt Vallejo CA, McCain the sell-out

0:58:55 Christmas spirit, positive Black Friday numbers, “body count”, Walmart employees with locked arms, JCD on company liability for sleeping two to a room

1:04:35 Climate change march on Westminster, Jesse Jackson corporate extortion racket; Queen’s speech: more CCTV, strip clubs “places of sexual encounter”; JCD “boiler room” call, ACC impersonating answering machine, JCD on getting callers off script, call from seller of obscure wines, last-ditch insults

1:14:46 ACC recommends *It’s a Wonderful Life*; No Agenda T-shirts with logo
JCD’s Thanksgiving delayed by a week because of ridiculous airfares, pheasant with law school sponsor “fourth son”, “dirt cheap” Honduran truffles, Alain Ducasse softball-size white truffles; ACC recommends hemp seeds

JCD on PBS history of late-night comedy, Steve Allen “man on the street”, Bill Dana character José Jiménez omitted; Bill Cosby’s war on Amos & Andy

Federal Reserve printing press sound effect, JCD: “it’s goin’ at full speed!”, $7.4T; Robert Gates left in place in administration

Indian prime minister blames Mumbai attacks on Pakistan, US troops headed to Afghanistan next door, little resemblance to al-Qaeda, Andreas Liveras on phone to BBC before being killed: locked in restaurant; Mujahideen group calls Sky News, “what are our demands?”; IMF deal with Pakistan

UK Shadow Cabinet’s Damian Green arrested on suspicion of leaking embarrassing documents; BOHICA “bend over here it comes again”, Russell Brand & Jonathan Ross shitstorm, Strictly Come Dancing contestant John Sergeant continually kept on show by viewers, overweight Popstars contestant; Patricia hassled by Gatwick airport security for un-bagged toothpaste & Chanel, “liquid test”; JCD expecting V for Vendetta event

ACC’s club-owner friend trying to get UK Playboy Club license, lap dance with underwear removal, “oh my!”; Patricia’s upcoming benefit concert

CNBC on radio penny stocks, crappy AM stereo and HD radio, offer codes; ACC trying to unload his Jaguar, UK car makers all looking for bailouts, “Jag-you-are” pronunciation; national identity card with “other biometric data”, Dutch “electronic child dossier” with pubic hair field, JCD: thousand-year Reich alive and well

Feedback on JCD’s Heil PR 40, traveling with “two salamis and a microphone”, JCD rant on women traveling with “a suitcase the size of, like a refrigerator”, ACC on travelers from Mumbai with “crates” at Heathrow

Woolworths declares bankruptcy in UK, Zayre and White Front, JCD on Target every two miles, H&M high-end designers, Primark knock-off stores, uncopyrightable fashion and fonts, “Helvs” knockoff, trickle-down fashion, fall colors determined six months in advance to get dyes & fabrics into the system

Buckminster Fuller sleep experiments, Dymaxion car, ACC: “maybe I should retract that e-mail with the interview request”, 2012 video: “the sun does not set”, “up and down” vs “out, around, and through”, “spaceship earth”

Financial Times: London School of Economics crowd in Obama White House, Bush 41 era Yalies, no more cheering for Obama on talk shows, instant dollar turnaround, Federal Reserve selling $75bn of gold to Iran, JCD: “we only do stuff like this to screw people”, Lindsey Williams $50 oil prediction, Shell shuts down Nigerian LNG operation

Outro: Cyber Monday predictions
Cork Grows on Trees (2008-11-22)

0:00:22 JCD in Lisbon, government import/export tech trade show, jaunt to wine country, visit to cork factory, anti-cork propaganda from plastics industry, ACC: “what is cork, cork grows on the cork tree?”, type of oak tree; Martina Navratilova & George Takei on I'm a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here; Angela Merkel shoves assistant aside to get at Berlusconi

0:14:01 Market hovering near 7286 before Obama announces Timothy Geithner, ACC: “he’s picking a reptile!”, Rahm Emanuel “look”; JCD’s microphone picking up a radio station

0:21:32 JCD’s winery tour, inability to speak Portuguese; ACC on Europa TV in 1983; new British law against patronizing sex slave prostitutes, JCD: “read this over, sign it, and we’ll talk”, California laws enforced “on an as-needed basic”, civil forfeiture of car, low sex crime rate in Nevada, failed San Francisco ballot initiative, craigslist.com “300 roses”

0:31:00 Big three automakers flying in private jets to Washington D.C. to beg for money; German Opel bailout, the end of the Yugo; JCD on antitrust law and “too big to fail” Citibank; Martha Stewart conviction, revenge for Mark Cuban’s involvement with Loose Change 9/11 film

0:42:51 Bluster and snow in UK, canceled flight to Netherlands, ACC offered Fortis Bank jet for $5M, no longer interested in cars, driving Rolls-Royce into New York for seven years, Giuliani got rid of squeegee guys, “ladies and gentlemen” subway beggars

0:50:21 Somali pirates hijack oil tanker, Blackwater private navy, Silicon Valley entrepreneur Erik Prince; Putin’s six-year term as president; End the Fed rallies, Bernanke called “head of the central bank” in Europe; JCD’s Slingbox and SlingCatcher, ACC in the market for DSL and cable modem; Tennessee’s $9.8M for universities to crack down on filesharing

0:59:56 JCD checking out early to go take photos of Lisbon like a Japanese tourist
Michelle Oprah and the Strippers (2008-11-15)

0:00:17 ACC all-in on Newark Airport, week in New York meeting advertisers, FlashDancers visit, shellshocked Lehman Brothers bankers, JCD strip club tour with author friend, outrage at advice to go to Atlanta, “they dance nude down there!”, “vultures” looking for out-of-towners, ACC story: Think New Ideas post-IPO with the traders

0:13:14 ACC’s MTV outtakes VHS tape, Downtown Julie Brown, ACC: “what she never had was talent”; Sirius-XM merger, JCD on venture capitalist friend’s Bentley iPod port, satellite radio cancellation in favor of podcasts, ACC’s single feed, JCD’s ad:tech speeches on CD

0:26:47 The Globe: Michelle Obama attacks “kingmaker” Oprah, Patricia; Oprah hot for Obama; Rahm Emanuel on Freddie Mac board, Hillary Secretary of State rumors, ACC: “it’s the right gig for her”; Bill Maher ranting about Palin country of Africa hoax, Men in Black comment on National Enquirer “research” material; ACC recommends The Best Democracy Money Can Buy, Woodward & Bernstein’s unprecedented investigative journalism

0:39:29 Isle of Jersey children’s bones, sketchy change of investigation, “animal bones” conclusion; JCD on Mac buy-in and “information materialism”, ACC on Windows “life without walls” ad and Mac walled garden, “I’m a PC” ads, ACC the Mac fanboy; ACC: Android a possible laptop platform, Microsoft Surface coffee table at hotel; Netherlands going open-source, ACC: “hats off to the IT people of the world ... that is not an easy gig”

0:53:27 Jan Peter Balkenende at G20 summit even though Netherlands is not a G20 country, ACC: “it’s a photo op”, ECB calling for IMF New World Financial Order; automotive industry seeking $50bn bailout, airlines and newspapers next

1:00:09 JCD headed to Portugal by way of Frankfurt; ACC’s high-quality sound from LAV, JCD on MEMS Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, Countryman microphones

1:05:30 United 175 CSI-style “zoom enhance” cockpit photo; UK license plate readers; CSI instant fingerprint-running and “keep him on the line” eye-rollers; Australian internet censorship starting up, Silicon Valley whitelisting scam

1:14:21 ACC’s “Bear Stearns, a J.P. Morgan Company” business card photo; buying opportunities with AMD stock at $2, ACC on stepfather eating out of trash cans during WWII, dumpster-diving “freegans” in California; UK telethon to raise for children a fraction of the money given to banks, JCD on riots, Lee Iacocca’s dollar a year

1:22:21 Obama’s “national civilian security force” Brownshirts; JCD: switch to digital TV for spectrum selloff, four KQED sub-channels

1:30:07 National Enquirer pictures of Cindy McCain making out with younger man, John Edwards busted for affair, gay prostitution ring run out of Barney Frank’s apartment in 1980s, full circle to Michelle vs Oprah
56 100 Billion Dollars! (2008-11-08)

0:00:18 Bacon beats Fries in Colorado; slick scripted Obama press conference; Breitbart “Barack Uh-bama”, “Office of the President-elect”, Israel all-in on evil-looking Rahm Emanuel “Rahmbo”, administration full of veteran insiders; change.gov branding; Bill Maher’s post-9/11 comments on cowardice, JCD on Taliban outrages pre-9/11, ACC on protecting opium supply

0:15:47 ACC: “I’m in a bad mood”, home with CVC’s breakfast in bed for boyfriend, “and they drank all the orange juice!”, locked out of house with dogs un-fed, JCD: “after they move out, then they start visiting just to take stuff”

0:21:26 ACC’s newly-acquired Zimbabwean $100bn banknote, dildo/bong watermark

0:25:09 Obama acceptance speech without family, “cult of personality”, Cult of Personality; new EU verb: “to green the economy”; Bloomberg FOIA reveals $1.5T lent to financial institutions, Federal Reserve refuses to admit what it received in return

0:31:33 Michael Bloomberg “Berlusconi in New York”, 10% income tax; Gavin Newsom whining about Proposition 8 passing; Bill Maher shows clip of Republicans booing Obama, Kerry concession speech for unmiked audience, ACC on audio engineers and lip sync TV shows

0:38:08 Credit card bond market collapse, Horowitz short on Capital One, JCD on paying in cash only, Monopoly game ditches cash for plastic, “paper to plastic” meme, Federal Reserve credit cards; UK Home Secretary Jacqui Smith claiming airport ID cards are wildly popular

0:47:41 News vacuum on Rwanda & Congo; listeners offended by JCD’s on-air eating, offensive eating habits in attractive women, ACC gripes about JCD’s fork habits, JCD on “waiting period” before informing someone about food on their face, close talkers with bad breath, JCD 15-second timeout, ACC gripe: shouting in ear at concerts

0:59:50 Middle Eastern and Mexican overmodulation, call to prayer amplifier competition, ACC’s prized Iraqi mosque alarm clock; iPhone ocarina app, Panasonic 42” plasma $699 at Costco down from $40k, $599 Gateway laptop, ACC’s Google phone with open-source Android OS, JCD on Android as fractal of computing history; ACC on Word-to-WordPerfect transcoding

1:13:39 Ampex calibration, “shader” for studio cameras, Kanye West in white “floating head” at MTV European Music Awards; JCD on WGN open studio, monstrous analog HDTV cameras at CES; bakelite phones and the demise of prank phone calls

1:21:11 ACC on resurgence of Afghanistan opium trade; JCD recommends Cocaine Cowboys documentary, bloodthirsty Griselda Blanco; ACC’s family uninterested in Chris Rock; JCD proposes Slingbox setup, ACC’s Sinclair ZX80, C5 electric vehicle debacle, “because I couldn’t find a four-bit” processor, the Curry electronics museum, first cell phone compatible with home handset, “Mobilaphone” 50 Watt four-channel radio, “car phone”

1:38:14 Fork technique video competition

0:00:00 Luciferized JCD welcomes “Obama overlord”, “Obama, you are my president!”, “evict Bush now” protest outside White House, British version of southern accent; over-the-top events and bulletproof glass, ACC: “at the end of the day, John, if someone wants to get anyone they can get him”; Mimi comedy act for weeping Jesse Jackson; eloquent McCain concession speech, recycled Obama stump speech; Obama’s public speaker training, “Kennedy pinch”

0:17:09 Cabinet selection; outrageous total spent on campaigns, media “too close to call” stalling, ACC on Z100 competitor commercial break lightbulbs; CNN reporter hologram, Star Trek: the Next Generation hologram experiments; 1M people at Chicago celebration; Clinton veterans for new administration

0:30:54 JCD checks out San Francisco 2012 end of the world convention; ACC & JCD perceived as gay couple or not, Moroccan intolerance in Amsterdam, California Proposition 8 and black anti-gay-marriage vote, JCD blames Gavin Newson; stock market correction, ACC lusting after “nerdy” Erin Burnett, JCD How to Obama-proof Your Portfolio article, green job creation exaggeration; barackobama.com still in fundraising mode, JCD’s father: Democrat war party and Republican depression party

0:52:11 Internet censorship in Australia & Finland; ACC: “this show will be off the air within ten years, I guarantee it”; JCD: 9/11 a 2009 good time to be out of markets; Obama “battle of ideas” education plan; al-Qaeda internet access shutdown; Tom DeLay predicts Obama vs Pelosi power struggle; Deputy National Security Advisor, JCD on Bilderberg Group “drinking club”

1:04:22 JCD concedes on McCain prediction: “wrong, wrong, wrong”, $100 election bets, Dow 15k prediction, 1929 Dow triple, prediction: 2013 depression
54 Obama Armbands (2008-11-01)

0:00:31 Dinner at Chapeau, JCD “dinner for two” reservation probe, OpenTable points; list of problems, entremet, rare beef and medium lamb, no doggie bags in Europe; hard-to-find “gem” 2005 Château Canon Fronsac; banana-strawberry-kiwi in basil oil

0:15:42 ACC home alone with mail pileup; UK tap water and wastewater metering estimate, ACC: “they have a meter on my ass”; UK in uproar over Russell Brand and Jonathan Ross prank call to Faulty Towers’ Andrew Sachs; Michael Savage theory on newspapers losing numbers because of overt leftist bias, Russian skepticism after decades of propaganda, keeping the mythical “they” happy, super-rich Democrats, right-wing owners and left-wing reporters

0:34:30 Obama kicks reporters from McCain-endorsing outfits off plane; British coverage focusing on race, Obama not African-American because of no slave ancestry, Al Sharpton “not black enough”; Howard Stern Harlem man on the street interviews, women’s suffrage petition; glossy Hollywood Obama-mercial, switch to live event “feature creep”, flat writing, JCD on Obama armbands, no homemade signs at DNC

0:53:09 Obama calling McCain “Bush”, equates socialism with sharing; ACC on plan to double military and DHS, “new safer internet”, army of volunteers; $4bn for avian flu; Star Trek “Patterns of Force” Nazi episode, JCD recommends original Manchurian Candidate

1:01:52 China’s activities in the Congo, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man “jackals” stirring up trouble with the “Hootsies and Tootsies”, duty-free goods market flood; JCD’s Deutsche Bank DTO ETN prospectus “the size of the Manhattan phone book”; ACC in love with Erin Burnett, Ben Bernanke live speech on “covered bonds”, Andrew Horowitz on $60bn going to salaries, Barclays raises $7bn from Saudi Arabia to stay independent

1:17:48 No information from BBC on why the situation in Congo is happening, ACC: “where’s Bono?”, 1986 Hands Across America, “fail” meme; Le Touquet vacation destination

1:26:21 JCD theory: surveillance with AGA stove as bait; 35% market share for Patricia’s live show, Piper Meridian, JCD on avoiding turbulence at 42k feet in 767, ACC on the danger of flying into cumulonimbus clouds, mini funnel clouds near Chicago; ACC recommends Hacking Democracy documentary
53 Gay Marriage (2008-10-25)

0:00:30 ACC’s confused router problems sorted; JCD at NetSuite anniversary dinner at Larry Ellison’s house, arranging high-end wine tasting; planning dinner at Empress of China; Financial Times on Sequoia Capital doom and gloom, JCD on Alex Jones always getting details wrong

0:12:51 JCD on media companies preventing campaign finance reform, Fox delaying World Series to run Obama ad, MSNBC “Obama channel”; Obama money from Wall Street, “crazy-ass uncle” Barney Frank, Pelosi’s Botox overdose; ACC vents about US government meddling, JCD on “Democrat do-nothing Congress”, “soak the rich” strategy

0:31:12 Obama birth certificate and Hawaii trip; Biden predicts “orchestrated event”, JCD eight-year cycle: “I think they’re gonna blow up Los Angeles”, World Trade Center 1993 and 2001, al-Qaeda monkey bars video, JCD on WWII-era world policeman status: “it’s a way of moving money around”

0:43:09 JCD’s “twelve-o’clock train” passes; Chatsworth train crash blamed on text messaging, ACC on inability of cell phones to interfere meaningfully with plane instrumentation, JCD story: not allowed to use laptop on plane while still on ground in Brazil; reservation phone call from Chapeau; ACC on RIM mobile messaging network 1 Watt radios interfering with navigation, JCD on CD player RF hash, ACC on AM NDB and FM VOR beacons; JCD story: Aeroflot Ilyushin Il-62 crew serving fish, reused plastic cups, Soviet-era cosmetic unobtainium; ACC on 9-minute soft boiled egg on British Airways

0:57:32 Children of Russian oligarchs living high on the hog: peculiar background checks in ACC’s British real estate deal, problem with Russians in community; ACC on the pitfalls of amateur currency investing; JCD on professional gamblers, ACC on investing in stocks as peculiarly American, idiots selling when stock hits bottom, revitalization of layaway; JCD’s 401k in DTO betting against oil, Federal Reserve designed to avoid boom-bust cycle, lying Greenspan, Ron Paul on moral issue of currency dilution, crappy rBST milk

1:13:22 Gay marriage and church-state separation, no civil unions in California, health insurance benefits, JCD: “it’s gonna happen under Obama”, Republican “leave it to the states”; ACC’s marriage to Patricia all about getting Green Card, follow-up interview; fat put-upon Google employees, Google’s new jet fighter, ACC: “that’s green, boys, way to go”, inflated stock

1:29:49 Mevio coupon codes “off the charts”, PetMeds and high-end veterinarians, pet insurance, “Special K” horse tranquilizer ketamine; dinner at 6:00; election show scheduling, ACC: hold election right after tax day
52 Solex (2008-10-19)

0:00:20 JCD’s college football woes, ACC in Netherlands for stepfather’s birthday
0:01:16 Failed plan to get ACC DVD of CNN debate coverage because 9/11, 4.4GB server upload, ACC loses all interest in debate, BBC “Joe the Plumber” montage, Obama “look”, switch to teleprompter mode, never south of border, Bush never left country; “25% of global energy” meme again, McCain’s support for nuclear but none from GE, ACC: “but at the end of the day they’re backing him”; Lynn Forester de Rothschild switches allegiance to McCain, Obama busted for “look to offshore”, “enforce unfair trade agreements” flub; McCain: Obama next Herbert Hoover, “Joe the Plumber” and Dutch “Peter the Whore” profession surnames, McCain calls Obama “Senator Government”; Obama claims average healthcare premium is $12k/year, ACC’s €4500; Kleiner Perkins consultant Colin Powell endorses Obama, dancing with Nigerian hip-hop group in UK
0:16:37 Project Oscar Mike November Delta “Obama MILF next door” teaser; automatic recount theory, “fifty-state strategy”, absentee ballots
0:20:45 October 14 “flaco”, no mother ships to be found, ACC: “I’m a gullible bonehead”
0:22:52 “Awkward segue” into Isa review, looking into reasonably-priced offerings, ACC “hammered” on glass of white wine, Heitz Cabernet; ACC makes offer on house with AGA stove
0:33:11 Hedge fund manager Andrew Lahde thanking “idiots whose parents paid for prep school, Yale, and then the Harvard MBA”, plugs marijuana, JCD “weed-loving money manager” post
0:35:07 PDF “proof” of Obama using neurolinguistic programming, ACC “Obama-bots”
0:37:44 Austrian politician Jörg Haider dead in car crash 36 hours after TV “banking mafia” rant
0:40:06 “Planet Green” network, Dinner with Tom pushing vegan agenda, Al Gore NLP neurolinguistic programming; New York bailing itself out by investing pension money; UK banks foreclosing on rental properties; bare supermarket shelves in Iceland, JCD on cod liver oil to combat depression, on soygurt: “this stuff tastes like puke”
0:54:39 Alaskan glaciers growing, ACC story: trip to North Pole for Molson Ice promotion with Metallica & Hole, JCD on Antarctica icebreaker cruises, not on bucket list, ACC standing on equator; JCD to work on Gitmo Nation T-shirts design
1:02:44 UK to require passport to buy cell phone, giant metadata database, JCD on Interpol “org chart” database; OpenTable backdoor and private aircraft activity for predicting mergers and acquisitions; Wells Fargo forced to participate in bailout; Ron Paul getting a lot of air time, futility of printing money; JCD on visiting France in 1973, Solex motorized bicycle dragging another, ACC family grim postwar stories
1:18:05 Financial Times on knitting and gardening renaissance, JCD on Peruvian women knitting constantly; banks cutting back on letters of credit for importers, coffee exporters stuck with excess supply; even Swiss banks caught up, everyone furious at ratings agencies, ACC invokes Illuminati, JCD blames education system, college kids signing petition to end women’s suffrage, California vs homeschoolers, ACC story: 52 states at Dutch school
1:34:26 JCD on homeschooling JMD, mandatory flu shots for New Jersey kindergartens
1:36:25 JCD on idiot calling LED “liquid crystal display” and refusing to admit error; Washington D.C. migrating to Google Apps; uninteresting Sarah Palin Saturday Night Live appearance
51 Corked Wine (2008-10-12)

0:00:32 JCD on Virgin America flight delayed by projectile vomiter, alternate route due to air show with Blue Angels; ACC’s two-hour Daily Source Code, “mini Fox network”, Gitmo T-shirts

0:06:30 Acme Steak House baby back ribs, 2005/6 Ridge Geyserville Zinfandel, JCD on watering down extremely dark wines; Ritz Carlton mismatched flavors, recent Schwarzenegger visit

0:14:09 Decanted substitute 1998 Pagodes de Cos, JCD “so you don’t think this wine is corked” to steward, TCA trichloroanisole contamination, 1997 BV Private Reserve paint contamination, high-end calvados; “tasteless” lunch at Fringale; Quince tasting menu and Vacqueyras wine; upcoming Isa visit, mysterious OpenTable point system, backdoor rumor, FAQ on “dining cheques”

0:28:14 More gold for ACC, JCD 14k vs 6k market bet with broker friend; Iceland bankruptcy freezing British municipalities’ assets, Gordon Brown invokes terrorism protocols, JCD on Lisbon Treaty: “Ireland, we love you”, Iceland looks to Russia for €4bn; Berluscone walks back talk of market shutdown; top-rated Canadian banking system vs US ranked next to Namibia; ACC predicts global system based on carbon credits, Soros on Bill Moyers, £50 easyJet carbon credits, GreenJet “coasting for carbon” idea

0:40:31 ACC’s MILFy San Francisco neighbor working for Obama; “Barack Osama” on upstate New York absentee ballots

0:43:43 Boring presidential debate “town hall”, Obama’s stylish bar stool manner, JCD tip: write notes on cardboard box; Obama backward-looking Peace Corps scheme, repeated “look”, $250k tax cutoff and small business; Limbaugh on McCain avoiding repeating Hillary’s attacks; ACC wishes for Obama win to avoid riots; McCain’s awkward gait; Obama credits invention of computer to government for communications, bogus “25% of global energy use” meme, JCD “Saudi Arabia of coal” revisited

0:57:56 Michelle Obama making the rounds, explains lack of handshakes, on “shutting down” creepy “Sing for Change” video with brainwashed kids; McCain credits “chief petty officer”, patronizing “my friends”, salesman name-repetition, lame hair transplant joke, Karl Rove badly needed; Andrew Horowitz mentions Biden’s $250k net worth, MSNBC’s Chris Matthews puts positive spin on “a hundred to a hundred fifty thousand dollars” after mortgages, “big counter to any elitist charges”; ACC: “there’s hope that he’s not lying”

1:09:00 JCD on stock market: “I’m short!”, 401(k) exposure and Social Security privatization, ETF exchange traded funds shorting market segments; National Debt Clock runs out of digits

1:13:10 ACC’s long stay in San Francisco; Obama & McCain both left-handed; upcoming Digital Hollywood panel; JCD headed to Portugal, The Economist catch-up; Soros “better world order”, John Lennon interview, JCD on 1970s depression, 22% interest under “bonehead” Carter, “I think the big one is yet to come”, $1T for China and hyperinflation

1:24:47 JCD’s newly-acquired Zimbabwean $10M banknote with expiration date; ACC’s “cheap” Alaska quarters, collectible gold coinage “crap shoot”
Special Thursday vice presidential debate show, JCD “I think Joe Biden kicked her ass” joke, ACC: “biggest reality show in the universe”, “Palinmania”; lewd comments on flute-playing Sarah Palin video; Palin visibly shaking at beginning; “Obama nut” Gwen Ifill’s “heartbeat away” assassination question; CNN real-time metrics on Ohio men & women, Biden’s “guess what” and “look”, Palin needle-peg on personal responsibility, “hey, can I call you Joe?”, “drill, baby, drill”, ACC: “I’m just hearing Beavis and Butthead going huh-huh-huh”

Useless Hilary Rosen postmortem, undecideds all-in on Palin; Frank Luntz focus group member hints at Couric video edited to make Palin look bad, corrupt media meme; Palin “too much finger-pointing backwards” zinger for Bush-McCain link, “maverick” meme dead, “corruption” number spike, Biden “theocracy” fail; CNBC “get your popcorn”

Palin “hockey mom” plunge, “parenting and personal responsibility” spike, Iraq plunge, nationalism win; Palin missed opportunity to be motherly to choked-up Biden; Biden “not a maverick because” rant; Greta van Susteren all-in on Palin, country music and NASCAR butt of jokes vs popularity

Biden “Bosniak” gaffe, Judge Bork reference; Palin sentence structure breakdowns, McCain “leave” vs “lead”, 21% of world’s energy consumption meme; right-wing theories on killing Democrat party by putting Obama in; Palin “Castro brothers”, JCD: “with Joey Knuckles”

Cavalier US attitudes, stimulus bill payoff for China, carbon credits; Biden against gay marriage, JCD: “that was a botch”; Obama’s ponderous speaking style similar to Kerry’s; “community organizer” explanation, agenda-peddling, JCD on relentless black kids selling magazines door-to-door, complimenting super-efficient Costco checkout staff, ACC on Mevio diversity, JCD on grumpy lazy checker at Monterey Foods, “most people suck”
49  Everybody Wants to Rule the World  (2008-09-27)

0:00:32  ACC’s condo’s two openable windows, upcoming dinner

0:02:01  Presidential debate: CNN real-time focus group graph, rules against audience interaction, Jim Lehrer “ruling the country” question, McCain Iran “rotting corpse of Israel”, Obama “700 billion is potentially a lot of money” flub, “Wall Street to Main Street” meme, McCain numbers spike for “corruption”, Obama spike for energy independence, nothing for al-Qaeda

0:17:47  Obama on isolationism, leaves Cuba off embargo list, ACC: “boring”, consensus: Obama won “by a hair”, Obama “when I’m president” mind control, hot mic at end; McCain stiffs Letterman with bogus D.C. trip; Reagan “there you go again”; CNBC McCain ageism

0:27:48  “Massive airtime” for Ron Paul over financial crisis, bailout pork, “no banker left behind”, Zbigniew Brzezinski’s children in key political and journalistic positions, JCD: “sounds like the shadow government!”, listeners delighted JCD is “waking up to the true reality”

0:31:49  Upcoming vice presidential debate, “bursts of sound bites” training, newly-acquired robotic demeanor, ACC: “have you considered that maybe she is a robot?”

0:34:17  Fortis Bank doomed, failed bank safe deposit box warning, JCD on friend hiding gold as black-painted picture frames, US Mint out of gold coins

0:35:56  Chinese melamine scandal, used to fake higher protein content, ingredient in plastics, Taiwanese injection molding genius; adverse reactions to Gardasil, Merck patents expiring, schools trying to make it mandatory, transparent “I got the jab” advertising

0:42:39  Warren Buffett pumps $5bn into widely hated Goldman Sachs, Washington Mutual FDIC seizure, Bradford & Bingley in deep trouble; EFF lawsuit over secret new copyright treaty; JCD on Silicon Valley squabbling with phony documents, JCD’s expert witness gigs, deposition in Linspire case, makeup for video depositions, ACC on embarrassing mtv.com lawsuit

0:57:07  Upcoming dinners at Ritz-Carlton and Coi; Uncle Don not all-in on dishwashers, dishwasher drawers, JCD dishwasher research, “cheap Kenmore” recommendation; JCD’s “maysure” and “milk”/mɛlk/ Midwestern pronunciations, JCD not understanding PC Magazine UK editors

1:04:56  British economy “in the tank”, clueless Alistair Darling interview by Jeremy Paxman; deferential US interviewers; JCD on downsides and upsides of coal, US first-generation wind turbines, methane hysteria; Kleiner Perkins all-in on green technologies because of Gore

1:11:38  ACC investigating shady Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation laboratories in Seattle brewing up experimental DNA-altering vaccines to test in Africa

1:14:32  Listenership at 130k
48  How to Survive the Economic Collapse  (2008-09-21)

0:00:26  ACC: “do you feel the bottom yet?”, first episode of Dvorak/Horowitz Unplugged, fascism and industry-government collusion; ACC buying 12kg gold bars in Amsterdam, “shell shock” at Fortis Bank Nederland party, negative equity in money market funds, book vs enterprise values, Resolution Trust Corporation, Richard Branson to buy Gatwick Airport; Financial Times almost completely devoted to crisis

0:16:16  Corporate media blames short selling, preventing fires by banning matches, blaming homeowners; Sarah Palin the fast-talking Bush 43 talking points clone, didn’t hear Tina Fey skit audio lie; McCain “fundamentals” talking points; ACC predicts elections postponed, JCD predicts market will “rocket”, public at large not invested in stock market as with state lotteries

0:29:57  No public outrage over $85bn AIG bailout, JCD: “we could’ve had colonies on Mars for this kind of money”; metropolitan tent cities, JCD reads novelistic account of homelessness in Reno, Hands Across America, ACC gives Dutch homeless guy £2 coin, JCD chewed out for giving money in London; Bush election cancellation meme, Second Amendment “very smart”, two versions of Constitution; Ron Paul vindicated

0:40:45  Mysterious Hurricane Ike Texas coast NOTAM no-fly zone “to provide a safe environment for disaster response and relief operations”; beautiful weather in Western Europe after LHC shutdown, JCD: “do you have a lot of magnets around the house?”, New York Times “Large Hardon Collider”; Supreme Court Judges and the election, Ruth Bader Ginsburg the communist, JCD on corporate rapist CEOs, article by rogue trader Nick Leeson, Michael Milken and Michael Jackson; $10T US and $8.3T UK debt, list of non-debtor nations

0:57:21  Gordon Brown “no more boom and bust” promise, “whatever it takes” assurance, JCD on CVC and family businesses, ACC: “dad, can I join the family business of being grumpy and cynical as a profession?”, JCD on autonomous cycles, predicts food riots, business categories that survive downturns: food & entertainment, ACC: “you’ve got your ducks in a row, Dvorak”

1:10:51  New TSA X-ray technology, headquarters “Freedom Center”, TSA goons crying with joy after receiving badges, JCD message to real cops: “arrest them on the spot and beat them”; ACC working out with babysitter-stalking cop; JCD on new SFO international terminal’s lack of signage, ACC on new Dyson hand dryers, the horrors of European train station bathroom, George Michael caught bathroom cruising, political Shoot the Dog video career suicide

1:26:19  ACC waiting for October 14, Russians all-in

1:28:14  ACC not all-in on this being the “bottom”, JCD calculates value of ACC’s 12kg gold bar: $380k
100k listeners milestone passed, uptick in ACC hate mail over vaccines
Flooding in UK, weather cleared up by Large Hadron Collider, wheat crop hit hard; oil
down and gasoline up, high wages for oil rig workers and military contractors; XL Leisure
bankruptcy strands 85k British tourists, Barclays “no more money”, steep CO₂ taxes, “eat
less meat” vegan meme, ACC: speech tax
OMB’s Jim Nussle reverses position on having Fannie & Freddy on the books; Paulson: no
Lehman Brothers bailout, author grilled on CNBC over Lehman unanswered questions; ACC
on IMF & World Bank oil price manipulation to bankrupt Middle East and reduce population
ACC drinking prepper freeze dried coffee
Chunnel fire, no mention of terrorism, JCD on phenol’s distinctive odor, reports of explosions
UK fails to convict ringleader of liquid airline bomb plot, Virgin Atlantic calls for end to liquids
rule, court to retry, JCD on double jeopardy workarounds, people packing giant bottles of
shampoo, ACC on Heathrow security theater with separate shoe X-ray, JCD suggests public
shaming for Shoe Bomber, Saddam Hussein hanging and To Hell in a Handbasket reality show
Swedish video of McCain saluting in Hanoi handover, Cindy McCain’s painkiller addiction
0:54:00 Think New Ideas courted by Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns “fail early”, insurance derivatives
on credit default swaps
Ossetia-Georgia border removed from Google Maps; hyperinflation for paying debts cheaply,
JCD’s high-denomination cruziero note, real estate investment payoff, China most at risk,
Brazilian banks’ interest rate safe haven; Mugabe immune to Zimbabwe elections, JCD looking
for banknote with Mugabe portrait
ECB realizing euro must fall against dollar, JCD on vast US-UK wine price discrepancy
Sotheby’s living artist Damien Hirst auction estimated at £65M; JCD on Persian rug advice:
“whatever you paid for a rug, you paid too much”, ACC’s airplane-buying advice: “if it floats,
flies, or fornicates, you should rent it”
UK considering above-ground fiber, JCD comforted by connection visibility, ACC’s dreadful
bandwidth, Vodafone dongle
Drunk-looking Bill Clinton predicts Obama will win “handily”, sympathy vote “Kill Bill”
theory, possibly still using cocaine; Salman Rushdie and Janeane Garofalo predict Obama
landslide; mystery of who Ron Paul is endorsing; Ralph Nader the truther on Alex Jones
American 77 flight recorder impossibilities, United 93 indestructible hijacker passport, Rumsfeld
“shot down the plane over Pennsylvania” slip-up; slipshod TWA 800 investigation; ACC
realization on the existence of evil; absurd NIST report on magnetic property changes to
steel in Building Seven lowering melting point; Rosie O’Donnell’s blog on tower basement
explosions; ACC recommends Zbigniew Brzezinski’s book The Grand Chessboard
Ukrainian Antonovs unloading tanks in Afghanistan bound for Iran
46 Israel to Bomb Iran Nothing to See Here Folks Just Shooting Moose... (2008-09-06)

0:00:31 JCD obliged to turn off fans, “Atlantic storms” in UK, China & Myanmar earthquakes, Mimi’s USGS earthquake predictions, Patricia on Carmel CA, ACC: “it’s like Stepford Wives”

0:04:57 Financial Times real estate “gazumping” with last-minute higher offer, “gazundering” for last-minute discount; JCD on buyers disappearing in buyer’s market, “the bottom could be yesterday”, Fannie & Freddy bailout to be announced Monday, JCD: “the derivatives thing’s an issue”, gas prices falling, China considering printing money

0:13:35 Republican National Convention, media dud Hurricane Gustav, UK food shortages, EU recession, ECB €400bn in bank loans, need for interest rate cut; Financial Times vs WSJ Christmas buying guides, Brookstone “outdoorsy Sharper Image”, Roomba floor washer

0:21:27 New iPods and Large Hadron Collider switch-flip, black hole human rights lawsuits

0:22:49 Sarkozy uses Georgia conflict to push Lisbon Treaty; Cheney in Georgia and Ukraine, pipeline bypassing Russia; Palin moose hunting distraction, strangely-named kids; mercenaries and Israeli jets in Georgia, Dutch secret service pulls agents from Iran, Tbilisi to Tehran 550 miles

0:32:24 October 14 “event” all over YouTube, JCD “huh!” reaction to something actually happening

0:36:38 vpilf.com, Palin’s Midwestern modesty, “Babe-raham Lincoln”, “Kaiser” Karl Rove McCain speech deconstruction; San Francisco health surcharges on food

1:02:15 Hillary Clinton 2008 & 2012 long shots, RNC distraction for Bush & Cheney

1:06:11 Ray Nagin evacuates New Orleans for “storm of the century” Hurricane Gustav, Blackwater everywhere, ACC: “they were placing thermite”, Blackwater in medical marijuana raid, cocaine-filled CIA Gulfstream crash, Whitewater vs Blackwater; Democracy Now’s depressing Amy Goodman; Blackwater propaganda, Mercenary II game trailer, Green Zone catering; MPRI & American Systems training Georgian special forces; Dutch wacko Jaap de Hoop Scheffer running NATO, ACC predicts economic “splat” Monday, “amero” currency like in Brazil, JCD’s 100k cruzeiro note, Brazilian real pegged to dollar

1:20:38 Clinton-era economic reset button; depression cultural upsides; Brazil’s resilient banking system; Andrew McCain’s recent resignation from Silver State Bank board for “personal reasons”, JCD proposes starting up a bank; Obama on O’Reilly Factor
45 Do You Think Believe Feel? (2008-08-30)

0:00:34 From hot to cold in California; feedback on JCD eating on Show 44
0:02:18 48-hour “stomach flu” going around UK and Europe; CVC’s 18th birthday at Bar Mambo with 1980s geek theme and band, “we had our first puker around 9:45”, “first legal tattoo”
0:09:38 VPILF possibility with Sarah Palin/Tina Fey, “hot librarian” meme; well-choreographed McCain event; Fox News compares Obama with Lincoln, JCD on racist Democrats; Twitter “little-known fact”: Palin’s voice can “cut glass”, hot semiauto rifle photo; Karl Rove on three Republican targets: evangelicals, veterans, and small business; robotic Obama speech in Beaver PA, celebrity status; Adlai Stephenson the “egghead”
0:28:59 Democratic National Convention: Rage Against the Machine concert, service members handing out flags, free speech zone; body language analysts everywhere, ageists attacking McCain, funny Kucinich speech
0:36:49 Plunge Protection Team activated
0:38:01 Hurricane Gustav over Jamaica, Fox News “expect five-dollar gas” mantra, JCD: “almost totally dependent on oil from ____” meme, Alaskan oil and Palin, ACC: “you know what, its beer-drinkin’, gun-totin’ good old boys who are sittin’ around goin’ damn, damn, woman, look at that!!”, JCD on Democrat “you know what”, ACC on Silicon Valley “right?” suffix, “I believe/think/feel” prefix
0:44:42 ACC’s highly-skilled father-in-law, Marks & Spencer lettuce and re-creation of steakhouse salad; JCD on high-end Fortnum & Mason eggs, royal stamps of approval
0:50:26 More than 1M job losses expected, 36 years of profits lost by Lehman Brothers in 18 months
0:51:20 ACC’s meeting with the extraterrestrials: yes on liking strawberry ice cream, Obama October 14 message, Blossom Goodchild prediction, “great day in history” post comment, date 2012 numerology, Nibiru “I call BS” comment, definition of “first contact”
1:04:59 New Marks & Spencer BP Oil Sentry license reader, British tourists feared across Europe because of less surveillance, Greek mayor: “all they do is vomit, cross dress, and cause fights”, ACC on British spirits broken by Margaret Thatcher vs Blitzkrieg, police state; JCD on free speech zones and televising wackos, Murdoch pulling the strings, ACC’s survivor in-laws glued to mainstream news
1:14:25 Full-page SOS Georgia ad in Financial Times, investigation of slick sosgeorgia.org, “Kremlin-ordered” DDoS attacks; getting sidetracked on TWiT
1:24:55 ACC’s Rally for the Republic gig falls though due to miscommunication; Limbaugh points out “it’s not about me” at end of speech full of “I”s, “I am my brother’s keeper” vs Kenyan brother in mud hut
1:27:29 Italian bankruptcy laws changed for Alitalia, Italian military on the streets, Berluscone statute of limitations for fraud; pulse energy weapon showing up on drop.io/noagenda; JCD’s passing train, honking when passing radio station, ACC story: stomping around in men’s bathroom to get on NOS Nederlandse Omroep Stichting evangelical station
44 Probably a Super Delegate (2008-08-23)

0:00:27 Obama chooses Joe Biden as running mate, proposed $1bn in aid for Georgia, busted for lying about academic credentials in 1987, “not a training ground” ads; Brzezinski behind Obama and Rothschild behind Hillary

0:06:43 Another dead superdelegate: Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones taken off life support after aneurysm, JCD story: pickup truck careening around bridge

0:15:58 Complaint filed by Philip Berg alleging Obama was born in Kenya, aliases Barry Soetoro & Barry Dunham, Joe Biden distraction for media instead of mass text messaging

0:23:33 Obama emergency landing in St. Louis, immediate sketchy report from NTSB, plane used by Clinton campaign, MD-80 crash in Madrid, JCD: “I wonder if there’s any superdelegates aboard”, preferred CIA method, JCD Obama ruse theory

0:34:19 Intel wireless power demo, Tesla funding, 1970s microwave power satellites

0:36:28 Olympics: Michael Phelps butterfly gold medal controversy, rigged boxing, underage Chinese athletes, JCD on “chokers” worried about families, track & field pulled hamstring, bronze medal for falling down, Phelps’ hundredth of a second, Omega “black boxes”, JCD on Phelps looking like Wallace & Gromit character; hot athletes near-naked, underpaid crappy judges; JCD on unpaid CES speakers; ACC on New Media Expo speaking slots

0:48:21 UK economy “shuddered to a halt”; repairing shoes, Europeans buying expensive bags in US because of exchange rate; ACC: hyperinflation on the way; Working Group on Financial Markets “Plunge Protection Team” market manipulators; CNBC head-scratching, Jim Cramer warns against Fannie & Freddie

0:58:23 Lackluster WTC Tower Seven report, ACC: “this was clearly, clearly, a pulse energy weapon”, JCD on 2001 elevator retrofit, truthers handing out DVDs, ACC: “the same thing they used in Oklahoma City”, ACC meeting Pleiadian, ice crystallization experiments, 57 alien varieties; Michel Harper’s club 2012 parking lot

1:11:16 JCD’s copy of Legacy of Ashes arrives, ACC’s Uncle Don: all true, How to Read a Book

1:14:22 British Cops reality show busting men soliciting prostitutes; obese children to be put into protective care, JCD on show with RCMP “rousting drunks”; child pornography and glam rocker Gary Glitter vs bureaucrats; Lisbon Treaty “rights” vs obesity; JCD on Texas YFZ Ranch case CPS battle with courts, war on homeschooling; German and Japanese WWII curricula; CVC seeing through the lies; ACC: Roots could never be aired today; Bill Cosby’s war on Amos & Andy, ACC: “we’re going to Hell in a handbasket”

1:30:36 JCD trying to resuscitate old-timey euphemisms like “cripes”, “the wreck of the Hesperus”, “blood on the Moon”, “bunch of crock”

1:34:33 FBI tapping cellphones even when turned off, no iPhone battery removal, AT&T T-1000-like reintegration after breakup, enormous San Francisco office “spook central”, Nextel “roving bug” for organized crime investigation, JCD suggests patch to spam eavesdroppers with It’s a Small World After All

1:41:27 Small Kansas bank belly-up; ACC on $500T derivatives, China declines Lehman Brothers deal

1:43:32 JCD: FBI a good reason to use burner phones, Google Android phone a likely tracker, Google web accelerator spyware

1:45:10 Final plans for the Pleiadian meeting, JCD: “have you seen Adam?”
43 Almost Live From GitmoNation (2008-08-17)

0:00:16 Gitmo Nation West and Gitmo Nation East; listener on “Dvorak playing Sculley to Adam’s Mulder”, “even the reptilians, they work for us”

0:02:07 ACC advised not to destroy passport RFID chip, “they know me by now”, M for “match” for “evil Adam” in Nebraska, JCD: “let’s find him and find out who he is”

0:08:37 NATO-style US-Canada military agreement; Russia-Georgia conflict, bogus Russian passport story, South Ossetia citrus-growing region, Saakashvili’s bogus ending corruption claim, Dutch cameraman killed in shelling, BBC video of Saakashvili eating his tie by EU flag, sex maniac rumors; Pravda headline Is Condoleezza Rice Stupid?; Georgian troops in US camo, Obama flip-flop to the anti-Russia side, “Russia started it” meme

0:23:45 Fox News cuts off mother and daughter thanking Russia and condemning Saakashvili, ACC recommends Fox & Friends, Fox staff crying over Republican loss; Fairness Doctrine rumblings, ISP-sanctioned web site rumor; simultaneous bloodless coup in Mauritania, source of oil & minerals for China; President George W. Bush Street in Tbilisi; troubles in Nigeria; nukes for Poland agreement; ACC Russia-China provocation theory

0:35:57 Drunk-looking Bush at Olympics, refused invitation to China from ambassador Bush 41

0:38:09 Dinner at Larkspur Steakhouse, “exaggerated flavor”, Tasting Panel Magazine: tap water is in, Caimas 2005 Cabernet, cantaloupe sorbet and Calvados

0:48:37 CVC’s trip to Disneyland Paris, winds up at Boissy-Saint-Léger at 1:30 am with dying cell phone, ACC shouting for French speaker at office

0:55:01 Not allowed into Virgin Atlantic lounge with Virgin America ticket, international carriers not legally able to do domestic flights, JCD $50 upgrade to first class; ACC’s disappearing bag, “some pole dancers, perhaps?”, custom forms for watches and cameras, ACC ponders how cheap heroin from Afghanistan makes it past border protections

1:06:17 Economic collapse in Spain, rumors of US defaulting on loans, British pound takes a beating against dollar, “five hundred thousand new flats”

1:11:30 John Edwards’ finance director Fred Barron’s son Andrew producer of Rocketboom

1:14:16 DoJ disclosing more information about evidence against Bruce Ivins, listener feedback on acetaminophen danger, British duplicate product ban meme

1:16:40 Clinton friend Arkansas Democrat leader Bill Gwatney murdered, Clinton body count, Mena Arkansas, Gwatney a superdelegate, convention roll call vote, conspiracy theorist “CT mode”, Lynn Forester de Rothschild all-in on Hillary; feedback on Obama hecklers being booed

1:27:15 ACC erratum: England-Europe land bridge long predated Romans

1:28:32 Four Bill Clinton bodyguards killed in Waco, Hillary staffer taking Waco files

1:31:01 Tom Clancy Ghost Recon 2008 Georgia trailer clip, protests over free Ubisoft America’s Army as indoctrination, Last Starfighter-style

1:37:07 ACC: “wow, you haven’t called me crackpot once so far, John”, new “nutter” theory
42 Paris Hilton Does Zero Point Energy (2008-08-09)

0:00:19 JCD congested in Washington; Olympics opening ceremony with giant footprint fireworks, JCD unimpressed by volleyball players, ACC on women's field hockey, pole vaulter’s “thong”; reporters focusing on smog mist, JCD on Vietnamese clouds, ACC’s friend’s Mongolia photos

0:08:59 ACC headed for another CPB adventure, laptop booting countdown timer joke; White House falsified WMD documents, whistleblowing on UK surveillance of liquid explosives plotters

0:15:29 ACC’s family home movies transferred from Super 8 to DVD, hot lion sex, Taj Mahal & Acropolis, Kyoto Three Sisters Inn, ACC: “it has a very high Zapruder kind of vibe to it”, JCD on DAT tapes and negatives; Ron Suskind’s The Way of the World: A Story of Truth and Hope in an Age of Extremism on WMD hoax


0:33:08 White House press conference on evidence for anthrax letter suspect Bruce Ivins

0:35:14 ACC reding about Nikola Tesla and free energy, early investor J.P. Morgan, global conspiracy to control all energy, JCD on British eccentricity: “do you think it’s maybe like in the water”, island fever and England-Europe land bridge; “kooky” free energy tinkerers no longer being killed, JCD recommends “zero point energy” YouTube search, next up: antigravity

0:52:16 Fannie & Freddie, ACC: “the UK is literally bankrupt”, JCD: invest right after elections, Hillary and the superdelegates, JCD: “I think ... the public eventually is going to go has this guy ever actually held a job?”, “well-spoken” meme, party bragging rights, Hillary nomination would risk all black voters; staged Jesse Jackson “cut his nuts out” comment

1:05:02 JCD on McCain’s joke writers for talk show circuit, “Obama energy policy” tire pressure gauge “public service announcement”; Funny or Die Paris Hilton response to McCain energy policy ad, producer drawing ideas from Bush speech; ACC on small newspapers stealing web content from the big guys, Scotsman stealing Gamesweasel reviews, papers possessive of headlines, ACC on missing e-mail subject lines, “from now on every e-mail I send you’s gonna have a subject Zero Point Energy”

1:18:12 ACC: “No Agenda: we don’t know anything about nothin’”; JCD: “you’ve basically buried me with the dirt you’ve been throwing out of that hole you’re digging”
41 Planes Trains and Lyndon LaRouche (2008-08-03)

0:00:25 Technical problems sorted after software update; crapware with same code and different websites; crappy mobile software download sites; drop.io Twitter spam

0:11:26 New executive order gives DNI Mike McConnell more authority; ACC: “the financial system in the United States is about to end”, JCD on Buchanan bankrupting government, Civil War bankrolled by Wall Street, ACC China buying all the oil theory, JCD: “you’re getting weirder by the week”, Patricia researching schizophrenia; JCD on drop in oil price bringing up dollar, US 2% vs UK 5% interest rate, JCD: oil storage at capacity, prime mortgage defaults

0:25:31 Desperate UK realtors; Lyndon LaRouche dollar collapse & electronic money, Fannie & Freddie off-book transactions, JCD: “boom times ahead”, ACC: “we can make more war stuff!”

0:35:04 JCD on 39 mph Amtrak to Seattle, barriers to high-speed rail, bullet train surfing with suction cups helmet-cam video; JCD’s talking points FAX

0:44:36 Anthrax letter suspect’s suicide via Tylenol, assassination theory, JCD on “fast and painless” chemicals; Jill Dando assassination; JCD on Dan Rather’s Botox face

0:54:23 MIT “solar revolution” discovery, ACC: “it’s the hydroxy booster”, JCD on difficulty of storing hydrogen, oil hydrogenation, “rupture-proof” tanks at 10k PSI, hydrogen car “high-pitched scream”; hydroxy booster feedback from skeptical listeners, re-chipping car computers

1:05:03 Jesse Ventura to speak at Rally for the Republic, JCD requests autographed baseball; Lyndon LaRouche on Obama as Soros puppet

1:10:41 JCD struggling to adjust ipTV-Daily site, the struggle to re-learn Windows 3.1

1:15:40 Jon Stewart addresses “is Obama too arrogant”; Letterman’s “Annoying Word Of The Day” talking points rundown with “veepstakes”, “Great Moments in Presidential Speeches”, ACC on Bush clone, Bush before and after, Star Trek “Patterns of Force” episode, Formula One’s Max Mosley’s Nazi orgy lawsuit, Marc Dutroux and Isle of Jersey pedophile networks

1:27:01 China unable to remediate air pollution, JCD’s electrostatic precipitator, internet crackdown

1:31:13 Bush family calls in to congratulate Rush Limbaugh on 20th anniversary, Leo’s Russian accent, contentless TWiT; JCD on Lyndon LaRouche: “there’s a good business in doom”
40 Hydroxy Booster (2008-07-27)

0:00:16 JCD recently in Florida; ACC on process of taking Chunnel in car, French customs within UK; JCD on danger of driving right-hand drive car on right side of the road

0:10:10 Wacky Zwarte Cross Festival meetup on “hydroxy booster” mileage extender; “Euratom” European Atomic Energy Community legally untouchable by EU

0:23:28 “Postmodern fascism” suggestion and Webster Tarpley video, Project Camelot whistleblower site, 9/11 holograms, Disney holographic presenter; UFOs and depopulation theory, JCD on Joe Firmage “any minute now” antigravity talking points, ACC: “we have bases on the Moon”

0:32:42 Two companies claim to have H5N1 vaccines, 1918 Spanish flu soldier inoculation theory, JCD: “now I know why people love this show!”

0:35:48 News stations being sponsored by McDonald’s; jalapenos now being blamed for salmonella

0:37:24 Obama rock concert in Europe; two-teleprompter setup, Berlin “the poppies in Afghanistan comes to Berlin” botch, French personal information database, wild applause for “my father grew up herding goats in Kenya”, alliterative “cars in Boston and factories in Beijing” and global warming; Banking Committee false claim, relative liberating Auschwitz

0:54:02 JCD: MSNBC “the Obama station”; ageist McCain stereotyping by liberals

0:58:32 EMI bought by Terra Firma for £4bn, Rolling Stones ditch for Universal with back catalog; UK ISP peer to peer three strikes, one-hit-wonder Feargal Sharkey: “British creative community is suffering”, ACC “bunch of crock”

1:04:59 ACC’s visit to stepfather Bob, Roger Waters and Pink Floyd lyrics; JCD on innovative concert technologies; crappy MP3s and earbuds

1:14:05 JCD’s hydroxy booster skepticism, JCD on barriers to implementing innovations, ACC: “at the end of the day, you can’t deny I had to put less gas in”, early fuel injection systems

1:20:17 ACC not all-in on Nibiru, moon bases vs fake landing, Chinese headed to moon; UFOs and The X Files; At The Movies ditches thumbs up/down

1:26:44 Aric’s Craigsfindr aggregator; “Bubba” Martin show notes plug
39 Fascism Today (2008-07-19)

0:00:20 ACC holiday in South of France, Russians at Nikki Beach, artichoke at Le Club 55, Bastille Day party at rooftop penthouse; ACC on hundred-person line for iPhone 3G, opting for Nokia E71, new UK phone number, ACC: “trying to get one that’s not being tapped”

0:14:49 JCD on efficiency of New York Times had copy vs internet, 7500-word transcribed speech, newspaper marketing and Chinese “best price”, MarketWatch bought by Murdoch

0:24:48 Naomi Klein’s The Shock Doctrine and Hurricane Katrina; oil at $128, Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac bailout; elimination of double jeopardy in Europe because of DNA advances, ACC: “another step toward fascism”, need better term to avoid sounding like crackpot

0:37:00 UFOs on Larry King Live, UK police helicopter chases UFO, Disclosure Project on YouTube, JCD theory: The X Files movie promotion; Viacom vs YouTube, looking for proof of Google’s awareness of illegal content, ACC on copyright as excuse to turn ISPs into police

0:45:52 Taking suggestions on NWO “fascism” alternative; ACC asked to host Ron Paul Rally for the Republic for the “reptilian hunters and tinfoil hat wearers” aka “our core base”, JCD recommends Minneapolis museums, ACC story: meeting Prince at party in Minneapolis shooting Sam Goody ad; product ideas: “Aluminium Hat Company”, inside-cap Faraday cage, JCD’s wallet, RFID “Geiger counter”; RFID temperature warning pill for Dutch walking marathon

1:03:25 Europe takes Obama win as given; talked out of Brandenberg Gate speech; FISA flip-flop, JCD: campaign finance reform impossible; JCD: “you’re a crackpot half the time!”; ACC story: Dutch finance bureaucrat on accounting systems for Afghanistan loans

1:13:24 JCD on “big box” term, modern strip malls requiring year’s rent in advance to keep the little guys out, ACC on “real food” in France, salmonella outbreak no longer blamed on tomatoes; JCD on 1989 Chilean grape scare, Codex Alimentarius vs heirloom tomatoes

1:22:45 JCD on Gemco and White Front store run by ex-mobster in witness protection; JCD suggests “Fascism Today” title
38  Down the Rabbit Hole  (2008-07-07)

0:00:16  JCD’s “outbreak of hornets”, Independence Day in Port Angeles, legal fireworks sold by Native Americans at giant stands, ACC on Dutch New Year’s Eve fireworks

0:03:52  JCD publishing recessions book “any minute”, predicts post-election boom; oil price cycle; ECB rate and VAT hikes, Iran promises cheap oil flood, $400M for Bush covert Iran operations

0:12:06  JCD on graffiti-covered Sea-Tac Airport trains, TSA “expert traveler” lines, Diamond Self-Select Lanes, inspecting driver’s licenses with a loupe

0:19:50  BBC  *Conspiracy Files* to investigate WTC Tower Seven collapse

0:21:43  ACC retracts “lackeys” statement on JCD’s bloggers; Kent Couch cluster balloon flight; articles about dangers of soy taken down, identically-worded Q&As; *Codex Alimentarius*, supplement bans & limits, Linus Pauling; Monsanto pig patent, JCD recommends *Soylent Green*

0:32:15  British schoolboys disciplined for refusing to participate in Muslim prayer, photographer Heathcliff O’Malley, CVC’s friend “Blue”;  *The Guardian* on secret World Bank report on biofuels’ impact on food prices; Chinese oil demand way up

0:41:30  Listener feedback on Monsanto lawsuits, GMO wheat with built-in pesticide, licensing deal, Monsanto black helicopters and gatling guns, Cassius Clay’s cannon, ACC: “take the red pill, man, down the rabbit hole”; murder of Randy Weaver’s wife at Ruby Ridge; Lisbon Treaty incarceration of children, felony charge for Ebay vote-seller Max Sanders

0:51:34  Obama eschews public funds to raise big donations, flip-flopping on FISA

0:54:47  Shell president: oil should be $80, JCD on nonexistent commute; ACC on Lindsey Williams’  *The Energy Non-Crisis* video on vast oil reserves under Alaska’s North Slope
37 Where’s The Beef? (2008-06-28)

0:00:24 Wildfire smoke in San Francisco; Skype lag making JCD sound thoughtful, ACC pushes ISDN
0:06:18 Nelson Mandela 90th birthday event in Hyde Park, ACC on meeting Will Smith; Mandela removed from US no-fly list, Amy Winehouse headline; Zimbabwe election and hyperinflation, bricks of money; ACC’s three years in Uganda, piles of Super 8 footage and artifacts; JCD on Africa travel addicts; 60M new cell subscribers per month in Africa & India
0:20:47 ACC burned out on Asia travel, all-in on Jamaica, Round Hill Hotel & Villas; JCD gripe: alleged lack of photos on ACC’s blog, Flickr investigation, Isle of Wight’s Crab & Lobster sign
0:35:10 Listener info on geotagging cameras with compass GPS chips, “Google us” ad sign, Street View creepiness; listener reads from 1984 on surrender of privacy; Photoshopped photo of Patricia sitting on Cessna nose
0:46:44 ACC lusting after Cirrus Vision SF50 “The Jet”, strength of fiberglass vs composites, “ballistic recovery system” parachutes for bad aviator decisions, VLJ revolution
0:57:18 Gazprom CEO asserts future dominance with $1T market cap and $250 per barrel; Andrew Horowitz and energy price fixing, “Enron loophole” for gas; ACC Daily Source Code interview with EU “Starfleet Command” Viviane Reding, outrageous roaming and 15€/MB data fees, JCD’s prepaid burner phones, kids favoring text messaging over voice
1:15:05 Skype dropouts with fast-forward, MP3 encoding rate, podcasts on USB/iPhone-connected cars vs CDs; JCD on sports talk and right-wing radio, ad tech podcasts; ACC podcast subscription rundown; podcast listening cycles, not listening vs unsubscribing
1:33:21 JCD on 3.5-hour Phil Specter lecture at UC, danger of releasing two crappy singles or shows in a row; JCD on need to constantly update blogs; importance of headlines and subject lines, JCD on European magazine covers
1:42:39 Mexican military murder in Phoenix, congressman’s relative kidnapped in Juarez, avoiding driving a nice-looking car, ruggedized and bulletproof cars in Brazil
1:45:36 Uncle Don in Korea, North Korea removed from Axis of Evil; protests over reversal of ban on US beef imports, Uncle Don’s NY’T op-ed, Korean troops in Iraq “following our invasion of that country”; tomato salmonella outbreak and untreated wastewater, no country of origin labeling, JCD coliform testing at Union Oil; Monsanto and WTO Codex Alimentarius; JCD on overseas bans for Monsanto GMO crops, JCD predicts lawsuits for plants found in the wild
2:01:47 JCD on winning debate by putting a fanatic nut job on the right side
36  Yahoo+Microsoft=Britney Spears  (2008-06-22)

0:00:27  ACC at David Hill charity dinner in Brighton, looking at real estate there, UK stagflation, argumentative Irish; Martha Stewart barred from UK

0:12:36  Enron loophole still unpatched for oil futures trading, autonomous City of London and “Balls Clause”; IPCC global warming report and CO\textsubscript{2} taxes, Al Gore presentation SEC disclosure, massive net worth, \textit{An Inconvenient Truth} “advertorial”; useless weather forecasts, shouting-down of alternative thinkers, online carbon calculators; VCR Plus for clueless consumers; worldwide marketing effort, Gore a true believer, 1992 \textit{Earth in the Balance}, “trading air”, JCD: “turn off the lights in San Francisco”; oil companies divvying up Iraq

0:29:36  Lisbon Treaty and ubiquitous California propositions with confusing language, European Citizens’ Initiative and Eurovision Song Contest; MEP on fascist state to ACC: “I wouldn’t go that far”; Stewart Wheeler lawsuit over ratification without UK referendum, Euro-skepticism; legal harmonization and information sharing; JCD recommends \textit{Roman Polanski: Wanted and Desired}; ACC on procedure for flying into UK

0:46:10  ECB and inflation control; Martha Stewart and visa issue, airlines verifying passenger data, Soviet Union exit control; Surrey police using Lantern fingerprint readers; credit card companies sending data to US government, JCD on gas and tennis shoes pattern; phone company immunity in customer privacy

1:03:57  ACC on paying parking tickets to pass Dutch border, San Francisco privatization of parking enforcement, $.25 for 5 minutes; ACC won Disneyland vacation in raffle

1:14:55  Bill Gates documentary, “farewell tour”, angling for Nobel Peace Prize, JCD on sitting behind him on flight, believing he invented computer, car inventor “Tommy Toyota”; JCD \textit{Market-Watch} open letter, ACC proposes “Microsoft + Yahoo = Britney Spears” article; \textit{TWiT} media hits, JCD on being constantly misinterpreted by listeners

1:28:16  No interns for \textit{Daily Source Code}, JCD on radio “combo man”, personal assistant; JCD on news scan, Rush Limbaugh explanation for Tim Russert obsession, Limbaugh beneficiary of ditching Fairness Doctrine
35 Obama and Olbermann (2008-06-14)

0:00:21 JCD on cold July in San Francisco, ACC on scantily clad Londoners
0:04:06 Irish “no” vote on Lisbon Treaty, immigration/taxation and European army; ECB and marked-up pound notes; Dutch minister: no plan B; coincident football championship distraction
0:18:08 ACC Rotterdam airport meeting with Frans Timmermans and Jan Peter Balkenende; Dutch football victory; unelected bureaucrats in Brussels, new diesel tax, JCD predicts civil war
0:26:57 JCD in Northern Michigan, Keith Olbermann’s ESPN origins, MSNBC Bush-bashing, McCain Iraq pullout “that’s not important”; JCD on journalists unwilling to admit being Republicans; McCain “gaffe” meme; journalists looking for statements like Hillary’s sniper fire lie; candidates’ conference calls with press with talking points
0:39:48 Obama imitating Walter Cronkite or Paul Harvey, listeners angry about “bashing” Obama, Jann Wenner all-in; Hillary’s cronies in campaign
0:48:14 Tim Russert dead at 58, JCD prussic acid comment; ACC imitates John McLaughlin
0:51:42 JCD on interview with Marilyn Monroe death author, suicidal personality types pairing up with suicide promoters, ACC: “she wasn’t really all that hot”; JCD story: Amsterdam red light district “not that hot” comment, hot Croatian women looking like Natalie Wood; “smokin’ hot” Iranian women YouTube video
0:59:26 ACC asks Mohammed Karzai about plan to defeat Taliban, A: we can’t, Taliban foothold in Pakistan, India’s Cold War dealings with Russia
1:03:47 Enron loophole closed, going short on oil, journalists clueless about Enron scam, ACC recommends Mark Cuban’s *The Smartest Guys in the Room*, bogus air conditioning story; ACC on impact of podcast vs radio
1:09:58 Scott McClellan making the NPR rounds; protests planned for Bush UK “farewell tour” visit
1:14:54 Germany & France vs Ireland over referendum
1:16:49 Bush Gitmo defeat in Supreme Court, deliberate jurisdictional ambiguity; UK extension of incarceration without due process window; Patricia worried about airplane sabotage, ACC the “annoyance”; suspicious Irish and internet campaigns; football obsession and Olympics, bread and circuses; Beijing factory shutdown
1:29:28 Big Mevio news coming; JCD’s Washington deli in July 4 parade
34 200 Dollar Oil (2008-06-06)

0:00:20 ACC’s switch from O2 to UK Three, voicemail, disappearing text messages
0:04:11 Obama appears to take the lead, Michelle Obama videotape rumor, three gay members of Chicago church murdered, annoying oration style
0:11:49 Bilderberg Group “drinking club” meeting in Virginia; David Icke reptilian theory
0:15:42 Russia Today on radiation-absorbing mineral; JCD on São Paulo rock shop’s giant geodes; Vatican PR guy in Korea, Marco Polo’s divorce papers in archive
0:21:51 JCD’s lousy lunch at Cafe at Country, Ted Leonsis’ LIST Magazine and new credit card; The Independent international edition in hotel lobby; Chinese taking over UK weed trade
0:33:07 Rape of Nanking, Jane Seymour Japan PBS documentary
0:41:48 JCD Fox Business and CNBC tours, CNBC far superior; Brian Williams hitting on Patricia; CNBC’s high-end audience and production values; BT sells ACC out to spammers with new ISDN line; JCD on the writing gig contract process, “dummy contract”, 1/3 up front, Dvorak contract collection, speaking gig force majeure clause
1:01:09 Lisbon Treaty amendment to original Constitution, Irish referendum, incarceration for those with communicable disease, ACC question in Parliament; new German surveillance law; €10k limit on undeclared transfers in or out, airport money-sniffing dogs
1:13:34 Microwaving euro and new $20 bill RFID chips, JCD’s Faraday wallet and lack of microwave
1:25:48 Fast Company China-Africa deal article; oil price hearing with Soros, Enron speculation loophole for Goldman Sachs & Morgan Stanley, tanker holding pattern, aiming for $200 a barrel

33 The King of Beers (2008-05-30)

0:00:17 Schedule reversal; fuel price protests in Europe, upward creep in diesel prices, JCD on TV ads for railroads, UK truckers block off West End; MP Tim Yeo proposes “carbon ration cards”, JCD: “I think every cow’s gonna have to have a barcode”
0:10:27 Former Press Secretary Scott McClelland’s new book, ACC theory: protecting his own life, Clinton body count; new Osmonds world tour; Sharon Stone blames Chinese earthquake on bad karma; EU considering ban on child labor goods; Newsnight puts fashionistas to work in Chinese garment industry, Sex and the City film, “get laid chick flick” listener poll
0:27:46 Rep. Marcy Kaptur video explaining NASCO superhighway, Manitoba port for goods coming into Mexico, Lou Dobbs disparaged for “NAFTA highway”; JCD on journalists working for CIA, look for Confessions of an Economic Hit Man negative reviews written by spooks; media hit piece gentleman’s agreement, ACC story: MTV shitstorm over not liking Madonna, Michael Jackson “King of Pop” re-shoots, JCD on Stallman insisting on “GNU/Linux”
0:45:25 European Commission trying to transition to IPv6 due to IP address shortage
0:49:25 100 countries all-in on cluster bomb ban; EU RSS feed of vast information troves; JCD on monkey brain hooked up to mechanical arm; rift between Flemish and French Belgian regions; InBev to buy Anheuser-Busch; licensed Löwenbräu in 1980s; ACC’s budweiser.com work
1:05:16 ACC all-in on TWiT copyright orphan works topic; ACC on “streaming live” meme; Girl with a One-Track Mind blog; ACC’s father’s radio play sausage making story, JCD: Google OTR old-time radio keyword, ACC “copy-paste culture” blog post
1:17:16 JCD two-minute videos on location, complaints about geotagging idea
32 Benefits Supervisor Sleeping (2008-05-24)

0:00:22 Snow in California, wind in UK; ACC Vodafone Mac dongle, Jajah VoIP service, JCD on giving speeches to crowd of people hunched over laptops; kids on first-name basis with parents, French tu & vous, ACC interviewing MPs on Dutch radio

0:15:45 Champions League Final in Moscow, Chelsea player’s mother dying; JCD recommends Iceland airport wool shop, eating yak, number of distinct Indian cuisines

0:23:13 ACC tries out gamified Google Image Labeler

0:26:20 Financial Times: CDOs rated AAA by Moody’s due to software error, UK £90bn bailout

0:30:05 Hillary mentions Bobby Kennedy’s assassination in reference to Obama, Howard Dean scream; media all-in on Obama, Michael Eisner to Jann Wenner: we’re backing Obama; JCD’s Democrat father and Adlai Stevenson, donation limits, media opposition to campaign finance reform, crappy Obama/Hillary ads

0:47:51 JCD on automated Rasmussen poll call, ACC on MTV polls; design by public, Homer Simpson car design; Mondale dull during election but funny after loss on Carson, robotic Hillary & Obama, campaigns need Boston Legal producer

1:04:42 JCD on wine dye Mega Purple; pharmaceutical patents running out, seeking strategies to “gouge the public”; copyright extensions, Picasso still in copyright, African art derivatives

1:13:56 Lucian Freud $33.6M nude Benefits Supervisor Sleeping, Patricia’s maximum $5k

31 Truth to Power Ratio (2008-05-17)

0:00:17 ACC’s instrument flying, VFR vertigo in clouds; JCD on No Agenda “in the meta sense”; ISDN 60ms delay, Skype’s minimal latency, JCD Comcast boost, painful satellite delay; small edits due to dropped connection, MTV “safety”; dealing with photographers, digital Hasselblad; phone call edit; Irina Slutsky Cranky Geeks marriage proposal

0:18:08 Belgian listener’s issue with “pooh-poohing”; Bush Knesset “appeasement”, Neville Chamberlain, lame Wikipedia bio, possible Obama label, Obama on talking to Ahmadinejad, Hillary “obliterate Iran”; Democrat memes “justice, not vengeance”, “gravitas”, “truth to power ratio”

0:46:38 JCD on kid wearing helmet to ride kick scooter, nine-year-old ACC skateboarding on Texas hill, JCD on Gordon Ramsay and self-esteem movement; two kids in Holland’s Got Talent semifinal, Vaudeville hook and rotten tomatoes

1:12:32 ACC’s crappy NTL “NT Hell” internet; Bordeaux in cartons with “sensory straw”; JCD on re-wearing shirts; The Guardian “suck it and see” headline, patent US6129265 “beverage container with entertainment features”, Tetra Pak history with centrifuge technologies
30 Authoritarianism (2008-05-10)

0:00:22 JCD’s Korea trip: smog floating in from China, Itaewon tailor shops, jewel case shirt pocket; Bill Gates’ personal computer invention claim; Gina Smith curating ACC’s Wikipedia page

0:10:42 Chinese nationalists going after Carrefour grocery chain, Olympic torch relay protests; JCD on “pathetic” news correspondents in Beijing smog cloud, deadly hoof and mouth outbreak, norovirus at Moscone Center JavaOne, gross keyboards

0:21:16 UK’s 4M surveillance cameras involved in only 3% of crimes solved, camera mooning meme, Dutch radio host urging traffic camera vandalism, camera GPS databases, ubiquitous Dutch traffic jams, unused Berkeley bike lanes; rising oil & food prices; AIG’s bogus AAA rating

0:32:40 Skype store at Seoul airport, GSM’s bogus universality; Freesat UK, C Band HD, BBC broadcasting Commodore VIC-20 programs, US ratings down 14%, JCD on constantly-changing time slots, monetization via DVD; Mevio 110 TV pilot deal; JCD on Sumner Redstone and SpongeBob’s odd comedy type, CVC “slimed” at Nickelodeon studios

0:52:32 French kissing on the wane among UK boys; sex tapes all the rage; UK CCTV database, The Get Out Clause music video from FOIA’d CCTV footage, Albert Brooks’ Real Life, ACC’s John de Mol’s Golden Cage precursor to Big Brother

1:05:01 London public transport open container ban, middle-aged British football hooligans; American timidity due to perpetual orange terror alert, ACC’s authoritarianism PDF, T.W. Adorno’s The Authoritarian Personality, JCD on abusive banks; the week’s upcoming activities

29 The Zen “Offer” (2008-05-03)

0:00:18 New London Mayor TV host Boris Johnson, “not yet” on sleeping with men, “gobsmacked”

0:06:45 ACC back from Netherlands, Heathrow run by Spanish company, infuriating carry-on dimension rule, ACC all-in on easyJet; boozed-up Brits in Amsterdam, Van Gogh and Stedelijk Museums, Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder hidden church

0:21:28 ACC Amsterdam food recommendations; JCD on teNeues “cool restaurants” book series

0:26:15 George Carlin on kids not taught to lose and Holland’s Got Talent; BBC BRIC documentary, 68% interest on Brazilian mortgages; Google’s copyrighted Carlin videos

0:35:35 JCD’s library book sale 1940 Toll House cookbook with crab-stuffed grapefruit recipe, JCD public-domain cookbook collection, household tips, Internet Yellow Pages, JCD on Who’s Who scam, Whole Earth Catalog, JCD’s MacBASIC preview copy, Century coffee table book

0:57:32 Amazon print-on-demand offerings, JCD on one-off PODs from PDF and Illustrator files, Amazon-BookSurge deal and possible RICO issue; JCD on MarketWatch stock tips, Fox business vs CNBC; No Agenda tip: short Capital One, JCD: economic collapse “upsets a lot of people”, easier debt repayment under hyperinflation, ACC land ownership “crackpot theory”

1:12:19 Deflation & stagflation, farmland strategy, JCD predicts October crash with bottom in 2013; ACC on rich people being courted by banks, kidnapping insurance, “I said you can keep her”, shareholder lawsuits for exact insured amount

1:23:47 JCD’s raw milk, Dungeness Valley Creamery, ACC on cow-tipping; professional “offers” for on-farm low-stress butchering, Washington “Zen offer”; Dutch buying meat from Argentina

1:30:37 Lack of US energy policy; candidates’ Iran “saber-rattling”; JCD headed to Korea
The Future of Media (2008-04-27)

0:00:23 ACC in California; JCD’s 10k Twitter followers in 20 days; DVD rippers, Independent Spirit Awards, George Carlin the “hyper-curmudgeon”

0:05:56 PodShow’s name change to Mevio, domain name unobtainium, overbroad “user-generated content”; ducks and spontaneously generated fish in ACC’s backyard pond

0:12:47 JCD’s tea care package from UK, Twining’s Everyday, ACC’s Koi Los Angeles dinner, mistaken for “David the hair stylist”, Hollywood funding, recommends Roy Evans’ The Kid Stays in the Picture, AMC’s Shootout; Wesley Snipes’ three-year sentence for tax dodge, luxury jails for celebrities, third-world-esque prison statistics, ACC proposes death row reality show

0:29:16 Green week “buttons, badges, and posters”, vegetarian agenda, Bill Maher anti-meat rant, cow fart meme; oil price scam, excess profit taxes; Soros’ big loss on Bear Stearns

0:39:09 JCD soymilk warning, canola “Canadian oil, low acid”, hexane oil extraction

0:42:49 $9bn China-Congo infrastructure deal for copper & cobalt

0:46:44 Cancer Council Victoria: masturbation protects against prostate cancer; German high-speed train derails after hitting herd of sheep; Jim Kunstler “eyesore of the month”, engrish.com, definition of “working class”, ACC’s rose-sorting job, JCD on California apricot orchards, ACC on loss of vegetable varieties; JCD story: produce distributors gig and cheapskate Americans; ACC all-in on polygamist women

1:05:06 Gordon Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares; ACC unable to get into The London NYC restaurant, JCD story: free concert by plastered Engelbert Humperdink, “New York moments”, Mike Tyson entourage, Dolf Lundgren two seats away from ACC

1:12:54 Jimmy Iovine new plan: advertising in music videos; MTV Spring Break product placement; radio’s transition away from drama, BBC’s The Archers; dumbing-down of TV audiences

1:26:33 Funding models, listenership up to 25k; curry.com bandwidth bounce messages, AT&T “internet full” meme; JCD off to Xerox PARC; Holland’s Got Talent live; snack from Patricia

China Syndrome (2008-04-19)

0:00:27 ACC tinkering with SIP protocol, JCD; “the problem is, it doesn’t work”, ACC’s podcasting setup screencast project, Faderfox MIDI controller, aka.remote app

0:09:50 Time for a new ACC CPB experiment, ACC: “let’s record it this time”

0:13:14 Patricia’s iMac on the fritz; CVC’s Renault Twingo, ACC’s Smart Car; fridge on the fritz

0:18:46 JCD on new $5 bill, “play money”, giant “5” in lavender, expired British non-“E” bills, variable-size French banknotes; Gordon Brown visit overwhelmed in media by Pope stories

0:25:04 JCD now on Twitter, ollower optimization; JCD vs ACC long hair, friends aging overnight

0:41:44 70k militia hired for Iraq surge; digital & desert camouflagae patterns

0:46:12 Mike Caracciolo “The Kid From Brooklyn”

0:48:11 JCD on screwing dollar to mess with China, Beijing Olympics in August, JCD on Chinese vs Vietnamese artists’ sky paining techniques, Chinese taking over Africa with construction contracts and grey-market electronics, cutthroat Malaysian Chinese

1:07:10 Dan Rather’s “Red Chinese”, JCD story: 1996 trip to Beijing, looking for Mao jackets, roll of Mao posters, Vancouver to Shanghai, Hong Kong airport $1.50 Coke vs mainland $0.18

1:13:33 JCD on unfixable crappy MSM: “it’s like good taste, if you don’t have it, you don’t miss it”
26 Feeling Fat? (2008-04-12)

0:00:24 Hot weather in California, JCD’s 1975 Corvette; ACC’s coach seat on American, shoulder-surfing Skype PR plan, JCD on emergency exit seat for optimal spying; JCD on summer factory jobs, *Grit Magazine*, ideal job: inspector, “quitting school” scam, revenge on boss

0:19:35 FAA “called on the carpet by Congress” before going hard-ass on airlines; ACC on aviation TTLs, maintenance sign-offs

0:27:01 ACC requests CBP team leader at SFO, 1M people wrongly on list, DHS TRIP Traveler Redress Inquiry Program instructions; ACC hugs tall TSA MILF at JFK, Shaq hug

0:36:16 Listener explains tolerances and environment in accuracy of computer clock crystals, ACC on resistor tolerance “gold band”; JCD’s Kodak V603 camera with lucky calibrated mic, Union Oil .5 vs .50 grams of lead per liter; Patricia’s garage door opener fire and Corvette door; JCD tries to convince ACC his plane is not up to spec

0:53:24 ACC craps out in the middle of dinner at La Folie, “unnecessary crap” with caviar, goat cheese and frog’s legs, MIA 2003 Château Haut-Marbuzet; JCD on history of Michelin Guide, too many stars in California, corruption vs competence, JCD: two stars for French Laundry, JCD gripes about mediocre starred restaurants, Domaine Drouhin Oregon *Laurene* Pinot Noir

1:17:38 Miss USA 2008: Pennsylvania’s question from Heather Mills on marketing cosmetics to kids, winner Texas question from Shawne Merriman, JCD: “I think that the whole thing was rigged”, judge rundown, JCD on the importance of appearing last; website “feeling fat?” weight loss banner ad; ACC *Circus of the Stars* “rocket car of death”, *Swamp Thing*; Shatner on Leno
25 Grapes the Size of Little Oranges (2008-04-05)

0:00:25 More snow for Netherlands, JCD: “Al Gore came out of his hole and saw his own shadow”
0:02:08 ACC’s invite to Five Cavendish Square club, 2004 Amarone wine; making dinner plans
0:08:04 Listener call: “Dvorak wins” on crap TV, ACC on inherent untruthfulness of most TV, highly edited Holland’s Got Talent, honest joy & sorrow, JCD on Amateur Hour and The Gong Show
0:18:37 Early US daylight saving time switch still screwing up scheduling, computer clock drift, “double ender” podcast synchronization; downloads up
0:22:38 JCD’s cheap PG Tips Special Blend box; JCD’s Fresh and Easy agenda, pre-interviews; Veronica Belmont video with cheap Kodak, Frontline digital transition and small camera use
0:29:58 Heathrow Terminal 5 automatic baggage system failure, Naomi Campbell hissy fit over lost suitcase, Denver “baggage mangling”, JCD on bad terminals around the world, ACC story: Moscow Music Peace Festival, plastered Ozzie Osbourne wets himself, Hell’s Angels, JCD on Hotel Mir’s painted-over microphones, hooker corral
0:45:45 KD “Bubba” Martin show notes the inspiration for this project; JCD recommends Van Buren AR, wine-growing region, muscadine “grapes the size of a small orange”, “they made a cabernet that was credible”, ACC on weed podcasts; John Dvorak the High Times writer, ACC on Amsterdam smoking contest; JCD on Memphis visit, Graceland and Bill Gates’ first house
0:58:31 Caller on Clear Channel takeover by private equity; equal-time rule; Level 3 network issues; ACC Z100 spiel, “theater of the mind”, JCD on Stan Freberg, No Agenda stream idea
1:11:31 ACC tries to talk JCD into using Twitter; the art of the subject line, JCD’s SquirrelMail, ACC all-in on Gmail, on MX records
1:20:41 Listener message on roasted onions in Danish hot dogs; JCD on similar item in Brazil
1:22:14 Three airlines out of business in last week; California freeway shootings; ACC warns against Boeing 777, FAA and carriers in bed together; rigid vs flexible wings, helicopter “blade flap”; ACC’s plan to ask for CBP team leader
1:31:28 BBC to blacklist ISPs doing traffic shaping on iPlayer peer-to-peer traffic, Comcast 15Mbps experiment in Minnesota; ACC on Ba Ba Boom game show pilot
24 Bagging Your Own Reality (2008-03-29)

0:00:19 Horrible weather in Europe, ACC on aircraft annual inspection in Antwerp
0:01:43 Political correctness, Geert Wilders anti-Islamization film released; JCD on Tesco’s Fresh & Easy US chain pushing expiration dates forward, dangers of soymilk, British bangers illegal in US due to bread content, bagging your own food in Europe, plastic bags hanging off trees in Israel, Midway garbage patch, failed Andronico’s experiment, Central Market in Seattle
0:24:10 Donald Sutherland “we haven’t even left the esophagus yet” sperm joke, Taiwanese esophagus dish; full-service gas stations required in Oregon: ACC on working retail “till”, NCR & IBM; Americans not all-in on daily grocery shopping
0:36:24 Sarkozy’s state visit to UK, Carla Bruni “Lady Di of France”, Prince Charles corgi & Camilla joke; JCD on grits and *sel fumée*, smoked paprika flying of the Spicer’s shelves
0:44:04 UEFA denies UK Champions League finals over new tax code; ACC recommends *The Money Masters* global banking documentary, JCD on Rothschilds like *The Good Shepherd* character; no Skill and Bones candidates; ACC on Christopher Buckley pooh-poohing internet; the death of casual computer programming; JCD on trash sorting patent
0:58:57 Heathrow Terminal 5 a total disaster; JCD gripe: Jose Conseco “second source” meme, idiotic ban on editing one’s own Wikipedia article; *Holland’s Got Talent* ratings, ACC recommends Jerry Springer’s *Nothing But the Truth*, JCD: “worse than the worst kind of drug”

23 Vasectomies and The Fountain of Youth (2008-03-23)

0:00:24 Snow in UK, JCD driving Miyata with top down
0:01:30 Federal Reserve hands Bear Stearns over to J.P. Morgan Chase; Canadian vs US dollar
0:06:15 Listener comment: Eliot Spitzer a distraction from resignation of CENTCOM’s William Fallon; JCD gripes about clothes shopping with women; Patricia’s *Holland’s Got Talent* demo
0:12:45 Phorm advertising-injection company; listeners cut off by ISPs for leaving BitTorrent running
0:15:27 JCD on Democrats unable to listen to Rush Limbaugh, “operation chaos” to get Hillary on ticket; Obama Reverend Wright potential scandal, Hillary screaming at Secret Service
0:22:06 JCD on UBS troubles: “how does a Swiss bank make this mistake?”, Northern Rock’s high interest savings accounts
0:25:47 William Fallon and Eliot Spitzer resignations, prostitution taboo; ubiquitousness of porn, extension of show business; show business and depressions
0:31:59 ACC: “what is the deal with Tibet?”, JCD to the meditators: “why don’t they just will China out of existence?”, “psychic fair” signs
0:37:46 Listener amused at notion of Steve Case in Flock of Seagulls
0:38:27 JCD tries to decipher his notes, powdered detergents useless, cooking tongue, “glassware mess” vs all matching glassware, ACC’s Mayflower Hotel glasses, “I have other things on my mind rather than picking up the pen that’s on the floor”, JCD on professionally decorated friend’s house, “salad bowl” bathroom sinks and marble eggs; ACC’s AGA stove
0:55:34 JCD battling Argentine ants; abnormally large marine life sightings, 20-pound German rabbit
0:59:56 Dick Cheney “so?” about civilian deaths; ACC on people enjoying JCD stories and topics on *TWiT*, JCD: “when I was a kid they didn’t have rocks”
1:02:45 JCD on 1920s book plugging vasectomy for youthful look
22 Nothing to See Here (0000-00-00)

0:00:00 There is no No Agenda Show 22 – this is covered toward the beginning of Show 100.

21 Sooty Emissions (2008-03-15)

0:00:28 “Good weather for ducks” in UK; JCD’s computer dead, looking for Vista discs
0:02:42 ACC on ubiquitous unlocked iPhones in Netherlands; lousy dollar vs euro
0:07:22 JCD stumbles upon Dish Network channel 9645 LF1 interactive Shell short film Clearing the Air about reducing “sooty emissions” via GTL gas to liquid, “synthetic alternative to diesel”, trial in Delft, microscopic disclaimers
0:16:14 Corny Skype landing page photo
0:17:39 20% of Silicon Valley has money frozen in auction rate securities market; Bear Stearns in big trouble, printing money and value dilution as tax, bonuses for CEOs, ACC on bankers as the strip club type, The Smartest Guys in the Room, JCD spotted Enron scam early on
0:25:08 Eliot Spitzer prostitution scandal, revenge setup by bankers theory
0:32:00 Public broadcasting funding breakdown, JCD on stupid local radio station managers and program directors; 15-20k listenership estimate, celebrity telethon idea, JCD proposes Clooney, JCD blackballed over Steve Jobs: Good Riddance article, Microsoft memo forbidding disclosure to JCD, “spend the night with Bill” events for insiders, ACC’s occasional Steve Jobs e-mails
0:50:03 Sarah Lacy’s disastrous SXSWi Mark Zuckerberg interview; ACC on Portable Media Expo; Monsanto harassment suit against journalists
0:57:44 UK non-domiciled tax on repatriation of foreign capital gains, “admission fee at the door”, tech companies leaving for Switzerland; ACC predicts $200 per gallon gas, gold’s jump to over $1k, industrial uses of gold and diamond, JCD on Melinda Gates’ engagement ring with stone “the size of a small golf ball”, identifying Silicon Valley types by Rolex and clothing, JCD on wearing yellow striped shirt to irk Harry Fuller
20 Never Say No to a Soldier (2008-03-06)

0:00:20 Ziff-Davis files for Chapter 11; recording on Thursday rather than Friday
0:03:22 Listener message on milk protecting porcelain from thermal shock; JCD on Lipton originating teabag string, French silk teabags, new plastic mesh; ACC National Insurance Number interviewer leaving UK for Spain, tax increases in response to binge drinking, 24-hour pub hours and crime decrease, JCD on history of British drinking, CBC’s This Hour Has 22 Minutes portrayal of British, American view of Netherland: wooden shoes replaced by hookers & drugs, nothing made there any more, no more “I want my bicycle back” jokes about Germany
0:20:00 Iceland film song You Can’t Say No to a Soldier; ACC on US vs UK versions of Gordon Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares; 99 Words for Boobs song, JCD: “I’m downloading it now”
0:31:28 EU to approve Google-Doubleclick merger, JCD blog numbers up and AdSense revenue down since show started, Currys retail outlet; JCD on “screwy” ad numbers; Ask Jeeves’ switch to Ask, ACC’s pre-IPO investment; JCD’s nonexistent Google thought experiment
0:47:54 Adweek on BRIC Brazil, Russia, India, China fashion industries, ACC at Dutch fashion show hugging models, divorce faux pas
0:52:11 Feedback from female listener; e-mails on money making strategies; JCD calls for elevator secret codes; upcoming Apple event, Andrew Horowitz video on similar AOL & Yahoo page layouts, AOL “rudderless ship” without Steve Case; JCD’s seamless e-mail hosting arrangement with Marc Perkel

19 Show Me the Money! (2008-03-01)

0:00:28 ACC’s equipment stabilized; ACC well-pampered by Patricia, Ted Baker suit shopping
0:03:54 New two-mile-long Beijing airport terminal; JCD’s travel shopping trip
0:08:02 Rubicon dinner, JCD on testing sommeliers, bullcrap “robust yet fruity” lists, “astonishing” grappa, 1999 Aux Combottes Domaine Dujac wine, silly wine cradle, Paris bistro Café Procope, 1900 Armagnac
0:20:38 Akamai wins $45.5M in Limelight patent infringement suit, PodShow producer freakout; comScore study on decline in clickthrough rates at Google, CEO blog post after Google’s stock price plunges; JCD’s lunch with AdSense creator
0:37:38 Listener tea feedback; garbage disposals outlawed in Berkeley; listener question on matching wine with pasta for under $100, JCD recommends Rosso di Montalcino
0:42:59 Pakistan and YouTube outage, Geert Wilders anti-Koran movie Fitna, ACC on Burj Al Arab internet filters; CVC’s transition from e-mail to Facebook, MIA SMS messages
0:52:05 Banking write-offs across Europe, UBS down 50%, $2-3T in sovereign wealth funds, Heathrow partially owned by Spain; listener recommends John Ratzenberger’s Made in America; EADS £38bn supertanker contract with low dollar, JCD San Francisco traffic parallel
1:03:06 Neelie Smit-Kroes the hard-ass; artists suing RIAA, JCD Show Me the Money column
1:06:51 Berkeley up in arms over black cop shooting black woman, “truth to power”, “skin-privileged white woman” milieu code word; JCD story: PC World copy editor saying “we use spokesperson instead of representative to make it clear that we don’t use sexist language”
1:14:42 Listeners all-in on longer format, JCD on “begging for money” approach, André Rieu approach, Fabchannel grant money approach, “grantsmanship”; Reddit and Digg media hits
18 Volvo’s Are Sexy (2008-02-22)

0:00:27 ACC roll-your-own habit, stairwell meeting space, bubble wrap “gunshot”, JCD story: shooting elephant gun, first use of On the Seventh Day by David Marriott, Jr. as “hold music”, ACC story: at the Dutch Marines’ firing range in Iraq, JCD’s huge bruise; British gun clubs

0:08:49 ACC’s latest brush with CBP, M for “match” on another Adam Curry, possibly in Nebraska; luggage cheese trove, aged gouda and Italian parmesan

0:19:24 JCD on strange sugar-milk-tea-water ordering, ACC annoyed by people leaving teabag in tea

0:23:08 JCD on new podcast setup: “phenomenal lash-up”, ACC on creating end mix in real time

0:27:25 JCD on Mevio programmers getting “boisterous” in the afternoon, ACC: Obama check “bundler”

0:37:00 JCD on 80-year depression and war cycle; auction credit market and New York Port Authority’s new 20% interest rate, UK’s Northern Rock bank nationalized, FOIA exemption

0:43:31 WikiLeaks shut down by judge over Cayman Islands bank leak and reopened in Sweden

0:00:32 Do-over due to being on “the cutting edge of technology”, Firefox 3 irritations

0:03:13 2.5bn SMS messages sent on Valentine’s Day, ACC at Dancing With the Start arena tour, JCD on learning to dance in school; Dennis Miller’s political orientation

0:07:34 JCD’s visit to Manhattan Century 21, cashmere Gold Toe socks, made in North Carolina, box of orphan socks; Marks & Spencer “Marks & Sparks” underwear and wool T-shirts; ACC story: Gillette marketing officer “we never, ever, ever, talk about how long our blades last”

0:13:05 On the Seventh Day outro music, “Bubba” Martin notes, “Bubba the Love Sponge”

17 Gold Toe Socks (2008-02-15)

0:00:32 Do-over due to being on “the cutting edge of technology”, Firefox 3 irritations

0:03:13 2.5bn SMS messages sent on Valentine’s Day, ACC at Dancing With the Start arena tour, JCD on learning to dance in school; Dennis Miller’s political orientation

0:07:34 JCD’s visit to Manhattan Century 21, cashmere Gold Toe socks, made in North Carolina, box of orphan socks; Marks & Spencer “Marks & Sparks” underwear and wool T-shirts; ACC story: Gillette marketing officer “we never, ever, ever, talk about how long our blades last”

0:19:23 Slovenian listener on Ljubljana fast food joint “Hot Horse”, JCD “hot whores”, JCD on chickens running around in Slovenia, high-quality pastries; JCD recommends Croatia, ACC considering Turkey, JCD on persistent rug vendors; ACC’s upcoming US re-entry

0:26:25 Technical difficulties with recently-updated Mac; upcoming Cranky Geeks with ACC & Leo

0:35:36 Slovenian listener on Ljubljana fast food joint “Hot Horse”, JCD “hot whores”, JCD on chickens running around in Slovenia, high-quality pastries; JCD recommends Croatia, ACC considering Turkey, JCD on persistent rug vendors; ACC’s upcoming US re-entry

0:43:47 Danish ISP refuses to block Pirate Bay; British “three strikes” bill, JCD on cricket: “I think they make the rules up as they go along”, JCD does Indian and “talking through teeth” executive Texan accents, ACC all-in on Desi music, CVC’s accent talents; obscure Australian mogul Kerry Packer, Google game show idea, ACC: “you should send them a card”, JCD archiving Leno’s Jaywalking segments, “Google showdown”, minus filtering

1:10:22 Outro
16 Start Using Canteens (2008-02-10)

0:00:17 JCD able to hear audio via new Mac setup; farting the new problem in California schools
0:05:49 ACC on 800 British government organizations able to order surveillance, JCD: “as soon as you said the word ECHELON you got disconnected”, Taking Liberties documentary, UK protesting illegal within a km of Parliament, potential fart protest
0:10:11 Listener message on Natalie Del Conte “stripper and/or a hooker”, Del Conte’s new show
0:12:19 Attempts to shut down Amsterdam’s red light districts, ACC on foreign prostitutes and drug trade, ACC story: embarrassing monkey suit with strap-on incident at Casa Rosso
0:22:18 JCD speech to orthodontists in Las Vegas, ACC suggests book title High-Penetration Marketing Initiatives, JCD unimpressed with L’Atelier De Joël Robuchon, “is he a prick” question; listener feedback on ubiquity of bottled water, ACC: “it’s like a canteen, isn’t it?”
0:34:04 MSNBC caves to Hillary and suspends David Shuster over “pimping out Chelsea” comment; BBC turns Camden Market fire into Amy Winehouse smear; JCD on local news “green beat”
0:41:43 American Express Black card, amex-black.com blog, celebrity black card photos, JCD on Blue card incompatible with European Schlumberger machines; JCD telling stories on TWiT
0:48:57 Listener message: all-in on format; ACC on Z-100 tracking competitors’ commercial breaks; JCD on rampant privatization to avoid Sarbanes-Oxley
0:55:32 JCD on California superdelegates all-in for Hillary, JCD denied Republican ballot; Ron Paul campaign scaling back; right-wing talk show guys hate McCain

1:05:10 Outro

15 Hot Horse Meat and Hidden Salami (2008-02-03)

0:00:19 Sunny in CA, high winds in UK, scantily dressed British girls in winter, high-quality BBC weather reports, snow in Washington; JCD on direct-from-farm meat buys, heritage turkeys like pheasant; butchery squeamishness, JCD: “I think they’re forced to listen to Robert Scoble”
0:08:35 Davos “circle jerk” conference scam, “drinking club”; UK to tax offshore capital gains, wealthy heading to Switzerland, Wesley Snipes’ tax dodge, Will Smith wage garnishment by IRS, Reagan-era tax simplification schemes
0:23:06 McCain “Bush lite”, JCD: Obama viable in 2012, “I can’t see Hillary running again if she loses”; outrageously expensive Super Bowl ads
0:32:15 Sarkozy married Carla Bruni, dated Donald Trump, ACC: “dude, we gotta go to Davos”; video streaming on phones, JCD on woman yelling at TSA guy, tsa.gov/blog, ACC’s latest US entry story, “were we in jail together?” when recognized; JCD on loading up on food in New Orleans, salami beaujolais confiscated because “there’s bad meat in Europe”
0:44:27 Venison dinner at Chez Spencer with dodgy-looking exterior, JCD recommends reindeer, Americans freaked out in Sweden, puffin-eating Icelanders, JCD on trying elephant in South Africa, giant horse steak in Ljubljana; ACC story: pig for breakfast with Thai hill tribe, JCD: “I didn’t know that sesos was brains”, sweetbreads recipe and search for edible tripe
0:57:18 The Economist story on lingering use of Telex in Europe, jet key transfer system; ACC’s TRS-80 Model 100 with build-in modem, Easy Street software, JCD’s “red NEC”, Radio Shack’s computing history, VIC-20 called VC-20 in Germany because of ficken

1:08:36 Outro

1313
14 Neelis Kroes Is Hot (2008-01-27)

0:00:24 Six inches of rain in California, San Francisco Bay Bridge tunnel flood, Goat Island
0:03:41 Listeners all-in in JCD’s notes rundown, JCD “book of book titles”, *Seinfeld* coffee-table book about coffee-table books; ACC meeting JCD with giant red green Costco golfing umbrella, ACC red-green color blindness
0:09:52 Definitions of neoliberal and neocon, JCD fan of “right-wing talk radio” and “left-wing crack-pot TV”, *Free Speech TV* “Gay News” segment outing people; ACC underwhelmed by Tom Merritt and Molly Wood; podcast lengths and commutes, JCD’s *Tech 5* numbers; Rumsfeld on the need for more US propaganda, JCD on jamming downloads and streaming
0:21:42 ACC story: latest entry into US, “aren’t you that guy from MTV?”, new hack idea: pre-striped duplicate customs form, “hey John it’s Adam, I’m in Gitmo, man!”, secondary screening “SS”, “yeah right” to DHS Clear “barker”
0:30:02 JCD’s switch to PG Tips Special Blend; Verbatim archival-grade optical media with gold, JCD’s 1x SCSI burner, Plextor data recovery drives
0:35:24 Obama South Carolina primary win, JCD predicts Clinton-Obama and McCain-Romney; Ron Paul unmentioned by press, “going for the gold” fundraising goal, Giuliani’s “mobbed up” campaign managers; Huckabee stand-up on Leno, Howard Dean’s overly long tie, Huckabee consumption tax proposal, ACC on VAT black market, JCD on Reagan-era illegal employees coming to light in confirmation hearings; Ron Paul four-point revitalization plan, Sarbanes–Oxley repeal
0:49:32 ACC: “on a weekly basis we could do five hours”; *In Business* podcast with Neelie Kroes“, Europe the antitrust hawk, Kroes’ ”so to say“, ”Nagra-carrying“ Peter Day ACC interview
0:58:44 *Yo Agenda* and *Ho Agenda* podcasts; JCD’s *Battlestar Galactica* “networked computer” quote, scathing review rejected by *PC Magazine*
1:02:57 Outro

13 Turned on by Esther Dyson (2008-01-19)

0:00:15 *Financial Times* stories: Gordon Brown trying to export English language to China, UK to follow US capital gains model, Irish tax haven for artists; ACC Perth documentary
0:06:28 Listener fan mail, “stream of consciousness” vs disorganization vs reading own handwriting; writing down phone numbers; mysterious “when it comes to politics the internet is like cocaine” quote; UK discrimination against redheads; voice mail from French listener; JCD tries to decipher his notes
0:22:48 British Airways 38 Boeing 777 crash at Heathrow, ACC: “something’s fucked up with that airplane”
0:28:49 Natalie Del Conte’s age on TeXtra, lame blogs, ACC all-in on Twitter, schedule posting and Esther Dyson’s pass at ACC; JCD on History Channel inaccuracies
0:46:00 *Washington Post* and *The Economist* the go-to resources; hackers gaining access to power grids of entire countries; pharmaceutical and security threat release conspiracy theories
0:53:09 Outro
12 Lawsuit Crazy (2008-01-12)

0:00:15 ACC’s jaunt in the Cessna, BBC Coast show; JCD in “Lost Wages Nevada”, Video Poker Tutor software, ACC’s Las Vegas documentaries; CES vs COMDEX, mall cart solicitations, Canal Street “fake” goods in alleyways, JCD’s knockoff Movado silver-on-silver watch, ACC’s dirty gold Rolex, JCD tip: ask for room near elevators, Joël Robuchon restaurant

0:17:25 “Racist” comment about lazy French, Sarkozy dating Carla Bruni, perpetual recession; ACC’s two French listeners

0:22:57 JCD on fat people on airplanes, pinball museum on 3330 Tropicana

0:30:06 Tesla at CES, ACC on hard landing with Ray Lane due to jammed brake, Tesla Motors event, Who Killed the Electric Car documentary, JCD on hydrogen car tanks at 10k PSI, compressed air hybrids

0:40:55 Patricia’s misdiagnosis and appendectomy, Creative Commons lawsuit, no help from EFF on mtv.com lawsuit, “neither party has any further comment”, JCD’s Hindi accent, “racist” slurs on Big Brother, “unscripted dramas”, low-paid jobs in TV

0:58:09 JCD on Windows machines hibernating during download; JCD’s PanAm headphones, Koss electrostats

1:02:12 Comic Strip Blogger’s Yo Agenda show; Czech origin of Dvorak name, no connection to Antonín Dvořák; Dvorak kids’ insane typing speeds; reused password honeypots; approximately 10k listeners per show

1:13:09 Outro

11 8 Pints of Lager please! (2008-01-04)

0:00:22 JCD dealing with high winds; Skype issues solved by shutting down iTunes

0:03:51 British norovirus plague, BBC “projectile vomiting”, 200k infections per week, outbreak on Queen Mary 2, fake illness scams; JCD story: chili-eating challenge at Brazilian churrascaria; ACC vaccine extortion theory, “antidote”

0:14:57 The Genesis of Modern No Agenda: RIAA lawyer quote omitting “shared folder”, JCD: hard disks not covered by personal use exemption

0:19:16 ACC’s Tourette syndrome and TSA SPOT Screening Passengers by Observation Technique, “behavior detection officers”, 600-700 arrests; JCD PBS Tourette syndrome special, guy thrown off plane; guttural grunting, ACC’s relative on PBS show

0:25:27 End-of-year laundry lists and New Year prediction articles; switchover from desktops to laptops as desktops; JCD’s one laptop per child article

0:30:47 ACC on origin of the name al-Qaeda “the database” of CIA-recruited Mujahideen, training camp with guys on monkey bars; Adam Curtis documentaries, British binge drinking documentary, “eight pints”, Charles the drunken Londoner; JCD on beer for breakfast in Denmark

0:45:44 Commercial airline jets to be outfitted with shoulder-fired missile jamming equipment, TWA 800 conspiracy theories

0:49:44 Iowa presidential caucus process vs smoke-filled rooms, JCD: “it’s rigged”, Hillary-Obama ticket and McCain win prediction, coked-up John Edwards

0:55:45 Outro
10  No Agenda 010 (2007-12-29)

0:00:24 ACC’s Netherlands trip; Cliveden House dinner, 1953 Latour plan torpedoed; JCD recommends 1995 Bordeaux
0:05:13 Benazir Bhutto assassination theories
0:09:25 Message from “our listener” on “Ike Turner Beats Tina to Death” headline
0:11:31 Upcoming Apple pen-based tablet, light pen Newton-era patent
0:13:41 Columbus police entrap firefighter with topless sunbather in park, 300 arrests by transit police leaving valuables in stations, ACC: “I’ll be seeing him at secondary screening”; JCD on football pass interference “entrapment”, “pre-crime”; ACC NYC first responders 9/11 theory
0:23:43 JCD traces nautical term “by and large” to 1866; JCD Skype woes, possible daily show, ACC “fuck” drinking game, reverse-chronological snippet stream, “participation broadcasting”
0:41:15 ACC’s Ron Paul endorsement video on Dutch TV
0:41:51 Upcoming British airlines strikes; Letterman cuts deal with writers for restart
0:43:48 JCD on son’s phony Ron Paul theory, Mimi “hates” him, predicts McCain; crazy Bush martial law theories, Nixon emperor theories, ACC on people “jacked into the matrix”
0:51:47 ACC predicts Paris Hilton crash over reaction to Barron Hilton charity announcement, JCD: “this sounds like a theme for the show, to track down the BS behind this whole thing and what the truth is”
0:55:52 Outro

9  No Agenda 009 (2007-12-22)

0:00:17 JCD on last-minute Christmas shopping “travelers”, ACC enlists CVC’s spying prowess, Mimi “edict” on used & handmade gifts, JCD’s house interior “eclectic”
0:03:50 Steven Brill’s Verified ID contractor for TSA CLEAR program, ACC: “my wife doesn’t want me to talk about this stuff any more”, JCD proposes “you want my autograph” experiment; ACC reading Confessions of an Economic Hit Man; 9/11 truthers at KGO handing out DVDs, WTC 7, nutty Alex Jones, pilotsfor911truth.org black box FOIA altimeter discrepancy; J. Orlin Grabbe on Clinton body count assassination via plane crash, disappeared from internet
0:19:56 Election disinformation campaign beginning, Rush Limbaugh’s “the Huckster”, McCain-Giuliani ticket vs “flu-like” bug, McCain getting “cocky”, JCD: next president Republican
0:29:32 Filibuster over telecom amnesty in new FISA law
0:33:01 JCD’s folded printout note-taking regimen, “a million people probably already sent you this” notes, JCD on calling in car accidents
0:36:58 Kissinger on unwinnability of Iraq and Asian “saving face”, $1T sovereign fund for Saudi Arabian infrastructure, Waterworld “go juice”; JCD “French → IBM” note; sexual harassment and unpublishability of office romance book, freedom of speech issue
0:46:28 Best of Show with Fred Willard, handicapped skateboarder joke, ACC story: insulted by Martin Mull at CableACE “ditch digger” awards
0:50:55 In search of an opposite to Rush Limbaugh, Oxy deafness; JCD on summer factory jobs
0:55:57 FBI to build $1bn biometric database
0:58:21 JCD’s Christmas in Washington; Google feed comparison; Patricia fooled by Yorkshire Tea
1:03:50 Outro
8 No Agenda 008 (2007-12-15)

0:00:19 Cold in UK, foggy in California; ACC on both making tea, “perfect married gay couple”; JCD irked by “up and about” and Carly Fiorina’s “by and large”

0:03:09 BBC’s Global Business with “Nagra-carrying” Peter Day interview with Tony Perkins

0:04:30 Jonathan Coulton Podsafe Christmas “Adam Curry, Skyping in from a helicopter flying somewhere above your golden palace”, If Every Day Were Christmas; music lawyer Alan Grubman

0:09:54 National Geographic “Super Ship Saturday”, Cunard refuses to allow JCD on board Queen Mary 2, too wide for Panama Canal

0:15:11 ACC’s DHS hassles continue, “lookout list” generated ATS Automatic Targeting System from Department of Treasury, 40-year data retention, the death of “welcome home”, “why would today be any different?”; Soviet-style secondary room, stuttering interrogator, met by CBP at the jetway in Chicago, 2003 trip to Iraq, ACC: “or maybe just because I keep saying on my show skullfuck the rotting corpse of the TSA?”

0:28:14 Idiotic TSA CLEAR biometric program, confiscating expensive perfume, no journalists infiltrating, electronics get bag never gets opened

0:33:13 Central banks put up month-long $10bn loan blind auction, JCD: “I’m guessing that during that story that you just told, five to six listeners committed suicide”

0:39:06 Mitt Romney’s Bain Capital to buy Clear Channel, rumors of Bloomberg presidential run, Ross Perot threatened out of race; political ads on JCD’s blog, Romney and Treat Williams

0:50:16 ACC’s enjoyable flight to the South Coast; JCD on white wine vinegar with tarragon

0:51:50 Barefoot Doctor one-minute holiday tips, JCD one minute computer tips idea; pen-based Apple tablet insider tip; JCD’s geezer blogger network, humiliatedly low Google Ads revenue

1:06:13 ACC recommends Michael Crichton’s Next; inane autobiographies at airport bookstores

1:07:51 Outro

7 No Agenda 007 (2007-12-07)

0:00:25 ACC at Sequoia Capital dinner at NOLA; JCD runs into former booker at Ritz Carlton, Orson restaurant predicted to be next big thing; ACC’s dinner at Spruce; Yorkshire Tea for ACC

0:09:58 PodShow UK Christmas party vs Led Zeppelin one-off reunion concert and party; JCD story: planted screamer at Led Zeppelin concert; JCD on Lifeboat Tea

0:13:53 Eisenhower’s “military industrial complex” speech, 1954 speech on those seeking to abolish Social Security: “their number is negligible and they are stupid”

0:16:18 storyofstuff.com, planned obsolescence and perceived obsolescence, ACC “Wrong” brand

0:21:06 JCD “disclosure project” with writers’ political and religious affiliations; Silicon Valley innovators trace back to Gold Rush, JCD story: Cynical character at party calling out Silicon Valley as scam

0:28:47 H.R.1955 thought crime bill passes House, JCD: “I though it was a hoax”, “this is the Roman Senate”, violent radicalization definition: “process of adopting or promoting an extremist belief system for the purpose of facilitating ideologically based violence to advance political, religious, or social change”; 409-to-2 passage of SAFE Securing Adolescents from Exploitation-Online Act of 2007, ACC: “I’m so going to the slammer, John”, Ron Paul endorsement video

0:40:13 Outro
**No Agenda 006 (2007-11-30)**

0:00:13 ACC on mobile setup; JCD joke deconstruction podcast idea
0:02:20 ACC’s continued hassling by customs, Costco card as photo ID, DHS’ multitude of lists, ACC threatened with body cavity search over failed radio deal; JCD on using call cards for long distance, SBC long distance phone slamming, account passwords in the clear; Mac grudge
0:11:01 JCD all-in on Leopard three-week reboot cycle, Mac recommendations to avoid being the resident desktop support guy
0:14:08 Anderson Cooper issues apology for Democrat shills at Republican debate
0:15:41 Colorado State meteorology department predicted 17 hurricanes and got one; thousands evacuated in Europe over superstorm that failed to materialize, US media fails to report on anything European, Mevio’s international crowd
0:19:56 Korean killed by exploding cell phone turns out to be hoax; Nokia battery recall
0:22:10 JCD the air pollution expert, the virtues of coal fireplaces, “alien aroma to Californians”
0:25:29 Comic Strip Blogger’s war with Nokia, PowerPoint “P.S. fuck you Adam Curry”
0:30:19 Listener note on four-year-old trying pendulum retropsychokinesis experiment; JCD on finding the best-paying video poker machines
0:39:30 Outro

**No Agenda 005 (2007-11-24)**

0:00:19 Dodgy UK internet connections; British government loses personal details of 25M people
0:04:04 Madeline McCann still in the news, competing Natalee Holloway Aruba disappearance story; JCD on Soledad O’Brien’s *The Site* on MSNBC cancelled after Diana’s death, ACC recommends *The Society of the Spectacle*
0:10:07 Listener feedback call; ACC: Nokia N810 “fucking amazing”
0:15:48 ACC on Pakistan mess as excuse to bomb Iran, JCD: “I don’t think they particularly want to be bombed, seems to me”
0:19:02 UK disqualified for Euro 2008 football match; opera singer Tony Henry Croatian anthem “my penis is a mountain” botch
0:22:28 JCD story: Leo Laporte in ear during *Silicon Spin*; ACC on Tom Brokaw’s masterful MSNBC Bill Clinton interview, the art of QVC yakkling
0:25:34 Patricia on staged fainting by Marie Osmond: “most cunning woman in Hollywood”
0:27:19 JCD on quantum theory and affecting things merely by looking at them, Oakland black guys “what’re you lookin’ at”; John Walker retropsychokinesis theory; voicemail jingle
0:32:55 Outro
4  No Agenda 004 (2007-11-17)

0:00:20 Good feedback on show; PodcastReady thumb drive aggregator
0:01:23 ACC on drinking tea British-style, PG Tips “gold standard”, long-term deals with producers, complex history of Boston Tea Party; another round of Ron Paul fundraising
0:04:16 Liberty Dollar FBI raid, Ron Paul dollars, ACC: “we’ll be branded as conspiracy theorists”, minor right-wing talk show personalities turning against Ron Paul, Michael Savage staying on Paul’s side; Ray Lane lone Republican at Kleiner Perkins, John Doerr looking for ambassadorship, JCD: Vatican best post
0:16:49 Dutch couple jailed by Management and Training Corporation, former chairman involved with Abu Ghraib; JCD recommends 1975 Rollerball and original Max Headroom movie; JCD on San Francisco outsourcing parking enforcement, ACC on London Congestion Charge backfire
0:24:58 ACC avoids discussing moon landing, JCD on getting to the Moon ahead of the Chinese
0:25:44 Shirley MacLaine on Larry King Live: Air Force pilots stepping forward on UFOs, Dennis Kueinch “yeah, I’ve seen a UFO”
0:27:32 Marie Osmond freaks out over Larry King question about son in rehab, ACC on car racing Donny Osmond, JCD staged Dancing with the Stars fainting theory, Little Richard parallel
0:33:36 I’m a Celebrity...Get Me Out of Here reality show back on in UK, “unscripted dramas”, ACC on Adam’s Family show and the magic of editing, proposed product placement deal with Mars Corporation; 30 Rock fake Verizon placement
0:39:53 Daily Show writers explain strike in YouTube video
0:41:41 Outro

3  No Agenda 003 (2007-11-09)

0:00:18 ACC being overworked by PodShow, JCD on insane incoming traffic to San Francisco, “Tower of Death” One Rincon Hill at base of Bay Bridge, stabilizing water tanks at top of building
0:04:06 American dollar now worth less than Canadian dollar, Gisele Bündchen wants to be paid in euros, ACC on New York City tunnel toll increases, JCD on promises of toll-free Golden Gate and Bay Bridges, Bill Gates dollar divestiture, GM’s $28bn loss, ACC: “maybe they’re also part of the subprime problem”, JCD: real news reporting not cost-effective, ACC on ignorant tech reporters, proposal to leverage writer’s strike after Reuters report on online ad sales, Jack Myers on nebulosity of online ad pricing, ad agencies’ 15%
0:17:43 Linda Stein bludgeoned to death by assistant with “yoga stick”
0:18:51 ACC reads AOL top stories, “musical code found in Da Vinci painting”, attempts to restore “The Last Supper”, “The Night’s Watch” slashing at Rijksmuseum, JCD on unprotected Mona Lisa and Stonehenge in 1973, Blowup guitar scene
0:24:13 GM’s third-quarter losses broken down
0:25:46 JCD’s MarketWatch column on Tom Lantos grilling Yahoo CEO Jerry Yang and giving AT&T a pass for helping intelligence agencies; Algemeen Dagblad story of Dutch couple with expired tourist visas jailed for six weeks in Texas, “psychological test which he had answered incorrectly”, “everywhere that American flag, it looks like Nazi Germany”; JCD seeing female hitchhikers
0:36:43 Outro
2 *No Agenda 002* (2007-11-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well, hi everybody, welcome to *No Agenda*, the show that has no jingles, no theme song, no commercials, and well actually, no talent and no agenda”

0:00:13 ACC in San Francisco “Curry condo”, JCD in Albany “Dvorak mansion”

0:00:46 JCD: Writers Guild of America strike “huge blunder”, should focus on DVD sales; JCD: Hulu signup “like joining the Bohemian club”; JCD the union organizer

0:10:13 ACC: Blackwater unknown in Europe, hour-long Charlie Rose interview of Erik Prince, ACC on Burger King & Pizza Hut in Green Zone, JCD standing in line at post office with fellow taxpayers “how many bullets” speculation; Dutch porn businesses, Danni’s Hard Drive

0:21:54 Drought in US vs British floods; ocean “gyre” of microplastic

0:27:36 Sire Records’ Seymour Stein’s ex-wife Linda “the most abrasive woman you could imagine” found bludgeoned to death in New York City

0:31:02 NBC Universal general counsel Rick Cotton proposes intellectual property crime take precedence over bank robbing and burglary

0:34:31 Outro


1 *No Agenda 001* (2007-10-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ah, welcome everybody to a brand new program on the PodShow network, which could be titled a number of things; we chose *No Agenda*, but it could be the show with no imaging, no content yet – the only thing it is, is two guys with an idea of putting together a, what shall we call it, John?”

JCD: “Agenda-less show.”

0:00:25 JCD on interesting conversations with Mimi, ACC with Patricia

0:01:37 ACC’s Ron Paul interview, JCD on “Doctor Ron” and German *Herr Doktor*, JCD on “long ass-kissing moment”, democracy-republic question

0:09:29 JCD story: visit to abolitionist Cassius Clay’s mansion, self-defense via personal cannon, Clay’s diminutive lesbian sister, Muhammad Ali name’s historical precedent

0:14:30 Paul on Second Amendment, ACC’s Japanese machine gun; Paul’s Constitutional position on right to life; no shot of winning as an independent, Ross Perot’s bizarre exit from race

0:21:02 JCD recommends *Confessions of an Economic Hit Man*; ACC on phony edited interviews; JCD on pre-interviews, Larry King’s “guy on the street” approach, Leno pre-interviews; ACC “scrunch or fold” question

0:27:35 H.R.1955 Violent Radicalization & Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act thought crime bill

0:30:48 California fires nowhere near JCD’s location; 500k or 1M evacuations

0:33:35 Writers Guild of America strike

0:36:56 ACC: “forty minutes is pretty much the max, I think”

0:37:20 Outro